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Abstract—This paper presents a visualisation technique
that facilitates the analysis of the discontinuity induced behaviour that appears in piecewise-smooth electronic oscillators. In this work, an electrostatic vibration energy harvester is the system used to present the new technique.
1. Introduction
In this work we present a technique which aids in the
analysis of discontinuity induced behaviour in piecewisesmooth electronic oscillators. The developed technique is
used to examine the dynamics of a particular type of piecewise smooth oscillator, namely an electrostatic vibration
energy harvester (eVEH). An eVEH is a device that generates electrical energy from ambient vibrations in its surrounding environment by employing a high-quality microresonator (linear or nonlinear) and conditioning electronics, coupled together through a variable capacitor (the
transducer).
It was shown in [1] that this system displays both regular and irregular behaviour, and it was later confirmed in
[2, 3, 4] that both classical nonlinear phenomena and sliding phenomena were present in the system. This nonlinear behaviour appears due to the eVEH being a mixed system i.e. the electro-mechanical coupling of the transducer,
along with the switched nature of the conditioning electronics. The switching of the conditioning electronics causes a
discontinuity in the vector field describing the system. This
explains the appearance of sliding behaviour in the system,
an analysis of which can be found in [4]. Sliding behaviour
can be particularly detrimental to the performance of an
eVEH. This is because the system’s switches operate upon
the detection of local extrema of a varying capacitance.
When sliding occurs, many local maxima and minima of
this capacitance also occur, causing many switching events.
In [3] and [4], bifurcation diagrams were presented that
allowed one to get an overview of the whole system dynamics of an eVEH. It was apparent from these plots that
sliding motion was very much present in the system. The
particularities of this sliding behaviour however could not
be determined from a bifurcation diagram alone. The motivation behind this paper is to develop a visualisation tool
based upon a traditional bifurcation diagram which also
highlights the discontinuity induced behaviour present in
a piecewise-smooth system like an eVEH. This technique
can be extended to any electronic oscillator that displays
such sliding phenomena.

2. Statement of the Problem
The piecewise-smooth electronic oscillator used in this
work to present our analysis technique, models an eVEH
and is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a high-Q linear or
nonlinear resonator, a variable capacitor (transducer) and
a conditioning circuit that implements the constant-charge
energy conversion cycle [5]. Ambient vibrations of the environment in which the eVEH is situated cause the transducer to oscillate since it is attached to a high-Q linear or
nonlinear resonator. This oscillation causes the capacitance
of the variable capacitor Ctran (t) to vary with time. The conditioning circuitry discharges Ctran to zero at a local minimum of the capacitance and charges Ctran to a charge Q0 at
a local maximum. This is done by fixing an energy W0 on
the capacitor at every local maximum. The mechanical-toelectrical energy conversion occurs whilst the transducer
capacitance decreases from a local maximum to a local
minimum by keeping the charge constant thus increasing
the voltage between the plates.
By introducing both a variable vector x = (x1 , x2 , x3 ),
where x1 represents the normalised displacement, x2 the
normalised velocity and x3 dimensionless time, and a vector representing the system parameters P = (β, α, Ω, νW ),
the system dynamics of an eVEH can be described by
(
ẋ =

F1 (x, P),
F2 (x, P),

H(x) > 0
H(x) < 0

(1)

where
Maximum of C tran

Minimum of C tran

SW1

V0 =

2W0 /C max
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Figure 1: Schematic of the electronic oscillator which models a vibration electrostatic energy harvester.
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displays classical nonlinear behaviour e.g. cascades of doubling bifurcations and intermittency. What is not as easily
explained is the appearance of these lower branches in the
figure at Aext < 2ms−2 and at Aext > 7ms−2 . In [4] it was
noted that this phenomena is actually discontinuity induced
behaviour i.e. sliding motion. This sliding motion appears
in a bifurcation diagram because it contains many maxima,
since a trajectory undergoing sliding continuously switches
between the two subspaces of the system F1 and F2 .
3.2. Discontinuity Induced Behaviour

This general system (1) can be used to describe an eVEH
whether it is operated with a linear or nonlinear resonator.
n−1
nd
In (1), x1 = x/d, β = b/(2mω0 ), κn = kmω
2 , α =
0

Aext /(dω20 ), νW = W0 /(d2 mω20 ), Ω = ωext /ω0 = 1+σ (σ is a
possible small mismatch between the two frequencies) and
x3 = ω0 t. These are all derived from the dimensional parameters describing the system: displacement x, the transducer gap at rest d, the damping factor b, resonator
√ mass
m, the natural frequency of the resonator ω0 = k1 /m (k1
is the linear spring constant), the mechanical nonlinearity
coefficients of a nonlinear resonator kn (n ≥ 2), the energy
fixed on the transducer W0 , the acceleration Aext and frequency ωext of the ambient vibrations, and time t. It is clear
to see from (1) that a discontinuity exists in the system. The
boundary between the two vector fields governing the system is referred to as the switching surface Σ. The scalar
function H(x) that defines Σ is given by the switching condition H(x) = −x2 = 0. A more detailed description of the
mathematical model and operation of this system can be
found in [2]. General system parameters used throughout
this paper can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1: General parameter values and ranges of the studied
eVEH used throughout this paper (unless stated otherwise).
System Parameters
m
200 · 10−6 kg
b 1.5 · 10−3 Nsm−1
k1
300 Nm−1
d
20·10−6 m
C0
44.25 ·10−12 F
σ
0.03

Sliding motion or discontinuity induced behaviour can
occur in piecewise smooth systems like an eVEH when a
trajectory intersects the switching surface Σ through particular regions on the switching manifold known as ‘sliding regions’ [6]. Since F1 describes the flow of system (1)
when H(x) > 0 and F2 describes the flow when H(x) < 0
then we can construct F s , a specific vector field that governs the flow inside the switching region when H(x) = 0,
using Utkins equivalent control method [7].
F1 + F2
F2 − F1
+ ρ(x)
(4)
2
2
where |ρ| ≤ 1. The normal vector nT = [∇H(x)]T =
(0, −1, 0) is directed towards the subspace governed by the
vector field F1 . Using the notation ha, bi to denote the inner
product of two vectors, the function ρ(x) can be obtained
by considering that F s must be
to the switching
D tangential
E
manifold Σ, which means that nT , F s = 0. Thus we obtain
that
D
E D
E
nT , F1 + nT , F2
(5)
ρ(x) = T
n , F1 − nT , F2
Fs =

The boundaries of the sliding regions are defined by the
corresponding conditions

and

Σ̂+ = {x ∈ Σ/ρ(x) = +1}

(6)

Σ̂− = {x ∈ Σ/ρ(x) = −1}

(7)
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3. Visualisation of Discontinuity Induced Bifurcations
x1,max

0.6

3.1. Bifurcation Diagrams
Bifurcation diagrams like the one seen in Fig. 2 for an
eVEH were presented in [3] and [4]. In the particular instance of Fig. 2, the acceleration of the external vibrations
being harnessed, Aext , is varied as all other parameters are
held constant. For each point the initial conditions are
taken to be x1 = 0 and x2 = 0, and (1) is evaluated for 1500
units of dimensionless time x3 . Any local maxima that occur between x3 = 1200 and x3 = 1500 are plotted. The first
1200 units of x3 are neglected to ensure that the transient
process has passed. It is clear that the bifurcation diagram
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Figure 2: Bifurcation diagram for an eVEH operated with a
linear resonator. Local maxima of displacement are plotted
as Aext varies while W0 is fixed at 10 nJ.
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These expressions (6) and (7) are used to determine
the sliding regions of an eVEH since a sliding region is
bounded by Σ̂+ and Σ̂− . Evaluating (6) and (7) for an eVEH
operating in constant-charge mode we obtain the following
expressions for the Σ̂+ and Σ̂− boundaries
N
X

κn x1n − α cos Ωx3 = 0

No Sliding

0.8

+

0.7

−

0.6

x1,max

Σ̂+ : x1 +

1
0.9

(8)

0.5
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Crossing−Sliding
Bifurcation
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and
N
X

νW
Σ̂− : x1 +
κn x1n − α cos Ωx3 −
=0
1
− x1
n=2

0.1
0

(9)
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0.21
0.2
0.19

+

0.18

−
Adding−Sliding
Bifurcations

0.16
7.005

where (10) corresponds to the blue points, (11) to the green
points and (12) to the pink points.
Comparing Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 (a) it is clear that it is now
much easier to quickly determine where the sliding motion appears in the system. Sliding motion appears and disappears in a system by discontinuity induced bifurcations
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3.3. Sliding Bifurcation Diagrams
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Figure 3: Sliding bifurcation diagram. (a): W0 = 10nJ,
linear resonator. (b): Magnified section of (a), omitting
non-sliding points.
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The simulations that were used to find the results in
Fig. 2 were repeated but this time the values for x3 corresponding to each detection of a maximum of displacement
were also recorded. Using these times in conjunction with
(8) and (9) it can be determined whether a particular segment of a trajectory contains sliding motion or not, and if
so, then by which boundary Σ̂+ or Σ̂− , this segment leaves
the sliding region.
In Fig. 3 (a) one can see the results of this process for
an eVEH operated with a linear resonator and W0 = 10nJ.
With this visualisation tool, the blue dots correspond to
local maxima from a segment of a trajectory that crosses
the discontinuity boundary outside the sliding regions. The
pink and green points correspond to local maxima that appear due to sliding. The green points indicate that the
sliding segment of the trajectory leaves the sliding region
through the Σ̂+ boundary and the pink points indicate that
the sliding segment of the trajectory leaves the sliding region through the Σ̂− boundary. These mappings can also be
written as
)
(
dx2
3
<0
(10)
D = (x1 , x2 , x3 ) ∈ R /H(x) = 0,
dx3
n
o
D+Σ = (x1 , x2 , x3 ) ∈ R3 /ρ(x) = +1
(11)

5

0.25

The expressions (8) and (9) define the boundaries of the
sliding regions on the switching surface H(x) = 0. If a trajectory crosses the switching surface through one of these
sliding regions then sliding motion will occur. The trajectory will cross Σ transversely until it hits one of the boundaries of the sliding region. These sliding region boundaries (8) and (9) change and evolve depending upon system
parameter values and thus the sliding regions themselves
evolve [4].

n
o
D−Σ = (x1 , x2 , x3 ) ∈ R3 /ρ(x) = −1
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Figure 4: Effect of adding-sliding bifurcation on phase
of system. (a) Aext = 7.0163ms−2 : 10T-orbit. (b)
Aext = 7.0164ms−2 : 5T-orbit. Note the disappearance of
a loop due to the adding-sliding bifurcation.

(sliding bifurcations) [6]. These sliding bifurcations are so
called since they cause a qualitative change in a system’s
orbit. The visualisation technique presented here aids us in
determining firstly, when these sliding bifurcations occur
in a system and secondly, what types of sliding bifurcations
occur. It was shown in [4] that there are two types of sliding
bifurcations that can occur in an eVEH: a crossing-sliding
bifurcation and an adding-sliding bifurcation.
Looking at Fig. 3 (a) we can see that the sliding that is
present at low values of Aext completely disappears from
Aext = 1.78ms−2 to Aext = 1.79ms−2 . This happens due to
a crossing-sliding bifurcation. Some of the sliding motion
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that exists at higher values of Aext can be seen in more detail in Fig. 3 (b) where the points mapped by (10) have been
omitted to ease the analysis of the sliding regimes. Two
adding-sliding bifurcations are marked on the figure. The
first occurs at Aext ≈ 7.01635ms−2 . One can observe how
the green points representing contact with the Σ̂+ boundary disappear, and all that remains is a single pink point.
This adding-sliding bifurcation creates a window of periodicity with a segment of sliding motion. This window
disappears again via another adding-sliding bifurcation at
Aext ≈ 7.01765ms−2 . The effect that an adding-sliding can
have on the phase of this system can be seen in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4 (a) one can see a 10T-orbit before the adding-sliding
bifurcation and in Fig. 4 (b) a 5T-orbit (a loop of which has
disappeared) after the adding-sliding bifurcation.
Fig. 5 (a) shows the dynamics of an eVEH, operated with
a nonlinear resonator (κ3 = 0.3) and W0 fixed at 20 nJ , plotted using this new visualisation technique. Again, through
the colour coding, one can easily observe at which values
of Aext sliding does, and does not, occur. A crossing-sliding
bifurcation similar to the one discussed previously occurs
between Aext = 4.05ms−2 to Aext = 4.06ms−2 . By zooming in on the system’s dynamics at higher values of Aext
in Fig. 5 (b), it can be seen how the green points ’collide’
with the pink points at Aext = 10.092ms−2 . This results in
a disappearance of the green points. This discontinuity in-
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Abstract– The design of a MEMS frequency upconverter is described in this paper, the MEMS device
relies on the highly nonlinear phenomena of electrostatic
pull-in and hysteresis in order to multiply the input
frequency by a significant factor, possibly up to several
orders of magnitudes. An analytical solution of the
performance of the device is obtained using a spring-mass
model, and the optimal values of physical parameters are
also derived analytically. This frequency up-converter is
designed in view of a specific application which is to
provide efficient energy harvesting for cardiac medical
implants.
1. Introduction
The highly appealing prospect of supplying ultra-low
power electronics with their energy by integrating an
energy scavenging device is most often impaired by the
low efficiency of energy harvesters, this issue is further
exacerbated by the lack of high frequency environmental
excitation
where
mechanical-to-electrical
energy
conversion is more efficient. In literature several
frequency up-conversion MEMS devices have been
suggested [1]-[3]. In this work, an efficient electrostatic
MEMS frequency up-converter is presented operating on
the principle of electrostatic pull-in.
2. Modelling
The MEMS device used in this work is depicted
schematically in Fig. 1, where it consists of two MEMS
resonators: the first is a low frequency resonator hereon
labeled seismic resonator with a natural frequency within
the bandwidth of the input excitation, and represented in
Fig. 1 by the mass-spring system denoted MS and KS
respectively. The second high frequency resonator, is
depicted with the lumped elements K and M in Fig. 1.
The seismic mass is covered by a dielectric layer of
thickness h and a relative dielectric constant εr, and a
constant voltage difference V is maintained between the
two resonators whose respective proof mass constitute the
electrodes of a parallel plate capacitor.
The attractive force between the two electrodes (formed
by the masses M and MS) is thus given by:

Felec 

 0 AV 2
 h

2
 X 
r


2

(1)

where Felec, ε0, εr , A, X are the electrostatic force between
the two plates, the vacuum permittivity, the relative
permittivity of the dielectric, the electrode’s surface area,
and the separation between the proof mass respectively.
Upon external excitation of the seismic resonator the
seismic mass moves to a sufficiently near distance to the
high frequency resonator to cause a pull-in effect [4]. The
high frequency oscillator is thereafter entrained by the
seismic resonator as the latter returns to an equilibrium
position. This entrainment proceeds until the electrostatic
force is no longer sufficient to maintain the two electrodes
stuck, and at which point and due to the hysteretic effect
of electrostatic pull-in, the high frequency oscillator is
released and oscillates with large amplitudes near its
natural frequency (“near” because it is situated in an
electrostatic potential well which results in nonlinear
oscillations), these oscillations are thereafter converted to
electrical energy using a separate transduction system.
It is important at this point to identify the effect
responsible for converting energy into high frequency
domain not as the impact caused by the pull-in, ideally
that impact will carry very little energy, but by the
entrainment and sudden release of the proof mass of the
high frequency resonator as caused by the hysteretic
behavior of the electrostatic force.
By noting the critical position at which the oscillator is
released as Xcr, it is possible to express Xcr using the
equilibrium of electrostatic and elastic force, i.e. Felec =
Felastic = KXcr.
By assuming that the seismic resonator is driven near its
natural frequency ω0, and denoting its maximum
displacement as δ. It is possible to express the equation
describing the common motion of the two resonators
(once they are stuck) as:

K  KS
KS
X 
X

M  MS
M  MS

(2)

where  is given as   Qa0 M S , and the solution to the
KS
above differential equation is:
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Qa 0 M S
1  cos I t 
K  KS

X t  

The energy transferred from the seismic resonator to the
high frequency oscillator is expressed as follows:
(4)
ET  EKinetic  Eelastic  Eelect  E pull in
Where ET represents the total energy transferred into high
frequency oscillations, EKinetic represents the kinetic energy
of the high frequency resonator proof mass at the moment
of pull-off, Eelastic is the elastic energy stored in the spring
of the high frequency oscillator at the moment of pull-off,
Eelec represents the electrostatic potential well that the high
frequency oscillator needs to overcome as it oscillates
after detachment, finally Epull-in represents the energy lost
during the pull-in phase between the two resonators. Note
that Eelec need not be completely lost, however, equation
(4) represents an upper limit for dissipation due to the
electrostatic potential well and to electrical dissipation in
charging the capacitance.
Finally by defining the separation dependent capacitance
as C  X  

0A

it is possible to express each of the

 h


 X 
r


X
3h  1
ET  KX cr  cr    MX 2
r  2
 2

(3)

(6)

By injecting the expression for the time dependent
deformation into (6) and deriving with respect to time, it
is possible to obtain the detachment length that maximizes
ET as:

X cr 

2Qa 0 M S
K  KS

(7)

where Q is the quality factor of the seismic resonator, and
a0 is the excitation acceleration, this also corresponds to a
zero kinetic energy, i.e. detachment takes place at the
point where maximum oscillation amplitude is reached
and the velocity is momentarily zero.
Finally if efficiency is defined as the ratio of the energy
transferred to the high frequency resonator to that initially
stored in the seismic resonator, then efficiency η is given
as:
(8)
  ET E
 ET
1
Seismic
KS 2
2

energy terms in equation (4) as follows:

E elastic 

1
2
KX cr
2

EKinetic 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the MEMS frequency
up-converter showing the main physical parameters and
the magnitude of oscillation of the seismic mass () and
the detachment length (Xcr).

 Vdq

h

r

(5)

X cr

where in the above sets of equations i represents the
current provided by the constant voltage source to the
variable capacitance during pull-in, and q is the charge.
In equation (5), Epull-in represents a certain upper limit on
dissipation that includes mechanical energy lost upon
impact, and energy dissipated in form of stored
electrostatic charge in the variable capacitor formed by the
two resonators’ proof mass.
Therefore the total energy transferred into the high
frequency resonator is given by:

3. Simulation Results
As a case study, compliant with cardiac medical
application, a system with the following properties is
considered MS = 2 g, 0 = 45 rd/s, KS = 4 N/m, Q = 10, a0
= 0.1 m/s², A = 10-6 m², and r = 3.9 (equivalent to that of
SiO2) resulting in Xcr = 500 µm, V = 7.5V for h = 1 µm,
and V = 75V for h = 10 µm.
The dynamics of the above system were obtained using a
1-dimensional
finite
time
difference
algorithm
implemented in MATLAB. The time evolution of the
system as shown in Fig. 2, where the graph shows the
seismic resonator starting with an initial displacement
amplitude  = g, where g is the initial gap between the
two proof mass. The plot in Fig. 2 identifies the pull-in,
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frequency resonator plotted as a function of displacement,
the diagram identifies, the pull-in, the entrainment, the
release, and the eventual oscillations.

Fig. 4. Sensitivity of the low to high frequency conversion
on variation in voltage normalized with respect to optimal
voltage.
-9
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x 10
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Efficiency
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Energy (J)

the entrainment of the high-frequency proof mass along
with the seismic resonator, and the detachment of the two
electrodes (constituted by the proof mass) at the critical
displacement. Once the two resonators are detached, most
of the oscillation energy is transferred from the lowfrequency towards the high-frequency resonator, as can be
noted from the respective amplitudes of vibration after
detachment.
The hysteretic loop behavior of the system is shown
plotted in Fig. 3, the plot in this case is for the summation
of forces acting on the proof mass in arbitrary units,
plotted as a function of the normalized displacement of
the high frequency resonator’s proof mass.
Since the critical displacement sets the efficiency of the
system, and since the point of detachment depends on the
electrostatic force and hence on the applied voltage, there
exist a dependence of the overall energy transfer on
voltage. This dependence is shown in Fig. 4, where the
efficiency is plotted as a function of the voltage
(normalized to the optimal voltage).
The converted energy and the efficiency of the conversion,
η, is also plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of K/KS. Note that
if the term (h/εr) is small compared to Xcr, the efficiency
approaches 100% this is demonstrated in Fig. 4 when
comparing the efficiencies of h = 1µm and h = 10 µm.

0.5

0
0

0.5

1
K/KS

1.5

0
2

Fig. 5. Graphical representation showing the energy
(black lines), and efficiency (blue lines) for h = 1µm
(solid line), and h = 10 µm (dashed lines).
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Abstract– In this study, a control strategy is applied to a
Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) to maneuver its
angular motion. The micromirror is actuated using an
electrostatic field. The equations of motion of the system
are derived using the Extended Hamilton’s Principle. The
static response of the DMD for different DC loads (bias
and address voltages) is analyzed. The linear vibration
behavior of the DMD is examined by plotting the natural
frequencies versus the considered DC voltages. The
proposed control strategy is done by the Bang-Bang
technique which is suitable in optimal control problems
where the control switches from one extreme to the other
at certain time instants. This control strategy allowed
decreasing the residual vibration of the micromirror when
it switches from a position to another and then reduced its
resultant switching time.
1. Introduction
In the few recent years, there has been major focus on
controlling microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
especially those used in the light processing devices. In
fact, now there is a new MEMS-based projection display
technology called Digital Light Processing (DLP) that
accepts digital video and transmits to the eye a burst of
digital light pulses that the eye interprets as a color analog
image [1,2]. DLP is based on a MEMS device known as
the Digital Micromirror Device (DMD). Previous studies
introduced several methods for the modeling of
micromirrors [3-7]. For example, Chaabane et al [7]
developed a continuous model that couples the bending
and angular motions. The resulting ROM consists of two
coupled ordinary-differential equations that represent the
first modes of vibration associated with bending and
torsion. The current study is a continuation of the work by
Chaabane et al [7] and focuses on the control of the
Micromirror to maneuver its angular motion by using the
Bang-Bang control technique. This remaining of the paper
is organized as follows: In the first part, the modelling and
dynamics of the DMD developed by Chaabane et al [7]
are reviewed using Lagrange’s equations. In the second
part, we will examine the static and dynamic behavior of
the micromirror. In the third part, the Bang-Bang
technique is proposed to control the angular motion of the
DMD.

2. Problem formulation and system modeling
The DMD system under consideration is composed of two
flexible hinges, a rigid yoke, a rigid post, a rigid mirror,
four landing spring tips, and four addressing electrodes,
Fig. 1. The hinges are modeled by two microbeams, each
of length l, width w, and thickness h. These beams are
fixed from one side and connected to a rigid H-shaped
plate of length Ly, thickness hy, and width w2, representing
the yoke, on the other side. On top of the yoke sets a rigid
square perforated bar of length Lp, internal and external
lengths respectively, c1 and c2 which model the post.
Above this bar sets a rigid squared plate (the micromirror)
of length Lm and thickness hm. The spring tips are modeled
by four linear translational springs of undeformed length
l0 and equivalent stiffness k determined from the
assumption that the spring tips deflect in their first mode
of vibration. In addition, it is assumed that the sliding
friction of the spring tips against the substrate is negligible.
Beneath the micromirror set two rectangular electrodes
each of length em and width b2-b1, where b1 denotes the
distance between the x-axis and the inner micromirror
electrodes’ edge and b2 represents the distance between
the x-axis and the outer micromirror electrodes’ edge. Two
reinforcing rectangular electrodes set under the yoke; each
of length ey and width a2-a1, where a1 is the distance
between the x-axis and the inner yoke electrodes’ edge
and a2 is the distance between the x-axis and the outer
yoke electrodes’ edge. The yoke addressing electrodes are
at the lower height level (substrate), whereas the
micromirror addressing electrodes are at the same height
level as the yoke. Then, the air gap between the
micromirror and its electrodes is Lp and the air gap
between the yoke and its electrodes is denoted by H.

b2
a2 a
1
w

hm

c1 b1
c2

w1 w2

ly
Lp

ey

h

x

hy
H

Lm

y

(a)

l

em
Ly

(b)

Fig. 1: Schematic of the micromirror device: (a) side view, (b) top view.
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A reduced-order model can be deduced by approximating
the hinges by linear translational and torsional springs
associated with bending and torsion, respectively. The
numerical values of the model parameters are listed in
Table 1.

ρ

We obtain the following set of equations:
⎧
⎛ α g 2GJ p ⎞
V12 ∂Cright V2 2 ∂Cleft
α
+
−
=0
⎪ Jθ y′′ + ⎜ −
⎟ θ y + u ′′yθ y −
l ⎠
2
2 ∂θ y
2 ∂θ y
⎝ 2
⎪
⎨
2
2
⎪ Mu ′′ + α θ θ ′′ + α θ ′ 2 + 24 E0 I b u − gM − V1 ∂Cright − V2 ∂Cleft = 0
y
3
⎪ y 2 y y 2 y
l
2 ∂u y
2 ∂u y
⎩

Table 1: The micromirror geometrical and material parameters.
0.78
2.7 g/cm3
w
Lm 16 µm
b2 9 µm
µm
69 GPa

hm

0.5 µm

w1

3.6 ìm
µm

ls

2.58
µm

ν

0.33

H

1.3 µm

w2

9.2 µm

ws

G

25.94
GPa

ey

9.2 µm

Ly

9.4 µm

hs

ε0

1
36π109

em

5 µm

ly

5.2 µm

c1

g

9.81 m/s2

a1

1.9 µm

hy

0.5 µm

c2

0.65
µm
0.1
µm
3.7
µm
3.2
µm

E

9 First configuration

h

0.1 µm

a2

4.5 µm

l

3.9 µm

b1

6 µm

Lp

2.5 µm

Q

(21)
For convenience, we use the following nondimentional
variables
(24)
θ y = θ cr θ , u y = H u , T = τ .t ,
where

is the critical angular deflection and τ is the

time constant defined as follows:

θ cr =

10

2H
, τ=
w2

J hingel 2

(25)

GJ p

So the system in (21) becomes:

The micromirror can be driven to rotate in one direction
by supplying a voltage V to the corresponding side
electrodes. This results in an electrostatic potential
between the electrodes and the upper structure (yoke –
micromirror). The resulting electrostatic potential
generates two electrostatic pressures Pm and Py on the
surfaces of the yoke and the micromirror respectively,
which in return produce an electrostatic force Fm+Fy, and
hence an electrostatic moment Mm+My around the
suspension point. Subscripts m and y refer to the
micromirror and the yoke, respectively. In response to
these electrostatic forces, the rigid yoke–post–micromirror
struture tends to rotate at an angle θ y and bend down a

⎧ ⎛ α gτ 2 2GJ pτ 2 ⎞
Hα
τ 2V12 ∂Cright τ 2V2 2 ∂Cleft
+
+
uθ =
⎪θ + ⎜⎜ −
⎟⎟ θ +
Jl ⎠
2J
2 Jθ cr 2 ∂θ
2 Jθ cr 2 ∂θ
⎪ ⎝ 2J
⎨
2
2
2
⎪
24 E0 I bτ
gτ 2 αθ cr  αθ cr  2 V12τ 2 ∂Cright V2 2τ 2 ∂Cleft
−
+
u=
θθ −
θ +
⎪u +
l 3M
H
2 HM
2 HM
2 H 2 M ∂u
2 H 2 M ∂u
⎩

(26)
9 Second configuration
After applying the Lagrange’s equations for the second
configuration of the micromirror, and using (22)-(25) the
equations of motion become
⎧
⎡ 2
⎛θ
⎞ ⎤
⎪
⎢ −l0 2θθ cr + l0 ⎜ w2 − 2 Hθθ cr ( −1 + u ) ⎟ + ⎥
2
Hα
τ 2k ⎢
⎪  ⎛ α gτ 2 2GJ pτ ⎞
⎝θ
⎠ ⎥
⎪θ + ⎜⎜ − 2 J + J l ⎟⎟ θ + 2 J uθ + J ⎢
⎥=
⎠
⎪ ⎝
⎢ 1 w ⎛⎜ 2θθ w + 4 H θ ( −1 + u ) ⎞⎟
⎥
2
cr 2
⎪
θ
⎠
⎣⎢ 4 ⎝
⎦⎥
⎪
⎪
τ 2V12 ∂Cright τ 2V2 2 ∂Cleft
⎨
+
⎪
2 Jθ cr 2 ∂θ
2 Jθ cr 2 ∂θ
⎪
2
2
2
2
24 E0 I bτ
αθ cr  2 αθ cr  gτ
k 2
⎪
⎪u + Ml 3 u + 2 HM θ + 2 HM θθ − H + HM τ ( 2 H ( u − 1) + 2l0 + w2θ cr θ ) =
⎪
V12τ 2 ∂Cright V2 2τ 2 ∂Cleft
⎪
+
⎪⎩
2 H 2 M ∂u
2 H 2 M ∂u

distance uy simultaneously. Among the three possible
configurations proposed in [7], two are adopted:
• Configuration 1: no contact between the springs and

(27)

the landing area;
•

θcr

Configuration 2: contact of two springs with one side
of the landing area (one side contact).

The motion can be described by one of two sets of
equations associated with the above configurations. The
DMD motion can switch between the above
configurations. The equations of motion are derived from
the kinetic and potential energies of the DMD using
Lagrange’s equations applied to discrete systems:
∂ ⎛ ∂L ⎞ ∂L
= 0,
⎜
⎟−
∂t ⎝ ∂qi ⎠ ∂qi

(18)

where L = K total -V total , Ktotal and Vtotal represents the kinetic
and the potential energy respectively and qi represents the
displacement associated with every degree of freedom
(torsion and bending).
(20)
q1 = θ y , q2 = u y

3. The static behaviour of the DMD
The static equations of the micromirror when subjected to
step voltages for both the first and second configurations
is obtained by setting the time in (26)-(27) equal to zero.
To solve numerically for the static positions of the
micromirror’s motion in the first configuration, first we
assume V2 zero and we increase V1 value from 0 until
getting instability (Pull-in). Figs 3 and 4 show the torsion
static deflection and the bending one respectively in term
of V1 for V2=0 for both the first and the second
configurations. It can be concluded that as the voltage V1
is increases, the system tends to reach pull-in instability.
When solving for the static positions for different
V2voltages (Figs. 3 and 4), we conclude that as
V2increases pull-in tilting angle decreases and pull-in
downward bending increases for the first configuration:
this seems to be expected since V2 tends to increase
attracting forces beneath the yoke and the mirror, thus, the

2
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transverse deflection is more considerable. It can be also
noticed from Figs. 3 and 4 that increasing V1 for a
constant values V2 leads to move up the static position
until instability occurs. On the other hand, increasing V2 ,
resulted in a decrease of the the pull-in tilting angle value,
and an increase in the pull-in bending value.

Fig. 3: Variation if the static torsion versus the applied voltage
the two configurations (for different values

V1

for

of V2 ).

two previously presented configurations in Section 2.2.2.
For the switching voltage, we will consider V1 as
maximum at all times and V2 as maximum at all times.
This procedure is known as the Bang-Bang method. For
instance, we will consider a passage between the first
configuration, and then the second one and finally we
return to the first configuration. We are summarizing this
in the following diagram:
⎧
⎧V1 = V1 m ax
⎡0
⎤
1 st C o n f
W e have
X 0 = ⎢
⎨
⎪t ≤ 0
⎥
⎣−10 ⎦
⎩V 2 = V 21 m ax
⎪
⎪
⎡θ d 1 ⎤
⎧V1 = −V1 m ax
⎪ 0 ≤ t ≤ ts
1 st C o n f
W e have
X1= ⎢
⎨
⎥
⎪
⎣ud1 ⎦
⎩V 2 = V 2 1 m ax
⎪
⎡θ d 2 ⎤
⎧V1 = V1 m ax
⎪ t s ≤ t ≤ t1
1 st C o n f
W e have
X 2 = ⎢
⎨
⎥
⎪
⎣ud 2 ⎦
⎩V 2 = V 2 2 m ax
⎪
⎨
⎡θ d 3 ⎤
⎧V1 = V1 m ax
⎪ t1 ≤ t ≤ t 2
2 nd C o n f
W e have
X 3= ⎢
⎨
⎥
⎪
⎣u d 3 ⎦
⎩V 2 = V 2 2 m ax
⎪
⎪
⎡θ d 4 ⎤
⎧V1 = V1 m ax
W e have
X 4 = ⎢
1 st C o n f
⎪t 2 ≤ t ≤ t3
⎨
⎥
⎣ud 4 ⎦
⎩V 2 = V 2 1 m ax
⎪
⎪
⎡θ d 5 ⎤
⎧V1 = V1 m ax
⎪t3 ≤ t ≤ ∞
W e have
X 5 = ⎢
1st C o n f
⎨
⎥
⎣ud 5 ⎦
⎩V 2 = V 2 1 m ax
⎩⎪

As we can notice, we have here four unknowns to solve
for> We hence consider four conditions which are:
Fig. 4: Variation if the static bending versus the applied voltage V1 for
the two configurations (for different values of V2).

4. The linear vibration problem
The major point of this section is the dynamic analysis of
linear vibrations of the DMD for different DC voltages
using the obtained model. The natural frequencies, for the
torsion and the bending, are determined while varying the
voltages V1 and V2 for the first configuration. Figure 5
shows the variation of the first natural frequencies for
both the torsion and the bending motion of the DMD. We
can conclude that increasing the applied DC voltage V1
yields a drop in both natural frequencies and finally the
pull-in instability is reached. The first natural frequency of
torsion goes to zero at pull-in and that of the bending one
undergoes significant reductions.

Fig. 5: Variation if the natural frequency with the applied voltage
the torsion and bending motion (for different values of

V1

for

V2 ).

5. Control of the DMD vibration
In this section, we will derive all the instant of times that
will specify the overall mechanical switching response of
the DMD system. In our model, we consider two
parameters: The first one is the switching voltage and the
second is the switching time needed to switch between the

⎧ ∂X 1(1)
⎪
; X 2 t =t1 = X 3 t =t1 ; X 3 t =t2 = X 4 t =t2 ; X 4 t =t3 = X 5 t =t3
⎨
⎪⎩ ∂t t =ts

In optimal control problems, it is sometimes the case that
a control is restricted to be between a lower and an upper
bound. If the optimal control switches from one extreme
to the other at certain times (i.e. is never strictly in
between the bounds) then the control is referred to as a
Bang-Bang control or a Bang-Bang solution.
Bang-Bang controls frequently arise in minimum time
problems. For example if it is desired to stop a car in the
shortest possible time after a traffic light turns red, the
solution is to apply maximum braking as soon as the light
changes. This solution (a rather uncomfortable one for the
passengers) is a Bang-Bang solution: no braking followed
by maximum braking. Such solutions also arise when the
Hamiltonian is linear in the control variable; application
of Pontryagin's minimum principle will then lead to
pushing the control to its upper or lower bound depending
on the sign of the coefficient of u in the Hamiltonian.
A primitive type of feedback Bang-Bang control
technique that is used in systems that are slow and/or
poorly designed. It consists of the following logic:
9 If the output is less than your target, then go full
forward;
9 If the output is greater than your target, then either
go full reverse turn off;
9 If we do this, the system is sometimes called an
on-off control system.
There are three major problems with this method:
9 It is extremely unstable. If you have any significant
delay introduced in your feedback step, you are going
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to see an unpleasant oscillation around the target
value that will never peter out.
9 It is noisy. It was called 'bang-bang' control due to the
noise that it made in mechanical implementations of
the system. In electronic methods, it can cause power
surges and ringing in the circuit as the control
switches on and off.
9 It is not ergonomic. Most humans like to have some
steady acceleration with a minimization of jerk.

We finally compare in Fig. 8 the obtained controlled
response with the one provided by TI in the literature.

Bang-Bang control is commonly found in old refrigeration
and air conditioning systems. It is also found in programs
written by otherwise knowledgeable coders who think
they can solve the mechanical and electronic problems
raised by this method in software. Slightly less clueless
programmers will use proportional control. More clever
ones will use PD control, PID control, or fuzzy logic.
Fig. 8: The Bang-Bang response versus the TI response.

Applying a step voltage to the system drives the
Micromirror through a set of vibrations around the static
positions. To evaluate the accuracy of the 2nd order
nonlinear approximate solution, we use MATHEMATICA
to compute a numerical solution for the system defined by
the 2 nonlinear equations of motion described in the
previous chapter. The applied step voltage is illustrated in
Fig. 6. To obtained DMD tilting angle function after
applying the step voltage is shown in Fig. 7.

20

10

6. Conclusion
In this work, we considered the control of the DMD
angular motion using Bang-Bang technique. The design of
the control was based on a model formed of two ordinary
differential equations which couple the bending and
torsion motions of the micromirror. This work is
applicable to drive the DMD device to angles below pullin threshold. Current research focuses on the control
robustness against parameters uncertainties and internal
disturbances. In particular, the ZVD shaper done by
Chaabane et al [7] and other shaping techniques will be
applied to satisfy certain criteria with regard to system
performance including control robustness.
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Abstract—In this work, a novel resonator model with
Coulomb damping has been developed. Fitting analysis between simulation results and experimental data shows that
the proposed model exhibits better performance compared
to the conventional mass-spring with viscous dampers
model. The piecewise characteristics existing in the proposed model also show a rich variety of nonlinear behaviour.
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The 2-DOF resonator consists of two mass-spring systems arranged in series as shown in Fig.1a, where the two
springs have stiffness k1 and k2 . When spring k2 is transferring load to mass m1 we describe the resonator as un-

d
X2

b1

2. Model Description

cim

m2

X2

1. Introduction
Applying multiple degrees of freedom (MDOF) design
concepts to dynamic vibration absorbers has been previously used to achieve a number of performance improvements. For instance, MDOF was introduced into the vibratory micromachined gyroscopes in [1], which achieves
a six times larger bandwidth than a conventional single
mass system. Furthermore, [2] shows by using 2-DOF design, the micromachined gyroscopes can also be expected
to yield reliable, robust and low-cost for high-volume applications.
[3] improved the piezoelectric VEH efficiency by introducing additional masses, which make use of multiple resonant frequencies. [4] presented numerical examples to illustrate that with proper selection of the design parameters
of the 2-DOF resonator, the harvested power can be amplified by a factor of 20 as compared to the conventional 1DOF resonator and the effective bandwidth of the harvester
can be widened 25%.
However, current numerical models used in multi-DOF
resonator analysis neglect some small term, such as gravity,
viscous friction either caused by surrounding air or spring
structure itself and dry friction caused by the device’s supportive structures.
In this work, we develop a more accurate model for improved estimation of multi-DOF VEH behaviour. The 2DOF resonator presented in this work is inspired by the
vibration energy harvester reported in [5].

kim

Stopper

X0

L1
c1

k1

X0

(b)

Figure 1: Schematic of the 2-DOF resonator working in
different region: (a) attached-vibration and (b) detachedvibration modes of operation.
Table 1: Measured characteristics of the resonator
m1
k1
fn,1
L1
d
58.31 g 1.23 N/mm 23.1 Hz 43 mm 12 mm
m2
k2
fn,2
L2
kim
4.75 g
0.36 N/mm 43.8 Hz 23.5 mm 0.36 N/mm

dergoing attached-vibration. In our design, the connection
between spring k2 and mass m1 is not solid, meaning that
spring k2 cannot undergo tensile loading and mass m2 can
be separated from mass m1 during vibration, as shown in
Fig.1b. We describe the resonator working in this phase
of operation as undergoing detached-vibration. Mechanical damping in Fig.1 consists of two parts: spring viscous
structural damping c1 and c2 and viscous air damping b1
and b2 . The mass supporting structure introduces an additional frictional damping factor that is discussed in Section
2.2.
One extra spring kim with damping factor cim is fixed on
the top of the package acting as end-stopper to protect the
device. L1 and L2 are the length of two springs plus the
thickness of two masses respectively. d is the gap between
mass m2 and the end-stopper.
Table 1 summarizes the measured characteristics of the
resonator, where fn,1 and fn,2 are the natural frequencies of
mass-spring systems m1 -k1 and m2 -k2 respectively.
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2.1. Conventional Model
The conventional 2-DOF model consists of two massspring systems and viscous dampers representing air and
structural damping.
The movements of the masses are constrained within one
dimension, noted axis X. X0 , X1 and X2 are the absolute
displacement of the moving base, mass m1 and mass m2
with respect to a fixed ground respectively. The system
governing equation for attached-vibration can be written as
below:

m1 Ẍ1 = −k1 (X1 − X0 − L1 ) − c1 (Ẋ1 − Ẋ0 )







+k2 (X2 − X1 − L2 ) + c2 (Ẋ2 − Ẋ1 )




(1)
−b1 (Ẋ1 − Ẋ0 ) − m1 g






m2 Ẍ2 = −k2 (X2 − X1 − L2 ) − c2 (Ẋ2 − Ẋ1 )





−b2 (Ẋ2 − Ẋ0 ) − m2 g − Fim

where c1 (Ẋ1 − Ẋ0 ) and c2 (Ẋ2 − Ẋ1 ) are the spring damping
force [5], b1 (Ẋ1 − Ẋ0 ) and b2 (Ẋ2 − Ẋ0 ) are air damping force
[6], Fim is the end-stopper force, and g = 9.8m/s2 is the
gravitational acceleration.
The base movement is represented as Ẍ0
=
Aext sin(ωext t + ϑ0 ), where Aext , ωext and ϑ0 are the
amplitude, angular frequency and initial phase respectively. We define new variables:
x1 = X1 − X0 − L1 and x2 = X2 − X0 − L2 − L1

(2)

and substituting (2) into (1) for the attached case gives:

m1 ẍ1 = −k1 x1 − c1 ẋ1 − m1 Aext sin(ωext t + ϑ0 )







−b1 ẋ1 + k2 (x2 − x1 ) + c2 ( ẋ2 − ẋ1 ) − m1 g

(3a)



m2 ẍ2 = −k2 (x2 − x1 ) − c2 ( ẋ2 − ẋ1 ) − b2 ẋ2 − m2 g





−m2 Aext sin(ωext t + ϑ0 ) − Fim

Correspondingly, the governing equation for detachedvibration shown in Fig.1b can be written as:

m1 ẍ1 = −k1 x1 − c1 ẋ1 − b1 ẋ1 − m1 g







−m1 Aext sin(ωext t + ϑ0 )

(3b)



m2 ẍ2 = −b2 ẋ2 − m2 g − Fim





−m2 Aext sin(ωext t + ϑ0 )
Note that the interaction between m1 and m2 has been removed compared to (3a).
The end stopper force Fim can be described as follow:
(
kim (x2 − d) + cim ẋ2 if (x2 − d) > 0
(4)
Fim =
0
if (x2 − d) ≤ 0

From the description above we can get the system piecewise condition that determines attached and detached conditions as x2 − x1 = 0. Thus, we get:
(
Eq.(3a) if (x2 − x1 ) ≤ 0
System Governing Eq.
(5)
Eq.(3b) if (x2 − x1 ) > 0
2.2. Model with Coulomb Damping
In the real experimental setup, the basic holding support
for the resonator is a non-magnetic metallic central rod and
each mass has a guide hole through the middle. The masses

can hit the central rod so the dry friction (Coulomb damping) can be generated from the interaction of the masses
and central rod. This dry friction force is a function of
the normal force applied by the central rod against the
masses and in a direction opposite to relative speed between them. For simplifying the analysis, assuming the
dry friction force can be represented as:



 F D,1 = F f,1 · sgn( ẋ1 )
(6)


 F = F · sgn( ẋ )
D,2

f,2

2

where F f,1 and F f,2 are the average dry friction force applied to mass m1 and m2 respectively. So we can rewrite (3)
as below:


m1 ẍ1 = −k1 x1 − c1 ẋ1 − b1 ẋ1 − F f,1 · sgn( ẋ1 )







−m1 Aext sin(ωext t + ϑ0 ) − m1 g






+k2 (x2 − x1 ) + c2 ( ẋ2 − ẋ1 )

(7a)



m2 ẍ2 = −k2 (x2 − x1 ) − c2 ( ẋ2 − ẋ1 ) − b2 ẋ2







−m2 Aext sin(ωext t + ϑ0 ) − m2 g





−Fim − F f,2 · sgn( ẋ2 )


m1 ẍ1 = −k1 x1 − c1 ẋ1 − b1 ẋ1 − F f,1 · sgn( ẋ1 )






−m1 Aext sin(ωext t + ϑ0 ) − m1 g

(7b)



m
ẍ
=
−m

2 2
2 Aext sin(ωext t + ϑ0 ) − m2 g




−Fim − F f,2 · sgn( ẋ2 ) − b2 ẋ2
And we have:
(
Eq.(7a) if (x2 − x1 ) ≤ 0
System Governing Eq.
(8)
Eq.(7b) if (x2 − x1 ) > 0
2.3. Parameter Fitting

The damping coefficients were derived through fitting
analysis between the theoretical model simulation results
and the experimental results. The displacement data were
measured by a laser displacement gauge outside the device.
Due to the constraint of the measuring instruments, we use
absolute displacement here. Due to the rich nonlinear behaviour existing in this system, we use RMS displacement
value to evaluate the fitting results. The experiments are
performed under two acceleration levels, i.e. Aext = 0.3g
and Aext = 0.5g, over the 12Hz to 30Hz (1Hz step) external
frequency range.
Table 2 summarizes the derived characteristics of the resonator. b1 and c1 have the same impact in the equations. In
the model with dry friction, the air damping force applied
to mass m2 is totally overwhelmed by the Coulomb damping force F f,2 , thus b2 can be neglected in this model.
Fig.2 to Fig.4 show the fitted results for the three cases
listed in table 2 respectively. The set 1 conventional model
fitting parameters were optimized for Aext = 0.3g conditions. As can be seen in Fig.2 the simulation and experimental matching accuracy for the m2 RMS displacement
is comparable while the matching accuracy for m1 is poor.
The set 2 conventional model parameters are optimized for
Aext = 0.5g conditions and Fig.3 show an improved matching accuracy for the Aext = 0.5g case.
We estimate the fitting performance by calculating the
sum of the squares of the errors defining as below:
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Table 2: Fitting parameters of the resonator
Conventional
Model with
Model
Unit
Dry Friction
Set 1
Set 2
b1 + c1 N · s/m 2
1.6
0.8
c2
N · s/m 0.1
0.08
0.1
b2
N · s/m 0.03
0.025
0
N/A
F f,1
N
0.08
F f,2
N
N/A
0.002
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where χsim is the RMS displacement calculated from simulation results and χraw is the RMS displacement derived
from experimental results.
Table 3 summarizes the relative error S of each case.
Table 3: Relative error of each fitting set
Conventional
Model with
Model
Dry Friction
Set 1
Set 2
= 0.3 g 1.39
7.29
1.06
= 0.5 g 1.06
0.46
0.41

The fitting results illustrate that the model with Coulomb
damping is superior to the conventional model. The model
with Coulomb damping not only shows closer agreement
between experimental and simulation results for both acceleration levels examined, but achieves these results using
the same fitting parameters, which is a significant improvement over the conventional model performance.
3. Chaotic Behaviour
Due to the switching between the different configurations, i.e. attached-vibration and detached-vibration, the
proposed 2-DOF resonator can present rich nonlinear behaviour.

15

20

25

4
3
2
1
0

30

m2 0.5g

15

20

fext

Figure 2: Fitting results of parameters set 1 of conventional
model. Grey lines represent experimental data and black
lines are simulation results. (a) m2 under Aext = 0.3 g,
(b) m1 under Aext = 0.3 g, (c) m2 under Aext = 0.5 g, (d)
m1 under Aext = 0.5 g.
X
X
S =
(χsim,m1 − χraw,m1 )2 +
(χsim,m2 − χraw,m2 )2 (9)

Aext
Aext

25

0.5g

1

x 10
10

Figure 3: Fitting results of parameters set 2 of conventional
model. Grey lines represent experimental data and black
lines are simulation results. (a) m2 under Aext = 0.3 g,
(b) m1 under Aext = 0.3 g, (c) m2 under Aext = 0.5 g, (d)
m1 under Aext = 0.5 g.
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Figure 4: Fitting results of proposed model with Coulomb
damping. Grey lines represent experimental data and black
lines are simulation results. (a) m2 under Aext = 0.3 g,
(b) m1 under Aext = 0.3 g, (c) m2 under Aext = 0.5 g, (d)
m1 under Aext = 0.5 g.
A bifurcation diagram of local maximum value of mass
m2 has been obtained from simulation by keeping Aext =
0.5g while making a frequency sweep from 12Hz to 30Hz
as shown in Fig.5a. The sampled local maximum points
are derived from 200 external cycles after 500 external cycles of transient time. T-periodic orbit can be observed
when the external frequency fext < 16Hz or fext > 28Hz
which can be expected because the resonator kept working in attached-vibration region so there was no switching
occurred within this range.
Correspondingly, nT-periodic orbit can be observed in
most situations where the switching between the different
configurations occurred. For example, 3T-periodic orbit is
shown in Fig.5b and a chaotic orbit is shown in Fig.5c. But
there is still some T-periodic orbits existing even when the
switching occurred.
Similarly, another bifurcation diagram of mass m2 was
obtained from simulation by keeping fext = 21Hz while
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Figure 5: Aext = 0.5 g (a) Bifurcation diagram of local
maximum value of mass m2 over the 12 Hz to 30 Hz external frequency range. (b) Time domain waveform and state
space trajectory under fext = 17.4 Hz. (c) Time domain
waveform and state space trajectory under fext = 20.5 Hz.

Figure 6: fext = 21 Hz (a) Bifurcation diagram of local
maximum value of mass m2 over the 0.15 g to 0.5 g external
acceleration levels. (b) Time domain waveform and state
space trajectory under Aext = 0.27 g. (c) Time domain
waveform and state space trajectory under Aext = 0.31 g.

making an external amplitude sweep from 0.15g to 0.5g as
shown in Fig.6a. These nonlinear behaviour existing in this
2-DOF resonator means that the prediction of the average
displacement could be more useful than the prediction emphasizing the short term trajectory.

crosystems, 2005. Digest of Technical Papers. TRANSDUCERS ’05. The 13th International Conference on,
vol. 1, June 2005, pp. 539–542 Vol. 1.

4. Conclusion
In this work, three different data fitting results between
simulation and experiment has been shown. Two of them
are derived from the conventional 2-DOF resonator model
and the other one is derived from a proposed 2-DOF resonator model with Coulomb damping. The fitting analysis
shows that the proposed model can predict the real systems
behaviour much better by using the fixed fitting parameters
compared to the conventional model.
In this work, two bifurcation diagrams of the resonator
are also presented. One is for swept external frequency
with fixed amplitude and another is for swept external amplitude with fixed frequency. Both of them show a rich
variety of nonlinear behavior.
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Abstract—Energy localized vibration in nonlinear lattices is known as intrinsic localized mode. The intrinsic
localized mode can move without decaying its energy concentration. In this paper, behaviors of the moving intrinsic
localized mode in a nonlinear lattice having two diﬀerent
regions are investigated. In particular, the transmission and
the reﬂection at the junction of these two regions are focused on and discussed in detail.

where the linear on-site and coupling coeﬃcients for the
nth site are denoted by α1,n and α2,n , respectively. The magnitude of cubic nonlinearity is represented by β1,n and β2,n
for the on-site and the couping term, respectively. The total
energy of the system is
H=

n=1

Intrinsic localized mode (ILM), which is a spatially localized and temporary periodic solution of nonlinear coupled oscillators, has been identiﬁed in various experimental
systems [1]. Originally, the ILM is identiﬁed as a stationary oscillation of the nonlinear lattice [3, 2]. That is, the
locus of ILM does not move. However, it is well known
that ILM can move without decaying when an unstable
ILM is perturbed to appropriate direction [4]. Such moving
ILM is also observed experimentally in micro-cantilever
arrays [5]. It implies that the moving ILM can be utilized as a carrier to transport kinetic energy in micro-/nanoengineering. So far, the interactions between the moving
ILM and impurities are studied [6]. The transmission, reﬂection, and trapping phenomena are observed. This paper investigates the behavior of moving ILM at a junction
of two diﬀerent lattices. In particular, the velocity change
after the moving ILM reach the junction is focused on.
In Sec.2, the model equation and a static ILM are introduced. In Sec.3, the basic property of moving ILM is mentioned. The velocity changes are investigated and discussed
in Sec.4. Finally, a brief summary of the result is shown in
Sec.5.
2. Nonlinear lattice consisting of two regions
A nonlinear lattice, which is a mixed-model of the wellknown Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU) lattice and the nonlinear
Klein-Gordon (NKG) lattice, is focused on in this paper.
It is known that this type of the nonlinear lattice describes
vibrations of coupled cantilever arrays [7, 5]. Motion of the
tip of the nth cantilever un obeys the following equation:

− β1,n u3n − β2,n (un − un+1 )3 − β2,n (un − un−1 )3 ,

(1)

2

u̇2n +

N (
∑
1
n=1

2

1
α1,n u2n + β1,n u4n
4

)
1
1
+ α2,n (un − un−1 )2 + β2,n (un − un−1 )4 ,
2
4

1. Introduction

ün = − α1,n un − α2,n (2un − un+1 − un−1 )

N
∑
1

(2)

where N is the total number of oscillators and is set at N =
32. In this paper, the periodic boundary conditions un+1 =
u1 and u0 = un are assumed.
In Eq.(1), two types of ILM coexist. One has an amplitude distribution centered on a site. This site-center mode is
called Sievers-Takeno mode (ST mode). The other is bondcenter mode. Two neighboring oscillators have large amplitude and they oscillate anti-phase, which is called Page
mode (P mode). Figure1(a) shows the amplitude distribution of an ST mode which is centered at n = 6. The parameters are set at α1,n = 1, α2,n = 0.1, β1,n = 1, β2,n = 0.6 for
all n, and H = 2.5. As shown in the ﬁgure, the energy is
only distributed in a few sites.
The stability of ILMs depends on their spatial symmetry
and the parameter ratio in the nonlinear coeﬃcients rβ =
β2,n /β1,n [8]. If the ratio rβ is small, ST modes are stable
whereas P modes are unstable. However, these stabilities
are ﬂipped when rβ becomes large. The threshold is around
rβ = 0.54 for the case that α1,n = 1, α2,n = 0.1, β1,n = 1
for all n, and H = 2.5 [8]. As shown in Fig.1(b), one
characteristic multiplier is located outside the unit circle.
Thus, the ST mode is unstable.
3. Moving ILM
The position of the center of ILM does not change in
time. However, it is known that unstable ILM begins to
move with keeping its energy concentration if it is perturbed to appropriate direction [6]. The ILM traveling with
almost constant velocity is called moving ILM. In this paper, to create moving ILMs, the eigenvectors ps , pu corresponding to λs < 1, λu > 1, respectively, are used. The
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Figure 2: Energy distribution of the moving ILM. The perturbation parameter is set at ϵ = 2. The velocity is about
0.14 sites per unit time.

4. Transmission and reﬂection at the junction

initial condition of a moving ILM um is obtained as
um = uST + ϵ(pu + ps )/2,

(3)

where uST represents the static ILM and ϵ > 0 is the perturbation parameter. Figure2 shows the time course of the
energy distribution of a moving ILM which is created with
ϵ = 2. The moving ILM has almost constant velocity and
keeps its energy concentration during the simulation.
In order to extract the center of ILM, the following projection G : R2N → C is useful [9]:
)
N {(
∑
2π
1 2
u̇n + UOn (un ) ei N n
h = G(u, u̇) =
2
(4)
n=1
1 }
i 2π
(n+
)
+UIn (un − un−1 )e N 2 ,
where
1
1
α1,n u2n + β1,n u4n ,
(5)
2
4
1
1
UIn (un − un−1 ) = α2,n (un − un−1 )2 + β2,n (un − un−1 )4 .
2
4
(6)
UOn (un ) =

The trajectories of the center of moving ILMs are shown
in Fig.3. The slope becomes steep as the perturbation increases. The small ﬂuctuation observed when the perturbation is small is due to the phase structure around static
ILMs. A moving ILM started near an unstable ILM transits
close to other unstable ILMs. The velocity is reduced when
the moving ILM is close to the static unstable ILM [11].
To eliminate the eﬀect of the small ﬂuctuation of the velocity, the least square method is applied to estimate the
slope of the trajectories. The resultant ﬁgure is shown in
Fig.4. The velocity is almost proportional to the perturbation. The relationship between the velocity and the perturbation somewhat depends on the total energy. Static ILMs
having higher energy become faster moving ILMs for the
same perturbation. The plateaus appeared between ϵ = 1.5
and 3 mean there is a parameter region where the moving
ILM does not accelerated. It may be due to the phase structure, but it has not been clariﬁed yet.
In this section, the eﬀect of parameter gap is investigated. One of parameters in Eq.(1) is changed for from
the 17th to the 32nd site. The magnitude of the parameter gap is denoted by δ•, where • takes α1 , α2 , β1 , and β2 .
Consider the nonlinear lattice having two diﬀerent regions:
α1,n = 1, α2,n = 0.1, β1,n = 1, β2,n = 0.6,
1 ≤ n ≤ 16,
α1,n = 1, α2,n = 0.1, β1,n = 1.02, β2,n = 0.6, 17 ≤ n ≤ 32.
In this case, the parameter gap is represented as δβ1 = 0.02.
The trajectories when the case of δβ1 = 0.02 and −0.02 are
shown in Figs.5(a) and 5(b). When the parameter gap is
positive, all the moving ILMs are accelerated at the junction. On the other hand, the moving ILM is reﬂected at
the junction when the parameter gap is negative and the velocity is small. In addition, the transmitting ILMs which
originally have large velocities lose their velocity. The
switch from the reﬂection to the transmission depends on
the parameter gap. Figures.6(a)–6(d) shows the change
of velocity ratio rv in before and after the moving ILM
reaches the junction. The case that rv is unity means that
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As as result, the transmissions and the reﬂections are observed. For the cases that the parameter gaps are positive,
the transmissions with acceleration are only observed. On
the other hand, the transmissions with deacceleration and
the reﬂection are observed for the negative parameter gaps.
The moving ILM needs a threshold velocity to transmit the
junction. The mechanism of appearing the threshold velocity is still unclear. We will investigate the mechanism
in term of the change of phase structure with the linear or
nonlinear coeﬃcients. If the threshold velocity is able to
be quite large, a transmission barrier against moving ILMs
will be realized, i.e. rectiﬁer of ILM. The rectiﬁer of ILM
would be applied to the thermal rectiﬁers, in which nonlinearity plays crucial role [10]. The authors hope to realize a
thermal device using ILM in the future.
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Figure 4: Relationship between the mean velocity and the
perturbation. The mean velocity is obtained by using the
least-square method which is applied to the trajectory data.
the moving ILM transmits the junction without gaining
or losing the velocity. When the moving ILM is accelerated/deaccelerated, the ratio becomes rv > 1 or 1 > rv > 0,
respectively. For the perfect reﬂection, the ratio rv takes
−1.
As shown in the ﬁgures, the moving ILMs gain the velocity when the parameter gaps are positive. For the transmission, the ratio rv converges to unity as the perturbation
increases. It implies that the acceleration eﬀect becomes
relatively weak when the velocity of the moving ILM is
large. The reﬂections appear only for the negative parameter gaps and the small perturbations. Since the velocity
of the moving ILM is almost proportional to the perturbation, there exist a threshold velocity for each case to switch
from the reﬂection to the transmission. The threshold velocity clearly increases with respect to the parameter gap.
In addition, it depends on what parameter is changed. The
threshold velocities for the case of Fig.6(a) and 6(d) are
larger about twice as much as those of Fig.6(b) and 6(c)
when the parameter is decreased about 10 % from the original value.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, the velocity change of moving ILMs at
the junction of two diﬀerent nonlinear lattices is discussed.
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Figure 6: Velocity ratios for changing (a) linear on-site, (b) linear coupling, (c) nonlinear on-site, and (d) nonlinear
coupling. The dashed lines are guide for eye.
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Abstract—Snakes change their gait patterns according
to the circumstances encountered. The objective of this
study was to understand the decentralized control mechanism underlying this adaptive and versatile locomotion
via modeling and simulations. We introduced a threedimensional eﬀect to the curvature derivative control proposed previously and demonstrated through simulations
that various gait patterns can be reproduced via only a
change in a small number of parameters.
1. Introduction
Snakes can move by adapting to their environment in real
time, in spite of their simple body structure. They have various gait patterns that are qualitatively diﬀerent from each
other, e.g., lateral undulation, concertina locomotion, and
sidewinding (see Fig. 1 and details in Sec. 2) [1, 2], and use
these gaits appropriately according to the current circumstances encountered by changing the contact points with
the ground spatiotemporally (Fig. 2). This ability has been
honed by evolutionary selection pressure, and it is likely
that there are ingenious mechanisms underlying this behavior. Clarification of these remarkable mechanisms will
benefit the development of robots that function well, even
in harsh environments such as disaster areas.
Thus far, the mechanism of snake locomotion has been
investigated and also exploited for practical applications in
robotic fields [1, 2]. However, most of these robots worked
in pre-defined environments and could only exhibit specific types of gait patterns. Several snake-like robots implemented sensory feedback mechanisms to adapt to their environments [1-4]; however, this adaptability was still limited, and they could not truly reproduce the innate behavior
of real snakes. Thus, the mechanism of adaptive, versatile
snake locomotion has not yet been truly understood.
To overcome this problem, we focused on autonomous
decentralized control because it imparts non-trivial macroscopic behavior or functionalities, e.g., adaptability and
versatility, through the coordination of simple individual
components. We modeled snake locomotion on the basis
of “curvature derivative control,” [5] in which the target angle of each joint is determined according to the angle of its

anterior joint, and showed that this control scheme works
eﬀectively in producing adaptive behavior [6]. However,
our previous model could not reproduce gait patterns other
than lateral undulation.
In this study, our aim was to understand an autonomous
decentralized control mechanism underlying various gait
patterns of snakes. For this purpose, we first observed and
classified the gait patterns of real snakes, and we then introduced a three-dimensional eﬀect to the curvature derivative
control. The three-dimensional eﬀect causes the ground
contact not to be uniform over the entire body, which allows the gait patterns to change drastically. The validity
of the proposed control scheme is investigated via simulations, and the results show that versatile gait patterns can
be reproduced via only a change in a small number of parameters.
2. Classification of gait patterns
Although various gait patterns of snakes are known [1,
2], previous classifications of gait patterns are somewhat
inconvenient for explaining the simulation results in this
paper. Thus, we reclassified the gait patterns on the basis
of detailed observations and behavioral experiments. The
classifications are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The
typical photographs and spatial distributions of the ground
reaction force are shown in Fig. 2.
We identified six distinct gait patterns: lateral undulation
(LU), sinus-lifting locomotion (SL), sidewinding (SW),
concertina locomotion (CT), rectilinear locomotion (RL),
and center-lifting locomotion (CL). To the best of our
knowledge, the observation of CL in a real snake has not
been reported, although it has been reported as a gait pattern of a snake-like robot [7].
All the species we observed (Ovophis okinavensis,
Cerastes vipera, Eunectes notaeus, Elaphe climacophora,
and Bitis arietans) could move by properly adjusting their
gait patterns in response to their environment. Gait patterns
that could not be classified clearly, e.g., the intermediate between LU and SW, were also often observed. These facts
suggest that the gait patterns are not completely independent but are connected to each other continuously.
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Gait pattern
Lateral undulation (LU)
Sinus-lifting locomotion (SL)
Sidewinding (SW)
Concertina locomotion (CT)
Rectilinear locomotion (RL)

Center-lifting locomotion (CL)

Table 1: Gait patterns of snakes.
Characteristics
The body contacts the ground almost uniformly and moves by gliding along the body
curve.
The body contacts the ground around the inflection point of the body curve and moves
by gliding along the body curve. This gait is more eﬃcient than LU.
The body anchors the ground between the left (right) flexion parts to their adjacent right
(left) flexion parts and moves laterally by exploiting the anchor points.
The motion is carried out by first pulling the caudal part forward with the cranial part
anchored, followed by the extension of the cranial part with the caudal part anchored.
The motion is carried out by propagating a wave of contraction and expansion of
the ventral skin toward the posterior. The body anchors the ground at the points where the
ventral skin contracts.
The body anchors the ground at the flexion parts and moves backward by exploiting the
anchor points.
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Figure 1: Schematics of snake gait patterns.
3. Model
3.1. Musculoskeletal structure
We describe the musculoskeletal system by a simple
mass–spring–damper model in a two-dimensional plane
(Fig. 3) and consider its dynamics. The backbone consists of particles connected one-dimensionally via springs
and dampers. The weight of each particle on the tail side is
smaller than that on the head side considering the weight
balance of real snakes. A torsional spring is embedded
in each of these particles, which represents the anatomical constraint of each backbone joint. Particles that represent the body walls on both sides are connected to adjacent
backbone particles via springs and dampers. The spring
constant is taken to be large enough so that the distance between the particles does not change considerably. Particles
on both sides of the body are connected to their adjacent
particles via actuators and dampers, which mimic muscles.
The ground frictional force acting on the backbone particles is modeled by the Coulomb friction, where the friction
coeﬃcient in the forward direction is assumed to be smaller
than those in the lateral and the backward directions on the
basis of biological findings [8].

3.2. Actuation
Forces generated by the actuators are modeled on the basis of autonomous decentralized control except for the head
part in which the actuation forces are determined according to the motor command from a higher center. Except for
several segments from the head, the force generated by the
actuator on the right-hand sides of ith segment Fi,r is given
as
Fi,r = ki (li,r − li−1,r ),
(1)
where li,r is the length of the actuator on the right-hand
side of the ith segment. The gain ki is assumed to decrease as i increases, considering the force balance of real
snakes. The forces generated by actuators on the left-hand
side are described in the same way (subscript “i, r” in Eq.
(1) is replaced by “i, l”). Equation (1) represents curvature
derivative control, which is a control scheme that generates
torques proportional to the curvature derivative of the body
curve [5]. In fact, li,r (or li,l ) is a measure of the curvature
and its diﬀerence li,r − li−1,r gives spatial derivative of the
curvature in the continuum limit.
3.3. Three-dimensional eﬀect
Real snakes have several muscles on both sides of the
body. Contractions of these muscles cause the body to
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Figure 2: Photographs of real snake locomotion: LU and CT (flat terrain) of Ovophis okinavensis and SW, CT, RL, and
CL (narrow space) of Cerastes vipera. Black and white solid curves on the photographs indicate the body trunk. The
spatial distribution of the ground reaction force is shown on the right-hand side, except for the LU and CT motions. Gray
areas indicate areas where the ground reaction force is large.
bend vertically as well as horizontally. Although the vertical displacement of the body is smaller than the horizontal displacement when snakes move on almost flat terrain,
vertical motion plays a significant role in changing the contact point of the body with the ground. Here, we introduce
the eﬀect of vertical motion to our two-dimensional model
(Fig. 3) phenomenologically instead of strictly analyzing
the three-dimensional dynamics.
We define the vertical displacement of the ith backbone
particle as zi and describe its dynamics phenomenologically as
mz¨i = −mg + Ni + kz (Φi−1 − 2Φi + Φi+1 )
+cz (Φ̇i−1 − 2Φ̇i + Φ̇i+1 )
+αr (Fi−1,r − 2Fi,r + Fi+1,r )
+αl (Fi−1,l − 2Fi,l + Fi−1,l ),

(2)

where m is the mass of the particle; kz is the spring constant
of the torsional spring in the backbone joint that works in
the vertical direction; cz is the damping coeﬃcient of the
damper aligned along the torsional spring working in the
vertical direction; Φi ≡ −zi−1 + 2zi − zi+1 represents vertical
bending of the body, and g is the gravitational acceleration.
The ground is modeled by using springs and dampers, and
the ground reaction force Ni is described as
{
max[−kfloor zi − cfloor żi , 0], (zi ≤ 0)
Ni =
(3)
0,
(zi > 0)

Fi,l
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Figure 3: Model of the musculoskeletal structure.
where kfloor and cfloor are the spring constant and damping
coeﬃcient of the ground, respectively.
The fifth and sixth terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
(2) represent the eﬀect of actuation. The contact points between the body and ground vary depending on the values
of αr and αl , which are given by the motor command from
a higher center. For example, when αr is positive, and the
actuator of the ith segment on the right-hand side generates a contraction force, the ith backbone particle is pushed
against the ground, and the (i − 1)th and (i + 1)th particles
lift oﬀ the ground. Thus, αr and αl are key parameters for
achieving versatile gait patterns.
4. Simulation
We conducted simulations to validate our proposed control scheme. In the following simulations, the forces gener-
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ated by actuators on the head part were preprogrammed by
using a sinusoidal function so that the body moves periodically. The parameter values were determined by trial and
error.
Fig. 4 shows the photographs and trajectory of the simulated snake for several values of αr and αl . As is expected,
LU was observed when (αr , αl ) = (0.0, 0.0). When
(αr , αl ) = (1.2, 1.2), SL was observed. The locomotion velocity in this case was 1.36 times faster than that in
the LU case, which is in good agreement with the previous findings that SL makes the body move forward more
eﬀectively than LU [1]. When (αr , αl ) = (1.2, 0.0),
SW was observed. The body anchored the ground at the
areas where the right muscles contracted, and these areas shifted toward the posterior. SW was also observed
when (αr , αl ) = (−1.2, 0.0); however, the direction
of motion was the opposite in this case. Finally, when
(αr , αl ) = (−2.4, − 2.4), CL was observed. The body
anchored the ground at the flexion points and moved backward by exploiting these anchor points.
5. Conclusion and future work
Our aim was to understand the mechanism underlying
the adaptive, versatile locomotion of snakes. We observed
the versatile gait patterns of real snakes, and on this basis,
we developed an autonomous decentralized control scheme
in which a three-dimensional eﬀect is introduced to the curvature derivative control proposed previously [6]. The validity of the proposed control scheme was investigated via
simulations, and the results showed that various gait patterns can be reproduced via only a change in a small number of parameters. In our future work, we intend to develop
a robot and validate the proposed control scheme in the real
world.
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Abstract—This paper develops circular obstacle avoidance control of the compass-type biped robot. First, a sufficient condition such that the swing leg does not collide
the circular obstacle is derived. Next, an optimal control
problem for the discrete compass-type robot is formulated
and a solving method of the problem by the sequential
quadratic programming is presented in order to calculate
a discrete control input. Then, a transformation method
from a discrete control input into a continuous zero-order
hold input based on discrete Lagrange-d’Alembert principle is explained. As a result of numerical simulations, it
turns out that obstacle avoidance control for the continuous
compass-type robot is achieved by the proposed method.
1. Introduction
Humanoid robots have been energetically researched in
the fields of robotics and control theory so far. Especially,
the compass-type biped robot has been mainly studied as
one of the simplest models of humanoid robots. Generally, it is quite diﬃcult to realize stable gaits for humanoid
robots in terms of nonlinear problems, and hence there is
still a lot of problems left to solve. In [3, 4, 5], the authors
have studied gait generation problems for the compass-type
biped robot based on discrete mechanics, which is a new
discretizing tool for nonlinear mechanical systems and is
derived by discretization of basic principles and equations
of classical mechanics [1, 2]. It is known that a discrete
model (the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations) in discrete
mechanics has some interesting characteristics, hence, discrete mechanics has a possibility of analysis and controller
synthesis with high compatibility with computers. The authors have developed a new blending approach of discrete
mechanics and nonlinear optimization for gait generation
problems on flats, slopes and irregular grounds [3, 4, 5].
The purpose of this paper is to tackle an obstacle avoidance control problem for the compass-type biped robot via
discrete mechanics.
2. COMPASS-TYPE BIPED ROBOT
2.1. Setting of Compass-type Biped Robot
In this subsection, we first give a problem setting of the
compass-type biped robot. In this paper, we consider a sim-

ple compass-type biped robot which consists of two rigid
bars (Leg 1 and 2) and a joint without rotational friction
(Waist) as shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, Leg 1 is called
the supporting leg which connects to ground and Leg 2
is called the swing leg which is ungrounded. Moreover,
for the sake of simplicity, we give the following assumptions; (i) the supporting leg does not slip at the contact
point with the ground, (ii) the swing leg hits the ground
with completely inelastic collision, (iii) the compass-type
biped robot is supported by two legs for just a moment, (iv)
the length of the swing leg gets smaller by infinitely small
when the swing leg and the supporting leg pass each other.
Let θ and ϕ be the angles of Leg 1 and 2, respectively. We
also use the notations: m: the mass of the legs, M: the
mass of the waist, I: the inertia moment of the legs, a: the
length between the center of gravity and the toe of the leg,
b: the length between the waist and the center of gravity,
l (= a + b): the length between the waist and the toe of the
leg.

Leg 2

Leg 1

Fig. 1 : Compass-Type Biped Robot
2.2. Continuous Compass-type Biped Robot (CCBR)
This subsection derives a model of continuous compasstype biped robot (CCBR) by using usual continuous mechanics. Denote the angles of Leg 1 and 2 by θ, ϕ, respectively, and assume that Leg 1 is the swing leg and Leg
2 is the supporting leg. In addition, θ̇, ϕ̇ denote their angular velocities. We now derive a model of the CCBR.
We assume that the torque at the waist can be controlled,
and denote it by v ∈ R. The Lagrangian of this system
Lc is given by (1). Substituting the Lagrangian (1) into
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1
1
(I + ma2 + Ml2 + ml2 )θ̇2 + (I + mb2 )ϕ̇2
2
2
−mbl cos (θ − ϕ)θ̇ϕ̇ − (ma + mg + Ml)g cos ϕ + mgb cos ϕ
(
)
d ∂Lc (θ, θ̇, ϕ, ϕ̇)
∂Lc (θ, θ̇, ϕ, ϕ̇)
−
=v
dt
∂θ
∂θ̇
)
(
d ∂Lc (θ, θ̇, ϕ, ϕ̇)
∂Lc (θ, θ̇, ϕ, ϕ̇)
−
= −v
dt
∂ϕ
∂ϕ̇
( θ − θ )2 1
( ϕ − ϕ )2
1
k+1
k
k+1
k
+ (I + mb2 )
Ld (θk , θk+1 , ϕk , ϕk+1 ) = (I + ma2 + Ml2 + ml2 )
2
h
2
h
(θ + θ
ϕk + ϕk+1 ) θk+1 − θk ϕk+1 − ϕk
k
k+1
−mbl cos
−
2
2
h
h
(ϕ + ϕ )
(ϕ + ϕ )
k
k+1
k
k+1
−(ma + mg + Ml)g cos
+ mgb cos
2
2
D2 Ld (θk−1 , θk , ϕk−1 , ϕk ) − D1 Ld (θk , θk+1 , ϕk , ϕk+1 ) + uk−1 + uk = 0
D4 Ld (θk−1 , θk , ϕk−1 , ϕk ) − D3 Ld (θk , θk+1 , ϕk , ϕk+1 ) − uk−1 − uk = 0
Lc (θ, θ̇, ϕ, ϕ̇) =

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

D2 Lc (θ1 , θ̇1 , ϕ1 , ϕ̇1 ) + D1 Ld (θ1 , θ2 , ϕ1 , ϕ2 ) + u1 = 0
D4 Lc (θ1 , θ̇1 , ϕ1 , ϕ̇1 ) + D3 Ld (θ1 , θ2 , ϕ1 , ϕ2 ) − u1 = 0
−D2 Lc (θN , θ̇N , ϕN , ϕ̇N ) + D1 Ld (θN−1 , θN , ϕN−1 , ϕN ) + uN−1 = 0

(7)
(8)
(9)

−D4 Lc (θN , θ̇N , ϕN , ϕ̇N ) + D3 Ld (θN−1 , θN , ϕN−1 , ϕN ) − uN−1 = 0

(10)

the Euler-Lagrange equations and adding the control input
to the right-hand sides of them, we have the model of the
CCBR as (2), (3).

where xo is the center of a circle and ro is a radius of a
circle. We call the resion (11) a circular obstacle.
z

2.3. Discrete Compass-type Biped Robot (DCBR)

Co

Next, we derive a model of discrete compass-type biped
robot (DCBR) via discrete mechanics in this subsection.
For the details of discrete mechanics, see [1, 2]. We here
use the notations; h: the sampling time, k = 1, 2, · · · , N:
the time step, α = 1/2: the internal division ratio in discrete mechanics, θk , ϕk : the angles of Leg 1 and 2 at the kth step. In this paper, we use only the model of the DCBR
in the swing phases, and hence we will derive it. By using
the transformation law from a continuous Lagrangian into
a discrete Lagrangian, we obtain the discrete Lagrangian as
(4) from (1). Then, substituting (4) into the discrete EulerLagrange equations and adding the discrete control input
uk (k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1), we have the model of the DCBR
as (5)–(10).
3. OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE CONTROL
3.1. Setting on Circular Obstacle
In this subsection, we first give the problem setting of
circular obstacles. As shown in Fig. 2, we set the x and z
axes to the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively,
and O denotes the origin of the xz-plane. In the xz-plane, as
a obstacle for the robot, we consider a semicircular region
Co = { (x, z) | (x − xo )2 + z2 ≤ ro , z ≥ 0 }

(11)

ro
x
O

xo

Fig. 2 : Circular Obstacle
In addition, we set a point P as a desired grounding point
for the swing leg of the robot. Based on the setting above,
we consider the following problem on the gait generation
for the compass-type biped robot.
Problem 1: For the continuous compass-type biped robot
(CCBR) (2), (3), find a control input v such that the swing
leg of the CCBR lands at a desired grounding point P with
avoiding collision with a circular obstacle Co .
The initial and desired states of the CCBR are illustrated
in Fig. 3. Moreover, an illustration of obstacle avoidance control for the CCBR is depicted in Fig. 4. In order to solve Problem 1 above, a new method based on discrete mechanics will be developed. The method consists
of the two steps: (i) calculation of a discrete control input by solving a finite dimensional constrained nonlinear
optimization problem (Subsection 3.2), (ii) transformation
of a discrete control input into a zero-order hold input by
discrete Lagrange-d’Alembert principle (Subsection 3.3).
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z

Initial State

When we implement the inequality condition (12) for
numerical simulations, we have to make a modification for
discretization. Hence, (12) is modified as

Desired State

(l sin ϕk + si l sin θk − xo )2
+ (l cos ϕk − si l cos θk )2 > ro2 ,
i = 1, · · · , S ,

Co

(14)

x
O

xo

where S is the number of s. That is to say, we check the inequality condition for a finite number of s. Then, Problem
2 can be formulated as the following nonlinear optimization problem:

P

Desired Grounding Point

Fig. 3 : Initial and Desired States
z

min

J=

N
∑

u2k

(15)

i=1

s.t.

(5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (14)

given θ1 , ϕ1 , θ̇1 , ϕ̇1 , θN , ϕN , θ̇N , ϕ̇N .

O

Co
xro

x
P

Fig. 4 : Obstacle Avoidance Control for CCBR
3.2. Discrete Gait Generation Problem
Next, we consider an obstacle avoidance control problem of a discrete gait for the DCBR instead of the CCBR.
The discrete obstacle avoidance control problem for the
DCBR is stated as follows.
Problem 2: For the discrete compass-type biped robot
(DCBR) (5)–(10), find a sequence of the control input uk
such that the swing leg of the DCBR lands at a reference
grounding point P with avoiding collision with a circular
obstacle Co .
Before formulation of Problem 2, we have to consider a
condition on collision with a circular obstacle. The following theorem gives us a condition such that collision with a
circular obstacle does not occur for the CCBR.
Theorem 1: If the next inequality
(l sin ϕ + sl sin θ − xo )2 + (l cos ϕ − sl cos θ)2 > ro2
(∀s ∈ [0, 1])

In the formulation above, (15) is a cost function on a sum of
square of a discrete control input. We can see that the optimization control problem (15)–(17) is represented as a finite dimensional constrained nonlinear optimization problem with respect to the (3N − 1) variables: θ1 , · · · , θN , ϕ1 ,
u1 , · · · , uN−1 . Therefore, we can solve it by the sequential
quadratic programming [2, 6, 7], and obtain a sequence of
discrete control input u1 , · · · , uN−1 .
3.3. Transformation to Continuous Zero-order Hold
Input
In the previous subsection, we show a synthesis method
of a discrete control input for the DCBR by solving a finite
dimensional constrained nonlinear optimization problem.
However, the obtained discrete control input cannot be utilized for the CCBR. So, we here consider transformation
of a discrete control input into a continuous one.
There exist infinite methods to generate a continuous
control input from a given discrete one, and a continuous
control input generated from a given discrete input has to
be consistent with laws of physics. Hence, in this paper, we
deal with a zero-order hold input in the form:

(12)
v(t) = vk , kh ≤ t < (k + 1)h,

holds, then the swing leg of the CCBR does not collide the
circular obstacle Co .
(Proof) From Fig. 1, it turns out that all the point on the
swing leg can be represented by
(l sin ϕ + sl sin θ, l cos ϕ − sl cos θ)

(16)
(17)

(13)

with a parameter s satisfying 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. Now, we denote
the point (13) by Q(s). A suﬃcient condition such that
the swing leg of the CCBR does not collide the circular
obstacle Co is that the distance between Q(s) and P is equal
to or more than ro . Therefore, we obtain the inequality
condition (12).

(18)

which is one of the simplest continuous inputs. We need
to derive a relationship between a discrete input uk (k =
1, 2, · · · , N − 1) and a zero-order hold input (18). By using discrete Lagrange-d’Alembert’s principle, we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2: A zero-order hold input (18) that satisfies discrete Lagrange-d’Alembert’s principle is given by
vk =

2
uk .
h

(Proof) See [4] for the details.
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(19)

By using (19) in Theorem 2, we can easily calculate a
zero-order hold input from uk , k = 1, · · · , N − 1 which are
obtained by solving a finite dimensional constrained nonlinear optimization problem (15)–(17). In addition, it must
be noted that since we use discrete Lagrange-d’Alembert’s
principle to prove Theorem 1, a zero-order hold input with
a gain (19) is consistent with laws of physics.
4. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we carry out some numerical simulations
on continuous gait generation on slopes for the CCBR via
the method proposed in the previous section, and confirm
the eﬀectiveness of our method. First, the problem setting
is given. We set parameters as follows; parameters of the
DCBR and the CCBR: m = 2.0 [kg], M = 10.0 [kg], I =
0.167 [kgm2 ], a = 0.5 [m], b = 0.5 [m], l = 1.0 [m], and
other parameters: α = 1/2, h = 0.005 [s]. We set data of a
circular obstacle as xo = 0.5 [m], ro = 0.2 [m]. Parameters
on gait generation are set as N = 50 and S = 11 (s =
0, 0.1, 0.2, · · · , 1.0). Intial states are θ1 = π/3 [rad], ϕ1 =
−π/3[rad], θ̇1 = −0.1[rad], ϕ̇1 = 0.1[rad], and desired states
are θ1 = −π/3 [rad], ϕN = π/3 [rad], θ̇N = 0 [rad], ϕ̇N =
0 [rad]. Figs. 5 and 6 show the simulation results. Fig.
5 illustrates the time series of Leg 1 and 2 (θ and ϕ). In
Fig. 6, a snapshot of the continuous gait is depicted. From
these results, it can be confirmed that the control purpose
on obstacle avoidance control is achieved by the proposed
approach.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new approach to circular obstacle avoidance control for the compass-type biped robot has been
studied form the view points of discrete mechanics and
nonlinear optimization. Simulation results have shown that
a gait that does not collide a circular obstacle, and hence
we have confirmed the eﬀectiveness of our new approach.
Our future work on control of humanoid robots via discrete mechanics includes the following themes: (i) extensions to various obstacles, (ii) experimental evaluation of
the proposed control method, (iii) applications of discrete
mechanics to more human-like robots and systems represented by partial diﬀerential equations.
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Abstract– Although the ship transportation is important
for low cost mass transit, the optimality of ships’ courses
and the interaction between maneuvering actions have not
been sufficiently discussed yet. In order to brisk up these
discussions, we have developed multi-agent reinforcement
learning system (MARLS) to find ships’ courses [1]-[4].
Although our basic MARLS [3] can keep navigation rules
[5], it may get inefficient courses including larger
avoidance of collisions between ships.
In this paper, we clarify the causes of this problem and
propose a new MARLS controlled by the safety to
overcome it. From numerical experiments, we have
confirmed that our proposed MARLS can get more
efficient courses than our basic MARLS.
1. Introduction
Deciding efficient and safe courses of ships before
actual navigation is important. Multi-ship course problem
has been treated in maneuvering simulation and automatic
operation, where the course has been given as a guideline
which the ship should trace and the procedures to avoid
collisions between ships have been discussed. But, the
optimality of the course and the interaction between
maneuvering actions have not been sufficiently discussed
yet. We regard multi-agent reinforcement learning system
(MARLS) as a useful tool to brisk up these discussions,
since ships have the special conditions in the maneuvering
[1]-[4]. The conditions are as follows: 1) the dynamics is
nonlinear, 2) there is no way to brake and go backward
effectively, 3) the attitude is unstable at a low speed, and
4) the control tower with the strong authority does not
exist. Our basic MARLS [3] can avoid collisions between
ships based on navigation rules (NRs), which are
international regulations for collision avoidance [5]. Our
basic MARLS tends to search efficient courses after it has
obtained courses which may include larger avoidance than
necessary. Therefore, if learning is continued for a long
time, efficient courses can be obtained. However, it
becomes impractical according as the difficulty of a given
problem increases. Although we have modified our basic
MARLS to improve the course efficiency, it cannot
consider the safety explicitly [4]. Therefore, our modified
MARLS may get danger courses.
In this paper, to get efficient courses in limited learning
time, we propose the way to suppress larger avoidance
using safety. In numerical experiments, we compare our

new proposed MARLS with our basic MARLS. As a
result, it has been confirmed that our proposed MARLS
can get more efficient courses than our basic MARLS.
2. Basic MARLS to Find Ships’ Courses [3]
2.1. Multi-Ship Course Problem
Fig.1(a) shows the model of ship maneuvering motion.
To simplify the discussion, there is no external force (e.g.,
tidal current). But, using our previous work [1], we can
consider the tidal current effects. OS is the center in
turning the ship’s head and shows the ship’s position (i.e.,
OS (x, y)). I is the heading angle. LS is the ship’s length.
v0 is the velocity and its size is V0. The dynamics is given
by KT model [6] as follows:

TI  I

KG , x V0 sin I , y V0 cos I ,

(1)

where G is the rudder angle. T and K are the maneuvering
performance parameters and they are given by
K K0(LSV0) and T T0(LSV0). Each ship has individual
values of K0 and T0. When many ships are in a limited sea
area, actual navigators tend to avoid collisions by only
changing the direction before changing the speed. From
this fact, we fix V0 at the standard value.
Fig.1(b) shows the model of sea area. It defines the start
(S) and goal (G) for each ship in the navigable area
(white). Also, it defines the unnavigable area (gray) which
represents obstacles. Therefore, we judge that MARLS
has obtained a solution of multi-ship course problem if the
following conditions are satisfied: 1) all the ships arrive at
their goals without entering the unnavigable area, 2) there
is no collision between ships.
2.2. Basic Structure of MARLS
We show the basis of our MARLS which uses Qlearning. There are some assumptions to solve multi-ship
course problem by MARLS. A navigator is regarded as an
agent and the number of agents is N. The perceptual input
of agent k consists of the own ship’s information Ik and
other ship’s information Dk. The action is defined by the
rudder angle Gk. If the ship k is in the goal Gk, unnavigable
area, and the others, the agent k receives rA=1, rF=1, and
zero as the reward, respectively. Also, when the ship k
collides with other ships, the agent k receives rF. The way
to judge the collision is described in Sect. 2.3.2.
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Our basic MARLS [3] uses goal orientation (GO) and
navigation rules (NRs) as prior knowledge. They help to
improve the learning efficiency.
2.3.1. Goal Orientation (GO)
GO is based on the idea that a ship ought to move to the
goal if there is no danger of collisions. GO is implemented
by limiting the action selection when the ship’s heading
angle differs widely from the goal direction and there is
no danger of collisions. We show limited action selection
based on GO (LASGO). Fig.2 shows the criteria. These are
applied to the ship which has no need to avoid other ships.
If TAGkdS as shown in Fig.2(a), the action selection is
limited so that Gkt0 (i.e., turn to the right). If SAGkT
as shown in Fig.2(b), the action selection is limited so that
Gkd0 (i.e., turn to the left).
2.3.2. Navigation Rules (NRs)
Fig.3 illustrates the collision situations, NRs, and Carea. Fig.3(a) shows Head-on-situation and each ship must
change the course to the right to avoid the collision.
Fig.3(b) shows Crossing situation and the ship which has
the other ship on the right side must change the course to
the right. Fig.3(c) shows Overtaking and the overtaking
ship must change the course to the right or the left. When
the ship k must avoid the collision with the other ship j
according to NRs, C-area is placed around the ship j. If
the ship k enters C-area around the ship j, then only the
ship k receives a penalty (i.e., negative reward rF).
Our MARLS limits the action selection in the execution
of Q-learning to keep NRs strongly. We explain limited
action selection based on NRs (LASNR). If observing Fig.3
carefully, you can see that the avoiding ships in Head-on-

ship j

(b) Crossing situation.

Fig.4 Limited action selection based on NRs.
situation and Crossing situation must change the course to
the right. That is to say, the action selection should be
limited so that Gkt0. But, to avoid turning to the right
unnecessarily, LASNR is not available if IktALAS as shown
in Fig.4.
2.4. Process Flow of Basic MARLS
Here, we review the process flow of our basic MARLS
[3]. Our MARLS is based on Q-learning and uses GO and
NRs as prior knowledge. Since they are implemented by
limiting action selection, our MARLS can easily get the
courses which satisfy NRs. Moreover, since the limited
action selection (LAS) based on NRs and GO prevents
each agent from learning extra states, the leaning
efficiency will also be improved. The following processes
are iterated until the end condition is satisfied:
1) At the beginning of each episode, the judgment status
for collision situation (Jkj) is set to free.
2) After starting each episode, the agent k always detects
other ships in the view circle of the radius Rk.
3) If the ship j is in the view circle and the status Jkj is
free, the agent k judges the collision situation by NRs.
4) The status Jkj is made free according to the relationship
between ships k and j.
5) Q-learning is executed applying LAS designated by the
status Jkj.
3. Proposed Method
3.1. Drawback of Basic MARLS and its Causes
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Even if a learning trial is successful in our basic
MARLS, the courses to avoid collisions may be longer
than necessary. Here we consider the reason why such
inefficient courses are obtained.
It is assumed that the own ship k has detected the other
ship j in the view circle of radius Rk, the collision situation
is Head-on-situation or Crossing situation, and the ship k
must avoid the collision with the ship j according to
navigation rules (NRs). In this case, since LASNR is
applied, the action selection of the ship k is limited so that
Gktwhich means go straight or turn right. Although
LASNR can make the ship k keep NRs strongly, the ship k
begins to turn right at an early timing (in other words, at
the position that is quite far from the ship j) and the course
to avoid the ship j becomes longer than necessary. This
phenomenon is often observed at the early stage of
learning. Since larger avoidance makes it easy to reach the
goal, it is natural that LASNR should induce the
phenomenon. Therefore, our basic MARLS tends to
search efficient courses after it has obtained courses which
may include larger avoidance than necessary but connect
the start with the goal without collisions. However, the
end condition of learning aims at obtaining feasible
courses in limited time. As a result, learning may be
stopped before efficient courses are found.
These above facts are considered the reason why our
basic MARLS may obtain inefficient courses including
larger avoidance than necessary.
3.2. LASNR Controlled by Degree of Safety
The simplest way to solve the drawback of our basic
MARLS is to continue learning until searching courses is
sufficiently executed. However, it becomes impractical
according as the difficulty of a given problem increases.
Therefore, we propose to control the execution timing of
LASNR by the degree of safety in order to obtain the
efficient courses in limited time.
To implement the above proposition, we construct the
evaluation model of safety as follows. For example, as
shown in Fig.5(a), it is assumed that the own ship k must
avoid the other ship j in Crossing situation.
If the ship j is out the view circle of the ship k, the ship k
cannot detect the ship j. In this case, the ship k judges that
there is no danger of collision. Therefore, it is valid that
the degree of safety Skj is set to 100:
Skj 100ࠉif Dkj t Rk ,
(2)
where Dkj is the distance between ships k and j. Also, the
ship k has the personal area PAk detailed in Fig.5(b). If the
ship j is in the area PAk, the actual navigator of ship k feels
very strongly danger of collision [7]. Therefore, if the
position of ship j (i.e.,OSj) is included in the area PAk, it is
valid that Skj is set to zero:

OSj
Rk

Dkj

ship j

PAk

PAk
12Ls

P
D0

OSk
ship k

4Ls

ship k
4Ls

4Ls

(a)

(b)

Fig.5 Evaluation model of degree of safety.

Skj

0ࠉif OSj  PAk .

(3)

If these two situations are not true, we consider that Skj
should be given according to the relationship between PAk
and OSj. So, we propose the following Skj:
D  D0
(4)
S kj 100 u kj
ࠉif OSj  PAk and Dkj  Rk ,
Rk  D0
where D0 is the length of the segment OSkP and P is the
intersection of the segment OSkOSj and the boundary of
area PAk. Eq.(4) means that Skj decreases linearly
according as the ship j approaches the personal area of the
ship k.
When the ship k must avoid the ship j according to NRs,
our new proposed MARLS controls the execution of
LASkj by the degree of safety Skj as follows:

LASkj

LASGO if Skj t Sref
ࠉ
,
®

if
S
S
LAS
NR
kj
ref
¯

(5)

where Sref is a parameter to decide the execution timing of
LASNR. Although Sref is given heuristically in this paper,
Eq.(5) prevents the ship k avoiding the ship j at an early
timing. Therefore, it is expected that our proposed
MARLS can get more efficient courses than our basic
MARLS.
4. Numerical Experiments
Experiments have been carried out to investigate the
performance of our proposed MARLS. Fig.6 shows the
test problem which includes 6 ships in 42LSu42LS sea area.
To simplify the discussion, all the ships have common
parameters except for their start and goal positions. The
parameters of ships are LS 107(m), V0 6.17(m/s), K0
1.310, T0 1.085, G{0.0, 10.0, 10.0, 20.0, 20.0} (deg.).
The policy of Q-learning is H-greedy policy. The
parameters of C-area are H=2LS and W=2LS. The radius of
view circle Rk is 40LS. The parameters of LAS are WJ=LS,
T=1.0(deg.), Sref=70. Moreover, there are other parameters
which are same as ones in Ref.[3]. The maximum number
of episodes in each learning trial is 300000.
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shows the classification of learning trials based on the
range of length of courses. From these results, we can find
following. Fig.7 shows our proposed MARLS has
suppressed larger avoidance of 5th ship obtained by our
basic MARLS. Also, Table 1 shows our proposed MARLS
can get shorter courses than our basic MARLS. Therefore,
we can judge that our proposed MARLS is superior to our
basic MARLS in terms of the course efficiency. On the
other hand, Table 2 shows our proposed MARLS
sometimes gets inefficient courses which correspond to
cases 3-5. The following are considered as the causes. Our
proposed MARLS has the possibility that ships are closer
than necessary. In this case, ships need larger avoidance of
collisions. Therefore, to overcome this problem, we will
consider setting Sref according to the collision situation.

G1

S2

G3

Fig.6 Test problem (6 ships in 42LSu42LS sea area).

5. Conclusions

(a) Basic MARLS.

(b) Proposed MARLS.

Fig.7 Examples of courses obtained by our basic
MARLS and our proposed MARLS.
Table 1 Comparison results in terms of NSLT, LAVE, LMIN,
and LMAX.
㻌
Basic
MARLS
Proposed
MARLS

NSLT

LAVE
[m]

LMIN
[m]

LMAX
[m]

30

30156

29344

32207

30

29231

28227

31244

Acknowledgments

Table 2 The classification of learning trials based on the
range of length of courses.
case 1
[28000,
29000)
The
number of
successful
learning
trials

Our basic MARLS [3] may obtain inefficient courses
including larger avoidance than necessary. To overcome
this problem, we have proposed the way to suppress larger
avoidance using safety. From numerical experiments, we
have confirmed that our proposed MARLS can get more
efficient courses than our basic MARLS. However, our
proposed MARLS have not always obtained efficient
courses. In the future, we will consider the way to set Sref
according to the collision situation to always obtain
efficient courses.

Range of length of courses [m]
case 2
case 3
case 4
[29000,
[30000,
[31000,
30000)
31000)
32000)

case 5
[32000,
30000)

Basic
MARLS

0

18

7

4

1

Proposed
MARLS

18

4

6

2

0

The end condition is as follows: a learning trial is
successful if the task achievement ratio is over 80% for
20000 successive episodes. Task achievement means that
all ships arrive at their goals without collisions in an
episode. Also, if a learning trial is successful, we have
estimated the course of ship whose initial heading angle is
the goal direction. The number of learning trials is 30.
Fig.7(a) shows an example of inefficient courses which
are often obtained by our basic MARLS. On the other
hand, Fig.7(b) shows a typical example of courses
obtained by our proposed MARLS. Table 1 shows
comparison results between our basic MARLS and our
proposed MARLS in terms of NSLT, LAVE, LMIN, and LMAX.
NSLT is the number of successful learning trials. LAVE is the
average length of courses. LMIN is the minimum length of
courses. LMAX is the maximum length of courses. Table 2
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Abstract—Snakes exhibit various gait patterns in response to the environment. To elucidate the mechanism
underlying this ability of snakes, we previously proposed
a model based on autonomous decentralized control. Although it could reproduce various gait patterns, it could not
reproduce concertina locomotion, which is a typical gait
pattern in narrow aisles. In this study, we added a local reflexive mechanism to our previous model and successfully
simulated concertina locomotion in a narrow aisle.
1. Introduction
Snakes can move by adapting to their environment in real
time despite their simple body structure. Surprisingly, they
have various gait patterns that are qualitatively diﬀerent
from each other, e.g., lateral undulation, concertina locomotion, and sidewinding (Fig. 1) [1, 2]. Snakes use these
gaits appropriately according to the circumstances. This
ability has been honed by evolutionary selection pressure,
and ingenious mechanisms are likely underlying this behavior. Clarifying these remarkable mechanisms will benefit the development of robots that function well in extreme
environments such as disaster areas.
Thus far, the snake locomotion mechanism has been investigated and exploited for practical applications in the
robotics field [1, 2]. However, most of these robots operate
in pre-defined environments and can only exhibit specific
types of gait patterns. Several snake-like robots have implemented sensory feedback mechanisms to adapt to their
environments [1-4]; however, this adaptability is still limited, and these robots cannot truly reproduce the innate behavior of real snakes. Thus, the mechanism of adaptive,
versatile snake locomotion is not yet truly understood.
Autonomous decentralized control could be the key to
solving this problem. Because it imparts non-trivial macroscopic behavior or functionalities through the coordination
of simple individual components, autonomous decentralized control may help in achieving the adaptive and versatile locomotion of animals. In our previous work, we
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Figure 1: Schematic of gait patterns of snakes.
investigated an autonomous decentralized control mechanism underlying versatile snake locomotion through modeling and simulations [5, 6]. Based on the fact that points of
body contact with the ground depend significantly on gait
patterns (Fig. 1) [1, 2], we added a three-dimensional eﬀect
to the curvature derivative control where the target angle of
each joint is determined according to the angle of its anterior joint [7]. We showed via simulations that various gait
patterns can be reproduced by changing a small number of
parameters [5].
However, our previous model could not reproduce locomotion in a narrow aisle although real snakes often adapt
to narrow aisles by changing their gait pattern to concertina
locomotion (i.e., the tail part of the body is first pulled forward with the head part anchored followed by extension of
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Figure 2: Photographs of real snake locomotion in narrow space. The widths of the aisles are (A) 4, (B) 6, and (C) 8cm.
The lower photographs show the output of the pressure sensor sheet. High-pressure areas are marked with white circles.
Fi,l

the head part with the tail part anchored (Figs. 1 and 2))
[1, 2]. In this study, we added local sensory feedback to
our previous model to reproduce concertina locomotion in
a narrow space. Simulation results showed that the gait pattern changed smoothly from sinus-lifting locomotion (i.e.,
the body contacts the ground around the inflection point of
the body curve and moves by gliding along the body curve
(Fig. 1)) to concertina locomotion as the aisle width decreased, which agreed well with the results of behavioral
experiments using a real snake.
2. Behavioral Experiments
We performed behavioral experiments using a real
snake. We constructed an aisle from aluminum plates and
covered it with a transparent acrylic plate. A corn snake
(Pantherophis outtatus) was placed in the aisle, and its locomotion was monitored by a digital video camera. The
ground reaction force was measured by a pressure sensor
sheet (Nitta Corp., BIG-MAT) on the floor.
Figure 2 shows the results for aisle widths of 4–8 cm.
When the width was 4 cm (Fig. 2A), the snake first pulled
the tail part forward with the head part anchored, and then
the head part extended with the tail part anchored: i.e., concertina locomotion. The ground reaction force was large at
some inflection points of the body curve. When the width
was 8 cm (Fig. 2C), the snake moved forward by gliding
its body on the floor, where the ground reaction force was
large around the inflection points of the body curve: i.e.,
sinus-lifting locomotion. When the width was 6 cm (Fig.
2B), the snake moved forward both by pushing its body
against the walls on both sides of the aisle and by gliding
its body on the floor; i.e., concertina locomotion and sinuslifting locomotion were mixed.
We can conclude from these findings that concertina locomotion and sinus-lifting locomotion are not completely
separate but connected continuously; a continuous transition between the two gait patterns can be induced by chang-
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µb
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: Spring and damper!
: Actuator and damper!
: Torsional spring!

µn

Figure 3: Model of musculoskeletal structure.
ing the aisle width.
3. Model
3.1. Musculoskeletal Structure
We describe the musculoskeletal system as a simple
mass-spring-damper model on a two-dimensional plane
(Fig. 3) to consider its dynamics. The backbone consists
of particles connected one-dimensionally via springs and
dampers. A torsional spring is embedded in each particle to represent the anatomical constraint of each backbone
joint. Particles that represent the body walls on both sides
are connected to adjacent backbone particles via springs
and dampers. The spring constant should be large enough
that the distance between the particles would not change
considerably. Particles on both sides of the body are connected to their adjacent particles via actuators and dampers
to mimic muscles. The ground frictional force acting on
the backbone particles is modeled as a combination of
Coulomb friction and viscous friction, where the coeﬃcient
of Coulomb friction in the forward direction is assumed to
be smaller than those in the lateral and backward directions
on the basis of biological findings [8].
3.2. Actuation
Forces generated by the actuators are modeled based on
autonomous decentralized control except for the head part,
for which the actuation forces are determined according to
motor commands from a higher center. Except for several
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segments from the head, the force generated by the actuator
on the right-hand sides of ith segment Fi,r is given by
Fi,r
c
Fi,r

=
=

p
c
Fi,r
+ Fi,r
k(li,r − li−1,r )

/"%01,)
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! $# ! " #

(1)

where li,r is the length of the actuator on the right-hand
side of the ith segment and k is a positive constant. The
forces generated by the actuators on the left-hand side are
described in the same way (subscript “i, r” in Eq. (1) is rec
placed by “i, l”). The term Fi,r
represents curvature derivative control, which is a control scheme to generate torques
proportional to the curvature derivative of the body curve
[7]. Although this control scheme was developed by analytically deriving the condition for the body to move efficiently during lateral undulation, we previously showed
that it forms the basic mechanism for achieving various gait
patterns such as sinus-lifting locomotion, center-lifting lop
comotion, and sidewinding [5]. The term Fi,r
represents
the newly introduced local sensory feedback, which we describe in section 3.4.
3.3. Three-dimensional Eﬀect
Real snakes have several muscles on both sides of the
body. Contractions of these muscles make the body bend
vertically and horizontally. Although the vertical displacement of the body is smaller than the horizontal one when
snakes move on an almost flat terrain, the vertical motion
plays a significant role in changing the contact point of
the body with the ground. Here, we introduced the eﬀect
of vertical motion to our two-dimensional model (see section 3.1) phenomenologically instead of analyzing threedimensional dynamics strictly.
We define the vertical displacement of the ith backbone
particle as zi and describe its dynamics phenomenologically as
mz¨i = −mg + Ni + kz (Φi−1 − 2Φi + Φi+1 )
+cz (Φ̇i−1 − 2Φ̇i + Φ̇i+1 )
c
c
c
+ Fi+1,r
)
+αr (Fi−1,r
− 2Fi,r
c
c
c
+αl (Fi−1,l
− 2Fi,l
+ Fi−1,l
).
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where m is the mass of the particle; kz is the spring constant
of the torsional spring in the backbone joint that works in
the vertical direction; cz is the damping coeﬃcient of the
damper aligned along the torsional spring working in the
vertical direction; Φi ≡ −zi−1 + 2zi − zi+1 represents vertical
bending of the body, and g is the gravitational acceleration.
The ground is modeled by using springs and dampers, and
the ground reaction force Ni is described as
{
max[−kfloor zi − cfloor żi , 0], (zi ≤ 0)
Ni =
(3)
0,
(zi > 0)
where kfloor and cfloor are the spring constant and damping
coeﬃcient of the ground.
The fifth and sixth terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
(2) represent the eﬀect of the actuation. Contact points between the body and ground vary depending on the values
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Figure 4: Mechanism of concertina locomotion.
of αr and αl . For example, when αr is positive and the ith
RTS on the right-hand side generates a contraction force,
the ith backbone particle is pushed against the ground and
the i − 1th and i + 1th particles lift oﬀ the ground.
3.4. Local Sensory Feedback
p
The local sensory feedback terms Fi,r
and Fi,lp (see Eq.
(1)) is introduced to reproduce concertina locomotion in
narrow space. It is given as


i+n
i+n




∑f
∑f




p
tanh
Fi,r = σ 
(β
f
)
−
tanh
,
(4)
(β
f
)
j,l
j,r 




 j=i−nb

j=i−nb

where σ and β are positive constants, f j,r and f j,l are the
forces acting from walls to the particles on the right- and
left-hand sides of the jth segment, and n f and nb denote
numbers of segments to which the local sensory feedback
is applied. The local sensory feedback term on the lefthand side Fi,lp is described similarly. Fig. 4 explains the
eﬀect of this local sensory feedback term. When some particle in the body contacts the wall, actuators on the contralateral and ipsilateral sides of the contact point generate contraction and expansion forces, respectively. Then,
torque is generated around the contact point, which leads
the body to push against the wall (Fig. 4(a)). The posterior
part of the body is pulled forward owing to the feedback,
and then the posterior part of the body contacts the wall
on the other side. In this way, the body contacts the walls
subsequently (Fig. 4(b)). When the head part extends, the
posterior part of the body also extends owing to the eﬀect
of curvature derivative control. Thus, the body moves forward (Fig. 4(c)). Concertina locomotion can be achieved
by repeating this process.
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Figure 5: Simulation result. The width of the aisles are (a) 4, (b) 6, and (c) 8 cm. The radius of the red circles represents
the magnitude of the ground reaction force. The dotted arrows indicate body waves transmitted from the head to the tail.
4. Simulation
We conducted simulations to validate our proposed control scheme. We set both αr and αl to be positive and controlled the motion of the head part by keyboard manipulation. The parameter values were determined by trial and
error.
Fig. 5 shows the simulation result. When the aisle width
was 4 cm, the simulated snake moved forward by bending
and extending the body repetitively: i.e., concertina locomotion. On the other hand, when the width was 8 cm, the
body glided forward by pushing against the ground at the
inflections: i.e., sinus-lifting locomotion. When the width
was 6 cm, both concertina locomotion and sinus-lifting locomotion were observed. These results agreed well with
the results of the behavioral experiments (see Section 2).
5. Conclusion and Future Works
To reproduce versatile gait patterns of snakes, we modeled their behavior based on autonomous decentralized
control. We added a local sensory feedback mechanism
to our previous model [5] to achieve concertina locomotion
in a narrow space. We demonstrated through simulations
that the gait pattern smoothly changed from sinus-lifting
locomotion to concertina locomotion as the aisle width decreased, which agreed well with the results of the behavioral experiments. In the future, we intend to develop a real
robot and validate the proposed control scheme in the real
world.
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Abstract—In this activity the qualitative analysis
of both plane-parallel and spatial problems of the real
rigid body motions in a resistant medium is fulfilled.
A nonlinear model that describes the interaction of
a rigid body with a medium and takes into account
(based on experimental data on the motion of circular
cylinders in water) the dependence of the arm of the
force on the normalized angular velocity of the body
and the dependence of the moment of the force on
the angle of attack is constructed [1]. An analysis of
plane and spatial models (in the presence or absence
of an additional tracking force) leads to sufficient stability conditions for translational motion, as one of the
key types of motions. Either stable or unstable selfoscillation can be observed under certain conditions.
1. Spatial Motion of an Axial Symmetric Rigid
Body in a Resisting Medium
Consider the problem of a spatial motion of homogeneous axial symmetric body of mass m. A portion
of its surface is a flat circle disk interacting with a
medium in a jet flow [1, 2, 3]. The other portion of
the body’s surface is inside the volume bounded by the
jet stalling at the disk edge and is not affected by the
medium. Conditions are similar when homogeneous
circular cylinders enter water.
If the above conditions are satisfied, the motions of
the body include translational deceleration similar to
the case of plane-parallel (unperturbed) motion: the
body can undergo translational motion along its axis
of symmetry, i.e., perpendicularly to the disk plane.
We choose the right-hand coordinate system Dxyz
with the Dx-axis aligned with the axis of geometrical
symmetry of the body and the Dy− and Dz−axes
fixed to the disk. The components of the angular
velocity vector Ω in the system Dxyz are denoted
by {Ωx , Ωy , Ωz }. The inertia tensor of the dynamically symmetric body is diagonalized in the body
axes Dxyz: diag{I1 , I2 , I2 }. We will use the quasitationarity hypothesis and assume for simplicity that
R1 = DN is defined at least by the attack angle α
between the velocity vector v of the center D of the
disk and the straight line Dx. Thus, DN = R1 (α, . . .).

Moreover, we assume that S = |S| = s1 (α)v 2 , v = |v|.
For convenience, we introduce an auxiliary alternating
function s(α): s1 = s1 (α) = s(α)sgn cos α > 0 instead
of the coefficient s1 (α). Thus, the pair of functions
R1 (α, . . .) and s(α) defines the forces and moments
exerted by the medium on the disk under such assumptions.
Let us use the spherical coordinates (v, α, β1 ) of the
tip of the velocity vector v = vD of the point D relative to the flow to measure the angle β1 in the plane
of the disk. Expressing the quantities (v, α, β1 ), using
nonintegrable relations, in terms of the cyclic kinematic variables and velocities and supplementing them
with the projections (Ωx , Ωy , Ωz ) of the angular velocity onto the body axes, we consider them as quasivelocities.
Using the theorems on the motion of the center of
mass (in the body-fixed frame of reference Dxyz) and
variation in the angular momentum in the same frame,
we obtain the dynamic part of the differential equations of motion in the six-dimensional phase space of
quasivelocities (σ = DC). The first group of equations
describes the motion of the center of mass, while the
second group the motion around the center of mass

v̇ cos α − α̇v sin α + Ωy v sin α sin β1 −
−Ωz v sin α cos β1 + σ(Ω2y + Ω2z ) = −s(α)v 2 /m,
v̇ cos α − α̇v sin α + Ωy v sin α sin β1 −
−Ωz v sin α cos β1 + σ(Ω2y + Ω2z ) = 0,
v̇ sin α cos β1 + α̇v cos α cos β1 −
−β˙1 v sin α sin β1 + Ωz v cos α−
−Ωx v sin α sin β1 − σΩx Ωy − σ Ω˙z = 0,
v̇ sin α sin β1 + α̇v cos α sin β1 +
+β˙1 v sin α cos β1 + Ωx v sin α cos β1 −
−Ωy v cos α − σΩx Ωz + σ Ω˙y = 0,
I1 Ω˙x = 0,
˙
I2 Ωy + (I1 − I2 )Ωx Ωz = −zN s(α)v 2 ,
I2 Ω˙z + (I2 − I1 )Ωx Ωy = yN s(α)v 2 ,
(1)
where (0, yN , zN ) are the coordinates of the point N
in the system Dxyz.
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2. Motion of a Symmetric Body Subject to
Force of Resistance and Tracking Force
Let us consider the class of problems where a rigid
body moves through a medium under a tracking force
acting along the axis of geometrical symmetry of the
body and producing (under some conditions) classes
of motions (imposed constraints) of interest, this force
being the reaction of the constraints imposed. Here,
the tracking force is such that v ≡ const.
The cyclic invariant relation Ωx ≡ Ωx0 = const
holds at all instants of time. In what follows, we will
examine the case where the rigid body does not rotate
about its longitudinal axis, i.e., Ωx0 = 0.
Then the independent dynamic part of the equations
of motion in the four-dimensional phase space is given
by
α̇ cos α cos β1 − β˙1 v sin α sin β1 +
(2)
+Ωz v cos α − σ Ω˙z = 0,
α̇ cos α sin β1 + β˙1 v sin α cos β1 −
−Ωy v cos α + σ Ω˙y = 0,

(3)

I2 Ω˙y = −zN s(α)v 2 ,

(4)

I2 Ω˙z = yN s(α)v 2 .

(5)

Here yN , zN are Cartesian coordinates of the point N
of resisting force application.
System (2)–(5) includes the influence functions yN ,
zN , and s. To determine them qualitatively, we will
use experimental data on the properties of jet flow.
For beginning, we will analyze the system (2)–(5) for
the following influence functions (of S. A. Chaplygin
[1]); such an analysis can be performed for an arbitrary
pair of functions yN , zN , and s, see below:
yN = A sin α cos β1 − hΩz /v,
zN = A sin α sin β1 + hΩy /v,
s(α) = B cos α,
∂zN
N
A = ∂y
|
α=0,
β1 =0 = ∂α |α=0, β1 =π/2 ,
∂α
B = s(0), h > 0.

(6)

The resultant system will be called a reference one.
The coefficient h in (6) appears in the terms proportional to the rotary derivatives of the moment of
hydroaerodynamic forces (drag) with respect to the
components of the angular velocity of the body.
Projecting the angular velocities onto the moving
axes not fixed to the body so that z1 = Ωy cos β1 +
Ωz sin β1 , z2 = −Ωy sin β1 + Ωz cos β1 and introducing dimensionless variables wk , k = 1, 2, and parameters by the formulas b = σn0 , n20 = AB/I2 , H1 =
Bh/I2 n0 , zk = n0 vwk , k = 1, 2, (herewith < · >=
n0 v <0 >), we obtain the following analytic dynamic
system (reference system) of the fourth order:
α0 = −(1 + bH1 )w2 + b sin α,

α
w20 = sin α cos α − (1 + bH1 )w12 cos
sin α −
(8)
−H1 w2 cos α,
cos α
w10 = (1 + bH1 )w1 w2
− H1 w1 cos α,
(9)
sin α
cos α
,
(10)
β10 = (1 + bH1 )w1
sin α
which includes the independent third-order subsystem
(7)–(9).
If b = H1 then after the change of variables w∗ =
ln |w1 |, the divergence of the right-hand side of (7)–(9)
((7)–(10)) will become identically equal to zero, which
allows considering the system(s) to be conservative.

2.1. On Stability of Translational Motion
Let research the stability of key type (unperturbed
motion) with respect to the perturbations of angle
of attack and angular velocity, i.e. to the variables
α, w1 , w2 . In other words, we research the stability
of trivial solution of independent third order system
(7)–(9).
Consider the following positive definite function in
the phase space of the third-order system (7)–(9):
V (α, w1 , w2 ) = (1 + b2 )(w22 + w12 )−
−2bw2 sin α + sin2 α.

(11)

Theorem 1.
Function (11) is a Lyapunov
(Chetaev) function for system (7)–(9), i.e., its derivative by virtue of the system is negative definite for
b < H1 and positive definite for b > H1 .
Corollary. The origin of coordinates of system (7)–
(9) (after the right-hand side is redefined at it) is an
attracting singular point for b < H1 and a repulsing
singular point for b > H1 .
Note once again that a similar theorem is also valid
for the general system with arbitrary influence functions yN , zN , and s. The asymptotic stability condition for the origin of coordinates of the system of reduced dynamic equations with respect to the variables
(α, w1 , w2 ) remains the same, b < H1 .
Indeed, in the more general case where the influence
functions are represented as
yN = R(α) cos β1 − h1 Ωz /v,
zN = R(α) sin β1 + h1 Ωy /v,

(12)

and the functions R, s satisfy the typical conditions
(function R corresponds to the function y in such
case), the dynamic equations of motion become:

(7)
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s(α)
σh1
σ F (α)
I2 n0 cos α − I2 w2 cos α ,
F (α)
α
− w12 cos
sin α −
I2 n20
h1
2 s(α)
1
− σh
I2 w1 sin α − I2 n0 w2 s(α),
s(α)
σh1
α
w10 = w1 w2 cos
sin α + I2 w1 w2 sin α −
− I2hn1 0 w1 s(α),
s(α)
σh1
α
β10 = w1 cos
sin α + I2 w1 sin α ,

α0 = −w2 +
w20 =

(13)

α
Z10 = −Z1 Ψ1 (α, Z1 , Z2 ) + Z1 Z2 cos
sin α +
s(α)
σh1
h1
+ I2 Z1 Z2 sin α − I2 n0 Z1 s(α),

here F (α) = R(α)s(α).
Consider the function (similar (11))
2

V (α, w1 , w2 ) = w22 + (1 + b2 )w12 + [bw2 − sin α] , (14)
that is positive definite in the neighborhood of the origin.
Theorem 2.
Function (14) is a Lyapunov
(Chetaev) function for system (13), i.e., its derivative by virtue of the system is negative definite for
σR0 (0) < h1 and positive definite for σR0 (0) > h1 .
Corollary. The origin of coordinates of system (13)
(after the right-hand side is redefined at it) is an attracting singular point for σR0 (0) < h1 and a repulsing
singular point for σR0 (0) > h1 .
The asymptotic-stability condition for moving homogeneous circular cylinders will be satisfied if σk <
hD, where D is the diameter of the cylinder, k and h
are dimensionless influence parameters, and σ is the
distance DC.
3. Motion of a Symmetric Body Subject to
Force of Resistance and Tracking Force. II
In given case, the tracking force is such that the
following condition is satisfied all the time, i.e. VC ≡
const.
The cyclic invariant relation Ωx ≡ Ωx0 = const
holds at all instants of time. In what follows, we will
examine the case where the rigid body does not rotate
about its longitudinal axis, i.e., Ωx0 = 0.
Then the following value has to stand in the righthand side of the first equation of the system (1) instead
of −s(α)v 2 /m and to be equal to zero identically, since
the nonconservative pair of forces will act onto the
body: T − s(α)v 2 ≡ 0. Obviously, that it needs to
choose the value of tracking force T in the type T =
T (v, α, Ω) = s(α)v 2 , T ≡ −S.
Similar to the choose of influence functions, we define the dynamic functions s, yN , and zN in the types
of (12). Herewith, the additional damping (but in the
certain domains of the phase space and dispersing)
moment of a nonconservative force is present in considered system as before.
Projecting the angular velocities onto the moving
axes not fixed to the body so that z1 = Ωy cos β1 +
Ωz sin β1 , z2 = −Ωy sin β1 + Ωz cos β1 and introducing new dimensionless phase variables and differentiation by the formulas zk = n0 vZk , k = 1, 2, < · >=
n0 v <0 >, system (1) will lead to the following type:
v 0 = vΨ1 (α, Z1 , Z2 ),

(16)

F (α)
− Z2 Ψ1 (α, Z1 , Z2 )−
I2 n20
σh1 2 s(α)
2 cos α
−Z1 sin α − I2 Z1 sin α − I2hn1 0 Z2 s(α),

(17)

cos α σh1 s(α)
+
Z1
,
sin α
I2
sin α

(19)

where
Ψ1 (α, Z1 , Z2 ) = −µ2 (Z12 + Z22 ) cos α+
+

σ
σh1
F (α) sin α −
Z2 s(α) sin α,
I2 n0
I2

and analytical system of equations in the case of Chaplygin influence functions (6):
v 0 = vΨ1 (α, Z1 , Z2 ),

(20)

α0 = −Z2 + µ2 (Z12 + Z22 ) sin α + µ2 sin α cos2 α−
−µ2 µ3 Z2 cos2 α,

(21)
cos α
−
Z20 = sin α cos α−Z2 Ψ1 (α, Z1 , Z2 )−(1+µ2 µ3 )Z12
sin α
−µ3 Z2 cos α,
(22)
cos
α
Z10 = −Z1 Ψ1 (α, Z1 , Z2 ) + (1 + µ2 µ3 )Z1 Z2
−
sin α
−µ3 Z1 cos α,
(23)
cos α
,
(24)
β10 = (1 + µ2 µ3 )Z1
sin α
where
Ψ1 (α, Z1 , Z2 ) = −µ2 (Z12 + Z22 ) cos α + µ2 sin2 α cos α−
−µ2 µ3 Z2 sin α cos α,
herewith, we will choose the dimensionless parameters b = µ2 , H1 = µ3 as follows: b = σn0 , n20 =
AB/I2 , H1 = Bh1 /I2 n0 as above.
The equations (16)–(19) of the system (15)–(19)
form the independent fourth order subsystem, and the
equations (16)–(18) the independent third order one.
3.1. On Stability of Translational Motion
Let research the stability of key type (unperturbed
motion) with respect to the perturbations of angle
of attack and angular velocity, i.e. to the variables
α, Z1 , Z2 . In other words, we research the stability
of trivial solution of independent third order system
(16)–(18).
Proposition 1. The plane
{(α, Z1 , Z2 ) ∈ R3 : Z1 = 0}

(15)

α0 = −Z2 + µ2 (Z12 + Z22 ) sin α+
1
+ I2σn0 F (α) cos α − σh
I2 Z2 s(α) cos α,
Z20 =

β10 = Z1

(18)

(25)

is integral one for the system (16)–(18).
Furthermore, two remaining equations on α, Z2 form
the system describing plane-parallel rigid body dynamics (see above) after formal substitution Z1 = 0
in the system (16)–(18).
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Thus, the phase pattern from the plane dynamics
”packs” into the plane (25). Furthermore, the plane
(25) separates three-dimensional phase space on two
parts:
{(α, Z1 , Z2 ) ∈ R3 : 0 < α < π, Z1 > 0}

(26)

The asymptotic-stability condition for moving homogeneous circular cylinders will be satisfied if σk <
hD, where D is the diameter of the cylinder, k and h
are dimensionless influence parameters, and σ is the
distance DC.
4. Conclusions

and
{(α, Z1 , Z2 ) ∈ R3 : 0 < α < π, Z1 < 0},

(27)

in each of which the motion occurs by itself. But it
is not arbitrarily from each other, since the following
symmetry is present in the system:
i ) α- and Z2 -components of vector field of the system (16)–(18) do not change the signs under the symmetry




α
α
 Z1  →  −Z1 
(28)
Z2
Z2
relatively the plane (25);
ii ) Z1 -component of vector field of the system (16)–
(18) changes the sign under the symmetry (28) relatively the plane (25).
The latter facts state that it is sufficiently to research the system (16)–(18) in semibounded shell (26),
although it is not the valid phase space.
The possibility of use of the function
V1 (α, Z1 ) = Z1 sin α

(29)

as Lyapunov (Chetaev) function in semibounded shell
(26) is the important effect of latter remarks, since
given function is positive defined in it.
Theorem 3.
Function (29) is a Lyapunov
(Chetaev) function for system (16)–(18), i.e., its
derivative by virtue of the system is negative definite
for µ2 < µ3 and positive definite for µ2 > µ3 .
Corollary. The origin of coordinates of system
(16)–(18) (after the right-hand side is redefined at it)
is an attracting singular point for µ2 < µ3 and a repulsing singular point for µ2 > µ3 .
In particular, the similar theorem is valid and for the
systems (21)–(23), considered for influence functions
(6) of Chaplygin.
Let consider the function (similar (11))
2

V (α, Z1 , Z2 ) = Z22 + (1 + b2 )Z12 + [bZ2 − sin α] , (30)
which is positive defined in a vicinity of the origin.
Theorem 4.
Function (30) is a Lyapunov
(Chetaev) function for system (16)–(18), i.e., its
derivative by virtue of the system (16)–(18) is negative
definite for µ2 < µ3 and positive definite for µ2 > µ3 .
Corollary. The origin of coordinates of system
(16)–(18) (after the right-hand side is redefined at it)
is an attracting singular point for µ2 < µ3 and a repulsing singular point for µ2 > µ3 .

The experiment on the motion of homogeneous circular cylinders in water conducted at the Research Institute of Mechanics of the Lomonosov Moscow State
University confirmed that in modeling the influence of
a medium on a rigid body, it is necessary to introduce
an additional parameter to account for dissipation in
the system.
In studying the deceleration of a body with finite
angles of attack, a key task is to establish the conditions under which self-oscillations occur in a finite
neighborhood of translational deceleration. Thus, a
comprehensive nonlinear analysis is of necessity.
The initial stage of such an analysis is neglecting
the damping effect of the medium. This corresponds
to the assumption that the pair of dynamic functions
describing the influence of the medium depends on a
unique parameter (angle of attack). The dynamic systems resulting from such a nonlinear description behave as systems with variable dissipation. Therefore,
it is necessary to develop a procedure for analyzing
such systems. Since experimental data on the properties of jet flow is used, there is some scatter in forces
and moments characteristics in the qualitative description of the body-medium interaction. This makes it
natural to define relative robustness and to prove such
robustness for the systems under study.
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Abstract—This paper focuses on so-called weighted
variants of nonnnegative matrix factorization (NMF) and
more generally nonnnegative tensor factorization (NTF)
approximations. We consider multiplicative update (MU)
rules to optimize these approximations, and we prove that
under certain conditions the results on monotonicity of MU
rules for NMF generalize to both the NTF and the weighted
NTF (WNTF) cases.
1. Introduction
Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [1] or more
generally nonnegative tensor factorization (NTF) [2] approaches consist in approximating nonnegative matrices
(or tensors) by lower rank structured matrices (or tensors)
composed by nonnegative latent factors. These approximations can be useful for revealing some latent data structure [3] or for compressing the data [4]. Thus they have
recently gained a great popularity in both machine learning [5, 6] and signal processing [7, 8] communities. As
such, they were applied for non-supervised image classification [5], image inpainting [6], polyphonic music transcription [7], audio source separation [9–11], where such
approaches have recently became the de facto state of the
art, audio coding [4], etc.
In this paper we focus on a particular kind of NMF
(NTF) methods called weighted NMF (WNMF) (weighted
NTF (WNTF)), where the contribution of each data point
to the approximation is weighted by a nonnegative weight.
Weighted NMF was already used for face feature extraction [12], ratings prediction [13, 14], mass spectrometry
analysis [15], as well as for audio source separation with
perceptual modeling [9,10]. A particular WNTF modeling,
namely a weighted three-way “PARAFAC” factor analysis,
was considered in [16]. The NTF modeling for tensors with
possibly missing entries [17] could be considered as a partial case of WNTF, where the weights can be either ones
(observed) or zeros (missing).
Concerning the algorithms to compute NMF (NTF) decompositions, one of the most popular choice among the
others [2] are the multiplicative update (MU) rules [1, 3].
While in terms of convergence speed MU is not the fastest
approach [2], its popularity can be explained by the simplicity of the derivation and implementation, as well as

by the fact that the nonnegativity constraints are inherently taken into account. Deriving MU rules for WNMF
(WNTF) is quite straightforward, and it was already done
for WNMF, e.g., in [13, 15]. However, few works analyse
their convergence properties in terms of monotonicity of the
optimized criterion, i.e., by theoretically studying whether
the criterion to be minimized remains non-increasing at
each update. While several results on monotonicity of MU
rules for NMF exist [1,18,19], less work (e.g., [12,14]) just
reports the results on monotonicity of MU rules for WNMF
in particular cases of the Euclidean (EU) distance and the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. To our best knowledge
there are no such results either for WNTF, or for other divergences, such as α or β-divergences [3, 20].
This is a purely theoretical work and its contribution
is two-fold. We consider a quite general NTF formulation inspired by the probabilistic latent tensor factorization
(PLTF) [17] (we however do not push forward the probabilistic aspect) and covering many existing divergences and
MU rules (e.g., those considered in [1,18,19]). First, within
this formulation we show that the results on the MU rules
monotonicity for the NMF generalize to the general NTF
case. Second, we show that within the same formulation
all the results on the MU monotonicity for the NMF and
the NTF generalize to the corresponding weighted cases.
While such results are quite natural and expected, no formal proves were provided so far. A more detailed presentation of these results together with a practical application
of WNTF to audio source separation can be found in our
longer report [21].
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
WNMF and WNTF together with a general formulation of
the MU rules are presented in section 2. New results on
monotonicity of these rules are given in section 3. Some
conclusions are drawn in section 4.
2. Weighted NMF and weighted NTF
2.1. Weighted NMF
Let V ∈ R+F×N a nonnegative matrix of data that is approximated by a nonnegative matrix V̂ ∈ R+F×N being a
product of two nonnegative latent matrices W ∈ R+F×K and
H ∈ R+K×N as
V ≈ V̂ = WH.
(1)
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This approximation can be rewritten in a scalar form as
X
v f n ≈ v̂ f n =
w f k hkn ,
(2)
k

where v f n , v̂ f n , w f k and hkn denote, respectively, the entries
of V, V̂, W and H. The goal of NMF consists in finding the
latent parameters Z , {W, H} minimizing the following
criterion:
X
CNMF (Z) = D(V|V̂) =
d(v f n |v̂ f n ),
(3)
f,n

where v̂ f n is given by (2) and d(x|y) is some divergence
(e.g., α-divergence [20] or β-divergence [3]). As such, we
here consider only the case of separable matrix divergences
D(V|V̂), i.e., those computed by element-wise summing of
scalar divergences [19, 22]. However, we believe that our
results below can be easily generalized to some nonseparable divergences.
Let B = [b f n ] f,n ∈ R+F×N a matrix of nonnegative
weights, the goal of WNMF is to optimize the same criterion as (3), except that all the entries in summation are
weighted by b f n :
X
b f n d(v f n |v̂ f n ).
(4)
CWNMF (Z) =

However, this is the way the MU rules are derived in
many cases, e.g., for the β-divergence as in [3, 18] and for
all separable divergences (including α-divergence and αβBregman divergence) considered in [19].
2.2. Weighted NTF
We build our presentation following a general formulation of tensor decompositions originally called probabilistic latent tensor factorization (PLTF) [8, 17]. However, we
rather call it here NTF, since we do not push its probabilistic aspect. Our presentation follows very closely the one
from [8, 17], except that we are using slightly different notations and we consider the weighted case.
Instead of matrices (so-called 2-way arrays) we now
consider tensors (so-called multi-way arrays) that are all
assumed nonnegative. For example E = [e f nk ] f,n,k ∈ R+F,N,K
is a 3-way array. However, for the sake of conciseness and
following [8,17] we use single-letter notations for both tensor indices and their domains of definition, e.g., j = f nk
and J = { f, k, n} f,n,k in the example above.
Let us introduce the following notations:
• I is the set of all indices,

f,n

• V = [vi0 ]i0 ∈I0 is the data tensor and I0 ⊂ I is the set of
visible indices,

The MU rules [1–3, 19] consist in updating in turn each
scalar parameter z as follows:
z ← z ([∇zC(Z)]− /[∇zC(Z)]+ )η ,

where η > 0, C(Z) is the cost function to be minimized, its
derivative with respect to (w.r.t.) the parameter writes
∇zC(Z) = [∇zC(Z)]+ − [∇zC(Z)]− ,

• Zα = [zαiα ]iα ∈Iα (α = 1, . . . , T ) are T latent factors (tensors), Iα ⊂ I, and we also require I = I0 ∪ I1 ∪ . . . ∪ IT .

(5)

(6)

and the summands are both nonnegative. Note that the decomposition (6) is not unique and this algorithm is rather a
heuristic one. Thus, neither its convergence, nor its monotonicity is guaranteed and should be studied case by case
[1, 18, 19].
Assuming the derivative over the second argument of our
divergence d(x|y) can be written

• I¯α = I\Iα denotes the set of indices that are not in Iα .
With these conventions the matrix approximation (2) can
be extended to
X
YT
vi0 ≈ v̂i0 =
zαiα .
(10)
¯
α=1

ī0 ∈I0

(7)

This formulation generalizes in fact many existing models. Let us give some examples for a better understanding.
Assuming Z1 = W, Z2 = H, I = { f, n, k}, I0 = { f, n},
I1 = { f, k} and I2 = {n, k}, we get back to the NMF decomposition (2). The TUCKER3 decomposition [23] (this
example is from [17])
X
(11)
v jkl ≈ v̂ jkl =
z1jp z2kq z3lr z4pqr

where d+0 (x|y) and d−0 (x|y) are both nonnegative, one can
write the following MU rules for WNMF:
P
!η
0
n b f n d− (v f n |v̂ f n )hkn
wfk ← wfk P
,
(8)
0
n b f n d+ (v f n |v̂ f n )hkn
P
!η
0
f b f n d− (v f n |v̂ f n )w f k
.
(9)
hkn ← hkn P
0
f b f n d+ (v f n |v̂ f n )w f k

can be represented as (10) by defining I = { j, k, l, p, q, r},
I0 = { j, k, l}, I1 = { j, p}, I2 = {k, q}, I3 = {l, r} and I4 =
{p, q, r}.
Let Z = {Zα }α=1,...,T set of all latent factors and B =
[bi0 ]i0 ∈I0 a tensor of nonnegative weights. WNTF criterion
to be minimized writes:
X
CWNTF (Z) =
bi0 d(vi0 |v̂i0 ).
(12)

d0 (x|y) = d+0 (x|y) − d−0 (x|y),

p,q,r

Note that this is not the only way to write the MU rules,
since the decomposition (6) could be obtained differently 1 .
1 In other words, [∇ C(Z)] and [∇ C(Z)] from (5) are not obliged to
z
+
z
−
be representable in a from as in (8). Indeed, for example it can be noted
that [∇z C(Z)]+ and [∇z C(Z)]− from (8) are sums over n of some terms
with each term depending on its own n. It is obvious that in general not
any decomposition as in (6) can be represented as such a sum.

i0

Finally, relying on the decomposition (7), as in the
WNMF case, one can derive the following MU rules for
WNTF:
P
Q
0 η
 īα bi0 d−0 (vi0 |v̂i0 ) α0 ,α zαi0 
α

(13)
zαiα ← zαiα  P
Q
0  .
b d0 (v |v̂ )
zα0 
0
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īα

i0

+

i0

i0

α ,α iα

3. New results on monotonicity of MU rules for WNMF
and WNTF
There exist several results on monotonicity of MU rules
for NMF with β-divergence [18] and NMF with other divergences (e.g., α-divergence or αβ-Bregman divergence)
[19]. However, these results are not really extended neither
to a general NTF case, nor to the WNMF or WNTF cases.
Some results for WNMF exist [12, 14], but only in particular cases of the EU distance and the KL divergence. In
order to fill in these gaps in the state of the art we here provide the insite on the monotonicity of the NMF MU rules
for NTF, WNMF and WNTF cases. We start with the following lemma.
α

Lemma 1. When updating one latent factor Z , given all
0
other factors {Zα }α0 ,α fixed, criterion (4) is non-increasing
under WNMF MU rules (13) if and only if for each i0 ∩ iα
criterion
X
bi0 ∩īα d(vi0 ∩īα |v̂i0 ∩īα ),
CWNTF (Zαi0 ∩iα ) =
(14)
i0 ∩īα

(where Zαi0 ∩iα = [zαi ∩i ,i ∩ī ]i0 ∩īα ) is non-increasing under
0 α 0 α
these rules.
Proof: The sufficiency is evident, the necessity follows
from the fact that two sets of entries of Zα involved in two
different criteria (14) (corresponding to two different indices i0 ∩ iα , i00 ∩ i0α ) do not overlap.
Proposition 1 (WNMF monotonicity ⇔ WNTF monotonicity). Assume WNMF MU rules (8), (9) and WNTF
MU rules (13) are derived for the same η, for the same
divergence d(x|y) and under the same decomposition (7).
WNMF criterion (4) is non-increasing under the WNMF
MU rules if and only if WNTF criterion (12) is nonincreasing under the WNTF MU rules.
Proof: The sufficiency follows from the fact that WNTF
generalizes WNMF. To prove the necessity, it is enough to
show, thanks to lemma 1, that for updating one latent subfactor Zαi0 ∩iα , given i0 ∩ iα ∈ I0 ∩ Iα and given all other
0
factors {Zα }α0 ,α fixed, expressions (10), (14) and (13) can
be recast into the form of expressions (2), (4) and (9) for
WNMF. We rely on an NTF to NMF reduction trick that is
somehow similar to the one used in [24].
Let us define F = |I0 ∩ I¯α |, N = 1 and K = |I¯0 ∩ Iα |, where
|A| denotes cardinality of a set A. We can now unfold multiway index sets I0 ∩ I¯α and I¯0 ∩ Iα onto 1-way index sets
{ f } = {1, . . . , F} and {k} = {1, . . . , K} using some bijections
f → [i0 ∩ īα ]( f ) and k → [ī0 ∩ iα ](k). We then define elements of matrices/vectors V ∈ R+F×1 , B ∈ R+F×1 , W ∈ R+F×K
and H ∈ R+K×1 as v f 1 = vi0 ∩iα ,[i0 ∩īα ]( f ) , b f 1 = bi0 ∩iα ,[i0 ∩īα ]( f ) ,
hk1 = zαi ∩i ,[ī ∩i ](k) and w f k = w̃[i0 ∩īα ]( f )[ī0 ∩iα ](k) , where
0 α 0 α
P
Q
0
w̃i0 ∩īα ,ī0 ∩iα = ī0 ∩īα α0 ,α zαi0α . It can be easily checked that
with these notations expressions (10), (14) and (13) rewrite
as expressions (2), (4) and (9) for WNMF.

Even if according to proposition 1 the monotonicity of
the WNMF MU rules implies that of the WNTF MU rules,
the monotonicity of the WNMF MU rules has not been
guaranteed yet. To obtain such results, let us first formulate the following lemma, which strictly speaking is not a
direct consequence of proposition 1, but it is very similar
to it.
Lemma 2 (NMF monotonicity ⇔ NTF monotonicity).
This lemma formulates exactly as proposition 1, but without weighting, i.e., with trivial weighting: bi0 = 1 (i0 ∈ I0 ).
Proof: The proof is exactly as that of proposition 1, except
with trivial weighting.
Proposition 2 (NMF monotonicity ⇔ WNMF monotonicity). Assume that WNMF MU rules (8), (9) are derived for
some η, some divergence d(x|y) and under some decomposition (7). WNMF criterion (4) is non-increasing under the
WNMF MU rules for a trivial weighting B0 = [1] f,n (making WNMF (4) equivalent standard NMF (3)) if and only
if WNMF criterion (4) is non-increasing under the WNMF
MU rules for any weighting B.
Proof: The sufficiency being evident, let us prove the necessity. We carry the proof for H update (9), given W fixed.
According to lemma 1, it is enough to show that for each
n = ñ the following criterion is non-increasing under the
WNMF MU updates of hñ = [hñk ]k (the same trick is used
in proofs in [18]):
X
b f ñ d(v f ñ |v̂ f ñ ).
(15)
CWNMF (hñ ) =
f

Thus, in the following we fix n = ñ and consider (15) as
target criterion.
We first assume b f ñ ∈ N ( f = 1, . . . , F). Let us introduce
binary matrices A f (ñ) ∈ {0, 1}b f ñ ×F . Each matrix A f (ñ)
is zero everywhere except the f -th column that contains
ones. We then define a binary matrix A(ñ) = [al f (ñ)]l, f ∈
P
{0, 1}L×F , where L = f b f ñ , that stacks vertically matrices
A f (ñ) as follows:
A(ñ) = [A1 (ñ)T , . . . , AF (ñ)T ]T .

(16)

Using A(ñ) we rewrite approximation (2) as follows:
X
al f (ñ)w f k hkñ ,
(17)
v0lñ ≈ v̂0lñ =
f,k
P
where v0lñ = f al f (ñ)v f ñ . Let us first remark that (17)
is an NTF approximation (w.r.t. v0lñ and v̂0lñ ) according to
our general formulation (10). Non-weighted NTF criterion
(12) (i.e., (12) with trivial weighting b0lñ = 1) for approximation (17) writes
X
CNTF (hñ ) =
d(v0lñ |v̂0lñ ).
(18)
l

It can be easily shown that criterion (18) is strictly equivalent to criterion (15) and that the corresponding MU updates w.r.t. hñ are the same. Moreover, since the monotonicity of non-weighted NMF is assumed, it implies, according to lemma 2, the monotonicity of non-weighted
NTF criterion (18), and thus that of criterion (15).
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We have proven the result for b f ñ ∈ N. Since multiplying
all the weights by a positive constant factor does not affect
monotonicity of MU updates, the result is proven for b f ñ ∈
Q+ . Finally, since Q+ is dense in R+ and since both MU
updates and the corresponding criteria are all continuous
w.r.t. weights and parameters, the result is proven for b f ñ ∈
R+ .
Propositions 2 and 1 can be summarized by the following
theorem.
Theorem 1 (NMF monotonicity ⇔ WNTF monotonicity).
Assume WNMF MU rules (8), (9) and WNTF MU rules
(13) are derived for the same η, for the same divergence
d(x|y) and under the same decomposition (7). WNMF criterion (4) is non-increasing under the WNMF MU rules for
a trivial weighting B0 = [1] f,n (making WNMF (4) equivalent standard NMF (3)) if and only if WNTF criterion (12)
is non-increasing under the WNTF MU rules.
We have shown that the results on the monotonicity of
NMF MU rules derived as in section 2.1 (in particular,
those from [18] for β-divergence and those from [19] for
separable divergences, e.g., for α and αβ-Bregman divergences) generalize to WNMF, NTF and WNTF cases.
4. Conclusion
We have proven that certain results on monotonicity of
MU rules for NMF generalize to WNMF, NTF and WNTF
cases. The underlined meaning is that that in most cases
considered in the literature the conditions on MU rules
monotonicity depend mostly on the divergence and not on
the NTF structure or weighing. Such results are quite natural and were expected. However, to the best of our knowledge, no formal proves were provided so far. Future work
will consist in trying to relax the current result conditions
including a restriction to the case separable divergences and
a specific decomposition (7), which does not lead to the
most general form of MU rules.
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Abstract—Multiplicative updates are widely used computational methods for nonnegative matrix factorization
(NMF). However, the global convergence of the original
updates is not theoretically guaranteed. By the global convergence, we mean that the sequence of solutions contains
at least one convergent subsequence and the limit of any
convergent subsequence is a stationary point of the NMF
optimization problem. In this paper, we consider a modified multiplicative update for a general error function and
give a suﬃcient condition for the global convergence.

proved that this modification makes the updates of Lee and
Seung globally convergent [5, 6].
In this paper, we generalize the global convergence analysis presented in Reference [6]. More specifically, we consider a general error function and show that under some
conditions on the auxiliary function the modified multiplicative update is globally convergent. We also show that
eight among eleven updates presented in Reference [3] satisfy those conditions.
2. NMF and Multiplicative Updates

1. Introduction
Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is a technique
to decompose a given nonnegative matrix into the product
of two nonnegative matrices. Since NMF is useful for finding a set of nonnegative basis vectors for the given nonnegative data, it has attracted great attention from researchers
in machine learning, signal processing, pattern classification, statistics, and so on.
Multiplicative updates proposed by Lee and Seung [1, 2]
are widely used as an eﬃcient computational approach to
NMF. They derived two kinds of multiplicative updates
based on Euclidean distance and I-divergence by taking the
following two steps. The first step is to construct an auxiliary function for the original error function, and the second
one is to find its unique minimum point. Yang and Oja [3]
recently generalized this procedure and derived eleven multiplicative updates including the ones of Lee and Seung.
However, all of the eleven multiplicative updates are not
well-defined because each of them contains a rational function and its denominator can become zero. A simple way
to avoid this problem is to apply the modification proposed
by Gillis and Glineur [4]. Moreover, it has recently been
This work was partially supported by KAKENHI 24560076,
24500018 and 23310104, and by Proactive Response Against Cyberattacks Through International Collaborative Exchange (PRACTICE),
Ministry of Internal Aﬀairs and Communications, Japan.

Given a nonnegative matrix X ∈ R+m×n , where R+ denotes the set of nonnegative numbers, let us consider the
problem of finding two nonnegative matrices W ∈ Rm×r
+
and H ∈ Rr×n
+ such that
X ≈ WH

(1)

where r is a positive integer less than min{m, n}. A variety
of techniques to find W and H in (1) are called nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF). Although it is important
in NMF how to set the value of r, we will not consider this
problem in this paper: we simply assume that the value of
r is given together with X. Also, we assume throughout
this paper that every row and column of X has at least one
nonzero entry.
The problem of finding W and H in (1) is usually formulated as a mathematical programming problem of the
following form:
minimize D(W , H)
subject to W ≥ Om×r , H ≥ Or×n

(2)

where D(W , H) is an error function and Om×r (Or×n ,
resp.) is the m × r (r × n, resp.) zero matrix. So far, various
error functions such as Euclidean distance and I-divergence
have been used for NMF.
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Because (2) is a nonconvex optimization problem, it is
diﬃcult to find its global optimal solution. As an approach to find local optimal solutions, multiplicative updates [1–3, 7] are widely used. For example, the multiplicative update rule developed by Lee and Seung [1, 2] for
∑
Euclidean distance error function D(W , H) = i j (Xi j −
(W H)i j )2 is given by
Wik(l+1)

=

Hk(l+1)
j

=

(X(H (l) )T )ik
,
(W (l) H (l) (H (l) )T )ik
((W (l+1) )T X)k j
,
Hk(l)j
((W (l+1) )T W (l+1) H (l) )k j

Wik(l)

(3)
(4)

where l represents the number of iterations and Wik(l) (Hk(l)j ,
resp.) is the value of Wik (Hk j , resp.) after l updates.
One can easily see from (3) and (4) that if the initial
matrices W (0) and H (0) are positive then W (l) and H (l)
are positive for all l ≥ 1. Also, it is known that the
sequence {D(W (l) , H (l) )}∞
l=1 is monotone decreasing [2],
which means that the sequence converges to some constant
because it is bounded from below. However, this does not
imply that the sequence {(W (l) , H (l) )}∞
l=0 converges to a local optimal solution of (2).
The multiplicative update rule given by (3) and (4) is
derived by constructing an auxiliary function for the error
∑
function D(W , H) = i j (Xi j − (W H)i j )2 and minimizf , H)
f :
ing it [2]. In this paper, a function D̄(W , H, W
m×r
r×n
m×r
r×n
R++ × R++ × R++ × R++ → R, where R++ denotes the
set of positive numbers, is called an auxiliary function of
D(W , H) if the following two conditions are satisfied:

where ϵ is a small positive constant specified by the user.
This simple modification can be applied to all multiplicative updates. Note that, with this modification, the problem
(2) has to be modified as
minimize D(W , H)
subject to W ≥ ϵ1m×r , H ≥ ϵ1r×n

where 1m×r (1r×n , resp.) is the m × r (r × n, resp.) matrix consisting of all ones. Hibi and Takahashi [5] proved
that the update rule given by (5) and (6) has the global convergence property in the sense of Zangwill [8]. Also, they
have recently shown that this modification can also guarantee the global convergence of the multiplicative update for
I-divergence [6].
In the following, we will consider a general error function D(W , H) and give a suﬃcient condition on the auxf , H)
f for the modified update
iliary function D̄(W , H, W
rule to be globally convergent. Before proceeding further,
we need to introduce some notations. The feasible region
of the problem (7) is denoted by Fϵ , that is,
Fϵ = {(W , H) | W ≥ ϵ1m×r , H ≥ ϵ1r×n } .
A point (W , H) that satisfies Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
conditions for (7):
W
H
∂D(W , H)
∂Wik
∂D(W , H)
∂Hk j
∂D(W , H)
(ϵ − Wik )
∂Wik
∂D(W , H)
(ϵ − Hk j )
∂Hk j

f > Om×r , H
f > Or×n ,
∀W > Om×r , H > Or×n , W
f , H)
f ≥ D(W , H) ,
D̄(W , H, W
∀W > Om×r , H > Or×n ,
D̄(W , H, W , H) = D(W , H) .
Note that this approach is not restricted to Euclidean distance error function but can be applied to various error
functions. In fact, Yang and Oja [3] proposed a unified approach to develop multiplicative update rules and applied it
to eleven error functions (see Table 1).
3. Global Convergence of Modified Update Rules
The multiplicative update rule given by (3) and (4) and
other update rules shown in Table 1 have a common serious
problem that they are not well-defined. In order to solve
this problem, Gillis and Glineur [4] proposed to modify (3)
and (4) as
(
)
(X(H (l) )T )ik
Wik(l+1) = max ϵ, Wik(l)
,
(5)
(W (l) H (l) (H (l) )T )ik
(
)
((W (l+1) )T X)k j
(l)
Hk(l+1)
=
max
ϵ,
H
, (6)
j
kj
((W (l+1) )T W (l+1) H (l) )k j

(7)

≥
≥

ϵ1m×r ,
ϵ1r×n ,

≥

0,

∀i, k ,

≥

0,

∀k, j ,

=

0,

∀i, k ,

=

0,

∀k, j ,

is called a stationary point of (7). The set of stationary
points is denoted by S ϵ .
The following assumptions are also needed for later discussions.
m×r
f ∈ R++
f ∈ Rr×n
Assumption 1 For any W
and H
++ ,
f
f
D̄(W , H, W , H) is diﬀerentiable with respect to Wik , and
satisfies

f , H)
f
∂D̄(W , H, W
∂Wik

=
g ,H)
f
(W ,H)=(W

∂D(W , H)
∂Wik

g ,H)
f
(W ,H)=(W

fW
f , H)
f can be expressed as
Assumption 2 D̄(W , H,
∑
f
f
f f
ik uik (Wik , W , H) and uik (Wik , W , H) is strictly convex
f , H)
f ∈
with respect to Wik on R++ . Also, for each (W
m×r
r×n
R++ × R++ , the problem
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f , H)
f
minimize uik (Wik , W
subject to Wik > 0

.

Table 1: Error functions and multiplicative update rules [3]. Z = (Zi j ) is defined by Zi j = Xi j /(W H)i j .
Error function

Multiplicative updates for Wik

Euclidean distance

(XH )ik
Wiknew = Wik (W
HH T )

I-divergence

)
∑
Wiknew = Wik (ZH
j Hk j
(∑
)
(ln Z )H
Wiknew = Wik exp j ∑ j Hi jk j k j
√∑
−2
j Xi j (W H)i j Hk j
∑
Wiknew = Wik
−1
j (W H)i j Hk j

( ∑ Z α H ) α1


j ij kj



,
 Wik ∑ j Hk j
new
(∑
)
Wik = 

(ln
Z
)H

ij kj
j


∑
,
 Wik exp
H
j kj

T

ik

T

Dual I-divergence
Itakura-Saito divergence
α-divergence

(∑
β-divergence

Wiknew = Wik

Log-Quad cost

Wiknew

αβ-Bregman divergence

Wiknew

= Wik

Kullback-Leibler divergence

Wiknew

=

γ-divergence

Wiknew =

Rényi divergence

Wiknew =

= Wik

√
(

β−1

Xi j (W H)i j Hk j
∑
β
j (W H)i j Hk j

j

1−β

∑

j

T) ∑
ik
∑
Wik (ZH
ab (W H)ab
j Hk j
(∑
)η
∑
γ−1
1+γ
j Xi j (W H)i j Hk j
ab (W H)ab
∑
∑
Wik
·
,
γ
γ
j (W H)i j Hk j
ab Xab (W H)ab
{
( ∑ Zr H
)η
∑
kj
j
(W H)ab
Wik ∑ j iHj k j · ∑ ab
,
η
=
r
1−r
ab Xab (W H)ab

f , H)
f ≤ cik W
e νik .
fik (W
ik

=
g ,H)
f
(W ,H)=(W

∂D(W , H)
∂Hk j

g ,H)
f
(W ,H)=(W

f , H)
f
vik (Hk j , W
Hk j > 0

has a unique optimal solution that can be explicitly exf , H).
f Furthermore, gk j (W
f , H)
f
pressed as Hk∗ j = gk j (W
is continuous and, for each ϵ > 0, there exist dk j > 0 and
µk j < 1 such that
f ≥ ϵ1m×r , H
f ≥ ϵ1r×n ,
∀W

f , H)
f ≤ dk j H
eµk j . (9)
g k j (W
kj

{
η=
1
,
r

1,

1
,
1+γ
1
,
1−γ

(α ≥ 1, 0 < β < 1)

γ>0
γ<0

r>1
0<r<1

The next theorem is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1 Let ϵ be any positive number. If an auxiliary
f , H)
f of D(W , H) satisfies Assumpfunction D̄(W , H, W
tions 1–4 then, for any initial matrices W (0) ≥ ϵ1m×r and
H (0) ≥ ϵ1r×n , the sequence {(W (l) , H (l) )}∞
l=0 generated by
the update rule given by

(8)

f , H, W
f , H)
f can be expressed as
Assumption 4 D̄(W
∑
f
f
f f
k j vk j (Hk j , W , H) and vk j (Hk j , W , H) is strictly convex
f , H)
f ∈
with respect to Hk j on R++ . Also, for each (W
r×n
Rm×r
×
R
,
the
problem
++
++
minimize
subject to

,

β>1
0<β≤1
β<0

1
) α−β+1
∑
β−2
Xi j (W H)α−2
i j Hk j +β(1−β) j Xi j (W H)i j Hk j
∑
∑
β−1
α(α−1) j (W H)iα−1
j Hk j +β(1−β) j (W H)i j Hk j

α(α−1)

r×n
f ∈ Rm×r
f
Assumption 3 For any W
++ and H ∈ R++ ,
f , H)
f is diﬀerentiable with respect to Hk j , and
D̄(W , H, W
satisfies

f , H)
f
∂D̄(W , H, W
∂Hk j

,

α=0
 1

,



 β
1,
η=



 1

(ZH T +2XH T )ik
∑
T
j Hk j +2(W HH )ik

has a unique optimal solution that can be explicitly exf , H).
f Furthermore, fik (W
f , H)
f is
pressed as Wik∗ = fik (W
continuous and, for each ϵ > 0, there exist cik > 0 and
νik < 1 such that
f ≥ ϵ1m×r , H
f ≥ ϵ1r×n ,
∀W

)η

α,0

.

Wik(l+1)

= max(ϵ, fik (W (l) , H (l) ))

Hk(l+1)
j

= max(ϵ, gk j (W (l+1) , H (l) ))

has at least one convergent subsequence and the limit of
any convergent subsequence is a stationary point of the
problem (7).
Proof Proof sketch will be given in the next section.

□

Let us now consider eleven update rules shown in Table 1. By analyzing the unified method [3] for developing
multiplicative update rules, we can prove that the auxiliary
functions for the first eight error functions (Euclidean distance, I-divergence, Dual I-divergence, Itakura-Saito divergence, α-divergence, β-divergence, Log-Quad cost and αβBregman divergence) satisfy Assumptions 1–4. Therefore,
we can conclude that the modified update rules corresponding to the first eight update rules in Table 1 have a global
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convergence property. On the other hand, the global convergence of the last three update rules cannot be proved by
Theorem 1 because the inequalities (8) and (9) are not satisfied [9]. This issue will be discussed in [10].
4. Proof Sketch of Theorem 1
Let (5) and (6) be expressed as W (l+1) = A1 (W (l) , H (l) )
and H (l+1) = A2 (W (l+1) , H (l) ), respectively. Moreover,
let the update from (W (l) , H (l) ) to (W (l+1) , H (l+1) ) be expressed as A(W (l) , H (l) ) = (W (l+1) , H (l+1) ). Then we have
=
=

A(W , H )
(A1 (W (l) , H (l) ), A2 (A1 (W (l) , H (l) ), H (l) )) .
(l)

We prove Theorem 1 by using Zangwill’s global convergence theorem [8]. To do so, we need to show that the
following statements hold true.
1. (Boundedness) For each initial value (W (0) , H (0) ) ∈
Fϵ , the sequence {(W (l) , H (l) )}∞
l=0 generated by the update rule A belongs to a compact subset of Fϵ .
2. (Monotoneness) There exists a function h : Fϵ → R
such that
(W , H) < S ϵ ⇒ h(A(W , H)) < h(W , H) ,
(W , H) ∈ S ϵ ⇒ h(A(W , H)) ≤ h(W , H) .
3. (Continuity) A is continuous in Fϵ \ S ϵ .
Among these three statements, the boundedness of A
can be directly proved by Assumptions 2 and 4 and [9,
Lemma 1]. The continuity of A is also apparent from Assumptions 2 and 4. So it suﬃces for us to show the monotoneness of A. This can be done by using Assumptions 1–4
and the following lemmas. However, we omit the details
due to lack of space.
f , H)
f be any point in Fϵ . Then
Lemma 1 Let (W
fW
f , H)
f
minimize u(W ) = D̄(W , H,
subject to W ≥ ϵ1m×r

f , H, W
f , H)
f
v(H) = D̄(W
H ≥ ϵ1r×n
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Abstract—Three new update rules based on KullbackLeibler divergence, γ-divergence and Rényi divergence for
nonnegative matrix factorization are presented in this paper. An important advantage of these update rules is that
they are globally convergent in the sense that any sequence
of solutions contains at least one convergent subsequence
and the limit of any convergent subsequence is a stationary
point of the corresponding optimization problem.
1. Introduction
Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [1] is a technique to decompose a given nonnegative matrix X ∈ Rm×n
+
into two nonnegative matrices W ∈ Rm×r
and H ∈ Rr×n
+
+
such that
X ≈ WH
(1)
where R+ denotes the set of nonnegative numbers and r
is a positive integer less than min{m, n}. NMF is usually
formulated as an optimization problem to minimize an error function subject to the nonnegativity constraint on each
variable. As a simple and eﬃcient method for finding local
optimal solutions of such problems, multiplicative updates
developed by Lee and Seung [1, 2] are widely used.
Recently, Yang and Oja [3] proposed a unified method
for constructing multiplicative update rules for NMF, and
derived eleven update rules from eleven error functions.
However, all of these rules have a common serious problem that the global convergence is not guaranteed. By the
global convergence, we mean that any sequence of solutions has at least one convergent subsequence and the limit
of any convergent subsequence is a stationary point of the
corresponding optimization problem [4]. One of the reasons for this is that the update rules are not well-defined [5].
In order to avoid this problem, Takahashi et al. [6] applied a simple modification technique proposed by Gillis
and Glineur [7] to the eleven multiplicative update rules
and studied their global convergence. As a result, they

proved that eight among the eleven update rules are globally convergent. However, they did not prove the global
convergence of the remaining three update rules, that are
based on Kullback-Leibler divergence, γ-divergence and
Réyni divergence (see Table 1).
In this paper, we propose new update rules based on the
above-mentioned three divergences, and prove their global
convergence. The key idea is not to use each divergence
directly as an error function but to add a penalty term to it.
This is based on the observation that if each divergence is
directly used as an error function then we can increase the
values of variables as much as we want while keeping the
value of the error function fixed.
2. Multiplicative Updates for NMF
Suppose that we are given a nonnegative matrix X ∈
and a positive integer r < min{m, n}. We will assume
Rm×n
+
throughout this paper that every row and column of X has
at least one nonzero entry. Then, the problem of finding W
and H in (1) is formulated as
maximize D(W , H)
subject to W ≥ Om×r , H ≥ Or×n

(2)

where D(W , H) is an error function and Om×r (Or×n ,
resp.) is the m×r (r×n, resp.) zero matrix. Throughout this
paper, matrix inequalities are understood componentwise.
Multiplicative updates are eﬃcient iterative methods for
finding local optimal solutions of the constrained optimization problem (2). Lee and Seung [1, 2] first derived two
multiplicative updates based on Euclidean distance and Idivergence by making use of auxiliary functions. This approach was recently generalized by Yang and Oja [3] so
that it can be applied to many error functions. In fact, they
derived eleven multiplicative updates including the ones of
Lee and Seung by using the method summarized below.

This work was partially supported by KAKENHI 24560076 and
23310104, and by Proactive Response Against Cyber-attacks Through
International Collaborative Exchange (PRACTICE), Ministry of Internal
Aﬀairs and Communications, Japan.
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1. If the error function D(W , H) contains a logarithmic
function, rewrite it in a generalized polynomial form
by using the relationship:
zδ − 1
.
δ→0+
δ

ln z = lim

Table 1: Error functions based on Kullback-Leibler, gamma, and Rényi divergences [3].
Error function
Kullback-Leibler divergence
γ-divergence
Rényi divergence

D(W , H)
∑
Xi j
∑
Xi j ln
(W
H)
/
i
j
ab (W H)ab
ij





 
∑

∑


 ∑
1
γ
1+γ 
1+γ 

ln 



Xi j (W H)i j  (γ , −1, 0)
X  + γ ln  (W H)i j  − (1 + γ) ln 
γ(1 + γ)   i j i j 
ij
ij
 (
)ρ (
)1−ρ 
∑



X
(W
H)
1
ij
ij


∑
∑
ln 
 (ρ > 0, ρ , 1)
ρ−1 
Xab
(W H)ab
ij

ab

ab

f , H)
f :
2. Construct an auxiliary function D̄(W , H, W
r×n
r×n
m×r
m×r
R++ × R++ × R++ × R++ → R of the error function D(W , H), where R++ denotes the set of positive
numbers, that satisfies
f > Om×r , H
f > Or×n ,
∀W > Om×r , H > Or×n , W
f , H)
f ≥ D(W , H)
D̄(W , H, W
and
∀W > Om×r , H > Or×n ,
D̄(W , H, W , H) = D(W , H) .
f and H
f be any positive matrices and let W ∗
3. Let W
be the unique minimizer of the function ϕ(W ) =
fW
f , H).
f Then W ∗ is expressed as a funcD̄(W , H,
ik
f and H
f which gives a multiplicative update
tion of W
f and H
f be any positive matrirule for Wik . Also, let W
∗
ces and let H be the unique minimizer of the function
f , H, W
f , H).
f Then H ∗ is expressed as
ψ(H) = D̄(W
kj
f and H
f which gives a multiplicative
a function of W
update rule for Hk j .
Table 2 shows three multiplicative update rules obtained
by applying this method to the error functions in Table 1.
3. Modified Updates and Their Global Convergence
Every multiplicative update rules presented in [3] is not
defined for all pairs of nonnegative matrices W and H.
This is because each update rule contains a rational function of W and H and the denominator can become zero
(see Table 2). A simple way to avoid this problem is to use
the modified update rule [7] which can be expressed as
(
)
Wik(l+1) = max ϵ, fik (W (l) , H (l) ) ,
(3)
(
)
(l+1)
Hk j
= max ϵ, gk j (W (l+1) , H (l) ) ,
(4)
where fik and gk j represent the original updates for Wik and
Hk j , respectively, and ϵ is a small positive constant specified by the user. In the following, we will focus our attention on the modified update rule. Note that, in so doing, we

should not consider the original optimization problem (2)
but its modified version:
maximize D(W , H)
(5)
subject to W ≥ ϵ1m×r , H ≥ ϵ1r×n
where 1m×r (1r×n , resp.) is the m × r (r × n, resp.) matrix
consisting of all ones. The feasible region of (5) will be
denoted by Fϵ .
Takahashi et al. [6] have recently presented a suﬃcient
condition on the auxiliary function for the modified update rule to be globally convergent in the sense that any
sequence {(W (l) , H (l) )}∞
l=0 generated by (3) and (4) with
(W (0) , H (0) ) ∈ Fϵ contains at least one convergent subsequence and the limit of any convergent subsequence is
a stationary point of (5). Also, they have pointed out that
the suﬃcient condition is not satisfied for the three multiplicative update rules shown in Table 2. The main reason
for this is that the boundedness of the sequence of solutions
generated by (3) and (4) is not guaranteed [5].
4. New Updates based on Three Divergences
In this section, we propose to modify error functions in
Table 1 and then derive fik and gk j by using the method of
Yang and Oja [3] so that the modified update rule expressed
by (3) and (4) is globally convergent.
By looking at the formulas in Table 1, we can easily see
that the value of D(W , H) does not change if W and H
are multiplied by any positive scalars. In other words, we
can increase the values of nonzero entries of W and H as
much as we want, while keeping the value of D(W , H)
fixed. This may be the reason why boundedness of solutions is not guaranteed. As a simple way to keep W and
H bounded, we propose to add a penalty term
2

∑

C ∑

Xi j −
(W H)i j 
2 ij
ij
to each error function, where C is a positive constant. For
example, our new error function based on Kullback-Leibler
divergence is given by
∑
Xi j
∑
D(W , H) =
Xi j ln
(W
H)
/
ij
ab (W H)ab
ij
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Table 2: Multiplicative update rules [3] for error functions in Table 1. Z = (Zi j ) is defined by Zi j = Xi j /(W H)i j .
Error function
Kullback-Leibler divergence
γ-divergence
Rényi divergence

C
+
2

Multiplicative updates for Wik
(ZH T )ik ∑
Wiknew = Wik ∑
(W H)ab
j Hk j
ab
∑


∑
1+γ η
1

 j Xi j (W H)γ−1


i j Hk j
 1+γ , if γ > 0
ab (W H)ab
new


,
η
=
·
Wik = Wik  ∑
∑


γ
γ 

1

(W H)i j Hk j
, if γ < 0 and γ , −1
ab Xab (W H)ab
1−γ

 ∑ jρ
η
∑
1

Z
H



k
j
,
if
ρ
>
1
j
(W
H)


i
j

ab
ab
 , η =
ρ
Wiknew = Wik  ∑
·∑


ρ
1−ρ 
 1, if 0 < ρ < 1
j Hk j
ab Xab (W H)ab


2
∑
∑


Xi j −
(W H)i j  .

ij

previous section.

ij

Let us now apply the unified method of Yang and Oja to this
error function. In the first step, we rewrite the error function in the form of a generalized polynomial as follows:
D(W , H)
=

Theorem 1 Let ϵ and C be any positive numbers. For any
initial matrices W (0) ≥ ϵ1m×r and H (0) ≥ ϵ1r×n , the sequence {(W (l) , H (l) )}∞
l=0 generated by any of the three update rules given in the previous section is bounded.
Proof We prove this by using Lemma 1 of [5]. To do so,
it suﬃces for us to show that there exist constants cik (> 0)
and νik (< 1) such that

δ

[
 ∑
∑
1 ∑

Xi j (W H)δi j
Xab  (W H)i j  −
lim
δ→0+ δ
ij
ij
ab
2 ]

∑

δC ∑

+
Xi j −
(W H)i j  + constant
2 ij
ij

∀W ≥ ϵ1m×r , ∀H ≥ ϵ1r×n , fik (W , H) ≤ cik Wikνik

where “constant” represents terms independent of W and
H. In the second step, we obtain an auxiliary function:
f , H)
f
D̄(W , H, W
δ−1

[ ∑
 ∑ Wik2 Hk2 j
∑
1 δ
f
f

= lim
Xab  (W H)ab 
δ→0+ δ 2
e e
i jk Wik Hk j
ab
ab
∑
f H)
f δ−1 (W
e ik H
ek j )1−δ W δ H δ
−
Xi j (W
ij
ik k j

for all pairs of i and k and there exist constants dk j (> 0)
and µk j (< 1) such that
µ

∀W ≥ ϵ1m×r , ∀H ≥ ϵ1r×n , gk j (W , H) ≤ dk j Hk kj j (7)
for all pairs of k and j. Let us consider the new update rule
based on Kullback-Leibler divergence. Since
fik (W , H)
∑
∑
 12
∑
 j Xi j (W H)−1
j Hk j 

i j Hk j + C ab Xab
∑
∑
< Wik 

C ab (W H)ab j Hk j
 1 ∑
1
∑
∑
 rϵ 2 j Xi j Hk j + C ab Xab j Hk j  2

∑
∑
< Wik 
C ab (W H)ab j Hk j
1

∑
∑ 12 Xi j Hk j + C ab Xab Hk j  2
rϵ

∑
∑
= Wik 
C ab (W H)ab l Hkl 
j

1
∑
∑ 12 Xi j Hk j + C ab Xab Hk j  2
rϵ


< Wik 

CW
H
nϵ
ik
k
j
j

1
∑ 12 Xi j + C ∑ab Xab  2
1 


rϵ
 ,
= Wik2 
Cnϵ

i jk
2 2
δC ∑ f f ∑ Wik Hk j
+
(W H)ab
e e
2 ab
i jk Wi j Hk j

−C

∑
ab

(6)

]
∑
1−δ δ δ
e
e
Xab
(Wi j Hk j ) Wik Hk j + constant .
i jk

In the last step, we find the unique minimizer of the function ϕ(W ) = D̄(W , H (l) , W (l) , H (l) ), from which we obtain fik (W (l) , H (l) ). Similarly, we find the unique minimizer of the function ψ(H) = D̄(W (l+1) , H, W (l+1) , H (l) ),
from which we obtain gk j (W (l+1) , H (l) ).
By using the same procedure as above, we can obtain fik
in (3) and gk j in (4) for each of the error functions based
on γ-divergence and Rényi divergence. Explicit formulas
of fik and gk j are given in Table 3.
5. Global Convergence of New Updates
Let us consider the boundedness of the sequence of solutions generated by the three update rules obtained in the

j

the condition (6) is satisfied. In the same way, we can show
that the condition (7) is also satisfied. As for the update
rules based on γ-divergence and Rényi divergence, we can
also prove that both (6) and (7) are satisfied. However, we
omit the details due to lack of space.
□
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Table 3: fik and gk j in new update rules.
Error function
Kullback-Leibler divergence

γ-divergence

Rényi divergence

fik (W , H) and gk j (W , H)

 21
∑
∑
∑
−1


j Xi j (W H)i j Hk j + C
ab Xab
j Hk j


∑
∑
∑
∑
fik (W , H) = Wik  ∑
−1
X
(
(W
H)
)
H
+
C
(W
H)
H
ab
ab
k
j
ab
k
j
ab
ab
j
ab
j

 21
∑
∑
∑
−1


i Xi j (W H)i j Wik + C
ab Xab
i Wik


∑
∑
∑
∑
gk j (W , H) = Hk j  ∑
−1
X
(
(W
H
)
W
+
C
(W
H)
W
ab
ik
ab
ik
ab ab
ab
i
ab
i
 ∑
η
∑
∑
∑
 ( ab Xab (W H)γab )−1 j Xi j (W H)γ−1

ab Xab
j Hk j 
i j Hk j + C


fik (W , H) = Wik  ∑
∑
∑
1+γ −1 ∑
γ
(
(W H)ab )
j (W H)i j Hk j + C
ab (W H)ab
j Hk j
 ∑ ab

∑
∑
∑
η
γ
γ−1
 ( ab Xab (W H)ab )−1 i Xi j (W H)i j Wik + C ab Xab i Wik 

gk j (W , H) = Hk j  ∑
∑
∑
∑
γ
−1
( ab (W H)1+γ
i (W H)i j Wik + C
ab (W H)ab
i Wik
ab )



1/(1 + γ), if γ > 1




where η = 
1/2,
if 0 < γ < 1




 1/(2 − γ), if γ < 0 and γ , −1
η
 ∑
∑
∑
ρ
ρ
−ρ
−1 ∑
 ( ab Xab
(W H)1−ρ

j Xi j (W H)i j Hk j + C
ab Xab
j Hk j 
ab )

∑
∑
∑
∑
fik (W , H) = Wik 
( ab (W H)ab )−1 j Hk j + C ab (W H)ab j Hk j
η
 ∑
∑
∑
ρ
−ρ
ρ
−1 ∑
 ( ab Xab
(W H)1−ρ

i Wik 
ab Xab
i Xi j (W H)i j Wik + C
ab )

∑
∑
∑
∑
gk j (W , H) = Hk j 
( ab (W H)ab )−1 i Wik + C ab (W H)ab i Wik



 1/(1 + ρ), if ρ > 1
where η = 

 1/2,
if 0 < ρ < 1

We finally consider the global convergence of the new
update rules. Because all auxiliary functions used for obtaining the three update rules satisfy the condition in Theorem 1 of [6], we have the following result.
Theorem 2 Let ϵ and C be any positive numbers. For any
initial matrices W (0) ≥ ϵ1m×r and H (0) ≥ ϵ1r×n , the sequence {(W (l) , H (l) )}∞
l=0 generated by any of the three update rules given in the previous section has at least one convergent subsequence and the limit of any convergent subsequence is a stationary point of the problem (5).
6. Conclusion
We have proposed three new error functions based on
Kullback-Leibler divergence, γ-divergence and Rényi divergence for NMF, and derived three new update rules. We
have also shown that all of these update rules have a global
convergence property. However, it is not clear how the solutions obtained by the proposed update rules depends on
two parameters ϵ and C. We leave this as a future problem.
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Abstract—Based on an explicit characterization of tangent cones one can devise line-search methods to minimize
functions on the variety of matrices with rank bounded by
some fixed value, thereby extending the Riemannian optimization techniques from the smooth manifold of fixed
rank to its closure. This allows for a rank-adaptive optimization strategy where locally optimal solutions of some
smaller rank are used as a starting point for an improved
approximation with a larger rank.
Contrary to optimization on the smooth manifold of
fixed-rank matrices, no special treatment is needed for rankdeficient matrices when optimizing on the variety. Hence,
this gives a sound theoretical framework for the analysis
of rank-increasing greedy algorithms, which can be more
efficient than starting the calculations with large but fixed
rank.
1. Introduction
We consider the problem of minimizing a smooth function f : Rm×n → R over
M≤k = {X ∈ Rm×n | rank(X) ≤ k},
the set of matrices of rank at most k. This problem occurs in a number of applications such as low-rank matrix
completion; see [2] and the references therein.
The set M≤k is the closure of the set of matrices of constant rank,
Mk = {X ∈ Rm×n | rank(X) = k},
which is known to be a real-analytic submanifold of Rm×n
of dimension (m + n − k)k; see, e.g, [15, Ex. 1.7]. Hence,
the problem
min f (X)
(1)

guarantee that (1) has a solution, nor that a function decreasing sequence generated by some optimization algorithm will
have cluster points in Mk , making a convergence analysis
complicated.
Since M≤k is closed, these theoretical problems disappear
when we consider the optimization problem
min f (X).

X∈M≤k

(2)

For instance, the existence of a global minimum is guaranteed for continuous and coercive f . Furthermore, in the
case of rank minimization problems, one is actually interested in solving (2) instead of (1). On the other hand, there
seems to be a practical issue with solving (2): the gradient is only defined in points of full rank since at singular
points with rank(X) < k, the set M≤k is no longer smooth.
Hence, smooth line-search algorithms for (2), like projected
steepest descent, formally cease to exist and become “nonsmooth” and infinitely conditioned in practice.
Fortunately, it has been shown in [12] that the tangent
cone of M≤k in singular points has a rather simple characterization (see below). Hence the problems of non-closedness
of Mk and of overestimating k—so that the iterative algorithms would become non-smooth—can be successfully
addressed by directly optimizing on M≤k .
In the present note we argue that the tangent cone of
M≤k can also serve for the “opposite” approach where the
rank k is gradually increased and we use low-rank approximations of the gradient of f in full space to warm-start
the subsequent problem on M≤k . Such rank increasing
strategies were recently shown to be very effective; see,
e.g., [4, 7, 9, 13].
2. Line-search methods and tangent cone

X∈Mk

can be in principle treated by well-established techniques
from Riemannian optimization [1, 3, 9, 10, 14], the most
simplest being projected steepest descent with line search.
This class of algorithms constitutes an alternative to block
coordinate techniques like alternating direction methods
based on the low-rank ansatz X = UV T , which tend to
suffer from slow convergence on large problems [16].
A fundamental disadvantage of (1) is, however, that the
manifold is not closed in Rm×n . Therefore, even when assuming f to have bounded sublevel sets, we can neither

Consider a general line-search method on M≤k ,
Xn+1 = P≤k (Xn + αn Ξn ),

(3)

where Ξn is a search direction in the tangent cone at Xn ,
αn is a step-size, and P≤k is a metric projection onto M≤k
in some norm. We will use a best rank-k approximation
in Frobenius norm. Such a projection is necessary as in
general Xn + αn Ξn will not be in M≤k anymore.
When applied to the smooth manifold Mk , the definition (3) stays formally the same except that the tangent
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cone simplifies to the tangent space to the manifold in that
point. However, in this case, the metric projections on Mk
might only be possible for αn very small. In the worst case,
αn → 0 when the iterates (Xn ) want to accumulate to a point
with rank less than k, or when they “cross” the subvariety
M≤k−1 . The advantage of the line-search method (3) on
M≤k is that the projection P≤k is always possible since M≤k
is closed. Hence, there is no need to impose restrictions on
the maximally allowed step-length αn .
The abstract definition of tangent cone to a closed set
M ⊂ Rn at a point x ∈ M looks complicated,
T x M = {ξ ∈ Rn | ∃ (xn ) ⊆ M, ∃ (an ) ⊆ R+ s.t.
xn → x, an → +∞, an (xn − x) → ξ},

(4)

see, e.g., [11] for this standard definition. However, [3]
and [12] show that for M≤k one has a simple explicit characterization.
To derive it, let X ∈ M≤k have rank s ≤ k. Then
X = US V ,
T

for some S ∈ R s×s and orthonormal U ∈ Rm×s , V ∈ Rn×s .
The tangent space at X with respect to the smooth manifold
M s is known (see, e.g., [6]) to consist of elements
h
i " A B# h
iT
V V⊥ ,
T X M s 3 Ξ s = U U⊥
C 0
where A ∈ R s×s , B ∈ R s×(n−s) , and C ∈ R(m−s)×s are arbitrary.
Obviously, T X M s has to be a subset of T X M≤k . However,
when s < k we can approach X by matrices of rank larger
than s in the definition (4), which produces another sort of
tangential vectors. As it turns out, it holds
T X M≤k = T X MS + {Ξk−s ∈ (T X MS )⊥ | rank(Ξk−s ) ≤ k − s},
where the orthogonal complement is taken with respect to
the Frobenius inner product. As a consequence, tangent
vectors in the tangent cone at X take the form
T X M≤k 3 Ξ = Ξ s + Ξk−s
h
i "A
= U U⊥
C

(5)
#
B h
V
D

V⊥

iT

,

(6)

where A, B, and C are still arbitrary, but rank(D) ≤ k − s.
The convergence analysis for the line-search method (3)
has been conducted in [12] for sufficiently gradient-related
tangential search directions Ξn and Armijo backtracking for
selection of the step-size αn , and shall not be repeated here.
Let us only mention that any metric projection

and can be efficiently implemented, also for large m, n, if
∇ f (X) itself possesses some low-rank or sparse structure.
If rank(X) = s < k, one first calculates a metric projection
Ξ s of −∇ f (X) on T X M s , and afterwards a best rank (k − s)
approximation Ξk−s of −∇ f (X) − Ξ s to obtain
G≤k (X) = Ξ s + Ξk−s .
When computing matrix vector products with −∇ f (X) − Ξ s ,
one can exploit that Ξ s is a low-rank matrix. This makes
the computation of Ξk−s possible using methods form largescale and sparse SVD calculations or randomized low-rank
techniques, see, e.g., [8, 5].

3. Rank increasing algorithm
If an iterate Xn of the line-search method (3) happens to
have rank s < k, any search direction Ξn of the form (5)
with nonzero D will increase the rank for the next iterate by
rank(D) ≤ k − s. This observation can be used to devise a
systematic rank increasing strategy. Given a locally optimal
solution Xn ∈ M≤k , we can use Xn as a (then rank-deficient)
starting point for a line-search method on Mk+` without
modifying the form the algorithm. It is the first update
on M≤k+` which then will or will not increase the rank as
desired.
A particular case enters when Xn has rank s ≤ k, and is
already a critical point of f on the smooth manifold M s ,
that is, ∇ f (X) ∈ (T Xn M s )⊥ . We embed Xn in M≤k+` and
choose the projection G≤k+` (Xn ) of the negative gradient on
T Xn M≤k+` as a search direction Ξn . By the considerations
above, as the projection on T Xn M s is zero, Ξn is just given
by the best rank (k + ` − s) approximation of −∇ f (Xn ). As
a consequence, if Ξn = G≤k+` (Xn ) is zero, then ∇ f (Xn ) = 0
and we can terminate. Otherwise, the next iterate Xn+1 =
Xn + αn Ξn will have a rank of exactly s + rank(Ξn ).
The result is a rank-adaptive algorithm that starts with a
rank-one matrix, listed as Alg. 1.
Increasing the rank by using rank-one approximations of
the gradient has been proposed in [10]. Similar ideas are
used in [13] and for tensors in [4]. It has been noted that
such a rank increasing step can be regarded as a perturbed
steepest descent step in full space. In fact, the best rank-one
approximation Ξn of −∇ f (Xn ) satisfies the angle condition
h−∇ f (Xn ), Ξn iF ≥ √

G≤k (X) ∈ argmin k − ∇ f (X) − ΞkF

1
k∇ f (Xn )kF kΞn kF ,
min(m, n)

Ξ∈T X M≤k

of the negative gradient on the tangent cone is such a search
direction. When rank(X) = k, G≤k (X) is just the orthogonal
projection on T X Mk which is given by
Gk (X) = UU T ∇ f (X)VV T − UU ⊥ ∇ f (X) − ∇ f (X)VV ⊥ ,

which follows from considering the singular value decomposition. Hence, when f is a positive definite quadratic function and an exact line-search is used in the rank-increase
step, then this step reduces the error in the energy norm to
the full-space solution by some fixed factor.
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0

10

Algorithm 1: Line-search with rank-increase on M≤k
Input: Starting guess X0 ∈ M≤1 .
1 n ← 0, k ← 1
2 while not converged do
3
Perform inner optimization
4
while kG≤k (Xn )kF ≥ tol do
5
Choose search-direction Ξn ∈ T X M≤k
6
Perform line-search for step size αn
7
Xn+1 ← P≤k (Xn + αn Ξn )
8
n←n+1
9
end
10
Increase rank and warm-start
11
k ←k+`
12
Ξn ← G≤k+` (Xn )
13
Choose step-size αn
14
Xn+1 ← P≤k (Xn + αn Ξn )
15
n←n+1
16 end
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4. Application
−10

10

We illustrate the effectiveness of Alg. 1 for the low-rank
matrix completion problem
min rank(X)

s.t.

PΩ (X) = PΩ (A),

(7)
−15

10

m×n

where A ∈ R
is some unknown low-rank matrix that
is only known on a subset Ω of all its entries. We focus
on the case where A has exponentially decaying singular
values since it is known that existing fixed-rank approaches
perform very badly in this setting (see also below).
Under certain conditions (see [2] for more details), problem (7) has a unique solution X∗ . By writing
min f (X) = 12 kPΩ (X) − PΩ (A)k2F

s.t.

rank(X) ≤ k∗

where k∗ = rank(X∗ ), we can solve (7) by Alg. 1. We stress
that Alg. 1 does not require us to know k∗ .
For all experiments, the inner optimization in Alg. 1 is
solved using LRGeomCG [14] with a strong Wolfe linesearch. The same line-search procedure is used in line 13 of
Alg. 1. As stopping condition (line 4) we take, for example,
a reduction of 10−4 of the relative gradient kG≤k (X)kF /kXkF .
The reported relative errors for iterate Xn are computed as
rel. error = kPΛ (Xn ) − PΛ (A)kF /kPΛ (A)kF ,
where training error uses Λ = Ω, and testing error uses
another randomly chosen set of indices Λ = Γ with |Γ| = |Ω|.
To compute Ξk−s for G≤k+` (Xn ), we use the randomized
power algorithm from [5] which in our case requires 5(` + 2)
matrix vector products with −∇ f (X) − Ξ s .
n×k∗

Random matrix Let U, V ∈ R
be random Gaussian
matrices with n = 1000 and k∗ = 26. Define the unknown
matrix as
A = UΣV T , Σ = diag(10i ),

i = 0, − 52 , − 45 , . . . , − 50
5

0

50

100
Inner iterations

150

200

Total time: 2.76 sec.
Figure 1: Convergence of Alg. 1 with ` = 1 and ` = 2 for a
random matrix with exponentially decaying singular values.
and take Ω as 2.5 · 2nk∗ uniform random samples. This
coincides with an oversampling of about 2.5 compared to
the degrees of freedom in the rank 26 matrix A.
In Fig. 1, we see the training and testing error of Alg. 1
for ` = 1 and ` = 2. In both cases, the matrix A is recovered
up to a relative error of 10−12 and there is a good agreement
between testing and training error. For each inner iteration, the relative residual is reduced by a factor of 10−5 in
less than 30 iterations, showing that the warm-start using
G≤k+` (Xn ) is very effective.
Bivariate function As next example we take A as the
discretized bivariate function
f (x, y) =

1
,
1 + (x − y)2

(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 ,

where x and y are uniformly discretized with m = n = 1000
points between 0 and 1. Even though A has full rank, one
can show that the singular values of A decay exponentially
as f is real-analytic. In fact, the numerical rank of A equals
k∗ = 20. We construct Ω as above, but now for k∗ = 20, to
again achieve an oversampling factor of about 2.5.
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Abstract—Tensor decompositions (TDs) and tensor networks (TNs) are emerging and promising tools
for distributed representation of large-scale data, feature extraction and data mining. In this paper we review briefly multiway components analysis, that is
multilinear (tensor) generalizations of two-way components analysis, especially, PCA/SVD, ICA, NMF,
SCA, CCA/PLS. We will also discuss some challenging problems and future perspectives related to big
data analysis.

data which exhibit multiple couplings and crosscorrelations. In this context, tensor decompositions
give us the opportunity to develop more sophisticated models capturing multiple interactions and
couplings, instead of standard pairwise interactions.
Our main motivation and objective in this paper is
to review and further develop suitable tensor decomposition models and associated learning algorithms
for large-scale multilinear BSS problems.
2. From Two-way to Multiway Components Analysis

1. Introduction and Motivations
Tensors are adopted in diverse branches of science
and data analysis such as signal and image processing, Psychometric, Chemometrics, Biometric, Quantum Physics/Information, Quantum Chemistry and
Brain Science [1–7]. Modern scientific areas such as
bioinformatics or computational brain science generate massive amounts of data collected in various
forms of big, sparse tabular, graphs or networks with
multiple aspects and high dimensionality. Tensors,
which are multi-dimensional generalizations of matrices, provide often a meaningful sparse and distributed representation for such data. TDs and TNs
provide some natural and flexible extensions of blind
source separation (BSS) or, more generally, two-way
(matrix) Components Analysis (2-way CA) to multiway components analysis (MWCA) methods [1, 4].
Moreover, TDs and TNs are potentially useful in
dimensionality reduction and for analysis of linked
(coupled) block of tensors [4].
A wealth of literature on (2-way) components analysis (CA) and BSS exists, especially on Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component
Analysis (ICA), Sparse Component Analysis (SCA),
Nonnegative Matrix Factorizations (NMF), and Morphological Component Analysis (MCA) [3, 8]. These
techniques are maturing, and have been proven as enabling tools for BSS, feature extraction, classification,
clustering, and 3D visualizations [3].
The “flattened view” provided by 2-way CA and
matrix factorizations (PCA/SVD, NMF, SCA, MCA)
may be inappropriate for large classes of real-world

Our adopted convenience is that tensors are denoted by bold underlined capital letters, e.g., X ∈
R I1 × I2 ×···× IN , and that all data are real-valued. The
order of a tensor is the number of its “modes”,
“ways” or “dimensions”, which include space, time,
frequency, trials, classes, and dictionaries. Matrices
(2nd-order tensors) are denoted by boldface capital
letters, e.g., X, and vectors (1st-order tensors) by boldface lowercase letters; for instance the columns of the
matrix A = [ a1 , a2 , . . . , a R ] ∈ R I × R are denoted by ar
and elements of a matrix (scalars) are denoted by lowercase letters, e.g., air . We refer to [2,5] for more detail
regarding the basic notations and tensor operations.
2.1. Constrained Matrix Factorizations and Decompositions – Two-Way Component Analysis
Two-way Components Analysis (2-way CA) exploits a priori knowledge about different characteristics, features or morphology of components (or
source signals) [3] to find the hidden components
thorough constrained matrix factorizations of the
form
X = AB T + E =

R

R

r =1

r =1

∑ ar ◦ br + E = ∑ ar brT + E,

(1)

where the constraints imposed on factor matrices A
and/or B include orthogonality, sparsity, statistical
independence, nonnegativity or smoothness. The
CA can be considered as a bilinear (2-way) factorization, where X ∈ R I × J is a known matrix of ob-
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Xk ≈ Ak BkT ,

(k = 1, 2, . . . , K ),

(2)

subject to various constraints. In the case of statistical independence constraints, the problem can
be related to models of group ICA through suitable
pre-processing, dimensionality reduction and postprocessing procedures [3, 9].
We will show how constrained matrix factorizations and components analysis (CA) models can
be naturally generalized to multilinear models using constrained tensor decompositions, such as the
Tucker and Canonical Polyadic Decomposition (CPD)
models, as illustrated in Figs. 1 (a) and (b).
2.2. Multiway
Components
Analysis
Using Constrained and Unique Tucker and
CPD/PARAFAC Decompositions
The Tucker decomposition, especially constrained
Tucker is a basic and flexible tensor decomposition
model (see Fig. 1 (a)). The multiway components
analysis (MWCA) based on the Tucker-N model can
be considered as a natural and simple extension of
multilinear SVD and/or multilinear ICA, or NMF in
which we apply any efficient CA/BSS algorithms,
which often assure essential uniqueness of tensor decompositions [8, 10].
Fig. 2 illustrates the basic concept of MWCA and
its flexibility in choosing the mode-wise constraints;
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served data, E ∈ R I × J represents residuals or noise,
A = [ a1 , a2 , . . . , a R ] ∈ R I × R is the unknown (usually,
full column rank R) mixing matrix with R basis vectors ar ∈ R I , and B = [b1 , b2 , . . . , b R ] ∈ R J × R is the
matrix of unknown components (factors, latent variables, sources).
Two-way components analysis (CA) refers to a
class of signal processing techniques that decompose
or encode superimposed or mixed signals into components with certain constraints or properties. The
CA methods exploit a priori knowledge about the true
nature or diversities of latent variables. By diversity,
we refer to different characteristics, features or morphology of sources or hidden latent variables. For
example, the columns of the matrix B that represent
different data sources should be: as statistically independent as possible for ICA; as sparse as possible for
SCA; take only nonnegative values for (NMF) [3].
Remark: Note that matrix factorizations have an
inherent symmetry, Eq. (1) could be written as X T ≈
BA T , thus interchanging the roles of sources and mixing process.
Another virtue of components analysis comes from
a representation of multiple-subject, multiple-task
datasets by a set of data matrices Xk , allowing us to
perform simultaneous matrix factorizations:
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Figure 1: (a) Tucker decomposition of a 3rd-order tensor X  G ×1 B(1) ×2 B(2) ×3 B(3) . The objective is to
compute constrained factor matrices B(n) (whose columns
represent specific components) and core tensor G, which
indicates links between the components. In some applications, in the second stage, the core tensor is approximately factorized using the PARAFAC/CPD as G 
∑rR=1 ar ◦ br ◦ cr . (b) TN diagrams for representation of
the Tucker and the CP decompositions in two-stage procedure for a 4th-order tensor as: X  G ×1 B(1) ×2
B(2) · · · ×4 B(4) = JG; B(1) , B(2) , B(3) , B(4) K  (Λ ×1
A (1) × 2 A (2) · · · × 4 A (4) ) × 1 B (1) × 2 B (2) · · · × 4 B (4) =
JΛ; B(1) A(1) , B(2) A(2) , B(3) A(3) , B(4) A(4) K.

a Tucker representation of MWCA naturally accommodates such diversities in different modes [1]. Since
multiway array data can be always interpreted in
many different ways, some a priori knowledge is
needed to determine which diversities, characteristics, features or properties represent true latent (hidden) components with physical meaning.
There are two possible approaches to interpret and
implement constrained Tucker decompositions for
MWCA. (1) the columns of the factor matrices B(n)
represent the desired latent variables, the core tensor
G has a role of “mixing process”, modeling the links
among the components from different modes, while
the data tensor X represents a collection of 1-D or 2D mixing signals; (2) the core tensor represents the
desired (but hidden) N-dimensional signal (e.g., 3D
MRI image or 4D video), while the factor matrices
represent mixing or filtering processes through e.g.,
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Figure 2: Illustration of Multiway Components Analysis
(MWCA) for a third-order tensor, assuming that the components are: principal and orthogonal in the first mode, nonnegative and sparse in the second mode and statistically independent in the third mode. By unfolding a data tensor
into matrices we perform PCA/SVD, NMF/SCA and ICA
and explore link between them via the Tucker core tensor.

time-frequency transformations or wavelet dictionaries [4].
The MWCA based on the Tucker-N model can be
computed directly in two steps: (1) for n = 1, 2, . . . , N
perform model reduction and unfolding of data tensors sequentially and apply a suitable set of CA/BSS
algorithms to reduced unfolding matrices X̃(n) , - in
each mode we can apply different constraints and algorithms; (2) compute the core tensor using e.g., the
inversion formula: Ĝ = X ×1 B(1) † ×2 B(2) † · · · × N
B( N ) † [10]. This step is quite important because core
tensors illuminate complex links among the multiple
components in different modes [3].
Particularly interesting is NMF approach and its
generalization: Nonnegative Tucker decomposition
(NTD) – powerful techniques to analyze multidimensional nonnegative matrix/tensor data, with
the aim of giving sparse localized parts-based representation of high-dimensional objects. Recently, we
have shown how low (multilinear) rank approximation (LRA) of matrices and tensors is able to significantly simplify the computation of the gradients
of the cost function, upon which a family of efficient first-order NMF/NTD algorithms are developed [8]. Besides dramatically reducing the storage
complexity and running time, the new algorithms
are quite flexible and robust to noise because many
well-established and efficient LRA methods can be
easily applied. We will show how nonnegativity incorporating sparsity substantially relax the uniqueness conditions. The developed algorithms use the
first-order information (gradients) only and are free
of line search to search update steps (learning rates).
The LRA procedure not only significantly reduces the

computational complexity of subsequent nonnegative matrix/tensorfactorization procedure in terms of
both time and space, but also substantially improves
the robustness to noise and flexibility of NMF/NTD
algorithms.
The CPD/PARAFAC model, which can be considered as special case of the Tucker model with a diagonal core tensor, is usually unique by itself, and
does not require constraints to impose uniqueness.
However, if components in one or more modes are
known to be e.g., nonnegative, orthogonal, statistically independent or sparse, these constraints should
be incorporated to relax dramatically uniqueness conditions. More importantly, constraints may increase
the accuracy and stability of the CPD algorithms and
provide desired physical interpretability of components [1, 11].
3. Distributed Tucker Decomposition using Tensor
Train Representation
In Figs. 3 (a) and (b) we have shown new distributed models for the Tucker-N model using tensor
train and tensor chain decompositions (compare with
QTT-Tucker model proposed in [12]). These model
allow us to decompose a large-scale data into core
tensors which represent useful hidden components or
features.
The Tensor Train (TT) decompositions [12, 13],
called also Matrix Product State/Operator
(MPS/MPO) in quantum information theory, are
the simplest TN models. In fact, the TT decompositions were rediscovered several times under different
names: MPS/MPO, valence bond states and density
matrix renormalization group (DMRG). The DMRG
usually means not only tensor format but also powerfull computational algorithms. The matrix TT model
(MPO) for 2Nth-order tensor A ∈ R I1 × J1 ×··· IN × JN ,
which is tensorized version of a large-scale matrix
A ∈ R I × J , with I = I1 I2 · · · IN , J = J1 J2 · · · JN ,
can be described mathematically in the following
general forms expressing via multilinear and outer
products [2]:
A



A(1) ×14 A(2) ×14 · · · ×14 A( N )
R1 ,R2 ,...,R N −1

=

∑

r1 ,r2 ,...,r N −1 =1

(1)

(2)

(3)
(N)

A 1,r ◦ A r1 ,r2 ◦ · · · ◦ A r
1

N −1 ,1

where the 4th-order cores are defined as A(n) ∈
RRn−1 × In × Jn × Rn , with R0 = R N = 1, (n = 1, 2, . . . , N).
The main advantage of distributed tensor decomposition is that the size of each of the core tensors in
the internal tensor network structure is usually much
smaller than the original Tucker core tensor, so consequently the total number of parameters can be re-
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Abstract—Power packet is a unit of power transmission
by pulses tagged with information such as a destination of
the packet. This paper examines a phenomenon in power
packet dispatching system under out-of-synchronization
conditions. Through theoretical study on the detection error of information tags based on developed power packet
dispatching system, we show there can happen temporal
change of the packet arrival point.

ple destinations [7]. In particular, in the developed power
packet dispatching system, temporal change of the packet
arrival point was observed at failure of synchronization. In
this paper, the mechanism of this phenomenon is examined through theoretical study on the detection error, which
would reveal issues in system design.

1. Introduction

In this section, we describe configuration of the developed power packet dispatching system. Fig. 1 shows a configuration of a power packet. The power packet consists of
header, payload, and footer. The header is an information
tag about a start signal and addresses of the destination and
the sender, while the footer is an information tag about an
end signal. The payload transfer power. The header and the
footer represent information by a sequence of a bit denoted
by a low voltage value (“0”) and a high voltage value (“1”).
The power packet is generated by the mixer.
Then, we describe configuration of the router which
dispatches the packets to loads according to the tags on
the packets. The router connects its input to several outputs through switching devices. The switching devices are
driven to dispatch packets according to the input binary sequence detected as input voltage values at the rising edges
of the router’s clock.

Power packet is a unit of power transmission by pulses
tagged with information about loads (destinations), power
sources, and so on. The concept of power packet was proposed from a supplier’s viewpoint by Toyoda in 1990s [1].
In addition, there is a proposal of an electric power distribution system based on power packet transactions [2] and a
proposal of Energy Packet Networks providing energy ondemand to cloud computing servers using power pulses as
units of energy transmission [3].
Our group has physically realized a power packet dispatching system by tagging power packets as their voltage
wave forms. Up to the present, we have developed mixers
and routers as equipments realizing power packet [4, 5].
The mixer generates power packets as time series of power
pluses and information tags by switching DC power supplies, while the router dispatches the packets to loads according to the tags on the packets. We have also realized
multi-path routing through broadcast of information tags in
a network composed of several routers [6].
The power packet dispatching system has been developed on the assumption that synchronization can be kept
between the mixer and the router. If the synchronization is
failed, there should happen detection errors of tags which
cause an unexpected transfer of power packets to multiVoltage
101 1 10

3. Mathematical Model
In the following, we assume that the bit length and the
clock period of the router are constant. Let the bit length
be 1 and the clock period be θ ∈ R>0 . For any real number
x ∈ R, ⌊x⌋ denotes the largest integer not greater than x
and ⌈x⌉ denotes the smallest integer not less than x. Define
def
x mod 1 = x − ⌊x⌋.
We consider infinite binary sequences. For θ ∈ R>0 and
φ ∈ R, define Cθ,φ ∈ RZ as

0 011 01000
Time

Header

2. Configuration of Developed System

Payload

Footer

Figure 1: A configuration of a power packet.

Cθ,φ [ j] = θ j + φ for j ∈ Z.

(1)

Cθ,φ denotes time instants of rising edges of the clock with
period θ. As a representation of rising edges in steady state,
we also define the following set:


def
(2)
Clk(θ, φ) = Cθ,φ [ j] j ∈ Z .
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For k ∈ Z, let the k-th bit be inputted at t ∈ [k, k + 1). In
other words, the ⌊t⌋-th bit is given at t ∈ R. Let N ∈ Z≥1 . N
denotes length of a single power packet. For i ∈ Z, let the
i-th packet be inputted at t ∈ [iN, (i + 1)N). In other words,
the ⌊t/N⌋-th packet is given at t ∈ R.
4. The First Bit with Error in Each Packet
A detection error occurs at bits where the router’s clock
rises more than twice or does not rise. We can obtain a following property that specifies bits at which detection errors
occur.

Property 1 Let φ ∈ R. Then, the following equations hold
for all k ∈ Z:

4.1. The case where 1/2 < θ < 1
For N ∈ Z≥1 , 1/2 < θ < 1, and 0 ≤ φ0 < θ, define
ξN,θ,φ0 ∈ RZ as
($
%
ψN,θ,φ0 [i]/θ − n
ξN,θ,φ0 [i] = min
1/θ − 1
%
)
$
ψN,θ,φ0 [i]/θ − n
≥ 0 . (8)
n∈Z∧
1/θ − 1
From Property 1, ξN,θ,φ0 [i] implies the bit number at which
the first detection error after ti = 0 occurs. Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (8), we obtain the following form of
ξN,θ,φ0 [i] :
 θ 
 φ − iN
0
mod 1
.
(9)
ξN,θ,φ0 [i] =
θ
1−θ
Letting

in the case of 0 < θ ≤ 1/2:
|Clk(θ, φ) ∩ [k, k + 1)| ≥ 2,

 θ
 N
,
∆+ ξ = − mod 1
θ
1−θ

 N
 θ
∆− ξ = 1 − − mod 1
,
θ
1−θ

(3)

in the case of 1/2 < θ < 1:
|Clk(θ, φ) ∩ [k, k + 1)|
%
($
)


φ/θ − n



n∈Z
2, if k ∈
1/θ − 1
=



1, otherwise,

(4)

(5)

in the case of θ > 1:
|Clk(θ, φ) ∩ [k, k + 1)|
'
)
(&


n − φ/θ



−
1
n
∈
Z
0,
if
k
∈

1 − 1/θ
(6)
=



1, otherwise.

To focus on the i-th packet, treat time with ti = t − iN.
For N ∈ Z≥1 , θ ∈ R>0 , and 0 ≤ φ0 < θ, define a real-valued
sequence ψN,θ,φ0 ∈ RZ as
ψN,θ,φ0 [i] = min Clk(θ, φ0 ) ∩ [iN, ∞) − iN.

(11)

we obtain

in the case of θ = 1:
|Clk(θ, φ) ∩ [k, k + 1)| = 1,

(10)

(7)

ψN,θ,φ0 [i] denotes the time instance when the first clock after ti = 0 rises in the coordinate ti , which implies phase
information of the i-th packet.
According to Property 1, the detection error occurs in
each bit in the case of θ ≤ 1/2, while no detection error
occurs in each bit in the case of θ = 1. In the case where
1/2 < θ < 1 or θ > 1, we investigate the bit number at
which the first detection error after ti = 0 occurs as following.

ξN,θ,φ0 [i + 1]
 θ

 φ − iN

0


mod
1
+
∆
ξ

+


θ
1−θ



 φ − iN
  N




0


if
mod
1
+
−
mod
1
< 1,



θ
θ


(12)
= 

 φ − iN
 θ




0


mod 1
− ∆− ξ



θ
1−θ




 φ − iN
  N



0



if
mod 1 + − mod 1 ≥ 1.
θ
θ

Thus, we obtain the following:

ξN,θ,φ0 [i + 1] − ξN,θ,φ0 [i] = ⌊∆+ ξ⌋ or ⌈∆+ ξ⌉ ,
(13)

 

if φ0 −iN
mod 1 + − Nθ mod 1 < 1 holds; otherwise, we
θ
obtain the following:
ξN,θ,φ0 [i + 1] − ξN,θ,φ0 [i] = − ⌊∆− ξ⌋ or − ⌈∆− ξ⌉ .

(14)

ξN,θ,φ0 [i] normally increases or decreases by about
min{∆+ ξ, ∆− ξ}, and occasionally decreases or increases by
about max{∆+ ξ, ∆− ξ}. This result indicates the detection
error appears recursively.
4.2. The case where θ > 1
For N ∈ Z≥1 , θ > 1, and 0 ≤ φ0 < θ, define ηN,θ,φ0 ∈ RZ
as
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'
(&
n − ψN,θ,φ0 [i]/θ
−1
ηN,θ,φ0 [i] = min
1 − 1/θ
'
)
&
n − ψN,θ,φ0 [i]/θ
−1 ≥ 0 .(15)
n∈Z∧
1 − 1/θ

From Property 1, ηN,θ,φ0 [i] implies the bit number at which
the first detection error after ti = 0 occurs. Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (15), we obtain the following form of
ηN,θ,φ0 [i]:
ηN,θ,φ0 [i] =



1−

 φ − iN
 θ 
0
mod 1
− 1.
θ
θ−1

(16)

Letting
 θ

 N
,
∆+ η = 1 − − mod 1
θ
θ−1
 θ
 N
,
∆− η = − mod 1
θ
θ−1

0

1

0

0
1

0
1

0
1
0/
1/

Figure 2: The algorithm of reading header. The command
A makes the router dispatch the packet to the output α,
while the command B makes the router dispatch the packet
to the output β.

(17)
(18)

Table 1: The 0-th∼10-th bits of detected signal and the corresponding packet arrival point for each value of ξN,θ,φ0 [i].
The payload is detected as “1” at each rising edge.

we obtain

ξN,θ,φ0 [i]
0
1
2
3
4
5
>5

ηN,θ,φ0 [i + 1]
 θ

 φ − iN


0


mod
1
−
∆
η
−1
1
−

−


θ
θ−1









φ0 − iN
N



if
mod
1
+
−
mod
1
< 1,



θ
θ


= 
(19)

 θ


 φ − iN



0


mod 1
+ ∆+ η − 1
1−



θ
θ−1




  N

 φ − iN


0



mod 1 + − mod 1 ≥ 1.
if
θ
θ

ηN,θ,φ0 [i + 1] − ηN,θ,φ0 [i] = − ⌊∆− η⌋ or − ⌈∆− η⌉
(20)
 

 φ −iN
if 0 θ mod 1 + − Nθ mod 1 < 1 holds; otherwise, we
obtain the following:
(21)

Therefore, ηN,θ,φ0 [i] normally increases or decreases by
about min{∆+ η, ∆− η}, and occasionally decreases or increases by about max{∆+ η, ∆− η}. This result indicates the
detection error appears recursively.
5. Discussion with a Concrete Example
In this section, we reproduce the temporal change of the
packet arrival point through a concrete example. We consider a router which has two outputs α and β. The router
dispatches packets to the output α or β according to the algorithm of reading header shown in Fig. 2. Let the identical packets with length N = 100 bit be repeatedly inputted into the router. Each packet’s header is “101110”,
payload’s length is 85 bit, and footer is “001101000”. The
header is designed to dispatch the packet to the output α.
Let 6/7 < θ < 1 for simplicity. Under this condition, clock
rises 6 or 7 times in 6-bit header, so that detection error
occurs less than once in each header. In addition, the state
in Fig. 2 is reset to S 0 at each packet’s end as a result of
reading the end of the packet “000” more than 3 times.

Detected signal
11011101111
10011101111
10111101111
10111101111
10111101111
10111001111
10111011111

Packet arrival point
β
β
β
β
β
α
α

Table 2: The 0-th∼20-th values of ξN,θ,φ0 with φ0 = 0.
θ

Thus, we obtain the following:

ηN,θ,φ0 [i + 1] − ηN,θ,φ0 [i] = ⌊∆+ η⌋ or ⌈∆+ η⌉ .

1

0

1

0-th∼20-th values of ξN,θ,φ0

0.91 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 2
0.95 0 14 9 4 18 13 8 3 17 12 7 2 16 11 6 1 15 10 5 0 14

Tab. 1 shows detected signal of the i-th packet and
the corresponding packet arrival point for each value of
ξN,θ,φ0 [i]. According to Tab. 1, the i-th packet does not
appear at the original destination α but the output β if
ξN,θ,φ0 [i] ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 4}. Tab. 2 shows the values of ξN,θ,φ0
with θ = 0.91, 0.95 and φ0 = 0, where the highlighted values in {0, 1, · · · , 4} correspond to the packet which appears
at the output β. We find about 5 out of 10 packets arrive
at the output β in the case of θ = 0.91 and about 1 out
of 4 packets arrive at the output β in the case of θ = 0.95.
The result implies the temporal change of the packet arrival
point.

6. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we discussed an unexpected transfer of
power packets under out-of-synchronization condition. Assuming that the bit length and the clock period are constant and the identical packets are successively given to
the router, it is clarified that the destination failure appears
recursively. The result is explained in the relationship to
the detection error caused by synchronization failure in the
power packet dispatching system.
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Abstract —OFDM(orthogonal frequency division multiplexing) is a
multi-carrier digital modulation technique. It’s likely to be used in
next generation wireless communication and indoor visible light
communication (VLC) system. When OFDM is used in these
communication systems, Doppler frequency shift will become an
important technical barrier because OFDM is sensitive to
frequency offset. Especially in the indoor environment, Doppler
frequency shift can destroy the orthogonal characteristic between
sub-carriers in OFDM system. In this paper, we analyze the
performance of OFDM system in the movement environment and
propose a new Doppler spread estimation algorithm to improve the
BER performance. Theoretical analyses and computer simulations
present the advantages of the proposed approach especially under
the indoor environment.
Key words — indoor communication environment, OFDM, Doppler
frequency shift, frequency offset estimation

I.

INTRODUCTION

OFDM(orthogonal frequency division multiplexing)[1] is
a multi-carrier digital modulation technique. Its basic idea is to
divide a high speed data string to some low speed data strings,
and all sub-carriers are orthogonal to each other. It ensures
very little interference among the sub-carriers. OFDM is
widely used in popular modern communication system like
LTE、WLAN, etc. Because of these advantages, OFDM is
likely to be used in next generation wireless communication
system and indoor visible light communication (VLC) system.
OFDM has a big problem that the system is easy to be
affected by frequency shift. Frequency shift occurs when an
object is moving, especially in the high speed movement
environment. This phenomenon is called Doppler shift.
Because of the apparent Doppler shift, it will destroy the
orthogonal characteristic between sub-carriers in OFDM
system, and it will lead to serious Inter-Carrier Interference
(ICI) [2]. Finally, there will be a substantial increase in bit
error rate (BER).
Main ideas in literatures to solve this problem are divided
into two types. One is the design of the Doppler frequency
offset estimation algorithm. The algorithm is based on the
received information to obtain the estimated value of Doppler
offset. Maximum Likehood Estimation (MLE) and Minimum

Estimation (ME) are often used in estimation algorithm [3~5].
But due to the fact that the accuracy or the complexity of
calculation is not very perfect, the algorithm sometimes still
can’t be well used in the OFDM systems.
Another idea is to consider Doppler shift as a resource of
diversity. Through designing diversity receivers, it can
improve the system’s performance. It mainly includes Doppler
frequency diversity and joint multi-path Doppler diversity [6].
It was applied in CDMA system, and the further application to
OFDM system has not been studied yet.
In this paper, a novel Doppler frequency offset estimation
algorithm is proposed, which uses the cyclic cumulative
frequency offset estimator to make the estimation more
accurate. Section II gives the channel of OFDM system under
the indoor OFDM communications environment and discusses
the useful S&C algorithm and its disadvantages. Section III
presents the novel algorithm based on the improvement of
S&C algorithm. Computer simulations are shown in Section
IV. And Section V gives the conclusion.
II.

OFDM PERFORMANCE IN THE INDOOR COMMUNICATION
ENVIRONMENT

The main idea of OFDM is to convert high-speed input
data to N road low-speed data, and modulate N low-speed data
onto orthogonal sub-carriers. The transmitted signal’s
baseband expression in a symbol is
N 1

x(t )   s (k )  e j 2 k ( t ts )/ T , (ts  t  ts  T )

(1)

k 0

where N is the number of sub-carrier; s (k ) is the transmitted
symbol; T is the code period. In every t  ts or t  ts  T , we
have x(t )  s ( k ) . It is obvious that the adjacent sub-carriers of
the centre frequency interval is 1/T. Then the orthogonality
within sub-carriers can be ensured.
In the wireless environment, the frequency offset caused
by the movement of objectives is known as Doppler shift,
which can be expressed as
v
v
f d   cos   f c   cos 
(2)
c
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BER 

biterror
bittransmitted

(3)
where biterror is the number of received error bits; bittransmitted is
the total number of transmitted bits.
Generally speaking, talking about the Doppler shift in high
mobility environment, the channel fading should be
incorporated, and then the Doppler shift expends to a Doppler
spectrum. In this paper, we think the mobile object mainly
runs on the plains. In this environment, there should be only
one strong direct trail and very little (maybe just one or two)
reflector trails, so the affect of Doppler shift should be mainly
caused by the direct trail. In other words when a lot of
reflector trails occurs, the speed of the mobile object shouldn't
be too fast. So at most time, there is only one direct trail, and
this paper mainly talks about how to detect the direct trail's
Doppler shift.
To detect the direct trail's Doppler shift, Schmidl and Cox
proposed an important algorithm in 1997 [7]. It’s a two-step
algorithm and here we name it S&C algorithm for simplicity
in the following analyses. It constructs a specific training
sequence and it is sent on even sub-carriers. The first half and
second half are the same. When the frequency shift occurs, the
estimation of the frequency offset can be realized according to
the structural change of the received training sequence. A lot
of research has been carried out to the further improvement to
this algorithm such as [8]. But the algorithm in [8] is much
more complicated and it is not suitable for a system which
needs a rapid response. In a word, S&C based algorithm is still
not good enough for OFDM system under indoor mobile
communication system environment.
The analyses details can be obtained from [7], here we just
choose to analyze the disadvantages for S&C algorithm
applied in the indoor OFDM communication system.
In reference [7], the author failed to give evidence that
S&C can be applied in a high mobility environment. That's
because the high ICI caused by high speed, can't be easily
overcomed by increasing SNR.
There is a formula in reference [7]:
M (d opt )
ˆ 
(4)
SNR
1  M ( d opt )

In formula (4), M is involved in the received power, d is a
time index and dopt is the optimal sampling time. It is
obviously that SNR and M are not seriously correlative. It
means that increasing SNR will also enhance the ICI, so the
system performance will not linearly be improved with the
increasing of SNR.
Then we give the performance of OFDM system in the
indoor environment. Here we give the BER performance
comparison under different SNR environment with the
following simulation parameters as shown in Table I.
Table I. Simulation parameters for Fig.1
Center frequency
Sub-carrier
Pilot number per
bandwidth
symbol
2.6 GHz
15 KHz
10
IFFT number
Symbol length
Modulation mode
256
90 bits
QPSK
0

10

BER

where c is the speed of light; v is the moving speed of the
receiving antenna; f c is signal’s carrier frequency;  is the
angle between the moving directions of receiving antenna and
electromagnetic wave. In the indoor OFDM system, we
suppose the maximum carrier frequency could reach 2.6G Hz.
If the moving directions of the mobile object and the
electromagnetic waves are the same, it means that  may be
zero. At this time, the Doppler offset reaches its maximum
value, and the maximum Doppler offset may reach more than
200 Hz. The high Doppler shift can destroy the orthogonal
characteristic within sub-carriers in OFDM system, and it will
certainly lead to serious ICI. Finally, there will be a substantial
increase in BER, which is calculated by

-1

10

350km/h
350km/h+S&C
0km/h

-2

10

0

1

2

3

4

5
SNR (dB)

6

7

8

9

10

Fig.1. BER performance comparison under different SNR
environments
Fig.1 shows that OFDM is not suitable for high mobile
environment in above model we proposed. The BER (red line)
of the OFDM system increases to the level of 101 when
SNR=10dB, which cannot be acceptable in real applications.
This figure also shows that S&C algorithm (blue line) doesn't
work well in high mobility environment.
Based on Fig.1, improving SNR will still lead to very high
BER without good enough frequency correction algorithms.
From above it can be found that S&C algorithm still can’t
meet the demand under the objective moving environment
(frequency offset is more than 200 Hz). In a word, we can’t
get a big offset estimation range and accuracy at the same time.
That’s the major contradiction of S&C algorithm under
moving objective environment.
III.

CYCLIC CUMULATIVE DOPPLER FREQUENCY
OFFSEET ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

From last section, it is found that there is a contradiction
between frequency estimation range and accuracy. That’s the
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biggest problem of S&C algorithm in the indoor moving
objective applications. Here we try to improve the algorithm
combined with the indoor moving objective scene. Generally,
suppose the change of the moving objective’s velocity is
continuous. And the adjoint frames will be sent in several ms
if their sub-carriers’ bandwidth is within several KHz. So we
can get the conclusion that the variation of Doppler offset
between adjacent symbols will not be over 200 Hz. And
within 200 Hz, it is found that the S&C algorithm always
performs well.
According to above analyses, we design a cyclic
cumulative frequency offset estimation algorithm to solve the
problem that S&C algorithm has poor accuracy if the
estimation range is beyond 200 Hz. If the accurate value of
frequency offset in one symbol period cannot be got, in the
next period, add an additional value to the old estimation value
to make it nearer to the accurate frequency point.
Then the problem is converted to a “one dimensional
search” problem. We suppose the accurate Doppler offset is
between 0 and upper bound offset, and we search it from 0 to
upper bound offset. We suppose the upper bound offset to be
300 Hz. In one dimensional algorithm, Golden Section proofs
to be useful and fast convergence in every one iteration. In the
following sections, we choose the golden section method to
realize the estimation process. The details of the estimation
algorithm are given as follows:
a) When the training sequence A is sent to the estimator,
calculate the fractional frequency offset and integer frequency
offset with S&C algorithm. Set up a storage S, and put the first
estimated offset f A to this storage S, and it will be used in the
next round frequency estimation. Set bound f min =0, f max =300.
b) When the training sequence B is sent to the estimator,
use S&C algorithm to get new estimated offset fb center
around f A . Use golden section method in area [ f min , f max ]:
1)If f b  f A , set f min = f A
Else set f max = f A
2)Let λ1  f min  0.328( f max  f min )
(5)

Fig.2. Structure of the proposed novel estimator
Now we discuss the performance of the novel designed
algorithm.
The transmitted signal can be expressed in time domain by
N 1

x(t )   S (k )e

4)If λ1 performs better, let f B =λ1
else f B =λ2 .
c) If

kt
T

(6)

k 0

where T=NTs is the symbol period and Ts is the sampling
interval; S(k) is the signal.
Assume f c is the frequency offset,  is the phase
offset. The signal at the receiver can be expressed by
y (t )  x(t )  e  j 2fc t     (t )
(7)
where  (t ) is the additive noise.
Remove the CP and after the FFT change, we can get

mk
 f cTs )] j ( N 1)( m k f T )
c s
N
N
e
 '
S ( m) 

mk
m0
sin[ (
 f cTs )]
N
sin( N f cTs ) j ( N 1) fcTs
e  j

 S (k ) 
e

sin(f cTs )
N

e  j
R (k ) 
N

e  j
N

sin[ N (

N 1

mk
 f cTs )] j ( N 1)( m  k f T )
c s
N
N
 '
e
S ( m) 

mk
m0
sin[
(
)]



f
T
c s
mk
N
(8)
sin[ N (

N 1

To focus on the Doppler frequency offset, simplify the
problem by assuming the phase offset caused by the channel
can be corrected at the receiver, so we have   0 . Then the
received signal R(k) should be
sin( N f cTs ) j ( N 1) f T
1
e

R(k )   S (k ) 
N
sin(f cTs )
c s

1
N

λ2  f min  0.618( f max  f min )

3)Compare offset λ1 and λ2 ’s performance in S&C algorithm

j 2

mk
 f cTs )] j ( N 1)( m  k f T )
c s
N
N
e
 '
S ( m) 


m
k
m0



sin[
(
)]
f
T
c s
m k
N
(9)
sin[ N (

N 1

According to the design, the proposed novel algorithm can
improve the estimation of ĝ . In formula, fˆ  [ˆ ( T )]  (2 gˆ T ) .
sin( N f cTs )
sin(φ)
,
is
sin(φ/T)
sin(f cTs )
so the S&C algorithm and the proposed approach have the
same performances.
The coefficient of the amplitude

f max  f min   , stop

else go to 2)
As shown in (5), the proposed algorithm uses the golden
section method to obtain the linear convergence performance.
So after several rounds, we can get a good solution. Besides,
as analyzed in above, the Doppler frequency offset between
adjacent symbols doesn’t have significant changes. So the
whole system does not produce obvious oscillations caused by
frequency hopping. The structure of the proposed novel
estimator is shown in Fig.2.

The same as

e j ( N 1) fcTs , by replacing

fc

, it is nearly

j

to be e . And the two algorithms also have the same
performances.
The second item in the right side of (9), say
1
N

mk
 f cTs )] j ( N 1)( m  k f T )
c s
N
, will lead to ICI.
N
S ( m) 
e

m
k

m0
 f cTs )]
sin[ (
mk
N
N 1

sin[ N (

So, we can get that system performance will not linearly be
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improved with the increase of SNR. That means this variable
will still be the problem by replace fc .
The SNR deterioration caused by the above formula is
 E  sin( N f T )  2 
 sin( N f T ) 2 
c s
c s

Dnf  10 log 1  b 1 
   10 log 
N0 
N sin(f cTs )  
 N sin(f cTs ) 



(10)

According to (9), it should be
2
2




 E



sin 
sin 

b

Dnf "  10 log 1 
  10 log 
ˆ
ˆ
g
g


2
2




N

0 N sin(

N sin(
) 
) 

N
N





(11)
Because the proposed novel algorithm uses golden section

The indoor communication channel is selected as AWGN
flat channel. The moving speed of the objective rise from 60
km/h to 350 km/h gradually. When the speed reaches 350
km/h, keep the estimation offset unchanged, and set the SNR
vary from 0dB to +10dB to draw the BER curve.
From the comparison in Fig.3, the performance of the
proposed Cyclic Cumulative algorithm (red line) is still worse
than curve of 0km/h (green line), but it's very close to it at
SNR=10dB. And comparing the red curve and blue curve, our
proposed algorithm works much better in the indoor OFDM
communication environment than the old S&C algorithm.

method, so after 5 rounds, fc of the integer frequency offset
should decrease at least 0.6184  85% . Considering the
oscillation and deviation of calculating integer offset, there is
still much possibility to decrease fc to a small range.
At this time, the SNR deterioration should be
Dnf '  10 log{1 

Eb
sin  2
sin  2
[1 |
| ]}  10 log[|
| ]
N0



(12)
Compare (12) with (11), it can be found that Dnf ' in (20)
is much better than Dnf " in (11). So the new algorithm can
improve the estimation of integer offset, and decrease the SNR
deterioration to improve the system performance.
Overall, the main idea of the proposed novel algorithm is
to use several symbols to improve the accuracy gradually. In
case the estimation value is not accurate immediately, the
proposed algorithm can still ensure the deviation will
gradually reduce.

The computer simulation environment parameters are as
follows: OFDM Carrier frequency is 2.6 G Hz. The sub-carrier
bandwidth is 15 k Hz. The length of each symbol is 90 bits.
The cyclic prefix length is 32. The pilot number in per symbol
is 10. The FFT length is 256. The coding mode is interleaved
coding and Viterbi coding. The modulation mode is QPSK.
0

BER

10

-1

10

350km/h+cyclic
350km/h+S&C
0km/h

-2

0
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5
SNR (dB)
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CONCLUSION

Through the theoretical analyses and computer
simulations, it can be found the existing traditional Doppler
frequency offset estimation algorithm often doesn’t work well
in the indoor moving objective environment. In this paper, a
novel cyclic cumulative frequency offset estimator is proposed
to improve the traditional OFDM system. It not only improves
the performance of the traditional S&C algorithm, but also
much close to the ideal state.
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Abstract– Generalized wireless sensor networks – wireless active networks (WAN) – are considered as distributed
multiple-unit processor platform for modeling behavior of
interacting dynamic systems. During simulation, each sensor network node represents a dynamic system, whose
equations are solved by a special computing unit, e.g., a
microcontroller (MCU) placed on each node. Interaction
between the dynamic systems is understood as transmission of the system state data between the nodes of active
network via radio channel. This approach is investigated
here on example of an ensemble of coupled logistic maps.
The ensemble is implemented as a wireless network composed of ultra wideband direct chaotic transceivers PPS-43
[7] with special actuator boards attached. Actuator boards
contain an MCU to iterate the maps and a display to visualize information (color LED). The modeling technique,
experimental results and analysis are described.
1. Introduction
Usually, wireless sensor network (WSN) is described as a
set of nodes equipped with sensors and combined into an
ensemble by means of interaction via radio channels [1].
However, there is an increasing number of examples of
wireless sensor networks whose nodes (along with transceivers and sensors) include actuators, i.e., devices which
affect the environment; or visual information displays
(LED, LCD); or information processing devices (MCU,
processor) [2]. Below, for such generalized wireless sensor networks we use the term wireless active networks
(WAN). Wide range of equipment used in the nodes along
with communication capabilities allows us to consider
WANs as not only means of data acquisition in particular
area, but as a powerful platform for solving wide classes
of problems related with multiple-unit interacting systems.
2. Previous Results
One of the research directions closely connected with the
theme of this work is cellular neural networks (CNN) [34], which rely on two basic concepts: local connectivity
and analog circuit dynamics. After their appearance, the
theory and applications of cellular neural networks were
developed rapidly, gradually addressing still wider set of
problems and challenges. Then, a generalization of cellu-

lar neural networks on cellular nonlinear networks (CNN)
as a universal machine and supercomputer was proposed
[5]. The idea was to create algorithmically programmable
analog cellular computer that had the power of a supercomputer operating in real time and on a single chip.
Thus, unlike cellular neural networks, CNN and universal
machine are programmable and also have analog memory
(global and distributed) and logics; complex cells coupled
at high data rates by means of electromagnetic waves,
which can be used for modeling wide class of partial differential equations. A wide range of other potential applications is described, including “programmable physics”,
“programmable chemistry”, “programmable bionics” [5].
Analysis of relations between wireless networks and
CNN is given in [6]. As is noted in [6], in large-scale
wireless networks due to energy and interference constraints the access domain of a network node includes
only nearest neighbors, and control algorithms are distributed and local. Obviously, this structure is similar to cellular neural networks.
3. Problem Statement and Simulation Scheme
Assume, for instance, an ensemble of interacting dynamic
systems. Each system is described with a system of evolution equations, e.g., maps or nonlinear ODEs. The task is
to implement this ensemble in WAN and to use this WAN
to observe and study the ensemble dynamics.
Ensemble implementation with WAN includes (fig. 1):
- programming equations of each ensemble element for
WAN node processor, corresponding to this element;
- determining and establishing links between WAN
nodes, according to the links between ensemble elements;
-implementing the links with radio channels.
Ensemble equations and interactions are programmed
in three stages:
- coding and debugging program in high-level programming language (C++);
- compilation to machine code;
- downloading the code in processor.
The ability to realize links between network nodes via
radio channel is the main moment in building models of
interacting dynamic systems with WAN. In general, with
radio channels one can simulate ensembles of any link
topology.
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tions are programmed in C++ and then compiled to MCU
machine code.

Fig. 1. From globally connected dynamic ensemble to
WAN maps
To be sure, assume that all WAN nodes directly radio
visible to each other. In this case, to transmit data from
node i to other nodes, a broadcast packet with source node
address can be used. All nodes receive this packet. The
nodes, which must be coupled with source node i (according to model), use information in the packet from source i
to form their state on the next step. And the nodes, which
must not be linked with node i, according to the model,
just ignore this packet.
So, according to the model:
- nodes are arranged in space in such a way that each
node can “see” any other node of the network. Each node
can send and receive data to/from the nodes it must be
linked with;
- equations of an ensemble element are integrated (iterated) on CPU of the corresponding node;
- each node operates independently, making iteration
steps in regular time intervals Δt;
- in the beginning of each time interval each node
transmits information of the states of its variables and then
goes to listen mode during the rest of the time interval;
- as a result, during its “own” time interval Δt each
node of the network transmits information about its state
to all nodes which it is linked with and receives the state
information from them;
- the state of node variable is visualized by LED color.
4. Ultrawideband Active Node and Actuator for Simulation
An active network node consists of a wireless transceiver and a special actuator board (fig. 2). Ultrawideband
wireless transceiver PPS-43 [7] is used as a communication part. The actuator is based on a microcontroller
STM32L which is used as a computing unit to solve equations of an ensemble element and color LED as visual
indicator for one of the variables of the ensemble element
state.
MCU STM32L has RISC architecture; its clock frequency can be changed in the range 1 to 32 MHz. It has
good computing capabilities. It is extraordinary small and
energy efficient.
An important feature of this MCU is the ability to
emulate floating point operations, so it can be used as full
functional device to simulate dynamic systems. The equa-

Fig 2. Ultrawideband direct chaotic transceiver PPS-43
and actuator board with color LED
The processor board indication element is a RGB LED,
whose color is related to the value of an element variable
of the ensemble. LEDs give a visual dynamic picture of
cooperative behavior of the network. For example, this
color picture allows us to clearly register such phenomena
as synchronization and clustering of ensemble elements.
In fact, visualization of variable state with LED color is a
hardware implementation of a widely used computer
method of representing the state of dynamic systems.
5. Simulation Procedure
Simulation of collective behavior of discrete dynamic
systems includes the following stages:
- Network creation: at this stage each network node declares itself and establishes connection with each other
network node. For each node and for the network as a
whole the process ends when each node detects all the
other nodes and each node has the “knowledge” that all
other nodes have received information from it.
- Synchronization of node clocks.
- Start of collective iteration and evolution.
- Brake of collective behavior in case one or more links
are broken.
- Restoring collective iterations.
An important feature of described network is its autonomy, so there is no need in control center (sink).
5.1. Network Creation
Consider a network of n nodes. Nodes are turned on
one by one at moments t1, t2,… tn. Each node listens during time interval T and then transmits information about
itself for period δT. Then the operation repeats.
We assume that all nodes are located within the area of
direct visibility of each other and δT << T. This allows to
neglect collisions between packets.
How long does it take to guarantee that all nodes have
information about the presence of the other nodes?
Let node k be the last node turned on and assume that
this event happened at moment tk. In general, for all other
n – 1 nodes the starting time points are to the left of point
tk. Cycles of all nodes end within time interval (tk, tk + T).
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Therefore node k will receive information about all nodes
before the moment it sends information about itself. If
some node doesn't get the information from another of n 2 remaining nodes, it will get it on time interval (tk, tk +
T) in the same way as node k.
Thus, at time T after turning on the last node, each node
in the network has got information about the presence of
all nodes in the network and is ready to the next stage.
Packet reception from the last node in the network list
indicates the end of the network creation process.

Conditions for global synchronization, i.e., the range
of α for synchronous mode, were obtained in [10].
In the experiments, 1D map was represented by the logistic map in chaotic mode with parameter = 7,71 (Lyapunov exponent = 0,349) and coupling coefficients between the ensemble elements = 0,157.
After the start of collective iterations, in several steps
the ensemble converges to stable synchronous mode state,
in which the map variables oscillate chaotically but synchronously with each other.

5.2. Node Clock Synchronization
Clock synchronization is a well-known problem for
wireless sensor networks that work in synchronous mode.
Certain approaches to synchronization use methods of
nonlinear dynamics [8, 9].
In this report, time synchronization is solved as follows. First, time intervals for emission are defined. The
devices negotiate the order in which they transmit. The
order is determined by means of sorting ID list (from 1 to
n); position in this list is the device ID number.
Device number 1 emits first. The emission moment is
known to the other elements of the ensemble, because it is
determined from the moment of reception of the previous
signal from the device with the minimum ID. Other nodes
adjust their clocks with this packet and get actually synchronized.
To increase LED glow time and to compensate clock
discrepancy between devices, the second element transmits in time ΔT after the first element, the third element
ΔT after the second, and so on.
Hence time interval for intercommunication between
nodes is equal to ΔT(n - 1) which is set significantly
smaller than the period of synchronization cycle T.
5.3. Start of Collective Iteration and Evolution
Let there be WAN with n nodes. Each node is composed
of a wireless transceiver and an actuator. i-th node map is
described by expression

xi (k +1) = f (

x (k )

ii i

ij

x j (k ))

(1)

i j

where k is iteration step. i-th node processing unit iterates
map (1) with parameters corresponding to a chaotic mode,
with random initial conditions. Each node is assigned an
ID number (1 to n). Node variable value is displayed with
RGB LED color. After clock synchronization and setting
order, nodes communicate with each other and exchange
data about their state via radio links. The received values
of the variables are used to iterate maps (1). Weights αij
(coupling strengths) are set such as to provide map synchronization through collective iteration. For certainty, in
the experiments all the coupling strengths of all the maps
are equal ( ij = ij = , i, j, i j).

Fig. 3. Bifurcation diagram for the logistic map and color mapping to HSV color model (fixed saturation and
value).
5.4. Break of Collective Behavior
When one or several links of the map is broken, the
node algorithm reacts as follows. If on time interval T
comes no information from at least one of the other n–1
nodes, data on the other node states is discarded and the
node transfers to autonomous operation mode. In some
time, this leads to desynchronization, first, of chaotic
states of the nodes, and then, in some other time, to mistiming of the node clocks. The latter can be observed visually as asynchronous alternation of LED colors.
5.5. Reinstatement of Collective Iterations
Even after the collective behavior is broken, node algorithm constantly tracks the presence of other network
nodes. If it finds them, and as soon as all the nodes from
the list are present in the network, the algorithm first restores node clock synchronization, and then the process of
collective iterations. As a result, synchronous collective
iterations are self-restored.
6. The Experiment
The sensor network that was used in the experiment
consisted of 4 nodes (fig. 4). Each node contained a direct
chaotic transceiver and an actuator board, on which logistic map was iterated in accordance with the above algorithm.
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The devices were arranged on a table and turned on by
operator. At startup, the initial value for each dynamic
system is selected using random-number generator. According to the above rules, each device listens for time
interval T and then transmits a packet with node ID number and state variable value information. After the listening, the step is repeated. It took some time to synchronize
the node clocks after turning on the last device. Clock
synchronization was visualized by simultaneous actuator
color changes. For some time (4-5 iterations), LED colors
changed chaotically and remained different on each actuator. After that, the colors were still chaotically changing
with time, but the difference of node colors became visually smaller and smaller, and the collective behavior of the
ensemble led to synchronous state. This state is stable and
it remains until some natural or artificial break.
As an example of such a “break,” one device was
turned off during the experiment. The remaining nodes
began operating autonomously, without using other node
state information. Three remaining powered devices
worked as follows: for some time, it looked as if they
were synchronous, but after several iterations the difference in the state values increased and LED colors became
visually different and finally came to completely uncorrelated behavior. However, time synchronization between
the devices remained, therefore moments of color changes
were still simultaneous.
After the node clocks lost synchronization (mistiming),
the 4th device was turned on again. Clock synchronization
process repeated itself. It wasn’t visually apparent because
by this time the clock discrepancy in quartz generators
was not large enough. Full clock synchronization was
restored after time interval of about T. Then the process of
restoring the synchronous state of the ensemble began. It
was indicated by color convergence.

Fig 4. Synchronous mode in the experiment.

7. Conclusions
In this report, wireless active networks are used as a
technique for investigation of collective behavior of dynamic systems. As an example, this approach is applied in
experiment to an ensemble of 1D maps, whose equations
are iterated on the nodes using data on the states of the
other ensemble elements, that is transmitted via ultra
wideband radio channel.
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Abstract–The requirements imposed on transceiver devices for transmission of multimedia data in wireless sensor networks and characteristics of the existing systems are
considered. Prospects of the use of ultrawideband systems
based on direct chaotic data transmission in multimedia
wireless sensor networks are analyzed. The results of experiments on “point-to-point” streaming video transmission are presented, including relay and through-the-wall
transmission.
1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) can be considered a
part of the paradigm called the Internet of Things [1]. The
basic idea of this paradigm is that objects or things interact
and cooperate with each other through wireless communication to address common goals. These objects can be
RFIDs, sensors, actuators, mobile phones, etc.
Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN) are a
class of WSN whose nodes are equipped with multimedia
sensory devices such as video cameras or microphones,
and are able to retrieve from the environment video and/or
audio streams, images, in the same way as the scalar sensory data is recovered by conventional WSNs.
Opportunities of WMSN attract considerable attention
of both researchers and industry [2-3]. WMSNs have wide
area of potential civil and military applications, in which
acoustic and video information is required. Examples include surveillance sensor networks, monitoring of industrial plants and environment, intelligent traffic management, personal health sensor means, digital multimedia entertainment, etc. In all these applications, multimedia content allows us to raise the qualitative level of collected information compared with only scalar data measurements.
In the process of developing and using WMSN new
problems arise in addition to those of conventional WSN.
They are associated with the nature of multimedia data:
necessity of real-time data transmission, high bandwidth
requirements for communication channels, admissible time
delays and loss of quality of information transmitted from
the source to the consumer. These problems must be
solved under severe restrictions on energy consumption,
memory and processing capabilities.
The physical level of communication stack that is analyzed in this report is very serious for multimedia sensor
networks as the volumes of produced and transmitted data
can greatly exceed the volume of data circulating in usual
WSNs. However, it is usually not discussed in detail, since
the majority of development is based on ZigBee wireless

technology, which dominates the market of sensor networks. (In autumn 2013, companies offer more than 50
models of wireless sensor nodes [4] and, with rare exceptions, they use wireless connections based on IEEE
802.15.4 standard.)
The rate of point-to-point data transmission/reception
with ZigBee nodes is no more than 250 Kbps (in network
environment it is still several times less), which significantly limits capabilities of ZigBee multimedia networks.
Other common radio technologies (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth) have
their own basic limitations that prevent their use in WMSN.
To solve the problem of creating an effective radio with
significantly greater bandwidth than ZigBee, we suggest to
use chaotic UWB communications [5, 6]. A prototype of
multimedia wireless sensor node comprising a chaotic
transceiver and a video module, principles of its operation
and its features are described. Operation of the created prototype in different modes ("point-to-point", relay, transmission through the wall) is investigated experimentally.
2. State of the art
Typical node of wireless multimedia sensor network
consists of a sensor (S) (video, audio), a processing unit
(PU), a control unit (CU) and a transceiver (T) (Fig. 1).

Fig.1. Block diagram of WMSN node.
Below, by “platform” we shall understand the node
without sensor. The existing platforms for WMSNs can be
divided into three groups [2]:
1) Light platforms: devices originally designed to operate with scalar data such as temperature, light, humidity,
etc. The main requirement is to consume as little energy as
possible. Hence, these devices have low processing power
and small storage capacity. Most of them use 2.4 GHz
transceivers with physical layer of IEEE802.15.4 standard
(chip CC2420 [7] or similar). CC2420 consumes 17.4 mA
in transmit mode and 19.7 mA in receive mode. Maximum
emission power is 0 dBm for data rate of 250 Kbps. Lightclass nodes are represented by MicaZ [8] and FireFly [9].
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2) Middle devices: higher ability to process information
and lots of memory in comparison with light devices.
However, they are also equipped with narrow-band lowbitrate transceiver modules, i.e., use the same physical layer as the light-class devices. Examples: Tmote Sky [10]
and TelosB [11].
3) Heavy platforms: the most powerful in terms of performance and computational capabilities; designed for fast
and efficient processing of multimedia information. Able
to use variety of operating systems (e.g., Linux, TinyOS,
run Java applications and .NET micro frameworks) and
maintain radio communication using different physical
layer technologies (e.g., IEEE 802.15.4, IEEE 802.11 or
Bluetooth). However, such a platform consumes relatively
much power (> 0.5 W). Examples: Stargate and Imote2.
Processing unit of Stargate [12] has powerful processor,
large memory and runs under Linux. It can be interfaced
with Mica2 or MicaZ for wireless communication under
IEEE 802.15.4 and 802.11 or with Bluetooth modules.
Imote2 [13] is a full platform with a processing unit and a
transceiver; can run various operating systems. Imote2 was
used in [14] for image transmission over wireless sensor
network; consumes 66 mA in active mode.
Analysis of prototypes of wireless sensor nodes and
networks reveals two main approaches:
- Basic processing of sensor data is provided by the sensor node and the results in the form of short messages is
sent over the network to the root node (processing center).
- The node performs primary data processing, e.g.,
compression, and significantly smaller data volume is sent
over the network than it was originally produced by sensors. However, these volumes are much greater than the
typical data flows of scalar-data sensor networks.
In the first case, if the total data stream from the network nodes does not exceed several tens of Kbps, ZigBee
technology can be used quite effectively.
In the second case, when the data streams comprise
hundreds of Kbps or more, alternative wireless solutions
are necessary.
Another problem is efficient use of battery power in order to increase battery life by means of sharing it between
PU and transceiver. The deeper the data processing, the
more energy consumes the processing unit. On the other
hand, the better the information compression, the less data
flow is transmitted and, consequently, the less energy consumption of the transceiver.
An example of sensor node with effective combination
of compression and transmission is given in [15], where a
transceiver with data rate up to 1 Mbps is used.

and higher. The inflow rate of digitized acoustic data can
vary from 10 Kbyte/s (human voice) to 100 Kbyte/s (highquality music) and more.
Sensor data must be processed directly in the sensor
node in order to dramatically reduce the amount of information transmitted over the network. This processing may
be aimed at data compression (usually with losses) with
subsequent recovery of images or sound in the root node,
or at the extraction of essential features of the input data,
e.g., registering certain events.
To estimate requirements for network transmission rate,
consider a node with a VGA camera (640 × 480 pixels × 2
bytes). This frame contains approx. 0.6 Mbyte of data. If
per-frame compression is used, e.g., JPEG, then the data
volume for one frame is reduced 20-30 times down to 2030 Kbyte/s (160-240 Kbps). Thus, if the channel capacity
is ~ 1Mbps, theoretically it can transfer 4-6 fps. In the case
of QVGA (320×240) frames with the same compression
ratio and the same PHY, the number of frames transmitted
per second can be increased to 16-24.
The above discussion refers to "point-to-point" communication. In complex-topology WMSNs the maximum possible transmission rate (at a fixed PHY rate) is much lower.
Let us consider two simple, yet basic topologies.
1. "Star". The network includes a root node and n video sensors which transmit information to the root. Physical
data rate of sensor node transceivers and the root node is C.
Then each sensor node can transmit data to the root with
the rate (average) no more than Сav = С/n.
2. Network with relay. The network includes a root
node, a sensor node and a relay (repeater). All transceivers
have physical rate C. What is actual rate with which the
sensor node can transmit data? After transmission of the
first packet of duration Tp it must wait until the repeater
processes the packet (which takes Тproc) and sends it to the
root node (Tp). The total time of packet transmission
thought network is
Тtot = 2 Тp + Тproc,
where Tproc can be equal to (0.5–1.0) Tp. This means that
actual transmission rate in such-topology network is Cn
Cn = (0.3–0.4) C.
Thus, for any network topology, except "point-topoint," actual data rate is essentially lower than the physical rate. Transmission of several low-resolution frames per
second in "point-to-point" topology requires at least 100–
200 Kbps transmission rate, which means that low bitrate
devices, such as ZigBee, cannot be used. Minimum admissible PHY rate for video networks is C > 1 Mbps.
4. Direct chaotic data transmission technology

3. Multimedia sensor network requirements
The main feature of WMSN in respect to classical WSN
is large amount of input data received by network nodes
from sensors. This applies to both video and audio sensors.
In the case of video sensor, input data volumes can range
from tens of Kbps for periodic low-resolution images to
hundreds of Mbps for HD video camcorders with 60 fps

Direct chaotic communication scheme was proposed in
IRE RAS in 2000 [5, 6]. In this scheme, information bits
are transmitted with chaotic radio pulses, i.e., fragments
of chaotic oscillations. Chaotic oscillations with bandwidth more than 500 MHz are generated directly in microwave frequency band. The spectrum of chaotic radio
pulse is close to the spectrum of the original chaotic oscil-
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lations, if the pulse is not too short.
In 2007 this technology, a joint proposal of Kotelnikov
IRE RAS and Samsung Co., was adopted as optional solution in IEEE 802.15.4a standard for WPANs [16]. In the
beginning of 2012, a novel IEEE 802.15.6 standard for
wireless body area networks was accepted [17], where direct chaotic communication technology is now one of the
mandatory solutions.
There are several reasons to use ultrawideband direct
chaotic communication technology in wireless multimedia networks:
1. New unoccupied unlicensed frequency band (3.1 to
10.6 GHz [18], in Russia 2.85 to 10.6 GHz).
2. High (for WSN) channel capacity. Due to the use of
chaotic signals, the pulse duration can be varied in a wide
range with practically no effect on the form of the pulse
spectrum. Point-to-point physical bitrate of existing species of direct chaotic transceivers is as high as 6 Mbps,
and it can be increased to 24 Mbps and more.
3. High energy efficiency. High physical rate and lower
actual (useful) data rate allows to use sleep modes. Hence,
the transceiver spends most of its time in a sleep mode,
which essentially decreases power consumption.
4. Immunity to multipath fading. Chaotic oscillations
are nonperiodic, with rapidly decreasing autocorrelation
function, and are barely subject to interference.
To study practical aspects of the use of direct chaotic
transceivers in multimedia sensor networks and to quantitatively estimate its efficiency, an experimental wireless
video sensor node was designed and tested in some simple-configuration networks.
5. Video sensor node
The designed node layout is shown in Fig. 2. VGA
CMOS camera ADCM-2700 is used as video sensor. It
produces video stream of 60×40 to 640×480 at 1-60 fps
and 1-3 byte color depth (no compression). Power consumption of the camera is 24 mA at 176×144 pixel frame
and 10 fps rate. In the designed node, the camera parameters were set at 176×144 pixel frame and 2 byte color
depth. Data stream is the number of pixels by color depth
by frame rate. Transmission of 1 frame with this parameter set requires 50 Kbytes of data.
The camera interacts with the transceiver through a
specially designed processing unit based on STM32 microcontroller (MCU), fabricated as an extension board to
the transceiver. Data from camera is transferred to the
processing unit using BT.656 standard, and the processing
unit is configured (setting image size, color depth, image
output format, etc.) with I2C bus.
Video sensor (Fig. 2) is equipped with 3-5 GHz chaotic
transceiver PPS-43. Maximum physical data rate of this
device is 6 Mbps. Transmission range 25 m. Network
functions are controlled by MCU of the transmitter.
Data acquisition center of the network includes a computer and a chaotic transceiver PPS-42 with USB2.0 interface used as a base station. PPS-42 physical data rate is up

to 24 Mbps. Data exchange rate between PPS-42 and
computer is up to 240 Mbps.
In experiments on video transmission, physical data
rate was set at 3 Mbps. Actual data rate is determined by
the rate of packet sending.

Fig. 2. UWB wireless video sensor node.
6. Experiments
Four groups of experiments were made:
1. "Point-to-point," distance 2-3 m.
2. Changing the distance from 1 to 25 m.
3. Relay ("chain" topology).
4. Through the wall.
The aim of the first experiment was to test the efficiency of the developed device and algorithms, and to assess
image quality and to estimate frame refresh rate.
For radio transmission, each video frame was cut into
128-byte fragments, data packets were formed and transmitted. The frame rate was 2, which corresponded to actual data rate of 800 Kbps.
In the experiment, the hardware was debugged and stable wireless transmission of video data was demonstrated.
The second experiment was carried out in a long corridor of a brick building. The corridor was 45 m (L) × 4 m
(W) × 5 m (H). The task was to determine the maximum
communication range and the character of image degradation with increasing distance. The first transceiver with
video sensor (transmitter) was located at a fixed point of
the corridor. The second transceiver connected to laptop
(receiver) was moved along the corridor. Measurements
were made every meter.
Images received in the experiment at various distances
between the transmitter and receiver are shown in Fig. 3.
If the distance is less than 15 m (Fig. 3a), the picture is
stable and clear with, perhaps, a few corrupted pixels,
which generally doesn’t affect perception and object
recognition. Bit error rate (BER) is less than 10-6.
With increasing distance the signal quality deteriorates.
Stripes appear that distort the picture, but the objects in
the image are still recognizable (Fig. 3b). At a distance of
25 m the number of errors becomes large, BER reaches
10-4 and image quality drops dramatically (Fig. 3c).
In the third experiment, transmission of video data over
WMSN was investigated on a network composed of a
video sensor node, a repeater node and a base station.
The sensor node (transmitter) is located in a fixed point
of the corridor. The repeater is located at a distance of 5 m.
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The base station is moved along the corridor. Within the
range of 3 to 15 m between the base station and the repeater, the received frames were steady with only few distortions.
In the fourth experiment, through-the-wall transmission
of video data was investigated. The sensor node was positioned at one side of a 1-m thick brick wall at a distance of
50 cm from the wall and the receiver was placed at the
other side at a distance of 2 m from the wall.
The resulting images are shown in Fig. 4. As can be
seen, clear and stable picture is received.

a)

7. Conclusions
Preliminary estimates show that the use of transceivers
based on ultrawideband chaotic radio enables transmission
of multimedia information in wireless sensor networks of
different topologies and with much lower power consumption than the existing narrow-band solutions.
To verify these estimates, a wireless sensor node with a
video module was designed and investigated experimentally. Actual "point-to-point" transmission rate of video
data of at least 800 Kbps was shown for 3-Mbps physical
data rate. The same data rate was shown in a network with
relay (repeater) that corresponds to the actual data rate of
1600 Kbps in the "point-to-point" topology.
Power consumption of the transceiver in transmission
mode is about 12 mA, and in the relay mode about 27 mA.
The use of ultrawideband chaotic radio pulses as information carrier allows increasing the rate of transmission of multimedia data in light- and medium-class sensor
networks and expanding the range of their tasks.
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c)
Fig. 3. Video frame recovered on receiver side. The distance between transmitter and receiver is
(a) 15 m, (b) 20 m, (c) 25 m.

Fig. 4. Video frame recovered on receiver side. Transmission through the wall.
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Abstract—Post-silicon materials like polymers and
solution-based devices allow to design new types of selective sensors. On the other hand, the nonlinear dynamic behavior of a class of nonlinear circuits oﬀers
the possibility of conceiving devices where the nonlinearity of the circuit is exploited to realize new mechanisms or improve classical ones. In this paper we
discuss the possibility of coupling a new class of materials with nonlinear dynamic circuits to design a new
class of selective sensors. The results that are included
are preliminary and cover a wide range of applications.
Moreover, several experimental results show the possibility of conceiving new multifunctional low-cost and
eco-compatible sensors.
1. Introduction
In this paper some qualitative preliminary results
on a new class of a sensors [1] whose core principle is
based on the nonlinear dynamics of a class of electronic
circuits are presented. In particular, polymeric materials have been considered. Our study is focused on
the use of clevios-based sensors, Ionic Polymer Metal
Composites (IPMCs), and solution-based systems to
detect various physical quantities like movements, humidity, concentrations and so on. The idea is to use
the material as the electrical transducer and insert the
electrical transducer into a nonlinear circuit. The effect of the coupling of these components with a nonlinear circuit like the Chua’s circuit is that a variation
of the dynamical attractor will be obtained as result
of the change of the quantity to which the material
is sensible. Chaos has been already demonstrated to
be helpful to improve the performance of sensors and
other equipments, such as sonar sensors, mechanical
systems and other devices [2, 3]: in this work, detection of the given quantity is made possible by the extreme sensitivity of the circuit to the variations of its
parameters. In this study selective sensors based on
water solutions, that have a behavior assimilable to
RC components with frequency dependent values and
so are diﬃcult to realize with classical components, are
also reported.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the
sensor devices are described. The coupling of this type
of devices with nonlinear circuit is introduced in Section III. A gallery of qualitative experiments are outlined in Section IV. In Section V some conclusive re-

marks are given. The sensor characterization will be
the subject of a future research.
2. Sensor components
In this Section three types of sensors are discussed.
The ﬁrst one regards the clevios based sensors. Clevios
is a conductive polymer. The clevios used (clevios-P
HCV4) is commercially available in a water colloidal
suspension. A layer of thickness of 100µm is coated on
a surface and then treated in an oven at 80◦ C for 50
min. Two diﬀerent supports have been used: a glass
support and a PVC foil. The ﬁrst may be used to realize humidity, wet and PH sensors as the resistivity
of clevios based materials is sensitive to these quantities. The second type of device (those were the clevios
is coated on ﬂexible PVC foil) may be used to detect
movements. In this case, the clevios-based sensor is
considered as an electrical bipole whose resistivity depends on the surface deformation.
The second type of sensor is realized by using Ionic
Polymer Metal Composites (IPMCs). These materials belong to the class of wet electro-active polymers.
They are made of an ionic polymer membrane covered on both sides with Platinum, which realizes the
two electrodes of the device. IPMCs operate with lowvoltage signals, are very light, and have both actuator
and sensor characteristics. They are used after being
cut in strips. If an electric ﬁeld is applied across the
thickness of a strip, it undergoes an ample bending
deformation. Viceversa, by bending a strip of IPMC,
a voltage arises between the two metallic electrodes.
Hence, IPMCs can operate as motion actuators or
sensors. Instead, in this work, we exploit the dependence of the resistivity of IPMC on the hydration of
the membrane to realize a humidity sensor.
The last device used is based on the resistivity
change of a water solution. The device consists of four
copper ﬁlaments on a plexiglass substrate which are
electrically connected in two pairs (the two top ones
and the two bottom ones). The space between the
ﬁlaments hosts a small quantity of a water solution
so that the value of the resistance measured at the
two terminals of the device is made dependent on the
quantity of water.
The various components are shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1(a) shows the ﬁrst clevios-based device. It is
realized on a rigid glass support, the sensor area has
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terials and nonlinear circuits. As discussed in Section
II all the devices illustrated can be viewed as twoterminals devices. The principle with which they have
been coupled to the nonlinear circuit is common for all
the devices. Starting from the Chua’s circuit [5], we
identify one resistor of the circuit as the bifurcation
parameter. In particular, without any loss of generality, we have taken into account the so-called CNNbased implementation of the Chua’s circuit [6], whose
electrical scheme is shown in Fig. 2, and identiﬁed as
bifurcation parameter the resistor R6 .
The circuit obeys to the dimensionless equations:

(a)

ẋ = α[y − h(x)]
ẏ = x − y + z
ż = −βy

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Pictures of the sensors: (a) the clevios-based
sensor (glass support); (b) the clevios-based sensor
(PVC support); (c) IPMC sensor; (d) water solutionbased sensor.
a length equal to 70mm and width equal to 20mm.
Fig. 1(b) shows the second clevios-based device. This
is realized on a PVC (3M Temﬂex 1500) of thickness
equal to 0.3mm. The active area of the sensor measures 55mm × 15mm. Fig. 1(c) shows the IPMC strip
used. The size is 44mm × 9mm. The IPMC material
has been realized with the procedure detailed in [4].
Fig. 1(d) shows the last device. It is realized by ﬁxing
four copper wires on a plexigas support (of thickness
2mm). Each wire has diameter equal to 0.22mm. The
distance between each pair of wires is 1.5mm. The
wires are isolated by glass microtubules with the only
exception of a window of 10mm of length which constitutes the active area of the sensor.
3. Nonlinear circuits and sensors
In this Section we brieﬂy describe some experiments
to show the proof of concept of the coupling of new ma-

(1)

with h(x) = m1 x + 0.5(m0 − m1 )(|x + 1| − |x − 1|)
and x = x1 /1V , y = x2 /1V , z = x3 /1V being the
state variables. For sake of brevity, we refer to [6] for
a more detailed discussion on the Chua’s circuit and
on the CNN-based implementation reported in Fig. 2.
Here, we brieﬂy mention that α is a key bifurcation
parameter and it is related to the component values
by α = RR53RR18
. We have thus kept constant R3 , R5
6
and R18 and in place of resistor R6 , we have connected
each of the sensors described in Section II.
In some cases, where the typical values of resistance
given by the device are out of the range of the operating conditions of the Chua’s circuit, a resistor, indicated in the following as Rp , has been also connected
in parallel to the device terminals. We notice that
the approach presented may be applied also to other
resistors of the circuit, selected on the basis of the sensitivity of the behavior with respect to them.
The ﬁrst experiment refers to the use of the cleviosbased sensor of Fig. 1(a). This is a sensor realized by
coating the clevios on a rigid support. The two terminals of this device have been connected to the Chua’s
circuit and the experimentally obtained attractors for
two diﬀerent operating conditions of the sensor have
been reported in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) shows the sensor
where a dry ﬁnger has been applied in the active area.
The corresponding attractor is shown in Fig. 3(b). It is
the well-known Chua’s double scroll attractor. When
a wet ﬁnger is applied to the sensor, as in Fig. 3(c),
the attractor in Fig. 3(d), that is, the so-called single
scroll attractor, is obtained.
The diﬀerent dynamical behavior obtained allow to
easily distinguish the diﬀerent operating conditions of
the sensor. The value of the resistance of the cleviosbased sensor in dry conditions is 97kΩ, this is outside
the typical range of values used for R6 in the Chua’s
circuit. Therefore, in this experiment, a parallel resistor of value equal to Rp = 375Ω has been used.
In the second experiment the sensor based on clevios
deposition on a ﬂexible support is considered. The ex-
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Figure 2: Electrical scheme of the CNN-based implementation of the Chua’s circuit. The following components have been used: R1 = 4kΩ, R2 = 13.3kΩ, R3 =
5.6kΩ, R4 = 20kΩ, R5 = 20kΩ, R6 ﬁxed from experiment to experiment as the sensor device, R7 = 112kΩ,
R8 = 112kΩ, R9 = 1M Ω, R10 = 1M Ω, R11 = 12.1kΩ,
R12 = 1kΩ, R13 = 51.1kΩ, R14 = 100kΩ, R15 =
100kΩ, R16 = 100kΩ, R17 = 100kΩ, R18 = 1kΩ,
R19 = 8.2kΩ, R20 = 100kΩ, R21 = 100kΩ, R22 =
7.8kΩ, R23 = 1kΩ, C1 = C2 = C3 = 100nF . The
power supply has been ﬁxed to ±9V.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Deformation detection experiment. (a)
Clevios-based sensor in the horizontal position. (b)
Attractor corresponding to the experimental condition
of horizontal position. (c) Deformed position for the
clevios-based sensor. (d) Attractor corresponding to
the experimental condition of deformed clevios-based
sensor.

periment is illustrated in Fig. 4. When the sensor is
in the horizontal position (Fig. 4(a)), the attractor obtained is the Chua’s double scroll attractor (Fig. 4(b)).
In correspondence of a bending with an angle of π/4
(Fig. 4(c)), the Chua’s single scroll attractor is obtained (Fig. 4(d)). In this experiment Rp has been
ﬁxed as Rp = 447Ω. The resistance of the clevios device changes from 4965Ω in the horizontal position to
5530Ω when bended.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Wet detection experiment. (a) A dry ﬁnger
is applied to the sensor. (b) Attractor corresponding
to the experimental condition of dry ﬁnger. (c) A wet
ﬁnger is applied to the sensor. (d) Attractor corresponding to the experimental condition of wet ﬁnger.

The experiment based on the use of an IPMC strip is
illustrated in Fig. 5, through diﬀerent frames of a video
recording the attractor obtained on the oscilloscope.
At time t = 0 (Fig. 5(a)) a limit cycle periodic attractor is evident. When the IPMC membrane is hydrated
by inserting it in a small container ﬁlled of water (this
takes a few seconds after the beginning of the recording), the attractor changes. Due to the presence of
equivalent resistive and capacitive eﬀects in the membrane, a switching dynamics emerges. The dynamics
is characterized by oscillations which spiral towards
one of the two unstable equilibrium points of the circuit. Before reaching the equilibrium, the trajectory
suddenly jumps to the other lobe and starts again spiralling, this time towards the other equilibrium. This
repeats until the membrane becomes again wet. In
Fig. 5(b)-(f) we show the trajectory observed in the oscilloscope up to 3 minutes after the hydratation. The
phenomenon maintains for about 15 minutes. In this
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4. Conclusion

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

In this work the coupling between new materials and
nonlinear circuits has been explored to design a new
class of sensors. The principle is to link the variation
of a quantity detected by the material to the change of
a parameter of a chaotic circuit, so that to exploit the
parameter sensitivity of chaotic circuits. A proof of
concept has been given in this work, by using diﬀerent
types of innovative materials/devices, such as clevios,
IPMC and water solution cells. The principle has been
demonstrated with a series of experiments that pave
the way to a more intensive characterization of the
devices proposed. The variation of quantities such as
humidity, hydratation level or bending has been here
shown to lead to signiﬁcant changes in the dynamical
behaviors of the circuit (in particular, a Chua’s circuit
has been used), that is, the dynamical behavior of the
nonlinear system bifurcates as a result of the sensing.
Although the principle may be applied to a variety of
materials, it is particularly interesting when applied to
newly conceived materials which as such may be at a
preliminary stage of development or characterization,
yet they can be successfully used with such approach.

Figure 5: IPMC hydratation sensor experiment. (a)
t = 0s; (b) t = 60s; (c) t = 105s; (d) t = 120s; (e)
t = 150s; (f) t = 180s.
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experiment Rp has been ﬁxed to Rp = 413Ω.
In the fourth experiment the sensor shown in
Fig. 1(d) is used. It has been directly substituted to
the R6 resistor without inserting further parallel resistor. When the sensing area is dry, the attractor is a
stable equilibrium point (Fig. 6(a)). On the contrary,
when a small quantity of water (or even a wet ﬁnger)
is placed in the active area of the sensor, the circuit
starts to oscillate as shown in Fig. 6(b).
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Abstract—Adding noise has the eﬀect to improve dynamic range. This curious and interesting phenomenon
can be found in nonlinear systems and has received much
attention since the 1990s. Although the theoretical side
of this phenomenon is often discussed, to the best of our
knowledge, there has been no successful example in practical situations. The present work demonstrates the effect of adding noise in image recognition in a vehicle environment. A glare situation under which a driver cannot recognize a pedestrian is considered. In our experiments, the dynamic range of the image recognition system
is visually confirmed to be increased in terms of the eﬀect
“suprathreshold stochastic resonance”. This eﬀect is ensured in the analytical discussions. In addition, we derive
a framework for tuning the noise variance to enhance the
eﬀect.
1. Introduction
Over the last two decades, the role of noise in system enhancement has been discussed in the context of nonlinear
physics [1–3]. This curious but interesting phenomenon,
which is often referred as stochastic resonance, has been
applied in the signal processing field, such as in signal detection theory [4,5], imaging [6], and wireless communication [7]. They are sometimes called as ”noise-induced” or
”noise-enhanced” schemes [8, 9].
Several merits are expected in exploiting noise. In noiseenhanced schemes, the addition of the noise is usually considered [2, 3, 6]. Such addition realizes amplification of a
weak input signal, which means an enhancement of the dynamic range. This eﬀect is beneficial for a fixed device
which cannot be tuned nor redesigned. Recently, another
merit has been reported. Signals buried in strong noise
can be obtained by using a nonlinear device which exhibits
noise-enhanced performance. This application is eﬀective
in the non-Gaussian noise case, and our proposed method
should be employed in such a nonlinear device [5].
The theoretical side of noise-enhanced schemes is often
discussed, and the theory is sometimes supplemented by
experimental study. Although several research eﬀorts have
tried to apply this concept practically, to the best of our
knowledge, there has previously been no successful example. The present work demonstrates the performance enhancement by adding noise in a practical vehicle environ-

ment. We focus on the glare condition, such those shown
in Fig. 1, in which a driver has diﬃculty seeing a pedestrian wearing white clothes walking in front of a headlight.
This pedestrian can be considered as a weak signal (information) buried in the noise of strong light. In this situation, adding noise should improve recognition. Constructing simple image detectors and displays, the eﬀect is investigated visually. To obtain the eﬀect, the noise intensity should be tuned. The performance of the equipment
is mathematically analysed, and the optimum noise level is
derived.
2. System model and visual results
The system shown in Fig. 1 is built to evaluate the effect of adding noise in the shown glare situation. A white
light source plays the role of a headlight. A transparency on
which the shape of a pedestrian has been printed is placed
in front of the white light source. A walking pedestrian is
then represented by moving the transparency from left to
right. The light is attenuated by B [lx] in passing through
the pedestrian transparency, and this creates a diﬀerence
with the background light that helps an observer recognize
the pedestrian. However, in the present study, we consider
strong light. Thus, even if the light is attenuated somewhat,
it still remains strong. In the experimental setup, a photodetector (PD) array [10] receives light from the above simulated situation, i.e., the driver’s view in Fig. 1. The input
light is converted to an electrical signal, the resistor voltage VR , proportionate to the light strength on the PD array.
An LED array [12] displays the situation according to the
signal. Because of the strong light, the PD and/or LED
should be saturated, and thus the LED array cannot display the shape of the pedestrian. This saturation realizes
the fact that the pedestrian cannot be recognized visually
by the driver.
As discussed in Sec. 3, the characteristics of the equipment can be varied with the driving voltage of the PD, VD .
The eﬀect of adding noise can be evaluated by the addition
of noise to VD . In the experimental setup, a function generator is used to supply the voltage, since it can output a
noisy signal. The driving voltage is VD = Vn + Vo , where
Vn is white Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance
σ2n , and Vo is the oﬀset. This means that the characteristics
are probabilistic, and at a certain noise level, it is expected
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Figure 1: System model and the circuit blocks for generating the noise eﬀect.
show the movie to help the understanding.
3. Performance analysis and numerical results
3.1. Basic performance
(a) σ2n =0.0

(b) σ2n =1.0

(c) σ2n =22.56

(d) σ2n =64.0

Figure 2: Visual perception of the eﬀect of adding noise.

that the saturation is avoided so that the shape will be illuminated on the LED array.
The visual results are shown in Fig. 2. The input light
strength is set to be 150 [lx] and is attenuated by 70 [lx] in
passing through the pedestrian transparency. In this situation, in the no-added-noise case, as shown in Fig. 2(a), the
LED array cannot display the shape of the pedestrian at all.
Figures 2(b)-(d) are the results in the case of adding noise.
In these figures, the noise variances are varied since the effect of adding noise depends on the noise variance [1–3].
In Fig. 2(c), the shape can be found. Figure 2(b) is the result with a small noise, σ2n =1.0; here, there is no diﬀerence
with Fig. 2(a) in terms of recognition. With a large value of
σ2n =64.0, the right-hand side of the shape may be identified,
but the left-hand side is still missing. In the next section,
the device performances are analysed to explain the results
shown in Fig. 2. One may think that it is hard to understand
the eﬀect in these figures. In the presentation, the authors

In this section, the performances in the no-added-noise
case are discussed to explain the operating principles and
point out under what conditions saturation occurs. In the
equipment of the experimental setup, when light is irradiated on the PD array, the PD current increases and the
voltage on the resistor VR increases. In this way, VR is proportional to the input light strength. An LED array displays
the input light strength at each point of the PD array, and
the illumination is proportional to VR .
Figure 3 shows the measured VR values as a function of
the input light strength x [lx]. Note that the driving voltage
VD does not contain a noise component, i.e., Vn = 0 and
VD = Vo . Using an actinometer, the input light strength
is measured at a point below the PD array. The strength
varies with the distance between the white light source and
the PD. From Fig. 3, there are two types of performance,
that in response region ℜL and that in saturated region ℜS .
In this sense, our system is nonlinear. In the saturated case,
the voltage VR is almost constant, so that the LED array
cannot display the shape of the pedestrian. An increase
in the driving voltage enables VR to attain a response. For
example, in the case of x=100 [lx], although VR is saturated
with respect to input light strength at VD = 2.0 [V], VR
is proportional to VD up to VD = 5.0 [V]. In this sense,
saturation does not occur in the PD.
The performance in the response region is independent
of the driving voltage, which can be approximately expressed by the quadratic function L(x) = ax2 +bx+c, where
a = −3.0 × 10−5 , b = 0.0425, and c = −0.1378. This function, which is plotted as red points in Fig. 3, is well fitted to
the response. The saturated performance is constant with
respect to the strength x and varies only with the driving
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Figure 4: Performances of VDS , VLED for VD .

Figure 3: Resistor voltage VR vs. input light strength x.

3.2. Performance in the case of adding noise
voltage, to which it is proportional. This means that the
function S (VD ) = VD + Ṽo can represent the performance,
where Ṽo =0.393 [V]. Therefore, the voltage VR can be
{
VR = H(x; VD ) =

L(x) = ax2 + bx + c (x < x0 )
S (VD ) = VD + Ṽo
(x ≥ x0 )

(1)

where x0 is defined as the input light strength which satisfies the relation L(x0 ) = S (VD ).
The performance of the light emission component is next
discussed. Figure 4 depicts the measured performance of
drain-source voltage VDS in a MOSFET and the voltage
VLED on an LED. For VDS ∈ [0.0, 2.0], the output current
is linear [11]. From Fig. 4, the equipment works in that region, by which the output of the MOSFET is not saturated.
The voltage VLED linearly increases after tuning at VLED =
0.7 [V]. The value is saturated when the driving voltage is
larger than 2.0 [V] [12]. Considering that the PD is not saturated in this region, it can be stated that the output of the
LED is saturated and so the LED does not display the input
situation. Let VDL and VDH be the minimum and maximum
voltages at which the LED can linearly respond, respectively.
The dynamic range in the equipment can be calculated
based on Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. VRH = S (VDH ) and VRL = S (VDL )
are defined as the maximum and minimum voltages, respectively, on the resistor at which the LED can respond.
The response function L(x) can give the lower limit and the
upper limit of the input light strengths xL = L−1 (VRL ) and
xH = L−1 (VRH ) corresponding to the minimum and maximum voltages, respectively. Then, the dynamic range is
calculated as D = xH − xL . In our system, VDL ≈ 0.63
[V] gives VRL =1.02 [V], and xL =27.90 [lx]. In a similar
way, xH =x0 =62.29 [lx], which gives a dynamic range of
D=34.39 [lx] without the addition of noise.

Performance for the case of adding noise is evaluated
mathematically and numerically in this section. From
Fig. 4, an LED can respond only when the driving voltage
is smaller than 2.0 [V]. This means that a PD can linearly
detect an input light x which is less than x0 , i.e., the voltage
VR should fall within the region from VRL to VRH . Adding
noise can realize such voltages, and the PD should detect
the stronger input light. To demonstrate this point, the average performance of the voltage VR is analysed.
Considering that the driving voltage contains a noise
component, i.e., VD = Vn + Vo , the average performance
can be obtained as
∫ ξ(x)
V̄R (x; σ2n ) =
S (VD )P(VD )dVD
−∞
∫ +∞
+
L(x)P(VD )dVD
(2)
ξ(x)

where P(VD ) is the probability of the voltage VD , which
follows a Gaussian distribution with mean Vo and variance
σ2n , and ξ(x) is the driving voltage at which the response
L(x) equals the saturated performance S (VD ), i.e., where
the relation L(x) = S (ξ(x)) holds. A numerical example
is described in Fig. 5. The mean of the driving voltage Vo
is set to be 2.0 [V], and three curves corresponding to different noise variances are shown in red. The performance
indicated by the black line is that in the no-added-noise
case.
From Fig. 5, the upper limit of the input light strength is
proportional to the noise variance. The lower limit also
increases with the input light strength, but more slowly.
This means that the response region is enhanced and so
the dynamic range is improved. For example, in the case
of σ2n =1.0, the lower limit is the same as the one without
adding noise, i.e., 27.90 [lx]. The upper limit is 82.90[lx],
so that the dynamic range is 82.90-27.90=55.0[lx]. Compared to the case without adding noise, the range is im-
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namic range.
Generally, saturated performance can be modelled as
eq. (1). The concept of adding noise can be applied to
various devices and the performance is fully expressed as
eq. (2). In this sense, the present work makes a contribution beyond that to the recognition problem, and our design
framework for noise variance should be a good reference
for other works.

w/o noise (measured)

x0

0

50

100
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200

250

References

300

Input light strength x [lx]

Figure 5: Average performance of the resistor voltage.
proved by 10.61[lx].
Figure 5 shows that the dynamic range is improved as
the increase of the noise variance. However, from Fig. 2,
this is not true because there is an optimum noise variance
at which recognition is most enhanced. The reason is that
the lower limit of the input light strength becomes large
compared to the input light itself so that the illumination of
the LED disappears. As the increase of the noise variance,
the dynamic range is enhanced, but the lower limit moves
to the high strength region and the PD cannot detect the
weak input light. In this sense, the optimum noise variance
is the level at which the lower limit equals to the input light
strength. Actually, in the system of Fig. 1, the attenuated
light should be larger than the lower limit. The strength is
80[lx], and from Fig. 5, the lower limit agrees with it when
σ2n =22.6. In this case, the recognition is most enhanced as
shown in Fig. 2.
4. Conclusion
In the present work, the eﬀect of adding noise in image
recognition is demonstrated in a practical vehicle environment. A glare situation is considered, and adding noise
within the equipment improves the ability to recognize a
pedestrian. Discussions in Sec. 3 make clear the equipment problems and the advantage of adding noise, i.e., improvement of the dynamic range. A disadvantage of adding
noise also appears, in that the lower limit of the input light
strength is decreased by an increase in noise. In this sense,
the noise variance should be tuned. The optimum variance
is derived in our discussion, which should be helpful for
equipment design. The above points are visually confirmed
as shown in Fig. 2.
One of the conventional methods applied in this situation is automatic gain control (AGC). In AGC, the dynamic range is automatically adjusted to solve the recognition problem under saturated conditions. Our method of
adding noise has the additional merit of enhancing the dy-
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We aimed to develop a single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWNT)-based stochastic resonance (SR) device, in

single-walled carbon nanotube ﬁeld-eﬀect transistor,”
Appl. Phys. Lett., under review.

which large number of SWNT individual junctions is one
of the requirement to obtain pronounced SR effect. We
observed SR effect in SWNT device by adding the noise
to detect small input signal, in which the device utilize
molecular junction between metal and SWNT to provide
non-linear response. Our main concern is development of
an SR device which has its own noise source by SWNT
functionalization using molecule which has active redox
site. Charge fluctuation in the molecules will affect the
conductivity of SWNT as a noise, which is independent
for each SWNT. Our preliminary results show that the use
of molecule-functionalized SWNT provide different noise
characteristic than that of pristine SWNT device.
We also develop a way to control the fabrication
technique of SWNT devices using bottom contact
electrodes via solution process. SWNT devices that are
fabricated via solution casting have an advantage to
separate metallic and semiconducting SWNTs and to use
functionalized SWNTs. We demonstrated that the number
of SWNT direct junctions is drastically increased by using
flattened electrodes, and realize better ambipolarity.
Bending of the SWNTs results in a higher Schottky barrier
for the electrons due to shifting of the Fermi level of
SWNT. The fluctuations in nano-materials and nonlinear
response at the atomically scale molecular junctions
should be utilized in novel technology in near future.
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Abstract— This study proposes an application of
stochastic resonance logic gates (SR logic gates), proposed
by Asai etal. These gates generate basic logic functions
in which noise plays an important role in recovering logic
operations in the presence of mismatches among devices.
These gates work at low power consumption regardless
mismatches in comparison with conventional gates. However, one limitation is the timing response, because it is
dependent on stochastic processes. Therefore, we propose
the design of asynchronous circuits as a suitable application for SR logic gates. In this study, we demonstrate the
performance of a three-stage asynchronous pipeline with a
dual-rail data encoding. Simulations were performed for
a 0.18-µm CMOS technology in SPICE. The simulations
show that even in the presence of unpredictable delays,
the pipeline successfully accomplishes data transmission.
Moreover, experimental results are also shown employing
a macro system.

rely on signals that indicate when a task is accomplished.
In this study, we propose the design of an asynchronous
pipeline to demonstrate the performance of SR logic gates
regardless of the presence of mismatches and unpredictable
delays in the response. Here, we demonstrate its performance through simulations and experimental results. This
paper is divided as follows: section 2 introduces basic concepts of asynchronous circuit design, as well as the data
encoding and protocols used to design the asynchronous
pipeline; section 3 presents simulation and experimental
results of the basic asynchronous elements, as well as the
asynchronous pipeline; and finally section 4 presents the
general performance (power consumption and error rate)
of the pipeline.
Vdd

M3

1. Introduction

Vg1

Cutting-edge technologies for device miniaturization are
reducing device size to molecular or atomic scales. However, as such dimensions are reached, side eﬀects are inevitable, such as uncontrolled noise and parameter mismatches. Therefore it has become essential for designers to find new strategies to avoid these drawbacks. Asai
et.al. has proposed the design of logic gates assisted by
noise to recover logic functions in the presence of mismatches (Fig. 1). These gates combine nonlinear systems
with hysteresis and the stochastic resonance eﬀect to generate mismatch-insensitive logic circuits that consume low
power regardless of mismatches in comparison with conventional logic gates [1]. Simulations and experimental
results show that with the introduction of an intentional
mismatch, SR logic gates correctly generate the four basic
logic functions with low power supply (0.35 V) [2]. However, because the response of the SR logic gates depends
on noise, there is a unpredictable delay in their response.
Consequently synchronization problems are evident in synchronous circuits based on SR logic gates. Therefore,
proper applications for the SR logic gates are found in
the field of asynchronous circuit design, in which performance does not depend on a central clock, but on handshake protocols [3]. Asynchronous circuits allow the design of delay-insensitive circuits (DI circuits) because they

operational transconductance
amplifier

inversion stage

M4

M1 M2

Vg2

Vout

Vout

subthreshold
Mbias

bias circuit

Vbias

Figure 1: Internal configuration of the SR logic gates

2. Basic concepts of asynchronous circuit design
Although there is no established methodology to design
asynchronous circuits, these types of circuits are based on
requirement (req) and acknowledgment (ack) signals between stages. These signals indicate when new data are
required (indicated by a change of state of req signal) to
perform a certain task and when the current task is accomplished (indicated by a change of state of the ack signal).
Execution of instructions among stages relies on the exchange of these signals.
Further, it is necessary to choose the appropriate data
encoding and protocols according to the desired application. Asynchronous circuits are divided into two categories
based on their data encoding: single-rail (or bounded) data
and dual-rail data encoding. The former is used when the
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delays are known precisely, and the latter represents a more
robust data encoding because it allows the design of DI
circuits and that is the reason it is used for our purposes.
Dual-rail data encoding refers to converting one bit to twobit encoding (Fig. 2), where valid data are given by {0, 1}
and {1, 0} which represents 0 and 1 logic respectively. {0,
0} is a spacer between valid data and {1, 1} is not used.
Another advantage of the dual-rail data encoding is that it
contains the req signal implicit in the data (where {0, 1} or
{1, 0} represents a req signal equal to one); therefore, an
additional channel for req signal is not necessary.
Codeword
Data 0

{0, 1}

Data 1

{1, 0}

Spacer

{0, 0}

Not used

{1, 1}

tion of the WCHB pipeline. In this configuration, NAND
gates validate input signals. When data are valid, Lack,0
is equal to zero, resetting the signals. Data capture will
be done only when Lack,n+1 is equal to one (the next stage
has accomplished data transmission successfully). Here,
the basic function of the C-element is maintaining the current state until a reset is done; the basic performance of the
C-element is as follows: only when both inputs are set to
zero or one the output will be zero and one respectively,
otherwise, the output will be held with its previous state. A
possible implementation of the C-element has already been
proposed in [3], where the same internal configuration of
the SR logic gates is used. The next section will show the
simulation results of these examples, designed with the SR
logic gates.
A1

O0

O1

A0

Data 0
{0, 1}

Data 1
{0, 0}
Spacer

{1, 0}

NAND

{0, 0}

AND

B1

Spacer

O0

B0

O1
NOT operation

Figure 2: Dual-rail data encoding
Figure 3: Dual-rail SR AND/NAND gate
Dual-rail data encoding requires a four-phase protocol
for data transmission. The four-phase protocol resets the
signals req and ack when the current task has been accomplished, in contrast with the two-phase protocol, where a
reset it is not necessary. To implement dual-rail encoding,
data are necessary to design dual-rail logic gates based on
their single-rail counterparts. In this framework, we show
an example of a dual-rail NAND gate based on SR logic
gates. The basic diagram is shown in Fig. 3, where the
invert operation consists simply of the inversion of output
bits. The circuit consists of SR NAND and SR AND gates
previoulsy proposed in [2].
On the other hand, in order to design high performance
asynchronous circuits, the asynchronous pipeline is one of
the main elements [4]. Thus, we present the implementation of an asynchronous pipeline based on a dual-rail data
encoding. Figure 4 shows the basic block diagram for a
dual-rail based asynchronous pipeline for n stages. Here,
data transmission relies on validation of input data. If L0,0
and L0,1 are either {0, 1} or {1, 0} (req equals to one),
then data are valid, consequently the acknowledge signal
Lack,0 changes its state, resetting both channels. Once, reset has occurred, Lack,0 changes again its state, sending
new data to both channels. This process is repeated in the
next stages to transmit data. Further, choosing the pipeline
configuration depends on the desired application. In this
study, we present the implementation of the Weak Condition Half Buﬀer pipeline (WCHB pipeline) [5]. Owing
to the fact that the WCHB pipeline is a gate-based configuration with dual-rail data encoding, it can be easily implemented with the current SR logic gates to design a delay insensitive pipeline. Figure 5 shows a basic configura-
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data
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Lack,0

(0, 1) or (1, 0)

L1,0
stage 1

L2,0

L1,1 stage 2 L2,1
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Ln,0

Ln-1,1 stage n Ln,1
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Figure 4: Asynchronous pipeline
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Figure 5: Three-stage WCHB asynchronous pipeline

3. Simulations and experimental results
In this section, simulation and experimental results are
presented. Simulations were performed in SPICE for a
0.18-µm CMOS technology (subsection 3.1). Experimental results for the WCHB pipeline were obtained with a
macro system and they are presented in subsection 3.2.
Subsection 3.3 contains an analysis of the WCHB pipeline.
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3.1. Dual-rail NAND/AND gate
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Figure 8: Control signals between stages 1 and 2 of the
WCHB asynchronous pipeline
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Figure 6: SPICE simulations for the dual-rail SR
AND/NAND gate (case with noise)
Here we show electrical simulations of the dual-rail
NAND/AND gate, where the power supply was set to Vdd
= 0.35 V and the standard deviation of noise to σVnoise =
0.27 mV. Figure 6 shows the simulation results, where two
cases are present: without noise and with noise. In the first
case, owing to the presence of mismatches, the logic functions are not generated. In the second case, when noise is
applied, the logic functions are recovered, demonstrating
the beneficial eﬀect of noise.
3.2. WCHB pipeline based on SR logic gates
In this subsection we present the main application of this
study, that is the implementation of a three-stage WCHB
pipeline. The simulation parameters are the same as those
used in the previous subsection. Figure 7 shows the simulation results for the three stages.

Vnoise
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-
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Figure 9: OP284 configuration to implement the SR NAND
gate and the C-element
between valid data. The red lines represent data of channel 0 (Ln,0 ), and the blue ones represent data of channel
1 (Ln,1 ). Note that data transmission is accomplished regardless diﬀerent values of delays among stages. Figure 8
shows in greater detail the control signals ack and req that
help accomplish data transmission between stages 1 and 2.
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Figure 7: SPICE simulations for the WCHB asynchronous
pipeline based on SR logic gates (case with noise)
The signals at the bottom of the figure represent input
data, in which every time data have been passed to the next
stage (ack signal = 1), is generated new data, alternating
between {0, 1} and {1, 0} (0 and 1) with the reset (spacer)

Figure 10: Experimental results for the three-stage WCHB
asynchronous pipeline (data transmission), obtained from
a Memory Hicorder HIOKI 8826
In addition to the simulations, a three-stage WCHB
pipeline was built using an operational amplifier OP284
connected with a positive feedback to generate a hysteresis
characteristic. SR logic gates were built using the configuration shown in Fig. 9. Their performance and parameters
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Figure 12: Power consumption of the three stage WCHB
asynchronous pipeline
can be reviewed in more detail in [2]. Note that the circuit
used for experimental results does not correspond to the
practical implementation of the circuit for SR logic gates
of Fig. 1, but it is used to demonstrate how the noise can
be utilized in nonlinear circuits to recover logic functions
in the presence of mismatches. Therefore, parameters such
as power consumption and delay time vary from the simulation results. Figure 10 shows the experimental results of
data transmission between the three stages, and it is seen
that data are transmitted independently of the presence of
delays. Figure 11 shows the control signals between stages
1 and 2.
3.3. Power consumption and error rate of the threestage WCHB asynchronous pipeline
In this subsection, the general performance of the threestage WCHB pipeline is described in greater detail in terms
of the power consumption and error rate. Figure 12 shows
the simulation results of the power consumption (P) versus
standard deviation of noise (σVnoise ), where a linear relationship between the parameters is observed. The power consumption is 105 pA for our current setting (Vdd = 0.35 V),
demonstrating that the pipeline is consuming low power.
Additional simulations were performed for the error rate

SR logic gates oﬀer three main advantages: a mismatch
insensitive design over a certain range of standard deviation of the threshold voltage, a low-power design, and a
stable response regardless of the noise input. However, the
dependence on noise also generates unpredictable delays
in their response. Although these delays represent a challenge to SR logic gate synchronization, an alternative solution is found by employing asynchronous circuit design,
where the possibility of designing DI circuits allows a reliable synchronization of the SR logic gates. Although the
current configuration is expensive in terms of VLSI area,
it provides a solution for future devices beyond MOSFET
technology which exhibits large internal fluctuations leading to system-level malfunctions.
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Abstract—Stochastic resonance (SR) is a phenomenon
involving noise is used to enable state transitions in a
bistable or threshold system driven by subthreshold signals.
Recently, SR has been observed in such systems driven by
internal noise or fluctuation. In this study, we used a unidirectional circular network with nonlinear oscillators as
a potential system to induce SR by using internal noise.
These oscillators were connected with four neighboring oscillators that have diﬀerent connection strengths depending
on the distance to a destination oscillator and generated internal noise to induce SR. We observed the classical SR
characteristics between the correlation value and internal
noise intensity.

Σ
input

output

1. Introduction
Stochastic resonance (SR) is a phenomenon where dynamical noise is eﬀectively used to induce state transitions in bistable or threshold systems that are driven by
subthreshold input signals. Many biological systems process information on the basis of external or thermal noises
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Furthermore, arrayed threshold
units placed in parallel are known to enhance the correlation value for a wide range of noise intensity levels, thereby
exhibiting SR [10].
Recently, a new type of SR that harnesses internal noise
has been observed in brain activities [11, 12, 13]. The new
SR model has been investigated by developing simulations
of neural networks or electric circuits with chaotic internal
fluctuation [14, 15]. In this study, to simulate SR by using
internal noise, we used a unidirectional circular network,
which is based on Collins network, with nonlinear oscillators. These oscillators were connected with four neighboring oscillators that have diﬀerent coupling strengths depending on their distances to a destination oscillator. The
oscillations, which propagate in a single direction and remain in the network, behave as internal noise. Therefore,
the propagating oscillations support the detection of subthreshold input signals applied to the network. Based on
these simulations, we confirmed typical SR characteristics
between a correlation value and internal noise intensity.
This manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

Fig. 1: Collins summing network

scribes the simulation methods and models. The results of
an arrayed FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) ring network that has
unidirectional coupling are described in Section 3. Section
4 is the summary.
2. Methods
In Collins network, which consists of an array of FHN
neurons, these neurons need independent external noise to
induce SR as shown in the Fig.1. The dynamics of the FHN
model is described below
u̇ =
v̇ =

u (1 − u) (u − a) − v + I(t),
 (bu − v)

(1)
(2)

where u is the membrane potential, v is a recovery variable,
 is a time constant, a and b are system parameters, and I(t)
is the input signal.
In this study, we constructed a circular network that is
based on Collins network where each neurons follows the
FHN model. Figure.2(a) shows a representative destination
FHN neuron coupled from four neighboring FHN neurons
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Fig. 2: (a) Proposed circular network that shows onedestination FHN neurons with four unidirectional coupling
and auto feedback in one instance, and (b) Ring representation of unidirectional coupling in the proposed circular
network. (Only second layer i.e., the input and output neuron are not shown. )

Fig. 4: Increase in the number of propagating firing waves
in the unidirectional chain network in which the edge of
the chain network is driven by a constant value, which is
slightly larger than the threshold of the FHN neurons.
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Fig. 3: Internal noise is generated by the summation of output signals of the 500 FHN neuron network driven by an
input signal, which is slightly larger than the threshold of
the FHN neurons.

and its output. The coupling strengths depending on the
distance from the destination neuron Figure 2(b) presents
the circular network model of the proposed network when
each FHN neuron is unidirectionally connected to four forward neurons.
Whether the propagation of firing waves has a role as
internal noise must be confirmed prior to investigating the
new SR in the circular network. The parameters of FHN
neurons are set to a = 0.1 a variation of 5%, b = 0.24 a
variation of 1%, and  = 0.01 a variation of 3%. When sinusoidal inputs, which are slightly larger than the threshold
of FHN neurons, are added to the circular network, we observed that the summation of the network outputs behaves
as internal noise as shown in Fig.3. The power spectrum

Fig. 5: Time series of subthreshold input signals, the fifth
neuron (u[5]), and summation of outputs of the 500 FHN
neurons in the network.

was obtained by FFT of the sum of the output signals and
indicates that the sum of the network output signals has
noise power in a wide bandwidth. In order to determine the
number of firing waves in a network, a constant input stimuli is applied, which is slightly larger than the threshold, to
an FHN neuron located at the edge of a chain network. As
shown in Fig.4, thirteen firing waves simultaneously exist
in a chain network consisting of 500 FHN neurons. Subsequently, we suggested that the number of firing neurons
that must contribute to generate suﬃcient internal noise to
induce SR.
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Fig. 7: Correlation value versus noise amplitude (N =
50, 100, 200, 500).

Fig. 6: Raster plot of the 500 FHN neuron network.
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3. Results

u (1 − u) (u − a) − v + wI(t) + noise,
 (bu − v)

(3)
(4)

where w is the coupling strength of the input signal and
noise represents internal noise. The noise term is a
weighted sum involving coupling FHN neurons and auto
feedback, multiplied by a noise amplitude (na). The parameters of FHN neurons are set to a = 0.1 with a variation
of 5%, b = 0.24 with a variation of 1%,  = 0.01 with
a variation of 3%, w = 0.045 with a variation of 1.8%,
I(t) = 0.075, and na = 0.057.
Figure 5 shows the time series of subthreshold input, the
output of the fifth FHN neuron, and summation of outputs of the 500 FHN neurons in the network. When the
subthreshold input signals reaches to its maximum value,
the firing density of each FHN neuron increased. On the
other hand, when the subthreshold input signals reaches
to its minimum value, the firing density of each neuron
decreased. Therefore, the average of outputs in the network was similar to the input subthreshold signal. Figure
6 presents a raster plot of the FHN neuron network. At
first, few waves were generated and propagated. When the
input was applied repeatedly, many neurons fired and propagated. Therefore, SR was induced by firing waves as internal noise.
Next, we adjusted the system parameters by changing
the number of FHN neurons (N) in the circular network.
Subsequently, to measure the performance of the circular network, the correlation value between the input signal
(I(t)) and the summation of the output signals (O(t)) in the
network is processed as follows:

correlation value

u̇ =
v̇ =
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Fig. 8: Correlation value versus time constant  (N =
50, 100, 200, 500).
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First, we constructed a circular network consisting of
500 FHN neurons. The dynamics of the FHN neurons in
the circular network is described below
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Fig. 9: Correlation value versus the number of coupling
(N = 500).

√

correlation value =
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hI(t) · O(t)i − hI(t)ihO(t)i
,
√
hI(t)2 i − hI(t)i2 hO(t)2 i − hO(t)i2

(5)

hX(t)i ≡

1
T

∫

t

X(t)dt,

(6)

t−T

where we set T at 250,000. We increased the noise amplitude in some selected networks (N = 50, 100, 200, 500)
as shown in Fig.7. When the noise amplitude is increased
from a low amplitude value, the correlation value is known
to increase in any network. When the number of FHN
neurons is small (N = 50, 100, 200), the correlation value
decreases after reaching a peak value. We conclude that
the network has a limitation in terms of supplied noise
amplitude. Subsequently, the noise amplitude is fixed to
na = 0.08. Similarly, we increased the time constant  as
shown in Fig.8. The size of the network aﬀects the performance when  has small values. Eventually, the following settings of parameters is selected as suitable for further experiments, na = 0.08,  = 0.02. We changed the
number of coupling FHN neurons at N = 500 as shown
in Fig.9. When the number of coupling FHN neurons is
one, the noise generated by a neuron is not suﬃcient to
fire and propagate. The correlation value is observed to increase with a higher number of coupling neurons. When
the number of coupling neurons is larger than twelve, the
correlation value decreases. Hence, conventional SR characteristics between the correlation value and internal noise
intensity is confirmed.
4. Summary
A circular network of FHN neuron with unidirection and
coupling has been constructed. When some neurons are firing, connections assist other neurons to fire as an internal
noise source. The network was observed to operate under
stochastic resonance regime in total absence of any external noise source. Therefore, the network does not need the
external noise source for operation. We obtained the SR
curve by changing the amount of noise by increasing the
number of coupling neurons. We confirmed that the correlation value increases by optimizing noise.
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Abstract—Digital state feedback controllers
are frequently used in DC-DC converters when
high/optimal performance is required. In this paper
we investigate the nonlinear behavior of such systems
when the feedback control law is a discontinuous
function of the location of the state vector in the state
space. It is shown that the well known problem of
chattering that appears in these controllers (e.g. in
Model Predictive Control - MPC) is due to a border
collision between the ﬁxed point of the nominal period
one orbit and the borders that deﬁne the areas that
the speciﬁc gains are utilized, and forces the converter
to exhibit high current ripple that can deteriorate the
system’s performance. The exact switched dynamical
model of the system is described along with the three
switching manifolds in the state space and through
that a detailed analysis of the border collision that
causes the chattering and the high current ripple is
presented. Finally, a methodology is proposed that
can lead to a design procedure that completely avoids
this problem. The latter can be taken into account
when advanced controllers are employed in order to
guarantee the optimal behavior of the system.
1. Introduction
DC-DC converters are used in numerous applications ranging from simple domestic appliances to mobile phones, laptops and areas that require high performance like military and aerospace systems. The main
task of such a power circuit is to regulate the voltage
and/or current of its output despite ﬂuctuations in its
input. When there is a need to increase the input
voltage, a boost converter is usually employed (even
though there are other converters that can be used
for that) which uses two electronic switches that can
either be both set to OFF or they can operate complementary, i.e. when one switch is OFF the other is
ON. Hence the converter toggles between three diﬀerent topologies in such a way that boosts the input voltage [1]. The nonlinear dynamics of DC-DC converters
have attracted a lot of interest from the academic com-

munity [2, 3] and it is now considered to be a mature
topic that is also embraced by industry. The main issue with such systems is the occurrence of high current
ripple that appears when a bifurcation happens and
this can greatly degrade the eﬃciency and lifetime of
the converter. There are 3 main types of bifurcations
that can take place in these converters: a) smooth (period doubling, Neimark-Sacker and Saddle-Node bifurcation) b) an interaction between smooth bifurcations
[4] and c) nonsmooth bifurcations (also called border
collisions) where a ﬁxed point collides with a border in
the state space [5]. Despite the large volume of work
on the bifurcation analysis of DC-DC converters, little or no work has taken place when the converter is
being controlled by an advanced type of controller like
state feedback. These controllers are used when high
performance is required and the tuning method is usually based on methods like MPC [6] and Constrained
Stabilization [7]. These techniques can lead to either
ﬁxed or switching control laws where the vector ﬁelds
depend on the location of the state vector in the state
space. In [8] the authors made a ﬁrst attempt to explore the various bifurcation phenomena that appear
when digital state feedback controllers are used. It was
shown that it is possible to have a range of undesired
phenomena that can greatly deteriorate the operation
of the converter. This work was further elaborated in
[9] where various bifurcation phenomena were taken
into account in the design of eﬃcient and robust state
feedback controllers. In this paper we further explore
the nonlinear behavior of boost converters that employ switching state feedback controllers. This creates
multiple switching manifolds in the state space where
it is possible to have border collisions when a ﬁxed
point hits them. This border collision is the explanation behind the well known problem of chattering
that frequently appears in converters that use MPC
and create large limit cycles of high periodicity. Even
though an MPC controller creates multiple switching
manifolds in the state space, in this work only one
switching manifold is added in order to simplify the
analysis and to clearly demonstrate the eﬀect of the
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aforementioned border collision. The last part of the
paper focuses on ﬁnding ways to overcome this problem. As a complete design methodology cannot be
fully presented (due to space limitations) an analysis
of how this work can lead to robust controllers that
guarantee the avoidance of chattering is included.
2. System Description
The schematic diagram of the boost converter is
shown in Fig. 1 assuming ideal components. Mathematically, and irrespectively of the controller that is
chosen, the dynamical model of the converter is given
by the piecewise smooth ODE shown in (1), where the
two states are chosen to be the inductor current iL and
the output or capacitor voltage vc , i.e. x = [vc iL ]T .

 A1 x + B1 u, (S,D)=(ON, OFF);
A2 x + B2 u, (S,D)=(OFF, ON);
ẋ =
(1)

A3 x + B3 u, (S,D)=(OFF, OFF).
[
]
[
]
−1/RC 0
−1/RC 1/C
A1,3 =
, A2 =
, B1,2 =
0
0
−1/L
0
[
]
[ ]
0
0
, B3 =
, u = Vin
1/L
0

cycle; this mode of operation is called ”discontinuous
conduction mode” (DCM). Regardless of the state of
the switches ((OFF, ON) or (OFF, OFF)) at the beginning of the next clock cycle the switch state is set
again to (ON, OFF) and the whole operation is repeated. In the state space the transition from the
switch state (ON, OFF) to (OFF, ON) and then to
(OFF, OFF) is being described by two switching manifolds given by the following smooth scalar equations1 :
h1 = −t/T + [k1 k2 ] × (x(nT ) − xref ) + dss
[
]
h2 = 0 1 × x(t)

]
[
]
{ [
[k1A k2A ] , if [a b] × x(nT ) ≤ c;
k1B k2B , if a b × x(nT ) > c.
Similarly the value of dss is dssA and dssB above and
below the border respectively2 .
Care has to be taken here as the ﬁrst and third
switching manifolds depend on the sampled state vector and the second on the continuous state vector. As
a switching occurs when the continuous orbit hits a
manifold these expressions have to be modiﬁed; in order to do that we use the uniqueness and existence
theorem of diﬀerential equations [9]:
and [k1 k2 ] =

x(t) = e

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a digitally controlled
boost converter.

d = [k1 k2 ] × (x(nT ) − xref ) + dss
where

[
xref =

Vref + T (Vref − Vin /2RC)
Iref − Vin dT /2L

(2)

]
(3)

and dss is the steady state desired duty cycle i.e. if the
error is vanished at steady state conditions we have
d = dss .
The third state of the switches i.e. (OFF, OFF),
takes place if the inductor current becomes zero and
due to the diode stays oﬀ until the end of the clock

(5)

In [8] the gain vector and the value of dss were assumed to be constant but here they depend on the
location of the orbit in the state space, hence this deﬁnes another switching manifold given by:
[
]
h3 = a b × x(nT ) − c
(6)

∫

In order to toggle between the three states of the
two switches, an external clock is used with period T .
At the beginning of each clock cycle the state of the
switches is set to (ON, OFF). The switches remain at
this state until t = d × T , where d is the duty cycle.
In this work a digital state feedback controller is used
and hence the duty cycle is deﬁned by (2).

(4)

A1 t

[

t

x(nT ) +

e
nT

A1 (t−τ )

]
0
dτ
Vin /L

or
] )
0
x(nT ) = (e )
e
dτ
Vin /L
nT
(7)
Therefore, the complete mathematical model of the
system is given by (1), along with the expressions
of h1 , h2 and h3 and (7). In this work the chosen gains are k1A = 0.0443, k2A = −0.2324 and
k1B = 0.0482, k2B = −1.5886, while dssA = 0.5 and
dssB = 0.1. The switching manifold h3 for simplicity
reasons was chosen to be parallel to the y − axis, i.e.
a = 0, b = 1; the value of c = Imax is chosen as the
bifurcation variable.
A1 t −1

1 At

(
∫
x(t) −

[

t

A1 (t−τ )

t = 0 there is a transition from (OFF, ON) or (OFF,
OFF) to (ON, OFF) but as this depends on time and not on
the value of the state vector, it does not need to be included in
the analysis.
2 In (6) the switching manifold is defined as a straight line
(based on the values of a, b and c) since all advanced switching
controllers such as MPC employ a state space partitioning where
all regions are polytopes.
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As it has been described in the previous section the
normal boost converter has one switching condition
based on the location of the state vector when the
switch state changes from (ON, OFF) to (OFF, ON)
(switching manifold h1 ) and another one when it goes
into DCM (switching manifold h2 ). A third condition
is imposed in this work as the feedback law changes
when the inductor current is higher than Imax (switching manifold h3 ). In order to see the eﬀect of the last
switching manifold the bifurcation diagram of Imax is
plotted for values between 0.481A and 0.485A. In Fig.
2 we see that for high values of Imax there is a unique
period 1 orbit and then at approximately 0.483A there
is a sudden transition to a much higher periodic orbit
with a much bigger limit cycle. From this ﬁgure we
can also see that this bifurcation happens when the
ﬁxed point hits the switching manifold deﬁned by h3 ,
i.e. when the ﬁxed point hits the border Imax . In Fig.
3a we see the limit cycle in the state space and as Imax
is decreased (in the ﬁgure shown from 0.5A to 0.49A
and then to 0.4835A) we see that the border described
by h3 comes closer and closer to the ﬁxed point. At
some point there will be a collision and as it can be
seen by Fig. 3b after that we have a new large limit
cycle with high periodicity. A similar picture can be
seen in Fig. 4. This phenomenon in the nomenclature
of control systems theory is called chattering and as it
can be seen here it is due to a border collision.
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Figure 5: Bifurcation diagram with dssA = 0.5 and
dssB = 0.4.
4. Avoidance of Chattering
In this section we will present ways to avoid the
chattering in this simple case and discuss how this
can be extended to more complicated controllers (like
MPC) that create multiple manifolds and hence the
phenomenon of chattering can be even more severe.
In order to do that we will start by answering the
following four questions: a) can we predict exactly
where/when the border collision occurs? b) for what
values of the bifurcation variable does this occur? c)
will we always have chattering when the border collision happens? and d) what can be done in order to
avoid this phenomenon.
The ﬁrst two questions are easily answered by calculating the ﬁxed points of the converter for the two
values of dss before and after the switching3 using (3),
[
]T
[
]T
which are 10.1250 0.4833 and 8.4167 0.3339 .
Hence, the borders where the chattering occurs are between 0.3339 and 0.4833 which is also shown in Fig.
5. The third question can be answered by investigating the direction of the vector ﬁelds before and after
the switching. As in this case both vector ﬁelds are
directed towards h3 it is expected that sliding will occur on that surface. Based on this observation, it is
possible to answer the fourth and probably the most
important question, i.e. how can we avoid the occur3 In order to improve the visibility of the figures, in this section we use dssB = 0.4 instead of 0.1.
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rence of chattering. The simplest answer is to avoid
hitting the border, i.e. setting Imax to a value that
we do not have a border collision, but in this case the
beneﬁt that we have of using multiple control laws is
lost. Another approach is to make sure that when the
border collision occurs, the vector ﬁelds do not point
at the same switching manifold. In Fig. 6 we see the
response of the system similarly to Fig. 3 where the
values of dssB , xref are modiﬁed appropriately so that
that the two vector ﬁelds have the same direction, for
Imax = 0.4 4 .
This approach could be utilized by controllers such
as MPC, where multiple switching manifolds are created in order to optimally drive the trajectory in the
state space.
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methodology similar to [9] that can guarantee an optimum behavior of the system in wide operating region.
Also, the incorporation of the aforementioned strategy of avoiding chattering in MPC algorithms must
be further studied.
4 It can be easily found from (3) that, for I
max = 0.4, in
order to change the second vector field’s direction we need to set
dssB ≥ 0.452, provided that xref is also modified accordingly.

[6] S. Almer, S.Mariethoz, and M. Morari, “Piecewise
Aﬃne Modeling and Control of a Step-up DCDC converter,” in American Control Conference,
pp. 3299–3304, 2010.
[7] C. Yfoulis, D. Giaouris, S. Voutetakis, and S. Papadopoulou, “Constrained switching stabilization
of a dc-dc boost converter using piecewise-linear
Lyapunov functions,” in IEEE MED, pp. 814–823,
2013.
[8] D. Giaouris, C. Yfoulis, S. Voutetakis, and S. Papadopoulou, “Stability analysis of state feedback
controlled boost converters,” in Proceedings of the
IECON 2013 - 39th Annual Conference of the
IEEE Industrial Electronics Society, pp. 8383–
8388, 2013.
[9] C. Yfoulis, D. Giaouris, F. Stergiopoulos, C. Ziogou, S. Voutetakis, and S. Papadopoulou, “Robust
constrained stabilization of boost dc-dc converters
through bifurcation analysis,” under submision at
Control Engineering Practice.
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Abstract—In this paper, a computationally-based
methodology to obtain chaos controllers for PWM buck
power converters is proposed, developed and proven. The
mathematical model of a PWM is highly nonlinear (and
non-smooth) and simulations show rich phenomena. The
technique is based on a feed-forward control, where the
offset of the T -periodic sawtooth signal is modified continuously. Basically, the sawtooth is redefined as a function of the output and reference voltages. The controller is
easy to implement with an analog circuit, and it improves
the performance of the system. Additionally, it reduces the
percentage of regulation error and eliminates non-desired
orbits. Computational and experimental results validate the
controller design. Due to space restrictions a few pictures
are included in this document, but many will be presented
at the conference and in the final version of this paper.

imentally proven. It was proven that 1T -periodic orbits remain stable within the Vin range [13, 70]V. This result was
validated experimentally for Vin ∈ [20, 40]V.
The main contribution of this paper is the development
of a methodology to compute a chaos controller using bifurcations diagrams.
2. Model of a Buck Converter
A simplified schematic diagram of the PW M voltagecontrolled buck converter is depicted in Fig. 1 and is described by Eq. (1).

1. Introduction
Many techniques have been developed to counteract
chaotic regimes and other undesired behaviors [1–5].
To eliminate high-period orbits and chaos, mainly two
techniques have been proposed: OGY [6] and T DAS [7].
Both methods eliminate chaos and high-periodic orbits in
the buck converter, and an example can be found in [8].
However, these techniques require complex schemes to
be implemented, and they require digital devices such as
FPGA-s, DSP-s, microcontrollers and so on.
With the aim to develop a control technique that is simple to implement, a control scheme that suppresses chaotic
bands and orbits with a period greater than one is proposed
in this paper. The control has very good performance in a
wide range of power sources, reference voltages and load
values. Essentially, this method, which is based on feedforward action, consists of adapting the ramp waveform
(Vr(t)) to the control signal (Vco(t)) in such a way Vr(t)
becomes similar to Vco(t). In this way, the ramp signal
changes its offset voltage over the time. In addition, with
this control technique, the frequency of the ramp signal
is not altered. After developing the proposed technique,
the performance of the system was numerically and exper-

Figure 1: DC-DC buck converter controlled by a ramp.
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VC and IL are the state variables and correspond to the
capacitor voltage and the inductor current, respectively.
Switches S 1 and S 2 operate in a complementary way.
R, L and C are the load resistance, the inductor and the
capacitor, respectively, and Rin is the equivalent resistance
of the current sensor and the inductor internal resistance.
Vin is the value of the power source. u is the control signal
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and takes values in the discrete set {0, 1}; its value is given
according to the based-ramp controller.
The buck converter controlled by a ramp consists of a
control signal Vco(t) that is compared with a T -periodic
sawtooth waveform Vr(t), which is given by Eq. (2):
t
(2)
Vr(t) = VL + (Vu − VL ) mod
T
where VL and Vu are the lower and upper constant voltage
values, respectively, and T is the switching period. The
control signal Vco(t) is proportional to the output error,
which is the difference between the reference voltage Vre f
and the output voltage VC . The amplifier A1 with gain a is
used to obtain Vco(t), and A2 is an infinite gain comparator,
which is used to obtain the control action u. Vco(t) and u
are computed according to the following equations:
Vco(t) = a (VC (t) − Vre f )
(
1 i f Vco(t) < Vr(t)
u=
0 i f Vco(t) > Vr(t)

this diagram is to find a region where the system presents a
stable 1T -periodic solution, which is obtained if k is properly chosen.
After that, we used these values in Eq. (5), and we obtained the experimental results shown in Fig.2
4. Conclusions
A new technique for chaos control applied to a PW M
voltage-controlled buck converter has been proposed. The
design approach is based on the analysis of bifurcation
diagrams to compute the constant parameters that define
the controller. The methodology provides a feed-forward
controller. The proposed control is easy to implement,
does not require many components and yields excellent
results.

(3)
Acknowledgments
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The authors would like to thank DIMA (Universidad Nacional de Colombia) for financing several projects which
were very useful for this work.

3. Controlling Chaos
The analysis of the signal Vco(t) shows that, as Vin increases, Vco(t) also increases, and Vco(t) is unable to interact with the voltage of ramp Vr(t), which induces the bifurcation scenario. Then, the main idea is to change the Vr(t)
value depending on the Vco(t) value without changing the
slope of the ramp. When the slope of the ramp remains
fixed and undesired behaviors are avoided, it is possible to
obtain fixed frequency switching and a simple circuit design. However, the design of the final controller is based
on the bifurcation diagram when the slope changes. In this
way, the basic feed-forward controller (Var(t)) in which k
and Vin vary is defined as:
t
Vco(t) Vin
Var(t) =
+
mod
(5)
k
k
T
where Var(t) corresponds to the signal that will replace
Vr(t), k is a constant to be computed, and Vin will be fixed
to a constant value. The values of Vin and k are computed
in such a way that undesired behaviors are avoided. According to Eq. (5), a change in Vco(t) immediately updates
Var. The term Vco(t) causes the ramp Var(t) to change its
offset voltage. Now, the control signal is described by
(
1 i f Vco(t) < Var(t)
u=
(6)
0 i f Vco(t) > Var(t)
The objective now is to find the values of Vin and k that
will be replaced in Eq. (5) and will guarantee a 1T -periodic
solution with good regulation performance. Bifurcation diagrams are then used to find suitable values for Vin and
k. Initially, a two-dimensional bifurcation diagram is computed using Vin and k as bifurcation parameters. The aim of
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Figure 2: Experimental phase portrait and time responses for Vr(t), Vco(t) and VC signals for the system controlled by a
ramp. (a)-(c) for Vin =37V and (d)-(f) for Vin =38V.
Experimental phase portrait and time responses for Vr(t), Vco(t) and VC signals for the system controlled by feed-forward
technique. (g)-(i) for Vin =37V and (j)-(l) for Vin =38V.
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Abstract—Many studies have been devoted to analyze
the Zero Average Dynamics (ZAD) strategy for controlling
power converters. In this paper the ideal model of the buck
converter is analyzed when is controlled by ZAD strategy;
however, the analog to digital process is considered in the
modeling state, because all signals used to compute the
duty cycle pass through analog to digital converter. In particular two different ways to quantize the signals are used.
As ZAD-strategy is highly sensitivity to duty cycle values
which are computed from the capacitor voltage and inductor current, this communication intends to explain why the
experiments are very different from the ideal model results.

and by rounding down. Depending on what quantization
technique is used, results are very different. Major differences when bit changes are given in the duty cycle are the
main obstacle to obtain very good results in experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2
presents the basis of the ZAD-control and its application
to the buck converter. In section 3 the main characteristics
of the analog to digital conversion process are presented.
Section 4 is devoted to analysis of the results. Finally, in
section 5 conclusions are presented.
2. DC-DC Buck converter with ZAD strategy

1. Introduction
In the last decade ZAD strategy has been developed
for controlling DC-DC converters. This controller uses a
sliding surface defined as a linear combination of the error
and its derivative, which is forced to have a zero average.
Previous theoretical and numerical studies have shown that
ZAD strategy offers two important advantages: very low
error and fixed switching frequency [1]. Implementations
based on DSP and FPGA technologies use Analog to
Digital (A/D) converters, which imply a quantization
process. Quantization is the process by which a continuous
range of values is approximated by a set of discrete
symbols or values. The inclusion of quantization effects
in modeling stage is not a new idea [2]-[3]; particularly,
in [4]-[5] it was proven the existence of a limit cycle. As
the ZAD control is sensitivity to computation of the duty
cycle, small changes in it causes different behaviors on the
controlled system. Some of those changes are given by
quantization process. In [6] a complete explanation about
the influence of the quantization effects on route to chaos
in a ZAD-controlled buck converter was presented, and
in [7] quantization, delay and internal resistances were
taking into account to obtain good agreement between
experiments and numerical results. The main difference
between this work and other close works is that in this
paper and with the aim to emphasize the effects of A/D
converter in numerical results, two different processes of
quantization are explored: by rounding to nearest integer

A simplified diagram of the closed-loop buck converter
is shown in Figure 2. Its main feature is that the output
value Vo is lower than the source Vin (step down converter).
Switches S 1 and S 2 operate in a complementary way, i.e.
when S 1 is open, S 2 is closed, and viceversa.

Figure 1: Scheme of a ZAD-controlled Buck converter.
The mathematical model can be expressed in compact
form as:
!
!
!
!
−1
1
0
ẋ1
x1
RC
C
= −1
+ Vin u
(1)
ẋ2
x2
0
L
L
where x1 = VC , x2 = IL and u belongs to {0, 1}.
The next step is to design a control strategy so that the
load voltage V0 is regulated to a desired value. To solve
this regulation problem, it is necessary to compute the time
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(D) when the switch S 1 is ON (u = 1) in each previously
defined sampling time T (D ∈ [0 T ]). Time D is known as
the duty cycle and it is normalized to d = D/T (d ∈ [0 1])
and is usually presented in percentage. The control strategy
we use is based on the concept of Zero Average Dynamics
on the output (ZAD) [8].
The ZAD-strategy can be summarized as follows. First,
choose a sampling time T and a surface s(x) = 0 in the state
space; second, force s(x(t)) to have zero average in each
sampling time; and finally, compute the duty cycle. As reported in [9], one of the practical possibilities for choosing
the surface is to define a piecewise-linear function s pwl (t).
Then, the zero average condition is
(k+1)T
Z

s pwl (t)dt = 0

(2)

kT

where we can solve for the duty cycle D. If the duty cycle
exceedes the limit value, then is saturated. With this duty
cycle, which changes in each T -cycle, the system exhibits
rich dynamic: transitions from stable 1T-periodic orbit to
chaos, including period-doubling, chaotic bands merging,
and period-doubling of chaotic band processes, among others, when parameter k s is varied [1].
Table 1: Simulation parametrics values
Parameter Value
Vin
40V
R
20Ω
L
2mH
C
40uF
Reference 32V
√
ks
4.5/ LC
T
50us

Figure 2: Dynamic close-loop buck converter system controlled by ZAD-strategy

Figure 3: Scheme of the Analog-to-Digital conversion process.
process consists of transforming a continuous signal into a
finite discrete set of values. The quantization is a nonlinear
process and it can be expressed mathematically as

A simulation of the ZAD-controlled buck converter using parameter values registered in table 1 is depicted in Figure 2. With these results we can show that ZAD-strategy
present a steady state error of 0.0617% and 1-periodic orbit with non-saturated duty cycle d = 79.84%
3. Analog to Digital Conversion Process
A/D converter transforms a continuous signal in a set
of discrete values. Since the ZAD strategy will be implemented in a digital platform, it is convenient to include the
A/D conversion process in the modeling stage. Figure 3
shows the main parts of this process, which are: sample
and hold, quantization and encoder processes.
3.1. Sample and hold and quantization processes
The sample and hold process consists of taking the value
of the signal at a given instant kT (sampling) and holding it
until the instant kT +T . On the other hand, the quantization

Vre f hi
(3)
2n
where h indicates the quantization level, n is the number
of bits of the A/D converter, and Vre f hi is the high voltage
reference. A quantized signal is shown in Figure 4, the
dashed line represents the desired linear response, and the
staircase functions is the output of the quantizer.
h=

3.2. Encoder Process
In this part, a binary code is assigned to each stair in the
Figure 4. In this paper we considerate two expressions to
compute the A/D converter code:

 n
 2 x(n) − Vre f low 

ADCCode = round 
(4)
Vre f hi − Vre f low 

 n
 2 x(n) − Vre f low 

ADCCode = f loor 
(5)
Vre f hi − Vre f low 
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Figure 4: Quantizer characteristic
Where Vre f low is the low voltage reference. Equation (4)
uses the function round, which rounds to nearest integer,
and eq. (5) rounds down. As it is analyzed in the next
section, depending on what expression is used, the response
of the ZAD control is very different.
4. Results
Simulation results including the A/D process are shown
in Figures 5 and 6. In all cases Vre f hi = 40V, Vre f low = 0V,
and n is varied to compare the behaviour of the system.
Depending on the number of bits n as well as of the
A/D conversion technique the duty cycle exhibits very
different behaviour compared to ideal model.
Figure

Figure 6: Percent duty cycle varying ADC resolution using
equation 5 to calculate ADCcode
d1 = 54.57%, d2 = 62.06% for the second case, and two
saturated duty cycle d3, d4 = 100%. For n = 12 and
n = 16 the duty cycle oscillates between a maximum and
minimum of non-saturated duty cycles, dmx = 85.38%
and dmn = 73.79% for n = 12; and dmx = 80.41% and
dmn = 79.57% for n = 16.
Figure 6 was obtained using Eq. (5) to compute the
values of the state variables; in this case, the steady state
errors (not shown here) were 6.2699%, 1.7872%, 0.4897%
and 0.0346% for n = 8, n = 10, n = 12 and n = 16 bits,
respectively. For n = 10 it is not clear the periodicity of the
duty cycle; For n = 12 and n = 16 the duty cycle oscillates
between a maximum and minimum of non-saturated duty
cycles, dmx = 86.39.38% and dmn = 74.81% for n = 12;
and dmx = 80.35% and dmn = 79.62% for n = 16.

5. Conclusions

Figure 5: Percent duty cycle varying ADC resolution using
equation 4 to calculate ADCcode
5 was obtained using Eq. (4) to compute the values of
the state variables; in this case, the steady state errors
(not shown here) were 2.7645%, 1.1200%, 0.0773% and
0.0635% for n = 8, n = 10, n = 12 and n = 16 bits,
respectively. For n = 8 and n = 10 bits the system
exhibits 4-periodic orbit with two non-saturated duty
cycles d1 = 51.95%, d2 = 81.89% for the first case, and

It was numerically proven that depending on the rounding of the quantizer, the value of the duty cycle does not
change significatively but the behaviour of the system do.
For this reason, inclusion of analog to digital conversion
process in the modeling of ZAD-controlled buck converter
is essential to obtain better results than the ideal model; this
is because the technique is high sensitive to small changes
in the values of the state variables, mainly on the current
value. Also, it can be seen chaotic transient dynamics in
the simulations.
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Abstract— This paper studies a simple switched dynamical
system based on the boost converter with photovoltaic input.
Applying a simple piecewise linear modeling and mapping
procedure that system dynamics can be analyzed precisely. We
have analyzed stability of fundamental periodic phenomena and
their power characteristics. Especially, we have clarified that
unstable periodic orbit can have larger average power than stable
periodic orbit.

piecewise linear current-controlled voltage source (CCVS):

−γa (i − IP ) + VP for i ≤ IP
(1)
Vi (i) =
−γb (i − IP ) + VP for i > IP
The boost converter has a switch S and a diode D. They can
be either of the following 2 states:
State 1: S conducting and D blocking
State 2: S blocking and D conducting.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The switched dynamical system (SDS [1]-[3]) consists of
continuous subsystems connected by a discrete switching rule.
Depending on the rule and parameters, the SDSs can exhibit
various periodic/chaotic phenomena and related bifurcation
phenomena. As typical and concrete examples of the SDSs
in engineering systems, switching power converters and A/D
converters have been studied.
This paper studies stability and basic bifurcation phenomena
of a simple SDS based on the boost converter with photovoltaic (PV) input. Power converters of the PV input has
been attracted a lot of attention as efficient renewable energy
systems [4]-[6]. In our system, the PV input corresponds to a
solar cell. The PV input is applied to the dc-dc boost converter
with current mode control switching.
In order to simplify the analysis, we replace the smooth
voltage-current characteristics of the PV with two-segment
piecewise linear characteristics [7] [8]. Also, assuming a high
frequency operation, we replace the output load with a constant
voltage source [9]. Deriving one-dimensional return map of
a state variable at every switching instants, we can analyze
stability of fundamental periodic waveforms and their power
characteristics precisely. Especially, we have clarified that
unstable periodic orbit can have larger average power than
stable periodic orbit. Basic bifurcation phenomena have also
been considered. Now we are trying to fabricate a simple test
circuit and to confirm typical phenomena experimentally.

The switching rule is defined by
State 1 → State 2 at t = nT and i > J−
State 2 → State 1 when i = J−

(2)

where J− is the lower threshold. Figure 2 illustrates the
switching rule. Let the system be State 1. If a clock pulse
arrives at time t = nt then State 1 is switched into State
2. If an inductor current i reaches the lower threshold then
State 2 is switched into State 1. Repeating such operations, the
system can exhibit a variety of periodic /chaotic phenomena.
Assuming that time constant is much larger than the clock

II. C IRCUIT AND S TATE E QUATION
Figure. 1 shows the simplified model of the boost converter
with photovoltaic inputs. Here we derive a dimensionless state
equation of the simple SDS based on the boost converter
with PV input. First, we simplify the PV input by 2-segment
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Fig. 1.

The boost converter with photovoltaic inputs and simplification

In order to consider the power characteristics, we define the
dimensionless and average powers;
 NP
1
Pi (τ ) dτ, Pi (τ ) = x(τ )y(τ ),
(10)
PA =
NP 0

Fig. 2.

Figure. 4 shows the instantaneous and average powers corresponding to Fig. 4. it should be noted that the average power
of unstable PEO (Fig. 4 (b)) is larger than that of stable PEOs
in Figs. 4 (b’) and (b).

Switching rule

period T , we can simplify the output load into a constantvoltage source Vo . The circuit dynamics is described by

di
Vi (i)
for State 1
(3)
L =
Vi (i) − V0 for State 2
dt
Using the following dimensionless variables and parameters,
t
i
T
γa IP
, x=
, y(x) =
Vi (IP x), α =
T
IP
LIP
VP
γb IP
Vo
T VP
J−
β=
,q =
, γ=
, X− =
,
VP
VP
LIP
IP
Eqs. (1) and (3) are transformed into

dx
γy(x)
for State 1
=
γ(y(x) − q) for State 2
dτ

−α(x − 1) + 1 for x ≤ 1
y(x) =
−β(x − 1) + 1 for x > 1
τ=

(4)

(5)
(6)

SW Rule:
State 1 → State 2: at τ = n and x > X−
State 2 → State 1: when x = X−

(7)

.
Fig. 3. Typical wavforms. (a) Stable PEO with period 1 for γ = 1.3, (b)
.
Unstable PEO with period 1 for γ = 0.884. (b’) Stable PEO with period 2
.
for γ = 0.884.

The dimensionless 5 parameters can be classified into two
categories: (α, β, q), which characterizes ”solar cell and load”,
and (γ, X− ), which characterizes ”switching control”. γ is
parameter which relates temperature. The exact piece-wise
solution is given by
State 1:

x(τ ) = (x0 − xe1 )e−γα(τ −τ0 ) + xe1 for x ≤ 1
(8)
x(τ ) = (x0 − xe2 )e−γβ(τ −τ0 ) + xe2 for x > 1
State 2:

x(τ ) = (x0 − xe3 )e−γα(τ −τ0 ) + xe3
x(τ ) = (x0 − xe4 )e−γβ(τ −τ0 ) + xe4

for x ≤ 1
for x > 1

(9)

xe1 = 1 + 1/α, xe2 = 1 + 1/β
xe3 = q/α − 1 − 1/α, xe4 = q/β − 1 − 1/β
where (τ0 , x0 ) indicates an initial condition, Using these
equations, we can calculate waveform precisely. In this paper
we select gamma as a control parameter. This parameter can
represent influence of tempereture. The other parameters are
fixed:
α = 0.5, β = 5, q = 1.6, X− = 0.7.
Figure 3(a) shows stable periodic orbit (PEO) with period 1.
As γ decreases, it becomes unstable (Fig. 3(b)) and stable
periodic orbit with period 2 appears (Fig. 3(b’))

Fig. 4. Instantaneous power and average power Pa . (a) Stable PEO with
.
.
period 1 fo γ = 1.3, Pa = 0.87. (b) Unstable PEO with period 1 for
.
.
.
γ = 0.884, Pa = 0.91. (b’) Stable PEO with period 2 for γ = 0.884,
.
Pa = 0.77.
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III. R ETURN MAP AND STABILITY
In order to analyze the stability and power characteristics,
we define the return map. Let xn be the dimensionless current
when the n-th clock arrives and the SDS is State 2 where
x decreases. Since xn+1 is determined by xn as shown in
Fig. 5, we can define a return map xn+1 = F (xn ). The
return map can be described exactly using the exact piecewise solutions. Figure 6 shows examples of the return map
corresponding to Fig. 3. The return map in Fig. 6 (a) has
a stable fixed point that corresponds to stable PEO in Fig.
3 (a). Fig.6(a) shows an example of return map with stable
fixed point corresponding to Fig.3(a). As gamma decreases,
this fixed point becomes unstable via the period doubling
bifurcation and return map has stable PEO with period 2 as
shown in Fig. 6 (b). The unstable fixed point and stable PEO
with period 2 is corresponding to waveforms in Fig. 3 (b) and
(b’), respectively.
Figure. 7 shows one-parameter bifurcation diagram for γ.
We can see that, as γ decrease, the stable fixed point changed
into PEO with period 2 and then to chaotic orbit.

Fig. 7.

Bifurcation diagram

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper studies a simple SDS based on the boost converter with photovoltaic input. Applying the piecewise linear
simplification and mapping procedure, stability and power
characteristics have been analyzed precisely. Especially, we
have clarified that unstable periodic orbit can have larger average power than stable periodic orbit. Future problems include
fabrication of a simple test circuit, laboratory experiments, and
analysis of bifurcation phenomena.
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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a new
matlab-based program for numerical analysis of
switched dynamical systems. The program provides
a graphical user interface (gui) that allows the users
to enter the system description in terms of the symbolic ordinary diﬀerential equations for each subsystem, along with the information about the switching
surfaces. Using this program, one can locate the periodic orbits (stable as well as unstable) and can calculate their eigenvalues. The algorithm calculates the
fundamental solution matrix using exponential matrices for evolution within the subsystems, and the saltation matrices for transition across subsystems through
switching conditions. The tool is veriﬁed using several
hybrid dynamical systems.
1. Introduction
Brute-force simulation of the complex Filippov-type
hybrid dynamical systems can be done by many available softwares (for example simulink). But a computational tool for stability and bifurcation analysis
of such systems provides distinct advantage over such
brute-force simulation. Stability and bifurcation analysis oﬀers explanation of the change in behavior which
is not possible by simple system simulation.
Traditionally, collocation-based algorithms like
auto are used for this purpose. However, in the
softwares like auto (and specialized drivers, such as
d
slidecont [1], homcont [2], tc-hat (T
C) [3]), and
matcont [4] (in matlab environment), the entire
event order has to be predescribed. The auto-based
collocation method also has the limitation on problem
d
size: For example in tc-hat (T
C), if a hybrid periodic
trajectory corresponding to an N dimensional system
has S segments, then N S has to be less than 100. An
important limitation of the collocation method is that
it requires all the segments be equally meshed irrespective of their length, i.e., even very small segments
(almost zero length) have to have the same number
of mesh points as the largest segment in the periodic
trajectory. This limitation places constraints on the
format of the initial solution used for continuation.
Kowalczyk and Piiroinen also developed an algorithm [5] based on fundamental solution matrix to an-

alyze sliding bifurcations of Filippov systems. Though
the algorithm is capable of handling high dimensional
systems with a large number of subsystems, the system
analyzed in [5] has low dimension and less number of
subsystems. Since the program was not openly available, it was not possible for us to check its applicability
in the complex systems being handled in this paper.
Ma et al. developed a method [6], which locates the
periodic orbit by the Newton-Raphson method, and
in the process of convergence, obtains the Jacobian
for calculating the Floquet multipliers. However, this
method also has the limitation that the orbit should
contain a small number of switchings, because in its
Newton-Raphson search algorithm the size of the Jacobian matrix depends on that number.
In the present work, we present a software for detection of periodic orbits (stable and unstable). It uses
the shooting method to detect the periodic orbits, and
the Jacobian matrix needed for the algorithm is calculated from the fundamental solution matrix for one
period of the trajectory starting from the initial guess.
In each step the point is updated as well as the corresponding Jacobian matrix. Thus, when the algorithm
converges, it detects the ﬁxed point as well as its eigenvalues.
2. The Shooting Method
Suppose a hybrid dynamical system is comprised of
m subsystems M1 , M2 , M3 · · · Mm , and the solution
ﬂow is described as
x 1 = φ1 (τ1 , τ0 , x 0 ), for x ∈ M1 : ẋ = f 1 = A1 x +B 1
..
.
x m = φm (pT, τm−1 , x m−1 ),
for x ∈ Mm : ẋ = f m = Am x +B m
Starting from (x0 , τ0 ), the solution ﬂow crosses the
switching surfaces at time instants τ1 , τ2 · · · , τm−1 before it reaches the state xm at time pT . Then the
Newton-Raphson search rule for locating the periodp ﬁxed point can be formulated in the following way.
Suppose an initial guess for the ﬁxed point is x 0 . Then
the next step in the Newton-Raphson procedure is
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Figure 1: Screenshots of the Matlab gui for implementation of the algorithm.
given by
x ′0 = x 0 −

(

∂x m
− IN
∂x 0

standard tool within matlab). It allows the end
users to use the program with minimal knowledge
and input. Using this functionality, we have created a gui for our program (shown in Figure 1),
in which some windows are for user interaction—
typically input acquisition, parameter tuning and
option selection tasks. Others are windows to display graphical output.

)−1
(x m − x 0 )

where I N is an N -dimensional identity matrix. This
requires the Jacobian for the fundamental solution matrix which is calculated as
∂x m
∂x m
∂x m−1
∂x 2
∂x 1
= Sm
S m−1
S m−2 · · ·
S1
∂x 0
∂x m−1
∂x m−2
∂x 1
∂x 0

• Main Function: It provides the basic simulation routine steady-state and stability analysis as
shown in Figure 2. The parameters, the initial
subsystem, the initial values of the states and
time (by default zero), the ﬁnal time are given
as input. For nonautonomous time-periodic system the ﬁnal time is a ﬁxed value but in case of
autonomous system the time period is detected
after steady state analysis. Using this information, it calculates the trajectory for a time period
and on that basis it computes the state transition
matrices across the subsystems and the saltation
matrices. On that basis it calculates the Jacobian, and takes a Newton-Raphson step. This
is repeated until it converges. Thus this routine
calculates the ﬁxed point and eigenvalues. If the
parameters are changed, this algorithm can follow
the periodic orbit by a continuation method.

If the system is piecewise linear, the state transition
matrices for the ﬂow across each subsystem are nothing but the exponential matrices
∂x 1
∂x 2
= eA1 (τ1 −τ0 ) ,
= eA2 (τ2 −τ1 ) · · ·
∂x 0
∂x 1
It can be evaluated using matlab’s expm function
which is ten-term Taylor’s series approximation. For
piecewise nonlinear subsystem (e.g., Alpazur oscillator) the method given in [7] has been used.
The ﬁrst saltation matrix (or the state transition matrix for the passage across the ﬁrst switching condition) is given by
(f − f 1 )n ⊤
1
.
S1 = I N + ⊤ 2
1
n 1 f 1 + ∂h
|
∂t t=τ1
Here n 1 is the normal vector to the switching surface
h1 (t, x ) = 0, and n ⊤
1 is its transpose. The saltation
matrices for the transitions between the other subsystems are obtained in a similar way. Thus once the
switching time instants and the ﬂow equations in each
subsystem are known, the fundamental solution matrix can be obtained.
3. Program Architecture and Implementation
• Graphical user interface (gui): matlab provides
a mechanism to generate gui by using guide (the

• Subfunction for each subsystem: It receives input (state and time) from the main function and
GUI
User Input
Main Function
Subfunction
for each subsystem
Result

Figure 2: Structure of the program inside the gui.
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computes a set of diﬀerential equations. In each
subsystem there are some switching conditions indicating transitions to other subsystems. When
a switching condition is satisﬁed the integration
stops, and the time instant and the state vector
at that instant are stored and used as the starting
value for the next subsystem. The computational
work is performed by the integrators, which are
the standard matlab ode [8] solvers with builtin event detection routines. The solution is sent
back to main function for graphical representation.
• The necessary results are shown graphically and
stored in an appropriate format for the further
use (i.e., if in a parameter range more than one
solution exists, the ﬁnal bifurcation diagram will
be drawn by superimposition of all the solutions).
4. User Actions
For the user, the ﬁrst job is to introduce a new system by giving input to the edit ﬁelds and click ‘Save
System’ or load an existing one by clicking ‘Load System’ as shown in Figure 1. Filling the ﬁelds is straightforward since the matlab syntax is used. There are
six mandatory ﬁelds of interest, namely, System Info,
Parameters, Subsystems, Bifurcation Parameter, Initial Conditions, and ode Solver Parameters. Once
the data are given in the appropriate ﬁelds, the user
clicks the ‘Run’ or ‘Compute’ pushbutton in Results
depending on the steady-state or stability analysis. In
stability analysis ‘Fixed point’, ‘Eigenvalues’, ‘Subsystem sequence’, and ‘Bifurcation type’ will be displayed
by clicking the radio buttons. The program stops if the
event detection routine does not work properly. One
can change the ‘ode Solver Parameters’ to inﬂuence
the event detection routine. Graphical representation
of the results is also possible.
5. Some Illustrative Examples
Many switched dynamical systems were taken from
[5, 7, 9] and were tested by this newly developed tool.
Here, two systems are chosen to show the applicability
of the proposed tool.
5.1. Buck converter with current-mode control
A current controlled dc-dc buck converter is taken
as an example [10] as shown in Figure 3. In this converter, the switch (S) turns oﬀ when the inductor current iL reaches a pre-speciﬁed reference value Iref . It
turns on at the arrival of the next pulse from a freerunning clock. If a clock pulse arrives while the switch
is on, it is ignored.
From “hybrid system” point of view the system can
be modeled as
{
M1 : A1 x + B 1 S is ON
dx
=
dt
M2 : A2 x + B 2 S is OFF

iL

S
Vs

+
−

L
D
Q

+
-

Iref

R

C

+
vC
-

R

Clock
S

D Flip Flop

Ts

Figure 3: Circuit diagram of a buck converter with
current mode control. The parameter values are: L =
0.62 mH, C = 1 mF, R = 10 Ω, fs = 1/Ts = 30 kHz,
Iref = 1 A.
where, x = [ iL vC ]⊤ = [ x1 x2 ]⊤, and the coeﬃcient
matrices are
]
[V ]
[ ]
[
s
0
0 − L1
L , B =
A1 = A2 = 1
,
B
=
.
1
2
1
0
−
0
C
RC
The ﬁrst and second subsystems are denoted by M1
and M2 respectively. The switching surfaces are given
by h1 : x1 − Iref = 0, and h2 : t mod Ts = 0.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Bifurcation diagrams with Vs as varying parameter (a) brute-force (only stable attractors), (b)
path-following (stable and unstable periodic orbits).
After giving the inputs to the tool, the usual approach to analyze the dynamics of the system is often
to make a parameter sweep and to create a bifurcation diagram by direct numerical simulation (DNS).
By choosing the input voltage Vs as the bifurcation
parameter, with the variation (decreasing value) of it a
bifurcation diagram as shown in Figure 4(a) has been
obtained which shows the stable attractors. A path
following bifurcation diagram (using the combination
of shooting method with Newton-Raphson and continuation algorithm) is also drawn which shows the stable
and the unstable periodic orbits (Figure 4(b)) to explain the underlying behavior more accurately. Both
the bifurcation diagrams have been drawn by the developed software.
All the bifurcation points and their types are identiﬁed by monitoring the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix of the ﬁxed-point as shown in Table 1.
5.2. Load resonant converter with fixed frequency control
A phase-shift modulated non-isolated series-parallel
load resonant dc-dc converter [11] is considered to il-
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Table 1: Eigenvalues of the ﬁxed point with variation of input voltage Vs .
Vs
20.00
17.631
17.630
17.630
15.763
15.762
15.762

Periodic orbit
stable period-1
stable period-1
unstable period-1
stable period-2
stable period-2
unstable period-2
unstable period-4

Subsystem sequence
[1-2]
[1-2]
[1-2]
[1-2 – 1-2]
[1-2 – 1-2]
[1 – 1-2]
[1-2 – 1-2 – 1 – 1-2]

Fixed point
[ 0.7359 8.6792 ]
[ 0.763015 8.81507 ]
[ 0.763028 8.81514 ]
[ 0.7604 8.8150 ]
[ 0.5763 7.8815 ]
[ 0.5762 7.8811 ]
[ 0.5762 7.8810 ]

Eigenvalues
−0.7668, 0.9966
−0.9999, 0.9967
−1.0000, 0.9967
0.9999, 0.9935
0.9931± 0.0842j (≃0.9967)
−1.0000, 0.9934
−1.0007, 0.9868

Type

smooth

nonsmooth
nonsmooth

References

Figure 5: Bifurcation diagram with input voltage as
varying parameter. The orbits in black color are drawn
by brute-force simulation. The red and blue colors
indicate unstable period-1 and unstable period-5 orbit
respectively.
lustrate the ability of this algorithm to work with systems with a high degree of complexity. In this system,
a ﬁve-dimensional state space is divided into nine subsystems by four switching surfaces. The bifurcation
diagram (Figure 5) shows that a Neimark-Sacker and
saddle-node bifurcations have occurred at Vs = 19.83 V
and Vs = 21.14 V respectively. A mode-locked period5 orbit after second bifurcation consists of 32 subsystems, which also includes sliding segments.
6. Conclusion
This paper focuses on the numerical analysis of Filippov type complex hybrid dynamical systems. In this
work, a new general purpose Matlab-based program
for the stability analysis of any hybrid dynamical system is introduced. Armed with an appropriate gui,
this tool is aimed at providing end-users with a powerful computer tool to perform such analysis. It is
expected to be useful in carrying out a number of computations (ﬁxed points, their stability, bifurcation diagram, phase space) in an eﬃcient and simple way. This
tool has no bar on problem size because each switching
is considered separately by saltation matrices.
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In this paper new and simple closed-form conditions for
predicting the fast-scale stability boundaries in switched
mode PWM power converters under fixed frequency control are obtained. All single input fixed frequency converters under Trailing Edge (TEM) and Leading Edge Modulation (LEM) schemes are treated using the same unified approach. The stability boundary conditions are obtained from the steady-state response of the discrete-time
model using an asymptotic approach without resorting to
frequency-domain Fourier analysis and without using the
monodromy or the Jacobian matrix of the discrete-time
model as it was recently reported in the existing literature
on this topic. The availability of such simple closed-form,
boundary expressions allows to understand the effect of the
different parameters of the system upon its stability and its
dynamical behavior. The results are applied to analyze different examples of switching converters operating in continuous conduction mode.
1. Introduction
The fast-scale stability boundary of switched-mode
power electronics converters can either be obtained by
long-time integration of the continuous-time switched
model, discrete-time model and its Jacobian matrix or
Floquet theory with Fillipov technique to compute the
mondromy matrix [1]. After obtaining the Jacobian or
monodromy matrix, critical boundary conditions for some
singularities like saddle-node (SN) bifurcation or perioddoubling (PD) can be obtained by imposing in the characteristic equation that one of the eigenvalues is equal to
+1 or −1 respectively. Another approach recently used in
[2] for locating these boundaries is by expanding the feedback signal into a Fourier series to obtain the steady-state
trajectory in certain periodic regimes and imposing critical
conditions for the occurrence of the corresponding singularities like PD and SN bifurcations. With that approach an
effort to transform the results from the Fourier frequencydomain into the time-domain has still to be done. In [2],
the transformation from the Fourier frequency-domain to
the time-domain is based on elementary partial fraction
decomposition after defining some ele mentary cases of
the system transfer function in the s−domain and listing
them in the form of tables. However, this transfer function cannot be directly obtained in general making the ap-

proach only applicable for a limited class of PWM switching converters like the ones considered in [2]. In particular
those that can be be formulated in the form of a linear system and a square-wave signal generated by a comparator
like the PWM process. In [4], the Poisson sum formulae and some related Fourier series properties have been
used to transform the condition for PD occurrence from
the Fourier frequency-domain to a matrix-form state-space
time-domain condition. For design purpose, these matrixform expressions can be expressed in scalar form by using
some practical assumptions [4]. We will see in this paper
that a steady-state analysis of the trajectory in the timedomain will lead to the same results without need to use
the Fourier series expansion and without having to perform any transformation nor needing the calculation of the
Jacobian or the monodromy matrix. All fixed frequency
control methods such as peak current mode control, valley current mode control, average current mode control, V2
peak voltage mode control, average voltage mode control
and V2 valley voltage mode control are characterized can
be described and analyzed by the same approach. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the modeling of single-input switching converters in CCM.
The steady-state response to periodic excitation is revisited in Section 3. Derivation of a closed-form expression
for predicting SN singularity in these systems in the timedomain is presented in Section 4. Subsequently, the work
derives in Section 5 the steady-response of these systems to
subharmonic excitation and a new condition for predicting
PD bifurcation is derived in Section 6 by imposing a boundary condition in the time-domain between T -periodic and
2T −periodic orbits. Finally some concluding remarks are
drawn in the last section.
2. Switching Converters Modeling
Let vtri (t) the time-varying T −periodic external ramp signal used for fixed frequency PWM modulation in voltage mode control and average current mode control or for
compensation for other related control strategies such in
peak and valley voltage and current mode control. Let
vc = C(Xr − x) be the feedback signal which is compared
with the ramp signal to decide the duty cycle D where Xr
is a suitable reference vector, C is an appropriate vector of
feedback coefficients and x ∈ Rn is the vector of the state
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variables including the power stage and the controller parameters, n is the order of the system. In compact form the
model of a single-switch dc-dc converter can be written in
the following general bilinear form
ẋ

=

uf1 (x) + (1 − u)f2 (x)

Fx(0)

Fx(DT )
u(t)

t0

where t0 = kT for i = 1 (t ∈ (kT, kT + t s )) and t0 = kT + t s
for i = 2 (t ∈ (kT + t s , (k + 1)T )), where t s = DT for TEM
and t s = (1 − D)T .
3. Steady-State Response to Periodic Excitation
Let us focus our study on TEM strategies in which D
represents the duty cycle and the first phase during the
switching period corresponds to state ON of the switch.
The results can be adapted for all LEM strategies by just
a change of variable D → 1 − D and a simple sign inversion in the feedback coefficients. Let x(0) be the steadystate value of the periodic orbit of the system at the beginning of the period and x(DT ) be the steady-state value of
this orbit at time instant DT . The system is forced periodically and synchronously to the first phase (i = 1) characterized by the vector field f1 while it is switched to the second
phase (i = 2) characterized by the vector field f2 whenever

Fx(0)
Fx(DT )

Fx(t)

DT

(1)

where f1 (x) = A1 x + B1 u, f2 (x) = A2 x + B2 u and u ∈ {0, 1}
is the driving signal which is generated by the PWM process by which the system is forced to one phase cyclically
while it is switched to the other phase whenever the control
signal vc crosses the periodic signal vtri (t). Ai ∈ Rn×n and
Bi ∈ Rn×m , i = 1, 2 are the system state matrices for phase
i and u ∈ Rm is the vector of the external parameters of
the plant and controller, m being the number of the external inputs to the system which are supposed to be constant
within a switching cycle. Note that when A1 = A2 , the
bilinear term vanishes and the open loop model becomes
linear. This is the case of systems treated in [2]. Those
converters characterized by A2 = A1 are particular case
and the relationship between the driving signal and the state
variables is linear and therefore a transfer function can be
defined for this kind of converters without averaging procedures. This is the kind of converters analyzed in [2] by
using a frequency-domain approach based on Fourier series expansion of the feedback signal. However, those converters characterized by A2 , A1 are bilinear and such
transfer function cannot be defined for this kind of systems
although an extension of the concept is possible but it could
result in tedious calculations.
Independently on wether A2 = A1 or not, for each value
of u ∈ {0, 1}, the system equations are linear and timeinvariant and can be solved in closed-form. The trajectory
x(t) at time t of the system starting at an initial condition
x(t0 ) at time instant t0 can be expressed as follows
Z t
Ai (t−t0 )
x(t) = e
x(t0 ) +
eAi (t−τ) dτBi u
(2)

r(t)

T
clock
kT

(k + 1)T

(k + 2)T

(k + 3)T

(k + 4)T

Figure 1: Waveforms of the T −periodic external signal r(t)
and the feedback signal Cx(t) at T −periodic regime.
Cx(t) − r(t) = 0 (See Fig. 2), where r(t) = vtri (t) + CXr .
In this Rsection, let Φ1 = eA1 DT Rand Φ2 = eA2 (1−D)T ,
DT
(1−D)T A t
Ψ1 = 0 eA1 t dtB1 u and Ψ2 = 0
e 2 dtB2 u. In
steady-state, the vector of state variables x(DT ) at the instant DT is given by (Fig. 2).
x(DT ) = (I − Φ)−1 Ψ

(3)

where Φ = Φ1 Φ2 and Ψ = Φ1 Ψ2 + Ψ1 . The matrix (I − Φ)
is assumed to be nonsingular. If an integrator exists in the
system, this matrix can be singular but some tricks exist to
avoid this singularity. In the same way one can obtain that
x(0), the value of the periodic orbit at t = kT is given by
x(0) = (I − Φ)−1 Ψ

(4)

where Φ = Φ2 Φ1 and Ψ = Φ2 Ψ1 + Ψ2
4. Saddle-node (SN) bifurcation boundary
SN bifurcation or tangent bifurcation is a local bifurcation in which two solutions of a continuous system collide
and annihilate each other. In discrete dynamical systems,
the same bifurcation is often instead called a fold bifurcation or blue skies bifurcation in reference to the sudden creation of two fixed points. When the discrete-time system is
obtained by sampling a continuous-time system, these fixed
points correspond to periodic orbits of the original system
and the phenomenon can also be called cyclic fold bifurcation. The feedback loop imposes the following constraint
between the state variables x(DT ) and the duty cycle D
σ(D)

:=

Cx(DT ) − r(DT ) = 0

=

C(I − Φ(DT ))−1 Ψ(DT ) − r(DT ) = 0 (5)

The number of solutions of (5) equals to the number of
T −periodic orbits that exist for a specific set of parameters.
In PWM converters considered in this study, at the boundary of a SN bifurcation, there is a tangency between σ(D)
and the x-axis in such a way that two solutions of (5) coalesce and disappear. When the duty cycle is found from the
previous equation, the fixed point x(0) can be found from
(4). Since (5) is transcendental we will not solve it for D.
However all the expressions are parameterized with respect
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2T -periodic

T -periodic

|x|

T -periodic node

x

SN bifurcation

T -periodic saddle

PD bifurcation
Bifurcation parameter

Bifurcation parameter

(a)

Changing a parameter

σ(D)

(a)

Fx((D − εt)T ) Fx((1 + D + εt)T )
Fx(t)

r(t)
Fx(0)
No solution

Fx(T )

Fx(0)

u(t)

One solution
Two solutions

(D − εt)T

D

(D − εt)T

(D + εt)T

(D + εt)T

clock
kT

(b)

to this variable. From (5), the following equality holds at
the SN bifurcation critical point
(6)

Let ma be the slope of the external T −periodic signal r(t).
Therefore (6) becomes
C

∂x(DT )
− ma T = 0
∂D

(7)

The expression of the critical slope at a SN bifurcation
boundary can be expressed by
ma,SN (D) = C(I − Φ)−1 Φ1 (f1 (x(0)) − f2 (x(0))))

(k + 2)T

(k + 3)T

(k + 4)T

(b)

Figure 2: SN bifurcation scenario in a nonlinear dynamical
system. (a) Sketch of the bifurcation diagram. (b) in PWM
switching converters the function ∂σ(D)/∂D = 0 at a SN
bifurcation.

∂σ(D)
∂Cx(DT ) ∂r(DT )
=0⇒
=
∂D
∂D
∂D

(k + 1)T

(8)

More calculation details can be found in [3]. It has to be
mentioned here that in [2], a slightly differently expressed
condition has been obtained for the same boundary condition. Although apparently the condition derived in [2] and
that in (8) do not coincide, they just happen to be the same
conditions but expressed differently. Note however that the
expression (8) is simpler than the one derived in [2].
5. Steady-State Response to Subharmonic Excitation

Figure 3: Sketch of a PD bifurcation in a nonlinear dynamical system and the corresponding waveforms before and
after the bifurcation takes place by sweeping a parameter.
Waveforms of the T −periodic external signal r(t) and the
control signal Cx(t) at 2T −periodic regime.

T -periodic solution loses its stability but it still exists. In
the case of PWM switching converters, during the switching cycle of duration T , the system has two phases defined
by the system matrices (A1 , B1 ) and (A2 , B2 ) respectively.
During the switching cycle of duration 2T , the system
has four phases defined by the system matrices (A1 , B1 ),
(A2 , B2 ), (A1 , B1 ) and (A2 , B2 ) respectively. During two
consecutive switching periods in the interval (kT, (k + 2)T ),
let the crossing between the signals Cx(t) and r(t) occurs at
t = (D − εt + k)T and at t = (1 + D + εt + k)T , k ∈ Z (see
Fig. 3-b). The parameter εt is a small quantity that vanishes at the boundary between T −periodic and 2T -periodic
behavior. At this point, the T -periodic solution and the 2T periodic solution are coincident (Fig. 3). By obtaining the
expression of the 2T -periodic steady-state solutions at the
switching instants, imposing the corresponding constraints
imposed by the feedback and equating these solutions at the
critical point (εt → 0 ), a condition for predicting PD bifurcation is obtained in terms of the system matrices containing all the parameters. Exhibiting a 2T -periodic regime, the
sampled value of the steady-state variables at the switching
instants (D − εt )T and (D + 1 + εt )T can be obtained by
using (2) and forcing 2T −periodicity. In doing so, they can
be expressed as follows

Consider a nonlinear dynamical system exhibiting a PD
as shown in Fig. 3. After a PD bifurcation takes place, a
2T -periodic solution is born at the critical point while the
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x((D − εt )T ) =

(I − Φ− (εt ))−1 Ψ− (εt )

(9)

x((D + 1 + εt )T ) =

(I − Φ+ (εt )) Ψ+ (εt )

(10)

−1

where
Φ− (εt ) =

Φ1 Φ4 Φ3 Φ2 , Φ+ (εt ) = Φ3 Φ2 Φ1 Φ4

Ψ− (εt ) =

Φ1 Φ4 Φ3 Ψ2 + Φ1 Φ4 Ψ3 + Φ1 Ψ4 + Ψ1 (12)

Ψ+ (εt ) =

Φ3 Φ2 Φ1 Ψ4 + Φ3 Φ2 Ψ1 + Φ3 Ψ2 + Ψ3 (13)

(11)

and
Φ1

=

Φ2

=

Φ3

=

Φ4

=

Z

−A1 εt T

(D−εt )T

, Ψ1 =
eA1 τ dτB1 u
0
Z (1−D+εt )T
Φ2 eA2 εt T , Ψ2 =
eA2 τ dτB2 u
0
Z (D+εt )T
A1 εt T
Φ1 e
, Ψ3 =
eA1 τ dτB1 u
0
Z (1−D−εt )T
−A2 εt T
Φ2 e
eA2 τ dτB2 u
, Ψ4 =
Φ1 e

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

0

5.1. Period-doubling (PD) bifurcation boundary
From the switching conditions at time instants (D − εt )T
and (D + 1 + εt )T , the following equalities hold
Cx((D − εt )T ) =

r((D − εt )T )

(18)

Cx((D + 1 + εt )T ) =

r((D + εt )T )

(19)

While the author in [2] and in some other papers within
[2], expresses the previous equations in the Fourier domain
in the case of A1 = A2 , in this paper these two equations
are treated generally in the time-domain without any extra
effort to go back from the Fourier frequency-domain into
the time-domain. Subtracting (18) from (19) and taking the
limit when εt → 0, the following expression for the critical
slope at a PD bifurcation boundary is obtained
ma,PD (D) = C(I + Φ) Φ1 (f1 (x(0)) + f2 (x(0)))
−1

(20)

More calculation details can be found in [3]. As in the
case of SN bifurcation, (20) is expressed in terms of the
slopes of the feedback signal and the external ramp signal. However, it can also be interpreted in terms of many
other indexes and parameters. It is worth mentioning here
that in [2], a slightly differently expressed condition has
been obtained using a different approach based on solving the eigenvalue problem of the characteristic equation
or equivalently the time-domain Jacobian matrix, for the
same boundary condition. Although they are expressed differently, the critical ramp slope for PD bifurcation given in
(20) and the one derived in [2] are coincident.
6. Conclusions
In this work exact, simple and new closed-form conditions for predicting the fast-scale stability boundaries corresponding to both saddle-node (SN) and period-doubling
(PD) bifurcation have been derived for constant frequency
PWM switching power electronics converters. Hence, the

effect of the different parameters of the system upon the
stability boundary can be unveiled. Analytical methods
have been used to locate the boundary between stable and
unstable T −periodic orbits without using the monodromy
matrix or the frequency domain approach. The generalpurpose derived expressions can be applied to different
examples of PWM converters under different modulation
strategies and control modes. The simple expressions for
the stability boundaries have been derived without the need
of the Jacobian matrix and without expressing the system
trajectories in the Fourier frequency-domain. The simple
asymptotic time-domain approach used in this paper can
be better understood by practitioners than those based in
frequency-domain approach or on the eigenvalue problem
of the Jacobian or the monodromy matrix. The method
presented here also generalize the results reported recently
in [2] which have been obtained using frequency-domain
analyzes to particular class of switching converters (buck
type) and extend them to other kind of switching converters with bilinear duty-cycle-to-state-variables relationship.
In the proposed approach no frequency-domain was used
needed and the derived expressions were obtained only by
analyzing the steady state response to periodic and subharmonic excitations directly in the time-domain.
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Abstract—In this paper, a modified Capon beamformer (MCB) is proposed for estimating the direction-ofarrivals (DOAs) of multiple noncoherent narrowband signals, where the computationally expensive eigendecomposition is not required. Further the relation between this
nonparametric estimator and the well-known parametric
method called the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) is
studied, where it is clarified that by increasing the power of
the inverse of the array covariance matrix, the resolution of
the MCB can be improved significantly compared with the
standard Capon beamformer (SCB) and as better as that of
MUSIC regardless of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The
eﬀectiveness of the proposed MCB and the performance
analysis are verified through numerical examples.
1. Introduction
Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation of multiple narrowband signals incoming on an array of sensors is of great
importance in a variety of applications, such as radar, sonar,
astronomy, and seismology (e.g., [1]–[2]). The beamforming is one of the oldest ideas for DOA estimation in array
processing [3], and perhaps the most well-known one is the
Capon beamformer [4]. The standard Capon beamformer
(SCB) has the advantage that any assumption about the statistical properties of the array data is not required and
hence it can be used in situations, where the information
about these properties is unavailable (e.g., [2]), but it does
not have the best resolution as the parametric methods such
as the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [5], which is
a relatively simple and eﬃcient subspace-based DOA estimation method and the large sample realization of the maximum likelihood (ML) method in the presence of uncorrelated incident signals [6]. Furthermore, the SCB can be applied to the array with arbitrary geometrical configurations
and is computationally eﬃcient than the (spectral) MUSIC method, where the computationally intensive eigendecomposition is involved besides the one-dimensional (1-D)
searching (cf., [1], [12]), and it may become a tremendous
computational burden in the practice applications of arrays
with large numbers of sensors. However, the DOA estimation performance of the SCB degrades significantly and it is
diﬃcult to distinguish the closely spaced incident signals,

when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low or the number
of snapshots is small.
The relation between the Capon beamformer and the
MUSIC method was studied in [7], where it was shown
that the resolution of the Capon beamformer can be equal
to that of MUSIC when the SNR tends to infinite. In an
attempt to alleviate the limitations of the SCB, some modifications were proposed [8]–[12]. However, there are no
existing techniques for selecting the weighting matrix [12]
and the weight parameter [10], while the eigendecomposition is required in [9], and Cholesky decomposition and the
selection of LP model order are needed in [11].
Therefore in this paper, we investigate the DOA estimation of multiple noncoherent narrowband signals in a
computationally eﬃcient way and propose a new modified
Capon beamformer (MCB) to overcome the limitation of
the SCB, where the eigendecomposition is avoided. Further the relation between the MCB and the MUSIC method
is clarified explicitly, where it is shown that by increasing
the power of the inverse of the array covariance matrix, the
eﬀect of signal components in the spatial spectrum can be
reduced and hence the resolution of the MCB can be improved significantly compared with the SCB and as better
as that of the MUSIC method regardless of the SNR. The
eﬀectiveness of the proposed MCB is verified through numerical examples.
2. Problem Formulation
We consider an array composed of M sensors with the
intersensor spacing d and p (p < M) noncoherent narp
rowband signals {sk (n)}k=1
with the wavelength λ incomp
ing from far-filed along the distinct directions {θk }k=1
. The
received array data at the nth snapshot can be expressed as
y(n) = A(θ)s(n) + w(n)

(1)

where y(n), s(n) and w(n) are the vectors of the received
noisy data, incoming signals and additive noise given by
y(n) , [y1 (n), y2 (n), · · · , y M (n)]T , s(n) , [s1 (n), s2 (n),
· · · , s p (n)]T and w(n) , [w1 (n), w2 (n), · · · , w M (n)]T , A(θ)
is the array response matrix given by A(θ) , [a(θ1 ),
a(θ2 ), · · · , a(θ p )], while the array response vector a(θk ) is
related with the array configuration, and ( · )T denotes the
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transpose. For the uniform linear array (ULA), a(θk ) =
[1, e jτ(θk ) , · · · , e j(M−1)τ(θk ) ]T , and τ(θk ) , 2πd sin(θk )/λ.
We make the basic assumptions that the incoming signalp
s {sk (n)}k=1
are temporally complex Gaussian random process with zero-mean and mutually uncorrelated. The adM
ditive noises {wm (n)}m=1
are temporally and spatially complex white Gaussian random process with zero-mean and
variance σ2 and uncorrelated with the incoming signals.
The number of incoming signals p is known or estimated
in advance by using the detection methods (cf., [13]).
Under the basic assumptions, from (1), we easily obtain
the covariance matrix R of the received array data
R , E{y(n)yH (n)} = A(θ)R s AH (θ) + σ2 I M .

(2)

In practice, where the finite snapshots of array data are
available, R is unavailable and usually replaced by its sample estimate R̂ given by
R̂ =

N
1 ∑
y(n)yH (n)
N n=1

(3)

where N is the number of snapshots.

m ≥ 1), we can obtain a MCB to design the optimal weight
vector w̄ by solving the following problem
min w̄H Rm w̄
w̄

w̄H a(θ) = 1.

subject to

(7)

Similarly for the case of finite snapshots, the solutions to
the weight vector and the MCB spatial spectrum are given
by
w̄MCB =
PMCB (θ) =

R̂

−m

a(θ)

(8)

−m
aH (θ) R̂ a(θ)

1
fMCB (θ)

(9)

where fMCB (θ) is the MCB cost function defined by
fMCB (θ) , aH (θ) R̂

−m

a(θ).

(10)

p
Apparently the DOAs {θk }k=1
can be estimated by maximizing the spectrum PMCB (θ) in (9) without the procedure of
eigendecomposition. Note that the proposed MCB in (9)
reduces to the SCB in (6) when m = 1, while it turns into the modified Capon method considered in [8] and the
improved Capon method with W = I M suggested in [12]
when m = 2.

3. Modified Capon Beamformer for DOA Estimation

4. Mathematical Link between MCB and MUSIC

3.1. Standard Capon Beamformer [4]

Here we focus on examining the relationship between
the standard and modified Capon beamformers and the
subspace-based MUSIC method [5].

The SCB [4] is a nonparametric DOA estimator, which selects the weight vector w̄ to maintain a fixed gain at a “look
direction” while to maximally reject the signals coming
from other directions by using the following constrained
quadratic problem [4]
min w̄H Rw̄
w̄

subject to w̄H a(θ) = 1.

(4)

By exploiting some techniques such as Lagrange optimization method, when the number of snapshots is finite, we
can obtain the weight vector w̄SCB as
−1

w̄SCB =

R̂ a(θ)
−1

aH (θ) R̂ a(θ)

.

(5)

Noting that the presence of additive noise will ensure R̂ is
p
invertible, the DOAs {θk }k=1
can be estimated from the locations of the p highest peaks of the Capon spatial spectrum
(i.e., array output power) PSCB (θ) given by
PSCB (θ) =

1
fSCB (θ)

4.1. MUSIC Method [5]
From (2), the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the
covariance matrix R is given by
R = UΣU H = U s Σ s U Hs + Un Σn UnH

where U , [U s , Un ], U s , [u1 , u2 , · · · , u p ], Un ,
[u p+1 , u p+2 , · · · , u M ], Σ , diag[Σ s , Σn ], Σ s , diag(λ1 ,
λ2 , · · · , λ p ), Σ s , diag(λ p+1 , λ p+2 , · · · , λ M ), and (ui , λi ) is
the ith eigenpair of R with λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ p ≥ λ p+1 =
· · · = λ M = σ2 , while U s and Un correspond to the signal and noise subspaces, and UU H = I M . By utilizing
the properties that U s and A have the same column space
and the noise subspace Un is their orthogonal complement, i.e., UnH A = O(M−p)×p , when the number of snapshots is
finite, the (spectral) MUSIC method estimates the DOAs
by searching the p highest peaks of the following “spatial
spectrum” given by

(6)

−1

where fSCB (θ) , aH (θ) R̂ a(θ).

(11)

PMUSIC (θ) =

1
fMUSIC (θ)

(12)

where fMUSIC (θ) is the MUSIC cost function defined by
H

3.2. Modified Capon Beamformer
Now by replacing R in the standard Capon constraint
function in (4) with Rm , where m is a positive integer (i.e.,
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fMUSIC (θ) , aH (θ)Ûn Ûn a(θ)
M
M
∑
∑
H
2
=
|a (θ)ûi | =
fi (θ)
i=p+1

i=p+1

(13)

where fi (θ) , |aH (θ)ûi |2 .
The performance of the MUSIC method has been studied extensively (e.g., [14]), and it is known that the MUSIC method is statistically eﬃcient in cases when either
the number of snapshots or the SNR is suﬃciently large,
but its computational cost is high due to the procedure of
the eigendecomposition. The MUSIC method has higher
resolution than the SCB does mainly because the utilization of the property that the noise subspace is orthogonal to
the columns of A(θ).

Spatial Spectra

3

10

(spectral) MUSIC
Modified Capon with
Eigenvector
SCB
MCB (m=2)
MCB (m=3)
MCB (m=4)

2

Amplitude

10

1

10

0

10

4.2. Relation Between MCB and MUSIC
−1

According to (11), the inverse of the array covariance
matrix R can be obtained
H
−2
H
R−1 = UΣ−1 U H = U s Σ−1
s U s + σ Un Un .

(14)

Hence from (14), we easily have
H
−2m
R−m = UΣ−m U H = U s Σ−m
Un UnH . (15)
s Us + σ

Then when the number of snapshots is finite, the EVD of
H
the sample estimate R̂ in (3) is given by R̂ = ÛΣ̂Û , where
Σ̂ = diag(λ̂1 , λ̂2 , · · · , λ̂ M ), and λ̂1 ≥ · · · > λ̂ p ≥ λ̂ p+1 ≥
· · · ≥ λ̂ M > 0, and hence the MCB cost function fMCB (θ) in
(10) can be expressed as

10
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Figure 1: Spatial spectra of the conventional and modified Capon
beamformers and the MUSIC method for Example 1. (SNR=0dB,
N = 200)

Furthermore by considering the fact that the signal
eigenvalues λ1 , · · · , λ p are larger than the noise eigenvalues
−m
= 0, it
σ2 , i.e., λ̄−1
i < 1 for i = 1, 2, · · · , p and limm→∞ λ̄i
−1
is obvious that the increasing of the power of R (i.e., m)
can eﬀectively weaken the proportion associated with the
signal subspace. Hence from (17), we easily have
lim fMCB (θ) = σ−2m lim fMUSIC (θ).

N,m→∞
M
∑
(
)
−m H
H
fMCB (θ) = aH (θ) Û s Σ̂ s Û s +
λ̂−m
i ûi ûi a(θ)

0
20
Angle (deg)

N,m→∞

(18)

Further when the number of snapshots is suﬃciently large,
we have lim λ̂i = σ2 (i = p + 1, · · · , M), and in the case

As a result, the MCB spatial spectrum becomes equal to
that of the MUSIC method except for a scaled amplitude,
when the power m and the number of snapshots tend to
large enough. Therefore by increasing the power of R−1
(i.e., m) in (10) to eliminate the influence involved the signal subspace, the DOA estimation performance of the MCB
can be improved significantly, where the procedure of computationally intensive eigendecomposition is not required.

of SNR , ∞ (i.e., σ2 , 0), from (13), (15) and (16), we
easily obtain

5. Numerical Examples

i=p+1
−m

M
∑

H

= aH (θ)Û s Σ̂ s Û s a(θ) +

λ̂−m
i fi (θ). (16)

i=p+1

N→∞

lim fMCB (θ) = a (θ) lim

(

H

N→∞

N→∞

+
=σ

−2m

(

−m H )
Û s Σ̂ s Û s a(θ)

M (
∑
i=p+1

a

H

lim λ̂−m
i

)(

N→∞

−m
(θ)U s Σ̄ s U Hs a(θ)

lim fi (θ)

)

N→∞

)
+ lim fMUSIC (θ)
N→∞

(17)
where Σ̄ s , diag(λ̄1 , λ̄2 , · · · , λ̄ p ), and λ̄i , λi /σ2 . Evidently from (16) and (17), we can find that the MCB cost
function (and hence that of the SCB with m = 1) consists
of two terms, where the first one involves the information
of signal subspace, while the latter one corresponds to the
MUSIC cost function. Consequently the existence of the
term associated with the signal subspace causes the estimation performance of the Capon method in (6) worse than
that of the MUSIC method in (12).

Now we evaluate the performance of the proposed MCB
method for estimating DOAs of uncorrelated narrowband
signals with some numerical examples. Two uncorrelated
signals with equal power and distinct angles θ1 = 5◦ and
θ2 = 17◦ imping on a ULA composed of M = 6 sensors
spaced half-wavelength apart (i.e., d = λ/2).
Example 1—Improved Resolution through Spatial Spectra Searching: Firstly we examine the spatial spectra of the
SCB [4], the modified Capon beamformer with eigenvector method [9], [3], and the proposed MCB with diﬀerent
−1
powers of R̂ (i.e., m). The results are obtained from 100
independent trials and plotted in Fig. 1, where that of the
(spectral) MUSIC [5] is also shown for comparison. We
notice that the SCB and the MCB with m = 2 cannot provide evident peaks at the incoming directions, hence they
fail to distinguish this two incident signals. However, by
increasing the power m which can eﬃciently weaken the
proportion associated with the signal subspace in (17), the
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(a) Estimation Performance versus SNR (θ1)
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compared with the SCB and as better as that of the MUSIC method regardless of the SNR. The simulation results examined the eﬀectiveness and validity of the proposed
method.
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Figure 2: RMSEs of the estimation of θ̂1 verse (a) SNR and (b)
the number of snapshots (dashed line: SCB; solid line with “o”:
MCB with m = 2; dotted line with “×”: MCB with m = 3; solid
line: MCB with m = 4; dash-dotted line: (spectral) MUSIC; solid
line with “”: root-MUSIC; dotted line: CRB) for Example 2
(N = 200) and Example 3 (SNR=0dB).

MCB with m = 3 and m = 4 succeeds in estimating these
two DOAs and its resolution gradually approximate that of
the (spectral) MUSIC exactly as it is derived in (18) .
Example 2—Performance versus SNR: Now we verify
the performance of the MCB in (16) against SNR, while the
SCB, the (spectral) MUSIC are also included for a comparison. The root-MUSIC [15] and the stochastic Cramer-Rao
lower bound (CRB) [14] are plotted for reference. The results are obtained from 1000 independent trials. The empirical root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) of the estimates θ̂1
against SNR are shown in Fig. 2(a). Obviously the MCB
completely outperforms the SCB, and especially its performance becomes better with the increase of the power m
even at low SNRs. For high SNRs, the proposed method
and the (spectral) MUSIC provide similar small estimation
errors which are very close to CRBs.
Example 3—Performance versus Number of Snapshots:
Here we test the performance of the proposed method in
terms of the number of snapshots. Other simulation conditions are similar to those in Example 2. From the results
depicted in Fig. 2(b), it is clear that the RMSEs of the MCB decrease significantly with the increase of the number
of snapshots, while the RMSEs of the SCB (m = 1) remain
large for all numbers of snapshots. In addition, the RMSEs
of the MCB get closer to that of the (spectral) MUSIC with
the increase of m though the number of snapshots is small.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a new modified Capon estimator called
MCB was proposed for DOA estimation of noncoherent signals, where the computationally expensive procedure
of eigendecomposition is avoided, and the connection between the proposed MCB and the MUSIC was studied.
The resolution of the MCB can be improved significantly
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Abstract—Gabor Transform(GT) is often used to timefrequency analysis for non-stationary signal. The timefrequency analysis including GT can’t simultaneously improve time resolution and frequency resolution. For this
problem, various studies of multiple resolution analysis
have been done. In these studies, the calculation complexity got very high because several resolution analysis must
be performed in the same signal. Solving this issue, we
have proposed the resolution conversion method which can
synthesize the spectrum of high frequency resolution using
some spectra of low frequency resolution. However, the
method can just convert the spectrum to higher frequency
resolution. In this paper, we propose a conversion method
to lower frequency resolution. The proposed method allows you to get arbitrary resolution spectrum in any timefrequency position by synthesizing the desired one from the
spectra calculated preliminarily in one resolution.
1. Introduction
Short Time Fourier Transform(STFT) is often used to
time-frequency analysis for non-stationary signal. In this
method, it performs a Fourier Transform(FT) to what was
cut out a part of signal as the frame. In general, in order to ensure continuity at the endpoints of the frame,
eliminate the influence of the discontinuity by windowing. Result of the frequency analysis is different depending on whether choose what kind of window function. Gabor Transform(GT) to be used Gabor function which is famous for that the product of the time-frequency resolution
is minimum[1] is proposed. GT have been used in a variety of fields[2], but the analysis resolution is bound by the
uncertainty principle, time resolution and frequency resolution has a relationship of trade-off [3]. In this effect, there
is a problem which the time-frequency analysis can’t improve time resolution and frequency resolution at the same
time.
For this problem, a study of multiple resolution analysis has been done[4]. In this method, it perform the GT
of some different frame length for the input signal, and to
select the best resolution at a certain time and frequency.
However, in this study, the calculation complexity got very
high because several resolution analysis must be performed
in the same signal. Solving this issue, we have proposed
the resolution conversion method which can synthesize the

spectrum of high frequency resolution using some spectra
of low frequency resolution[5]. However, it can synthesize in only one direction to a spectrum of high frequency
resolution from spectra of low frequency resolution in this
method. In this paper, we propose the method for synthesizing a high time resolution spectrum from low time resolution spectrum. The proposed method allows you to get
arbitrary resolution spectrum in any time-frequency position by synthesizing the desired one from the spectra calculated preliminarily in one resolution. First, we show it can
be synthesized a high time resolution spectrum from a low
time resolution spectrum using mathematical characteristics of Gaussian that convolution of two Gaussians become
a Gaussian with different standard deviation. Next, we discuss of the calculation accuracy of the proposed method,
and show a design method of synthesis based on the calculation accuracy. Finally, we experiment and show a high
time resolution spectrum can be synthesized from low time
resolution spectra, and compare the calclation complexity,
we showed the practical value of the proposed method.
2. Gabor Transform
GT Xσ (τ, ω) of input signal x(t) is defined by
Xσ (τ, ω) =

Z

gσ (t − τ) · x(t) · e− jω(t−τ) dt

(1)

where Gauss window gσ (t) is defined by
gσ (t) =

√

1
2πσ

t2

e− 2σ2 .

(2)

Shape of the window, that is to say the standard deviation σ
of the Gauss window determines a resolution. Since Gaussian is a function of infinite length, an error occurs by truncating a finite length for use Gaussian as a window function. Therefore, we design a sigma that the amplitude of
Gaussian which is a monotonically decreasing function is
below the acceptable error ε at the end point of the frame.
σ =

1
L
·
√
2 −2 ln ε f s

where L is frame length, f s is sampling frequency.
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(3)

3. Synthesis Method
In general, in order to obtain a spectrum of different resolutions, it is necessary to perform GT again. We propose
a method that directly calculate a spectrum of σ/α from a
spectrum which is calculated by the Gauss window of σ in
this paper. Where α is synthetic magnification. Thus, we
use the property which frequency response of a Gaussian is
a Gaussian. FT of Eq.(2) is
Z
Gσ (ω) =
gσ (t) · e− jωt dt
= e

−

ω2
1 )2
2( σ

(4)

.

In order to operate σ of GT using this property, we focused
on the mathematical characteristics of Gaussian that convolution of two Gaussians become a Gaussian with different
standard deviation.
Z
Gσ (ω − γ) · Gσd (γ)dγ
(5)
G α1 σ (ω) =
where σd is
σd

=

√

σ
α2 − 1

(α > 1).

(6)

Substituting Eq.(5) to the GT , Eq.(7) is obtained undergoing a process of follow.
Z
X α1 σ (τ, ω0 ) = e jω0 τ g α1 σ (t − τ) · x(t) · e− jω0 t dt
Z
jω0 τ
=e
G 1 σ (ω) · X(ω + ω0 ) · e jωτ dω
α
Z Z
= e jω0 τ
Gσ (ω − γ) · X(ω + ω0 ) · e j(ω−γ) dω
·Gσd (γ) · e jγτ dγ
Z
= e jγτ · Xσ (τ, ω0 + γ) · Gσd (γ)dγ

(7)

This expression means that as shown in Figure 1, a spectrum of different σ can be calculated by convoluting Gaussian Gσd (γ) with multiplying a spectrum Xσ (τ, ω0 + γ) by a
phase term e jγτ in the frequency domain.
Here, the frequency domain is discretized at intervals
Ω = ωLs by DFT. Where ω s is sampling angular frequency.
In order to perform product-sum operation to the convolution of Eq.(7) , as γ = mΩ, it is assumed that convolving to
the point of finite term Mω , the discrete formula is
e 1 σ (τ, ω0 )
X
α

'

Mω
X

m=−Mω

{Xσ (τ, ω0 + mΩ) · Gσd (mΩ) · e− j(mΩ)τ } · Ω. (8)

Figure 1: Spectrum synthesis method
Eq.(8). The synthesizing of a spectrum is performed by
convolving spectrum which is calculated with respect to
each interval Ω in frequency domain to the point of finite
term Mω . Thus, we discuss how Mω and Ω affect to the
error.
First, we discuss the error of synthetic Guass window
in the time domain. Eq.(8) is rewritten in the form of the
GT using the frequency response of the synthetic Gauss
window as Eq.(9).
X 1 σ (τ, ω0 ) =
α

m=−Mω

{e

j(ω0 +mΩ)τ

Z

X(ω) · Gσ (ω − ω0 − mΩ)

·e jωτ dω · Gσd (mΩ) · e− j(mΩ)τ } · Ω
Z
e 1 σ (ω) · X(ω + ω0 ) · e jωτ dω
= e jω0 τ G
α

(9)

In other word, the error of synthetic spectrum is controlled
by the error of frequency response of synthetic Gauss wine 1 σ (ω). Since convolution in the frequency domain is
dow G
α
e 1 σ (ω) becomes the prodthe product of the time domain, G
α
uct as Eq.(10) in the time domain.
e
g 1 σ (t) = gσ (t) · gσd (t −
α

2πk
)
Ω

(10)

Gaussian which is a window function of the GT is a monotonically decreasing function，but as shown in Figure2, a
discrete Gaussian becomes periodic. In this effect，we can
be seen that the synthetic Gauss window e
g α1 σd (t) has a periodic component. Where, k is a parameter which represent
what number periods of periodic components of the discrete Gaussian. The peak level of the first periodic component controls the accuracy of the synthesis Gauss window.
Hence, we calculate the level of the first periodic component which is occurred in k = 1. Using Eq.(10), synthetic
Gauss window can be written as

4. Evaluate of Synthetic Accuracy
A spectrum can be synthesized without the error in the
continuum region, but the error occurs by discretizing as

Mω
X

e
g α1 (t) = e




 t 2
− 12 
( σ ) +


t− 2π
Ω
σd

!2 







.

(11)

Furthermore, since the derivative of periodic component at
peak time t p is 0, the result of differentiating e
g α1 σ (t p ) with
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using ω = Mω Ω,
Mω Ω ≥
If substituting Ω =
Mω

ωs
L

√

√
−2 ln ε α2 − 1
.
σ

and Eq.(3) to this fomula,
√
−2 ln ε α2 − 1
.
≥
π

(16)

(17)

As above, the condition satisfying required accuracy of the
intervals Ω and the number of synthesis term Mω becomes
clear. By satisfying this condition, a spectrum of the high
time resolution can be synthesized within a tolerance from
spectra of the low time resolution .
Figure 2: Characteristics of the synthetic Gauss window in
the time domain
respect to t p is 0, and solving for t p ,
tp

1
2π
1− 2
Ω
α

=

!

(12)

By substituting this t p to Eq.(11) of synthetic Gauss window, the peak of the periodic component is obtained.
 
e
gασ t p

2 2π 2 

= e− 2 ( σ ) ( Ω )
1

1

1− α12



(13)

It can be seen that the peak of the periodic component does
not depend on the frequency of analysis from this formula.
Also, σ and α are determined by the request of the user.
Thus, it is necessary to design the ω as the peak of periodic
component drops below the acceptable error.
Next, we discuss the relationship between the interval Ω
of frequency domain and the error. Thus, we define the
required accuracy of the synthesis depending on the analysis object, and determine the longest intervals Ω satisfying
the required precision. If the level of periodic component
which is required is ε, from e
g α1 σ (t p ) ≤ ε, Ω is
Ω ≤

√

√

2π

− ln εσ

·

r

1−

1
.
α2

5. Experiment
It was confirmed whether capable of synthesizing a spectrum of the high time resolution from spectra of the low
time resolution in practice. We conducted experiments to
three sine waves. We are shown the parameters of experiment in Table1. Figure 3 is an original spectrogram, and
figure 4 is a spectrogram of after synthesis. Figures are
represent, the horizontal axis is time, the vertical axis is frequency, and the brightness is amplitude. We could confirm
that can be synthesized a spectrum of high time resolution
from spectra of low time resolution from experimental results.
Table 1: The parameters of experiment
Input S ignal : sine wave
Frame Length : L
S ampling Frequency : f s
Acceptable Error : ε
S ynthetic Magni f ication : α

440,660,880[Hz]
16384[sample]
44.1[kHz]
3.05 · 10−5
2 (Namely 21 σ)

(14)

However, Ω take only regular intervals by DFT. If substituting Ω = ωLs and Eq.(3), Eq.(14) is
α ≥

r

4
.
3

(15)

Finally, we discuss the relationship between the number of synthesis term Mω and the error. To determine the
minimum Mω satisfying the condition by defining the accuracy of the request in the same manner as Ω. Thus, it
is considered to be sufficient to consider the range which
amplitude of discrete Gaussian is damped to required accuracy. Solving for ω under the conditions that frequency
response of the discrete Gaussian G σd (ω) is less than the ε,

Figure 3: Original spectrogram
The proposed method can calculate an approximation
of the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) by changing the resolution for each frequency. Hence, we compare the calculation complexity of the proposed method
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Figure 5: Rate of Complexity reduction

Figure 4: Synthetic spectrogram
O p with the CWT Ow , and we consider whether there is
a practical value. Comparing in number of multiplications
that govern the calculation complexity. Specifically, We
consider that scale up the scaling factor s from 1 to S .
s can be written using integer a and interval ∆s = 0.5.
s = a · ∆s +√1(a : 0 ∼ (S − 1)/∆s). Since there is a condition α ≥ 4/3 in the proposed method, the resolution
which is obtained by FFT at the beginning is matched√with
the resolution of frequency
√ fb of CWT. fb = f0 /(S · 4/3)
. We define S 0 = S · 4/3 . S 0 is integer. A formula of
calculation complexity O p of the proposed method is
Op

= 4(L log2 L) + L +

(S −1)/∆s
X

4(2Mω + 1)

(18)

spectra of low time resolution. We focused on the mathematical characteristics of Gaussian that convolution of two
Gaussians become a Gaussian with different standard deviation,and proposed the method for obtaining a spectrum of
high time resolution by convolving the Gaussian in the frequency domain to the spectrum obtained by the GT. Also,
we discussed the error which occurs in synthesizing the
spectrum, and showed that by determining the accuracy required by the user, synthesis within a tolerance is possible.
Furthermore, we experimented and showed it is possible
to synthesize a spectrum of the high time resolution from
spectra of low time resolution, and compare the calclation
complexity, we showed the practical value of the proposed
method.

a=0

√
−2ln ε α2 −1
+1)
4(2
π

References

(S −1)/∆s
X

= 4(L log2 L)+L+

a=0

where α = S 0 /(S − (a∆s)). First term of Eq.(18) is calculation complexity of FFT. First term is quadrupled since
calculating complex number. Second term is windowing.
Third term is synthesis. Synthesis of single can calculate
in the complex arithmetic of (2Mω + 1). We compared using the calculation complexity of CWT Ow which is already
calculated [6].
Ow
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(S −1)/∆s
X
a=0
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where σw = L/(2 −2 ln ε · f s · S 0 ). We show reduction rate
r = O p /Ow in the figure 5. Where, L = 16384[sample],
f s = 44.1[kHz], ε = 3.05 · 10−5 , S = 32, 64, 128, 256
We can reduce the calculation complexity to less than
one-tenth compared with CWT when S = 512. Complexity reduction method of multiple resolution CWT[6] is expected to further reduce the calculation complexity using
the proposed method.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we designed to indicate that it can be
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a time domain eye
blink artifacts rejection technique for single-channel electroencephalographic (EEG) signals. Independent component analysis (ICA) is most well-known method for removing eye blink artifacts of multi-channel EEG signals.
However, there is no time domain eye blink artifacts rejection technique for the single-channel EEG signals. Therefore, we propose positive semidifinite tensor factrization
(PSDTF) as new eye blink artifacts rejection technique of
single-channel EEG signals and investigate the validity of
PSDTF by direct comparison with ICA using signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). The results represented SNR whose average value is 8.99dB between ICA and PSDTF in regard
to estimated artifact signals. For this results, we confirmed
the validity of PSDTF for eye blink artifacts rejection of
single-channel EEG signals in time domain.
1. Introduction
Electroencephalographic (EEG) signal processing has
recently been attracted in various fields of research. Neuromarketing and rehabilitation are included for the examples of research field [1] [2]. EEG signal is attributed to
a mixture of endogenous brain activities such as evoked
potential. Therefore, we can know the endogenous brain
activities by EEG signal processing.
In most measurements of EEG signal, a multi-channel
EEG device is used for measurement. The device can
measure extensive brain activities with a lot of electrodes.
However, it takes long to wear itself on the head of subject and gives him or her an oppressive feeling. A singlechannel EEG device can measure only one point of cortical
surface. For this constraint, it is worn easily and gives less
oppressive feeling than multi-channel EEG device. This
device has come to be used in the last 5 years [3].
An electrical activity of the levator muscle which controls upper eyelid and is responsible for eye blinks, mixes
in EEG signals as artifact when we measure EEG signals
with either EEG device [4]. Eye blink artifacts make EEG
signal analysis diﬃcult because an EEG potential is generally lower than the potential of eye blink artifact [5]. Furthermore, eye blink artifacts absolutely mix in EEG signals
while a subject wears an EEG device with his or her eyes
open. Hence, removing eye blink artifacts from EEG sig-

nals is very important problem for getting brain activities
accurately.
Independent component analysis (ICA) is the most wellknown method for removing eye blink artifacts [6]. The
method can separate the problem of source identification
from that of source location. However, the drawback of this
method is that it entails preparing two or more electrodes
for getting meaningful informations. For this reason, ICA
is not able to be used to single-channel EEG signal analyses.
In audio signal analysis, the source separation of singlechannel audio signals is considered a situation similar to
the above-referenced situation. Positive semidefinite tensor factorization (PSDTF) can factorize a set of positive
semidefinite (PSD) matrices into the fewer PSD basis matrices for time domain separation of single-channel audio
signals [7] [8]. We assumed that if eye blink artifacts basis
matrices were acquired, we can get only EEG components
from measured single-channel EEG signals by removing
the artifacts bases in time domain.
Therefore, in this paper, we investigate the validity of
PSDTF for eye blink artifacts rejection of single-channel
EEG signals. 14 EEG and 1 vertical electrooculographic
(EOG) signals are recorded from a subject who blinks every 3 s according to metronomic sounds, because we need
the results of ICA as target and learning data. PSDTF with
two step learning method is performed to reject eye blink
artifacts using measured single-channel EEG (Fp1) signals
and reconstructed EEG signals by ICA. The results of our
proposed method are compared with the results of ICA to
investigate the validity of PSDTF for eye blink artifacts rejection in time domain.
2. Source Separation
This section aims to explain the source separation methods in the context of this paper.
2.1. Independent Component Analysis
Independent component analysis (ICA) is eﬀective
source separation method where the courses of the sources
are independent, and the number of sources is the same
as the number of electrodes. Removing eye blink artifacts using multi-channel EEG signals and vertical EOG
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signals with ICA is well-known [6]. The multi-channel
EEG signals are decomposed into temporary independent
components as many electrodes. The independent component which is the highest correlation with the vertical EOG
signal in all the independent components, will be removed
from measured EEG signals as eye blink artifacts.
2.2. Positive Semidefinite Tensor Factorization
A positive semidifinite tensor factorization is a time domain source separation method [7] [8]. Given a three-mode
tensor X = [X1 , ..., XN ] ∈ R M×M×N , where M and N are the
width of samples and the number of samples in the dataset.
Each slice Xn ∈ R M×M is a real symmetric positive semidefinite (PSD) matrix.
PSDTF can approximate each PSD matrix Xn by a conK
vex combination of PSD matrices {Vk }k=1
(K basis matrices).
K
∑
Xn ≈
hk,n Vk = Yn ,
(1)

Figure 1: The average signals of measured Fp1, reconstructed Fp1 by ICA, estimated artifact by ICA, and measured vertical EOG
where the positive semidefiniteness of Vk is satisfied.
This will enable to model the mixture signal consisting
of multiple basis signals which follows a Gaussian process
with a convex combination of the corresponding kernels.

k=1

where hk,n ≥ 0 is a weight at the n-th slice. It can be rewritten by following equation,
X≈

K
∑

hk ⊗ Vk = Y,

(2)

k=1

where ⊗ indicates the Kronecker product.
For finding a good approximate factorization, we use a
log-determinant (LD) divergence [9] which is based on a
Bregman matrix divergence [10].
CLD (Xn |Yn ) = − log |Xn Yn−1 | + tr(Xn Yn−1 ) − M.

(3)

This divergence is always non-negative and is zero if
and only if Xn = Yn . The LD divergence repeats the
following multiplicative update rule to minimize the cost
function CLD (X|Y) = Σn CLD (Xn |Yn ) and to estimate H =
[h1 , ..., hK ] ∈ RN×K and V = [V1 , ..., VK ] ∈ R M×M×N .
√
tr(Yn−1 Vk Yn−1 Xn )
hkn ← hkn
.
(4)
tr(Yn−1 Vk )
Furthermore, we acquire the following equation by letting the partial derivative as for Vk equal to be zero.
Vk Pk Vk = Vkold Qk Vkold ,

(5)

where PSD matrices Pk and Qk are given by
Pk =

N
∑
n=1

hkn Yn−1 , Qk =

N
∑

hkn Yn−1 Xn Yn−1 .

(6)

n=1

By using the Cholesky decomposition Qk = Lk LTk , where
Lk is a lower triangular matrix, we can acquire the multiplicative update rule with regard to Vk .
Vk ← Vk Lk (LTk Vk Pk Vk Lk )−1/2 LTk Vk ,

(7)

3. Preparing Datasets
3.1. Biological Signal Measurements
In this paper, we used a multi-channel EEG device, g.tec
for measurements. The device recorded 14 EEG and 1 vertical EOG signals with a sampling rate of 256 Hz.
The EEG signals were recorded from Fp1, Fp2, F3, Fz,
F4, T3, C3, C4, T4, P3, Pz, P4, O1, and O2 positions, referring to the international 10-20 system. The vertical EOG
signal was recorded as potential diﬀerence from upper and
lower right eye by using two disposable electrodes. The
reference and ground electrodes were set up on A1 and Fpz,
respectively.
3.2. Experimental Conditions
A male aged 23 years old participated in the experiments. The subject was asked to sit on a chair and blink
every 3 s according to metronomic sound. The task was
performed 30 times. The subject received an explanation
of informed consent and permitted it prior to his participation.
3.3. Datasets
Through the experiments, we acquired 14 EEG and 1
vertical EOG signals. Total length of a signal is 95 seconds
(30 trials of 3 s and margin of 5 s).
Firstly, we performed ICA with all signals. By using
this method, we acquired reconstructed EEG signals which
has no eye blink artifacts and estimated eye blink artifact
signals. The signals appertaining to Fp1 were chosen for
applying PSDTF because most of single-channel EEG devices can record only this point. The average signals of
measured Fp1, reconstructed Fp1 by ICA, estimated artifact by ICA, and measured vertical EOG are shown in
Fig.1. The estimated artifact signal by ICA (the blue line)
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Figure 2: PSD matrices from measured Fp1 (top), reconstructed Fp1 (bottom right), and estimated artifact (bottom
left)
has an overlap with the measured Fp1 signal (the black
line). From this figure, you know the eﬀectiveness of ICA.
Moreover, you know the signal caused by eye blink has
a periodicity like sine wave. We focus on the periodicity of
estimated artifact signal by ICA.
Secondly, we prepared PSD matrices for applying PSDTF. The matrices are calculated as Xn = xn xTn from measured Fp1, reconstructed Fp1, and estimated artifact sigN
nals. The local signals {xn }n=1
were extracted by using
Gaussian window with a width of 768 samples (M = 768)
and a shifting interval of 96 samples (375ms). For this conditions, 240 samples were acquired (N = 240) on a PSD
matrix. The 3 types of PSD matrices are shown in Fig.2.
Their diagonal components are equivalent to square
value of the signals in Fig.1 (Xn = xn xTn ).

Figure 3: Estimated artifact PSDs by PSDTF (top line),
Reconstructed PSDs by PSDTF (bottom line)
updated by the multiplicative update rules. For this constraint, the matrix V2nd expresses the PSD matrix which
includes EEG components using its PSD matrices (K2 ).
Each PSD matrix V and their activations H were estimated with K1 = 5, K2 = 5. The number of iterations was
200 in each step.
After these processing, the following equations were applied for getting reconstructed signal and estimated artifact
signal by PSDTF.
Reconstructed signal by PS DT F =
 N K +K

1
2
∑ ∑
h2nd k,n V2nd k 

 , (8)
X2 ∗ w ∗ diag 
Y2nd n
n=1 k=K1 +1

Estimated arti f act signal by PS DT F =
 N K

1
∑ ∑
h2nd k,n V1st k 

 ,
X2 ∗ w ∗ diag 
Y2nd n 

(9)

n=1 k=1

4. Two Step Learning

where w indicates the Gaussian window. Y2nd n is given by

Our purpose is to decompose a given PSD matrix into
the sum of K PSD matrices. If only specific components of
Vk have the influence of eye blink artifacts, we can reject
the eye blink artifacts by using other components.
Therefore, we performed PSDTF with two step learning method. Specifically, we used the measured Fp1 and
the estimated artifact PSD matrices. The reconstructed Fp1
PSD matrix was not used in learning, however, this matrix
is managed as target (See Fig.2).
On the first step, the estimated artifact PSD matrix (X1 )
was used to decompose into H and V. We defined these
matrices as H1st and V1st . The matrix V1st expresses X1
using its PSD matrices (K1 ).
On the secoFnd step, the measured PSD matrix (X2 ) was
used to decompose into H and V. We defined these matrices as H2nd and V2nd . Usually, the components of V2nd have
no relation to the components of V1st because the initial values are set as randomly and updated by the multiplicative
update rules.
In this paper, the PSD matrix V1st was used as initial
value in the second step. Furthermore, the values were not

Y2nd n =

K∑
1 +K2

h2nd k,n V2nd k .

(10)

k=1

The comparison method is signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
S NR = 10log10

S
,
N

(11)

where S is the variance of estimated artifact signal by ICA
and N is the variance of estimated artifact signal by the
proposed method. Therefore, we can say that good approximation could be achieved if the value of SNR is high.
5. Results and Discussions
5.1. Separation of PSD matrices
The result of source separation in each step is shown in
Fig.3. We noticed that the elements of matrix V1st (V1 ∼
V5 ) were high value in the center of elements which skirt or
are the diagonal elements. On the other hand, all elements
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Figure 4: The reslts of PSDTF and ICA
were low value in the matrix V2nd (V6 ∼ V10 ). From this
figure, good approximation was achieved by using PSDTF
with two step learning.
We used the results of ICA on the first step. Therefore,
it is necessary to investigate whether the estimated artifact
basis matrix V1st can be substitute for others in our future
works. The basis matrix might come to be eye blink artifacts rejection filter if the basis matrix have generality.
5.2. Eye Blink Artifacts Rejection
The results of PSDTF and ICA is shown in Fig.4. The
results of ICA (the blue and red lines) are identical with the
lines which are in the Fig.1.
The average of SNR was 8.99dB between ICA and PSDTF in regard to the estimated artifact signals. The accuracy of PSDTF depends on the number of iteration. In this
paper, we defined the value as 200, however, higher accuracy will be obtained as the number increases.
Waveforms generated by eye blink doesn’t necessarily
shape the same because it was based on the movements of
eyelid. Therefore, adequate basis matrix V1st and activation
matrix H2nd will be needed for eye blink artifacts rejection
of single-channel EEG signals in time domain.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated the validity of PSDTF for
eye blink artifacts rejection of single-channel EEG signals.
14 EEG and 1 vertical EOG signals were recorded from
a subject who blinks every 3 s according to metronomic
sounds. PSDTF was performed to reject eye blink artifacts
using single-channel EEG (Fp1) signals and reconstructed
EEG signal by ICA. The results represented SNR whose
average value is 8.99dB between ICA and PSDTF in regard to the estimated artifact signals. For this results, we
confirmed the validity of PSDTF for eye blink artifacts rejection of single-channel EEG signals in time domain.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an image (artwork) retrieval based on touch by self-organizing map
with refractoriness. Most of conventional similarity-based
(content-based) image retrieval systems deal with only
scenery image, landscape photographs and so on. Only a
few retrieval systems for artwork (illustration) have been
proposed. However, they can not realize the retrieval
based on touch of artwork. The proposed system realizes
the retrieval based on similarity of touch using the selforganizing map with refractoriness. In this system, the
number of colors, color information, outline information
and so on are used as the image feature. We carried out
computer experiments in the proposed system which stores
500 images and confirmed that the proposed image retrieval
system can retrieve artwork whose touch are similar.
1. Introduction
Recently, some similarity-based image retrieval systems
using neural networks which make use of flexible and soft
information processing ability of the neural networks have
been proposed[1]-[5]. The main target of these systems are
scenery images, and most of these image retrieval systems
which use color information as feature can retrieve similar
scenery images appropriately. However, most of the conventional similarity-based (content-based) image retrieval
systems [1]-[6] deal with only scenery image, landscape
photographs and so on. Although only a few retrieval systems for artwork (illustration) have been proposed, they can
not realize the retrieval based on similarity of touch of artwork.
In the consideration of similarity of touch, hue in images
does not need to be similar. If saturation and brightness are
similar even if hue is different, the touch of two images has
a high possibility of being similar. So, different suitable
features which are used in the retrieval from the case of
search of a scenery images have to be selected.
In this paper, we propose an image (artwork) retrieval
based on similarity of touch by self-organizing map with
refractoriness. In this system, the number of colors, color
information, outline information and so on are used as the
image features.
2. Image Features
2.1. The Number of Colors
In the proposed image retrieval system, the normalized

number of colors is used as one of the image feature. The
normalized number of colors of the image p, xN1(p) is given
by
N1
N pN1 − Nmin
xN1(p) =
(1)
N1
N1
Nmax
− Nmin
N1
where N pN1 is the number of colors in the image p, Nmax
is the maximum number of colors in whole stored images
N1
and Nmin
is the minimum number of colors in whole stored
images.
In the proposed image retrieval system, the normalized
average number of colors in each divided area is also used
as the image feature. Here, the divided areas by the Kmeans algorithm[7] and the features in each divided area
are considered. The normalized average number of colors
in each area of the image p, xN2(p) is given as
N2
N pN2 − Nmin
xN2(p) =
(2)
N2
N2
Nmax
− Nmin
where N pN2 is the average number of colors in each divided
N2
area of the image p, Nmax
is the maximum number of colors
N2
in each area in whole stored images and Nmin
is the minimum number of colors in each area in whole stored images.
2.2. Color Information
2.2.1. Saturation and Brightness
In the consideration of similarity of touch, hue in images
does not need to be similar. If saturation and brightness
are similar even if hue is different, the touch of two images
has a high possibility of being similar. So, the average saturation and brightness are also used as the image features.
The saturation and brightness in the image p which has N (p)
pixels, xS (p) and xV(p) are given by
N (p)
1 X (p)
xS (p) =
s
(3)
N (p) i=1 i
xV(p) =

N (p)
1 X (p)
v
N (p) i=1 i

(4)

where s(p)
i is the saturation of the pixel i in the image p, and
(p)
vi is the brightness of the pixel i in the image p.
Moreover, the average saturation and brightness in the
pixels which has similar hue are also used as the image
feature. The average saturation and brightness in the pixels
which have hue belongs the group j (hue is divided into N H
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groups), xS j (p) and xV j (p) are given by
X
1
xS j (p) =
s(p)
N H j (p) H j i

Module 1

Module Y

Map Layer

(5)

i:hi ∈C

xV j (p) =

1
NHj

X

v(p)
i

(6)

Hj
i:h(p)
i ∈C

where N H j is the number of pixels whose hue belongs the
hue group j, and h(p)
i is the hue of the pixel i in the image p.
And C H j is the set of hue which belongs to the hue group j
and it is given by





360( j) 
 360( j − 1)

Hj
C
= 
h
≤h<



H
H


N
N
( j = 1, . . . , N H ).

(7)

Input Layer

The Number
of Colors

Color
Information

Outline
Information

Figure 1: Structure of Proposed Image Retrieval System.
as the query, and the neurons corresponding to the images
which have similar touch fire sequentially.

2.2.2. Contrast

3.2. Learning Process

The contrast is a difference of the brightest portion and
the darkest portion in the image. Here, the contrast is calculated using the value instead of the brightness. The average
and maximum contrast in the image p, xC1(p) and xC2(p) are
given by
(p,m)
N R(p) (p,m)
1 X vmax − vmin
xC1(p) =
(8)
(p,m)
N R(p) m=1 v(p,m)
max + vmin
 (p,m)

 vmax − v(p,m)

min 
C2(p)


(9)
x
= max  (p,m)
(p,m) 
m
vmax + vmin
where N R(p) is the number of divided areas in the image p.
In the proposed image retrieval system, each stored image
is divided into some areas by K-means algorithm. And,
v(p,m)
max is the maximum value of the area m in the image p,
and v(p,m)
min is the minimum value of the area m in the image
p.

The learning process of the proposed image retrieval system is composed of two steps; (1) generation of feature vector and (2) learning of feature vectors of the self-organizing
map with refractoriness.

2.3. Outline Information
In the proposed system, the existence or non-existence
of outline (xL1(p) ) is used as the image feature. Moreover,
the rate that the pixel which is judged as outline (xL2(p) ),
the value of the outline (xL3(p) ), the rate of the transparent
color (xT (p) ) are also used as the image features.
3. Image (Artwork) Retrieval System based on Similarity of Touch

3.2.1. Generation of Feature Vector
The feature vectors of stored images are generated. The
feature vector is composed of three parts; (1) the number of
colors, (2) color information and (3) outline information.
The feature vectors are generated by the method described
(p)
in 2. The feature
 vector of the image p, x is given by
(p)
N1(p) N2(p) S (p) V(p) S 1 (p)
x
= x
,x
,x ,x ,x
,···,
xS N H (p) , xV1 (p) , · · · , xVN H (p) , xC1(p) , xC2(p) ,
T
xL1(p) , xL2(p) , xL3(p) , xT (p)
(10)
where xN1(p) and xN2(p) are the features on the number
of colors, xS (p) and xS 1 (p) , · · ·, xS N H (p) are the features on
saturation, xV(p) and xV1 (p) , · · · xVN H (p) are the features on
value, xC1(p) and xC2(p) are the features on contrast, and
xL1(p) , xL2(p) , xL3(p) and xT (p) are the features on outline.
3.2.2. Learning of Feature Vectors in Self-Organizing Map
with Refractoriness
In this step, the generated feature vectors of stored images are memorized in the self-organizing map with refractoriness. In the proposed system, each feature vector is
memorized to correspond to one of the neurons in the map
layer.

3.1. Structure
The proposed image retrieval system is based on the selforganizing map with refractoriness[2], and it has the input
layer and the map layer. The input layer is composed of
three parts corresponding to (1) the number of colors, (2)
color information and (3) outline information. And each
stored image is trained to correspond to one of the neuron
in the map layer. In the proposed system, the feature vector
for the key image is given to the neurons in the input layer

3.3. Retrieval Process
In the retrieval process, first, the feature vector of the
key (query) image is generated. And then, it is given to the
input layer of the self-organizing map with refractoriness.
The retrieval procedure is as follows:
Step 1 : Input of Feature Vector of Key Image
The feature vector of the key image x is generated and
it is given to the input layer of the proposed system.
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Step 2 : Calculation of Internal States in Map Layer
The internal state of the neuron i of the module y in the
map layer at the time t, uyi (t) is calculated by
t
X
Dr (wy , x)
uyi (t) = 1 − √ i
−α
krd xiMAP(y) (t − d)
(11)
F0
d=0
0
where F is the number of image features which are used
for the retrieval, α is the scaling factor of the refractoriness,
kr is the damping factor of the refractoriness and it takes
between 0 and 1. xiMAP(y) (t) is the output of the neuron i of
the module y at the time t. And Dr (wyi , x) is the distance
between the weight vector of the neuron i of the module
y in the map layer and the input feature vector x, and it is
given by
v
u
u
tX
F
X
y
Dr (wi , x) =
µ( f )
(φ(wyij , x j ))2
(12)
f =1

4. Computer Experiment Results
In this experiment, we used the proposed system which
memorizes 500 images which can be divided into 25 groups
based on the similarity of touch.
Figure 2 shows a part of the retrieval results of the proposed system. In this figure, top four images which are
retrieved are shown. As shown in Fig.2, the proposed system can realize the image retrieval based on similarity of
touch.

→
(a) Group 1

j:x j ∈C f

where f (= 1, · · · , F) denotes the image feature (1 : the
number of colors, 2 : color information, 3: outline information). C f is the input set for the feature f , wyij is the
connection weight between the neuron j in the input layer
and the neuron i of the module y in the map layer, and x j is
the jth element of the input feature vector. And, µ( f ) is the
weighting coefficient for the image feature and it is given
by
 1
0



(0 < N ( f ) )
0( f )
µ( f ) = 
(13)
N

0

0
(N ( f ) = 0)
0
where N ( f ) shows the number of neurons which are used in
the distance calculation in Eq.(12). And φ(wyij , x j ) is given
by
(
0, (x j = −1 or wyij = −1))
y
φ(wi j , x j ) =
(14)
wyij − x j (otherwise)
In the proposed image retrieval system, the feature which
does not exist in the image is set to −1.
In each module, the neuron whose internal states is maximum in the map layer is selected as the winner neuron c(y) .
Step 3 : Output of Neurons in Map Layer
The output of the neuron i of the module y in the map
layer xiMAP(y) (t) is determined based on the internal states
of neurons in the map layer calculated in Step 2 and it is
calculated by


1 (i = c(y) and uyi (t) > θ1



MAP(y)
xi
(t) = 
(15)
and Dy(i)

max < θ2 )


0 (otherwise)
where θ1 and θ2 are the thresholds. And Dy(i)
max is the maximum distance per feature of the neuron i of the module y
in the map layer and it is given by



X

y
µ( f )
2
(16)
(φ(w
,
x
))
Dy(i)
=
max

j
max

ij
f 

j∈C f

→
(b) Group 2

→
(c) Group 3

→
(d) Group 4

→
(e) Group 5

→
(f) Group 6

→
(g) Group 7

→
(h) Group 8

→
(i) Group 9

.

The image corresponding to the fired neuron in the map
layer is output as the retrieval result.
Step 4 : Repeat
Steps 2 and 3 are repeated.
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→
(j) Group 10

→

→

(w) Group 23

(k) Group 11

→

→

(x) Group 24

(l) Group 12

→

→
(m) Group 13

(y) Group 25

Figure 2: Retrieval Results of Proposed System.

→
(n) Group 14

→
(o) Group 15

→
(p) Group 16

→

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the image (artwork) retrieval based on similarity of touch using self-organizing
map with refractoriness. The proposed system realize the
image retrieval based on similarity of touch by the selforganizing map with refractoriness. In this system, the
number of colors, color information, outline information
and so on are used as image features. We carried out some
computer experiments in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system and confirmed that the proposed system can retrieve artworks whose touch are similar.
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Abstract—This paper presents a highly-parallel morphological pattern spectrum processing with a massiveparallel SIMD matrix architecture (MX-1). The pattern spectrum of this method consists of a mathematical
morphological-based algorithm that can extract unique feature information from an original digital image. The morphological pattern spectrum was implemented with a MX1 evaluation board to verify the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method. A well-known benchmark image was analyzed using a square structuring element from 1 to 15
scales. The obtained processing time of the MX-1 processor was up to 85% less than with four conventional processors. Therefore, the proposed parallel pattern spectrum
processing method with MX-1 is eﬀective for object extraction in mobile devices.
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Figure 1: Morphological pattern spectrum process.

1. Introduction
A massive-parallel SIMD matrix architecture (MX-1)
has been proposed as a novel SIMD multimedia processor, which provides a better method for processing several
types of multimedia applications [1]–[4]. It enables highlyparallel processing with low power consumption; thus, it
can be used for mobile product applications. Since MX1 uses a software-based architecture for several multimedia algorithm implementations, it has multi-purpose programmability for many required-processing functions used
in multimedia VLSI chips. The MX-1 has been aiming
at linear operation-based multimedia applications, such as
Huﬀman-encoding, DCT processing, face-detection. For
this research, we implemented a non-linear operationbased application on MX-1 for expanding SIMD matrix
processing ability. The selected non-linear application is a
morphological pattern spectrum, which is an eﬀective object extraction algorithm.
2. Morphological pattern spectrum algorithm
A pattern spectrum [5] is a mathematical morphologybased algorithm that extracts size distribution information
on target objects contained in an image. Morphological
processing, such as opening and dilation, are applied to obtain a pattern spectrum (Fig. 1). In addition to morphological processing, pixel-by-pixel subtraction, area calculation,
and the null set assessment process are also necessary.

The Pattern Spectrum (PS) equation is defined by as


PS (X, B, n) =

{XnB (y) − X(n+1)B (y)}

(1)

y∈wholeimage

where XnB (y) represents the opening operation of the
original image X, with scale n of structuring element B.
Variable y corresponds to the pixel element in image X.
The symbol “–” denotes the pixel-by-pixel subtraction operation. The same operations are repeated until the condition of null assessment, as shown in Eq. (2), is met.

{XnB (y) − X(n+1)B (y)} = φ
(2)
y∈wholeimage

In Fig. 1, the morphological pattern spectrum starts from
n = 0. The PS (X, B, 0) includes four circles, which are
the same size and shape as the structuring element B × 1.
This result is obtained by pixel-by-pixel subtraction between X0B and X1B to calculate the total number of pixel
values with structuring element 1B. In the same manner as
PS (X, B, 0), the following opening operations PS (X, B, n)
(n = 1, 2 · · · 5) can also be obtained. A morphological pattern spectrum based on a circle structuring element is then
generated by combining each pixel value result. The morphology operation falls into three categories: Set Processing (SP), Function and Set Processing (FSP), and Function Processing (FP) [6]. We applied FSP for this research.
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In contrast to other feature extraction methods, the pattern
spectrum technique is not widely used in pattern recognition because it requires a longer processing time. Therefore, we implemented the pattern spectrum technique on
the MX-1 processor.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of MX-1 architecture
data between the SDRAMs and SIMD matrix core through
the system bus.

Host CPU

Host CPU

SDRAM

Interface

For processing multimedia applications eﬃciently, we
developed a massive parallel processor based on a SRAMembedded matrix (MX-1) [1]–[4], which overcomes the
limitations in parallelism of conventional architectures. As
the MX-1 processor relatively lacks implementation with
nonlinear signal processing algorithms, this paper introduces the basic concept underlying highly-parallel processing and its architecture in detail. For increasing the degree of parallel processing and flexibility, the MX-1 processor applies a bit-serial and word-parallel mode of operation and a close connection between many small processing elements (PEs) and SRAM arrays. Figure 2 shows
a block diagram of a typical MX-1 architecture. A 1Mbit SRAM is provided with up to 1,024 two-bit PEs that
are connected by a vertical and horizontal switching network. A Vertical channel (V-ch) connects the PEs, while
a Horizontal channel (H-ch) connects the SRAM-register
and PEs. The data transfer between diﬀerent PEs, whose
distance is a power of two rows, can be operated through
the V-ch path in one cycle. The SRAMs at the left and right
have diﬀerent bank structures and are independent of the Hch paths. Two stored-data are read from both SRAM banks,
and several arithmetic and logical operations are carried out
in the PEs. The results from the PEs can be restored to either SRAM area in the same cycle using the “read-modifywrite” operation. Thus, MX-1 exhibits 40 GOPS performance for 16-bit additions at a clock frequency of 200 MHz
and power dissipation of 250 mW on a small area of 3.1
mm2 with 90 nm low-power CMOS technology [1]. Since
MX-1 consists of a simple SRAM-based architecture, the
processed-data width and the magnitude of parallelism can
be changed and optimized flexibly according to application
requirements.
Figure 3-(a) and (b) show a photograph and a system
block diagram of the MX-1 evaluation board. The main
components are the SIMD matrix core, a host CPU, a Direct Memory Access controller (DMA), and two SDRAMs.
The maximum clock frequencies of the SIMD matrix processor, host CPU, and SDRAM are 162, 81, and 81 MHz,
respectively. The specifications of this MX-1 processor are
1,024-parallelism, 512-bit word-length, 2-bit-serial processing, and 150 mW power dissipation. The host CPU dispatches several tasks to the MX-1 core and the DMA and
executes serial operations. The DMA transfers plain text
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3. Highly-parallel morphological pattern spectrum
processing method with massive-parallel SIMD Matrix
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MX-1module

System bus
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debugger
(a) Evaluation board photograph

DMA

SDRAMs

(b) Evaluation board architecture

Figure 3: Photograph and system architecture diagram of
evaluation board.
3.2. Highly-parallel morphological pattern spectrum
processing
The MX-1 can eﬃciently accelerate morphological pattern spectrum processing by using its high parallelism, flexible data width, and the flexible V/H-ch network architecture. For fast object extraction, it is important to fully exploit the processing ability of 1,024 PEs. Thus, all pixel
data in a structuring element need to be arranged horizontally in a SRAM entry. Figure 4 shows the storage scheme
of an original image in MX-1. The variable pij represents
the pixel value of the coordinates (i, j). When the original image is sent to the SRAM-register in MX-1, the interface module can modify pixel data placement for executing
a highly-parallel morphological pattern spectrum. In this
case, the original image consists of 1,024 (32 × 32) pixels.
The pixel-data storage for a 32 × 32 original image can be
stored 1,024 entries in SRAM-register. After that, MX-1
moves some pixels linearly to other entries for arranging
structuring element pixel data. Three pixel processing patterns for square structuring element, 3 × 3, 2 × 3 and 2
× 2, are shown in Fig. 5. The MX-1 executes 1,024-fold
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parallelism structuring element operations for the morphological pattern spectrum because one structuring element is
set to every other entry.

S-4 Valid rows continue addition operation. However, invalid rows stop all operations.
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S-3 The overflow bits in the carry flag registers are copied
into the valid flag. Rows with an overflow are thereby
deactivated for the subsequent processing.

As a result, MX-1 can flexibly execute several bit-serial
operations, such as four arithmetic operations, logical operations, and bit operations in parallel.
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4. Experimental results
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Figure 4: Parallel processing concept of MX-1.
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For verifying the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method,
we implemented the morphological pattern spectrum algorithm with MX-1 and tested using a benchmark image processing with an evaluation board. Figure 7 shows the opening and pattern spectrum results of a typical benchmark image, which is used as a square structuring element, and Fig.
8 shows the analysis graphs. The scale of the structuring
element is indicated on the horizontal axis and the number
of pixel value is given on the vertical axis.
From these analyses, relatively-small scales from 1 to 6
of a structuring element were contained in the benchmark
image. Especially, twice the size of the structuring element
value is more included in this result.

Pattern C

Figure 5: Three processing patterns of square structuring
element.
Figure 6 shows an example of addition steps to promote
better understanding of the MX-1 operation, which is a typical massive-parallel bit-serial operation with MX-1. Four
processing steps Step-1 (S-1) to Step-4 (S-4), are suﬃcient
to implement the addition operation and explained below:
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Figure 7: Pattern spectrum results of morphological operation with MX-1.
The MX-1 was implemented with highly-parallel morphological pattern spectrum processing method. To compare the processing eﬃciency requirements of the mor-
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Pattern spectrum results

S-1 The MX-1 stores up to 1,024 data blocks and sets a
valid bit in the flag register for addition operation in
parallel.
S-2 The left and right SRAM registers read out the stored
data. All Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs) in PEs of
MX-1 can execute two-bit addition operation and output two-bit result data in parallel. If processed data
overflow as a result of the addition operation, the overflow bits are copied into carry flag registers.
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Figure 8: Number of pixel values of Lenna benchmark image.
phological pattern spectrum, we measured the processing
time using the following implementation conditions of five
appliance processors, Texas Instruments DM3730, which
uses an ARM Cortex-A8 core with NEON SIMD circuit,
Intel Atom N450, AMD Geode LX800, and MX-1. The
NEON circuit is a general-purpose SIMD engine [7]. The
obtained processing time of the MX-1 processor was up to
85% less than with the four conventional processors. Most
conventional processors generally execute instructions with
bit-parallel and word-serial operations. Multimedia data in
an example of a conventional processors is processed sequentially in pipelined form. Thus, these processors can
be regarded as operating in the time domain. In contrast,
the MX-1 processor we developed supports up to 1,024way bit-serial and word-parallel operations. Moreover, all
PEs can be synchronized with a single command and process all stored data, thus, achieving a highly parallel SIMD
architecture. Consequently, MX-1 can be regarded as enabling the construction of a space-domain-processing architecture [8]. As a result, MX-1 can achieve real-time object extractions with the morphological pattern spectrum.
5
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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate a description ability of three-rules sets in one dimensional cellular automata with two states and three neighbors (referred as the 1-2-3 CA hereafter), in describing digital
sound with a rule set of 1-2-3 CA. We have shown that
the rule set of (#90, #180) gives the highest description ability of all the two-rules sets. As the number of
elements of the rule set increases, the possible states
of 1-2-3 CA derived from the rule set increase, suggesting that the description ability could be improved.
We employ the rule sets of (#90, #165, #180) and
(#75, #90, #180), where #165 and #75 are equivalent with #90 and #180, respectively, under the LeftRight complementation. From computer experiments,
the three-rules set of (#90, #165, #180) gives a higher
description ability than the rule set of (#90, #180)
and (#75, #90, #180). Therefore, three-rules sets is
more appropriate in describing digital sound without
reproducing errors than two-rules sets.
1. Introduction
Cellular automaton is one of discrete mathematical models which can generate complex phenomena
from simple rules. Therefore, cellular automata are applied to investigate universal pattern generator, error
correcting code, unsteady flow analysis, traffic stream
modeling, and so on [1]. For instance, Chua and his
colleagues investigate 1-2-3 CA related to the universal
computations [2].
In this paper, we focus on the description of digital
sound with rules of 1-2-3 CA. The method is presented
by Nara and his colleagues, which enable compressive
coding and errorless reproduction of digital sound with
a two-rules set of 256 ones in 1-2-3 CA [3, 4]. Moreover,
we have shown that the two-rules set of (#90, #180)
can give the best description ability in data amount of
all the possible pairs of 256 rules. However, it is not
unknown that the two-rules set can always reproduce
the best coding. In actual, there exists time transitions
of bit-patterns in digital sounds, which are difficult to
describe with the two-rules set of (#90, #180). As
the number of elements of the rule set increases, the

possible states of 1-2-3 CA derived from the rule set increasing, suggesting that the description ability could
be improved.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to investigate a description ability of digital sounds for threerules sets comparing with the two-rules set of (#90,
#180). In this paper, we employ three-rules sets of
(#90, #165, #180) and (#75, #90, #180), where
#165 and #75 are equivalent with #90 and #180, respectively, under the Left-Right complementation [2].
2. Description Method with Rules of 1-2-3 CA
2.1. 1-2-3 CA
Let us explain 1-2-3 CA briefly. In 1-2-3 CA, N
cells are arranged on a one dimensional chain. Each
cell takes 0 or 1. The state of the ith cell at time
step t is represented by ati , where i = 1, 2, · · ·, N ..
The state at the next time step is determined by the
states of itself and the neighboring two cells. Thus,
the updating rule of the states is written as follows,
at+1
= f (ati−1 , ati , ati+1 ),
i

(1)

where a function f ()˙ is referred as a transition function. In order to specify updating rule, we introduce,
f (0, 0, 0) = f0 , f (0, 0, 1) = f1 , f (0, 1, 0) = f2 ,
f (0, 1, 1) = f3 , f (1, 0, 0) = f4 , f (1, 0, 1) = f5 ,
f (1, 1, 0) = f6 , f (1, 1, 1) = f7

(2)

where fi = 0 or 1 (i = 0, · · · , 7). By choosing each of
fi to be 0 or 1, we can determine a certain specified
rule.
Moreover, defining the rule number as
#r

= 20 f0 + 21 f1 + 22 f2 + 23 f3
+24 f4 + 25 f5 + 26 f6 + 27 f7 ,

(3)

one can name each rule “the specified rule number”
of #r from 0 to 255 (totally 28 = 256 rules). If we
assign the two state of each cell 1(0) to a black(white)
small dot, respectively, the time development of a certain initial state in 1-2-3 CA gives pattern sequences
consisting of both black and white dots.
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2.2. Basic Idea of Description Method

3. Computer Experiment

In general, digital sounds can be expressed as time
development of bit-pattern sequences of 16 bits. On
the other hand, a time development of 1-2-3 CA gives
bit-pattern sequences of N cells. Thus, our idea about
describing digital sound by 1-2-3 CA are stated as follows:

3.1. Purpose and Method

• at = {ati |i = 1, . . . , 16} at time step t of 1-2-3
CA can be regarded as an amplitude of quantized
sound signals in binary coding.
• Time development of digital sound data (at ⇒
at+1 ) can be generated by applying rule to at ,
that is, R ◦ at = at+1 , where R is a certain
sequence of rules appropriately chosen from 256
ones in 1-2-3 CA.

In this paper, we investigate a possibility of threerules set in describing digital sounds, that is, whether
could a three-rules set improve description ability in
data amount or not? In this paper, we employ (#90,
#165, #180) and (#75,#90, #180) as a three-rules
set. The rules of #165 and #75 are equivalent with
#90 and #180, respectively, under the Left-Right
complementation [2]. We expect that the rule of #165
or #75 could generate a time development of the bit
pattern sequences which the rules of #90 and #180
could not.
We apply two kinds of digital sounds:
• Spoken word data supplied by ATR(Advanced
Telecommunication Research Institute International).
In this paper, we employ four
words, ”sports”,”knife”,”news” and ”pocket”,
pronounced by two men and two women.

Therefore, the problem is how to determine the rule
sequences of the 1-2-3 CA which can generate the sequences of 16 bit patterns corresponding to the digital
sound.

• 150 music data which are taken from four classic
and one Japanese pops music CD. All the intervals
of the data are 1 second.

2.3. Description Method
Let us present a strategy for finding rule sequences
of the 1-2-3 CA [4].
1. First, we choose a boundary condition from all
the four kinds of fixed boundary conditions, L0R0, L1-R0, L0-R1 and L1-R1, where L1 means
that the boundary cell at the left of the 1st cell is
fixed at unity and R0 means that the boundary
cell at the right of the 16th cell is fixed at zero.
2. Define the number of elements in the rule set,
n, and the rule set, R1 = {#1, #2, · · · , #n}.
Let us introduce a notation Rk , where Rk =
{c1 c2 · · · ci · · · ck |ci ∈ R1 }, containing all the possible combinations of n rules of R1 . Note that the
length of rule sequences in Rk corresponds to k.
3. An initial state in the 1-2-3 CA of a0 is taken
from the initial data of the original digital sound.
4. At each time step, we search for the rule sequence
with the shortest length by applying the elements
of Rk (k = 1, 2, · · ·). Starting from k = 1, we
increase k until getting the target data, meaning
that at+1 = R ◦ at , R ∈ Rk . If the correct pattern is not obtained within a certain maximum
sequence length Nmax , then we give up description and employ the original pattern.
5. Repeat the procedure 4 until the end of the sound
data.

The music data are digitized under the sampling frequency 44.1 kHz and the amplitude at each time step
quantized into 16 bits. The data format of music is
that of commercial music CD. On the other hand, the
pronounced words 22.05 kHz , 16 bits, respectively.
The description ability is evaluated by the quantity
of d,
d = L log2 n,
(4)
where L denotes an averaged length of the rule sequences which reconstruct the original sound without
reproducing errors, and n represents the number of
elements in the rule set. In our definition of the description ability, smaller d means less data amount in
our coding. We compare the description ability of the
three-rule sets with the two-rules set of (#90, #180).
In the description procedures, at each time step we
search for the rule sequences which perfectly reproduce
the original sound. Therefore, let Nmax be large, for
instance, in this paper, Nmax = 20. We employ the
L1-R0 boundary condition.
3.2. Description Ability
In this paper, we give a part of our results. In table 1, we give an averaged length of rule sequences,
which describe target sound without reproducing errors. All the word data in the table are pronounced
by a woman. J101, · · ·, J104 correspond to Japanese
pop music data, and C101, · · ·, C104, classic music
data. Each averaged length of the three-rules sets is
obviously smaller than the two-rules set. The result
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Table 1: Averaged length of rule sequences. “J” means
Japanese pop music and “C” classic.

sports
knife
news
pocket
J101
J102
J103
J104
C101
C102
C103
C104

(90,180)
16.00
16.04
16.10
15.74
16.31
16.30
16.29
16.26
16.16
16.21
16.19
16.19

(90,180,165)
10.05
10.08
10.07
10.02
10.10
10.12
10.11
10.11
10.05
10.08
10.07
10.05

(90,180,75)
10.30
10.29
10.30
10.30
10.29
10.31
10.28
10.30
10.27
10.29
10.27
10.30

rule number
#90
#180
#165

(90,180)
16.00
16.04
16.10
15.74
16.31
16.30
16.29
16.26
16.16
16.21
16.19
16.19

(90,180,165)
15.93
15.98
15.96
15.88
16.01
16.05
16.02
16.01
15.93
15.97
15.97
15.94

shorter
34%
26%
40%

almost same
44%
34%
22%

4. Discussions
Now, we consider the reason why the the three-rules
set of (#90, #165, #180) can improve the description
ability. At first, we evaluate the ratio that the rule
#165 emerges in the rule sequences at focusing time
steps, where the length of rule sequences with (#90,
#165, #180) becomes quite shorter than (#90, #180),
or the length is almost same. We employ 100 targets
for each focusing time step. The result is given in table 3. For the time steps where the length becomes
shorter, the averaged ratio of #165 takes almost 40%

Table 2: Description ability of d.

sports
knife
news
pocket
J101
J102
J103
J104
C101
C102
C103
C104

Table 3: Averaged ratio that the rule #165 is applied
in the rule sequences at the target time steps.

(90,180,75)
16.33
16.32
16.33
16.19
16.38
16.34
16.30
16.32
16.28
16.30
16.28
16.32
Figure 1: Time development of bit-pattern sequences
generated by the four rules of #75, #90, #165 and
#180.

originates in the fact that the possible states of 1-2-3
CA generated from the rule set increase as the number
of elements of the rule set increases.
The description ability of d is given in Table 2. Each
description ability of (#90, #165, #180) is slightly
smaller than (#90, #180) except for pocket. On
the other hand, each description ability of (#75,#90,
#180) is corrupted. The description ability of d does
not always decreases even if candidate states derived
by the rule set merely increases. The fact of the
decreasing description ability implies that the rule
of #165 plays important roles in describing digital
sounds. Thus, the three-rules set of (#90, #165,
#180) can improve the description ability in data
amount.

Figure 2: Definition of four rules of #75, #90, #165
and #180.
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and is the highest, suggesting that the rule #165 is
most frequently applied in the rule sequences. On the
other hand, for the time steps where the length is almost same, the averaged ratio of #165 takes almost
22% and is the smallest. Therefore, for specified time
steps, the existence of the rule #165 is practical in
improving description ability.
At next, we investigate a qualitative feature of the
transition function of the rules and generated bitpattern sequences. The time development of bitpattern sequences generated by the rule is given in
Fig. 1. In the bit-pattern sequences of #165 black
and white are reversed to #90. On the other hand, bitpattern sequences of #75 is obtained by a complementation and reflection of that of #180 about the center
line. Thus, #165 and #75 are equivalent with #90
and #180, respectively, under the Left-Right complementation [2]. According to equation (3), the transition functions of the four rules of #75, #90, #165
and #180 are given in Fig. 2. The figure shows that
the fi of #165 (#75) corresponds to complement of
#90 (#180), respectively. Thus, the rules of #165
and #75 would complement in reproducing the time
development of the bit-pattern sequence for the time
steps where the rules of #90 and #180 miss to describe effectively. In addition, the rule of #165 belongs
to class 3, meaning that #165 can generate time development of complex bit-pattern sequences as shown
in Fig. 1. In the rule of #165, the complementation
for #90 and the complexity of generated bit-patterns
could enable to improve the description ability in coding digital sounds with the rule set of 1-2-3 CA.
The description method is based on the idea that
complex dynamics including chaos, even in systems
with large degrees of freedom, could be generated by
certain simple rule. The rule sequences which reproduce an original sound corresponds to “rule dynamics”
proposed by Aizawa and Nagai [5]. According to the
idea of them, the rule dynamics could reflect various
features more accessibly than original data. This is
our future problem.

In near future, we present evaluation results of the
description ability for all the possible three-rules sets
of 256 rules in 1-2-3 CA.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we study a description method of digital sounds with three-rules sets of 1-2-3 CA. We evaluate description ability of the sets, (#90, #165, #180)
and (#75,#90, #180), comparing the two-rules set of
(#90, #180). Results are as follows:
• Each description ability of (#90, #165, #180) is
slightly smaller than (#90, #180) except for one
case.
• The three-rules set of (#90, #165, #180) can improve the description ability in data amount.
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Abstract— This paper presents the growing insensitive particle
swarm optimizer (GIPSO) for multi-solution problems. Especially, we consider the case where the number of solutions is
unknown. The GIPSO uses ring-topology and has an insensitive
parameter. The number of particles can increases and the swarm
can grow. If parameter velues are selected suitably, the GIPSO
can identify all the solutions and can clarify the number of
solutions. Performing fundamental numerical experiments, we
investigate the algorithm capability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The particle swarm optimizer (PSO) is a population-based
optimization method inspired by flocking behavior of living
beings [1]. The living beings are modeled by a particleswarm where each particle is characterized by position and
velocity. The positions correspond to potential solutions and is
evaluated by an objective function. The particles search desired
optimal solution(s) based on inter-particle communication.
The PSO does not require gradient information of objective
function. The PSO is a simple in concept, is fast, and has been
applied to various particle/potential engineering applications.
The applications include design of circuits and neural networks
[2]-[5].
For a simple single solution problem, the PSO is suitable for
global search. Because it can find an optimal solution by few
particles even if the search apace is vast. However, standard
PSOs are not suitable for multi-solution problems (MSP [7][?]) where particles are often trapped into partial/local solutions.
In this paper, we present the growing insensitive particle
swarm optimizer (GIPSO) for MSP. Especially, we consider
the case where the number of solutions is unknown. The
GIPSO is defined on a particle swarm of ring-topology and
has an insensitive parameter. The number of particles can
increases and the swarm can grow. If parameter velues are
selected suitably, the GIPSO can identify all the (approximate)
solutions and can clarify the number of solutions. Also, the
GIPSO includes no random parameters: it is deterministic
[9]-km2. Such a deterministic system is convenient in motion analysis and reproducibility performance evaluation. This
system is distributive, and each particle motion is limited in
lattice point. Performing fundamental numerical experiments,
we investigate the algorithm capability in the MSP. Although
this paper considers an elementary MSP, the results may be
developed into a variety of engineering applications.

Fig. 1.

Ring topology.

II. R ING - TYPE I NSENSITIVE PSO
The objective function for the GIPSO is defined by
FA : SA → R+ , SA = {(x1 , x2 )|XL ≤ xi ≤ XR , i = 1, 2}
(1)
where SA is a two-dimensional search space and R+ denotes
positive reals. Let x ≡ (x1 , x2). Assuming FA has plural
minima, the multi solutions xis are defined by
FA (xis ) = 0,
xis ≡ (xts1 , xts2 ) ∈ SA , i = 1 ∼ NA

(2)

where i = 1 ∼ NA and NA is the number of solutions.
Although we define the GIPSO for considers two-dimensional
objective function FA , the definition can be generalized by
replacing x with n-dimensional vectors.
The GIPSO employs N t particles at search step t. Note that
the number of particles N t is time-vaiant. let P t denote the
particle swarm at . Let Pit be the i-th particle. The i-th particle
is characterized by its position xti and velocity vit where i ∼
N t . The update of the particle is based on the personal best
(P besti ) and local best (Lbesti ) 1 for the objective function
FA . The P besti gives the best value in the past history of Pi .
Lbesti is the best of the personal best in the neighbor of Pi .
The neighbor particles are given depending on the topology of
the particle swarms. We adopt the ring topology as shown in
Fig. 1. For a particle, the both sides particles are the neighbors
2
. The GIPSO includes insensitive parameter that can make
update of the Lbesti insensitive. In this paper, we assume
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1 In
2 In

standard PSOs, the global best is used of the local best.
the compelte graph, all the particles are the neighbors.

that the number of solutions NA is unknown. Our purpose is
to identify positions of all the approximate solutions and to
clarify the the number solutions. The GIPSO is defined by the
following 7 steps.
STEP 1(Initialization): Let search step t = 0 and let the initial
number of particles is N t = N0 . Particle positions xti and
velocities vit are initialized where i = 1 ∼ N . Personal bests
and local bests are initialized: xpbesti = xlbesti = xti . The
number of approximate solutions is initialized: k = 0. The
number of areas of approximate solutions is initialized: S = 0.
STEP 2 (Approximate solutions): If the i-th particle position
satisfies
F (xti ) < CA
(3)
then xti is declared as an approximate solution. The approximate solution is labelled by ak . (If this is the first approximate
solution then S = 1).
STEP 3 (Area judegment): If ak is not included in an area of
existing approximate solutions then a new area is generated.
S ← S + 1 if |ak − aj | > r for j < k

(4)

where | · | denote the Euclidean distance and the parameter
r decides the approximate solution area. We have used the
descending sort algorithm in the judgement. Let k ← k + 1.
STEP 4 Personal and local bests are updated:
xtpbesti ← xti
xtpbesti
xtlbesti ← 

if F (xti ) < F (xtpbesti )
if F (xtpbesti ) < (xtlbesti ) − t

t ← 0 ×

(5)

tmax − t
tmax

where t is an time-variant parameter which controls insensibility. 0 is an initial value and tmax is the maximum step in
STEP 7. If t is smaller then the update occurs frequently. The
case t = 0 corresponds to normal PSOs. This insensitivity
may be effective to avoid trap into local/partial solutions and
to enlarge the swarm diversity.

STEP7 Let t ← t + 1, return to STEP2 and repeat until
t = tmax .
After the algorith is terminated, S gives the number of
approximate solution areas and ai , i = 1 ∼ k gives the approximate solutions. Note that ai in the comomn approximate
solution area corresponds to one approximate solution of the
MSP.
III. N UMERICAL E XPERIMENTS
We consider the following fundamental objective function:
FA(x) = cos(2πx1 ) + cos(2πx2 ) + 2
x ≡ (x1 , x2 ), −1.9 < x1 < 1, −1.9 < x2 < 1

As shown in the contour map in Fig. 2, this function has 9
solutions (NA = 9). The pupose of MSP is identification of
all the 9 approximate solutions. We apply the GIPSO to this
MSP. For simplicity, we discretize the search space SA onto
NC ×NC lattice points: the particle positions are discretize on
the lattice points where the function is . After trial-and-errors,
parameters are selected as the following:
w = 0.7, c = 0.7. CA = 0.02, N0 = 10, tmax = 50
Δt = 10 (M = 5), ΔN = 20, 0 = 0.5, NC = 128.

(9)
Performing numerical experiment, we have confirmed that the
GIPSO can identify all the 9 approximate solutions. Figure 3
shows snapshots where nine red circles are approximate solution areas and blue points in them are approximate solutions.
In order to compare the camability of GIPSO, we apply the
other three algorithms to the same MSP:
RPSO: PSO on the ring topology. It is defined by removing
growing swarm in Step 6 and insensitive parameter in Step 4.
IPSO: PSO with insensitivity. It is defined by removing
growing swarm in Step 6.
GPSO: PSO with growing swarm. It is defined by removing
insensitive parameter in Step 4.
These three algorithm can not identify all the nine approximate solutions as suggested in Figs. 4 to 6.

STEP 5: Position and velocities are updated:
vit+1 ← w × vt + c × (xtlbesti − 
xti )
t+1
t+1
t
x + vi
xi ← 


(6)

where w and c are deterministic parameters. Note that our
GIPSO includes no random parameters.
STEP 6 (Growing Swarm): At every Δt steps, the number of
particle increases:
N t ← N t + ΔN at t = nΔt

(8)

(7)

where Δt = tmax /M and The maximum particle number is
N0 + M × ΔN .
Fig. 2.
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Contour map of the MSP objective function.

Fig. 3. Snapshots in search process of GIPSO. Red circles denote identified
solution areas.

Fig. 4.

Snapshots of RPSO (N = 60, t = 0)
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Fig. 5.

Snapshots of IPSO (N = 60)

Fig. 6.

Snapshots of GPSO (t = 0)

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
GIPSO is presented and is applied to a fundamental MSP in
this paper. In the MSP, the number of solutions is assumed to
be unknown. The GIPSO is defined on the ring-type particle
swarm with growing structure and has insensitive parameter.
In the numerical experiment, the GIPSO has identified all the
solutions.
Our future problems include optimization of topology and
parameters, generalization of algorithm, application to largescale problems, application to complex MSPs, and engineering
applications.
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Abstract—This study proposes a method of solving the shortest path problem (SPP) using the adaptable independent-minded particle swarm optimization (AIPSO). The system of AIPSO is almost the
same as PSO, however, a connection relationship between particles of AIPSO dynamically changes with
each iteration. We apply the proposed method using
AIPSO to solving two kinds of SPPs derived by the
Small-world network and the Waxman network. We
conﬁrm that AIPSO can signiﬁcantly improve the optimization performance from the basic PSO.

each iteration. AIPSO can signiﬁcantly improve the
optimization performance of the basic PSO although
AIPSO does not need any additional parameter. This
study modiﬁes the conventional method using PSO
and proposes a method of solving SPP using AIPSO.
We investigate an eﬀectiveness of the proposed method
using AIPSO by applying it to solving two kinds of
complex SPPs derived by the Small-world network and
the Waxman network.

1. Introduction

PSO is one of the optimization methods based on
the swarm intelligence. Kennedy and Eberhart designed PSO inspired by the ﬂock behavior of birds
and ﬁsh in nature. PSO searches an optimum solution
by using a group of solutions called “particle swarm”.
Each particle searches for the optimum solution with
ﬂying around a multi dimensional optimization space.
PSO has been applied to various problems because it
requires less computational and a few lines of codes,
and various modiﬁed PSOs have been proposed.
AIPSO is one of the improved PSOs. A diﬀerence
between the basic PSO and AIPSO is a connection relationship between the particles as shown in Fig. 1.
AIPSO has almost the same behavior as the basic
PSO, and the particles are aﬀected only by connected
particles. In the basic PSO, the connection relationship between the particles are not changed throughout
a simulation, in other words, always full-connected, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the connection relationship in AIPSO dynamically changes with each iteration as shown in Fig. 1(b). Whether a particle i is
aﬀected by the swarm is stochastically-judged at every
iteration and every dimension:
{
i ∈ SCd , with probability Cp (t)
(1)
i ∈ SId , with probability 1 − Cp (t),

The shortest path problem (SPP) is one of the most
fundamental problems in the graph theory, and it is
a familiar optimization problem for us. Examples of
SPP include car navigation system, searching system
of train connections and so on. Many researchers have
investigated SPP and its solutions and SPP has gotten complex with the developments of communication
tools, computer science and transport systems. These
extended SPPs include multi-objective SPP, traveling
salesman problems (TSPs) and the K-th shortest path
problem, and most of the extended SPPs are NP-hard
problems.
The most famous method of solving the simple SPP
is Dijkstra’s algorithm [1]. However, since the Dijkstra’s algorithm cannot solve the extended SPPs being NP-hard problems, it is important to investigate
various methods of solving SPPs.
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) [2] is a hot
topic as an optimization method, and PSO is based
on birds and ﬁsh ﬂock behavior that search for foods.
The most attractive feature of PSO is that it requires less calculating equations, and a SPP solution
method using PSO has been proposed [3]. However,
since PSO is easily trapped into local optima when it
solves complex problems, many improved PSOs have
been proposed. We therefore pay attention to the
adaptable independent-minded particle swarm optimization (AIPSO) [4]. The system of AIPSO is almost
the same as PSO, however, a connection relationship
between particles of AIPSO dynamically changes with

2. Adaptable independent-minded
swarm optimization (AIPSO)

particle

where t is the iteration, and SCd and SId are sets of
connected and isolated particles in dth dimension, respectively. The connection probability Cp (t) is a timevarying linear function as described in
t
(2)
Cp (t) = (CpT − Cp0 ) + Cp0 ,
T
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particle i, and Xlbest = (xl1 , xl2 , · · · , xlM ) is the best
position among all the connected particles.
3. Shortest path problem (SPP)
Iteration t
: connected particle

(a)

Iteration t
: isolated particle

: connected particle

(b)

Figure 1: Connection relationship between particles
depending on the iteration. (a) PSO. All the particles are always connected each other. (b) AIPSO. The
connected particles are increased with time due to an
increase in the connection probability.

SPP is deﬁned as follows. An undirected graph
G = (M, E) comprises a set of nodes M and a set
of edges E ∈ M × M connecting nodes in M . Corresponding to each edge, there is a non negative number
cyz representing the cost of the edge from a node my
to a node mz . A path from a source node ms to a
destination node md is a sequence of nodes P AT H =
(ms , mj , · · · , md ). The path must not repeat the same
node index in the sequence. For example, in Fig. 3, a
path from the node 1 to the node 7 is represented as
(1, 4, 2, 5, 7). A goal of SPP is to ﬁnd a path between
two nodes having the minimum total cost.
In this paper, SPP is solved by using PSO and
AIPSO. In PSOs, the particle information is updated
depending on the objective function. The objective
function of the particle i is deﬁned as
fi =

・・・

N
i −1
∑

cyz ,

j=1

(5)

y = P AT H i (j), z = P AT H i (j + 1),
d=1

d=2
: isolated particle

・・・・・・

d=M

: connected particle

Figure 2: Example of a connection relationship in
AIPSO at each dimension. AIPSO has diﬀerent connection relationship at each dimension.

where T is the maximum number of the iteration, and
CpT and Cp0 are the maximum and minimum value
of Cp (t), respectively. Figure 2 shows an example of a
change in the connection relationship depending on the
dimension. AIPSO has diﬀerent connection relationship at each iteration and each dimension in contrast
to the basic PSO being always fully-connected.
Each particle i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) has two information; position vector X i = (xi1 , xi2 , · · · , xiM ) and velocity vector V i = (vi1 , vi2 , · · · , viM ). AIPSO searches
the solution by updating the particle information according to

t
t

ωvid + φ1 r1 (xpid − xid )
t+1
t
(3)
vid =
+ φ2 r2 (xld − xid ), i ∈ SCd

 t
t
ωvid + φ1 r1 (xpid − xid ), i ∈ SId ,
t+1
t
xt+1
id = xid + vid ,

where ω is the inertial weight,
acceleration coeﬃcients, r1 and
random numbers in the rage
(xpi1 , xpi2 , · · · , xpiM ) is the past

(4)

φ1 and φ2 are the
r2 are independent
[0, 1], Xpbest i =
best position of the

where P AT H i is the set of sequential node indexes for
the particle i, Ni = |P AT H i | is the number of nodes
that constitutes the path represented by the particle
i, and cyz is the cost of the link connecting the node
y and the node z. Therefore, the objective function
fi takes the minimum when P AT H i is the shortest
path. If the path made by a particle i is an unsuccessful path, its objective function value fi is assigned a
penalty value (large value) so that the particle i does
not have an inﬂuence on other particles at next iteration.
4. Application of AIPSO to SPP
The main issue in applying AIPSO to SPP is how
to combine the particle information with the network.
We correlate the particle information of AIPSO with a
node priority considering the connection relationship
of the network.
⟨ STEP1 ⟩ Initialization
An iteration count t is initialized as t = 0, the particle position vectors X are initialized at random in
range [−1.0, 1.0] and the velocity vectors V are initialized V = 0.
⟨ STEP2 ⟩ Update the connection relationship
The connection relationship between the particles is
updated according to Eq. (1).
⟨ STEP3 ⟩ Determine the node priority
A node priority P i = (pi1 , pi2 , · · · , piM ) are an important variable to create the path from a source node
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Table 1: Simulation results
Success rate [%] Error rate [%]
PSO
AIPSO
PSO AIPSO
Small-world
66
78
6.02
4.00
network
Waxman
67
89
5.88
1.37
network

9

15
12

1

8

18
19

6

Figure 3: Network model (M = 7)
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0.7 0.6 0.3 0.5
k = 0, PATHi = {1}
⇓
2
3
4
5
6
-0.4 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.5
(c12pi2 = -4, c13pi3 = 9.8, c14pi4 = 7.2)
k = 1, PATHi = { 1, 2}
⇓
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3
4
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6
∞
0.7 0.6 0.3 0.5
(c24pi4 = 9, c25pi5 = 2.4)
k = 2, PATHi = { 1, 2, 5}
⇓
2
3
4
5
6
∞
∞
0.7 0.6
0.5
(c57pi7 = 1.8)
k = 3, PATHi = { 1, 2, 5, 7}

7
0.2

which has been visited, again. We continue these processes until the destination node is visited.
⟨ STEP5 ⟩ Evaluation of the objective function
We evaluate the objective function fi of each particle i by calculating the total path length according
to Eq. (5). If the particle i fails to make the path,
fi = ∞. Here, if there is no visitable node before the
particle i has not arrived yet at the destination node,
it is deﬁned as the particle i failed to make a path.
⟨ STEP6 ⟩ Update particle information
The velocity V i and position X i are updated according to Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), respectively.
⟨ STEP7 ⟩ Iteration
We repeat the steps from STEP2 to STEP6 until
t = T is satisﬁed.

7
0.2

7
0.2

7
0.2

5. Computer simulation

Figure 4: How to determine the path from the source
node 1 to the destination node 7. The numbers
1, 2, · · · , 7 denotes the node indexes, and the numbers
under the node index are its node priority. Assuming
X i = P i = (0.1, −0.4, 0.7, 0.6, 0.3, 0.5, 0.2), we obtain
a path P AT H i = {1, 2, 5, 7}. The objective function
fi is 27.

to a destination node. The node priority of the particle i is correlated with the particle information by
using a copy of X i , as P i = X i .
⟨ STEP4 ⟩ Making the PATH
We make the path from a source node to a destination node using the node priority P i . Figure 4 shows
an example of creating a path corresponding to a network shown in Fig. 3. We substitute the source node
for P AT H i (1). Next visit node P AT H i (k) is selected from the connecting nodes according to
P AT H i (k) = arg min{pid × cjd }
d

(6)

where cjd is the cost of edge from a node j to d. The
value ∞ is assigned to the node priority corresponding to the next visit node to avoid selecting the node,

We apply the proposed SPP solving method using
AIPSO to two kinds of complex networks derived by
Small-world’s [5] and Waxman’s [6] method. The proposed solving method is compared with the conventional method using the basic PSO. For respective
SPPs, the number of nodes M is 100, the number of
edges is set as edge = 300 at the Small-world network
and as edge = 279 at the Waxman network. The edge
costs are determined at random. We used following
parameters: N = 30, CpT = 1.0, Cp0 = 5 × 10−4 , φ1 =
φ2 = 1.494 and ω = 0.729. We use diﬀerent maximum iteration T depending on the network, and it is
T = 4000 for the Small-world network and is T = 3000
for the Waxman network.
Table 1 shows results obtained by 100 simulations
using diﬀerent destination and source nodes selected
at random. The error rate is determined by
Error rate =

fg − fopt
[%]
fopt

(7)

where fg is the objective function value of the global
best particle obtained by the simulation and fopt is the
optimal solution derived by using the Dijkstra method.
From this table, we can see that AIPSO obtains
higher success rate and lower error rate than PSO, at
both the networks. On the other hand, the improvement rate of AIPSO from PSO is diﬀerent depending
on the networks. This is because the total number of
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AIPSO improves the optimization performance from
PSO because AIPSO is hard to be trapped into the local optima. These conﬁrmed results mean that AIPSO
is eﬀective not only for the continuous optimization
problems such as the benchmark functions, but also
for discrete optimization problems.
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Abstract—The purpose of this article is to improve the
eﬃciency of the single-phase PWM DC-AC inverter based
on the optimization of the switching phase of the PWM.
The improvement of the eﬃciency means to improve the
quality of the output waveform, the eﬃciency of the conversion, and the reduction of the switching-loss. We propose an evaluation function which corresponds to the minimum value of the evaluation function by using the PSO
algorithm. We improve the eﬃciency by setting a criterion
of each index. As the result, the proposed algorithm can
reduce high harmonic components in the switching times
smaller than that of the conventional triangle wave comparison method. Also, we confirm that the algorithm can
improve the quality of the output waveform and the eﬃciency of the conversion.

to optimize the switching phase. We confirmed by numerical experiments the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method,
We will compare the results of the triangle wave comparison method.
2. Single-phase PWM DC-AC inverter
Single-phase PWM DC-AC inverter converts direct current into the alternating current by using PWM control[3].
The output V0 alternates between a positive and a negative values since these pairs switch alternately. Based on
the switching phase, we can produce various PWM output.
Namely, the high frequency harmonic components of the
PWM output are eliminated by the LPF.
The output voltage V0 is described by Fourier series as
follow:

1. Introduction
In electrical power systems, a lot of electric power
switching conversion technologies are used[1][2]. The
PWM DC-AC inverter is one of such conversion
technologies[3].
The purpose of this article is to improve the eﬃciency of
the single-phase PWM DC-AC inverter. We suppose that
the eﬃciency is improved when the following conditions
are satisfied.
(1) Improve the quality of output waveform.
The quality of output waveform is improved if the
higher harmonics are eliminated. The ideal output
contains only the fundamental component when the
higher harmonics are eliminated by LPF(Low Pass
Filter).
(2) Improvement of the conversion eﬃciency.
The conversion eﬃciency is improved when the energy of the eliminating harmonic components are reduced
(3) Reductive of switching-loss.
In order to reduce the switching-loss, the number of
switching times is decreased.
In this article, we propose an evaluation function to evaluate above points. The value of evaluation function depends on the switching phase. We apply the PSO algorithm

Vo = A0 +

∞
∑
n=1

An cos(nωt) +

∞
∑

Bn sin(nωt),

(1)

n=1

where, A0 , An and Bn means Fourier coeﬃcients.
For simplicity, we normalize the period as 2π without
loss of generality. Considering the symmetrical property of
the periodic output waveform, the output can be regarded
as an odd function. We pay attention to only a quarter of
the period. We can calculate the corresponding Fourier coeﬃcients Bn as

x ,..., π

dc

 4V
[cos(nωt)] x21 ,...,x2k (k : odd)
nπ
Bn (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) = 

k
 4Vdc [cos(nωt)] xx21 ,...,x
,...,xk−1 (k : even)
nπ
(2)
where, xi denotes the i-th switching phase, k means the
number of switching times in the quarter period. Vdc means
the input voltage value. Vdc is normalized as 1 without loss
of generality. Power spectrum can be calculated from Eq.
(2). Figure 1 shows an example of the power spectrum. The
horizontal axis represents the frequency. The vertical axis
represents the absolute value of the voltage. PWM output,
is composed of many harmonic components as shown in
Fig. 1. To improving the quality of the output waveform,
reducing the high harmonics components is required. The
high harmonic components contains of the PWM output is
determined by the switching.
Triangle wave comparison method is one of the most
useful design method of the switching phase of the PWM
DC-AC inverter[2]. This design method determines the
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The small THD value indicates that the output wave contains the small harmonic components. The THD is calculated as the following.
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Figure 1: Example of power spectrum.

switching phase comparing with the higher frequency triangle wave and the desired sinusoidal wave. Based on
the obtained switching phase, the PWM output is generated. The triangle wave comparison method can reduce the
higher harmonic components when the number of switching times is increased. Therefore, in order to suppress
the harmonics of the output, the number of the switching
times is increased. However, increasing the number of the
switching times is the cause to be generated switching-loss.
In order to overcome such problem, to decrease the number
of the switching times is required. Such problem is called
Optimal PWM problems [4][5]. In Refs, [4] and [5],
the optimal switching phase is solved by numerical solution, but the calculation cost very high. In order to reduce
the amount of calculation, some algorithms are proposed
which are based on meta-heuristics[6][7]. The PSO method
is one of such meta-heuristics. In this article, we propose a
design procedure of an optimal switching phase to improve
the eﬃciency the triangle wave comparison method.
3. Evaluation function
Various methods have been proposed to optimize the
switching phase of the inverter[8][9]. In Ref. [8], the
evaluation function evaluates the filter characteristics under specified conditions. In Ref. [9], it evaluates weighting
harmonic components. However, these methods does not
consider the conversion eﬃciency suﬃciently. Therefore,
we consider the switching phase which satisfies the following three points.
(1) Improve the quality of output waveform.

n=2

B2n

B1

,

(3)

where, n is the order of the harmonics, B1 is the fundamental component, Bn represents the energy of the n-th harmonic component.
The THD in Eq. (3) is referred the infinity degree. However, the actual output of the DC-AC inverter is passed
through a LPF. Namely, the high frequency harmonic components are eliminated by the LPF. The scope of the harmonics of the output waveform is finite. Therefore, we
proposed the following evaluation function.
√
Ft =

∑K
n=2

B2n

B1

,

(4)

where, K denotes the upper limit of the evaluation range.
Namely, Ft is represented in Eq. (4) evaluates between 2nd
component and the K-th component. If this value becomes
zero, it means that the output is composed of only the fundamental component within the desired frequency range.
Since Ft evaluates only the ratio of harmonic components, the energy of the output waveform may be reduced.
Therefore, we have to evaluate the energy of the output
waveform. The evaluation function of the energy is the following.
√
∑K
2
n=1 Bn
Fp = 1 − √
,
(5)
2Pd
where, Pd means a desired eﬀective value. which is a positive arbitrary constant less than 1.
F p evaluates the eﬀective value of the output whose upper limit is the K-th component. If this function becomes
zero, the eﬀective value of the output is close to the desired
eﬀective value Pd .
The quality of the output waveform can be evaluated by
the Ft and F p .

(2) Improvement of the conversion eﬃciency.

(2) Improvement of the conversion eﬃciency.

(3) Reductive of switching-loss.

The conversion eﬃciency is improved when higher harmonic components are removed by LPF. Therefore, we define an index of the conversion eﬃciency Fe as follow Fe
conversion eﬃciency.

Reductive of the switching-loss can be achieved if the number of switching times is reduced. Therefore, we propose a
evaluation function considering (1) and (2).

B1
Fe = 1 − √∑∞

(1) Improve the quality of output waveform.
In order to optimize the switching phase of the DC-AC
inverter, total harmonic distortion (abbr. THD) is applied
to evaluation function[10]. The THD shows the ratio of the
harmonic components to the fundamental sinusoidal wave.

n=1

B2n

(6)

If the output contains only fundamental frequency component, Eq. 6 becomes zero. Please note that such situation is
impossible.
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This optimization problem has above three evaluation
functions, Ft , F p and Fe . Thus this problem can be regarded as a kind of multi-objective problems[11][12][13].
For the multi-objective problems, the construction of the
evaluation function is very important. In this article, we apply the linear combination of Ft , F p and Fe as represented
in Eq. (7).

1
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1

denotes the location of the j-th particle on the
where,
t-th iteration. vtj denotes the velocity of the j-th particle on
the t-th iteration. w denotes an inertia weight coeﬃcient. c1
and c2 denote acceleration coeﬃcients of the j-th particle.
r1 and r2 denote the uniform random numbers from 0 to 1.
The PSO algorithm searches the optimum solution of
Eq. (7). The location xi j which represents the i-th dimensional value on the j-th particle corresponds to the switching phase of the PWM output. Since each dimensional
variable corresponds to each switching phase of the PWM,
each dimensional variable must satisfy the following condition.
0 ≤ x1 j ≤ x2 j ≤ · · · ≤ xk j ≤ π/2,
(10)
where k denotes the maximum number of the switching
times in the quarter period. We used to update PSO method
of successive asynchronous performs state update for each
dimension in this article[16]. Also, for the real circuit, an
switching interval is required. Therefore the following condition is applied.











t
xi j = 










t
xi−1,
j + Tlimit
t
xi+1, j − Tlimit
Tlimit
π/2 − Tlimit
xit j

t
, for xit j ≤ xi−1,
j
t
t
, for xi j ≥ xi+1,
j
, for x1t j ≤ 0
, for xkt j ≥ π/2
, otherwise

(11)

where, Tlimit is a constant which is depended on the real
circuit.
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where, 0 < α, β < 1 and α + β ≤ 1 are mixture ratio parameters. The optimum switching phase corresponds to the
smallest value of the objective function.

t
t
t
t
t
vt+1
j = wv j + c1 r1 ( pbest j − x j ) + c2 r2 ( gbest − x j ), (8)

1

0.8

0

(7)

In order to search the optimum switching phase, we use
PSO[14][15].
In the PSO, each particle has the location information
which gives the best evaluation value before visited locations. The best location information is called pbest. Each
particle shares pbest information in the swarm, and selects
the best pbest in the swarm. The best information in pbest
is called gbest. The dynamics of the PSO is described as

1

0.8

β

F = αFt + βF p + (1 − α − β)Fe ,

1
0.8

0

0
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1
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(d) Ft ，F p ，Fe

Figure 2: Setting the α and β.
5. Setting the α and β
In this article, evaluation function F is a linear combination of Ft , F p and Fe . The weighted combination parameters α and β is very important. In order to set the parameter
values, we define a criterion value of each function. The
criterion value of Ft is 0.01, because the output contains
less than 1 % error. Finally, the criterion value of Fe is
1.05 × 10−1 , since we want the conversion eﬃciency more
than 89 %. Figure 2 shows the region that each evaluation value satisfy each criterion. The yellow region means
the domain of the definition, and the black region means
the satisfaction region of the criterion. These results indicate the most eﬀective values that α is around 0.4 and β is
around 0.35.
6. Simulation experiment
We carry out the numerical simulations to confirm the
eﬀectiveness of proposed switching phase design procedure by using PSO. We assumed the ideal LPF is passed
only under nine harmonics. For such ideal LPF, the triangle wave comparison method requires nine or more switching in a quarter period. The parameters of our simulation

Table 1: Experimental parameters.
The trial number
The maximum iteration number
The number of particles
The inertia weight coeﬃcient w
The acceleration coeﬃcient c1 ，c2
Criterion time Tlimit
The upper limit of evaluation K
The desired eﬀective voltage Pd
The number of switching (a quarter period) k
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100
50000
10
0.792
1.49
π/1000
10
√
1/ 2
5

number of switching times is less than the triangle wave
comparison method.
In the future, it is an object of the present invention examination of the structure of the metrics used in this article,
the study of the switching system.
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Abstract—
We propose a novel optimization method that searches
for an optimal solution by updating multi points based on
chaotic dynamics with information sharing mechanism. In
previous work, we have proposed an optimization method
based on swarm of chaotic dynamical particles (OSCDP).
OSCDP shows better performance than particle swarm optimization (PSO). In this paper, we propose a simplified
method governed only by chaotic dynamics with information sharing. The method has two system parameters
and does not contain any stochastic terms. Numerical
experimental results show that the proposed method has
better performance than PSO and the previous proposed
method.

In this paper, we propose a novel population-based optimization method that based only on chaotic dynamics with
information sharing mechanism. The proposed method is
simpler than previous proposed method. In the numerical experiments of 19 benchmark functions, the proposed
method derived better performance than PSO and OSCDP.
2. Proposed method
This section describes the proposed optimization
method. We consider a D-dimensional single object optimization problem. The object function is f . Proposed
method searches for an optimal solution evaluating n points
by f for each time-step. The i-th searching point at timestep t is denoted by D-dimensional vector as,

1. Introduction

xi (t) = {xi1 (t), xi2 (t), . . . , xiD (t)} .

Large numbers of heuristic optimization methods are
proposed. One of the most simple and powerful methods is
particle swarm optimization (PSO) proposed by Kennedy
and Eberhart [1, 2]. PSO searches for an optimal solution
by population called particles. Each particle has information about position and velocity. The position is a candidate
of the solution. They share the information of the best position in own searched history with others. Using the shared
information and current particle state, position and velocity
are updated for each time-step.
Researches studied about the PSO dynamics to discover
the relationship between the behavior of particle and the
performance. Ozcan and Mohan derived that the behavior of single particle can be divergence, convergence or
sinusoid wave [3, 4]. After these works, some studies
showed conditions to ensure that the single particle converges [5–9]. Following the conditions, well-known PSO
parameters are set in weak stability condition [10].
In previous work, we have proposed an optimization
method with chaotic dynamical particles (OSCDP) [11].
The single particle of OSCDP exhibits chaotic motion. OSCDP denotes better performance than PSO even though it
does not contain any stochastic terms. Therefore, OSCDP
could be a suitable model to discover the relationship between population behavior and its performance. However,
the particles are governed by two dynamics, fixed-point dynamics and chaotic dynamics. It makes the system complex.

(1)

xi (t) is calculated by three information, an independent
valuable vi (t), personal best point pbi , and global best
point gb. These variables are denoted as D-dimensional
vector as,
vi (t) = {vi1 (t), vi2 (t), . . . , viD (t)} ,
pbi = {pbi1 , pbi2 , . . . , pbiD } ,

(2)
(3)

gb = {gb1 , gb2 , . . . , gbD } .

(4)

Proposed method updates xi (t), vi (t), pbi and gb by following steps.
Step 1, Initialization
All elements of initial searched point xi (0), i =
1, 2, ..., n, is randomly given. All elements of vi (0), i =
1, 2, ..., n, is set to zero. pbi is set to xi (0). gb is set to pbi
that gives best fitness value in f (pb1 ), f (pb2 ), ..., f (pbn ).
Step 2, Calculating next points of evaluating
Here, let dependent valuable yi (t) be xi (t) − 21 (gb −
pbi ). The j-th element of yi (t) and vi (t) are updated by
following rule. If |yij (t)| < T hij and if yij (t)vij (t) ≥ 0,
yij (t + 1) = 2sgn(yij (t))T hij − yij (t),

(5)

vij (t + 1) = 0,

(6)

otherwise
[
]
[
yij (t + 1)
cos θ
=R
vij (t + 1)
sin θ
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− sin θ
cos θ

][

yij (t)
vij (t)

]
, (7)

where R and θ are system parameters and T hij = 12 |gbj −
pbij |. By this rule, next searching points, xi (t + 1) =
yi (t + 1) + 21 (gb − pbi ), are given.
Step 3, Evaluation
Fitness value is given by f (xi (t + 1)). If f (xi (t + 1))
is better than f (pbi ), pbi = xi (t + 1). Otherwise pbi is
kept. If f (pbi ) is better than f (gb), gb = pbi . Otherwise
gb is kept.
Step 4, Checking termination
If t + 1 reaches maximum iteration, gb is searched solution. Otherwise let t be t + 1 and continue to Step 2.
3. Results
This section shows comparison results between PSO
[12], OSCDP [11] and proposed method. For the comparison, five unimodal and 13 multimodal functions from CEC
2013 test suite [13] are used. The functions are shown in
Table 1. Table 2 shows conditions of numerical experiments.
Table 2: Condition of numerical experiments
Condition
Number of Population
Size of dimension
Maximum iteration
Number of trials
Initial searching points

Value
30
30
1000
50
50 sets given by
the uniformed distributed
with range in Table 1

Table 4: Adjusted parameters
f
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10
f11
f12
f13
f14
f15
f16
f17
f18
f19

PSO
ω c1 = c2
0.450 1.95
0.950 0.350
0.850 1.05
0.950 0.250
0.650 1.65
0.550 1.85
0.950 0.350
0.650 1.15
0.950 0.450
0.650 1.65
0.650 1.85
0.850 1.05
0.950 0.450
0.550 1.85
0.950 0.250
0.550 1.95
0.750 1.35
0.550 1.95
0.550 1.65

R
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.05
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.05
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

OSCDP
θ[deg] c
51.0 0.400
61.0 0.400
51.0 0.200
11.0 0.800
51.0 0.600
51.0 0.400
61.0 0.200
61.0 0.400
61.0 0.800
61.0 0.800
41.0 0.600
61.0 0.800
61.0 0.800
71.0 0.800
21.0 0.400
61.0 0.800
61.0 0.800
61.0 0.800
81.0 0.200

SymCDP
R θ[deg]
1.45 71.0
1.25 51.0
1.35 51.0
1.05 1.00
1.45 86.0
1.55 71.0
1.25 36.0
1.35 46.0
1.25 31.0
1.35 66.0
1.25 26.0
1.45 46.0
1.25 26.0
1.75 86.0
1.15 31.0
1.45 46.0
1.45 66.0
1.35 41.0
1.45 46.0

Table 6 shows two sample t-test [14] results at 0.05 significant level between PSO and proposed method. The
proposed method denotes significantly better fitness values
with 9 functions. PSO denotes significantly better fitness
with a function. Table 7 shows the t-test between OSCDP
and proposed method. Proposed method and OSCDP denotes significantly better fitness than another with 14 functions and a function, respectively.

PSO, OSCDP and proposed methods have system parameters. For fair comparison, these parameters were desired to adjust for each function. In this paper, the parameters were selected experimentally using almost same computational cost. Compared methods were run by the sets of
parameter described in table 3. The number of combination
of parameters is 200, 180 and 180 for PSO, OSCDP and
proposed method, respectively. Table 4 shows the parameter sets that denoted the best averaged final fitness values
under the condition in table 2. Table 5 shows the averaged
final fitness values and the standard deviation.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a novel optimization method
that updates multi searching points based on chaotic dynamics with information sharing mechanism. The basic
performance was compared with PSO and OSCDP by 19
benchmark functions. Proposed method derived significantly better performance than PSO and OSCDP with 9
and 14 functions, respectively. The analysis of the chaotic
dynamics is one of the future topics.

Table 3: Range of Adjusted parameters
Method Parameters
Set
ω
{0.05, 0.15, 0.25, ..., 0.95}
PSO
c1 = c2
{0.05, 0.15, 0.25, ..., 1.95}
R
{1.05, 1.25, 1.45, 1.65, 1.85}
OSCDP
θ[deg]
{1, 11, 21, ..., 81}
c
{0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}
R
{1.05, 1.15, 1.25, ..., 1.95}
Proposed
θ[deg]
{1, 6, 11, ..., 86}
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Table 1: Benchmark functions
Suite

Type

f

CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13
CEC13

Unimodal
Unimodal
Unimodal
Unimodal
Unimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal
Multimodal

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10
f11
f12
f13
f14
f15
f16
f17
f18
f19

Functions
Sphere
Rotated High Conditioned Elliptic
Rotated Bent Cigar
Rotated Discus
Different Powers
Rotated Rosenbrock’s
Rotated Schaffers F7
Rotated Ackley’s
Rotated Weierstrass
Rotated Griewank’s
Rastrigin’s
Rotated Rastrigin’s
Non-Continuous Rotated Rastrigin’s
Schwefel’s
Rotated Schwefel’s
Lunacek Bi Rastrigin
Rotated Lunacek Bi Rastrigin
Expanded Griewank’s plus Rosenbrock’s
Expanded Scaffer’s F6
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Table 5: Benchmark results

Table 6: t-test between symcdp and pso

The values with * denote the best value for each function.

PSO

OSCDP

Proposed

f

Test statistic, t

Probability, P (t)

ave

* -1.40e+03

-1.40e+03

-1.40e+03

std

* 3.25e-13

1.39e-06

6.02e-13

ave

* 3.92e+06

8.86e+06

3.96e+06

std

* 2.04e+06

5.20e+06

2.18e+06

ave

4.32e+09

8.92e+09

* 1.42e+09

std

5.28e+09

6.56e+09

* 1.66e+09

ave

5.15e+04

* 4.96e+04

5.72e+04

std

1.49e+04

1.54e+04

* 6.80e+03

ave

-1.00e+03

-1.00e+03

* -1.00e+03

std

1.21e-08

2.24e-04

* 4.39e-11

ave

-8.69e+02

-8.64e+02

* -8.69e+02

std

1.74e+01

2.32e+01

* 1.60e+01

ave

-6.54e+02

-6.56e+02

* -6.67e+02

std

4.63e+01

* 3.74e+01

4.01e+01

ave

* -6.79e+02

-6.79e+02

-6.79e+02

std

8.25e-02

* 6.13e-02

7.37e-02

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10
f11
f12
f13
f14
f15
f16
f17
f18
f19

0.000
0.076
-3.706
2.459
-4.407
-0.067
-1.515
1.463
-1.053
-3.178
-0.253
-6.703
-4.792
-1.276
-0.994
-3.389
-4.808
-5.781
-1.955

5.000e-01
5.302e-01
2.348e-04
9.918e-01
2.854e-05
4.734e-01
6.656e-02
9.266e-01
1.477e-01
1.206e-03
4.003e-01
1.377e-09
2.999e-06
1.026e-01
1.614e-01
5.189e-04
2.868e-06
7.313e-08
2.679e-02

ave

-5.72e+02

* -5.73e+02

-5.73e+02

std

* 3.11e+00

5.00e+00

5.46e+00

f10 ave

-4.99e+02

-4.97e+02

* -5.00e+02

std

7.93e-01

1.56e+00

* 2.13e-01

f11 ave

-3.50e+02

-3.27e+02

* -3.51e+02

std

* 1.50e+01

2.03e+01

1.76e+01

f12 ave

-1.54e+02

-1.55e+02

* -2.08e+02

std

4.91e+01

4.51e+01

* 2.87e+01

f13 ave

3.22e+01

2.63e+01

* -1.21e+01

std

4.92e+01

5.10e+01

* 4.31e+01

f14 ave

1.97e+03

2.47e+03

* 1.85e+03

std

* 4.17e+02

4.70e+02

5.19e+02

f15 ave

4.39e+03

4.51e+03

* 4.23e+03

f
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9

std

7.83e+02

7.83e+02

* 7.83e+02

f16 ave

4.09e+02

4.38e+02

* 3.93e+02

std

2.66e+01

3.34e+01

* 2.01e+01

f17 ave

6.07e+02

6.48e+02

* 5.59e+02

std

5.41e+01

7.33e+01

* 4.47e+01

f18 ave

5.07e+02

5.09e+02

* 5.05e+02

std

2.26e+00

4.36e+00

* 1.29e+00

f19 ave

6.13e+02

6.14e+02

* 6.13e+02

std

1.02e+00

8.90e-01

* 8.50e-01

Significantly
better method

Proposed
PSO
Proposed

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Table 7: t-test between symcdp and oscdp
f

Test statistic, t

Probability, P (t)

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10
f11
f12
f13
f14
f15
f16
f17
f18
f19

-3.782
-6.147
-7.832
3.189
-5.796
-1.229
-1.388
0.074
0.437
-11.201
-6.082
-6.976
-4.069
-6.312
-1.786
-8.118
-7.309
-7.219
-3.628

2.120e-04
2.622e-08
8.004e-11
9.989e-01
2.411e-07
1.113e-01
8.414e-02
5.293e-01
6.685e-01
1.229e-15
1.201e-08
3.398e-10
4.871e-05
4.118e-09
3.857e-02
2.282e-12
8.481e-11
6.538e-10
2.283e-04
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Significantly
better method
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
OSCDP
Proposed

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
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Abstract—In this paper, two particle swarm optimizer
networks are proposed. In the proposed algorithms, multiple sub-swarm groups construct a global swarm with a network structure. The first network has deterministic links to
each sub-swarm. The second network has temporal links to
each sub-swarm. The proposed methods are evaluated by
the computer simulations. The solving performances and
the number of communications in each method are investigated.
1. Introduction
Recently, systems have been large scale and complicated
with the developments of technologies. So, it is diﬃcult
to search the optimum statements of the systems that satisfy the constrained conditions within realistic time. Various optimization algorithms called meta-heuristics are developed to obtain high quality solutions speedily for these
optimization problems. However, as the optimization problems have been large scale, the evaluation costs for the objective functions have significantly increased. Therefore,
reducing the number of evaluations for the objective functions has been a very important subject.
For such a subject, there are methods to parallelize the
calculations for the objective functions by using multiple
processors, and to reduce them in each processor. In this
approach, it is important to satisfy the following requirements: (1) the number of interprocess communications
which can be large overhead is reduced, and (2) the parallelized algorithms keep or improve the solving performances as possible, compared with the non-parallelized algorithms.
In this paper, Particle Swarm Optimizers (PSOs) with
group-of-group network topologies are proposed. PSO is
an optimization algorithm inspired by flocking behavior of
living beings [1]. In PSO, particles move to the directions
to desired solutions in the search space, by sharing the information of the best solutions in the search process. The
basic PSO has high parallelism, since the evaluations of
each particle is independent and only the information of
the best solutions is exchanged.
In the proposed algorithms, multiple sub-swarms construct a global swarm with network topologies. The subswarms exchange the local best solutions of them to each
other. Such a group-of-group network topology can provide the following advantages: (1) each sub-swarm group
searches solutions independently, and the diversity of the

solutions can be generated, (2) the evaluation values for the
objective functions are calculated in each sub-swarm group
independently, and the parallel-distributed computing with
high parallelism can be realized, and (3) only the information of the best solutions is exchanged, and the overhead of
the interprocess communications can be reduced as possible.
The various PSO algorithms using multiple sub-swarms
have been proposed [2]-[5]. However, it has not been suﬃciently considered how the network topologies between the
sub-swarms aﬀect the solving performances. On the other
hand, the various PSO algorithms with network topologies
have been proposed [6]-[11]. However, the network topologies are introduced to the couplings between each particle;
they are not multiple sub-swarm models but global swarm
models.
In this paper, the following two algorithms using groupof-group network topologies are proposed. (1) PSO networks with Deterministic couplings (PSON-D). (2) PSO
networks with Temporal couplings (PSON-T). The proposed methods are evaluated by the computer simulations.
Then, the solving performances and the number of communications in each method are investigated. It is shown that
the proposed algorithms can significantly improve the solving performances in various benchmark functions with very
small interprocess communications. Our algorithms are
suitable for implementation on parallel-distributed computer systems.
2. PSO networks with deterministic couplings (PSOND)
In this section, the PSO Networks with Deterministic
couplings (PSON-D) are explained. Figure 1 shows the example of PSON-D. In this figure, the swarm is divided into
multiple sub-swarm groups, and each group is connected to
the other neighbor groups. A particle i in a group g(i) has
the personal best solution pbesti , and the group g(i) has the
local best solution lbestg(i) . Each group has the neighbor
groups characterized by a constant Degree Between each
Group (DBG) and each group has the group-local best solution (glbest) shared by their groups. The network topology
can be changed by adjusting DBG. When a particle i in a
group g(i) updates lbestg(i) , the group g(i) transmits the information of lbestg(i) to the neighbor groups. The group g(i)
and its neighbor groups update glbest which each group independently has if the transmitted lbestg(i) is better than the
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3. PSO networks with temporal couplings (PSON-T)

Particle
PSO

1

4

In this section, temporal couplings are introduced to our
PSO network. This algorithm is referred to as the PSO
Network with Temporal couplings (PSON-T).
In PSON-T, each particle does not have the group-local
best solution (glbest) in the neighbor groups but has the
global best solution (gbest) in all the groups. In addition,
each group temporally refers to gbest. If a group does not
refer to gbest, the group operates as same as the independent PSO of the single swarm. PSON-T is described by the
following procedures.

2

3

Step1: Let t = 0. For all i, the vectors xi0 and v0i are initialized at random.
Step2: For all i, the particle i updates pbestit .

Figure 1: An example of a PSO Network (PSON-D)

t
Step3: For all g(i), the group g(i) updates lbestg(i)
.

current glbest. The ith particle updates the position vector
and velocity vector by the following equation.
= ωvti
vt+1
i

xit+1 = xit

+
+

c1 r1 (pbestit − xit )
t
c2 r2 (lbestg(i)
− xit )
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t
c3 r3 (glbestg(i)
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i
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−
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(2)

where xit and xit+1 denote the current and next position vecdenote the current and
tors of the ith particle, vti and vt+1
i
next velocity vectors of the ith particle, and t denotes the
search iteration. ω is an inertia coeﬃcient, c1 , c2 and c3 are
acceleration coeﬃcients, and r1 , r2 and r3 are uniform random numbers from 0 to 1. In PSON-D, even if one group
traps into local minimum, the group can escape from the
local minimum by the eﬀect of glbestg(i) . The algorithm of
PSON are described by the following procedures.
Step1: Let t = 0. For all i, the vectors xi0 and v0i are initialized at random.

Step4: For all g(i), the random number rg(i) is obtained. If
rg(i) ≤ C, the group g(i) can update gbestt . If rg(i) > C,
the group g(i) does not update gbestt .
Step5: For all i, the vectors xit+1 and vt+1
are updated as
i
follows.
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where C is the communication rate parameter.
Step6: Let t = t + 1. Step 2 to 5 are repeated until t = tmax .
If the parameter C is small, the number of communications
can be reduced. In addition, it is expected that the diversity
of the solutions can be generated; the search performances
can be improved.

Step2: For all i, the particle i updates pbestit .

4. Numerical experiments

t
Step3: For all g(i), the group g(i) updates lbestg(i)
.

In order to confirm the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
PSON-D and PSON-T, the numerical experiments are performed.
The four benchmark functions shown in Table 1 are used
in the experiments. F2 (Sphere function) and F3 (Rosenbrock function) are unimodal functions. F1 (Rastrigin
function) and F4 (Griewank function) are multimodal functions with numerous local minimum. The optimum solution of F3 is x = (1, 1, 1, · · · , 1), and the optimum solutions
of the others functions are x = (0, 0, 0, · · · , 0). The optimum evaluation values of all the functions are F(x) = 0.
Each algorithm is applied to the above four functions
whose dimensions are 30. For all the experiments, the number of iterations tmax is 30000 and the number of trials with

t
Step4: If a particle i in the g(i)th group updates lbestg(i)
,
the group g(i) communicates to the neighbor groups
and their groups update each glbestt .

Step5: For all i, the vectors xit+1 and vt+1
are updated by
i
Equations (1) and (2).
Step6: Let t = t + 1. Step 2 to 5 are repeated until t = tmax .
If the number of groups is 1 and glbest is not used,
PSON-D corresponds to the standard PSO. If DBG decreases, the propagation of glbest becomes slower. While
DBG increases, the propagation of glbest becomes faster.
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Table 1: Benchmark Functions.
Function
F1 (x) = 10D +
F2 (x) =

n
∑

n (
∑

)
(xd )2 − 10 cos(2πxd )

DBG

Best

Worst
F1

Ave.

Comm.

2
4
7

1.39 × 101
1.19 × 101
1.19 × 101

3.48 × 101
2.98 × 101
2.79 × 101
F2

2.41 × 101
2.11 × 101
2.12 × 101

1.02 × 104
1.30 × 104
1.71 × 104

2
4
7

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1.06 × 105
1.94 × 105
3.29 × 105

2
4
7

4.33 × 10−17
4.40 × 10−18
2.64 × 10−19

1.20 × 10−14
3.72 × 10−15
4.05 × 10−15
F4

1.27 × 10−15
2.93 × 10−16
2.49 × 10−16

3.71 × 105
1.94 × 105
1.46 × 106

2
4
7

0
0
0

1.11 × 10−16
0
0

3.70 × 10−18
0
0

6.72 × 103
1.04 × 104
1.65 × 104

xd ∈ [−5.12 : 5.12]

d=1

xd ∈ [−5.12 : 5.12]

xd2

d=1

F3 (x) =

Table 3: Simulation results for PSON-D.

Range

n (
∑

100(xd+1 − xd2 )2 + (1 − xd )2
(

d=1

n
n
1 ∑ 2 ∏
xd
F4 (x) = 1 +
x −
cos √
4000 d=1 d d=1
d

)

xd ∈ [−2.048 : 2.048]

)
xd ∈ [−600 : 600]

F3

Table 2: Parameters in PSO-D
No. of groups
No. of particles
DBG
ω
c1
c2
c3

PSON-D
8
20
2, 4, 7
0.729
1.4955
1.4955
0.1955

Table 4: Parameters in each algorithm

1e+03

DBG:2
DBG:4
DBG:7

Fitness

SPSO
1
160
−

No. of groups
No. of particles
DBG
ω
c1
c2
c3
C

−

PSON-D
8
20
2

PSON-D
8
20
7
0.729
1.4955
1.4955
0.1955

−

PSON-T
8
20
−

1.9955
0.01

1e+02

Table 5: Simulation results for each algorithm

1e+01
0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

Best

Worst
F1

Ave.

Comm.

SPSO
PSON-T

4.88 × 101
0

8.69 × 101
3.30 × 10−2

−
2.20 × 103

SPSO
PSON-T

0
0

1.23 × 102
9.94 × 10−1
F2
0
1.98 × 10−323
F3

0
0

−
7.26 × 103

SPSO
PSON-T

7.13 × 10−11
4.58 × 10−14

1.25 × 102
5.55 × 10−7
F4

1.68 × 101
3.08 × 10−8

−
7.13 × 103

SPSO
PSON-T

0
0

4.40 × 10−2
0

9.85 × 10−3
0

−
5.65 × 102

30000

Iterations
Figure 2: Simulation results for PSON-D (Function: F1 ).
diﬀerent random initial values is 32. For each algorithm,
30 experimental values are obtained by removing the the
best value and the worst value from 32 trials.
First, the number of groups is fixed to 8, and DBG is varied to 2, 4, and 7. DBG = 2 and DBG = 7 correspond to
the ring topology and star topology, respectively. Then, the
solving performances of PSON-D are investigated, and the
number of communications is evaluated. Table 2 shows the
parameter in the experiments. Figure 2 and Table 3 show
the simulation results. In Figure 2, the horizontal axis is
the number of iterations, and the vertical axis is the average experimental values. In Table 3, ”Best” means the best
experimental value, ”Worst” means the worst experimental value, ”Ave.” means the average experimental value.
”Comm.” means the total number of communications.

As shown in these results, when the parameter DBG increases, the number of communications increases. However, the search performances are improved a little. From
these results, DBG should be small value.
Next, PSON-T is compared with SPSO, PSON-D
(DBG = 2) and PSON-D (DBG = 7). Table 4 shows the
parameters in the experiments. Table 5 show the simulation results for SPSO and PSON-T. The simulation results
for PSON-D can be found in Table 3. Figure 3 shows the
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Abstra tThis paper presents the solving method of
Quadrati Assignment Problems (QAPs). This method
uses both Arti ial Immune System (AIS) and Virus Theory of Evolution (VTE), and we all it Evolutionary Algorithm with Immune and Infe tion (EAII). EAII has hara teristi s of both AIS and VTE. We onsider that EAII is
e e tive method for QAPs. Thus, we apply EAII to the
QAPs and onrm that EAII obtains more e e tive result
than IA. Furthermore, we analyze the reason for obtaining
better solution in EAII.

2. Quadrati

Assignment Problem

The Quadrati Assignment Problem (QAP) [4℄,[5℄ is demanded looking for the best allo ation of a tivities in lo ations. Task of the QAP is to assign all a tivities to di erent
lo ations with the minimum ost among all ombinations.
The QAP has two matri es (F and D) of the dimension
n  n (n indi ates the size of problems). The matrix of F indi ates ea h ow of a tivity, and the matrix of D indi ates
ea h distan e. In using F and D, total assignment ost E (P)
is shown as Eq. (1).

E ( P) =
1. Introdu tion

Optimization problem is the problem to analyze state of
maximum or minimum value in the fun tion of a spe i
set. Some optimization problems are diÆ ult to nd the
optimum solution. For example, these problems are Fun tion Optimization Problem [1℄, Traveling Salesman problem [2℄, Knapsa k Problem [3℄ and so on. Quadrati Assignment Problem (QAP) [4℄,[5℄ is known as one of diÆult problems to nd the optimum solution.
Arti ial Immune System (AIS) [6℄ is omputer system
based on immune system of living organisms. AIS is able
to apply to a variety of elds [7℄-[9℄; optimization problems, pattern re ognition, roboti s and so on. Immune Algorithm (IA) [10℄-[12℄ is based on AIS and is devised in
immune system of possessing organisms. IA nds optimal
solution by updating antibody group.
In this study, we fo us attention on infe tion algorithm.
The infe tion algorithm is based on Virus Theory of Evolution (VTE) [13℄-[15℄, Chara teristi of VTE seems to be
useful for nding the approximate solution qui kly. If we
propose the algorithm to use both infe tion algorithm and
immune system, we an make a predi tion that this algorithm obtains better result than IA. Thus, we propose Evolutionary Algorithm with Immune and Infe tion (EAII).
EAII is the hybrid method of infe tion algorithm and IA.
We arry out omputer simulations for various parameter
values and onrm that the proposed algorithm of EAII
a hieves better performan e than other methods.

n X
n
X
i=1 j=1

fi j d p i p j

( ) ( )

(1)

where fi j and d p(i) p( j) are (i,j)-th elements of D and F ,
p(i) p( j) is a alignment value.
For example, the matrix of F and D are dened by
Eqs. (2) and (3). Figures 2 and 3 an indi ate Eqs. (2)
and (3). If f of ow allo ate P( f 2; f 1; f 4; f 3) to
(d1; d2; d3; d4) like Fig. 1, al ulation result of E (P) is
shown as Eq. (4).
2 0 5 10 2 3
7
666
666 5 0 6 3 77777
(2)
F = 66666 10 6 0 4 77777
57
46
2 3 4 0

2 0 21 11 44 3
7
666
666 21 0 12 30 77777
6
D = 6666 11 12 0 9 77777
75
64
44 30 9 0

E ( P) =

=
=

4 X
4
X

i=1 j=1

2 0
666
666 5
666
666 10
4
2
1524

(3)

fi j d p i p j

( ) ( )

3
2
5 10 2 377 66 0 21 30 12 77
7
777 666
0 6 3 777 666 21 0 44 11 77777
6 0 4 77775 66664 30 44 0 9 77775
12 11 9 0
3 4 0
(4)

If the size of n in reases, the total ombination of alloation explodes. The task of QAP is to demand minimum
value of E (P).
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Figure 1: Example of QAP (n = 4).

Figure 2: Flow of a tivity.

Figure 3: Distan e.
Figure 4: Flow hart of EAII.

3. Virus Theory of Evolution

Organi evolution is theory based on natural sele tion.
In natural world, individuals of high tness survive, while
individuals of low tness organism be ome extin t. Over
the years, only higher tness individuals survive. We all it
Evolution. Thus, evolution needs to overlay generations.
On the other hand, Virus Theory of Evolution (VTE)
[13℄ has proposed aside from organi evolution. This theory is based on the evolution by Lateral Gene Transfer
(LGT) [14℄ in Virus infe tion. LGT is uptake of the gene to
o ur between other individuals and among other spe ies.
Without evolution inherited from parent ell to hild ell,
genes an evolve. Low tness individuals possibly evolve
into high tness individuals in just one generation by LGT
in Virus infe tion. Algorithms of using VTE was proposed
in the past [15℄. We assume using VTE algorithm leads
the approximate solution in less time and VTE theory is
eÆ ient for the QAP.

Step2 Evaluation of antibodies

Level of aÆnity
Level of aÆnity indi ates evaluation value, and is dened by the following Eq. (5).
v

= E1(v)

(5)

Degree of similarity
Degree of similarity of antibody v and w is dened by
the following Eq. (6).
vw

= 1 +1H

vw

(6)

Hvw indi ates hamming distan e of v and w. Thus, when v
and w are exa tly the same, Hvw equals 0.

4. Evolutionary Algorithm with Immune and Infe tion

Con entration

Evolutionary Algorithm with Immune and Infe tion
(EAII) is based on AIS [10℄,[11℄ and VTE. Flow hart of
EAII is shown in Fig. 4. Flow of EAII shows Steps1-5.
Step2 from Step5 is repeated until the set iteration (tmax ).

Con entration is dened by the following Eq. (7),(8).
(U : Number of antibodies)

v = U1

Step1 Initialization

We prepare a number of random lo ation sele tion. We
dene the number of random lo ations as antibodies. The
number of random lo ations sele tion is U .
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vw =

When

vw

(

1(
0(

U
X
w=1
vw
vw

vw
≧ T1)

< T1)

ross threshold of T 1 , vw ree ts v .

(7)
(8)

Step3 Di erentiation

Memory ell
This se tion is di erentiation of antibodies into memory
ell. If on entration v of ea h antibody v ross threshold of T 2 , v hanges andidate memory ell . When 
do not rea h a upper limit of number of memory ells, 
be omes di erentiated into memory ell. While  rea h a
upper limit of number of memory ells, we al ulate degree of similarity m of  and m. When evaluation value
of  ross highest value of m ,  be omes di erentiated
into memory ell.

Figure 6: The me hanism of In f e tion.

T ell
This se tions di erentiation of antibodies into T ell. v
be omes di erentiated into T ell t in des ending order of
on entration. We al ulate degree of similarity vt of v
and t. If vt ross threshold of T 3 , v be ome extin t. This
behavior indi ates inhibition of similar solution. Extin t
antibodies replenish new antibodies by random number.
Step4 Promotion and Inhibition of produ tion antibod-

5. Simulation Results

In order to ompare the performan e of EAII and IA, we
apply to nd approximate solutions in QAPs. In this study,
the number of tmax is 4000 times, the number of simulation
is 10 times, U is 1024, applying QAP type are 5 kinds [5℄.
error rate is dened by the following Eq. (9).

ies

Error rate[%℄ =

Extin tion and existen e
We al ulate level of aÆnity v by all antibodies v.
Number of N2 of v exist in des ending order of v . While,
other N2 of v be ome extin t.

Produ tion new antibodies
In surviving antibodies v, new antibodies are produ ed

by Crossover. Crossover is to be mated the two lo ations
like Fig. 5.
Step5 Infe tion

(9)

where obtain denotes obtained solution and optimum
shows optimum solution. When obtain value approa hes
optimum value, Error rate is low.
Tables 9 shows result of EAII and IA. IA is same the
number of t and U for omparing performan e of EAII.
Infe tion rate in EAII is 20%. We use these parameters
of the ea h best result by simulation results. In results of
Table 1, we onrm that EAII obtains the better solution
than IA.
Table 1: The result of Error rate[%℄
QAP type Size
IA
EAII
tai12a
12
6.15
1.05
s r12
12
2.58
0.00
nug20
20
9.51
6.85
had20
20
2.62
1.07
nug30
30
14.23 12.42

We sele t one memory ell. New antibodies are infe ted by a part of element of sele ted memory ell. Sele ted memory ell hanges ea h time, and the sele ted
number of element is de ided with xed probability. Part
of antibody hanges the information held like Fig. 6. We
all it In f e tion. In this study, we dene In f e tion rate.
In f e tion rate indi ates a fra tion that antibodies group a quire the In f e tion.

Figure 5: The me hanism of Crossover.

(obtain) (optimum)
 100
(optimum)

Se ond, we fo us on distribution of solutions. We investigate distribution of solutions by EAII and IA in nug30
(tmax = 4000; U = 1024). Figure 7 shows sort solutions by
high ost of E (P). Horizontal axis is the number of memory
ell, and verti al axis is the ost of E (P). Initialization of
EAII and IA are same onguration, and number of memory ells are 50. Distributions of solutions are almost same
in memory ells by EAII and IA. However, the result of
EAII is better than IA. Thus, EAII keeps diverse solution
and obtains good result.
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Figure 7: Distribution of solutions in nug20.

Figure 9: Relationship between number of the memory ell
and evaluation value (nug30).

Third, we investigate al ulation time and evaluation
value by hanging the number of memory ell. The number of memory ell is hanged from 5 to 100, the number
of simulation is 5 times, ea h value uses average value by
5 times, and QAP type is nug30 (tmax = 4000; U = 1024).
Figure 8 shows relationship between the number of memory ell and al ulation time, and Fig. 9 shows relationship
between number of memory ell and evaluation value. If
number of the memory ell in reases, al ulation time also
in reases. While, if the number of memory ell in reases,
EAII does not obtain good solution. Thus, we need to set
the appropriate the number of memory ell.

like to study the me hanism of In f e tion in detail. We expe t to obtain a better solution by studying me hanism of
In f e tion.
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Abstract—Advances in imaging technology now provide us with detailed 3D data on gene expression patterns in
developing embryos. This information can be used to build
predictive mathematical models of embryogenesis. Current modelling approaches are, however, limited by lack
of methods to automatically infer the regulatory networks
and the parameter values from the image-based information. Here we make a first step to the development of such
methods. We use limb bud development as a model system.
For a given regulatory network we developed a decision
tree based algorithm to automatically determine parameter
values for which the model reproduces the expression patterns. Starting from this parameter set, local optimization
was performed to further reduce the chosen goodness-of-fit
measure. This approach allowed us to recover the target
expression patterns, as judged by eye, and thus provides
a first step towards the automated inference of parameter
values for a given regulatory network.
1. Introduction
Developmental processes are controlled by complex regulatory networks. Decades of genetic experiments have defined the core regulatory proteins for most developmental
processes and many regulatory links. The resulting regulatory networks are complex and the regulatory interactions change dynamically as the embryo is developing. As
a consequence, our understanding of the regulatory logic
that controls patterning in time and space remains limited.
Mathematical modelling offers the opportunity to integrate
the experimental information into a consistent framework
and to define the underlying regulatory mechanisms [1].
To obtain a mathematical model with predictive value
the model must be firmly rooted in experimental data.
Available experimental data mainly consists of images that
show the spatial distribution of mRNAs as a measure of
gene expression at the different stages of development.
This information is not quantitative, but provides a qualitative indication of expression patterns. Current models
of the spatio-temporal processes in the embryo are largely
hand-tuned to reproduce the experimental data both in wild
type and mutants [2]. Computational methods are largely
missing for the image-based inference of the the biological
network architecture and the parameter values, even though

Figure 1: The Limb Bud Model System. (a) Subdomains of
the limb bud: mesenchyme (red), apical ectodermal ridge
AER (blue) and additional ectoderm (green). (b) The core
network of regulatory interactions. (c) In silico generated
expression patterns using parameter values in table 1, representing the experimentally observed patterns.

methods for the estimation of parameter values for partial
differential equation (PDE) models have been established.
An important limitation are the higher computational costs
for the simulations, which renders many approaches computationally infeasible for models of organogenesis. Here,
we will focus on a model for mouse limb bud development
to illustrate the challenges in inferring parameter values
from the available data.
Limb buds grow out of the flank at about day 9 of mouse
embryonic development [3]. Importantly, the limb bud
consists of different tissue domains, and the expression of
some of the proteins is restricted to particular subdomains,
i.e. to either the mesenchyme (Fig.1a, red part), the apical ectodermal ridge (AER) (Fig.1a, blue part) or the ectoderm (Fig.1a, green and blue part). We will focus on the
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early regulatory interactions, and we will thus restrict ourselves to the core regulatory interactions between fibroblastic growth factor (FGF) 10, WNT3, FGF8 and BMP.
Decades of experiments have defined the core regulatory
interactions (Fig.1b). Thus, WNT2B from the flank induces the expression of Fgf10 in the mesenchyme. FGF10
signalling induces the expression of Wnt3 in the ectoderm.
WNT signalling is necessary for the development of the
AER, which expresses Fgf8 and other Fgfs. FGF8 diffuses into the mesenchyme and maintains the expression
of Fgf10. FGF8 together with WNT3 also induce the expression of Bmps and BMPs supports the development of
the AER.
In the following, we will build a mathematical model
that represents these regulatory interactions. The focus will
then be on the inference of the parameter values. To test the
approach we will use simulated in silico data rather than
experimental gene expression data as obtained from in situ
hybridisation.

2.1. The Model
To keep the computational costs to a minimum we will
limit ourselves to a 2D limb bud domain (Fig 1a). To simulate the regulatory network (Fig.1b) with n components on
a limb bud domain we use a set of coupled partial differential equations of reaction-diffusion type, i.e.
∂ci
= Di ∆ci + R(c1 , . . . , cn )
∂t

(1)

where ci denotes the concentration of species i, with diffusion constant Di and reaction term R(c1 , . . . , cn ). As
network components we include the morphogens FGF10
(F10), FGF8 (F8), BMP, WNT and the structure AER with
diffusion constant D as well as the respective receptorligand-complexes with FGF10, denoted F10R, with FGF8,
denoted F8R, with BMP, denoted BRa, and with WNT, denoted WFZ with diffusion constant DR. The reaction terms
are set to
R(F10) = ρF10 pFGF10 − d F10
+ (1 − 1 Mes )(ko f f F10R − konR F10(RT F10 − F10R))
R(F8) = ρF8 pFGF8 − d F8
− 1 Mes konR F8(RT F8 − F8R) + 1 Mes ko f f F8R
R(WNT ) = ρWNT pWNT − d WNT
− konR WNT (RT − WFZ) + ko f f WFZ
R(BMP) = ρBMP pBMP − d BMP
− konR BMP(RT BRa − BRa) + ko f f BRa
R(F10R) = konR F10(RT F10 − F10R) − (ko f f + dF10R )F10R
R(F8R) = konR F8(RT F8 − F8R) − (ko f f + dF8R )F8R
R(WFZ) = konR WNT (RT − WFZ) − (ko f f + dBR )WFZ
R(BRa) = konR BMP(RT BRa − BRa) − (ko f f + dBR )BRa
!
2
BRa2
R(AER) = ρAER 1AER WFZ
2
2
2
2
WFZ +KWNT BRa +KBRa AER

2
KWNT
1

pFGF10 =

1
20 1lowMes

pFGF8 = 1AER AER
pWNT =

+

F8R2
1 Mes
2
F8R2 +KF8R
F10

2
KBRi
BRa2
WFZ 2
2
2 +K 2
2 +K 2
WFZ 2 +KWNT
BRa
BRa
FGF
BRa FGF
BRi

F10R2
(1Ect
2
F10R2 +KF10R

pBMP = 1 Mes

F8R2
2
F8R2 +KF8R

+ AER1AER )

+ (1 − 1 Mes )

WFZ 2
2
WFZ 2 +KWNT

!

2
KBRi
Bmp
2
BRa2 +KBRi
Bmp

.
(3)

The indicator function 1X denotes that the corresponding reaction only take place in domain X, as the expression of the morphogens and receptors is restricted to different parts of the limb bud domain. Here, ’lowMes’ denotes
the lower half of the Mesenchyme, ’Mes’ the Mesenchyme,
’Ect’ the Ectoderm, and ’AER’ the AER. To account for the
inhibitory and activating effects on gene expression as displayed in the regulatory network (Fig.1b) the model uses
Hill kinetics with maximum production rates ρc and Hill
constants K xx .
2.2. Parameter Inference

2. Results & Discussion

− dAER

with production terms

2
KBRa
AER1

2
2
WFZ 2 +KWNT
BRa2 +KBRa
1
AER1

AER

(2)

To prepare for the inference of the parameter values, θ,
we first generate in silico data with the parameter set, θ0 ,
in Table 1. These result in the expression patterns in Fig.
1c. As starting values for parameter inference we then use
diffusion constants (in [µm2 h−1 ]) in Table 1, as their physiological range is typically rather well known. For the other
parameters we set all maximal production rate to 2, all Hill
constants and maximum receptor capacities to 1, and all
binding and degradation rates to 0.01. These initial parameter values result in the expressions patterns shown in Fig.
2. Starting from those, we aim at finding a set of parameter values, with which we can reproduce the expression
patterns in Fig. 1c.
Quantitative, spatial expression data is currently not
available in the limb bud. Therefore, the model only needs
to match the observed patterns qualitatively. To quantify
the goodness-of-fit of the simulated expression patterns, we
used a mathematical formulation for the constraints that describe the desired patterns. Thus, based on the image data
we require pFGF10 to be present in the mesenchyme with
a gradient, pFGF8 to be uniformly present in AER, pBMP
to be uniformly present in the ectoderm and AER as well
as in the mesenchyme with a gradient and pWNT to be uniformly present in the ectoderm. The absence of WNT and
F8 production in the mesenchyme and (in case of F8) in the
ectoderm is already hard-coded by the indicator-functions
in the PDEs. As the production rates range from 0 to 1 we
choose by eye 0.3 as a threshold for presence, and a penalty
term enforces presence of substance c in domain X, i.e.
Z
max(0.3 − c, 0)2 dµ.
(4)
X

For uniform production, we added the penalty term
Z
(c − max(c))2 dµ.
X
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X

(5)

Table 1: Parameter set θ0 to generate in silico data
Name
D
DR
ρF8
ρF10
ρBMP
ρWNT
ρAER
initF10
d
dAER
dBR
dF10R
dF8R
konR
ko f f
RT
RT F8
RT F10
RT BRa
KF8R
KF8R F10
KF10R
KBRa
KBRa FGF
KBRa AER
KBRa AER1
KBRi
KBRi Bmp
KWNT
KWNT FGF
KWNT 1
KWNT Bmp

Value
3600
36
0.9
7.2
1.8
1.8
0.36
0
0.0036
3.6
1.8
0.36
0.288
3.6
0.0036
10
2.5
2.5
0.6
0.1
0.025
1
0.3
0.01
0.01
0.001
0.25
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.001
0.01

Description
Diffusion constant of proteins
Diffusion constant of receptors
max. production rate of FGF8
max. production rate of FGF10
max. production rate of BMP
max. production rate of WNT
max. production rate of AER
initial concentration of FGF10
degradation rate of morphogenes
degradation rate of AER
degradation rate of WFZ, BRa
degradation rate of F10R
degradation rate of F8R
on-binding rate to receptors
off-binding rate from receptors
max. capacity of WNT receptor
max. capacity of FGF8 receptor
max. capacity of FGF10 receptor
max. capacity of BMP receptor
Hill constant
Hill constant
Hill constant
Hill constant
Hill constant
Hill constant
Hill constant
Hill constant
Hill constant
Hill constant
Hill constant
Hill constant
Hill constant

The constraint given by a gradient was approximated using
a smoothed step function ϕc (x) in x-direction, i.e.
Z
(6)
(0.3 − c)2+ ϕc (x) + (c − 0.1)2+ (1 − ϕc (x))dµ.
X

Adding all these constraints provides us with a fitness function f (θ) as a measure for the goodness-of-fit. For the in
silico generated expression pattern (Table 1) its value is
f (θ0 ) = 3852, whereas for the initial parameter values in
our optimisation we obtain f (θ start ) = 13989. Only the relative, but not the absolute value of f (θ) matters.
A sensitivity analysis revealed that the expression patterns are sensitive to all parameters except for K BRa AER
and K BRa AER1. The parameters in the model are highly
correlated and the vast dimension of the parameter space
as well as the non-smooth fitness function render standard
optimization methods such as Coordinate Search, gradientbased methods like SNOPT adjoint method, or random algorithms such as the Particle Swarm Optimization unable

Figure 2: Predicted expression patterns with the initial parameter values.

to improve the value of the fitness function and to arrive
at a parameter set for which the model reproduces the patterns in Fig. 1c. We note that the repeated simulation of the
PDEs is computationally very expensive.
2.3. A decision tree approach for the sequential inference of parameter values
To overcome the difficulties described above, we developed a decision tree that also uses prior knowledge and that
optimises parameter values sequentially given that most parameter values affect the patterning process only at certain
time intervals. To determine the sequence, in which parameters are identified, we start with the initial conditions
and the constitutive production rates and check which production rates are controlled by those factors that are initially present, here FGF10 production in the lower part of
the mesenchyme. All production rates except for the direct
downstream targets are set to zero. For each of these steps
only a subset of the original parameters has a direct influence. This subset is tuned with help of a decision tree that
checks whether the currently considered components are
present in the correct domains. If all important features are
reproduced, the algorithm goes on to check the next component activated downstream; if not, the parameters which
have direct influence on the considered feature are doubled
or halved depending on the sign of their influence and then
the procedure of the decision tree in the current step is repeated until the constraint is fulfilled or a maximum number of calls is reached. For the model considered here this
approach results in the steps
1. F10 production → check F10, F10R
2. F10 and WNT production → check WNT, WFZ in Ectoderm (Ecto)
3. F10, WNT, BMP, AER production → check BMP,
BRa in Ecto, check AER, check WNT, WFZ in Ecto
4. F10, WNT, BMP, AER, F8 production→ check F8,
F8R, check BMP in Mesenchyme, check F10 in Mesenchyme
The decision tree for the second step of the algorithm is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Starting with the parameter values
θ start results in a set of parameters θdec , for which the model
yields expression patterns (Fig. 4) close to the original patterns (Fig. 1c), and the fitness function f reduces from
f (θ start ) = 13989 to f (θdec ) = 5598.
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WNT or
WFZ present
in Ect?
NO

YES

increase ρWNT ,
decrease KF10R ,
decrease d

WNT present
in Ect?
NO

YES

increase konR ,
decrease ko f f

WFZ present
in Ect?
NO

YES

increase konR ,
decrease ko f f ,
increase RT ,
decrease d BR

WNT not
present
in Mes?

Figure 4: Expression patterns after the decision-tree based
parameter inference.

NO

YES

increase d

go to step 3

Figure 3: The decision tree performed by the parameter
inference algorithm in step 2.

2.4. Local optimization with SNOPT
The parameter values recovered from the decision tree
approach are used as initial values to perform local optimization using the SNOPT algorithm implemented in
COMSOL 4.4, a gradient-based algorithm that uses sequential quadratic programming (SQP) methods and which
requires the least computation time for this problem among
the COMSOL methods. To calculate the gradient, the adjoint method was used, as it is most efficient in case of
many parameters. At this step of our approach we compare the optimised patterns (Fig. 5) to the in silico generated patterns (Fig. 1c) directly, i.e. as objective function
J(θ) we integrate the difference between the in silico generated expression values and the model output, while adding
scaling factors λi as additional parameters as we aim at reproducing the patterns and no absolute values, i.e. J(θ) =
R
AER

+

(pFGF8 − λ1 p̂FGF8 )2 dµ +

R

(pBMP − λ3 p̂BMP ) dµ +

R

R

2

all

AER,Ect

(pWNT − λ2 p̂WNT )2 dµ

(pFGF10 − λ4 p̂FGF10 ) dµ
2

all

(7)

This formulation allows us to evaluate the recovered parameter values with statistical measures, i.e. calculate the
profile likelihood. To reduce computational costs we exclude the Hill constants, which are correlated in particular
with expression and decay rates, from the optimization, and
we reduce the accuracy of the simulation. Thereby, we can
reduce the computation time from 24 hours to approx. 2
hours for one optimization. Within 100 iterations the algorithm halves the value of the objective function and recovers parameter values θopt with a fitness function value
f (θopt ) = 4526 (Fig. 5), reasonably close to the fitness
function value of the target pattern, f (θ0 ) = 3852 (Fig. 1c).
3. Methods
The model was solved with COMSOL Multiphysics using the Optimization Toolbox (version 4.4) and the MATLAB Livelink (version 4.3b) as described before [4, 5].

Figure 5: Expression patterns after the optimization with
SNOPT, using the parameters recovered by the decision
tree algorithm as initial values.
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Abstract– Observing dynamic patterns in silico and
comparing them to experimental data in vitro or in vivo
could help us identify and quantify dynamic processes.
Since modellers are faced with a high degree of complexity of biological systems, appropriate concepts of
system descriptions are needed. The use of state variables
is expected to make models applicable to a wider range of
the dynamics of biological systems. This is demonstrated
by the Multi-Hit-Repair (MHR-) model which is based on
a transient dose equivalent. The model calculates the survival of cells irradiated by ionizing radiation and it describes correctly a large variety of radio-biological observations. In addition, the MHR-model is bridging the gap
between processes at the molecular or cellular level and
tissue dynamics.

1. Introduction
In the last decades, knowledge of molecular aspects of
human physiology and pathophysiology has grown enormously. Often, this knowledge is qualitative. Since cellular signaling pathways are embedded in a complex dynamic system and interact with many other pathways, it is
difficult to gain quantitative information which can be
used to model cellular systems or organisms. Systems biology is addressing this aspect, but the transfer to clinical
medicine seems to be difficult. On reason may be the fact
that the molecular layer (which is accessible by measurements) is representing the syntactic level of biological
systems. The manifestation of biological phenomena responsible for evolutionary processes or environmental
interaction takes place at a semantic level. It is important
to note that the control (the syntax, so to say) of biomolecular processes is determined (to large extents) by genetic
information and some external input which can be regarded as parameters. In biological context, semantics is
given by the interaction of the phenotype with its environment (with evolution determining what is "sensible"). The
coupling between phenotype (semantics) and genotype
(syntax) is known to be non - trivial in both directions.
First, many properties of the phenotype emerge from the
genotype in a way that is hard to predict by present scien-

tific means. One reason for this is lack of data, but there
are additional inherent difficulties when the effect of the
combined interaction of molecules, supra-molecular structures and mesoscopic entities (e.g. membranes) have to be
computed in a multi - scale simulation. Second, a given
phenotype can be realized by a large variety of underlying
genetic control schemes and molecules. A simple example
are key and lock structures in receptors; There are usually
combinatorially many possibilities for the realization of a
matching pair. But also more complex processes may be
realized by many different reaction networks. This means
that methods from reverse engineering cannot be applied,
or only with considerable effort. Therefore, the analysis of
control processes should happen on the phenotypic level,
because there, the connection between organism and
environment becomes apparent. The variables we use (the
state variables of the system) are chosen to reflect cellular
properties and are not necessarily easy to interpret in
terms of genomic information.
In clinical medicine, the distinction between disease
and illness is a good example for illustrating the relation
between a mechanistic view of the loss of functionality
(disease) and the clinical manifestation including psychological and psychosomatic aspects. At a first glance, it
seems to be hopeless to get access to illness based on a
deep, quantitative understanding of underlying processes.
But following the idea of describing biological systems at
a semantic level, there are some interesting aspects which
could help us move forward: Biological systems are
complex, sometimes exhibiting non-linear behavior
(which is not be chaotic under normal conditions). Assuming a description of the system in terms of continuous
variables in phase space, the attractor landscape may
consist of different basins of attraction. If malfunction is
seen as a dynamic process, disease and illness can be
interpreted as a state related to a pathological attractor. A
therapeutic intervention could be based on pushing the
system to another attractor and /or reshaping the attractor
landscape. The main problem for this view is to find an
appropriate, quantitative description of the system [1].
Apart from prediction, modelling can help us find
adequate descriptions of biological systems—modelling in
this sense is a learning tool. A promising approach is the
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detection of characteristic dynamic patterns by comparing
computer simulations using model systems and experiments in vitro, in vivo — or closer to clinics, in patient. In
the following, this aspect will be illustrated by the response of cells to ionizing radiation (cell killing). In contrast to the previous research, we discuss here the use of
state variables in the framework of an adapted concept for
describing complex biological systems including the
aspects of the attractor landscape of such systems.

2. Material and Methods
The impact of ionizing radiation can be quantified by
clonogenic survival assays, where the surviving fraction
S  N 0 / N of irradiated cells (initial number N 0 and
N surviving cells) is determined. Typically, the logarithm
of the surviving fraction exhibits a linear-quadratic
relationship to the absorbed radiation dose D :
log S ( D )   ( D   D 2 ) . This (originally empiric) model was first used by Lea and Catcheside [2] to fit radiation chromosome damage. Theories about DNA lesion
formation or cell survival (e.g. Chadwick & Leenhouts
[3]) led to mechanistic interpretations of the LQ-model.
Such interpretations are problematic since linear-quadratic
(LQ)- shaped curves can be produced by different
dynamic models. The LQ dose-effect relationship is an
often observed dynamic pattern, which by itself does not
let us identify a dedicated mechanism or process (in this
context, we prefer the term process since biological
systems often have an intrinsic plasticity; the term mechanism implies a system with more rigid components similar
to a machine). To limit the number of possible structures
of models, additional aspects of the dynamics of the
cellular response must be taken into account. Dose rate —
and cell cycle — dependency, distinct behavior of apoptotic vs. non-apoptotic cell death, low-dose hypersensitivity of some cell lines and synergistic effect of combined application of heat and radiation led to the model
structure of the Multi-Hit-Repair (MHR-) model [4]. The
model is based on two key ideas: First, it uses a chain of
cell populations (Fig.1) which are characterized by the
number of radiation induced damages (hits). Cells can
shift downward along the chain by collecting hits and
upward by a repair process. There is no explicit criterion
for lethality of hits. In this model, lethality can be a
consequence of too many hits which are reducing the probability of a recovery back to the mitotic cycle. Second,
the repair process is governed by a repair probability
which depends upon state variables used for a simplistic
description of the impact of heat and radiation upon repair
proteins. These quantities can be interpreted as a signal
transporting summary information about cellular (proteinrelated) damage and subsequent capability of the repair
system. In this sense, state variables are linking between
the molecular, syntactic level and a more semantic level,

where signals are decoded and converted to information
governing cellular control.

Fig.1. Illustration of the population chain in the MHR model: The model
flowchart includes a mitotic cell population (population size M) and vital
tumour cells (population size N). The flows (rates) between the populations (with population sizes Li for populations with i hits) can be found
by multiplying the given constants by the corresponding population size
(population where the arrow starts). P is the repair probability (according
Eq.3),  is a radiation-sensitivity coefficient, R is the radiation dose rate
and ce represents a constant describing the elimination of cell of a population (Li). For more details see [4].

In the case of the MHR model, the calculation of the
state variables follows a simplistic, probabilistic concept
without explicit inclusion of underlying molecular processses of damage induction and repair. In the case of the
MHR model, two variables of state,  and  , are used
as configuration quantities describing radiation- and heatinduced damages (disorder). The probability of repair
P depends upon  and  : P  P( , ) . Moreover, the
following approach is used: the repair probability
decreases monotonically with increasing values of  and
 . In a first approximation, the following relations may
be used:

 P 
   P
  

   const
(1)

 P 
   P
  
   const
This leads to the following functional dependence:

P ( )  P  e   
P ( )  P  e   

(2)

In the case of P and P being statistically independent,
the total probability is given by:

d
 R  
dt

(3)

The concept using  and  can be generalized to the
framework illustrated in Fig.2. In principle, different
levels of a biological system (cellular system embedded in
a tissue) correspond to different levels for the description
of the system (right part of Fig.2).
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Fig.2. Framework for description of biological systems: left, a more
explicit view to the cellular system is illustrated; the right part refers to a
possible approach for a corresponding description.

Fig.3. Clonogenic survival of T98G glioblastoma cells at different dose
rates: The parameter values for fitting are for 12 -360 Gy/h and for curve
(a) with 1440 Gy/h  = 0.27 Gy-1,  = 1.45 h-1, cr = 90 h-1, ce = 19 h-1, 
= 0.8 Gy-1. In contrast to [4], we explored the conditions for fitting the
high dose rate data (curve b); a different set of parameters was found: 
= 0.36 Gy-1,  = 1.45 h-1, cr = 20 h-1, ce = 5 h-1,  = 0.8 Gy-1.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
In Fig.2, system configuration quantities are influencing
processes at a higher level, e.g. at the level of cell population. In the MHR-model is the semantics encoded in a
repair probability. In contrast to models describing DNA
lesions kinetics (e.g. LPL model of Curtis), the MHR
model can be used to explore the interaction of populations at the tissue level.

The example described in this article illustrates the potential and limitation of a modelling approach using state
variables. The simplistic approach using a transient dose
equivalent leads to a model structure which covers a large
variety of biological observations. One exception is increased cell killing effect of glioblastoma cells at very high
dose rates and high dose values per fraction. This may be
an indication for a different regime of cell death, related to
3. Results
the triggering of different chemical reactions in the radiobiochemical cascade, severe damage of mitochondria with
The MHR model is able to fit a large variety of subsequent energy depletion or destruction of other celluexperimental data. Linear-quadratic-linear behavior for lar structures. Using very high doses per radiation pulse
large doses per fraction [5], apoptotic vs. non-apoptotic seems to drive the cellular systems away from the wellcell death [6] and dose rate dependencies as well can be known behavior related to radiation response and cell
reproduced [7]. With a similar approach (only modelling 2 death. An interesting point relates to the question of how
radiation induced hits and induced repair), also low-dose much the model structure must be modified to cover cell
hypersensitivity can be covered [8]. This range of cove- death response at very high dose rates. It has to be pointed
rage is remarkable when compared to other existing radio- out that the effect was only observed for the T98G cells
biological models. Despite this success, changes in the which are radio-resistant compared to other tumour cell
radio-biochemical cascade and as a result, a different dy- lines. The observation could be interpreted as a cell-line
namic behavior cannot be excluded for very high dose specific change of dynamic state related to different
rates or high doses per pulse (as deliverable by new linear attractors. The MHR model may cover the cellular dynaaccelerators for clinical use with flattening filter free mics relying upon an attractor of a much more complex
(FFF-) beams). To investigate possible biological effects, system in the case of low or moderate dose rates. When
Lohse et al. [9] treated glioblastoma cell lines with doses we push the system away from this attractor into another
of 5 and 10 Gy. In Fig.3, a fit of the logarithmic survival part of the attractor landscape by strong radiation pulses
of T98G glioblastoma cells irradiated at different dose or very high dose rates, we cannot exclude chaotic states.
rates is shown. In contrast to the previous work [4], we
The example illustrated in this article is not compaexplored the conditions for fitting the high dose rate data rable to the much more complex situation in vivo or in
(Fig.3b). By using an evolutionary optimization algorithm, patient. However, it is interesting to see that the use of a
no parameter set could be found that enables a fit for all simplistic approach using state variables in the MHR
dose rates. Especially the data point at 10 Gy and a dose model enables a more or less correct description of the
rate of 1440 Gy/h cannot be covered by using only one set radiation induced response of cells (as long as the dose
of parameters.
rate range is limited). In addition, the model is a cell
population based. This is important since dynamic pro-
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cessses such as competition, nutrient stress, oxygenation
and vascularization, immune response etc. may override
intrinsic cellular radiation sensitivity in some situations
[10]. In this sense, the MHR-model is bridging the gap
between the molecular or cellular level and tissue dynamics.
The concept of state variables refers to the approach of
thermodynamics known in statistical thermodynamics.
While we know how to calculate analytically the entropy
or temperature of an ideal gas or crystal, we could not
expect the same for determining state variables of biological systems with a heterogeneous, highly compartmentalized structure. Therefore, algorithmic (in-silico) approaches should be investigated for gaining a more solid
basis for this concept. In addition, interesting information
theoretic and thermodynamic aspects of biological systems may lead to more concise ideas about the relationship between entropy-like state variables and information
in general and in biological systems in particular [11,12].
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Abstract– Adverse illumination conditions can render
face images very difficult to use in biometric
authentication systems. In this paper, a methodology for
contrast correction in images is presented. Proposed
method, developed in the context of biometric applications,
can as well be used in other domains where contrast
correction of images is desired. The method is adaptable to
quadtree-decomposed images and allows for definition of
an arbitrary contrast correction function.
1. Introduction
Face recognition systems are recently gaining more and
more on popularity, particularly considering the recent
regulations that promote face recognition as the primary
biometric modality for identity verification on border
crossings and airports.
The distribution, the intensity and spectral content of
the face illuminant have great impact on the appearance of
the face in the image. This creates a serious problem for a
face-recognition system. The difficulty is twofold –
finding the face and cropping it out of the entire image,
and then comparing it to a reference image (or images).
In order to reduce the negative effects of varying
lighting conditions a photometric normalization is
necessary. The photometric normalization includes the
chromatic normalization and luminance normalization.
We have presented a method to perform a chromatic
normalization of face images in [5].
Directional illuminants create strong contrasts on edges
between the shadows and the directly illuminated areas in
the face. The contrasts in the shadowed areas and in the
areas of specular reflections are weak. In this case the
luminance normalization of a face may be formulated as a
contrast-correction task.
The subject literature reports a number of attempts to
perform an appearance-based contrast correction. The
most commonly used method is histogram equalization
[8]. Histogram equalization methods can improve the
subjective appearance of a picture, but they rarely manage
to correct the image adequately for the purpose of the face
verification system, in particular in the cases where the
illumination is strongly non-uniform.
A simple method of correcting image contrasts in the
case of directional illuminant is a logarithmic intensity
correction [6]. In this method, the intensities are modified

according to a logarithmic function which corresponds to
the Fechner’s law [2]. The problem arises when the
picture is of high quality – log filtering of such picture
actually decreases its quality.
An interesting contrast correction method based on the
assumption that local luminance equals illuminance, has
been presented in [3]. Another method of mitigating the
effects of directional illuminant is presented in [1]. In the
case of face images, however, their method leads to the
reduction of detail and sharpness of areas where fine
details are essential for recognition – for example in the
eye regions.
In this paper we present a general method of contrast
correction in images, which in particular can be applied to
face image correction.
2. The basic concept of contrast correction
Let us consider a luminance field A0 of luminance L0 and
its immediate neighbor A1 of identical area and luminance
L1 as shown in Figure 1.
A0, L0

A1, L1

Figure 1: Neighboring fields A0 and A1.
By definition, the spatial contrast between L0 and L1 is
given by [4]:

C0def
−1 =

L0 − L1
= C1def
−0
L0 + L1

(1)
This definition of contrast gives the information about the
contrast, but the information about the direction of the
contrast (which field has higher luminance) is lost,
because of the modulus operator in equation (1). We want
to preserve the directional information, therefore we
calculate the contrast as follows:

C0−1 =

L1 − L0
= −C1−0
L1 + L0

(2)
We are interested in modifying the contrasts in an image
according to certain function fC which takes as the
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argument the original contrast C0-1 between two
neighboring fields A0 and A1, and outputs the modified
contrast between them, C0-1’:

C0' −1 = f c (C0−1 )

(3)
After the contrast correction according to the equation (3),
the luminances of the fields A0 and A1 are labeled as L0’
and L1’, respectively. Considering equation (2), the
relationship between L0’ and L1’ can be expressed as
follows:

L'0 (C0' −1 − 1) + L1' (C0' −1 + 1) = 0 .

(4)
Now, let us consider an image consisting of a twodimensional, uniform pattern of fields, like in Figure 2.
A(1,1
)

A(2,1
)

A(1,2
)

A(2,2
)

A(xmax,
1)

…
… …
… … … …
… …
A(1,yma
x)

A(xma
x,
xmax)

Let L(x,y) be the luminance of the field A(x,y), where
x∈[1,xmax] , y∈[1,ymax] are the coordinates of the
considered luminance field. Let us consider the immediate
neighborhood of the field A(1,1). Its immediate neighbors
(4-connectivity) are fields A(2,1) and A(1,2). Following
equation (4) we can write:

L

'
(1,1)

L

(C

'
(1−2 ,1)

− 1) + L

(C

'
(1,1−2 )

− 1) + L

'
( 2 ,1)

'
(1, 2 )

'
(1−2 ,1)

+ 1) = 0

'
(1,1−2 )

+ 1) = 0

(C
(C

M ⋅ L' = 0 ,

(10)
where L’ is a column matrix of new (modified)
luminances of fields A(x:xmax−1,y:ymax−1), and M is a nrow, (n+1)-column matrix of corresponding multiplication
coefficients from equations (7,8,9). Equation (10)
represents a homogenous system that has a nontrivial
solution dependent on one parameter p. This parameter
can be regarded as a scaling factor of the solution L’. In
our experiments, we have put following constraint to
estimate the scaling parameter p:

p ⋅ max( L' ) = max( L'( x , y ) ),

Figure 2: Uniform pattern of luminance fields.

'
(1,1)

For A(xmax,ymax) we do not write a separate equation – the
relationship between the luminance of A(xmax,ymax) and its
neighbors A(xmax−1,ymax−1) have already been considered.
Finally, following equations (7,8,9), for a pattern as
depicted in Figure 2, we arrive at a set of n=xmax⋅ymax−1
equations. This system of linear equations can be written
in matrix notation as:

(5)
.

(6)

This pair of equations can be generalized for any field
A(x,y), whose x<xmax, y<ymax:

L'( x , y ) (C(' x:x+1, y ) + C(' x , y:y +1) − 2) +
L'( x+1, y ) (C(' x:x+1, y ) + 1) + L'( x , y +1) (C(' x , y:y +1) + 1) = 0

(7)

For all fields A(xmax,y) and A(x,ymax) equations (5) and (6)
can be generalized as follows:

L'( x , y ) (C(' x:x+1, y ) − 1) + L'( x+1, y ) (C(' x:x+1, y ) + 1) = 0

(11)
in order to make sure that any of the modified luminance
values will not exceed the allowed luminance range (in
our case 256 grayscale depth).
Equation (10) can be solved by augmenting M with a
(n+2)nd column of zero entries and bringing thus
augmented matrix Maug to the reduced row-echelon form.
This operation, however, can become very timeconsuming for large n. It is easy to notice that M is uppertriangular, and each row has no more than two non-zero
entries. It is efficient to take advantage of this fact and
solve the equation by back-substitution. Other methods of
solving the equation (eg. factorization methods) are also
possible.
3. Contrast correction of decomposed images
Section 3 presented a general framework of contrast
correction for a pattern of luminance fields of uniform
sizes. It is possible to define the size of the single
luminance field A(x,y) as one pixel, and in such a case the
contrast correction is done pixel-by-pixel. In many cases,
however, this may be a suboptimal strategy.
Often it is desired to correct the contrast of an image
where large areas are of identical, or very close luminance.
In this case calculating the contrast pixel-by-pixel adds
many vacuous equations to the system Maug, which in turn
significantly adds to the computational burden. One may
choose to decompose the considered image based on the
intensity (luminance) uniformity criterion. A simple and
fast yet powerful decomposition is the quadtree
decomposition. Figure 3 shows an example of a quadtreedecomposed image.

(8)

for A(x,ymax), and:

L'( x , y ) (C(' x , y:y +1) − 1) + (C(' x , y:y +1) + 1) = 0

(9)

for A(xmax,y).
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reasons we modify the individual pixel values of the given
field by the resulting difference between the
corresponding mean of original luminances L and
corrected luminances L’.
Quadtree decomposition normally requires a square image
(preferably of a pixel size 2N×2N, where N is a natural
number). For images that do not meet this condition, it is
possible to first decompose the image into square subimages, and then perform the contrast correction as
described above.
Figure 3: A quadtree-decomposed image based on the
intensity criterion
In general, the order of operations leading to the
correction of a quadtree-decomposed image follow the
order presented in Section 3. However, the neighborhood
of a given luminance area A(x,y) can be now more
complex. Consider a luminance field A6 from an example
pattern depicted in Figure 4.

4. Finding then contrast correction function
In order to apply the method presented above it is
necessary to define the contrast correction function
C’=fC(C), introduced in equation (3). Our contrast
correction function, computed according to the equation
(3), is an odd function. Therefore for simplicity we first
define only the nonnegative part of it. Let us refer to it as
gC.
We put following constraints on this function: it must be
continuous for all arguments C∈[0,1], and the values must
also lie in the range C’∈[0,1]. We want to correct the
image in such a way that excessive contrasts are reduced
and areas of insufficient contrast are given more contrast.
We want also to preserve the contrasts that are between
those extremes. The simplest function that achieves this
goal is a linear function:

gC : C ' = A ⋅ C + B

(13)
In order to find the coefficients A and B we define Cmin as
the minimal value that the function gC returns, and Cint as
the contrast value at which we want C`= C= Cint. The
coefficients A and B can be then found from:

Cmin
) + Cmin
Cint
,

Figure 4: Exemplary luminance field pattern after
quadtree decomposition

A = (1 −

The luminance field A5 has following neighbors: A2, A3,
A4, A6.
For every neighbor, an equation analogous to equation (4)
can be written. However, now the fields are not of equal
size, and therefore we add weights to the equation 4 in
order to represent this fact. Intuitively, the smaller field
area, the more its impact on the local contrast distribution
should be penalized. Since contrast depends on the
circumference of the field that is in contact with other
fields, we can rewrite equation (4) for the fields A5 and
A3:

B = Cmin .

(14)

(15)
Since the function fC must also take arguments C∈[-1,0),
knowing that fC is odd we finally define it as:

f C (C ) = arg(C ) ⋅ g C (C ) , for C∈[-1,0)∪(0,1]

f C (C ) = 0

(16)

, for C=0
(17)
Equation (17) takes care of the problems that may occur
when the luminances of neighboring fields are equal. We
want to preserve this equality in the process of the contrast
correction.
'
'
'
'
For simplicity reasons, in our initial experiments we used
A5 ⋅ L5 (C5−3 − 1) + A3 ⋅ L3 (C5−3 + 1) = 0
(12)
the linear formula for the function fC, but it is easy to
If the entire image is decomposed into m fields, a total of define an arbitrary function that can be applied instead, as
m−1 equations can be written. By analogy to equations long as the function meets the criteria specified above. In
(7,8,9), considering the weights introduced like in case of the linear function presented above, we had to put
equation (12), an augmented matrix Maug can now be built, an additional constraint in equation (17) to make sure that
and solution for L’ found, as described in Section 3. Since fC(C=0)=0. If the defined function would by itself satisfy
the solution gives the adjusted mean luminance of given this condition, putting such a constraint would not be
luminance field, and each field may contain multiple necessary.
pixels (as the result of the decomposition) for smoothness
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5. Pilot experiments

6. Conclusions

The presented contrast correction method was developed
in the context of biometric face verification systems,
hence we tested our contrast correction algorithm on
images containing faces. We chose images whose quality
is degraded from the viewpoint of face verification: nonuniform illumination and diverse background. We use
linear contrast correction function as described in Section
5. The parameters used to calculate the coefficients of fC
(equations (14) and (15)) were set to Cmin=0.2 and Cint=0.8.
The results of the contrast correction are presented in
Figure 7. For comparison, the original image is presented
in Figure 5, and its histogram-equalized version in Figure
6.

We have presented a new method of performing a contrast
correction of non-uniformly illuminated images. The
method has been developed in the context of a face
verification system, but it can well be applied in other
domains. The advantage of the method is its versatility – a
flexible choice of the desired contrast correction function
makes it an adjustable tool that can be used in various
applications.
The method is particularly well-suited for the contrast
correction of small size images, which is typically the case
in biometric applications (the face image can be as small
as 12×12 pixels – as reported in [7]).
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Abstract— This paper examines causal relationships
between the three factors in the Fama-French model and
investigates, whether the efficient-market hypothesis is a
suitable assumption in describing excess stock returns.
Three methods were used to detect causal dependencies,
namely the crosscorrelation method, the Granger causality
approach and Transfer Entropy. The excess market return
was found to be the leading model factor. Adding its lagged
values improved the model fit.
1. Introduction
In finance a standard problem consists of predicting the
future value of a financial time series. In an autoregressive
model the future value is a linear function of its preceding
values. More sophisticated methods may include the history of other variables. Methods detecting causalities are
useful tools to investigate the impact of certain variables
on others. In this paper the quantities of interest are the
variables involved in the Fama-French model.
The Fama-French model describes the expected return
on a stock as a linear function of three macroeconomic variables. By denoting Ri the return on stock i, its excess return
over the riskfree rate RF is given by
E(Ri ) − RF = βi (E(R M ) − RF ) + si E(SMB) + hi E(HML), (1)
where R M is the return on the market portfolio [4]. The
first model factor is therefore the excess market return with
weight βi . The second model factor, SMB, is defined by
the difference between the return on stocks of firms with
small and large market capitalization, while the third variable, HML, describes the difference in the returns between
stocks with high and low book-to-market ratio. The respective weights, si and hi , as well as βi , are real numbers.
In the following we assume expected returns to be accurately described by realized returns. This is justified by
the rationale expectation theory, claiming realized returns
to be realizations from the ex ante distributions of returns
[6]. By denoting the realized excess return on the market

and stock i at time t by RMRF(t) and ERi (t) respectively,
equation (1) in its realized form is given by
ERi (t) = βi RMRF(t) + si SMB(t) + hi HML(t) + ξi (t), (2)
where ξi (t) is an error term which has zero expectation in
time and is uncorrelated to RMRF, SMB and HML.
This paper examines, whether there is a driving force
among the three variables describing excess stock returns
by the Fama-French model. Also, we investigate, whether
it may be meaningful to extend the model by adding lagged
values of the driving factor. For this purpose the aim is to
detect causalities among the involved financial quantities.
2. Materials and Methods
The time series, which the experiments were based on
consist of monthly data from February 1973 to August
2013. Realizations of the risk-free rate as well as the FamaFrench factors were taken from Kenneth French’s data library (see [1]). These quantities are built upon continuously compounded returns on stocks traded in the US-stock
exchanges NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ and the risk-free
rate is given by the 1-month Treasury bill return. The return
on stocks is represented by the realized, continuously compounded monthly return of the US-firm Coca Cola (KO).
The underlying price was obtained from the data library
“Datastream”.
In order to detect causal relationships, we considered
three methods. The first two, namely the crosscorrelation
and Granger causality method, are well established, while
the third, Transfer Entropy, is a more recent approach.
2.1. Crosscorrelation
The crosscorrelation method is based on the definition
of the correlation function, which computes the correlation
between two random variables. Applying the sample crosscorrelation function to realizations across two different covariance stationary time series, where one of them is shifted
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by a fixed time lag, one obtains a measure for the linear dependency of one time series on the other by the specified
time lag.
2.2. Granger causality
In its general form the Granger causality method compares two conditional distributions of the future random
variable of the target process, where one of the conditions
is weaker than the other. The conditions are thereby described by sigma-algebras. The smaller is generated by the
present and all previous random variables of the target process (Y s ) s≤t , while the larger is generated additionally by
the present and all past random variables of the causing
process (X s ) s≤t . The target process is said to be Granger
caused by the other, if the conditional distributions differ
[3].
2.2.1. Linear Least Squares Granger Causality
In order to make the Granger causality method operational, we consider a point forecast and therefore assume
the conditional distribution to be well described by the conditional expectation. Then we approximate the later by a
linear function in the random variables generating the corresponding sigma-algebra. These simplifications are justified by the facts, that, for strictly stationary processes, the
conditional expectation minimizes the prediction error in a
least squares sense and that the approximation of the conditional expectation by a linear function is exact in the case
of Gaussian processes [2].
By comparing the two resulting linear regression fits
with the classical F-test we obtain the linear least squares
Granger causality, short LLSGC, method. In statistical
terms the two fits are given by
y s+1 ∼ y s + y s−1 + · · · + y s−order+1

(3)

y s+1 ∼ y s + y s−1 + · · · + y s−order+1

(4)

+ x s + x s−1 + · · · + x s−order+1 ,
where order specifies the number of maximal lagged
values incorporated in the regressions. The corresponding p-value being smaller than 0.05 indicates a statistically
significant causal relationship between causing and target
process.

where p(·) is the probability mass function of Y. Hence,
entropy only depends on the probability distribution of a
random variable. Transfer entropy is defined upon conditional entropies. The conditional entropy of Y given X is
given by
!
X
X
1
bits (6)
H(Y|X) =
p(x)
p(y|x) log2
p(y|x)
x∈A
y∈A
and describes the uncertainty of Y given X. Let us now
consider two stochastic processes (Xt )t∈Z and (Yt )t∈Z taking the values xt and yt in a countable set A and denote
by X s(k) = (X s , · · · , X s−k+1 ) the vector containing the last k
variables of (Xt )t starting from X s , where s is a natural number. Then, Transfer Entropy, T (Yt+1 |Yt(l) , X s(k) ), describes the
reduction in the uncertainty of Yt+1 due to the additional
knowledge of X s(k) given the knowledge of Yt(l) . It is described by the quantity
T (Yt+1 |Yt(l) , X s(k) ) = H(Yt+1 |Yt(l) ) − H(Yt+1 |Yt(l) , X s(k) ).

(7)

By applying the definition of conditional entropy, Transfer
Entropy can be expressed by joint and conditional probabilities,
T (Yt+1 |Yt(l) , X s(k) ) =


(k) 
X
 p(yt+1 |y(l)
(l) (k)
t , xs ) 
 ,

p(yt+1 , yt , x s ) log2 

(l)
p(y
|y
)
(l)
(k)
t+1
t
l
k
y ∈A,y ∈A ,x ∈A
t+1

t

s

(8)
(l)
where the measure is in bits and x(k)
s and yt are vectors of
(k)
(l)
samples of X s and Yt , respectively [5].
The quantity given in equation (8) can be estimated from
time series, which should be realizations from strictly stationary processes. In order to estimate the probabilities reliably, a large amount of data points needs to be considered. Nevertheless, small probability estimations are inevitable, which can lead to an explosion of the estimated
Transfer Entropy. Hence, there are several numerical issues to be considered when implementing Transfer Entropy. Note, that unlike the crosscorrelation and Granger
causality method, this approach does not rely on linearities.

2.3. Transfer Entropy

3. Results and Discussion

Transfer Entropy, a method based on information theory,
is a measure for the reduction of uncertainty of the future
value yt+1 of the target process by additionally knowing the
history of the causing process (X s ) s≤t to its own past (Y s ) s≤t .
The uncertainty of the outcome of a random variable can
be measured by entropy. For a discrete random variable Y
taking values on a set A its entropy is given by
!
X
1
bits,
(5)
H(Y) =
p(y) log2
p(y)
y∈A

The estimated crosscorrelation between the FamaFrench factors are significant for several lags. Most of
them are found in the crosscorrelation plot between RMRF
and SMB at negative lags (Figure 1), indicating a possible causal influence of RMRF on SMB. The LLS Granger
causality test confirms this observation, since we obtain
highly significant values for different orders (Table 1). This
is an evidence, that the market capitalization factor strongly
depended on the behavior of the excess market return one
month ahead. Note, that we use the abbreviation σR,S
to
t
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Figure 1: Crosscorrelation plots across the three FamaFrench factors.
Order
σR,S
t

12

24

3.0 · 10−6

6.2 · 10−5

2.1 · 10−6

Table 1: p-values of the LLS Granger causality test,
(RMRF t )t → (SMBt )t , for different orders.
denote the sigma-algebra generated by the factors RMRF
and SMB.
Further, the crosscorrelation method applied to RMRF
and HML gives one significant correlation value at lag 0
(Figure 1). The values obtained by the Granger causality approach with RMRF being the causing and HML the
caused variable are nevertheless significant for order 1 and
higher orders (Table 2). Therefore, also the book-to-market
ratio factor was Granger caused by the excess market return.
Last, the estimated crosscorrelation between SMB and
HML is significant at lag 0 and lag 1 (Figure 1), the later inferring that HML influenced the values of SMB one month
later. The corresponding Granger causality test gives a
significant result for order 1, while for higher order numbers they are non-significant (Table 3, first line). Extending the above Granger causality test by including past values of RMRF in the regression fits we obtain highly nonsignificant results already for order 1 (Table 3, second line),
confirming the influence of RMRF on SMB. Hence, we
conclude that the market excess return was the driving variable among the Fama-French factors.
The sample crosscorrelation between RMRF and the excess return on the Coca Cola stock, ERKO , gives a significant value at lag 0. Together with the highly significant
results of the extended version of the LLS Granger causality method, which just takes the contemporaneous values
of the causing process into account (Table 4, order = 0),
it confirms the relevance of the market excess return in a
model describing the returns on stocks.
The classical Granger causality test gives highly signif-

Order
σR,H
t

1

12
−2

2.0 · 10

1.5 · 10

Order
KO
σR,E
t

1

2.5 · 10

4
−3

7.0 · 10

7.7 · 10

0.12

0.54

−2

12

24

0.15

0.12

0.79

0.61

1.7 · 10

1
−14

2.4 · 10

2
−21

1.2 · 10−20

icant results as well (Table 5), claiming that the excess
market return caused excess stock returns. Assuming the
efficient-market hypothesis, claiming prices to reflect all
past available information, to hold, the last finding would
not be of interest. However, this theory may be questioned.
The results of the extended LLS Granger causality method
for orders 1 and 2 are far more significant than the one for
order 0, meaning that predictions for the excess stock return
were more accurate when including lagged to the contemporaneous values of RMRF.
Results from a Transfer Entropy analysis extend the findings of the LLS Granger causality tests. As described in
Sect. 2.3, the estimation of the Transfer Entropy from time
series poses algorithmic challenges due to small probabilities. Therefore, the preprocessing is essential. We normalized each of the Fama-French factors onto [0, 1] and then
discretized the interval into 20 steps, as depicted in Figure
2. With the preprocessed time series, the Transfer Entropy
was then computed (Table 6). We detect the strongest directional influence from HML onto RMRF at time order
s = 12. The reverse influence, RMRF onto HML is also
strong, indicating that HML and RMRF are related, but
with unclear causality structure. The directional influence
of S MB onto RMRF at time order 12 is also noticeable,
here the reverse influence, RMRF onto S MB at the same
time order is considerably lower, indicating a causal influence of S MB onto RMRF. Note that the time orders 1 and
12 exhibit higher Transfer Entropy values than 24 in all
cases except for the RMRF influence onto S MB.
The LLS Granger causality results in Table 3 for time
orders 12 and 24, HML onto S MB without inclusion of
RMRF, oppose the results of the Transfer Entropy anal-

−2

Table 2: p-values of the LLS Granger causality test,
(RMRF t )t → (HMLt )t , for different orders.

0

Table 4: p-values of the LLS Granger causality test (extended by lag 0 values), (RMRF t )t → (ERKOt )t , for different
orders.

24
−2

1

Table 3: p-values of the LLS Granger causality test,
(HMLt )t → (SMBt )t , for different orders and sigmaalgebras.
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CCF
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RMRF vs. HML

0.1
0.0
−0.1
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Order

1

12

24

KO
σR,E
t

3.0 · 10−7

1.4 · 10−4

1.3 · 10−4

Table 5: p-values of the LLS Granger causality test,
(RMRF t )t → (ERKOt )t , for different orders.
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20

approaches, the crosscorrelation and the Granger causality method, are based on linearities, their test results are
mainly supported by each other. Applied to the financial
time series involved in equation (2), we conclude, that the
excess market return was the leading variable among the
three Fama-French factors. SMB and HML depended on
RMRF, while the later significantly caused the excess stock
return. Further, the efficient-market hypothesis, which the
Fama-French model relies on, was questioned in this setting, since the test results of the extended Granger causality
method improved when including lagged values of RMRF
in addition to the contemporaneous values in the regression
fits. We therefore suggest to incorporate lagged values of
the excess market return in describing excess stock returns.
Transfer Entropy does not confirm all the findings of LLS
Granger. It suggests that RMRF is influenced by S MB, not
the other way round. The influence of RMRF onto HML
is compatible with the findings of LLS Granger.
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Figure 2: Fama-French factors, normalized to [0, 1], discretized into 20 steps as preparation for Transfer Entropy
analysis. Only a fraction of the full time span is shown, not
exploiting the whole range of values.

s	
  [month]

1

12

24

RMRF	
  	
  -‐-‐>	
  	
  	
  SMB
RMRF	
  	
  -‐-‐>	
  	
  	
  HML

0.2158
0.2775

0.2058
0.2887

0.2370
0.2870

SMB	
  	
  -‐-‐>	
  RMRF
SMB	
  	
  -‐-‐>	
  	
  	
  HML

0.2390
0.2637

0.2707
0.2611

0.2505
0.2446

HML	
  	
  -‐-‐>	
  RMRF
HML	
  	
  -‐-‐>	
  	
  	
  SMB

0.2755
0.2040

0.3014
0.2250

0.2909
0.2241

4. Outlook
Detecting causality structures is an intrinsically difficult
problem. Not only are there strong assumptions on the time
series (stationarity and stationarity in dependence structure), but the results typically depend onto parametrization
(the time lags involved in LLS Granger and Transfer Entropy) as well as preprocessing (normalization and binning
for Transfer Entropy). The authors are aware of the analysis presented being preliminary, there are still many steps
to take in order to build reliable causality detection algorithms.
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Abstract—Visualisation of high-dimensional data
by means of a low-dimensional embedding plays a key
role in explorative data analysis. Classical approaches
to dimensionality reduction, such as principal component analysis (PCA) and multidimensional scaling
(MDS), struggle or even fail to reveal the relevant
data characteristics when applied to noisy or nonlinear data structures. We present a novel approach for
dimensionality reduction in combination with an automatic noise cleaning. By employing self-organising
agents that are governed by the dynamics of the superparamagnetic clustering algorithm, the method is able
to generate denoised low-dimensional embeddings for
which the characteristics of nonlinear data structures
are preserved or even emphasised. These properties
are illustrated and compared to other approaches by
means of toy and real-world examples.
1. Introduction
Classical approaches to dimensionality reduction
aim to represent the data structure on a linear subspace of the original data space. For example, PCA
performs a projection onto the axes with maximal
data variance; whereas the goal of MDS is to ﬁnd a
low-dimensional embedding that preserves the interpoint distances. These methods often perform poorly
when applied to nonlinear data structures. Furthermore, for many real-world applications, data vectors
are not available. Instead, researchers are faced with
similarity or proximity data with correct ordering, but
potentially unreliable data values [1].
Various approaches exist to overcome these problems. The problem of possibly unreliable proximity
data is addressed in non-metric MDS [2] by rescaling the proximities. To overcome the problem of nonlinearites, specialised nonlinear methods such as the
Isomap algorithm [3] have been invented. Isomap requires constructing a k nearest neighbour graph to represent the structure of a data manifold. This enables a
more correct description of proximities between points
of a folded lower-dimensional manifold embedded into

a higher-dimensional space, but there has been some
debate about the distraction by noise.
In this contribution, we present a novel approach
that is able to deal with nonlinear structures in data
space and that includes a mechanism to reduce the
distraction by noise. It takes advantage of a local, i.e.,
graph-based information akin to the Isomap approach
and incorporates the non-metric MDS idea of applying
a transformation to rescale the proximities. The core
idea of the approach is to translate the data into a set
of agents. These agents ’construct’ a low-dimensional
representation of the data in a self-organized way by
moving according to laws of local spin interactions, as
used for the superparamagnetic clustering algorithm
[4, 5, 6]. In the following, we will describe the algorithm and illustrate its advantages in explorative data
analysis using two toy examples and one real-world example. Latter uses data of an experiment on human
similarity assessment of scientiﬁc disciplines that are
used by the citation indexing service Web of Science.
2. Superparamagnetic Agents
We assume a given data set and its corresponding
dissimilarity matrix with values gij = gji . Our method
can be divided into two levels, where level 2 depends
on level 1. In the ﬁrst level, each data item is represented by a Potts spin variable and the dissimilarity
matrix is encoded in the spin couplings. The spin system is treated in the formalism of the canonical ensemble, giving the probability for a certain spin conﬁguration. One then can observe that the spins whose
corresponding data items are similar tend to cluster in
terms of the pair correlation Gij , i.e., the probability
of two spins being in the same state. By introducing a
temperature-like parameter T , a cluster hierarchy can
be generated. For smaller T , all spins tend to be in the
same state. Upon an increase in T , large clusters break
up into smaller clusters in a cascade of (pseudo-)phase
transitions [4, 5]. For small T , spins that belong to
data items of a noisy background can be ﬁltered out
as singletons that do not cluster.
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In the second level, each data item is represented by
an agent in a 2-dimensional coordinate system. The
agents move according to laws that are governed by
the local interactions of the spin system. In order to
calculate Gij a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm
needs to be employed, which generates a sequence of
binary pair correlation states Gij (t) ∈ {0, 1}. Starting
from a random distribution, two agents move towards
each other if Gij = 1, i.e., if the corresponding spins
are in the same state in the current conﬁguration,
otherwise the agents drift apart, leading to a 2dimensional distribution of agents.
Level 1: Spin system: Each Potts spin variable si
can take possible values in {1, ..., q = 10}. Each spin
is coupled to its k nearest neighbours (the choice of k
is not critical, we choose k = 10 by default) and the
couplings between spins are determined according to
(
)
2
−gij
1
Jij = Jji = exp
(1)
k
2a2

6. For each pair of agents, do:
• If Gij (t + 1) = 1 and Jij > 0 then

(5)

⃗
xt+1
i

t
= x⃗ti + β · e−dij · (x⃗ti − x⃗tj ) (6)

⃗
xt+1
j

t
= x⃗tj + β · e−dij · (x⃗tj − x⃗ti ) (7)

The choice of parameters is as follows:
* For the temperature range [Tmin , Tmax ] the optimal choice is the superparamagnetic phase since it
provides information about the cluster structures.
This range can diﬀer for each data set, but the differences are usually small. Per default, we chose
a ﬁxed range of [0, 0.1] and adapt it if necessary.
* ∆T is related to the number of Monte Carlo steps
M : ∆T = [Tmin , Tmax ]/M . According to our experience, M = 150 gives stable results.
* 0 < α < 0.5 controls the attraction (speed) of two
points whose spins are correlated.

(3)

* 0 < β controls the repulsion (speed) of two points
whose spins are uncorrelated.
* The method does not oﬀer unique solutions, which
highlights the importance of the parameters involved. Simulations show that α and β strongly
determine the scaling of the ﬁnal agent conﬁguration. α mainly aﬀects the intra-cluster distances
and β mainly aﬀects the inter-cluster distances.
For the examples in this paper we used the values
α = 0.1 and β = 0.01 that have proven useful to
balance inter-and intra-cluster distances.

where the Swendsen-Wang algorithm [7] has been used
to generate the series of states.
Level 2: Agent system: A R2 −embedding of a n×n
matrix gij by means of superparamagnetic agents is
constructed by setting up the superparamagnetic clustering framework and performing the following steps:
1. Choose a random agent distribution (x⃗01 , ..., x⃗0n )
with x⃗0i ∈ R2

* The multiplier e−dij makes sure that the point
conﬁguration remains bounded.
t

2. Choose a random spin conﬁguration s0
3. Set the temperature T = Tmin and ∆T

3. Examples

4. For T , calculate a new spin conﬁguration st+1 (according to Swendsen-Wang)

3.1. Toy Set 1

j

= x⃗tj + α · (x⃗ti − x⃗tj )

8. Agents whose spins are in no clusters even for
Tmin are removed (optional noise cleaning).

Gij (t)

i

⃗
xt+1
j

7. Set T = T + ∆T and go back to 4 as long as
T < Tmax

1
exp(−H(s)/T )
(2)
Z
∑
with the Hamiltonian H(s) = (i,j) Jij (1 − δsi sj ) and
the normalization constant Z . The parameter T represents the system temperature.
At a given T , the
∑
pair correlation Gij = s p(s)δsi sj is calculated. Gij
is approximately calculated by

5. Calculate the actual pair correlations Gij (t+1) =
δst+1 st+1

(4)

where dtij = |x⃗ti − x⃗tj |.

p(s) =

M
1 ∑
δsti stj
M t=1 |{z}

= x⃗ti + α · (x⃗tj − x⃗ti )

• else

a is the average distance between neighbours. Each
spin conﬁguration s is associated via the Boltzmann
distribution with the probability

Gij =

⃗
xt+1
i

In [8], a benchmark data set was introduced,
showing two interlocked rings on a noisy background
(750 points in total, 250 points for each ring and
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Figure 1: a) Original data set with two rings on a noisy background b) Superparamagnetic agent embedding
without noise cleaning and c) with noise cleaning

Figure 2: a) Original data set with two clusters b) PCA solution c) Superparamagnetic agent map (SAM)
the background, see Fig.1 a)). This problem cannot
be solved by the majority clustering algorithms [8].
However, our approach is capable of generating a
meaningful 2-dimensional image with inherent noise
cleaning (Fig.1 c). Remind that the scaling in this
image does not directly reﬂect the scaling in the
original data. For example, the loop in one of the
rings is a consequence of the dimensionality reduction.

3.2. Toy Set 2
The data set of this example consists of two Gaussian clusters with 200 points each and means µ1 =
(0, 0, 0) and µ2 = (0, 0, 2) (Fig 2 a). The standard
deviations are σ1x = σ2x = 4.5, σ1y = σ2y = 1.5 and
σ1z = σ2z = 0.05. While the two clusters can clearly
be distinguished in 3D, they are invisible to PCA in
2D because the extension in the x− and y−direction
is larger than in z−direction (Fig 2 b). For the superparamagnetic agents, this is no problem and a meaningful representation is generated (Fig 2 c).
3.3. Real World Example
We use data from a survey on the similarity of 249
scientiﬁc disciplines represented as subject categories
that classify journals contained in the citation indexing

and search service Web of Science provided by Thomson Reuters (http://thomsonreuters.com/thomsonreuters-web-of-science/). In the internet survey, the
participants were presented with subject category X
(including short descriptive text) as well as two other
categories Y and Z and they had to choose to which
discipline X is more similar. 876 researchers from
all disciplines have been approached in multiple ways
(e.g., via scientiﬁc associations) and they provided
33’558 assessments of the similarity of such subject
category triplets, leading to a similarity matrix. To
manage combinatorial explosion, we presuppose that
disciplines from the same main ﬁelds (engineering, humanities, medicine, (social) science) are considered to
be more similar when compared to a discipline from
another ﬁeld; i.e. participants that relate themselves
to a speciﬁc ﬁeld obtain random triplets where 90%
emerge from ”their” ﬁeld. The task is robust for sequence eﬀects and allows that subjects can stop the
survey whenever they like. As similarity measure we
use the ratio of positive attributions of two disciplines
X and Y compared to the total number of possibilities
to attribute X with Y.
Fig 3 shows the result. Although both approaches
display a similar cluster discernibility, the topology of
the original space is less well preserved in MDS compared to SAM. This is exempliﬁed as follows: For
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Figure 3: a) MDA solution (red: engineering, green: humanities, yellow: medicine, blue: science, black: social
science b) Superparamagnetic agents map (SAM) c) Comparing map quality for humanities disciplines
each data item xi , we calculate its distance to all
other items x1 , . . . , xi−1 , xi+1 , . . . , xn in the original
space and in the map space and we normalize with
the longest distance max{d(xi , xj )}. We calculate for
each item the sum of the absolutes∑of the normalized
distance diﬀerences for each pair j |d¯orig. (xi , xj ) −
d¯map (xi , xj )|. The smaller the mean of this distribution (map aberration index), the better does the map
preserve the topology of the original space. We show
this for the group ”humanities” for which most data
was achieved in the survey (Fig 3 c).

ods could be used instead of our heuristics to generate a low-dimensional representation? Answers would
clarify why the heuristic superparamagnetic agents
work so well in practice.
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Abstract—Robot arms equipped with an additional network of masses and springs enable a facilitation of control by the exploitation of morphological
properties. Typically, these mass-spring networks are
being generated randomly. This approach comes in
its basic form unhandy when the network should obey
specific constraints, such as spring lengths, angles between springs or, e.g., the physical expansion range of
the network. We present an approach of emulating a
growth process on the basis of L-systems. Therefore,
we have developed a simulation environment to define
L-systems and instructions to translate the produced
strings into mass-spring networks.
1. Introduction
Contemporary robotics seems to experience limitations when it comes to the construction of systems
that are compatible with requirements of environments
and task schemes as they are found in complex environments, e.g., in a hospital. These limitations are
manifold, including adaptivity to new situations, robustness and, last but not least, intrinsic safety. There
is an apparent tension between contemporary design
of robots and the way how natural evolution implements its most versatile moving systems: The former
are most often stiff and equipped with a number of degrees of freedom (DoF) as small as possible, the latter
are made of rather soft materials and exhibit consequently a large number of DoF. Conventional robot
designs aim at a small number of DoF as they imply
a facilitation in modelling and controlling the system
(both with respect to computation as well as sensory
bandwidth necessary for a sufficiently precise determination of the state of the system). In recent years, the
concept of “soft robotics” has gained growing attention [1, 2, 3]. There are several reasons for this trend,
among them are the fact that the concept of soft robots
matches well with the spirit of bio-inspired engineering
or the hope that soft robots can be made intrinsically
safer than stiff and heavy systems. A main obstacle for the implementation of soft systems is the ap-

parent need for more complex control protocols. The
concept of morphological computation offers a way to
overcome this difficulty: Instead of delegating control
to some control unit, the dynamics of the soft body
itself is made a part of the control scheme, i.e., part of
the control can be outsource to the physical body of a
robotic platform.
The term “morphological computation” can be
loosely defined as the exploitation of the shape, material properties, and physical dynamics of a physical system to improve the efficiency of a computation;
e.g. the computation needed for the control of a robot.
Thereby, the physical dynamics of the robot is made
part of the control process itself. A simple example
is the exploitation of the self-stabilitzation property
of limit cycles. For a detailed description of morphological computation see [8, 9, 10]. The term “computation” is justified, as demonstrated by Hauser et al.
in [4]. was shown that a sufficiently large parameterized mass-spring system1 is in fact able of emulating
a large family of different computations, which could,
e.g., be used for control.
One way for the implementation of morphological
computation uses the morphology of the robot as a
reservoir in the sense of reservoir computation. Compared to classical artificial neural network, reservoirs
have improved learning speed as no recurrent weights
have to be learned [4]. Furthermore, reservoirs can be
used in a multitasking context, i.e., multiple computations can be carried out simultaneously with the same
reservoir [5]. During the learning process, weights are
calculated with the help of linear regression. These parameters are then used to calculate the output based
on a weighted sum of the (partial) inner state of the
reservoir. Hauser et al. [4, 5, 6] have demonstrated
that a compliant body (a morphology consisting of
mass-spring systems) can be employed as such a reservoir.
Following this approach, our proposed setup consists of a compliant network of nonlinear springs and
1 By term mass-spring systems we refer physically realistic
systems, i.e., damped mass-springs.
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masses attached to a rigid robot arm. This compliant physical body – the mass-spring network – serves
as a reservoir [6]. Usually such networks are created
randomly [5]. This task can be challenging, as random networks might not be suitable for a real-world
scenario, e.g. given shape constraints.
In this work we used L-systems [7] in order to generate networks in respect to a bio-inspired design. This
allows to easily parameterize the creation process of
mass-spring networks and, therefore, enables one to
create networks according to specific needs.
2. Methods
We used a simulation of a robot arm, based on
the Bullet physics engine,2 to explore the dynamics
of mass-spring networks. The task of the robot arm
was to follow a given trajectory.
2.1. Robot Arm and Mass-Spring Network
Networks qualify for reservoir computing when they
are dynamic, complex, nonlinear, and provide a fading
memory [4]. Figure 1 shows a perpendicular robot arm
with a small mass-spring network.3

A

fixed mass
input mass
mass
end effector
non-linear spring
actuators

y

A

A

x

Figure 1 A robot arm with a mass-spring network, which
serves as a reservoir, consisting of a shoulder, an elbow, and
an end effector. The network is attached to the arm via
four input nodes, located next to the joints.

also an active joint (A) and controls the angle between
the upper and the lower arm.4 The end effector is
designated to follow a target trajectory. The massspring network is fixated to the arm segment by the
green nodes called inputs. When the arm moves, forces
are transmitted via these nodes to the network and,
thus, change the state of the reservoir. Furthermore,
there are one or more, fixed nodes, which act as an
anchor and give the network an orientation in space.
2.1.1. Growing Networks Using L-systems
Typically, reservoirs of mass-spring networks are
randomly generated, i.e., that a random or given number of masses are randomly placed around a robot
arm and springs connect randomly selected masses
with each other [4, 5, 6]. This work uses a different approach. We “grow” the networks using so
called L-systems. L-systems, introduced by A. Lindenmayer [7], are based on formal languages (in its
most fundamental form a parallel rewriting system in
the sense of a grammar in the theory of formal languages). As being demonstrated by various authors
(e.g. Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer [11]), the Lsystem approach is able of reproducing an astonishingly large variety of rather complex-looking artificial
plants by using rather simple algorithmic rules. This
gives the benefit of having a certain amount of control
over the network structure – like the size or certain
properties of the shape – and, furthermore, the string
representation is fit for a usage with evolutionary algorithms. Typically, L-systems are purely deterministic.
It is, however, easy to add some amount of randomness
to the growth process. We applied a similar approach,
since it improved the usability of the grown networks
as reservoirs.
Growth Process As to use L-systems for the generation of mass-spring networks, we need a grammar
with a set of production rules for terminal and nonterminal symbols, and we have to link these symbols to
instructions – for example “create a mass” or “create a
spring” – in order to translate the produced L-system
string to a mass-spring network.
Let
our
grammar
have
the
alphabet
Σ = {A, B, a, b}, which translates the instructions
• a ⇒ mass creation [r1 , r2 ]
with inner radius
r1 = 2 and outer radius r2 = 4, and

At the base, a fixed mass represents the shoulder. It
acts as joint with an actuator (A) so the arm can be
moved. The elbow, in the middle of the robot arm, is

• b ⇒ spring creation [r1 , r2 ]
with inner radius
r1 = 2 and outer radius r2 = 4.

2 http://www.bulletphysics.org
3 The mass-spring network shown in Figure 1 would probably not perform well since it might have too few masses and
springs. Figure 1 has only the purpose of illustrating the concept schematically.

4 Upper arm is called the segment between the shoulder and
the elbow. Subsequently, the segment between elbow and end
effector is called lower arm. This notation does not depend on
the alignment of the robot arm.
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Further, we provide the following production rules
• A → BAB and
• B → abb.

This smooth fade-over of the control to the morphology was necessary in all our simulations to guarantee
stable morphological control.
3. Trajectory Reproduction

The parameters r1 and r2 allow to limit the area for
random creation to a circle (r1 = 0) or a ring (r1 > 0)
around the position of the interpreter, which reads the
string to translate symbol-by-symbol and executes it,
thus creates new masses and springs.
2.2. Learning Phase
The learning follows the supervised procedure explained in [4], which we summarize briefly. The procedure is described for one actuator and must be repeated for each actuator used. The desired trajectory
is discretised with a suitable time step. At each step,
the angular velocity v (pre) of the actuator is calculated
and the spring lengths are recorded while moving along
the trajectory. This leads to a matrix L = (lij ) containing at position (i, j) the length of spring j at time
ti . These spring lengths are superimposed with white
noise, a procedure which has been shown to increase
robustness against perturbations [4]. The data from
an initial period (the washout-time) is dismissed to
exclude any transients from the start of the learning
process. Based on the recorded settling times after a
fast 1◦ swiveling movement, the washout-time was set
to tw = 300 simulation steps. The weights w = (wj )
for each spring are then calculated by solving the lin!
ear equation system L w = v (pre) in the least squares
sense [4].
After this learning procedure, the robot should be
able to follow the learned trajectory without guidance
and controlled solely by the mass-springPnetwork, using the angular velocities v (morph) :=
wj lj calculated from the actual spring lengths lj measured during the motion and this movement is expected to be
robust against perturbations.
2.3. Exploitation Phase
We call the stage, where the system runs freely and
without guidance the exploitation phase. To start
this phase, we need an initialization as follows: the
robot arm is guided along one complete cycle of the
target trajectory. After this, at time t = 0, all
initial transients in the mass-spring network are expected to have died out and control is smoothly transferred to the network by applying the angular velocity
v (trans) := λ v (pre) + (1 − λ) v (morph) to the actuators
for a suitable monotonous transition function λ with
λ(t = 0) = 1 and λ(t ≥ t1 ) ≡ 0. Empirical evaluation has shown that a fade-over time t1 corresponding
to half a cycle of our trajectory led to stable results.

We will show a successful trajectory reproduction,
accomplished with a mass-spring network generated
by an L-system.
By successful we mean, that the robot arm was able
to approximately follow a learned trajectory in a stable
manner.
Mass-Spring Network We used the mass-spring
network shown in Figure 2. This specific network
performed best among other tested ones. It consists
of 19 masses and 43 springs. The illustration shows
the noteworthy airiness of the network – most of the
springs are longer than 7 length units, which equals to
7
10 of a arm segment, and only a few network masses
are connected via more than three springs.

Figure 2 The mass-spring network grown using an Lsystem and used in this simulation.

Exploitation Phase The robot arm managed to
follow the learned trajectory, although the whole circle
drifted away over time, as shown in Figure 3.
The dashed line represents the target trajectory.
The robot arm was initialized with the end effector
located at the (x/y)-coordinates (0/21) and was then
guided through the warm-up sequence. Thus, the first
cycle is exactly the same as the learning trajectory.
The control is then slowly taken over by the robot arm
and its morphology, again during one cycle. After five
and a half cycles, the simulation was stopped.
The reservoir was able to control the robot arm and
create a stable approximation of the learned trajectory,
if we ignore the drifting.5
5 A detailed analysis of different mass-spring networks – also
randomly generated ones – may be reasonable in order to evaluate performance varieties and estimate how different aspects of
a network effect its capability to control the robot arm.
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Robustness Interestingly, despite the drift away
from the nominal trajectory the system was to a
certain extent robust against external perturbations.
This was shown in a simple robustness test, where we
applied a force of 5 N to all masses parallel to the
x-axis for a short amount of time to simulate a blow.
Figure 3 shows the corresponding experimental results. The morphological computation setup was able
to recover from two applied blows, approximately
within one cycle.
target trajectory

F2

and C. Jaeger and in scientific collaboration with
H. Hauser and K. Nakajima.
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In recent decades, studies on the electronic properties
and functions of single molecules have made significant
advances through the utilization of break junctions and
scanning tunneling microscopy. Single molecular
transistors have been demonstrated using nano-gap
electrodes; however, such investigations have not directly
led to actual molecular-scale electronic devices, due to the
lack of effective technologies for wiring between
molecules. Beyond single molecular transistors, the
exploration of device architecture is a central issue in
molecular-scale electronics. One of the attractive
directions is the realization of neural networks that utilize
self-assembled molecular systems. The most simple
neuron communication model is represented by a step
function that corresponds to neuron firing. Such threshold
characteristics should yield stochastic resonance (SR),
which is the basis of information processes in living
organisms including nerve circuits in the human brain. SR
enhances signal detection by superimposing noise. It has
found in nonlinear response system, as typical example of
sensors of living organisms and the neural network of the
brain, and it is used in artificial systems for visual
processing and associative functions.
The physical requirement can be realized by
Coulomb blockade (CB) phenomena, where the currentvoltage (I-V) characteristics show a step function due to
the charging energy in the Coulomb island. The electronic
configuration in Coulomb island is almost the same as
molecular redox system where it is presumed that the
tunneling or hopping site approximates a Coulomb island
on the molecular scale. The parallelism means that a selfassembled molecular array can be described by the welldeveloped theory of the CB model, and is therefore
expected to exhibit a neural network behavior.
The devices was fabricated with DNA scaffold for the
formation of the molecular network. After the molecular
network is fixed on the SiO2 substrate, gold (Au) nanogap electrodes (ca. 50 nm) are fabricated on the molecular
network using a top-contact configuration by angled
incidence deposition under vacuum [1].
From the analogue between a molecular network and a
Coulomb island network, it is expected that CB network
model would be suitable to interpret the I−V curves with
Vth. The I−V characteristic of the CB network is well
represented; the model is expressed as I ∝{(V/Vth)−1}ζ,
where I, V, Vth, and ζ are the current, bias voltage,
threshold voltage, and index for the number of electronic
conduction paths, respectively. The obtained ζ = 2.5 is in

good agreement with those (2.2 < ζ < 2.8) that indicate a
CB network reported for films containing nanoparticles
prepared by drop-casting. This agreement suggests that
the molecular network is found to operate as an electronic
circuit [2,3].
As one function of a neural network, the molecular
network with Vth. elements should exhibit SR, which
improves the input signal by the superimposition of noise.
Output signals were systematically measured by changing
the amplitude of white noise against the small periodic
square wave as input signal. No output signal is detected
for the small input of periodic square wave with no noise.
When the amplitude of white noise exceeds the threshold,
the output signals synchronized to the input signal are
clearly observed [3,4].
When no noise is added, the correlation coefficient
(C.C.) between input voltage and output current is 0.3,
which is possibly caused by the resemblance between the
input reference and transient response spike signals in the
output current. The C.C. values gradually increase with the
noise amplitude and show plateau at around 0.9. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which was obtained by fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of the individual output signals
shows clear peak with specific noise amplitude. These
results indicate that SR phenomena occur in the molecular
network suggesting first step toward next-generation
architecture for future molecular neural network devices in
molecular electronics.
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Abstract—The present paper focuses on Stochastic
Resontance (SR), which is well-known as a phenomenon
that enhances the response by additive noise, and employs
SR on an LED visible light communication (LED-VLC) receiver. We consider that VLC receiver with SR system can
detect the transmitted signal component from the distorted
optical signal due to an influence of ambient light noise. In
order to quantitatively evaluate SR phenomenon of this system, we perform circuit experiments using the LED-VLC
system using SR system and measures input/output characteristics of the receiver. In addition, we calculate an output
power spectrum density (PSD) against the noise.
1. Introduction
Visible light communication using light-emitting diode
(LED VLC), which is a novel optical wireless communication technique, is focused in the field of communication
systems [1]–[6]. One of great advantages of VLC is that
this technique can not only provide light but also broadcast data. One typical light receiving devices used in VLC
is a photodiode (PD) [5][6]. Especially, PIN and avalanche
PDs are well-used for the VLC receiver. This study focuses
on the PIN PD since it is cheaper than the avalanche one.
The PIN PD consists of three semiconductor regions: ptype, intrinsic and n-type. By doping the intrinsic semiconductor region between p-type and n-type ones, the PIN PD
has the high-speed optical response property. However, the
PIN PD is necessary to amplify the output since its output
current is very weak. Moreover, the received optical signal
is distorted due to an influence of ambient light noise such
as the Sun.
As a method for solving this problem, we have focused
on Stochastic Resonance (SR) [7]–[14] for detecting the
distorted (weak) signal. SR is a phenomenon that occurs
in nonlinear systems whereby their responses are enhanced
by additional noise. In general, noise has been treated as a
nuisance in several research fields since it raises deterioration of the system performance. In contrast, SR actively exploits noise to achieve enhancement of the response. This

characteristic is one of great advantages of SR.
We have focused on this advantage and have made a simple SR circuit with the PIN PD for exploring the possibility
of the LED-VLC receiver using SR system in our previous
study [14]. As results, we have confirmed SR phenomenon
in the LED VLC using SR system. Thus the previous study
have indicated the possibility of the LED-VLC receiver
using SR system. However, we have only evaluated SR
phenomenon qualitatively in the previous one. In order to
evaluate SR phenomenon quantitatively, the present paper
performs circuit experiments using the LED-VLC system
using SR system and measures input/output characteristics
of the receiver. In addition, we calculate an output power
spectrum density (PSD) against the noise.
2. System model
Figure 1 shows an experimental circuit model. This circuit consists of a single LED transmitter and a PIN-PD receiver with SR system.
The LED transmitter consists of a signal generator, a registor RL and a single LED, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The transmitter generates a square wave by the generator, and LED
blinks depending on the square wave.
The receiver consists of the PIN PD, a transimpedance
amplifier (current-to-voltage converter) unit, an internal
noise generator and SR circuit, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The
PIN PD receives an optical signal, which is transmitted
from the LED transmitter, and the receiver converts into
an electrical signal. However, the receiver cannot directly
recognize the transmitted signal from the converted electrical signal due to the influence of the ambient light noise. In
order to simulate the ambient light noise in the experiment,
we directly add a noise nS R (t), which is generated from the
internal noise generator, to the output voltage s(t) of the
PIN PD after the impedance adjustment.
As the SR system in this study, we employ Schmitt trigger circuit [11][13]. Schmitt trigger circuit consists of one
operational amplifier (Op Amp) and two registers. Figure 2
shows its input-output characteristic. Here, Vi and Vo are
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(a) Single LED Transmitter.

(b) PIN PD Receiver with Schmitt Trigger Circuit.

Figure 1: Simple PIN PD receiver with SR circuit

Vo

Table 1: Experimental parameters
Frequency of square wave
600 Hz
Duty cycle of square wave
50%
Color of LED
White
Brightness of LED
18,000 mcd
Directivity of LED
15◦
PIN PD
Si PIN PD S6775
Op Amp
LM7171
Internal noise
AWGN
Communication distance (D)
3 cm

+Vm

+ηSR

Vi

-ηSR

-Vm
5000
-4

where Vm is the maximum voltage of Schmitt trigger. In
the case of ideal Schmitt trigger, its output r s (t) (= Vo ) is
expressed as follows.
Vm sgn(Vi − ηS R )
Vm sgn(s(t) + nS R (t) − ηS R ).

Output PSD [V 2 rms]

4000

its input and output voltages, respectively. Schmitt Trigger, known as a comparator which has hysteresis, has two
outputs ±Vm and two thresholds ±ηS R . In Fig. 2, ηS R is
calculated by
R1
ηS R =
Vm ,
(1)
R2

r s (t) =
=

2

(b) nPSD=4.71x10 V /Hz (Fig. 3(b))

Figure 2: Characteristic of Schmitt trigger

3000
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(c) nPSD=4.71x10 V /Hz (Fig. 3(c))
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Figure 4: Output PSD Property of PIN-PD Receiver With
Schmitt Trigger Circuit.

(2)

3. Experiments and Quantitatively Evaluations
This section performs circuit experiments using above
circuit and observe the optical signal detection property of
the PIN-PD receiver with Schmitt trigger circuit. Especially, this study measures input/output characteristics of
the PIN PD receiver with Schmitt trigger circuit and calculates an output PSD against the noise.

Table 1 shows experimental parameters. Each resistance
value of Fig. 1 is as follows: RL = 1 kΩ,R0 = 10 kΩ,
R x = 64 kΩ, Ry = 2.2 kΩ, R1 = 10 kΩ and R2 = 10 MΩ.
The threshold of Schmitt trigger (ηS R ) is ±50 mV. The internal noise is zero-mean Gaussian noise which is assumed
at the ambient light noise [15]. This study uses the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) for the internal noise. The
transmitter and receiver are put face to face in a straight
line. Based on these conditions, we observe the output
of Schmitt trigger circuit for the communication distance
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(c) nPS D = 1.10 × 10−1 V2 /Hz.

Figure 3: Input and Output Waveform of PIN-PD Receiver With Schmitt Trigger Circuit (D = 3 cm).

D = 3 cm.
Figure 3 shows input/output waveforms of the PIN-PD
receiver with Schmitt trigger circuit for diﬀerent noise intensities. As one can see, the output waveform can be observed with increasing the noise intensity. In this experiment, we have observed the output of sharp square wave
when the input noise PSD (nPS D ) is 4.71 × 10−4 V2 /Hz.
However, the output is distorted with more increasing the
noise, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
Figure 4 shows output PSD properties of the receiver
for diﬀerent nPS D . From this figure, we can observe the
sharp PSD peak at 600 Hz when nPS D = 4.71 × 10−4 V2 /Hz
(Fig. 3(b)). However, we can not confirm the PSD peak
when the noise is very week (nPS D = 1.27 × 10−4 V2 /Hz,
Fig. 3(a)). Although the PSD peak at 600 Hz is also observed when nPS D = 1.10×10−1 V2 /Hz (Fig. 3(c)) , its peak
is very small. In this experiment, LED blinks depending on

the 600 Hz square wave with 50% duty, as shown in Tab. 1.
Namely, the PIN-PD receiver with Schmitt trigger circuit
can detect the transmitted signal component from the received optical signal by adjusting the suitable noise. These
observed results indicate the characteristics of SR. Therefore, we can say that SR phenomenon is quantitatively confirmed in the LED VLC using SR system.
4. Conclusions
The present paper has performed circuit experiments using the LED-VLC system using SR system and has quantitatively evaluated its SR phenomenon has observed following features to quantitatively evaluate SR phenomenon:
input/output characteristics of the receiver and output PSD
properties against the noise. As experimental results, we
have confirmed that the PIN-PD receiver with Schmitt trig-
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ger circuit can detect the transmitted signal component
from the received optical signal by adjusting the suitable
noise. Therefore, we conclude that SR phenomenon can be
quantitatively confirmed in the LED VLC using SR system.
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Abstract—Stochastic resonance (SR) enhances system
responses by increasing noise. By applying SR to a receiver, a subthreshold signal not receivable by a conventional linear receiver could be received. Previously, we
proposed an analysis method of the SR receiver using a
comparator, and evaluated its bit error rate performance.
The comparator is known as a simple non-dynamical system exhibiting SR. However, a dynamical system can have
better performance since it has a memory eﬀect. In this
sense, we propose an analysis method of the SR receiver
using a Schmitt trigger known as a simple dynamical system, and evaluate its bit error rate performance. A performance comparison of the comparator and the Schmitt
trigger is also shown.
1. Introduction
Stochastic resonance (SR) is an interesting phenomenon
in that noise enhances system response. In the past two
decades, this characteristic has been discussed in the context of nonlinear physics [1, 2], and its application in signal processing has spread to various fields, such as signal
detection theory [3], wireless communication [4–6], and
imaging [7].
This paper discusses the SR eﬀect in communication
systems. We focus on the problem in which communication cannot be established when the received signal
strength is below receiver sensitivity. Overcoming receiver
sensitivity introduces new and attractive challenges in wireless communication systems. If receiver sensitivity can be
lowered, we can simultaneously reduce transmission power
and interference to other users. Low-power wireless systems can provide solutions for both energy-eﬃcient green
wireless communications and wireless spectrum shortage.
Previously, we proposed an analysis method of the SR
receiver using a comparator, and presented an improvement
of the bit error rate (BER) performance by the SR eﬀect.
The comparator is known as a simple non-dynamical system exhibiting SR. However, in general, a dynamical system can have better performance since it has a memory effect [8]. In this sense, we propose an analysis method of
the SR receiver using a Schmitt trigger known as a simple dynamical system, and evaluate its BER performance.
Reception sensitivity could be modeled as the threshold of
a Schmitt trigger or a comparator. A performance comparison of the Schmitt trigger and the comparator is also
shown.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present the system model of the SR receiver
using a Schmitt trigger or a comparator. In Section 3, we
present the method of analysis for the BER performance
of the SR receiver using a Schmitt trigger or a comparator.
Section 4 presents numerical results for the BER performances of the SR receiver and a performance comparison
of the Schmitt trigger and the comparator. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2. System model
In this paper, the desired signal level is assumed to be
below device sensitivity. As shown in Fig. 1, when the desired signal level is denoted by A, and the device sensitivity
is denoted by η, we observe that |A| < η. A conventional
receiver cannot detect such a subthreshold signal, as shown
in Fig. 1 (a).
Figure 2 shows the system model of the SR receiver. In
Fig. 2, the SR receiver consisting of the SR system receives
a desired signal As(t) and channel noise nc (t), which is expressed as follows.
r(t) = As(t) + nc (t).
In the desired signal, s(t) is expressed as
∑
s(t) =
di g(t − iT s ),

(1)

(2)

i

where di is a binary data sequence{±1}, T s is a symbol duration, and g(t) is a rectangular pulse. The channel noise
nc (t) is the zero-mean white Gaussian noise with variance
σ2c .
The channel noise is primarily dominated by the thermal
noise that occurs in the receiver; thus, its power spectral
density (PSD) is assumed to be uniform and is expressed
as N0 = kB T 0 , where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T 0
is noise temperature. When T 0 = 300 K, the noise PSD
N0 ' 4.1 × 10−21 W/Hz.
The SR receiver diﬀers from a conventional receiver in
that it adds intentional noise at the receiver front end. Figure 1 (b) illustrates the detection of a subthreshold signal
by the additional intentional noise. This shows a simple
SR eﬀect. The intentional noise nS R (t) is assumed to be
zero-mean white Gaussian noise with variance σ2S R . The
intentional noise should be optimally tuned to obtain the
best SR receiver performance.
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Figure 3: Input-Output characteristics of (a) a Schmitt trigger, (b) a comparator.
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1 t = 0
δ(t) = 
.

0 t , 0

Figure 2: System model.
Reception sensitivity can be modeled as the threshold of
a Schmitt trigger or a comparator which are simple nonlinear devices that exhibits the SR eﬀect. The received signal, which is composed of As(t), nc (t), and nS R (t), is fed
into the nonlinear device. Input-output characteristics of
the Schmitt trigger and the comparator are shown in Fig. 3.
As can be seen in this figure, the Schmitt trigger has a hysteresis that exhibits a memory eﬀect, and the comparator
is a simple threshold system. If a subthreshold signal plus
noise exceeds the thresholds, the subthreshold signal can
be detected when the noise is tuned optimally. This phenomenon is known as SR.
The threshold of the Schmitt trigger is changed by the
current output as



−η i f y(t) = +V
.
(3)
Vth = 

+η i f y(t) = −V
When the input signal rS R (t) is fed into the Schmitt trigger,
the output of the comparator is expressed as follows.



−V i f rS R (t) < Vth
,
(4)
y(t) = 

+V i f rS R (t) > Vth

In the detector, we restore the data as d̂i , depending on
whether the output is positive or negative, in the following
manner.



−1 (yi ≤ 0)
(7)
d̂i = 
+1 (y > 0) .

i

This means that the detector performs the major decision,
and as N increases, BER performance can be improved.
The BER is analytically derived in the next section.
3. BER analysis for SR
3.1. Schmitt trigger
We propose an analysis method of a Schmitt trigger using a markov model shown in Fig. 4. This model has two
states shown as ‘0’ and ‘1’. In the state ‘0’, the Schmitt
trigger gives −V as its output, and in the state ‘1’, it gives
+V as its output. In this paper, the initial state of this model
is set to be ‘0’. The probability of transition from state i to
state j, i, j ∈ {0, 1}, is denoted by Pi j as shown in Fig. 4, and
the output at each transition is also shown. Their transition
probabilities are given as follows.
η − As(t)
1
)
P00 = 1 − erfc( √
2
2(σ2c + σ2SR )

When the input signal rS R (t) is fed into the comparator,
the output of the comparator is expressed as follows.


−V (rS R (t) < −η)




(5)
y(t) = 
+V (rS R (t) > +η) .



0
otherwise
The η is the threshold of the Schmitt trigger or the comparator and is assumed to be equivalent to the reception
sensitivity of the conventional receiver.
The output of the nonlinear device is sampled and
summed to detect the subthreshold signal. When the number of samples per symbol is denoted by N, the output of
the SR system is expressed as follows.

(6)

(8)

P01 =

η − As(t)
1
erfc( √
)
2
2(σ2c + σ2SR )

(9)

P10 =

1
η + As(t)
erfc( √
)
2
2(σ2c + σ2SR )

(10)

1
η + As(t)
P11 = 1 − erfc( √
)
2
2(σ2c + σ2SR )

(11)

The BER is given by depending on whether the output
level of the SR system yi is positive or negative. Thus, the
BER is expressed as follows.
BER =
=

N
∑

kT s
y(t)δ{t − i(
yi =
)}
N
k=1
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P[di , d̂i ]
P[yi < 0|di = +1]P[di = +1]
+P[yi ≥ 0|di = −1]P[di = −1].

(12)

P00 /-V

P11 /+V

P10 /-V
0

Table 1: Parameter settings for the computer simulation.
Parameter

1

Channel and intentional noise

P01 /+V

PSD of Channel noise [10

Figure 4: Analysis model for Schmitt Trigger.

Over N samples of the SR system, the all error patterns
are calculated directly. For example, when N is 3, and
di is +1, the errors occur in the transitions ‘0’→‘0’→‘0’,
‘0’→‘0’→‘1’, ‘0’→‘1’→‘0’, and ‘1’→‘0’→‘0’. Assuming the initial state of the Schmitt trigger to be ‘0’, this
error probability is given as follows.

ηcomp ∓ As(t)
1
),
erfc( √
2
2(σ2c + σ2SR )

(15)

P(n, m) =
N!
Pn Pm (1 − P− − P+ )N−n−m , (16)
n!m!(N − n − m)! − +
where P− is the probability that the output takes −V, and P+
is the probability that the output takes +V. When the transmitted data di is +1, the probability that the output level of
the SR system yi is negative is equivalently given by the
probability that the number n is smaller than the number m,
which is expressed as follows.
∑ bN/2c
∑
n≤m

n

P[n, m|di = +1].

1.0
1.1

Numbers of samples per symbol N

3,4,5

N=3
−1

N=4

0

2

4

w/o SR: dashed line
w/ SR(analysis): line
w/ SR(simulation): dot

6

8

PSD of intentional noise(×10

−19

10

)

Figure 5: BER performance of the SR reiceiver using a
Schmitt trigger.
Similarly, when the transmitted data di is −1, the probability that the output yi is positive can be derived. Thus, the
BER can be calculated by Eq. 12.
4. Numerical results

(14)

The samples of the output of the comparator are statistically independent during each symbol. Thus, the BER is
given by counting the sampled times of these values. Over
N samples, the probability that the value −V is observed n
times and the value +V is observed m times is given by the
multinomial distribution, which is expressed as

P[yi ≤ 0|di = +1] =

Received signal amplitude A [µV]

1

(13)

∫ +∞
where erfc(x) = √2π x exp(−t2 )dt is the complementary
error function. From the above equation, the probability
that the output takes the value 0 is given as follows.
P[y(t) = 0] = 1 − P[y(t) = −V]
−P[y(t) = +V].

4.1

W/Hz]

Sensitivity of the conventional receiver η [µV]

N=5

3.2. Comparator
The output of the comparator can stochastically take the
value −V, +V, or 0 depending on the input rS R (t), which
is Gaussian with mean As(t) and variance σ2c + σ2S R . The
probability that the output takes the value ±V is given by

AWGN
1.0

10

P[yi ≥ 0|di = −1] is also derived in the same way, and thus
BER can be calculated directly.

−21

Symbol duration T s [µsec]

BER

P[yi < 0|di = +1] = P00 × P00 × P00
+P00 × P00 × P01
+P00 × P01 × P10
+P01 × P10 × P00

P[y(t) = ±V] =

Value

(17)

4.1. BER performance of the SR receiver using a
Schmitt trigger
Figure 5 shows the BER performance versus the PSD
of the intentional noise in the SR receiver using a Schmitt
trigger. The analytical, simulation, and conventional results are shown by the solid line, dots, and dashed line,
respectively. Parameter settings are shown in Table 1. As
shown in Fig. 5, the BER performance of the SR receiver is
improved with increased PSD of the intentional noise compared with that of the conventional receiver. This is a typical phenomenon exhibiting SR. This figure also shows the
analysis method is appropriate to this system model since
the analytical results are perfectly consistent with the simulation results.
As shown in Fig. 5, the BER is improved by increased
N. However, the results of N = 4 and N = 5 are almost the
same results. This depends on whether N is odd or even.
When N is odd, the decision has no problem, but when
N is even, the receiver has the possibility of yi = 0. In
this situation, the receiver must decide di = +1 or −1. In
the system model, this decision depends on the initial state
of the Schmitt trigger. Since the initial state ‘0’ larger the
probability that −V is sampled, the receiver should decide
di = +1 at yi = 0 to decrease the error at the transmitted
data di = +1. Thus, in Eq. 12, the error at yi = 0 happens
at di = −1. The diﬀerence of the BER performance between the odd N and even N depends on the initial state of
the Schmitt trigger or the memory eﬀect. This is a unique
property of the SR receiver using Schmitt trigger.
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Figure 6: BER performance of the SR reiceiver using a
Schmitt trigger (Fig. 5) and a comparator.

5. Conclusion
We proposed an analysis method for an SR receiver using a Schmitt trigger. We also evaluated its BER performance and presented a performance comparison of the
comparator and the Schmitt trigger. Numerical results
show that improvement of BER performance and communication at the subthreshold level can be achieved by the
SR system. The performance comparison shows the performance of the comparator is better than that of the Schmitt
trigger. This is due to the memory eﬀect of the Schmitt
Trigger, and the good compatibility of the comparator in
this system model with communication systems.
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Figure 7: BER performance of the SR reiceiver using a
Schmitt trigger (Fig. 5) and the first term error in Eq. 12.

4.2. A performance comparison of a Schmitt trigger
and a comparator
Figure 6 shows the BER performance versus the PSD of
the intentional noise in the SR receiver using a Schmitt trigger and a comparator. As shown in Fig. 6, the performance
of the comparator is better than that of the Schmitt trigger.
This is an unexpected result since a Schmitt trigger has a
memory eﬀect, and it should have better performance than
a comparator. Why is the performance of the comparator
better than that of the Schmitt trigger?
To consider this problem, we focus on the dominant error
of the Schmitt trigger. Since the initial state of the Schmitt
trigger is an important factor for the BER performance, we
use the only first term in Eq. 12 and neglect the second
term. When the initial state is ‘0’, P[yi ≤ 0|di = +1]P[di =
+1] should be larger than P[yi > 0|di = −1]P[di = −1].
Figure 7 shows the BER performance of the SR receiver
using a Schmitt trigger (Fig. 5) and the first term error in
Eq. 12. As shown in Fig, 7, the first term error is almost
equal to be the BER in the relatively small PSD of the intentional noise. This shows the first term error is the dominant error of the SR receiver using Schmitt trigger. The
diﬀerence between the first term error and the second term
error is given by the initial state of the Schmitt trigger or
the memory eﬀect. Thus, the memory eﬀect of the Schmitt
trigger could have a bad eﬀect on the BER performance.
In contrast, the comparator in this system have better performance. In general, a simple comparator that has only
one threshold has a bad performance, but the comparator
used in this paper has two symmetric thresholds, and could
be good compatibility with communication systems.
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Abstract—Stochastic Resonance (SR) is well known as
a phenomenon in which the weak signal in a nonlinear system can be detected by added noise. We consider the application of SR phenomenon to a wireless communication
system. The receiver using SR phenomenon can detect the
subthreshold signal which is not detectable by the conventional receiver. The eﬀect of SR receiver has been verified, but it has never been verified in radio frequency which
is used by a wireless system. In this paper, we consider
the implementation of SR System for Radio Frequency and
evaluate its performance of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).

output of SR Circuit is fed to the demodulator. As a result,
the extremely weak signal is converted to the detectable
signal with SR circuit. We consider the implementation of
SR Circuit for radio frequency and evaluate its SNR performance.
This paper is organized as follows. First, SR system for
radio frequency is presented in section 2. An overview of
SR Circuit and SR Receiver is introduced in Section 3. In
section 4, we evaluate the performance of the implemented
circiuit in output SNR. Conclusions are given in section 5.
2. SR System for radio frequency

1. Introduction
In wireless communication, a received signal may become very weak by channel attenuation. Let us consider an
extremely weak signal with the amplitude below receiver
sensitivity. The receiver cannot detect such signal. However, Stochastic Resonance Receiver(SR Receiver) can detect the extremely weak signal.
Stochastic Resonance(SR) is a nonlinear phenomenon
which enhances the response by adding noise. The response is usually evaluated by Signal to Noise Ratio(SNR).
In SR system, its output SNR increases with increasing
noise, passes through a peak and deteriorates gradually. By
the additon of suitable noise, SR system can detect an extremely weak signal[1].
Some applications of SR phenomenon in a communication system have been discussed. In the bistable system
which is one of SR system, the enhancement of the bi-polar
pulse and the BPSK signal were reported by simulation[2].
Using SPICE simulator, the bistable system designed by
the simple Schmitt Trigger circuit was discussed[3]. In bipolar pulse signal, enhancement of SNR and Bit Error Rate
had been reported by experiments[4].
In this paper, we consider the application of SR for a
wireless communication system. We implement SR Receiver and evaluate its performance. First, the received signal at the receiver passes through the Stochastic Resonance
circuit(SR Circuit) which causes SR phenomenon. Then,

Using SR phenomenon for wireless communication, the
receiver can detect an extremely weak signal with amplitude below its receiver sensitivity. We can consider two
architectures of SR Receiver. One is the detection of the
radio signal from an antenna. The other is the detection
of the baseband signal from the demodulator. Using simulation, it was reported that the former can achieve better
performance than the latter[2]. Therefore, we consider the
detection of the radio signal from an antenna. However,
the signal frequency assuemd by the conventional Stochastic Resonance System is very low. In order to apply SR
phenomenon to the radio communication system, it is necessary to consider whether SR phenomenon can be used in
the radio frequency. Moreover, the implementation of SR
Circuit which can function in radio frequency is required.
3. System Overview
3.1. Schmitt Trigger
For the implementation of the SR Receiver, we build a
SR circuit using Schmitt Trigger. Schmitt Trigger is one
of the circuit models of SR system. Figure 1 shows its
input-output characteristic and the circuit schematic using
an operational amplifier. In Fig 1, Vi and Vo are its input
and output voltage, respectively. Schmitt Trigger is known
as a comparator which has hysteresis. It is the circuit model
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed system.
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Figure 1: The characteristic of Schmitt Trigger (a) and its
circuit schematic (b).

Detectable

Not detectable

+η
of the bistable system. In ideal conditions, the output of
Schmitt Trigger r s (t) is represented as
(
)
R1
r s (t) = Vm sgn r(t) − r s ,
(1)
R2
where Vm is the maximum voltage of its output and s(t) is
the input of the Schmitt Trigger[5]. In more practical Opamp model, the output is given by
{
[ (
)]}
R1
ṙ s (t) = −β r s − tanh B r(t) − r s
,
(2)
R2
where β and B are constants which decide its transition
characteristics. If β, B → ∞, circuit characteristics become
ideal. Then, the threshold of Schmitt Trigger is given by
η=

R1
Vm .
R2

(3)

signal+noise s(t)+n(t)

weak signal s(t)

−η

Figure 3: Model of the sensitivity of the receiver.

SR. Our SR Receiver is composed of Schmitt Trigger and
the conventional receiver.
The input of Schmitt Trigger rS T (t) is composed of the
received signal r(t) and the intentional noise nS R (t) and represented as
rS T (t) = r(t) + nS R (t),

3.2. SR Receiver
In this section, we introduce our proposed SR receiver
using Schmitt Trigger. Figure 2 shows the block diagram
of our system. The receiver consists of the SR system and
the conventional receiver. The received signal is detected
by the SR system composed of the internal noise source
and Schmitt Trigger. The internal noise source can control
its intensity to improve the received signal.
At the channel, the channel noise nc (t) assumed to be
zero-mean white Gaussian noise with variance σ2 is added
to the transmitted signal s(t) and the composed signal is
fed to the receiver. Then the received signal r(t) can be
represented as
r(t) = s(t) + nc (t).
(4)
The model of the sensitivity of the conventional receiver
is shown in Fig 3. The conventional receiver cannot detect
the signal level whose is not whithin its sensitivity ±η. The
output of the receiver y(t) can be modeled as follows.
{
r(t) (|r(t)| ≥ η)
y(t) =
(5)
0 (otherwise).
We assume that the received signal r(t) is extremely
weak and the conventional receiver can not detect it. Here,
we consider the detection of the weak received signal by

(6)

where the intentional noise nS R (t) is zero-mean Gaussian
noise with variance σ2S R . The output of Schmitt Trigger
r s (t) is demodulated and decided at the subsequent stage.
The proposed system can detect the subthreshold signal
using noise. In this paper, we implement and evaluate the
performance of this receiver.

3.3. Implementation of Schmitt Trigger for radio frequency
We implemented the Schmitt Trigger for radio signal.
Figure 4 shows its schematic. In the conventional Schmitt
Trigger, its input bandwidth is narrow. However, wide input bandwidth is required in order to detect the radio signal.
Therefore, we designed the circuit with wide input bandwidth of 750MHz. ADCMP607 has the wide bandwidth
and can operate at the radio frequency.
When the input signal has the extreme weak amplitude,
the fluctuation of the threshold which is caused by the temperature aﬀects its performance. We design the Schmitt
Trigger so that it has the programmable threshold in order
to stabilize its threshold.
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Figure 5: The system diagram for output SNR measurement.
5. Conclusions
4. SNR measurement
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the output
SNR of the implemented Schmitt Trigger. The purpose of
the output SNR evaluation is evaluation of SR eﬀect of the
implemented circuit.
The system diagram for the output SNR measurement is
shown in Figure 5. Here, we consider that the channel noise
nc (t) and the internal noise nS R (t) are the equivalent noise
n(t) = nc (t) + nS R (t). The noise n(t) is zero-mean Gaussian noise with bandwidth 100MHz generated by the vector signal generator(Agilent Technologies N5182A). The
attenuated signal s(t) and the noise n(t) are fed to the implemented circuit. The signal amplitude is 80mV and the
threshold of Schmitt Trigger is ±100mV. Therefore, the
output without input noise has no signal component. In
SNR measurement, s(t) is generated the signal generator(Agilent Technologies 33250A) and the signal is the sinusoidal with its frequency 14MHz. The output SNR γ is
given by
S (ω s )
γ = 10 log
[dB],
(7)
SN
where S (ω s ) is Power Spectrum Density(PSD) at the signal frequency and S N is the noise PSD around the signal
frequency.
4.1. Experimental Results
The results for the SNR measurement are shown in Figure 6. It is clear from this figure that the output SNR has
the peak at PSD=10−3 V2 /Hz. Hence, the implemented
Schmitt Trigger has SR characteristic at radio frequency.
The SR receiver can implement by the Schmitt Trigger with
its wide bandwidth.

In this paper, we have implemented Stochastic Resonance circuit for the radio signal and have evaluated the
performance. For the radio signal, we have shown that
the SR can improve the output SNR performance by experimental evaluation. By the addition of the noise with
appropriate power, SR receiver can detect a weak signal.
The experimental result shows that Schmitt Trigger for radio frequency can use SR phenomenon and detect the weak
signal.
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Abstract—In this paper, the generalized Liouville equation by Gerlich is used to study the transient behaviour near
limit cycles during an entire ensemble of solutions is considered.

where the initial values x0 are chosen from an admissible
set D ⊆ Rn . Alternatively, the initial value problem (1) with
a prescribed initial value can be replaced by the entire set
of solutions of (2)
L := { x(t) = h(x0 , t)| x0 ∈ D ⊆ Rn } .

1. Introduction
We consider the dynamics of nonlinear circuits which
is defined by the solution set of the corresponding state
space equations [2]. To obtain an unique solution of the
state space equations, we have to prescribe specific initial
values. In order to include this uncertainty, we use the ensemble approach of statistical mechanics [3]. For this purpose, we consider not only a single solution of the state
space equations but an entire set of solutions that satisfy the
same state space equations but with different initial values.
Therefore, we use a density function for the initial values to
characterise such an ensemble of solutions and which can
be interpreted as a weighting procedure. The time dependence of the density function can be defined by using the
state space equations of a circuit.
It is shown in statistical mechanics that for energy preserved systems the density function fulfils the Liouville
equation. The main consequence is that the volume in state
space is preserved. However, electrical circuits include in
almost cases dissipative circuit elements such that this concept has to be generalized. Hence, in our paper we use the
concept of a generalized Liouville equation by Gerlich1 .
2. State Space Equations and Ensemble Description
Generically, the n-dimensional equations of motion of
dynamical systems can be described by ordinary differential equations of first-order, cf. Chua and Lin [2]
ẋ(t) = f (x(t), t)

(1)

with x(t) ∈ Rn as integral quantities, such as voltages v(t) or
currents i(t), and f : Rn × R → Rn . If f satisfies a Lipschitz
condition the (local) dynamics of an electrical network can
be described by all solutions
x(t) = h(x0 , t)

(2)

(3)

A mathematical characterization of L is difficult and even
an analytical or numerical construction of the dynamics of
a set of initial values D̃ ⊂ D cannot be realized in a suitable
manner. Therefore, we will study the evolution of density
functions p(x, t) defined on D in state space Rn . For this
purpose, a partial differential equation for p0 : D → R is
derived. This concept was developed by Gerlich [7] and the
equation is called generalized Liouville equation in analogy to the Liouville equation in Hamiltonian mechanics;
cf. Goldstein et al. [8]. Therefore, let p be the probability density for a state variable x at time t then the expected
value or mean h·i of an arbitrarily scalar function g is calculated according to
Z
hg(x(t))i =
g(x) p(x, t) dx.
(4)
The time derivative of g obeys with aid of the chain rule
and Eq. (2)
n

n

d
∂g X ∂xi ∂g
∂g X ∂g
g(x, t) =
+
=
+
fi
.
dt
∂t i=1 ∂t ∂xi
∂t i=1 ∂xi

(5)

Let J(x0 , t) = ∂h/∂x0 be the Jacobi matrix whose nonzero
Jacobian determinant ensures the variable transformation
x ↔ x0 so that a time independent function p̃(x0 ) with the
abbreviation J˜ := det−1 (J) obeys
˜ 0)
g(x) p̃(x0 ) J(x

x0 =h−1 (x,t)

dx = g(x) p̃(x0 )

x=h(x0 ,t)

dx0 .

(6)
˜ The time derivative of p̃ in
Hence, it applies p = p̃ J.
accordance with Eq. (5) and a subsequent multiplication
with the inverse Jacobian determinant yields


n
 ∂ X
∂ 
˜

0 = J  +
fi
(7)
 p̃.
∂t i=1 ∂xi 
If f is twice continuously differentiable, it follows after
some calculations with ∂hi /∂t = fi (x, t)|x=h(x0 ,t) the generalized Liouville equation
n

1 Note,

if the electrical circuit is in permanent contact with the stochastic heat bath, we have to use the Fokker-Planck equation [3].
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X ∂
∂
( fi (x, t) p(x, t)) = 0.
p(x, t) +
∂t
∂xi
i=1

(8)

p

The Liouville equation is a first-order quasilinear partial
differential equation. Quasilinear means that the coefficients may depend on p, but not on any derivatives of p.
This equation can be solved by the method of characteristics wherein it is transformed into ordinary differential
equations [5]. These equations are the ODE-system of Eq.
(1) itself and
∂
p(x, τ) = −p(x, τ)
∂τ

n
X
i=1

∂
fi (x, τ).
∂xi

i

2

t1
t2

t0
t3
U0

(9)
u

Since the coefficient of the time derivative is const = 1, a
distinction between two different time scales t and τ in an
interval T ⊆ R is not necessary. The solution of Eq. (9) is

 n

X ∂

fi (x, t) t
(10)
p(x|x0 , t) = p0 (x0 ) exp 
∂xi
i=1
with p : Rn × D × T → R+ . Therefore, the initial probability
is dependent on the initial values during the exponential
term increases with time.
For linear time-invariant systems an uncertain ensemble
merges for t → ∞ in a single sharp solution (the equilibrium point). The normalized probability density is volumemaintaining with respect to the x− p-space V, which means
that in the course of movement the ensemble uncertainty
decreases and the probability density increases.
For nonlinear systems, the derivatives of the exponential
term of Eq. (10) may lead to a variation of the probability
density. Therefore, three cases must be distinguished: (i) It
is a Hamiltonian system and therefore divergenceless, (ii) it
is a Hamiltonian system with canonical dissipative damping (CD-system) so that the divergence of the vector field
f near the limit cycle is constant in x − ẋ-phase space P
or (iii) it is a more general system in which the divergence
is dependent on the state variables. Under the assumption
of volume-maintaining in V, the latter case has the property that for a negative divergence of f the volume in P
increases and for a positive divergence decreases. It is easy
to see that for an initial Dirac delta function (in the sense
as the limit of a vanishing standard deviation of a normal
distribution) the solution of (8) remains Dirac function in
both cases [6].
A closed trajectory in P is called a limit cycle and corresponds to a fixed point on the Poincaré map. It is called
stable if all neighbouring trajectories approach the limit cycle for t → ∞. Therefore, for an ensemble of trajectories around the limit cycle, the transversal uncertainty goes
against zero whereas the longitudinal uncertainty obeys Eq.
(10). This means that the type of non-linearity substantially
prescribes the behaviour near the limit cycle.
3. Examples

Figure 1: A Gaussian distribution with initial variances
cu = 1.5 V−2 and ci = 10 mA−2 at t = t0 . The blue curve
represents the trajectory of the distribution centre on the red
curved vector field. For ti+1 > ti the ensemble uncertainty
was attenuated. The initial variances go to zero for t → ∞
so that the Gaussian distribution goes over into Dirac function.

examples with limit cycles are discussed. The second-order
differential equations are in all cases of the form
ẍ + k(x, ẋ) ẋ + ω0 2 x = const .

(11)

3.1. Damped Resonant Circuit
As the first example, a damped resonant RCL-circuit
with a constant voltage source U0 and a nonlinear resistance R(u, i) is given (see Fig. 2). The circuit will be closed
at time t = t0 so that the voltage u(t) over the capacity C
would go for a linear resistance R0 and t → ∞ to u = U0
(equilibrium point). The differential equations read
d
u = i,
dt
d
L i = U0 − R(u, i) i − u.
dt

(12a)

C

(12b)

The Liouville equation is therefore
∂
1 ∂
1
∂
p∂
p+ i p+ (U0 − R(u, i) i − u) p−
R(u, i) i = 0
∂t
C ∂u
L
∂i
L ∂i
(13)
with C, L ∈ R > 0. This partial differential equation can be
solved by its characteristic differential equations which are
the ODEs itself (Eq. 12) and
p∂
∂
p=
R(u, i) i.
∂t
L ∂i

(14)

The solution of (14) is

To illustrate the effects of a non-linearity k(x, ẋ) on the
probability density p(x, t), hereinafter some 2-dimensional
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1 ∂
p(u, i|u0 , i0 , t) = p0 (u0 , i0 ) exp
R(u, i) i t
L ∂i

!
(15)

p

U0

i

i

t2
t1

t0
t3

t = t0
L

C

U0

R

u

u

Figure 2: A damped resonant circuit with RCL in series:
R0 = 22 Ω, C = 68 µF, L = 470 mH and U0 = 10 V.

with p : R2 × D × T → R+ and p0 : D ⊆ R2 → R as initial probability at t = t0 . In this example, p0 is a Gaussian
distribution around s = (u s , i s ) ∈ D and therefore it is dependent on the initial values u0 (u, i) and i0 (u, i)


p0 (u0 , i0 |u s , i s ) = exp −cu (u0 − u s )2 − ci (i0 − i s )2 (16)
with cu and ci as inverse variances. Accordingly, the variance is equivalent to the initial uncertainty. The vector
s corresponds physically to the expected value of initial
voltage u0 and current i0 . Due to the non-linearity in Eq.
(15) the probability is also voltage- and current-dependent.
Since the nonlinear resistance only occurs in Eq. (12b), the
probability density even depends on the current derivative
of R(u, i). Note, that the initial values are derived from the
solutions of Eq. (12). They are, therefore, both dependent
on the voltage u and current i. If the system is not analytically solvable, such for nonlinear systems, the ensemble
dynamics can be given by a finite lattice around s whilst
the resulting paths are summed according to Eq. (15).
For R = const the damped resonant circuit is a linear
time-invariant system and has an equilibrium point at u =
U0 with i = 0. This means that each initial probability
with a finite volume in V must go to this equilibrium point.
Therefore, an initial variance disappears for t → ∞ and the
probability distribution becomes Dirac function (see Fig.
1).
With nonlinear damping R(u) = R0 (α sin (u) + µ), the
system dynamics is determined through bifurcation. With
µ as bifurcation parameter the system forms for α sin(U0 ) <
0 a limit cycle. Due to the longer path length the distribution is lagging behind the linear system and varies severely
during it contracts non-isotropic (see Fig 3).
3.2. Canonical Dissipative Hamiltonian System: Rayleigh-Van der Pol
In Hamiltonian systems it is assumed that the energy
is preserved. This property is indicated by the symplectic structure of Hamilton’s equations [1]. However, this
classical concept does not include the dissipative structure
of real physical experiments. Therefore, the extension of

Figure 3: The same Gaussian initial probability as in Fig.
1, but the movement for a non-linearity. The distribution
deforms non-isotropic and will run into a limit cycle around
the equilibrium point U0 .

Hamilton’s equations with Canonical Dissipative Damping is an interesting possibility [3]. Let S be a symplectic
n × n matrix and g(H) an arbitrary function of Hamiltonian
H : Rn × Rn → R then
!
!
!
ẋ
∂ H
∂ H
= S x − g(H) y
(17)
ẏ
∂y H
∂x H
is a Canonical Dissipative Hamiltonian System.
The Rayleigh-Van der Pol system, which is a combination of the Rayleigh and Van der Pol system, satisfies this
equation and contains a limit cycle. The equations of movement are
ẋ = y,


ẏ = ε R2 − x2 − y2 y − x

(18)

with ε ∈ R+ as a parameter and R ∈ R+ as radius of the
circular limit cycle. The Liouville equation reads
ṗ + y

 

 ∂
∂
p + ε R2 − x2 − y2 y − x
p
∂x
∂y


+ε R2 − x2 − 3y2 p = 0.

(19)

In Fig. 4 it can be seen that after transition the shape of
probability density near the limit cycle is nearly the same
for two time points close√to each other. For a linear transformation (axis scaling) 3y → ỹ the solution of p is
 
 
p(x, ỹ|x0 , ỹ0 , t) = p0 (x0 , ỹ0 ) exp ε x2 + ỹ2 − R2 t . (20)
With a transformation into polar coordinates (x, ỹ) → (r, ϕ)
this solution has no coordinate dependent coefficients with
respect to time. Therefore, the uncertainty of the Gaussian
distribution near the limit cycle only depends on the initial probability p0 . If the variances c x −1 and cỹ −1 are great
enough, so that the initial distribution overlapped with the
limit cycle, even non-contiguous distributions may occur.
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p
t1

y

Near the limit cycle the uncertainty of the Gaussian distribution varies significantly and the ensemble moves at
different speeds. In an “acceleration phase”, the anterior
parts are accelerated more strongly so that the distribution
is stretched. Furthermore, it can be seen that the phase velocity of the maximum differs from the group velocity.

t0

t2

4. Conclusion

x

Figure 4: Rayleigh-Van der Pol system (ε = 1, R = 1,
c x = cy = 10 and x s = y s = 2). After transition, the shape
of probability density near the limit cycle for t1 < t2 is
approximately the same.

3.3. Van der Pol Limit Cycle
p
t1

y

t0

The generalized Liouville equation includes more information about the transient behaviour than the description
by the state space equations since they are equivalent if the
initial probability is a Dirac function. Moreover, the Liouville equation returns the probability density of each state
vector in phase space.
If stable equilibrium points exists, all solutions that starts
in the corresponding basin of attraction converge into it and
the probability density becomes Dirac function for t → ∞.
For linear time-invariant systems the contraction of the initial probability is isotropic while in the nonlinear case the
initial probability may be deformed.
If the system has a closed trajectory (limit cycle), it is
crucial whether it is a canonical dissipative system or a
more general. In the first case, the density does not change
near the limit cycle because the energy of the system is
preserved. In the latter, pumping and dissipation can be
observed based on the time-evolution of the density function whereas Erdmann, et al. studied this effect based on a
dissipation function [4].

t2
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Abstract—In this paper, a quantum wave filter constructed by coupling three quantum wave guides through
thin barriers is analyzed. The filter is a quantum system
with triple potentials in x-direction. Regarding an electron
in the filter both as quantum wave and as a probabilistic
particle, we describe the behavior of the electron by the
Schrödinger and the Langevin equations. Solving the two
equations, we found that the filter possessed bandpass characteristics and that the wave and particle nature of the electron were equivalent. We also found that an electron’s kinetic energy at which bandpass curve takes peak value depended on the width of the center well and the height of the
barriers between the wells.
1. Introduction
As mentioned in [1], very sensitive sensing and very
low power communication will be achieved with quantum
dot terahertz detectors and single-electron tunneling (SET)
electron-stream processors. The sensory systems and the
communication systems will require circuits functioning
like front-end circuits in conventional radar and wireless
communication systems. The front-end circuits may contain electric parts like filters. Frequency of electromagnetic
waves is proportional to the kinetic energy of photoelectrons emitted from a device detecting the electromagnetic
waves. Circuits letting photoelectrons whose kinetic energy is in a specific band pass through and eliminating photoelectrons whose kinetic energy is out of the band function
as filters. They are used to remove photoelectrons excited
by noise. They also may be applied to wavelength division
multiple access communication systems.
Electrons have wave-particle duality. Most front-end filters acting on the photoelectrons will exploit the wave nature like conventional distributed parameter high frequency
circuits. On the other hand, SET circuits processing the
photoelectron streams regard the electrons as particles with
probabilistic behavior. In circuit simulation, conversion
from the spatially spread waves to sample particles will be
high in computational complexity if the quantum front-end
circuits are many-body or high dimensional quantum systems. This problem will be solved if the photoelectrons in
the circuits can be described as particles. In addition, the
description helps to build lumped parameter device models
suitable for conventional circuit simulators [2].
By exploiting wave nature of electrons, many types of

filters modeled after distributed parameter analog filters
seem to be constructed [3, 4]. In [4], a quantum system
with double-well potential in one direction, which is built
by coupling two quantum wave guides, is proposed. It corresponds to a distributed parameter filter [5, 6] consisting
of coupled lines. The problem of the quantum filter is that
the isolation between waves exiting from the two guides is
low. To solve the problem, we construct a quantum system
with triple-well potential in one direction, which is built by
coupling three quantum wave guides, in this paper. We attempt to describe behavior of electrons in the quantum system both as evolution of wave functions obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation and as probabilistic motion
of particles which Nelson’s stochastic quantization theory
[1, 7] provides. We then investigate their equivalency.
In this paper, physical units are defined as mentioned in
[1].
2. Transfer Matrix Method
In this section, we investigate a one-dimensional quantum system whose potential is expressed by
V(x) = V s for

s−1
∑
i=0

Li ≤ x <

s
∑

Li , s ∈ 1, 2, · · · , N

(1)

i=0

In the s-th interval where V(x) = V s , wave function of the
following Schrödinger equation,
( 2
)
∂ψ(x, t)
ℏ
iℏ
= − ∇2 + V(x) ψ(x, t)
(2)
∂t
2m
is expressed by
ψ(x, t) = ϕ s (x)T (t),
ϕ s (x) = A s exp (−ik s x) + Bs exp (ik s x),
E
T (t) = exp (−i t)
ℏ
where k s is a wave number given by
√
2m(E − V s )
ks =
ℏ

(3)

(4)

and E is energy of the electron. The coeﬃcients A s and
Bs are determined by boundary conditions that wave function ψ(x, t) and its spatial derivatives are continuous at the
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V(x)
V0

A Schrödinger equation describing the behavior of the electron in the potential is given by
( 2
)
∂ψ(x, y, t)
ℏ 2
iℏ
= − ∇ + V(x, y) ψ(x, y, t)
(11)
∂t
2m

V1

y

V
0

x
(a) on (x, y)-plane

L L1 L2 L1
(b) on x-axis

L

x

We express the wave function ψ(x, y, t) by
ψ(x, y, t) = ψ(x, t)ψ(y, t)

The wave function has discrete eigen-energy E x,n , n = 0,
1, 2, · · ·, in x-direction. Thus, ψ(x, t) is given by linear
combination of eigenfunctions ψn (x, t), that is,

Figure 1: Triple-well potential.

boundaries of the intervals, that is

ψ(x, t) =

L
L
ϕ s ( s) = ϕ s+1 ( s),
2
2
∂ϕ s L
∂ϕ s+1 L
( s) =
( s)
∂x 2
∂x 2

(6)

where M s is a 2 × 2 matrix. From Eq. (7), we have
AN
BN

]

[
=M

A1
B1

]
, M=

N−1
∏

M N−i

(8)

i=0

When amplitude of backward wave in interval with s = N is
zero, AN = 0, transmission rate of an electron from interval
1 to interval N is defined by rT = (BN /B1 )2 and expressed
by using elements Mi j of matrix M as
rT = −M21

2
M12
+ M22
M11

(9)

This procedure to compute transmission coeﬃcient rT is
referred to as the transfer matrix method (TMM) [8, 9].
Since A s and Bs can be computed in the TMM procedure,
we obtain wave functions in all the intervals.
3. Wave Functions Describing the Electron
In this section, we investigate wave nature of an electron
in quantum triple-well system. The potential of the quantum system has triple-well structure in x-direction but it is
constant in y-direction as shown in Fig. 1. The potential is
expressed by

V0 for x < 0






0
for 0 ≤ x < L





V
for L ≤ x < L + L1
1



0
for
L + L1 ≤ x < L + L1 + L2
V(x, y) = 




V
for
L
+ L1 + L2 ≤ x < L + 2L1 + L2

1




0
for
L
+ 2L1 + L2 ≤ x < 2L + 2L1 + L2



 V
for 2L + 2L1 + L2 ≤ x
0
(10)

∞
∑

cn ψn (x, t),

(13)

n=0

( E )
n
ψn (x, t) = ψn (x) exp −i t , n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
ℏ

(5)

Substituting ϕ s (x) in Eq. (3) into Eqs. (5) and (6), we obtain the following relation between the coeﬃcients:
[
]
[
]
A s+1
As
= Ms
(7)
Bs+1
Bs
[

(12)

Time independent eigenfunctions ψn (x) are computed by
the TMM method. Coeﬃcients cn in Eq. (13) are determined by the following equations when initial distribution
of electron location is the Gaussian distribution with expectation x0 and variance σ2x .
∫ ∞
cn =
ϕ0 (x)ψ∗n (x)dx,
−∞
(
)
(x − x0 )2
1
exp −
ϕ0 (x) =
4σ x
(2πσ2x )1/4
Potential V(x, y) is constant in y-direction. Thus, the wave
function has continuous eigen-energy Ey in y-direction.
The y-directional eigenfunction ψE (y, t) with energy Ey , a
function of y-directional momentum py , is expressed by
(
)
Ey (py )
ψE (y, t) = ϕ(y) exp −i
t,
(14)
ℏ
( p )
p2y
y
ϕ(y) = exp i y , Ey (py ) =
ℏ
2m
The y-directional wave function ψ(y, t) in Eq. (12) is determined by the following equations when the electron locates at y0 in y-directional expectation and has momentum
py whose distribution is expressed by wave function ϕ0 (py ):
∫ ∞
ψ(y, t) =
ϕ0 (py )ψE (y, t)d py ,
(15)
−∞


 py
(py − p0,y )2 
1


−i
ϕ0 (py ) =
exp
y
−

0
ℏ
4σ2p.y
(2πσ2p,y )1/4
where p0,y and σ2p.y are expectation and the variance of the
Gaussian momentum distribution |ϕ0 (py )|2 .
4. Probabilistic Particle Model of the Electron
As the wave function is determined, Nelson’s stochastic
quantization derives a nonlinear Langevin equation whose
solution has the same probability distribution as that determined by the wave function [1, 7].
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(a) p0,y =8, t=330
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x

(a) p0,y =8, t=330

(b) p0,y =4, t=660

Figure 2: Wave functions in the quantum triple-well system.

(b) p0,y =4, t=660

Figure 4: Marginal probability distribution in terms of xcoordinate of an electron in the quantum triple-well system.

|Ψ|2
Particle model

Wall of width L0

Probability density

y

y

Wall of width L0

x
(a) p0,y =8

x
(b) p0,y =4

Ey

Figure 3: Sample trajectories of an electron in the quantum
triple-well system.

Figure 5: Kinetic energy Ey of an electron versus probability that the electron exits from a well on L+2L1 +L2 ≤ x <
2L+2L1 +L2 .

5. Numerical Experiments
In the following numerical examples, the parameters of
the potential are set to V0 = V1 = 10.0, L = 4.0, L1 = 0.2,
and L2 = 12.0.
Figures 2 and 3 show the wave function and the sample
solutions of the Langevin equation when (x0 , y0 ) = (2.0, 0),
σ2x = 5.0, p0,y = 8 and 4, and σ2p,y = 0.5.
Marginal probability distribution in terms of xcoordinate of an electron is computed both from the wave
function ψ(x, t) and from the sample solutions of the
Langevin equation. The two distributions obtained by the
diﬀerent two methods are almost equal as shown in Fig. 4.
From probability distribution of electron location, we estimate probabilities that electrons leave from the right well.
A probability that an electron leaves the triple-well system from a well on L+2L1 +L2 ≤ x < 2L+2L1 +L2 is plotted against its y-directional kinetic energy Ey = p2y /2m in
Fig. 5 when the electron enters at the left well on 0 ≤ x <
L, which is obtained by integrating numerically the probability on L+2L1 +L2 ≤ x < 2L+2L1 +L2 at y = 20. If the

electron is an photoelectron, its kinetic energy is proportional to the frequency of electromagnetic excitation wave.
Thus, the triple-well quantum system with an output at one
of two side wells functions as a filter letting photoelectrons
pass through or eliminating photoelectrons depending on
the frequency.
We investigate the dependency of the filter characteristics on the potential parameters by analyzing wave functions of the Schrödinger equation. In Fig. 6, the ydirectional electron kinetic energy Ey,peak at which probability that electrons leave from the right well is maximum
is plotted against the width L2 of the center well. The figure shows that energy Ey,peak changes periodically depending on L2 . This is because the quantum electron wave becomes standing wave in x-direction in the wells. We plotted
Ey,peak against the height V1 of barriers between the wells
in Fig. 7. As V1 increases, Ey,peak decreases. This is because high barriers decreases average x-directional velocity
of electrons.
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6. Conclusions
The problem of a quantum wave filter constructed by
coupling two quantum wave guides through thin barriers
is that the isolation between waves exiting from the two
guides is low. In this paper, in order to solve the problem, a quantum system with triple wells in x-direction has
been analyzed. We found that the filter possessed bandpass
characteristics. The characteristics obtained by solving
the Schrödinger equation and from the Nelson’s stochastic quantization were almost equal. We also found that
an electron’s kinetic energy at which bandpass curve takes
peak value depended on the width of the center well and
the height of the barriers between the wells. This results
are useful in the design of this kind of quantum wave filter.
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Abstract—A one-dimensional model of an quantum
electromagnetic wave detector is analyzed. The detector based on quantum photoelectronics has multiple barriers between its wave-receiving section and photoelectronoutputting section to acquire sensitiveness to frequency of
the wave. Regarding an electron in the detector both as
quantum wave and as a probabilistic particle, we describe
the behavior of the electron by the Schrödinger and the
Langevin equations. Solving the two equations, we demonstrated that the detector possessed the sensitiveness and that
the wave and particle nature of the electron were equivalent.

V(x)

V2

input

output

V1

1. Introduction
Nanometer scale devices such as quantum dots can detect not only light waves but also terahertz electromagnetic waves [1, 2]. The detectors absorbing the wave emits
so-called photoelectrons. Circuits consisting of singleelectron tunneling (SET) devices [3] can process streams
of photoelectrons [4, 5]. In the near future, very sensitive sensing and very low power communication will be
achieved with terahertz detectors and SET signal processors.
Electrons have wave-particle duality. Electrons excited
by electromagnetic waves in the detectors are described by
wave functions obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation. On the other hand, SET circuits processing the photoelectron streams regard the electrons as particles with probabilistic behavior. In circuit simulation, conversion from
the spatially spread waves to sample particles will be high
in computational complexity if the quantum front-end circuits are many-body or high dimensional quantum systems
[6]. This problem will be solved if the photoelectrons in
the detectors can be described as particles. In addition, the
description helps to make lumped parameter device models
suitable for conventional circuit simulators.
In this paper, we use Nelson’s stochastic quantization
theory [7] to describe electrons in the detectors as particles
with probabilistic behavior. The detectors have to be sensitive to electromagnetic waves of specified frequency. The
detectors analyzed in this paper have multiple barriers between their wave-receiving section, or aperture section, and
photoelectron-outputting section to attain the frequencydepending sensitiveness, which is the main diﬀerence from
the detector analyzed in [6]

0

x1 x2

x3 x4

x

Figure 1: Potential of a model of electromagnetic wave detectors.
In this paper, the Planck constant ℏ is normalized to 1.0.
The energy of a photon of frequency ω p = 2π×10THz is
also normalized to 1.0. Thus, unit energy ℏω p is approximately 10−20 Joule or 0.04 eV. Because of the energy normalization, unit time corresponds to 0.1psec. We also normalize electron mass m to 1.0 and the velocity of electron
with kinetic energy ℏω p to 1.0. Then, unit velocity and unit
length correspond respectively to 105 m/sec and 10nm.
2. Structure of the Detector
Figure 1 shows a one-dimensional model of the detector with two barriers in its inside. The detector consists of
three sections, aperture section where electrons are exposed
and excited by electromagnetic waves, transfer section, and
output section from which photoelectrons exit. In the transfer section, an electron takes discrete states of energy ET,i ,
i = 1, 2, · · ·. Then, electrons of specific kinetic energy pass
through the section. An electron in the aperture section also
takes discrete states of energy E A, j , j = 1, 2, · · ·. When an
electron is excited by electromagnetic wave from ground
level E A,0 to an higher level E A, j which is almost equal to
ET,i , it penetrates the transfer section. Thus, the detector
is sensitive to electromagnetic waves of frequency ω such
that ℏω = ET,i − E A,0 (ℏ = h/2π, h : Plank constant).
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3. Description of the Detector
We analyze motion of an electron in the detector. A onedimensional potential in Fig. 1 is expressed by

V2 for x < 0






0
for 0 ≤ x < x1





V
for x1 ≤ x < x2


 1
0
for
x2 ≤ x < x3
V(x) = 
(1)




V
for
x
≤
x
<
x

1
3
4




0
for x4 ≤ x < x5



 V for x ≤ x
2
5
In a later numerical example, the parameters of the potential are V1 = 30, V2 = 10, x1 = 4 or 8, x2 − x1 = x4 − x3 =
0.5, and x5 − x4 = 4.
The behavior of an electron in the potential is governed
by a Schrödinger equation possessing the following Hamiltonian H or H0 depending on the presence or absence of
electromagnetic waves:
ℏ2 2
∇ + V(x)
(2)
2m
{
−x for − a ≤ x < a
H = H0 + µ(x)Eext cos ωt, µ(x) =
0 otherwise
(3)
In the absence of electromagnetic waves, the solution of the
Schrödinger equation is expressed by using the eigenenergies E0,n and the eigenfunctions ϕ0,n (x) of Hamiltonian operator H0 as
(
)
∞
∑
E0,n
ψ0 (x, t) =
c0,n ϕ0,n (x) exp −i
t
(4)
ℏ
n=0

Let ρ(x, t) be the probability distribution of x. Nelson’s
stochastic quantization theory [7] asserts that if
b(x, t) = R[χ(x, t)] + I [χ(x, t)],
ℏ
χ(x, t) = ν ∇ ln ψ(x, t), ν =
m
then,
ρ(x, t) = |ψ(x, t)|2

Let coeﬃcients cn (t) in Eq. (5) be expanded into the following power series of ϵ:
cn (t) = c0,n + ϵcn,1 (t) + ϵ 2 cn,2 (t) + · · ·

(6)

The first and the higher-order time-varying terms are determined by the perturbation method [8]. The zeroth-order
constant term c0,n is the coeﬃcient for the wave functions
ψ0 (x, t) given by Eq. (4).
Consider a probabilistic lumped parameter system described by the following nonlinear Langevin equation:
√
ν
dx(t)
= b(x, t) +
Γ(t)
(7)
dt
2
where Γ(t) is a white Gaussian noise with the following
correlation property:
< Γ(t)Γ(t′ ) >= δ(t − t′ )

(8)

(10)

where R[χ] and I [χ] are real and imaginary parts of χ
respectively.
4. Numerical Experiments
Assuming that ψ(x, 0) = ψ0 (x, 0) or cn (0) = c0,n , we determine the constant term from the initial distribution of
wave function, that is, we determine it by the following
equations:
∫

H0 = −

We express the wave function in the presence of electromagnetic waves by using the same eigenenergies and
eigenfunctions as
(
)
∞
∑
E0,n
ψ(x, t) =
cn (t)ϕ0,n (x) exp −i
t
(5)
ℏ
n=0

(9)

∞

ϕ0 (x)ϕ∗0,n (x)dx,
∫ ∞
( p )
1
ϕ0 (x) = √
ϕ0 (p) exp i x d p,
ℏ
2πℏ −∞


 p
(p − p0 )2 
1

exp −i x0 −
ϕ0 (p) =
ℏ
4σ2p
(2πσ2p )1/4
c0,n =

(11)

x=−∞

The above function ϕ0 (p) implies that momentum p of the
electron initially distributes in the Gaussian form.
We set the expectation of initial location x0 of the electron to x0 = 0. Expectation p0 and variance σ2p of initial momentum are determined so that the electron initially
takes ground state and exists in aperture section at high
probability. Electromagnetic excitation waves of frequency
ω = ωa,1 = 7.21 and ωa,2 = 8.14 are applied when x1 = xa =
4. When x1 = xb = 8, the frequency is ω = ωb,1 = 6.46 and
ωb,2 = 8.21. Now, we can let wave function ψ(x, t) evolve.
5. Result
Figure 2 shows the wave function at t = 150. As the wave
function is determined, we can derive a nonlinear Langevin
equation from Eq. (9). Samples of numerical solutions of
the Langevin equation are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, transmission rate of an electron through the transfer section is
plotted against the kinetic energy of the electron. Table 1
shows probability that an electron exists in the output section for x4 ≤ x ≤ x5 . Figures 3 and 4 imply that the probability is higher when ω = ωa,1 , ωb,1 than when ω = ωa,2 ,
ωb,2 . This is quantitatively shown in Tab. 1. These are
because electrons excited by electromagnetic wave of frequency ω = ωa,1 and ωb,1 obtain energy at which the transmission rate is maximum. We also see from the table that
the probabilities obtained from the evolving wave function
and the sample electron trajectories are almost the same.
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Figure 2: Marginal probability distribution of the xdirectional location of an electron.
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Table 1: Probability that an electron exists in the output
section.
Estimation by
wave functions
0.17
0.01
0.13
0.03
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8

x
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6. Conclusions
A one-dimensional model of an electromagnetic wave
detector was analyzed. The quantum photoelectronic detector has multiple barriers between their aperture section
and photoelectron-outputting section to acquire sensitiveness to frequency of the wave. Regarding an electron in
the detector both as quantum wave and as a probabilistic
particle, we described the behavior of the electron by the
Schrödinger and the Langevin equations. Solving the two
equations, we demonstrated that the detector possessed the
sensitiveness and that the wave and particle nature of the
electron were equivalent.
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Abstract—We propose an all-optical AND gate using an
optical hard limiter (OHL). The OHL is based on the MachZehnder interferometer (MZI) with quantum-dot semiconductor optical amplifiers (QD-SOAs). The proposed operation utilizes self-phase modulation (SPM), which is one
of several nonlinear optical phenomena in QD-SOA. We
determine the output signal waveform and extinction ratio
(ER) by numerical analysis. Additionally, we show that the
proposed AND gate is capable of operation at 840 Gbit/s.
1. Introduction
All-optical signal transmission, which uses high-speed
processing to overcome the speed limit of electro-optic
conversion, is expected in next-generation ultrafast networks. In particular, all-optical logic gates are key elements in all-optical networks, such as those for binary signal processing [1]. The AND gate is one of the common
and basic logic operations.
Recently, several all-optical AND gates have been reported [1], [2]. In particular, an quantum dot semiconductor optical amplifier (QD-SOA) is an optical device that enables high material gain and ultrafast response [2], [3]. For
example, an all-optical AND gate using an InAs QD-SOA
and a ring resonator has been demonstrated at up to 160
Gbit/s [2]. The QD-SOA uses several novel nonlinear optical phenomena of all-optical signal processing. In particular, the technique based on self-phase modulation (SPM) is
one of the simplest ways to provide QD-SOA functionality
[4].
In this paper, we propose an all-optical AND gate using
an optical hard limiter (OHL) with a QD-SOA based on
SPM. Operation is demonstrated with 840 Gbit/s return-tozero (RZ) Gaussian signals by numerical analysis using the
transfer matrix method (TMM). In Section 2, we present
the OHL model. In Section 3, we describe the configuration, operation principle and theoretical model for the proposed AND gate. The numerical results are presented in
Section 4. Finally, the conclusions of this study are addressed in Section 5.
2. Optical Hard Limiter Model
A schematic diagram of the OHL used in this paper is
shown in Fig. 1 [5]. The OHL, based on the Mach-Zehnder

Fig. 1: Configuration of OHL
interferometer (MZI), consists of a phase shifter (PS), two
QD-SOAs and two 3-dB couplers. The input signal is split
by the first coupler and diverges into diﬀerent signals. The
signal in the upper arm propagates through the PS and QDSOA. However, the signal in the lower arm only propagates
through the QD-SOA. Finally, the two signals are coupled
by the second coupler and generate an output signal.
SPM, one of the nonlinear phenomena in a QD-SOA,
can cause a variation in the refractive index of the medium.
This variation in refractive index causes a phase shift in
the light. The linewidth enhancement factor of the QDSOA and signal intensity influence phase shift value. In
Fig. 1, two QD-SOAs in the OHL have diﬀerent linewidth
enhancement factors. Hence, the amount of the phase shift
by SPM is diﬀerent between the upper and lower arms in
the MZI.
The amount of the phase shift changes according to the
input signal intensity. When the intensity of the input signal of the OHL is low, the signal through the two arms acquires a phase diﬀerence of π by SPM and PS. Therefore, at
the second coupler, the input signal interferes destructively
and the output signal is low. On the other hand, when the
intensity of the input signal is high, the signal propagating through the arms does not acquire a phase diﬀerence of
π. Hence, the intensity of the output signal is high due to
constructive interference, and so we can control the output
signal by the input signal intensity. This principle is the
same as the operating characteristics of the OHL.
3. All-Optical AND Gate based on OHL
A schematic diagram of the proposed all-optical AND
gate is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a power combiner
and an OHL. The output signal from the power combiner
is fed into the OHL. The two input signals to the power
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Table 1: Truth table of AND operation
Input A Input B Output AND
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
Fig. 2: Configuration of proposed all-optical AND gate

The phase shifts for the signals propagating through QDSOA1 and QD-SOA2 are ϕ1 and ϕ2 , respectively. ∆ϕ is the
value of the phase shift in the PS. We set G1 = G2 because
the two QD-SOAs in the OHL have the same parameters
except for the linewidth enhancement factor that influences
the phase shift. From Eq.(1), we confirm POHL = 0 when
the cosine value, which is the phase diﬀerence between the
two arms in the MZI, acquires π. The equations for the gain
and phase shift, G and ϕ, in the QD-SOA are given by:
 N
( L )




∑

(g
(2
G = exp 
f
−
1)
−
α)
×
(2)

max
i



N 
i=1

ϕ = −0.5×αH

Fig. 3: Concept of proposed all-optical AND gate

N
∑
i=1

combiner and the output signal from the OHL are the input
and output of the AND gate.
3.1. Operation Concept
Fig. 3 depicts the operation concept of the AND gate.
“0” or “1” in the figure express the logical states determined by the light intensity. The behavior in Fig. 3 agrees
with the values in Table 1, which is the truth table for the
AND operation. When (A, B) = (1, 1), the output signal from the power combiner exceeds the threshold of the
OHL, and hence the output becomes “1”. In contrast, when
(A, B) = (0, 0), (0, 1) or (1, 0), the output signal from the
power combiner does not exceed the threshold of the OHL,
and hence the output becomes “0”. Based on this concept,
an AND gate can be realized: the two input signals to the
power combiner and the output signal of the OHL correspond to the input and output of AND gate, respectively.
3.2. Theoretical Model
In this section, we formulate a theoretical model for the
proposed all-optical AND gate using an OHL. We use the
TMM for the numerical analysis. We assume that the QDSOA is divided into small sections of the same length. We
also assume that the carrier density, gain, and phase shift
are uniform in each section [6].
The output power of the OHL, POHL , is given by [5]:
POHL =

}
√
Pin {
G1 + G2 + 2 G1G2 cos (∆ϕ + ϕ1 − ϕ2 ) (1)
4

where Pin is the input signal power, G1 and G2 are the total gains of the QD-SOA1 and the QD-SOA2, respectively.

gmax (2 fi − 1) ×

(L)
N

(3)

where gmax is the maximum model gain, α is the loss coeﬃcient, αH is the linewidth enhancement factor, L is the
length of the QD-SOA, N is the number of divisions in the
QD-SOA used for numerical analysis of the performance,
and fi is the ground state (GS) carrier occupation probability at the i − th section of the QD-SOA.
The QD-SOA is assumed to have two energy states,
GS and excited state (ES), and is accompanied by a twodimensional wetting layer (WL). The rate equations for the
WL, ES, and GS are given by:
∂Nw
I
Nw (1 − h) N̂Q h Nw
=
−
+
−
(4)
∂t
qV
τw2
τ2w
τwR
∂N̂Q h Nw (1 − h) N̂Q h N̂Q h (1 − f ) N̂Q f (1 − h)
=
−
−
+
∂t
τw2
τ2w
τ21
τ12
(5)
2 2
∂N̂Q f
N̂Q h (1 − f ) N̂Q f (1 − h) N̂Q f
g
=
−
−
−
P
∂t
τ21
τ12
τ1R
Lw WEn
(6)

where Nw is the electron density in the WL, h and f are the
electron population probabilities for ES and GS, respectively, t is the time, En is the photon energy, P is the optical
power, q is the quantum of electricity, V is the active layer
volume given by V = L × Lw × W, N̂Q is the density of QDs
given by N̂Q = NQ /Lw , and g is the model gain given by
g = gmax (2 f − 1). The other device parameters used are
summarized in Table 2.
The power of the output signal from the power combiner,
PPC , with the same wavelength of the input signals is given
by:
)
√
1(
PA + PB + 2 PA PB
(7)
PPC =
2
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Input A

Table 2: Parameter values used for QD-SOA [5]

aH1
aH2
τw2
τ2w
τwR
τ21
τ12
τ1R
I

Value

Unit

2×10−3

m

0.2×10−6
2×10−6
5×1014
7.856×107
300
3000

m
m
m−2
m/s
m−1
m−1

1

-

0.1

-

3×10−12

s

1×10−9

s

2×10−9

s

0.16×10−12

s

1.2×10−12

s

0.4×10−9

s

3×10−3

A

0.4
0
Input B

Power[mW]

L
LW
W
NQ
vg
a
gmax

Description
Eﬀective length
of the active layer
Eﬀective thickness
Eﬀective width
Surface density of QDs
Group velocity
Waveguide loss
Maximum module gain
Linewidth enhancement factor
(QD-SOA1)
Linewidth enhancement factor
(QD-SOA2)
Carrier relaxation time
(WL to ES)
Carrier escape time
(ES to WL)
Spontaneous radiative
lifetime in WL
Carrier relaxation time
(ES to GS)
Carrier escape time
(GS to ES)
Spontaneous radiative
lifetime in GS
Injection current

0.4
0
4
Output AND

2
0
0

50

100

150

Time[ps]

Fig. 4: Input and output waveforms for all-optical AND
gate

4
Bit rate = 120Gbit/s
ER = 7.94dB
3

where PA and PB are the powers of the input signals.
In the proposed AND gate, the output signal from the
power combiner is the input signal to the OHL, that is,
Pin = PPC . Therefore, the output signal power of the proposed all-optical AND gate, PAND , is expressed as:
√
PA + PB + 2 PA PB
PAND =
8
{
} (8)
√
× G1 + G2 + 2 G1G2 cos (∆ϕ + ϕ1 − ϕ2 )
4. Results and Discussion
The parameters used for the QD-SOA in the numerical
analysis are shown in Table 2. The value of the phase shift
in the PS is ∆ϕ = −29◦ [5]. The input signals with a wavelength of 1550nm are modeled by RZ bit sequence at bit
rates 120 to 960 Gbit/s with Gaussian shape and full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of 25% with an intensity of −2
dBm. The system operating environment is ideal.
To numerically assess the performance of the AND gate,
one appropriate metric is the extinction ratio (ER). The ER
is defined as:
ER(dB) = 10 log

0.8

Power[mW]

Symbol

0.8

P1min
P0max

(9)

where P1min and P0max are the minimum and maximum values of the peak power, “1” state and “0” state, respectively.
In this paper, an ER above 6 dB is considered as a suﬃcient
value for detection of the signal [7].
In Fig. 4, we show the input waveforms of signal A,
signal B and the output signal waveform when the bit rate

2

1

0
0

2

4
Time[ps]

6

8

Fig. 5: Eye diagram for 120 Gbit/s bit rate

is 120 Gbit/s. It is found that the output light intensity is
high only if each light intensity of input signals A and B is
high. This result agrees with the values in Table 1.
Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show eye diagrams for the output signal
of the AND gate when the bit rates are 120, 600 and 960
Gbit/s, respectively. When a bit rate is 120 Gbit/s, the eye
opening can be seen clearly. Here, we obtain ER = 7.94
dB. It is also shown that this ER is suﬃcient to operate as
a logic gate. When a bit rate is 600 Gbit/s, we obtain ER =
7.13 dB, nevertheless, the bit rate is increasing. The eye is
still suﬃciently open. However, at a bit rate of 960 Gbit/s,
the eye is not suﬃciently open due to the pattern eﬀect, and
we only obtain ER = 5.80 dB, which is unsatisfactory (not
over 6 dB).
Fig. 8 shows ER versus bit rate. This result shows that
ER decreases as the bit rate increases. This reason is that
the output light of QD-SOA can not be amplified suﬃciently due to the increasing of the bit rate. However, the
AND gate can achieve a suﬃcient ER (over 6 dB) for a bit
rate which is less than or equal to 840 Gbit/s.
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Fig. 6: Eye diagram for 600 Gbit/s bit rate

Fig. 8: ER versus bit rate
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of 320 gb/s All-Optical AND Gate Using QuantumDot Semiconductor Optical Amplifier-based MachZehnder Interferometer,” Progress In Electromagnetics
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Fig. 7: Eye diagram for 960 Gbit/s bit rate

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an all-optical AND gate
using an OHL. The OHL is based on an MZI with a QDSOA and utilizes SPM. We evaluate the performance of
the AND gate using numerical analysis, and present inputoutput waveforms and eye diagrams. It is found that a sufficiently high ER (over 6 dB) can be obtained for bit rates
of up to 840 Gbit/s.
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Abstract—Dilute ferrofluids combine the hydrodynamic properties of Newtonian liquids with superparamagnetic response to external magnetic fields. For
a cylindrical ferrofluid jet with a current-carrying wire
along its axis the Rayleigh-Plateau instability may be suppressed due to the magnetic body force. The resulting axissymmetric surface deformations show a linear dispersion
relation similar to shallow water waves. Accordingly, the
weakly non-linear regime is characterized by a Kortewegde Vries (KdV) equation which can be derived using multiple scale perturbation theory. With the coefficients of
this KdV-equation depending on the magnetic field strength
both dark (depression) and bright (elevation) solitons are
possible. These predictions have recently been verified in
experiments, and also in a fully nonlinear numerical analysis.
1. Introduction
Solitons have fascinated experts and laymen alike ever
since their spectacular discovery by Scott Russell in 1834
[1]. By an intricate balance between dispersion and nonlinearity they move with constant speed and retain their
shape even after mutual collisions. Although discovered in
hydrodynamic systems they occur in a variety of settings
reaching from non-linear optics, plasmas, crystal lattices,
spiral galaxies to rigorous solutions in general relativity [2].
A particularly popular example for a soliton is provided
by the solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equation [3]
∂t u(x, t) + 6u(x, t)∂ x u(x, t) + ∂3x u(x, t) = 0 .

(1)

Here u(x, t) denotes the surface elevation of a liquid in a
shallow duct as function of the space coordinate x along
the duct and time t. The one-soliton solution of (1)
!
√
c
c
u(x, t) = sech2
(x − ct)
(2)
2
2
describes a hump of constant shape moving to the right
with velocity c. Eq. (1) results from a weakly non-linear
analysis of surface waves if to linear order the system under consideration admits travelling wave solutions of the
form u ∼ ei(kx−ωt) with dispersion relation
ω = c0 k + O(k3 )

for

k → 0,

(3)

x
n
z , θ , t)
R + ζ(

z
1
2

J
y
H

Figure 1: Schematic plot of the setup. A current-carrying
wire is surrounded by a cylindrical ferrofluid with magnetic susceptibility χ and density ρ (region 1 ). Region 2
is a nonmagnetic medium of negligible density treated as
vacuum. The deflection of the surface from the cylindrical
shape with radius R is denoted by ζ(z, θ, t). The vector n
denotes the normal on the free interface R + ζ(z, θ, t).
In the present contribution we point out that the same
holds true for axis-symmetric surface modulations of a ferrofluid jet under the influence of an azimuthal magnetic
field resulting from a current flowing along the axis of the
jet [5]. The general setup is shown in Fig. 1. Ferrofluids are
stable suspensions of ferromagnetic nano-particles in Newtonian liquids and behave superparamagnetically in external magnetic fields [6]. A standard linear stability analysis of the cylindrical surface reveals that for sufficiently
high current J the body force from the magnetic field suppresses the Rayleigh-Plateau instability of the jet [7, 8]
and allows for travelling surface waves with dispersion (3).
This in turn paves the way to derive a KdV equation for
the weakly-nonlinear regime by multiple scale perturbation
theory.
2. Linear stability
Let us list the basic assumptions of our theoretical analysis, for a detailed discussion see [5]. The current-carrying
wire is thin, long and straight, the ferrofluid is incompressible, inviscid, and has density ρ, surface tension σ, and
constant magnetic susceptibility χ. It is surrounded by a
vacuum. We neglect gravity, and assume the flow to be
irrotational.
In cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) the magnetic field is

where c0 denotes the phase velocity. As is well known [4],
surface waves on shallow water meet this requirement.
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H=

J
eθ .
2πr

(4)

by multiple-scale perturbation theory; for details of the calculation see [5]. As a result one obtaines for the time evolution of the surface deflection the equation
∂t ζ + c0 ∂z ζ + c1 ζ∂z ζ + c2 ∂3z ζ = 0 .

Figure 2: Schematic plot of a bright (a) and a dark (b) soliton as given by eq. (11).
The corresponding magnetic force, Fm = µ0 (M∇)H attracts
the ferrofluid radially inward. Here µ0 denotes the susceptibility of the vacuum and M = χH the magnetization of the
fluid. Deviations from the cylindrical equilibrium shape of
the ferrofluid with radius R are parametrized by the function ζ(z, θ, t).
Ifpwe measure distances in units of R and times in units
of R3 ρ/σ the magnetic field strength is characterized by
the dimensionless Bond number
Bo =

µ0 χJ 2
.
4π2 σR

(5)

We use the ferrohydrodynamic Bernoulli equation together
with the magnetostatic Maxwell equations and their respective boundary conditions [6] to describe the coupling between the flow of the ferrofluid and the corresponding magnetic field configuration.
Linearizing these equations for small axis-symmetric
surface deflections ζ(z, t)  1 of the form


ζ(z, t) ∼ exp i(kz − ωt)
(6)
one gets the dispersion relation [7, 8]
ω2 (k) = k


I1 (k) 
Bo − 1 + k2 ,
I0 (k)

(7)

where In denotes the Bessel function of index n with imaginary argument. In the long-wavelength limit, k → 0, this
gives rise to
r
!
1 Bo − 9 2
Bo − 1
k 1−
k + O(k5 ) . (8)
ω(k) =
2
16 Bo − 1
Consequently, for Bo > 1 the Rayleigh-Plateau instability
is suppressed and cylindrical surface waves with dispersion
relation (3) may propagate along the jet.

(9)

A similar equation was also obtained in [9]. The coefficients
r
2Bo − 3
Bo − 9
Bo − 1
, c1 =
, and c2 =
c0 =
2
4c0
32c0
(10)
all depend on the magnetic field strength Bo and hence,
by changing the current in the wire, different regimes of
the KdV equation may be investigated. The one-soliton
solution of (9) is given by [9, 5]
!
r
3c
c
ζ(z, t) = sech2
(z − (c + c0 )t) .
(11)
c1
4c2
where c  1 is a free constant with the same sign as c2 .
For 3/2 < Bo < 9 we have c < 0 and c1 > 0 and therefore
(11) describes a dark or depression soliton with negative
amplitude. For 1 < Bo < 3/2 and Bo > 9 the amplitude
is positive and (11) respresents a bright or elevation soliton
which is much more common in hydrodynamic systems.
Fig. 2 provides two respective examples.
4. Experimental verification
The experimental observation of the described solitons
is non-trivial due to several complications. To realize zero
gravity the ferrofluid column has to be surrounded by a
non-magnetic liquid of the same density. However, then
the hydrodynamics of this fluid has to be treated as well.
Moreover, the above theoretical analysis assumes an inviscid fluid whereas real ferrofluids have appreciable viscosity
resulting in a damping of all waves. For realistic parameter values the current J needs to be of the order of 100 A
requiring a special cooling of the wire. Therefore, the assumption of a zero diameter for the current-carrying wire
will be rather unrealistic.
Despite these (and other) problems cylindrical solitons
of the discussed type have been observed recently in careful experiments [10]. First, the velocity and dispersion relation of linear waves were shown to be in agreement with
the theoretical analysis. Then, by choosing the appropriate
values of the current J depression as well as elevation solitons were observed. By a proper rescaling of the amplitude
to account for the dissipative losses due to viscosity their
shape was found to be well described by eq. (11), cf. Fig 3.

3. Cylindrical solitons
On the basis of the results of the linear analysis one may
now explore the interplay between the nonlinearity represented by higher order terms in ζ and the dispersion described by the O(k3 ) term in (8). This is conveniently done

5. Fully nonlinear analysis
Very recently a thorough numerical analysis of the complete set of nonlinear equations describing the ferrohydrodynamics of the setup shown in Fig. 1 was performed [11].
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The results of the weakly-nonlinear analysis discussed
above were reproduced and extended into the region of
strong nonlinearity. Moreover, in addition to the solutions
accessible to the perturbative treatment of [5] new solutions were found that branch off discontinously from the
uniform jet. Also, the situation with a non-zero radius of
the current-carrying wire was treated. Given that in the experiments of [10] the radius of the wire was about 2/5 of
the radius of the jet this is an important qualification of the
results. Comparison between theory and experiment improves when the non-zero radius of the wire is taken into
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6. Conclusion
Axissymmetric Korteweg-deVries solitons on the cylindrical surface of ferrofluid jets pose many interesting problems in non-linear ferrohydrodynamics, experimentally as
well as theoretically and numerically. In the experiment
the properties of the solitions can be tuned by changing the
magnetic field, e.g., both elevation and depression waves
may be studied with the same setup. On the theoretical
side the effects of the outer fluid and the influence of viscous dissipation are challenging projects for future investigations.
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Abstract—We propose a method for visualizing highdimensional time series data. In this method, we pile recurrence plots for various observables, and project this pile
along a time axis and/or the axis of observables. We call
this method layered recurrence plot. We show that the proposed method is useful for observing transitions in highdimensional dynamics.
1. Introduction
Although the developments of measurement techniques
now enable us to produce a lot of high-dimensional time series data, it is still diﬃcult to understand intuitively the underlying dynamics. A common set of techniques for such
a purpose include dimension reduction [1, 2, 3] and clustering [4]. Because the types of such techniques are currently limited, we would like to add another type of methods, which is the visualization of high-dimensional data.
In this manuscript, we propose how to use recurrence
plots [5, 6] for visualizing high-dimensional time series
data. First, we pile recurrence plots obtained from diﬀerent
observables. Then, we project this pile along a time axis or
the axis of observables. We demonstrate using numerical
examples that the proposed approach shows the properties
of the underlying dynamics.
The rest of this manuscript is organized in the following way: In Section 2, we introduce recurrence plots more
formally. In Section 3, we propose the pile of recurrence
plots as a layered recurrence plot. In Section 4, we show
some numerical examples. In Section 5, we conclude this
manuscript.
2. Recurrence plots
2.1. Recurrence plots
A recurrence plot [5, 6] is a two-dimensional plot originally proposed for visualizing a time series data. Suppose
that a time series {x(i) : i = 1, 2, . . . , I} is given. Let us
denote a threshold by . Then a recurrence plot is defined
as

1, if d(x(i), x( j)) < ,
R(i, j) =
(1)
0, otherwise.
If R(i, j) = 1, then we plot a point at (i, j). If R(i, j) = 0,
then we do not plot anything at (i, j). This simple plot can

show a lot of things. For example, we can calculate correlation dimension and correlation entropy by using recurrence
plots [7, 8]; In addition, we learned that we can reproduce
a rough shape of the original time series from a recurrence
plot even if the original time series is given in a time series
whose dimension is more than one [9]. Therefore, a recurrence plot eventually contains almost all information for
the underlying dynamics except for the spatial scale. From
this viewpoint, a recurrence plot is a nice tool for visualizing time series data.
The portion of places where a dot is plotted is called the
recurrence rate [10]. We choose the threshold such that the
recurrence rate becomes 20%.
2.2. Extensions of recurrence plots
There are two known extensions of recurrence plots to
multivariate time series: The first extension is called cross
recurrence plot, while the second extension is called joint
recurrence plot.
Suppose that there are two time series {x k (i) : i =
1, 2, . . . , I} and {x l ( j) : j = 1, 2, . . . , J} given. Then, a cross
recurrence plot [11] is defined as

1, if d(xk (i), xl ( j)) < k,l ,
CRk,l (i, j) =
(2)
0, otherwise.
To use the cross recurrence plot, two observables should
have the same dimension and the similar values.
Suppose that there are two time series {x k (i) : i =
1, 2, . . . , I} and {x l (i) : i = 1, 2, . . . , I}. This time, the length
of two time series should be the same. Then, the other existing extension, a joint recurrence plot [12], is defined as

1, if d(xk (i), xk ( j)) < k ,
(3)
Rk (i, j) =
0, otherwise,

1, if d(xl (i), xl ( j)) < l ,
(4)
Rl (i, j) =
0, otherwise,
JRk,l (i, j) = Rk (i, j)Rl (i, j).
(5)
In Ref. [6], the joint recurrence plot is further extended to
a multivariate time series whose dimension is greater than
2 in the following way:
JR(i, j) =

K


Rk (i, j).

(6)

k=1

The problem of this definition is that JR(i, j) becomes very
sparse when K is large.
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3. Layered recurrence plots
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Alternatively, we define a layered recurrence plot as

1, if d(xk (i), xk ( j)) < k ,
Rk (i, j) =
(7)
0, otherwise,
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for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}. The diﬀerence between recurrence
plots and the layered recurrence plot is that we pile the set
of recurrence plots on the top of them successively.
For the visualization, we apply some operation to
marginalize j or k. One of such operations can be the product like defined in Eq. (6) (see Ref. [6]). Another possibility could be a sum over j or k. When we take a sum over
k, then we call it a layered recurrence plot summed over
space:

Rk (i, j).
(8)
S (i, j) =
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Figure 1: A time series of coupled logistic maps.
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Using this S (i, j), we can show which time is close to which
time, namely the strength of recurrence given a pair of
times. The better point compared to Eq. (6) is that we can
see some non-zero value if some of observables in some
time are close to those in another time.
When we take a sum over j, then we call it a layered
recurrence plot summed over time:

T (i, k) =
Rk (i, j).
(9)
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Using this T (i, k), we can show the relationship between
time and observables, namely the strength of recurrence
given a pair of time and spatial index. This way of looking at a time series is new for this manuscript.
4. Results
We show two examples of layered recurrence plots in
this Section.
The first example is a set of coupled logistic maps [13]:
=

yn (t + 1)
(1 − 2η)(3.8y n(t)(1 − yn (t)))
+(η − ξ)(3.8yn+1 (t)(1 − yn+1 (t)))
+(η + ξ)(3.8yn−1 (t)(1 − yn−1 (t))),

(10)

Figure 2: The layered recurrence plot summed over space
for the time series of the coupled logistic maps shown in
Fig. 1.
Second, we apply Eq. (9). The results are shown in
Fig. 4. We can observe in Fig. 4 that there are some travelling waves from smaller indices to the larger around the
indices of 20, 65, and 95. These travelling waves cannot be
seen clearly in the time series shown in Fig. 1.
Thus, this example of the coupled logistic maps demonstrated that the layered recurrence plot is good at emphasizing small tendencies hidden within the given time series.
We look at the Lorenz’96 model [14, 15] as our second
example. The Lorenz’96 model is described as follows:
hu c 
dui
= ui−1 (ui+1 − ui−2 ) − ui + F −
v j,i ,
dt
b j=1
J

where we define y n+100 (t) = yn (t), η = 0.05 and ξ = 0.01.
We generated a time series of length 200 from this system.
A time series looks like one shown in Fig. 1.
First, we apply Eq. (8). The results are shown in Fig. 2.
Here, whiter points have recurrences for more observables.
We can clearly see the pseudo-periodicity of the underlying
dynamics although this pseudo-periodicity is not apparent
in the time series shown in Fig. 1. This tendency is shown
more clearly in Fig. 2 than the recurrence plot for the original high-dimensional time series (see Fig. 3). We can see
from Fig. 2 that the time series is nonstationary because the
graph is darker at the top left and the bottom right corners.

dv j,i
hv c
= cbv j+1,i (v j−1,i − v j+2,i ) − cv j,i +
ui ,
dt
b
uI+i = ui , v j+J,i = v j,i+1 , v j−J,i = v j,i−1 ,

(11)

(12)
(13)

where we set I = 40, J = 5, F = 8, b = 10, c = 10,
hu = 1, and hv = 1. We assume that we can observe v j,i for
i = 1, 2, . . . , I and j = 1, 2, . . . , J. Hence, the time series is
now 200-dimensional.
A time series is shown in Fig. 5. We can sightly see the
travelling waves in this figure.
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Figure 3: The recurrence plot for the original highdimensional time series.
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Figure 5: A time series v j,i of Lorenz’96 model.
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Figure 4: The layered recurrence plot summed over time
for the time series of the coupled logistic maps shown in
Fig. 1.
A layered recurrence plot summed over space is shown
in Fig. 6. We can also see in this figure that there is the
pseudo-periodicity. But, this time, diagonal whiter lines
tend to be interrupted by blacker spaces. This interruption corresponds to sensitive dependence on initial conditions [16]. The similar dynamical tendency is also seen in a
recurrence plot for the original 200-dimensional time series
(Fig. 7).
A layered recurrence plot summed over time is shown in
Fig. 8. In this figure, we can more clearly see that there are
some travelling waves than Fig. 5.

20
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Time (arb. units)

20

Figure 6: A layered recurrence plot summed over space for
the time series of Lorenz’96 model shown in Fig. 5.
cially, travelling waves can be easily observed. We believe
that the proposed method help to understand the complicated dynamics hidden in a high-dimensional time series.
The methods seem to work for high-dimensional time
series obtained from wide contexts, although we should accumulate emperical evidnece for their eﬃcacy in the future.
We also will investigate the dependences on the parameters
we used in our future communication.
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5. Conclusions
We have proposed a way to visualize a high-dimensional
time series using recurrence plots, which is called a layered recurrence plot. When we pile recurrence plots obtained from various observables and apply some operation to marginalize the axis of space, then we can see the
pseudo-periodicity and sensitive dependence on initial conditions of given time series data. When we apply some operation to marginalize the axis of time, we can show the
relationship between the time and the observables. Espe-
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Abstract—In many applications ranging from neurophysiology to finance, the dynamics of the underlying
mechanism to observed multivariate time series is believed
to change and this is reflected to the inter-dependence structure of the observed variables. We consider a Granger
causality index for estimating the inter-dependence structure and form causality networks with nodes the observed
variables and directed connections given by the selected
Granger causality index. The focus of the study is on assessing the different network measures as to their ability in
discriminating different dynamic regimes of the system underlying the multivariate time series. For this, we first compute the network measures on many realizations of the coupled Mackey-Glass system under different coupling structures, and then to electroencephalogram recordings containing episodes of epileptiform discharges. The ranking
of the network measures on the simulated and real data revealed the same subset of measures performing best.
1. Introduction
The investigation of complex networks with directed
connections derived by Granger causality indices between
the variables of multivariate time series being the network
nodes has gained interest in many research fields such as finance and electroencephalogram (EEG) analysis [1, 2]. In
complex network analysis a number of measures have been
proposed to extract information about the network structure, and subsequently the underlying mechanism of the
observed time series. The ability of network measures to
discriminate different dynamic regimes has been a topic of
research, e.g. in brain connectivity [3, 4].
In this work, we pursue a simulation study and rank network measures in terms of their ability to discriminate different network structures in causality networks of time series produced by the coupled Mackey Glass system. Further, we apply the same setup to EEG data in an attempt
to identify changes in the brain connectivity structure before, during and after epileptiform discharges terminated
by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). As a Granger
causality index we use the measure of partial mutual information from mixed embedding (PMIME) [5].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the
data sets, the Granger causality index PMIME and the net-

Figure 1: Network structures: (a) Scale-free, (b) Random,
(c) Small world

work measures are briefly described. In Section 3, the results of the simulations and the EEG analysis are presented
and discussed, and in Section 4 conclusions are given.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Simulated and EEG data
For the simulation study, we consider the coupled
Mackey-Glass system. The Mackey-Glass system is a
chaotic system given by a delay differential equation of one
variable [6], and it has been extended to coupled variables
[7, 5]. Here, for the first time it is used for as many as 40
variables given as
40
X
ci j x j (t − ∆)
ẋi (t) = −0.1xi (t) +
,
1
+ x j (t − ∆)10
j=1

i = 1, 2, . . . , 40,

(1)
where ci j is the directed coupling strength reading from
x j (t) to xi (t) when i , j and cii = 0.2. Our interest is in
high-dimensional dynamics and thus we set ∆ = 100, which
for the univariate case corresponds to a fractal dimension
of about 7 [8]. The coupling strength matrix C = {ci j } arises
from any of the three network types: (a) a scale-free network obtained by the method of preferential attachment,
(b) a random network of the Erdös-Rényi model, and (c)
a small world network, as shown in Fig. 1. For the generated adjacency matrix of each network, we assign a weight
matrix C = {ci j } of the same coupling strength and we consider a weak coupling strength of 0.1 and a strong coupling
strength of 0.5 at the level of generalized synchronization,
as assessed by the method of the auxiliary system [9]. To
obtain statistically valid results we generate 100 time se-
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ries from the coupled Mackey-Glass system with coupling
structure given by each of the three network types.
The EEG analysis is done on two EEG recordings of
two epileptic patients. The patients exhibited interictal
discharges and subclinical epileptic seizures, collectively
termed epileptiform discharges (ED), which turned out to
be terminated by the administration of a block of 5 transcranial magnetic stimulations (TMS). In total, there are
25 episodes of EDs terminated by TMS, 13 for the first
and 12 for the second recording. The EEG was processed
so that TMS artifact was replaced [10], and the data were
re-referenced to infinity, bandpass filtered to [0.01, 70]Hz
and down-sampled from 1450 Hz to 200 Hz. After rejection of bad channels there were 45 channels for the first
recording and 34 channels for the second recording. Each
episode comprises 10 s before the ED, the ED, and 10 s
after the ED. The Granger causality index of PMIME is
computed on sliding windows of 2 s with a sliding step of
0.5 s. Here, three network structures are considered, before
the ED, during the ED, and after the ED.

structure [4], are computed on causality networks derived
from time series of simulated and EEG data. The average
Symbol
C̄
ḡ
lG
GE
¯
d
deg
str
rdeg
r str
kcs
φ

2.2. The Granger causality index

Description
Average clustering coefficient
Average betweenness centrality
Characteristic path length; the average
shortest path length in the network
Global efficiency; the average inverse
shortest path length in the network
Average eccentricity
Diameter
Average degree
Average strength
Assortativity coefficient in terms of the
degree
Assortativity coefficient in terms of the
strength
k-core size, k=3
Rich club coefficient, k=3
Table 1: List of network measures

We attempt to form a causality network from each multivariate time series described in Sec. 2.1. Each directed connection in the causality network is defined by the Granger
causality index from the driving variable towards the response variable.
As Granger causality index, we use the recently proposed measure of partial mutual information from mixed
embedding (PMIME) [5] because it is a direct causality
measure that can deal with a large number of variables.
The PMIME is based on the mutual information (MI) and
the conditional MI (CMI), and for their estimation the knearest neighbors estimate is used. The basic idea of the
PMIME is the following. Say we observe K time series
and we want to quantify the causality effect (or information flow) from X to Y given the rest K −2 variables denoted
as Z. First, we construct a mixed embedding vector wt of
the most relevant delays from all K variables that explains
best the evolution of Y, yt+1 , according to a criterion of redundancy and relevance facilitated by CMI. The presence
of lagged components of X, wtx in wt indicates that X has
some effect on the evolution of Y (and the same for Y and
Z), and this is quantified by the CMI I(yt+1 ;wtx | wy ,wz ). The
PMIME is obtained by normalizing this CMI by the total
MI, RX→Y|Z = I(yt+1 ;wtx | wy ,wz )/I(yt+1 ;wt ). If there is causal
effect from X to Y the PMIME is positive, whereas the absence of lagged components of X indicates no causal effect
and then the PMIME is exactly zero. Thus a unweighted
network is derived in a straightforward way by setting any
positive PMIME value to one.
2.3. Network measures
A number of network measures listed in Table 1, believed to capture different characteristics of the network

clustering coefficient (C̄) is used as a measure of functional
segregation and the characteristic path length (lG ) as well as
the global efficiency (GE), the average eccentricity (¯ ) and
the diameter (d) are used as measures of functional integration. We also use as measures of centrality the average
betweenness centrality (ḡ), the average degree (deg) and
the average strength (str). As a measure of resilience we
compute the assortativity coefficient (rdeg and r str ), i.e. a
correlation coefficient between the degrees or strengths of
all nodes on two opposite ends of a link for in-in, in-out,
out-in and out-out degrees and strengths of the nodes and
for the undirected graph as well. Finally, we compute as
measures of the core structure the k-core size, i.e. the number of nodes with degree k or higher for k = 3 and the rich
club coefficient, i.e. the density of the k-core for k = 3 [4].
We compute all these network measures in order to assess the network characteristics quantified by the measures
that best classify the time series to the correct network type
for the simulated data, and the pre-ED vs ED, and post-ED
vs ED for the EEG data.
2.4. Evaluation of the measures
In order to distinguish the network measures presented
in Sec. 2.3 having the ability to discriminate certain dynamic regimes, we applied the non-parametric Wilcoxon
rank-sum test for independent samples to rank the measures
according to their p-value. Moreover, we used the index of
the area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) for each pair of different dynamic regimes [11], e.g.
time series generated by a coupling strength of scale-free
network vs random network.
For both simulated and real data, we computed a score
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Measure
AUROC
Scale free-Random
Coupling strength 0.1
str
0.813
φ
0.721
lG
0.712
kcs
0.683
¯
0.680
deg
0.679
C̄
0.656
Scale free-Small world
Coupling strength 0.1
str
0.796
C̄
0.752
φ
0.746
r str (out, in) 0.710
Random-Small world
Coupling strength 0.5
kcs
0.763
rdeg (out, in) 0.740
r str (in, in)
0.721
str
0.688

for each network measure i and for each comparison of dynamic regimes on the basis of the Wilcoxon test
(
i
1 − 1−r
if pi ≤ 0.05
D
Si =
(2)
0
if pi > 0.05
where pi is the p-value of the test with the i-measure and
ri denotes the ranking of the i-measure among the D measures that reached a p-value less or equal than 0.05. The
score is designed to take values from 0 to 1, where 1 is the
best score value meaning that the i-measure obtained the
smallest p-value, and 0 corresponds to no discrimination
(pi > 0.05). To assess the overall performance of each measure in all discriminating tasks, we obtain the average score
S̄ i over all comparisons of dynamic regimes. For the real
data, first the average score is obtained from each episode
for each network measure over the windows of 2 s at each
comparison (pre-ED vs ED, and ED vs post-ED), and then
a grand average is obtained over all episodes.
3. Results
3.1. Simulated data
We obtain six ranking scores for each measure, for the
comparisons of the three coupling network types (Scalefree vs. Random, Scale-free vs. Small world, Random vs.
Small world) and the two coupling strengths (0.1 and 0.5).
The ranking lists of the network measures that reached
AUROC > 0.65 are given in Table 2 (results are not shown
for Random vs. Small world and coupling strength 0.1 as
none of the measures obtained AUROC > 0.65). The best
results were achieved in the discrimination of Scale free vs.
Small world and high coupling strength. Also some measures as str, deg and C̄ score highest in most discrimination
tasks.
In Table 3, the top 10 network measures with respect to
the average score are listed together with their average AUROC value. A first observation is that the average strength
scores highest while the average degree is left much behind
indicating the advantage of having weighted rather than
unweighted networks, i.e. using the value of the Granger
causality index rather than its significance. The second best
measure of the rich club coefficient is essentially the same
as the average strength as in most cases the k-core is the
whole network. The third highest scoring measure of the
characteristic path length captures indeed a different characteristic of network structure that may be complementary
to the average strength. However, the average AUROC of
all network measures is not very high and this is partly due
to the inability of PMIME to capture the initial coupling
structure, but also to the difficulty of the discriminating task
involving high-dimensional and complex dynamics.
3.2. EEG data
An example of the profile of four network measures from
one ED episode are shown in Fig. 2. The average de-

Measure
AUROC
Scale free-Random
Coupling strength 0.5
str
0.794
deg
0.776
C̄
0.732
d
0.725
rdeg (out, in) 0.670
rdeg (out, out) 0.668
GE
0.656
r str (out, in)
0.654
Scale free-Small world
Coupling strength 0.5
C̄
0.877
deg
0.793
d
0.770
kcs
0.746
str
0.739
GE
0.700
r str (in, out)
0.685
rdeg (in, in)
0.658

Table 2: Ranking of the network measures according to
their score.

gree quantifies a decrease of brain connectivity during ED
(fewer connections), whereas the global clustering coefficient detects this change at a lesser degree, whereas the
other two measures do not seem to change systematically
throughout the episode.
The same setup for evaluation of network measures was
applied to the EEG data and the total results similar to these
in Table 3 are given in Table 4. Here, both average strength
and average degree are highest with average eccentricity
scoring also highest. The discrimination of ED from preED and post-ED is successfully detected with many network measures as their average AUROC is very high, indicating the drastic change of brain connectivity structure
with the ED.

4. Conclusions
Some network measures exhibited good performance in
discriminating different network structures derived from
multivariate time series. Also the top seven ranked measures are the same in the simulation and the real data analysis, indicating the usefulness of these measures. Finally,
the PMIME performed well detecting the network type in
the simulation study but could not detect all the true connections. We plan to investigate further the performance
of PMIME compared to other Granger causality measures
and include other simulated systems that exhibit EEG-like
oscillations.
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Measure
str
φ
lG
¯
C̄
deg
d
GE
r str (out, in)
kcs

Score
1.00
0.91
0.81
0.72
0.62
0.52
0.43
0.33
0.24
0.17

mean AUROC
0.74
0.62
0.63
0.57
0.71
0.67
0.64
0.62
0.63
0.66

Table 3: Average score and average AUROC value of the
network measures for the simulated data.

Measure

Score

mean AUROC

deg
¯
str
C̄
φ
d
lG
ḡ
GE
r str (undirected)

0.62
0.60
0.50
0.41
0.38
0.38
0.32
0.23
0.12
0.07

0.97
0.94
0.97
0.90
0.96
0.90
0.86
0.79
0.74
0.70

Table 4: Average score and average AUROC value of the
network measures for the EEG data.
cal organization of human cortical networks in health
and schizophrenia. The Journal of Neuroscience,
28(37):9239–9248, 2008.
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Figure 2: The network measure performance before the
ED, during the ED (after the solid line and before the
dashed line) and after the ED of one episode. (a) Average degree, (b) global clustering coefficient, (c) characteristic path length, (d) assortativity coefficient for undirected
graph.
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Abstract—In network analysis it is important to contrast the given or formed network to a random network,
typically by means of significance testing of some network
measures. This requires the generation of random networks
that preserve certain properties of the original network, i.e.
the total number of nodes and connections or even the number of connections of each node. In this paper we show that
these schemes are not appropriate for correlation or causality networks formed from multivariate time series, which
have nodes the observed variables and connections given
by some measure of correlation (undirected connections) or
Granger causality (directed connections). Further, we propose a scheme that performs the randomization on the time
series rather than the network connections. Particularly for
the networks formed by cross correlation, we generate surrogates for each time series preserving the marginal distribution and linear autocorrelation, and form the network
from the surrogate multivariate time series. Simulations on
multivariate time series with no inter-dependencies shows
that the classical network randomization erroneously tends
to reject the null hypothesis of random network, whereas
the proposed scheme does not.
1. Introduction
In recent years, networks have been used in the analysis
of multivariate time series, which have as nodes the observed variables and their connections are determined by a
correlation-based index for non-directed connections [1, 2],
or a causality-based index for directed connections [3]. For
the correlation networks in particular, the correlation coefficient is used to give the weighted connections or its significance to give binary connections, where the significance is
determined either by thresholding or a hypothesis test for
significance.
In network analysis, a question of interest in many settings is whether the network is random. To address this
question, first random networks are generated by randomizing the connections preserving the total number of connections (total degree) or total sum of connection weights
(total strength), or even the degree distribution [4, 5, 6].
Then the original network is compared to these networks
using appropriate network measures [1]. In this work, we
show that these schemes for randomization of networks are

not appropriate for correlation networks from multivariate
time series, and we propose an appropriate method for this
by randomizing the time series. We show the superiority
of the proposed method on time series independent to each
other for different settings of autocorrelation, time series
length and number of variables.
2. Randomization of networks
The problem of interest in this work is to generate random networks with the same number of nodes as the given
network and random connections. In the generation of random networks certain features are preserved. The simplest
random network generation is simply by randomly shuffling the original connections, so that the total degree for
binary connections or the total strength for weighted connections is preserved [1]. A more stringent condition is
to preserve the degree or strength of connections of each
node. Among different schemes, we consider here the following scheme of Maslov and Sneppen [7] for binary connections. For two randomly selected connections (i, j) and
(k, l) of the original network, the end nodes j and l are interchanged giving rise to the connections (i, l) and (k, j). If
these connections are not already in the network they are
created and the first two connections are deleted, otherwise
the step is repeated. After many iterations, this process creates a randomized variant of the original network that preserves the number of connections at each node. We simply
refer to this method as Maslov.
3. Correlation networks
In correlation networks, nodes correspond to random
variables and the connections are given by an association measure, such as the Pearson correlation coefficient [2]. We assume that for a set of K random variables {X1,t , . . . , XK,t }, a sample of n time ordered observations for each variable are given, {xk,1 , . . . , xk,n } for k =
1, . . . , K, which can be completely independent, dependent
within each variable (having autocorrelation), and dependent across variables (having cross-correlation). As the interest in this study is on undirected network connections,
we consider as the association measure the linear zero-lag
cross-correlation, which is actually the Pearson correlation
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coefficient. For two variables X = Xi and Y = X j , i, j ∈
q
{1, . . . , K}, the coefficient is defined as rX,Y = sXY / s2X s2Y ,
1 Pn
where sXY = n−1
x̄)(yt − ȳ) is the sample covarit=1 (xt −
1 Pn
2
ance of (X, Y), sX = n−1 t=1 (xt − x̄)2 is the sample variance of X, and x̄ is the sample mean of X. Further, the
cross-correlation rX,Y is converted to a valid weight connection of X and Y nodes, wX,Y , and here following [8] we
set wX,Y = bX,Y /bmax , where bX,Y = rX,Y − r̄X,Y + 1, r̄X,Y is
the average of rX,Y and bmax is the maximum of bX,Y for all
pairs (X, Y).
It is known that the correlation matrix R having at each
entry (i, j) the Pearson correlation coefficient of Xi and X j ,
ri, j , is positive semi-definite. This holds regardless of the
correlation structure of the random variables, and thus also
when the network is completely random. For binary connections, the adjacency matrix A of zeros and ones is derived from R by assigning one only when the correlation
is found significant by some criterion. The criterion can
be an arbitrary threshold or a threshold corresponding to a
specified density of connections, or resulting from statistical significance test [2]. The condition of positive semidefiniteness of R determines accordingly conditions for the
feasible forms of W and A.
The network randomization methods in Sec. 2 are initially developed for networks given by the studied system,
and there are no conditions on the node connections, as is
the case for the correlation networks. Thus the resulting
correlation network by such methods may be more random
than a random correlation network derived from the respective uncorrelated variables. For correlation networks from
time series, the effect of the autocorrelation on the crosscorrelation and thus the formation of connections should
also be addressed.
4. Randomization of networks by randomizing the
multivariate times series
We propose a method to generate random networks addressing the constraints on the correlation matrix R, and
subsequently the weight matrix W and the adjacency matrix A. The rationale is to randomize the time series rather
than the connections (a similar approach was first implemented in [9]). Each of the K time series {X1,t , . . . , XK,t } for
t = 1, . . . , n, is randomized separately under the condition
of preserving the marginal distribution and the autocorrelation function [10], or equivalent the power spectrum [11].
Here, we use the algorithm of Iterative Amplitude Adjusted
Fourier Transform (IAAFT) in [11] because for very small
time series considered in the study it provides the least variance in the match of autocorrelation. The procedure forming B randomized correlation networks with weighted connections is given in the following steps:
1. For each time series {Xk,t }nt=1 , k = 1, . . . , K, a random∗ n
ized (surrogate) time series {Xk,t
}t=1 is generated by

IAAFT, giving the surrogate multivariate time series
∗
∗ n
{X1,t
, . . . , XK,t
}t=1 .
2. The correlation matrix
∗
∗ n
{X1,t
, . . . , XK,t
}t=1 .

R∗

is

computed

on

3. A proper weight matrix W ∗ is formed by R∗ .
4. Steps 1-3 are repeated B times to generate B randomized correlation networks.
∗
∗ n
The time series {X1,t
, . . . , XK,t
}t=1 are by construction independent to each other, and the entries of the correlation
matrix R∗ , and subsequently the weights in W ∗ , are all insignificant corresponding to independent variables. It is
known that strong autocorrelation may give rise to spurious
cross-correlation, and therefore cross-correlation entries in
R∗ may be found statistically significant using a parametric significance test. This implies that a strong connection
in the original network may correspond to such spurious
cross-correlation and then this will be preserved in the randomized network as the particular pair of surrogate time
series preserves the original autocorrelations.
For unweighted networks, an adjacency matrix A∗ replaces the weight matrix W ∗ in step 3, and two approaches
for forming A∗ are considered. First, the same threshold
criterion (a given threshold value or significance test) is applied as for the original network, which however does not
preserve the total degree. To preserve the total degree, the
threshold that gives the total degree of the original network
is used.
Having generated B randomized networks with any
method, we test the null hypothesis H0 that the original
network is random, i.e. the observed variables are uncorrelated and any connections formed are random, using a
proper network measure as test statistic. Here, we consider the following network measures (their notations in
parentheses): clustering coefficient (ClustCoeff), betweenness centrality (BetwCentr), eigenvector centrality (EigenCentr), characteristic path (CharPath), global efficiency
(GlobEffic), average degree or strength (Degr/Strn), assortativity (Assortat), density (Density), eccentricity (Eccentric), diameter (Diameter), all defined for weighted and
unweighted networks1 . Each network measure q is computed on the original network giving the value q0 , and B
randomized networks giving the values q1 , . . . , qB . The
p-value of the test is 2r0 /(B + 1) if r0 < (B + 1)/2 and
2(1 − r0 )/(B + 1) if r0 > (B + 1)/2, where r0 is the rank of
q0 in the ordered list of q0 , q1 , . . . , qB .

5. Simulation study and results
The simulation study is on independent to each other
time series as the interest is on specificity, i.e. whether a
true random network is actually found not to be different
1 We used the Matlab functions of the Brain Connectivity Toolbox in
https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/measures
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from randomized networks generated by each method, and
thus the H0 that the original network is random is not rejected. First we give an example of an unweighted network
formed by 15 independent time series of length n = 200,
all with strong autocorrelation, and the threshold 0.3 for the
cross-correlation was used to determine the binary connections (see Fig. 1g). For a pair of two original time series

proposed approach, denoted RTSweight for weighted connections, RTSbinthr using a given threshold for drawing
binary connections, and RTSbindeg using a threshold for
drawing the same number of connections as for the original network. We compared these methods to two methods generating random networks, RNavestr that preserves
the average (or total) strength for weighted networks, and
RNnoddeg that preserves the node degree for unweighted
network (method of Maslov).
Independent autocorrelated time series were generated
by first order autoregressive processes, AR(1), where the
strength of autocorrelation was given by the coefficient φ
of AR(1). Different settings were used for varying φ, number of time series K and time series length n. For each
setting, 100 multivariate time series (Monte Carlo realizations) were generated and for each realization B = 100 randomized networks were formed by each of the five methods, and thereafter 10 network measures were computed on
each network. Using each network measure as test statistic, the corresponding p-value was calculated and the test
decision was reached at the significance level 0.05. The
percentage of rejections of H0 in the 100 realizations are
reported in Fig. 2 in the form of color maps (gray scale,
black for zero and white for 100%) for network measure
vs method for random network generation, and for each
of the six data settings. The two methods shuffling ran-

Figure 1: Two of the fifteen original time series in (a) and
the corresponding surrogate time series in (b), their autocorrelations in (c) and their cross-correlation in (d). The
randomized network with the proposed method in (e) and
the Maslov method in (f) for the original network in (g).
shown in Fig. 1a, one pair of surrogate time series generated by IAAFT is shown in Fig. 1b, and their autocorrelation and cross-correlation as functions of the lag are shown
in Fig. 1c and d, respectively. Though the autocorrelation
and cross-correlation of the surrogate time series do not
match accurately these of the original time series, there are
no systematic or large differences. The unweighted network using the threshold that gives the same number of
connections as for the original network is shown in Fig. 1e
and the network generated by the Maslov method is shown
in Fig. 1f. One may find differences by eyeball judgement
in the original network in Fig. 1g and the two randomized
networks in Fig. 1e and f, but to obtain statistically valid
results we make Monte Carlo simulations and perform the
significance test of random network for the different network measure statistics and the different methods generating randomized networks.
In the simulations, we applied the three variants of our

Figure 2: Color map for the estimated probability of rejection of H0 of random network on 100 realizations of a different setting at each panel, for 10 network measures (row)
and 5 methods for random network generation (column).
(a) K = 15, n = 200, φ = 0.9. (b) K = 15, n = 200,
φ = 0.6. (c) K = 15, n = 50, φ = 0.9. (d) K = 15, n = 50,
φ = 0.6 (e) K = 25, n = 200, φ = 0.9 (f) K = 10, n = 50,
φ = 0.6.
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domly the connection, RNavestr and RNnoddeg, tend to
reject H0 with higher probability than the nominal probability of 0.05 (high type I error), which varies with the
network measure. This is observed for all data settings and
the type I error seems to increase with the autocorrelation
strength (two last columns in all colored maps). Method
RNavestr fails particularly when eigenvector centrality is
used as test statistic, a measure related to the property of
semi-definiteness of the correlation matrix. On the contrary, all three variants of the proposed approach of randomizing the time series give rejection rates at the nominal
significance level, indicating proper specificity obtained by
these methods. This is also derived from the summary results for all network measures for each data setting in Table 1 2 .
Table 1: Average rejection rate of H0 over all network measures for each method (row) and the six data settings (column) termed from (a) to (f) as in Fig. 2.
Method
RTSbinthr
RTSbindeg
RTSweight
RNnoddeg
RNavestr

(a)
4.1
4
6
34.2
47.8

(b)
6.1
7.2
2.6
12.6
37.8

(c)
5.4
7.6
13.1
75.1
51.8

(d)
5
4.3
3
29.7
39.2

(e)
5.3
6.1
8.2
71.6
52

(f)
5.4
3.5
8.6
16.5
25.6

6. Conclusion
The results of the simulation study highlighted two main
points of the work: a) the insufficiency of network randomization methods applied directly to the correlation network
in generating networks that have the same characteristics
as the original network when the original network is indeed derived from uncoupled variables, b) the effectiveness of the proposed approach randomizing the time series
rather than the network connections in generating random
networks sharing the same characteristics as the original
network derived from uncoupled variables. The proposed
approach was developed for both unweighted and weighted
networks and for correlation thresholds set arbitrarily to
derive binary connections or aiming to preserve the same
number of binary connections as the original network. The
preservation of network characteristics was assessed by ten
network measures used as test statistics for a randomization test of significance, i.e. assessing whether the network
measure of the original network falls within the distribution
of the network measure computed on the randomized networks. The simulations on different settings of autocorrelation strengths, number of variables and time series length
showed that the proposed approach performed equally well
at the different data settings. The data settings considered
2 From the average rejection rate over network measures, measures that

reflect the conditions preserved by a method such as the average strength
or degree were exempted for this method.

in this study aimed at assessing the specificity of the proposed approach for the generation of randomized networks.
Next, we plan to test the sensitivity by repeating the same
simulation setup on coupled stochastic processes, e.g. vector autoregressive processes.
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Abstract—We compare the information transfer
measured by the symbolic entropy transfer (STE) and
a new directionality indicator based on the mutual information of transcripts (TMI), using brain recording
data, specifically local field potentials of the visual cortex and thalamus during spontaneous activity. The
comparison shows the adequacy of TMI, the interesting point being that TMI has one dimension less than
STE.
1. Introduction
The concept of transcript can be defined in any symbolic representation of time series whose symbols build
an algebraic group. In particular, the symbolic representation in ordinal time series analysis is implemented
with permutations of L elements (called ordinal patterns of length L), the algebraic representation group
thus being the symmetric group of order L. Based on
ordinal patterns and their corresponding transcripts,
one can then define some information directionality
indicators via conditional mutual informations with a
varying number of conditioning variables. These indicators have the advantage of containing one conditioning variable less than their standard counterparts,
e.g., symbolic transfer entropy and momentary sorting
information transfer. This dimensional reduction can
make a difference in time series analysis of real world
data just because they are usually short in supply.
Transcripts were introduced in [6] for characterizing
the synchronization of two coupled, chaotic oscillators.
In [1] they were used to define two complexity indices
for coupled time series. Their basic properties were
studied in [7] and [4]. The dimensional reduction of
conditional mutual informations was proved in [8] (see
below) and generalized in [4]. These results were communicated in NOLTA 2012 [2] and NOLTA 2013 [3] as
they were obtained.
The present communication is a follow-up of [2] and
[3]. Its scope is to discuss the application of transcriptbased mutual information as an information directionality indicator to real time series. Specifically, the data
are local field potentials measured at the visual cortex

and thalamus during spontaneous activity.
2. Ordinal patterns and transcripts
Suppose that {xt }∞
t=t0 is a sequence whose elements (entries, symbols,...) xt belong to a set (state
space, alphabet,...) endowed with a total ordering
‘<’. In practice {xt } is obtained by sampling an analog signal. Let T ≥ 1 be a delay time. We say
that a length-L, time delay block (vector, window,...)
vT,L (xt ) = (xt , xt+T , ..., xt+(L−1)T ) defines the ordinal
(L-)pattern π = hπ0 , ..., πL−1 i if
xt+π0 T < xt+π1 T < ... < xt+πL−1 T ,

(1)

where in case xi = xj , we agree to set xi < xj if, say,
i < j. In nonlinear time series analysis, L is called the
embedding dimension.
Alternatively we also say that the block vT,L (xt ) is
of type π, or that π is realized by vT,L (xt ), and write
π = o(vT,L (xt )). Therefore, an ordinal L-pattern (or
ordinal patterns of length L) is nothing else but a permutation of the integer numbers 0, 1,..., L − 1 showing
the ranking (according to their size) of the elements
xt , xt+T , ..., xt+(L−1)T , where t is arbitrary and L ≥ 2.
Specifically, π = hπ0 , ..., πL−1 i may be identified with
the permutation i 7→ πi , 0 ≤ i ≤ L − 1.
The set of ordinal L-patterns will be denoted by SL .
This set can be promoted to a group of order L!, called
the symmetric group of degree L, if equipped with the
product of permutations,

πσ

=
=

hπ0 , ..., πL−1 i hσ0 , ..., σL−1 i

®
σπ0 , ..., σπL−1

(2)

the inverse element being given by
π −1 = o(π0 , ..., πL−1 ),

(3)

and the unity by the identity permutation,
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id = h0, 1, ..., L − 1i .

(4)

One way of exploiting the group-theoretical structure (2)-(4) of the ordinal patterns is the following.
Given α, β ∈ SL there always exists a unique τ =
τ (α, β) ∈ SL , called transcript from the source pattern α to the target pattern β, such that
τ α = β,

(5)

®
where, according to (2), τ α = ατ0 , ατ1 , ..., ατL−1 .
When the source and target patterns are important
for the discussion, we generally write τα,β . It follows
from (5) that τβ,α = (τα,β )−1 .
As the source pattern α and the target pattern
β vary over SL , their transcript varies according to
τ (α, β) = β ◦ α−1 . Note that given τ ∈ SL there exist
L! pairs (α, β) ∈ SL × SL such that τ is the transcript
from α to β.
All this can be generalized to N ≥ 2 coupled time
series. In this case we write α1 ,..., αN for the random ordinal L-patterns obtained from the time series
{x1t }, ..., {xN
t }, respectively, and τ1,2 , ..., τN −1,N for
the corresponding transcripts τα1 ,α2 ,..., ταN −1 ,αN . The
coupling complexity index among the random ordinal
L-patterns α1 ,..., αN , denoted by C(α1 , ..., αN ), is defined as [1, 7]
C(α1 , ..., αN ) =

min H(αn ) − H(α1 , ..., αN )

1≤n≤N

+H(τ1,2 , ..., τN −1,N ),

(6)

where H(X1 , ..., Xn ) is the (Shannon) entropy of the
random variables X1 , ..., Xn . It can be proved [7, 4]
that
C(α1 , ..., αN ) = min I(αn ; τ1,2 , ..., τN −1,N ),
1≤n≤N

(7)

where

then
I(α1 ; α2 |β) = I(τα1 ,β ; τα2 ,β ).

(11)

Note that (11) equates a conditional mutual information (with three variables and (L!)3 possible values)
to an unconditioned mutual information (with two
variables and (L!)2 possible values) thanks to the use
of transcripts. This dimensional reduction can make a
difference in symbolic time series analysis if the data
sequences are short, as often happens in practice. The
Eq. (11) was generalized to multi-information functions (Studeny 1999) conditioned on an arbitrary number of random ordinal patterns in [4].
The symbolic transfer entropy is a conditional mutual information of the form considered in Theorem 1.
Perhaps for its simplicity, symbolic transfer entropy is
one of the most popular information directionality indices used with ordinal symbolic representations. Let
ξ and η be two SL -valued random variables obtained
∞
from two coupled time series {xt }∞
t=t0 and {yt }t=t0 , respectively, and let ξΛ the SL -valued random variable
obtained from {xt+Λ }∞
t=t0 , where Λ ≥ 1. The symbolic
transfer entropy from System 2 to System 1 is defined
[10] as
S
T2→1
:= I(ξΛ ; η |ξ) .
(12)
S
> 0 for some Λ if System 2 drives System 1.
T2→1
Replace α1 by ξΛ , α2 by η, and β by ξ in Theorems 1
and 2 to obtain the following result.

Corollary 1. [8] If H(ξ) ≤ H(η) and

then

C(ξΛ , η, ξ) = 0

(13)

S
T2→1
= I(τξΛ ,ξ ; τη,ξ ).

(14)

Analogously, the symbolic transfer entropy from
System 1 to System 2, is defined as

I(X1 ; X2 ) = H(X1 ) + H(X2 ) − H(X1 , X2 )

(8)

is the mutual information between the random variables X1 and X2 . Note that C(α1 , ..., αN ) ≥ 0,
and that it depends on L. It can be proved that
C(α1 , ..., αN ) is invariant under permutations of its arguments. For this and other properties of the coupling
complexity index, see [7, 4].
3. Symbolic transfer entropy and transcript
mutual information
The following theorem was proved in [8].
Theorem 1. Let α1 , α2 , β be random ordinal Lpatterns. If (i)
min{H(α1 ), H(α2 )} ≥ H(β)

(9)

C(α1 , α2 , β) = 0,

(10)

and (ii)

S
T1→2
= I(ηΛ ; ξ |η) .
S
> 0 for some Λ if System 1 drives
In this case, T1→2
System 2. Theorems 1 and 2 yield this time the following result.

Corollary 2. [8] If H(ξ) ≥ H(η) and

then

C(ηΛ , ξ, η) = 0

(15)

S
T1→2
= I(τηΛ ,η ; τξ,η ).

(16)

To detect the net information flow between the Systems 1 and 2 one can use, e.g., the difference
S
S
∆ST E (2 → 1) = T2→1
− T1→2

(17)

S
so that ∆T2→1
> 0 indicates a net information transfer
S
from System 2 to System 1, weil ∆T2→1
< 0 indicates
the contrary.
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In sum, Corollaries 1 and 2 spell out that the TMI
I(τξΛ ,ξ ; τη,ξ ) if H(ξ) ≤ H(η)
I(τηΛ ,η ; τξ,η ) if H(ξ) ≥ H(η)

(18)

may be used as information directionality indicators if
the condition (13) in the first case, and the condition
(15) in the second case, is satisfied (at least, approximately). In particular, if H(ξ) ' H(η) holds then one
can use, analogously to (17),
∆T M I(2 → 1) := I(τξΛ ,ξ ; τη,ξ ) − I(τηΛ ,η ; τξ,η ), (19)
or

I(τξΛ ,ξ ; τη,ξ ) − I(τηΛ ,η ; τξ,η )
I(τξΛ ,ξ ; τη,ξ ) + I(τηΛ ,η ; τξ,η )

(20)

under the corresponding provisos on coupling complexity coefficients. One expects H(ξ) ' H(η) at least
if the coupling is strong enough, or if both systems
have a similar entropy and their coupling is weak. As
commented before, the lesser dimensionality of TMI
as compared to STE might prevent undersampling in
short data set and improves the statistical significance
of the results in any case.
Numerical simulations show [8, 4] that the conditions on the coupling complexity indices can be generally achieved by taking the delay time T large enough.
This being the case, the question arises whether TMI,
in the appropriate form according to the entropy condition, may be used as information directionality indicator even if the pertinent condition on the coupling
complexity coefficient(s) does not hold. This question
was numerically tackled in [8], and the answer was
positive. We address the same question with real data
in the next section. Specifically, we study the local
potentials of the cortex and thalamus during spontaneous activity. See [5] for an interesting application of
transfer entropy to brain waves.
4. Applications to biomedical time series
In this section we apply the measurement of information flow directionality to data obtained during
spontaneous oscillatory activity in the recurrently connected thalamocortical loop. Such recordings consist
of simultaneous local field potentials obtained from the
visual thalamus and different layers of the visual cortex. Thalamus and cortical networks can be considered as two independent oscillators reciprocally connected. There is a debate regarding the role of the
thalamic activity on the initiation of slow oscillatory
waves, a problem that we will approached with the use
of information directionality indicators. Furthermore,
laminar recordings should allow us to explore the dominant information flow during the different stages of
cortical rhythmic activity and to compare these results

to the underlying network connectivity. The data were
obtained as in [9]. The time series are 3,968,400 points
long, corresponding to 400 sec of recording at a sampling frequency of 9921 Hz.
As for the parameter chosen to compute the symbolic transfer entropy and the transcript mutual information, L = 4 and T = 1050/9921 = 0.106 sec (about
100 times the sampling time). All directionality indicators are given in units of bit (i.e., logarithms are
taken to base 2).
To illustrate the results obtained, let System 1
(variable ξ) be the visual thalamus and let System
2 (variable η) consists of the infragranular layer V
of the visual cortex. The entropy of these two systems is H(ξ) = 4.27 ± 0.11 and H(η) = 4.41 ± 0.08,
therefore we may use the transcript-based indicator
∆T M I(2 → 1), Eq. (19), to measure the net information transfer from System 2 to System 1. Table I below
lists the average over 5 registers of ∆T M I(2 → 1)
for Λ = 0.02, 0.04, 0, 06, 0.08, 0.10 sec, i.e., for time
shifts smaller than the delay time T ' 0.10 sec. As
benchmark we take the symbolic directionality indicator ∆ST E(2 → 1), Eq. (17) with the same time
shifts. Table I lists as well the corresponding average
of ∆ST E(2 → 1) for comparison. The error margins
are the standard deviation over 5 subjects.
Λ
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10

∆T M I(2 → 1) ∆ST E(2 → 1)
0.14 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.02
0.06 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.03
0.04 ± 0.03
0.15 ± 0.04
0.02 ± 0.02
0.14 ± 0.05
0.02 ± 0.03
Table I

Comparison of ∆T M I(2 → 1) with ∆ST E(2 → 1)
in Table I shows a satisfactory coincidence of both indicators in the envisaged case of coupled systems with
similar entropies. Note that the information direction
has to do with the sign of the indicators, not with their
magnitude. Bearing this in mind, the neurological implication from Table I with either indicator is that the
layer V of the visual cortex leads the thalamus during
spontaneous activity.
A similar coincidence was found with data from
other layers of the visual cortex. This confirms the
suitability of the new indicator (19) and (20) with real
data as well.
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Abstract—In this paper, for solving min-max multiple
traveling salesman problems (min-max mTSP), we propose two heuristic methods: a tabu search with CORSSexchange and a chaotic search which controls execution of
CROSS-exchange. In earlier studies, it has already been
shown that the chaotic search shows better performances
than the tabu search for NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems. However, it is not clear that the chaotic
search is better than the tabu search for min-max type problem. The simulation results for min-max mTSP show that
the chaotic search exhibits also higher performance than
the tabu search. In addition, the chaotic search shows better performances than the conventional methods: a team
ant colony optimization algorithm and a method by using
competition-based neural network.
1. Introduction
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is one of the most
famous and well-studied NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems. In the TSP, a set of n cities and a distance
matrix D = (di j ) between cities i and j are given. A salesman starts from a city, must visit each city exactly once
and come back to the starting city. The goal of the TSP is
to find the shortest tour.
In the real world, a starting city corresponds to salesman’s oﬃce and the other cities correspond to customers
or clients. If the number of customers increases, all customers cannot be visited in a day (or within the time limit)
by a single salesman. One of the simple idea for resolving
the problem is that the customers are visited by multiple
salesmen: the customers are divided into many groups and
customers in each group are visited by a single salesman.
This traveling problem has been formulated as a multiple
traveling salesman problem (mTSP) [1, 2]. In the mTSP,
m salesmen visit a set of n cities, and each salesman starts
from a city called depot and goes back to the depot. In the
mTSP, each city must be visited exactly once by only one
salesman. Then, the goal of the mTSP is to minimize a total
length of m tours.
The general objective of the mTSP minimizes the total
length of m tours. However, it is important to consider
not only the total cost but also a cost of each salesman,
because, in a real situation, if length of one salesman is
much longer than that of the other salesmen, he feels discontented. Therefore, França et al. proposed a min-max
multiple traveling salesman problem (min-max mTSP) [3].

An objective of the min-max mTSP is to minimize a cost of
the most expensive route among all salesmen. In this paper,
we only deal with the min-max mTSP. Various algorithms
for solving the min-max mTSP have been proposed [4, 5].
Somhom et al. proposed a method by using competitionbased neural network [4] and Vallivaara have used an ant
colony optimization algorithm [5].
As for heuristic algorithms for solving the combinatorial
optimization problems, many algorithms are proposed, for
example, a tabu search [6, 7] and a chaotic search [8–14].
In earlier studies, it has already been shown that the chaotic
search shows better performances than the tabu search [9–
14]. However, it is not clear that the chaotic search is better than the tabu search for the min-max type of problem.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method by using the
tabu search and a method by using a chaotic neural networks. As a result, the chaotic search method exhibits also
higher performance than the tabu search. In addition, the
chaotic search shows better performances than the conventional methods.
2. Min-Max Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem
In a min-max multiple traveling salesman problem
(mTSP), a set of cities V = {1, 2, ..., n} ({1} is a depot),
distance di j (i, j ∈ V) between cities i and j, and a set of
salesmen K = {1, 2, .., m} are given. Each city is visited
exactly once by only one salesman. An objective of the
min-max mTSP is to minimizes the length of the most expensive tour among all salesmen. xi jk , yik , fi jk are decision
variables. When a salesman k visits a city j directly after a
city i, xi jk takes 1, otherwise 0. When a salesman k visits
city i, yik takes 1, otherwise 0. fi jk is non-negative integer
decision variables to eliminate sub tours. Using these notations, a formulation of the min-max mTSP is described as
follow:

 n n

∑ ∑
(1)
di j xi jk 
min max 
k
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j=1 j=1

s.t

m ∑
n
∑
k=1 j=2
m ∑
n
∑
k=1 h=2
m
∑

x1 jk = m

(2)

xh1k = m

(3)

yik = 1

k=1

∀i ∈ V

(4)

(5)

h=1

m ∑
n
∑

∀i, j ∈ V, ∀k ∈ K

(7)

fi1k = n − 1

k=1 i=1

f1 jk = 0

n
∑

(6)

fi jk −

fhik = yik

(10)

xi jk ∈ {0, 1}

∀i, j ∈ V, ∀k ∈ K

(11)

yik ∈ {0, 1}

∀i ∈ V, ∀k ∈ K

(12)

fi jk ≥ 0

∀i, j ∈ V, ∀k ∈ K

(13)

h=1

a( i )

j

a( j )

a( i )

(a) 2-opt algorithm

(9)

∀i ∈ V, ∀k ∈ K

j=1

a( j )

i

i

a( j )

l

a(k)

j

a( i )

k

a( l )

i

a( j )

l

a(k)

j

a( i )

k

a( l )

(8)
∀k ∈ K, ∀i ∈ V

n
∑

j

Eq.(1) represents the objective function that minimizes the
maximum length of the tour. Eqs.(2) and (3) expresses that
each salesman goes to any city from a depot and comes
back to the depot from any city. Eq.(4) represents that each
city is exactly visited by one salesman. Eqs.(5) and (6) represents that if a salesman k visits a city i, the city i is visited
by the salesman k from exactly one city h, and the salesman
goes to exactly one city j from the city i. Eqs. (7)∼(10) are
constraint to eliminate a sub-tour. Eqs. (11)∼(13) are constraint of decision variables.
3. Proposed methods
3.1. Local Search Methods
To improve length of the longest tour, we used 2-opt algorithm and CROSS-exchange. The 2-opt algorithm exchanges two paths for other two paths in the same tour
(Fig.1(a)). On the other hand, the CROSS-exchange exchanges a partial tour in one tour and a partial tour of the
other tours (Fig.1(b)). Local search methods move from a
current solution to a better solution in neighborhoods of the
current solution until an optimal or a local optimal solution
is found. In the case of the min-max mTSP, if length of all
tours after applying the CROSS-exchange is shorter than
that of the current longest tour, the current solution moves
to a new solution. However, in general, local search methods cannot find optimal solutions due to the local minimum
problem. To resolve the problem, we propose two methods:
a method by using a tabu search [6, 7] and a method by using a chaotic dynamics [8].
To overcome local optimum solutions, a current solution
must be moved to the best improved solution in the neighborhoods, even if the best improved solution is worse than
the current solution. Here, pmax is the longest tour in the
current solution. To improve the length of pmax , a partial
tour in pmax and a partial tour in other tour p are exchanged
by the CROSS-exchange. Then, after applying the CROSSexchange, pmax and p change to p̂max and p̂, respectively.
The neighborhood of the current solution satisfies the fol-

depot

fi jk ≤ (n − 1)xi jk

∀k ∈ K, ∀i ∈ V

depot

xi jk = yik

j=1

depot

n
∑

i

depot

∀k ∈ K, ∀i ∈ V

depot

xhik = yik

depot

n
∑

(b) CROSS-exchange

Figure 1: Graphical representation of local search methods.
In this example, a(i) is the next city to i. In (a), two paths
(i–a(i) and j–a(j)) are deleted from the current tour, then
new two paths, i–j and a(j)–a(i), are added. In (b), a partial
tour a(i) · · · k in one tour and a partial tour a(j) · · · l in the
others are exchanged.
lowing condition: f (pmax ) > f ( p̂max ), where f (pmax ) is the
length of pmax . The best improved solution is selected from
the neighborhoods so that ∆ = f (pmax ) − f ( p̂) is the maximum.
3.2. Tabu Search Method
The tabu search has been proposed by F. Glover as a general combinatorial optimization technique [6, 7]. One of
the essential idea of the tabu search is that a deterministic
approach can avoid a local minimum by using a list of prohibited solutions known as a tabu list. A previous solution
is added to the tabu list and is not allowed to move back to
it for a certain temporal duration called a tabu tenure. In a
proposed method by using the tabu search, the tabu list is
constructed as follows: when the CROSS-exchange is executed, a pair of cities i and j (Fig.1(b)) is memorized in the
tabu list.
The procedure of the tabu search with CROSS-exchange
is described as follows:
1. An n-city min-max mTSP is given. An initial solution
is randomly constructed and each tour is improved by
the 2-opt algorithm.
2. To minimize the length of the longest tour, the
CROSS-exchange is applied to the solution until no
further improvement can be obtained.
3. A current solution is improved by the tabu search with
CROSS-exchange.
(a) The best improved solution is selected from
neighborhoods of the current solution.
(b) An operation of the CROSS-exchange corresponding the best improved solution is executed.
The pair of cites i and j is memorized in the tabu
list. The executions of the CROSS-exchange by
using cities i and j are prohibited for τ iterations. Then, if the best solution is obtained, the
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CROSS-exchange and 2-opt algorithm are applied for the best solution until no further improvement can be obtained.
4. The 2-opt algorithm is applied to each tour.
5. Finish one iteration, and repeated the steps 3 and 4 for
suﬃciently many times.
3.3. Chaotic Search Method
In a chaotic search method (CS), execution of the
CROSS-exchange is controlled by chaotic dynamics. To
realize chaotic dynamics, we use a chaotic neural network
composed of chaotic neurons [8]. In the CS, n+mC2 neurons are needed to solve an n-city problem with m salesmen. Figure 2 shows how to construct the chaotic neural
network. Each neuron corresponds to a selection of two
cities in the CROSS exchange (Fig.1(b)). If a neuron fires,
an operation of the CROSS exchange corresponding to the
neuron is executed.
The output of the i jth chaotic neuron is defined by
xi j (t) = f (yi j (t)), where f (y) = 1/(1 + exp(−y/)), and
yi j (t) is an internal state of the i jth chaotic neuron at time
t. If xi j (t) > 21 , the i jth chaotic neuron fires at the time t,
otherwise resting. The internal state yi j (t) is decomposed
into two parts, ξi j (t) and ζi j (t). Each component represents
a diﬀerent factor to the dynamics of neurons, a gain eﬀect
and a refractory eﬀect, respectively.
The gain eﬀect is expressed as:
ξi j (t + 1)
β(t + 1)

= max{β(t) × ∆i jkl (t)}

(14)

k,l

= β(t) +

q
n
1∑

n

,

(15)

|∆i jkl (t)|

i=1

where ∆i jkl (t) is a diﬀerence between the length of a current longest tour and that of a new tour after applying the
CROSS-exchange. β(t) is a scaling parameter at time t and
increases with time t. In this way, we can gradually restrict
the search space in a similar way as the simulated annealing [15]. q is the scaling parameter of the annealing eﬀect
and n is the number of cities. To obtain the same range
of ξi j (t) for all instances, β(t) is adjusted by using values
of ∆i jkl (t) because the range of ∆i jkl (t) depends on the city
distribution of each instance.
The refractory eﬀect has a similar memory eﬀect as the
tabu search [6, 7]. The same selection of a solution can
be avoided by the refractory eﬀect. The refractory eﬀect is
expressed as:
t
∑
krd xi j (t − d) + θ
(16)
ζi j (t + 1) = −α
d=0

where α is a scaling parameter of the refractory eﬀect, kr is
a decay parameter, and θ is a threshold value. If a chaotic
neuron has fired in the past, Eq. (16) becomes negative.
Therefore, the refractory eﬀect inhibits the firing of the
chaotic neuron in response to its past firing history.
The procedure of the chaotic search is described as follows:

4
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Figure 2: How to construct a chaotic neural network to an
n-city mTSP (m = 2). In this figure, circles represent neurons. Each neuron corresponds to a selection of two cities
i and j in the CROSS exchange (Fig.1)
1. An n-city mTSP is given. An initial solution is randomly constructed and each tour is improved by the
2-opt algorithm.
2. To minimize the length of the longest tour, the solution
is improved by the CROSS-exchange until no further
improvement can be obtained.
3. A current solution is improved by the CROSSexchange driven by a chaotic dynamics.
(a) Internal state of all neurons is updated.
(b) The i jth neuron whose internal state is maximum is selected.
(c) If the i jth neuron fires (xi j (t + 1) > 21 ), corresponding CROSS-exchange is carried out. Then,
if the best solution is obtained, the CROSSexchange and 2-opt algorithm are applied for
the tour until no further improvement can be obtained.
4. The 2-opt algorithm is applied to each tour.
5. Finish one iteration, and repeated the steps 3 and 4 for
suﬃciently many times.

4. Simulations and Results
To investigate the performances of the proposed methods we solved benchmark instances: eil51, eil76, eil101,
kroA200, and fl417 [16]. These problems are used to
investigate the performances of the conventional methods: a team ant colony optimization (TACO) [5] and a
competition-based neural network (cNN) [4].
The tabu tenure of the tabu search (TS) is set to various
values. The values of parameters in the chaotic search are
set to various values. The values of parameter α in Eq.(16)
are set to between from 0.1 to 1.5 by step size 0.1. The
values of parameter kr are set to between from 0.1 to 0.9 by
step size 0.1. The values of parameters β(0) and q are set to
0.0 and 0.00005 for all instances (Eq.(15)). The values of
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Table 1: Computational results of chaotic search (CS), tabu search (TS), team ant colony optimization (TACO), and
competition-based neural network (cNN).
instance

m

Best

LS
Ave.

Best

CS
Ave.

kr )

Best

TS
Ave.

eil51

2
3
4

244
185
156

269.9
202.4
171.6

223
159
130

eil76

2
3
4

320
226
181

344.9
256.7
212.8

eil101

2
3
4

374
256
214

kroA200

2
3
4

fl417

2
3
4

TACO
Best
Ave.

Best

Ave.

224.9
161.0
131.5

(0.9,0.2)
(1.2,0.4)
(1.0,0.4)

223
159
130

224.1
161.0
130.6

7
7
3

224
159
130

224.7
163.0
131.6

247
170
136

248.7
172.0
137.3

277
193
158

283.1
196.0
160.6

(1.0,0.2)
(1.1,0.2)
(1.3,0.2)

277
193
158

281.9
196.4
160.1

5
10
4

278
194
161

281.0
199.1
163.6

289
205
159

292.0
120.5
162.8

403.1
297.4
244.4

330
225
177

336.7
232.1
181.7

(1.0,0.2)
(1.1,0.1)
(1.3,0.3)

327
226
177

336.0
231.7
180.8

20
4
6

327
226
178

330.0
227.8
181.0

340
232
187

344.7
236.0
189.7

18518
13308
10760

19975.3
14958.8
12242.3

15454
10771
8650

15778.1
11073.6
8869.8

(0.9,0.2)
(1.1,0.3)
(0.8,0.5)

15503
10795
8674

15905.0
11180.9
8894.4

33
44
17

15376
10997
8917

15499.3
11186.5
9134.4

17353
11502
10433

11532.8
9276.3
7516.8

8285
6421
5777

9107.0
7460.5
6593.4

6742
5134
4703

6898.7
5397.1
4855.5

(0.5,0.6)
(0.4,0.7)
(1.0,0.5)

6715
5229
4716

7010.6
5462.0
4875.3

43
36
37

6804
5296
4844

6962.8
5470.0
5073.8

7207
5618
5032

7266.8
5902.5
5109.5

∗ (α,

∗∗ τ

cNN

*(α, kr ) : The values of parameters α and kr when the best and the average solution are obtained by the CS.
**τ : The tabu tenure when the best and the average solutions are obtained by the TS.

parameters  and θ are set to 0.01 and 1.0, respectively. The
proposed methods is applied for 1,000 iterations, namely,
1, 000 solutions are obtained in one trial. We compared the
average length of the obtained longest tour with 30 diﬀerent
initial conditions and the results of conventional methods in
Refs. [4] and [5].
Table 1 shows the results of each method. From Table
1, the performances of the local search is improved by the
tabu search and the chaotic dynamics. The average lengths
obtained by the proposed methods are smaller than that of
the conventional methods for many instances. In addition,
CS and TS find new best result for almost all instances.
However, when the number of salesman is m = 2, TACO
obtains the best result for some instances. One of the possible reasons for the lower performance is that a method for
improving the length of a single tour is diﬀerent between
proposed methods and TACO. In the proposed methods,
the 2-opt algorithm is used. On the other hand, in TACO,
the 3-opt algorithm, which is more powerful algorithm than
the 2-opt algorithm, is used.
From Table 1, CS obtains better solutions than TS for
many instances. These results indicate that the chaotic
search is also eﬀective than the tabu search. for min-max
type of combinatorial optimization problem.

how to tune the values of parameters.
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Abstract—The quadratic assignment problem is one of
the NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems. In this
paper, we analyzed solvable performance of an adaptive local search algorithm for solving quadratic assignment problems which has similar searching characteristic to the LinKernighan algorithm for solving traveling salesman problems. We also analyzed the proposed adaptive local search
algorithm with tabu search dynamics. Using results obtained from the analysis, we proposed a new adaptive local
search algorithm with less variable depth. Evaluating the
performances of the proposed algorithms, we found that the
new adaptive local search algorithm has high performance
with less calculation costs by modified for tabu search.
1.

Introduction

In our life, we are often asked to solve combinatorial
optimization problems such as drilling problems, VLSI design, scheduling, and delivery plan problems. When we
solve these combinatorial optimization problems, one of
the most important issues is to reduce costs. If we can obtain the best solutions, we can minimize the costs. However, we cannot usually get a best solution because these
combinatorial optimization problems belong to a class of
NP-hard. Thus, it is necessary to develop eﬀective heuristic
algorithms, even though obtained solutions are not guaranteed to be best.
The quadratic assignment problem (QAP)[1] is one of
the NP-hard problems. The goal of QAP is how to find a
best assignment. It formulates various real life problems.
For example, in case of facility assignments, the goal is
how to assign facilities to each city with a minimum total cost when the flow between the facilities and distance
between the cities are given.
On the other hand, several heuristic algorithms for solving traveling salesman problem (TSP), which is a special
case of QAP, have already been proposed, such as the 2opt, the Or-opt and the Lin-Kernighan (LK) algorithms[2].
Among them, the LK algorithm is one of the most powerful
algorithms for finding superior solutions of TSP. The LK
algorithm controls the number of exchanged links λ in the
λ-opt algorithm. It realizes an eﬀective search by changing
λ adaptively during its searching processes.
We have already proposed an algorithm for solving
QAPs that has a similar searching strategy as the LK algorithm: namely the number of exchanged elements are
adaptively decided[3]. The proposed adaptive local search
algorithm has higher performance. We also introduced tabu
search strategy[6, 7] to escape from undesirable local minima, because the proposed adaptive local search algorithm
for QAPs has a steepest descent down hill dynamics, which

has a drawback of being trapped at undesirable local minima.
In this paper, we modified the adaptive local search algorithm with tabu search[3] to obtain much higher performance. We conducted numerical experiments to show
that the performance of the modified adaptive local search
algorithm is superior using the benchmark problems of
QAPLIB[1].
2.

QAP

The QAP[1] is a typical example of an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem. It includes various real life
combinatorial optimization problems. For example, TSP is
a special case of QAP.
In QAP, when two n × n matrices, a distance matrix
A = (ai j ) and a flow matrix B = (bi j ), are given, we are
asked to obtain an assignment p = {p(1), p(2), . . . , p(n)}
that minimizes an objective function where, distance ai j
means the distance between cities i and j, the flow bkl
means the flow from the facility k to the facility l. The
objective function of QAP is defined as follows
F(p) =

n ∑
n
∑

ai j b p(i)p( j) .

(1)

i=1 j=1

Although it is easy to define QAPs, it is almost impossible to get an optimal solution of QAPs. The reason is that
the number of possible assignments becomes n! for an nsize QAP, then the number of feasible solutions increases
exponentially if we use an exhaustive search. Then, it is
important to develop a good heuristic algorithm in a reasonable time frame, even though obtained solutions are not
guaranteed to be optimal.
3.

λ-exchange algorithm

The λ-exchange algorithm is one of the most typical
heuristic algorithms for searching better solutions of QAP.
It is described as follows.
Step1 Facilities are assigned to cities randomly. Let us
describe the solution as p.
Step2 λ facilities are chosen from p, and their assignments
are exchanged each other. Let us describe a solution
of the neighborhood of p as p′ . If p′ satisfies F(p′ ) <
F( p), p is updated to p′ .
Step3 Step2 is repeated until the update of p stops.
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Generally, the λ-exchange algorithm with large λ can
find superior solutions because the size of neighborhood
increases, when λ becomes large. However, if λ becomes
large, calculation costs also increase exponentially. It
means that it is almost impossible to finish a search in realistic time.

Step1 Facilities are assigned to cities randomly. Let us describe the present solution as p, and the best solution
in the past search as pbest . Then, the tabu list is initialized. A size of the tabu list is set T . The tabu list
is utilized to restrict only the choice of the cities in
Step2.

An adaptive λ-exchange algorithm with tabu search

Step2 A new iteration starts. Let us describe the new best
solution in this iteration as pite . The cities s1 and s2
are chosen from the cities ci (i = 1, 2, ..., n) that are
not stored in the tabu list which reduce the cost most
when the assigned facilities are exchanged each other.
Then, the cities s1 and s2 are stored in the tabu list.
The city s1 is a start point of the exchange. Then, a
new solution p′ by exchanging the facilities which are
assigned to s1 and s2 is obtained. Then, pite is updated
to p′ . Let d = 2. Here, d is the number of cities which
are already exchanged for the assignment of facilities
in this iteration.

4.

To overcome a computational complexity of the λexchange algorithm, we have already proposed an adaptive
λ-exchange algorithm[3]. In the proposed algorithm[3], solutions are searched by exchanging elements with changing
λ adaptively. It is implemented by deciding the number of
exchanged elements adaptively, which is a similar strategy
to the LK algorithm[2] applied to TSP.
4.1

Local search algorithm[3]

First, let us explain the adaptive local search
algorithm[4, 5] in the following.
Step1 Facilities are assigned to cities randomly. Let us describe the present solution as p, and the best solution
in the past search as pbest .
Step2 A new iteration starts. The cities s1 and s2 are chosen from the cities ci (i = 1, 2, ..., n) which reduce the
cost most when the assigned facilities are exchanged
each other. The city s1 is a start point of the exchange.
Then, a new solution p′ by exchanging the facilities
assigned to s1 and s2 is obtained. If F(pbest ) > F(p′ ),
pbest is updated to p′ . Let d = 2. Here, d is the
number of cities which are already exchanged in this
iteration.
Step3 If d = L, go to Step5. Here, L is a predefined parameter for the search depth. Then, the city sd+1 is
chosen from the cities ci (i = 1, 2, ..., n) that has not
been exchanged yet ({ci } \ {sk }(k = 1, 2, ..., d)), which
reduces the cost most when the assigned facility is exchanged with s1 . Then, the solution p′ is updated by
exchanging the facilities which assigned s1 and sd+1 .
Then, d is increased by 1.
Step4 If F( pbest ) > F(p′ ), pbest is updated to p′ . Otherwise, pbest is not updated. Return to Step3.
Step5 The present solution p is updated to pbest . If p is
not improved at this iteration, the search is terminated,
otherwise, return to Step2.
In Step3 of the proposed local search algorithm, we set
the parameter L = n. It means that we search solutions
from depth 2 to depth n adaptively in all iteration.
4.2

Introduction of tabu search[6, 7]

The main ideas of the tabu search is described as follows
among all the neighboring solutions, the tabu search moves
the proposed solution to a best solution. If there are no improving moves, the tabu search chooses a move that least
degrades the objective function. To avoid returning to the
local optimum just visited, the reverse move is now forbidden. This is realized by storing this move in a data structure
often called a tabu list.
We explain the adaptive local search algorithm with the
tabu search[3] as follows.

Step3 If d = L, go to Step5. Here, L is the parameter
for the limit of depth of solution search. Then, the
city sd+1 is chosen from the cities ci (i = 1, 2, ..., n)
except cities that has already been exchanged sk (k =
1, 2, ..., d) which reduces the cost most when the assigned facility is exchanged with s1 . Then, the solution p′ is updated by exchanging the facilities which
are assigned to s1 and sd+1 . Then, d is increased by 1.
Step4 If F( pite ) > F( p′ ), pite is updated to p′ . Otherwise,
pite is not updated. Return to Step3.
Step5 If F(pbest ) > F(pite ), pbest is updated to pite .
Next, p is updated to pite . Return to Step2.
4.3 Modification of tabu search
In Step3 of section 4.2, we set the parameter L = n.
However, if we introduce the tabu search, the value of L =
2, often appropriate.
Then, we do not fix the value of L. Namely, we varied
the value of L during the search. We used the following
definition:
⌊M⌋
,
(2)
L=1+
T
where M is the maximum number of calculating the objective functions during the search and T is the number of
calculating objective functions from the initial state to the
present state. In this paper, we set M = 1 × 106 and T increases form 0 to M during the search. If L is lager than
n, we set L = n. Then, in the first phase of the searching
process, the value of L becomes n. At the final phase of the
searching process, the parameter L converges to 2 because
M
the value of
converges to 1.
T
5. Numerical results
5.1

Results of adaptive local search

We evaluated the performance of the adaptive local search algorithm using benchmark problems from
QAPLIB[1]. For each instance, diﬀerent 100 initial solutions were prepared. We evaluated the performance of two
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local search algorithms: the 2-exchange and the adaptive
local search algorithm. To evaluate the performance, we
used the gap defined by the following equation:
found best solution − optimal solution
× 100.
optimal solution
(3)
Table 1 shows the average gaps and the number of calculating the objective functions until the search is stopped at
local minima. For all instances, the proposed local search
algorithm can find better solutions than the 2-exchange algorithm. Moreover, the numbers of calculating the objective function of the adaptive local search algorithm are almost the same as the 2-exchange algorithm. The results
indicate that the adaptive local search[3] algorithms could
find better solutions eﬃciently.
gap[%] =

Table 1: Results of average gaps [%] and the number of
calculating the objective functions during the search (N).
instance
Lipa40a
Lipa60a
Lipa80a
Lipa40b
Lipa60b
Lipa80b
Sko49
Sko56
Sko64
Sko81
Sko90
Tai40a
Tai60a
Tai80a
Tai100a
Tai40b
Tai60b
Tai80b
Tai100b

5.2

2-exchange
gap[%]
N
1.51
18,002
1.11
62,711
0.85 150,321
18.5
18,954
20.1
63,932
21.7 156,357
3.09
53,543
2.84
84,685
2.69 129,951
2.30 297,594
2.15 426,973
5.05
18,392
4.72
63,649
3.67 160,781
3.46 312,196
10.4
33,524
8.66 127,776
6.01 318,749
5.28 676,071

adaptive local search
gap[%]
N
1.45
16,290
1.04
45,531
0.79
98,545
18.0
17,096
19.7
46,262
21.3
102,415
2.48
52,070
2.20
81,312
2.05
120,102
1.70
247,296
1.63
351,138
4.51
16,655
4.21
47,759
3.27
100,605
3.01
178,868
9.10
33,781
6.00
121,278
4.53
283,466
4.01
578,063

diﬀerent 30 initial conditions were prepared. Figure 1 is
the result of the average of 30 trials.
In Tai** instances (Fig.1 (f),(g),(h),(i)), the adaptive local search algorithm with constant L found superior solutions to the 2-exchange algorithm. On the other hand, in
Lipa** instances (Fig.1 (a),(b)) and Sko** instances (Fig.1
(c),(d)), the 2-exchange algorithm found superior solutions
to the adaptive local search algorithm with constant L.
In Tai** instances (Fig.1 (f),(g),(h),(i)), the adaptive local search algorithm with variable L shows almost the same
as the performance algorithm with constant L. In addition,
in Lipa** instances (Fig.1 (a),(b)) and Sko** instances
(Fig.1 (c),(d)), the algorithm with variable L has the same
performance as the 2-exchange algorithm. These results
indicate that the algorithm with variable L can find better
solutions eﬀectively for all instances.
6. Conclusion
We proposed an adaptive local search algorithm for solving QAPs. The proposed adaptive local search algorithm
decides the number of exchanged elements adaptively. In
addition, the algorithm could be improved by the tabu
search. In this paper, we modified the proposed adaptive
local search algorithm by introducing strategy of variable
depth. Then, the modified algorithm could search solutions
more eﬀectively. Quantitative analysis by numerical experiments show that the proposed algorithm has higher performance for solving QAPs.
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Figure 1: Temporal change of gaps. Abscissae show the number of calculating the objective functions during the search.
Results by the 2-exchange algorithm with tabu search are shown by blue lines, those by the adaptive local search algorithm
with constant L are shown by black lines and those by the adaptive local search algorithm with variable L are shown by
red lines.
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Abstract—Because of the growth of the Internet users,
data packets flowing in the computer networks become
huge number, and the data packets are congested in the
computer networks. If the packet congestion occurs in the
computer networks, some packets are trapped into the congested nodes, then, these packets are delayed to be transmitted to the destinations. Further, the packets might be
removed from the computer networks in the worst case.
To overcome these undesirable problems, an efficient routing method which uses the mutually connected neural networks has been proposed by Horiguchi and Ishioka. This
routing method shows good performance for the regular
topology of the computer networks. However, the performance is degraded for the irregular topology of the networks. To improve the performance for the irregular networks, we propose a new routing method using mutually connected neural networks which considers the waiting transmitted information on the paths of the transmitted
packets in this paper. From the results of the numerical experiments, the proposed method shows better performance
than the conventional routing methods if the number of existing packets is small.
1. Introduction
In recent years, the number of users of the packet communication network such as the Internet increases by the
spread of mobile devices. The data flowing on the Internet
is divided by some pieces of information called the packets.
Then, the communication of the information in the communication networks is performed by exchanging these data
packets. If the number of flowing packets increases, the
packet congestion occurs in the network. Then, if the packets are trapped into the congested node, these packets are
delayed to be transmitted to the destinations. Further, the
packets might be removed from the computer networks in
the worst case.
There are several methods for the routing packet in the
real-world, for example, the Dijkstra algorithms[1],
Bellman-Ford algorithms[2],
Extending Dijkstra
algorithm[3] and Warshall-Floyd algorithms[4] and
so on. These routing methods show good performance if
the number of packets flowing in the computer networks

is small. However, if the number of packets flowing the
computer networks increases, the performance of these
routing methods becomes poor because these methods
only consider the shortest path information for routing
packets. Then, the packet congestion easily occurs on the
node which has many shortest paths.
In general, there are two control methods for the packet
routing strategy, the decentralized control and the centralized control. If the size of the networks becomes large, the
centralized control is not good strategy for routing packets
because the calculation cost becomes large. Then, the decentralized control is suitable for large size computer networks because the one decides the optimal routes for the
packets autonomously. As one of the efficient decentralized control routing methods, the routing method using mutually connected neural network is proposed by Horiguchi
and Ishioka[5]. This method searches the optimum path of
each packet by using the energy minimization principle of
mutually connected neural network. Further, the routing
method using mutually connected neural networks shows
good performance if the method is applied to the regular
topological computer networks. However, this method is
degraded in case of the irregular topological computer networks. Then, in this paper, to improve the performance
for the irregular networks, we propose a routing method
with mutually connected neural networks which consider
the waiting transmitted information to the destination of the
packet. We evaluate this routing method by the irregular
topological computer networks[6]. From the results of numerical experiments, the proposed method shows good performance for the irregular network if the number of packets
in the network is small.
2. Routing method using mutually connected neural
network
A model of the computer network consists of nodes and
links. Then, each packet is transmitted between the nodes
using FIFO (First-In First-Out) principle. Each node receives multiple packets simultaneously. Each node has a
buffer to store the packet. The packets are removed from
the computer networks if the packets are transmitted to the
nodes which have full of the buffer size. In addition, the
packets are also removed when the packets exceed the con-
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straint for the packet movement. The network model has
N nodes, and the node i has Ni adjacent nodes. Then, the
mutually connected neural network which has Ni neurons
is assigned to each node. Figure 1 shows an example of the
network model. In the mutually connected neural network,
the neuron il corresponds to the connection between the
node i and the node l. The routing method using the mutually connected neural network decides transmission node
by minimizing energy function defined as follows:


1






1
+
exp(−βh

il )


vil = 







 0

(if the node i is
adjacent to the node l),

(2)

(otherwise).

In Eq. (2), if the neuron il fires, the output vil of the
neuron il takes 1 and the node i transmits a packet to the
adjacent node l. Then, the internal state of the neuron il,
hil , is described as follows:

!


Nl


X


d
1


hil (t) = η 
v
(t)
q
+
1
−

jl
l




dt
bl


j,i

!
!
Ni
X
dl
− 2ξ
vik (t) − 1 .
+(1 − η) 1 −
dc
k=1

(3)

The Equation. (3) is obtained by differentiating Eq. (1)
with respect to t.
Figure 1: An example of the computer network.

3. The routing method with mutually connected neural networks considering the waiting information for
transmission
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where, bl is the buffer size of the adjacent nodes l, ql is the
number of stored packet in the buffer of the adjacent nodes
l, dl is the shortest distance from the adjacent node l to the
destination node of the packet at the node i, dc is the longest
path length in the network, η is the control parameter that
decides the priorities of the first and second terms, and ξ
is the control parameter that guarantees the uniqueness of
firing neurons.
In Eq. (1), the first term expresses the load distribution
of the adjacent nodes, and the second term the distance of
the packet from the node i to the destination. The third term
guarantees that only one neuron fires in the neural network.
Namely, the adjacent node l is easy to be selected as the
transmitting node when the distance to the destination of
the packet is short from the adjacent node l and the number
of packets in the buffer of the adjacent nodes l is small. An
internal state of the neural network is updated in the same
way as proposed by Hopfield and Tank[7]. Then, the output
of the neuron il, vil , is described as follows:

The waiting information for transmission is the accumulated number of waiting packets in the buffer of the packets in each node on the path to the destination in this paper. Then, we realized three different type waiting information, the moving average type waiting information, the
weighted average type waiting information and the exponential average type waiting information. Then, we evaluate these three different routing methods and originally
proposed routing method using mutually connected routing
method for the irregular topological computer networks.
3.1. The routing method with NN using moving average type waiting information
This method decides the transmission node of the packet
by minimizing by following energy function.

! α
!
Ni 
N X
X


1 X qd 


1−
E = −η
 vil




α
b
d 
d∈R
i=1 l=1
−(1 − η)

Ni
N X
X
i=1 l=1

!
!2
Ni
N X
X
dl
vil + ξ
vil − 1 .
1−
dc
i=1 l=1

(4)

In Eq. (4), bd is the buffer size of the node d, qd is the
number of packets in the buffer of the node d, R is set of
nodes on the shortest path from the node i to the destination
of the packet, and α is the control parameter that decides
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the acquisition range of the waiting information for transmission. Further, the internal state of the neuron il, hil , is
defined as follows:

! α
!



1 X qd 
d


hil (t) = η 
1−




dt
α d∈R bd 
!

dl
− 2ξ
dc

+(1 − η) 1 −

Ni
X
k=1

!
vik (t) − 1 .

3.3. Routing method with NN using exponential average type waiting information
This method evaluates the optimal adjacent node for
routing packets by the exponential average type waiting information. Then, the energy function defined as follow:

E = −η

(5)

i=1 l=1

−(1 − η)

The Equation. (5) is obtained by differentiating Eq. (4)
with respect to t.
3.2. The routing method with NN using weighted average type waiting information
This method evaluates the optimal adjacent node for
routing the packets by the weighted average type waiting
information. The weighted average type waiting information on the path to the destination is linearly decreased.
Then, the energy function is defined as follow:
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(6)

In addition, the weighting parameter wd is defined by the
following equation.

(8)

where kr (0 < kr < 1) is a decay parameter of the waiting
information. In addition, the internal state of the neuron il,
hil , is defined as follows:

vil

!2
!
Ni
N X
X
dl
vil − 1 .
vil + ξ
1−
dc
i=1 l=1

Ni
N X
X

(9)

The Equation (9) is obtained by differentiating Eq. (8)
with respect to t. The parameters in Eqs. (8) and (9) are
the same ones in the proposed method described in Section
3.1.
4. Numerical experiment

wd = α − (d − 1).
Further, the internal state of the neuron il, hil , is defined
as follows:

d
hil (t) = η 1 −
dt

Pα  qd

d∈R b wd
Pα d
d∈R wd

+(1 − η) 1 −

!

!
!
Ni
X
dl
− 2ξ
vik (t) − 1 .
dc
k=1

(7)

The Equation (7) is obtained by differentiating Eq. (6)
with respect to t. The parameters in Eqs. (6) and (7) are
the same ones in the proposed method described in Section
3.1.

We performed numerical experiments using the irregular
network as shown in Fig. 2. Then, we evaluate the conventional method and the proposed method by this irregular
network. The numerical experiments are conducted as follow. First, we randomly generate the packets at all nodes
in the network, and randomly assign the destination of the
packets. Each node simultaneously selects the link to route
the packet and the packet transmission to the adjacent node
is performed. We set the buffer size of every node to 100,
and limitation of the packet movement to 20. The packet
is removed when the one violates these limits. In addition,
if the packet arrived to the destination or the packet is removed, the same number of the packets that randomly decide source and destination is added in to the network. We
set β = 3.0, η = 0.5, ξ = 0.3, α = 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, and kr =
0.9 in Eqs. (1) ∼ (9). We repeat the packet transmission for
1, 000 times and average the results. The parameter α was
set to 2.0. The results of numerical experiments of irregular
network are shown in the Figs. 3 and 4.
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In Fig. 3, the horizontal axis is an average number of
packets at each node, and the vartical axis is an average
number of arriving packets. From Fig. 3, the weighted
method and the exponential method show better arrival
rate than the conventional method if the average number
of packets at each node is small. In Fig. 4, the horizontal
axis is the average number of packets at each node, and the
vartical axis is an average number of lost packets. From
Fig. 4, the weighted method and the exponential method
show lower lost packet rate than the conventional method
if the average number of packets at each node is small.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the routing method with the
mutually connected neural network which considers the
waiting transmitted information to the destination of the
packet. Then, we evaluated the routing method by numerical experiments. We confirmed that the performance of the
proposed routing method showed better performance than
the originally proposed routing method if the average number of packets at each node is small. On the other hand, the
performance of the proposed routing method is degraded if
the average number of packets at each node increases. In
future works, we propose the routing method that the performance is improved based on the knowledge of complex
network theory.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose the packet routing
method based on the mutually connected transient chaotic
neural networks. The proposed routing method based on
the mutually connected transient chaotic neural networks
is compared with the one based on the Hopfield and Tank
type mutually connected neural networks by the scale-free
networks in this paper. From the results of the numerical
simulations, the packet routing method based on mutually
connected transient chaotic neural networks shows better
performance for the scale-free networks.
1. Introduction
Recently, the data packet flows in computer networks increase because of the spread of the internet users or mobile
interface. As a result, the data packets is often lost or delayed if the data packets in the computer networks are congested. An appropriated transmission method is needed to
optimize carrying large data traffic. However, it has been
shown that the shortest path protocol commonly employed
in computer networks faces a serious challenge if the data
volume continues to increase [1][2]. Specifically, the shortest path protocol transmits data packet using only the distance information of the communication network, therefore, the routers with a large number of shortest paths are
easily congested [1]. Thus, to improve the packet routing
algorithms, NN-O (Neural Network-Original) method was
proposed for the packet routing problem [3]. This method
determines the optimal path for the packet from the source
to the destination using the mutually connected neural networks which evaluates the shortest distance of the packets to the destinations and the network congestion. The
method [3] shows good performance for the regular networks, however, the performance of the method drastically
decreases when the method is applied to the random networks or the scale-free networks [4]. Then, we proposed
the packet routing method based on the mutually connected
transient chaotic neural networks to improve performance
on the scale-free networks in this paper. In our proposed
method, each node in the computer networks has the mutually connected transient chaotic neural networks. Then, we
expected that the decentralized effect which removes the
packet congestion is realized by the chaotic dynamics of

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the mutually connected transient chaotic network.
each node. From the results of the numerical simulations,
the packet routing method based on the mutually connected
transient chaotic neural networks shows better performance
for the scale-free networks than the original routing method
[3].
2. Packet routing method based on the mutually connected transient chaotic neural networks
Horiguchi et al. proposed a method for solving packet
routing problem based on the mutually connected neural
networks [3]. In the same manner as Ref. [3], we first assign the mutually connected transient chaotic neural networks to each node. In this model, the computer network model has N nodes and the node i has Ni adjacent
nodes. The mutually connected transient chaotic neural
networks are constructed by Ni neurons. Figure 1 shows
the schematic representation of the mutually connected
transient chaotic neural networks. In Fig. 1, the node 1 has
three adjacent nodes. Then, the node 1 has the mutually
connected transient chaotic neural network which consists
of three neurons. In this transient chaotic neural network,
the neuron il corresponds to the connection between the
node i and the node l. Then, if the neuron il fires, a packet
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is transmitted to the node l from the node i.
Further, each node has buffer to store the some amount of
packets. If the packet is transmitted to the node which has
full of the buffer size, the packet is removed from the network. Also, we put the constraint on the packet movement
on the computer networks. Then, if the packet is transmitted to the nodes beyond the constraints of the packet movement, the packet is removed from the computer network. In
summary, this method has three objectives to transmit the
packet as quickly as possible as follow:

where, k is the damping factor of nerve membrane (0 ≤
k ≤ 1), α is the scaling parameter, I0 is the positive parameter, z is the self-feedback connection weight (z(t) > 0),
and β is damping factor of the time-dependent (0 ≤ β ≤ 1)
[5]. ∂E/∂vil is obtained by partially differentiating Eq. (1)
with respect to vil . Then, ∂E/∂vil is described as follows:
Nl
n
o
X
1
∂E
=−η 1−
vjl (t)
qi +
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(4)

j6=i

• To minimize the total number of packets stored at each
node.
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+ 2ξ
vik (t) − 1 .
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• To minimize the total distance from between source
nodes and the destination nodes.
3. Simulation experiments

• To transmit packet only to a single adjacent node.
Considering above objectives, we define the energy function E as follows:
E =−η
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(1)

where, η is a control parameter that decides the priorities
of the first term and second term, bl is buffer size of the adjacent node l, ql is the number of stored packets at the adjacent node l, dl is the shortest distance between the adjacent
node l and the destination of the packet in the network, dc is
the longest distance in the network, and ξ is the parameter
of guarantees the uniqueness of firing neurons. In Eq. (1),
the first term represents minimizing the number of packets
stored at the adjacent node l and second term represents
minimizing the total distance between source node and the
destination node. Further, the last term represents transmitting the packet only to a single adjacent nodes. The output
of each neuron vil is defined as follow:

vil =


1


 1 + exp(−Uil /ǫ)




0

(if the node
i adjacent to the node l),
(otherwise),
(2)

where, Uil is the internal state of the mutually connected
transient chaotic neuron il and ε is a steepness parameter
of the output function (ε > 0). If the node i is adjacent to
the node l, the internal state of the transient chaotic neuron
Uil is defined as follow:

The packet routing method based on the mutually connected transient chaotic neural network is evaluated by
the the scale-free network [6]. The computer network
has scale-free property, so to evaluate the method by the
scale-free network is important task. Also, we compare
the performance of the proposed routing method with the
one of the routing method with mutually connected neural networks [3]. The scale-free networks are constructed
is the same manner proposed by Ref. [6]. The scale-free
networks are constructed by the following procedure [6].
First, we make complete graph with m0 nodes. Then,
we put a new node with four links at every time step.
Next, we connect four links of the newly added node to
the nodes thatP
already exist in the network with probability
N
Π(ki ) = ki / j=1 kj , where ki is the degree of the node
i (i=1,...,N ) and N is the number of the nodes at the current iteration. We conducted computer simulations of the
packet routing as follows. First, the packets are generated
at all nodes randomly and destinations of the packets are
determined at random. In these simulations, the values of
parameters are set as follow [4, 5]: the number of nodes
N = 81, ξ = 0.3, η = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7, k = 0.9, α = 0.01,
z(0) = 0.08, β = 0.001, I0 = 0.65, buffer size of each
node bl = 100, the threshold of each neuron θ = 0.9 and
the limit of packet movement is set to 20. ε is set to 1/250
(proposed [5]) and 1/3 (conventional method [3]). The
routing methods are evaluated by the packet transmission
for 5, 000 times using three different values of η in Eq. (4).
To evaluate the performance of the routing method, we use
the following evaluation measure [4]:
1. Average number of arrival packets:

∂E
− z(t){vil (t) − I0 },
∂vil
z(t + 1) = z(t)(1 − β),
(3)

Uil (t + 1) = kUil (t) + α
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A=

Na
,
Ng

(5)

where Na is the number of arrival packets and Ng is
the number of generated packets in the computer networks.

2. Average number of lost packets:
L=

Nl
,
Ng

(6)

[3] T. Horiguchi and S. Ishioka, “Routing control of
packet flow using neural network,” Physica A, vol. 297,
pp. 521–531, 2001.

where Nl is the number of lost packets.
3. Average number of packets at each node:
S=

N
1 X
Si (t),
N i=1

[2] P. Echenique, J. Gomez-Gardenes, and Y. Moreno,
“Improved routing strategies for internet traffic delivery,” Physical Review E, vol. 70, 2004.

(7)

where Si (t) is the number of packets in the node i at
iteration t.
Figure 2 shows the average number of arrival packets and
the average number of lost packets of the packet routing
methods based on the mutually connected transient chaotic
neural networks (Fig. 2 (a) and (c)) and the NN-O method
(Fig. 2 (b) and (d)) for the scale-free networks. From the
results of Fig. 2, the packet routing method based on the
mutually connected transient chaotic neural networks and
the NN-O method show similar performance in the case
of the scale-free network. Both routing methods keep the
average arrival packets almost 90% if the average number
of packets at each node is less than 80. Figure 3 shows
the number of arrival packets Na and the number of lost
packets Nl of the packet routing methods based on the mutually connected transient chaotic neural networks (Fig. 3
(a) and (c)) and the NN-O method (Fig. 3 (b) and (d)) for
the scale-free networks. From the results of Fig. 3, we can
see that the packet routing method based on the mutually
connected transient chaotic neural networks is better performance than the NN-O method when the average number
of packets at each node is S is less than 60.

[4] T. Kimura, H. Nakajima, and T. Ikeguchi, “A pakcet
roueting method for complex networks by a stochastic neural network,” Physica A, vol. 376, pp. 658–672,
2007.
[5] L. Chen and K. Aihara, “Chaotic simulated annearing
by a neural network model with transient chaos,” Neural Networks, vol. 8, pp. 915–930, 1995.
[6] Albert-László and Barabási, “Emergence of scaling in
random networks,” Science, vol. 286, pp. 509–512,
1999.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the packet routing method
based on the mutually connected transient chaotic neural networks. Then, the packet routing method based on
the mutually connected transient chaotic neural network is
evaluated by the scale-free network. Also, the performance
of the proposed routing method is compare with the original routing method using mutually connected neural networks [3]. From the results of the numerical experiments,
the packet routing method based on the mutually connected
transient chaotic neural networks shows better performance
for the the scale-free networks. In future work, we analyze the effect of transient chaotic dynamics for removing
packet congestion in more detail.
References
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Figure 2: Relationship between the average number of packets at each node S, the average number of arrival packets
rate A and average number of lost packets rate L for the with scale-free networks by the packet routing method based on
transient chaotic neural networks ((a) and (c)) and the NN-O method ((b) and (d)).
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Abstract—Adaptive coupling technique has been
widely and successfully used in the research of chaos synchronization and collective dynamics in complex networks
in recent years. Also this technique has been applied to
identified parameters or topological structures in complex
networks. In this work, we, through numerical investigation of several representative examples, show that in presence of noise perturbations, this coupling technique is still
useful. We also provide a very brief outline for demonstrating the usefulness of this adaptive coupling technique in a
sense of probability one (i.e., in a physical sense). We believe that our findings will further promote the applicability
of adaptive coupling technique in the research of collective
dynamics in real complex networks.

1. Introduction
It is well known that adaptive coupling technique has
been widely and successfully used in the research of chaos
synchronization and collective dynamics in complex networks in recent years [1]-[4]. Also this technique has been
successfully applied to identified unknown parameters or
hidden topological structures in complex networks [5]. The
success of the application of this technique is attributed to
its character which does not require the explicit information
of the manipulated systems. The adaptive law is able to adjust the coupling gain to attain a suitable value at which
the synchronization to equilibrium, periodic orbit, or even
chaotic attractor can be realized.
Since the noisy perturbations are omnipresent in nature
and in manmade systems [1, 6, 7], it is thus reasonable to
import noise influence to adaptive synchronization and see
whether this importation will destroy or preserve the applicability of adaptive coupling technique in adaptive synchronization. In this work, we, through numerical investigation of several representative examples, show that in
presence of noise perturbations, this coupling technique is
still useful. We also provide a very brief outline for demonstrating the usefulness of this adaptive coupling technique
in a sense of probability one (i.e., in a physical sense). We
believe that our findings will further promote the applicability of adaptive coupling technique in the research of collective dynamics in real complex networks.

2. The model: From deterministic to stochastic couplings
To begin with, we consider the following dynamical system:
ẋt = f (xt ),
(1)
with an initial value x0 ∈ Rn . Here, the system vector field
f : Rn → Rn is a continuous function. Assume further that
f satisfies the global Lipschitz condition, or more generally, the one-side global Lipschitz condition, i.e., there exists a constant L such that: |hx − y, f (x) − f (y)i| ≤ L|x − y|2
for all x, y ∈ Rn . Here, h·, ·i represents an inner product
of two given vectors, and | · | is the Euclidean norm of a
given vector. Analogous to the configurations in the literature, once the unidirectionally adaptive coupling technique
is taken into account, i.e.,
ẏt = f (yt ) + kt (yt − xt ), k̇t = −γ|yt − xt |2 ,

(2)

a complete synchronization between xt and yt could be certainly realized according to the LaSalle invariance principle. Here, γ ≥ 0 is an arbitrary constant that could be
adjusted for getting an optimal convergence rate.
In this work, we intend to investigate whether a complete synchronization between xt and yt could be preserved
when a certain type of noisy perturbation is imported. More
precisely, instead of systems (1) and (2), we consider the
following noise-perturbed adaptive system:
dxt = f (xt )dt,
dyt = f (yt )dt + kt (yt − xt )dBt ,
dkt = γ|yt − xt |2 dt.

(3)

with an initial value (x0 , y0 , k0 ) ∈ Rn ×Rn ×R. Here, Bt is an
one dimensional Brownian motion defined on the probability space (Ω, F , {Ft }t≥0 , P), where the filtration {Ft }t≥0 satisfying the usual conditions (i.e., it is increasing and right
continuous while F0 contains all P-null sets).
3. Illustrative examples
First, we use Chua’s system as an example. Accordingly,
the noise-perturbed adaptive system is governed by the fol-
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(a)

Figure 2: Sample paths (the red line denotes the trajectory of xt and the blue one denotes yt ) in the phase space,
showing synchronized dynamics in the adaptively-coupled
Chua’s systems in presence of noisy perturbation. Here,
γ = 1.

(b)

Figure 1: Sample paths in the planes of state-variable versus time, showing divergent dynamics in the uncoupled
Chua’s system.

4. Outline of theoretical demonstration

lowing equations:
dxt = a(yt − xt − g(xt ))dt,
dyt = (xt − yt + zt )dt,
dzt = (−byt − czt )dt,
dxt0 = a(y0t − xt0 − g(xt0 ))dt + kt (xt0 − xt )dBt ,
dy0t = (xt0 − y0t + z0t )dt + kt (y0t − yt )dBt ,
dz0t = (−by0t − cz0t )dt + kt (z0t − zt )dBt ,
dkt = γ[(xt0 − xt )2 + (y0t − yt )2 + (z0t − zt )2 ]dt,

(4)

Usually, the proof for the synchronization in a dynamical system can be transformed as a stability problem on
the corresponding error dynamics. Here, we also consider
stability problem on the error dynamics of system (3). To
this end, we need to complete the following steps for validations:
1. The error dynamics cannot approach zero almost surely
before it explodes;

where


10x,



x + 9,
g(x) = 


 −2x,

Second, we consider the adaptively-coupled HindmarshRose neuron models with noise perturbations. The synchronization phenomena can be observed whenever γ is
positive or negative. It is noted that the synchronization
cannot be realized when γ is positive and the noise perturbations are not taken into account.
As a matter of fact, the adaptive synchronization phenomena can also be numerically observed in some other
representative systems with noisy perturbations, including
the Lorenz system and the Rössler hyper-chaotic system.
Due to the space limitation of this presentation, we do not
include all the numerical results for these examples.

x ∈ [0, 1],
x ∈ (1, +∞),
x ∈ (−∞, 0).

2. The error dynamics does not explode in any finite time
almost surely;

In the simulations, we take parameters as a = 10.725,
b = 10.52, and c = 0.26. Without the coupling, i.e., we set
γ = 0 and kt ≡ 0 in system (4), the synchronization cannot
be realized, as shown in Fig. 1. However, the complete synchronization could be realized numerically when we switch
on the adaptive technique in presence of the noisy perturbations, as shown in Fig. 2.

3. There is a semi-martingale decomposition for some certain form of the error dynamics. Based on this decomposition as well as on a proper decomposition for the whole
event set, we finally could get the convergence of the error
dynamics in the sense of probability one.
We will present the detailed proof at the conference and
seek somewhere else for its publication.
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[4] W. Lin, “Adaptive chaos control and synchronization
in only locally Lipschitz systems,” Phys. Lett. A, vol.
372, pp. 3195-3120, 2008.
[5] W. Lin and H. Ma, “Failure of parameter identification
based on adaptive synchronization techniques,” Phys.
Rev. E, vol. 75, 066212, 2007.
[6] C.S. Zhou and J. Kurths, “Noise-induced phase synchronization and synchronization transitions in chaotic
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Synchronized sample paths of the noiseperturbed adaptive Hindmarsh-Rose neuron models when
γ = −1 (a) and γ = −0.1 (b).
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Abstract—Diﬀering from the existed works centralize
the nodal consensus, this paper shifts its focus to the consensus taking place on the edges (i.e., edge consensus) of
complex networks and investigates the influence of network structure on its edge consensus. By transforming the
original nodal topology to its corresponding line graph, we
analyze the influence of network structure on some performances based on simulations, including the edge consensus convergence speed, edge degree distribution, and edge
assortative property.

the degree distribution of scale-free network, i.e., by changing the scaling exponent γ of its degree distribution. Based
on simulation results, we can get that the edge consensus
convergence speed increases fast as the scaling exponent γ
increases. Also, when the original network is with scaling
exponent γ ∈ (3, +∞), the edge degree distribution has an
approximate power-law tail. Moreover, it is found that the
edge assortative coeﬃcient is a decreasing function of the
assortative coeﬃcient of its original network, when its original network is heterogeneous with the scaling exponent
γ ∈ (2, 3).

1. Introduction
Consensus is a typical collective behavior which aims to
guide all agents of a group to reach a common state using
only local information. And a large number of eﬀorts have
been devoted to this interesting research field [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
Recently, with the rapid development of network science,
the problem of consensus has been extended to complex
networks and becomes one of the main focuses in network
research [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. References [9, 10]
devoted to the consensus of small-world networks, while
[11, 12, 13] turned to that of scale-free networks.
However, all the existed letters, as the references stated
above, kept their eyes on the nodal dynamics and investigated the consensus of complex networks in which consensus means all the nodes can reach an agreement. Very recently, Vicsek et al. paid attention to the edges of complex
networks in [14]. They gave a specific evolution dynamics
of the edges and compared the controllability properties of
the edge dynamics with those of nodal dynamics. Furthermore, in [15], the authors built an eﬀective edge consensus
protocol for the first time and solved the edge consensus of
complex networks.
Motivated by these two works, in this paper, we still concern the edge consensus, but switch our attention to the
influence of the network structure by taking the scale-free
networks which follow the power law degree distribution
with a scaling exponent γ between 2 and ∞ as examples.
For scale-free networks with the same number of nodes and
edges, apparently, diﬀerent degree distribution means different structure. This paper analyzes the influence of network structure on edge consensus convergence speed, edge
degree distribution, edge assortative property by changing

2. Preliminaries
Let G = (V, E) denote an undirected graph with node
set V = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vN } and edge set E = {(vi , v j )| if there
exists an edge between vi and v j }. The communication
topology( of )the network is described by the adjacent matrix A = ai j ∈ RN×N , where
{
ai j = a ji =

= 1, if (vi , v j ) ∈ E;
= 0, otherwise.

(1)

On the basis of the nodal topology adjacent matrix A,
at first, we will present how to get the corresponding edge
topology from the original nodal topology by virtue of line
graph [17, 18]. Before moving on, it is worthy to know that
two edges are neighboring edges if they have a common
ending node [15]. For an undirected graph G = (V, E), the
evolution of an undirected graph to its line graph can be
divided into two steps: (i) we focus on the edge set E and
transform the all the edges (vi , v j ) ∈ E into nodes denoted
as i j and named as freshly generated nodes; (ii) add an edge
to the two freshly generated nodes if their corresponding
original edges in E are neighboring edges. The detailed
description can consult reference [15].
The edge consensus protocol is [15]:
xi j (k + 1) =
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+


[
]
 ∑
xi j (k) + ε s∈N(i) ais xis (k) − xi j (k)

[
] 
∑
, ∀(v , v ) ∈ E,
i j
s∈N( j) a js x js (k) − xi j (k) 

(2)
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Figure 1: Second largest eigenvalue of P as a function of γ.

max{
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Figure 2: Edge consensus convergence speed of the SF network as a function of γ.

where xi j represents the dynamics of the edge (vi , v j ), ε > 0
is the step size and N(i) = { j|(vi , v j ) ∈ E} is the neighboring
set of node i.
As stated in reference [15], if the step size ε > 0 satisfies
1

2

(3)

−3

10

−4

10

−5

10

and the original nodal topology is connected, protocol (2)
can guarantee the edge consensus. We can prettify Eq. (2)
to the matrix form as
X(k + 1) = PX(k),

(4)

0

10

4

10

10

−2

10

pk

(5)

3. Main results

3

10

edge degree distribution

−1

By [16], the convergence speed of (4) is determined by
the second largest eigenvalue of P, λ2 (P). Moreover, the
smaller the λ2 (P) is, the faster the consensus converges.
In what follows, we will study some performance of the
edges of scale-free networks from the perspective of structure.

2

10
k

Figure 3: The edge degree distribution when its original
network with scaling exponent γ = 2.1.

and P is a double stochastic matrix. Define the initial value
of X as X(0), one has
X(k) = Pk X(0).
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Figure 4: The edge degree distribution when its original
network with scaling exponent γ = 2.5.

To explore the influence of network structure, we consider an undirected and unweighted scale-free (SF) network
which follows a power law degree distribution with a tunable scaling exponent γ ∈ (2, ∞) [19, 20, 21].
In the simulations, the number of nodes is N, the initial
edge number is m0 , the edge number connecting from the
new node to the old nodes is m.

consensus. Figure 2 shows that the time steps required to
achieve consensus also decreases with the increasing scaling exponent γ and this result is in accordance with the
change trend of λ2 (P). Here the consensus is achieved if
max(vi ,v j )∈E − min(vi ,v j )∈E ≤ 0.001. These two figures illustrate that the edge consensus convergence speed is the increasing function of the scaling exponent γ of the original
nodal network.

3.1. Influence of network structure on edge consensus
convergence speed

3.2. Influence of network structure on edge degree distribution

This subsection presents the edge consensus convergence speed of scale-free networks with diﬀerent degree
distribution. We take N = 500, m0 = 3, m = 3 and the
simulation results are averaged over 50 realizations.
Figure 1 shows that the second largest eigenvalue of
P, λ2 (P), is a decreasing function of the scaling exponent γ, which means that the more homogeneous the original network, the faster the convergence speed of edge

At first, it should be stated that the edge degree distribution of a network is the degree distribution of its corresponding line graph. Under this statement, some simulations are presented to display the edge degree distributions
of scale-free networks. Here N = 5000, m0 = 3 and m = 3.
Figures 3–7 show the edge degree distributions of scalefree networks with diﬀerent scaling exponent γ. From all
these figures, we can gain that:
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Figure 6: The edge degree distribution when its original
network with scaling exponent γ = 6. The dashed line
have slope γedge = 2.48.

Figure 9: The relationship between ξ and ζ when its original network with scaling exponent γ = 2.9.
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Figure 7: The edge degree distribution when its original
network with scaling exponent γ = 10. The dashed line
have slope γedge = 2.82.
• (i) for γ ∈ (2, 3), as shown in figures 3, 4, 5, the edge
degree distribution does not emerge distinguished
feature;

• (ii) for γ ∈ (3, ∞), the edge degree distribution has an
approximate power-law tail, as shown in figures 6, 7.

In a word, the edge degree distribution of a scale-free
network is aﬀected by the structure of its original network.
For a heterogeneous original network with scaling exponent γ ∈ (2, 3), the edge degree distribution has no obvious
feature; whereas for an approximative homogeneous original network, that is the original network with scaling exponent γ > 3, the edge degree distribution has an approximate
power-law tail.

Figure 10: The relationship between ξ and ζ when its original network with scaling exponent γ = 3.3.
3.3. Influence of network structure on edge assortative
property
The edge assortative property of a network means the
assortative property of the line graph of its original network. For the network has degree correlation, assortative
coeﬃcient or disassortative coeﬃcient is another important
measure of complex network to further depict its degree
correlation. The objective of this subsection is to demonstrate the relationship between the assortative property of
the original scale-free network ξ, and its edge assortative
property ζ.
In this subsection, N = 500, m0 = 3, m = 3. Figures 8,9,10 show that the edge assortative coeﬃcient ζ is
a roughly decreasing function of that of its original scalefree network ξ, when the network is heterogeneous with
γ ∈ (2, 3). Here, we can not obtain the specific lower bound
of the scaling exponent γ but only get this property from the
simulations. What’s more, the edge assortative coeﬃcients
of scale-free networks are always positive, that is the net-
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work corresponds to the line graph is always assortative, no
matter its original network is assortative or not.
4. Conclusions
This paper explores the influence of network structure
on edge consensus by taking the scale-free networks with
diﬀerent degree distribution as examples, and finds out the
relation of the edge consensus convergence speed and the
scaling exponent γ of the degree distribution. Similarly,
the influence of network structure on edge degree distribution and edge assortative property are discussed and some
interesting results are obtained.
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Abstract—Complex network methods have released
their talents in social network analyses with statistic
topological metrics.
In reality, social contacts are
dynamic and evolving. Nowadays they can be recorded
by ubiquitous electronic information technologies, and
generated into temporal social networks to provide new
vision in social reality mining. Here, we define circle
link to quantitatively analyze the contextual relationship
in three empirical temporal social networks, and find that
two persons having frequent consecutive interactions with
a common friend trend to be close. Finally, we present
a heuristic link-mining method based on circle link and
acquire acceptable results.

prior knowledge circumstance.
2. Datasets
Three datasets are used in our research, where two of
them are face-to-face contacts records obtained during the
ACM Hypertext Conference in Torino and the INFECTIOUS: STAY AWAY art-science exhibition at the Science
Gallery in Dublin [8]. The third one is a co-appearance
list derived from the Campus Wi-Fi login records in Fudan
University [9]. We refer these three networks as HT, SG
and WF respectively, and extract first three days from
each dataset to generate the corresponding temporal social
networks, whose detailed properties are shown in Table 1.

1. Introduction
In the past decades, we have witnessed fruitful and
exciting advances in studies of complex, large-scale social networks. Many methods have been brought up
for predicting social relationships [1] or modeling social
network structure [2], based on topological information
of network. Recently, the developments in sensing and
storage technologies have promoted the appearance of
many large-scale human behavior data with high temporal
resolution. As a consequence, a new complex network
concept, namely Temporal Networks, has been presented
[3]; new methods using temporal information have been
proposed for social network analysis, such as closeness
recognition [4] and interactive patterns modeling [5]. A
nascent interdisciplinary area, temporal social network, is
coming to the stage.
Inspired by the work of Song et al. [6] about the
predictability of human mobility, Takaguchi et al. [7] quantified the predictability of one’s contact partners in face-toface networks using mutual information. They declare that
knowing the current partner decreases the uncertainty about
the next partner by a large percentage. Here we define
this contextual relationship between the current partner
and the next partner as Circle Link, implying the potential
social circles. Quantitative analyses of three empirical
social networks show that there is no universal memory
mechanism beneath the contextual relationship, and two
persons having frequent consecutive interactions with a
common friend trend to be close. Based on the latter, we
present a heuristic local link-mining method for the limited

Table 1: Properties of all temporal social networks
Dataset
HT

SG

WF

Nodes

Records

Edges

Sparsity

day1

100

3460

946

5.93e-04

day2

102

3510

1062

7.14e-04

day3

97

2895

926

8.39e-04

day1

200

2684

714

7.92e-04

day2

204

2770

739

7.61e-04

day3

186

2467

615

7.39e-04

day1

1120

12833

10346

0.0120

day2

2250

25772

21637

0.0067

day3

1906

15798

13744

0.0057

Each network can be presented as a list of conversation
events, specified by two participants, the start time and the
duration. Individual contact list can be selected and ordered
by the start time as shown in the left panel of Fig.1. The
weight of a link between two person, WL , is defined as the
number of contacts between them (see Fig.1 upper right
part).
We apply the definitions [7] of the uncorrelated entropy,
∑
Hi1 = − j∈Ni Pi ( j) log2 Pi ( j), and the conditional entropy,
∑
∑
Hi2 = − j∈Ni Pi ( j) l∈Ni Pi (l| j) log2 Pi (l| j) in all temporal
social networks (where Ni is the set of ego i’s partners/neighbors, Pi ( j) represents the historical probability
that ego i contacts partner j, and Pi (l| j) represents the
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C at the time t1 , t2 and t10 , t11 , the weight of the circle link
between B and C indicated by clA (B, C) is 2 (see the lower
right part of Fig.1). We can also define the weight of circle
link in network level as follows:
∑
i
WCL ( j, l) ≡
WCL
( j, l)
(2)
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where V is the set of all nodes.
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4. Results
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Figure 1: The illustrations of Circle Link
conditional probability that ego i contacts partner l after a
contact with partner j). In contrast to the results of [7], the
distributions of conditional entropies in SG and WF do not
approximate normal distributions (Fig.2).

S CRi ≡

20
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(3)

≡

S CRi
S CRi
=
.
null
1/|N
S CRi
i|

(4)

We averaged mi0 over all nodes and calculated its mean
value m0 in empirical datasets. Table 2 shows that in a
conference, people do contact with a memory mechanism
(m0 > 1 for HT), while they do not at a gallery setting
(m0 ≈ 1 for SG). Moreover, in a co-appearance network
people tend to repel their current partner when choosing
their next one (m0 ≤ 0.65 for WF). Furthermore, m0
is time invariant within a dataset, indicating the memory
or inverse-memory mechanism is only determined by the
contexts of social contacts.

H i in day1

800

0

mi0

4

1
H i in day1

WF

1000

j, l ∈ Ni ,

where Ni is the set of ego i’s partners.
We apply the null hypothesis that an ego contacts his
or her partners without a memory mechanism, where
= 1/|Ni |, and define the ratio mi0 between S CRi
S CRnull
i
as follows:
and S CRnull
i

30

0

|cli ( j, j)|
,
|cli ( j, l)|
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number of individuals

The definition of circle link doesn’t repel a self-loop
phenomenon. An individual can be circle linked to himself
or herself, like individual D in the right panel of Fig.1. We
define the following Self Circle Rate (SCR) to represent
the percentage of self circle links among all circle links
observed by the ego:

40

30

0

4.1. Self Circle Link Phenomenon

in day2
in day2
in day3
in day3

8

Figure 2: Distribution of entropies in three datasets

3. The Definition of Circle Link

Table 2: m0 in temporal social networks

Fig.2 shows that the conditional entropy is smaller than
the corresponding uncorrelated entropy in all networks,
confirming the conclusion in [7] that knowing the current
partner decreases the uncertainty about the next partner.
Therefore we define Circle Link to further analyze this
contextual relationship quantitatively. The weight of a
circle link between two persons is defined as the times of
consecutive contacts happen with common friend.

Dataset

day1

day2

day3

HT

1.8794

1.9596

1.5307

SG

0.8308

0.7573

0.7497

WF

0.6517

0.5587

0.3470

(1)

4.2. Strength and Clustering Coeﬃcient of Social Ties
Correlated with Circle Link Weights

As shown in the left panel of Fig.1, since the person A has
two consecutive contacts with his or her two partners B and

In the aggregated version of temporal social networks,
the weights of edges represent the strengths of social

i
WCL
( j, l) ≡ |cli ( j, l)|
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Table 3: Pearson correlation coeﬃcient of weight of circle
links and other network metrics

HT

SG

WF

ρ(WL , WCL )

ρ(CC L , WCL )

day1

0.7390

0.2851

day2

0.7292

0.2382

day3

0.5583

0.2248

day1

0.7031

0.4682

day2

0.7170

0.3971

day3

0.6993

0.4833

day1

0.5935

0.7532

day2

0.5079

0.7745

day3

0.5547

0.7701

5. Relationship Prediction Method
The positive proportion between WCL and WL reveals the
feasibility of link-mining among a person’s neighborhood

1
max(BC L /BC max
)
L

ties. Here we use the Pearson correlation coeﬃcients ρ
to characterize the correlation between the strengths of
social ties and temporal patterns. Table 3 shows that
in all temporal social networks, the Pearson correlation
coeﬃcients ρWL ,WCL between the weight of edges WL and
the weight of circle links WCL have relative high values
ρWL ,WCL > 0.5, indicating that two vertices frequently
consecutively contact with their common neighbor have
dense edges between them. Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows
that the weights of circle links are inversely proportional to
the corresponding link betweenness centralities, indicating
that the vertices with strong circle links are in the dense
local network. These are closely related to Granovetter’s
hypothesis that states that in social networks dense edges
have on average higher weights [10]. However, in addition
to having higher weights, we find that dense edges are more
commonly related to “continuous group talk”, temporal
patterns involving three individuals.
Furthermore, we apply the definition of edge clustering coeﬃcient [11] CC L (i, j) = nC (i, j)/nT (i, j) , where
nC (i, j) is the number of common neighbors of individual
i and individual j, nT (i, j) is the total number of vertices neighbored individual i or individual j. The high
edge clustering coeﬃcient represents dense overlaps of the
corresponding two vertices’ neighborhoods. As shown
in Table 3, the Pearson correlation coeﬃcients ρCC L ,WCL
between link clustering coeﬃcients and weights of circle
links have relative low values ρCC L ,WCL < 0.5 in two faceto-face networks, but relative high values ρCC L ,WCL > 0.5 in
human indoor interaction network, indicating “continuous
group talk” involving more than three individuals exits in
human indoor interaction network, but not in two face-toface networks.

HT day1
SG day1
WF day1

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

0.2

0.4
W

0.6
CL

0.8

1

/Wmax
CL

Figure 3: Counter-relationship between WCL and BC L
according to his or her contact list. Here we use the weights
i
of circle links observed by the ego i, WCL
, as the predictor
i
of potential links, where WCL > 0 represents there exists
a potential link and vice verse. The weights of edges
in weighted social networks WL are used to testify the
predictor, where WL > 0 indicates there exits a contact
in real, and vice verse. Therefore, Table 4 shows four
classifies of results in our prediction method.
Table 4: The classifies of results in relationship prediction
method

i
WCL
i
WCL

WL > 0

WL = 0

>0

True Positive(TP)

False Positive(FP)

=0

False Negative(FN)

True Negative(TN)

Precision (T P/(T P + FP)) and recall (T P/(T P + FN))
are used to quantify the exactness and completeness of
our method. Table 5 shows that our method performs
well in all temporal social networks, giving the evidence
that it is possible to observer the structure of a large-scale
social network by locating a few sensors and analyzing
their temporal interaction data. The well performance of
our method can be intuitively contributed to high positive
correlation between the predictor WCL and the tester WL .
Moreover, high precision is also caused by high positive
correlation between the predictor WCL and the edge clustering coeﬃcient CC L when comparing Table 3 with Table
5. Another possible factor is the clustering coeﬃcient of
the network. It has been testified in our previous work [12]
that the clustering coeﬃcient of nodes in WF is larger
than those of face-to-face networks. We further defined
the Circle Rate for each node (CRi ), which decides the
precision of out method
∑
i
j,l∈Ni , j,l (WCL ( j, l) ∗ logical(WL ( j, l)))
CRi ≡
, (5)
∑
i
j,l∈Ni , j,l WCL ( j, l)
where logical(WL ( j, l)) is 1 when WL ( j, l) > 0, and it is
0 when WL ( j, l) = 0. T-test results as shown in Table 6
give the evidence that CRi and CCi mostly have same mean
within a network, i.e. high precision is possibly caused by
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high clustering phenomenon in temporal social networks.
Finally, the recall of one face-to-face network (SG) is two
times larger than that of the other face-to-face network
(HT), which is because that people are more temporally
clustered in former network [8].
Table 5: The precision and recall of our method in all
temporal social networks*
Dataset
HT

SG

WF

Precision

Recall

day1

0.5023

0.2650

day2

0.4781

0.2374

day3

0.4413

0.2563

day1

0.5322

0.5669

day2

0.5501

0.5806

day3

0.5681

0.6483

day1

0.8484

0.2537

day2

0.7824

0.2491

day3

0.7788

0.2896
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day1
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Abstract—In this paper we describe a method for optimising the performance of communication networks from
a network science perspective. For eﬃcient and reliable
data transmission, the traﬃc load should be as uniformly
distributed as possible in the network and the average
distance travelled by the data should be short. With a fixed
network topology, the traﬃc load distribution and the node
usage probability are determined by the specific routing
algorithm. In this paper we apply a simulated annealing
algorithm to find the near-optimal configuration of routing
paths, which eﬀectively balances traﬃc loads and improves
the overall traﬃc performance.
1. Introduction
Digital networked technologies play an essential role in
our daily life, and the rapid development of society has
inevitably escalated traﬃc congestion in many communication networks. In the past decades, the study of traﬃc
congestion has attracted much attention from the physics
and engineering communities.
In digital transmission, the data is presented as “packets” and transmitted through a set of relay nodes in the
network [1]. Much previous work has shown that the
underlying network structure is highly relevant to the traﬃc
performance of the networks [2, 3]. When the topology
of network is fixed, the routing algorithm determines the
path for each packet to reach its destination from its
source. Thus, the routing method plays a deciding role in
relating the structure of a network with its ultimate traﬃc
performance.
Shortest path (SP) routing is a widely used algorithm in
many real communication networks because of its simplicity and eﬃciency. Empirical studies have demonstrated that
many real-life communication networks such as Internet
are heterogeneous networks and exhibit small-world and
scale-free topological properties [4,5]. However, in heterogeneous networks, shortest path (SP) routing strategy leads
to high traﬃc loads at some hubs in the network, causing
congestion of the whole network.
To avoid high traﬃc congestion in hubs and improve
the the eﬃciency and reliability of information flow, a
number of routing algorithms were proposed, such as the
traﬃc awareness algorithm [6], the degree-based routing

algorithm [7], the local routing algorithm [8], and so
on [9–11].
In our previous work [12], we have shown that for eﬃcient and reliable data transmission, the traﬃc load should
be as uniformly distributed as possible in the network and
the average distance traveled by the data should be short.
We introduce the node usage probability as an eﬀective
metric for characterizing the traﬃc load distribution and
how frequently a node is chosen to relay packets in a
network. Based on the concept of node usage probability,
we design a simulated annealing algorithm to find the
near-optimal configuration of routing paths, which can
eﬀectively balance the node usage and keep the average
distance relatively low.
2. Communication Network Operation
2.1. Operation Model
Empirical studies have revealed that many kinds of realworld communication networks are scale-free. In this
paper, we adopt the widely used BA scale-free network
model to construct the scale-free network.
In the network, all nodes can work as either hosts
or routers to generate or forward packets. Packets are
generated by the nodes and sent through the links one hop
at a time until they reach the destinations. Also, each node
in the network has an infinite buﬀer to store the packets
waiting for processing. Then, the data traﬃc operates as
follows:
1. Packet generation: At each time step, new packets are
generated. The average number of generated packets
by each node is λ, which is defined as the generation
rate of each node. When a packet is generated, its
destination is randomly chosen from the rest of the
network. The newly generated packets are put at the
end of the buﬀer of the source.
2. Packet transmission: The transmission rate for node
i is R(i) packets. Packets already arrived at their
destinations are released from the buﬀer. At each time
step, the first R(i) packets of node i are forwarded
to their destinations by one step according to the
routing algorithms which we will describe in detail in
Section 3.
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4

2.2. Critical Point and Concept of Node Usage Probability

18

In irregular networks, especially some heterogeneous
networks like the scale-free and Internet-like networks,
nodes have various degrees and varying importance. To
indicate how frequently a node is chosen as a router
under a specific routing algorithm, we define node usage
probability U(i) for node i as
∑
σuw (i)

14

u,w∈V,
u,w,i

U(i) = ∑ ∑
j∈V

u,w∈V,
u,w, j

σuw ( j)

,

Therefore, we have
(3)

j∈V

And the average transmission distance D̃ can be approximate as
∑
C( j)
j∈V
D̃ ≈
(4)
N(N − 1)
where N is the total node number in the network.
Previous studies [13, 14] have shown that there exists a
phase transition point from a free state to a congestion state.
To ensure reliable data transmission, it is necessary to keep
the network in the free state. Here we define the critical
generation rate λc , where the phase transition occurs, as an
indicator of the network throughput.
If λ < λc , the network reaches a steady state when
the numbers of packets generated and successfully arrived
are balanced. In this case, very few packets are dropped.
If λ > λc , packets accumulate in some nodes and traﬃc
congestion occurs.
In our previous work [12], we have derived analytically
the λc in terms of the node usage probability, average distance of the communication paths and allocated resources
as follows,
R(i)
λc = min
,
(5)
i∈N D̃U(i)N
where R(i) is the transmission rate of node i.
If each node in the network has the same transmission
rate, the nodes with highest node usage probability will be
the first to get congested, and the critical generation rate λc
can be simplified as
λc =

R
,
D̃Umax N

Cmax

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

u,w∈V,
u,w,i

C(i)
U(i) = ∑
C( j)

16

(1)

where V is the set of all nodes in the network, σuw (i) is
define as 1 if node i lies on the path between nodes u and w
under a specific routing algorithm, and as 0 otherwise.
The total number of paths that pass through node i,
denoted by C(i), can be expressed as
∑
σuw (i)
(2)
C(i) =

(6)

x 10

0

1

2

3
t

4

5

6
6

x 10

Figure 1: Cmax vs time step t in the optimizing process of
the SA algorithm.
where R is the transmission rate of each node and Umax is
the maximum value of U(i).
As shown in (6), with uniformly allocated network
resource,
1
λc ∝
,
(7)
D̃Umax
With (3) and (4), we have
D̃U(i) ≈

C(i)
N(N − 1)

(8)

Therefore, a larger Cmax , which is defined as the maximum value of C(i), implies a larger Umax D̃ and a smaller
λc .
3. Routing Strategy
From (1), we can see that, with the fixed network
topology, the traﬃc load distribution and the node usage
probability are determined by the selected routing algorithm. Therefore, we aim to find the optimal configuration of
routing paths to make Cmax as small as possible. However,
in a large and irregular network like the scale-free network
we consider here, finding the optimal configuration of
routing paths by evaluating all possible paths between each
pair of nodes in the network is infeasible. The problem of
finding all possible paths between two nodes in the network
was proven to be non-deterministic polynomial-time (NP)
hard [15].
Therefore, in this paper, we propose to use a nature
inspired algorithm, namely, simulated annealing (SA), to
find a near-optimal solution of this problem. The procedure
of the algorithm is as follows,
0
1. Start from an initial solution, S 0 . Calculate the Cmax
best
and set the best solution as S best = S 0 and Cmax =
0
Cmax
. Here for fast convergence, we start from the
shortest path routing. Set the system time t = 1 and
epoch count k = 1;
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4. For high-quality solution, the iteration time should be
best
is unchanged in the latest
long enough. If the Cmax
10000 steps, we stop. If not, set t = t + 1 and go to
step 2.
The parameter T must be carefully selected since the
values of parameters may have a significant influence on
the performance of the algorithm [16]. At the start of the
algorithm, the value of T should be set large enough to
make the initial probability of accepting new solution be
close to 1 [17]. Then T is gradually decreased by a cooling
function during the optimizing process. Here we adopt
a simple cooling function which changes T to αT after
every L epoch count, where α and L are control parameters
called cooling ratio and epoch length, respectively. In our
simulations, the values of α and L are given by the method
proposed in [16].
For performance comparison, we implement two other
algorithms, namely, shortest path routing and minimum
degree routing algorithms.
Shortest path (SP) routing is a widely used algorithm
in many real communication networks because of its simplicity and eﬃciency. A shortest path refers to the path
with minimum hops from the source to the destination.
However, in heterogeneous networks, packets are more
likely to pass through the high degree nodes under SP
routing, thus causing congestion of the whole network.
Minimum degree (MD) routing strategy proposed by Yan et
al. [7] aims to minimize the sum of the degrees of all nodes
in the path. This algorithm can systematically avoid the
high degree nodes in the network and eﬀectively improve
the overall network performance. If more than one paths
are calculated by SP or MD routing, we randomly choose
one.
In our simulations, the number of nodes N = 1000, the
mean value of node degree k = 5.98, the transmission rate
per time step R = 5 packets/step.
Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show that the node usage probability
U(i) is related to the node degree and selected routing
algorithms. When SP routing is adopted, high degree nodes
tend to have a high node usage probability as they are
chosen as routers more frequently. Moreover, SP routing
has the shortest average distance as indicated in Table 1.
Under MD routing, the packets will systematically avoid
the high degree nodes in the network and the maximum

BA scale−free, SP routing
0.05
node usage probability

t
best
3. If Cmax
< Cmax
, then we accept the new routing
best
t
path and set S best = S t and Cmax
= Cmax
. If
t
best
Cmax ≥ Cmax , we accept the new configuration with
the probability e−∆/T , where T is a control parameter
t
best
called temperature and ∆ = Cmax
− Cmax
. If the new
configuration is accepted, set k = k+1. Otherwise, the
algorithm goes back to step 2 and keeps k unchanged.
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Figure 2: Node usage probability versus node degree under
SP routing algorithm.
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2. Randomly pick a pair of source and destination and
change the routing path between them randomly. Denote this new configuration as S t , and calculate the
t
Cmax
.
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Figure 3: Node usage probability versus node degree under
MD routing algorithm.

value of node usage probability under MD is much lower
than that under SP routing (see Table 1). However, under
MD routing, the high degree nodes are rarely used (see
Fig. 3), thus increasing the average transmission distance
(see Table 1) in a large scale.
As shown in Fig. 4, under SA algorithm, the upper edge
of the node usage probability is quite well-defined and
the nodes with a relatively high node usage probability
are spread over a very wide degree range, compared with
SP and MD routings. From Table 1, we observe that
SA method can eﬀectively reduce maximum node usage
probability and keep the average distance relatively low.
Although the Umax of SA algorithm is slightly larger than
that of MD algorithm, the λc of SA routing is still the best
thanks to its much shorter D̃ than MD routing.
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[4] R. Albert and A.-L. Barabasi, “Statistical mechanics
of complex networks,” Rev. Mod. Phys., vol. 74,
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“Eﬃcient routing on complex networks,” Phys. Rev.
E, vol. 73, 046108, 2006.
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Figure 4: Node usage probability versus node degree under
SA routing algorithm.
Table 1: Maximum node usage probability Umax , average
transmission distance D̃, and critical generation rate λc
under SP, MD and SA routing algorithms
Parameter
Umax
D̃
λc

SP
0.0511
3.477
0.028

MD
0.0033
5.090
0.298

SA
0.0034
3.610
0.407

[8] W. X. Wang, B. H. Wang, C. Y. Yin, Y. B. Xie, and
T. Zhou, “Traﬃc dynamics based on local routing
protocol on a scale-free network,” Phys. Rev. E,
vol. 73, 026111, 2006.
[9] B. Tadić, S. Thurner, and G. Rodgers, “Traﬃc on
complex networks: Towards understanding global
statistical properties from microscopic density fluctuations,” Phys. Rev. E, vol. 69, 036102, 2004.
[10] W. X. Wang, C. Y. Yin, G. Yan, B. H. Wang,
“Integrating local static and dynamic information for
routing traﬃc,” Phys. Rev. E, vol. 74, 016101, 2006.
[11] X. Ling, M. B. Hu, R. Jiang, and Q. S. Wu, “Global
dynamic routing for scale-free networks,” Phys. Rev.
E, vol. 81, 016113, 2010.

4. Conclusion
For eﬃcient data transmission, the traﬃc load should be
as uniformly distributed as possible in the network and the
average distance traveled by the data should be short. We
therefore design a simulated annealing algorithm to find
the near-optimal configuration of routing paths, which can
eﬀectively balance node usage in the network and keep
the average distance relatively low. We evaluate the performance of the proposed simulated annealing algorithm
with that based on shortest path (SP) and minimum degree
(MD) routing. Simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm can eﬀectively balance traﬃc load and improve
the network throughput.
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Abstract– Free trade agreements have proliferated
since the mid-1990s. This paper aims to analyze the
evolutionary mechanism of global FTAs network based on
the complex network science. Firstly, a network structure
was set up through the relevant statistical data, followed by
the analysis of its statistical properties. Secondly, with the
econometric model, the properties of FTAs network, in
addition to traditional geographic and economic
determinants, are found to have an important impact on the
formation of FTAs. Thirdly, models are revised to include
institutional, cultural and historical determinants, which
prove to be robust to various econometric specifications.
Finally, the conclusion is presented.
1. Introduction
Since the mid-1990s, regional trade agreements have
proliferated rapidly across the world. Not only have the
FTAs been concluded with adjacent countries, but a large
number of them have broken the regional boundaries,
showing a network development trend.
Up to now, many literatures focus on the motivation for
the FTAs formation from the perspective of welfare effect.
Viner (1950), Kemp and Wan (1976), Baldwin (1997),
Panagariya and Krishna (2002) analyze the potential trade
creation, trade diversion and welfare distribution effect
arising from the formation of FTAs or customs unions.
Besides national welfare, political pressure also needs to
be taken into consideration for the government to make
economic decisions. Grossman and Helpman (1995), Levy
(1997), Krishna (1998), Maggi and Rodriguez (2007),
Sheng Bin (2007) emphasize the impact of interest groups
on concluded FTAs as they lobby the government through
the establishment of political and economic frameworks.
In addition, Fernands and Portes (1998), Li (2003, 2008),
Sun (2008) elaborate some non-traditional incentives such
as maintenance of the coherence of economic policy,
signal and obtaining of insurance, enhancement of the
bargaining power, establishment of a coordinated
mechanism, service for stable market access, the national
security and diplomatic strategies.
The empirical literature on the formation mechanism of
FTAs is first proposed by Baier and Bergstrand (2004). In
their work, the economic and geographic determinants of
FTAs are systematically analyzed, including location
among countries, economic sizes and differences and
capital-labor ratios. The impact of social, political and
cultural elements on countries to conclude the FTAs is

further studied by Marquez-Ramos et al. (2005). However,
the interdependence of FTAs is neglected in the above
literature. According to Egger and Larch (2008), the
existing FTA is found to increase the likelihood of other
non-member countries signing a new FTA, verifying the
“domino effect” with spatial econometrics. Baldwin and
Jaimovich (2010), Bergstrand et al. (2010) have also
reached similar conclusions with other econometric
models.
As FTAs have spread around the world since 1990s, and
appeared to be an intertwined network phenomenon, Goyal
and Joshi (2006), Furusawa and Konishi (2007), Daisika
and Furusawa (2011) establish a network of evolutionary
game framework and study the evolutionary path of
global FTAs network in the multi-countries model.
However, the above studies of FTAs network analyze
the evolution of FTAs network through simulation, not
based on real FTAs data. The value added of this paper is
to analyze each member’s structural characteristics in
global FTAs network and the impact on the formation and
development of the agreements by constructing FTAs
network on the basis of actual FTAs relativity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
two builds the evolution network of global FTA from 1995
to 2010 and calculates the differences at core and
periphery level in the network among various countries
based on the network statistical indicators. Section three
analyzes the geographic, economic and network structure
political, institutional and cultural factors in the global
FTA network evolution process with panel logit model and
further discusses the accuracy of predicting FTAs in the
amended model. The final section is the conclusion.
2. Analyses of the structure characteristics of global
FTA network
2.1 Construction of global FTAs network
The FTAs relations among countries are from the WTO
database. Excluding non-sovereign countries and regions,
the sample involves 190 countries. FTA matrices are
constructed from 1995 to 2010. If the elements ftaij=1, it
means country i and country j have concluded a FTA in the
past; While if ftaij=0, the two countries don’t reach an
agreement.
2.2 Statistical indicators of FTAs network
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There are several indicators to measure the network
characteristics, including the average shortest path,
clustering coefficient, degree distribution, etc. But this
paper mainly focuses on “hub-spoke” feature of FTA
network. Typically, four measures of FTAs network
“centrality” are considered:1
(i) In-Degree, specified as CiRD, it is given by (ΣjNji)/
(N-1), where ΣjNji represents the number of point i directly
connected to the other points, N is the total number of
points. In-Degree measures centrality of each node in the
network, without considering other countries’ control
power. In FTAs network, In-Degree of the country i
represents the ratio of the number of FTAs concluded by
other countries with country i, divided by the maximum
number of the potential partners.
(ii) Betweenness, specified as CiRB, it is given by
(Σj≠iΣk≠igik(i)/gjk)/(N-1)(N-2), where gik(i) represents the
number of shortest paths between i and k. gjk is the number
of the shortest path passing through i. Betweenness is a
measure of one country’s ability to control other
participants. Within FTAs network, Betweenness is
regarded as the possibility of the unsigned countries’
connectedness with each other through country i.
2.3 Description of the statistical properties of FTAs
network

The centralization index is an important indicator to
depict the overall centrality of FTAs network diagram.
Figure 1 shows the changes of In-Degree and
Betweenness index. It can be found that the two indicators
are between 0 and 1, demonstrating the characteristics of
“hub-spoke” network.
Figure 1 the trend of global FTA network centrality
indicators between 1995 and 2010

2.4 Advantages of the hub points within global FTAs
network
Within global FTAs network, countries at the center of
the network enjoy some special advantages. Firstly, the
core countries can export their products to all the periphery
countries duty-free according to FTA, while the periphery,
constrained by rules of origin, can’t enter another country's
goods market likewise; Secondly, in order to avoid tariff
barriers, part of the investment will be transferred from the
periphery to core countries; Finally, once a country
becomes the hub node, the “domino effect” will make it a
target, with which other countries would conclude FTA as
a priority, which therefore further strengthens its core role
within global FTAs network.

The greater the values of In-degree and Betweenness
are, the more central the country will be in the network.
From the descriptive statistics in Table 1, we find that the
differences between the maximum and minimum values
and the variances of In-Degree and Betweenness increase
as years go by, which indicates that some countries are at
the center of global FTAs network with other countries on
the periphery, and that this trend gradually expands over
3. An Empirical Analysis of the causes of FTAs
time.
3.1 Econometric Model

Table1 Descriptive statistics for interconnectedness
indicators of FTAs network
In-Degree
Year
Mean
Variance
Max
Min
1995
0.0381
0.0442
0.1105
0
2000
0.0563
0.0524
0.1842
0
2005
0.0912
0.0813
0.3053
0
2010
0.1341
0.1147
0.3526
0
Betweenness
Year
Mean
Variance
Max
Min
1995
0.0002
0.0011
0.0080
0
2000
0.0007
0.0024
0.0226
0
2005
0.0027
0.0083
0.0633
0
2010
0.0040
0.0084
0.0634
0
1

The dependent variable FTA is a binary variable, so this
paper analyzes the formation mechanism of FTAs with the
panel logit choice model, which is constructed as follows:
Pr(FTAij=1)=P(yij*>0)= G(β0+Xijβ)
Pr(FTAij=1) represents the probability of the conclusion
of bilateral FTA agreements, ranging between 0 and 1.
When Pr (FTAij= 1) ≥ 0.5, it means that y*> 0, indicating
two countries signed a FTA, the value of FTA is 1.; When
Pr (FTAij = 1) ≤0.5, it means that y* ≤0, indicating that
two countries have not signed a FTA, FTA is 0. G (·)
obeys the logistic distribution. Xij represents the factors
influencing the conclusion of bilateral FTAs, and  is the
corresponding parameter values.
3.2 Explanatory variables

Before 2000, countries in the FTAs network did not sign any
free trade agreement; thereby FTAs network didn’t contain the
connectivity for each country, so Closeness and eigenvector
centrality are not effective indicators to measure the
connectedness of FTAs network.

3.2.1 Factors of FTAs network feature
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Due to the limitations of Closeness and Eigenvector
centrality in the FTA network applications, this paper
selects In-degree and Betweenness as the representative
indicators of the FTA network structure.
Hypotheses 1: The larger the value of member i’s Indegree (CiRD) is, the higher the country's core position in
the FTA networks is, the greater the likelihood of
attracting other countries to sign the FTA is.
Hypotheses 2: The larger the value of member i’s
Betweenness (CiRB) is the greater the ability of this
member to control among the FTA network is, i.e. more
likely to attract others to sign the FTA.
3.2.2 Geographical and economical determinants of FTAs
Due to space limitations, definition and expression of
geographic and economic determinants of FTAs refer to
Baier and Bergstrand (2004).
3.2.3 Institutional, language, historical and cultural
determinants of FTAs
As to FTA’s institutional, language, historical and
cultural determinants, Baier and Bergstrand (2004) as well
as other documents used them to test the robustness of the
model, this paper also uses a similar approach. To test the
robustness of the model this paper choose three indicators:
whether the FTA members join WTO (WTOi or WTOj ),
whether they share a common language (Comlangij) and
whether colonial contacts exist (Colonyij).
3.3 Empirical results and Robustness test of the
Econometric model

comparative advantages of the two countries to conclude
FTA occupy a leading role. The larger the differences in
endowments of countries, the more advantages the
comparative advantages have, the higher the net revenue
got from the agreements, the greater the possibility of
signing the FTAs. However, with the specialization and
economies of scale, the probability of both parties to
conclude the FTA becomes lower.
To test the robustness of the model, this paper
sequentially adds whether the two sides have WTO
member status, common official language, a colonial
linkage, representing language, history and culture
respectively. The results from Table 3 show the three
variables are highly significant: the status of a country's
WTO member will make it easier to conclude FTAs
because of its relatively lower tariffs and non-tariff barriers,
more liberal trade policies as well as the WTO dispute
settlement mechanism. The dominant country will
influence colonial countries socially and politically,
helping to conclude FTA with each other. However, the
common official language factor is significantly negative:
if the FTA member countries share a common official
language, they are less likely to conclude an FTA,
inconsistent with the expected results. However, the
introduction of the, language, historical and cultural
factors do not change significantly each explanatory
variable coefficients in Table 3, and in line with the
expected sign, and thus, the structural factors, geographic
and economic factors in the model network are very strong.
Table 3 Panel logit model estimation results
Independent
Model
Model
Model
Model
variable
1
2
3
4
Network
CiRD
33.03* 36.69*
35.13*
34.18*
CjRD
35.65* 37.18*
37.41*
34.06*
CiRB
47.56* 21.11*
22.47*
19.00*
CjRB
62.24* 49.70*
35.45*
34.89*
Geographic
Dij
-9.05*
-8.69*
-8.89*
Remoteij
1.04*
0.93*
0.82*
Economic
GDPij
0.83*
0.82*
0.73*
GDPSIMij
-0.11
DROWKLij
-3.25*
-3.47*
-3.31*
DPCGDPij
0.80*
0.77*
1.15*
DPCGDPij2
-0.50*
-0.48*
-0.51*
Robust test
WTOi
3.42*
WTOj
9.58*
Comlangij
-1.28*
Colonyij
1.74*
year dummy
no
yes
yes
yes
Observation 186048 175891 175891 175891

Econometric results of the analysis can be seen from
Table 3, it shows that the network factors have a
significant positive influence upon the formation of the
FTA between countries. Among them, the degree of
centrality coefficient and Betweenness centrality are
significantly positive, which mean that if a country makes
more use of its advantages to conclude FTA with other
countries; the resultant core position of the country in the
whole network will attract more countries to sign FTAs,
leading to a self-reinforcing effect.
Econometric results of the model about geographic and
economic factors effectively verify Baier and Bergstrand
(2004) five hypotheses out of six: that the closer the
distance between the FTA member countries is, the greater
the distance between the weighted average of each other
with the other countries is; the larger the sum of the GDP
between the two countries, the smaller the differences in
the factor endowments between the two countries and the
other countries in the world; the greater the signing of the
FTA trade creation effect, the smaller the trade diversion
effect, the greater the possibility of concluding an FTA.
Differences in relative factor endowments formation of an
FTA between the two countries maintain an inverted U- 3.4 The accuracy of model predictions
shaped relationship, i.e. at the initial stages; the
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An important indicator to judge the merits of a discrete
choice model is the model prediction accuracy. Among the
actual signed FTAs, the number of bilateral FTAs is
14,200, while the number of not signing is 161,691. Our
logit model correctly predicts that the actual number of
signing the FTAs is 7155 and 160,283 did not sign FTAs,
with the accuracy rate being 50.4% and 99.1% respectively.
If the rate is calculated in accordance with precise
indicators, this paper’s forecasting accuracy rate will be up
to 83.6%.
Finally, to measure whether the FTA networks structure
has any contribution to accurately predicting the formation
of FTA, we also calculate the accuracy under the model
that excludes the FTA networks and compare the results
with those in the former model. The results show that
without the FTA network factors, the model predicts only
5662, out of the actual signed FTAs, 10% lower than the
accuracy of the model including the FTA network structure.
In other words, the prediction accuracy will be improved
significantly, if the FTA network structure is taken into
consideration.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, the most important innovation is that, by
building a global FTAs network framework, found the
network structural factors (degree centrality and
betweenness centrality) have a significant impact on the
FTAs formation. In the global FTAs network, there is a
self-reinforcing mechanism, and the core countries will
further strengthen its power in the FTAs network. In
addition, the paper systematically analyzes the
determinants of FTAs formation by using panel discrete
choice model and further validates the five hypotheses
Baier and Bergstrand (2004) proposed, especially the
proposition about “inverted U-shaped” relationship
between the FTAs formation and the difference from factor
endowment of different countries.
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Abstract—A tutorial introduction to electrical oscillators. Investigating Wien bridge oscillators as modified
multi-vibrators. Introducing chaotic behavior into a Wien
bridge oscillator by means of adding a simple nonlinear circuit as a load of one of the amplifier input terminals.
1. Introduction

The poles are the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the linear
diﬀerential equation model for the circuit.
Modeling is the art of creating a model for your system which is able to give answers to your questions concerning your system in the most simple way. If you observe agreement with your measurements you may believe
in your model [1].

1.1. Modeling

1.2. Oscillators

Electrical circuits are man-made systems. Traditionally
they are divided into power circuits for transfer of energy
and electronic circuits for transfer of information. Energy
is represented by the concepts of electrical charge q and
magnetic flux φ. Information is represented by the concept
of a bit.
In order to describe and understand electrical circuits we
make use of mathematical models. Electrical circuits are
nonlinear systems so it is necessary to make assumptions
in order to setup analytical models. Our basic approach is
to assume quasi-stationary circuits i.e. if the size of the
circuits is small compared to the wavelength of the signals
then lumped element models may be used.
It is diﬃcult to measure flux φ and charge q. It is more
easy to measure voltage V = dφ/dt and current I = dq/dt.
So we choose voltages across V(X) and currents through
I(X) the lumped elements X of our circuit as the variables
of our model. That is we choose a set of nonlinear diﬀerential and algebraic equations as a model for our circuit.
It is diﬃcult to solve nonlinear equations analytically so
we assume that the signals are small in amplitude so linear
models for the elements may be used. For more than 100
years we have designed electrical circuits based on linear
models. We have introduced the concept of a time invariant DC bias-point as the reference for the AC signals. We
have introduced the concepts of harmonic distortion and
noise in order to handle the nonlinear performance.
Linear electronic circuits like filters and amplifiers normally have one signal input port and one signal output
port. The DC power supply is a step signal input port of
the circuit which create the DC bias-point. We introduce
the transfer function of the circuit as the ratio between the
output signal and the input signal. The transfer function
is a rational function with a numerator and a denominator
polynomial: H(s) = N(s)/D(s) where s is the complex frequency. The roots of the denominator polynomial D(s) are
the natural frequencies of the circuit also called the poles.

Oscillators are a special group of electrical circuits
which are able to deliver a steady state signal on the output
port for zero signal on the input port. The output signal is
the step response of the power supply input i.e. a steady
state oscillator do not have a time invariant DC bias point.
A steady state linear oscillator must have a complex pole
pair on the imaginary axis. This is impossible in the real
world. You can not balance on the razors edge. The poles
of the linear circuit must be either in the left half (LHP) or
in the right half (RHP) of the complex frequency plane i.e.
a linear oscillator is a damped circuit. If the complex pole
pair is in RHP the amplitude of the signal goes to infinite
which is impossible. A steady state oscillator must be a
nonlinear circuit.
The kernel in our circuit analysis programs (SPICE programs) is the iterative solution of a linear set of equations.
For each integration step the nonlinearities are replaced
with static or dynamic values depending on the iteration
schemes (Picard or Newton/Rhapson iteration). That is for
each integration step we have an instant bias point and an
instant linear small signal model so it make sense to investigate the eigenvalues of the linearized Jacobian, the poles
of the small signal model. With time these poles move between RHP and LHP so we have a balance between the
energy received from the power source when the poles are
in RHP and energy lost when the poles are in LHP.
In an instant solution point a nonlinear dynamic system
will behave in accordance with the eigenvalues of the linearized system. If the poles are in RHP of the complex
frequency plane the signals will increase in amplitude. If
the poles are in LHP the signals will decrease in amplitude.
In short:
We may investigate nonlinear circuits as
time varying linear circuits.
Feed-back is an important issue of electrical systems.
According to the modified Barkhausen criterion [2] an oscillator is designed as a closed loop of a linear amplifier
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with gain A and a linear frequency determining feedback
circuit with transfer function H(s) = N(s)/D(s). The loop
is opened and the circuit is designed with gain 1 and phaseshift ∠0. The loop is closed and regeneration is assumed
to start-up oscillations because of positive feed-back. Very
often you observe oscillations but unfortunately you have
no guarantee of steady state oscillations. The criterion is
an observation [3] for placing the complex pole pair of a
steady state linear oscillator on the imaginary axis. In order
to start up oscillations the circuit is modified i.e. the poles
are moved to RHP so the linear circuit becomes unstable.
The mechanism is regeneration with positive feedback of
the output signal.
2. Bridge Oscillators
The first electrical bridge circuit was invented in 1833 by
S. Hunter Christie [4] ten years before it was reported by
C. Wheatstone. Very many bridge circuit have been proposed for measurements as e.g. Resonance, Hay, Owen,
Maxwell, Wien and Schering [5]. Figure 1 shows a loop
of an amplifier and a bridge circuit. The input port of
the bridge is nodes (+, −) = (3, 0) and the output port is
(+, −) = (2, 1). When the bridge is in balance V(2) = V(1).
If the impedances are resistors the value of one unknown
resistor may be calculated from the other three resistors.
The input port of the amplifier is (+, −) = (1, 2) and the
output port of the amplifier is (+, −) = (3, 0). The amplifier is inverting so we have a proper Barkhausen topology with positive feed-back and regeneration. If we observe a steady-state signal V(3) on node 3 for Vin = 0 we
have an oscillator. Apparently the first bridge oscillator
was reported in 1938 by L.A. Meacham [6]. With reference to fig 1 he introduced a crystal as ZA (the frequencycontrolling resonant element), a thermally controlled resistance (a small tungsten-filament lamp of low wattage rating) as ZC and fixed resistances as ZB and ZD .

vided by the amplifier i.e. we can not use an ideal operational amplifier model with infinite gain.
In the following we will assume that the amplifier is a
perfect voltage controlled voltage source with infinite input impedance and zero output impedance. The gain A is
assumed to be time varying i.e. with reference to fig 1:
V(3) = A(t) ∗ (V(1) − V(2))
For Vin = 0 and V(3) , 0 the following characteristic equation is derived:
ZD
ZA
1
+
−
=0
A ZC + ZD ZA + ZB

(1)

From this equation the characteristic polynomial of the instant linear circuit may be derived.
Each of the impedances define a port of the circuit. TaA=∞

A=1

A=0

Port

Input Impedance

D

−ZA (A−1)
ZC ZZAB +Z
B (A+1)

− ZZA ZBC

ZC ZB
ZA +2ZB

ZC

B

−ZC (A−1)
ZA ZZCD+Z
D (A+1)

− ZZA ZDC

ZA ZD
ZC +2ZD

ZA

A

D (A−1)
ZB ZZCD−Z
+ZC (A+1)

− ZZDCZB

ZB ZC
ZD +2ZC

ZB

C

B (A−1)
ZD ZZAB −Z
+ZA (A+1)

− ZDZAZB

ZD ZA
ZB +2ZA

ZD

Table 1: Input impedance
ble 1 shows the input impedances of the four ports. If the
impedances are resistors and the amplifier is an ideal operational amplifier then it is seen that the input resistor is
equal to minus the product of the neighbor resistors divided
by the opposite resistor e.g. RB is loaded by −RA RC /RD . In
[7] it is reported that we have four common multi-vibrators
if one of the four resistors is replaced with a memory element capacitor or inductor: C D , C B , LA or LC . In these
cases the time varying linear circuit has a real pole in RHP
for A > 1 and we observe oscillations with an amplitude
determined by the power rails. It is obvious that multivibrator behavior is not violated by inserting a resistor in
series with C B .
2.2. Wien Bridge Oscillators [8]

Figure 1: A loop of a bridge-circuit and an amplifier which
may be an oscillator if Vin = 0 and V(3) , 0

In 1939 W.R. Hewlett [9] created a Wien Bridge oscillator where ZA is a RC parallel circuit, ZB is a RC series circuit, ZD is a nonlinear resistor RD (tungsten-filament lamp)
and ZC is a linear resistor RC .
ZA =

2.1. Multi-Vibrators
If the elements of the bridge circuit are linear the necessary nonlinearity for steady state oscillations must be pro-
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RA
1 + sRAC A

(2)

1 + sRBC B
1
=
sC B
sC B

(3)

1
sC A +

ZB = RB +

1
RA

=

From the equations (1), (2) and (3) the characteristic polynomial of the instant linear circuit may be derived as
s2 + 2αs + ω2 = 0

(4)

where
2α =

1
1
1 RD − RC (A − 1)
+
+
C A RA
C B RB
C A RB RC + RD (A + 1)

(5)

is large for small signals and small for large signals. RC
is made slightly greater than 2RD so the linear circuit becomes unstable with a complex pole pair in RHP (α < 0).
Now we remove the diodes, RCL and C A so we have
a multi-vibrator with C B as the single memory element
loaded with a negative resistor RB −RA RC /RD = −20.07kΩ.
The RC time constant becomes −47.9µs. Figure 3 shows
that the pulse width is 64µs and the amplitude is determined by the power rails ±10 volt.

and
ω2 =

1
C A RA C B R B

The roots of the characteristic polynomial becomes
√
p1 , p2 = −α ± j (ω2 − α2 )

(6)

(7)

Figure 2 shows a 3.333kHz Wien Bridge oscillator de-

Figure 4: Wien Bridge Oscillator, y axis for A ±20k
A=V(3)/V(1,2) and V(3) as function of time
Now the capacitor C A = C B is added in parallel to RA
and fig. 4 shows that the amplitude is determined by the
power rails.
Finally the diodes and the resistor RCL are added and fig.
5 shows that the amplitude is reduced to 0.6 volt.
The conclusion is that multi-vibrator behavior is the ker-

Figure 2: Wien Bridge Oscillator, frequency 3.333kHz, RA
= RB = 20kΩ, CA = CB = 2.387324147nF, RC = 6.010kΩ,
RCL = 17kΩ and RD = 3kΩ. The diodes D1 and D2 are
D1N4148, and the operational amplifier is an AD712.

Figure 5: Wien Bridge Oscillator, y axis for A ±20k
A=V(3)/V(1,2) and V(3) as function of time
nel mechanism of the wien-bridge oscillator. First when
nonlinearity is introduced in the negative feed-back path as
Hewlett did the amplitude is controlled and the distortion is
minimized by the complex pole pair having an imaginary
part as constant as possible in the period.
2.3. Chaotic Wien Bridge Oscillator

Figure 3: Multi-vibrator, y axis for A ±100
A=V(3)/V(1,2) and V(3) as function of time
signed according to the Barkhausen criterion i.e. 2α = 0
assuming A = ∞. The linear resistor RC is replaced with
RC in parallel with a nonlinear resistor based on two diodes
in antiparallel and a resistor RCL = 17kΩ i.e. the resistor

In 2005 a simple non-autonomous chaotic circuit called
the LMT circuit was reported [10]. In order to create a
simple autonomous chaotic circuit the LMT circuit on fig.
6 may be connected to the wien bridge oscillator. If the
coupling node is the output node of the operational amplifier it corresponds to replacement of the ideal sinusoidal
source with the wien bridge oscillator. In this case the feedback to the wien bridge circuit is small and chaotic signals
are not observed in the wien bridge circuit but only in the
LMT circuit. In order to obtain close coupling of the two
circuits the LMT circuit is connected to the negative input
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node of the operational amplifier. In this case the amplitude
of the node voltage V(2) is not large enough to activate the
transistor QXX so the diodes and resistor RCL are removed
i.e. the wien bridge oscillator is operating in multi-vibrator
mode.

Figure 9: Chaotic attractor, collector current IC(QXX) as
function of collector-emitter voltage V(43)
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Figure 6: The LMT circuit. CX1 = 4.7nF, RXX =
994kOhm, CX2 = 0.95nF and QXX = Q2N2222A [10]
Figure 7 shows an almost white noise spectrum in the
frequency range 0 to 100kHz. Figure 8 and fig. 9 shows
two chaotic attractors.

3. Conclusion
Nonlinear circuits may be investigated as time varying
linear circuits. It is demonstrated that multi-vibrator behavior is the kernel mechanism of the wien-bridge oscillator. A
simple autonomous chaotic oscillator based on coupling of
the wien bridge oscillator and the non-autonomous LMT
circuit is presented.
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Abstract—We propose two van der Pol oscillators with
high-order nonlinearities coupled with an inductor and investigate various types of multimode oscillations. We confirm that these oscillations are stably excited by numerical
calculations. In particular, we show the multimode oscillations in the thirteenth and fifteenth-power oscillator systems (the coupled oscillators with thirteenth and fifteenthpower nonlinear characteristics).
1. Introduction
Coupled oscillator systems have brought improvements
to natural science and fundamental research. Various types
of synchronization phenomena occur in the oscillator systems. Hence, some studies of synchronization phenomena
have been reported in electrical systems.
It is known that two oscillators coupled with an inductor (or a capacitor) excite two diﬀerent modes: In-phase
single-mode and anti-phase single-mode which both coexist for some range of parameter values when each negative resistor within the oscillator has third-power nonlinear characteristics [1]. The fifth-power oscillator systems
excite four diﬀerent modes: Zero-mode (non-oscillation),
in-phase single-mode, anti-phase single-mode and doublemode, which coexist for some range of parameter values
[2]. The double-mode means that two single-modes (inphase and anti-phase) oscillate, simultaneously and asynchronously.
We investigated multimode oscillations when two van
der Pol oscillators with high-order (seventh, ninth and
eleventh-power) nonlinear characteristics were coupled
with an inductor [3]. As a result, we could confirm some
interesting multimode phenomena:
1) 2 in-phase, 2 anti-phase single-modes and 2 doublemodes
2) zero-mode, 2 in-phase, 2 anti-phase single-modes and 4
double-modes
3) 3 in-phase, 3 anti-phase single-modes and 6 doublemodes
in the seventh, ninth and eleventh-power oscillator systems,
respectively, coexisted and were stably excited.
From these results, we could show that by conjecture:

1) j in-phase, j anti-phase single-modes and j2 - j doublemodes
2) zero-mode, j in-phase, j anti-phase single-modes and j2
double-modes
for Nn th and N p th-power oscillator systems, respectively
(where j=1, 2, · · · , Nn =4 j-1, N p =4 j+1).
In this study, we investigate some phenomena in the thirteenth and fifteenth-power oscillator systems by numerical
calculations. We confirm that the number of stable mode in
the thirteenth and fifteenth-power oscillator systems corresponds to this conjecture.

2. Circuit Model
Figure 1 shows a proposed circuit model. In this model,
two van der Pol oscillators with Nth-power nonlinear characteristics are coupled with an inductor. The equations governing the circuit in Fig. 1 are described as follows: The
L0
v1

iR (v1 )

C

i1
L

v2

i2
L

i R (v 2 )

C

Figure 1: Circuit model.

equations governing the circuit in Fig. 1 are described as
follows:
L
dvk
= (i1 − i2 )(−1)k − ik − iR (vk )
dt
L0
dik
L
= vk .
(k = 1, 2)
dt

C

(1)

iR (vk ) determines the v − i characteristics of the Nth-power
nonlinear resistor. It is approximated by the following
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function:
iR (vk ) = (−1)(N−1)/2 (g1 vk − g3 vk 3 + g5 vk 5 − · · · gN vk N )


(N−1)/2
∑


(N−1)/2 
m
2m+1

 .
g1 vk +
= (−1)
(−1) g2m+1 vk

m=1

(g1 , g3 , g5 , · · · gN > 0)

(2)

Grouping constants and simplifying gives:
√ (
(
) 1
) 1
g1 N−1
C g1 N−1
vk =
x k , ik =
yk ,
NgN
L NgN
(k = 1, 2)
√
√
√
L
d
L
L
α=
, t = LCτ, “ · ” =
, ε = g1
,
L0 C
dτ
C


0
· · · (N < 2m + 1)





1
· · · (N = 2m + 1)


m
ε2m+1 =
(3)
(
) (N−1)/2


(2m
+
1)g
g

2m+1
1


·
·
·
(N
>
2m
+
1)


g1
NgN
where α is the coupling factor. ε, ε3 , · · · , ε2m+1 are the
coeﬃcients of the nonlinear characteristics. Eq. (1) is normalized as follows:
x˙k = α(y1 − y2 )(−1)k − yk − fR (xk )
y˙k = xk .
(k = 1, 2)

(4)

The function fR corresponds to iR and becomes:

 (N−1)/2
∑


m
2m+1
(N−1)/2

xk + (−1) ε2m+1 xk  .
fR (xk ) = ε(−1)

3.2. Fifteenth-power Oscillator Systems (N=15)
The zero-mode does not exist in the fifteenth-power nonlinearities since the nonlinear characteristics near the origin
are negative.
The in-phase single-mode has four diﬀerent (A1 - A4 )
amplitudes at the same parameter values as shown in Figs.
3 (1)-(4). The fifteenth-power nonlinear resistor has four
positive regions of symmetry about the origin.
The anti-phase single-mode also has four diﬀerent amplitudes as shown in Figs. 3 (5)-(8).
The double-mode has twelve types ((in-phase, antiphase) = (A2 , A1 ), (A3 , A1 ), (A4 , A1 ), (A3 , A2 ), (A4 , A2 ),
(A4 , A3 ), (A1 , A2 ), (A1 , A3 ), (A1 , A4 ), (A2 , A3 ), (A2 , A4 ),
(A3 , A4 )) (A1 < A2 < A3 < A4 ) [Figs. 3 (9)-(20)].
4. Conclusions

m=1

(k = 1, 2)

The anti-phase single-mode also has three diﬀerent amplitudes as shown in Figs. 2 (4)-(6).
The double-mode means that the above two single-mode
oscillations (in-phase and anti-phase) are excited, simultaneously and asynchronously. The types of double-modes
are determined by the combinations of their single-modes
with diﬀerent amplitudes, which have nine types ((inphase, anti-phase) = (small, small), (medium, medium),
(large, large), (medium, small), (large, medium), (large,
small), (small, medium), (medium, large), (small, large))
[Figs. 2 (7)-(15)].

(5)

Eqs. (4) and (5) are the normalized equations of the circuit model and calculated by the Runge-Kutta method. The
Runge-Kutta step size is 0.001.
3. Numerically Calculations
Figures 2 and 3 show numerically calculated results of
the thirteenth and fifteenth-power oscillator systems, respectively, for diﬀerent mode attractors and time waveforms. Each mode coexists at the same parameter values
and is determined by the diﬀerent initial values.
3.1. Thirteenth-power Oscillator Systems (N=13)
The zero-mode means that neither of the two oscillators
is excited. The zero-mode always exists at the small initial
values.
The in-phase single-mode has three diﬀerent (small,
medium and large amplitude) amplitudes at the same parameter values as shown in Figs. 2 (1)-(3). The thirteenthpower nonlinear resistor has three positive regions of symmetry about the origin. These regions dictate the diﬀerent
amplitudes.

As numerically calculated results of this study, we confirmed that
1) zero-mode, 3 in-phase, 3 anti-phase single-modes and 9
double-modes
2) 4 in-phase, 4 anti-phase single-modes and 12 doublemodes
in the thirteenth and fifteenth-power oscillator systems, respectively, coexisted and were stably excited.
Therefore, we could confirm that our conjecture corresponded to the actual calculated results in the the thirteenth
and fifteenth-power oscillator systems.
References
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Figure 2: Numerically calculated results of the thirteenth-power oscillator systems (N=13). α = 0.1, ε = 0.1, ε3 = 23.13, ε5 = 81.42,
ε7 = 98.1, ε9 = 50.99, ε11 = 11.81. (a) x1 − x2 attractors. (b) x1 − y1 attractors. (c) x1 & x2 time waveforms. (1) In-phase
single-mode (small amplitude) (initial values: x1 = 0.5, x2 = 0.6, y1 = 0.5, y2 = 0.6). (2) In-phase single-mode (medium amplitude)
(initial values: x1 = 1.0, x2 = 1.3, y1 = 1.5, y2 = 1.4). (3) In-phase single-mode (large amplitude) (initial values: x1 = 2.0, x2 =
2.2, y1 = 2.0, y2 = 2.1). (4) Anti-phase single-mode (small amplitude) (initial values: x1 = 0.5, x2 = −0.6, y1 = 0.5, y2 = −0.6).
(5) Anti-phase single-mode (medium amplitude) (initial values: x1 = 1.0, x2 = −1.0, y1 = 1.4, y2 = −1.4). (6) Anti-phase single-mode
(large amplitude) (initial values: x1 = 2.0, x2 = −2.2, y1 = 2.0, y2 = −2.1). (7) Double-mode (small amplitudes) (initial values: x1
= −0.4, x2 = 0.5, y1 = 0.6, y2 = 0.4). (8) Double-mode (medium amplitudes) (initial values: x1 = −0.9, x2 = 1.0, y1 = 0.8, y2 =
1.1). (9) Double-mode (large amplitudes) (initial values: x1 = −2.0, x2 = 2.1, y1 = 2.0, y2 = 2.1). (10) Double-mode (in-phasemedium and anti-phase-small amplitudes) (initial values: x1 = −0.3, x2 = 0.3, y1 = 1.3, y2 = 1.3). (11) Double-mode (in-phase-large
and anti-phase-medium amplitudes) (initial values: x1 = −0.5, x2 = 0.5, y1 = 1.8, y2 = 1.8). (12) Double-mode (in-phase-large and
anti-phase-small amplitudes) (initial values: x1 = −0.6, x2 = 0.4, y1 = 2.1, y2 = 2.0). (13) Double-mode (in-phase-small and anti-phasemedium amplitudes) (initial values: x1 = −1.3, x2 = 1.3, y1 = 0.3, y2 = 0.3). (14) Double-mode (in-phase-medium and anti-phase-large
amplitudes) (initial values: x1 = −2.5, x2 = 2.5, y1 = 0.8, y2 = 0.8). (15) Double-mode (in-phase-small and anti-phase-large amplitudes)
(initial values: x1 = −2.1, x2 = 2.0, y1 = 0.6, y2 = 0.4).
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Figure 3: Numerically calculated results of the fifteenth-power oscillator systems (N=15). α = 0.1, ε = 0.01, ε3 = 42.45, ε5 = 203.48,
ε7 = 328.6, ε9 = 239.04, ε11 = 86.073, ε13 = 14.96. (1) IM (A1 ) (initial values: x1 = 0.5, x2 = 0.6, y1 = 0.5, y2 = 0.6) (2) IM (A2 )
(1.0, 1.0, 1.1, 1.1) (3) IM (A3 ) (1.3, 1.3, 1.5, 1.4) (4) IM (A4 ) (2.0, 2.2, 2.0, 2.1) (5) AM (A1 ) (0.5, −0.6, 0.5, −0.6) (6) AM (A2 )
(1.0, −1.0, 1.1, −1.1) (7) AM (A3 ) (1.3, −1.3, 1.5, −1.4) (8) AM (A4 ) (2.0, −2.2, 2.0, −2.1) (9) DM (in-phase-A2 and anti-phase-A1 )
(−0.9, 0.5, 1.0, 1.0) (10) DM (A3 and A1 ) (−0.6, 0.3, 1.4, 1.5) (11) DM (A4 and A1 ) (−0.5, 0.3, 2.1, 2.0) (12) DM (A3 and A2 ) (−0.9,
0.5, 1.4, 1.0) (13) DM (A4 and A2 ) (−0.6, 0.4, 2.1, 2.0) (14) DM (A4 and A3 ) (−1.4, 1.5, 2.2, 2.2) (15) DM (A1 and A2 ) (−0.5, 0.6,
0.5, 0.6) (16) DM (A1 and A3 ) (0.6, 0.3, −1.4, 1.5) (17) DM (A1 and A4 ) (0.6, 0.4, −2.1, 2.0) (18) DM (A2 and A3 ) (0.9, 0.5, −1.4,
1.0) (19) DM (A2 and A4 ) (0.7, 0.5, −2.1, 2.0) (20) DM (A3 and A4 ) (1.4, 1.5, −2.2, 2.2) (IM:In-phase single-mode, AM:Anti-phase
single-mode, DM:Double-mode) (A1 < A2 < A3 < A4 : amplitude).
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Abstract—There are many studies about coupled
chaotic circuits. In these studies, various kinds of interesting phenomena are observed. Especially, interesting behaviours are observed in asynchronous parameter regions
near synchronous parameter regions.
In this study, asynchronous states in chaotic circuits coupled by resistors as a ladder are investigated. Especially,
relationships among the phase shift, coupling strengths and
the number of circuits are investigated.
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Chaotic
Circuit

Figure 1: Chaotic circuit applied to the system.

1. Introduction
In the natural world, there are many coupled systems
which have interesting behaviours. For instance, brain and
neural networks can process various kinds of informations.
Animal skins which consists of many cells show various
kinds of patterns. glowing pattern of fireflies, human relations, computer networks and so on also show interesting
behaviours. One of interesting behaviours is a synchronization. Especially, chaotic coupled systems show very
interesting behaviours.
There are many studies about coupled chaotic circuits. In
these studies, various kinds of interesting phenomena are
observed. Especially, interesting behaviours are observed
in asynchronous parameter regions near synchronous parameter regions. By decreasing a coupling strength, a
coupled system does not keep synchronization states and
the system becomes asynchronous states. However, in
these parameter region, clustering phenomena, switching
phenomena between synchronization and asynchronization
and so on are observed. These phenomena can be observed
vast area of the region. By more decreasing a coupling
strength, these phenomena are disappeared and the system
becomes asynchronous states perfectly.
In this study, asynchronous states in chaotic circuits coupled by resistors as a ladder are investigated. Especially,
relationships among the phase shift, coupling strengths and
the number of circuits are investigated. In order to investigate about phase shift in asynchronous states, the lack of
an oscillation cycle is defined. By using the definition, the
phase shift is treated as the number of the lack.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Attractor of the circuit as shown in Fig. 1. (a)
Circuit experimental result. Each axis is set as 0.5[v/div]
Horizontal axis: v1 . Vertical axis: v3 . (b) Computer simulation result. Horizontal axis: x1 . Vertical axis: x3 .
2. System Setup
The chaotic circuit applied to the system is shown in
Fig. 1. This circuit was proposed and analyzed in [8].
Figure 2 shows a attractor of the circuit. Parameters are
set as C1 = 0.1 [µF], C2 = 0.068 [µF], L1 = 30 [mH],
L2 = 100 [mH] and R1 = 720 [Ω] in the circuit experiment,
α = 0.75, β = 1.50, γ = 0.30 and δ = 5 in the computer simulation. Chaotic attractor is observed. Largest
Lyapunov exponent which calculated by the method in [8]
is 0.302.
Figure 3 shows an investigated system. Chaotic circuits
are coupled by resistors. Diodes of the chaotic circuit are
modeled as a piecewise linear function shown in Fig. 4
In order to investigate the system, system equations are
derived.
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Figure 3: Bidirectionally coupled diode model.
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Figure 5: Computer simulation result. α = 0.75, β = 1.50,
γ = 0.30, δ = 5 and ε = 0.16
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Figure 4: Bidirectionally coupled diode model.

(n = 1, 2, . . . , N)
The normalized system equations are described as follows.
· First circuit




























ẋ11

=

αn x11 − x12 − δx11 − δ(|x11 − 1| − |x11 + 1|)/2,

ẋ12

=

x11 − x13 ,

(4)
Parameter mismatches pn is added. This is corresponding
to parameter mismatches of C1 .
3. Interaction of circuits in asynchronous states
3.1. Lack of the cycle

In order to investigate interactions between coupled two
circuits
in asynchronous states, a following expression is
ẋ13 = pn β {x12 − x14 + ε(x23 − x13 )} ,
applied. Figure 5 shows a one of computer simulation
results. In this simulation, backgrounds are painted into
ẋ14 = γxn3 .
(1) two colors. Namely, when the value is increasing, a back· Middle circuits
ground becomes yellow and when the value is decreasing,
a background becomes green. In Fig. 5, green and yel
low appear repeatedly as a stripe pattern. Although some

ẋn1 = αn xn1 − xn2 − δxn1 − δ(|xn1 − 1| − |xn1 + 1|)/2,



gaps occur, all waveforms oscillate with almost same cycle.





This stripe pattern is observed in a vast parameter region of

ẋ
= xn1 − xn3 ,


 n2
asynchronous states. However, some times green or yellow


{
}



is omitted from the cycle. In x43 of Fig. 5, one green is
ẋ
=
p
β
x
−
x
+
ε(x
−
2x
+
x
)
,
n3
n
n2
n4
(n−1)3
n3
(n+1)3





omitted, Namely the lack of the cycle is observed.


 ẋ
= γxn3 .
n4
In this study, relationship among the number of the lack,
(2) a coupling strength and the number of circuits are inves· Last circuit
tigated. Figure 6 shows a procedure of counting the lack.
The case of two waveforms A and B, numbers of the slope

of a tangent are counted as a and b. When a = 1 and b = 1,

ẋ
=
α
x
−
x
−
δx
−
δ(|x
−
1|
−
|x
+
1|)/2,
N1
N N1
N2
N1
N1
N1




these are reseted as a = 0 and b = 0. When a = 2 or b = 2,





the
lack is counted. Then, a and b are set as 0.
ẋ
=
x
−
x
,

N2
N1
N3




{
}



ẋN3 = pn β xN2 − xN4 + ε(x(N−1)3 − xN3 ) ,

3.2. Relationship the lack and coupling strength






 ẋ
Figure 7 shows a relationship between a number of the
= γx .
N4

N3

(3)

lack and coupling strengths in the case of N = 2. In this
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Figure 6: Procedure of counting the lack.
Figure 8: Relationship between a number of the lack and
a coupling strength. Horizontal axis: coupling strength
ε. Vertical axis: number of the lack. Iteration time is
50000000[τ] in each value ε, Step is 0.001[τ], pn = 1 +
0.01(n − 1), N = 6, α = 0.75, β = 1.50, γ = 0.30 and δ = 5.
x13
x23
x33
x43
x53
x63
Figure 7: Relationship between the number of the lack and
a coupling strength. Horizontal axis: coupling strength
ε. Vertical axis: number of the lack. Iteration time is
50000000[τ] in each value ε, Step is 0.001[τ], pn = 1 +
0.01(n − 1), N = 2, α = 0.75, β = 1.50, γ = 0.30 and δ = 5.
parameter region, two circuits are not synchronized at all.
The lack is increased by decreasing coupling strength from
ε = 0.01.
The case of N = 6 is shown in Fig. 8. The lack is observed from ε = 0.28 to 0.20 and from 0.18 to 0. By
increasing the number of the circuit, the lack can be observed in a high coupling strength. The number of the lack
also becomes high. Especially, the number around ε = 0.1
is higher than the case of ε = 0. In this area, clustering
phenomena as shown in Fig. 9 are observed. Upper two
oscillators and lower three oscillators have almost same
waveforms respectively. However, two groups have diﬀerent waveforms. Therefore, the number of lacks of 2-3 and
3-4 becomes higher than the others in this area.
The parameter mismatches between both ends of the system are increased by increasing the number of circuits.
In order to investigate the case of keeping parameter mismatches between both ends, Table 1 cases are investigated.
Figures 10- 12 show relationships between a number of the
lack and coupling strengths. In Figure 10, the lack is observed from ε = 0.02 to ε = 0. In the case of N = 5 as
shown in Fig. 11, the lack can be observed from ε = 0.2 to
ε = 0. In the case of N = 9 as shown in Fig. 12, the lack

Figure 9: Clustering phenomena. N = 6, pn = 1 + 0.01(n −
1), α = 0.75, β = 1.50, γ = 0.30 and δ = 5.
can be observed in vast area. These results show that increasing the number of circuits means increasing the lack.
Additionally, clustering phenomena disappear in very low
coupling strengths area ( lower ε = 0.01 ).
4. Conclusion
In this study, asynchronous state in chaotic circuits coupled by resistors as a ladder has been investigated. Waveforms of each circuit were distinguished by an increase
or decrease of values. On this distinction, an increase or
decrease of values were observed as stripe patterns. By
decreasing a coupling strength, lack of patterns were observed.
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Table 1: Settings of parameter mismatches
Number of Circuit
N
3
5
9

Parameter mismatches
pk
0.01
0.005
0.0025

Relationships among this lack, coupling strengths and
the number of circuits were investigated. As results, following behaviours were revealed.
• By decreasing coupling strengths, the number of the
lack is increased.
• Clustering phenomena are observed in over four circuits.
• By increasing the number of circuits, the number of
the lack is increased.
Figure 12: Relationship between the number of the lack
and a coupling strength. pn = 1 + 0.0025(n − 1), N = 9,
Horizontal axis: coupling strength ε. Vertical axis: number
of the lack. Iteration time is 50000000[τ] in each value ε,
Step is 0.001[τ], α = 0.75, β = 1.50, γ = 0.30 and δ = 5.
[2] T. Endo, and S. Mori, “Mode Analysis of a Ring of a
Large Number of Mutually Coupled van der Pol Oscillators,” IEEE Trans. Circuit and Systems, vol. CAS–25,
no. 5, pp. 7–18, 1978.
Figure 10: Relationship between the number of the lack
and a coupling strength. pn = 1 + 0.01(n − 1), N = 3,
Horizontal axis: coupling strength ε. Vertical axis: number
of the lack. Iteration time is 50000000[τ] in each value ε,
Step is 0.001[τ], α = 0.75, β = 1.50, γ = 0.30 and δ = 5.

[3] D. A. Linkens, “Analytical solution of large numbers of
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Figure 11: Relationship between the number of the lack
and a coupling strength. pn = 1 + 0.005(n − 1), N = 5,
Horizontal axis: coupling strength ε. Vertical axis: number
of the lack. Iteration time is 50000000[τ] in each value ε,
Step is 0.001[τ], α = 0.75, β = 1.50, γ = 0.30 and δ = 5.
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Abstract– A new superconducting Schmitt trigger
inverter and a relaxation oscillator are proposed. The
proposed superconducting Schmitt trigger inverter is
composed of a threshold gate using coupled
superconducting interference devices (SQUIDs). The
oscillator is based on the concept using a Schmitt trigger
inverter and a delayed feedback loop. It is shown that the
inverter with an inductive feedback loop can operate as the
relaxation oscillator by a numerical simulation. We also
show that the relaxation oscillator with an additional buffer
gate generates a square waveform.
1. Introduction
A Schmitt trigger is a famous threshold element with
hysteretic characteristics[1]. Semiconductor threshold
gates with such characteristics are widely used for some
popular applications such as hysteretic comparators or
simple oscillators. In this paper, we report a new
superconducting Schmitt trigger circuit and a relaxation
oscillator using the Schmitt trigger inverter. The Schmitt
trigger inverter consists of a threshold gate with hysteretic
characteristics using two coupled superconducting
interference devices (c-SQUIDs) gates with a cascade
connection[2]. We also discuss a relaxation oscillator
using the proposed superconducting Schmitt trigger. Some
superconducting relaxation oscillators have been already
proposed[3]-[6]. These oscillators were based on
hysteresis properties of switching characteristics of one or
two Josephson junctions shunted by a series of inductance
and resistance. It is expected that our new relaxation
oscillator has high design flexibility and stability due to its
well-defined threshold characteristics. Moreover, we also
propose that the relaxation oscillator with an additional
output buffer gate can operate as a square waveform
generator. The square waveform generator is valuable in a
clock generator of superconducting logic circuits or sensor
devices operating at the low temperature environment.
2. Schmitt Trigger Circuit Using Coupled SQUIDs
Gate with Flat Output Characteristics
We use JSIM[7] for circuit simulations with
Nb/AlOx/Nb Josephson junctions with critical current
density Jc = 2.5 kA/cm2. The parameter of Jc is set on the
assumption that the circuits will be fabricated in the clean
room for analog-digital superconductivity (CRAVITY) of

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology with the standard process 2 (STP2) [8].
2.1. Coupled SQUIDs
Characteristics

Gate

with

Flat

Output

We have proposed a superconducting threshold gate
with flat output characteristics[2]. Figure 1 shows the
circuit diagram of the gate composed of cascaded twostage c-SQUIDs gate. The double-junction SQUID (DCSQUID) reads out the quantum state of the single-junction
SQUID[9]. Because the transition of the quantum state of
the single-junction SQUID follows a step-like function,
the output voltage of the DC-SQUID is characterized by a
sharp rise in voltage. We have proposed a neural network
using this characteristic corresponding to a sigmoidshaped function which is typical for generating neuron
output[10].
Figure 2 shows a typical static input vs. output
characteristics of the threshold gate. Although the output
of the first stage c-SQUIDs gate Vout1 has a round shape at
a vicinity of the rising edge as shown in Fig. 2, that of the
second one Vout2 has the flat shape. The quantum state of
the single-junction SQUID (J1, L1 – L4) corresponds to the
number of flux-quanta in the loop. When a negative input

Figure 1: Threshold gate composed of cascaded two-stage
c-SQUIDs gate. The device parameters are designed as Ic1
= 0.150 mA, Ic2 = Ic3 = Ic5 = Ic6 = 1.50 mA, Ic4 = 0.220 mA,
L1 = 1.32 pH, L2 = L3 = L8 = L9 = 1.13 pH, L4 = L10 = 0.40
pH, L5 = L6 = L11 = L12 = 0.34 pH, L7 = 1.20 pH, Lc = 10.0
pH, Rc = 0.10 , Ioff2 = 0.50 mA, Ib = 2.85 mA. (IcX
denotes Josephson critical current value of the junction
JX.)
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A negative offset bias current Ioff1 is supplied to the
first stage c-SQUID gate to achieve such an inverting
configuration. As shown in Fig. 2, the polarity of the
output voltage of the threshold gate does not depend on
that of the input current. Therefore, the inverting
configuration is achieved by the region of the input
current ensuring “-1” and “0” of the quantum states.
Figure 4 shows a static input vs. output characteristics
as the Schmitt trigger inverter. The output Vout2 shows an
identical characteristics for the Schmitt trigger inverter. In
the next section, we discuss a relaxation oscillator using
this Schmitt trigger inverter and a feedback element.

Figure 2: Simulated static input vs. output characteristics
of the threshold gate. (Ioff1 = 0.0 mA, Ioff2 = 0.50 mA) The
output voltage Vout1 and Vout2 denote the output of the first
stage c-SQUIDs and that of the second one, respectively.
current over the threshold is supplied, the quantum state
transits from “0” to “-1” state, e.g., a negative flux
quantum is inserted in the loop. However, the polarity of
the output voltage does not depend on the direction of the
flux. Hence, the static input vs. output characteristics is
symmetrical about the y-axis as shown in Fig.2. This
feature is useful for creating an inverting configuration of
the threshold characteristics.

Figure 3: Simulated static input vs. output characteristics
as the Schmitt trigger. (Ioff1 = 0 mA, Ioff2 = 0.50 mA) The
2.2. Superconducting Schmitt Trigger
critical current of the junction J1 is designed as Ic1 = 0.188
mA. Other circuit parameters are the same as those
To obtain the characteristics with Schmitt trigger shape, described in Fig. 1.
the input gate must have the hysteretic characteristics.
Because the output voltage transitions are decided by the
quantum states of the single-junction SQUID (J1, L1 – L4),
the hysteretic property of the quantum state in the singlejunction SQUID is required for making the hysteretic
output characteristics. To obtain such characteristics, LIc
product of the single-junction SQUID is just increased.
Figure 3 shows a static input vs. output characteristics
as the Schmitt trigger. The critical current of the junction
J1 is designed as Ic1 = 0.188 mA, which is larger than the
original parameter, to obtain a large LIc product. Other
circuit parameters are the same as those described in Fig.
1. The output Vout2 shows an identical characteristics for
the Schmitt trigger.
2.3. Superconducting Schmitt Trigger Inverter
A comparator-based Schmitt trigger is used in its
inverting configuration for a simple relaxation oscillator.
It is not so difficult to obtain the inverting configuration of
the Schmitt trigger mentioned in the previous section.

Figure 4: Simulated static input vs. output characteristics
as the Schmitt trigger Inverter. (Ioff1 = -0.88 mA, Ioff2 =
0.50 mA)
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Figure 5: Relaxation oscillator using the superconducting
Schmitt trigger inverter. The device parameters are
designed as Ic1 = 0.188 mA, Lfb = 5.0 nH, Rfb = 0.10 , RL
= 0.50 , Rlpf = 1.0 k, Clpf = 0.10 pF, Ioff1 = -0.88 mA.
Other circuit parameters are the same as those described
in Fig. 1. The passive low pass filter composed of Rlpf and
Clpf is connected to the output of the relaxation oscillator
to remove the high frequency spectrum due to Josephson
oscillation.

some combinations of a resistance and an inductance. We
propose a relaxation oscillator using the superconducting
Schmitt trigger inverter and a delay element using a series
of the resistance Rfb and the inductance Lfb as shown in
Fig. 5. A passive low pass filter composed of Rlpf and Clpf
is connected to the output of the relaxation oscillator to
remove the high frequency spectrum due to Josephson
oscillation. This low pass filter does not effect to the
operation of the relaxation oscillator substantially, because
the resistance Rlpf is rather large compared to the load
resistance RL.
Figure 6 shows a simulated output waveform of the
relaxation oscillator using the superconducting Schmitt
trigger inverter. It is confirmed that periodical pulse trains
are generated.
Unfortunately, this oscillator is not able to generate an
ideal square waveform because of the load variation
caused by LR feedback loop. The feedback current Ifb
increases logarithmically after the gate switches from zero
to a voltage state. This brings about the decrease of the
output voltage because a part of the bias current Ib of the
second stage c-SQUIDs flows forward the feedback loop.
Hence, the output voltages of the pulses does not become
flat. To avoid this drawback, we introduce an output
buffer gate in the next subsection.
3.2. Relaxation Oscillator with Output Buffer Gate

Figure 6: A simulated output waveform of the relaxation
oscillator using the superconducting Schmitt trigger
inverter.
3. Relaxation Oscillator Using
Schmitt Trigger Inverter Circuit

Superconducting

3.1. Relaxation Oscillator Using Superconducting
Schmitt Trigger Inverter and Feedback Elements
It is well known that a circuit composed of the Schmitt
trigger and some negative feedback element operates as a
simple relaxation oscillator. Using the semiconductor
circuits, this is achieved by connecting a single RC
integrating circuit between the output and the input of an
inverting Schmitt trigger[11]. A typical delay element in
the superconducting electronics is usually provided by

We introduce an additional output buffer gate to the
output of the relaxation oscillator proposed in the previous
section. Figure 7 shows a circuit diagram of the relaxation
oscillator with an output buffer gate. Introducing this
output buffer gate brings about the effect of decreasing the
output variation due to the existence of the feedback loop.
Figure 8 shows a simulated oscillation waveform of the
relaxation oscillator with the output buffer gate. We can
confirm that output voltages of the pulses are flat
compared to the oscillator without the output buffer.
The proposed new relaxation oscillator is able to
generate the square waveform easily. The oscillation
frequency of the oscillator can be easily changed by
adjusting the inductance of delay element Lfb. Moreover,
the duty cycle can be changed by adjusting the threshold
of the Schmitt trigger (adjusting the offset bias current
Ioff1). We have not investigated details of the circuit
parameter dependence of these variable parameters as the
square waveform generator yet. These investigations will
be reported in near future.
We have already reported a fabricated threshold gate
using cascaded two-stage c-SQUIDs gate[2]. It is not so
difficult to design the proposed oscillator using Schmitt
trigger inverter, because the basic structure of the inverter
is the same as the previously fabricated gate. We suppose
the square waveform generator is valuable in a clock
generator of superconducting logic circuits or sensor
devices operating at the low temperature environment.
4. Conclusion
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We proposed a new superconducting Schmitt trigger
inverter and a relaxation oscillator using the inverter with
the feedback element. The proposed superconducting
Schmitt trigger inverter was designed using a coupled
SQUIDs threshold gate, and its operation was confirmed
numerically. It was shown that the Schmitt trigger inverter
with an inductive feedback loop can operate as the
relaxation oscillator by a numerical simulation. We also
confirmed that the relaxation oscillator with an additional
buffer gate generates a square waveform.
Acknowledgments
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Figure 7: Relaxation oscillator with an output buffer gate
using the superconducting Schmitt trigger inverter. The
device parameters are designed as Ic1 = 0.188 mA, Lfb =
5.0 nH, Rfb = 0.40 , Ic7 = 0.220 mA, Ic8 = Ic9 = 1.50 mA,
L13 = 1.20 pH, L14 = L15 = 1.13 pH, L16 = 0.40 pH, L17 = L18
= 0.34 pH, Lc2 = 10.0 pH, Rc2 = 0.20 , RL = 0.10 , Rlpf =
1.0 k, Clpf = 0.10 pF, Ioff1 = -0.88 mA, Ioff3 = 0.50 mA.
Other circuit parameters are the same as those described
in Fig. 1.

Figure 8: A simulated oscillation waveform in the
relaxation oscillator with the output buffer gate.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel control
method for nonholonomic constrained systems using coupled oscillators composed of the Kuramoto model, which
is one of mathematical models used to describe a synchronization phenomenon. The reason why we focus on the
Kuramoto model is that it has the ability to generate stable
rhythmic signals and it is suﬃciently simple for mathematical analysis. We derive the stability criteria of Brockett
Integrator with the proposed method and examine the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method by several numerical simulations and experiments. Finally we apply the proposed
method to control the walking distance of Quadrupedal
Quasi-passive dynamic walker.
1. Introduction
In the field of nonlinear control theory, nonholonomic
constrained systems have been intensively investigated
since early 90’s[1]. Nonholonomic system is a peculiar
class of nonlinear systems which contains nonintegrable
mechanical constraints. It can be controllable in nonlinear
sense by considering the eﬀect of Lie brackets of the input
vector-fields although it is uncontrollable in linear sense.
Such a system often appears in locomotion control problem of mobile robots or space robots.
As one of control strategy of nonholonomic system,
it was shown that periodic inputs with proper phase gap
such as a sine-cosine pair were eﬀective. Here, the problem is how to create periodic inputs with a proper phase
gap. In our previous work[2], Matsuoka model, which
is a mathematical model of neural elements proposed by
Matsuoka[3], was used to generate such periodic control
inputs. The proposed control strategy was applied to rolling
sphere control problem and its eﬀect was verified with
some numerical simulations. However, mathematical stability analysis of the proposed method has yet been conducted enough.
In this paper, we propose a novel control method for
nonholonomic constrained systems based on the Kuramoto
model, which is one of the mathematical models used to
describe a synchronization phenomenon. The reason why
the Kuramoto model is used is that it has the ability to generate stable rhythmic signals and it is suﬃciently simple for
mathematical analysis. Then, we derive the stability criteria with the proposed method and examine the eﬀectiveness
of the proposed method by several numerical simulations

with Brockett integrator and two-wheeled vehicle. Finally,
we apply the proposed method to control of quadrupedal
quasi-passive dynamic walking robot.
2. Brockett integrator
At first, we focus on the so-called Brockett integrator
system in particular, which is the simplest case of nonholonomic systems. The state equation of Brockett integrator is
shown as follows.

 

)
 Ẋ1   1
0  (
 U1
 

0
1
Ẋ
(1)
=
 U
 2  
2
X2 −X1
Ẋ3
where X = (X1 , X2 , X3 )T ∈ R3 is the system state and
U = (U1 , U2 )T ∈ R2 is the control input. It is clear that
X1 and X2 can be controlled directly by U1 , U2 , while X3
should be controlled indirectly by appropriate coordination
of U1 and U2 . For instance, it was shown that periodic inputs U1 and U2 with proper phase gap such as sine-cosine
pair of functions[1] were eﬀective. According to Stokes’
theorem, Lie bracket of a pair of vector-fields corresponds
to the displacement in the state space as a result of periodic
input with suﬃciently small amplitude.
Therefore, it can be expected that X3 is able to be controlled with some periodic inputs U1 and U2 . The problem
is how to create periodic inputs with a proper phase gap. In
this paper, we use well-known Kuramoto model to produce
such periodic inputs.
3. Feedback control for nonholonomic systems using
the Kuramoto model
3.1. Control of Brockett integrator
3.1.1. Kuramoto model
It is well known that there are many kinds of synchronization phenomena in autonomous system, such as mechanical system, chemical reaction and circadian rhythm.
The Kuramoto model, first proposed by Kuramoto, is
one of the mathematical models used to describe such
synchronization[4]. The Kuramoto model consists of a
population of N coupled phase oscillators θi having natural
frequencies ωi . For example, if N = 2, Kuramoto model
can be denoted by
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dθ1
dθ2
= ω1 + k12 sin(θ2 − θ1 ),
= ω1 + k12 sin(θ1 − θ2 ), (2)
dt
dt

where k12 denotes the coupling strength between oscillators. This model is simple enough to be mathematically
tractable, yet suﬃciently complex to be nontrivial. As a result, it have been shown that this model can display a large
variety of synchronization patterns.
3.1.2. Proposed control method
Based on the Kuramoto model (2), let us consider the
following oscillator model with a feedback term.
(
) (
)
θ̇1
(1 + K p X3 )ω0 + k sin(θ2 − θ1 )
=
,
(3)
θ̇2
(1 − K p X3 )ω0 + k sin(θ1 − θ2 )
where ω0 is the common natural frequency, k is the bonding
strength of oscillators and K p is the feedback gain.
Using these oscillators θ1 and θ2 , we propose to assign
the following U1 and U2 as the control inputs for Brockett
integrator (1),
U1 = A cos(θ1 )θ̇1 , U2 = B cos(θ2 )θ̇2 .

(4)

are satisfied.
Then, the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable.
Using this theorem, we show the stability of the system (5), (6) .
Let x be x = (X3 , Θ). We defined V(t, x) and a(||x||) as
follows,
V(t, x) = 2(K p ω0 X3 − kΘ)2 + ABK p ω20 Θ2
=:

αX32

+ 2βX3 Θ + γΘ
(8)
√
α + γ + (α − γ)2 + 4β2 2
(X3 + Θ2 ). (9)
a(||x||) =
2
It is obvious that V(t, 0) = 0. From Eq. (8) and (9),
V(t, x) − a(||x||) yields
V(t, x) − a(||x||)
√
√
α − γ + (α − γ)2 + 4β2 2
−α + γ + (α − γ)2 + 4β2 2
=
X3 + 2βX3 Θ +
Θ
2
2
√
√

2
√
√


−α + γ + (α − γ)2 + 4β2 
 α − γ + (α − γ)2 + 4β2
= 
X3 +
Θ
2
2


≥0.

3.1.3. Stability Analysis
In this section, we show that the proposed control inputs (4) can deliver X3 in the system (1) to 0a if the phase
diﬀerence between the oscillators (3) is suﬃciently small,
that is, sin(θ1 − θ2 ) ≈ θ1 − θ2 .
Let Θ and Θ̇ be Θ := θ1 − θ2 and Θ̇ := dΘ/dt. Brockett
integrator system (1) with inputs (4) can be rewritten to

(7)

2

(10)

From the inequality, it is verified that the condition 1) in
Krasovski Theorem is satisfied.
Next, diﬀerentiating V(t, x) with respect to t, V̇(t, x) can
be derived as
V̇ = 4(K p ω0 X3 − kΘ)(K p ω0 Ẋ3 − kΘ̇) + 2ABK p ω20 Θ̇Θ
= 2Θ̇{K p ω0 (−ABω0 Θ + AB sin(2ω0 t)Θ̇/2) − kΘ̇}

Ẋ3 = −ABω0 sin Θ + AB sin(2ω0 t)(K p ω0 X3 − k sin Θ)

+ 2ABK p ω20 Θ̇Θ

Θ̇ = 2(K p ω0 X3 − k sin Θ).
When sin Θ ≈ Θ, these equations can be linearized to

= (ABK p ω0 sin(2ω0 t) − 2k)Θ̇2

(11)

≤ (ABK p ω0 − 2k)Θ̇ .

(12)

2

Ẋ3 = −ABω0 Θ + AB sin(2ω0 t)(K p ω0 X3 − kΘ)

(5)

Θ̇ = 2(K p ω0 X3 − kΘ).

(6)

From Eq. (12), it can be said that the condition 2) in
Krasovski Theorem is satisfied if k > ABK p ω0 /2.
Finally, from Eq. (11), (6), M can be described as:

The stability condition of the linearized system (5)
and (6) is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The origin (X3 , Θ) = (0, 0) of (5), (6) is
asymptotically stable if k > ABK p ω0 /2.
Proof. At first, we introduce Krasovski theorem[5], which
gives a suﬃcient condition for a stability of periodic dynamical system.
Krasovski Theorem. Let ẋ = f (t, x) be a diﬀerential
equation which is periodic in t with period T . Suppose
there exists a C1 function V : I × Ω → R, periodic in t
with period T , such that for some function a ∈ R and every
(t, x) ∈ I × Ω:
1) V(t, x) ≥ a(||x||); V(t, 0) = 0;
2) V̇(t, x) ≤ 0;
3) expect for the origin, M contains no complete positive
semi-trajectory where M = {(t, x) ∈ I × Ω : V̇ = 0};

M = {(t, X3 , Θ) : K p ω0 X3 − kΘ = 0}

(13)

∗

,X3∗ ,Θ∗ )
∗

Suppose a (t
∈ M. If a trajectory which starts
from (t∗ ,X3∗ ,Θ ) are always contained in M, the equation
K p ω0 Ẋ3 − kΘ̇ = 0 has to be satisfied at least. From
Eq. (5), (6), the time evolution of (X3 , Θ) from (t∗ , X3∗ , Θ∗ )
can be derived as:
Ẋ3 = ω0 Θ∗ , Θ̇ = 0.

(14)

Therefore, only the origin can stay on M, and then, it is
verified that the condition 3) in Krasovski Theorem is satisfied.
The above discussion provides that all conditions of
Krasovski Theorem are satisfied if k > ABK p ω0 /2. Therefore, the origin x = (X3 , Θ) = (0, 0) of the system (5), (6)
is asymptotically stable if k > ABK p ω0 /2.
□
From the theorem, it can be said that the proposed control method can deliver X3 to 0 if the phase diﬀerence between the oscillators is suﬃciently small.
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Figure 1: Control of Brockett integrator with proposed
method
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Figure 3: Control of two-wheeled vehicle.
nonholonomic system as the Brockett integrator and these
two systems are equivalent under coordinates and inputs
transformations. Such transformation between Brockett integrator (1) and the two-wheeled robot model (15) can be
derived as following,

φ

X1 = x, X2 = tan ϕ, X3 = 2y − x tan ϕ

Figure 2: Kinematic model of two-wheeled robot

(16)

and
U1
+ r cos2 (tan−1 X2 )U2
cos(tan−1 X2 )
U1
vl =
− r cos2 (tan−1 X2 )U2 .
cos(tan−1 X2 )

3.1.4. Simulation Result

vr =

We verified the proposed control method by some numerical simulations. Figure 1 shows the simulation results
when the initial state was X = [5, 0, 0]T and the feedback
gain was K p = 0.1 in Eq. (3). Other parameters were set
as k = π, ω0 = π and A = B = 1 such that the condition
k > ABK p ω0 /2 is satisfied.
Figure 1(a) shows the trajectory of X1 , X2 and X3 and
Fig. 1(b) shows the phase diﬀerence θ1 − θ2 . It can be seen
that X3 successfully converged to 0 and the phase diﬀerence θ1 − θ2 also converged to 0. Therefore, it was verified
that X3 in Brockett integrator (1), which corresponds to the
direction of Lie bracket, can be controlled by the proposed
control method (3) .
3.2. Control of two-wheeled vehicle
In this section, we apply the proposed approach to control of two-wheeled vehicle, which is one of the nonholonomic systems as well as Brockett integrator.
3.2.1. Transformation from Brockett integrator to Twowheeled vehicle
Figure 2 shows the kinematic model of two-wheeled vehicle. Under non-slip and non-slide assumptions, the kinematic equation of the two-wheeled vehicle model is shown
as follows,

 

)
 ẋ   cos ϕ/2 cos ϕ/2  (
 vr
 

(15)
 ẏ  =  sin ϕ/2 sin ϕ/2  v ,
l
1/2r
−1/2r
ϕ̇
where vr and vl are velocities of right and left wheel respectively, θ is the attitude of the vehicle and 2r is the vehicle
width.
In non-linear control theory, it is known that the twowheeled vehicle system is classified into the same class of

(17)
(18)

Under the non-slip and non-slide constraints, the twowheeled vehicle can not move toward the positive direction of y-axis, which is vertical to the wheels in a moment.
Then, in order to control y of the two-wheeled vehicle (15),
we try to control X3 in Eq. (16) with the proposed control
method (3) and (4).
3.2.2. Simulation Result
We confirm an eﬀect of proposed method with numerical
simulation. The physical parameter is set as 2r = 0.24. The
control parameters in Eq. (3) are set as k = π，ω0 = π, K p =
0.2 and A = B = 1. Figure 3 shows the simulation result
with the initial state (x, y, ϕ)T = (0, 0, −3)T . Figure 3(a) and
3(b) show the trajectory of (x, y, ϕ) and X3 = 2y − x tan ϕ
respectively. Although y continued to oscillate a little, the
trajectory of y successfully converged to near 0 and X3 =
2y − x tan ϕ converged to 0. From this result, it is verified
the proposed control method (3) can be also applied to the
control of y in the two-wheeled vehicle, which corresponds
to the vertical direction to the wheels.
4. Feedback Control of Quadrupedal Quasi-passive
Dynamic Walking Robot
4.1. Quadrupedal quasi-passive dynamic walking
Robot “Duke”
Finally, we apply the proposed control method to control of quadrupedal quasi-passive dynamic walking robot.
Passive Dynamic walking(PDW) refers to a class of mechanical devices that are able to walk down a shallow incline without any actuation and can realize walking by very
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Figure 4: Quasi-passive dynamic walking robot “Duke”

into the controller. This issue is left as a future work.
5. Conclusion

simple mechanisms[6]. Therefore, much attention has been
paid to PDW as an approach to realize walking robot[7, 8].
In our previous research[9], we developed Quasi-passive
dynamic walking robot “Duke”(Fig. 4). This robot was designed based on PDW robot and was able to walk on the
level ground only by exerting measly energy only in the
lateral direction using invert pendulums of each two legged
element(See Fig. 4(a)). In addition, as a result of analyses based on the nonlinear control theory, we revealed that
Duke had a nonholonomic constraint that was corresponds
to that of two-wheeled vehicle. And we concluded that the
locomotion of Duke consisted of Lie bracket motion derived from a sphere rolling motion of the sole and a leg
swinging motion. Therefore, we apply the proposed control method (4) to the control of the walking distance of
Duke.

In this paper, we proposed the feedback control method
for nonholonomic constrained systems based on the Kuramoto model and showed the stability of Brockett integrator system with the proposed control method. Through
numerical simulations, we verified that the control method
can control Brockett integrator and two-wheeled vehicle,
which are well-known nonholonomic constrained system.
Finally we applied the proposed method to control the
walking distance of Quadrupedal quasi-PDW robot Duke.
The stability analysis in this paper was limited by the
assumption that the phase diﬀerence is relatively small. To
apply it to more complicated systems, it should be extended
in the future work.
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Abstract—The Hopf amplifier based on the normal
form equation of the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation is an established element in the modeling of the mammalian auditory system. Beside its specific amplification characteristic,
it acts for single-tone signals like a linear system concerning the spectral behavior. Since this is a peculiar exception
for a nonlinear amplifier, we use the Hopf normal form as a
starting point to analyze all resonant two-dimensional differential equations with cubic nonlinearity. In particular we
focus on the pure sinusoidal response.
1. Introduction
The detection and amplification of weak signals plays
an important role in engineering sciences as well as in biology. For a variety of measurement systems beside RF and
sensor applications a strong amplification of weak signals
within a narrow bandwidth is required to get remarkable
filtering characteristics in a noisy environment [1]. Furthermore, a high dynamic range is desirable to handle a wide
range of signal levels [1]. The mammalian auditory system
shows an excellent biological example for this task. It operates over an extraordinary range of input levels covering
more than 120 dB [2]. Physiological measurements show,
that this is achieved by a nonlinear dynamic compression,
where larger amplifications occur towards lower input amplitudes and saturation towards strong forcings [3]. Moreover, decreasing the input amplitude is associated with a
narrower bandwidth [3]. These insights motivate the modeling of the inner ear by using the normal form equation
of the supercritical Andronov-Hopf bifurcation that shows
qualitatively the behavior mentioned above [4]. To achieve
the nonlinear amplification characteristic, the Hopf equation is endowed with a forcing term and tuned close to the
onset of self-sustained limit cycle oscillations [4, 5]. Based
on the suggested normal form of the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, several models of the auditory system have been
developed [5–7]. Despite the nonlinearity of the so-called
Hopf amplifier, the study of the response characteristic has
shown, that a sinusoidal input signal leads to a pure sinusoidal output signal with the same frequency and without
any harmonic distortions [4–9]. Concerning the spectral
behavior, this Hopf system acts like a linear system, which
is a peculiar exception for a nonlinear amplifier [9]. Hence,

this allows the calculation and characterization of the frequency dependent input-output amplitude and phase relations analytically [4, 5, 9]. Assuming harmonic distortions
are undesirable, the mentioned behavior, besides the nonlinear amplification characteristic, provides an interesting
basis for measurement systems or signal detectors. Since
further equations are mentioned in this context [1, 10], we
use the Hopf normal form as a starting point to analyze all
systems belonging to the class of resonant two-dimensional
differential equations with third-order nonlinearity. We
present and discuss in our contribution a classification of
the regarded systems, considering the input-output behavior, and in particular the sinusoidal response.

2. Class of Input-Output Systems
The (truncated) normal form equation of the AndronovHopf bifurcation is usually written in the complex form
ż = (µ + iω0 ) z + σ |z|2 z,

z(t) ∈ C,

(1)

where µ ∈ R denotes the Hopf nonlinearity parameter, i
is the imaginary unit and ω0 is the natural frequency of
the oscillation. In general, the coefficient σ is a complex
quantity σ = σR + iσI . Without loss of generality, our
study is based on the ω0 -rescaled Hopf differential equation
introduced by Stoop et. al. [5]
ż = ω0 (µ + i) z − ω0 |z|2 z − ω0 f,

z(t), f (t) ∈ C,

(2)

where the equation is extended by the forcing term f (t),
σ = −1 and µ < 0. The conversion with z(t) = x(t) + iy(t)
for the state variable and f (t) = p(t) + iq(t) for the forcing
term leads to the real representation of (2)


ẋ = −ω0 y + µω0 x − ω0 x x2 + y2 − ω0 p,


ẏ = ω0 x + µω0 y − ω0 y x2 + y2 − ω0 q.

(3)

Since z(t) and f (t) are analytic signals, the imaginary parts
y(t) and q(t) are the Hilbert transforms of the respective real
parts x(t) and p(t). To classify the input-output behavior of
all two-dimensional resonant parameter-dependent systems
with cubic nonlinearity, we examine based on (3) all com-
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a)

binations described by

b)
=1

=1

ẋ = −ω0 y + aµω0 x + ω0

4
X

ci xk yl − ω0 p,

i=1

ẏ = ω0 x + bµω0 y + ω0

4
X

(4)
d j x y − ω0 q.
m n

j=1

=10-3

=10-3

Here, the coefficients of the linear damping are {a, b} ∈
[{1, 1}, {1, 0}, {0, 1}] and of the cubic terms ci , d j ∈ [−1, 0, 1]
with k+l = 3 and m+n = 3, resulting in a set of 19680 equations. The calculation of the associated complex forms of
the regarded systems (cf. (2)) allows to identify those systems where for µ < 0 and t → ∞ a complex sinusoidal output is a steady-state solution for a sinusoidal forcing. Despite the nonlinearity, the input-output amplitude and phase
relations, which are parameter and frequency dependent,
can be analytically specified for single-tone signals.

c)

=1

=10-3

=10-3

e)

3. Systems with Sinusoidal Response

f)
=1

=1

Our analysis of the large number of systems revealed,
that only a few show a sinusoidal response to a sinusoidal
forcing. Furthermore, it turned out that these systems can
be classified into the following three categories:
• supercritical Hopf systems
• subcritical Hopf systems
• systems without Andronov-Hopf bifurcation
3.1. Supercritical Hopf Systems
Since the Hopf amplifier described by (2) provides the
basis for our study, it exhibits the feature of a nonlinear dynamic compression with larger amplification towards
weaker stimuli and an associated narrower bandwidth [5].
The algebraic equation describing this input-output behavior can be obtained by inserting the complex sinusoidal solution z(t) = z0 ei(ωt+ϕ) in (2), that results from the forcing
f (t) = f0 eiωt . The evaluation of the squared modulus yields
h
i
f02 = z60 − 2µz40 + µ2 + (1 − ω/ω0 )2 z20 .
(5)
Thus, the computation of the implicit equation (5) allows
to depict the steady-state response of system (2) in dependency of the forcing amplitude f0 and the nonlinearity parameter µ as shown in Fig. 1a),b). The mentioned behavior occurs with an increasing amplification of faint input
signals while the µ-value is tuned closer to the bifurcation point. It should be noted, that the resonance peak always reaches its maximum at the characteristic frequency
ω = ω0 . A more detailed description of the response characteristic of (2) can be found in [5].
Our analysis reveals in addition the following two supercritical Hopf systems with sinusoidal response to sinusoidal forcings
ż = ω0 (µ + i) z − ω0 (1 − i) |z|2 z − ω0 f,

(6)

ż = ω0 (µ + i) z − ω0 (1 + i) |z| z − ω0 f.

(7)

2

d)
=1

=10-3

=10-3

Figure 1: Steady-state responses; a),b) System (2) computed by (5); c),d) System (6) computed by (8); e),f) System (7) computed by (9); ω0 = 103
Here, in contrast to (2), the coefficient σ = σR + iσI of
the cubic term is complex. The relations of the input and
output amplitudes of (6) and (7) can be calculated to


2 
f02 = z60 − 2µz40 + µ2 + 1 − ω/ω0 + z20 z20 ,
(8)


2 
(9)
f02 = z60 − 2µz40 + µ2 + 1 − ω/ω0 − z20 z20 ,
which lead to the response characteristics shown in
Fig. 1c),d) and Fig. 1e),f), respectively. We can deduce that
for stronger stimuli the resonance peak shifts with σI = 1
slightly to higher frequencies, and with σI = −1 towards
lower frequencies. We emphasize, the latter effect also exists in the experimentally obtained response characteristics
of the inner ear [4]. Thus, some authors argue to use Hopf
systems with a complex cubic term for modeling the auditory system [7]. In contrast, it has been demonstrated that a
chain of feed-forward coupled Hopf amplifiers described
by (2), alternating with low-pass filters, also reproduces
the shape of the auditory response curves with the desired
left shift of the resonance peak [5]. Moreover, the systems
show for lower input amplitudes a µ-dependent amplification behavior of the same kind as system (2).
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3.2. Subcritical Hopf Systems
a)

3.3. Systems without Hopf Bifurcation
a)

b)

b)
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Figure 2: a),b) Steady-state responses of system (10) computed by Eq. (13); c),d) Ambiguity in the response curves
for µ = −0.1 and selected values of f0 ; ω0 = 103

Figure 3: a),b) Steady-state responses of system (16) computed by Eq. (18); c),d) Steady-state responses of system
(17) computed by Eq. (19); ω0 = 103

Further investigations of the systems revealed the subcritical counterparts of the supercritical Hopf systems
treated before.

Our study reveals systems with a sinusoidal response to
a sinusoidal forcing, that are not exhibiting any Hopf bifurcation. This two systems are

(10)

ż = ω0 (µ + i) z + ω0 i |z|2 z − ω0 f,

(16)

ż = ω0 (µ + i) z + ω0 (1 + i) |z|2 z − ω0 f,

(11)

ż = ω0 (µ + i) z − ω0 i |z| z − ω0 f.

(17)

ż = ω0 (µ + i) z + ω0 (1 − i) |z|2 z − ω0 f.

(12)

ż = ω0 (µ + i) z + ω0 |z|2 z − ω0 f,

The evaluation of the associated input-output relations,
h
i
f02 = z60 + 2µz40 + µ2 + (1 − ω/ω0 )2 z20 ,
(13)


2 
f02 = z60 + 2µz40 + µ2 + 1 − ω/ω0 + z20 z20 ,
(14)



2
(15)
f02 = z60 + 2µz40 + µ2 + 1 − ω/ω0 − z20 z20 ,
revealed overall the same behavior as the supercritical Hopf
systems in Sec. 3.1. As an example for these systems, we
illustrate the steady-state response of (10) described by (13)
in Fig. 2a),b). Due to the imaginary part of σ, the systems (11) and (12) show an equivalent shift of the resonance peak to higher and lower frequencies as the systems
(6) and (7) in Fig. 1c),d) and Fig. 1e),f), respectively. However, for certain relations of the parameter µ and the forcing amplitude f0 , ambiguities in the response curves arise
(cf. Fig. 2c),d)). This effect has also been observed and
discussed for a driven supercritical Andronov-Hopf equation [11]. Since the presented systems exhibit a subcritical
Hopf bifurcation (σR > 0), an unstable limit cycle restricts
the forcing amplitude and the initial conditions. Hence,
these systems appear impractical as nonlinear amplifier.

2

Obviously, the equations have a purely imaginary coefficient σI of the cubic term. The respective input-output behavior, calculated by

2 

f02 = µ2 + 1 − ω/ω0 + z20 z20 ,
(18)


2 
f02 = µ2 + 1 − ω/ω0 − z20 z20 ,
(19)
is illustrated in Fig. 3. Similar to the systems presented before, the resonance peak shifts for strong forcings towards
higher and lower frequencies in dependency of the sign of
σI . However, the shift is much stronger leading to ambiguity and hysteretic behavior in the response curves. In
contrast to the other studied systems, an exception to the
output amplitude z0 being limited for f0 = 1 occurred in
system (16). Furthermore, for weak input signals, the systems display a similar µ-dependent amplification characteristic as mentioned for the regarded Hopf systems in Sec. 3.1
and 3.2.
4. Restricted Systems with Sinusoidal Response
Beside the systems presented in Sec. 3, that always lead
in steady-state to sinusoidal responses to sinusoidal forcings, our study reveals systems that show this behavior
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merely for the restricted forcing frequency ω = ω0 . Since
these systems exhibit both a supercritical and a subcritical Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, we will refrain from discussing the latter one. The systems displaying a supercritical bifurcation are formulated as
ω0 2
ω0 µ
(z + z) −
(20)
ż = iω0 z +
|z| (z + z) − ω0 p,
2
2
ω0 µ
ω0 2
(z − z) −
ż = iω0 z +
(21)
|z| (z − z) − iω0 q,
2
2

the single-tone forcing. All other systems with cubic nonlinearity, like the van der Pol equation, that has been used
as a signal detector [1], lead always to harmonic distortions
(cf. [9]). Especially systems with more than one real fixed
point (e.g. [10]) show large distortions or even instable solutions.

where z is the complex conjugate of z. From the more accessible real representations of (20) and (21)


ẋ = −ω0 y + µω0 x − ω0 x x2 + y2 − ω0 p,
(22)
ẏ = ω0 x,

[1] N. J. McCullen, T. Mullin, M. Golubitsky, “Sensitive
Signal Detection Using a Feed-Forward Oscillator Network,” Phys. Rev. Lett., vol.98, 254101, 2007.

ẋ = −ω0 y,


ẏ = ω0 x + µω0 y − ω0 y x2 + y2 − ω0 q,

(23)

it is apparent that these systems are variants of the driven
Rayleigh-van der Pol equation [12]. Since the sinusoidal
forcing f (t) = f0 eiω0 t = p(t) + iq(t) is an analytic signal, it is obvious that the input signals of (20) and (21),
p(t) = f0 cos(ω0 t) and q(t) = f0 sin(ω0 t), are real sinusoidal
signals, that lead to the complex solution z(t) = z0 ei(ω0 t+ϕ) .
For both systems, the relation between the input amplitude f0 and the output amplitude z0 can be obtained by
f0 = µz0 − z30 . This describes exactly the same amplification characteristic as system (2) for ω = ω0 (cf. (5)). For
input signals with ω , ω0 harmonic distortions emerge due
to the nonlinearity of the systems (cf. [9]).
5. Conclusion
In this paper we analyzed all systems comprised by the
class of resonant two-dimensional differential equations
with third-order nonlinearity. We have shown, that only
systems described by the following driven normal form
equation of the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation
ż = ω0 (µ + i) z + ω0 σ |z|2 z − ω0 f
act like a linear amplifier with respect to the spectral behavior. For a sinusoidal input signal, they respond with a pure
sinusoidal output signal without any harmonic distortions.
In dependency of σ = σR + iσI the systems can be categorized into supercritical Hopf systems with σR < 0, their
subcritical counterparts with σR > 0, and systems without
any Andronov-Hopf bifurcation σR = 0. For σI = 0 the
resonance peaks in the response curves reach their maximum always at the characteristic frequency ω = ω0 . Otherwise the peak is shifted towards lower (σI < 0) or higher
(σI > 0) frequencies for strong forcings. This can lead to
ambiguities in the response curves. The latter effect can
also be observed for subcritical Hopf systems with σI = 0.
Since they exhibit an unstable limit cycle, these systems
appear impractical as nonlinear amplifiers. Our study revealed that the Rayleigh-van der Pol equation shows a sinusoidal response for the restricted frequency ω = ω0 of
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Abstract—This paper introduces a method of clock
synchronization for power packet dispatching. In a
power packet dispatching system, power packets are
generated in a mixer and transmitted to a router, thus
the clock synchronization between the mixer and the
router is required to recognize the packet signal correctly. In this paper, a model is derived for describing the clock synchronization through power packets. Based on the simulation of the model, a control method for achieving the synchronization is implemented into the experiment.
1. Introduction
In recent years, demands for the energy, especially
for electrical energy, have been increased. On the other
hand, serious energy crises urge us to pay much attention to renewable energy sources, such as photovoltaic
cells, wind generators, and so on [1, 2]. For the further change of energy circumstances, novel power distribution methods and the energy supplies based on
demands are strongly expected. The concept of power
packet dispatching was proposed by Saitoh et al. in
1990s [3]. They proposed an electric power dispatching as a packet transfer of digital data tagged with the
dispatching information.
In order to manage renewable energy sources together with commercial power sources, a novel power
packet dispatching system was proposed by our group
in [4, 5, 6, 7]. The power packet consists of power payload and information tags. As discussed in [8], unexpected power transfer may happen if the clock synchroniztaion fails in the power packet dispatching system.
Therefore we establish a model of digital clock synchronization system based on CPPLL for power packet
dispatching.
This paper is organized as follows. First the power
packet dispatching system is briefly explained. Then
the method of clock synchronization based on ChargePump Phase-Locked Loop (CPPLL) is introduced. After that the model is derived and a control method is
considered. Based on this model, the effectiveness of
the method is confirmed. Finally, the conclusion is
given.

2. A power packet dispatching system
Figure 1 illustrates the basic configuration of a
power packet dispatching system [5, 9]. The power
sources are selected in the mixer and power packets
are generated accordingly. The power contained in
power packets are transmitted to the corresponding
loads through the router.
A power packet is exemplified in Fig. 2. It consists
of a header, a payload, and a footer. The header includes preamble bits, source information, and address
information. Source information indicates the energy
source, from which the power is provided. Address
information denotes the destination of power packet.
The amount of power in each power packet is determined by the payload. The footer is designed as the
end signal of power packet. Therefore, in order to send
the adequate power to the correct load, the recognition of the power packet signal is required in the
router, which implies the clock synchronization between a mixer and a router. Also, power packets may
independently be generated with different frequencies,
so that the preamble bits in each power packet are prepared to achieve the clock synchronization. After the
achievement of synchronization, the clock frequency
of router should be held until the end of the power
packet.
3. Clock synchronization system
The block diagram of the clock synchronization system is given in Fig. 3. One reference signal (REF)

Figure 3: The block diagram of the clock
synchronization system.
and one Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO) output
signal are considered as the mixer clock signal and
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Figure 1: Basic configuration of power packet dispatching system.

Figure 2: Basic configuration of one power packet.
the router clock signal, respectively. Phase Frequency
Detector (PFD), Charge Pump (CP), Low Pass filter
(LPF), and VCO constitute one CPPLL. The PFD
converts the phase difference (the time difference between the rising edges of REF and VCO) into voltage
pulse output “UP” and “DN” [10]. The CP and LPF
blocks are used to generate the voltage Vctrl to control
the output frequency of the VCO (fVCO ), according
to UP and DN. UP increases fVCO and DN decreases
it. When REF and VCO are synchronized, there are
no UP and DN outputs, so fVCO is held as the frequency of REF (fREF ). The synchronization detect
circuit (Sync Detect) is used to indicate the synchronization. In simulation, it is confirmed that the clock
synchronization can be achieved by this method.
4. Modeling of the clock synchronization system
The behavior of clock synchronization system is analyzed and the model is proposed. Based on the model,
a control algorithm is applied to regulate the system
behavior, so as to keep the clock synchronization.

The model then can be established as
(k−1)

TREF = TNCO + ∆(k − 1) − ∆(k),

(k−1)

where TREF is the clock period of REF, while TNCO
is the clock period of NCO at time tk−1 . From Eq.
(1), the following equation can be obtained,
∆(k) = ∆(k − 1) +

−

1
.
fREF

∆(k) − ∆(k − 1) = −a∆(k − 1) + c,

(2)

(3)

where a and c are constant arguments. Then we take
∆(k − 2) as the approximation of ∆(k − 1). Therefore,
Eq. (3) becomes
∆(k) − ∆(k − 1) = −a∆(k − 2) + c.

(4)

By substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (1), the system model
can be modified as follows,
(k−1)

In the system modeling, the VCO is replaced by
the Numerically-Controlled Oscillator (NCO). The relationship of REF and NCO before synchronization are
analyzed as follows: (1) The rising edge of REF leads
at time tk−1 , k − 1 ∈ N ∗ . (2) The rising edge of NCO
leads at time tk−1 . For each case, there are two cases
of the relationship at time tk . The total four cases are
displayed in Figs. 4 and 5. We assume that in (1),
the time difference between the two signals ∆(k − 1)
is positive and in (2), ∆(k − 1) is negative. When the
two rising edges are synchronized, ∆(k − 1) = 0.
Case 1a: ∆(k − 1) > 0 and ∆(k) > 0;
Case 1b: ∆(k − 1) > 0 and ∆(k) < 0;
Case 2a: ∆(k − 1) < 0 and ∆(k) < 0;
Case 2b: ∆(k − 1) < 0 and ∆(k) > 0;

1
(k−1)
fNCO

The algorithm below is given to make the series of
∆(k) be convergent,

fNCO =

4.1. System modeling

(1)

1
. for k = 3, 4, ... (5)
TREF − a∆(k − 2) + c

According to Eqs. (2) and (5), the values of ∆(k) and
(k)
(1)
fNCO can be calculated at the condition that fNCO ,
∆(1), and fREF are given.
4.2. Results in experiment and simulation
The modified model is realized by FPGA in exper(1)
iment. We set fNCO = 45kHz, a = 0.3. Moreover,
c = cv satisfies the following equation,
cv + TREF = 20µs.

(6)

For NCO, the formula of fNCO is given as below,
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fNCO = Fs ×

Inc
Hz.
2N

(7)

In Figs. 8 and 9, the initial condition is the rising edge
of REF leads by 3µs. The series of ∆(k) is convergent
for each fREF too. Figure 10 shows the simulation
results of ∆(k), when c = c0 = 0. In this case, ∆(k)s
are all convergent to 0 in spite of different fREF . This
can be explained by substituting c = 0 into Eq. (5).
The convergence values of ∆(k) in both experiment
and simulation are summarized in Fig. 11. For c =
cv, we can see that the experimental results and the
simulation results have a good agreement.

Figure 4: case 1a and case 1b

10

Figure 5: case 2a and case 2b
∆(k+1) / µs

where Inc denotes the input parameter to control
fNCO . N is determined by the resolution of NCO (∆f )
and the sampling frequency of NCO (Fs ),
Fs = 100 MHz ,
Fs
∆f = N ≈ 1Hz.
2
Hence, N = 27 and
fNCO = 1e8 ×

Inc
Hz.
227

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

5

(8)

0

−5

(9)
−5

mm

0
∆(k) / µs

∆(k+1) / µs

10

Here ∆(k) is in ns. From Eqs. (7) and (11), we can
(k)
see that fNCO is adjustable by ∆(k − 1) . The signals
UP and DN, generated by PFD, reflect positive and
negative ∆(k − 1), respectively. Thus,

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

5

0

−5

0 ≤ ∆(k − 1) ≤ 1000, or − 1000 ≤ ∆(k − 1) ≤ 0. (12)
(k)

−5

The range of fNCO then can be obtained from Eqs.
(10), (11), and (12),
(k)

∆(k) =

20µs − TREF
.
a

(14)

0
5
∆(k) / µs

10

Figure 7: ∆(k) evolution in simulation, cv,
∆(1) = −8µs.

(13)

The evolution of ∆(k) for different fREF , ranging
from 45kHz to 59kHz with 1kHz interval, in both experiment and simulation are shown in Figs. 6-9. In
Figs. 6 and 7, ∆(1) = −8µs implies the initial condition is the rising edge of NCO leads by 8µs. It can be
observed that, for each fREF , the series of ∆(k) is convergent. The convergence value can be derived from
Eqs. (5) and (6) by substituting fREF = fNCO ,

10

Figure 6: ∆(k) evolution in experiment, cv,
∆(1) = −8µs.

(10)

According to Eqs. (5), (6), and (10), the value of Inc
can be derived as

10×227

 20000−3∆(k−1) , ∆(k − 1) ≥ 0,
(11)
Inc(k) =


10×227
20000+3∆(k−1) , ∆(k − 1) < 0.

43.4kHz ≤ fNCO ≤ 59kHz.

5

Conclusion
One model is establised to examine the proposed
method of clock synchronization. The model is simulated in MATLAB and realized in FPGA. The experimental results show that the clock synchronization can
be successfully achieved by the established model. In
future, we will apply different control algorithms to
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Figure 10: ∆(k) evolution in simulation, c0,
∆(1) = 3µs.
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Figure 8: ∆(k) evolution in experiment, cv,
∆(1) = 3µs.
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Figure 11: Convergence value of ∆(k).
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Figure 9: ∆(k) evolution in simulation, cv,
∆(1) = 3µs.
achieve better system performance, such as shortter
settling time.
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Abstract—In this paper, two-dimensional models of
electron lenses, quantum systems with step and stair potentials are analyzed. Regarding electrons in the electron lenses both quantum waves and as probabilistic particles, we describe the behavior of the electrons by the
Schrödinger and the Langevin equations. Solving the two
equations, we found that the wave and particle models were
equivalent. We analyzed numerically characteristics, for
example, incidental versus refraction angles, of the lens
model with step potential in detail and found that they were
in accordance with theoretical characteristics.

y
(px’, py’)

V

2

∆V
1

(px, py)
0

0

x

(a) x-directional step potential

x

(b) Incident and refraction angles

Figure 1: Potential of a model of electron lens with step
potential.

1. Introduction
As we mentioned in [1], front-end filters are necessary
between electromagnetic wave detectors based on photoelectric eﬀect and single-electron tunneling (SET) electronstream processors in terahertz sensing and communication
systems.
The filters are used to remove photoelectrons excited by
noise. They also may be applied to wavelength division
multiple access communication systems. In conventional
radar and wireless communication systems, distributed parameter filters are often used as front-end filters. Quantum periodic potential systems and quantum coupled wave
guides correspond to stepped-impedance and coupled-line
distributed parameter filters [1, 2].
On the other hand, in an optical system, a prism splits
light into the spectrum of diﬀerent colors. Quantum waves
cause similar phenomenon in stepped potential systems.
This refraction phenomenon can be applied to filtering
electrons of a specified kinetic energy [3, 4].
In this paper, we investigate the quantum refraction in
detail, specifically, incident versus refraction angles and
potential height versus refraction angles. In addition, quantum refraction in a stair potential system is investigated in
this paper. The stair potential has an advantage that the
wave path can be shifted arbitrarily, which provides flexibility in physical circuit layout. In [1, 5], we mentioned
the necessity of probabilistic particle models of electrons
in electromagnetic wave detectors based on photoelectric
eﬀect and in quantum wave filters built by coupling wave
guides. We also construct probabilistic particle models for
the step and stair potential systems in this paper.
In this paper, physical units are defined as mentioned in
[5]

2. Describing Step Potential System
We consider two-dimensional behavior of an electron in
a potential V(x, y) = V(x) which has step change ∆V in xdirection but is constant in y-direction as shown in Fig. 1.
In a later numerical example, the step level change is set
to ∆V = 10.0. We assume that the wave function of the
electron is in the following form:
ψ(x, y, t) = ψ(x, t)ψ(y, t),
( E )
x
ψ(x, t) = φ(x) exp −i t ,
~
(
)
Ey
ψ(y, t) = φ(y) exp −i t
~

(1)

Let (x0 , y0 ) be the expectation of initial position of the electron and its momentum (p x , py ) be distributed initially as
given by the following wave functions in momentum representation:


 p x
(p x − p0,x )2 
1
(2)
exp −i x0 −
φ0 (p x ) =

~
σ2p,x
(2πσ2p,x )1/4


 py
(py − p0,y )2 
1


φ0 (py ) =
(3)
exp −i y0 −
~
σ2p,y
(2πσ2p,y )1/4
Then, wave functions ψ(x, t) and ψ(y, t) are given by
∫ ∞
( E )
x
ψ(x, t) =
φ0 (p x )φ(x) exp −i t d p x ,
~
−∞

px


for x ≥ 0,

 cT exp (i ~ x)
φ(x) = 
p
p
x
x


 exp (i x) + cR exp (−i x) for x < 0,
~
~
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(4)
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(a) x-directional step potential
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x

Figure 2: Potential of a model of electron lens with stair
potential.

is expressed in the same form with Eq. (4):

px
px


A0 exp (i x) + B0 exp (−i x)



~
~




for x < 0,



px
px



A1 exp (i x) + B1 exp (−i x)



~
~


for 0 ≤ x < L,
φ(x) = 


px
px



A2 exp (i x) + B2 exp (−i x)



~
~




for L ≤ x < 2L,




px


 A3 exp (i x)
for 2L ≤ x
~
 2

p x /2m
for x < 0,





 p2x /2m + ∆V1 for 0 ≤ x < L,
Ex = 


p2x /2m + ∆V2 for L ≤ x < 2L,



 p2 /2m + ∆V3 for 2L ≤ x

(7)

(8)

x

Coeﬃcients Ai and Bi , i = 0, 1, 2, and 3, are determined
by the continuity of φ(x) and dφ(x)/dx at x = 0, L, and 2L.
Since the potential is independent of y, ψ(y, t) is described
by Eq. (5).

{

p2x /2m + ∆V for x ≥ 0,
Ex =
p2x /2m
for x < 0,
(
)
∫ ∞
Ey
ψ(y, t) =
φ0 (py )φ(y) exp −i t d py ,
~
−∞
py
φ(y) = exp (i y), Ey = p2y /2m
~

(5)
4. Probabilistic Particle Model of the Electron

Coeﬃcients cT and cR are transmission and reflection rates
for incidental electron waves at the potential wall at x = 0.
An electron can exist in lower potential area at a probability
close to 1 by determining appropriate expectation (x0 , y0 )
at time t = 0. Initial momentum expectations are set to p0,x
= p0 cos θ1 and p0,y = p0 sin θ1 , where θ1 is incident angle
defined as shown in Fig. 1(b).

As the wave functions are determined for both the
quantum systems with step and stair potentials, Nelson’s
stochastic quantization derives nonlinear Langevin equations whose solutions have the same probability distributions as those determined by the wave functions [5, 6]. The
Langevin equation set is given by
√
dx(t)
~
= b1 (x, t) +
Γ1 (t)
(9)
dt
2m
b1 (x, t) =

R[χ1 (x, t)] + I [χ1 (x, t)],
~
∇ ln ψ(x, t)
m

3. Describing Stair Potential System

χ1 (x, t) =

We consider behavior of an electron in a stair potential
shown in Fig. 2. The potential height is independent of y.
It is expressed by

dy(t)
= b2 (y, t) +
dt









V(x) = 







0
∆V1
∆V2
∆V3

for
for
for
for

x<0
0≤x<L
L ≤ x < 2L
2L ≤ x

b2 (y, t) =
χ2 (y, t) =

(6)

√

~
Γ2 (t)
2m

R[χ2 (y, t)] + I [χ2 (y, t)],
~
∇ ln ψ(y, t)
m

< Γ1 (t)Γ2 (t0 ) >= δ(t − t0 )

In a later numerical example, ∆V1 = 20.0, ∆V2 = 30.0, ∆V3
= 40.0, and L = 15. The stair potential has the advantage
that the electron path can be shifted in x-direction, which
provides flexibility to circuit layout.
The wave function of a Schrödinger equation with
potential (6) can be described by separable expression
ψ(x, t)ψ(y, t) as in Eq. (1). We assume that its initial wave
distribution is given by Eqs. (2) and (3) in momentum representation. The following equation gives φ(x) when ψ(x, t)

(10)

(11)
(12)

(13)

where R[χ] and I [χ] are real and imaginary parts of χ
respectively. The assertion means that a classical probabilistic lumped parameter system (9), (11) corresponding
to a quantum system gradients of potential given by Eqs.
(10), (12) and random noise of power ~/2m.
5. Numerical Analysis of Step Potential System
We obtained wave functions ψ(x, t) for t > 0 when θ1 =
30◦ , p0 = 6.0 and θ1 = 60◦ , p0 = 10.0 initially. Variance of
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Figure 5 shows refraction angle θ2 plotted against incidental angle θ1 with parameter ∆V2m/(p20,x + p20,y ) = 0.20 and
0.13. Figure 6 shows refraction angle θ2 versus step potential height ∆V when incidental angle θ1 and kinetic energy
(p20,x + p20,y )/2m are respectively 30◦ and 50.0 for one example and 30◦ and 75.0 for another example. Numerically
obtained curves are computed from the sample trajectories
of the probabilistic particle model constructed by Nelson’s
stochastic quantization. The curves are roughly in accordance with theoretical curves computed from Eq. (14).
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Figure 4: Probability distribution of the location of an electron in electron wave lens with step potential.

shown in Fig. 7. The distributions are obtained from the
wave functions. Figure 8 shows the electron trajectories
obtained from the Langevin equation derived by Nelson’s
stochastic quantization. Table 1 compares theoretical refracting angles and those estimated from the electron trajectories. We see that they are almost equal. We see also
from Figs, 7, 8 and Tab. 1 that the electron path can be
controlled by the potential form with refraction angle unchanged.

90
80

=

the momentum is set initially to σ2p,x = σ2p,y = 0.01. Figure
3 shows samples of numerical solutions of the Langevin
equation describing a probabilistic particle model of the
quantum step potential system. We see that several electrons reflect oﬀ the potential wall at x = 0 and other electrons penetrate into the higher potential area. Probability
distribution in terms of the location of an electron is computed both from the wave function ψ(x, t) and from the
sample solutions of the Langevin equation. The two distributions obtained by the diﬀerent two methods are almost
equal as shown in Fig. 4.
By the energy conservation low in each direction, the
relation between incident and refracting angles, θ1 , θ2 , depends on potential height and is given by [3]
v
t
(p20,x + p20,y )/2m
sin θ2
=
(14)
sin θ1
(p20,x + p20,y )/2m − ∆V
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Figure 3: Sample trajectories of electrons in the lens model
with step potential.
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6. Numerical Analysis of Stair Potential System

30

We execute numerical analysis of the electron behavior
on the following conditions:
The expectation of initial mo√
mentum is p0 = 120, variance of the momentum is set
initially to σ2p,x = σ2p,y = 0.01, and the incident angle θ1
defined in Fig. 2(b) is 30◦ . We also analyzed electron behavior when the potential is a step function shown in Fig.
1 with ∆V = 40.0 for comparison. The marginal probability distribution of x-directional location of an electron is
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Figure 5: Refraction angle θ2 plotted against incidental angle θ1 for electron wave lens with step potential.
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Figure 7: Marginal probability distribution of the xdirectional location of an electron in the stair and step potentials.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, two-dimensional models of electron lenses,
quantum systems with step and stair potentials were analyzed. The models’ behavior obtained from the wave functions and from the behavior of the probabilistic particle
models were almost equal. We analyzed the characteristics
of the lens model with step potential in detail and found that
they were in accordance with theoretical characteristics.
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Abstract–We propose an optical hard limiter (OHL)
Ein1
Eout1
Input signal
and optical power equalizer (OPE) consisting of multiple
PS
QD-SOA1
serially connected OHLs and OPEs. OHL and OPE use
Phase shifter
quantum-dot semiconductor optical ampliﬁers (QD-SOAs)
Ein
Output signal
based on the nonlinear effect of a self-phase modulation
coupler
coupler
(SPM). By using QD-SOAs to adjust the phase between
Eout
both arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI),
performance of OHL and OPE can be implemented. We
QD-SOA2
Eout2
Ein2
numerically analyze the proposed OHL and OPE models,
and show that, with respect to previous implementations,
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the OHL and OPE.
the operating range is expanded and the input-output
characteristics are improved.
which use QD-SOAs. In section 4, we describe a
theoretical model for OHL and OPE. Section 5 give the
1. Introduction
results and discusses them, and section 6 is the conclusion.
In the optical communication network, due to the
effects of dispersion in the optical fiber and the noise in
the amplifier, an optical signal intensity fluctuation occurs,
and the power of the optical signal in each bit is not
constant. Because of intensity fluctuations, the
performance of various optical signal processing
techniques may be degraded [1]. Therefore, it is necessary
to compensate for the intensity fluctuations.
An optical hard limiter (OHL) can remove the noise
generated in the transmission process, and an optical
power equalizer (OPE) can align the power of each signal
to a constant value. In recent years, studies of OHL and
OPE using quantum-dot semiconductor optical ampliﬁers
(QD-SOAs) have been reported [2]. However, the
conventional OHL and OPE have the problem that the
operating range in which the OHLs and OPEs function is
small, and the input-output characteristics are quite
different from the ideal characteristics.
In this paper, we propose OHL and OPE consisting of
multiple serially connected OHLs and OPEs. The proposed
OHL consists of multiple serially connected OHLs, also
the proposed OPE consists of multiple serially connected
OPEs. We numerically analyze the proposed OHL and
OPE models, and show input-output waveforms and the
characteristics of the proposed OHL and OPE. The results
indicate that, with respect to previous implementations, the
operating range of the proposed OHL and OPE are
expanded and the input-output characteristics are improved.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the working principle of OHL and OPE. In section 3, we
present the principle of the proposed OHL and OPE,

2. Working Principle of OHL and OPE
A schematic diagram of the OHL and OPE model is
shown in Fig. 1 [2]. This model consists of two 3dB
couplers, a phase shifter (PS), and two QD-SOAs in a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) structure. The PS is
used to adjust the phase of the signal. The two QD-SOAs
operate with the same parameters, except for the
maximum gain and the linewidth enhancement factor. The
input signal Ein is fed into the first coupler and then the
signal is split into Ein1 and Ein2. After adjusting the phase
by using the PS, Ein1 passes through QD-SOA1 and is
translated into Eout1. Ein2 has an additional 90° phase added
by the first coupler and passes through QD-SOA2 to be
translated into Eout2. Finally, Ein1 and Ein2 are recombined
by the second coupler to form the output signal Eout. By
adjusting the PS and maximum gain of QD-SOA, the
operation of the OHL or OPE can be realized.
3. Proposed OHL and OPE
In a conventional OHL [2], the input signal power over
a threshold is amplified, whereas the signal power under
the threshold is attenuated. However, the input-output
characteristic is quite different from the ideal one. To
obtain the characteristic close to ideal, it is necessary to
further discriminate the signal at the threshold. In this
paper, we propose an OHL that delivers improved input
output characteristics by multiple serially connected
OHLs. This allows the output signal power to be further
discriminated by passing through multiple OHLs.
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In a conventional OPE [2], the output signal is adjusted
according to the input signal power to keep the output
signal power constant. However, the operating range is
insufficient when used in an OPE. In this paper, we
propose an OPE that delivers increased operating range by
multiple serially connected OPEs. In order to obtain
characteristics close to ideal, the output signal power
should be kept constant for arbitrary input signal powers.
Therefore, by passing through multiple OPEs, we can
obtain the improved characteristics.
A schematic of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 2.
First, an input signal is fed into the first OHL or OPE. An
attenuator (ATT) serves to adjust the output signal to fall
within the operating range of the second OHL or OPE.
Thereafter, the signal is fed into the second OHL or OPE.
By adjusting the output signal power, it is possible to
operate the second OHL and OPE, and improve their
performance.

E E
    1  j H g max 2 f  1
z 2

where α is the loss coefficient, and αH is the linewidth
enhancement factor. The equations for gain G and phase
 in the QD-SOAs can be expressed as the following:
N
 L 
G  exp  g max 2 f  1     
 N 
 i 1
N
i ( z, t )
L
 0.5   H  g max 2 f i  1 
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Fig. 2 Proposed OHL and OPE device.
4. Theoretical Model of OHL and OPE
The performance of the QD-SOA is described by a
three level rate equation model [3] – [5], which contains a
ground state energy model (GS), an excited state (ES) and
a wetting layer (WL). The rate equations for carriers in the
WL, ES and GS are as follows:
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where, G1 and G2 are the gain of QD-SOA1 and QD-

SOA2, respectively, 1 and 2 are the changed phase
values of the QD-SOA1 and QD-SOA2, respectively, and
 is the changed phase value of PS. From these
equations, the output electrical field Eout and the power
Pout can be expressed as the following:

Output

Attenuator

(5)

The equations for the electrical fields Eout1 and Eout2 of
the output signal from QD-SOA1 and QD-SOA2,
respectively, can be expressed as the following:
Eout1 

Input

(4)

(1)
(2)
(3)

where NW is the electron density in the WL, I is the
injection current, q is the electron charge, V is the volume
of the QD-SOA, τw2 is the electron relaxation time from
the WL to the ES, τ2w is the electron escape time from the
ES to the WL, τwR is the spontaneous radiative lifetime in
the WL, h and f are the carrier occupation probabilities in
the ES and GS, respectively, NQ is the surface density of
QDs, τ21 is the electron relaxation time from the ES to the
GS, τ12 is the electron escape time from the GS to the ES,
τ1R is the spontaneous radiative lifetime in the QDs, g is
the model gain, and P is the optical power. The electrical
field E given by the following equation:
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Eout1  Eout2   Ein G1 e j  1   G2 e j2 (9)
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2
Pin
2
Pout (t )  Eout 
G1  G2  2 G1G2 cos  1  2  (10)
4
Eout 



The first and second terms in Eq. (10) increase as the
input signal power increases. However, the third term is
cosine-modulated, which increases or decreases as the
input signal power increases. Therefore, by adjusting
parameters, such as the phase introduced by the PS, the
signal power can be increased or decreased even if the
first and second terms increase, and the functions of OHL
and OPE can realize.
5. Results and Discussion
In this section, we show the performance of the
proposed OHL and OPE models connected three OHLs
and OPEs. To investigate the performance of the proposed
QD-SOA, we numerically solve the rate equations (1)–(3)
by using the transfer matrix method [4]. The QD-SOA
parameters used in this paper are given in Table 1.
Furthermore, we set the additional phase shift  29 for
the OHL, and  43 for the OPE. To make a difference in
the output signal, the ATT is set at 0 dBm for the proposed
OHL, and  5 dBm for the proposed OPE. The signal
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Table. 1 Parameters for QD-SOA.
effective length of the active layer

2×10-3

effective thickness

0.2×10-6

m

Aeff

effective width

2×10-6

m-2
m/s

Vg

group velocity

7.859×107

q

electron charge

1.602×10-19

C

gmax1

maximum modal gain (QD-SOA1)

30×102

m-1

gmax2

maximum modal gain (QD-SOA2) [OHL,OPE]

[30×102, 27×102]

m-1

αint

material absorption coefficient

3.2×102

m-1

NQ

surface density of QDs

5×1014

m-2

τw2

electron relaxation time (WL to ES)

3×10-12

s

τ2w

electron escape time (ES to WL)

1×10-9

s

τwR

spontaneous radiative lifetime in WL

2×10-9

s

τ21

electron relaxation time (ES to GS)

0.16×10-12

s

τ12

electron escape time from (GS to ES)

1.2×10-12

s

τ1R

spontaneous radiative lifetime

0.4×10-9

s

I

injection current

50

mA

αH1

linewidth enhancement factor (QD-SOA1)

1

-

αH2

linewidth enhancement factor (QD-SOA2)

0.1

-
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0.0
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(a) Input signal waveform.
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(b) Output signal waveform from conventional OHL.

power input to the OHL is Pin =  7 dBm,  5 dBm,  3
dBm,  1 dBm, and 0 dBm, respectively, and input to the
OPE is Pin =  2 dBm,  1 dBm, 0 dBm, 1 dBm, 2
dBm, respectively.
We show the input and output waveforms of the
proposed OHL model in Fig. 3. The vertical and
horizontal axes represent power and time, respectively.
Fig. 3(a) shows the input signal waveform. Fig. 3(b)
shows the output signal waveform from conventional
OHL, and shows that a conventional OHL eliminates the
input signal at Pin <  5 dBm. However, Fig. 3(c) ,which
shows output signal waveform from the second OHL,
shows that, by using two OHLs, the input signal is
eliminated at Pin <  1 dBm. Also, Fig. 3(d), which shows
output signal waveform from third OHL, shows that, by
using three OHLs, the output is only Pin = 0 dBm because
the output of the third OHL is relatively well suppressed
for Pin < 0 dBm and is amplified for Pin  0 dBm.
Fig. 4 shows the input-output characteristics of the
proposed OHL and of the conventional model. The
vertical axis is the output power which is the peak value
of the Pout and the horizontal axis is the input power. In
Fig. 4, the curves labeled single, double, and triple
represent the input-output characteristics of the first,
second, and third OHLs, respectively. Fig. 4 shows that
the curves tend to be steep for the proposed OHL. The
proposed OHL repeats the operation that attenuates the
signal whose power is less than the threshold value or
amplifies the signal whose power is greater than the
threshold value. Therefore, it is possible to make a more
significant difference in the output power, and then it has
approached to the input-output characteristics of the ideal.
Fig. 5 shows the input and output signal waveforms of
the proposed OPE model. Fig. 5(a) shows the input signal
waveform; the maximum difference in Pin is 4 dBm. Fig.
5(b) shows the output signal waveform from conventional
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(c) Output signal waveform from the second OHL.
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(d) Output signal waveform from third OHL.

Fig. 3 Input signal and output signal for OHL.
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Fig. 4 Input signal vs output signal for OHL.

5

OPE. It shows that the maximum difference in Pout is 0.4
dBm. However, Fig. 5(c) and 5(d), which show output
signal waveform from second and third OPE show that,
the maximum difference is finally reduced to 0.1 dBm,
although the output signal waveform is slightly deformed.
Fig. 6 shows the input-output characteristics of the
proposed OHL and of the conventional model. Fig. 6
shows that the range, over which the output power is
constant, gradually increases for the proposed OPE,
regardless of the input signal power. To describe the
output power deviation for an input power ranging from
 2 dB to 2 dB, we use 0 dB as the base signal power. The
power of the output base signal is PoutB and the operating
range for the output signal power is PoutB  0.5 dBm <
PoutB < PoutB  0.5 dBm. This range results in an operating
range of  4.0 to 2.0 dBm for the conventional OPE,
 6.5 to 3.0 dBm for the double OPE, and  8.0 to 5.0
dBm for the triple OPE. The results show that the
proposed model expands the operating range.
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(a) Input signal waveform.
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(b) Output signal waveform from conventional OPE.

6. Conclusion

Pout (mw)

1.5

We have proposed multiple serially connected OHL and
OPE using QD-SOAs, to improve input and output
characteristics. By adjusting the output signal power at
each stage, it is possible to operate the next OHL and OPE.
We numerically analyze the proposed OHL and OPE, and
we show that it expands the operating range and improves
the input-output characteristics.
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Abstract—In this contribution, we investigate the computational abilities of semiconductor ring lasers with optical delayed feedback for machine learning tasks. We
benchmark our system on a chaotic time series prediction
task. The results show that, as other types of lasers, good
performance can be obtained in a broad range of the key parameters. In particular, we find that fast processing speed
of 0.5 GSample/s can be achieved. This is obtained even
for an overall delay loop of 2 ns. With this short delay, it is
possible to implement this reservoir computing schemes on
chip as both the semiconductor ring lasers and such a short
delay can be easily implemented on the same chip.
1. Introduction
Reservoir computing (RC) is a computational paradigm
inspired by the way that the brain processes the information. It can potentially perform computationally hard tasks
such as pattern recognition, time series prediction and classification at which the brain excels [1–4]. Unlike traditional computers where the information processing is typically handled sequentially, the RC concept is based on
the computational power associated with complex nonlinear transient motion developed in a high dimensional nonlinear system [5]. A reservoir computing consists of an
input layer, a reservoir and an output layer. The reservoir structure typically considers 102 − 103 randomly connected nonlinear dynamical nodes which allow to reach
the high dimensionality necessary to achieve a good performance [5, 6]. While this high number of nodes typically renders the experiments more difficult, L. Appeltant et
al. recently demonstrated that the architecture of reservoir
computing scheme can be drastically simplified by replacing the entire reservoir nodes by a single dynamical nonlinear node subject to delayed-feedback [7]. This work paved
the way for several experimental implementations including electro-optical [8–10] and all-optical [11–13] schemes.
These schemes make use of the great potential of light to
achieve fast data processing speeds (order of MSample/s
for time series prediction).
Recently, we have numerically shown that much faster
information processing speeds (order of GSample/s for
time series prediction) can be achieved in lasers even using very short delay lengths, thanks to the fast phase dynamics and optical injection which couples such fast phase

dynamics to the intensity dynamics [14]. However, the RC
systems based on delay dynamics discussed in the literature are designed by coupling many different stand-alone
components (e.g. delay fibers, external mirrors, polarization controllers, semiconductor lasers, etc..) which lead to
bulky, lack of long-term stability, non-monolithic systems.
These drawbacks motivate to investigate devices designed
in a compact way and integrated on chip.
Semiconductor ring lasers (SRLs) or micro-ring lasers
appear as promising candidates for compact and integrated
devices for delay-based RCs since they are scalable, do
not require distributed feedback or distributed Bragg reflector mirrors to implement the feedback and multiple output
ports can easily be implemented. In addition, they can easily be implemented with other photonic components on the
same chip. The fact that several feedback configurations
can be achieved in SRLs allows for more variability in the
system design. In particular the implementation of double
feedback configuration can improve the memory capacity
of the system [15]. However, due to the existence of two
counter propagating modes interacting both in a linear and
nonlinear fashion, it is not easy to make a quick estimate of
their computational power.
In this contribution, we numerically investigate the computational performance of SRLs considering different feedback configurations including cross- and self-feedback
configurations. We mainly consider a short delay loop and
use a chaotic time series prediction as the benchmark to
explore different parameter sets for good performance. The
results indicate that good results i.e. small prediction errors
can be obtained for any of the two configurations considered even in the presence of realistic noise in the laser.

2. Model
We consider a SRL with double optical self- and crossfeedback [16–20] extended to include the optical injection of data. Taking into account the effect of spontaneous emission noise, the dynamics of single-longitudinal
SRLs with feedback in the two modes and injection in one
mode can be described, in terms of the mean-field slowly
varying complex amplitudes of the electric field associated with the two propagating modes Ecw = |Ecw |eiϕcw and
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Eccw = |Eccw |eiϕccw , and the carrier number N as:
Ėcw = κ (1 + iα) [Gcw N − 1] Ecw − (kd + ikc ) Eccw
p
(1)
+ ηcw Fcw (t) + Dcw ξcw (t) + kin j Ein j (t),
Ėccw = κ (1 + iα) [Gccw N − 1] Eccw − (kd + ikc ) Ecw
p
(2)
+ ηccw Fccw (t) + Dccw ξccw (t),
h

i
Ṅ =γ µ − N 1 + Gcw |Ecw |2 + Gccw |Eccw |2 ,
(3)
where the parameters are the linewidth enhancement factor
α, renormalized bias current µ, field decay rate κ, carrier
inversion decay rate γ, feedback strengths ηcw and ηccw ,
and the backscattering coefficients kd + ikc where kc and
kd are the conservative and the dissipative couplings, respectively. The differential gain functions are given by
Gcw = 1−s |Ecw |2 −c |Eccw |2 and Gccw = 1−s |Eccw |2 −c |Ecw |2
where s and c account for the phenomenological self- and
cross-saturations, respectively. Fcw (t) and Fccw (t) are the
feedback terms which can be explicitly defined depending on the feedback configuration. The feedback can be
implemented by injecting back a part of the output signal of one directional mode either in the same direction
(self-feedback configuration) or in the opposite direction
(cross-feedback configuration). Note that one directional
mode (single feedback) or the two directional modes simultaneously (double feedback) can be subjected to feedback. For a double cross-feedback configuration, Fcw (t) =
Eccw (t − T ccw )e−iω0 Tccw and Fccw (t) = Ecw (t − T cw )e−iω0 Tcw
where ω0 is solitary laser frequency, T cw and T ccw are delay times and ω0 T cw and ω0 T ccw are the constant feedback
phases. For a double self-feedback configuration, Fcw (t) =
Ecw (t−T cw )e−iω0 Tcw and Fccw (t) = Eccw (t−T ccw )e−iω0 Tccw .The
fourth terms at the right hand side of Eqs. (1) and (2) represent the effect of spontaneous emission noise coupled
to the CW/CCW modes. It can be explicitly written as
Dcw,ccw = Dm (N + G0 N0 /κ) where Dm is the noise strength
and can differ from one mode to another although we consider identical values in this study, G0 is the gain parameter
and N0 is the transparent carrier density. ξi (t) (i = cw, ccw)
are two independent complex Gaussian white noises with
zero mean and correlation hξi (t)ξi∗ (t0 )i = δ(t − t0 ). The last
term in Eq. (1) is the injected signal containing the task
to be processed (which here has been injected in the CW
mode), kin j being the injection strength. This term results
from the input signals after a pre-processing.
Typical benchmark tasks to test the RC performances include Signal Classification, Nonlinear Channel Equalization, Isolated Spoken Digit Recognition and Santa-Fe Prediction [5,8–10]. The latter requires both a nonlinearity and
a memory and will be adopted here. The Santa-Fe data are
intensity time series experimentally recorded from a farinfrared laser operating in a chaotic state [21]. Our SantaFe data set contains 10000 points and we use the first 4000
points. Of these 4000 points, the first 75% is used for training while the remaining 25% is used for testing. The target
for this task is to predict the next sample in the chaotic time

trace before it has been injected into the reservoir computer
(one-step ahead prediction). In practice, these data can be
optically injected into the reservoir using a Mach-Zehnder
modulator [12–14]. Thus, before being fed into the reservoir, the original data are first multiplied with a random
mask. We assume a random mask with four predefined discrete levels (0, 0.25, 0.75, 1) [22]. Other ways to construct
the mask have been also suggested [23]. The data with
mask is used to modulate a continuous-wave input power
of a Mach-Zehnder modulator via its radio-frequency electrode. Subsequently, the Mach-Zehnder modulator output
given by Eq. (4) is injected in the CW of the SRL. The mask
is generated so that it is constant over the virtual node’s
separation Θ and periodic over one delay time T cw . The
number of the virtual nodes N = T cw /Θ where Θ depends
on the damping intrinsic time scale. Explicitly Ein j (t) can
be written as
o
|E0 | n
1 + ei[S (t)+Φ0 ] ei∆ωt
(4)
Ein j (t) =
2
where |E0 | is the amplitude of the injection. S (t) is the resulting signal from the Santa-Fe data convoluted with the
random mask. It is set in this study so that 0 ≤ S (t) ≤ π.
3. Results
We use [16, 18]: α = 3.5, s = 0.005, c = 0.01,
κ = 100 ns−1 (corresponding to the photon lifetime of
10 ps), γ = 0.2 ns−1 , ω0 T cw = ω0 T ccw = 0, kd = 0.033 ns−1 ,
kc = 0.44 ns−1 , N = 100 nodes, |E0 | = 2 and Φ = 0 and
κin j = 30 ns−1 . In addition, we also consider the noise parameters as [24]: Dcw = Dccw = 5 × 10−4 ns−1 , G0 = 10−12
m3 s−1 and N0 = 1.4 × 1024 m−3 . Other parameters, i.e T cw ,
T ccw , µ, ηcw , ηccw are set in the figure captions. The system
performance is characterized by the mean of the Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE). The reservoir output signal is recorded as |Ecw (t)|2 . The system is assumed as computationally suitable when the NMSE stays below 10%.
In ref. [14], it is shown that the node’s separation can be
freely chosen between the fastptime scale and the relaxation
oscillation period τR0 ≈ 2π/ 2 (µ − 1) γκ. We consider µ
as the control parameter as it can be freely changed in the
compact experimental setup. Figure 1 depicts the NMSE
as function of µ for various parameters. More precisely in
Fig. 1 (a, c), we evaluate the NMSE as a function of the µ
for two values of Θ: Θ = 20 ps (•) and Θ = 200 ps (), considering ηcw = ηccw = 10 ns−1 for double cross-feedback
configuration (a) and ηcw = ηccw = 20 ns−1 self-feedback
configuration (c) schemes. In both configurations, the results indicate that Θ = 20 ps leads a better performance (i.e
small values of NMSE) than Θ = 200 ps in the whole range
of µ explored. For double cross-feedback configuration,
NMSE gradually decreases and approaches the same values
at high pump currents for the two values of Θ [Fig. 1 (a)].
For example, for µ = 1.8, NMSE is ≈ 0.05 and 0.08 for
Θ = 20 ps and Θ = 200 ps, respectively. For double selffeedback configuration, we use ηcw = ηccw = 20 ns−1 . The
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Figure 1: NMSE for SRL with double cross-feedback (a,
b) and double self-feedback (c, d): (a) η = ηcw = ηccw =
10 ns−1 , (c) η = ηcw = ηccw = 20 ns−1 and (b, d) Θ = 20 ps.
The data are input and read out in CW.

results show very good system performance (the smallest
error of 0.0229 is obtained at µ ≈ 1.4) for Θ = 20 ps in the
whole range of µ while the regions of small NMSE are confined around the threshold pump current for Θ = 200 ps,
due to the fact that the rest state becomes unstable. In fact,
for Θ = 200 ps i.e T cw = NΘ = 20 ns the rest state becomes unstable above µ = 1.1 while for Θ = 20 ps i.e
T cw = NΘ = 2 ns, it remains stable. Globally, we have
found that the self-feedback configuration performs better than the cross-feedback configuration. This is due to
the fact that, in the cross-feedback configuration, while information is injected in one mode, it needs to be passed
through the other mode before it can be mixed with new
information in the original mode. We have checked that
similar results can be obtained in both configurations when
the data are read out as |Ecw |2 + |Eccw |2 instead of |Ecw |2 .
It is important to note that small values of Θ are particularly desirable as they allow for shorter delay lengths
and consequently faster information processing. In addition, short delay lengths are suitable for on-chip implementations as they will not consume a lot of wafer space. Thus,
considering Θ = 20 ps we further explore, in both configurations, the optimized parameters for small prediction errors by estimating the NMSE as a function of µ for different
values of the feedback strengths [Fig. 1 (b, d)]. In particular, the NMSE is smaller than 0.05 in a broad range of µ
in both configurations for η = ηcw = ηccw = 20 ns−1 even
with a strong noise involved in the reservoir. However, further increase of the feedback strength to η = ηcw = ηccw =
30 ns−1 worsens the NMSE except for the cases for which
the system operates close to the threshold. It should be
indeed noted that the increase of the feedback strength accordingly enhances the amplitude of the signals below, but
close to the threshold (this was checked through the computation of the power spectra). That is why in Fig. 1 (b, d),

the NMSE gradually decreases as the feedback strength increases for µ . 1. The degradation of the NMSE for µ > 1
confirms the fact that more complex dynamics are generated for strong feedback strengths above the threshold.
Remarkably, the independence of the phase relaxation to
the pump current as shown in ref. [14] also justifies the fact
that in Fig. 1, the NMSE does not change significantly for
Θ = 20 ps in the whole range of µ. In particular, the good
system performance obtained below the threshold further
confirms that the phase dynamics rather than the intensity
dynamics plays an important role in the computational capacities of our system. With Θ = 20 ps and N = 100, the
processing speed is 0.5 GSample/s. While the noise in the
readout layer has not been considered here, we refer to our
previous work which showed that good performance can be
obtained considering readout noise [14].
4. Conclusions
We have investigated the computational performance of
SRLs with delayed optical feedback for information processing. Using chaotic time series prediction as the benchmark and NMSE as the performance metric, we identified
a broad range of the pump current in which good performance can be achieved in both configurations. In particular, we have considered small values of the node separation to obtain good performance with very short delay
times. We have also found that feedback strengths and the
pump currents can be adjusted such as to obtain good performance below and above the laser pump current threshold.
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Abstract—The method of surrogate data is now well
established and provides a framework for generating random signals that may then be used to test specific statistical hypotheses. We propose to extend this rationale to the
various complex network reconstruction methods. Starting with an experimental time series we suggest building
a complex network that represents the underlying dynamics of that signal. Then, using that network we generate
random equivalent time series. This paper provides a brief
review and road-map.
1. Surrogate Data
Surrogate data [26] arise when performing hypothesis
testing with time series data [16]. The basic idea is that
one generates, from a measured time series, an ensemble
of time series that are both “like” the original and also consistent with a specific null hypothesis. By computing the
value of some statistic on the data and the surrogates, and
comparing the statistical distribution for the surrogates to
the value for the true data one can say whether the surrogates are typical — and therefore whether the true data is
consistent with the underlying hypothesis.
For example, to test whether an observed time series
is consistent with independent and identically distributed
noise, one may randomly shuffle the observed time series
data. This freshly re-ordered time series has no temporal
correlation (since the data occur in a random order) and
yet has the same probability distribution as the data (since
the data have been resampled without replacement, the surrogate consists of exactly the same numbers — just in a
different sequence). Measuring statistical properties for an
ensemble of surrogates, and then comparing these to the
original data (for example, by measuring autocorrelation,
complexity [34] or entropy [2]) one can make a statistical
statement about whether the data is typical of the null hypothesis.
More complicated surrogate algorithms exist — including: the original tests for linear noise and a monotonic
nonlinear transformation of linear noise [26], various extensions thereof [7, 3, 15, 14, 13], cyclic determinism [28],
periodic orbits [22, 9], noisy trends [12], and many others.
Notable among these techniques are methods which deal
with oscillatory signals. Methods such as the cycle shuffled
surrogate approach [28] break the original time series into
individual cycles and then re-order and reconnect these cy-

cles. This preserves the dynamics within cycles, but breaks
the dynamics across cycles. The so-call pseudo-periodic
surrogate methods [22] provides a continuous extension of
this idea. Rather than discrete breaks between cycles, the
perturbations occur continuously and mirror the local dynamics [19]. The method actually adapts the idea of local
modelling first proposed by Sugihara and May [23]. The
same technique has also been adapted to test for state dependent noise processes [20] and shown to provide varying
granularity1 by judicious adjustment to the algorithm parameters [21].
The various algorithms described so far construct surrogate data which, by definition, are consistent with a specific
hypothesis. There is an alternative interpretation. One can
think of these algorithms as models of the observed data —
consistent with some specific hypothesis [18]. The surrogates that these models generate are the simulations from
the model. The hypothesis being test is characterised by the
behaviour of the model. While there are technical issues
[27, 18] concerning when the model is adequate to address
a general hypothesis rather than a specific one (i.e. that the
test is testing, for example, against all models that would
exhibit periodic orbits, or just that particular one that was
built) the basic principal is sound. In section 3 we think of
a complex network as a new type of model of a dynamical system, and then seek to generate alternative time series that are independent realisations of the appropriate hypothesis. First, we need to introduce the idea of generating
complex networks from time series. We do this in section
2.
2. Complex Networks
Based on the search for methods to distinguish deterministic aperiodic dynamics (loosely, “chaos”) from noisy periodic orbits2 , Zhang, Luo and I [31] developed an algorithmic method to measure the periodic component in an
oscillatory time series. The method did not require embedding [25] and essentially sought a similarity index between
1 Pun

intended.
course, the distinction is formerly moot: noise can be considered
as nothing more than very high dimensional dynamics, and, conversely,
low dimensional chaos measured in a time series can be decomposed into
a periodic signal plus small perturbations. Nonetheless, what we are really asking is are the perturbations from a purely periodic regime best
modelled with deterministic or stochastic techniques.
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Figure 1: Time series, attractors and networks. The celebrated Taken’s embedding theorem provides a methods to
reconstruct an object equivalent to the underlying attractor from a scalar time series. The process is, of course,
reversible. Methods exist to construct complex network
representations of the dynamics from either the attractor
or directly from the original time series. Procedures to do
the reverse — creating equivalent time series or attractors
from the network — are currently lacking.

4123

Figure 2: Encoding time and space in a network. Data
within a window w is encoded as an ordinal sequence (describing the relative ordering of the observations) and then
mapped to nodes on the network. Each ordinal sequence is
a single node. Nodes are linked if the corresponding ordinal sequences occur in succession in the time series.

successive cycles. It was effectively an intermediate step
from the surrogate methods developed previously and the
idea of building a network from a time series [33], which
Zhang and I first proposed in [32]. Fig. 1 provides a basic caricature of the correspondence between time series,
attractor, and network.
The idea of [32] is actually deceptively simple. Take a
time series and divide it into cycles — this is exactly the
same process as [28], and the best way to approach it is
still not clear3 . Identify each cycle with a node of a network. Connect nodes if the corresponding cycles are “sufficiently close”. Again, how to measure closeness is not
clear, but there are perfectly sensible approaches outlined
in both [31] and [32]. By doing this, one obtains a complex network representation of the topological relationship
between cycles in the time series. As one would expect the
resultant network for periodic or chaotic signals differ, and
there is evidence of the complex network hubs corresponding to orbits of the system unstable periodic orbits [32].
Many alternative methods to construct networks from
time series followed [8, 29, 10, 11, 30, 5] and these have
been summarised in [4]. With the exception of visibility
graph methods [8, 10], all other methods assign proximity based on similarity of state, while the visibility methods assign links to neighbours in time. There is a division
between state-space proximity based methods and temporal closeness. In every case, these networks have found a

wide range of applications and have helped to unveil features in experimental data not apparent to standard nonlinear time series techniques [16]. The discussion in [4] and
references therein provide many examples, our own recent
work is presented in [21].
Proximity based networks have turned out to be best at
capturing topological properties of underlying deterministic dynamical systems, whereas temporal networks have
been successful at characterising correlation structure in
stochastic processes. While it is nice that the proximity
methods provide a kind of dual space to the original attractor4 , generating simulations (or surrogates) from a model
really requires the model to encode the deterministic temporal information directly.
We first proposed a method to do this in [17] and our first
complete implementation is described in [24]. The method
deviates from other approaches in that sequences of scalar
points, of length w, are first encoded as an ordinal sequence
[2, 1]. That is, the scalar points are replace by one of w! sequences of the integers 1, 2, 3, . . . , w where that sequence
encodes their relative size. Those w! possible sequence
are then mapped to nodes of a network and the nodes are
connected if the corresponding ordinal sequences occur in
succession. Figure 2 summarises the process. There are
several possible variants to this scheme, and [24] provides

3 While apparently straightforward, the problem of robustly and computationally identifying cycles in a noisy (especially with correlated noise)
time series is both ill-defined and deceptively complicated.

4 For the proximity network, nodes are linked if they are close in space,
whereas the trajectory of an embedded system links states that occur successively in time.
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details of just one of these — we are working on alternatives.
Intuitively, this scheme combines both topological information of the attractor (via the ordinal sequences [1]) and
also temporal information. This allows us to produce a random walk on the network which mimics the true dynamics
of the underlying system.
3. Surrogate Models and Networks
The pseudo-periodic surrogate technique [22] generates
random walks on the attractor, following the dynamics and
moving at random between neighbours. What we propose
here is a similar idea for networks created from time series — some sort of random walk on the network that can
be mapped back into the original time series space to create a random trajectory through the same dynamical space
(defined by the network).
There are a couple of restrictions to this plan. First, the
proximity networks described above do not encode temporal information and, moreover, one needs a way to take the
abstract nodes of a network and map them back to time
series data. The approach we take to achieve this is to simply preserve this information in the network. That is, we
keep the temporal information and a representative magnitude for each node. Hence we will probably need to associate with each node vi a time ti (this only makes sense for
the original temporal networks and not the ordinal partition
construction) and a representative time value xi ∈ R.
For any obvious implementation of such a random walk
scheme on the proximity networks, one arrives at exactly
the pseudo-periodic surrogate technique [22] — and doing so is only possible by preserving the information (ti , xi )
for each node vi of the network. This is because nodes
in the proximity network exist in a one-to-one correspondence with embedded time series points, and moving between them is exactly equivalent to moving between the
embedded points — the ti are required to progress to the
successor of each state (from node vi , apply a random perturbation to arrive at one of its neighbours v j and then move
to its temporal successor, vk , where tk = t j +1). As a side remark we note that computational simulations indicate that
the k-neighbour approach [29] to proximity networks better
match the dynamics of a deterministic dynamical system
than the -ball approach [11]. The reason for this is related
to the relative sparsity of the k-neighbour network and the
fact that it constructs networks invariant under homeomorphic deformation of the phase space embedding [6].
Nonetheless, the ordinal approach will possibly be more
interesting, because the nodes now encode an abstract dynamical state, rather than an individual point. Moreover,
by constructing a directed and weighted network, one has
a perfectly natural way of evolving between nodes in the
network (from node vi select one of the outgoing links with
probability proportional to its weight and then move to that
node v j ). This creates a random walk as a sequence of

nodes on the network (essentially, a Markov chain over
the ordinal partitions). However, because we cannot associate network nodes vi with unique dynamical states, getting back to the time series is complicated.
Each node vi has, associated with it, a set of time series values Xi = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xk }. These are all the time
series values that occupy (for example) the first component
of occurrences of the ordinal sequence corresponding to vi .
Unfortunately, it is not sufficient to choose a member of
that set at random: this will lead to an unnaturally discontinuous surrogate signal. Instead, our random walk must
generate a sequence of N sets {Xi }i . Employing a greedy
optimisation algorithm (which we are still working on) one
selected members of these sets zi ∈ Xi (one member from
each set) in such a way as to maximise continuity:
min

N
X

|xi−1 − xi |.

i=2
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Abstract—This paper presents a new forecasting
algorithm for time series using the method of analogues approach. We provide some theoretical background to the method and its application to time series forecasting. Next we explain the details of the
new algorithm and how it relates to existing methods.
Finally we evaluate the algorithm on an electrocardiogram (ECG) time series.
1. Method of analogues forecasting
The method of analogues was originally proposed
as a nonlinear forecasting method by Lorenz (1969)
in the context of dynamical systems theory. The approach embeds the time series in a state space using
delay co-ordinates, and learns the nonlinear function
using local approximation (Farmer et al., 1987). In the
context of statistical learning the method is related to
k-nearest neighbour (kNN) models, which are a form of
instance–based learning. They are used in supervised
learning as a low bias function approximator (Hastie
et al., 2009). Rather than using the training set to
estimate model parameters it is searched for instances
to use as predictors. In time series forecasting, the
algorithm selects past sequences which are similar to
the current sequence and uses their successor points to
make a point prediction.
A theoretical analysis of the method from a time series perspective is given by Yakowitz (1987) and practical examples of the method’s application to finance,
energy and hydrology are given by Arroyo et al. (2009).
Fernández-Rodrı́guez et al. (1999) apply nearest neighbour methods to forecasting nine european currencies
and find that it outperforms a random walk model.
Barkoulas et al. (2003) apply similar forecasting methods to US interest rates and find an improvement in
prediction accuracy over linear benchmarks. Arora
et al. (2011) provide a review in the more general context of financial forecasts.
The method has often been used in hydrology, such
as the work by Karlsson et al. (1987) on rainfall runoff
forecasting. Wu et al. (2010) find that the kNN
method outperforms both neural network and ARMA
models for forecasting river flow. Conversely, Toth
et al. (2000) apply the method to flood prediction and
find that neural networks outperform kNN prediction.

1.1. Simple nonlinear prediction
For a dynamical system, a set of vectors sampled at
discrete times in its state space is described by,
xt+1 = F (xt )

(1)

Assuming that the discrete time map F : Rm → Rm , is
continuous with respect to its argument, we can predict a future state xt+1 by searching past states for
the one closest to the present state xt . If a state xt0
is similar to xt , then the continuity assumption guarantees that xt0 +1 will be close to xt+1 .
We can approximate the system state xn as a reconstructed state sn using Taken’s delay embedding
theorem (Takens et al., 1981). A clear introduction
to state space reconstruction including its history is
given in Casdagli et al. (1991). We rewrite the delay vector in terms of the observed variable y, as
sn = (yn−(m−1)τ , ... yn−τ , yn ), m ≥ 1. Here m is called
the embedding dimension and τ is the embedding delay.
The m-dimensional reconstruction of the system dynamics facilitates a method of analogues forecasting
method. A simple predictor takes the average of the
‘successor’ points to the neighbouring delay vectors
formed from the time series,
X
1
yn+1
(2)
ŷt+1 =
|Uǫ (st )|
n:sn ∈Uǫ (st )

where yn+1 is the successor point to the vector sn , Uǫ
is a neighbourhood of radius ǫ and |Uǫ (st )| ≥ k where
k is an adjustable parameter. Figure 1 illustrates a
reconstructed state space with neighbouring vectors,
and the neighbourhood boundary shown as circle.
1.2. Non-parametric regression
In the context of time series, an autoregression predictor is,
yt+1 = E [Yt+1 | y = Yt−m+1 , ..., Yt ],

(m ≤ t) (3)

Here, Yt , t = 0, 1, 2.. is the tth random variable from
the stationary and ergodic process {Y }. The assumption of stationarity ensures that the regression function
f (y) is not a function of time. The assumption of ergodicity ensures that the sample average converges to
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delay vector
neighbourhood

Figure 1: Representation of a reconstructed state
space showing delay vectors and the neighbourhood
of the current state.
the expectation, a requirement for the nearest neighbour estimator.
If we assume that m < t, then {Y } is generated by a
Markov chain1 whose states are formed by delay vectors sn = yn−m+1 , ..., yn , which have dimension m and
unit time τ = 1. We form a distribution of state transitions by defining the neighbourhood Uǫ (sn ) to give
a sample of the transitions p(sn+1 |sn ). The best predictor for the Markov chain, assuming squared error
loss, is approximated by the mean of this conditional
distribution (Kantz et al., 2003, p261),
ŷt+1 =

1
|Uǫ (st )|

X

yn+1

(4)

n:sn ∈Uǫ (st )

which is also the simple nonlinear predictor in the deterministic case, given in (2). A discussion of the relation between the stochastic and deterministic cases
is given in Paparella et al. (1997). The algorithm for
simple nonlinear prediction is shown as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Simple nonlinear prediction
1: Record the sequence st = (yt−τ (m−1) .. yt )
2: Using a distance measure L and a neighbourhood
radius ǫ, find at least k sequences sn close to st
3: If at least k sequences are not found, expand the
neighbourhood ǫ by a factor r and repeat from 2:
4: Using the candidate sequences sn , the next step
forecast at time t + 1 is the average of their successor (image) points yn+1 .

1.3. Parameter selection
The simple nonlinear prediction method based on
(2) depends on the embedding delay τ , the embedding
dimension m and the neighbourhood Uǫ . In the deterministic case m must be greater than twice the dimension of the system to guarantee that there will be no
1 A Markov chain is a univariate Markov model in continuous
space and discrete time

self-intersection in the reconstructed space, although
it can be as small as the dimension (Casdagli et al.,
1991, p59). The embedding delay τ can be determined
from the attractor geometry if that is known: the attractor should be unfolded so that its extension in all
dimensions is roughly the same. A simpler heuristic
approach advocated by Kantz et al. (Kantz et al.,
2003, p150) is to set τ to the autocorrelation length2
of the time series. A discussion of optimal embedding
parameter selection, with a criterion for selection is
given in Small et al. (2004).
In the stochastic case the embedding delay is set
to τ = 1 in order to find the states whose transition
probabilities we are to estimate. The best predictor
for a Markov process of order p is formed by using
delay vectors of length m where m > p. Kantz et al.
(Kantz et al., 2003, p263) suggest using (4) to compute
the forecast error as a function of m and choosing the
value that minimises this error. One example of this
approach applied to the deterministic Lorenz system
is given in Meng et al. (2007).
1.4. Instance vector selection
The choice of instance vectors is determined by the
neighbourhood radius ǫ and cardinality |Uǫ (st )| ≥ k,
which is the number of instance vectors used for prediction. The value of k has to be high enough for the
sample p(sn+1 |sn ) to be representative of the true distribution. The simple nonlinear prediction method expands the neighbourhood radius until at least k vectors
are found. For low values of the embedding dimension
(short prediction vectors) and a large training set, it
should be possible to find k or more vectors. However,
for a high embedding dimension or a short training
set, the neighbourhood may expand to include spurious prediction vectors. This is a manifestation of the
curse of dimensionality in which the training data becomes sparse as the dimension increases. The problem
may also arise for individual states when the density
of state vectors close to the current state is low.
Arora et al. (2011) address this problem by adjusting the neighbourhood radius according to the density
of states. They propose the fraction-Nearest Neighbor (f-NN) method in which only the top fraction f of
states are used for prediction, effectively varying the
neighbourhood radius with state density. The optimum value for f and the embedding dimension m are
estimated by minimising the in-sample forecast error.
An evaluation on gross national product (GNP) time
series shows that f-NN outperforms other nonlinear
models such as Markov switching-AR (MS-AR) models and SETAR models.
2 The autocorrelation length is the time taken for the autocorrelation to decay to e−1 .
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2. Algorithm enhancements

ŷt+1 = median {yn+1 }
n:sn ∈Uǫ (st )

(5)

The second change attempts to reduce the number
of spurious vectors that are selected by modifying the
forecasting algorithm. For time series derived from
deterministic systems where the system dynamics are
fixed and known, the values for the embedding delay τ
and embedding dimension m can be estimated. In this
case, fixing m and using the minimum neighbourhood
radius to select prediction vectors from the training
set provides the closest approximation to the present
state. However, when the optimal embedding dimension is unknown, setting it to an arbitrary value and
then expanding the neighbourhood is likely to select
spurious vectors for prediction.
A further problem arises in predicting time series
with mixed dynamics in which case a single value of
embedding dimension may not be appropriate. The
PPMD algorithm addresses these issues by using a
fixed neighbourhood size and progressively decrementing the embedding dimension to search for instance
vectors.

2.1. Algorithm
The PPMD algorithm searches the training set for
sequences which resemble the sequence of length m
preceding the point yt+1 as shown in Figure 2. If no
sequences are found, rather than increasing the neighbourhood size, it reduces m and repeats until enough
vectors are found. So when no instances of the sequence yt−m+1 , ... yt are found it uses the next shortest sequence yt−m , ... yt .
The algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. It differs
from simple nonlinear forecasting, Algorithm 1, in the
search method in step 3: and the use of the median in
step 4: to derive the forecast from the distribution of
successor points.

t+1

Figure 2: K-nearest neighbour forecasting for time series. The training set is searched for sequences that
are similar to the candidate sequence comprising the
three filled squares preceding t + 1. The successor
points (shown as blue with red borders) following the
instance sequences are then used to estimate the next
step forecast (white with red border).
Algorithm 2 PPMD
1: Record the sequence st = (yt−m+1 .. yt )
2: Using a distance measure L and a neighbourhood
radius ǫ, find at least k sequences sn close to st
3: If at least k sequences are not found, set m = m−1
and repeat from 2:
4: Using the candidate sequences sn , the next step
forecast at time t+1 is the median of the successor
(image) points yn+1 .

2.2. Evaluation
We compare the performance of the PPMD algorithm with the simple nonlinear forecasting method
implemented in the TISEAN software (Hegger et al.,
1999). We apply both methods to the qtdb/sel102
ECG data from Physiobank (Goldberger et al., 2000).
A time plot of the final segment from the training set
is shown in Figure 3.
10
Level

Here we propose a modified form of the simple nonlinear forecasting model which addresses two issues related to spurious instance vectors. The first change reduces the effect of errors from spurious vectors by using
the median rather than the mean to average successor
points. In (4) it is assumed that the prediction vectors
sn are close to the current state st . However when spurious vectors are included in the neighbourhood, this
assumption is violated. Under these circumstances the
mean of the successor points yn+1 may not be the best
predictor of the next state. We mitigate the effect of
a minority of spurious vectors by using the median, so
that (4) becomes,

5
0
35000 35200 35400 35600 35800 36000 36200 36400 36600 36800
Data point

Figure 3: A segment from the qtdb/sel102 ECG time
series used for PPMD evaluation. The end of the training set at 36400 is marked by a vertical line. The subsequent 250 points are used as a validation set.
We optimise both the simple nonlinear (SNL) and
PPMD forecasting methods using a grid search over
the parameter space. For the SNL method the autocorrelation length is used to guide the choice of τ and
we examine validation errors for τ = 1, 3, 10, 20 and
chose the value for which the RMS errors are lowest.
In the SNL case the optimum values are found to
be m = 9, τ = 20 and k = 10. The findings can be
compared with those in (Kantz et al., 2003, p271) who
report parameter values of m = 8, τ = 5 and k = 10
for predicting 250ms of a different ECG time series
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3. Conclusion

Level
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Figure 4: PPMD forecast method applied to the ECG
validation set. The plot shows PPMD forecast performance compared with simple nonlinear (SNL) forecasts.
using simple nonlinear prediction. Time plots of the
validation set prediction using the optimum parameters for the two methods are shown in Figure 4. A
more detailed study of ECG prediction, along with a
discussion of deterministic and stochastic aspects of
the ECG is given in Kantz et al. (1998).
2.2.1. Out-of-sample results
Using the parameter values found from the validation set, we make predictions on separate test sets,
starting at the point 40,000 and making forecasts of
lengths 200, 500 and 1000. The test is repeated to
make 5 different trials on different segments of the
time series for each of the three test lengths. For a
test length of 200 the test set starts at points 40,000,
40,200, 40,400, 40,600 and 40,800. For a test set length
of 500, the test set starts at points 40,000, 40,500 and
so on.
Trial
Length
200

1
SNL
PPMD

500

SNL
PPMD

1000

SNL
PPMD

2

3

4

5

Mn Median

0.68 0.56 0.14 0.13 1.02 0.51
0.76 0.35 0.55 0.34 0.89 0.58

0.56
0.55

1.06 0.35 0.55 1.15 0.34 0.69
0.98 0.50 0.25 0.36 0.35 0.49

0.55
0.36

1.32 0.71 0.80 1.37 0.93 1.02
1.19 0.67 0.80 1.24 0.76 0.93

0.93
0.80

Table 1: Out-of-sample errors for ECG data. The table shows the root mean square error for simple nonlinear and PPMD forecasts on ECG data. Trial predictions are made starting at five different points in
the time series, which for a test set length of 200 are
40,000, 40,200 etc.

This paper has introduced a nearest neighbour forecasting algorithm (PPMD) which searches for instance
vectors using a fixed neighbourhood radius and a varying instance vector length. Instead of using the mean
of the image points as a predictor, it uses the median.
We compared its forecasting performance with simple
nonlinear forecasting using an ECG time series and
found that the modified algorithm performed well in
comparison with standard method of analogues forecasting.
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The results are shown in Table 1. For the five test
sets of length 200, PPMD is comparable in accuracy to
simple nonlinear forecasts. However, for test lengths
of 500 and 1000, PPMD is slightly more accurate. The
better performance of simple nonlinear forecasting for
short time horizons is likely to be the result of using
a smaller neighbourhood and so obtaining better resolution of time series features.
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Abstract—Recurrence networks have recently proven
their great potential for characterizing important properties
of dynamical systems. However, in the real-world such systems typically do not evolve completely isolated from each
other, but exhibit mutual interactions with their neighborhood. Here, we extend the recent view on isolated systems
towards an coupled network approach to interacting systems. Specifically, we illustrate how to modify the concept
of recurrence networks for studying dynamical interrelationships between two or more coupled nonlinear dynamical systems exclusively based on their attractors’ geometric
structures in phase space.
1. Introduction
In the last years, a variety of approaches has been proposed for studying time series by means of complex network methods [1]. As a particularly useful example, recurrence networks (RNs) [2, 3, 4] provide a widely applicable
novel tool that has already proven its great potentials for geometrically characterizing dynamical systems and time series. Since RNs are based on a simple graph-theoretical reinterpretation of recurrence plots (RPs) [5], multivariate extensions of the RP concept provide prospective generalizations of RNs for studying interacting dynamical systems.
Following this general idea, the present work reexamines
cross- and as joint recurrence plots [5] from a complex network viewpoint. On the one hand, inter-system recurrence
networks combine individual and cross-recurrence plots [6]
and provide information on the coupling direction between
two dynamical systems. Specifically, some structural characteristics of coupled networks display marked asymmetries that can be understood as signatures of directed couplings. On the other hand, joint recurrence networks [7]
trace complex synchronization phenomena between cou-

pled chaotic oscillators. The potentials and limitations of
both approaches are briefly illustrated using two coupled
Rössler oscillators as a paradigmatic model system.
2. Recurrence Networks
Recurrence plots (RPs) are an established tool for visualizing and quantitatively characterizing the temporal profile of recurrences of a complex system in its phase space.
Specifically, RPs visulaize the proximity relationships between sampled state vectors {xi } in (the original or reconstructed) phase space of a system X encoded in the binary
recurrence matrix [5]:
RiXj (ε) = Θ(ε − kxi − x j k),

(1)

where ε is a threshold distance, and k · k denotes some norm
(e.g., the Euclidean or maximum norm) in phase space.
Among other approaches, RPs can be used for analyzing time series by means of complex network concepts
[2, 1, 3]. Specifically, for dissipative systems the resulting
RNs’ properties are uniquely determined by the invariant
density and, hence, geometry of the underlying attractor,
which also controls the system’s dynamics. To obtain this
RN representation, the RP of a time series is re-interpreted
as the adjacency matrix of an undirected simple graph as
Ai j (ε) = Ri j (ε) − δi j (where δi j is Kronecker’s delta). The
properties of RNs have been widely studied [3, 8, 9, 10],
and their practical use as an exploratory tool of time series analysis has been demonstrated for a variety of model
systems as well as real-world examples [2, 11, 12].
The transitivity properties of RNs provide useful measures for characterizing the effective local as well as global
dimensionality of dynamical systems [9], since RNs are
random geometric graphs with a vertex density given by
the system’s (invariant) density [4]. Specifically, the transitivity dimension
DT =

log T (ε)
log(3/4)

based on the network transitivity [13, 14]
P
i, j,k Ai j A jk Aki
T = P
i, j,k Ai j Aki
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(2)

(3)

can be directly interpreted as a generalized fractal dimension [9].

a

b
yj

3. Inter-system recurrence networks: Geometric inference of coupling directions
Generalizing the RP concept to a bivariate setting by
studying the mutual proximity of state vectors of two
dynamical systems sharing the same phase space, crossrecurrence plots (CRPs) [15] are defined as:
CRiXY
j (ε)

= Θ(ε − kxi − y j k),

(4)

with xi and yi denoting points on some trajectories of two
dynamical systems X and Y of lengths NX and NY , respectively. In order to include the structure exhibited by a CRP
into a complex network framework, RPs and CRPs are
combined into one block-structured and symmetric intersystem recurrence matrix [6]
!
RX (εX )
CRXY (εXY )
IR(ε) =
(5)
CRY X (εY X )
RY (εY )
with CRXY = [CRY X ]T being the cross-recurrence matrix between the systems X and Y and RX = CRXX the
recurrence matrix of system X (analogously for system
Y). The latter definition can be directly generalized for
K > 2 systems. Note that Eq. (5) possibly involves different recurrence thresholds. Specifically, it is recommended to chose these thresholds such that the auto- and
P
cross-recurrence rates RRX,Y = [N(N − 1)]−1 i, j RiX,Y
j and
P
RRXY = RRY X = [NX NY ]−1 i, j CRiXY
fulfil
the
condij
tion RRX = RRY > RRXY [6]. Then, the adjacency matrix
of the associated inter-system recurrence network (IRN) is
A(ε) = IR(ε) − IN , where IN denotes the N-dimensional
unit matrix (N = NX + NY ).
Due to the specific choice of the block-wise (cross-) recurrence rates, the IRN has a distinct community structure
separating the vertices representing the two systems under
study. This allows viewing the IRN as two coupled networks [16]. For such coupled networks, the cross-degree
kiXY counts the number of edges connecting a vertex i of
P
system X to any vertex from system Y, i.e., kiXY = j CRiXY
j .
In a similar spirit, the local cross-clustering coefficient CiXY
gives the probability that two randomly drawn neighbors
j, k of vertex i from system X, which are both contained in
the sample taken from system Y, are also neighbors:
CiXY

 P CRXY CRXY RY


 j,kkXY (ki jXY −1)ik jk , kiXY ≥ 2
=

 0, i i
else.

xi

1 X XY
C .
NX i i

xi

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the neighborhoods of
state vectors xi and y j in the case of (a) uncoupled and (b)
unidirectionally coupled systems. Shaded areas represent
neighborhoods of the respective state vectors, filled squares
indicate close states. In case (b), the coupling increases the
driven system’s dimension, so that formerly close states are
now outside of the neighborhood of y j . Thus, the number
of “cross-triangles” from X to Y decreases.
In a similar spirit, the network transitivity can be
generalized to a coupled network measure, the crosstransitivity [16].
It is important to note that global cross-clustering coefficient and cross-transitivity are not invariant under the permutation X ↔ Y, i.e., CXY , CY X and T XY , T Y X . Given
that X and Y represent qualitatively and quantitatively similar dynamics (e.g., two copies of the same dynamical system with only weak parameter mismatch), different cases
can be distinguished: (i) In the uncoupled case, CXY and
CY X “randomly” arise from the invariant densities of X and
Y, so that one can expect CXY = CY X . (ii) For a symmetric bidirectional coupling or in a synchronized regime,
the mutual effects on both systems are equal and thus lead
to IRN measures of the same magnitude. (iii) For weak
unidirectional coupling, the effective dimensionality of the
driven system increases in comparison with the uncoupled
case, since additional degrees of freedom are excited, and
the dynamics of the driven system represents its internal
variability plus the dynamics superimposed by the driver.
This causes the number of recurrent states in the driven
system to become reduced (Fig. 1b). As a consequence,
if X drives Y, for two neighbouring states xi and xk in X
it is more likely to also find a state y j in Y that is close to
both xi and xk , than in the opposite direction, which implies
CXY < CY X .
To illustrate the latter conjecture, let us consider two diffusively coupled Rössler systems [17] in the funnel regime

(6)

By averaging over all vertices i from system X, one obtains
the corresponding global cross-clustering coefficient CXY
CXY =

yj

(7)
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˙ = −(1 + ν)x(2) − x(3)
x(1)
˙ = (1 + ν)x(1) + 0.2925x(2) + µY X (y(2) − x(2) )
x(2)
˙ = 0.1 + x(3) (x(1) − 8.5)
x(3)
˙ = −(1 − ν)y(2) − y(3)
y(1)
˙ = (1 − ν)y(1) + 0.2925y(2) + µXY (x(2) − y(2) )
y(2)
˙ = 0.1 + y(3) (y(1) − 8.5),
y(3)

(8)
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Figure 2: JRN transitivity T J , RN transitivities TX,Y , and
corresponding transitivity dimensions DTX , DTY (from top
to bottom) for two unidirectionally coupled Rössler systems (X → Y) with ν = 0.02 (driver oscillates faster than
driven system, left panels) and ν = −0.02 (right panels).
Error bars indicate mean values and standard deviations estimated from 100 independent realizations (N = 5, 000 data
points) for each value of the coupling strength µXY . For RN
transitivities and transitivity dimensions, gray (black) lines
correspond to the values for system X (Y).
which are completely identical besides a small detuning
ν = 0.02. In the uncoupled case (µXY = µY X = 0), the recurrence network transitivities of both systems are almost
equal. For unidirectional coupling X → Y (i.e., muXY > 0,
µY X = 0), the transitivity dimension (2) allows tracing the
difference in effective dimensionality between driving and
driven system (Fig. 2). Moreover, the interacting network
measures cross-transitivity and global cross-clustering coefficient display the expected behavior (CXY < CY X ) for
a wide range of moderate coupling strengths (Fig. 3) and
only fail at very weak couplings (too small geometric signatures) and after the onset of synchronization (where both
systems become dynamically undistinguishable).
4. Joint recurrence networks: Tracing generalized synchronization
The above generalization of CRPs to the network domain does not allow detecting generalized synchronization
(GS), since cross-recurrences consider the co-occurrence
of similar states, whereas GS implies that these states could
be different. However, identifying GS in chaotic systems is
still a subject of considerable interest. For this purpose,
another complex network reinterpretation of a recurrence
plot-based method can be applied. Specifically, joint recurrence plots (JRPs) are defined as the point-wise product
of the RPs of two (or more) dynamical systems [18],
X
Y
JRiXY
j (εX , εY ) = Ri j (εX ) · Ri j (εY )

(9)

Figure 3: Global cross-clustering coefficients CXY (black),
CY X (gray) and the four largest Lyapunov exponents for
unidirectional coupling X → Y (left) and Y → X
(right). The shaded regions mark the values of the coupling
strength for which a correct identification of the coupling
direction is achieved. Error bars represent mean values and
standard deviations taken from an ensemble of 200 independent network realizations (with N = 1, 500 data points
per system).

and have already been used for studying generalized synchronization [19]. Here εX,Y are commonly chosen such
that RRX = RRY . Unlike CRPs, JRPs do not require the systems under study to share the same phase space, vut the sets
of observation times have to be the same. Since JRPs obey
the same symmetry as RPs, it is straightforward to define
joint recurrence networks (JRNs) by setting Ai j = JRi j −δi j .
Conceptually, JRNs can be interpreted in the same way as
“normal” RNs in a higher-dimensional phase space jointly
spanned by the relevant variables of both considered systems. However, one has to bear in mind that in the JRN,
the distances are taken separately in the subspaces corresponding to the individual system’s state spaces.
Since GS is related with an adjustment of the individual system’s dynamics and, hence, dimensionality, taking
the transitivity properties of the JRN into account provides
valuable information about the onset of synchronization.
Specifically, in the non-synchronized regime, the individual systems’ RN transitivities TX,Y are commonly much
larger than that (T J ) of the JRN in agreement with their
interpretation as measures for the effective dimensionality.
However, in the presence of GS, RN and JRN transitivities should take√approximately the same value, i.e., the ratio QT = T J / TX TY converges to 1. Since TX,Y do not
change considerably as the coupling strength is increased
(Fig. 2), the JRN transitivity T J thus provides a useful indicator for the emergence of synchronization, which is applicable to both unidirectional as well as bidirectional coupling configurations [7].
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5. Conclusions
This work has presented some novel approaches for generalizing the concept of recurrence networks to characterizing coupled dynamical systems. Specifically, intersystem recurrence networks (as a thorough extension of
cross-recurrence plots) provide a useful tool for detecting
univariate coupling from time series data. Unlike other existing methods serving the same purpose (see [6] for references), this approach is exclusively based on subtle geometric signatures of coupling resulting in a deformation
of the driven system’s attractor in its phase space. In turn,
joint recurrence networks have demonstrated their capability of tracing the transition to generalized synchronization
in coupled chaotic oscillators. A detailed exploration of the
full potentials, as well as possible limitations of the proposed approaches will be the subject of future research.
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Abstract—In this paper we present a novel computing
approach for conducting recurrence quantification analysis. It utilises the concepts of Divide and Recombine to distribute the detection of vertical and diagonal lines in a recurrence matrix among multiple graphics card processors.
We employ our approach to calculate recurrence quantification measures based on an hourly air temperature record
of Potsdam, a time series with more than one million data
points. The proposed calculation scheme reduces the computing time drastically; from more than 6 h using a singlethreaded CPU implementation to about 5 min using two
graphics card processors.

Global!
RQA!
Result!

(a)!

(b)!

(c)!

(d)!

Figure 1: Our computing approach.
1. Introduction
Recurrence plots (RPs) and recurrence quantification
analysis (RQA) are powerful instruments for analysing recurrences in measured time series [1]. Their application in
many fields have proven their potential for various kinds of
analyses [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Small scale structures in a RP, such
as diagonal lines, are used to define measures of complexity, establishing the RQA [1, 7, 8].
The time complexity of calculating the RQA measures is
O(N 2 ), prohibiting an efficient computation for very long
time series. Furthermore, current implementations of RQA
are restricted concerning memory usage. The Cross Recurrence Plot Toolbox for MATLAB R [9] is limited to
N < 10, 000 data points when calculating the entire RP.
Likewise, the RQA software by Webber Jr. [10] is capable
of processing only up to N = 5, 000 data points.
Investigating the existing implementations, we developed a computing approach that builds on the concepts of
Divide and Recombine (D&R) [11]. We illustrate the capabilities of our approach in comparison to existing implementations using an application example from climate
impact research.
2. Our Approach
2.1. Divide and Recombine
Divide and Recombine is a general approach to address
large computational problems. The basic idea is to divide a
data set into small sub sets allowing the fast computation of

analytical results of the sub sets. The intermediate results
of the sub sets are recombined into a global solution.
We apply D&R to recurrence quantification analysis as
follows. The underlying recurrence matrix of a RP is divided into multiple sub matrices (see Fig. 1(a), Fig. 1(b)).
Within each sub matrix, we detect all vertical and diagonal
lines, storing this information in local histograms. The key
contribution of our approach is that the detection of lines
within a single sub matrix is performed by a graphics card
processor. Its architecture allows to execute a large number of vertical and diagonal line detection tasks simultaneously (depicted as dotted arrows in Fig. 1(c)). The local
histograms are recombined into two global histograms; one
for vertical and one for diagonal lines. The recombination
process is straightforward: We add up the local histograms,
either referring to vertical or diagonal lines, to a global histogram. Based on the two global histograms, we compute
the global RQA measures (see Fig. 1(d)).
2.2. Detection of Vertical and Diagonal Lines
An important challenge in the context of RQA is that
vertical and diagonal lines may spread over multiple sub
matrices. This is the reason why Divide and Recombine
can not be used as a wrapper for existing RQA implementations. This approach would compute only valid results
for the individual sub matrices. Enforcing the computation of valid global frequency distributions of vertical and
diagonal lines, we introduce carryover buffers; one for vertical and one for diagonal lines. The basic purpose of a
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carryover buffer is to share information about the length of
vertical or diagonal lines that exceed the borders of a sub
matrix.
For each column, the vertical carryover buffer stores the
length of all vertical lines that exceed the horizontal border
of a sub matrix. If a vertical line reaches the last element
of a column of a sub matrix, the corresponding carryover
buffer element stores its current length. This value is used
as input for determining vertical lines in the vertically adjacent sub matrix. As a precondition, the sub matrices have
to be processed in a specific order (see Fig. 2).
This concept can easily be adapted to the detection of diagonal lines, including the use of a carryover buffer and a
particular order of processing concerning the set of sub matrices. The major difference is that a diagonal line may transcend not only the horizontal but also the vertical borders of
sub matrices. Furthermore, the size of the carryover buffer
is equivalent to the number of diagonals (not the number of
diagonal lines) within the original recurrence matrix. Figure 3 depicts the detection of diagonal lines. To illustrate,
the RP in this figure contains only a single diagonal line of
length 5.
2.3. Discussion of Parameters
As a precondition, we subdivide the recurrence matrix
into quadratic sub matrices with a predefined edge length;
except the sub matrices at the borders of the original recurrence matrix. In general, the user can choose an arbitrary
edge length. Nevertheless, experiments have shown that
the size of the sub matrices highly influences the overall
computing time. Therefore, it should adhere to the specifics
of the GPU architecture as well as the programming framework applied. Future work is to investigate the impact of
sub matrix size to the runtime in detail.
In addition, not all sub matrices share information about
the same diagonals and verticals of the original recurrence
matrix. Therefore, they do not have to exchange information using the carryover buffer. Generally, sub matrices
which do not share any element of the carryover buffer can
be processed concurrently. Our approach allows to utilise
multiple GPU devices by processing a number of sub matrices at the same time. This reduces the overall computing
time additionally.
3. Application to Climate Data
We use the hourly air temperature dynamics in Potsdam,
referred to as Potsdamer Klimareihe, to demonstrate the
benefits of our approach. We consider the period from 1893
until 2011, resulting in 1,043,112 data points.
We analysed the the Potsdamer Klimareihe using our
D&R approach. We provide an implementation based on
the OpenCLTM framework for parallel programming of heterogeneous systems [12]. The hardware setup of the experiment consists of a standard desktop workstation, con-

II.!

0!

II.!

3!

I.!

I.!

Figure 2: Detection of vertical lines. To compute a valid
global RQA result, the sub matrices have to be processed
in ascending order (I. → II.). This is due to the reason that
the column elements of the original recurrence matrix have
to be processed in ascending order. The corresponding carryover buffer element stores the lengths (3 and 0) of the
vertical lines detected (if present) at the horizontal borders
of I. and II. The intermediate states of the carryover buffer
element after processing each sub matrix are depicted on
the right.

0!

III.!

3!

II.!

2!

I.!

III.!

I.!

II.!

Figure 3: Detection of diagonal lines. Similar to the detection of vertical lines, the sub matrices have to be processed in ascending order (I. → II. → III.), referring to
the ascending order of the diagonal elements within the
original recurrence matrix. The corresponding carryover
buffer element stores the lengths (2, 3 and 0) of the diagonal lines detected (if present) at the horizontal and vertical
borders of I., II. and III. The intermediate states of the carryover buffer element after processing each sub matrix are
depicted on the right.
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taining an Intel R CoreTM i5-3570 quad-core CPU at up
to 3.80GHz and 16GB of main memory. It also includes
a NVIDIA R GeForce R GTXTM 690 that provides two
graphics card processors running at up to 1.019GHz; each
of them is supplied with 2GB of memory. In the context
of heterogeneous computing, each graphics card processor
is treated as a separate computing device. The workstation
runs on a 64-bit version of OpenSuse 12.1 with version 1.1
of OpenCLTM .
To demonstrate its scale-out capabilities, we compare our massively parallel GPU implementation to two
non-D&R CPU implementations (see Tab. 1, Tab. 2).
The single-threaded RQA implementation refers to version 1.13z of the Commandline Recurrence Plots tool,
which is available at http://tocsy.pik-potsdam.de/
commandline-rp.php. The multi-threaded is an extension of the single-threaded implementation running multiple CPU threads. Our approach allows the utilization of a
single GPU device (1x) or both GPU devices (2x) available
in our computing environment.
Technology
CPU - Single Thread
CPU - Multiple Threads
GPU - 1x
GPU - 2x

Runtime
6 h 18 min 4 sec
1 h 33 min 58 sec
10 min 11 sec
5 min 10 sec

Table 1: Runtimes for RQA calculations for the full time
series of hourly temperature anomaly data of Potsdam from
1893 to 2011.

Technology
CPU - Single Thread
CPU - Multiple Threads
GPU - 1x

Runtime Improvement
≈ 73 times
≈ 18 times
≈ 2 times

Table 2:
Runtime improvements considering the
OpenCLTM implementation running on two GPU devices as a reference; based on the runtime measurements
presented in Tab. 1.

The runtime experiment shows that our D&R approach
calculates the RQA measures in roughly five minutes (see
Tab. 1, Fig. 4). Note, the RQA computations employing
the Commandline Recurrence Plots tool running on a CPU
takes over six hours. This renders a comprehensive analysis
of this data set impossible. In contrast, the fast computation
of the RQA measures using our D&R approach enables a
comprehensive analysis of the Potsdam temperature profile. It allows to calculate RQA measures for a variety of
combinations of embedding dimension m, time delay τ and
similarity threshold  in a reasonable amount of time.
We observed the four RQA measures recurrence rate
(RR), determinism (DET ), average diagonal line length

Figure 4: Runtime comparison. Runtimes of the RQA
computations for the full time series of hourly temperature
anomaly data of Potsdam from 1893 to 2011 using different
implementations.

(L), and laminartity (LAM) [1] from the seasonally corrected Potsdamer Klimareihe (anomaly values); using a recurrence threshold of ε = 1 (Euclidean norm). These measures reflect different aspects of the short-term dynamics;
e.g., predictability.
Our computational approach provides the following initial observations. We find that all four RQA measures do
not remarkably change for the full period and the sub periods 1893–1974 and 1975–2011 (see Tab. 3). This result suggests that, in contrast to the longer time-scales, the
short-term dynamics, including the short-term weather predictability, has not (yet) changed due to the climate change.
For the period between 1893 and 1974, the warming trend
of the annual mean temperature was 0.46 K per century, but
after 1974 the trend rose to 3.4 K per century (see Fig. 5).
To study the short-term dynamics, we remove the annual
trend (seasonal cycle) from the data by phase averaging,
resulting in an anomaly temperature record. We use a time
delay embedding of dimension m = 5 and delay τ = 3,
which have been found by false nearest neighbors approach
for finding m [13] as well as a combined autocorrelation
and visual recurrence plot inspection approach for finding
an optimal τ [14].
Table 3: RQA results for the full time series of hourly temperature anomaly data of Potsdam as well for the two periods 1893–1974 and 1975–2011.
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Measure
RR
DET
L
LAM

1893–2011
0.12
0.94
8.4
0.96

1893–1974
0.12
0.94
8.4
0.97

1975–2011
0.13
0.94
8.6
0.96

1975

Annual Mean Temperature [°C]

11
10.5
10

[2] Marwan N. A Historical Review of Recurrence
Plots. European Physical Journal – Special Topics.
2008;164(1):3–12.

3.4 K/100yr

9.5
9

[3] Donges JF, Donner RV, Trauth MH, Marwan N,
Schellnhuber HJ, Kurths J. Nonlinear detection of
paleoclimate-variability transitions possibly related
to human evolution. Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences. 2011;108(51):20422–20427.

8.5
8
7.5

0.46 K/100yr

7
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Time [yr AD]
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Figure 5: Potsdamer Klimareihe. Warming trend for the
periods 1893–1974 and 1975–2011.
4. Conclusion
We present a novel computing approach for conducting
RQA that combines the concepts of D&R with the parallel
computing capabilities of GPUs. Our approach allows to
compute RQA measures for the full Potsdamer Klimareihe
in close to 5 min. A particular challenge is to compute valid
RQA results. Therefore, it is required to share information
between sub matrices, which we solve by introducing carryover buffers.
Our approach offers the following benefits:
• The carryover buffers and the enforcement of specific
processing orders allow to reduce the overall computing time by utilising multiple GPU devices at the same
time.
• The architectural design of GPU devices enables the
massively parallel detection of vertical and diagonal
lines within a single sub matrix.
• The usage of the OpenCLTM framework allows running the implementation on a variety of different hardware architectures.
• An implementation of our approach and further information will soon be available at http://www.
gfz-potsdam.de/fast-rqa.
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Abstract—We have proposed method for solving optimization problems using algorithm switching by chaotic
neural networks. In this paper, we focus on asymmetric traveling salesman problems and multi-objective optimization problems. These problems have complex solution
space to explore. For such problems, we assume that one
can explore better solution by switching algorithms adaptively. To determine the switching, the proposed method
utilizes tabu effects with exponential decays that are main
feature of chaotic neurons in the network. The proposed
method finds the same or better solutions than that by the
previous method.
1. Introduction
Optimization Problems appears quite frequently in various fields. Design of DSP systems and networks, boring of
circuit boards, Robot path planning are example of them.
Depending on the type of optimization problem, there
are some cases when it cannot be solved by single algorithm. Therefore, in this paper, we have proposed a
method for algorithm switching using chaotic neural networks. We will show performance of the proposed method
in asymmetric traveling salesman problems (asymmetric
TSPs) and multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the asymmetric TSP and the MOP. In Section 3, we describe the proposed method of algorithm switching using
chaotic neural networks. In Section 4, we apply the algorithm switching to asymmetric TSPs. Then results of
numerical experiments are shown. In Section 5, we apply
algorithm switching to MOPs. Then, results of numerical
experiments are also shown. Lastly, we present conclusions.

city only at once [1]. For an n-city problem, a set of the
cities is
V = {v1 , v2 , · · ·, vn } .

(1)

A tour σ specifies the order in which these cities are visited.
The total cost fT SP (σ) of a tour σ can be evaluated from
the costs for traveling from city j to city i, dij (vi , vj ∈ V )
as follows.
fT SP (σ) =

n−1


dσ(k),σ(k+1) + dσ(n),σ(1) .

(2)

k=1

Here, dij is the cost to travel from city i to city j, n is the
number of the cities. The goal of the TSP is to minimize
the cost in Eq. (2).
TSP is asymmetric when the cost of travel between two
given cities is not symmetric, that is, dij = dji . In this
paper, we do not include cases in which two cities are connected only in one direction.
2.2. Multi-objective optimization problems
The multi-objective optimization problems (MOP)[2] is
an optimization problem when there are more than one objective functions. This problem is given as follows.
minimize fi (x) (i = 1, 2, · · · , M ) ,
subject to. gj (x) ≤ 0 (j = 1, 2, · · · , N ) .

(3)
(4)

3. Proposed Algorithm Switching method
We propose algorithm switching method which uses a
chaotic neural network. A feature of this method is that the
number of neurons is equal to the number of algorithms.
The updating of the internal state of each neuron is represented by the following set of equations.

2. Optimization Problems

ξi (t + 1)

=

2.1. Asymmetric traveling salesman problems

ηi (t + 1)

=

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is an optimization
problem whose goal is to determine the minimum-cost tour
visiting n cities, under the conditions that one visits every

ζi (t + 1)

=

−βsw Δsw (t) ,
N
−W
xk (t) ,
k=1,k=i
t
−αsw
krd xi (t − d) + θ,

xi (t + 1)

=

f (ξ (t+1)+ηi (t+1)+ζi (t+1)) . (8)
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d=0

(5)
(6)
(7)
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Figure 1: An example of 2-opt
exchange: links b–e and f –c are
swapped.
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4. Application to Asymmetric TSP

c

d
BLOCK

Tour: a-b-c-d-e-f-g-h

Figure 2: An example of a block–
city exchange method: the block
cities are e and f , and the exchange
partner is city b.

Here, xi (t) is the output of the i-th exchanging neuron at
time t. ξi (t) is the internal state for the gain effect of the
exchanging neuron. ηi (t) is the internal state for the feedback effect of the exchanging neuron. ζi (t) is the internal
state for the tabu effect of the exchanging neuron. kr is
a decay parameter of the gain effect. Δsw (t) is a gain of
the objective function value when the candidate exchange
is executed. θ is a positive bias. αsw is a scaling parameter
of the internal effect. βsw is a scaling parameter of the gain
effect.
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Figure 3: An example of a block insertion method: the block cities are
e and f , and the block is inserted at
the next to city d.

proposed [5]. This method considers several cities as a
BLOCK, and the whole BLOCK is exchanged with another
city. During the exchange, the order of the cities in the
BLOCK is maintained. We show an example of a block
shift operation in Fig. 2.
4.2.3. Block insertion method
Block insertion method [5] considers several cities as a
BLOCK, and the whole BLOCK is inserted another branch.
During the exchange, the order of the cities in the BLOCK
is maintained. We show an example of a block shift operation in Fig. 3.

4.1. Proposed method
In this section, we will apply the algorithm switching
shown in Section 3 to Asymmetric TSPs. Here, the proposed method is based on the chaotic search[3]. This
proposed method[4] uses three exchange methods by the
switching. The exchange methods are shown in Section
4.2. In the proposed method, a switching among three exchange methods is determined by chaotic neurodynamics.

4.3. Result of numerical experiments
We numerically evaluated the performance of the proposed method for some benchmark problems of TSPLIB
[6] and DIMACS[7]. We used asymmetric problems.
Asymmetric ratio AR indicates a degree of asymmetry.
AR is computed by using the following set of equations.
A =

4.2. Exchange methods
4.2.1. 2-opt exchange
Two-opt exchange is a basic city exchange method for
symmetric TSPs in which any two cities exchange their position in the tour. For example, a tour shown in left panel
of Fig. 1 can be changed to right panel of the figure. Fig. 1
by cutting two links and creating two new links.
4.2.2. Block–city exchange method
The 2-opt exchange is a fundamental city exchange
method for solving TSPs. When a 2-opt exchange is executed, the direction of a part of the tour is reversed by
the city exchange. In symmetric TSPs, this reversal does
not alter the cost of the tour. However, in an asymmetric
TSP, the 2-opt exchange may cause the cost to rise. To
overcome this disadvantage of the 2-opt exchange in asymmetric TSPs, the block–city exchange method has been

B

=

AR

=

{(vi , vj ) | with cost satisfies dij = dji },


n
,
2
# (A) /B,

(9)

where # (A) denotes the number of elements in the set A.
For example, AR = 1.0 shows that all branches are asymmetrical. On the other hand, AR = 0.0 shows that all
branches are symmetrical. We show results of the performance of the proposed method and conventional methods
in Table 1.
From Table 1, in rbg403 and rbg443, the proposed
method and previous method has reached the exact solution
in all trials. Also, in dc112, the gap of proposed method is
smaller than that of previous method. Thus, the proposed
method has improved performance.
This experiment yields that the proposed method has the
same or better performance as compared to the previous
and conventional methods.
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Table 1: Experimental results of proposed and conventional methods for asymmetric TSPs.
Gap [%] by
Proposed
0.01 ± 0.02
0.3 ± 0.07
0.1 ± 0.06
0±0
0±0

Asymmetric
Ratio AR
0.442
0.151
0.678
0.923
0.925

Instance
p43
dc112
dc126
rbg403
rbg443

Gap [%] by
Previous method[5]
0.01 ± 0.007
0.5 ± 0.08
0.2 ± 0.2
0±0
0±0

5.1. Proposed method
In this section, we will apply the algorithm switching
shown in Section 3 to MOPs. This proposed method[10]
uses switching three particle swarm optimization (PSO)
methods[11]. These PSO methods are shown in below.
The first method is multi-objective optimization PSO
(MOPSO) [12]. The second method is optimized multiobjective PSO (OMOPSO) [13]. This method is added
mutation such as in the genetic algorithm to MOPSO.
The third method is speed-constrained multi-objective PSO
(SMPSO) [14]. This method is added limit to speed of particle motion to OMOPSO.
In the proposed method, a switching among three PSO
methods is determined by chaotic neurodynamics.
5.2. Result of numerical experiments
We numerically evaluated the performance of the proposed method for some benchmark problems of ZDT test
suites[15], by performing 21 trials for each problem.
Generational distance GD is calculated by using the following equation.
GD =

i=1

n

d2i

.

(10)

Here, di is the Euclidean distance of Pareto optimal solution closest to the solution and the i-th solution. We show
results of the average of GD and the standard deviation of
the proposed method and that of the conventional methods
in Table 2. Also, we show results of Non-dominated solution set in Figs. 4-7.
Table 2: Average of GD and standard deviation.
Proposed
MOPSO
OMOPSO
SMPSO

ZDT3
0.00145 ± 0.00060
1.62514
0.02278
0.01167

Gap [%] by
RAI[9]
0.01
0.02
N/A
0.03
0.02

From Table 2 and Figs. 4-7, the proposed method has
reached closer to the Pareto optimum solution in comparison with conventional methods.

5. Application to MOP

 n

Gap [%] by
Quick ACO[8]
0.02
6.3
N/A
N/A
6.3

ZDT4
0.00140 ± 0.00091
0.12759
0.03348
0.17198

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a method for solving optimization problems using algorithm switching by chaotic
neural networks. We have proposed methods of algorithm
switching for asymmetric TSP and MOP as application examples of them. As a result, the proposed method showed
the same or better performance as compared with conventional methods.
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Abstract—In the field of technical analysis, some technical indicators have been proposed to decide investment
decisions and their timings, and are often used together to
improve the decision-making accuracy. However, there is
no specific guideline to select and combine technical indicators, and this selection is one of combinatorial optimization problems. Therefore, we applied the Bayesian network
to estimate the causality among technical indicators, and
identified the best combination of them. To confirm the validity of our proposed method, we performed some investment simulations based on real stock data, and confirmed
to be able to make investments more eﬃcient and safer, simultaneously.
1. Introduction
It is considered that financial markets have three diﬀerent regimes: bullish trend, bearish trend, and range mode.
If a market is in bullish trend, then we buy a long position,
and if a market is in bearish trend, then we sell a short position. If a market is in range mode, we wait for a new
trend breaking out. However, it is quite diﬃcult to decide
which kind of regime the present market is and how the
regime will change in the near future. For this reason, some
technical analysis indictors have been proposed [1]. These
indictors are classified into trend-following, trend-reversal,
volatility, momentum, and volume indicators, etc. Because
each indictor focuses on diﬀerent aspects of a market, it is
said that we need to use some indictors simultaneously to
improve the detection accuracy of trading chances. However, there is no specific guideline to use them together, and
therefore it is often decided by our subjective intuition or
experience.
In this point, behavioral finance points out that human
judgment, emotion, and behavior are biased by unconscious or uncontrollable mental processing. For this reason, we are better to make a trading decision only by the
specific strategy based on objective historical experiences.
One of the possible methods is to calculate the conditional
probability of how the past historical prices changed. As
the conditions to clarify this probability, we can apply technical indicators in this study. However, it is diﬃcult to use
many indicators because it causes overfitting to the historical data or makes the conditional probability unstable especially when the number of historical samples is small. To
avoid these problems, we have to increase the number of
historical samples or have to select only essential indicators. However, the market structure is often changed by external accidents such as the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy
and even politician’s speeches. Therefore, we cannot use

long historical data, and have to identify the essential indicators through the small historical samples. For this reason,
we apply the Bayesian network [2] to solve the above problems, and improve trading performance by this specific numerical strategy based on objective historical experiences.
2. Technical Indicators
In the present study, we use major 10 technical indicators together as follows: SMA(Simple moving average),
Bollinger bands, RSI(Relative strength index), Diﬀerence
from moving average, Psychological line, Volume moving
average, Wako volume ratio, DMI(Directional movement
index), and MFI(Money flow index).
As an example, we show how to use the SMA, which
works as a filter to reduce stochastic noises and to extract
a market trend hidden in noisy price movements. If we
denote s(t) as the stock price at the time of t, this indicator
is defined by
1∑
m(t, n) =
s(t − a).
n a=0
n−1

(1)

Here, if we suppose n1 < n2 , when the short-term SMA
m(t, n1 ) becomes over the long-term SMA m(t, n2 ), it is
called as the Golden cross, which means that the market
changed to an up trend and is considered as a buy signal. On the other hand, when SMA m(t, n1 ) becomes under
SMA m(t, n2 ), it is called as the Dead cross, which means
that the market changed to a down trend and is considered
as a sell signal. Therefore, this SMA works as a trendfollow indicator, and we set n1 = 5 and n2 = 20 as the
most popular days. The other technical indicators we used
are categorized as trend-reversal (mean reversion) indicator, volatility indicator, momentum indicator, and volume
indicator. Then, we set the most popular parameters for
each indicator.
3. Application of Bayesian Network
The Bayesian Network is the graphical probabilistic
model, which is defined by stochastic variables, conditional
dependences among these variables, and their conditional
probabilities [2]. Stochastic variables are expressed by
nodes, and conditional dependencies between these variables are expressed by links. Bayesian network is modeled
as a non-cycling directed network, the tip of a node is connected to a child node, and the end of it is connected to
a parent node. Here, the conditional probability means the
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possibility of a child node after getting outputs from its parent nodes.
In the present study, we deal with the alternative question: whether tomorrow’s stock price will rise or fall. First,
we convert stock prices s(t) into return rates r(t) by
s(t) − s(t − 1)
r(t) =
,
s(t − 1)

(i) Serial path

(2)

P(R(t + 1)|X1 (t), . . . , X10 (t))
N(R(t + 1), X1 (t), . . . , X10 (t))
,
=
N(X1 (t), . . . , X10 (t))

(4)

where N(·) means the function to count the occurrence of
its inputs. For example, when the 1st technical indicator
shows a buy signal (X1 (t) = 1), and the 4th indicator shows
a sell signal (X4 (t) = −1), and the others show no signal
(X2 (t) = 0, X3 (t) = 0, X5 (t) = 0, . . . , X10 (t) = 0). In this
case, there are two methods we can consider to calculate
Eq.(4). The first method supposes that all variables {Xi (t)}
are important to infer the target variable R(t + 1), and calculates Eq.(4) by P(R(t + 1)|X1 (t) = 1, X4 (t) = −1, X2 (t) =
0, . . . , X10 (t) = 0), following the historical data. The second method supposes that the only variables showing signals are important, and therefore Eq.(4) can be calculated
by P(R(t + 1)|X1 (t) = 1, X4 (t) = −1). These methods are
simple and low technique, and so we consider them as previous methods. Especially, we name the fist method “previous method 1” and the second method “previous method
2.”
In terms of the amount of information, previous method
1 has the advantage over previous method 2. However, if
this method includes independent variables from the target variable, their information becomes noise that causes
the overfitting problem and disturbs the accurate estimation of Eq.(4). Moreover, as the number of historical data

(iii) Converging
path

Figure 1: Connection patterns between nodes

and express the rise and drop of stock prices by the following stochastic variable R:
{
1 if r(t + 1) ≥ 0,
R(t + 1) =
(3)
−1 if r(t + 1) < 0.
On the other hand, technical indicators introduced in Sec.2
are expressed by {X1 , . . . , Xi , . . . , X10 }. These are also considered as stochastic variables. Here, Xi = 1 means that ith
technical indicator shows a buy signal, Xi = −1 means that
it shows a sell signal, and Xi = 0 means that it shows no
signal.
To compose a Bayesian network, we have to optimize its
network topology on the basis of historical learning data.
For this reason, we use the AIC to evaluate the likelihood of
each network topology, and maximize this criterion. However, it takes a huge calculation time according to the number of nodes, that is, technical indicators. To solve this
combinational optimization problem, we use the greedy
search algorithm [3] where we find out the most reasonable
parents of each child node by a steepest descent method.
Then, we consider the way of a probabilistic inference
of P(R|X1 , . . . , X10 ). If we do not apply the Bayesian network, we find out the same situations as {X1 (t), . . . , X10 (t)}
from the historical data, and empirically calculate the conditional probability of R(t + 1) as follows:

(ii) Diverging
path

Figure 2: Example of an estimated network where solid
arrows mean the dependance on node R(t + 1), and dashed
arrows mean the independence from it by the d-separation.

is smaller or the number of technical indicators is larger,
the number of the events that the function N(·) can count
becomes so smaller. Therefore, the probability of Eq.(4) is
often unstable. On the other hand, previous method 2 can
make it more stable because technical indicators are limited to ones showing signals. However, the causality with
the target variable is not considered, and therefore there is
a danger that we ignore the essential variables for the probabilistic inference of Eq.(4). Besides, this method might
include independent variables from the target variable as
well as previous method 1.
Next, as the third method to evaluate Eq.(4), we apply
the Bayesian network. At the beginning, we consider the dseparation, which is an important property of the Bayesian
network for probabilistic inference. If X1 (t) and R(t + 1)
are d-separated by X2 (t) on a Bayesian network composed
of three nodes, it can be written by (X1 (t) ⊥
⊥ R(t + 1)|X2 (t)),
which means that node X1 (t) and node R(t + 1) are conditionally independent variables. As shown in Fig.1, there are
three kinds of condition patterns. Here, X1 (t) and R(t + 1)
are d-separated by the following conditions:


· X2 (t) on a serial path shows a signal,



· X2 (t) on a diverging path shows a signal,



 · X (t) on a converging path shows no signal.
2

As an example, if we obtain a Bayesian network shown
in Fig.2, the nodes aﬀecting the target node R(t+1) are only
X2 (t), X7 (t), X4 (t), and X5 (t). It is because


· X2 (t) is the parent node of R(t + 1),



· X7 (t) and X4 (t) are the children nodes of R(t + 1),



 · X (t) is the parent node of X (t).
5

4

Therefore, we do not need to use the other variables independent from R(t + 1), and can consider Eq.(4) as P(R(t +
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4.2. Measures to evaluate trading performance

Table 1: Names of each method
Timing of checking
R(t + 1)’s probability
Previous method 1
Previous method 2
Proposed method

Everyday

Any indicators
show signals

1-A
2-A
3-A

1-B
2-B
3-B

Any indicators
aﬀecting
R(t + 1)
show signals
N/A
N/A
3-C

1)|X2 (t) = 0, X7 (t) = 0, X4 (t) = −1, X5 (t) = 0). We name
this method “proposed method” in this study. Because our
proposed method estimates the causality of the target variable R(t + 1), it can solve the overfitting problem that previous method 1 has, and does not ignore the essential nodes
diﬀerently from previous method 2.

We evaluate the investment performance by following
measures: the number of executed trades T , the asset
growth rate M, the maximum draw down rate Rd , the profit
factor P f , and the winning rate Rω .
First, T (t) means the total number of executed trades until the present time t. If each method can detect good trading chances, larger T (t) is better. Otherwise, larger T (t) is
worse because it is risky. Then, the asset growth rate is
calculated by
A(t)
M(t) =
,
(5)
A(1)
where A(t) means the present total asset, and A(1) means
the initial asset. Of course, large M(t) is better, and we can
get profits if M(t) > 1. Next, a draw down rate[%] means
[
]
A(t)
rd (t) = 1 −
× 100,
(6)
max
{A(t′ )}
′
1≤t ≤t

4. Investment Simulation

and the maximum draw down rate[%] is calculated by
Rd (t) = max
{rd (t′ )}.
′

4.1. Outline

(7)

1≤t ≤t

To confirm the validity of our proposed method, we
perform some invest simulations with daily data (closing
price) of 200 stocks listed in the first section of Tokyo Stock
Exchange. Then, the learning data was set about four years
from 1995 to 1999, and the test data for investment simulation was set about 4 years just after the learning data.
In the case of estimating a Bayesian network for our proposed method, 23 out of 200 stocks showed that the target node R(t + 1) is completely independent of the other
nodes {Xi (t)}. In this case, we can consider that any
technical indicators are meaningless, and namely P(R(t +
1)|X1 (t), . . . , X10 (t)) = P(R(t+1)). For this reason, we omitted these stocks when we applied the proposed method. On
the other hand, because previous methods 1 and 2 do not
estimate the causality of R(t + 1) at all, we applied all 200
stocks to these previous methods.
Next, we make an investment decision as follows: we
take a long position if the probability of R(t+1) = 1 is more
than θ[%], or we take a short position if the probability of
R(t + 1) = −1 is more than θ[%]. Here, θ[%] is a threshold
to be set freely. On the next day, we close the position by
the opposite trade.
Here, there are three diﬀerent ideas about the timing of
checking R(t + 1)’s probability as shown in Table 1. The
first idea is that we have to check it everyday because the
entry condition mentioned above might be satisfied even
when any technical indicators show no signals. These cases
are also considered as good chances based on the historical
data. On the other hand, it might be able to considered
that these cases are not good chances because any technical
indicators show no signals, and this means that the present
market is quite stable, not bullish or bearish. Therefore, the
second idea is that we check the R(t + 1)’s probability only
when any indicators show signals. Finally, if we can learn
the causality properly by the Bayesian network, it might
be the best to check it only when any indicators aﬀecting
R(t + 1) show signals because it is meaningless to focus on
the nodes d-separated with R(t + 1). This is the third idea.
The seven methods in total are named as shown in Table 1.

This shows how much we lost our asset so far, that is,
the degree of possible danger of an investment strategy.
Namely, smaller Rd (t) is better and safer. Then, the profit
factor is calculated by
t
∑
{∆A(t′ )|∆A(t′ ) ≥ 0}

P(t) =

t′ =1
t
∑

,
′

(8)

′

{∆A(t )|∆A(t ) < 0}

t′ =1

where ∆A(t) = A(t) − A(t − 1) = r(t)M(t − 1). If P f (t) > 1,
the total profit is larger than the total loss, which means that
this investment strategy works well. Finally, the winning
rate[%] is calculated by
t
∑

Rw (t) =

W(t′ )

t′ =1

T (t)

× 100,

(9)

where W(t) is the function to distinguish whether the inference method of Eq.(4) can get the correct answer or not.


1 if taking a buy position and r(t + 1) ≥ 0,



1 if taking a sell position and r(t + 1) < 0,
W(t) = 


 0 otherwise.
Because Rw corresponds to the inference accuracy, Rw >
50[%] means that this inference works well.
4.3. Results
The results of investment simulations are shown in
Figs.3 and 4. According to Fig.3, the number of executed
trades T of the proposed method is smaller than that of the
previous methods 1 and 2, which means that the proposed
method takes positions more carefully. Then, it is natural
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that the number of invested stocks becomes smaller as θ
is larger. However, previous methods 1 and 2 are not the
case, which means that Eq.(4) was sometimes unstable in
the counting process of N(·) and these outliers created in
Eq.(4) were over even strict threshold θ. That is why most
stocks are traded by previous methods 1 and 2. On the
other hand, we can say that our proposed method can estimate Eq.(4) stably. That is why the number of invested
stocks becomes smaller as θ is larger.
Next, as shown in Fig.3, in terms of the timing of checking R(t+1) s probability, there is no diﬀerence between the
first idea A (Everyday) and the second idea B (Any indicators show signals). However, only proposed method could
improve trading performance by using the third idea C in
50[%] ≤ θ ≤ 60[%]. It might be because we focused on
the indicators aﬀecting R(t + 1) to omit noisy information
of the other indicators.
Finally, as shown in Fig.4, the asset growth rate M of our
proposed method was smaller than that of previous methods 1 and 2 because T of our proposed method is smaller
compared with the previous methods. However, if we select a suitable θ, M can be larger than 1 by any methods.
Then, in terms of the winning rate Rw , the profit factor P f ,
and the draw down rate Rd , the propose method shows the
best performance. Namely, we can say that our propose
method can predict R(t + 1) more accurately, can improve
the eﬃciency of investment, and can reduce the risk of investment.
5. Conclusion

0

Figure 3: The number of executed trades T is shown as the
average value of all stocks. Then, the number of the stocks
traded more than once (i.e. T > 0) is shown in the bottom
figure. Each legend is the same as Table 1.
1.4

M

We applied the Bayesian network to estimate the causality among a future return and technical indicators. This
estimation is one of combinatorial optimization problems.
Then, we inferred the probability of future returns with the
estimated Bayesian network. Moreover, we discussed the
suitable timing of this probabilistic inference. As a result,
we could improve the trading performance by focussing on
the technical indicators aﬀecting the future return. Moreover, our propose method could enlarge the wining rate
and the profit factor, and could reduce the draw down rate.
Therefore, our propose method can not only improve the
eﬃciency of investment but also reduce the risk of it. As a
future work, we need to experiment with deﬀerent markets
and periods.
This was partially supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) (No.25330280) from JSPS.
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Abstract—Two ideas are introduced for the purpose of
improving portfolios in terms of both profit and safety.
Firstly, a nonlinear prediction technique is applied to estimate the expected return rate, and the DCC-GARCH model
is applied to estimate the risk. Secondly, the long and short
strategy is considered as an eﬀective way to reduce the risk
that is caused by highly correlated stocks. Some investment simulations based on real financial data show that the
proposed method is successful in making better portfolios.

2. Classical Portfolio Models
We denote ri (t) as the return rate of ith stock (i =
1, 2, · · · , n) at the time of t. Then, we denote the expected
return rate and the risk at t + 1 as r̂i (t + 1) and σ̂2i (t + 1).
According to the original portfolio theory[1], if we make a
portfolio by allocation rates d(t) = [d1 (t), d2 (t), · · · , dn (t)],
the expected return rate r̂ p (t+1) and risk σ̂ p (t+1) of a portfolio are respectively estimated by
r̂ p (t+1) = d(t)r̂(t+1),
σ̂2p (t+1)

1. Introduction
Markowitz’s mean-variance portfolio model[1] is wellknown as a classical portfolio model, and its portfolio effect can spread the whole risk of a portfolio. However, this
portfolio model has at least two problems. Firstly, the estimation of a expected return rate and a risk may not be
practical to predict real financial markets. Secondly, in real
financial markets, stock movements are often synchronized
because of common risk factors. It means that it is diﬃcult
to reduce the risk of a portfolio.
To solve the second problem, Meucci proposed the
principal-component portfolio model[2], which uses component analysis to make uncorrelated composite stocks for
enhancing the portfolio eﬀect. However, this portfolio
model gives up the estimation of future expected return
rates and risks. Namely, financial markets are considered
almost random and diﬃcult to predict their future[3].
However, if we use data-mining techniques like nonlinear prediction models, there is the possibility to predict
future moments at least better than conventional portfolio
models. So, in the present study, we aggressively use some
advanced prediction model in terms of data-mining techniques. First, we apply a nonlinear prediction model to improve the prediction power of future return rates more than
Markowitz’s portfolio model. Then, we consider its prediction errors as investment risks, and uses the multivariate
GARCH model to learn the temporal pattern of risks and
to predict their future. Moreover, to solve the second problem, we apply the long and short strategy. It can reduce
the whole risk of a portfolio even if stock movements are
synchronized with each other. Finally, we perform some
investment simulations based on real stock data to confirm
the validity of our portfolio strategy.

(1)

= d(t)Σ̂(t+1)d (t),
t

(2)

where r̂(t +1) = [r̂1 (t+1), r̂2 (t+1), · · · , r̂n (t+1)]t and Σ̂(t +
1) is the risk matrix based on each element σ̂i j (t + 1),
which means the expected covariance caused by ith and jth
stocks, and σ̂ii (t+1) means σ̂2i (t+1).
2.1. Mean-variance Portfolio Model
In the mean-variance portfolio model[1], the expected
return rate r̂i (t+1) is obtained by the simple moving average
of the last T period as follows:
r̂i (t+1) = r̄i (t)
T −1
1∑
ri (t−a).
=
T a=0

(3)

Then, the estimated risk is given by the covariance of the
last T period:
σ̂i j (t+1) = σ̄i j (t)
T −1
[
]
1∑
=
[ri (t−a)− r̄i (t)]· r j (t−a)− r̄ j (t) . (4)
T a=0
By substituting Eqs.(3) and (4) into Eqs.(1) and (2), we can
get portfolio’s expected return rate r̂ p (t+1) and risk σ̂ p (t+1).
Finally, to optimize the allocation rate d(t), we allocate
d(t) so as to maximize r̂ p (t + 1) and minimize σ̂ p (t + 1).
For this reason, the Sharpe ratio NS R [4] is often used as a
typical measure:
NS R =

r̂ p (t+1)−r f (t+1)
,
σ̂ p (t+1)

(5)

where r f (t + 1) means a risk-free rate, and optimize d(t)
so as to maximize NS R . This is a nonlinear programming
problem solved by the interior point method.
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ri (t + 1). Here, let us denote the input of F as vi (t) =
[ri (t), ri (t−τi ), · · · , ri (t−(ki −1)τi )], where τi and ki correspond to a delay time and an embedding dimension in terms
of chaos prediction method. Then, if we consider the dynamics F as a coeﬃcient vector, we can make a prediction
model as follows:
r̂i (t+1) = [vi (t) 1] · F̂.

Figure 1: Correlation matrixes of daily return rates ri (t) in
(a)Tokyo Stock Exchange and in (b)New York Stock Exchange. We showed color maps as the mean value from
2009 to 2012.
2.2. Principal-component Portfolio Model
As shown in Figure 1, some stocks have common risk
factors and are sometimes synchronized with each other.
For this reason, Meucci proposed the principal-component
portfolio[2], which uses the principal components of return
rates.
First, we diagonalize the covariance matrix Σ̂(t+1) estimated by Eq.(4) as follows:
G Σ̂(t+1)G = diag [λ1 , λ2 , · · · , λn ] ,
(6)
[
]
where G = g1 , g2 , · · · , gn and {λi } means respectively
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Σ̂(t+1). Then, ith principalcomponent ri† (t) can be given by ri† (t) = gti r(t). The variance of ri† (t) corresponds to the ith eigenvalue λi .
Next, the allocation rates for principal-components d† (t)
[
]t
are given by d† (t) = G−1 dt (t) . Then, the estimated risk
of the original portfolio σ̂2p (t+1) can be calculated by
t

σ̂2p (t+1) =

n
∑

di† (t)λi
2

(7)

i=1

because all principal-components are uncorrelated with
each other.
Finally, to optimize d(t), we maximize the variance index NEnt :

 n
2

 ∑
d† (t)λi (t)
pi log (pi ) , where pi = 2
NEnt = exp −
. (8)
σ̂ (t+1)
i=1

(9)

If a financial system has a nonlinear dynamics F, similar
inputs generate similar outputs. Namely, similar past data
{vi (t)} are important to learn the dynamics F. Therefore,
we apply the weighted least square method according to
the Euclidian distance li (t, a) = kvi (t) − vi (t−a)k, where vi (t)
is the target input and vi (t −a) is each learning data of the
recent L period. Then, the weighted factor wi (t, a) is given
by wi (t, a) = exp (−li (t − a)), and the weighted matrix is
composed by W = diag[wi (t, 1), wi (t, 2), · · · , wi (t, L + (ki −
1)τi +1)], and the dynamics F can be estimated locally by
[
]−1
F̂ = Xt W t WX Xt W t WY,

(10)

where
[

vi (t−1)
X =
1

vi (t−2)
1

···
···

vi (t−L+(ki −1)τi +1)
1

]t
,

Y = [ri (t), ri (t−1), · · · , ri (t−L+(ki −1)τi +2)]t .

The estimated coeﬃcients of F̂ mean the slope of hyperplane between an input vi (t) and an output ri (t + 1), but
it changes locally according to the state of the input vi (t).
Namely, this estimation corresponds to a nonlinear regression with a hypersurface globally.
Moreover, to confirm the advantage of nonlinear prediction model against the simple moving average in Eq.(3), we
perform the Wilcoxon signed-rank test[5], which is a nonparametric statistical hypothesis test. As a result, z score
was calculated as z = 16.705 by 670 stocks in Tokyo Stock
Exchange, and z = 9.278 by 499 stocks in New York Stock
Exchange. Because these z scores are over 1.645, we can
say that the nonlinear prediction works better to predict real
financial markets over the 95% significance level.
3.2. Application of the DCC-GARCH Model

p

Here, pi means the ith risk contribution ratio. Namely, this
portfolio model doesn’t focus on the return rate r̂ p (t+1) to
optimize allocation rates d(t) diﬀerently from the Sharpe
ratio NS R of Sec. 2.1.

The classical portfolio models denote the risk as the variance or the covariance σi j (t+1) in Eq.(4). Here, the risk can
be also denoted by the covariance matrix based on the prediction errors e(t) (= r(t) − r̂(t)) because
Σ(t) = Cov[r(t)]
[
]
= E [r(t)− r̂(t)] · [r(t)− r̂(t)]t
[
]
= E e(t)et (t) .

3. Our Proposed Portfolio Model
3.1. Application of a nonlinear prediction model
If a financial market has a slightly dynamics like ri (t +
1) = F [ri (t), ri (t−1), · · · ] , there is a possibility to predict its future movements by using a data-mining technique to learning the dynamics F from the past movements. As one of learning techniques, we apply a nonlinear prediction method to estimate future return rates

(11)

Moreover, as shown in Figure 2, the nonlinear prediction
error between each stock has a long-term autocorrelation
structure. This means that the estimation accuracy of the
risk can be improved by the DCC model[6], which is the
newest multivariate GARCH model and can reduce its numerical cost.
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Figure 2: Correlograms of prediction errors e(t)et (t) in
(a)Tokyo Stock Exchange and in (b)New York Stock Exchange from 2009 to 2012. Each error bar shows the standard deviation.

Namely, the DCC model is considered as a multivariate
model of the GARCH model. Here, it can be said that
the Markowitz’s mean-variance portfolio model[1] uses the
limited DCC-GARCH model, that is, r̂(t−a) = r̄(t) (0 ≤ a),
β0 = 0, β1 = 1/T , β2 = 1(if 0 ≤ a ≤ T −1) or β2 = 0 (if T ≤ a),
ε(t−a) = r(t−a)− r̄(t) (0 ≤ a), U = T , and γ1 = γ2 = 0.
Then, we can estimate the model parameters βa , (a = 1 ∼
3) and γa , (a = 1, 2) by the maximum likelihood method,
we can estimate the covariance matrix Σ̂(t+1) by the DCC
model. After that, we substitute it into Eq.(2), substitute
the return rate r̂i (t+1) estimated by the nonlinear prediction
in Eq.(9) into Eq.(1), and maximize NS R in Eq.(5) to optimum the allocation rates d(t) of a portfolio. We call it the
nonlinear DCC portfolio model.
3.3. Application of the Long and Short Strategy

At the beginning, the DCC model proposed by Engle[6]
models the prediction error as follows:
e(t+1) ∼ N (0, Σ(t+1))

= Σ1/2 (t+1) · ε(t+1), ε(t+1) ∼ N (0, 1) ,

(12)

where, ε(t+1) means the standard multivariate normal distribution. Then, this model decomposes the conditional
covariance matrix based on the nonlinear prediction errors
Σ(t+1) as follows:
Σ(t+1) = D(t+1)R(t+1)D(t+1),

(13)

where D(t+1) = diag [σ1 (t+1), σ2 (t+1), · · · , σn (t+1)], and
R(t+1) means the conditional correlation matrix.
As for the conditional variance σ2i (t + 1) of D(t + 1), an
univariate GARCH model[7] can be modeled by
σ2i (t+1) = β0 + β1 e2i (t) + β2 σ2i (t),
∞
∞
∑
∑
= β0
βa2 + β1
βa2 e2i (t−a).
a=0

−1

Q(t+1) = (1−γ1 −γ2 )Q̄(t)+γ1 ε(t)εt (t)+γ2 Q(t),
U−1
1 ∑
ε(t−a)εt (t−a),
Q̄(t) =
U a=0

(15)
(16)
(17)

where Q(t) means the conditional
covariance
matrix of the
( [
]t )
standardized error ε(t) = et (t)D−1 (t) , and Q̄(t) means the
unconditional variance matrix of the standardized error
during the last U period. In this study, we set U = 245[8].
In addition, we denote
qi j (t + 1) as an element of Q(t + 1),
[ 1/2
]
1/2
∗
and Q (t + 1) = diag q11 (t+1), q22
(t+1), · · · , q1/2
nn (t+1) .
Then, Eq.(16) can be rewritten as
Q(t+1) = (1 − γ1 − γ2 )
+ γ1

∞
∑
a=0
∞
∑
a=0

γ2a Q̄(t−a)
γ2a ε(t−a)εt (t−a).

(19)

Here, di (t) > 0 means a long position and di (t) < 0 means a
short position. This strategy can enlarge the portfolio eﬀect
as mentioned below. First, Eq.(2) can be rewritten as

i=1

(14)

This is why GARCH model can estimate the conditional
variance σ2i (t+1) by the long-term autocorrelation structure
of squared nonlinear prediction errors e2i (t).
Next, the conditional correlation matrix R(t+1) is modeled by
−1

max. NS R
∑
+
s.t.
= {i|di (t) > 0}
+ d (t) = 0.5, where I
∑i∈I i
−
i∈I − di (t) = −0.5, where I = {i|di (t) < 0}

n
n ∑
n
∑
∑
σ̂2p (t+1) = di2 (t)σ̂2i (t+1)+
di (t)d j (t)σ̂i j (t+1). (20)

a=0

R(t+1) = Q∗ (t+1)Q(t+1)Q∗ (t+1),

As shown in Fig.1, return rates of each stock have positive correlation. The principal-component portfolio can
solve this problem, but for our nonlinear DCC portfolio
model the long and short strategy is useful to spread the
whole risk of a portfolio. Therefore, we optimize allocation rates d(t) under the condition:

(18)

i=1 j,i

Then, as shown in Fig.1, return rates of stocks are sometimes synchronized each other, and therefore {σ̂i j (t + 1)}
keep positive values. However, by taking long and short positions simultaneously in Eq.(19), the allocation rates d(t)
are mixed by positive and negative values. Therefore, because di (t)d j (t)σ̂i j (t+1) in Eq.(20) can be less than zero, the
whole risk σ̂ p (t+1) can be reduced.
4. Investment Simulations
We perform investment simulations with real stock daily
data to confirm the validity of the nonlinear DCC portfolio model. The investment period is from 2009 to 2012,
and the learning period is from 2001 to 2008 for optimization to the model parameters: T , the embedding dimension
ki , and the delay time τi . Additionally, we set the length
of learning data L to the half length of the learning period, that is, only four years to apply the cross-validation
method[8] to avoid overfitting. Moreover, to compose a
multi-stock portfolio with n stocks, we preferentially selected more predictable stocks having higher likelihood of
each prediction model for the learning data, following the
previous study[8].
Figure 3 shows the investment performance. Firstly, the
asset growth rate η is calculated by η = M(end)/M(1),
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can say that this portfolio model can manage our asset more
eﬃcient and safer. Then, if the number of stocks n to compose a portfolio increases, the asset growth rate η becomes
smaller, but the maximum draw-down rate ζ can be more
reduced. Namely, we can select the optimal number of
stocks according to the risk tolerance of each investor.
5. Conclusion

Figure 3: Investment performance of each portfolio model
in (a)–(c)Tokyo Stock Exchange and in (d)–(f)New York
Stock Exchange.
where M(t) means the present asset at the time of t, M(1)
means the initial asset, and M(end) means the final asset.
If η > 1, we can get profits, and larger η is better. Secondly,
the maximum draw-down rate ζ [%] is calculated by




M(t)
0

1−
ζ = max
{r
(t
)},
where
r
(t)
=
d
d
 max {M(t0 )}  ×100. (21)
1≤t0 ≤t
0
1≤t ≤t

This means how much we lost our asset so far, that is,
the degree of possible danger of an investment strategy.
Namely, smaller rd (t) is better and safer. Thirdly, the profit
factor κ [times] is calculated by
∑t
{∆M(t0 )|∆M(t0 ) ≥ 0}
0
κ = ∑tt =1
,
(22)
0
0
t0 =1 {∆M(t )|∆M(t ) < 0}
where ∆M(t) = M(t)−M(t−1) = (1+r p (t))M(t−1). This shows
the eﬃciency of investment. These are commonly used to
evaluate trading performance.
As shown in Figs.3(a) and (d), the mean-variance portfolio model cannot obtain enough profits, and shows a
huge draw-down rate in Figs.3(b) and (e). In addition, in
Figs.3(c) and (f), the profit factor κ are almost 1[times].
Therefore, this portfolio model is theoretical but not practical. One of the reason is that the power of prediction like
the simple moving average of Eq.(3) is weak to predict real
markets[8].
Secondly, the principal-component portfolio model also
cannot obtain profits in Figs.3(a) and (d). However, as
shown in Figs.3(b) and (e), it can reduce draw-down rates
more than the mean-variance portfolio model, but still
Figs.3(c) and (f) show that the profit factor κ are almost
1[times].
Finally, as for our the nonlinear DCC portfolio model,
we can confirm that the asset growth rate η and the profit
factor κ are improved greatly. Moreover, the maximum
draw-down rate is also reduced obviously. Therefore, we

Markowitz’s mean-variance portfolio model has two
problems. The first one is that it is diﬃcult to reduce
the total risk of a portfolio because some stocks synchronized with each other. For this reason, Meucci proposed
the principal-component portfolio model, which makes uncorrelated composite stocks by the principal component
analysis and compose a portfolio based on these composite
stocks. However, even this portfolio model cannot solve the
second problem of the mean-variance portfolio model because the estimation technique of a future expected return
rate and a risk are so simple that their prediction power is
weak. Therefore, the principal-component portfolio model
can reduce draw-down than the mean-variance portfolio
model, but cannot increase the asset growth rate.
In the present study, we tried to solve both problems. To
solve the second problem, we used the nonlinear prediction
model to improve the estimation accuracy of future return
rates, and used the DCC-GARCH model to estimate risks
based on prediction errors, which have long-term memory.
Moreover, to solve the first problem, we applied the long
and short strategy to our nonlinear DCC portfolio model
for enhancing the portfolio eﬀect. Finally, through investment simulations with real stock data, we confirmed that
our portfolio strategy can work well not only to enlarge
profits but also to reduce risks of the portfolio.
This was partially supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) (No.25330280) from JSPS.
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Abstract—Although dynamical order generated from
local interactions among self-propelled entities, each of
which has intrinsic property and internal state, is widely
observed in nature and social systems, its mechanism is
not yet clearly understood. To address this problem, we
draw inspiration from the formation and collapse dynamics of friendship in human society. Although each individual has a diﬀerent character, people interact with each
other by properly balancing their self-assertion and compromise, consequently leading to the emergence of dynamical order. We express the characters of individuals using
“phases” and propose a simple model in which the position and phase of each individual are adjusted on the basis
of the phase diﬀerence and distance from the other individuals. Simulation results showed that various dynamic
patterns emerge via changes to a small number of parameters.
1. Introduction
Self-organization of self-propelled entities are ubiquitous in nature and social systems such as traﬃc patterns
[1], flocking of animals [2], and cell migration [3]. These
intriguing phenomena have received considerable attention
in recent years, and they are studied from both scientific
and engineering viewpoints [1-7]. Mathematical modeling
is a useful way for understanding the essential mechanism
of these phenomena, and various models have been proposed thus far [1-4,6,7].
In general, each element constituting a system has its
own internal state, which is influenced by its surroundings.
Further, intrinsic properties of elements often diﬀer from
each other. The motion of each element should be determined on the basis of both information of other elements
and its own information, i.e., its intrinsic property and internal state. However, less attention has been paid to the
eﬀect of elements’ intrinsic properties and internal states
on macroscopic behavior of an entire system in the previous models, although it could play a crucial role in many
systems.
To tackle this problem, we propose a mathematical
model for self-organization of self-propelled entities inspired by the process of friendship formation. In human
society, people having diﬀerent characters interact with

each other by properly balancing their self-assertion and
compromise, consequently leading to the emergence of dynamical order. Hence, friendship formation is an attractive phenomenon for investigating the essential mechanism
for self-organization of elements having intrinsic properties
and internal states.
For constructing the model, we drew inspiration from
the swarm oscillator model [7], in which dynamical order emerges from local interactions among motile elements
with internal states. In our model, we add the eﬀect of
intrinsic properties of elements to the swarm oscillator
model. Both intrinsic and superficial characters of individuals are expressed as “phases,” and the position and superficial character of each individual are adjusted on the basis
of the phase diﬀerence and distance from the other individuals. We demonstrate through simulations that various dynamic patterns such as the linear chain pattern, grid pattern,
membrane pattern, and exocytosis-like pattern emerged via
changes to a small number of parameters.
2. Model
We consider N particles on a two-dimensional plane.
Each particle represents an individual, and its position is
denoted by ri , where i (1 ≤ i ≤ N) is the particle number. We assume that each individual has an “intrinsic character” and “superficial character.” It is natural to consider
that characters can be quantitatively described by points on
a multi-dimensional plane comprising several paired concepts such as “patient and short-tempered” and “thorough
and dissolute” (Fig. 1(a)). However, we simply express
the characters in a two-dimensional plane by assuming that
only two of the paired concepts are crucial for determining the compatibility between individuals (Fig. 1(b)). We
further assume that the characters are on the unit circle and
define the characters as deflection angles. Hereafter, we refer to these deflection angles as “phases.” The phases for
the intrinsic character and superficial character are denoted
by ψ̃i and ψi , respectively (Fig. 1(b)). Here, ψ̃i is assumed
to be time-invariant. We also assume that no individual can
know the intrinsic characters of other individuals. Each individual changes its position and phase according to the
position and superficial character of other individuals. Furthermore, we assume that interaction strength decreases as
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the distance between individuals increases, although with
the advent of the Internet, this assumption is not necessarily valid nowadays.
The time evolution of each particle is described by the
following equations:
∑
∂F(ψ j , ψi )
ψ̇i =
e−|R ji |
+ ki sin(ψ̃i − ψi ), (1)
∂ψi
i, j
=

ṙi

=

t = 30

t = 40

t = 45

t = 55

t = 60

(b)!

Figure 1: Definition of human character: (a) Human character defined in multi-dimensional phase space. (b) Simplified definition, i.e., human character described by twodimensional phase plane. The intrinsic character (filled circle) and superficial character (open circle) are described using phases ψ̃i and ψi , respectively.

τi f˙i

t=0

ki | sin(ψ̃i − ψi )| − fi ,
∑
ci
R̂ ji [e−|R ji | (F(ψ̃i , ψ j ) − λi fi )

(2)

i, j

− A|R ji |−µ ],

(3)

where R ji = r j − ri and R̂ ji = R ji /|R ji |. The function F(ψ j , ψi ) represents the compatibility between j and
i, which is large when “ j prefers i.” Although its functional
form in real societies is unclear, here, we simply describe
it as
F(ψ j , ψi ) = cos(ψi − ψ j + β),
(4)
where β is a constant that satisfies −π ≤ β < π. Equation
(4) implies that each individual prefers individuals whose
phases diﬀer from its own phase by β. Hence, individuals
having an identical phase prefer each other if β = 0.
The first term in Eq. (1) implies that “each individual
changes its superficial character so that others prefer it,”
while the second term implies that the superficial character
is attracted to the intrinsic character. Here, ki is a positive constant that represents the “stubbornness” of i. The
frustration of i is denoted by fi . Equation (2) implies that
the frustration increases when the superficial character deviates from the intrinsic character. The parameter τi determines the time scale by which the frustration changes.
The function F(ψ̃i , ψ j ) in Eq. (3) implies that i approaches
or moves away from j when i prefers or hates j, respectively, whereas the term λi fi is used to express that i moves
away from others when its frustration increases. The term
−A|R ji |−µ represents the exclusive volume eﬀect. Here, ci
and λi are the parameters that express “interestedness in
others” and “the tendency to get bored easily,” respectively,
and A and µ are positive constants. We note that ki , τi , ci ,
and λi are determined by the character of i, and these factors should actually constitute the orthogonal bases of the

Figure 2: Simulation result. The condition and parameter
values are described in the main text. The diameter and
color of each particle denote frustration fi and the intrinsic
character ψ̃i , respectively. The directions of thick short and
thin long lines that originate from the center of the particle
indicate the phases ψ̃i and ψi , respectively. These definitions also apply to Figs. 3-9.
multi-dimensional space in Fig. 1(a). However, here, we
assumed that these factors are irrelevant to the compatibility F(ψ̃i , ψ j ), for simplicity.
3. Simulation
We performed simulations of the proposed model. We
placed N particles in a square field of size L × L. We set the
values of ki , τi , ci , and λi independent of i (hereafter, we
omit subscripts for these parameters). The values of A and
µ were 8.86 × 10−7 and 11, respectively, and the time step
was set to be 0.001.
Figure 2 shows the result under the following condition:
N = 60, L = 10, k = 2.0, c = 1.0, λ = 40.0, τ = 3.0,
β = 0.0
ψ̃i is uniformly distributed.
Periodic boundary condition.
We find that particles whose intrinsic characters are close
to each other aggregated and formed clusters. However,
several particles belonging to a cluster moved to another
cluster (dashed circles in Fig. 2). A particle that oscillates
between two clusters (solid circles in Fig. 2) and clusters
that contact and detach periodically (dotted circles in Fig.
2) were also found.
Figure 3 shows the result in the case where k was
changed with the other conditions unchanged. When k =
0.0, half of the particles formed a cluster while the other
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t = 105

t = 70

k = 0.0

k = 0.01

t = 70

k = 50.0
t = 200

β = −0.9π

Figure 3: Simulation result when k is changed. The condition and other parameter values are described in the main
text.

t = 90

t = 95

t = 100

t = 105

t = 120

β = −0.4π

t = 50

t = 120

β = −0.1π

β = −0.055π

Figure 5: Simulation result when β is changed. The condition and other parameter values are described in the main
text.

Figure 4: Simulation result (Convection pattern). The condition and parameter values are described in the main text.
half was distributed in the field. When k = 0.01, three
clusters are formed. Further, when k = 50.0, a crystal
structure is formed, wherein the frustration of each particle is extremely large. Figure 4 shows the result when β
was changed from 0 to −0.15π with the other conditions
being the same as those in Fig. 2. In this case, convection occurred because each particle chases other particles
whose phases diﬀer slightly from its own phase.
Figure 5 shows the result when β is changed under the
following condition:
N = 60, L = 10, k = 2.0, c = 1.0, λ = 40.0, τ = 3.0
ψ̃i = 0 (i ≤ 20), 2π/3 (20 < i ≤ 40), and 4π/3 (40 <
i ≤ 60).
Periodic boundary condition.
When β = −0.9π, three particles with diﬀering intrinsic
characters formed a cluster and the clusters were aligned almost equidistantly. Particles within clusters rotated clockwise or counterclockwise. When β = −0.4π, particles
having the same intrinsic character were aligned vertically
and moved horizontally. When β = −0.1π, several membrane structures were formed, with several particles existing within the membranes. The particles that constitute
the membranes and those within the membranes switched
dynamically. When β = −0.055π, several clusters were
formed and convection occurred within each cluster. Further, for β between −0.4π and −0.1π, convection similar to
that shown in Fig. 4 was found (data not shown).
Figure 6(a) shows the result under the following condi-

t = 70

t = 30

(a)!

(b)!

Figure 6: Simulation results: (a) stable membrane pattern
and (b) grid pattern. The condition and parameter values
are described in the main text.
tion:

N = 60, L = 10, k = 0.065, c = 1.0, λ = 20.0, τ = 3.0,
β = −0.18π
ψ̃i = 0 (i ≤ 15), π/2 (15 < i ≤ 30), π (30 < i ≤ 45),
and 3π/2 (45 < i ≤ 60).
Periodic boundary condition.
We find that ellipsoidal membranes were formed. A couple
of particles existed within each membrane along the long
axis of the ellipsoid. In contrast to the membrane pattern
shown in Fig. 5, the membrane structures were symmetric
and stable.
Figure 6(b) shows the result under the following condition:
N = 60, L = 5, k = 0.065, c = 1.0, λ = 500.0, τ = 3.0,
β = −0.18π
ψ̃i = 0 (i ≤ 15), π/2 (15 < i ≤ 30), π (30 < i ≤ 45),
and 3π/2 (45 < i ≤ 60).
Periodic boundary condition.
In this case, a grid pattern in which particles were aligned
both vertically and horizontally was observed. Particles
having the same ψ̃i were close to each other. The overall
structure moved at a constant speed.
Figure 7 shows the result under the following condition:
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N = 100, L = 14, k = 0.02, c = 2.5, λ = 20.0, τ = 3.0,
β = −0.18π

t=0

t = 80

t = 70

t = 550
t = 90
t = 100
Figure 7: Simulation result (Linear chain pattern generated
through chasing). The condition and parameter values are
described in the main text.

t=0

t = 10

properties, inspired by friendship formation in human society. Individuals were modeled by particles having intrinsic
and superficial characters, which were expressed as phases.
The position and phase of the particles were adjusted based
on those of their neighboring particles. The simulation
results showed that various dynamic patterns emerge via
changes to a small number of parameters. Although it is
still unclear whether these patterns can be observed in real
human society, our model is interesting in that it shows various non-trivial collective behaviors emerging through simple local rules. Therefore, we expect that our model will
enable us to understand the essential mechanism underlying collective behaviors of self-propelled entities. Further,
this study could help develop swarm robots that can exhibit versatile collective behaviors in response to the circumstances.
Although we have shown various patterns qualitatively,
the obtained results are not yet evaluated quantitatively.
Detailed mechanism of the emergence of dynamical order
is not yet clear. Further, the model is still somewhat complicated and there are many free parameters. In future, we
will investigate the proposed model in more detail, and try
to further simplify the model without losing its essence.
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t = 70

t = 500

Figure 8: Simulation result (Exocytosis-like pattern). The
condition and parameter values are described in the main
text.
ψ̃i = 0 (i ≤ 16), −0.1π (16 < i ≤ 50), and −0.2π
(50 < i ≤ 100).
Periodic boundary condition was not used.
We find that particles having a large ψ̃i chased those having
a small ψ̃i . In such a case, a linear chain was gradually
formed. Several particles were pushed toward the corner of
the field.
Figure 8 shows the result under the following condition:
N = 100, L = 14, k = 0.65, c = 0.5, λ = 20.0, τ = 3.0,
β = −0.18π
ψ̃i = 0 (i ≤ 16), −0.1π (16 < i ≤ 50), and −0.2π
(50 < i ≤ 100).
Periodic boundary condition was not used.
In this case, several particles formed clusters and were surrounded by membranes. After a while, the clusters moved
out from the membranes and the membranes fused again.
This behavior was similar to exocytosis in biological systems.
4. Conclusion and future works
We proposed a mathematical model for self-organization
of elements having internal states and diﬀerent intrinsic
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Abstract—Community structure can be observed in
many natural, biological and social networks. Studies suggest that these communities may have organized in a hierarchical manner while some communities overlap with
others. This paper introduces an algorithm to detect such
hierarchical and overlapping community structures in networks based on the concept of maximal cliques. It introduces an alternate modularity for evaluating overlapping
community structures. Unlike existing algorithms for detecting hierarchical and overlapping community structures,
the new algorithm is free of parameter tuning and random
seeds. Experiments conducted on two real-world networks
show that this algorithm is capable of providing satisfactory and consistent results.
1. Introduction
Many real-world systems can be represented in terms of
networks, which consist of vertices connected together by
edges. A common feature in many networks is the community structure, where the nodes within the same community
are more likely to be connected to each other than nodes
in between communities. Community structures reveal the
organization and interactions of vertices in a network. Uncovering such communities is important to understand the
network properties. One of the most popular methods for
detecting community structure is proposed by Newman et
al. using a benefit function, namely modularity, to evaluate
quality of the community structure [1, 2, 3]. Later, several
modularity-based optimization algorithms were developed
to find community structures in networks.
While high attentions have been attracted to nonoverlapping community structures in networks, many realworld networks consist of overlapping and hierarchical
communities [4, 5]. Vertices may belong to more than one
community if overlapping communities exist. Community
structure is said to be hierarchical if a community can be
further divided into sub-communities. Despite the applicability in many real-world systems, due to the complexity of
the problem, very few attempts have been reported in the
literature which consider both overlapping and hierarchical community structures simultaneously. An early attempt
on hierarchical and overlapping community detection on
networks was made by Lancichinetti et al. [6]. Their algorithm performs a local optimization on a fitness function
and the hierarchical organization is uncovered by tuning a

parameter to change the resolution. However, their algorithm is not robust and the detection accuracy is not guaranteed due to the random selection of seed vertices. Shen
et al. proposed an extended modularity measure for evaluating overlapping communities [7]. They also proposed an
algorithm called EAGLE to find overlapping and hierarchical community structures in networks. However, their work
suffers from two major drawbacks: the extended modularity is unable to distinguish the goodness of the belonging
of vertices to each of the overlapping communities, and the
threshold for dropping small cliques need to be manually
tuned in EAGLE. More recently, Hung et al. introduced another algorithm called DenShrink for detecting hierarchical
and overlapping community structures [8]. DenShrink uses
both density-based clustering and modularity optimization
to reveal community structures. However, similar to EAGLE, one needs to manually tune the threshold for detecting micro-communities when using DenShrink.
This paper presents a novel algorithm for detecting overlapping and hierarchical community structures in networks.
The proposed agglomerative algorithm consists of two
phases: finding maximal cliques and constructing a dendrogram. This algorithm is capable of providing robust
and consistent results as it does not make use of any random seeds. Also, no parameter tuning is necessary for performing the proposed algorithm. Here, a new modularity
measure is defined by extending the traditional modularity, which is used to evaluate the quality of the overlapped
community decomposition. The new modularity is capable
of distinguishing the goodness of the belonging of vertices
to each of the overlapping communities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the extension of modularity for overlapping community
detection is described. The novel algorithm for detecting
overlapping and hierarchical community structures is introduced and discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
results of the proposed algorithm on two standard benchmarks. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2. Extending the Modularity Measure for Decomposing Overlapping Communities
The basic idea behind Newman’s modularity for quantifying communities is the edge density in a subgraph of a
network compared to a null-model. Here, the null-model is
defined as a subgraph with same number of vertices, same
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number of edges, and same degree distribution as the original subgraph, but edges are randomly placed. In such a
random graph, the probability of having vertex i connected
to vertex j is given by Pi j = ki k j /4m2 , where m is the total
number of edges in the network, and ki and k j are the degrees of vertices i and j, respectively. However, the same
probability for the original subgraph is given by ai j /2m,
where ai j are the terms in the network adjacency matrix.
Therefore, if V is the set of vertices of a graph, Newman’s
modularity is defined as
#
"
ki k j
1 X
δ(ci , c j ),
(1)
ai j −
Q=
2m i, j∈V
2m
where vertices i and j belong to communities ci and c j ,
respectively. If ci = c j then δ = 1, otherwise δ = 0. Therefore, the above equality can be rewritten as
#
"
ki k j
1 X X
.
(2)
ai j −
Q=
2m n i∈c , j∈c
2m
n

n

Strong community structure can be observed if Q is close
to 1. When the number of edges within a community gets
close to random, Q will tend to 0. Obviously, if all the
nodes in a network belong to a single community, then
Q =0.
In the case of overlapping communities, a vertex may
belong to more than one community. The strength of their
attachment to each community can be different depending
on the number of connections they have with each community. Based on this observation, the original definition of
modularity for evaluating overlapping communities is extended as
" c c#"
#
ki k j
1 X X ki k j
Qo =
ai j −
,
2m n i∈c , j∈c ki k j
2m
n
n
"
#
1 X X c c ai j
1
=
kk
−
.
(3)
2m n i∈c , j∈c i j ki k j 2m
n

n

P
Here, kic = p∈Vcn aip and kcj = q∈Vcn a jq , where Vcn is the
set of vertices in the community cn . Similarly to the traditional modularity Q, the proposed extended modularity
Qo = 0 when all the nodes belong to the same community
and gets a higher value to indicate a stronger community
structure.
P

3. The Algorithm
In this section, a two-phase agglomerative algorithm is
introduced to find the hierarchical and overlapping community structure in a network. This algorithm is based on two
main concepts: maximal cliques and the extended modularity. A clique can be identified as a subset of vertices in a
network such that every two vertices in the subset are connected by an edge. A maximal clique is a clique which is
not a subset of any other clique.

In the first phase of the algorithm, it finds all the maximal cliques in the network. In many real-world problems,
finding maximal cliques is easy due to the sparseness of
the networks and many algorithms are proposed for that.
Here, the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm which is based on a recursive backtracking procedure [9], is utilized. It provides
a set of maximal cliques for a given network. One should
note that a single vertex may be included in several maximal cliques, which are referred to as overlapping vertices.
Here, not all of the maximal cliques are taken into account.
If a maximal clique is made of the vertices from some other
maximal cliques, we discard it. (E.g.: If {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {5,
6, 7, 8}, and {2, 3, 5, 7} are three maximal cliques in a given
network, the proposed algorithm discard {2, 3, 5, 7} as all
of its vertices are already included in the first two cliques.)
In the implementation, the maximal cliques are stored in a
sorted array in descending order based on the number of
vertices in each clique. Then, it iterates through the array
and discards certain cliques based on the above-mentioned
criteria. This first phase considerably reduces the problem
size for the second phase of the algorithm.
In the second phase of the algorithm, the maximal
cliques generated in the previous phase are considered as
the initial communities for detecting the hierarchical community structure of the network. Similarly to the fast algorithm introduced in [2], these initial communities are joined
together in pairs such that it results in greatest increase or
smallest decrease in the modularity of the network, and a
dendrogram is obtained. In contrast to the algorithm explained in [2], here it does not start from sole vertices and it
tries to maximize Qo instead of Q. If one community can be
represented as a subset of another community which is generated by joining two other communities together, the subset community will also be absorbed into the larger community. (E.g.: If {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} is generated by joining
communities {1, 2, 3} and {4, 5, 6} together, and if there is
another small community {2, 3, 6}, then the latter will also
be absorbed into {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.) The level of cut of the
dendrogram is decided according to the value of Qo as its
maximum value corresponds to the strongest community
structure of the network.
4. Results and Performance Analysis
This section discusses the results of the proposed algorithm on two real-world networks. The new algorithm was
implemented in MATLAB and all the experiments were
conducted on a computer with 2.67 GHz processor, 12GB
memory, and Windows 7 operating system.
The first experiment was conducted on the Zachary
karate club network [10] (see Figure 1), which is commonly used as a benchmark for community detection methods. It consists of 34 vertices and 78 edges. After completing the first phase of the algorithm on the network under
test, the network is reduced to 23 communities, which are
given in the bottom layer of the dendrogram shown in Fig-
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Figure 1: The overlapping community structure detected by the proposed algorithm on the Zachary karate club network
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Figure 2: A dendrogram illustrating the hierarchical community structure of the Zachary karate club network

ure 2. Second phase of the algorithm reveals the hierarchical community structure by optimizing Qo . In the first step
of the second phase, it combines communities {1, 5, 11} and
{6, 7, 17} together, resulting in {1, 5, 6, 7, 11, 17}. Since
{1, 6, 7} and {1, 5, 17} are subsets of the resulted community, they are absorbed into the same larger community, as
illustrated by dashed lines in the dendrogram. Therefore,
at the end of the first step in creating dendrogram, the number of communities reduces from 23 to 20. This process
continues until a single community remains. The value of
Qo corresponding to each step is recorded. The change of
Qo against the number of communities is shown in Figure 3. The cut-off line of the dendrogram is decided based
on the highest Qo for this network. The strongest community structure for the given network is detected when
Qo = 0.34662 which corresponds to three overlapping
communities with two overlapping nodes. This is illustrated in Figure 1. By investigating further into the hierarchical community structure of the network, it can be observed that the community {1, 5, 6, 7, 11, 17} (represented
in yellow color) joins with its neighboring community (rep-
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20
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Figure 3: The extended modularity for the hierarchical
community structure detected by the proposed algorithm
on the Zachary karate club network

resented in cyan color) at a cost of ∆Qo = 0.0152, reducing the network to only two overlapping communities with
only vertex {3} remaining in overlapping between these two
communities.
The second experiment was conducted on Lusseau’s social network of dolphins [11] (see Figure 4), which is also
considered as a benchmark for community detection in
networks. It consists of 62 vertices and 159 edges. After completing the first phase of the algorithm on the network under test, the network is reduced to 43 communities.
Second phase of the algorithm discovers the hierarchical
community structure by optimizing Qo . The variation of
Qo against the number of communities is shown in Figure
5. The strongest community structure for Lusseau’s social
network of dolphins is detected when Qo = 0.4210, which
comprehends three overlapping communities with seven
overlapping nodes as illustrated in Figure 4. By moving
one step upward in the hierarchical community structure of
the network, the communities represented in pink and yel-
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Figure 5: The extended modularity for the hierarchical
community structure detected by the proposed algorithm
on Lusseau’s social network of dolphins
Figure 4: The overlapping community structure detected
by the proposed algorithm on Lusseau’s social network of
dolphins
low join together at a cost of ∆Qo = 0.0455, reducing the
network to two overlapping communities with only vertex
{37} remaining in overlapping between these two communities.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, an algorithm for uncovering hierarchical
and overlapping community structures in networks is proposed. This algorithm consists of two phases. In the first
phase, it detects the maximal cliques in the network. Maximal cliques that are not made of the vertices from some
other larger maximal cliques are proceeded to the second
phase. In the second phase, the algorithm creates a dendrogram to represent the hierarchical community structure
of the network. A new modularity metric is introduced
for evaluating the overlapping community structure in each
level of the dendrogram. The experimental results show
that the proposed algorithm is capable of detecting hierarchical and overlapping community structures in networks.
Uncovering such a structure may help in understanding network behaviors and dynamics.
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Abstract—The social consensus formation process can
be modeled by individuals exchanging opinions in a networked environment. This paper discusses the structural
properties of social networks that aﬀect the rate of consensus formation. Particularly, it is found that the degree
distribution and degree mixing pattern of a social network
play important roles in accelerating or decelerating the consensus formation process.
1. Introduction
A social network consists of a group of individuals who
interact with each other. Social consensus is the agreement
on certain opinion by members of the social network. Understanding how the structure of social networks aﬀects the
consensus formation process is essential in organization
management and decision making process. Recent study
models social networks as complex networks where individuals are connected through social relationships and can
exchange opinions with each other under a set of rules.
In this paper, we study the consensus process on networks of diﬀerent topological structures using DeGroot
model [1]. It is shown that the consensus rate can be directly related to the second largest eigenvalue of the transformation matrix underlying the social network [2]. However, the second largest eigenvalue does not have a convenient physical meaning in the context of social network.
Therefore, from a more practical aspect, we analyze how
the degree distribution and degree mixing pattern of the
network can aﬀect the rate of social consensus formation
process.
2. Social Consensus and DeGroot Model
Consider a social community with N members (i =
1, ..., N), the opinions of the members at time t can be written as X(t) = {x1 (t), x2 (t), ..., xn (t)} ∈ Rn . The members
exchange opinions iteratively with each other and update
their opinions at each time step. Finally, the opinions of all
members in the community may converge. The strict definition of consensus is ∥x(t) − x∗ ∥ = 0, where x∗ is the final
consensus value which eventually every member agrees on

and ∥...∥ is the norm of a vector. In practice, the opinions
of all members may take infinite time to converge to x∗ .
Hence, a more practical definition of consensus can be
∥x(t) − x∗ ∥ ≤ ϵ,

(1)

where ϵ is either an arbitrarily small positive quantity (ϵ →
0) or a real number larger than 0 [2]. Define τ as the earliest
time such that Eqn.(1) holds for all t ≥ τ. Then, τ is the
time the system approaches practical consensus.
In this paper, we use DeGroot model to simulate the consensus formation process in social networks. In this model,
individuals are connected by directed edges to form a complex network. At each time step t, an individual i update its
opinion xi (t) by the weighted average opinion of its neighbors, including itself, i.e.,
∑
xi (t) =
w ji x j (t − 1),
(2)
j

where j is any individual that is connected to i by a directed
∑
edge j → i, w ji is the weight of this edge and w ji = 1.
The DeGroot model is also commonly used in control system to model the consensus process of robotic agents [3].
It is shown that in a directed network, the opinions of individuals converge if every set of nodes that is strongly connected and closed is aperiodic [1], or if the network has
a spanning tree [4]. A social network may not fulfill the
strict convergence condition, but in most large social networks, the opinions of individuals almost always approach
practical consensus [5].
The DeGroot model is actually the process of applying
a transform matrix T to the vector of individual’s opinions
X, i.e., X(t) = T · X(t − 1). The transform matrix T is associated with the connection matrix A and the weights of
edges from the underlying network. The eigenvectors of T
are the non-zero vectors that, after being multiplied by T ,
remain parallel to the original vector. For each eigenvector, the corresponding eigenvalue is the factor by which the
eigenvector is scaled when multiplied by the matrix. Hence
if the system converges, the largest eigenvalue of the transform matrix T is 1. Then the real part of the second largest
eigenvalue (of the eigenvector which scales slowest) of T
decides the lower bound of the consensus speed [2, 6].
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However, in a networked system, it is very diﬃcult to
find the physical meaning of the real part of the second
largest eigenvalue of the underlying network. Therefore, in
order to facilitate better organization management and decision making process, we need to find the network properties those can aﬀect the consensus formation process in a
practical way.
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where node j is any individual that is connected to i through
an edge i → j. Also, wi j is the weight of the edge pointing
from node j to node i. In the simplest situation, wi j = 1/ki
and w ji = 1/k j , where ki and k j are the degrees of nodes i
and j.
In order to study the impact of degree distribution to the
consensus rate, we first simplify a complex network to a
smaller one where nodes are grouped by their degrees and
each group of nodes interact with other groups as a whole.
In a directed network, nodes can be grouped by their indegrees kin and out-degrees kout . The average opinion xkin
of nodes of in-degree kin is updated by:
xk (t − 1)
1 ∑
Mkout kin out
,
Nkin k
kin

(4)

out

where Nkin is the number of nodes of in-degree kin , Mkout kin
is the total number of edges directed from nodes of outdegree kout to nodes of in-degree kin and xkout is the average
opinion of nodes of out-degree kout . The average influence
of nodes of out-degree kout can be written by:
xk (t)
1 ∑
Mkout kin out ,
Nkout k
kin

(5)

in

where Nkout is the number of nodes of out-degree kout . Let
Pe (kout ) be the probability that any edge in the network is
directed from a node of out-degree kout , i.e.,
Pe (kout ) =

Mkout
,
M

(6)

where Mkout is the total number of edges directed from
nodes of out-degree kout and M is the total number of edges
in the network. Also, let Pe (kout |kin ) be the probability that
an edge pointing to a node of in-degree kin is directed from
a node of out-degree kout , i.e.,
Pe (kout |kin ) =

Mkout kin
,
Mkin
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In the DeGroot model, an individual updates its opinion
by the weighted average opinion of its neighbors. This process is equivalent to each individual influencing its neighbors in every iteration. The influence fi (t) of individual i to
the network at time t can be written as
∑
fi (t) =
w ji xi (t),
(3)

xkin (t) =

30
kout

(7)

3

10

(b)
Figure 1: The accumulated influence Nkout fkout of each
group of individuals of out-degree kout in (a) random network and (b) BA network.
where Mkin is the total number of edges pointing to nodes
of in-degree kin . If the mixing of nodes of diﬀerent degrees
in the network is random, then Pe (kout ) = Pe (kout |kin ) for all
kin [7], i.e.,
Mkout
Mkout kin
=
.
(8)
M
Mkin
Assuming the degree mixing is random in the network, the
influence of any node of out-degree kout can be written as
fkout (t) =

kout
xk (t).
⟨kout ⟩ out

(9)

Therefore, the expected opinion update of nodes of indegree kin depends only on the out-degree distribution of
the network, while the expected influence of a node is proportional only to its out-degree kout . If we assume the opinions of individuals in each group the same, then the average
opinion of all the individuals in the network is influenced
most strongly by the degree group with the largest accumulated influence Nkout fkout .
The impact of network degree distribution to the consensus rate is elaborated through simulation of DeGroot
model in two networks with diﬀerent degree distributions,
i.e., a random network and a BA network generated using
the preferential attachment model [8]. The accumulated influence of each group of nodes is shown in Fig. 1. It can
be found that in the random network, nodes with medium
numbers of connections contribute most of the influence
to the network while in the BA network, nodes with the
largest and the smallest number of connections contribute
most of the influence to the network.
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Figure 2: The first 10 steps of the consensus process on random network and BA network. (a) Convergence of mean
value of all opinions. (b) Standard deviation of all opinions.
The initial opinions of individuals X(0) in diﬀerent degree groups are set as
xkout =

rank of kout
,
maximum rank of kout
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Figure 3: Degree mixing correlation ρkin between Pe (kout )
of the network and Pe (kout |kin ) versus kin in (a) the Twitter
user network, (b) the randomized network.
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where the out-degrees in the network are sorted in an ascending order, e.g., a larger degree is ranked higher. The
generated opinion is between 0 and 1. We compare the
mean value and the standard deviation of every individual’s
opinion X(t) as the DeGroot model iterates on the network.
Fig. 2 shows that opinions on random network converge
faster than those on BA networks. This is due to that the
majority of individual’s influence to the random network
are concentrated from nodes with medium numbers of degrees while in the BA network, individuals with largest
numbers of connections and those with smallest numbers
of connections but of great quantity diﬀer in their initial
opinions.
The degree distribution of a social network aﬀects the
consensus rate in such a way that if several degree groups
of individuals have strong influence to the network, the
more similar their opinions are, the faster the consensus
converges in the social network. Under our configuration
of initial opinions in Eqn.(10), networks with long-tail degree distribution will always suﬀer from slower consensus
rate than networks with random degree distribution.
4. Impact of Degree Mixing Pattern to Consensus Rate
In the previous section, we have defined the Pe (kout |kin )
as the probability that an edge pointing to a node of indegree kin is directed from a node of out-degree kout .

Pe (kout |kin ) also represents the proportion of information received from nodes of out-degree kout to nodes of in-degree
kin . If Pe (kout ) is consistent with Pe (kout |kin ), the nodes of
in-degree kin can be considered receiving information fairly
from all the nodes in the network. If Pe (kout ) is not consistent with Pe (kout |kin ), the nodes of in-degree kin can be
considered receiving biased information. A mixing correlation ρkin is defined as the Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient
between Pe (kout |kin ) and Pe (kout ) for each group of nodes
of in-degree kin [5]. A ρkin being equal to 1 means that for
nodes of in-degree kin , the probability that any of their adjacent edge is directed from nodes with out-degree kout is
the same as the probability that any edge in the network is
directed from a node of out-degree kout . A ρkin being equal
to 0 means that for nodes of in-degree kin , the probability
that any of their adjacent edge is directed from nodes with
out-degree kout has nothing to do with the degree distribution of the network.
In random network models, the degree mixing is by definition random [9]. In order to find a social network with
non-random degree mixing pattern, we have obtained a
user network from the online social service Twitter. The
Twitter user network consists of more than 50,000 nodes
and 1.5 million edges. Fig. 3(a) shows the degree mixing correlation ρkin in the Twitter user network. The nonrandom degree mixing pattern in the Twitter user network
can be randomized through iterative edge switching process. First, two edges with distinct sources and destinations are selected. Then, the destinations of the two directed edges are switched. The process is repeated until the
network is properly randomized. The randomized network
has degree distributions identical to those of the original
network. Fig. 3(b) shows the degree mixing correlation ρkin
in the randomized Twitter user network. It can be found
that the randomized Twitter user network has a more random degree mixing pattern than the original Twitter user
network.
The DeGroot model of social consensus is simulated in
both the Twitter user network and its randomized networks.
The initial opinions of individuals are set using Eqn.(10).
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studied the mixing pattern between each group of nodes
having the same degrees. Individuals in a network with
random degree mixing pattern receive identical influence
from others hence reach consensus faster than individuals
in a network with non-random degree mixing pattern. Our
findings may provide a set of practical guidelines to organization managers or politicians for manipulating organizational or social structure in order to promote eﬃcient consensus formation process.
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Figure 4: The first 10 steps of the consensus process on
Twitter user network and its randomized network. (a) Convergence of mean value of all opinions. (b) Standard deviation of all opinions.
Fig. 4 shows that the consensus formation process is faster
in the randomized network than in the Twitter user network. Compared to a social network with non-random degree mixing pattern, the influence that nodes in diﬀerent
degree groups receive are more likely to be identical in a
network with random degree mixing pattern. Therefore,
the non-random degree mixing pattern can hinder the consensus speed of the network.
5. Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we have introduced the social consensus
problem and discussed the network properties that may affect the consensus convergence rate. The social consensus
problem can be formulated by the DeGroot model. It is
shown that the real part of the second largest eigenvalue of
the transform matrix T of the network governs the consensus speed. Given a network topology that guarantees consensus, some carefully selected edge weight settings may
let the system converge faster than other settings. Algorithms optimizing the transform matrix of the social network can find a certain configuration of edge weights that
facilitate fastest consensus rate [10]. However, neither does
the eigenvalue nor the optimized transform matrix have a
convenient physical meaning in real life.
Therefore, we have analyzed the impact of network
properties on the consensus rate in social networks from
a practical perspective. Particularly, we have found that
networks with degree distributions that results in a single
group of nodes with strong influence reach consensus faster
than networks with several groups of nodes with diﬀered
strong influence to the network. Furthermore, we have
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Abstract—The second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix, also known as the algebraic connectivity, is
an important measure that characterizes the performance
of some dynamic processes on the network. In this paper,
we study the problem of finding graphs that locally maximize the algebraic connectivity in the space of graphs with
the fixed degree sequence. We first prove that complete bipartite graphs are such graphs. We next find some 3-regular
graphs that locally maximize the algebraic connectivity by
using a local search algorithm based on 2-switch.

In this paper, we consider the problem of finding graphs
that locally maximize the algebraic connectivity in the
space of graphs with the fixed degree sequence. Note that
this problem setting diﬀers from those works mentioned
above. We first introduce definitions of the algebraic connectivity maximizing (ACM) graphs and the algebraic connectivity locally maximizing (ACLM) graphs. We then
prove that complete bipartite graphs are ACLM graphs. We
finally propose a local search algorithm based on 2-switch
to find ACLM graphs, and apply it to 3-regular graphs.
2. Algebraic Connectivity Locally Maximizing Graph

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper, by a graph, we mean a simple
undirected graph. Let G = (V(G), E(G)) be a graph composed of n vertices and m edges, where V(G) = {1, 2, . . . , n}
is the vertex set and E(G) = {e1 , e2 , . . . , em } is the edge set.
Each edge is expressed as an unordered pair of two distinct
vertices like {i, j}. The matrix A(G) = (ai j (G)) defined by

The algebraic connectivity of a network is defined as the
second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix of the
network [1]. It is well known that the performance of some
dynamic processes on the network is characterized by the
algebraic connectivity [2]. For example, the convergence
rate of the consensus algorithm proposed by Olfati-Saber
and Murray [3] for multiagent networks is determined by
the algebraic connectivity: the larger the algebraic connectivity is, the faster the consensus algorithm converges. The
algebraic connectivity is also an important measure that determines the robustness of networks.
Finding graphs that maximize the algebraic connectivity
under certain conditions is a fundamental problem not only
from a theoretical but also from a practical point of view.
In fact, this problem has recently been studied extensively
in various fields from mathematics to engineering [4–7].
Wang et al. [4] focused their attention on graphs composed
of a chain of some cliques, and proved under some assumptions that these graphs maximize the algebraic connectivity
in the set of graphs with the given diameter. Ogiwara et
al. [5] identified some classes of graphs that maximize or
locally maximize the algebraic connectivity when the number of vertices and edges are given. Dai and Mesbahi [6]
considered the optimal topology design problem for dynamic networks in three diﬀerent scenarios, and formulated
these problems as mathematical programming problems.
Sydney [7] proposed algorithms for rewiring edges in order to maximally increase the algebraic connectivity.

Let λ1 (G), λ2 (G), . . . , λn (G) be eigenvalues of L(G). Because L(G) is symmetric, these eigenvalues are all real.
We thus assume without loss of generality that λ1 (G) ≤
λ2 (G) ≤ · · · ≤ λn (G). Also, because L(G) is diagonally
dominant, all eigenvalues are nonnegative. Furthermore,
because L(G)1 = 0 holds, where 1 and 0 are the vectors
of all ones and all zeros, respectively, 0 is an eigenvalue of
L(G). From these observations, we have λ1 (G) = 0.
The algebraic connectivity [1] is defined as follows.

This work was partially supported by KAKENHI 24560076 and
23310104.

Definition 1 The algebraic connectivity of a graph G is the
second smallest eigenvalue λ2 (G) of L(G).

{
ai j (G) =

1, if {i, j} ∈ E(G),
0, otherwise,

is called the adjacent matrix of G. The diagonal matrix
D(G) = diag(d1 (G), d2 (G), . . . , dn (G)) defined by
di (G) = |{ j | {i, j} ∈ E(G)}|
is called the degree matrix of G. The Laplacian matrix L(G)
of G is then defined in terms of A(G) and D(G) as
L(G) = D(G) − A(G) .
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Figure 1: 2-switch. Each dotted line means that there may
or may not exist an edge.
Suppose that a graph G = (V(G), E(G)) has four distinct
vertices such that {i, j} ∈ E(G), {k, l} ∈ E(G), {i, k} < E(G)
and { j, l} < E(G). Let G′ = (V(G′ ), E(G′ )) be the graph obtained from G by removing two edges {i, j} and {k, l}, and
by adding two new edges {i, k} and { j, l} (see Fig. 1). This
transformation is called 2-switch. It is clear that the degree
matrix does not change before and after the application of
a 2-switch. Moreover, it is well known that, for any pair of
graphs G and G′ such that D(G) = D(G′ ), G can be transformed into G′ by applying 2-switches sequentially [8].
Let us now give two definitions for those graphs that
maximize or locally maximize the algebraic connectivity.
Definition 2 A graph G is called an algebraic connectivity
maximizing (ACM) graph in GD(G) if
′

∀G ∈ GD(G) ,

λ2 (G1 ) ≤ λ2 (Ka,n−a ) ≤ λ3 (G1 ) ≤ λ3 (Ka,n−a ) ≤ λ4 (G1 ) ≤ λ4 ,
λ3 (G1 ) ≤ λ3 (G2 ) ≤ λ4 (G1 ) ,
λ3 (G3 ) ≤ λ3 (G2 ) ≤ λ4 (G3 ) ,
λ2 (G) ≤ λ3 (G3 ) ≤ λ3 (G) ≤ λ4 (G3 ) ≤ λ4 (G) .
From these inequalities, we have
λ2 (G) ≤ λ3 (G3 ) ≤ λ3 (G2 ) ≤ λ4 (G1 ) ≤ λ4 (Ka,n−a ) .
λ2 (Ka,n−a ) = · · · = λn−a (Ka,n−a ) = a
as shown in [10]. Moreover, because n ≥ 6 and (1) hold,
we have
λ4 (Ka,n−a ) = λ2 (Ka,n−a ) .
(3)
It follows from (2) and (3) that

λ2 (G) ≥ λ2 (G ) ,

λ2 (G) ≤ λ4 (Ka,n−a ) = λ2 (Ka,n−a ) .

Definition 3 A graph G is called an algebraic connectivity
locally maximizing (ACLM) graph in GD(G) if
λ2 (G) ≥ λ2 (G′ ) ,

where GD(G) is same as Definition 2, and ND(G) (G) is the
set of all graphs obtained from G by applying a single 2switch.
It is apparent from these definitions that if a graph G is
an ACM graph in GD(G) then G is an ACLM graph in GD(G) .
However, the converse is not true.
3. Complete Bipartite Graphs
We first consider whether the complete bipartite graph
Ka,n−a is an ACLM graph in GD(Ka,n−a ) .
Theorem 1 Let n be any integer greater than or equal to
six. Let a be any integer such that
2 ≤ a ≤ ⌊n/2⌋

(2)

Because a ≤ n/2, the eigenvalues of L(Ka,n−a ) satisfies

′

where GD(G) is the set of all graphs having the same degree
matrix as G.

∀G′ ∈ ND(G) (G),

Proof Let G be any graph in ND(Ka,n−a ) (Ka,n−a ). We assume
without loss of generality that G is obtained from Ka,n−a by
removing edges {1, a + 1} and {2, a + 2} and adding edges
{1, 2} and {a + 1, a + 2}. Let G1 be the graph obtained from
Ka,n−a by removing the edge {1, a + 1}. Let G2 be the graph
obtained from G1 by adding the edge {1, 2}. Let G3 be the
graph obtained from G2 by removing the edge {2, a + 2}.
Then G is the graph obtained from G3 by adding the edge
{a + 1, a + 2}. By the interlace theorem [9], we have the
following inequalities:

(1)

where ⌊n/2⌋ denotes the largest integer less than or equal to
n/2. Then the complete bipartite graph Ka,n−a is an ACLM
graph in GD(Ka,n−a ) .

This means that Ka,n−a is an ACLM graph in GD(Ka,n−a ) because G is any member of ND(Ka,n−a ) (Ka,n−a ).
□
Although Theorem 1 says that complete bipartite graphs
are ACLM graphs if the number of vertices is not less than
six, it is not clear whether the algebraic connectivity of
Ka,n−a with n ≥ 6 and (1) is strictly greater than that of
any graph in ND(Ka,n−a ) (Ka,n−a ). The following theorem addresses this issue.
Theorem 2 Let n and a be the same as in Theorem 1. For
any graph G ∈ ND(Ka,n−a ) (Ka,n−a ), we have
2
1
≤ λ2 (Ka,n−a ) − .
n−a
3
Proof We assume without loss of generality that G is the
graph obtained from Ka,n−a by removing edges {1, a + 1}
and {2, a + 2} and adding edges {1, 2} and {a + 1, a + 2}.
Then the Laplacian matrix of G is given by
λ2 (G) ≤ λ2 (Ka,n−a ) − 1 +

L(G) = L(Ka,n−a ) − M
where M = (mi j ) is given by


1,
if (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1),





(a + 1, a + 2), (a + 2, a + 1) ,



−1,
if
(i,
j) = (1, a + 1), (a + 1, 1),
mi j = 




(2,
a + 2), (a + 2, 2) ,



 0,
otherwise .
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Since λ2 (G) is expressed as
λ2 (G) =

min

4. Local Search Algorithm for Finding ACLM Graphs

xT 1=0, ∥x∥=1

xT L(G)x ,

In this section, we consider the problem of finding an
ACLM graph in GD(G0 ) for a given G0 . Because it is very
diﬃcult to solve this problem analytically, we use a simple
2-switch-based local search algorithm described below.

we can find an upper bound for λ2 (G) as
λ2 (G) ≤ v T L(G)v

(4)

where v is any vector satisfying v T 1 = 0 and ∥v∥ = 1.
Let us consider the case where v is set to an eigenvector
of Ka,n−a associated with λ2 (Ka,n−a ) = a. By solving the
equation L(Ka,n−a )v = av, we have
a
∑

vi = 0 and

i=1

n
∑

vi = 0

(5)

i=a+1

if a = n/2, and
v1 = v2 = · · · = va = 0 and

n
∑

vi = 0

(6)

i=a+1

if a < n/2. Because (6) implies (5), we assume hereafter
that v satisfies (6) as well as ∥v∥ = 1. Then the right-hand
side of (4) can be expressed as
v T L(G)v

= v T (L(Ka,n−a ) − M)v
= λ2 (Ka,n−a ) − v T Mv
= λ2 (Ka,n−a ) − 2va+1 va+2 .

We now consider the problem of minimizing the second
term subject to (6) and ∥v∥ = 1. This problem is formulated
as the optimization problem:
minimize −2va+1 va+2
∑n
subject to
vi = 0 ,
∑i=a+1
n
2
v
i=a+1 i = 1 .

(7)

Using the method of Lagrange multiplier, we obtain an optimal solution of (7) which is given by
{ µ1
, if i = a + 1, a + 2 ,
2)
v∗i = 2(1−µ
(8)
µ1
− 2µ2 ,
if i = a + 3, a + 4, . . . , n
where

√
µ1 =

8(n − a − 2)
,
(n − a)3

µ2 =

n−a−2
.
n−a

Substituting (8) to the objective function of (7) and using
the assumptions on n and a, we have
−2v∗a+1 v∗a+2

=
≤

−1 + 2/(n − a)
−1 + 4/n (∵ a ≤ n/2)

≤
=

−1 + 2/3
−1/3

which completes the proof.

(∵ n ≥ 6)
□

Algorithm 1 Given a graph G0 , the following algorithm
returns an ACLM graph G ∈ GD(G0 ) .
1. Set t ← 0.
2. Set (i, j, k, l) ← (1, 2, 3, 4).
3. If 2-switch is applicable to four vertices i, j, k and l,
that is, if {i, j} ∈ E(Gt ), {k, l} ∈ E(Gt ), {i, k} < E(Gt )
and { j, l} < E(Gt ) are satisfied then go to Step 4. Otherwise, go to Step 5.
4. Apply 2-switch to four vertices i, j, k and l of Gt to
get G′t . If λ2 (G′t ) > λ2 (Gt ) then set Gt+1 ← G′t and
t ← t + 1 and go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 5.
5. If (i, j, k, l) = (n − 3, n − 2, n − 1, n) then return Gt and
stop. Otherwise, update (i, j, k, l) in ascending lexicographic order and go to Step 3.
Note that the variable (i, j, k, l) is reset to the initial value
(1, 2, 3, 4) as soon as a graph G′t such that λ2 (G′t ) > λ2 (Gt )
is found. Therefore, this algorithm stops only when no such
G′t which means that the output is an ACLM graph.
Although Algorithm 1 can be applied to any graph, we
hereafter focus our attention on 3-regular graphs. In multiagent networks, it is very natural to assume that all agents
have the same communication capability. Because the degree of each vertex representing an agent can be considered
as the communication capability of the agent, 3-regular
graphs correspond to the simplest case in which every agent
can interact with three other agents.
For each n ∈ {8, 10, . . . , 22}, we choose a 3-regular graph
with n vertices as the initial graph G0 and apply Algorithm 1 to obtain an ACLM graph in GD(G0 ) . Apparently,
how to choose the initial graph G0 is an important issue. In
our experiment, we set G0 to the circulant graph such that
the first row of the adjacency matrix A(G0 ) = (ai j (G0 )) is
given by
{
1, if j = 2, n2 + 1, n ,
a1 j (G0 ) =
0, otherwise .
For n = 6, the circulant graph having this kind of adjacent
matrix is the bipartite graph K3,3 which is an ACLM graph
in GD(K3,3 ) as proved by Theorem 1. So the algebraic connectivity of the circulant graph is expected to be high.
ACLM graphs obtained by Algorithm 1 are shown in
Fig. 2. First of all, we should note that in all cases except
(a) the obtained graph diﬀers from the initial one. This
means that the circulant graph used for the initial graph is
not an ACLM graph in general. Second, we have to say
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that it is diﬃcult to find common features for all graphs.
Further investigation is needed to better understand ACLM
graphs in 3-regular graphs.

(a) n = 8

(b) n = 10

(c) n = 12

(d) n = 14

Table 1: Algebraic connectivities of the initial and final
graphs. For each n, G0 and G∞ represent the initial and
final graph, respectively.
n
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22

λ2 (G0 )
2
1.381966
1
0.7530204
0.5857864
0.4679111
0.2266939
0.1920181

λ2 (G∞ )
2
2
1.4679111
1.2891708
1.1729091
1.0303845
0.8299135
0.7406081

λ2 (G∞ )/λ2 (G0 )
1
1.4472136
1.4679111
1.7119998
2.0022812
2.2020946
3.6609432
3.8569703

pp. 298–305, 1973.
[2] M. Mesbahi and M. Egerstedt, Graph Theoretic
Methods in Multiagent Networks. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010.

(e) n = 16

[3] R. Olfati-Saber and R. M. Murray, “Consensus protocols for networks of dynamic agents,” in Proceedings
of the 2003 American Control Conference, pp. 951–
956, June 2003.

(f) n = 18

(g) n = 20

[4] H. Wang, R. Kooij, and P. Van Mieghem, “Graphs
with given diameter maximizing the algebraic connectivity,” Linear Algebra and its Applications,
vol. 433, pp. 1889–1908, 2010.

(h) n = 22

Figure 2: ACLM graphs obtained by Algorithm 1.
The values of the algebraic connectivities of the initial
graph, denoted by G0 , and the final graph, denoted by G∞ ,
are shown in Table 1. For all cases except (a), the algebraic
connectivity was increased through the local search by a
factor greater than 1.4. In addition, the factor is monotone
increasing with the number of vertices.
5. Conclusion
The problem of finding graphs that maximize the algebraic connectivity in the space of graphs with the fixed
degree sequence has been studied in this paper. First, we
have proved that complete bipartite graphs have this property. Next, we have presented a local search algorithm
based on 2-switch to find graphs with the same property
and applied to 3-regular graphs. Further investigation on
3-regular graphs is a future problem.
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Abstract– We propose a method that allows one to
recover the parameters of elements and architecture of
couplings in networks of time-delay systems from time
series. The method is based on the reconstruction of
model delay-differential equations for the network
elements and diagnostics of statistical significance of
couplings. It can be applied to networks composed of
nonidentical units with an arbitrary number of
unidirectional and bidirectional couplings. We verify our
method using both numerical and experimental data.
1. Introduction
The ensembles of coupled delay-differential equations
are widely used in recent years for modeling and
description of processes in various networks with a timedelayed feedback. Studying these networks it is important
to reconstruct both the parameters of units and
architecture of connections from experimental time series.
It is a complex problem, since even simple single timedelay systems can possess high-dimensional chaotic
dynamics. For a successful recovery of time-delay
systems one has to use special methods [1–3]. However,
the most of them are intended for the reconstruction of
model equations for single time-delay systems from time
series. The presence of links between the time-delay units
complicates the problem of reconstruction and calls for
the development of new methods.
The problem of simultaneous estimation of the network
connectivity and node parameters including the delay time
for networks of time-delay systems has been addressed
recently in [4]. However, this problem was solved in the
absence of noise under the assumption that the node
functions are invertible and the initial conditions for the
unknown delays are chosen in a neighbor set of the true
values. In this paper we propose a method for
reconstructing the parameters of elements and architecture
and strengths of couplings in networks of time-delay
systems, which is devoid of the above mentioned
limitations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains
the method description. In Sec. 3 the method is applied for
the reconstruction of networks of time-delay systems from
simulated and experimental time series. In Sec. 4 we
summarize our results.

2. Method Description
Let us consider a network composed of coupled timedelay systems, each described by the equation
εi xi ( t ) = − xi ( t ) + f i ( xi ( t − τ i ) )
+

M

∑

j =1( j ≠ i )

ki, j ( x j ( t ) − xi ( t ) ) ,

(1)

where xi ∈ R , i = 1,… , M , M is the number of elements,
τ i is the delay time, the parameter ε i characterizes the
element inertial properties, f i : R → R is a nonlinear
function, and ki, j are the coupling coefficients
characterizing the strength of influence j → i , i.e., from
the jth element to the ith one.
We propose an approach to the recovery of the element
parameters and architecture of couplings in the network of
time-delay systems, which involves two steps. At first we
recover the delay time τ i of each element. Then, knowing
τ i, we reconstruct the parameters ε i and ki, j and nonlinear
functions f i.
2.1. Recovery of Delay Time of the Elements
In [2] we have shown that the time series of single
( ki , j = 0 ) time-delay systems (1) practically have no
extrema separated in time by the delay time. If such
systems perform chaotic oscillations, the extrema in their
time series are located irregularly and the time intervals
between these extrema can take different values. Taking
into account this feature, a method for the delay time
recovery has been proposed based on the statistical
analysis of time intervals between extrema in the chaotic
time series of time-delay system. Defining, for different
values of τ, the number Ni of situations where the points
of the time series separated in time by τ are both extremal,
we can construct the Ni(τ) plot and recover the delay time
τ i as the value at which the absolute minimum of Ni(τ) is
observed. The features of Ni(τ) plot and details of its
calculation are explained in [2].
Let us consider how the presence of couplings between
the time-delay systems influences on the efficiency of this
method. The action of other elements in the network on
the time-delay system under consideration disturbs it and
results in the disappearance of some extrema in the system
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time series and appearance of new ones. Let us
differentiate Eq. (1) with respect to t:
df ( x (t − τ i ) )
ε i xi (t ) = − xi (t ) + i i
xi (t − τ i )
dxi (t − τ i )
(2)
M

∑

+

j =1( j ≠ i )

ki, j ( x j ( t ) − xi ( t ) ) .

In the presence of inertial properties ( ε i > 0 ), which
corresponds to real situations, the extrema in xi(t) are
close to quadratic ones and therefore xi (t ) = 0 and
xi (t ) ≠ 0 at the extremal points. If for xi (t ) = 0 in a
typical case xi (t ) ≠ 0 , then, for ε i ≠ 0 the condition
df i ( xi (t − τ i ) )

M

∑

(3)
ki, j x j ( t ) ≠ 0
dxi (t − τ i )
j =1( j ≠ i )
must be fulfilled. The second term in (3) is equal to zero
in the case of absence of couplings ( ki , j = 0 ) and in the
xi (t − τ i ) +

case of strong couplings ensuring the synchronization of
elements, which results in x j (t ) = xi (t ) . But we have set
xi (t ) = 0 to derive the condition (3). Hence, in these
boundary cases the first term in (3) is not equal to zero.
By this is meant that the derivatives xi (t ) and xi (t − τ i )
do not vanish simultaneously, i.e., there must be no
extremum in xi(t) separated in time by τ i from a quadratic
extremum. In the intermediate cases of weak and
moderate couplings it is possible to find extrema in xi(t)
separated in time by τ i. However, numerical simulation
has shown that generally the probability of such situation
is less than the probability to find a pair of extrema
separated in time by τ ≠ τ i . As the result, the Ni(τ) plot

will have a minimum at τ = τ i . Therefore, the qualitative
features of the Ni(τ) plot are retained for system (1) in a
wide range of coupling coefficient values.
2.2. Recovery of Other Parameters and Connections in
the Network
After reconstruction of τ i we recover the parameter ε i,
function f i, and coupling coefficients ki, j of the ith timedelay system (1), having at the disposal the time series of
oscillations of all elements in the network. To do this, we
propose the following approach. Let us write Eq. (1) as
εi xi (t ) + xi (t ) −

M

∑

j =1( j ≠ i )

ki, j ( x j (t ) − xi (t )) = f i ( xi (t − τ i )). (4)

If one plots the dependence of the left-hand side of
Eq. (4) on xi ( t − τ i ) , it will reproduce the function f i.
Since the parameters ε i and ki, j are a priori unknown, we
will search for them by minimizing the function
S −1

(

Li (ε i , ki , j ) = ∑ ( yi , n +1 − yi , n ) + ( zi , n +1 − zi , n )
n =1

2

2

),

(5)

zi = εi xi ( t ) + xi ( t ) −

M

∑

j =1( j ≠ i )

ki, j ( x j ( t ) − xi ( t ) ) ,

n is the

point serial number, and S is the number of points. In the
case of incorrect choice of ε i and ki, j, the points in the
(yi, zi) plane do not lie on a single-valued curve f i. Hence,
the Li (ε i , ki , j ) value is greater than that for true ε i and ki, j.
We set the initial conditions for ε i and ki, j and then
refine them by the Nelder-Mead method minimizing the
function (5), which minimum is denoted as Li, M. At
M > 4 the situation in which the method fails to reveal
the nonexisting couplings becomes typical. These
couplings are detected as weak ones because of indirect
couplings via other elements. To reject insignificant
couplings we use the method of successive trial
elimination of coefficients ki, j from the model (1). We
advance the hypothesis that the coupling j → i is absent,
eliminate the corresponding coupling coefficient ki, j, and
reconstruct the other parameters of the model minimizing
the function (5), which minimum is denoted as Li, j, M-1.
This procedure is then repeated by eliminating another ki, j
at the fixed i, and so on for all j ≠ i . Note that at each
step we assume that the ith element is not affected by only
one of jth elements. Finally, we determine the elimination
of which ki, j from (1) yields Li , M −1 = min Li , j , M −1 and
j

estimate the statistical significance of L = Li , M −1 Li , M . In
doing this we are guided by the following arguments. At
large S, the differences yi , n +1 − yi , n and zi , n +1 − zi , n in (5)
are distributed according to the distribution that is close to
the normal one. Here S 2 of these differences can be
considered as independent because they have no common
coordinates. Besides, Li, M depends on M parameters of
model (4). This fact reduces the number of independent
quantities in (5) to S 2 − M . Then, taking into account
that a sum of the squares of K independent normal random
variables is distributed according to the chi-square
distribution with K degrees of freedom [5], we obtain that
the Li, M values calculated at different parameters and/or in
the presence of noise are distributed according to the chisquare distribution with S 2 − M degrees of freedom and
the Li, M-1 values are distributed according to the chi-square
distribution with S 2 − M + 1 degrees of freedom.
If X is a ratio of two independent random variables
distributed according to the chi-square distribution with v
and w degrees of freedom, respectively, then it has the
Fisher–Snedecor distribution with the distribution
function
⎛ v w⎞
Fv,w ( X ) = Bd ⎜ , ⎟ ,
(6)
⎝2 2⎠
where B is the regularized incomplete beta function and
d = vX ( vX + w ) [6]. Hence, L has the distribution

which characterizes the distance between the points in the function (6) with
(yi, zi) plane ordered with respect to yi. Here yi = xi (t − τ i ) ,
w= S 2− M .
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X =L,

v = S 2 − M +1 ,

and

We denote the value of L for which Fv , w ( L1− p ) = 1 − p ,

k7,10 = 0.435 , and k7, j = 0 , j = 1, 2,3,5,8 . For various τ

where p is the statistical significance level, as L1-p. Then,
if L > L1− p , one can conclude at a significance level p that

values we count the number N7 of situations where x7 (t )
and x7 (t − τ ) are simultaneously equal to zero and
construct the N7(τ) plot [Fig. 1(b)]. For the step of τ
variation equal to 0.01, the minimum of N7(τ) is observed
at the true delay time τ = τ 7 = 2.15 . To construct this plot
we use 40000 points of the time series, which exhibits
about 1600 extrema.

the ith element is affected by all other elements of the
ensemble, i.e., all ki , j ≠ 0 . In the opposite case, we
conclude that the coupling j → i is absent and check the
significance of other couplings, successively eliminating
one by one the remaining links from other elements to the
ith one. The procedure is repeated until all couplings
become significant. This approach allows one to recover
the coupling architecture, parameters of all elements, and
nonlinear functions.
If the number of connections between the network
elements is known to be small, it is preferably to use the
method of successive trial addition of coefficients ki, j to
the model for the reconstruction of architecture and
strengths of couplings. First we find the minimum Li, 1 of
function (5) assuming that all ki, j are absent in Eq. (1), i.e.,
there are no couplings. Then we enter one coefficient ki, j
into (1) and find the minimum of function (5), which is
denoted as Li, j, 2. This procedure is then repeated by
entering another ki, j at the fixed i, and so on for all j ≠ i .
Finally, we determine the entering of which ki, j into the
model yields Li ,2 = min Li , j ,2 . If L > L1− p , where
j

L = Li ,1 Li ,2

has the distribution function (6) with

v = S 2 − 1 and w = S 2 − 2 , then the introduced coupling
is nonzero at a significance level p. The procedure is
repeated until the next coupling entered into the model
turns out to be insignificant.

3. Method Application

Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of connections in a network.
(b) Dependence N7(τ). N 7 min (τ ) = N 7 (2.15) . (c) Function
f 7 recovered in the plane (y7, z7), where y7 = x7 (t − τ 7′ ) and
z7 = x7 ( t ) + x7 ( t ) −

10

∑

j =1( j ≠ 7)

k7′, j ( x j ( t ) − x7 ( t ) ) . (d) Results

of estimation of the network connectivity.
3.1. Recovery of Network of Ikeda Equations

Let us reconstruct the parameters of elements and
coupling architecture in a network of Ikeda equations:
xi (t ) = − xi (t ) + μi sin ( xi (t − τ i ) − x0i )
+

M

∑

j =1( j ≠ i )

ki, j ( x j ( t ) − xi ( t ) ) .

(7)

Eq. (7) is a special case of Eq. (1) with ε i = 1 . Fig. 1(a)
shows the coupling architecture generated randomly in a
network of 10 elements. There are 40 couplings from 90
possible ones. The parameters of the elements are
assigned the arbitrary values in the following ranges:
τ i ∈ [2,5] , μi ∈ [15, 25] , x0i ∈ [0, 2π ] , and ki , j ∈ [0.1, 0.5] .
In this case all the elements exhibit chaotic oscillations.
Besides, each element is affected by independent white
Gaussian noise with a zero-mean and variance σ i2 = 0.04 .
We illustrate the results of reconstruction of one of the
elements with the parameters τ 7 = 2.15 , μ7 = 21.67 ,
x07 = 3.88 , k7,4 = 0.445 , k7,6 = 0.172 , k7,9 = 0.311 ,

Fig. 1(c) shows the nonlinear function f 7 recovered
using the method of successive trial addition of coupling
coefficients to the model at p = 0.05 . The function f 7 is
constructed at the recovered parameters τ 7′ = 2.15 ,
′ = 0.517 , k7,6
′ = 0.188 , k7,9
′ = 0.355 , k7,10
′ = 0.490 ,
k7,4
and k7,′ j = 0 , j = 1, 2,3,5,8 . The approximation of the
recovered function f 7 with a harmonic function gives us
′ = 3.97 .
the parameter estimation μ7′ = 22.00 and x07
Similarly the parameters and coupling coefficients of
other elements are reconstructed. The results of recovery
of coupling architecture are presented in Fig. 1(d). A
square with a horizontal coordinate i and a vertical
coordinate j shows the influence j → i , except for the
squares in the diagonal, which carry no information. All
40 existing couplings are detected at the significance level
p = 0.05 (black squares) employing either the method of
addition of couplings or the method of successive trial
elimination of coupling coefficients from the model. The
lengths of time series used for constructing Figs. 1(c) and
(d) are 10000 points.
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3.2. Recovery of coupled experimental electronic
oscillators with time-delayed feedback

We apply the method to experimental time series
gained from three coupled electronic oscillators with timedelayed feedback. Fig. 2(a) shows a block diagram of the
experimental setup involving three coupled oscillators,
each comprising a delay line, a nonlinear device, and a
low-frequency first-order RC filter. The delay lines and
nonlinear devices are implemented on microcontrollers,
while the filters are analog devices. The digital and analog
elements of this scheme are linked via the corresponding
analog-to-digital converters (ADC) and digital-to-analog
converters (DAC). The oscillators are coupled via
resistors Rc.

the
parameters
τ 1 = 13.6
k1,2 = R1 Rc = 0.1 , and k1,3 = 0 .

ms,

ε1 = 2.88

ms,

For the step of τ variation equal to the sampling time
Ts = 0.1 ms, the absolute minimum of N1(τ) takes place at
τ = 13.6 ms [Fig. 2(c)]. The function f 1 recovered from
experimental time series using the method of addition of
coupling coefficients to the model at p = 0.05 is
presented in Fig. 2(d). This function is constructed at the
recovered parameters τ 1′ = 13.6 ms, ε1′ = 2.74 ms,
′ = 0.098 , and k1,3
′ = 0 . It coincides closely with the
k1,2
true transfer function f1 of the nonlinear device of the first
oscillator. The method of elimination of couplings gives
the same results.
4. Conclusion

We have proposed the method for recovering the
parameters of elements and architecture of connections in
networks of time-delay systems from time series. The
procedure of reconstruction involves two steps. At first we
recover the delay time of each element using the method
based on the statistical analysis of extrema in time series.
At the second step we reconstruct the other parameters
and architecture of couplings using the method based on
the recovery of model equations for the network elements
and diagnostics of statistical significance of couplings. To
test the significance of links we employ the method of
successive trial elimination or addition of couplings.
Fig. 2. (a) Block diagram of the experimental setup. DL
are the delay lines and ND are the nonlinear devices,
(b) The chaotic time series of V1(t). (c) Dependence N1(τ).
N1min (τ ) = N1 (13.6 ms) . (d) Function f 1 reconstructed in
where
y1 = V1 (t − τ 1′)
and
the
plane
(y1, z1),
z1 = ε1′V1 ( t ) + V1 ( t ) − ∑ k1,′ j (V j ( t ) − V1 ( t ) ) .
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+

M

∑

j =1( j ≠ i )

ki, j (V j ( t ) − Vi ( t ) ) ,

(8)

where Vi(t) and Vi(t – τ i) are the delay line input and
output voltages, respectively, τ i is the delay time, Ri and
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is the transfer function of the nonlinear device. Eq. (8) is
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All the nonlinear devices have a quadratic transfer
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Abstract—We have been observing synchronization phenomena on coupled oscillators systems. We can observe
special phenomena on lattice oscillators by using computer
simulations. The special phenomena is the synchronization
states in in-and-anti-phase synchronizations for vertical direction and in-phase synchronizations for horizontal direction. The synchronization states called two synchronization
modes. In this paper, we investigate and analyze the phaseinversion waves on two synchronization modes on 2D oscillator networks. We separate the observation phenomena for 5
regions, and propagation mechanisms of the phase-inversion
waves are analyzed.
1. Introduction
Synchronization phenomena can be observed in the biological bodies, the atomic world, the outer space, the mechanical systems, the electrical circuits, and so on. Especially, it is easy that synchronization phenomena are observed on coupled oscillators systems which are electrical
circuits. Therefore, many phenomena have been reported
by using electrical circuits[1]. When van der Pol oscillators
are coupled by inductor as a ladder or as a 2D lattice, the
all oscillators are an in-phase synchronization or an in-andanti-phase synchronization. It is called the in-and-anti-phase
synchronization that the in-phase synchronizations and the
anti-phase synchronizations alternately exist. The in-andanti-phase synchronization can be stable when phase states
between edge oscillators and next oscillators are anti-phase
synchronizations. On 2D oscillator network, we can observe that vertical synchronization states diﬀer from horizontal synchronization states[2]. For example, if the vertical
synchronization states are the in-phase synchronizations, the
horizontal synchronization states are the in-and-anti-phase
synchronizations. The synchronization states are called two
synchronization modes.
In our previous study, we discovered a special wave motion that a phase state continuously propagates on a ladder
oscillator networks or on 2D oscillator networks. Especially,
we discovered a wave motion which switches phase states
between adjacent oscillators and continuously exists. The
wave motion is called phase-inversion waves[3].
In this study, we investigate and analyze the phaseinversion waves on two synchronization modes on 2D oscil-
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Figure 1: Circuit model.
lator networks. We separate the observation phenomena for
5 regions. Furthermore, propagation mechanisms of the horizontal and the vertical phase-inversion waves are analyzed.
2. Circuit model
The van der Pol oscillators are coupled by inductors L0 as
a 2D lattice (see Fig. 1) . The numbers of column and row
of this system are assumed as “N” respectively. We name
each oscillator OSC(k,l)(0 ≤ k and l ≤ N − 1). A voltage
of each oscillator is named v(k,l) , and a current of a inductor
in each oscillator is named i(k,l) (see Fig. 1) . An equation of
the nonlinear negative resistor is shown as Eq. (1). Circuit
equations are normalized by Eq. (2). The normalized circuit
equations are shown as Eqs. (3)–(7). The α corresponds to a
coupling parameter. The ε corresponds to a nonlinearity of
each oscillator. This circuit is simulated by using the fourth
order Runge-Kutta method and Eqs. (3)–(7).
ir (v(k,l) ) = −g1 v(k,l) + g3 v3(k,l) .


Cg1
g1
x
,
v
=
i(k,l) = 3Lg
(k,l)
(k,l)
3g3 y(k,l) ,
3

√
d
t = LCτ, dτ
= “ · ”, α = LL0 , ε = g1 CL .

(1)
(2)

[Corner–top] (left:(a, b)=(0, 1), right:(a, b)=(N − 1, N − 2).)
dx(0,a)
(3)
dτ = y(0,a) ,
dy(0,a)
dτ

= −x(0,a) + α(x(0,b) + x(1,a) − 2x(0,a) )
+ ε(y(0,a) − 13 y3(0,a) ).

[Corner–bottom] (left:(a, b)=(0, 1), right:(a, b)=(N − 1, N − 2).)
dx(N,a)
(4)
dτ = y(N,a) ,
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v(k,l)

X

dy(N,a)
dτ

Y

= −x(N,a) + α(x(N−1,a) + x(N,b) − 2x(N,a) )
+ ε(y(N,a) − 13 y3(N,a) ).

[Center] (0 < k < N − 1, 0 < l < N − 1.)
dx(k,l)
dτ = y(k,l) ,
dy(k,l)
dτ

(5)

= −x(k,l) + α(x(k+1,l) + x(k−1,l) + x(k,l+1) + x(k,l−1)
− 4x(k,l) ) + ε(y(k,l) − 13 y3(k,l) ).

[Edge]
(top:(a, b)=(0, 1),bottom:(a, b)=(N−1, N−2),both:0 < l < N−1.)
dx(a,l)
dτ

= y(a,l) ,

dy(a,l)
dτ

= −x(a,l) + α(x(a,l−1) + x(a,l+1) + x(b,l) − 3x(a,l) )

Figure 2: Computer simulation result of the phase-inversion
waves in the in-and-anti-phase synchronization for vertical
direction and the in-phase synchronization for horizontal direction
on 9×9 2D oscillator.
Y
X

(6)

+ ε(y(a,l) − 13 y3(a,l) ).
(left:(a, b)=(0, 1), right:(a, b)=(N −1, N −2), both:0 < k < N −1.)
dx(k,a)
dτ

= y(k,a) ,

dy(k,a)
dτ

= −x(k,a) + α(x(k−1,a) + x(k+1,a) + x(k,b) − 3x(k,a) )

(7)

+ ε(y(k,a) − 13 y3(k,a) ).
3. Phase-invertion waves
Phase-inversion waves in the in-and-anti-phase synchronization for vertical direction and the in-phase synchronization for horizontal direction are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The
Figure 2 is observed when N is nine(an odd number). Signs
of initial values are shown in Fig. 4. “X” expresses an attractor of each oscillator(current vs. voltage). “Y” expresses an
itinerancy of phase diﬀerence by which sum of voltages of
adjacent oscillators is shown along the time(sum of voltages
vs. time). Black areas are almost the in-phase synchronization. White areas are almost the anti-phase synchronization.
In each figure, we can observe phase-inversion waves which
simultaneously propagate to horizontal direction in the inphase synchronization and to vertical direction in the in-andanti-phase synchronization. The Figure 3 is observed when
N is ten(an even number). Signs of initial values are shown
in Fig. 5. In this study, basic synchronization states of vertical direction are set as the in-and-anti-phase synchronization
and synchronization states of horizontal direction are set as
the in-phase synchronization.
3.1. Regions
We separate the observation phenomena for five regions.
The coupling parameter α is changed from 0.010 to 0.30, every 0.010. The nonlinearity ε is changed from 0.010 to 0.50,
every 0.010. A wave which doesn’t disappear before 30000τ
is assumed as the phase-inversion wave in this paper. The
Figure 6 shows regions which the phase-inversion waves can
be observed when N equals 9. The Figure 7 shows regions
which the phase-inversion wave can be observed when N
equals 10. The vertical and horizontal phase-inversion waves

Figure 3: Computer simulation result of the phase-inversion
waves in the in-and-anti-phase synchronization for vertical
direction and the in-phase synchronization for horizontal direction on 10×10 2D oscillator.
can be observed in region(i)(see Figs. 6 and 7). The vertical phase-inversion waves can be observed and the horizontal phase-inversion waves can’t be observed in region(ii)(see
Fig. 6). The vertical phase-inversion waves and the complex phenomena for horizontal direction can be observed in
region(iii)(see Figs. 6 and 7). The vertical phase-inversion
waves and the synchronization phenomena without waves for
horizontal direction can be observed in region(iv)(see Fig. 7).
The complex phenomena for vertical direction and horizontal direction can be observed in region(v)(see Figs. 6 and 7).
3.2. Mechanisms
We can observe a phenomenon that vertical phaseinversion waves and horizontal phase-inversion waves propagate at the same time. We analyze the propagation mechanism of phase-inversion waves by using an instantaneous
frequency of each oscillator and phase diﬀerences between
adjacent oscillators. The coupling parameter is fixed as
α=0.010, and nonlinearity is fixed as ε=0.150. The instantaneous frequency is defined as Eq. (8).
1
,
(8)
τ(k,l) (a) − τ(k,l) (a − 1)
where “a” expresses the number of times of the voltage positive peak value. τ(k,l) (a) means the time of OSC(k,l)(see
Fig. 8). Similarly, τ(k+1,l) (a) and τ(k,l+1) (a) are defined. Some
frequencies are observed in this phenomena. These frequencies are needed to consider the synchronization states for
the vertical direction and the horizontal direction, because
this system is 2-dimensional array. Five phase states have
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f(k,l) (a) =
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Figure 4: Sign of initial value of each oscillator of Fig. 2.
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Figure 5: Sign of initial value of each oscillator of Fig. 3.

Figure 6: Regions of when N=9.
0.5

to be considered for an oscillator of 2D lattice, because the
in-phase synchronization and the anti-phase synchronization
are exist in the same time. Therefore, five types synchronization states are observed in 2D lattice as follows:
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1. fiiii: Four phase states are the in-phase synchronization.
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Figure 7: Regions of when N=10.
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5. faaaa: Four phase states are the anti-phase synchronization.
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Figure 8: The calculation method of the instantaneous frequencies and the phase diﬀerences.
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Φ(k,l)(k+1,l) (a) =
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(9)

4. Conclusion
We analyzed the phase-inversion waves on simultaneously
existing two synchronization modes on 2D oscillator networks. We clarified regions of phenomena with the phaseinversion waves in the in-and-anti-phase synchronization for
vertical direction and the in-phase synchronization for horizontal direction. Furthermore, the propagation mechanisms
of the phase-inversion waves were analyzed.
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4. fiaaa: Three of four phase states are the anti-phase synchronization. Another phase state is the in-phase synchronization.

Propagation mechanism of the phase-inversion wave is
shown in Table 1(see Fig. 9), and the propagation mechanism of the horizontal phase-inversion wave is shown in Table 2(see Fig. 10)
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The phase diﬀerence is calculated as follows. A phase difference between OSC(k,l) and OSC(k + 1, l) and a phase
diﬀerence between OSC(k,l) and OSC(k, l + 1) are obtained. The phase diﬀerence are assumed as Φ(k,l)(k+1,l) (a)
The Φ(k,l)(k+1,l) (a) and
and Φ(k,l)(k,l+1) (a), respectively.
Φ(k,l)(k,l+1) (a) are obtained by Eq. (9) (see Fig. 8).
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Table 1: Propagation mechanism of a phase-inversion wave
in a column (see Fig. 9).
no.
0

Table 2: Propagation mechanism of a phase-inversion wave
in a row (see Fig. 10).

Mechanism
At first, Φ(3.3)(4,3) is −π, Φ(4,3)(5,3) , Φ(4,2)(4,3) , Φ(4,3)(4,4) ,

no.

Φ(5,2)(5,3) and Φ(5,3)(5,4) are 0, and Φ(5.3)(6,3) is π. The vertical phase-inversion wave comes from 0th row to 3rd row in the

0

horizontal phase-inversion wave comes from 11th column to

in-and-anti-phase synchronization in each column.
1
2

Φ(3,3)(4,3) starts to change from −π toward −2π by the vertical

13th column in the in-phase synchronization in each row.

phase-inversion wave.

1

f(4,3) starts to change from fiiia to fiiii , because Φ(3.3)(4,3)
is changing from −π to −2π and Φ(4,2)(4,3) , Φ(4,3)(4,4) and

2

Φ(4,3)(5,3) are 0.
3

Φ(4,3)(5,3) starts to change from 0 to π, because f(4,3) is changing from fiiia to fiiii , and f(5,3) is not changed from fiiia yet.

similarly changed by each horizontal phase-inversion wave.

are changing from fiiia to fiiii at same time by each vertical
phase-inversion wave.

3

f(5,3) starts to change from fiiia toward fiiaa , because Φ(4,3)(5,3)

4

Φ(5,3)(6,3) starts to change from π toward 0, because f(5,3) is

5

f(2,14) continuously changes toward fiaaa , because Φ(2,13)(2,14)

f(2,15) starts to change from fiiia toward fiiaa , because
Φ(2,14)(2,15) is changing from 0 to −π, Φ(2,15)(2,16) and
Φ(1,15)(2,15) are 0 and Φ(2,15)(3,15) is π.

f(4,3) starts to change toward fiiia again without arriving at fiiii ,
because Φ(3,3)(4,3) is changing to 2π, Φ(4,3)(5,3) is changing to
π, and Φ(4,2)(4,3) and Φ(4,3)(4,4) is 0. So, three of four phase

6

states around OSC(4,3) are changing toward the in-phase synchronization state, and another phase state is changing toward

7

Φ(2,15)(2,16) starts to change from 0 toward π, because f(2,15) is
changing from fiiia to fiiaa .
f(2,15) continuously changes toward fiaaa , because Φ(2,14)(2,15)
and Φ(2,15)(2,16) are changing from 0 to π, Φ(1,15)(2,15) is 0 and
Φ(2,15)(3,15) is π.

anti-phase synchronization.
7

Φ(2,14)(2,15) starts change from 0 toward −π, because f(2,14) is
changing from fiiia to fiiaa .
and Φ(2,14)(2,15) are changing from 0 to −π, Φ(1,14)(2,14) is 0 and
Φ(2,14)(3,14) is π.

changing from fiiia to fiiaa .
6

f(2,14) starts to change from fiiia toward fiiaa , because

Φ(2,14)(3,14) don’t change, because f(1,14) , f(2,14) , and f(3,14) are

is changing from 0 to π, Φ(5,2)(5,3) and Φ(5,3)(5,4) are 0, and
Φ(5,3)(6,3) is π.
5

Φ(2,13)(2,14) starts to change from 0 toward −π by the horizontal
phase-inversion wave.
Φ(2,13)(2,14) is changing from 0 to −π, Φ(1,14)(2,14) and
Φ(2,14)(2,15) are 0 and Φ(2,14)(3,14) is π. Φ(1,14)(2,14) and

Φ(4,2)(4,3) and Φ(4,3)(4,4) are 0, because f(4,2) , f(4,3) , and f(4,4)

4

Mechanism
Φ(2,13)(2,14) , Φ(2,14)(2,15) , Φ(2,15)(2,16) , Φ(1,14)(2,14) and
Φ(1,15)(2,15) are 0. Φ(2,14)(3,14) and Φ(2,15)(3,15) are π. The

Φ(2,13)(2,14) arrives at −π.

f(5,3) starts to change toward fiiia again without arriving at fiiaa ,

8

because Φ(4,3)(5,3) is changing to π, Φ(5,3)(6,3) is changing to 0,
and Φ(5,2)(5,3) and Φ(5,3)(5,4) is 0.

9

f(2,14) arrives at fiaaa .

10

Φ(2,14)(2,15) arrives at −π.

8

Φ(3,3)(4,3) arrives at −2π.

11

f(2,15) arrives at fiaaa .

9

f(4,3) arrives at fiiia again.

12

Φ(2,15)(2,16) arrives at −π.

10

Φ(4,3)(5,3) arrives at π.

11

f(5,3) arrives at fiiia again.

12

Φ(5,3)(6,3) arrives at 0.

The horizontal phase-inversion wave
propagate by this mechanism.

The vertical phase-inversion wave
propagate by this mechanism.
f iaaa

7

f(5,3)

11

4

f iiia

2

Instantaneous Frequency

Instantaneous Frequency

f iiaa

9
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4
2
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Figure 9: Transitions of frequencies and phase diﬀerences by
propagation of a phase-inversion wave in columns.

Figure 10: Transitions of frequencies and phase diﬀerences
by propagation of a phase-inversion wave in rows.
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Abstract—This article gives an explanation of the synchronization phenomena in a circuit which contains three
or more van der Pol oscillators when one of them has different amplitude from the others.

1. Introduction
We are living in the world where there are so many
example of synchronization: firefly luminescence, cry of
birds and frogs, human applause, etc. Studies of synchronization phenomena have been reported in so many research of engineering filed: about synchronization in three
coupled van der Pol oscillators with diﬀerent coupling
strength [1], about frustrated synchronization in coupled
oscillator chains with unbalanced parametric distribution
[2], synchronization-inspired partitioning and hierarchical
clustering [3], about detection of synchronization phenomena in networks of hindmarsh-rose neuronal models [4],
and also about synchronization in agents harvesting game
with regional nature [5], etc. Furthermore, the applications
of synchronization phenomena have also found in chemical, physical and biological fields: about chaos synchronization of chemical models [6], about synchronization and
coupling analysis of applied cardiovascular physics in sleep
medicine [7], or about multistate and multistage synchronization with excitatory chemical and electrical synapses
[8], etc.
In this article, we propose a new type of coupled van der
Pol oscillator system, and observe its synchronization phenomena by theoretical analysis, computer simulation and
circuit experiment. In the first step, we concern about a
system which contains only 3 or 4 van der Pol oscillators,
then we hope to find a perfect solution of larger coupled
systems.

Figure 1: Circuit model.

dvk
dt
diLk
L
dt
C

=

−iLk − iRk

=

−vk − R

n
∑

(1)
iLk

(2)

j=1

The v − i characteristics of the nonlinear resistor are expressed by:
(
iRk

=

−g1

)
( )3
vk
vk
+ g3
, k = 1, .., n.
βk
βk

(3)

Figure 2 shows the relation between amplitude of the kth oscillator and βk . In this study, we first concern about
3 and 4 coupled oscillators system, assign the value of βk
(k = 1, .., n − 1) as 1 by default, and change the value of βn
(n = 3 or 4) to observe synchronization phenomena.
3. Theoretical Analysis for n=3
To normalize circuit equations, we use Eqs. (4)-(6) to
change the variables:

2. Circuit Model
In this arcticle, n > 2 van der Pol oscillators are used
to build the circuit model (Fig. 1). One van der Pol oscillator contains one capacitor (C), one inductor (L), and one
nonlinear resistor.
The circuit equations are described as follows:
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t

=

vk

=

α =

√

LCτ
√
√
g1
Cg1
xk , iLk =
yk
3g3
3Lg3
√
√
C
L
, ε = g1
R
L
C

(4)
(5)
(6)

θ˙k

With the new variables, Eqs. (1)-(3) are normalized as:


dxk
ε 
1 2 
=
xk 1 − 2 x k  − yk
(7)
dτ
βk
3βk
=

xk − α

3
∑

y j (k = 1, .., 3)

3
α ∑
ρi sin ϕki
2ρk i=1

(8)

j=1

ρ sin ϕ12 − ρ3 sin ϕ31 = 0

(21)

sin ϕ31 + sin ϕ32 = 0

(22)

ϕ32 = ϕ12 + ϕ31

(23)

Actually:

then Eqs. (19)-(22) have two solution.
Solution 1:

where α is the coupling factor and ε is the strength of nonlinearity. We will simulate the above equations later, and
now we first use the averaging method to analyze xk , yk .
We assume that xk , yk can be considered as bellow:
xk (τ) =

ρk (τ) cos(τ + θk (τ))

(9)

yk (τ) =

ρk (τ) sin(τ + θk (τ))

(10)

ρ˙k

=

Mk cos φk − α sin φk

ρi sin φi

ρ =
(11)

i=1

θ˙k

=

3
Mk
cos φk ∑
− sin φk − α
ρi sin φi
ρk
ρk i=1

(12)

where
Mk

=

φk

=

ε
1
xk 3
f (xk ), f (xk ) = xk −
βk
3βk 2
τ + θk

(13)
(14)

By averaging Eqs. (11)-(12) over one period, as averaging method’s theory, there is a positive εr which small
enough that satisfied: for every ε inside (0, εr ), ρk (τ) and
θk (τ) can be considered as constant and the values of ρ˙k , θ˙k
can be calculated as:
∫ 2π
∑
1
(Mk cos φk − αsin φk 3i=1 ρi sin φi )dφk (15)
ρ˙k = 2π
0
∫ 2π −M sin φ
φk ∑3
1
k
k
− α cos
θ˙k =
i=1 ρi sin φi )dφk (16)
2π 0 (
ρk
ρk
We obtain the following equations:
(
)
3
ε
ρk 3
α∑
ρ˙k =
ρk −
−
ρi cos ϕki
2βk
2 i=1
4βk 2

(17)

ρ =
ρ3 =
ϕ31 =

0
0
mπ

(24)
(25)
(26)

ϕ12

lπ

(27)

=

Solution 2:

Assign Eqs. (9)-(10) to Eqs. (7)-(8), and we obtain:
3
∑

(18)

where ϕi j = θi − θ j is the phase diﬀerence between i-th
and j-th oscillator for i, j = 1, 2, 3. Because the role of the
first and the second oscillator are equal in this 3 coupled
oscillators system, we can assume that ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ. In
steady state, ρ˙k and θ˙k equal zero, then Eqs. (17)-(18) can
be rewritten as:
(
)
ρ2
α
1
ερ 1 −
− (ρ + ρcos ϕ12 + ρ3 cos ϕ31 ) = 0 (19)
2
4
2
(
)
ρ2
1 ε
α
ρ3 1 −
− (ρ3 cos ϕ31 +ρ cos ϕ32 +ρ3 ) = 0 (20)
2 β3
4β3 2 2

Figure 2: Relation between amplitude and βk .

dyk
dτ

=

ρ3

=

ϕ31

=

ϕ12

=

2

(28)

2β3

(29)

( β )
3
± cos−1 −
2
( β )
3
2kπ ∓ 2cos−1 −
2

(30)
(31)

where k, m, l are integers. We use Jacobi matrix to concern
about stability of each solution. For the solution 1, the Jacobi matrix contains positive eigenvalues, and it is unstable
solution, but for the solution 2, the Jacobi matrix contains
only negative eigenvalues, consequently it is stable solution. In other words, solution 2 is the theoretical analysis
results of this 3 coupled oscillators system. The graph of
this theoretical analysis results is shown in Fig. 3.
In this article, we assume that β3 is changed inside [0.2,
2] only but actually, when β3 is lager than 2, Eq. (30) is not
mathematically correct, and in this case, phase diﬀerence
ϕ31 and ϕ12 are both zero.
4. Synchronization for n = 3
For the case of n = 3, β1 = β2 = 1, Fig. 4 shows three
of computer simulation results obtained by using RungeKutta method when β3 equals 0.1, 1.5 and 2.0. In this
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Figure 3: Theoretical analysis results when n = 3.

figure, there are xi − x j windows show the phase relation
between a pair of oscillators, while the x1 , x2 , x3 windows
show the time waveform of each single oscillator.
The phase diﬀerences are summarized in Fig. 5. By comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 5, the theoretical analysis results
and computer simulation results agree well. Furthermore,
there is not α in the theoretical analysis results. To explain
this, we can calculate the current of resistor R by calculat∑
ing 3k=1 yk (t). By using Eqs. (28)-(29), we obtain:
yi = 2βi sin(τ + θi ), β1 = β2 = 1

(a) β3 = 0.5.

(32)

then:
3
∑

yk (τ − θ3 ) = 2 sin(τ − ϕ31 ) + 2 sin(τ + ϕ23 )

(33)

k=1

+2β3 sin(τ)
(b) β3 = 1.5.

Substituting Eqs. (28)-(31) into Eq. (32), we obtain:
3
∑

yk (τ) = 0

(34)

k=1

this corresponds i(t) = 0 at every value of t. In other words,
the electric current of resistor R is always zero whenever
synchronization phenomena occurs. Figure 6 shows one of
our circuit experimental results. In Fig. 6, we obtain (ϕ12 ,
ϕ23 , ϕ31 ) equals (−150◦ , −105◦ , −105◦ ). By comparing
these values to Figs. 4-5 above, it is shown that Fig. 6 expresses for the circuit experimental results when (β1 , β2 , β3 )
are about (1, 1, 0.5).
5. Synchronization for n = 4
For the case of n = 4, β1 = β2 = β3 = 1, Fig. 7 shows
the computer simulation results when β4 equals 3.0. In
Fig. 7, the first three oscillators which have the same amplitude reach the in-phase, while each one of them and the
fourth oscillator reach the anti-phase synchronized oscillatory state.
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(c) β3 = 2.0.
Figure 4: Computer simulation results when n = 3.

Figure 5: Computer simulation results when n = 3.
Figure 7: Computer simulation results when n = 4, β4 = 3.
[4] N. Corson, S. Balev and M. Azizalaoui, “Detection of
synchronization phenomena in networks of hindmarshrose neuronal models”, Proc. of ECCS’10, pp. 112118, Sep. 2010
[5] J. Wu and Z. Yang, “Synchronization in agents harvesting game with regional nature”, Proc. of CCDC’10, pp.
3955-3960, May. 2010
Figure 6: Circuit experimental results when n = 3.

[6] N. Vasegh and F. Khellat, “Chaos synchronization of
chemical models”, International Journal of Applied
Science and Technology, vol. 1, no. 5, pp. 233-243,
Sep. 2011.

6. Conclusions
This study mainly concerned about the synchronization
phenomena, especially about phase diﬀerence between the
oscillators when the amplitudes are not equal. However,
there is slight diﬀerence between computer simulation results and theoretical analysis results when β3 is small, and
the reason of this diﬀerence has not been perfectly explained. In the next step, it is necessary to increase the
number of ocsillators and complete the theoretical analysis
when n is larger than 4, and it is expected to bring us more
interesting phenomena.

[7] N. Wessel, “Synchronization and coupling analysis:
Applied cardiovascular physics in sleep medicine”,
Proc. of EMBC’13, pp. 6567-6570, Jul. 2013.
[8] F. Jhou, “Multistate and multistage synchronization of
hindmarsh-rose neurons with excitatory chemical and
electrical synapses”, Proc. of IEEE’12, pp. 1335-1347,
Jan. 2012.
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Abstract—In this study, two rings of 5 and 7 van der Pol
oscillators coupled by resistors are researched. These rings
show 5-phase and 7-phase synchronizations when they are
not coupled. Hence, the whole system becomes a frustrated network after coupling. We investigate synchronization phenomena by computer simulations.

1. Introduction
Figure 2: Anti-phase of two oscillators.
System of coupling oscillators is useful as a simple
model that represents the natural phenomena, because
it has a variety of phenomena depending on coupling
method[1][2]. We focus on the “Frustration Phenomena”
occurred by coupling two diﬀerent characteristics.
In this study we prepare two diﬀerent sizes of rings of
coupled van der Pol oscillators, and we jointed two rings
like n1 and n2 in Fig. 1. In our past study, coupling van
der Pol oscillators as a ring show unique phenomenon [3].
Neighboring two oscillators have anti-phase as Fig. 2. The
phase state depends on the number of oscillators in a ring.
Even number of oscillators reach only anti-phase, but odd
number of oscillators reach some states with phase diﬀerences. For example, 5 oscillators coupled as a ring show 5phase synchronization, and 7 oscillators case reach 7-phase
synchronization. If we couple two diﬀerent sizes of rings,
5 oscillators and 7 oscillators, they may aﬀect each other
and frustration occurs. We research synchronization phenomena in the 5-7 rings shown in Fig. 3.

2. Circuit Model
The 5-7 rings have three kinds of coupling types as
shown in Fig. 4. We name Type A, B and C. The two oscillators in the lower ring (among oscillators) with no direct
connections to the upper ring are called “Free Oscillator”
in this article. In Type A, Free Oscillators are neighboring.
In Type B, there is an oscillator connected to the upper ring
between two Free Oscillators. In Type C, there are two
oscillators connected to the upper ring between two Free
Oscillators.

Figure 3: Circuit model of 5-7 rings.

Figure 1: Two rings of coupled oscillators.
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where
√

vk =

√

iak =
Figure 4: Three types of coupling methods. Black oscillators are Free Oscillators.

t=

3. Circuit Equations

η=r

We show the circuit equations of Type A. Type B and
Type C have similar equations to Type A. The circuit equations for Type A are shown below.


−irk − (iak + ibk ) − R1 (vk − v j )





: (k = U1 ∼ U5)





: ( j = L1 ∼ L5)




dvk 
 −irk − (iak + ibk ) + R1 (v j − vk )
C
=


: (k = L1 ∼ L5)
dt





: ( j = U1 ∼ U5)





−i
−
(i
+
i
)

rk
ak
bk



: (k = L6, L7)
L

diak
= vk − r(iak + ib(k+1) )
dt

L

dibk
= vk − r(ia(k−1) + ibk )
dt

g1
3g3 xk ,

√

g1
3g3

LCτ,

√

C
L,

√

C
L yak ,

ibk =

ε = g1
γ=

1
R

√

√

√

g1
3g3

√

C
L ybk ,

(4)
L
C,

L
C

The parameter γ is a coupling strength between the two
rings. We research synchronization phenomena when we
change γ from 0.001 to 1.0. The parameter η shows coupling strength between oscillators in the same ring. The
strength of the nonlinearity is ε. We fix η = 0.1 and ε = 1.0.
4. Simulation Results

(1)

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show attractors of Type A, B and C,
respectively, and the horizontal axis is x that means voltage and the vertical axis is y that means current. In all
the figures, the coupling strength between the rings γ are
changed as 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 from the top. For
each case, the horizontally-aligned 5 attractors in the figure correspond to the oscillators in the upper ring, while
the horizontally-aligned 7 attractors correspond to the oscillators in the lower ring. The position of the 5 attractors

: (k = U1 ∼ U5, L1 ∼ L5)
We assume that the characteristics of the nonlinear resistors
are described by the following equation.
irk = −g1 vk + g3 v3k

(2)

We normalize the above equations and they are shown below.


ε(xk − 13 xk3 ) − (yak + ybk ) − γ(xk − x j )





: (k = U1 ∼ U5)





: ( j = L1 ∼ L5)




dxk 
 ε(xk − 31 xk3 ) − (yak + ybk ) + γ(x j − xk )
=


: (k = L1 ∼ L5)
dτ





:
( j = U1 ∼ U5)



1 3


ε(x
−
x
)
−
(y

k
ak + ybk )

3 k


: (k = L6, L7)

(3)

dyak
= xk − η(yak + yb(k+1) )
dτ
dybk
= xk − η(ya(k−1) + ybk )
dτ
Figure 5: Attractors of Type A.

: (k = U1 ∼ U5, L1 ∼ L5)
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Figure 7: Attractors of Type C.

Figure 6: Attractors of Type A.

corresponds to the connections between the rings.
For γ = 0.001, the 5 attractors are the same size for the
all types of the connections as shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.
This is because the upper 5 oscillators are not concerned
from lower 7 oscillators.
For γ = 0.01, the amplitudes of attractors keep changing. Because one ring is concerned by the other ring, and
frustration between 5-phase and 7-phase occurs.
For γ = 0.1, all oscillators synchronize except the oscillator between the Free Oscillators in Type B. Note that the
amplitudes of the two oscillators between the Free Oscillators in Type C become small. These are the eﬀect of the
frustration.
For γ = 1.0, the amplitudes of the oscillators become
smaller by the frustrations and we can see that the eﬀect
depends on the position of the oscillators.
Figure 8 shows the synchronization between the two
rings. From Fig. 8(a), we can understand that xU1 and xL1
become to synchronize as γ increases. From Fig. 8(b), we
can see that the oscillators with strong frustrations become
to stop oscillating.
Figure 9 shows characteristics of average phase diﬀerences from xU1 . Upper 5 oscillators of all types exhibit 5phase synchronization for γ = 0.001. In Type A, the phase
become a change from 5-phase but not reach anti-phase.
As γ increases, Type B and Type C becomes anti-phase
synchronization, although Type A does not show any synchronization.

5. Conclusions
In this study, we have researched synchronization phenomena observed from two rings with diﬀerent sizes of
coupled van der Pol oscillators. We observed attractors
and phase relationship by computer simulations. We could
observe frustration phenomena between the rings and obtained diﬀerent results from three coupling method. In future research, we carry out circuit experiments and collect
data of many cases from computer simulations.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Synchronization between the two rings for diﬀerent γ. (a) xU1 − xL1 . (b) xU5 − xL5 for Type A and xU5 − xL6 for
Types B and C.

Figure 9: Average phase for diﬀerent γ.
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Abstract– In recent years, various oscillation and synchronization phenomena have been investigated for coupled oscillators. In this paper, we study oscillation in coupled oscillators networks with scale-free network structure.
We have confirmed intermittency chaos in coupled network with ten oscillators.
1. Introduction
In recent years, various oscillation and synchronization
phenomena have been investigated for coupled oscillators
[1]–[5]. We have proposed star-coupled oscillators in
which N oscillators are coupled by one resister [2]. Because the current through the coupling resister should be
reduced to a minimum, N-phase synchronization phenomena can be observed. It is considered that this coupled
oscillator can be used in various fields, because a variety
of synchronization phenomena are exhibited. Especially, it
is considered that star-coupled oscillators which are arranged in lattice or hexagonal structure can be used as
some kinds of cellular neural networks [3].
On the other hand, there are not only regular networks
like lattice or hexagonal shape, but also complex networks
like small-world or scale-free network [4]–[6]. Among
them, a scale-free network is focused in this paper.
Scale-free networks have features that most nodes has
very few connections but a small number of particular
nodes has many connections. From this feature, even if
some parts of most nodes which have very few connections are removed, a global connection in a network is
preserved. However, if small number of particular nodes
which have many connections are removed, a network is
interrupted simply. That is, they are robust to random removal, but they are vulnerable when the most connected
nodes are removed. These features of scale-free networks
are shown in many networks of various fields, e.g., internet, process diffused of word of mouth, metabolic network, etc. That is, to analyze the features of scale-free
networks may be used for analyzing those practical networks.
In this paper, thereby first, we study about oscillation
phenomena of a scale-free coupled oscillators network.
We compose a scale-free network called Barabási-Albert
model by resistively coupled van der Pol oscillators, and
confirm the oscillation phenomena in the proposed network by both numerical calculation and circuit experiments. As a result, we show that intermittency chaos is
observed in the proposed network.

2. LC oscillators Coupled by One Resistor [1]
If two LC oscillators are coupled by one resister as
shown in Fig. 1, anti-phase synchronization phenomena
can be stably observed because of the current through the
coupling resister is reduced to a minimum [1] (see Fig. 2).
In this study, a scale-free network is composed by the
coupled oscillators shown in this section.
3. Barabási-Albert Model [7,8]
Barabási-Albert model is scale-free network model
proposed by Barabási and Albert [7,8]. This model is constructed by growth and preferential attachment. A new
node having the n links is added to initial network step by
step with the probability  .  is the probability when the
node i is selected to the destination of a new link, and decided by the following equation,
 


 

(1)

Fig.1: A circuit in which two oscillators are coupled by
one resister.
V

0

V
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Fig.2: Synchronization in a circuit shown in Fig. 1.

where i and j are node numbers in the network and  is a
number of links of node i.

For   , we construct a scale-free network by Barabási-Albert model based on the coupled oscillators shown
in Fig. 1. Figure 3 shows the network model for this paper.
In this network, adjoined two oscillators are coupled by
one resister like the circuit shown in Fig. 1. An oscillator
subcircuit shown in Fig. 4 composes a node of the network, and the links are composed by inductors and resistors. Table 1 shows the number of links connected to each
node decided by Eq. (1).
Circuit equation of this network is described as










 

   

         

(2)

By changing the variables,
  ,


 










 ,  




,   



 ,
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equation (2) can be normalized as follows,
  

(3)

where   .  is the coupling factor and  is the
strength of nonlinearirity.

4. Circuit Model



         

 

  








Fig. 3: Network model.

5. Numerical and Experimental Results
In this section, numerical calculations of Eq. (3) using
fourth order Runge-Kutta method are carried out. The circuit parameter values are        
      .
The waveforms of xk (k = 1, 2,,10) obtained by numerical calculation are shown in Fig. 5. The discrete Fourier transforms and the attractors for oscillator 9 and 10
for    are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
From Fig. 5, it is confirmed that the oscillators with
large number of links show the higher frequency oscillations, because the number of inductors connected in parallel are larger. No.5, No.7 and No.8 oscillators have two
links to both No.2 and No.3 oscillators. As shown in Fig.
3, the graph of these oscillators shows similar form. No.4,
No.6 and No.10 oscillators have two links, too. But those
exhibit different forms.
Moreover, we cannot see synchronous waveforms but
intermittency chaos can be observed in the network, nevertheless the network is based on the coupled oscillators
with synchronous state as shown in Sect. 2. to focus on
No.9 and No.10, oscillation vary irregularly especially
around    . Also, in attractors shown in Fig.7, we
see loci turn round with small radius.
Intermittency chaos is a phenomenon which repeats
regular and quiet state aperiodically, and disorderly and
intense state for short time. Because an intermittency chaos is not observed in regular networks with coupled identical van der Pol oscillators, this is very interesting result.
In order to confirm adequacy of the numerical result,
we also carried out circuit experiments. Figure 8 shows a
result of the measurements by oscilloscope. In real circuit,
we can see similar results to numerical results.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied oscillation phenomena in
scale-free coupled oscillators network using BarabásiAlbert model. In the proposed coupled oscillators network,
an intermittency chaos could be observed. To study the intermittency chaos will become an issue in the future.
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Abstract—In this study, we investigate synchronization
phenomena in two coupled polygonal oscillatory networks
with strong frustrations. We focus on the amplitude of each
oscillator when the coupling strength is increased. By using the computer simulations, we confirm that the amplitude of the oscillators decreases by increasing the coupling
strength and oscillation death is occurred at un-frustrated
oscillators.
1. Introduction
The synchronization phenomena observed from coupled
oscillators are suitable model to analyze the natural phenomena. Therefore, many researchers have proposed different coupled oscillatory networks and have discovered
many interesting synchronization phenomena [1]-[4].
In our research group, we have focused on synchronization phenomena of coupled oscillators under a diﬃcult situation for the circuit. Setou et al. have reported the synchronization phenomena in N oscillators coupled by resistors as
a ring. The oscillation stop in some range of the coupling
resistors was confirmed [5].
We have investigated the synchronization phenomena
in the coupled polygonal oscillatory networks sharing
branches [6]. In this system, van der Pol oscillators are
connected to every corner of polygonal network. By using
computer simulations and theoretical analysis, we confirm
that the coupled oscillators tend to synchronize to minimize
the power consumption of the whole system. The phase
diﬀerence of the shared oscillators is solved by finding the
minimum value of the power consumption function. Furthermore, we have discussed synchronization state of the
proposed oscillatory networks by changing the coupling
parameter [7]. In this circuit system, we confirm that the
amplitude of the shared and the other oscillators obtains
diﬀerent value. The torus attractors can be also observed
in the certain parameter region. However, we could not observe oscillation death even if the coupling strength is set
to very large value. In the circuit model of Ref. [7], the
earth resistances are missing in the 3rd and the 4th oscillators. Namely, the network topology changes to just ring
oscillators coupled by the inductors if the coupling strength

becomes large.
In this study, we consider new circuit model which is
including the earth resistance in all ground parts. The synchronization phenomena in coupled polygonal oscillatory
networks with strong frustration are investigated. We confirm that the amplitude of the oscillators decreases by increasing the value of the coupling strength and oscillation
death is occurred at un-frustrated oscillators. We expect
that the results of this study contribute to understanding of
synchronization phenomena observed in general complex
networks.
2. Two Coupled Oscillatory Networks
2.1. Symmetric Model
Two identical polygonal oscillatory networks are coupled by sharing a branch as shown in Fig. 1. In this circuit model, we consider the coupling method which two
adjacent oscillators are tend to synchronize at anti-phase
state. We call the first and the second oscillators which are
connected to both side of polygonal network “shared oscillators.”
Figure 2 shows the circuit model of the 3 − 3 coupling
networks. The novel part of this study is that the earth resistances are inserted to the 3rd and the 4th oscillators.
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(a) 3-3 coupling network. (b) 5-5 coupling network.
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(c) 7-7 coupling network.

Figure 1: Two Coupled Oscillatory Networks (Symmetric
Model).
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Figure 2: Coupling Model (3 − 3 coupling networks).
Next, we develop the expression for the circuit equations
of 3 − 3 coupling oscillatory networks as shown in Fig. 2.
The vk − iRk characteristics of the nonlinear resistor are approximated by the following third order polynomial equation,
iRk = −g1 vk + g3 vk 3 (g1 , g3 > 0), (k = 1, 2, 3, 4).

Next, Fig. 4 shows the observed attractors of 5 − 5 coupling network by changing the coupling strength. In this
circuit model, the amplitude of fourth oscillator (which is
located farthest place from the shared oscillators) decreases
with the coupling strength. We observe the oscillation
death of the fourth oscillator when the coupling strength
is set to γ = 1.0. In the case of 7 − 7 coupling network,
we observe similar results with 5 − 5 coupling network as
shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 6 shows the change of the amplitude observed
from each network. In the case of 3 − 3 coupling network,
oscillation death of all oscillators is occurred at same time.
While, in the cases of 5 − 5 and 7 − 7 coupling networks,
first, the oscillation death of the oscillators located farthest
place from the shared oscillators is occurred. After that, the
other oscillators stop to oscillate at same time.
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Figure 3: Attractor (3-3 coupling network).
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In this equations, γ is the coupling strength, ε denotes the
nonlinearity of the oscillators and yn denotes the current of
neighbor oscillator on coupling resistor.
Figure 3 shows the observed attractors of 3 − 3 coupling
network by changing the coupling strength. When the coupling strength is weak, the amplitude of all oscillators are
almost same as shown in Fig. 3(A). By incrasing the value
of the coupling strength, the amplitude of the shared oscillators becomes smaller than the others (Fig. 3(B), (C)).
When the coupling strength is larger than γ=0.8, oscillation
death of all oscillators is observed as shown in Fig. 3(D).
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Next, we considr the asymmetric models such as 3 − 5
coupling network, 3−7 coupling network and 5−7 coupling
network. The asymmetric models are shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 8 shows the change of the amplitude observed
from the asymmetric networks. In the case of 3−5 coupling
network, oscillation death of all oscillators is occurred at
same time. While, in the cases of 3 − 7 and 5 − 7 coupling
networks, first the oscillation death of the oscillators located farthest place from the shared oscillators is occurred.
After that, the other all oscillators stop to oscillate at same
time. These results are similar with the results with the
symmetric network models. However, we observe the oscillation of the amplitude in 3 − 7 coupling network when
the coupling strength is set to around γ = 0.75.
Figure 9 shows one example or the change of the ampliutde when the coupling strength is set to γ = 0.75. In this
case, we confirm that the amplitude change can be observed
constantly as shown in Fig. 10(a). There are two pairs (1st4th-5th and 2nd-7th-8th) of oscillation types of the amplitude and these two pairs oscillate with anti-phase state.
While the other two amplitudes (3rd and 6th) oscillate with
in-phase state. By increasing the coupling strength, the oscillation death of the 3rd and 6th oscillators is occurred.
Finally, we summarize the network types depending on the
amplitude change as shown in Fig. 10(b).
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Figure 6: Amplitude (Symmetric Model).

In this study, we have investigated synchronization phenomena in coupled polygonal oscillatory networks with
strong frustrations. We focused on the amplitude of each
oscillator when the coupling strength is increased. By
using the computer simulations, we confirmed that the
amplitude of the oscillators decreases by increasing the
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Figure 10: Amplitude Change (3 − 7 coupling network,
γ=0.75).
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Abstract – Recently, various schemes for performing
compression and encryption simultaneously are designed
by exploiting the dynamical properties of chaotic systems.
They have shown promising performance in reducing data
redundancy and maintaining information secrecy. In this
paper, a comparative study of different chaos-based
schemes for simultaneous compression and encryption will
be presented. Experimental studies are conducted to show
their strengths in compression performance. Moreover,
security issues are analyzed.
1. Introduction
Recently, there is a growing interest in performing
compression and encryption simultaneously [1, 2]. As the
two operations are performed in a single step, a simpler
system design and an improved operating efficiency can
be achieved.
The first attempt for this joint scheme was realized by
maintaining the secrecy of the statistical model used in
arithmetic coding (AC) [3]. Some subsequent studies
include multiple Huffman tree (MHT) [4], randomized AC
(RAC) [5], interval-splitting AC (IAC) [6], secure AC
(SAC) [1] and first-order RAC [7]. However, most of
them are found insecure as MHT and IAC suffer from
known-plaintext attack [8, 9] while RAC and SAC are
vulnerable upon ciphertext-only attack [10, 11] and
adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack [2], respectively.
In order to fix the above-mentioned security loopholes,
chaotic systems are adopted for enhancement [12-16].
Making use of the high sensitivity to the initial conditions,
chaotic systems are generally exploited in the design of
stream ciphers, for masking the information bits. Besides
this, it is found that source coding by iterating a piecewise
linear chaotic map is equivalent to the optimal entropy
coding, which is regarded as a generalized version of AC
[17]. Thus, chaotic systems are actually a perfect
alternative for performing simultaneous compression and
encryption. Based on the capabilities provided by chaotic
systems, chaos-based simultaneous compression and
encryption schemes can be generally classified into three
categories.
The first type considers chaotic systems as a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG), which keeps the

secrecy of statistical model adopted in source coding. In
[12], a chaos-based adaptive AC scheme is presented with
the statistical model of AC controlled by a PRNG
generated from a coupled chaotic system. As there is a
design fault in [12], a modified version is suggested in
[13]. A novel chaotic encryption scheme is designed by
combining AC and logistic map [14], where the plaintext
is combined with the pseudo-random bits generated from
the logistic map to vary the statistical model of AC.
Instead of the logistic map, an improved version [15]
adopts a piecewise linear chaotic map to improve the
coding efficiency and the distribution of iterated values. A
new joint compression and encryption scheme based on
Huffman coding and chaotic system is presented in [16],
which determines the Huffman tree by the input message
and a key stream generated from a chaotic map.
The second class of simultaneous compression and
encryption schemes embeds compression into chaos-based
encryption. A chaos-based cryptographic scheme with
compression capability is suggested by partitioning the
phase space according to the plaintext statistics [18]. A
similar scheme is investigated in [19], which employs
adaptive AC instead of Huffman coding to achieve a
higher compression ratio. By dynamically updating the
lookup table used for chaos-based encryption, a modified
version of chaos-based joint compression and encryption
is proposed to achieve a higher compression performance
[20]. A novel chaos-based joint compression and
encryption scheme is designed for generating variablelength ciphertext using a user-chosen parameter [21].
Instead of recording the total number of iterations of the
chaotic map, it counts the number of distinct symbols
visited by the chaotic search orbit and results in a better
compression ratio.
The third kind of simultaneous compression and
encryption schemes exploits both the compression and
encryption capabilities offered by chaotic systems. A
simultaneous arithmetic coding and encryption scheme
using chaotic map is presented [22], where the model of
the chaotic map is determined by a secret key controlled
by another chaotic map. It leads to a higher security level
than existing schemes based on traditional AC [1, 5, 6] as
the number of secret models provided by the chaotic map
is larger than that of the traditional AC. However, the
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operating time can be very long due to the high-precision
computation and the compression performance is affected
by the insertion of separator symbols. Thus, an enhanced
version is suggested [23], which encodes a block of
variable number of symbols to a codeword within a small
computational register. The operating efficiency is
substantially improved and the compressed sequence is
further processed by an additional diffusion operation.
This modified version [23] strengthens the security of the
original scheme [22] by having higher key and plaintext
sensitivities.
In this paper, we perform a comparative study of
various chaos-based schemes for simultaneous
compression and encryption. Their strengths on
compression performance are investigated. Security issues
of these schemes are also discussed. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work to compare the
comprehensive performance of different chaos-based
simultaneous compression and encryption schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, three representative simultaneous compression
and encryption schemes using chaotic systems are briefly
reviewed. Experimental results are presented in Section III.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
2. Some Representative Schemes
2.1. Chaos-based Adaptive AC Scheme
The scheme proposed in [12] adopts a stream cipher
generated from a chaotic map to distort the statistical
model of AC. Its model is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the
seed for the chaotic map is considered as the secret key
and is transmitted to the receiver through a secure channel.
Let the input sequence be S  s1 , s2 ,..., sN , among which
there are n ( n  N ) distinct alphabets as
A  {a1 , a2 ,..., an } . The encoding procedures can be
summarized as follows [13].

Step 4: Select the k-th element represented by ak in T,
where k is a random number generated from a chaotic map.
Step 5: Interchange the positions of ai and ak in A , and
then construct the statistical model according to A . Use
this secret statistical model to reduce the coding interval
to that allocated to si.
Step 6: Increase the frequency count of si by one and reset
the counters i=i+1. If i  N , go to Step 2. Otherwise,
output the final bit stream.
It should be noticed that when the first source symbol
s1 is encoded, the previous encoded symbol s0 is not
available. Thus, s0 can be determined by a random number
from the chaotic map. More details of this scheme can be
found in [12, 13].
2.2. Baptista-based Joint Scheme
This scheme embeds compression capability into the
Baptista-type chaotic cryptosystem [18]. The lookup table
used in encryption is constructed by the probabilities of
occurrence of plaintext symbols instead of equal partition.
A modified algorithm with dynamically updated lookup
table is presented in [20] and is illustrated in Fig. 2. Once
a partition not matched with the target symbol is visited,
all partitions mapped to the symbol of this partition are
reassigned to a non-visited symbol. Therefore, the target
symbol is eventually allocated with more partitions and
fewer iterations are required to find it. This modification
leads to a better compression performance, whereas the
execution efficiency is comparable. A brief introduction of
this algorithm is described as follows. For details, please
refer to [20].
Key

Logistic
Map

Plaintext

Construct
Lookup Table

Baptista-type
Chaotic Cryptosystem

Search
Target Symbol

Huffman
Coding

Mask
Mode

Ciphertext

Update
Lookup Table

Fig. 2 Model of a modified chaos-based joint compression and
encryption scheme [20].

Fig. 1 Model of the chaos-based adaptive AC scheme [12].

Step 1: Initialize the symbol distribution according to a
PRNG based on a coupled chaotic system. Set i=1.
Step 2: To encode a source symbol si, firstly sort the
symbols in A according to their frequencies and denote the
sorted sequence as A  {a1, a2 ,..., an } with cj  cj 1 ,
where cj is the frequency count of aj ( 1  j  n ).
Step 3: Assume that si-1 corresponds to ai in A and then
construct the near symbol array
T  {ait , ait 1 ,..., ai1 , ai1 , ai t 1 , ai t }
where t is a threshold to control the number of symbol
frequencies used for reshuffling.

Step 1: Construct the lookup table according to the
probabilities of the occurrence of the source symbols.
Step 2: Sequentially encrypt each symbol in the plaintext
sequence by searching it in the lookup table using a secret
chaotic trajectory. If the target symbol is found, the
number of iterations of the chaotic map is considered as
the ciphertext. Otherwise, the partitions associated with
the target symbol are reassigned to another symbol. The
chaotic trajectory continues to search the target symbol in
the updated lookup table until the target is found.
Step 3: When the current plaintext symbol has been
encrypted, the lookup table is reinitialized. After that, the
next symbol is encrypted using the same procedures in
Step 2. These operations are repeated until all the symbols
in the plaintext sequence have been processed.
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Fig. 3 Framework of the simultaneous source coding and encryption scheme using chaotic map [23].

Step 4: Compress the output of Step 3 using Huffman
code. Small iterations are represented by a short code.
Step 5: Mask the output of Huffman code using random
number bits generated by the secret chaotic trajectory.
2.3. Simultaneous Source Coding and Encryption
Scheme Using Chaotic Map
In this scheme, a piecewise linear chaotic map is
adopted in both compression and encryption, the resultant
bits are further protected by a diffusion operation and an
XOR operation controlled by another chaotic map [23].
Two secret keys are used, in which key 1 controls the
secret models of piecewise linear chaotic map while key 2
is used as an initial value of the integer Rényi map for
generating pseudo-random bits.
To introduce secrecy in the piecewise linear chaotic
map, a secret key KC is used to cyclic-shift the position of
the line segments whereas another secret key KS
determines their directions. Both KC and KS are derived
from secret key 1. The encoding procedures of this
scheme can be briefly described as follows. The details
can be found in [23].
Step 1: Read the input sequence and generate the
corresponding statistical model. Determine the block size
according to the entropy of source symbols in this block.
Set the block counter i=1.
Step 2: Compress the source symbols in the i-th block
with the variable-length AC approach using the secret
chaotic map.
Step 3: The resultant bits obtained in Step 2 are further
diffused by a global XOR operation and distorted by a
left-shift operation.
Step 4: The diffused bits are then masked by the pseudorandom bits generated from an integer Rényi map.
Step 5: The secret keys KS and KC are periodically
updated using the encrypted bits from the previous block.
Step 6: Set the block counter i=i+1. If all the source
symbols have been encoded, output the entire encrypted
bit stream. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
3. Experimental Results
In this section, three representative joint schemes [12,
20, 23] selected from different catalogues are studied
experimentally. They are implemented in C language to
compress 18 standard test files from the Calgary Corpus
[24]. The parameter settings follow the suggestions in the
published papers. For a fair comparison, all the algorithms

adopt the static statistical model. All the simulations are
performed on a personal computer with an E3 3.2GHz
CPU and 2GB memory.
3.1. Compression Performance
The compression performance of the proposed schemes
[12, 20, 23] are respectively shown in Table 1, where the
compression ratio is obtained by dividing the ciphertext
length by the plaintext length and then expressed in
percentage. In particular, BR is the best compression ratio
corresponding to the source entropy. In measuring the
length of the ciphertext, the header information, such as
the file length and the statistical data are included.
Therefore, the compression ratios of all schemes are
generally larger than BR. As shown in Table 1, the
compression ratio is close to BR with an increase in file
length, since the header information only occupies a small
portion of ciphertext. Among the three schemes, the
chaos-based adaptive AC scheme [12] achieves the best
compression ratio that is very close to BR as it only
distorts the mathematical model used in AC and does not
affect the compression performance. Our scheme [23]
ranks second as it needs to initialize the coding interval
which induces compression loss when the number of bit
shifts is not an integer. The Baptista-based joint scheme
[20] gives the worst compression performance as the
original plaintext redundancy is reduced by embedding
the compression capability. In summary, the chaos-based
File
paper5
paper4
obj1
paper6
progc
paper3
progp
paper1
progl
paper2
trans
geo
bib
obj2
news
pic
book2
book1
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Table 1
Compression Ratio of Various Schemes
Size (byte)
BR
[12]
[20]
64.05%
66.72%
11,954
61.70%
60.61%
64.91%
13,286
58.75%
77.99%
81.27%
21,504
74.35%
63.39%
67.45%
38,105
62.62%
65.71%
70.10%
39,611
64.99%
58.88%
64.37%
46,526
58.31%
61.43%
66.08%
49,379
60.86%
62.85%
67.21%
53,161
62.29%
60.02%
64.61%
71,646
59.63%
57.88%
63.31%
82,199
57.52%
69.50%
72.85%
93,695
69.16%
71.36%
78.35%
102,400
70.58%
65.24%
69.62%
111,261
65.01%
78.61%
84.61%
246,814
78.25%
64.96%
69.95%
377,109
64.87%
15.38%
27.46%
513,216
15.13%
59.97%
65.85%
610,856
59.91%
56.65%
62.15%
768,771
56.59%

[23]
65.19%
61.70%
79.28%
64.50%
66.87%
59.93%
62.52%
63.97%
62.52%
58.89%
70.72%
72.58%
66.39%
79.93%
66.11%
15.51%
61.03%
57.64%

adaptive AC scheme is better than ours by 0.13%2.51%
and the Baptista-based joint scheme by 2.67%12.08%,
respectively.
3.2. Security Analysis
The chaos-based adaptive AC scheme is shown to be
vulnerable upon the chosen-plaintext attack [13] while our
and the Baptista-based joint scheme are secure upon this
attack as they possess two-level protections. The final
encrypted bits from the chaotic cryptosystem are further
masked by an XOR operation generated by another
chaotic map, which can resist various attacks [2]. This
XOR operation can also fix the security loophole of the
chaos-based adaptive AC scheme.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, various chaos-based simultaneous
compression and encryption schemes are reviewed. Three
representative algorithms are picked for comparison.
Their
corresponding
strengths
in
compression
performance and security issues are reported with the
support of simulation results.
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Abstract—The truly chaotic finite machines introduced
by authors in previous research papers are presented here.
A state of the art in this discipline, encompassing all previous mathematical investigations, is provided, explaining
how finite state machines can behave chaotically regarding
the slight alteration of their inputs. This behavior is explained using Turing machines and formalized thanks to a
special family of discrete dynamical systems called chaotic
iterations. An illustrative example is finally given in the
field of hash functions.

1. Introduction
The use of chaotic dynamics in cryptography is often
disputed as a finite state machine is reputed to always enter into a cycle. Even though such a regular behavior is
not completely opposed to almost all definitions of chaos
in mathematics, constituting a kind of border situation in
case of discrete sets, this situation appears as problematic
to cryptologists that consider periodic dynamics and chaos
as antithetical. This problem can be solved by introducing
truly chaotic finite machines. Our proposal is to constitute
them, that is, finite machines that can be rigorously proven
as chaotic, as defined by Devaney [4], Knudsen [7], and so
on. The key idea is to consider that the finite machine is
not separated from the outside world but that it must interact with it in order to be useful. At each iteration, the new
input provided to the finite machine can be used together
with its current state to produce the next output. By doing
so, the finite machine iterates on the finite cartesian product of its possible states multiply by all the possible inputs.
This idea is formalized theoretically using Turing machines
and explained practically thanks to the so-called chaotic iterations. An example of use is finally provided in the field
of hash functions.

2.1. Review of Basics
In the whole document, to prevent from any conflicts and
to avoid unreadable writings, we have considered the following notations, usually in use in discrete mathematics:
• The n−th term of the sequence s is denoted by sn .
• The i−th component of vector v is vi .
• The k−th composition of function f is denoted by f k .
Thus f k = f ◦ f ◦ . . . ◦ f , k times.
• The derivative of f is f 0 .
P(X) is the set of subsets of X. On the other hand B
stands for the set {0; 1} with its usual algebraic structure
(Boolean addition, multiplication, and negation), while N
and R are the usual notations of the following respective
sets: natural numbers and real numbers. XY is the set of
applications from Y to X, and thus XN means the set of
sequences belonging in X. We will use the notation bxc
for the integral part of a real x, that is, the greatest integer
lower than x. Finally, Ja; bK = {a, a + 1, . . . , b} is the set of
integers between a and b.
2.2. Introducing chaotic iterations
Definition 1. Let f : BN −→ BN and S ∈ P J1, NK
Chaotic iterations ( f, (x0 , S )) are defined by:
 0

x ∈ BN


( n−1

xi
if i < S n

∗
n


∀n
∈
N
,
∀i
∈
J1;
N
K,
x
=

i
f (xn−1 )i if i ∈ S n

N

.

We have regarded whether these chaotic iterations can
behave chaotically, as it is defined for instance by Devaney,
and if so, in which application context this behavior can
be profitable. To do so, chaotic iterations have first been
rewritten as simple discrete dynamical systems, as follows.
2.3. The Study of Iterative Systems

2. The So-called Chaotic Iterations

We have firstly stated that [6] (for the definitions of wellknown mathematical properties of chaos, readers are referred to [4, 5, 7]):

Our proposal in creating chaotic finite machines is to
take a new input at each iteration. This process can be realized using a tool called chaotic iterations.

Theorem 1. G f0 is regular and transitive on (X, d), thus it
is chaotic according to Devaney. Furthermore, its constant
of sensibility is greater than N − 1.
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Figure 2: Turing Machine
3. Chaotic Turing Machines
3.1. General presentation
Figure 1: Example of an asynchronous iteration graph

Thus the set C of functions f : BN −→ BN making the
chaotic iterations of Definition 1 a case of chaos according
to Devaney, is a nonempty set. To characterize functions of
C, we have firstly stated that transitivity implies regularity
for these particular iterated systems [3]. To achieve characterization, we then have introduced the following graph.
Let f be a map from BN to itself. The asynchronous iteration graph associated with f is the directed graph Γ( f )
defined by: the set of vertices is BN ; for all x ∈ BN and
i ∈ J1; NK, the graph Γ( f ) contains an arc from x to F f (i, x).
The relation between Γ( f ) and G f is clear: there exists a
path from x to x0 in Γ( f ) if and only if there exists a strategy s such that the parallel iteration of G f from the initial
point (s, x) reaches the point x0 . Figure 1 presents such an
asynchronous iteration graph. We thus have proven that [3].
Theorem 2. G f is transitive, and thus chaotic according
to Devaney, if and only if Γ( f ) is strongly connected.
This characterization makes it possible to quantify the
 2N
number of functions in C: it is equal to 2N . Then the
study of the topological properties of disorder of these iterative systems has been further investigated, leading to the
following results.
 
Theorem 3. ∀ f ∈ C, Per G f is infinitely countable, G f
is strongly transitive and is chaotic according to Knudsen.
It is thus undecomposable, unstable, and chaotic as defined
by Wiggins.


Theorem 4. X, G f0 is topologically mixing, expansive
(with a constant equal to 1), chaotic as defined by Li and
Yorke, and has a topological entropy and an exponent of
Lyapunov both equal to ln(N).
At this stage, a new kind of iterative systems that only
manipulates integers have been discovered, leading to the
questioning of their computing for security applications. In
order to do so, the possibility of their computation without
any loss of chaotic properties has first been investigated.
These chaotic machines are presented in the next section.

Let us consider a given algorithm. Because it must be
computed one day, it is always possible to translate it as
a Turing machine, and this last machine can be written as
xn+1 = f (xn ) in the following way. Let (w, i, q) be the current configuration of the Turing machine (Figure 2), where
w = ]−ω w(0) . . . w(k)]ω is the paper tape, i is the position of
the tape head, q is used for the state of the machine, and δ
is its transition function (the notations used here are wellknown and widely used). We define f by:
• f (w(0) . . . w(k), i, q) = (w(0) . . . w(i − 1)aw(i +
1)w(k), i + 1, q0 ), if δ(q, w(i)) = (q0 , a, →),
• f (w(0) . . . w(k), i, q) = (w(0) . . . w(i − 1)aw(i +
1)w(k), i − 1, q0 ), if δ(q, w(i)) = (q0 , a, ←).
Thus the Turing machine can be written as an iterate function xn+1 = f (xn ) on a well-defined set X, with x0 as the
initial configuration of the machine. We denote by T (S )
the iterative process of the algorithm S .
Let τ be a topology on X. So the behavior of this dynamical system can be studied to know whether or not the
algorithm is τ-chaotic. Let us now explain how it is possible to have true chaos in a finite state machine.
3.2. Practical Issues
Up to now, most of computer programs presented as
chaotic lose their chaotic properties while computing in the
finite set of machine numbers. The algorithms that have
been presented as chaotic usually act as follows. After having received its initial state, the machine works alone with
no interaction with the outside world. Its outputs only depend on the different states of the machine. The main problem which prevents speaking about chaos in this particular situation is that when a finite state machine reaches the
same internal state twice, the two future evolution are identical. Such a machine always finishes by entering into a cycle while iterating. This highly predictable behavior cannot
be set as chaotic, at least as expressed by Devaney. Some
attempts to define a discrete notion of chaos have been proposed, but they are not completely satisfactory and are less
recognized than the notions evoked in a previous section.
The next stage was then to prove that chaos is possible in finite machine. The two main problems are that:
(1) Chaotic sequences are usually defined in the real line
whereas define real numbers on computers is impossible.
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Figure 3: A chaotic finite-state machine. At each iteration,
a new value is taken from the outside world (S). It is used
by f as input together with the current state (E).
(2) All finite state machines always enter into a cycle when
iterating, and this periodic behavior cannot be stated as
chaotic.
The first problem is disputable, as the shadow lemma
proves that, when considering the sequence xn+1 =
trunck ( f (xn )), where ( f, [0, 1]) is a chaotic dynamical sysb10k xc
is the truncated version of
tem and trunck (x) =
10k
x ∈ R at its k−th digits, then the sequence (xn ) is as close
as possible to a real chaotic orbit. Thus iterating a chaotic
function on floating point numbers does not deflate the
chaotic behavior as much. However, even if this first claim
is not really a problem, we have prevent from any disputation by considering a tool (the chaotic iterations) that only
manipulates integers bounded by N.
The second claim is surprisingly never considered as an
issue when considering the generation of randomness on
computers. However, the stated problem can be solved in
the following way. The computer must generate an output
O computed from its current state E and the current value
of an input S , which changes at each iteration (Figure 3).
Therefore, it is possible that the machine presents the same
state twice, but with two future evolution completely different, depending on the values of the input. By doing so, we
thus obtain a machine with a finite number of states, which
can evolve in infinitely different ways, due to the new values provided by the input at each iteration. Thus such a
machine can behave chaotically.

Definition 2 (Keyed One-Way Hash Function). Let Γ and
Σ be two alphabets, let k ∈ K be a key in a given key space,
let l be a natural numbers which is the length of the output message, and let h : K × Γ+ → Σl be a function that
associates a message in Σl for each pair of key, word in
K × Γ+ . The set of all functions h is partitioned into classes
of functions {hk : k ∈ K} indexed by a key k and such that
hk : Γ+ → Σl is defined by hk (m) = h(k, m), i.e., hk generates a message digest of length l.
Definition 3 (Collision resistance). For a keyed hash function h : Bk × B∗ −→ Bn , define the advantage of an adversary A for finding a collision as


$


k
m , m0
K
←
−
B


:
AdvA = Pr 
0
h(K, m) = h(K, m ) 
(m, m0 ) ← A(K)
(1)
where $ means that the element is pick randomly. The insecurity of h with respect to collision resistance is
InS ech (t) = max {AdvA }
A

when the maximum is taken over all adversaries A with
total running time t.
In other words, an adversary should not be able to find a
collision, that is, two distinct messages m and m0 such that
h(m) = h(m0 ).
Definition 4 (Second-Preimage Resistance). For a keyed
hash function h : Bk × B∗ −→ Bn , define the advantage of
an adversary A for finding a second-preimage as


AdvA (m) = Pr 

$

m , m0
:
$
h(K, m) = h(K, m0 )
m0 ←
− A(K)
K←
− Bk






(3)
The insecurity of h with respect to collision resistance is
(
)
InS ech (t) = max max {AdvA (m)}
(4)
A

4. Application to Hash Functions

(2)

m∈Bk

when the maximum is taken over all adversaries A with
total running time t.

4.1. Definitions
This section is devoted to a concrete realization of such
a finite state chaotic machine in the computer science security field. We will show that, given a secured hash function,
it is possible to realize a post-treatment on the obtained digest using chaotic iterations that preserves the security of
the hash function. Furthermore, if the media to hash is obtained frame by frame from a stream, the resulted hash machine inherits the chaos properties of the chaotic iterations
presented previously. For the interest to add chaos properties to an hash function, among other things regarding
their diffusion and confusion [8], reader is referred to the
following experimental studies: [1, 2, 6].
Let us firstly introduce some definitions.

That is to say, an adversary given a message m should
not be able to find another message m0 such that m , m0
and h(m) = h(m0 ). Let us now give a post-operative mode
that can be applied to a cryptographically secure hash function without loosing the cryptographic properties recalled
above.
Definition 5. Let
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• k1 , k2 , n ∈ N∗ ,
• h : (k, m) ∈ Bk1 × B∗ 7−→ h(k, m) ∈ Bn a keyed hash
function,


• S : k ∈ Bk2 7−→ S (k)i
∈ J1, nKN :
i∈N

– either a cryptographically secure pseudorandom
number generator (PRNG),

Finally, as Hh simply operates chaotic iterations with
strategy S provided at each iterate by the media, we have:

– or, in case of a binary input stream

m =
m0 ||m1 ||m1 || . . . where ∀i, |mi | = n, S (k)i
=
i∈N
 
k
m
.

Theorem 6. In case where the strategy S is the bitwise xor
between a secured PRNG and the input stream, the resulted
hash function Hh is chaotic.

i∈N

• K = Bk1 × Bk2 × N called the key space,
n

5. Conclusion

n

• and f : B −→ B a bijective map.
∗

n

We define the keyed hash function Hh : K × B −→ B by
the following procedure
Inputs: k = (k1 , k2 , n) ∈ K
m ∈ B∗
X = h(k1 , m), or X = h(k1 , m0 ) if m is a stream
Runs:
for i = 1, . . . , n :
X = G f (X, S i )
return X
Hh is thus a chaotic iteration based post-treatment on
the inputted hash function h. The strategy is provided by
a secured PRNG when the machine operates in a vacuum
whereas it is redetermined at each iteration from the input
stream in case of a finite machine open to the outside. By
doing so, we obtain a new hash function Hh with h, and this
new one has a chaotic dependence regarding the inputted
stream.
4.2. Security proofs
The two following lemma are obvious.
Lemma 1. If f : Bn −→ Bn is bijective, then ∀S ∈ J1, nK,
the map G f,S : x ∈ Bn → G f (x, S )1 ∈ Bn is bijective too.
Proof. Let y = (y1 , . . . , yn ) ∈ Bn and S ∈ J1, nK. Thus
G f,S (y1 , . . . , yS −1 , f −1 (yS ), yS +1 , . . . , yn )1 = y.

In this article, the research we have previously done in
the field of truly chaotic finite machines are summarized
and clarified to serve as an introduction to our approach.
This approach consists in considering a specific family of
discrete dynamical systems that iterate on a set having the

form X = P J1, NK N × BN , making it possible to obtain
pure, non degenerated chaos on finite machines. These particular dynamical systems are called chaotic iterations. Our
method consists in considering the left part of X as the tape
of the Turing machine whereas the right part is the state
register of the machine. Chaos implies here that if the initial tape and the initial state are not known exactly, then for
some transition function the evolution of the iterates of the
Turing machine cannot be predicted.
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Abstract – A new approach to construct the measurement
matrix in compressive sensing is proposed. In this
approach, a circulant matrix is first generated by a
modified cat map and a random sequence. Then it is
optimized through solving the problem of sparse
optimization and becomes the measurement matrix used in
compressive sensing. The proposed measurement matrix is
compared with the Bernoulli and chaos-based random
measurement matrices before and after optimization. The
results show that our construction method leads to a higher
reconstruction fidelity.
1. Introduction
According to the Nyquist-Shannon theorem[1], a signal
cannot be exactly recovered from its discrete samples
unless the sampling frequency is at least two times the
highest signal frequency. However, this is not necessary if
some high frequency components are ignored after the
sampled signal has been compressed.
Recently, a new sampling theory called compressive
sensing (CS) was proposed by Candes et al.[2-5] and
Donoho[8] independently. Its principle is that a smaller
measurement matrix can be used to sample a sparse signal
in order to extract the significant information of this
sparse signal only. The exact reconstruction of the sparse
signal is guaranteed if some conditions are satisfied. In
this way, the measurement matrix is far smaller than that
required by the Nyquist-Shannon theorem.
The core of CS is that sampling and compression can
be performed at the same time. The measurement matrix
used in the sampling process needs to be incoherent with
the sparse transform basis of the signal. More formally,
the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) must be satisfied
[6]
. It is well-known that a random matrix is incoherent
with almost any matrices and it satisfies the RIP criterion
with a high probability.
According to the above criteria, various methods for
constructing the measurement matrix have been
suggested. They can be divided into three categories. The
first one includes Bernoulli random measurement
matrix[7-9], very sparse random projection matrix[10], etc.
The elements in these matrices are independent but follow
a certain distribution. Their size is very small but the
computational complexity is high. The second category
consists of the partial Fourier matrix[5,11], non-relevant
measurement matrix[12], etc. These matrices are generated

through extracting the rows of an orthogonal matrix.
These algorithms are faster than those belonging to the
first category. However, they are incoherent with most
sparse signals. The final category includes binary sparse
matrix[13], structurally random matrix[12], chirp
measurement matrix[14], etc. This kind of matrices has a
certain kind of deterministic structure. The time required
for generating the measurement matrix and reconstructing
the original signal is shorter than that of the other two
kinds. However, the quality of the recovered signal is not
satisfactory.
In this paper, an approach for constructing a
measurement matrix having the advantages of those in the
first and the third categories is proposed. In particular, a
circulant matrix satisfying RIP is constructed using a
uniformly-distributed sequence generated by a modified
cat map. Then, the matrix is optimized to enhance the
reconstruction fidelity through solving the sparse
optimization problem.
The main contribution of this work is the establishment
of a connection between CS and the chaotic cat map. The
performance of the suggested approach with and without
optimization is compared with that of Bernoulli and
chaotic measurement matrices on the reconstruction
fidelity. The experimental results justify that the proposed
measurement matrix leads to a better reconstruction than
the other two matrices. This paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, the proposed method for constructing the
measurement matrix is introduced. The approach to
optimize the matrix generated by the modified cat map
and the property of the resultant matrix are analyzed in
Section III. Simulation results are presented in Section IV.
The final section concludes our work.
2. Construction and Optimization of Measurement
Matrix
2.1. Matrix Construction
The classic cat map was proposed by Arnold and
Avez[15]. It has been widely used in image encryption as it
can re-distribute all pixels of the original image to make
the image noise-like and unrecognizable. The cat map is
governed by the following equation:
a   xi 
 xi 1  1
(1)
 y   b ab  1  y  mod n
 i
 i 1  
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where ( xi , yi ) is the coordinate of a pixel in the original
image, ( xi 1 , yi 1 ) is the coordinate of the corresponding
pixel in the encrypted image. The image size is n×n while
a and b are the cat map parameters. The determinant of
a 
1
is 1 to guarantee the property of
the matrix 
b
ab
 1

one-to-one mapping.
Equation (1) suggests that the image is a square one.
However, the measurement matrix used in CS is not a
square matrix. Therefore, the cat map should be modified
in the following way to construct the circulant matrix.
 x 'i 1  1 0   x 'i 
m
(2)
 y '   1 1   y '  mod  n 
 i
 
 i 1  
where ( x 'i , y 'i ) is the coordinate of the original matrix
element, ( x 'i 1 , y 'i 1 ) is its new coordinate. The size of
the measurement matrix is m×n. Equation (2) can be
expressed as
 x 'i 1  x 'i mod m
(3)

 y 'i 1  ( x 'i  y 'i ) mod n
To construct the measurement matrix   R mn , a
source with uniform distribution is chosen to generate a
random sequence Z  z1 , z2 ,, zn  . Then the matrix  is
constructed row-by-row using this sequence.

 z1

 z1
   z1


z
 1

z2
z2
z2

z2

z3  z n 

z3  z n 
z3  z n 

  
z3  zn mn

(4)

After that, the matrix  is permuted by the modified cat
map according to Eq. (3) Then the permuted matrix  is
obtained and the measurement matrix  is constructed by
the following equation
 zn

zn 1
1
1 
        zn  2
p
p 
 
z
 n  m 1

z1
zn
zn 1


z2
z1
zn


zn  m  2

zn  m  3

 zn 1 

 zn  2 
 zn  3 


 
 zn  m mn

(5)

where p is a parameter.
2.2. Matrix Optimization

In CS, the coherence between the measurement matrix
 and the transform basis  determines the sparse
boundary of the given signal, as given by
1
1 
x 0  1 

2  mx 
where x is a sparse matrix and mx is the coherence.

In effective compressive sampling, low coherence leads
to high quality of the reconstructed signal. Therefore, we
reduce the coherence between the measurement matrix
and the transform basis through solving the sparse
optimization problem [16]. The coherence is the value of
the largest elements in the Gram matrix constructed by the
measurement matrix and the transform basis, as defined
by
mx  max i  j ,1i , j  n gij
(7)
where gij is the element on the ith row and the jth column
of the Gram matrix G   T T  .
When the coherence[17-22] is the smallest, it follows
from Eq. (7) that the ideal Gram matrix is an identity
matrix, i.e.,
1  0


G  I   
(8)
0  1


Before the measurement matrix is optimized, the Gram
matrix will be initialized. The gap between the initial
Gram matrix and the identity matrix can be narrowed by
iterations through the unitary constant paradigm. Thus,
the optimization of the initial measurement matrix can be
realized.
However, due to the intrinsic characteristics of the
identity matrix, it is very difficult to make the initial Gram
matrix constantly approximate the identity matrix. It is
necessary to relax the criteria in order to construct a more
reasonable ideal matrix, such as the following one:
 1  g 'n 


(9)
G'      
g'  1 
 n


where G ' is an n×n symmetric matrix and  is the
threshold value such that max i  j g 'ij   .

The procedures for optimizing the measurement matrix
are described as follows. Firstly, the measurement matrix
and the transform basis are utilized to construct the Gram
matrix:
(10)
D  
(11)
G  D 2  DT D .
Secondly, an identity matrix is initialized as a Gram
matrix G ' , which is further updated according to Eq. (12).
 gij ,
if gij  
i, j , i  j : g 'ij  
(12)
   sign( gij ), otherwise
Finally, optimize and update the measurement matrix
 using the criterion stated in Eq. (13).
min G  G '

2
F

(13)

Then we can obtain
 ( k 1)   ( k )   ( k )  ( T T ( k )  ( k )   G ') T (14)

(6)

where  is the iteration step size.
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Through the optimization method, the coherence
between the measurement matrix and the transform basis
can be effectively reduced.
3. Properties of the Measurement Matrix

It is widely known that there are two criteria in
constructing the measurement matrix: RIP and the
incoherence between the measurement matrix and the
transform basis. The original signal x can be reconstructed
using the sparse decomposition algorithm when the
measurement matrix  and the transform basis 
satisfy RIP, as given by
(1   k ) A 2  A 2  (1   k ) A
2

2

2
2

(15)

where  k is an iso-volumetric constant with range
 k  (0,1) and A  x .
However, RIP is difficult to prove and so the
incoherence is put forward. The sparse boundary of the
signal under sampling is determined by the coherence.
The more the non-zero coefficients the sparse matrix  x
contains, the more significant the information content that
the measured signal y possesses. The fidelity of the
reconstructed signal is also higher. According to Eq. (6),
the bigger the sparse boundary of the original signal x, the
less the coherence is.
The range of the coherence  is given by:
  [0,1]
(16)
The measurement matrix constructed by the proposed
method satisfies the two criteria, as determined by  in
the optimization process.

Bernoulli

random

measurement
matrix:
1

1


1
B  R M  N : B (i, j ) 
bij , bij ~  1 1  ;


m
2 2 
Chaotic measurement matrix: use the logistic sequence
to produce Z (d , k , z0 )   zn , zn  d , , zn  kd  and then

construct

the
measurement
matrix
 x0  xm ( n 1) 
2



  , xk  1  2 zn  kd .

m 

 xm 1  xmn 1 
Ten experiments for each of the three kinds of
measurement matrix at different sampling rates have been
conducted. The average Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) value is employed to evaluate the quality of the
reconstructed image. The results before and after
optimization are plotted in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively.

4. Simulation Results

(a)

The proposed method for constructing the measurement
matrix with the modified cat map and a uniformlydistributed source is realized using Matlab. In the
experiment, the 256×256 Lena image is selected as the
test image while Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is
chosen as the sparse transformation. The uniformlydistributed source is employed to generate the random
sequence which is used in the construction of the
measurement matrix. The parameter settings are p=10,
μ=0.2 and β=0.01. Optimization of the measurement
matrix is achieved by the iterative computation. The
signal reconstruction algorithm is Optimal Matching
Pursuit (OMP) which ensures a better reconstruction
performance at a smaller number of iterations.
Moreover, Bernoulli and chaotic measurement matrices
are constructed to compare with the proposed
measurement matrix. According to [2, 23], the general
construction methods for these two measurement matrices
are, respectively,

(b)
Fig. 1 Reconstruction PSNR (dB) for the three types of
measurement matrices (a) before, and (b) after
optimization.

As observed from Fig. 1, the measurement matrix
constructed by the modified cat map results in a higher
PSNR at all sampling rates with and without optimization.
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When the width m of the measurement matrix is 180, the
average time for generating the Bernoulli and chaotic
measurement matrices without optimization are
respectively 8.57s and 7.90s. It takes only 7.29s using our
approach which is shorter than that required by the other
two comparative schemes. These results justify the
superiority of the proposed method.
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Abstract-

The

method

for

constructing

  [3.57, 4] is the control parameter.

piecewise logistic chaotic map is proposed. The
bifurcation

diagram,

Lyapunov

However, the logistic map has inherent

exponent,

problems from the view of cryptography, such as

density distribution and ergodicity of the

uneven density distribution and existence of

piecewise logistic map is given by numeric

weak keys[7]. In this paper, the extend form of

analysis. Simulation results show that the

logistic map, i.e. the piecewise logistic map is

maximum Lyapunov exponent of the piecewise

researched. Some cryptographic properties of

logistic map become larger with the increase of

this chaotic map are described by numeric

the segments. The ergodicity and bifurcation of

analysis. The simulation results show that the

the piecewise logistic map become better when

piecewise logistic map has better cryptographic

more partitions are divided. Although the

performance than the logistic map.

piecewise logistic map still has no uniform

This rest of this paper is organized as follows.

density probability, it can be made up when

Section 2 discusses the piecewise logistic map

iterating the piecewise logistic map with variable

and its cryptographic properties. In Section 3,

control parameters. Therefore, the piecewise

the piecewise logistic map with variable control

logistic maps has better cryptographic properties

parameter is presented, which has better uniform

than the logistic map, which is more suitable to

density probability. Finally, conclusions are

be applied to designing chaotic encryption

drawn in Section 4.

algorithms.
2. The Piecewise Logistic Map
Keywords:

Piecewise

logistic

map;
N=4

Cryptographic properties; Lyapunov exponent;
xn+1

Ergodicity; Density probability
1. Introduction
Recently, the chaotic maps has been widely
applied

to

data

communications

[1-3]

security

and

secure

xn

. The logistic map shown as

Fig. 1 The piecewise logistic map with N = 4

below is one of popular chaotic system used to
design encryption algorithms[4-6].

xn 1 = xn ( 1 xn )

The presented piecewise logistic map is
defined as below:

(1)

where xn is the current state value and
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N  2 N 1
 2
 N （x j - N ）( N -x j ),

1  N 2 （x - N  2 ）( N  1 -x ),
j
j

N
N

parameter and N is the partition number of the
piecewise logistic map. The piecewise logistic

μ

map with N = 4 is illustrated in Fig.1.

μ

Fig. 2 Lyapunov exponents of the piecewise
logistic map

2.1 Lyapunov Exponent
For

dynamical

systems,

the

Lyapunov
Lypunov Exponent

exponent characterizes the velocity of evolution
between two near trajectories. For function xn+1=
f(xn), its Lyapunov exponent λ is calculated as
follows [4]:

1 n 1 df
ln

x  n
dx
i 1

= lim

x  xi

(2)
μ

In Fig.2, the Lyapunov exponents of the

Fig. 3 Lyapunov exponents of the logistic

piecewise logistic map are plotted with respect

chaotic map

to the system parameter μ for different N
Meanwhile, the Lyapunov exponents of the

2.2. Bifurcation Diagram

logistic map is shown in Fig.3.
Based on Figs. 2 and 3, it can be concluded

The bifurcation diagrams of the piecewise

that:(i) Compared with the logistic map, the

logistic map with different segmentations N are

piecewise logistic map has greater Lyapunov

obtained by numeric calculation and shown in

exponent when the control parameter μ is fixed

Fig. 4. Similarly, the bifurcation diagram of

to the same values. (ii) With the increase of

logistic map is shown in Fig. 5. From Figs. 4 and

partition number of the piecewise logistic map,

5, we can see that: (i) The piecewise logistic map

the interval of control parameter μ corresponding

enters the full chaotic state when the control

to positive Lyapunov exponent become wider.

parameter μ is about 2, while μ must be 4 for the

(iii) The maximum Lyapunov exponent of the

logistic map. (ii) The logistic map start to enter

piecewise logistic map is increased with the

chaotic state when μ is greater than 3.57. For the

increase of segments. It means that the orbit of

piecewise logistic map, μ is much smaller than

the piecewise logistic map become more

3.57 when it entering chaotic state.

unstable and its sequence is more complex.
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xn
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μ
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n

Fig. 4 Bifurcation diagram of the piecewise

Fig.6 The distribution of state value of piecewise

logistic map

logistic map
μ=4

xn

xn

xn

μ=3.91

n

n

μ

Fig. 7 The distribution of state value of the

Fig. 5 Bifurcation diagram of the logistic map

logistic map

2.3.Ergodicity
The piecewise logistic map and the logistic
map are iterated when μ is fixed to different
values. Then, the distributions of the chaotic
state values are obtained and shown Figs. 6 and
7, respectively.

Fig. 8 Densityprobability distribution of the

It can be seen from Figs 6 and 7 that the

piecewise logistic map

ergodicity of the piecewise logistic map is better
than that of the logistic map. Moreover, the
ergodictiy of the piecewise logistic map become
better when increasing N.
2.4.Density Probability
The interval [0, 1] is divided into 1000
subintervals. Then, we iterate the piecewise
logistic map with N = 64 for 40,000 times and
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Fig. 9 Densityprobability distribution of the
logistic map

calculate the probability of the state values

densityprobability distribution, the piecewise

appearing in each subintervals. The density

logistic map with variable control parameters is

probability distribution is shown in Fig. 8, which

proposed, which is more suitable to design

is similar to that of the logistic map shown in Fig.

chaos-base encryption scheme.

9. Furthermore, the same result will obtained
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Abstract–By integrating JPEG compression and the
idea of self-adaptive encryption, a self-adaptive encryption
algorithm for JPEG color image is proposed. DC
coefficients and the first sixteen AC coefficients in ZigZag order of JPEG compression are chosen to construct
the corresponding matrixes. Based on chaotic random
sequence, self-adaptive encryption scheme is utilized to
encrypt the coefficient matrixes, and the signs of DC
coefficients are also encrypted to avoid color information
leaking. Experimental results and theoretical analyses
demonstrate that the security of the proposed algorithm
and its performance are both good, and the impact on the
compression is negligible. Furthermore, it is compliant
with JPEG file format.

In the proposed algorithm, Piecewise Linear Chaotic
Map （ PWLCM ） will be utilized. PWLCM with
parameter u is defined as:
 x (k )
x(k )  [0,  )
 
 x (k ) 
x(k  1)  C[ x(k );  ]  
x(k )  [  , 0.5)
0.5 

x(k )  [0.5,1)
C[1  x(k );  ]

(1)
where x(k )  [0, 1], u  (0, 0.5) are the iteration
trajectory value and the current iteration parameter of
PWLCM, respectively. According to the Ref. [4], {x(k )}
is ergodic and uniformly distributed in [0, 1], and the
auto-correlation function of {x(k )} is  -like. The initial
condition
x(0)  [0, 1]
and
initial
parameter
u0  (0, 0.5) of PWLCM are set as the secret key of the
proposed algorithm.
For an image of M  N , let m  M / 8 and n  N / 8 ,
where m  n is the number of the blocks.

K
Ka
K1 , K 2

P

…

……

…

…

……

Fig 1 Flowchart of self-adaptive encryption for color
JPEG
As shown in Fig. 1, the detailed algorithm is as follows:
(1) Utilize the same method in Ref. [5] to extract all the
2nd bits of {xr }, r  1, 2,  , N and form a binary
sequence, which is composed of independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) binary random variables.
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1. Introduction
The traditional encryption method is not suitable for
multimedia image security transmission and storage. In
order to reduce the encrypted data and redundancy, image
encryption of special format gradually becomes a hot
research topic. In this field, the current research
mainstream includes: 1) image encryption integrated with
compression coding; 2) selective image encryption. JPEG
is the most popular image compression standard. Based on
the above ideas, there are already quite a few research
results for JPEG encryption. In Ref. [1], 2-dimensional
Coupled Map Lattices are utilized to generate chaotic
sequence, and the sequence is then used to encrypt DC
coefficients and all the signs of AC coefficients. However,
Ref. [2] has already given an attack method: if all the DC
coefficients are set to be 128, and all the signs of AC
coefficients are set to be positive, the attacker can obtain
the resultant plaintext image. Later, Ref. [3] has also
pointed out its insecurity.
In this paper, by utilizing the self-adaptive encryption
idea, a joint compression and encryption algorithm for
color JPEG image is proposed. The algorithm has the
merits of both the image encryption integrated with
compression coding and the selective image encryption.
The chaotic map with good property is used as the random
sequence generator. The cipher image is with good visual
quality and uniform color distribution. The impact on the
compression is negligible. Furthermore, it is compliant
with JPEG file format.

2. The proposed algorithm

Denote the a floating point number x as
x  0.b1 ( x )b2 ( x) bi ( x) , x  [0,1], bi ( x )  {0,1} (2)
The ith-bit bi ( x) can be expressed as
2i 1

bi ( x )   (1)q 1( q / 2i ) ( x )

(3)

q 1

where t ( x ) is a threshold function which is defined as
0


t ( x)  

1

xt

.

(4)

xt

Set i  2 , a binary sequence B2r  {b2 ( xr )}rN1 (where r
is the length of the sequence and xr is the rth floating
point value) can be obtained.
Extract the first 8 bits as K a , the 9th-72th bits as K1 ,
and the 73th-136th bits as K 2 . K1 and K 2 are further used
as the initial value and parameter of PWLCM to generate
a chaotic sequence P with the length of m  n .
(2) Convert plaintext image to YCbCr color space, and
perform the DCT and quantization process. There are two
quantization tables, the Luminance Quantization Table
(LQT) is for Luminance component ， and the
Chrominance Quantization Table (CQT) is for
Chrominance component. In the process of compression,
the DC coefficients and AC coefficients can be adaptively
encrypted.
(3) For each block, DC coefficients and the first sixteen
AC coefficients in Zig-Zag order of JPEG compression
are chosen to construct the DC coefficient matrix M DC
sized m  n and AC coefficient matrix M AC .sized
m  n  16 , respectively.
(4) According to the keystream K a , M DC and M AC can
be adaptively encrypted. If the key bit is “0”, based on the
sorting result of the upper half of M DC , the lower half of
M DC can be shuffled firstly; then the upper half can be
shuffled based on the sorting result of the lower half.
Similarly, if the key bit is “1”, the left half of M AC can be
shuffled based on the sorting result of the lower half M AC ;
then the right half of M AC can be shuffled based on the
sorting result of the left half of M AC .

(5) K1 and K 2 are further used as the initial value and
parameter of PWLCM to generate a chaotic sequence P
with the length of m  n . The sequence P is used to
encrypt the sign of DC coefficients as follows:
round ( P[i ])  0
 M DC [i ]
M DC [i ]= 
(5)
round ( P[i ])  1
  M DC [i ]
(6) After the above encryption process, the remaining
task is to complete the JPEG coding process.

3. Experimental results
We use USC-SIPI as the test image database, and
implement our algorithm in Matlab. Quality factor Q=85
to get a tradeoff between compression performance and
the quality of images.
3.1 Encryption results
To demonstrate the encryption result, the color image
Baboon is taken as the plain image as shown in Fig. 2(a),
and its encrypted image using our proposed algorithm is
given in Fig. 2(b). It is easy to see that the encrypted
image is noise-like and it doesn’t have any intelligible
information about its plain image in visual. The similar
results are obtained for other test images in USC-SIPI
database.

(a) Baboon
(b) Encrypted Baboon
Fig 2 Results of self-adaptive encryption for color JPEG.
3.2 Compression performance
In our proposed algorithm, the DC and AC coefficients
of each JPEG block is permutated, and the signs of DC
coefficients are changed; however, the values of DC and
AC coefficients are intact. For this reason, the proposed
algorithm has little negative impact on the entropy coding
of JPEG. The file size of compressed images with/without
encryption under different quality factors are plotted in
Fig. 3. It can be found that the compression performance
of our algorithm is very close to that of standard JPEG
compression.
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randomly generated. Then 3000 decrypted images are
obtained using these keys to decrypt the cipher image. The
PSNR values of decrypted images are plotted in Fig. 5,
and we can observe that no matter what the tiny error is,
any change in the secret key will make the quality of
decrypted image extremely low. The sensitivity of the key
sensitivity is thus guaranteed.

Fig 3. File size of compressed images with different
quality factors
3.3 Format compliance
As it has been described in the procedures of our
proposed algorithm, the proposed algorithm only
permutes the position of DC and AC coefficients, and
changes the signs of DC coefficients, it does not interface
with the subsequent entropy coding in JPEG. In the
reconstruction of an image, if the decoder does not have
the correct key, the decoder can still get DCT values, and
can therefore recover the image; except that the recovered
image is unrecognizable. Only with the correct key, the
decoder can recover the plain image exactly. Based on this
fact, the proposed algorithm is format compliant.
4. Security analysis
In this section, we analyze the security of our proposed
algorithm.
4.1 Key sensitivity
Key sensitivity is a basic requirement for a good cipher.
We use chaotic map to generate the keystreams that are
involved in the encryption operations, and the initial
condition and parameter are used as the secret key. It is
well known that chaotic maps are extremely sensitive to
the change of initial condition and system parameter. As
shown in Fig. 4, we take Lena as the plain image, encrypt
it with a secret key, and decrypt the cipher image with a
key of one-bit error. The decrypted image is shown in Fig.
4(b), and it is obvious that tiny error in the secret key can
make the decrypted image totally massive.

(b) Decrypted Lena with 1bit error in key
Fig 4 Key sensitivity test.
To further demonstrate the key sensitivity, 3000 secret
keys which are slightly different with the correct key are
(a) Lena

Fig 5. PSNR of decrypted images with 3000 tiny changed
K
4.2 Key space
The secret key in our proposed algorithm are the initial
condition
x(0)  [0, 1]
and
initial
parameter
u0  (0, 0.5) of PWLCM. The experiments have
demonstrated that even the secret key is changed 10 16 ,
the generated chaotic sequences are totally different; while
the secret key is changed 10 17 , there is no change in the
chaotic sequences. Therefore the key precision is 10 16 .
For the initial condition x(0)  [0, 1] and initial
parameters u0  (0, 0.5) , the key space size will be
1 1016  0.5 1016  2106 .

4.3 Resistance against Known-plaintext attack and
Chosen-plaintext attack
Known-plaintext and Chosen-plaintext attack are
widely used method to attack many image encryption
ciphers. The reason why they can work lies on the fact
that the generation of shuffling parameters depends solely
on the key and has nothing to do with the pending plain
image. As long as the key keeps unchanged, the shuffling
parameters generated are always the same regardless of
different plain images. Consequently, the flaw may arise
from the use of the same key for every plain image.
However, self-adaptive encryption scheme is inherently
immune to both Known-plaintext attack and Chosenplaintext attack. Its whole encryption process establishes
very complicated nonlinear connections with both the
secret key and the pending plain image. In other words,
the shuffling parameters rely on both of them. Since
different plain images correspond to different shuffling
parameters, the base of chosen-plaintext/known-plaintext
attack has been destroyed.
4.4 Resistance against image processing attack
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If image encryption can be regarded as a kind of image
degradation to some extent, then parts of original plain
image may be restored through some image processing
techniques. It is a possible effective attack on image
encryption algorithm. Therefore, it is necessary for us to
investigate whether common image processing techniques
can restore the encrypted image. Since filters are often
utilized to carry out such an attack, we choose four
popular filters to restore the encrypted image. The
restored results are listed in Table 1, where PSNR is Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio, and MSSIM is Mean Structural
Similarity. As can be seen, none of them can make the
encrypted image quality better. Thus, the proposed
encryption algorithm can resist image processing attack.

[3] C. H. Yuen, K. W. Wong, “Chaos-based encryption for
fractal image coding,” Chin. Phys. B. , vol.21, pp. 010502,
2012.
[4] A. Baranousky and D. Daems, “Design of onedimensional chaotic maps with prescribed statistical
properties, ” Int. J. Bifur. Chaos, vol.5 (6), pp. 1585-1598,
1995.
[5] T. Kohda, A. Tsuneda, “Statistics of chaotic binary
sequences”, IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, vol.43, pp. 104112, 1997.

Table 1 PSNR and MSSIM obtained by applying filters on
cipher image
Filters
Mean
Median Wiener
Fuzzy
filter
filter
filter
contrast
enhancement
filter
PSNR(dB) 10.818
9.907
10.975
7.408
MSSIM
0.030
0.021
0.039
0.0103

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a format compliant
self-adaptive encryption algorithm joint with JPEG coding.
In the proposed algorithm, chaotic map is used to generate
keystreams to shuffle the positions of DC and AC
coefficients; the signs of DC coefficients are also
encrypted. Theoretical analysis and experiments both
demonstrate that our proposed algorithm is secure and has
very little impact on the compression performance at the
same time.
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Abstract—A lattice model that supports highly mobile
discrete breathers (DBs) is investigated. In various nonlinear lattices, DBs have mobility. However mobile DBs with
a constant velocity are not always realized. We propose
a symmetric lattice with respect to shifting a displacement
pattern to one lattice spacing. It is shown that DBs in the
proposed symmetric lattices travels much better than those
in Fermi-Past-Ulam (FPU) type lattice from an initial condition with a standing DB with arbitrary perturbations.

2. Symmetric Lattice
Let us consider a N-particle nonlinear lattice system.
H=

N
∑
p2n
+ Φ(q),
2
n=1

(1)

where pn is the linear momentum and Φ(q) is the potential
defined by q = (q1 , q2 , ..., qN ) or positions of particles.
1∑
(qn+1 − qn )4 .
4 n=1
N

Φ(q) =
1. Introduction
Discrete breathers (DBs) or intrinsic localized modes
(ILMs) have extensively attracted in nonlinear physics
since the first report by Sievers and Takeno [1]. DBs are
spatial localized modes that are excited in nonlinear lattices. Recently, observations of DB in various physical systems [2, 3, 4, 5] have been reported. It is also expected that
DBs play critical roles in physical processes such as structure change in crystals [6].
It is usually observed that the DB travels in various lattices. A center of the spatial localization moves from a
lattice site to a neighboring site with vibration frequency
out of phonon band. Although a mobile DB is easily obtained in a numerical simulation, theoretical understanding of mobile DB have not been clarified. Yoshimura has
reported that mobile DBs have finite tail in Fermi-PastaUlam-β (FPU-β) lattice [7]. The finite tail of mobile DBs
has also been reported in nonlinear Klein-Gordon [8] and
Salerno lattice [9].
In Ref.[7], the relation between a symmetry of an interaction potential and existence of the tail of mobile DB has
been pointed out. Moreover it has been reported that the
mobile DB with a arbitrary velocity can be constructed in
a four particle symmetric lattice that corresponds to a four
particle FPU-β lattice [10]. Therefore symmetric lattices
have importance for better understandings of dynamics of
mobile DBs. In the present paper, we propose a symmetric
lattice with N particles. Then we show numerical results of
mobile DB in the proposed symmetric lattice.

(2)

This is the FPU-β lattice without linear interactions. Consider a variable transformation from the physical space {qn }
to the complex normal mode space {Um }
(−1)n
qn = √
N

)
2πm
Um exp i
n.
N
m=−N/2+1
N/2
∑

(

(3)

Since Φ(U) is invariant with respect to a uniform shift,
the total momentum is a first integral. Therefore, we can
assume U N/2 = U̇ N/2 = 0 and neglect them. Substituting (3) into (2), we obtain a potential in terms of U =
(U−N/2+1 , U−N/2+2 , ..., U N/2−1 ),
Φ(U) =
−

1
4N
1
4N

N/2−1
∑

ωi ω j ωk ωl Ui U j Uk Ul ∆(i + j + k + l)

i, j,k,l=−N/2+1
N/2−1
∑

ωi ω j ωk ωl Ui U j Uk Ul

i, j,k,l=−N/2+1

× (∆(i + j + k + l − N) + ∆(i + j + k + l + N)) ,
(4)
(

)

where ωm = 2 cos πm
(m = −N, −N + 1, ..., N/2 − 1).
N
The function ∆(p) is defined as follows,
{
1 if p = 0,
∆(p) =
(5)
0 others.
Let us consider a map Tλ : Um 7→ Um exp (−imλ) with
a real parameter λ. This map with λ = π/N corresponds to
shifting a displacement pattern to one lattice spacing and
reversing the phase in the physical space. The first term
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Figure 1: Strength of connection between d-th neighbor lattice sites. Dashed line indicates the approximated function
bd /b1 = d−2 .
of Eq.(4) is symmetric with respect to the map Tλ . The
second term of Eq.(4), on the other hand, is asymmetric
with respect to the map Tλ .
We define a symmetric lattice that has potential Φ containing only symmetric terms with respect to the map Tλ .
The symmetric lattice can be obtained by eliminating the
asymmetric terms in the potential in terms of {Um } of
Eq.(4). Hamiltonian of the symmetric lattice in terms of
U can be written as
H=

N−1
1 ∑
U̇m U̇−m + Φs (U),
2 m=−N+1

(6)

where
Φs (U) =

1
4N

N/2−1
∑

ωi ω j ωk ωl

i, j,k,l=−N/2+1

×Ui U j Uk Ul ∆(i + j + k + l).

(7)

However, it is diﬃcult to obtain a physically reasonable
lattice in physical space {qn } in general, since inverse transformation of Eq.(3) might reproduce unphysical terms in
{qn }.
Let us consider a following lattice system for even N,
1 ∑∑
bd (qn+d − qn )4 .
4 d=1 n=1
N/2 N

Φl (q) =

(8)

where bd indicates strength of connection between d-th
neighbor lattice sites. We can obtain a physically reasonable type of symmetric lattice for this model by choosing an
appropriate set of {bd } of Eq.(8). Fig. 1 shows the strength
of connection {bd } with various N. In the case of small d,
bd is approximately given by
bd = b1 d−2 .

(9)

It is also found that bN/2 converges a finite value that is
function of N.

Figure 2: Temporal evolution of site energy of perturbed
DB in (a)FPU type lattice (2) and (b)symmetric lattice (8).
3. Numerical Results
We perform numerical simulations of temporal evolution
of a perturbed odd DB in the FPU-type (2) and the symmetric lattice (8) with N=128 as shown in Fig. 2. In the case of
FPU-type lattice, we choose a set of parameters of b1 = 1
and bd = 0 (d , 1). In the case of the symmetric lattice,
we choose a set of parameters of bd , 0 for all indices in
order to eliminate terms in the transformed potential Φl (U)
of Eq. (8), that is asymmetric with respect to map Tλ .
Perturbations are added to momentum of the neighboring sites of the site with the maximum amplitude. It is observed that the kicked DB in the FPU-type lattice looses
its velocity and energy. This is because the mobile DB in
the FPU-type lattice is aﬀected by the discreteness of the
lattice. On the other hand, the kicked DB in the symmetric lattice starts to traveling with a constant velocity. This
result indicates that the proposed model support highly mobile DBs.
4. Conclusion
We propose the lattice model supporting highly mobile
DB by considering symmetry of the interaction potential.
The proposed model has all-to-all connections with a certain connection strength that eliminates asymmetric term
with respect to rotation map in the complex normal mode
coordinate. In numerical simulation, DB in the proposed
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lattice can move with a constant velocity even in the condition that the DB in the FPU lattice looses its velocity and
energy. It is expected that the proposed model is a useful
model for investigation on mobile properties of DBs.
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Abstract—Nonlinear dynamical properties of an acoustic metamaterial are investigated by using a mechanical
model that includes geometrical nonlinearity. We show numerical results of spectral analysis, and temporal evolution
of normal modes. Unstable dynamics that lead strain of
the system and excitation of spatial localized mode are observed.

consists of three mass points, five massless rigid bars, and
two linear springs.
v2y(j)

y
M2(m2)
x
M1

K2(k2)

v2x(j)
v1y(j)
v1x(j)

1. Introduction
Recently, acoustic metamaterials have attracted great interests in material engineering and mechanical engineering.
Acoustic metamaterials are new composite materials which
consist of artificial deep-subwavelength structures and are
expected to be applied to acoustic lens and ”cloking” etc.,
because of their unusual charactristics such as a negative
bulk modulus2 or a negative mass density3 Acoustic metamaterials are also known as locally resonant sonic materials.
Huang and Sun have proposed a mechanical model
with discreteness as an acoustic metamaterial in order to
make a composite material that have unusual characteristics of stiﬀness.1 Their mechanical model shows geomerical nonlinearity which aﬀects the interaction between mass
points and local resonators. In their article[1], its unusual
charactristic such as the eﬀective Young’s modulus which
becomes negative in the particular frequency range was
shown theoretically with linearlizing the equations of motion under assumption that oscillation amplitude of mass
points would be suﬃciently small.
It is well known that nonlinear interactions cause complex dynamics in the system; for example, high-harmonic
modulation, chaostic behavior, and especially in the case
that the system has discrete structure, local vibrations.4
In this study, we construct a mechanical model based on
Huang and Sun’s acoustic metamaterial, and simulate numerically the dynamical property with taking into account
the geometrical nonlinearity in the vibration of large amplitude.
2. Numerical model
We consider an array of N unit structures that are connected along x-axis as shown in Fig. 1. A unit structure

u1(j) K2(k2)
M2(m2)
L

u1(j+1)

Fig. 1: An unit structure.
Equilibrium size of the unit is L and D in x- and ydirection, respectively. The mass point M1 which is shown
as a blue circle in Fig. 1 is connected to other M1 by the linear spring K1 . The mass of M1 is m1 and the spring constant
of K1 is k1 , respectively. M1 is also connected to the vertical rigid bar by two rigid bars of either left and right side.
Because of geometrical symmetry of the unit structure, the
motion of M1 is restricted to x-direction. The mass point
M2 which is shown as a orange circle in Fig. 1 is connected
to the rigid bar which connects M1 and the vertical bar, by
the linear spring K2 . The mass of M2 is m2 and the spring
constant of K2 is k2 , respectively. Therefore, the motion in
the x-direction of M2 is restricted to the center of the unit
structure. Here, u1 is the displacement from its equiriblium
position of M1 , v2x and v2y are that of M2 in x direction and
y direction respectively, v1x and v1y are that of the massless
junctions of K2 with rigid bars in x direction and in y direction respectively. ζ is the angle between x-axis and the
rigid bar which connects M1 and the vertical rigid bar. A
subscript of each variable represents the unit number. Because M2 and K2 are supported by the vertical bar, v1x and
v2x are represents in terms of u1 ,
v1x = v2x =

(n+1)
u(n)
1 + u1
.
2

(1)

Gravity and friction are ignored. In this model, each set of
M2 and K2 is a local resonator.
Equations of motion of M1 and M2 are given as Eq.(2)(4) and Eq.(5), respectively.
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3. Results and discussion
(1)
k1 (u(2)
1 − u1 )

=



(1)
(1)
k2 (v(1)

d2 u(2)
m2  d2 u1
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dt
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−

u(N)
1 )

(N)
k2 (v(N)
2y − v1y )

−

tan ζ (N)

m2

d2 v(n)
2y
dt2

=

We investigate the eﬀect of nonlinearity of the system
on the dynamical of M1 and M2 by numerical simulation
of free vibrations of the system. Numerical integration is
performed by the 4th order Runge-Kutta method. The mechanical structure consists of 100 unit structures, that is
N = 100. Both ends are free. Numerical integration is
performed until T ∗ = 200. Timestep of the numerical integration is ∆T ∗ = 10−4 . We select nondimensional constants as (µ, θ, δ) = (2.0, 2.0, 0.5). The initial displacement
is assigned to M1 and M2 by multiplying the ratio of initial
displacement (Fig.2) by a constant ε, then its amplitude is
tuned by changing the value of ε. Here, the ratio of initial
displacement is given by one of normal modes found in the
linearlized equations of motion.



(N)

d2 u(N+1)
m2  d2 u1
1
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+
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dt2 

(
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Fig. 2: Initial displacement.

(n)
where n = 1, 2 · · · N, n′ = 2, 3 · · · N, and v(n)
are
1y , tan ζ

v(n)
1y = −

D
+
2

( D )2
2

−L

tan ζ (n) =

u(n+1)
1

−
2

u(n)
1
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 u1

− u(n)
1
 ,
− 
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2v(n)
1y + D
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1

−

u(n)
1

+L

.

The results of temporal evolution of displacements of M1
and M2 are showed in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, where ε = 0.001
and 0.06 respectively.

100

(7)
80

Position

v
u
t

By Taylor expansion of Eq.(6) and Eq.(7) in terms of
(n+1)
u( (n)
1 and u1 ) , we obtain both of odd- and even-order terms
u(n+1)
− u(n)
1
1 . This means that equations of motion (2)-(5)
include geometric nonlinearity. By using nondimensional
constants defined in Table 1, we obtain nondimensionalized
Eqs.(2)-(5) and Eqs.(6)-(7).

0
0

µ
δ
θ
η

L/D
k2 /k1
m2 /m1
ω/ω0
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100
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150
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(a) M1
100

80

Position
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40
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Table 1: Definition of parameters.
parameter

60
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40

20

0
0

√
Here, ω0 =
k2 /m2 is the local resonance frequency.
of nondimensional nonlinear terms of
( (n+1) Coeﬃcients
)
u1
− u(n)
are functions of µ.
1

50

100

T*

(b) M2

Fig. 3: Temporal evoluation of displacements (ε = 0.001).
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Figure 5 shows that, though M1 oscillate at almost single
frequency when ε is small, a number of vibrations at diﬀerent frequencies are excited when ε is large. Furthermore, in
Fig. 5(b), large DC component6 is excited when ε = 0.06.
This is considered to be due to that M1 s move toward the
center of the mechanical model.
Next, in order to check whether the shrink of the mechanical morel can occur at other position instead of the
center, we numerically analyze temporal evalution of M1
and M2 by assigning to them an initial displacement as
showed in Fig.6.
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(a) M1
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Fig. 6: An oﬀ-center initial displacement.
Fig. 4: Temporal evoluation of displacements (ε = 0.06).
It is found that as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, although
each mass point oscillates almost around u1 = 0 or v2y = 0
in the case of small ε, the mechanical model shrinks toward its center in the case of large ε. And that shortly after
oscillation amplitude of some M1 near the center of the mechanical model increases, localized oscillation5 of M1 and
vibration with large amplitude of M2 are excited at same
time.
Then, the results of spectral analysis of M1 at the position n = 30 in the case of ε = 0.001 and 0.06 are showed
in Fig. 5.

The results of temporal evoluation of displacements of
M1 and M2 are showed in Fig. 7, where ε = 0.06.
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Fig. 7: Temporal evolution of displacements with the initial
condition as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5: Results of spectral analysis.

It is found that, as shown in Fig. 7, when the amplitude
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of the initial displacement is large and the phase diﬀerences
between neighboring M1 are large, some M1 tend to gather
around the M1 which is assigned with largest initial displacement, and the vibration with relatively large amplitude of M2 is also excited as shown in Fig. 4. This indicated
that the shrink of the mechanical model necessarily occurs
at its center, thus the position of shrink is changeable.
4. Conclusion
We constructed a mechanical model based on an acoustic
metamaterial which contains geometrical nonlinearity; and
numerically simulated the nonlinear dynamical properties
with large amplitude. The results show that the mechanical
model shrinks due to its own nonlinearity, and that the position of shrink can be changed by tuning an proper initial
displacement.
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Abstract—Molecular dynamics study of moving discrete breathers (DBs) in pure vanadium is carried out. The
following properties of the DBs are estimated: the frequency as the function of amplitude, the degree of spatial
localization and the maximum propagation velocity. Interaction of DBs with a vacancy is studied in frame of the
two-dimensional model of crystal with Morse interatomic
potentials.

an ansatz for the initial conditions to excite DBs with hardtype nonlinearity [25].
In the present study, using the ansatz offered in [25] for
setting the initial conditions to excite moving DBs with
hard-type nonlinearity, the properties of DBs in bcc V are
analyzed numerically. The ansatz is also used to simulate
the interaction of DBs with a vacancy in the 2D closepacked crystal with Morse interactions.

1. Introduction

2. Simulation Setup

The works [1, 2] have contributed to the development
of the nonlinear lattice dynamics by discovering that the
large-amplitude, spatially localized vibrational modes can
exist in the absence of the lattice defects. Such modes are
called discrete breathers (DBs) or intrinsic localized modes
[3].
According to a number of experimental [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and
numerical [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20] studies,
crystals can support DBs. In the recent years, the number
of works where DBs are used to explain various physical
effects in crystals has been growing [6, 21, 22, 23, 24].
DBs do not radiate their energy in the form of smallamplitude waves because they vibrate at frequencies outside the phonon spectrum of crystal. DB frequency can
leave the phonon spectrum when its amplitude is sufficiently large because the frequency of a nonlinear oscillator
is amplitude-dependent. There are two types of nonlinearity, the hard-type and the soft-type. In the former (latter)
case the DB frequency increases (decreases) with increase
in its amplitude. In the case of the hard-type nonlinearity
the DB frequency can be above the phonon spectrum. For
the soft-type nonlinearity DBs can exist only if the phonon
spectrum possesses a gap.
Soft type nonlinearity DBs with the frequencies within
the gap have been studied in the crystals with the NaCl
structure [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], in strained graphene and graphene
nanoribbons [17, 18, 19], in graphane [20]. DBs with frequencies above the phonon spectrum have been identified
in Si and Ge [11], in graphene [12], and more recently in
pure metals with fcc lattice (Ni) and bcc lattice (Nb, Fe)
[13, 14]. The latter study has inspired the development of

The simulations are performed using the LAMMPS
package [26, 27] with the embedded atom method (EAM)
interatomic potentials for V [28]. The lattice parameter of
bcc V is equal to a = 3.024Å.
Hard-type nonlinearity DB in monatomic lattices is extended along a close-packed atomic row [25]. In bcc lattice
the close-packed atomic rows have h111i crystallographic
orientation. Taking this into account, the computational
cell in the form of a cuboid is chosen so that the x, y and z
axes are oriented along the h111i, h121i and h101i crystallographic directions, respectively. The size of the computational cell is 130 × 74 × 64Å3 . Total number of atoms in
the computational cell is 45000.
Two-dimensional close packed lattice with the interatomic distance equal to b is considered. Interatomic interactions are described by the classical pairwise Morse potential
U(r) = D(e−2α(r−rm ) − 2e−α(r−rm ) ) ,
(1)
where r is the distance between two atoms, D, α, rm are the
potential parameters. The function U(r) has a minimum
at r = rm , the depth of the potential (the binding energy)
is equal to D and α defines the rigidity of the bond. In
the following, the dimensionless units of time, energy and
distance are used such that D = 1, rm = 1 and the atom
mass is unity. We take α = 5, for which the equilibrium
interatomic distance is b = 0.98813. The cut-off radius is
chosen to be rc = 5.
The computational cells of the 3D bcc lattice of vanadium and the 2D Morse lattice are subjected to the periodic boundary conditions. The microcanonical, or NVE
ensemble, is used, meaning that the system is isolated from
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changes in moles (N), volume (V) and energy (E). The velocity Verlet scheme with the time step of 1 fs is employed
to integrate the equations of atomic motion.
Atoms in a close-packed atomic row with the h111i crystallographic direction oriented along x axis are numbered
by the index n. To excite a moving DB in the close-packed
row of atoms the following ansatz is used [25]
xn (t) = cos[ωt + ϕ0 + δn]Xn0 ,
yn (0) = 0, ẏn (0) = 0,

0.5

Tn , A

(a)

0.4
0.3

V

0.2
0.1

(2)

n
0

where ω is the DB frequency, ϕ0 is the initial phase, δ is the
parameter that defines the phase difference for neighboring
atoms, Xn0 are defined as follows
Xn0
T n0

= (−1)n T n0 + S n0 ,
A
=
,
cosh[β(n − x0 )]

xn,max − xn,min
,
2

0.08
0.04

S n0 =

−B(n − x0 )
, (3)
cosh[γ(n − x0 )]

where A is the DB amplitude, B defines the amplitude of
displacements of the vibration centers of the atoms, β and
γ define the degree of spatial localization of DB, x0 is the
DB initial position. For x0 = 0 the DB is centered on a
lattice site, while for x0 = 1/2 in the middle between two
neighboring lattice sites.
For all atoms in the atomic rows where DB is not excited
we set xn (0) = yn (0) = 0 and ẋn (0) = ẏn (0) = 0.
The DB velocity depends on δ, and for δ = 0 it is equal
to zero.
The functions T n0 and S n0 in (3) describe the amplitudes
and the displacements of the vibration centers of the atoms
at t = 0, respectively. These quantities will be calculated
for each period of DB oscillation as
Tn =

0
0.12

Sn =

xn,max + xn,min
,
2

(4)

where xn,max > 0 and xn,min < 0 are the maximal and minimal values of the (quasi)periodic function xn (t) that describes the motion of nth atom of the close-packed atomic
row.
It should be noted that the ansatz (2), (3) is not an exact
solution to the equations of motion for the considered bcc
crystals. That is why, a part of energy given to the system
at t = 0 is radiated in the form of small-amplitude extended
waves and then a stable and robust moving DB emerges, if
the parameters in (2), (3) are properly chosen.
3. Standing and Moving DBs in V
In Fig. 1 the profile of standing DB in V is presented
by the functions (a) T n and (b) S n (4) at t = 3.5 ps. The
DB is centered in between two neighboring lattice cites by
setting x0 = 1/2 in (3). Other parameters are as follows:
A = 0.35Å, B = 0.14Å, β = 0.7, γ = 0.9, δ = 0. One
can see that in the presented example the DB amplitude
(maximal T n ) is about 0.38Å. Maximal shift of the atoms’
vibration centers, S n , is 0.1Å. DB in V is localized on 6
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Figure 1: Standing DB in V presented by the functions (a)
T n and (b) S n (4) at t = 3.5 ps. The DB is centered in
between two neighboring lattice cites by setting x0 = 1/2
in (3). Other parameters are: A = 0.35Å, B = 0.14Å,
β = 0.7, γ = 0.9, δ = 0.
atoms. It was found that the degree of localization of the
DB does not change much with its amplitude.
DB moving in V is presented in Fig. 2 by the functions
∆xn (t). The DB was excited with the following parameters:
δ = 0.3π, A = 0.45Å, B = 0.14Å, β = 0.7, γ = 0.9. It can
be seen that DB in V demonstrates a robust motion along
the lattice.
In Fig. 3 the frequency of standing DB in V is presented as the function of DB amplitude. The horizontal
line indicates the upper edge of the phonon band for vanadium. It can be seen that the DB frequency is above the
phonon spectrum and it increases with increase in DB amplitude. Vanadium supports DBs in a wide range of amplitudes from 0.25 to 0.55Å.
In Fig. 4 the DB velocity as the function of the parameter δ in the ansatz (2,3) is given for V. Values of the other
parameters are: A = 0.45Å, B = 0.14Å, β = 0.7, γ = 0.9.
Speed of sound for V is 45.6 Å/ps. The maximal DB velocity we could observe is equal to 14.0 Å/ps, which is 0.31 of
the speed of sound.
4. Interaction of DBs with a Vacancy
We now turn to the simulation of the interaction of a
moving DB with a vacancy in 2D Morse crystal.
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Figure 2: Moving DB in V presented by the functions
∆xn (t). The DB was excited with the following parameters:
δ = 0.3π, A = 0.45Å, B = 0.14Å, β = 0.7, γ = 0.9.
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Figure 4: Velocity of DB in V as the function of the parameter δ in the ansatz (2,3). Values of the other parameters
are: A = 0.45Å, B = 0.14Å, β = 0.7, γ = 0.9.
the effect of the velocity of the moving DB on the result
of its interaction with a vacancy. It was shown that if the
DB velocity is less than a threshold value, elastic repulsion
of DB by the vacancy takes place. At higher velocities DB
is destroyed as the result of the collision with the vacancy.
Duration of the interaction of the DB with the vacancy in
all cases is of the order of 102 periods of DB vibration.
The question how DBs influence mechanical and physical properties of metals is yet to be fully answered.

6
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0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

Acknowledgments

Figure 3: Frequency of standing DB in V as the function
of DB amplitude. The upper edge of the phonon band is
shown by the horizontal line.

Two examples of the interaction of the DB with a vacancy are shown in Fig. 5. The functions T n for the closepacked atomic row along which the DB moves are shifted
vertically for different times t j with the interval of ∆t = 5.
Vacancy position is shown by the vertical dashed line. Parameters of the ansatz (2,3) used for setting the initial conditions are the following: (a) A = 0.2565, B = 0.015,
β = γ = 0.25, ω = 19.52, x0 = 1/2, δ = 0.02π; (b) the
same except for δ = 0.04π. Thus, in (a) the DB has velocity two times smaller than in (b). In (a) almost elastic
repulsion of DB from the vacany is observed, while in (b)
the DB is destroyed as a result of interaction with the vacancy. It was found that for DBs initiated with δ ≤ 0.035π
(VDB ≤ 4.51), elastic repulsion of the DB from the vacancy
takes place and for δ > 0.04π (VDB > 5.15) DB is destroyed
by the vacancy.
Conclusions. Molecular dynamics based on the EAM
many-body interatomic potentials was used to study properties of standing and moving DBs in bcc vanadium. It was
found that DBs in V are robust and can move with the velocity equal to 0.31 of the speed of sound.
The molecular dynamics method was also used to study
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Abstract—This study deals with a propagating wave
observed in a bistable oscillator array, consisting of an
LC resonator and a nonlinear conductance. The voltagecurrent characteristic of the nonlinear conductance is described by a fifth-order polynomial function, and this characteristic curve plays a role in the observation of propagating waves. This study performs an examination for
the circuit implementation of the coupled bistable oscillators. By using a circuit simulator, we assume two diﬀerent
nonlinear conductances, and the influence on dynamics of
the propagating waves are investigated. Furthermore, the
simulated characteristics are compared with the numerical
results. In addition, we report experimental observations
of the several propagating waves.
1. Introduction
Intrinsic localized modes (ILMs) in a nonlinear lattice
system has attracted intensive research interest in recent
years [1, 2]. The ILMs are investigated in various lattice
systems numerically and experimentally. The nonlinear
phenomena is assumed to have a wide field of application,
one of which is measuring field using micro-mechanical
cantilever array [2].
It has been known that complex propagating waves,
where a spatio-temporally localized excitation propagates
in one direction with constant speed, emerge in a coupled
bistable oscillator system [3, 4]. The individual oscillator is a simple circuit, which consists of one inductor, one
capacitor, and one nonlinear conductance. These propagating waves have been numerically investigated in detail, especially with regard to their initiating mechanisms.
In addition, the laboratory experiment is also possible,
which allows us to observe propagating waves and compare them with numerical results using standard electrical
instruments and oﬀ-the-shelf components [5]. However,
some of the numerically obtained propagating waves have
not been observed so far.
Addressing the subject, this study is aimed to perform
an examination for the circuit implementation of the coupled bistable oscillators. By using the circuit simulator LTSPICE, we assume two diﬀerent nonlinear conductances,
and the influence on dynamics of the propagating waves
are investigated. Furthermore, the simulated characteristics are compared with the numerical results. In addition,

we report experimental observations of the several propagating waves.
2. Circuit setup
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic circuit diagram of a simple oscillator that is composed of one inductor (L), one
capacitor (C), and one nonlinear conductance (NC). We
assume that the voltage–current (v–iNC ) characteristics of
the NC are given by the fifth-order polynomial
iNC = g1 v − g3 v3 + g5 v5 ,

g1 , g3 , g5 > 0.

(1)

The NC operates as a passive resistor when a low voltage
is applied to the oscillator. This results in a no-oscillation
state (a stable focus). In contrast, when a high initial voltage is applied to C, the NC can produce a limit cycle oscillation. Because this oscillator has two steady-state: a stable focus and a limit cycle, the oscillator is called bistable
oscillator.
In this paper, we assume that the six bistable oscillators
are connected with an inductor (L0 ), as shown in Fig. 1(b).
The circuit equation of Fig. 1(b) is written as
(
)
d2 vk g1
3g3 2 5g5 4 dvk
+
1
−
v
+
v
+
C
g1 k
g1 k dt
dt2
(
)
1
1
1
+
vk −
(vk+1 − vk + vk−1 ) = 0, (2)
LC L0C
L0 C
k = 1, 2, · · · 6 (v0 = v6 , v7 = v1 ).
Substituting

√
√
t = τ/ (1/LC) + (1/L0C), vk = 4 g1 /5g5 xk ,
√
ε ≡ g1 / (C/L) + (C/L0 ), α ≡ L/(L + L0 ),
√
β ≡ 3g3 / 5g1 g5 ,
(· = d/dτ),

(3)

into Eq. (2) yields the following normalized equation:
ẋk = yk ,
ẏk = −ε(1− βxk2 + xk4 )yk
−(1− α)xk + α(xk−1 − 2xk + xk+1 ).

(4)

The parameter ε (> 0) indicates the degree of nonlinearity, whereas α (0 5 α 5 1) is the coupling factor. The
parameter β determines the amplitude of oscillation.
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Figure 1: Six-coupled bistable oscillators in a ring.
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Figure 3: Propagating wave in SPICE simulation.
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Table 1: Minimum and maximum values of L0 in terms of
C for type1 and type2.
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Figure 2: Two diﬀerent characteristic curves for NC.
The green and blue solid curves are called “type1” and
“type2”, respectively.

3. Results
From a viewpoint of circuit design, the voltage–current
characteristic of NC plays a role in observing the propagating waves. First, we assume two diﬀerent NCs, and
investigate the influence on dynamics of the propagating
waves by using LTSPICE. When we adopt one of NCs in
the circuit experiment, it is shown that various propagating
waves coexist.
3.1. SPICE simulation
Figure 2 shows two diﬀerent NCs, which are obtained
using LTSPICE. The two distinct characteristic curves are
realized by changing the resistor values and the number
of diodes in NC. The actual circuit for one of NCs is
shown in [5]. We call two distinct NCs (the green and the
blue curves) type1 and type2, respectively. In the following SPICE simulations, we use the same initial voltages
such that v1 = 0.1V, v2 = 0.05 V, and the other vk = 0.
With both Type1 and type2, a propagating wave can be
observed in the SPICE simulations when the element values are set appropriately. Figure 3 shows the time series

type1
L0s [mH]
L0l [mH]
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3
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3
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4
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4
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4
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4
21
4
22
4
23
4
25
4
26

of each voltage vk , k = 1, 2, . . . , 6, where the elements
L0 = 20 mH and C = 14 nF with Type1 are used. Table 1 gives the values of L0 at which a propagating wave
emerges (L0l ) and disappears (L0s ) as a function of C 1 . The
diﬀerence (L0l − L0s ) represents a existing regime of propagating wave phenomena. Comparing both cases where
type1 and type2 are used, respectively, the existing regime
of type1 is wider than that of type2. For C > 30nF, the
value of L0l becomes larger.
To investigate the initiating points of the propagating
waves in detail, we will compare the SPICE simulations
with the numerical results of Eq.(4). Following the literatures [3, 4], a propagating wave emerges near a local (Pitch-fork; PF) bifurcation point of a limit cycle 2 .
1 Though there coexist several types of propagating waves, the type of
the solutions is not identified at present.
2 More precisely, a propagating wave comes from a global bifurcation
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Figure 6: Experimentally obtained propagating wave (C =
15nF and L0 = 14.3mH).
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Figure 5: Experimentally measured voltage-current characteristics of the nonlinear conductance, and the fitting
curves of Eq. (4) for three values of β.

The exact parameter values of the PF bifurcation point
are numerically obtained using the procedure proposed by
Kawakami [6], and we draw the two-parameter bifurcation diagram for three values of β using BUNKI. Note that
the parameter β in Eq.(4) determines the voltage–current
characteristic of NC. In addition, we calculate the parameter set (ε, α) using Eq. (3) from the values of C and L0l in
Table 1, and the simulated results of type1 and type2 are
superimposed in the numerical results, as shown in Fig. 4.
The simulated line of type1 is consistent with the result for
β = 3.25. In contrast, the simulated line of type2 is away
from the numerical results for the three values of β.
3.2. Laboratory experiment
In this section, we concentrate on type1, and we investigate the propagating waves in the circuit experiments.
point, which is near the PF bifurcation point.

The experimentally measured curve of type1 and the characteristic curve obtained from Eq.(4) for three values of β
are superimposed in Fig. 5. Though, at first glance, the
measured curve of type1 agrees with the fit for β = 3.3,
the simulated dynamics of the coupled oscillator system
is consistent with the case of β = 3.25 as discussed in
Sec.3.1. Therefore, it is considered that the voltage value
of a breading point of the characteristic curve plays an important role in the observation of the propagating waves.
Figure 6 shows the experimental results using C = 15nF
and L0 = 14.3mH, where the time series of the voltages
vk , the trajectory on the v1 –v2 plane, and 3D plot of |vk |
are shown, respectively. It is clear that the quasi-periodic
waves, which propagate in the oscillator array with constant speed, exists. When we assume β = 3.25, the corresponding parameter values are ε = 0.342 and α = 0.123.
It is remarkable that the qualitatively similar result is observed with the parameter set, as shown in Fig.7 (where
Initial conditions are x1 = −0.7, x2 = −0.1, x3 = 0.1, x4 =
−0.1, x5 = −1.0, x6 = 0.6, y1 = 0.2, y2 = −0.1, y3 =
0.0, y4 = −0.2, y5 = 0.3, and y6 = 1.8). In our previous work [5], we distinguished various propagating waves
by comparing the trajectories on the phase planes. Although we failed to experimentally observe the propagating wave in the literature, we succeed in observing
the propagating wave in the circuit experiment by using
the slightly diﬀerent NC. Moreover, Fig. 8 shows another propagating wave that is experimentally observed
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Figure 7: Numerical results corresponding to the propagating wave in Fig. 6 (α = 0.123, β = 3.25, and ε =
0.342).

with the same parameter set. The associated numerical
results can also be obtained (with the initial conditions:
x1 = 2.0, x2 = 0.5, x3 = 0.1, x4 = 0.2, x5 = 0.9, x6 =
−2.2, y1 = 1.8, y2 = −0.3, y3 = y4 = 0.3, y5 = −2.3, and
y6 = 0.4), though no numerical results are presented due
to space limitations.
4. Conclusions
This study performed an examination for the circuit implementation of the coupled bistable oscillators. By using
a circuit simulator, we assumeed two diﬀerent nonlinear
conductances, and the influence on dynamics of the propagating waves were investigated. Furthermore, the simulated characteristics were compared with the numerical results. In addition, we reported experimental observations
of the several propagating waves.
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Abstract– Localized oscillations in finite mass-spring
chains driven sinusoidally at one end with the other fixed
are studied numerically. The restoring force between
neighbouring masses is assumed to be given by a
piecewise-linear function of relative displacement and is
anti-symmetric with respect to equilibrium point. Linear
damping proportional to the velocity of the mass is taken
into account. The mass at one end is forced to be displaced
in the direction of the chains at a frequency slightly above
the cut-off frequency of the linearized system. As the
amplitude is large, localized oscillations are excited
intermittently at the driving end and propagated down the
chain at a constant speed.
1. Introduction
It is now known that the intrinsic localized modes
(ILMs) or the discrete breathers (DBs) are generic in
spatially periodic, discrete and nonlinear systems (see, for
example [1-5].) It is also known that the moving ILMs can
be excited numerically in a spatially semi-infinite system
driven at one end sinusoidally at a frequency in a linear
stopping band above the passing band [6-10].
In this paper, we consider finite mass-spring chains and
study numerically forced oscillations at one end. Here it is
assumed that all masses and springs are identical and the
spring constant changes for a displacement greater than a
threshold one. In other words, the restoring force is given

by a piecewise-linear function of displacement and antisymmetric with respect to equilibrium point (Fig. 1). This
model may be regarded as a simple and good
approximation to the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam model of beta
type [11]. The linear damping is included in every chain.
One end of the chains is forced to be displaced
longitudinally and sinusoidally, where the other is fixed.
We verify the existence of ILMs and study condition for
excitation of ILMs and their properties by solving initial
and boundary-value problems.
2. Numerical Analysis
Dynamical behaviors of the chains are described by N
equations of motion for the masses and two boundary
conditions. As is well known, there are N eignefrequecies
in the linearized system, which lie below the cut-off
frequency [11]. Letting the mass at one end be driven at a
frequency above the cut-off frequency, we solve the
equations of motions including the linear damping by the
Runge-Kutta method.
The driving frequency is taken to be slightly higher
than the cut-off one. It is found numerically that while the
driving amplitude is small, the oscillations are evanescent
and confined near the end (Fig. 2). As the driving

force

equilibrium point
displacement

Figure 1: A piecewise linear force-displacement
relation.

Figure 2: Spatial and temporal profile of the displacement
confined near the driver due to the evanescent oscillations.
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amplitude is larger and the displacement exceeds the
threshold one at which the spring constant changes, the
localized oscillations are excited intermittently at the
driving end and propagated down the system at a constant
speed (Fig. 3). When they hit the other end, they are
reflected and propagated back and forth in the system,
subject to nonlinear interactions between them (Figs. 4
and 5). The FFTs show that the frequencies of the
oscillations lie in the linear stopping band. In this respect,
the oscillations may be regarded as the moving ILMs.

Figure 5: Interaction between
oscillations (blowup of Fig. 3).

two

localized

3. Conclusions

Figure 3: Spatial and temporal profile of the
displacement in the mobile ILMs where localized
oscillations are excited at the driver and are propagated
down the system and reflected at the fixed end, subject
to interactions each other.

Excitation and propagation of moving ILMs in the
forced oscillations of the finite mass-spring chains with
the restoring force which is a piecewise-linear function of
the displacement have been examined numerically. No
ILMs are generated if the displacement of the mass next to
the driving end is smaller than the threshold one. In this
respect, the present model is different from the FPU-
model, but it may be interesting to compare the ILMs in
both cases and find differences, if any.
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Figure 4: Reflection of the localized oscillations at the
fixed end (blowup of Fig. 3).
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Abstract—In recent years, a new rhythm synchronization has been reported. The generalization of the function
for receptors in the Dictyostelium by a nonlinear coupled
oscillators realizes the synchronization. After that, this
phenomena were investigated qualitatively by the averaging method. However, a relationship between synchronization modes and bifurcation phenomena has not been studied. In this paper, we feature van der Pol equation into
Nagano’s model, and investigate bifurcation phenomena of
the periodic solution and classify synchronization modes.
We show bifurcation diagrams and some typical attractors.

As a result, we have got a bifurcation diagram explaining
synchronization modes of the system.
2. Bifurcation analysis
The coupled van der Pol oscillators are expressed by the
following equations. They are the similar as that has been
used in the paper [7],[8] and [11] .
 dx
j



= y j = X j (x j , y j ),



 dt




dy j



= −ω2j x j + ϵ(1 − x2j )y j = Y j (x j , y j ),
dt

1. Introduction
A synchronization is a research field that has been studied for many years and many research results[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
have been reported . Synchronization is observed everywhere, e.g., population luminescence of fireflies in nature
or the workings of the human body such as brain waves.
Then, in these years, new and very powerful synchronization method has been found from the internal dynamics of
Dictyostelium[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Chemical substance called
cAMP is secreted into extracellular to communicate between cells when Dictyosteliums are aggregated. However,
aggregation of Dictyosteliums with each other is in time of
starvation, and Dictyostelium try to save as much as possible cAMP. Thus, biological sensors to adjust the concentration of cAMP in Dictyostelium, called receptors, determine the concentration of extracellular cAMP. Receptors
stop production of cAMP when concentration of extracellular is too high. Furthermore, receptors promote production of cAMP when concentration of extracellular is too
low. In that way, receptors have been adjusted to a suitable
concentration of cAMP. This function of receptors causes
synchronization between cells. And, This synchronization
is formulated as follows[7][8]:
∑
dx j
dy j
xl , y j ),
= X j (x j , y j ),
= Y j (x j + γ j
dt
dt
l

(1)

where j = 1, 2, . . . , N is the number of coupled cells, P j is
product concentration of cell j and R j is receptor activity.
In addition, γ > 0 is a coupling factor. This formulation is
a nonlinear coupling between oscillators.
In this paper, we apply two van der Pol oscillators into X j
and Y j in Eq. (1), and investigate bifurcation phenomena.

(2)

where ω j is the fundamental frequency of j-th oscillators,
ϵ > 0 is nonlinearity. The equations that two van der Pol
oscillators by nonlinear coupled are expressed by the following equations corresponding to Eq. (1).


















































dx1
= y1 ,
dt
dy1
= −ω21 {x1 + γ(x1 + x2 )}
dt
+ϵ[1 − {x1 + γ(x1 + x2 )}2 ]y1 ,
dx2
= y2 ,
dt
dy2
= −ω22 {x2 + γ(x1 + x2 )}
dt
+ϵ[1 − {x2 + γ(x1 + x2 )}2 ]y2 .

(3)

From now, we will explain the procedure of bifurcation analysis. Firstly, we consider an n-dimensional autonomous system described as Eq. (4).
dx
= f (x, λ), t ∈ R, x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Rn
dt

(4)

where λ is a parameter. The solution of Eq. 4 is described
as follows:
x(t) = φ(t, x0 , λ), x(0) = x0 = φ(0, x0 , λ)

(5)

Assume that Eq. (4) has a limit cycle with the period L.
Then, the Poincaré section is defined as follows:
Π = {x ∈ Rn | q(x) = 0} , q : Rn → R, x 7→ q(x).
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Figure 1: Bifurcation diagram of nonlinear coupled van der Pol oscillators
A condition of a periodic solution can be defined as follows:
φ(L, x0 , λ) − x0 = 0.

diagram of Fig. 1. A typical fish hook structure is found in
Fig. 2.

(7)

0.6

Second, we consider the condition that local bifurcations
occur. Since it occurs when the magnitude of multiplier
is unity, we obtain multiplier. Characteristic equation for
obtaining multiplier is as follows.
(
)
∂φ
χ(µ) = det
(8)
− µI = 0
∂x0 t=L

0.55
0.5

G

I

0.45

where µ is a multiplier. ∂φ/∂x0 of Eq. (8) is a Jacobian
matrix obtained by numerical integration of the variational
equation from the initial value. Bifurcations can be computed by solving a two-point boundary value problem composed by coalition Eq. (7) and Eq. (8). Local bifurcation
phenomena are tangent bifurcation, period-doubling bifurcation and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation.
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3. Numerical
We will show results of bifurcation analysis. Figure 1 is
the bifurcation diagram of nonlinear coupled oscillators Eq.
(3). Solid lines are tangent bifurcations(G), dotted lines are
period-doubling bifurcations(I) and long dashed lines are
Neimark-Sacker bifurcation(NS). Figure 2 is the enlarged

Figure 2: Fish hook structure
Figure 3–5 show attractors at (a)–(l) in Fig. 1. Figure 3
shows attractors at (a)–(d) which are ϵ = 1.0. It is considered that the attractor in Fig. 3(a) has a tendency toward the
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(a)γ = 1.0

(b)γ = 0.68

(i)γ = 1.0

(j)γ = 0.5

(c)γ = 0.5

(d)γ = 0.2

(k)γ = 0.22

(l)γ = 0.12

Figure 5: Attractors(ω1 = 0.9, ω2 = 1.6, ϵ = 3.0)

Figure 3: Attractors(ω1 = 0.9, ω2 = 1.6, ϵ = 1.0)

(e)γ = 1.0

(f)γ = 0.6

in-phase synchronization. If the parameter γ varies from
(a) to (d), attractor shows the change in the anti-phase synchronization from the in-phase one. Figure 4 shows attractors at points(e)–(h) in Fig. 1. Changes in attractors of Fig.
4 are similar to that of Fig. 3. However, changes in attractor
begin with smaller values of ϵ than Fig. 3. Figure 5 shows
attractors at points(i)–(l) in Fig. 1. As with Fig. 4, changes
in attractors of Fig. 5 is similar to that of Fig. 3. However,
change is observed from the value of the smaller ϵ than
Fig. 4. It can be concluded from the above observations
that when the nonlinearity ϵ is increased, a coupling factor
γ is shown a tendency toward the in-phase synchronization in smaller value. In order to estimate quantitatively the
tendency toward the synchronization mode, we study the
correlation coeﬃcient of each others oscillators. The correlation coeﬃcient takes a real value and ranges from −1 to
1, and can quantized the relationship of two waves. There
is a positive and negative correlation if this value is close to
1 and −1, respectively. Also, the correlation is weak when
it is close to 0. The correlation coeﬃcient is shown as following:
n
∑
(xi − x)(yi − y)
i=1

(g)γ = 0.35

,
√ n
√ n
∑
∑
2
2
(xi − x)
(yi − y)

(h)γ = 0.18

i=1

Figure 4: Attractors(ω1 = 0.9, ω2 = 1.6, ϵ = 2.0)

(9)

i=1

where x and y are arithmetic means of each x and y. In this
paper, we obtain a correlation coeﬃcient of x1 and x2 .
Figure 6 shows the correlation coeﬃcient by varying γ.
Weak negative correlation is observed when γ is small,
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but strong positive correlation is observed when γ is large.
Thus, it can be said that attractor is changed to the in-phase
synchronization from the anti-phase synchronization when
γ is increased. In addition, if strong positive correlation is
appeared quickly if value of ϵ is increased.
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Abstract—Power electronic DC/AC converters play an
important role in modern power supply technology. As parameters are varied, such converters may display a variety
of unusual phenomena caused by the interaction of two internal oscillatory modes (the ramp cycle and the external sinusoidal reference signal). In this paper we consider a nonautonomous piecewise-smooth map describing the behavior of a DC/AC power converter. The dynamics of the map
are investigated using a one-dimensional autonomous stroboscopic map. We discuss a new type of complex dynamics in which chaotic oscillations appear through an unusual
sequence of border collision bifurcations, differently from
a well-known direct transition from a stable fixed point to
chaos.
1. Introduction
Power electronic DC/AC converters (also known as inverters) [1, 2] provide AC power from a DC source. Converters of this type are used in backup systems for sensitive computers or hospital equipment and as so-called
grid-tie inverters to convert low voltage DC power from
a solar panel into AC power. Further applications of such
converters include uninterruptible power supplies (UPS),
active filters, flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS),
voltage compensators, to list a few [1]. By contrast to
DC/DC converters where the constant reference signal only
changes in response to variations in the operational conditions, a DC/AC converter requires a sinusoidal reference
signal that besides the amplitude of the desired output voltage (or current) also prescribes the frequency and phase of
this output. This form of external forcing introduces an
additional source of interaction between the low frequency
power mode and the high frequency switching cycle, and
this interaction gives birth to a variety of unusual nonlinear
dynamic phenomena, including for example the recently
reported phase synchronized quasiperiodicity [3, 4, 5].
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate some
of the unusual cascades of border collision bifurcations that
are involved in the transitions from stable period-1 dynamics to chaos in a single-phase pulse-width modulated Hbridge inverter.

2. Non-autonomous piecewise-smooth map
The dynamics of our single-phase H-bridge inverter
may be represented by the following non-autonomous
piecewise-smooth 1D map:
xk+1 = F(xk , k),

k = 0, 1, 2, ...

(1)

with


FL (xk ) = eλ (xk + 1) + 1,





if xk 6 s−k ;







 FM (xk ) = eλ (xk − 1) + 2eλ(1−zk ) − 1,
F(xk , k) = 


if s−k < xk < s+k ;







FR (xk ) = eλ (xk − 1) − 1,




if xk > s+k ,
!
2πk
P
q
±
,
s±k = cos
Γ
m
αΓ
!
2πk
αΓ
1
zk = α cos
−
xk + .
m
2P
2

(2a)

(2b)
(2c)

A detailed description of the inverter circuit, the functioning of the inverter, and its areas of application can be found
in [5, 6]. Here, one can also find an explanation of the
model equations and the description of the method used to
derive the map (1).
The (dimensionless) dynamic variable x is the normalized load current and k = 1, 2, ... represents the normalized
discrete time variable. Hereby xk denotes the value of the
dynamic variable x at the discrete time k (switching time),
and the auxiliary variable zk ∈ [0, 1] represents the relative
pulse duration in the kth ramp cycle.
The parameter λ = −1/τ∗ is defined by the time constant
τ∗ of the converter filter, normalized relative to the ramp period. The parameter P controls the amplitude of the ramp
function, q represents the normalized amplitude of the sinusoidal reference signal. The parameter α is an amplification constant and Γ is the normalized input voltage to the
inverter.
The value m = T/a is referred to as the frequency modulation ratio, where a and T denote, respectively, the ramp
period and the period of the reference sinusoidal signal. It
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is worth to emphasize that the value of m influences directly the quality of the output sinusoidal signal. To obtain
an output signal with a low-distortion, it is necessary to use
a high value of m.
The normal operational regime for DC/AC converters is
the stable period-1 dynamics. Under normal operation, sufficiently low-distortion for the output signal can usually be
achieved through the choice of parameters for the output
filter (value of τ∗ ) or the feedback corrector. However, increasing the value of the corrector feedback gain α in order
to attain a more accurate control may lead to loss of stability for the period-1 mode and to the appearance of subharmonic or chaotic oscillations. Such dynamics leads to
distortions of the output signal.
In the following simulations we have chosen P = 20.0;
q = 40.0; λ = −0.2; m = 100. The corrector gain factor
α and the normalized input voltage Γ are used as the main
control parameters: α > 0, 25.0 < Γ < 60.0.
3. Autonomous stroboscopic map
Clearly, the non-autonomous 1D map (1) can easily be
transformed into a 2D autonomous map. Moreover, as the
cosine function in Eq. (2) is m-periodic, for any x the equality
F(x, k) = F(x, k + m)

Figure 1: Bifurcation structure of the (α, Γ)-parameter
plane of map (3). The stability domain of the fixed point
and the domain of chaotic dynamics are denoted by Π1 and
Π∞ , respectively. The bifurcation diagram along the horizontal line marked at Γ = 36 is shown in Fig. 2. The
functions f m at the parameter values marked with A – F
are shown in Figs. 3(a) – (f), respectively.

is satisfied. Therefore, the mth iterate
xk+1 = f m (xk )
= F(F(. . . F(F(xk , 0), 1) . . . ), m − 2), m − 1)

(3)

represents a 1D stroboscopic map for the 2D autonomous
variant of map (1) which completely reflects the dynamics
of map (1).
To understand the properties of map (3) it is worth noticing that for each fixed k ∈ {0, . . . , m−1} the function F(x, k)
is a continuous piecewise-smooth bimodal function. On the
two outer partitions (i.e. for xk 6 s−k and for xk > s+k ) the
function f is defined by linearly increasing branches FL ,
FR , whereas on the middle partition, i.e. for s−k < xk < s+k it
has a non-linear decreasing branch FM . As the function f m
results from iterated applications of continuous piecewisesmooth functions F(x, k), k = 0, . . . , m − 1, it represents a
continuous piecewise-smooth function as well. However,
the number of border points of f m may be very high. Indeed, these border points are given by the border points s±k ,
k = 0, . . . , m−1 of F and by their preimages. Therefore, depending on other parameters, the number of border points
of this map may grow exponentially with increasing m.
Note that the stable period-1 dynamics corresponding to
the normal operational regime of the considered class of
converter systems is represented in map (3) by a stable
fixed point. Accordingly, our goal is reduced now to the
investigation of the stability domains of the fixed points of
map (3) and in particular of its boundary.

4. Bifurcation structure
Fig. 1 shows an example of the bifurcation structure that
can be observed in the (α, Γ)-parameter plane of map (3).
The most striking feature of this figure is the unusual form
of the boundary between the stability domain of the fixed
point Π1 and the domain of chaotic dynamics Π∞ . Indeed,
a direct transition from a stable fixed point to chaos via
a border collision bifurcation is a well-known phenomenon
in piecewise-smooth systems. Still, the questions arise why
the boundary between Π1 and Π∞ has such a frayed shape
and which the bifurcations are that cause this structure.
In order to examine these questions let us consider a 1D
bifurcation diagram showing the transition from Π1 to Π∞ .
An example for such a diagram is illustrated in Fig. 2. In
this diagram, three zones can clearly be distinguished.
(i) In the left part of the bifurcation diagram the fixed point
is stable. As already mentioned, this corresponds to the desired dynamics of the converter.
(ii) In the right part of the bifurcation diagram the map
shows chaotic behavior. Clearly, for the modeled converter
this mode of operation is not acceptable.
(iii) In the middle part of the bifurcation diagram, the attractor of the map is still given by a stable fixed point.
However, the location of this fixed point in the phase space
is strongly dependent on the parameter which is clearly reflected in the oscillations of the bifurcation diagram. For
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2: Transition from a stable fixed point to chaos
via a cascade of border collision bifurcations. Rectangles
marked in (a) are drawn enlarged in (b) and (c). Stable fixed
points are shown red, unstable fixed points blue, chaotic attractors green. The functions f m at the parameter values
marked in (a) with A – F are shown in Figs. 3(a) – (f), respectively. Γ = 36.

increasing α these oscillations become more and more
strong so that in a practical situation a small fluctuation of
the parameters leads to a significant change of the output
signal. Hence, the dynamics is not robust in this parameter
region.
As one can see in the the enlargement shown in Fig. 2(b),
in extended parameter ranges the only asymptotic dynamics of map (3) is given by a stable fixed point. However, this
fixed point undergoes a sequence of bifurcations causing
it to oscillate in an irregular manner in dependency on α.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2(c), for increasing α the fixed
point can be destabilized and eventually restabilized again.
When the fixed point is unstable, other attractors of map (3)
appear, in particular chaotic. The question is now, which
mechanism leads to these phenomena.
To explain the observed cascades of bifurcations let us
consider how the shape of the function f m changes when
the parameters are varied along a path which leads from
Π1 to Π∞ . An example corresponding to the bifurcation
diagram shown in Fig. 2 is illustrated in Fig. 3. As one
can see, for increasing α the function moves upwards, but
this movement is marginal. The main effect of the increasing α is the decrease of the distance between the border
points of f m . Note that far away from the boundary between Π1 and Π∞ (see Fig. 3(a)) the complete portion of
the phase space shown in Fig. 3 contains only one branch
of f m . Hereby the slope of this branch is close to zero.1
For increasing α, the distance between the border points of
f m decreases (see Fig. 3(b)), so that the fixed point moves
from one branch of f m to the next one. Therefore, the bifurcations forming the cascades described above are border
collision bifurcations. Clearly, as long as the slopes of the
branches, to which the fixed point belongs before and after the bifurcations, do not exceed one in modulus, these
border collisions are not associated with a loss of stability
of the fixed point (accordingly, we can not observe them in
Fig. 1). Following the wide-spread terminology [7], these
bifurcations are referred to as persistence border collisions.
Accordingly, we classify the oscillations of the stable fixed
point which are clearly visible in the bifurcation diagram
(see Fig. 2) as cascades of persistence border collisions.
With increasing α, as the border points of f m move
closer to each other, it may also happen that the slopes of
some of the branches of f m exceed one in modulus, while
the slope of other branches are still less that one in modulus (see Figs. 3(c) and (d)). For simplicity, we denote the
branches of first kind as stable and of the second ones as
unstable. In this case, as the fixed point reaches an unstable branch, it is momentary destabilized, but eventually,
for further increasing values of α it reaches a stable branch
and is restablized again, as shown in Fig. 2(c). As long
as the fixed point belongs to an unstable branch, the map
1 Speaking rigorously, the term “slope” can not be applied to branches
of f m , as they are given by nonlinear functions. Still, for simplicity of
the exposition we use this term, as at the considered parameter values the
branches of f m are almost linear.
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5. Conclusion

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The paper has presented an example of a new type of
complex dynamics in a power electronic DC/AC converter,
caused by the presence of two internal oscillatory modes
(the ramp cycle and the external reference signal). We considered a model of a single-phase H-bridge inverter with
pulse-width modulated control. The behavior of this inverter is described by a non-autonomous piecewise-smooth
map. The normal operational regime for such converters is
the regime of stable period-1 dynamics, corresponding to a
stable fixed point of the one-dimensional autonomous stroboscopic map (3). We have shown that, under variation of
the parameters, this stable fixed point undergoes an unusual
sequence of border collision bifurcations that gives birth to
different forms of chaotic dynamics. The observed bifurcation phenomena differ essentially from the well-known direct transition from a stable fixed point to chaos frequently
occurring in piecewise-smooth maps.
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Abstract—Electronic pacemakers play an important
role in the treatment of bradyarrhythmia. Recently, different strategies to initiate pacemaker activity by genetic
modiﬁcation of ionic currents across the cell membrane
were developed. These new approaches are called biological pacemaker (BP) engineering. Recent studies on the
creation of the BP using mathematical cell models have
revealed the mechanism of induction of pacemaker activity and pacemaking current. However, these studies have
used the models of a guinea pig ventricular myocyte. In
this paper, we use the reduced ten Tusscher-Noble-NoblePanﬁlov (TNNP) model of human ventricular myocytes.
We analyze the bifurcation structure of the model by varying conductances of ion channels, and examine the method
to create a BP. The results show that the human ventricular
myocytes can be converted to cardiac pacemaker by suppression of the inward rectiﬁer potassium current.

Since the Hodgkin–Huxley equations [2] were published
in 1962, various mathematical cell models have been developed [3]. Since it is diﬃcult to analyze the dynamics
of membrane potential variations only by physiological experiments, mathematical cell models have been applied to
the studies on the BPs. Recent studies on the BPs using
cardiac cell models have reveled the mechanism of induction of pacemaker activity [4, 5]. However, these studies
have used the models of a guinea pig ventricular myocyte.
This paper uses the reduced version of the ten Tusscher–
Noble–Noble–Panﬁlov (TNNP) model [6] of a human ventricular myocyte, which is described by the nonlinear ordinary diﬀerential equations with nine variables. We investigate the bifurcation structure of the reduced TNNP model
by varying conductances of ion channels and examine the
eﬀect of ionic currents on the pacemaker activity.
2. Reduced ten Tusscher–Noble–Noble–Panﬁlov Model

1. Introduction
A heart plays a physiological role as the pump for the
blood circulation by repeating contractions and relaxations
regularly. These periodic motions are controlled by electrical signals (action potentials) generated in the sinoatrial
nodeɼwhich is a physiological pacemaker of the heart.
Generation of the action potential is related to various ion
channels in the cell membrane.
In biological cells, the diﬀerence of the ionic concentration between inside and outside of the cells makes the difference of electrical potential (membrane potential). In the
cell membrane, there are various ion channels which open
and close depending on the membrane potential. Various
ions move inwards or outwards the cell membrane through
the ionic channels, as a result, action potential is generated.
If the rhythm of sinoatrial node is disrupted by aging
or a variety of cardiovascular disorders, the heartbeat can
become too slow (bradyarrhythmia). In that case, the implantation of electronic cardiac pacemaker is required. Recently, the new strategies to initiate pacemaker function
by genetic modiﬁcation of ionic currents have developed.
These pacemakers are called biological pacemakers (BPs).
Physiological experiments have demonstrated that spontaneous action potential is induced by suppressing a speciﬁc
ionic current (IK1 ) in the guinea pig ventricular cells [1].

The reduced TNNP model is a human ventricular cell
model described by the Hodgkin–Huxley-type equations
with nine variables. The variation of membrane potential
V (mV) is described by
dV
1
(Istim + INa + ICaL + Ito + IKr + IKs + IK1
=−
dt
Cm
+ INaCa + INaK + IpCa + IpK + IbNa + IbCa )
(1)
where Cm (μF/cm2 ) is the membrane capacitance, Istim is
the externally applied stimulus current, INa , ICaL , Ito , IKr ,
IKs , IK1 , INaCa , INaK , IpCa , IpK , IbNa and IbCa are the ionic
currents. These currents are given by the following equations:
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INa = cNaGNa m3 h j(V − ENa )
ICaL = cCaLGCaL d∞ f1 f2 (V − 60)
Ito = ctoGto r∞ s(V − EK )

[K+ ]o
IKr = cKrGKr
xr1 xr2∞ (V − EK )
5.4
2
IKs = cKsGKs xs (V − EKs )

[K+ ]o
IK1 = cK1GK1
xK1∞ (V − EK )
5.4

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
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and contributes to the upstroke of the membrane potential
(depolarization). Then, the outward currents (denoted by
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Figure 1: Temporal variation of membrane potential and
ionic currents in a standard condition.
INaCa = kNaCa
·

eγV F/RT [Na+ ]3i [Ca2+ ]o − e(γ−1)V F/RT [Na+ ]3o [Ca2+ ]i · 2.5
3
(KmNai
+ [Na+ ]3o )(KmCa + [Ca]o )(1 + ksat e(γ−1)V F/RT )
(8)

INaK

PNaK [K+ ]o [Na+ ]i
=
([K+ ]o + KmK )([Na+ ]i + KmNa )
1
·
(1 + 0.1245e−0.1V F/RT + 0.0353e−V F/RT )
[Ca2+ ]i
KpCa + [Ca2+ ]i
V − EK
= cpKGpK
1 + e(25−V)/5.98
= cbNaGbNa (V − ENa )

(9)

IpCa = cpCaGpCa

(10)

IpK

(11)

IbNa

IbCa = cbCaGbCa (V − ECa )

(12)
(13)

where GNa , GCaL , Gto , GKr , GKs , GK1 , GpCa , GpK , GbNa
and GbCa (mS/cm2 ) are the maximum conductances of ion
channels. For the simplicity of bifurcation analyses, we
have introduced the coeﬃcients of the maximum conductances cNa , cCaL , cto , cKr , cKs , cK1 , cpCa , cpK , cbNa and cbCa
whose standard values are 1.0. m, h, j, f1 , f2 , xr1 , xs and s
are the gating variables, which express opening and closing
dynamics of ion channels. Temporal variations of gating
variables are described by
dχ
1
= (χ∞ − χ), (χ = m, h, j, f1 , f2 , xr1 , xs , s)
dt
τχ

(14)

where τχ and χ∞ are the time constant and the steady-state
value of the gating variable, respectively. For more details,
see the reference [6].
Figure 1 shows the waveforms of membrane potential
and ionic currents in a standard condition. The peaks of INa ,
Ito and ICaL are about −420 μA/cm2 , 18 μA/cm2 and −13
μA/cm2 , which are omitted in Fig. 1. When the ventricular
cells receive the external electrical signals, the inward current (denoted by negative values) INa is increased sharply

3. One-Parameter Bifurcation Analysis
The variation of parameters in nonlinear diﬀerential
equations induces qualitative changes of solutions: bifurcations. In this section, we reveal the bifurcation structure
of the reduced TNNP model and examine the method to
initiate the pacemaking activity. This paper uses the bifurcation analysis software AUTO [7] for the analysis of the
reduced TNNP model.
3.1. The Inward Rectiﬁer Potassium Current IK1
Figure 2(a) shows the one-parameter bifurcation diagram, where the conductance coeﬃcient of the inward rectiﬁer potassium current cK1 is the bifurcation parameter.
The mambrane potential V in the steady state was plotted for each value of cK1 in the diagram. The solid and
broken curves show stable and unstable equilibrium points,
respectively. The red curve shows the maximum values of
stable periodic solutions. The bifurcation points of Hopf,
saddle-node, period-doubling, and homoclinic bifurcations
are denoted by HB, SN, PD and HC, respectively. Periods
of periodic solutions are also shown in the diagram.
In the standard condition (cK1 = 1.0), a stable equilibrium point corresponding to the resting potential exists
(Fig. 2(e)). The stability of equilibrium points changes at
the Hopf bifurcation, and the stable periodic solutions are
generated. The periodic solutions change their stabilities at
PD1 and PD2, and disappear with inﬁnitely large periods at
HC. For each value of cK1 between HB and PD1 or between
PD2 and HC, a stable periodic solution exists. As cK1 is increased, the period of periodic solutions increases and its
amplitude also increases. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show typical waveforms of membrane potentials corresponding to
the periodic solutions. In the left side of HB or in the right
side of SN1, only equilibrium points exist. In both cases,
the membrane potentials converge to the stable equilibrium
points, but the values of equilibrium points are much different (Fig. 2(b) and 2(e)).
Figure 2 shows that spontaneous action potentials are
generated as the inward rectiﬁer potassium current IK1 is
decreased from the standard value. This result corresponds
to the Miake’s physiological experiment [1] on the guinue
pig ventricular cells, although Fig. 2(a) was obtained using
the model of human ventricular cells.
3.2. Ionic Currents during the Pacemaker Activity
Figure 3(a) shows the waveform of the spontaneous action potentials generated by suppression of IK1 , and Figs.
3(b)–3(d) are the waveforms of ionic currents. The value
of cK1 is 0.01.
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Figure 3: Ionic currents during the pacemaker activity
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Figure 2: One-parameter bifurcation diagram as for the bifurcation parameter cK1
Pacemaker activity is initiated by slow depolarization
generated by IbNa , IbCa (background currents) and INaCa
which exchanges calcium and sodium to maintain the
homeostasis of ionic concentration. In intact cells, these
inward currents are balanced with the outward IK1 current
and the resting potential is stable. In the BP cell, absence
of balancing IK1 causes slow depolarization which leads
to the generation of a spontaneous action potential. When
V reaches about −60 mV, INa is activated and accelerates
depolarization. In the BP cell, INa becomes much smaller,
which contributes to the fast upstroke in the standard condition. As the membrane potential is increased, inward INaCa
decreases and ICaL is gradually activated, which depolarizes the membrane potential. At the end of slow depolarization, ICaL is fully activated and contributes to the subsequent upstroke and the plateau of the action potential. The
potassium currents Ito , IpK , IKs , IKr are activated in turn and
decrease the membrane potential as with the case of the
standard condition.
4. Two-Parameter Bifurcation Analysis
The bifurcation points in the one-parameter bifurcation
diagram such as Fig. 2(a) are changed by the variation of
other parameter values. In this section, we vary two conductance coeﬃcients (cK1 and another) simultaneously as
the bifurcation parameters to investigate the eﬀects of various ionic currents on the pacemaking activity of the BP
cells.

0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
cK1

Figure 4: Two-parameter bifurcation diagram as for the two
bifurcation parameters cK1 and cKs
4.1. The Inward Rectiﬁer Potassium Current IK1 and
the Slow Delayed Rectiﬁer Current IKs
Figure 4 shows the two parameter bifurcation diagram,
where cK1 and cKs are the bifurcation parameters. The ﬁgure shows the loci of the Hopf bifurcation and the saddlenode bifurcation (bifurcation curves), and the loci of periodic solutions with speciﬁc periods which are shown in
Fig. 2(a). The loci of periodic solutions represent the contour lines of the periods. The solid and broken contour
curves denote stable and unstable periodic orbits, respectively. When cKs is ﬁxed to 1.0 and cK1 is varied, the oneparameter bifurcation diagram Fig. 2(a) can be obtained.
The bifurcation curve of HB is almost parallel to the horizontal axis, although two bifurcation curves of SN are almost parallel to the vertical axis and overlap each other.
The periodic solutions exist in the upper side of the HB
curve. When cKs takes the value between 1.0 and 2.5, the
periods of periodic solutions become longer as cKs is increased. As cKs is further increased, the periods of periodic solutions become shorter, and then, gradually become
constant. On the other hand, when cKs is decreased from
the standard value 1.0, the contour lines of the periods approach each other and the periodic solutions become unstable. These results show that the variation of the IKs current
can change the period of the spontaneous pacemaking of
the BP. A similar diagram have been obtained by the twoparameter bifurcation analysis as for cK1 and cKr , which is
not shown in this paper.
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Figure 6: Two-parameter bifurcation diagram as for the two
bifurcation parameters cK1 and cNa
4.2. The Inward Rectiﬁer Potassium Current IK1 and
the Plateau Calcium Current IpCa
Figure 5 is the two-parameter bifurcation diagram as
for two bifurcation parameters cK1 and cpCa . The contour
curves of the periods run to the upper left and diverge each
other as cpCa is increased. The periods of periodic solutions
become longer while cpCa is increased from the standard
value. This shows the variation of IpCa has also strong effects of changing periods on the pacemaker activity of the
BP.
4.3. The Inward Rectiﬁer Potassium Current IK1 and
the Fast Sodium Current INa
The two-parameter bifurcation diagram as for the parameters cK1 and cNa is shown in Fig. 6. The bifurcation points
and the period of periodic solutions change little as cNa
is varied. We have also examined another two-parameter
bifurcation diagram, where the bifurcation parameters are
cK1 and cto . The bifurcation points and the period did not
change by the variation of cto , either. This shows INa and
Ito have little eﬀect on the period of the spontaneous pacemaking of the BP.
5. Conclusion
We have investigated the method to create the biological
pacemaker based on the bifurcation analysis of the reduced
TNNP model, which is a human ventricular cell model.
At ﬁrst, we have examined the one-parameter bifurcation
structure, changing the conductance coeﬃcients of ionic
currents as the bifurcation parameters. It has been conﬁrmed that the pacemaker activity is induced by the suppression of the inward rectiﬁer potassium current IK1 . The

spontaneous action potential is initiated by the slow depolarization generated by inward currents INaCa , IbNa and IbCa .
This result corresponds to the preceding studies on the BPs
using the guinea pig ventricular cells.
Second, we have varied the two conductance coeﬃcients
simultaneously as the bifurcation parameters to investigate
the eﬀects of ionic currents on the spontaneous pacemaking. The periods of the spontaneous action potentials induced by the suppression of IK1 can be changed by the
variation of other ionic currents IKs , IKr , IpCa . On the other
hand, INa and Ito have little eﬀect on the pacemaking of the
BP.
This study gives more detailed and quantitative perspective on the creation of a human BP cell by using a mathematical cell model. Since the reduced TNNP model considers a simpliﬁed situation where some variables are ﬁxed to
be constant, it is necessary to analyze more detailed models
and compare with these results as a future work.
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Abstract—In this paper the hyperjerk dynamics
and the corresponding jerk functions for well known
hyperchaotic circuits are presented. In particular, it
is shown that the hyperjerk dynamics can not be obtained for each circuit variables, moreover it can not
be obtained for all the variables of particular circuits.
1. Introduction
Chaos and hyperchaos are widely studied in the literature. Recently, particular attention has been devoted to the study on a particular class of such a type
of circuits: the hyperjerk dynamical systems [1]. Our
attention is focused in this paper to the hyperjerk with
hyperchaotic dynamics. In fact, even if hyperjerk systems showing hyperchaotic dynamics have been studied [2], the derivation of hyperjerk form for the classical
hyperchaotic systems has not been investigated.
The hyperjerk dynamical systems are emerging as
the simplest class of dynamical systems with hyperchaotic behavior. In this paper, we review the hyperjerk form of hyperchaotic dynamics of some classical
hyperchaotic circuits showing that for some of them,
even if the hyperjerk form can be achieved it is possible
to do it only with respect to some variables, while for
other circuits the hyperjerk form does not exist with
respect to any state variable.
In particular, the Rossler system [3], the Lorenz system [4], the Lü system [5], and the Chen circuit [6] have
been analyzed and the derivation of the corresponding
possible hyperjerk forms considered. It will shown that
hyperjerk dynamics can be obtained in the ﬁrst three
cases, while for the hyperchaotic Chen circuit can not
be derived. In fact even if starting from a diﬀerential
equation of degree n, a system with n state variables
can always be derived, in general the viceversa is not
true.
Furthermore, a fundamental aspect in chaotic and
hyperchaotic systems is also addressed, i.e. the synchronization of a pair of hyperjerk systems [7, 8, 9].
Aim of this paper is also to propose a strategy for synchronization which exploits the particular structure of
an hyperjerk system.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 the hyperjerk form od some hyperchaotic dynamical system
are roported. In Sec. 3 the synchronization of hyperjerk has been studied. Moreover in the conclusive
remarks some results on deriving hyperjerk forms will

be emphasized in order to propose a general synchronization approach.
2. Hyperjerk form for hyperchaotic circuits
In this section the main hyperchaotic systems reported in the literature will be studied. In particular,
it has been studied the possibility of deriving the hyperjerk form for four canonical hyperchaotic circuits.
In principle, considering fourth-order dynamical systems, four diﬀerent hyperjerk forms can be obtained
from each system, consisting in the following fourthorder diﬀerential equation:
...
....
X = f (X , Ẍ, Ẋ, X)

(1)

where X is the generic state variable and f is a nonlinear function of the other derivatives of the same state
variable.
2.1. Rossler hyperchaotic system
The hyperchaotic extension of the well-known
Rossler oscillator is described by the following dynamical equations:
ẋ = −y − z
ẏ = x + ay + w
ż = b + xz
ẇ = −cz + dw

(2)

where a = 0.25, b = 3, c = 0.5, and d = 0.05 are
parameter values for which an hyperchaotic behavior
can be observed. We ﬁrst try to derive an hyperjerk form of the type (1) for state variable x. Let
us start from the ﬁrst equation of (2), from which
we can derive z = −y − ẋ. The strategy is to operate successive diﬀerentiation with respect to time
of the ﬁrst equation of (2) and derive the other two
state variable as a function of x and its derivatives.
Hence, diﬀerentiating the ﬁrst equation once we obtain ẍ = −ẏ − ż = −x − ay − w − b + xy + xẋ from
which we derive w = −ẍ − x − ay − b + xy + xẋ, differentiating
the same equation twice we derive y =
...
x +(1+(a+d)x+c−x2 )ẋ−(a+d−x)ẍ+(b−d)x−ab−db
. Finally,
x2 +ẋ−(a+d)x+ad−c
the hyperjerk form can be achieved with a further differentiation obtaining
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ẋ = a(y − x) + w
....
x = (x + ay + w)(x2 + ẋ − (a + d)x + ad − c)
ẏ = −xz + cy
(6)
+y(ẍ + 2xẋ − (a + d)ẋ) + (2xẋ − (a + d)ẋ + b − d)ẋ
ż = xy − bz
...
2
−(1 + c + (a + d)x − x )ẍ − ẋẍ + (a + d − x) x
ẇ = xz + dw
(3)
in which y, z, and w can be substituted with the ex- where a = 36, b = 3, c = 20, and d = 1.3 are the
parameter values corresponding to an hyperchaotic atpressions derived above.
Following the same procedure, the hyperjerk forms tractor. The procedure to derive the hyperjerk forms
with respect to all the other three state variables can is the same as described before and can be applied
to the derivation of the two hyperjerk forms with rebe found.
spect to x and y. The ﬁrst hyperjerk form is here
reported starting from the ﬁrst equation, from which
2.2. Lorenz hyperchaotic system
we derive w = ẋ − ay + ax. Diﬀerentiating once we
The hyperchaotic formulation of the Lorenz system have ẍ = (−ax + ac − ad)y − (a − d)ẋ + dx + xz from
ẋ−dx−xz
is governed by the following set of equations:
which y = ẍ+(a−d)
. Diﬀerentiating twice we
ac−ad−ax
...
2
x
get
=
y(−a
ẋ
+
ax
−
acx
− (ac − ad)ẋ + ac2 − acd +
ẋ = a(y − x) + w
2
x ) − (a − d)ẍ + dẋ − bxz + xż from which z can be
ẏ = rx − y − xz
(4) derived, and the hyperjerk form can be found with a
ż = xy − bz
further derivation of the ﬁrst of Eqs. (6).
ẇ = dw − βxz
where a = 10, r = 28, b = 8/3, d = 1.7, β = 1 are
parameter values for which hyperchaos arises.
From the ﬁrst equation of (4 we derive w = ẋ − ay +
ax. Diﬀerentiating the ﬁrst equation and substituting
w, and ẏ and ẇ as in Eqs. (4) we have ẍ = (ar+da)x−
a(1 + d)y − (a + β)xz + (d − a)ẋ, from which y can be
derived. Diﬀerentiating two times the ﬁrst equation
of (4 and substituting w, y and ẏ, ẇ and ż we obtain
...
x = (d−a−1)ẍ+(ar+da+d−a)ẋ+(da−adr)x−(β −
a+β 2
ad − b(a + β))xz − (a + β)ẋz − a+ad
x (−ẍ + (d − a)ẋ +

2.4. Chen hyperchaotic system
Finally, let us consider the case of the hyperchaotic
Chen system, which represent a slight modiﬁcation of
the Lorenz system. In particular, the three nonlinearities of the system are three diﬀerent cross-product
between state variable:
ẋ = a(y − x) + w
ẏ = dx − xz + cy
ż = xy − bz
ẇ = yz + rw

2

3
(ar + da)x) + (a+β)
The third state variable can
a+ad x z. ...
be easily derived as z = [ x + (d − a − 1)ẍ + (ar + da +
a+β 2
d − a)ẋ + (da − adr)x − a+ad
x (−ẍ + (d − a)ẋ + (ar +
2

3
da)x)]/[(β − ad − b(a + β))x + (a + β)ẋ − (a+β)
a+ad x ].
Hence, the hyperjerk form of the Lorenz hyperchaotic
system can be written as

...
....
x = (d − a − 1) x + (ar + da + d − a)ẍ+
+(da − adr)ẋ − (β − ad − b(a + β))·
·[ẋz + x(xy − bz)] − (a + β)(ẍz + ẋ(xy − bz))−
a+β
− a+ad
[2xẋ(−ẍ + (ar + da)x + (d − a)ẋ)+
...
+x2 (− x + (ar + da)ẋ + (d − a)ẍ)]+
2
2
3
+ (a+β)
a+ad [3x ẋz + x (xy − bz)]
(5)
The same procedure leads to the hyperjerk form for
the Lorenz system with respect to y. However, it is not
possible to derive the hyperjerk form with respect to
z and w. This is due to the fact that neither from the
third equation nor from the fourth, a linear expression
for the other state variables can not be derived.
2.3. Lü hyperchaotic system
The Lü system is governed by the following dynamical equations:

(7)

where a = 35, b = 3, c = 12, d = 7, and r = 0.1.
The presence of three diﬀerent nonlinearities prevent
the possibility of reaching any hyperjerk.
3. Hyperjerk synchronization remarks
Even if classical schemes of synchronization can be
used for hyperjerk systems, the study of observedbased synchronization here will be investigated. Moreover, in order to evaluate a simple scheme the possibility of synchronizing two of them by stabilizing the linear part of the hyperjerk form will be studied. For the
hyperjerk systems introduced in the previous section
a linear observer can not achieve the synchronization
while for the hyperjerk system it is possible.
Let us consider, a general hyperjerk form with respect to a given state variable and rewrite it as a set
of four ﬁrst-order nonlinear diﬀerential equations:
ẋ1
ẋ2
ẋ3
ẋ4
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= x2
= x3
= x4
= a0 x1 + a1 x2 + a2 x3 + a3 x4 + g(x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 )
(8)

where g is a nonlinear function. The state matrix A
of the linear part of system in Eqs. (11) can be easily
derived as:


0
1
0
0
 0
0
1
0 

A=
 0
0
0
1 
−a0 −a1 −a2 −a3

3
2

x2

1

A strategy based on the deﬁnition of an observer for
the linear part can be easily implemented acting on
the eigenvalues of matrix A. Stabilizing matrix A, the
observer can be written as:

0
−1
−2
−3
−2

−1

0
x1

x̂˙ 1
x̂˙ 2
x̂˙ 3
x̂˙ 4

1

2

0

x4

= x2
= x3
= x4
= −x1 − x2 − ax3 − x41 x4

0
−5
5

(10)

where a = 3.6 is the single bifurcation parameter, can
be rewritten as follows:
ẋ1
ẋ2
ẋ3
ẋ4

x2

....
...
x + x4 x + aẍ + ẋ + x = 0

x3

x1

x1 (slave)

= x̂2 + k1 e
(a)
= x̂3 + k2 e
= x̂4 + k3 e
2
= a0 x̂1 + a1 x̂2 + a2 x̂3 + a3 x̂4 + g(x̂1 , x̂2 , x̂3 , x̂4 ) + k4 e
(9)
1
where k1 , k2 , k3 , and k4 are observer gains and e =
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 − x̂1 − x̂2 − x̂3 − x̂4 is the fed-back
0
error.
However the onset of a synchronous behavior can be
achieved only in particular cases. If we consider the
−1
hyperjerk form reported for the Lorenz hyperchaotic
system, in fact, the state matrix of the linear part can
−2
−2
−1
0
1
2
be written as:
x1 (master)


0 1
0
0
(b)
 0 0
1
0 


A=
0 0
0
1 
Figure 1: Synchronization of two snap hyperchaotic
0 459 −288.7 9.3
systems using the observer-based approach: (a) hyk = perchaotic attractor and (b) synchronization plot.
[ but stabilizing it with a gain vector
]
−0.1344 46.8852 −26.9273 −0.5236
the observer does not converge to a stable synchronous solution.
It is worth noticing that considering an hyperchaotic
system originally written in hyperjerk form, namely
5
the hyperchaotic snap system [1], the strategy based
0
on the observer reveals its eﬀectiveness. In fact, given
−5
the following hyperjerk form:
5

(11)

The state matrix of the linear part can
be
stabilized using a gain vector
k
=
[
]
5.0000 5.4545 2.7879 −3.2424
and a stable synchronous behavior can be observed as shown
in Figs. 1 and 2.

−5
10
0
−10
0

5

10

15
Time [s]

20

25

30

Figure 2: Synchronization of two snap hyperchaotic
systems using the observer-based approach: temporal
evolution of the four state variables.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper hyperjerk forms of classical hyperchaotic systems are introduced. Moreover a study on
the synchronization of hyperjerk forms has been proposed showing that exploiting the particular characteristic of the jerk form allows to deﬁne a strategy
based on linear observer. It is shown that numerical
evidences allow to postulate that this strategy, based
on the stabilization of the linear part of the jerk form,
is suitable only for hyperchaotic systems originally expressed in hyperjerk form.
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Abstract—Some complex nonlinear phenomena have
reported on the coupled chaotic system included double
scroll family. It is considered that investigating bifurcation
structures of the system is extremely important to clarify
high-order complex nonlinear phenomena. In this study,
we investigate bifurcation structures on two coupled cubic maps which belongs to double scroll family. By carrying out computation, bifurcation curves and basins are
obtained.
1. Introduction
Chaotic phenomena observed on large-scale coupled
chaotic systems have been attracted attentions in various
science fields since it can be regarded as models of real
physical system. For instance, chaos phenomena have been
reported in engineering, biology, economics, astronomy
and so on. Therefore investigation of chaotic system on
high-order chaotic systems are very important to grasp essentials of the complex phenomena observed in natural system. On the other hand, some chaotic system generate
multi-scroll attractor [1]. Complex nonlinear phenomena
have reported in chaotic system which belongs to multiscroll family. Moreover, the relationships between bifurcation structure and synchronization phenomena have reported [2] [3]. Therefore investigating bifurcation structures of multi-scroll family is useful to clarify complex
nonlinear phenomena.
In this study, we investigate bifurcation structure and
basins in a coupled cubic maps which generates double
scroll attractor. By carrying out computation, complex bifurcation curves can be obtained. Be based on the bifurcation curves, we investigate the basins of multistability of
fixed point. This paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we propose coupled cubic maps. In Section 3, bifurcation curves on the system are investigated. Be based on
Section 3, multistability of fixed point are shown. Finally,

Section 4 concludes this work.
2. Coupled Cubic Map
In this study, we use a cubic map as the one-dimensional
subsystem in the coupled chaotic system. A cubic map
used in this study is described as:
x(n + 1) = ax(n)(1 − x(n)2 ).

(1)

Figure 1 shows chaotic orbit which can be observed in the
system described with Eq. (1). The attractors are classified with colors. One-parameter bifurcation diagram and
the Lyapunov exponent of the cubic map is obtained as
shown in Fig. 2. By increasing the parameter a, pitchfork
bifurcation and flip bifurcation can be observed in the onedimensional map. The cubic map shown in Fig. 1 is cou-
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Figure 1:

Chaotic orbit observed in a cubic map.

(1)

(2)

Figure 2: (1) One-parameter bifurcation diagram. (2) The Lyapunov exponent. Horizontal axis: a.

Figure 3: Parameter bifurcation diagram corresponds to the
pitchfork bifurcation. Blue, green and black lines show stable node, saddle and unstable node respectively. ε = 0.3.

respectively. Figure 4 (a) shows a representation of the
parameter plane and its enlargement. Each colored part
shows the existence of stable cycle. In the figure some
discontinuous boundaries of bifurcation are observed. The
phenomena are caused due to multistability behaviors and
Neı̈mark-Sacker bifurcation. Diﬀerent attractors can coexist, depending on the choice of diﬀerent initial conditions in
a certain parameter region. Figure 4 (b) shows bifurcation
curves corresponding to pitchfork bifurcation curves and
flip bifurcation curves of order 2 and 4 cycles which can be
derived with the eigenvalue of Jacobian matrix. The bifurcation curves regarding order 2 and 4 cycles are obtained
analytically and given by:
Λ̄12(0) : a(ε) = 1

pled with the scheme of GCM which is described as:
xi (n + 1) = (1 − ε) f [xi (n)] +
i = 1, 2

2
ε ∑
f [x j (n)]
N j=1

1
ε−1
1ε+2
Λ̄32(0) : a(ε) = −
2ε−1
Λ12 : a(ε) = 2
Λ̄22(0) : a(ε) = −

(2)

where ε ∈ [0 : 1] is the coupling intensity. Then, the map
T is described as:

ε


x1 (n + 1) = (1 − )ax1 (n)(1 − x1 (n)2 )



2


ε


2

ax
+

2 (n)(1 − x2 (n) )


2
T = 
(3)

ε
2


x
(n
+
1)
=
(1
−
)ax
(n)(1
−
x
(n)
)
2
2
2



2


ε

2


+
ax

1 (n)(1 − x1 (n) )
2

Λ32
Λ42
Λ52
Λ62
Λ14

3. Bifurcation
In this section, bifurcations are investigated with respect
to parameter plane (a, ε). In the map T, pitchfork bifurcations of supercritical case and subcritical case are coexisting as shown in Fig. 3. Blue, green and black lines
are corresponding to stable node, saddle and unstable node

1 3ε − 4
2 ε−1
√
0.25ε − 0.5 − 0.25 25ε2 − 36ε + 36
: a(ε) =
ε−1
1ε−4
: a(ε) =
2ε−1
2
: a(ε) = −
ε−1
√
1 16 − 2ε2 + 4ε
: a(ε) =
2√
ε−1
: a(ε) = 5
√
1 18ε2 − 36ε + 20
: a(ε) = −
2 √
ε−1
1 20 − 4ε − 2ε2
: a(ε) = −
2√
ε−1
5
: a(ε) = −
ε−1

Λ22 : a(ε) = −

Λ24
Λ34
Λ44
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(4)

(a)

6

Λ2
5

Λ2

4

Λ4
Λ

3

Λ4

4
2

3

Λ2

4

Λ4
1

2

Λ4

Λ2

(b)

3

6

Λ4
Λ

Λ

2
4

Λ2

1
2

5

Λ2

3

Λ (2)0
Λ

4

2
(2)0

Λ

Λ2

2
4

1

1

Λ (2)0

Λ4
3

Λ2
2

Λ2

(1)

(2)

Figure 4: Representation of the parameter plane (a, ε). Each colored part corresponds to the existence of a stable cycle
(periodic point), the order k (period) of which is given by the upper side colored squares. The black color corresponds to
k > 15 or to chaotic behavior. The white region corresponds to the nonexistence of attracting set, with chaotic transient
toward infinity. Horizontal axis: ε. Vertical axis: a. (a) Existence of stable periodic orbit. (b) Bifurcation curves of (1).
(2) Enlargement of (1).
where a pitchfork bifurcation curve is noted Λ̄kj , and a flip
bifurcation curve is noted Λkj . Note that the k is the order of
cycle and j diﬀerentiates cycles of same order Λkj denotes
flip bifurcation curves [5] [6]. From the representation and
bifurcation curves, we found that a lot of multistability region are coexisting. In the next section, the basin which
is an initial value set converging to a given orbit is investigated for parameter values corresponding to multistability.

4. Basin
Figure 5 shows basin when T has multistability. Each
basin of attraction represented by diﬀerent colors are corresponding to the stable periodic orbit. In Fig. 5 (1), two
stable period 1 orbits are coexisting. Blue dots and black
dots are corresponding to stable fixed point and unstable
fixed point respectively. In another parameter sets, 2 stable
period 2 orbits, a stable period 3 orbit, and another stable
period are coexisting as shown in Fig. 5 (2). Similar shape
of basin as shown in Fig. 5 (1) and complicated basin with
fractal structure can be observed in the parameter set. The
stable orbits observed in Fig. 5 (2) are shown in Fig. 6.
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(1)

(2)

Figure 5: Basin regarding to T . (1) a = 1.99, ε = 0.39. (2) a = 2.46, ε = 0.16.
5. Conclusion
In this study, we investigated a two-dimensional coupled
cubic map which belongs to double scroll family. In the
investigation of bifurcation curves, coexisting supercritical
and subcritial pitchfork bifurcation are confirmed. Moreover, bifurcation curves regarding to order 2 pitchfork bifurcation and flip bifurcation curves and the basins are obtained on the parameter plane. In our future work, we will
investigate Neı̈mark-Sacker bifurcation curve and foliated
structure of the coupled cubic map.

[6] J.P. Carcassès, “An algorithm to determine the nature
and the transitions of communication areas generated
by a one-dimensional map”, in Proc. European Conference on Iteration Theory (ECIT 1991), J.P Lampreia, J.
Llibre et al. (Eds.), World Scientific, Singapore (1992),
27―38.
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Abstract– Investigation of the input–output structures
of cortical circuits is necessary to clarify their dynamical
properties. However, conventional physiological studies
have focused primarily on spiking activity, which reflects
the output of neurons or neuronal circuits. Recently
developed multicontact electrodes enable the evaluation of
synaptic inputs through current source density (CSD)
analysis of local field potentials (LFPs) in addition to
recording spikes. Here, we present preliminary findings of
CSD patterns in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of a behaving
monkey and provide examples of how PFC neurons
change their firing properties dynamically depending on
input to PFC local circuits.

of a behaving monkey together with simultaneously
recorded spike activity.

1. Introduction

2.2. Behavioral Task

One of the fundamental missions of neuroscience is to
assess the input and output of neuronal circuits to
elucidate their functional properties. It is particularly
important to uncover the executive functions associated
with the prefrontal cortex (PFC) [1] because recent studies
have shown that the output properties of PFC neurons
dynamically change depending on their inputs [2–4].
However, most conventional electrophysiological studies
using microelectrodes have investigated spike activity,
which reflects the output of, rather than input to, neurons
or neuronal circuits.
Recently developed multicontact electrodes enabled us
to record neural activity from regularly spaced recording
sites [5–7]. Furthermore, we are able to estimate the
current source density (CSD) of synaptic input to local
circuits by calculating the second-order spatial difference
of local field potentials (LFPs) [8].
Here, we present the preliminary results of a CSD
analysis applied to spatiotemporal patterns from the PFC

The monkey was trained to perform a shape
manipulation task (Fig.1) that required step-by-step
movements using manipulanda. The goal was to fit the
test shape to the sample shape. In each trial, a single shape
was randomly selected from a set of display shapes.
After a fixation spot appeared on the screen, a sample
shape was displayed for 1 ± 0.2 s (sample cue). Following
a 1 ± 0.2-s delay period (delay), a test shape that was
homothetic to the sample shape but transformed (i.e.,
expanded/contracted and rotated) was displayed for 1 ±
0.2 s (test cue). Thereafter, the color of the fixation point

2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Experiments were performed on one male monkey
(Macaca fuscata; 9.0 kg). All experimental protocols were
approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of
Tohoku University. Furthermore, all animal protocols
conformed with the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Initial Hold
Sample Cue
Delay
Test Cue
1st Go
2nd Go
Reward

Figure 1 Temporal sequence of events in the shape
manipulation task.
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band-pass filtering the raw signal from 0.1 Hz to 475 Hz
and from 600 Hz to 6 kHz, respectively.
2.4. Data Analysis
Only the data obtained from correct trials with a
minimum of two steps were included in the analyses. LFP
signals were averaged across trials. CSD was calculated
from the LFPs using numerical differentiation to
approximate the second-order spatial derivative of the
voltage recorded at each recording contact [8]. CSD at the
nth contact, Dn, at a time point was calculated as follows:
Dn = – σ [φ (n+1) + φ (n-1) – 2 φ (n)] / Δ2,

(1)

where σ is tissue conductivity assumed to be constant
(0.3 S/m), φ (n) is the LFP signal at the nth contact of the
electrode, and Δ is the spacing between the neighboring
electrode contacts (200 μm). Negative and positive Dn
values indicate the current sink and current source at the
nth contact, respectively. CSD waveforms were smoothed
A
Ch2

*
+

3μA/mm3

200μm

was changed, which served as a go signal to initiate the
first-step movement (first go). The animal was required to
execute a movement within a specific time window and to
wait until the second go signal (second go) appeared. At
each go signal, the animal was allowed to make a single,
one-handed movement. He was also permitted to perform
any number of steps as long as a movement was executed
within the time window. When the test shape was
successfully transformed to fit the sample shape, the
animal was rewarded with an isotonic drink.
Shape manipulation was linked to the movements of
two manipulanda installed in the chair that were operated
with the right or left wrist. Left-hand supination and
pronation controlled expansion (double the area) and
contraction (half the area), respectively, and right-hand
supination and pronation controlled rightward rotation (45 deg.) and leftward rotation (45 deg.) of the test shape,
respectively.
To dissociate the movements of the arms and the cursor,
we trained the monkey to perform the task with two
different arm-cursor assignments. In the first cursor
assignment, left-hand supination, left-hand pronation,
right-hand supination, and right-hand pronation were
assigned to expansion, contraction, rightward rotation, and
leftward rotation, respectively. In the second assignment,
left-hand supination, left-hand pronation, right-hand
supination, and right-hand pronation were assigned to
leftward rotation, rightward rotation, contraction, and
expansion, respectively. The assignment was changed
every 68 trials. In the first half of the 68-trial block, the
contour of the sample cue was displayed during the test
cue period (visually guided task), and the contour was not
displayed in the latter half (memory-guided task). The
success rate was 89% [9].

Ch14

B

2.3. Electrophysiological Recording
The surgical procedure has been described previously
[3]. Following surgery, the cortical sulci were identified
using a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner
(OPART 3D-System; Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan) and by
mapping single-unit activity recorded using conventional
metal electrodes.
Electrophysiological recordings were performed using
linear-array multi-contact electrodes (U-Probe; Plexon,
Inc., Dallas, TX, USA) containing 15 recording contacts
(impedance, 0.3–1.3 MΩ at 1 kHz) with an inter-contact
spacing of 200 μm. We used a guide needle to introduce
the electrode. Once the electrode reached the dura mater,
advancement of the guide needle was stopped, and the
electrode was inserted into the cortex perpendicular to its
surface. The electrode was precisely positioned. It was
lowered until the multi-unit activity initially encountered
through the bottommost contact (ch. 15) was detected
through the top contact (ch. 1). Signals from the electrode
were collected using a data-acquisition system (Neuralynx,
Bozeman, MT, USA). LFP and spikes were obtained by

source
sink
μA/mm3 10 spikes/s
-2.4
2.4

Memory guided

C
Visually guided

250ms

Test On

1st Go

Figure 2. Example of a task-dependent current source
pattern. A. Trial-average CSD pattern at one recording site
(23.0, 33.0) at the mediolateral (ML) and anteroposterior
(AP) coordinates. Asterisks denote significant and valid
current sinks or sources. Crosses denote significant but
invalid sinks or sources (see text). B. CSD and spike patterns
recorded from ch.10 (arrow in A) simultaneously with
execution of the memory guided task. C. CSD and spike
patterns recorded from ch. 10 simultaneously with execution
of the visually guided task.
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using a sliding averaging window of 50 ms. The presence
of a peak and trough, namely the current source and sink,
respectively, was statistically tested using a bootstrapping
method. We defined the reference period as the time from
-1,000 to -500 ms relative to the sample cue onset for each
dataset because no salient current sinks or sources were
observed in any dataset during this period. We calculated
all possible quasi-CSD values by shuffling the channel
number of the electrode at each time point, then we
obtained lower and upper significance levels of P = 0.05
and P = 0.95, respectively. Only epochs exhibiting
significant sinks or sources in consecutive time steps for
more than 50 ms were regarded as significant. When
significant
sinks
and
sources
were
detected
simultaneously from adjacent contacts, we selected the
one that exhibited the larger magnitude and deemed it
valid so as to exclude return or artifactual current density.

observed in the upper contacts (ch. 2–8) of the convex
group compared with the sulcus group (P < 0.05,
binominal test). We compared the task-dependent current
sink and source patterns between the two groups.
Significant and valid sinks were observed only in the
sulcus group during the sample cue period and were
dominant in that group during the test cue period (P <
0.05, binominal test for both). Furthermore, significant
and valid sources were dominant in the sulcus group
during the peri-sample onset (P < 0.05, binominal test)
and delay (P < 0.05, binominal test) periods. The absence
of significant and valid sink currents during the sample
cue period in the convex group was statistically significant
(P < 0.05, binominal test); however, we observed a
considerable number of significant and valid source
currents during the test cue period (P < 0.05, binominal
test).

3. Results

4. Discussion

We recorded LFP signals from 10 sites on the ventral
side of the PFC principal sulcus. Each dataset included
approximately 140 correct trials with a minimum of two
steps (i.e., entire task variation). Meanwhile, we recorded
from stable neurons. Data were analyzed for the
preparatory period of the task.
Figure 2A is an example of a trial-average CSD pattern
recorded from the inferior convexity of the ventral PFC.
In this pattern, a significant current source was observed
in ch. 10 at approximately the onset of the test cue. At the
same time, we observed a significant current sink in the
adjacent channel below, namely ch. 11. However, the sink
was not considered valid because the magnitude was
lower than that of the source in ch. 10.
A comparison of the CSD pattern and simultaneous
single-unit activity recorded at ch. 10 for the memory- and
visually guided tasks are shown in Figure 2 B and C,
respectively. In the memory-guided task, the strong
current source emerged close to the onset of the test cue,
and the firing rate of the simultaneously recorded single
unit was virtually flat during this period (Fig. 2B). In
contrast, we observed a transient increase in the firing rate
of the single unit immediately following termination of
the current source, whose duration was quite short in the
visually guided task (Fig. 2C). These findings illustrate
that the current source is not always a passive return
current but may reflect inhibitory synaptic input. That is,
the strong current source inhibited an increase in firing
rate in this case.
The task-dependent changes in the significant and valid
sink and source currents for all recording sites are shown
in Figure 3. The 10 recording sites can be divided into
convex (six sites) and sulcus (four sites) groups [10] as
indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 3. In the convex
group, the electrodes penetrated the cortex vertically,
whereas the electrodes were inserted horizontally into the
ventral bank of the principal sulcus in the sulcus group. As
a result, few significant and valid sinks and sources were

We simultaneously recorded multiple LFPs and spike
signals from the PFC of a behaving monkey. A CSD
analysis revealed task-dependent current sink and source
patterns.
Current source is often considered a passive return
current accompanied by an excitatory synaptic stimulation
[11]. However, we observed several current sources that
had magnitudes larger than those of the adjacent sinks and
that appeared to be biologically meaningful; specifically,
they appeared to reflect inhibitory synaptic input. This
view is supported by our finding of consistent spike
activity at the same contact where a significant and valid
current source was observed. Current source as a
reflection of inhibitory synaptic input has been reported
previously [12]. Future studies are needed to establish a
more accurate method for defining current source that
exclude simply describing it as passive return current.
We were able to distinguish between CSD signals in the
inferior convex and the principal sulcus. In the convex
group, significant and valid current sinks and sources
were virtually absent at the upper contacts (ch. 2–8). In
the sulcus group, significant sinks were observed
frequently at lower and upper contacts. These differences
presumably reflect the different orientation of the
electrodes in the convex and sulcus groups.
The sulcus group exhibited several current sinks during
the sample and test cue periods, but not during the delay
period, a time period when numerous sinks were observed
in the convex group. These differences likely reflect
anatomical or functional heterogeneity in our recording
sites [1].
Our physiological technique coupled with the
application of multicontact electrodes and CSD analysis,
enabled the examination of fine cortical input structures.
Thus, combined analysis of the spike activities reflecting
neuronal output can reveal the functional roles of cortical
circuits in greater detail.
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Abstract–We investigate the “consistency” of human to fix participants’ head position through the experiment.
brain response to repeatedly presented noisy visual inputs. Participants were instructed to avoid making eye blinks and
We applied canonical correlation analysis to evaluate eye movements while the visual stimuli are presented.
consistency of EEG signals between trials. We have found
significantly higher canonical correlations between EEG
datasets for the presentation of same visual noise
realizations than for the presentation of different noise
realizations. We speculate that the human brain, which is a
high-dimensional nonlinear system, shows consistency in
responses, which plays a functional role in robust
information processing in a noisy environment.
1. Introduction
“Consistency” is defined as the reproducibility of
response waveforms of a nonlinear dynamical system
driven by a same input signal, starting from different initial
conditions of the system [8]. Previous studies have shown
consistency of response outputs in laser systems [8],
dynamical systems [8, 9], and single neurons [3].
It has not been known, however, whether the human
brain, which is a high-dimensional nonlinear dynamical
system, shows a signature of consistency. We therefore
investigate whether the human brain responses to noisy
visual inputs, measured by electroencephalography (EEG),
show the signature of consistency.
The concept of consistency of human brain responses is
shown in Figure 1. To investigate the consistency of brain
responses, we used canonical correlation analysis (CCA).
CCA is a conventional method to extract linear
combinations of data variables which have maximal
correlations between two datasets. The method was first
introduced by Hotelling in 1936 [2]. CCA has been applied
to the analyses of nonlinear dynamical systems e.g. for
analyzing synchronization between chaotic signals [5] and
movement of robots [6, 7].
Specifically, we analyzed whether 63ch EEG signals,
when participants are repeatedly presented with an
identical realization of noisy visual signal, indicate high
canonical correlations across trials.

Figure 1: Consistency of human brain responses. A visual
input signal ξ(t) is repeatedly presented to the brain of a
single subject with different initial states X0(n). We
investigate if brain responses X(n)(t) measured by EEG
signals show consistency across different trials.
The checkerboard stimuli were consisted of 25 gray
squares whose gray level is modulated in a Gaussian white
noise way (Figure 2). The average gray level was 128 and
the gray levels of brighter and darker squares were counter
phase modulated at a frame rate of 30 Hz. The flickering
stimuli were presented for 8 seconds. We used 5 different
noise intensity levels. The SD of the Gaussian noise was
2,4,6,8, or 10. Two different time series realizations were
used at each noise intensity level. 10 trials were presented
for each realization at each noise intensity.

2. Methods
2.1. Experimental procedures
We analyzed data obtained from three right-handed
healthy participants who gave informed consent. The study
was approved by the ethical committee of RIKEN.
Participants were required to look at a fixation cross while
presented with flickering checkerboard stimuli on a CRT
monitor whose refresh rate is 60 Hz. A chin rest was used
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Figure 2: Noisy checkerboard stimulus

2.2. EEG measurements and preprocessing
63ch EEG signals were recorded at a sampling frequency
of 1000 Hz using an EEG amplifier (BrainAmp MR plus,
Germany). First, EEG signals were offline re-referenced to
the averaged signals from right and left earlobes. Next, an
ICA-based automatic artifact removal procedure was
applied to EEG signals [1][4]. Finally, we applied a bandpass filter to the 63ch EEG signals between 2 and 100 Hz.
2.3 CCA
We analyzed preprocessed 63ch EEG signals from 0 to
7 sec after the onset of noisy visual stimuli using CCA.
Given two random EEG vectors x and y, where the state
vector of one observation is denoted by x ∈X⊂ℝD, and the
state vector of the other observation is denoted by y∈Y ⊂
ℝD, where D is the number of electrodes (D=63). We have T
samples of x and y, where T is the number of time points
(T=7000). CCA derives the directions wX and wY such that
the correlation between the two projected random variables
wTX x and wTY y is maximized. This optimization problem
can be solved by finding eigenvectors for a generalized
eigenvalue problem [6, 7].
Since there are 10 trials for each of two realizations at
each noise intensity level, namely, there are 100
combinations of pairwise datasets (X and Y are single trial
EEG datasets consisted of 63ch*7000 time points) between
different visual noise realizations and 90 combinations of
datasets between same noise realizations, respectively. We
applied CCA between these pairwise EEG datasets and
evaluated the averaged maximal canonical correlations
across all combinations.
We also conducted CCA between the time series data of
visual noise (1ch*7000 time points) and EEG datasets
(63ch*7000 time points). In this case, there are 20
combinations for same (corresponding) realizations and 20
combinations for different (the other) realizations of visual
noise and EEG datasets.
3. Results and discussion
Figure 3 shows the averaged canonical correlation
coefficients between EEG datasets for same and different
visual noise realizations. We found significantly higher
averaged canonical correlations between the same
realizations than between different realizations (p<0.05,
unpaired Student’s t-test, Bonferroni-corrected) except for
lower noise intensity conditions in subject 1. The results
indicate that EEG responses to identical noisy visual inputs
show consistency across trials.
Figure 4 indicates canonical correlation coefficients
between visual noise signals and EEG signals. There were
no significant differences between same and different
combinations in most cases except for the highest noise
intensity condition in subject 3. The results suggest that
consistency of EEG responses observed in the case of same
visual noise realizations is not simply explained by the
linear transformation of visual noise realizations.

Figure 3: Averaged canonical correlation coefficients of
EEG responses between trials from different and same
visual noise realizations. Data are shown for 3 subjects as a
function of noise intensity. Error bars indicate standard
deviation. Asterisks indicate significant difference (p<0.05)
between same and different realizations.
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approach to analyze consistency of multivariate signals
from complex systems such as the human brain.
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Abstract—We here introduce estimating methods of
functional connectivities of the networks, under the condition that the observable variables are composed of discrete and continuous ones. The causality estimation in the
frequency domain is based on the estimation of the crossspectrum density matrix. So, the main problem is how do
we estimate the cross-specral density matrix. The crossspectral density matrix is estimated through the multivariate auto-regressive models for the continuous variables.
In the current study, the discrete observables were assumed
to be event time-series (e.g. timing of the earth quake and
firing timing of the nerve cells). For the discrete variables,
the cross-spectral density matrix can be estimated by the
Fourier transformation and multitaper methods. In the current study we also consider the situation that the observed
variables are composed of the discrete and continuous variables. For example, recording of the brain signals often
provides the spike event time-series and the EEG or LFP
signals. The spike signal is discrete and the LFP is continuous signals. For such cases, the event-triggered continuous averaging is useful method for the cross-spectral density matrix estimation. The current manuscript provides the
outline of the estimation methods for the functional connectivity.
1. Introduction
The systems around us are comprised of the networks.
The network structure however is invisible in many cases,
e.g., neural systems, economy system, biological systems,
and so on. Therefore, to understand the system, inferring
the network structure is inevitable. The network structure
can be categorized into functional and not functional. Even
the nodes are connected, the network is not functional if
the connection is not used. We call the collection of the
meaningful connections the functional network. The functional network sometimes called the causal network. Estimating the functional network is first proposed by Wiener
and it was formulated by the Granger [10, 5]. The Granger
causality assumes the linear Gaussian stationary process.
The definition of the Granger causality is as follows,

tion apart from X2 (t) had been used.
In other words,
Definition 2 If the knowledge of the past of both X1 (t) and
X2 (t) reduces the variance of the prediction error of X2 (t) in
comparison with the knowledge of the past of X2 (t) alone,
then a signal X1 (t) causes the signal X2 (t) in Granger
sense.
In short, if knowing time series X2 helps predict the future
of the other time series X1 , X2 “Granger causes” X1 . This
is applicable to a criterion of conditional independence on
probability distributions that is generally applicable to stationary and non-stationary stochastic processes.
To study the functional connectivities of the real systems, it is important how the connectivities are related
with diﬀerent frequency bands which are functionally relevant [2]. In fact, the brain uses several frequency bands
and their combinations to process the sensory information. To analyze the functional connectivities ranging frequency bands, several causality measures in spectral domain were proposed, comprising the Geweke spectral measures of Granger causality (for bi-variate signals, [3]; for
multi-variate signals, [4]), the Directed Transfer Function
(DTF) [7], and the Partial Directed Coherence (PDC) [1].
These measure were applied to analyze brain signals.
The above studies analyzed continuous signals. Some
studies, on the other hand, analyses the functional connectivities by using the event time series [9]. For the brain,
the event time-series corresponds to the spike timing of the
neurons [6, 8].
In the current study, we used both discrete (event) timeseries and continuous time-series to estimate the functional
connectivities. In the brain, the spike signal and LFP (especially lower frequency range) is relevant and have diﬀerent
functions [11]. We here use the event triggered continuous
time-series averaging to estimate the cross-spectral density
matrix. The estimation accuracy will be assessed by some
toy-models.

Definition 1 (Granger 1969) We say that X1 (t) is causing X2 (t)(X1 (t) =⇒ X2 (t) if we are better able to predict
X1 (t) using all available information than if the informa-
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the estimation of the cross-spectral density matrix from the discrete and continuous
time-series.
herence is defined as

2. Causality estimation

C( f ) =

2.1. The causality estimation
The estimation of the functional connectivities have relied on the cross-spectral density matrix,
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The Granger causality in the frequency domain,
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The directed coherence,

The spectrum matrix can be decomposed into transfer function H( f ) and covariance matrix Σ,
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2.2. Continuous variables
The causality measures in the frequency domain is based
on the cross-spectral density matrix, so the problem is how
do we estimate the cross-spectral density matrix from the
observable variables. The cross-spectrum density matrix
of the continuous variables are obtained through the multivariate auto-regressive models.
In the situation that time-series x n, (n = 1, 2, ..., N) are
available, each P-th dimensional linear mono-variate autoregressive model is described as,





 .



Coherence and causality measures in frequency domain
By using the cross-spectral density matrix, the ordinary co-
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xn (t) =

P
∑
p=1

an ( j)xn (t − j) + un (t),


 a1.1 (p) a1.2 (p) · · ·

..
..
..
A p = 
.
.
.

aN.1 (p) aN.2 (p) · · ·

and P-th linear multi-variate auto-regressive model is described as,
xn (t) =

N ∑
P
∑

an.m (p)xm (t − p) + wn (t),

a1.N (p)
..
.
aN.N (p)




 .


Then, the PDC is defined as follows,

m=1 p=1

where, un (t) and wn (t) are estimation error at moment t.
The estimation error of the mono-variate auto-regressive
and multi-variate auto-regressive model of x n, (n = 1, 2) is
described as follows,
Σ x1 |x1

=

1 ∑ 2
u (t),
T − p t=1 1

Σ x2 |x2

=

1 ∑ 2
u (t),
T − p t=1 2
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=
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T − 2p t=1 1
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≡ ln
.
Σ x1 |x2 ,x1

Statistical significance
In the case that x2 → x1 has no causal relationships,
a1.2 (p) = 0 for p = 1, . . . , P. Then the statistical significance based on the Fisher’s test is as follows,
∑T
∑T
T − 2p t=1 w21 (t) − t=1 w22 (t)
F LGC
=
∑T 2
x2 →x1
p
t=1 w2 (t)
(
T − 2p )
T−p
exp(LGC x2 →x1 ) −
.
=
p
T−p
Partial Directed Coherence
The partial directed coherence is described from the spectral representation of the auto-regressive models. Suppose
that the multi-variate auto-regressive model is expressed as
follows,

 x1 (t)
 .
 ..

xN (t)



 x1 (t − p)
 ∑
P


..
 =
A p 
.
 p=1 
xN (t − p)

 
  w1 (t)
  .
 +  ..
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(1)

The maximum log likelihood model of the regressive
N
model is lˆ = − {1 + ln(2πσ2 )}, and
2
AIC = N ln(2πσ2 ) + N + 2P.

(2)

In the current study, the dimension P was determined in the
mono-variate auto-regressive model, and the same P was
applied to the multi-variate auto-regressive model.
2.3. Discrete variables

and LTGC of the opposite direction as
LGC x1 →x2

∑
where, A( f ) = Pp=1 Ak e−1iπ f p , A( f ) = I − A( f ), I is Pdimensional identity matrix.
Model order
To apply the AR model to the observations, the dimension
of the underlying system is usually unknown. In the current
study, we used Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for the
estimation of the dimension of the model order.
Firstly, the estimation error is assumed to follow the normal distribution. Then, for N data and P degrees of freedom statistical model that have the maximum log likelihood l = ln L, we calculated AIC,
AIC = −2l + 2P.

If the causality x2 → x1 is existed, the estimation error of
the multi-variate model is expected to be reduced relative
to the estimation error of the mono-variate auto-regressive
model. Namely, it is expected that Σ x1 |x1 ,x2 < Σ x1 |x1 .
From this, we define linear time domain Granger causality (LTGC) of x2 for x1 as
LGC x2 →x1 ≡ ln

A j.i ( f )
PDCi→ j ( f ) = √
∑P
2
p=1 |An.k ( f )|




 ,


Fourier transformation
The cross-spectral density matrix of the event time-series
are obtained by the Fourier transformation of the event series,
k
∑
N( f ) =
exp(2π f ti ),
i=1

where ti is the event timing.
Multitaper method
The multitaper method, a variation of the Fourier transformation, is useful and often used to estimate the power spectrum of the time series,
N( f, k) =

k
∑

hk (ti ) exp(2π f ti ),

i=1
K
where hk ∈ {hi }k=1
is data taper. The multitaper method is
used in the situations,

1. to estimate the power spectrum of short time-series,
2. to estimate the power spectrum of the short time-series
segments of the long time-series, to evaluated temporal variation of the power spectrum.
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For situation (2), the wavelet transformation is often used
instead. By using the multitaper method, the spectrum matrix estimation is
Ŝ i j (t) =

K
1 ∑
Ñi ( f, k)Ñ j ( f, k)∗
2πKT k=1
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where ∗ denotes matrix transposition and complex conjugate.
Kernel convolution
The other way to estimate the cross-spectral density matrix is convolution of the kernel function. In this study, the
kernel function is assumed to be the Hanning window.
2.4. Discrete and Continuous variables
The purpose of the current study is to estimate the crossspectral density matrix from both the discrete and continuous observable signals. On the situation that both spike
and continuous variables are available, the event triggered
continuous averaging (ETCA) is applicable (Fig.2). The
ETCA is called spike-triggered LFP (EEG) averaging in
the neuroscience field. The power spectrum of the ETCA
is used as the cross-spectrum density matrix.
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We here introduced the outline of the estimation methods
for the functional connectivities. Those methods will be
applied to some toy-models, and the result will be shown
on the conference.
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Abstract—The mechanism of bursting electrical activity in clustered pancreatic β-cells is still unclear. In this
study, we classify the bursting types using mathematical
model of β-cell. We investigate the eﬀects of ionic currents
to the bursting patterns in the β-cell network, and classify
β-cells’ bursting activity using mathematical model. According to our classification, bursting behavior of β-cell has
two types: (1) bursting activity driven by Ca2+ dependent
potassium current; (2) bursting activity driven by ATP dependent potassium current. Therefore, diﬀerences of bursting patterns in β-cells can be explained by the diﬀerences
of the ionic currents contributing to the bursting activity.

can be explained by the type of the ionic currents inducing bursting activity.
2. Mechanism of Bursting Activity in β-cells
A schematic of β-cell is briefly shown in Fig. 1.

IK

ICa
[Ca2+]i
IKATP

1. Introduction
Pancreatic β-cells exist in the islet of Langerhans. These
cells maintain blood glucose homeostasis by secreting insulin, the hormone for glucose homeostasis. They exhibit
bursting electrical activity, which is correlated with the insulin secretion. It is known that insulin secretion is controlled by oscillations of membrane potential, called bursting oscillations.
It has been reported that isolated single β-cells show continuous spikes or fast and irregular bursts [1, 2]. On the
other hand, β-cells in a cluster or in an intact islet exhibit
regular bursting [3]. It is known that the cells in an islet
are coupled by gap junctions [1]. Moreover, it is known
that there is a large variability in terms of β-cell size, gap
junctional conductances, and ionic channel densities [1, 4].
In spite of such heterogeneous cells, because of coupling,
cells within an islet exhibit a unified collective behavior.
Bursting behavior of β-cells in a cluster and single spiking behavior in isolated cells are explained by gap junctional coupling, and there are several experimental evidences which indicate β-cell bursting activity depends on
gap junctional coupling [1]. There is also direct evidence
that coupling enhances insulin secretion [5]. Although gap
junctional couplings obviously contribute to β-cell bursting, it is unclear how regular bursting in clustered cells occur. In this study, we show the eﬀects of ionic currents to
the regular bursting in the β-cell network, and classify βcells bursting activity using mathematical model. According to our classification, bursting behavior of β-cell has two
types: (1) bursting driven by Ca2+ dependent potassium
current, and (2) bursting driven by ATP dependent potassium current. Diﬀerence of bursting patterns in β-cells

Insulin release
ATP/ADP
Glucose Transporter

IKCa

Figure 1: A schematic of β-cell. Glucose triggers depolarization and Ca2+ entry, which induces exocytosis of insulin
granules.
The voltage-dependent Ca2+ channel conducts Ca2+ ions
into the cell, which raises the transmembrane voltage V,
whereas the K+ channel gates eﬄux of K+ and restores V
to a low level. The temporal interaction of the two channels is suﬃcient to explain the repetitive spiking observed
in β-cells. The Ca2+ influx also provides the primary chemical signal to trigger exocytosis of insulin-containing granules. Metabolism of glucose raises the ratio of ATP to ADP,
which closes a third channel, the K(ATP) channel. Thus, in
the absence of glucose, β-cells are electrically silent, but
they generate Ca2+ -dependent action potentials when glucose is elevated.
In both mice [6] and humans [7], insulin secretion is
controlled by oscillations of calcium, which are driven by
bursts of action potentials. However, it is still unknown
how bursting arises, and how it is modulated by glucose
and other signals. Due to the diﬃculties of experimental
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techniques, it is diﬃcult to understand them without the
aid of mathematical models.
3. Mathematical Description of β-cell
For numerical simulation of β-cells’ electrical activity,
the model of β-cells proposed by Keizer and Magnus [8],
known as a modified model of Chay model [9] has been
widely adopted. The dynamics of the membrane potential
V of β-cell is given as follows:
dV
dt
ICa
IK

=

ICa + IK + IKCa + IKAT P + IL + Iex ,

(1)

=
=

gCa (VCa − V),
gK (VK − V),

(2)
(3)

IKCa
IKATP
IL

=
=
=

gKCa ω(VK − V),
gKAT P f ([AT P])(VK − V),
gL (VL − V).

(4)
(5)
(6)

Cm

ICa is a voltage-dependent calcium current which is a
fast depolarizing current responsible for generating the action potentials during the active phase of bursting. IK is
a fast depolarizing potassium current which is responsible
for switching between the active and resting phases. IKCa is
a Ca 2+ -dependent potassium current, and IKAT P is an ATPsensitive potassium current. Activation variable ω is used
to describe IKCa , and is defined as a following equation:
ω=

Jmem

c2

c2
,
+ KD2

(7)

dc
= fcyt Jmem ,
dt
= −αICa (V) − kc

(9)

2+

2+

1 + [ADP]/K1
,
1 + [ADP]/K1 + [AT P]/K2

(10)

where [ADP] is a concentration of ADP, in the condition
that [AT P] + [ADP] is constant [8], K1 , K2 are the parameters [8]. [ADP] varies with time, and is described by the
following equation:
d[ADP]
= k([AT P] − [ADP] exp(r(1 − c/r))),
dt

4. Heterogeneous β-cell Network
It is well known that there is a large variability in terms
of β-cell size, gap junctional conductances, and ionic channel densities [1, 4]. Benninger et al. numerically studied the eﬀect of heterogeneity [11]. They introduced heterogeneity into their network by randomly distributing the
electrical coupling strength between adjacent cells. They
found that the model predicts traveling waves of calcium
levels amongst the network. In this study, we introduce
heterogeneity in the same way as in [11].
The membrane potential in the ith β-cell surrounded by
j adjacent β-cells is

(8)

where c corresponds to a [Ca ], Jmem is a net flux of Ca ,
KD , α, fcyt and k are the parameters [8]. IKATP is an ATP
dependent potassium current, depending on ATP concentration [AT P]. f ([AT P]) in the term of ATP dependent
potassium current (Eq. (5)) is described by
f ([AT P]) =

This model is based on the hypothesis of Atwater et al.
that the slow dynamics of intracellular free Ca2+ are responsible for packaging impulses into bursts [10]. This
means that the up state of each burst will slowly increase
[Ca2+ ], which would gradually activate a Ca2+ -activated
K+ (K(Ca)) channel until a certain level that would terminate the bursting. In the absence of firing, c slowly recovers.
Chay and Keizer suggested that increased glucose would
increase activity of the plasma membrane Ca2+ -ATPase
(PMCA), slowing the rise of c and accelerating its fall [9].
By using the appropriate parameters as in [9], β-cell can exhibit bursting observed in the experiments. In this study, we
change the balance of IKCa and IKAT P . Using the ratio parameter γ, the amplitude of IKAT P is strengthened by γ, that
is, multiplying the term of IKAT P by γ, IKAT P → γIKAT P .
Other parameters are set the same as in [8].

(11)

where r is a pump rate. Increase of [Ca2+ ] results in a
slow rise in ADP and an increase in IKATP . IL is a leak
current to reflect the occurrence of Na leaks. Each current
is expressed by Hodgkin-Huxley formalism, and the membrane current is the sum of all the contributions from the
above ionic channels.

Cm

dVi
dt

=

Ii +

∑

gi j (Vi − V j ),

(12)

j

where gi j is the gap junctional coupling conductance between cells i and j. The islet is modeled as a 10 × 10 ×
10 islet cube such that the index j represents coupling to
six adjacent cells. In the presence of incomplete coupling,
the index j has a probability of coupling to fewer than six
cells. The total coupling conductance of a β-cell is the sum
of over j, that is, the total coupling conductance from one
β-cell to all surrounding β-cells. According to the study of
Benninger et al. [11], for electrical heterogeneity, we randomly distributed the calcium-sensitive potassium channel
conductance value for each cell.
5. Diﬀerence of Bursting Patterns
Figure 2 shows the bursting behavior of a single β-cell.
Figure 2(a) shows the bursting behavior driven by Ca2+
dependent potassium current IKCa . The number of spikes
per bursts increases with the increase of the glucose level,
that is, the increase of the external input Iex . However,
inter-burst intervals between each bursting period hardly
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Figure 3: Inter-burst interval with increasing the input Iex .
Solid line shows the result of bursting driven by IKCa , and
the dashed line shows that of bursting driven by IKATP .
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changes. On the other hand, Fig. 2(b) shows the bursting behavior driven by ATP dependent potassium current
IKATP . Inter-burst inrtervals decreases with the increase of
the glucose level, however, the number of spikes per bursts
hardly changes.
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Figure 2: (a) Bursting behavior driven by Ca2+ dependent
potassium current (γ = 0.2). The figure in the top shows
the case of Iex = 6, and the middle one shows the case of
Iex = 15, and the bottom one shows the case of Iex = 25.
The number of spikes per bursts increases with the increase
of the glucose level. (b) Bursting behavior driven by ATP
dependent potassium current when Iex = 6, Iex = 15, and
Iex = 25, with γ = 12.0. Inter-burst inrtervals decreases
with the increase of the glucose level. All the cell parameters are the same as in [8].
Figure 3 shows the inter-burst interval with increasing
the input Iex . We can observe that inter-burst interval of
IKCa -driven bursting does not change much. On the other
hand, in IKATP -driven bursting, inter-burst interval changes
its value by the increase of the input.
Figure 4 shows the average number of spikes per burst
with increasing the input Iex . We can observe that the number of spikes per burst of IKCa -driven bursting corresponds
to the input. On the other hand, in IKATP -driven bursting,
the number of spikes per burst does not change much in
spite of the increase of the input.
These results can be explained by the diﬀerence of the
time scale of IKCa and IKATP . IKCa depends on the calcium
concentration inside the cell, which has relatively slow dynamics. Due to such slow dynamics, in the IKCa superior
condition, increase of the input prolongs the bursting pe-

Figure 4: The average number of spikes per each burst with
increasing the input Iex . Solid line shows the result of bursting driven by IKCa , and the dashed line shows that of bursting driven by IKATP .
riod, i.e., the number of spikes for each bursting period
changes. On the other hand, IKATP depends on the ATP
concentration in the cell, which has a faster dynamics compared with Ca2+ . When the input increases, oscillations of
the ATP concentrations get faster, result in the inter-burst
interval change.
6. Discussion
In this study, we classified the bursting electrical activity in pancreatic β-cell. The first type is the IKCa -driven
bursting. IKCa depends on the calcium concentration inside
the cell, which has relatively slow dynamics. Due to such
slow dynamics, in the IKCa superior condition, the number of spikes for each bursting period changes with the input. The second type is the IKATP -driven bursting. IKATP
depends on the ATP concentration in the cell, which has a
faster dynamics compared with Ca2+ . In this bursting type,
inter-burst interval changes with the input.
These findings may contribute to the understanding of
the bursting electrical activity in pancreatic β-cells. The
mechanisms of the arises of the bursting electrical activities are still physiologically unclear, however, our findings
from mathematical modeling imply that the diﬀerence of
bursting patterns in β-cells can be explained by the diﬀerence of ionic currents which produce bursting activity.
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For example, there are several studies reporting β-cells
whose spikes per each burst increase with the increase of
the input [13]. On the other hand, there exist β-cells whose
inter-burst interval changes with increase of the input [14].
Such diﬀerences in the physiological experiments may be
explained by the diﬀerence of ionic currents contributing to
the bursting properties. However, to our knowledge, there
are no study reporting the diﬀerences of the ratio of the influence of the ionic currents (IKca and IKATP in our study)
among cells or species. In the physiological experiments,
there is an technical diﬃculty for observing the concentration of ATP with high time resolution. Our study suggests
that the balance of the calcium-dependent potassium current IKca and the ATP-dependent potassium current IKATP
may be diﬀerent among cells, which has to be verified in
the experimental study in near future.
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Abstract– We investigated the effects of several light
irradiation conditions on the evaluation of plant
physiological activities using the plant bioelectric potential.
In the experiments, we measured bioelectric potential
responses and CO2 concentration when light irradiation
was started or stopped with several blink period. In
addition, we investigated the effect of the light interruption
time on the evaluation of plant physiological activities
using plant bioelectric potential.

2. Measurement of Bioelectric Potential
2.1. Measurement System

In our experiment, it was used two types of
measurement system in order to detect plant bioelectric
potential response. Figure 1(a) showed measurement
system of the cell bioelectric potential of plant using a
glass microelectrode (the tip diameter: 0.5μm, handmade).
Cell bioelectric potential is a general method in field of
bioelectric physiology, and detects detailed active and
1. Introduction
passive ion transports on plant cell directly.
It is known that plants sensitively react to change of
Figure 1(b) shows measurement system of the leaf
growth environment conditions. Thus, Plants have a surface bioelectric potential. The leaf surface potential
capability of environment recognition and an was measured using electroencephalographic (EEG) diskenvironmental adaptability. The effect of these reactions type electrodes (the diameter: 9mm, NE-155A, Nihon
appear on a growth rate of plant, stomatal movements and Kohden Corp.) attached to the plant surface with a
the photosynthetic characteristics such as CO2 conductive paste for EEG (Z-401CE, Nihon Kohden
consumption rate, protein synthesis characteristic and Corp.). It is easy to measure and practical to use instead of
chlorophyll fluorescence. Therefore, various studies have difficult to detect detail information. To detect the surface
been carried out to measure these phenomena in order to potential response induced by photosynthetic reactions, an
evaluate the plant physiological activity [1]-[3].
electrode was attached to the leafstalk as a reference
In our previous work, we investigated the plant electrode and another electrode was attached to the leaf
physiological activity of plant using bioelectric potential surface, where photosynthesis takes place.
measurement. The bioelectric potential is generated by
The potential difference between the two electrodes
ions in the plant cell, and it changes with physiological was measured with a high-input-impedance (> 1G ohm)
activities. Measurement of the plant bioelectric potential is digital multimeter (DMM in Figure 1, R6552A, ADC
one of promising methods of real-time evaluation and Corp.) and was recorded by a computer at a sampling
monitoring of the plant’s state of physiological activity as interval of 1s.
a physical quantity. We already reported that the
The plant was placed in a 22.4 L closed vessel, and the
bioelectric potential varies when the illumination is started change in CO2 concentration caused by plant metabolism
or stopped, that the amplitude of this variation is such as photosynthesis and respiration was measured
correlated with the photosynthetic rate, and that the using an NDIR-type CO2 analyzer (LI-840, Meiwafosis
characteristics of the bioelectric potential depend on the Co., Ltd.). First, we measured the increase in CO2
illumination period, wavelength and intensity [4]-[7]. Now, concentration caused by the respiration of the plant in the
we focused on the effect of light interruption time for the dark, and defined it as the respiration rate (ppm/h). Then,
behavior of the potential response.
we found the sum of the observed decrease rate in CO2
In this paper, it is introduced and discussed about the concentration owing to photosynthetic activity under
typical bioelectrical potential responses of plant under illumination and the respiration rate, and defined it as the
several light irradiation condition. We consider that these photosynthetic rate (ppm/h).
results indicate the relationship between plant bioelectric
The ambient temperature and humidity were controlled
potential response and plant physiological activity to light at 25 oC and 60 to 70 %RH, respectively by the growth
irradiation.
chamber (BAC-130H, Espec Corp.) enclosing the vessel.
The light source consisted of blue (470 nm), green (525
nm), red (660 nm) and infrared (735 nm) LEDs, and light
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(a) plant cell potential
Figure 2. Typical bioelectric potential response (leaf
surface) to light irradiation and definition of
evaluation parameter, Von.
We observed bioelectric potential under various light
irradiation conditions. At first, it has been reported that the
photosynthesis acceleration by pulsed light irradiation
compared with continuous light irradiation [8]. Therefore,
we measured two type of bioelectric potentials under
various blinking periods (20, 240, and 600 second).
Next, we measured leaf surface potential response
when the light interruption time was gradually shortened
(1, 3, 5, and 10 min). In this experiment, we aimed to
observe the influence of the light interruption time before
light irradiation to bioelectric potential response.
(b) Leaf surface potential

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 1. Measurement system of bioelectric potential.

3.1. Bioelectric Potential Responses under Blinking
Light Irradiation

irradiation patterns were controlled by a control unit. The
photosynthetically active photon flux density (PPFD) at
the leaf surface was 150μmol m2 s-1. The sample plants
were some golden pothos plants (Epipremunum aureum)
grown in hydroponics in 0.5 L plastic pots and have 2 to 3
leaflets.

Figure 3 shows the cell bioelectric potential response
with some blinking periods. The potential level of the cell
bioelectric potential was around -200 mV and its
amplitude of the response ranged from about 30 mV. In
this figure, it is seen that the potential responded at the
beginning of the blinking irradiation and increased about
0.5 mV, and then lowered most in around 500 s. The
potential after 500 s responded synchronously with blink
period of the light.
Figure 4 shows the cell and leaf surface bioelectric
potential response when the blink period was set to 20 s.
This figure indicated the both types of potential responses
vibrated with blink period, and showed similar behavior
each other. The potential level of the leaf surface potential
was around 20 mV and its amplitude was a little bit
smaller than the cell potential. It is suggested that it is
difficult to detect rapid and detailed response from the leaf
surface bioelectric potential [5]. On the other hand, we
consider that the leaf surface potential response has
enough resolution in order to obtain the amplitude of the
envelope. Thus, in next experiment, we obtained CO2

2.2. Evaluation Parameters and Conditions
We measured the bioelectric potential response of the
sample plant to a stimulus of light irradiation. Figure 2
shows the typical bioelectric potential responses when
illumination was started. The potential rose immediately
after light irradiation and passed a peak, and slowly
returned to approximately the initial value. We defined the
difference Von as that between the biggest potential
increase and the value before light irradiation. In a
previous study, it was reported that the amplitude of the
potential variation Von by starting the illumination has a
strong correlation with the photosynthetic rate. The results
suggested that this parameter can be used to evaluate the
plant physiological activity.
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consumption in order to detect the photosynthetic rate and
researched relationship between the leaf surface
bioelectric potential response and photosynthetic rate.
In Figure 5, each point represents Von and CO2
consumption when blink period was set to less than 20 s
and the solid line shows a regression line. It is showed that
Von decreased with the CO2 consumption, and correlation
coefficient was about 0.81. In addition, Von and CO2
consumption value with blinking light irradiation had a
tendency which was larger than these values with
continuous light irradiation.
So far, we focused only the potential response when
light illumination was started. Although, it was considered
that the potential response when light illumination was
stopped was relating to other plant physiological activities.
Therefore, a more detailed investigation of the
relationship between the plant physiological activities and
the bioelectric potential responses when light illumination
was stopped is required in our future work.

600 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200
Time (s)

Figure 4. Cell (a) and leaf surface (b) bioelectric potential
responses with blinking light irradiation
(blink period: 20 s).

Figure 6 shows the bioelectric potential responses at
various light interruption times. We observed very simple
responses when the interruption time was 1 min. The
potential response decreases immediately after light
interruption was observed, and then the potential increases
rapidly until the initial values after light illumination. The
potential responses at the interruption times of 3 and 10
min had similar waveforms. At first, the potential
responses decreased and had the first small peak about
1min after the light interruption. Then, the response at 3
min decreased gradually until the light illumination was
started, and the response at 10 min also decreased until the
second peak and then increased gradually until the light
illumination was started. After light illumination was
started, the potential slightly increased, and then
decreased soon and had a peak. Finally, we observed the
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Figure 6. Bioelectric potential responses at various light
interruption times.

distinctive potential response when the interruption time
was 5 min. The potential response did not include several
small peaks; thus, it looks like a sine curve. All trends of
the waveforms were observed repeatedly in multiple
plants. We obtained the difference in the potential
responses depending on the light interruption time [9].
4. Conclusions
In this study, we investigated about the plant bioelectric
potential response to several light irradiation conditions.
Especially, we observed the effect of blinking light
irradiation with several blink periods and the light
interruption time. At first, we indicated the amplitude of
the bioelectric potential decreased with the CO2
consumption, and correlation coefficient was about 0.81.
Next, we also observed the bioelectric potential response
when the light interruption time was gradually shortened.
These results showed that the characteristic behavior in
the potential responses depending on the light irradiation
conditions was observed.
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Abstract–In this work, we propose electro-optical
nonlinear delayed feedback systems (NDFS) for optical
secure communications using VCSEL for the first time. Its
optical output can perform more sensitive chaotic
dynamics by varying only a few mA of injection current
range resulting in very significant charges of VCSEL’s
operation conditions from threshold to maximum rating.
This enables us to vary chaotic output dynamically by a
slight difference of initial values in NDFS. We have
proposed a chaos synchronization system using two
identical NDFS’s of VCSEL, and realized chaos
synchronization by optical injection. As a result of
experiment the correlation coefficient up to about 0.88
was obtained. Moreover, by varying the delay time and
feedback gain in the parameters of NDFSs, we have
confirmed that the variations of these parameters may
affect variations of correlation.

which may reproduce sensitive dependence on initial
conditions characteristic to chaotic phenomena. We
previously reported a chaos synchronization communication experiments by electrical waveform injection into
VCSEL driving current so as to realize high correlation
coefficient [2]. However, if we consider two NDFS’s as a
transmitter and a receiver respectively, such a
communication system could not be realistic. Therefore,
in this present work, we have realized chaos synchronization by optical injection for VCSEL's to achieve more
realistic, secure optical communications.

2. Electro-Optical Hybrid Type NDFS
2.1. Configuration of NDFS
Fig.1 is a block diagram of the present nonlinear
delayed feedback system. The nonlinearity of the Vshaped function is composed by combining the optical
input versus electric current output characteristics
including saturation of two photo-diodes. The resultant
1. Introduction
Chaos is an unpredictable phenomenon that behaves in output current of the photodiodes is fed back to the laser
a very complex and irregular way, even though it is diode as its driving current after passing through the lowdescribed by deterministic equations. Recently, the pass filter and the delay line. An analog multiplier is used
presence of chaos can be found in various fields, and for the loop gain controller. The external input included in
observation of chaos in a semiconductor laser, as in this this figure will be explained in the following. Fig.2
application, has been advanced. On the other hand, with explains how to compose the V-shaped nonlinear function.
the development of optical fiber and a semiconductor laser, Two photo-diodes with opposite bias voltage are
with optical networks now getting established as essential connected with each other so that a V-shaped output
infrastructure, encryption of information is becoming voltage can be formed. A voltage limiter is used to make
more important. Since chaos synchronization system has saturation of photo-diodes output.
been composed based on Nonlinear Delayed Feedback
System (NDFS) we expect it may become a means to
Nonlinear
VCSEL
ensure the safety of encrypted communication due to
Function
sensitive dependence on initial conditions caused by the
VL
chaos that is difficult to imitate by an eavesdropper.
Previously, however we had difficulty to achieve
sufficiently sensitive dependence on initial conditions in
chaos synchronization using edge emitting type LD
Loop Gain
Digital
because of its strong robustness for considerably wide
LPF
Controller
Delay
range of variation in operation parameters [1]. In this
work, we propose chaotic synchronization system using
two identical NDFS’s utilizing VCSEL’s. It has been
Fig.1 Block diagram of NDFS.
proved that the VCSEL, whose output voltage is varied
greatly by merely a few mA differences in its driving
We have observed the waveform of our NDFS with the
current, could make the total output voltage of the system delay time parameter of NDFS set to 5 ms. For a small
complex enough because of step nonlinearity of V-shaped loop gain μ, that is low optical power from the laser diode,
input-output characteristics incorporated in the NDFS as the stable state of the loop is a constant intensity signal,
the nonlinear function shown in Fig.1. In other words, we Fig.3 (a). At higher μ, loop state becomes unstable and
can vary the output by very slight difference of input,
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gives rise to stable self-oscillation in the loop, Fig.3 (b).
The period of the fundamental oscillation is about 2Tr,
where Tr is the feedback delay time of the system. With an
increase in μ, successive period-doubling bifurcations
occur, finally reaching a chaos state, Fig.3 (c).
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I/V
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If you increase delay time over a certain value, the
above system is reduced to one-dimensional discrete
mapping model. If you make output voltage of delay
element portion V(t), equation (2) becomes as follows:
(3)
Vout (t ) = V (t ) + V b
Moreover, the above equations can be transformed as
follows:
(4)
V (t ) ≈ μF (V (t－Tr ) + Vb )
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Fig.2 Schematic explanation for composing nonlinear I/O
characteristics; (a) Experimental setup, and (b)I/O
characteristics.
2.2. Operating Principle of NDFS
The NDFS system of our experiments is modeled by
the following delay differential equations,
dVout (t )
Tm
Vout (t ) Vb
F (Vout (t Tr ))
(1)
dt
where, Tm is response time of low-pass filter, Vout is LD
driving voltage, Tr is delay time, μ is loop gain, F is
nonlinear function and Vb is bias voltage. It is possible to
know the dynamics of NDFS by solving the above
equation. However it takes a long time to solve by using
the computer because equation (1) is a nonlinear delayed
differential equation. So, it is difficult to understand the
behavior of the system. Therefore, you may consider a
simple system. Consider the case where signal variation is
late in the vibrational state, in which case you can ignore
the left hand side of equation (1), and equation is
approximated as follows:
(2)
Vout (t ) ≈Vb + μF (Vout (t－Tr ))

0.02
0.01
0
-0.01
-0.02
-0.03 -0.02 -0.01
0
0.01 0.02 0.03
Time [s]

(c)
Fig.3 Oscillation waveform of NDFS
(a) free oscillation, (b) cycle oscillation, (c) chaos.
3. Chaos Synchronization
The same chaotic systems X and Y are allowed to
behave chaotically when the parameter is set to the same
value. If there is no association between these systems,
both systems generate chaos independently and have no
correlation due to sensitive dependence of chaos on initial
conditions. However, by binding X and Y systems by
relevance, same chaotic waveform is oscillated and signal
propagates bidirectionally or unidirectionally. This
phenomenon is called chaos synchronization.
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approx.

(a)

In this work, we have propose a chaos synchronization
system using two identical NDFS’s of VCSEL. We have
performed a chaos synchronization of Master-Slave model
with unidirectional link, which has optical isolator
between master and slave systems. As a synchronization
signal, we have used the LD optical output of the Master
System by injecting a part of the output into the Slave
System. Though previously we had used an electric
injection, this time we have realized chaos
synchronization by optical injection as a first step to
achieve optical communication with high communication
speed. Fig.5 shows the chaos synchronization system
using VCSEL’s.

Fig.6 Correlation diagrams: (a) independent oscillation in
each system, (b) oscillation by injecting a synchronization
signal into both system. Here, VLM and VLS are output
voltages of master and slave systems, respectively.
Next, we demonstrate variation of correlation of chaos
synchronization by increasing injection ratio. The
synchronization signal determines stability of slave
system. Fig.7 shows that correlation coefficient between
systems as the increase of the injection ratio.

Master System
Digital Delay

Loop Gain Controller

LPF

VCSEL BS
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V bM
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0.6
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0
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Slave System
V bS
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Fig.4 Chaos synchronization.

Nonlinear Function

ND filter Nonlinear Function

V LS

(b)
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Rate of synchronization signal

Fig.7 The relation between injection ratio and
correlation coefficient.

＋

BS

4.2. Relation between Parameters of NDFSs and
Correlation Coefficient
Loop Gain Controller
LPF
Digital Delay
In order to estimate the feasibility for eavesdropping,
we demonstrated variation of correlation when we have
varied feedback gain and delay time respectively.
Fig.5 Chaos synchronization system.
Parameters of master system are fixed as follows: μ=0.04,
Tr=5ms. Fig.8 shows the result of these experiments. By
4. Experiments
4.1. Relation between Injection Ratio and Correlation varying delay time and feedback gain, variation of
correlation coefficient was obtained as 0.19 at ΔTr=1ms,
Coefficient
We have experimented with the chaos synchronization against only 0.01 at Δμ=0.01, where ΔTr and Δμ mean the
system on Fig.5. We have compared the cases of no gap of delay time and the gap of feedback gain,
synchronization signal and injected synchronization signal. respectively. In previous experiments of chaos
The result of this experiment is shown in Fig.6: (a) case synchronization by electrical injection with VCSEL’s
before injection of synchronization signal, (b) case after driving current waveform, variations of correlation
injection. From Fig.6, correlation is not observed before coefficient attained was only 0.01 in each condition.
injection, but after injection the two systems began to Consequently, we have understood that the variations of
have a linear correlation with a straight diagonal line in delay time greatly affected variations of correlation in the
the correlation diagram. As a result of the experiment, the case of optical injection in comparison with the case of
correlation coefficient appears to be as high as 0.88 electric injection.
VCSEL
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5. Summary
Chaos was generated by an electro-optical hybrid type
NDFS using VCSEL’s. We have performed a chaos
synchronization of Master-Slave model for unidirectional
link, and demonstrated that the variations of delay time
greatly affected variations of correlation. We have
demonstrated application for encrypted communications
bearing affirmative consequences. We will be able to
utilize these parameters as the secret encryption key in
order to perform secure communications, since variations
of parameters affect correlation. In other words, we could
carry out encrypted communications with our chaos
synchronization systems when the parameters of NDFSs
between transmitter and receiver are precisely coincident
with each other.
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Abstract—We investigate synchronized dynamics of
mutually-coupled semiconductor lasers with low frequency
fluctuations (LFFs). The mutually-coupled semiconductor
lasers show the repeated spontaneous switching of leaderlaggard relationship. Leader-laggard relationship is the
phenomenon that one system in synchronized mutuallycoupled dynamical systems oscillates forward and is called
“leader,” and other system is called “laggard.” We observe that the leader-laggard relationship is inverted repeatedly at the propagation delay time interval and explain the
phenomenon by using the analysis of steady state solution in the Lang-Kobayashi equations for the dynamics of
semiconductor lasers. We found that the optical frequency
of one laser attracts that of another laser, and the leaderlaggard relationship is exchanged repeatedly .

1. Introduction
Synchronization of chaos has been intensively investigated in coupled nonlinear dynamical systems [1, 2], such
as optically coupled semiconductor lasers [3, 4]. Lag synchronization has been reported in mutually-coupled semiconductor lasers with time delayed coupling [5–7]. This
phenomenon is known as the leader-laggard relationship,
where one of the two coupled lasers oscillates in advance
to the other laser by the propagation delay time of the light.
The laser oscillating in advance is called “the leader,” and
the other laser is called “the laggard.” The role of leaderlaggard relationship is dependent of the optical frequency
detuning and the coupling strength. Recently, short-term
exchange of the leader-laggard relationship has been reported [8], where the leader-laggard relationship exchanges
in time for every propagation delay times. However,
the mechanism of the short-term exchange of the leaderlaggard relationship has not been well investigated yet.
In this study, we investigate the short-term exchange of
the leader-laggard relationship for the dynamics of lowfrequency fluctuations (LFFs) in mutually-coupled semiconductor lasers. We calculate steady state solutions of
the Lang-Kobayashi equations for mutually-coupled semiconductor lasers to understand the relationship between the
short-term exchange and the LFF dynamics [9, 10].

τ

/DVHU

/DVHU

Figure 1: Model for mutually-coupled semiconductor
lasers with time delay. τ is the propagation delay time of
the light.

2. Numerical model
Figure 1 shows a model for mutually-coupled semiconductor lasers. The optical output from the laser 1 is injected
into the laser 2 after the propagation delay time τ of the
light. The output of the laser 2 is also injected into the laser
1. This coupled system is considered as an infinite dimensional system due to the existence of the coupling delay
time. It is expected to observe synchronization of chaos in
numerical simulations. We show a numerical model known
as the Lang-Kobayashi equations for semiconductor lasers
with time-delayed optical coupling [11].
[
]
dE1,2 (t) 1 + iα G N (N1,2 (t) − N0 )
1
−
=
E1,2 (t)
dt
2
τp
1 + ε|E1,2 (t)|2
[
]
+ κE2,1 (t − τ) exp iθ1,2 (t)
(1)
dN1,2 (t)
N1,2 (t) G N (N1,2 (t) − N0 )
=J−
−
|E1,2 (t)|2 (2)
dt
τs
1 + ε|E1,2 (t)|2
θ1,2 (t) = (ω2,1 − ω1,2 )t − ω2,1 τ
(3)
where E and N are the slowly varying complex electricfield amplitude and the carrier density of the semiconductor lasers, respectively. The subscripts 1 and 2 represent
the laser 1 and 2, respectively. α = 3 is the linewidth
enhancement factor, G N is the gain coeﬃcient, N0 is the
carrier density at transparency, and ϵ is the gain saturation
coeﬃcient. τ p and τ s are the photon and the carrier lifetimes, respectively. J = 1.2Jth is the injection current of
the lasers, where Jth is the injection current at the lasing
threshold. The second term in the right-hand side of Eq.
(1) represents the optical injection from the other laser. κ
is the coupling strength between the two lasers and τ is the
propagation delay time of the light. θi (t) (i = 1, 2) is the
optical phase diﬀerence between the two lasers. In Eq. (3)
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for θi (t), ∆ω is the optical angular frequency detuning between the laser 1 and 2, and is defined as ∆ω = ω1 − ω2 ,
where ω is the optical angular frequency of the laser. The
following parameter values are used in our numerical simulations: κ = 31.06 ns−1 , τ = 1 ns, and the optical frequency
detuning ∆ f = ∆ω/(2π) = 2 GHz. Other parameter values
are set to be the same as in Ref. [12].
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3. Steady State Solution







We show steady state solutions of the Lang-Kobayashi
equation (1) and (2) for the mutually-coupled semiconductor lasers. We define the steady state solutions of E1,2 (t) and
N1,2 (t) as E s1,s2 = A s1,s2 exp[i(ω s1,s2 − ω1,2 )t] and N s1,s2 , respectively. A s1,s2 is the steady state solution of the electricfield amplitude of E1,2 . ω s1,s2 is the steady state solution
of the optical angular frequency. The following equations
are obtained by inserting these solutions into Eq. (1) and
(2) and by dividing the complex variables into the real and
imaginary parts.
[
]
A s2,s1
1 G N (N s1,s2 − N0 )
1
0=
−
+κ
cos θ s1,s2 (t) (4)
2 1 + ϵ|A s1,s2 |2
τp
A s1,s2
[
]
1
α G N (N s1,s2 − N0 )
−
ω s1,s2 − ω1,2 =
2 1 + ϵ|A s1,s2 |2
τp
A s2,s1
−κ
sin θ s1,s2 (t)
(5)
A s1,s2
N s1,s2 α G N (N s1,s2 − N0 )
0=J−
−
|A s1,s2 |2
(6)
τs
2 1 + ϵ|A s1,s2 |2
θ s1,s2 (t) = (ω s2,s1 − ω s1,s2 )t + ω s1,s2 τ
(7)
Note that Eq. (7) for θ s1,s2 (t) includes the time t. From the
requirement of constant θ s1,s2 (t) for the time t, ω s1 = ω s2
need to be satisfied. This requirement indicates that injection locking is achieved between the two coupled lasers.
We obtain the following conditions for the steady state solutions from Eqs. (4)–(7) and ω s1 = ω s2 = ω s .
(ω s − ω1 )(ω s − ω2 )
κ2 (1 + α2 )
(1 − cos[2(ω s τ + tan−1 α)]) (8)
2
√
2κ2 τ s 1 + α2 cos[ω s τ] sin[ω s τ + tan−1 α]
N s1,s2 − Nth =
(G N τ s + ϵ)∆ω s2,s1
ϵNth ( j − 1)
+
(9)
GN τs + ϵ
=

Where Nth is the carrier density at the lasing threshold
(Nth = N0 + 1/(G N τ p )).
4. Numerical results
Figure 2 shows the temporal waveform of the mutuallycoupled semiconductor lasers. We show the dynamics of
2
2
the laser intensity I(t) = Ere
(t) + Eim
(t), where Ere and Eim
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Figure 2: (a) Temporal waveforms of I(t) for the mutuallycoupled semiconductor lasers. The black and red curves
represent the laser 1 and 2, respectively. (b) Low-pass filtered temporal waveforms of (a). A third-order low-pass
filter with the cut-oﬀ frequency of 0.5 GHz is used.

are the real and imaginary parts of E, respectively. Figures 2(a) and (b) show the original and low-pass filtered
waveforms, respectively. The upper curve (the black curve)
represents the laser 1 and the lower one (the red curve) represents the laser 2. We can observe fast oscillations over
a few GHz for both the upper and lower curves in Fig.
2(a). Low frequency fluctuations (LFFs) can be clearly
observed as sudden intensity dropouts in low-pass filtered
waveforms of Fig. 2(b). The leader-laggard relationship
can be determined with the order of the dropouts of the two
lasers. In Fig. 2(b), the dropouts of the laser 1 always occurs in advance, indicating that the laser 1 is the leader. The
leader is determined by the sign of the optical frequency
detuning ∆ f . Positive frequency detuning ∆ f > 0 (i.e.,
f1 > f2 ) in Fig. 2 results in the leader of the laser 1.
To investigate short-term exchange of the leader-laggard
relationship, we calculate the two short-time cross correlations as follows,
⟨[
][
]⟩
I1 (t − τ) − I¯1 (t − τ) I2 (t) − I¯2 (t)
C1 (t) =
(10)
σ1 (t − τ)σ2 (t)
⟨[
][
]⟩
I1 (t) − I¯1 (t) I2 (t − τ) − I¯2 (t − τ)
C2 (t) =
(11)
σ1 (t)σ2 (t − τ)
¯
where 1 and 2 represent the laser 1 and 2, respectively. I(t)
is the mean of the laser intensity for [t − τ, t]. σ(t) is the
standard deviation of the intensity for [t−τ, t]. ⟨·⟩ represents
the time averaging for [t−τ, t]. C1 (t) is the cross correlation
function between I1 (t−τ) and I2 (t). On the contrary, C2 (t) is
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Figure 5: Averaged trajectory of the two coupled lasers in
the phase space. The orange circles indicate the averaged
steady state solutions.

the relationship between steady state solutions and trajectory of the low-frequency fluctuations of the mutually coupled lasers in the phase space. Figure 4 shows the attractor and the steady state solutions of the mutually coupled
lasers in the phase space. Figures 4(a) and (b) represent the
laser 1 and 2, respectively. The horizontal axis corresponds
to the optical frequency f1,2 (t) calculated from the optical
phase ϕ1,2 (t) as follows.
ϕ1 (t) − ϕ1 (t − τ)
2πτ
ϕ2 (t) − ϕ2 (t − τ)
f2 (t) =
− ∆f
2πτ
f1 (t) =






I W I W 

Figure 3: Temporal waveforms of the short-term cross correlations C1 (t) and C2 (t). The black solid and red dashed
curves represent C1 (t) and C2 (t), respectively. The temporal waveforms in Fig. 2(a) are calculated from 20 to 40
ns.

Q W
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Figure 4: Trajectories of the low-frequency fluctuations of
the mutually coupled lasers in the phase space for (a) laser
1 and (b) laser 2. The phase space consists of the optical
frequency and the carrier density. The orange circles indicate the steady state solutions. The blue arrows represent
the direction of change in the trajectories.

the cross correlation function between I1 (t) and I2 (t−τ). We
can determine the leader by using the sign of C1 (t) − C2 (t).
The laser 1 is the leader for C1 (t) − C2 (t) > 0, and the laser
2 is the leader for C1 (t) − C2 (t) < 0.
Figure 3 shows the temporal waveforms of C1 (t) and
C2 (t), calculated from the temporal waveforms in Fig. 2(a)
from 20 to 40 ns . C2 (t) decreases at 29 ns and C1 (t) remains high correlation when the sign of C1 (t)−C2 (t) is positive and the laser 1 is leader, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Next,
C1 (t) decreases at 31 ns when the sign of C1 (t) − C2 (t) becomes negative at 31 ns and the laser 2 becomes the leader.
After that, the sign of the correlations is changed for every
propagation delay times τ, and leader-laggard relationship
is exchanged alternately. This is an indication of the shortterm exchange of leader-laggard relationship.
To understand the short-term exchange, we investigate

(12)
(13)

where ϕ(t) = tan−1 [Eim (t)/Ere (t)]. The vertical axis is the
normalized carrier density n1,2 (t) = 100(N1,2 (t) − Nth )/Nth .
The orange circles in Fig. 4 indicate the steady state solutions of the optical frequency f s = ω s /(2π) and the normalized carrier density n s1,s2 = 100(N s1,s2 − Nth )/Nth .
The intensity dropout occurs around f1,2 (t) ≈ −14 GHz,
where n1,2 (t) suddenly increases. After the increase of
n1,2 (t), the trajectory moves to the direction of the blue arrow and the optical frequency f1,2 (t) increases to zero. The
trajectory slowly moves to the negative direction of the optical frequency along the lower steady state solutions after
the trajectory arrives at f1,2 ≈ 0. The above-described cycle is repeated. A single semiconductor laser with optical
self-feedback shows a similar behavior in the LFF dynamics [9, 10].
Next, we investigate the averaged trajectory and the
steady state solutions for the laser 1 and 2, as shown in Fig.
5. The averaged trajectory and complete-synchronization
solutions in mutually-coupled semiconductor lasers have
been investigated in [6]. However, in our case, the optical
frequency detuning ∆ f needs to be taken into account. The
horizontal axis of Fig. 5 represents ( f1 (t) + f2 (t))/2 and
the vertical axis represents (n1 (t) + n2 (t))/2. The steady
state solutions of the carrier density are also averaged as
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5. Conclusions
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Figure 6: Temporal waveforms of the optical frequency.
The black solid and red dashed curves represent the laser 1
and 2, respectively.

We investigated the short-term exchange of the leaderlaggard relationship in mutually-coupled semiconductor
lasers. The two lasers show LFF dynamics and one of the
laser always has intensity dropouts in advance, which is
the leader, due to the existence of the optical frequency detuning. We observed the short-term exchange of the leaderlaggard relationship by using short-term cross-correlations.
We also calculated the steady state solutions, which are frequency locked solutions, for the mutually-coupled semiconductor lasers to investigate the mechanism of the shortterm exchange of the leader-laggard relationship. We found
that the averaged trajectory for the two coupled lasers in
the phase space itinerates on the steady state solutions, and
the optical frequency locking alternately occurs in the two
lasers. The short-term exchange of the leader-laggard relationship could be a general phenomenon for mutuallycoupled dynamical systems with time delay.
References

(n s1 + n s2 )/2. From Fig. 5, the averaged trajectory itinerates on the lower steady state solutions although the trajectories of the two lasers do not itinerate on the steady state
solutions in Fig. 4.
To investigate the frequency dynamics of the two lasers,
we observe the temporal waveforms of the optical frequencies f1 (t) and f2 (t) as shown in Figure 6. The black solid
and red dashed curves represent the laser 1 and 2, respectively. Both f1 (t) and f2 (t) start decreasing at t ≈ 30 ns,
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Abstract– We experimentally observe common-signalinduced synchronization between two single-mode
semiconductor lasers with constant-amplitude and randomphase modulation. We investigate the frequency
dependence of synchronization on the parameter values
over wide parameter ranges. We use low-pass filters with
different cut-off frequencies to change the bandwidth of
random-phase-modulation of the drive signal. We found
that high cross correlation (~0.94) between the two
response lasers can be observed when the cut-off
frequency is equal to or higher than 5 GHz. On the other
hand, the correlation between the two response lasers is
relatively low (~0.75) when the cut-off frequency is lower
than 5 GHz.

common-signal-induced synchronization with broad
common random light.
In this study, we investigate the common-signalinduced synchronization between two semiconductor
lasers with constant-amplitude and random-phase light to
clarify the dependence of the synchronization quality on
the modulation bandwidth of the drive signal.
2. Common-signal-induced synchronization
Random phase modulation

Noise Signal

Response1

1. Introduction

Drive

Information security is very important in
communication and computer systems. Schemes for
secure key distribution rely on two main security
paradigms, computational security and informationtheoretic security. Computational security is based on the
assumed hardness of computational problems. On the
other hand, information-theoretic security [1] is based on
probability theory and on the fact that an adversary’s
information is limited. Recently, Information-theoretic
security key distribution has been proposed using
generation of correlated random bit sequences in
synchronization of semiconductor lasers [2,3,4]. This
scheme is implemented by using common-signal-induced
synchronization in semiconductor lasers with constantamplitude and random-phase light (CARP light) [5,6]. The
security in this scheme is based on the physical limitation
that the common random light has a broad fluctuation
bandwidth which is too broad to completely observe its
fast temporal variation with current technology. Even
though some experimental results have been reported, the
fluctuation bandwidth of the common random light is
limited to less than 1.5 GHz [7]. Therefore, it can be
expected to improve security by using broader common
random light. However, there has been no report on

Identical
waveforms

Phase
Modulator

Response2
Generation of CARP Light

Fig.
1
Schematic
of
common-signal-induced
synchronization with constant-amplitude and randomphase light.
Common-random-signal induced synchronization is a
key technique for secure key distribution scheme [7]. The
concept
of
common
random-signal
induced
synchronization with CARP light is shown in Fig. 1. A
drive signal from a laser system (called Drive laser) is
injected into two laser systems (called Response 1 and 2
lasers) that have different initial conditions. The outputs
from the two Response lasers injected from the common
drive signal are identically synchronized, even though the
outputs of the Drive and Response lasers are different
[8,9]. In this study, we use constant-amplitude and
random-phase light (CARP light) as a common drive
signal. The CARP light can be generated by using a phase
modulator with a white Gaussian noise signal.
We change frequency bandwidth of the noise signal
that is used to modulate the optical phase of the drive
signal. We perform an experiment on common-signalinduced synchronization with the CARP light, and
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5. Experimental results
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Fig. 3 Outputs of super-luminescent diode with low-pass
filters (1.5, 3.0, 5.0 and 8.0 GHz). (a) RF spectra and
(b),(c) temporal waveforms.
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Frequency [GHz]
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The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. We use three
semiconductor lasers (Drive, Response 1, and Response 2)
for common-signal-induced synchronization. The lasers
are
single-mode
distributed-feedback
(DFB)
semiconductor lasers (NTT Electronics, the optical
wavelength of 1547 nm). We use super-luminescent diode
which has broad frequency bandwidth (> THz) for optical
phase modulation of the Drive laser. The output light from
the Drive laser (LD) is injected into an optical isolator
(ISO) to transmit the light unidirectionally. We use the
optical noise signal from the output of a superluminescent diode (SLD). The optical phase of the drive
signal is modulated randomly, and constant-amplitude and
random-phase light (CARP light) is generated. The output
light from SLD is injected into a photodiode (PD)
unidirectionally through ISO. The power of the injection
signal is adjusted by using an optical attenuator (ATT).
The output of the SLD is transformed into an electric
signal by PD and amplified by electric amplifies (Amp) to
send to the optical phase modulator (PM). The bandwidth
of the PM is 20 GHz. The frequency bandwidth of the
optical noise from SLD is limited by a low-pass filter
(LPF) after Amp. In the case without LPF, the frequency
bandwidth is limited to 12 GHz by the frequency
bandwidth of PD. We can change the random-phasemodulation bandwidth of the drive laser by using LPFs
with different cut-off frequencies. The CARP light from
the Drive laser is divided by a fiber coupler (FC). Each
light is injected into the Response 1 and 2 lasers
unidirectionally through ISO. The light power is adjusted
by using ATT. The output waveforms of the three lasers
are observed by using a digital oscilloscope.

We change the frequency bandwidth of the optical
noise from the output of SLD by using four types of lowpass filters (LPF) whose cut-off frequencies are 1.5, 3.0,
5.0, and 8.0 GHz, respectively. We can change the
random-phase-modulation bandwidth of the drive laser.
The RF spectra of the output waveforms of SLD with the
different low-pass filters are shown in Fig. 3. We adjust
the light power of the SLD to match the standard
deviations of the temporal waveforms from SLD with
different low-pass filters. Figure 3(a) shows the RF
spectra of the SLD with different low-pass filters. It
confirms that the bandwidth of the optical noise from SLD
can be changed by using the low-pass filters with different
cut-off frequencies. Without low-pass filters, the RF
spectra power gradually decreases over 10 GHz, limited
by the bandwidth of PD. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the
output waveforms from SLD with the low-pass filters (1.5
and 8.0 GHz). The observations confirm that high speed
random-phase-modulation of drive laser is possible by
using the optical noise with broad frequency bandwidth.
We generate optical noise signals by using low-pass
filters (1.5, 3.0, 5.0, and 8.0 GHz) and without low-pass
filter (12 GHz). The optical phase of the Drive laser is
modulated by using these optical noises to generate CARP
lights with different phase-modulation bandwidth.

SLD intensity [arb. units]

3. Experimental setup

4. Generation of optical noise

Power [dBm]

investigate the synchronization quality between the two
Response lasers.

ATT
PD Amp

Spectrum
Analyzer
Optical
Spectrum
Analyzer

ISO

Fig. 2 Experimental setup of common-signal-induced
synchronization with CARP light. Amp, electric amplifier;
ATT, attenuator; FC, fiber coupler; ISO, optical isolator;
LD, laser diode; LPF, low-pass filter; PD, photodiode;
PM, phase modulator; SLD, super luminescent diode.

We experimentally investigate common-signal-induced
synchronization when broadband phase-modulation noise
is used for the drive laser. We introduce a measure of
analog cross-correlation to evaluate the quality of
synchronization. The analog cross-correlation value is
calculated as follows:

CA 

I

1

 I 1 I 2  I 2 

 1  2

(1 )

where I 1 , I 2 are temporal waveforms of the output
intensities of Response 1 and 2 lasers, respectively, I 1 , I 2
are their mean values,  1 ,  2 are their standard
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Fig. 5 Experimental results of the cross correlation
between the Response 1 and Response 2 lasers (black
line) and the standard deviation of the temporal waveform
of the Response 1 laser (orange line) as a function of the
bandwidth of the phase-modulation bandwidth.
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Fig. 4 Experimental results for the outputs of Response 1
and Response 2 lasers for the phase-modulation
bandwidths of (a),(b) 1.5 GHz and (c),(d) 8.0 GHz. (a),(c)
Temporal waveforms and (b),(d) corresponding
correlation plots.
We investigate the frequency dependence of commonsignal-induced synchronization. Figure 5 shows the cross
correlation between the Response 1 and 2 lasers (black
line) and the standard deviation of Response 1 laser
(orange line) when the phase-modulation bandwidth of
Drive laser is changed (1.5 ~ 12 GHz). In Fig. 5, the cross
correlation value increases as the bandwidth of the phasemodulation increases. High cross correlation values
(~0.94) between the two response lasers are observed
when the phase-modulation bandwidth is equal to or
higher than 5 GHz. On the other hand, the cross
correlation values between the two Response lasers are
relatively low (~0.75) when the phase-modulation
bandwidth is lower than 5 GHz. The orange curve shows
the standard deviation of Response 1 laser when the
phase-modulation bandwidth is changed. In Fig. 5, large
standard deviation of Response 1 laser is observed for the
phase-modulation bandwidth equal to or higher than 5
GHz.

We consider the dependence of the spectrum of the
response laser on the modulation bandwidth. Figure 6
shows the RF spectra of Response 1 laser with optical
injection by using low-pass filters (1.5 and 8.0 GHz). In
Fig. 6, there are two peaks in the RF spectra of the
Response 1 laser when phase-modulation bandwidth is set
to 1.5 GHz. The frequency of the left peaks for the case of
1.5 GHz corresponds to the bandwidth of the noise signal
used for random-phase modulation. This peak may result
from the intensity-phase conversion in the response laser
cavity. On the contrary, the peak frequency at 5.8 GHz
corresponds to the detuning of the optical carrier
frequency between the Drive laser and Response 1 laser
with optical injection [6]. In the cases of phasemodulation bandwidth of 8.0 GHz, no peaks appear for
low frequency regions and the peak at 5.8 GHz is high.
The existence of the large peak at 5.8 GHz corresponds to
large amplitude of the temporal waveform for the case of
the phase-modulation bandwidth of 8.0 GHz.
0
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deviations of I 1 , I 2 , and < > indicate time averaging.
C A  1.0 indicates identical synchronization, whereas
C A  0.0 indicates no synchronization.
Figure 4 shows the temporal waveforms of the
Response 1 and 2 lasers and their correlation plots. In Fig.
4(a) and (b), when the phase-modulation bandwidth of
drive laser is 1.5 GHz, the temporal waveforms of the two
Response lasers are weakly correlated and the amplitudes
are small. On the other hand, for Fig. 4(c) and (d), when
phase-modulation bandwidth of drive laser is 8.0 GHz, the
temporal waveforms of the two Response lasers are
strongly correlated and the amplitudes are larger than
those in Fig. 4(a).
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Fig. 6 Experimental results of the RF spectra for Response
1 laser for the phase-modulation bandwidths of 1.5 and
8.0 GHz.
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parameter values. We found that high correlation values
are observed for large phase-modulation bandwidth.

We investigate the dependence of synchronization on
laser parameter values for different phase-modulation
bandwidths. We observe the change in the cross
correlation when the optical injection strength from the
Drive laser to each of Response lasers is changed. Figure
7 shows the cross correlation values between the
Response 1 and 2 lasers as a function of the optical
injection strength. The cross correlation becomes larger
and reaches a constant value as the injection strength is
increased. The common-signal-induced synchronization
with CARP light is achieved with large optical injection
power. In the case of the phase-modulation bandwidth of
1.5 GHz, the cross correlation is obtained about 0.7 with
large optical injection power. On the contrary, in the case
of the phase-modulation bandwidth of 8.0 GHz, the cross
correlation can be observed about 0.9 with large optical
injection power. Therefore, we found that high correlation
can be observed for large phase-modulation bandwidth.

Acknowledgments
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6. Parameter dependence of synchronization for
different bandwidths of random-phase modulation
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Fig. 7 Experimental result of the cross correlation between
the Response 1 and Response 2 lasers as a function of the
injection strength.
7. Conclusion
We experimentally investigated the parameter
dependence of the random-phase-modulation bandwidth
for common-signal-induced synchronization of single
mode semiconductor lasers. We achieved common-signalinduced synchronization by using constant-amplitude and
random-phase light as a common signal which has
different phase-modulation bandwidth. High cross
correlation (~0.94) between the two response lasers can be
observed when the phase-modulation bandwidth is equal
to or higher than 5 GHz. On the other hand, the
correlation is relatively low (~0.75) when the phasemodulation bandwidth is lower than 5 GHz. We also
investigated the dependence of synchronization on laser
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Abstract—We experimentally show that by injecting
common broadband optical noise, amplified spontaneous
emission noise, into two uncoupled lasers, the phases of
the respective laser oscillations can be synchronized.
1. Introduction
Synchronization is a key mechanism for the emergence
of order in a variety of dynamical systems that consist of
oscillatory units. Such systems can be found in physical,
chemical, biological, and engineering contexts [1, 2], and
they are often subject to noise. A fundamental goal of nonlinear physics is to reveal the roles of noise in synchronization phenomena within real systems. Interestingly, recent
studies have revealed that two independent nonlinear oscillators can be synchronized with each other when they are
driven by a common external noise. This phenomenon is
called common noise-induced synchronization (CNIS).
A theoretical study showed that CNIS can occur quite
generally between two identical limit-cycle oscillators [4,
5]. This result has been generalized to the case of oscillators with slightly diﬀerent frequencies [6, 7]. An essential feature of CNIS is phase synchronization without frequency locking, which diﬀers from synchronization by a
common periodic signal [7]. These theoretical studies suggest the universality of experimental realization of CNIS in
various real systems. However, experimental evidence is
still limited and has been reported only for a few systems
such as neurons [8, 9], ecological systems [10], and electric
circuits [11].
From a dynamical system point of view, a laser can be
regarded as limit-cycle oscillator with a well-defined frequency: the phase variable of oscillation is given by the
optical phase of the laser light. As such, lasers should offer good experimental stages to address fundamental issues
of synchronization phenomena [12, 13]. However, the synchronization of the optical phase dynamics of lasers has not
yet been well studied in an experimental context. In particular, there is no experimental evidence for phase synchronization in lasers driven by a common broadband noise,
i.e., CNIS, although a numerical study suggests its possibility [14].
In this paper, we report experimental results on CNIS in
the optical phases of lasers [15]. Broadband low-coherent
light, i.e., amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) light, is
used as the common optical noise. As reported in [16],
ASE light can be treated as classical broadband noise. The

present experiment is a realization of CNIS by the broadband optical noise, and it is distinguished from the coherent
light or narrow band random light induced synchronization
in the sense that no frequency locking to the driving light is
observed. The achievement of CNIS in the optical phases
suggests new potential for the control of optical phase dynamics using ASE light, although such light has been so far
considered as a source that disturbs laser coherence. This
CNIS by ASE light may be useful for applications in communications, including a recently proposed secure key distribution scheme [17].

2. Experimental setup
The system investigated in this work is illustrated in Fig.
1. Common ASE noise is injected into two lasers that are
not coupled to each other. Our interest here is in determining whether fast oscillations of the output light of the
two lasers can be synchronized by injecting the common
noise. A key technique for capturing the phase dynamics
of the fast oscillations is to combine a heterodyne detection
method with the Hilbert transform analysis. The proposed
scheme works as follows. First, heterodyne signals are created by optical interference between a reference light with
frequency ω0 , which is denoted as A0 exp(−iω0 t), where t
is time, and the light signal from laser j ( j = 1, 2), which
is denoted as A j exp[−iω0 t + iϕ j (t)]. ϕ j (t) and A j denote
the phase deviation from the reference light and the amplitude, respectively. The resulting heterodyne
[ signal
] contains the interference term I j (t) = A j A0 cos ϕ j (t) . Then,
the optical phase is extracted using the Hilbert transform
ϕ j (t) = arg[I j + iH(I j )], where H(I) denotes the Hilbert
transform of I. Finally, a phase-unwrapping procedure is
carried out, and the phase diﬀerence Φ = ϕ2 − ϕ1 is calculated.
Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for implementing the above scheme. The setup is based on polarizationmaintaining optical fiber components. The two lasers (L1
and L2) are distributed-feedback semiconductor lasers operating at almost the same frequency of 193 THz (corresponding to wavelength of 1555 nm) above the threshold
current Jth ≈ 12 mA. A super luminescent diode (SLD)
was used as an ASE light source, which has a broader spectrum than the lasers around 193 THz. The ASE light from
the SLD was divided into two via a 50/50 optical fiber coupler (FC) and injected into L1 and L2. The intensity of the
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Figure 3: AC components of heterodyne signals between
the lasers and a reference for (a) D = 0 and (b) D = 0.19.
J/Jth was fixed at 2.25.

Figure 2: Schematic of experimental setup.
ASE light was controlled with an optical attenuator (Att).
A narrow (100 kHz) linewidth laser (REF) was used for the
heterodyne detection. The frequency of REF was detuned
from those of the lasers at ∼5 GHz. The created heterodyne signals were detected by photodetectors (PDs) with a
bandwidth of 12.5 GHz and observed with an oscilloscope
(OSC) having a bandwidth of 16 GHz at 50 GSample/s.
For convenience, the intensity of the injected ASE
light is henceforth represented by the injection ratio D =
PAS E /PL , where PAS E is the ASE power arriving at the
lasers and PL is the average output power of the lasers.
3. Experimental results
First, we consider the case when ASE light is not injected into the two lasers. Figure 3(a) shows the AC components of the heterodyne signals of L1 and L2 observed
for D = 0 and J = 2.25Jth . The diﬀerence between the
phases extracted from the heterodyne signals Φ(= ϕ2 − ϕ1 )
is shown by the blue curve in Fig. 4. In this case, there is a
slight frequency mismatch between L1 and L2 of about 43
MHz owing to the technical limitations of frequency tuning. The oscillations of the two signals are not matched,
and Φ changes almost linearly with time.
Next, we discuss the case when ASE light is injected into
the two lasers. We observed that, as the injection power increases up to D ≈ 0.2, the phase dynamics become more
synchronous, although phase slip occurs because of the intrinsic noise in each laser and the frequency mismatch between the two lasers. The clearest result is obtained at
D = 0.19. Figure 3(b) shows the AC components of the
measured heterodyne signals. The phases of the respective oscillations are well matched. The phase diﬀerence
Φ is shown by the red solid curve in Fig. 4. Φ is almost
perfectly maintained for a long time of over 10 ns, which
corresponds to about 2 × 106 times the period of laser oscillation for the lasing frequency of 193 THz.
It should be noted that the synchronized state is diﬀerent
from that induced by coherent light because the frequen-

Figure 4: Phase diﬀerence Φ versus time for D = 0.0, D =
0.19, D = 0.62. J/Jth was fixed at 2.25.
cies of response lasers are completely locked to the driving light in the latter case. By contrast, the two lasers in
our experiments are not locked to the driving ASE light,
and a frequency diﬀerence still remains between the two
lasers. The dynamics of Φ for D = 0.19 [Fig. 4] shows
that although the short-term frequency diﬀerence is almost
always close to zero, it intermittently exhibits large absolute (and frequently positive) values when phase slips occur. Thus, the mean frequency diﬀerence is not zero (≈ 40
MHz), but synchronization is still observed for long periods of time between successive phase slips. This phase
synchronization with a frequency diﬀerence coincides well
with the theoretical result for detuned limit-cycle oscillators perturbed by white noise [7].
When the injection power of the ASE light is further increased, however, we observe the transition from the synchronized state to a desynchronized one, where the phase
diﬀerence is fluctuating [see the pink dotted curve in Fig.
4]. To evaluate the synchronization quality quantitatively,
we used the synchronization index γ2 = ⟨cos Φ(t)⟩2 +
⟨sin Φ(t)⟩2 [9], where the brackets denote the average over
time. γ = 1 indicates complete synchronization while
γ = 0 indicates a loss of synchrony. In Fig. 5(a), γ is shown
as a function of D. There is the maximum of γ for an optimal injection power of the ASE light. In the weak injection
region (D < 0.05), the γ-value is low, and the synchronous
dynamics is not observed, because the intrinsic noise in
each laser is dominant. As D increases and the eﬀect of
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Figure 5: (a) Injection ratio D-dependence of γ at J/Jth =
2.25. (b) γmax versus J/Jth .
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the ASE light overcomes the intrinsic noise, the synchrony
is enhanced. However, when D is too large (D > 0.2),
γ decreases and the synchronous dynamics cannot be observed again. Consequently, high-quality synchronization
can be observed only around the optimal value of the injection power.
The qualitatively same D-dependence of γ was observed
for diﬀerent values of the injection current J but the maximum value of γ (γmax = max γ(D)) depended on J, as
shown in Fig. 5(b). γmax monotonically increases, with
increasing J.
4. Numerical simulation
To understand the physical mechanism of the synchronization properties, we performed numerical calculations
by using the rate equation model of a single-mode semiconductor laser [18]. The slowly varying complex amplitude of the optical field E j and the carrier density N j of
laser ( j = 1, 2) were described by the following set of dimensionless equations [19]:
d
E j = −i∆ j E j + (1 + iα)g(N j − 1)E j + ξ + η j ,
dt
d
2
Nj = µ − Nj − Nj Ej .
dt

(1)
(2)

In these equations, the time t is normalized to the carrier lifetime τ s = 2.04 ns. ξ and η j denote the injected
ASE light and intrinsic optical noise in laser j, respectively. They were modeled as complex white Gaussian
noises of zero means such that ⟨ξ(t)ξ∗ (t′ )⟩ = Dc δ(t −
t′ ), ⟨η j (t)η∗k (t′ )⟩ = Di δ jk δ(t − t′ ), and ⟨ξ(t)η j (t′ )⟩ = 0, where
Di = 8.2 × 10−3 and Dc characterize the intensities of the
intrinsic noise and common noise, respectively. For simplicity, the laser parameters except ∆ j are assumed to be
identical for the two lasers. α = 5 and g ≈ 630 denote the
linewidth enhancement factor and normalized diﬀerential
gain, respectively. µ is proportional to the injection current
(Jτ s − N0 )/(Nth − N0 ), where N0 = 1.4 × 1024 m−3 and
Nth = 2.018 × 1024 m−3 denote the transparent carrier density and threshold carrier density, respectively. ∆ j is the frequency detuned from a reference frequency. For correspon-
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(c)
Figure 6: Numerical results. (a) Dc -dependence of γ for
various values of J/Jth = 1.42, 1.76, and 2.25. (b) γmax
versus J/Jth . (c) Dc -dependence of conditional Lyapunov
exponent λ.
dence with the experiment, we set (∆2 − ∆1 )/(2πτ s ) = 40
MHz.
If Dc = Di = 0, the system of Eqs. (1) and (2) has a
0
limit cycle solution (E j , N) = (E0 e−i(∆ j t+ϕ j ) , 1) that emerges
√
via Hopf bifurcation for µ > 1, where E0 = µ − 1 and
ϕ0j is an initial phase. This solution corresponds to the
lasing state with the detuned frequency ∆ j . For Dc , 0
and Di , 0, we numerically solved Eqs. (1) and (2)
and calculated the phase diﬀerence between the two lasers
as Φ(t) = arg E2 − arg E1 . Figures 6(a) and (b) show
the numerical results for the Dc -dependence of γ and Jdependence of γmax , respectively. There exists the optimal
noise intensity for the synchronization, and γmax increases
with increasing J. These numerical results qualitatively coincide with and confirm the experimental results.
We also calculated the maximum conditional Lyapunov
exponents λ of Eqs (1) and (2), as shown in Fig. 6(c). Compared with the result in Fig. 6(a), γ decreases in a large
Dc region where the sign of λ changes from negative to
positive. λ > 0 suggests a loss of synchrony between two
uncoupled oscillators [14]. The desynchronization emerges
when the state of each oscillator deviates considerably from
the limit-cycle by the perturbation of a noisy force and the
fluctuation of the oscillation amplitude aﬀects the phase dynamics [14, 20]. The eﬀect of the deviation is dominant
when the relaxation rate to the limit-cycle is small.
In this laser model, the injection current J characterizes
not only the laser oscillation amplitude but also the relaxation rate to the oscillation state [18]. Therefore, for large
values of J, the oscillation state is robust against noises, and
the eﬀect of the deviation becomes less dominant, i.e., the
oscillation state may be localized near the limit cycle even
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for a large noisy perturbation. Consequently, as shown
in Figs. 6(a) and (c), the noise intensity needed for the
transition to the desynchronization becomes larger as J increases, and the synchronized state can be maintained even
for larger values of Dc . This suggests that better synchronization can be observed as J increases and the relaxation
rate becomes larger.
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have experimentally shown that
common ASE noise can induce synchronization without
frequency-locking in optical phase dynamics of lasers. The
observed features can be explained by a simple model
describing the interaction between laser oscillations and
white noise. These results are convincing evidence for the
universality of CNIS phenomenon and imply that the fast
phase dynamics of laser oscillation in the hundred terahertz
regime can be controlled with the ASE noise.
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Abstract—We demonstrated experimentally the
synchronization between two semiconductor lasers by
the injection of common ampliﬁed spontaneous emission (ASE) light, emitted from a super luminescent
diode. The synchronization was realized in the both
cases of the semiconductor lasers with and without optical feedback. Note that the lasers can behave chaotically with optical feedback. The quality of the synchronization, measured by the cross-correlation coeﬃcients of the two laser outputs, can be improved by increasing the injected ASE light. In addition, we show
the condition of the optical spectra to achieve good
synchronization.
1. Introduction
When several nonlinear oscillators are interacted
each other, the oscillators can be synchronized in various way [1, 2]. Various systems such as neurons, ecological systems, and electric circuits can become such
nonlinear oscillators. These phenomena have attracted
many researchers and fundamental mechanisms have
been revealed from viewpoints of nonlinear dynamics. In addition, there are potential applications in
engineering ﬁeld. For example, the synchronization
in laser systems can be applied to communication systems since high-speed data communications are mainly
implemented with the laser systems. In particular,
the chaotic synchronization in drive-response conﬁguration can be applied to secure communications, such
as chaos masking and chaos modulation [3, 4].
From viewpoints of engineering applications and
nonlinear physics, it is important to reveal the eﬀects
of noise in the synchronization since noise is inevitable
in real physical devices and noise sometimes plays interesting roles in the synchronization. One example is
common noise induced synchronization (CNIS), which
is phenomenon that two nonlinear oscillators driven
by common external noise are synchronized with each
other [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. In the NOLTA 2013, we
show experimentally that noise of a drive laser sys-

tem can enhance synchronization in unidirectionally
coupled laser systems. Moreover, it is also known that
CNIS can occur in uncoupled laser systems driven by a
common noise [11, 12]. However, the synchronization
in laser systems driven by common ampliﬁed spontaneous emission (ASE) noise has yet to be well studied
experimentally.
In this paper, we show the experimental demonstration of common noise induced synchronization of
lasers by the injection of ASE noise. In Sec. 2,
the experimental setup for our investigations is described. In Sec. 3, we show some experimental results
that demonstrate the synchronization of laser systems
driven by common noise. In Sec. 4, we summarize our
results.
2. Experimental Setup
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for our investigations of the common noise induced synchronization
in semiconductor lasers. A super luminescent diode
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Figure 1: Schematic of experimental setup.
(SLD) emits ASE light, which is broadband and lowcoherent. In some experiments, the ASE light is ﬁltered by a band pass ﬁlter (FLT). The light is split into
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case of Fig. 2 (b), the cross correlation coeﬃcient C is
0.88.
The intensity of injected ASE light is measured by
a power meter connected to the output monitor of the
EDFA. Figure 3 shows that the cross correlation C
as a function of the light intensity at the EDFA connected to Laser 2 when the intensity for Laser 1 is
ﬁxed. There is a light intensity of Laser 2 that max1
Optical spectrum

0.8

Cross correlation

two and each light is ampliﬁed with each erbium doped
ﬁber ampliﬁer (EDFA). The intensity of each ASE
light can be adjusted independently and the light is
injected into two distributed-feedback (DFB) semiconductor lasers (Laser 1 and Laser 2). Note that we used
the lasers which are embedded in photonic integrated
circuits (PICs). The details of PICs are described in
Sec. 3.2. The conditions of the two DFB lasers are
set as same as possible. The ratios of injection currents (denoted by J) to threshold currents (denoted
by Jth ) are set to be same and the optical wavelengths
of the two DFB lasers are set to be matched by tuning
their temperatures. The outputs of two DFB lasers
are transformed into radio-frequency signals by photodetectors (PDs) with a bandwidth of 12.5 GHz. We
observed temporal waveforms of the two semiconductor lasers by an oscilloscope (OSC) with a bandwidth
of 16 GHz at 50 GSample/s.
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3. Experimental Results
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3.1. Synchronization of Lasers without Optical
Feedback
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An example of waveforms of the two DFB lasers is
shown in Fig. 2 (a). We can see that the waveforms

(b)

C=0.88
Laser 1 [arb. units]

Figure 2: Example of synchronization with a high correlation value. (a) Waveforms of the two lasers and
(b) their correlation plot. The injection currents is
J = 1.8Jth and the relaxation frequencies are about
∼ 4 GHz. The wavelengths of the two lasers without
injections are matched at λ = 1554.28 nm.
are similar to each other. The correlation plot is represented in Fig. 2 (b) so as to recognize the quality of synchronization visually. In order to measure
the quality quantitatively, we used a cross correlation
coeﬃcient C of the temporal waveforms between two
lasers: i.e.,


(I1 (t) − I¯1 )(I2 (t) − I¯2 ) t
(1)
C=
σ1 σ2
where t means the time average, I1,2 (t) are the intensity time series of the two lasers, I¯1,2 are their mean
values, and σ1,2 are their standard deviations. In the

5
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1554.2
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1554.4

Light intensity into Laser 2 [arb. units]

20

Figure 3: Dependence of the cross correlations C on
the intensity of light injected into Laser 2. The insets
show the optical spectra for two lasers at two light
intensity values, 5 and 13. Blue and green curves represent optical spectra of Laser 1 and 2, respectively.

imize the correlation values. Here, intensity values of
injected ASE light are determined as that measured at
the output monitor of EDFA connected to Laser 1 and
the light intensity for Laser 2 is adjusted so that the
maximum cross correlations are achieved. This is the
key point to acquire good synchronization. The peak
wavelength of a laser becomes long as injected ASE
light increases. The shapes of the optical spectra for
the two lasers are coincident with each other except
for parallel displacement in a vertical direction at the
maximum correlation as shown in the lower right inset
of Fig. 3. On the hand, they are diﬀerent if C does not
reach the maximum value and an example of spectra
is shown in the upper left inset of Fig. 3.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the correlation coeﬃcients C on the intensity of ASE light for some injection currents to the lasers. In the case of J = 1.8Jth ,
J = 2.1Jth , and J = 2.5Jth , as the injected light becomes strong, the correlation values increase, then decrease, and increase again. In other words, there are
local maxima in the ranges of weak injection light for
relatively large injection currents. The peaks of local
maxima move to left and their heights decrease as the
injection light becomes weak. Finally, we can not see
local maximum for small injection light intensities such
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large as the bandwidths of injected light become narrow. The rises of C up to the saturation values begin
from weaker injection light as their bandwidths become narrower. We can say that the higher quality of
synchronization can be achieved with narrower bandwidths of injected ASE light. The energy density of
narrower band light is higher if the total intensity is
the same. In addition, it is conjectured that part of injected light around the wavelength of a laser strongly
aﬀects the behavior of the laser. These can be the
explanation of the early rising of C observed in our
experiments. We can also see that the heights of local
maxima in the weak injection light region become low
as the bandwidth becomes narrow.
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Figure 4: Cross correlation dependence on the intensities of injected ASE light for same injection currents
to the lasers.

as 1.3Jth and 1.5Jth in Fig. 4. The correlation values
C increase up to saturation values as the injected light
becomes strong. We cannot investigate so large intensities of injection light that C approaches saturation
values for J = 2.1Jth and J = 2.5Jth due to the limitation of experimental apparatuses. In general, there
is the tendency that good synchronization is observed
for large injection currents.
Next, we investigated the characteristics of the synchronization when the bandwidth of injected ASE light
is limited by a bandpass ﬁlter. Figure 5 shows the
cross correlations C versus the injected intensities for
some bandwidths. The saturation values of C become
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15 nm
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We used DFB lasers embedded in PIC, which are
monolithically integrated with some optical components such as semiconductor optical ampliﬁers (SOAs),
and passive waveguides. At an end of waveguide, there
is a high-reﬂected (HR) coating at which light can reﬂect. By injecting the currents to the SOAs, the light
emitted from a DFB laser can pass through SOAs,
reach a HR coating, and return back into the DFB
laser. With appropriate amount of currents to a DFB
laser and SOAs, the behaviors of the DFB laser become unstable and the intensity of emitted light behaves chaotically.
Here, we injected ASE light into such DFB lasers.
Figure 6 (a) shows an example of waveforms of chaotic
laser injected by common ASE light. The two waveIntensity [arb. unit]
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Figure 6: Example of synchronized response with high
correlation (C = 0.81). (a) Waveforms of two lasers
and (b) correlation plot.
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Figure 5: Cross correlations versus the intensities of
injected ASE light for some bandwidths. The center
of the passed bands is 1556 nm. The injection current
is J = 2.0Jth and the wavelength of lasers without
injection is 1554.33 nm.

forms are similar to each other. The correlation plot
is shown in Fig. 6 (b) and the cross correlation coeﬃcient is C = 0.81.
Figure 7 shows the cross correlation as the function
of injected ASE light. The cross correlations increase
as the drive ASE light increases.
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4. Summary
We observed the synchronization of two semiconductor lasers by the injection of common SLD light. In
the absence of optical feedback, we observed local maxima of cross-correlation values in the region of weak injected ASE light and the cross-correlation values of the
local maxima increase as injection currents to lasers
increase. In addition, by the extrapolation estimation
of strong enough injected light intensities, larger cross
correlation values can be obtained for larger injection
currents. We can also see that good synchronization
can be realized for narrow bandwidths of ASE light.
With optical feedback, we observed good synchronizations for large injection intensities.
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Abstract—In this paper, a steady-state analysis of the
class-E2 dc-dc converter outside the class-E zero-voltage
switching and zero-derivative switching (ZVS/ZDS)
conditions is presented. Steady-state behaviors of the classE2 dc-dc converter outside class-E ZVD/ZDS conditions
can be investigated by using the analytical expressions
derived in this paper.
By carrying out the circuit
experiments, it is shown that the analytical predictions
agree with the experimental results quantitatively, which
validates the accuracy of our analytical expressions.
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Figure 1 shows a circuit topology and example
waveforms of the class-E2 dc-dc converter [1], [2]. The
class-E2 dc-dc converter consists of the class-E inverter
[3], and the class-E rectifier [4]. Because both the
class-E inverter and the class-E rectifier satisfy the classE ZVS/ZDS conditions, the class-E2 dc-dc converter
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The class-E2 dc-dc converter [1], [2] is one of the
resonant converters and is expected to be useful for many
applications. The class-E2 dc-dc converter consists of the
class-E inverter [3], and class-E rectifier [4]. By satisfying
the class-E zero voltage and zero derivative switching
(ZVS/ZDS) conditions on both the inverter and rectifier,
the class-E2 dc-dc converter can achieve high eﬃciencies
at high frequencies. The converter operation satisfying
the class-E ZVS/ZDS conditions is called as “nominal
conditions” in this paper.
In previous studies [1], [2], steady-state analyses
of the class-E2 dc-dc converter was presented. These
studies, however, discuss the class-E2 dc-dc converter
under the class-E ZVS/ZVS conditions. In real electrical
applications, the circuit parameters, especially load
resistance, vary from the nominal values. Therefore,
it is important to comprehend the circuit behavior and
performance of the class-E2 dc-dc converter outside
nominal conditions.
Analytical expressions cultivate
designer’s fundamental understanding and intuition.
By using the analytical expressions, much additional
information, such as ZVS region, can be easily obtained.
This paper presents a steady-state analysis of the
class-E2 dc-dc converter outside nominal conditions.
Steady-state behaviors of the class-E2 dc-dc converter
outside nominal conditions can be investigated by using
the analytical expressions derived in this paper. By
carrying out the circuit experiments, it is shown that
the analytical predictions agree with the experimental
results quantitatively, which validates the accuracy of our
analytical expressions.
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Figure 1: Class-E2 dc-dc converter. (a) Circuit description.
(b) Example waveforms.

can achieve high power conversion eﬃciencies at high
frequencies.
2.1. Class-E Inverter
The class-E inverter consists of dc-supply voltage VDD ,
dc-feed inductance LC , MOSFET S , which works as
a switching device, shunt capacitance CS , and series
resonant network Lr − Cr , as shown in Fig. 1(a). The
switch of the inverter is driven by the driving signal Dr .
During the switch-oﬀ interval, the diﬀerence of currents
through the dc-feed inductor and the resonant filter flows
through the shunt capacitor. The current through the
shunt capacitor produces the switch voltage. The most
important operation of the class-E inverter is that the classE ZVS/ZDS conditions are satisfied at the turn-on instant
as shown in Fig. 1(b). The class-E ZVS/ZDS conditions
are expressed as
vS (2πD1 ) = 0 and

dvS
dθ

θ=2πD1

= 0,

(1)

where θ = ωt and D1 are the angular time and the
switch-oﬀ duty ratio, respectively. Because of the classE ZVS/ZDS conditions, the class-E inverter achieves
high power conversion eﬃciencies under high frequency
operations. Because the class-E inverter usually has a
resonant filter with high quality factor, the current through
the resonant filter i is regarded as a sinusoidal waveform,
which is the input signal of the rectifier.
Figure 2 shows the switching patterns of the class-E
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Figure 2: Switching patters of class-E inverter. (a) Case 1.
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inverter outside nominal operations, which are previously
studied in [3]. Figure 2(a) is the switch-voltage waveform,
which does not reach zero prior to the turn-on instant. This
switching pattern is called as “Case 1”. Conversely, when
the switch voltage reaches zero prior to the turn-on instant,
the MOSFET antiparallel body diode turns ON, as shown
in Fig. 2(b); this is “Case 2”. In Case 2, ZVS is achieved
at θ = θ1 because of the MOSFET body diode. During the
MOSFET body diode is in ON state, the switch current is
negative. There is a case that the switch voltage returns
to positive at θ = θ2 via MOSFET-body-diode ON state,
as shown in Fig. 2(c), which is “Case 3”. This switching
pattern occurs when the switch current becomes positive
during the anti-parallel diode is in ON state.
2.2. Class-E Rectifier
The class-E rectifier consists of diode D as a switching
device, shunt capacitance C D , low-pass filter network L f −
C f , and load resistance R. The waveforms of the class-E
rectifier is reversed version of those of the class-E inverter,
as shown in Fig. 1(b). The diode works as a half-wave
voltage rectifier and the rectified voltage is converted into
dc voltage through the low-pass filter L f − C f . At the turnoﬀ transition of the diode, both the diode voltage vD and
the slope of it dvD /dθ are zero as shown in Fig. 1(b), which
are also the class-E ZVS/ZDS conditions. Therefore, the
class-E rectifier can also achieve the high power conversion
eﬃciencies at high frequencies.
Unlike the class-E inverter, the class-E rectifier has only
one switching pattern, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This is
because the diode in the rectifier can autonomously achieve
the class-E ZVS/ZDS conditions regardless of circuitparameter variations.
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Figure 3: Equivalent models of class-E2 dc-dc converter.
(a) Model for deriving waveform equation. (b) Typical
class-E inverter model. (c) Loss calculation model.

c) The dc-feed inductance LC is high enough so that the
current through the dc-feed inductor is constant.
d) The loaded Q-factor is high enough to generate a pure
sinusoidal output current i for any parameters.
e) All the passive elements are linear and have zero
equivalent series resistance (ESR).
f) The circuit operations are considered in the interval
0 ≤ θ < 2π. The switch is in the oﬀ-state for 0 ≤ θ <
2πD1 and in the on-state for 2πD1 ≤ θ < 2π.
g) The MOSFET body diode turns on at θ = θ1 and turns
oﬀ at θ = θ2 for 0 < θ1 ≤ θ2 < 2πD1 . When θ1
and/or θ2 does not appear during switch-oﬀ interval,
this analysis gives θ1 = 2πD1 and/or θ2 = 2πD1 ,
respectively.
From the above assumption, the equivalent circuit of the
class-E2 dc-dc converter is obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
3.2. Class-E Rectifier

3. Waveform Equations Outside Nominal Operations
2

In this section, the analysis of the class-E dc-dc
converter is carried out. The analytical expressions in the
previous studies [1], [3] are the basis for the analysis in this
paper.
3.1. Assumptions
The analysis in this paper is based on the following
assumptions for simplification.
a) The MOSFET works as an ideal switch device.
In particular, it has zero on-resistance, infinite oﬀresistance and zero switching time.
b) The MOSFET body diode and the diode in the rectifier
also work as ideal switch devices. Therefore, it has
zero forward voltage drop, infinite oﬀ-resistance, and
zero switching time.

The input current of the rectifier i, which flows through
the Lr − Cr , is
√
(2)
i = 2Im sin(θ + ϕ1 )
where Im and ϕ1 are the eﬀective value of i and the phase
shift between the driving signal of the inverter and input
current of the rectifier, as shown in Fig. 1(b). From [1],
output current Io is
Io =

√
Vo
= 2Im sin ϕd ,
RL

(3)

where Vo , RL , and ϕd are output voltage, load resistance
, and phase shift between i and the diode voltage vD ,
respectively. ϕd can be obtained from
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tan ϕd =

1 − cos(2πDd )
.
2π(1 − Dd ) + sin(2πDd )

(4)

where Dd is the diode-on duty ratio. The relationship
among Dd and the rectifier components is expressed as
1{
ωC D RL =
1 − cos(2πDd ) − 2π2 (1 − Dd )2
2π
[2π(1 − Dd ) + sin(2πDd )]2 }
.
(5)
+
1 − cos(2πDd )
The diode current iD is
{
I − i, for diode on state
iD = o
0,
for diode oﬀ state,

(6)

and
L x Im =

1
πD1

∫

2πD1

vS cos(θ + ϕ1 )dθ.

(12)

0

From (10), (11), and (12), Im , ϕ1 , and IDD can be derived
analytically.
The current through the switch and body diode iS is

0,
for 0 ≤ θ < θ1





IDD − Im sin(θ + ϕ1 ), for θ1 ≤ θ < θ2
iS = 
(13)

0,
for θ2 ≤ θ < 2πD1



I − I sin(θ + ϕ ), for 2πD ≤ θ < 2π,
DD
m
1
1

The class-E rectifier can be replaced by the equivalent
θ1 and θ2 can be obtained from the algorithm previously
input capacitance Ci and the equivalent input resistance Ri , reported in [3].
which are connected in serial, as shown in Fig. 3(b). From
[1], the equivalent input capacitance Ci and the equivalent
4. Output Power and Power Conversion Eﬃciency
input resistance Ri are
[
Analytical expressions for the output power and the
1
Ci = πC D π(1 − Dd ) + sin(2πDd ) − sin(4πDd ) cos(2ϕd )
power-conversion
eﬃciency are derived by using the
4
waveform equations given in Section 3. In real circuits, the
]
−1
1
losses occur in ESRs of passive elements, MOSFET
− sin(2ϕd ) sin2 (2πDd ) − 2π(1 − Dd ) sin ϕd sin(2πDd − ϕd ) , power
on-resistance, MOSFET body diode, and diode in the
2
(7) rectifier. Additionally, the switching loss of the MOSFET
occurs in Case 1 and Case 3. Figure 3(c) shows the
equivalent circuit model of the class-E2 dc-dc converter for
and
the power-loss calculations. In this paper, the power losses
Ri = 2 · RL · sin2 ϕd .
(8) in MOSFET on-resistance rS ; ESRs of dc-feed inductance
rLC , resonant network rLr , and low pass filter inductance
The class-E2 dc-dc converter is transformed into the typical rL f ; turn-on switching loss; and forward voltage drops of
class-E inverter because of these equivalent components, as MOSFET-body-diode Vd1 , and diode in the rectifier Vd2
shown in Fig. 3(b). Therefore, the analytical expressions of are considered. Because the ESRs of capacitances are
the class-E inverter outside nominal conditions in previous significantly small compared with those of inductances, the
study [3] can be applied to the class-E2 dc-dc converter.
power losses in the capacitances are ignored in this paper.
It is assumed that the parasitic resistances and MOSFETbody-diode forward voltage drop are small enough not to
aﬀect the waveforms as stated in the analysis [3]. The
3.3. Class-E Inverter
analytical expressions of the power losses can be derived
by following the analysis [3]. These are omitted in this
From [3], the switch voltage is given by
paper due to space limitations.
The output power Po is
 1



{IDD θ + Im [cos(θ + ϕ1 ) − cos ϕ1 ]}, for 0 ≤ θ < θ1


Po = RL Io2 .
(14)

ωCS




0,
for
θ
≤
θ
<
θ

1
2

The power conversion eﬃciency is obtained as
 1
vs=

{IDD (θ − θ2 )



Po
ωCS



η=
, (15)

+
I
[cos(θ
+
ϕ
)
−
cos(θ
+
ϕ
)]},
for
θ
≤
θ
<
2πD

m
1
2
1
2
1

P
+
P
+
P
+
P
+
P L f + PS W + P D S + P D

o
S
LC
Lr

0,
for 2πD1 ≤ θ < 2π
(9) where PS , PLC , PL0 , PL f , PS W , PDS , and PD are conduction
losses of rS , rLC , rLr , and rL f , turn-on switching loss, and
where IDD is the dc-supply current.
conduction losses of the MOSFET body diode and the
Because of assumption c), the dc voltage drop across the diode in the rectifier, respectively.
choke inductor LC is zero. Therefore, the dc-supply voltage
is
5. Experimental Verification
∫ 2πD
1
VDD =
vS dθ.
(10)
For validating the analytical expressions, circuit
2πD1 0
experiments were carried out. The design specifications
for nominal operation were given as follows: operating
In this analysis, Lr is divided into L0 and L x , where L0 frequency f = 1 MHz, dc-supply voltage VDD = 12 V,
and C are ideal resonant filter for ω and C is the composite output power Po = 5 W, output resistance RLnom = 50 Ω,
capacitances of Cr and Ci , as shown in Fig. 3(b). By switch-oﬀ duty ratio D1 = 0.5, and loaded quality factor
applying Fourier analyses, the voltage amplitudes on Ri and Q = ωL0 /Ri = 10, where the subscription “nom” means
L x are
the parameter value under nominal conditions. First, we
carry out the design of the class-E inverter with the nominal
∫ 2πD1
1
conditions in (1). By using design equations in [5], the
vS sin(θ + ϕ1 )dθ,
(11) design values were obtained. The low-pass network L −
Ri Im =
f
πD1 0
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Figure 4: Waveforms of nominal operation. (a) Analytical
waveforms. (b) Experimental waveforms.

8

C f were selected to be 300 µH and 470 µF, which are
suﬃciently large for generating the dc-output voltage with
low ripple. An IRF530 MOSFET and STTH302 diode
were used in the circuit experiment. Therefore, rS =
0.16 Ω, Vd1 = 0.7 V, and Vd2 = 0.75 V were obtained
from IRF530 and STTH302 datasheets. All element
values including ESR values were measured by a HP4284A
LCR impedance meter. In experimental circuits, the
shunt capacitance was composed of the MOSFET drain-tosource capacitance and external one connected in parallel.
The IRF530 MOSFET drain-to-source capacitance was
estimated as 480 pF, which is obtained from the datasheet.
The analytical predictions and experimental measurements
for satisfying the class-E ZVS/ZDS conditions were given
in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the analytical and experimental
waveforms of the nominal operation. It is seen from Fig. 4
that both analytical and experimental waveforms achieved
the class-E ZVS/ZDS conditions in this state.

Case 2
Case 1

6
4
Experimental
Analytical

2

Nominal operation
00

2

4
6
RL/RLnom
(a)

8

10

Power conversion efficiency η (%)

Measured
12.0 V
0.5
1 MHz
49.5 Ω
120 µH
26.5 µH
324 µH
1.75 nF
1.32 nF
2.22 nF
0.16 Ω
0.018 Ω
0.48 Ω
0.025 Ω
0.7 V
0.75 V
4.82 W
91.1 %

vo (V) vD (V)

Analytical
12.0 V
0.5
1 MHz
50.0 Ω
0.416
115 µH
26.4 µH
300 µH
1.76 nF
1.32 nF
2.27 nF
470 µF
5.0 W
91.7 %

Output power Po (W)

VDD
D1
fnom
RLnom
Dd
LC
Lr
Lf
CS
Cr
CD
Cf
rS
rLC
r Lr
rL f
Vd1
Vd2
Po
η

vs (V)

Table 1: Analytical results and experimental measurements
for nominal condition
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Figure 5: Output power and power conversion eﬃciency
as a function of RL /RLnom . (a) Output power. (b) Power
conversion eﬃciency.

results quantitatively, which validates the accuracy of our
analytical expressions.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a nonlinear dynamical
model of electricity and heat supply in a simple two-sites
system. Each site includes a CHP (Combined Heat and
Power) plant with gas turbine-generator, and the two sites
are coupled via a power transmission line and a steam pipe.
The developed model represents short-term (zero to ten
seconds) and mid-term (several tens of seconds) dynamics occurring in the system that are crucial for its operation
with a specification of supply stability. A numerical simulation of the model is performed for investigating a feasibility of simultaneous supply of electricity and heat in the
two-sites system.
1. Introduction
Energy systems integration has attracted a lot of interest
in science and technology [1, 2]. In this integration, it is
expected that multiple types of energy such as electricity,
heat, and gas are managed simultaneously in order to increase the reliability and efficiency of energy supply at a variety of different scales. A key technology for this integration is the so-called Combined Heat and Power (CHP) [3]
that has a gas-fired distributed generation system and utilizes the waste heat as a by-product of the conversion of
fuel into electricity. It is shown in [3] that the installation
of CHP plants can increase the reliability of electricity supply, and also in [4] that it can increase the energy efficiency
of heat supply.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a nonlinear
dynamical model for electricity and heat supply. The
model can contribute to operational design of energy supply with multiple CHP plants. In particular, we intend the
CHPs’ operation for realizing fast change of energy supply
with satisfying the stability specification: see [3]. In this
case, the supply control possibly causes a rapid and large
change in generated energy of multiple CHP plants. This
brings about nonlinear problems on feasibility and stability of the energy supply against a large change of operating
condition. The nonlinear model developed in this paper
represents short-term (zero to ten seconds) and mid-term
(several tens of seconds) dynamics, which correspond to
electromechanical dynamics of synchronous generators [5]
and internal dynamics of Heat Recovery Steam Generators (HRSGs) in heat supply systems [6]. To the best of
our knowledge, mathematical modeling for the dynamics
of multi-energy supply in this time domain has not been
reported. In this paper, we derive a nonlinear dynamical
model of a simple two-sites supply system, in which two
CHP plants are operating and coupled via not only a power

CHP

Building

Interconnecting network
Transmission line
Commercial
power grid

Site #1
CHP

Building
Steam pipe

Site #2

Figure 1: Two-sites electricity and heat supply system
transmission line but also a steam pipe. A numerical simulation of the derived model is also performed for investigating a feasibility of simultaneous supply of electricity
and heat in the two-sites system.
2. Two-Sites Electricity and Heat Supply System
Figure 1 shows the two-sites system studied in this paper. The system is based on our previous study [7, 8]. The
notion of site is a unit of energy system and consists of a
CHP plant with gas turbine-generator, and electric and heat
loads. One of practical examples of the site is a commercial
or large residential building with own CHP plant. The two
sites are interconnected via a transmission line and a steam
pipe. The transmission line is connected to a commercial
power grid. Understanding dynamics and stability of this
simple system is of significance because it corresponds to a
minimal structure where operational designs of the energy
supply can be clearly apprehended.
3. Modeling
In this section, we derive a nonlinear dynamical model
of the two-sites electricity and heat supply system. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the system. Each arrow
in the figure shows the positive direction of power flow.
The time responses of the power flows are represented with
the model derived below. For the operational design, it is
desirable to derive a simple model capturing the essential
physics behind the energy supply. With this aim, we make
the following assumptions:
1) Dynamics of gas turbines, which are faster than electromechanical dynamics of generators and internal dynamics of HRSGs [9], are negligible.
2) Electromagnetic transients in generators and transmission lines, which are faster than the electromechanical
dynamics of generators [5], are negligible.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the two-sites electricity and
heat supply system
3) The commercial power grid is regarded as a infinite
bus, which is a voltage source with constant phase,
magnitude, and frequency not affected by the amount
of current [5].
4) The boiler-wall temperature in HRSGs is equivalent
to steam/water mixture temperature, i.e. the saturation
temperature [10].
5) Feedwater to the boiler is at the condition of saturated
liquid [10].
6) The mass exchange between phases by condensation
due to the heat losses in steam pipes is negligible [11].
7) The influence of compressibility of a working steam
is negligible on its velocity profile because the steam
velocity used in standard heat management is sufficiently small than the sound speed [12].

The heat sub-system in Figure 2 consists of the two
HRSGs, heat loads and a steam pipe. A model of the
heat sub-system is derived from the standard boiler model
[6, 10] and one-dimensional gasflow equations [13]. The
state variables of the model are the steam pressure pi in the
HRSGs and the steam velocity u in the pipe.
First of all, we briefly review the nonlinear dynamical
model of the HRSG developed in [6, 10]. Let V represent
volume, ρ density, h specific enthalpy, T temperature, and
m′ mass flow rate. Furthermore, the four subscripts s, w, f
and m represent steam, water, feedwater, and metal, respectively. According to [6], the pressure dynamics are formulated as
ei

dpi
= Q′i − m′fi (hwi − hfi ) − m′si (hsi − hwi ),
dt

ei = (hsi − hwi )Vsi

The gas turbine at site #i converts the fuel flow rate Pgasi
to both the mechanical power Pmi and the heat flow rate Q′i .
The conversion of energy at each gas turbine is represented
by
" # " #
Pmi
η
(1)
= ei Pgasi ,
Q′i
ηhi
where ηei stands for the thermal efficiency of the CHP plant
at site #i, and ηhi the ratio of recovered heat flow rate to
gas input rate. The coefficients ηei and ηhi are constant and
satisfy ηei + ηhi < 1. All the losses due to conversion of
energy in the CHP plants are included in these coefficients.

dωi
1
(Pmi − Di ωi − Pei ),
=
dt
2Hi

∂ρsi
∂hsi
∂hwi
+ ρsi Vsi
+ ρwi Vwi
∂pi
∂pi
∂pi
∂T mi
+mtiCp
− Vsi − Vwi ,
∂pi

ei (pi )

(2)

(5)

where mt stands for the total mass of the metal of the
HRSG, and Cp the specific heat of the metal. The thermodynamic properties hs , hw , ρ s , ρw , and T s are evaluated
from the steam table. In this paper, according to [6], the
steam tables are approximated by quadratic functions, and
these properties are represented as functions of pi , for example, hsi = hs (pi ). Furthermore, from the fifth assumption
implying hf = hw , Equation (4) becomes

3.2. Electric Sub-system
The electric sub-system in Figure 2 consists of the two
generators, electric loads, transmission lines, and infinite
bus. The generator at each site #i converts the mechanical
input power Pmi to the electric output power Pei . Here, we
denote by δi the angular position of rotor with respect to
the infinite bus. The deviation of rotor speed relative to the
system angular frequency is denoted by ωi . The electromechanical dynamics of the generator #i are represented by
the so-called swing equations [5]:

(4)

with

3.1. Gas turbine

dδi
= ωi ,
dt

(3)

where I = {0, 1, 2}, and δ0 (= 0) represents the infinite bus.
The constant Ei is the terminal voltage of the generator, and
Gi j + jBi j are the transfer admittances between generator #i
and # j. The influence of electric load consumptions and
transmission losses on Pei are represented by Gi j .

Site #2
CHP

where Hi is the per-unit time constant of the generator, and
Di the damping coefficient of the generator. The electric
output power Pei is given by
X
Ei E j {Gi j cos(δi − δ j )
Pei = Gii Ei2 +

dpi
= Q′i − m′si hc (pi ),
dt

(6)

where hc = hs − hw corresponds to the condensation enthalpy.
The transient steam flow in a pipe is described by onedimensional mass and momentum continuity equations.
From the sixth assumption, the mass continuity equation
is represented as follows:
∂
∂ρs
+ (ρs u) = 0,
∂t
∂x

(7)

where u is the velocity of the steam in the pipe and x the
displacement variable along the pipe. Also, the momentum
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equation is represented by

and for the heat sub-system,
dp1
= ηh1 Pgas1 − Q′chp1 (p1 , u),
e1 (p1 )
dt
dp2
= ηh2 Pgas2 − Q′chp2 (p2 , u),
e2 (p2 )
dt
du
1
λ
=
(p1 − p2 ) − u|u|.
dt
ρs0 L
2d

∂
∂p
∂
(ρs u) + (ρs u2 ) +
+ ∆p = 0,
(8)
∂t
∂x
∂x
where ∆p is the shear force acting on a gas element due to
friction and condensation. Based on the sixth assumption,
∆p is approximated in [11, 13] as follows:
λρs u|u|
,
(9)
2d
where λ is the friction coefficient, and d the diameter of the
pipe. From the seventh assumption, Equation (7) and (8)
become
∆p =

∂u
∂u ∂p λρs0 u|u|
= 0, ρs0
+
+
= 0,
(10)
∂x
∂t ∂x
2d
where ρs0 stands for the density of the steam. Therefore,
by integrating the second equation of Equation (10) from
x = 0 (site #1) to x = L (site #2), the following ordinary
differential equation is derived for representing the dynamics of heat transfer:
1
λu|u|
du
=
(p1 − p2 ) −
,
(11)
dt
ρs0 L
2d
where L stands for the distance between the sites and becomes an important parameter that characterizes the influence of spatial scales on dynamics and stability of the system. Thus, the model of heat sub-system is derived from
Equation (6) and (11) with the mass continuity equation at
each site #i represented by

Q′l1
πd2


m′s1 −
−
ρs (p1 )u = 0, 



hc (p1 )
4

(12)

′

2

Q
πd

l2

m′s2 −
+
ρs (p2 )u = 0, 

hc (p2 )
4
where the second term on the left-hand sides represents the
mass flow rate of the steam consumed in the load, and the
third term represents the steam entering into the pipe. The
heat flow rate Q′chpi is derived as a product of the condensation enthalpy hc and the mass flow rate as follows:


πd2

′
′

Qchp1 = Ql1 +
hc (p1 )ρs (p1 )u, 



4
(13)


2

πd


Q′chp2 = Q′l2 −
hc (p2 )ρs (p2 )u. 

4
3.4. Derived Model

Consequently, the following nonlinear dynamical model
is derived for representing the short-term (zero to ten seconds) and mid-term (several tens of seconds) dynamics of
the electric and heat sub-system shown in Figure 2: for the
electric sub-system,

dδ1
dδ2



= ω1 ,
= ω2 ,



dt
dt







1
dω1

ηe1 Pgas1 − D1 ω1 − Pe1 (δ1 , δ2 ) , 
=
(14)


dt
2H1







1
dω2


ηe2 Pgas2 − D2 ω2 − Pe2 (δ1 , δ2 ) , 
=

dt
2H2



























(15)

Based on the state dynamics, this model describes the time
responses of the electric output power Pei and the heat flow
rate Q′chpi via Equation (3) and (13).
4. Feasibility Study
This section performs a numerical simulation of the derived model for investigating simultaneous supply of electricity and heat. A possible strategy for energy supply in
the two-sites system is firstly described. The feasibility of
the strategy is then studied numerically.
4.1. Possible Supply Strategy
In the two-sites system we have two supply objectives:
electricity supply and heat supply. These objectives are formulated as follows. In a steady operating condition, the
total outputs of electricity and heat in the two-sites system
are represented by
#
#"
"
# "
Pe1 + Pe2
Pgas1
ηe1 ηe2
.
(16)
Q′chp1 + Q′chp2 = ηh1 ηh2
Pgas2
Without any loss in the heat supply, the condition to balance the heat supply from the CHP plants and the load consumption Q′li is described by Q′chp1 + Q′chp2 = Q′l1 + Q′l2 . By
introducing a new parameter Q′n to represent the heat transfer reference from one site to the other, the above condition
is rewritten as follows:
ηh1 Pgas1 = Q′l1 + Q′n ,

ηh2 Pgas2 = Q′l2 − Q′n .

(17)

Therefore, the total output of electricity Pe1 + Pe2 is
parametrized by Q′n :
!
ηe2 ′
ηe1 ηe2 ′
ηe1 ′
Q . (18)
Ql1 +
Ql2 +
−
Pe1 + Pe2 =
ηh1
ηh2
ηh1 ηh2 n
Equation (18) implies that by operation of the CHP plants
with different values of ηei /ηhi , it is possible to vary the total electricity output while maintaining the total heat output. In the rest of this paper, we refer to ηei /ηhi as the
electricity-heat ratio of the CHP plant at site #i.
4.2. Numerical Simulation
For exploring a feasibility of the supply strategy presented above, we investigate the dynamics of the system
under a change of the heat transfer reference Q′n . Here,
we suppose that the CHP plant at site #1 has a higher
electricity-heat ratio than that of the CHP plant at site #2.
The setting of parameters for simulations is given in Table 1. For the electric sub-system, all the parameters except
Gi j are based on the distribution networks in conventional
electric power systems [5]. The setting Gi j = 0 implies
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δi / rad

π/2

u / ms

-1

pi / kPa

1.0
0.4
0.4
3770
0
1.0

5. Conclusions
This paper reported a mathematical model of the dynamics occurring in the two-sites system for investigating the
simultaneous supply of electricity and heat. The nonlinear
dynamical model was derived by combining the standard
dynamic models of a synchronous generator and a heat recovery steam generator. A numerical simulation of the derived model was performed to show the feasibility of regulating the total electricity output while maintaining the total
heat output by heat transfer between the two sites. This result helps us to design a CHPs’ controller for simultaneous
supply of electricity and heat with satisfying the stability
specification. Future directions of the work are generalization of the derived model for a system with multiple sites
and detailed analysis of nonlinear dynamics and stability of
the system.
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Abstract—The delta sigma modulator shows idle tone
by zero or DC signal input due to limit cycles. In this study,
we attend integrator leakages of double loop delta sigma
modulator to suppress the idle tone. From bifurcation and
FFT analysis, we observe parameter sets of integrator leakages which can suppress idle tone in a signal band.

X

-

∫

+

Un

+
-

∫

Vn

q

Y

β

α

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of double loop delta sigma
modulator.

1. Introduction
The delta sigma modulator is widely used as analogto-digital and digital-to-analog converters. This modulator can realize the high resolution by using over sampling
technique for low bit quantization. Therefore, the delta
sigma modulation is applied to audio or biosignal processing. However, when zero or DC signal is injected, the periodic output (called “limit cycle”) occurs. The limit cycle
causes idle tone in the signal band, and the resolution of
modulator deteriorates due to the idle tone.
To overcome this problem, there are two techniques;
dither and chaotic modulation. The dither is a general way
to suppressed the idle tone. However, the noise or harmonic
wave are caused by intermodulation between the dither and
signal. On the other hand, the chaotic modulation is proposed by Schreier in[1]. He showed that the idle tone is
reduced by his chaotic modulation, and realized chaotic
modulation with change of the integrator leakage. Feely
and coworker represented that the integrator leak aﬀect the
chaotic output of modulation[2, 3]. Hence, the appearance
of the idle tone in the signal band is suppressed by changing the value of the integrator leakage.
In this study, we consider the double loop delta sigma
modulator including integrator leakages. We investigate
the eﬀect of integrator leakages on the idle tone and normal
performance of delta sigma modulator by using bifurcation
analysis. The idle tone is related with periodic output of
quantizer. The state of output from quantizer is depend on
that of integrator output. Therefore, to classify states (generating idle tone, normal performance and divergence) of
output of modulator, we analyze periodic solution of integrator output, and we represent application of obtained
bifurcation map for finding the idle tone.
As a result, from bifurcation map, we can obtain parameter region classified by three state; period point, chaos
and divergence. We present that normal performance of

delta sigma modulator is confirmed in parameter sets in the
chaos region from FFT analysis.
2. Model of double loop delta sigma modulator
Figure1 shows a schematic diagram of double loop deltasigma modulator. X and Y are input and output signals of
delta-sigma modulator, respectively. Un and Vn are outputs
of integrators, and are shown as following:
Un+1
Vn+1

=
=

X + αUn − q(Vn )
X + αUn + βVn − 2q(Vn )

(1)
(2)

where, q is a function of behavior of a quantizer described
as following:



1, for x ≥ 0
q(x) = 

−1, for x < 0.

(3)

In Eqs. (1) and (2), α and β correspond to prior and later
integrator leakages, respectively. The integrator leakage of
the ideal delta-sigma modulator is assumed as 1. When the
integrator leakage is smaller than 1, the periodic output of
integrator is observed at 0 input (X = 0). This periodic
output evokes the idle tone in the signal band.
On the other hand, for integrator leakages > 1, the output
of later integrator becomes chaos. Then, periodicity of output is lost by this chaos. Hence, the idle tone is suppressed
even though input magnitude is 0.
However, the modulator becomes unstable since the output of integrator diverges easily. In this study we change
the value of α and β between 0 and 2.0.
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Figure 2: One-parameter diagram of integrator output Vn .
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Figure 2(a) shows the one-parameter bifurcation map for
X = 0. The horizontal and vertical axes are integrator leakages (α, β) and the output of integrator Vn , respectively.
When α and β are smaller than 0.65, the integrator output Vn becomes 2-periodic point. Hence, the output of
delta sigma shows the periodic output (-1,1,-1,1..., or 1,1,1,-1...). Then α and β are included between 0.65 and 1.0,
Vn becomes 4-period points. When integrator leakages are
larger than 1.12, the later integrator output is divergence. In
this case, system of the delta sigma modulator is unstable.
Figure 2(b) is enlarged diagram around α = β = 1.0
of Fig.2(a). This figure shows that 4-period point exists at
α = β = 1.0. Hence, the output of the ideal delta sigma
modulator has strong periodicity when X = 0. We can
observe that the 5-period point appear over the bifurcation
point of α = β = 1.0. This period point becomes one chaos
as integrator leakages increase.
Figure 3(a) and 3(b) show the power spectrum of output of delta sigma modulator Y. The horizontal and vertical axes are logarithmic normalized frequency and power
spectrum, respectively. From Fig. 3(a) we can observe
that the strong idle tone occurs in the band at a point of
α = β = 0.4. The power spectrum of idle tone appears at a
half of sampling frequency. On the other hand, the idle tone
is suppressed in the band, in the case of α = β = 1.1 from
Fig. 3(b) This parameter corresponds to one which we can
observe chaos in Fig. 2(a). Moreover, we obtain the shaping characteristic of 40[dB/dec] in double loop delta sigma
modulator.
Figure 4 indicates a two-parameter bifurcation diagram
obtained by using brute force method. The horizontal and
vertical axes are integrator leakages α and β, respectively.
The period point, chaos and divergence regions are classified by colored regions (See in Fig.4), i.e. in red region,
we can find 2-period point state. The region in which we
can observe chaos is colored by dark blue. The divergence
of output corresponds to the colored region by black. The
sub-captions indicate magnitude of the input DC signal.
From Fig. 4(a), for X = 0, 2-period and 4-period points
are found in a parameter region of α ≤ 1.0 and β ≤ 1.0. In
the case of α > 1 and β > 1, a chaos region is observed.
The divergence region becomes wide as integrator leakages
increase. From this figure, the delta sigma modulator has
a wide parameter region in which the chaotic solution is
observed as β becomes larger than 1.0.
Figures 4(b)-4(f) show that the region of 2-period point
becomes narrow as magnitude of the DC input increases.
On the other hand, various regions of period points appear;
3-, 5-, 7- and more period points. From Figs. 4(c)-4(f),
the region of 3-period point becomes wider than that of
2-period point as the DC signal increases. However, system of delta sigma modulator has wider parameter region
in which we can observe the divergence of integrator output
as integrator leakages are lager than 1.0. Hence for leaky

Integrator output Vn

system, the output of delta sigma modulator is very likely
to diverge by inputing the large DC signal.

3. Result
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1

(b) α = β = 1.1

Figure 3: Power spectrums of output.

Figure 5 illustrate one-parameter bifurcation diagram for
X = 0.2 and 0.8. We also find various regions of period
points when α and β are smaller than 1. From this figure,
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Figure 4: Two-parameter bifurcation diagram.
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Figure 5: One-parameter bifurcation diagram in Fig. 4.
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Figure 6: Power Spectrum of output for X = 0.2.
the parameter region of 2-period point decreases as the appearance of parameter region of other period points. This
figure shows that the divergence region is observed at small
integrator leakages as magnitude of the DC input increases.
Moreover the oﬀset of Vn becomes high by increasing magnitude of the DC input.
Figure 6 shows power spectrum of output Y for X = 0.2.
From Figs. 6(a) and 6(c), we can observe strong idle tones
in signal band. In the case of α = β = 0.6, eight strong
tones appear in the band. Figure 6(b) shows that these tones
divid the band among nine. The number of these intervals
corresponds to that of period points at α = β = 0.6 (See
Figs.4(b) and 5(a)). Hence, we can guess the frequency
which holds strong power (tone) by bifurcation diagram.
Figure 6(d) indicates the power spectrum at the points in
chaotic region of Fig. 4(b). We can observe the noise shaping curve of 40 [dB/dec], thus the delta sigma modulation
behaves normally. However, we find weak tone at near by a
half of sampling frequency from Fig. 6(d). This weak tone
does not aﬀect the output signal since it can be eliminated
by using low-order filter. Therefor, in this case the delta
sigma modulator can operate when input is the DC signal.

tor leakages. At the parameter including the chaos region,
the strong idle tone in signal band is suppressed whereas
the magnitude of input is 0. The divergence region becomes wide as α > 1.0 for large magnitude of the DC input.
The region of period point is complicated as magnitude of
the DC input increases. We find that these period points are
related to the strong idle tone in signal band by FFT. Hence,
we guess that a frequency of the strong tone is predicted by
the period point observed in bifurcation diagram.
Our open problems are clarifying a relationship between
the weak idle tone and bifurcation ?and finding the values
of integrator leakages that can suppress the weak idle tone
in large magnitude of DC inputs.
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Abstract—We added a small subcircuit to an otherwise
standard one-transistor self-biasing resistor-capacitor (RC)
phase-shift oscillator to induce chaotic oscillations in four
dimensions. The final circuit that we have designed uses
only two transistors, no inductors, and is powered by a single supply voltage. As such it is an attractive and low-cost
source of chaotic oscillations for many applications. We
show that the qualitative behaviour of the circuit is captured using a simplified piecewise linear transistor model.
Our analysis of this model shows the chaos to stem from
hysteretic jumps between unstable equilibria around which
growing oscillations exist.
1. Introduction
Many well known oscillator circuits have been modified
to produce chaos since the first autonomous chaotic circuit was developed by Chua [1]. Often chaos is induced
by the addition of an extra energy storage element such at
the right spot in the circuit, thereby adding a dimension
to a predominantly two-dimensional limit-cycle oscillator.
In some circuits, for example the Collpits oscillator [2], a
chaotic regime is already present for certain values of the
components,
In reference [3] Elwakil and Kennedy conjecture that
every autonomous chaotic oscillator contains a core sinusoidal or relaxation oscillator, capable of showing a simple limit cycle. Thus accordingly, one can derive a chaotic
oscillator from any sinusoidal or relaxation oscillator, by
adding an energy storing element at the right spot in the circuit. Based on this conjecture we set out to modify the well
known sinusoidal one-transistor RC phase shift oscillator
as described in ref. [4] such that it produces chaotic signals.
Our choice was motivated by the simplicity of the oscillator, since it is one of the first oscillators students in electrical engineering are made familiar with. From a practical point of view, oscillators using only active components
plus resistors and capacitors are preferable over those employing also inductors, the latter being less straightforward
to integrate. Also, the frequency range of an inductorless
oscillator is scalable, by changing the capacitor values.
The phase shift oscillator has been used before as a basis
for a chaotic oscillator, for example in ref. [5] where the
amplifier model is a piecewise continuous function built

using an operational amplifier and diodes. In contrast, we
add a small one-transistor subcircuit which directly interacts with the RC-ladder itself, thus creating, as we show
further on, an extra unstable fixed point around which oscillations exist. The attractiveness of the resulting circuit lies
in its simplicity and low parts count. No specialized components such as dedicated multipliers are needed. Neither
the component values nor the supply voltage are critical.
In the next sections the circuit is introduced and experimental results are discussed. We introduce a simplified
piecewise-linear model of the circuit. A partial analysis on
this simplified model hints that the chaos stems from a new
bistability that is introduced by the add-on circuit.
that is present in the circuit.
2. The circuit and experimental results
Figure 1 shows the circuit that we designed, which consists of a standard single-supply RC phaseshift oscillator
with a subcircuit -inside the dashed line- interacting directly with the RC-ladder. Since there is a direct current
path from collector to base of Q1 , the circuit is self biasing.
The following component values are used: R = 10 kΩ,
R1 = 5 kΩ, R2 = 15 kΩ, R3 = 30 kΩ, C = 1 nF,
C2 = 360 pF. The transistors Q1 and Q2 are of the type
BC547C although this is not critical. Both the first resistor
of the RC-ladder and the collector resistor of Q1 , have been
chosen equal to 1/2R. The subcircuit consisting of Q2 , R2 ,
R3 , R4 and C2 is responsible for the chaotic behaviour. As
will be shown further on, the components within the box
add new equilibria, In both equilibria Q1 is biased as an active amplifier, enabling oscillations. It is clear that for low
R4 or low V p transistor Q2 will not conduct and the circuit
reduces to the unmodified phase shift oscillator. The base
oscillation frequency in the chaotic operating regime for
R4 = 44 kΩ, V p = 5 V is approximately 44 kHz. The capacitors can be scaled to reach other frequencies. The time
trace of vCE1 , figure 2, shows that the dynamics consist of
growing oscillations in between jumps between two states
of high and low average voltage of the collector of Q1 . Note
that the collector of Q2 shows an almost binary distribution
in this regime. Figure 3 shows an oscilloscope picture of
the attractor projection vCE1 vs. vCE2 for R4 = 44 kΩ and
V p = 5 V, from which the bistable oscillations around two
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Figure 3: Attractor projection from the circuit for R4 =
44 kΩ, V p = 5 V. Horizontal: vCE1 , 0.2 V/division, vertical: vCE2 , 0.1 V/division.

vCE2
vBE2
R4

C2

Q2

unstable equilibria are clearly visible.
Figure 1: A two-transistor chaotic RC phase shift oscillator. See text for component values. The subcircuit within
the dashed line causes the chaotic operation.
3. Simplified Model and Analysis
In this section we partially analyse a simplified model
and show that the circuit can be understood as a Schmitttrigger combined with an oscillator. Removing capacitors
C from figure 1 such that C2 is the only energy-storing element, yields a one-dimensional two-transistor circuit, in
which the transistor configuration is quite reminiscent of an
Eccles-Jordan trigger circuit. The fixed points of this one
dimensional circuit are the same as the fixed points of the
original four dimensional circuit. Therefore it makes sense
to analyze the fixed points of this one-dimensional circuit
first. Often when a circuit shows bistability, at least in one
of the states the active components are either saturated or
non conducting such that there is no gain available to support oscillation. Here transistor Q1 has gain in both states.
A simplified model can be derived, that has shown to still
capture the dynamics qualitatively. First, the base currents
iB1,2 are asumed to be of negligible influence. Second, we
assume the current through R3 does not load the collector
of Q1 down very much. Under these assumptions, iB1,2 = 0,
R3  R1 , R, the system is adequately presented by:
Figure 2: Measurements of vCE1 (red) and vCE2 (blue) for
R4 = 44 kΩ, V p = 5 V, other component values as stated
in the text. The collector voltage of Q1 shows bistable oscillations. In contrast, the collector voltage of Q2 is close
to binary distributed with sharp jumps between two states.

dv1
dt
dv2
RC
dt
dvBE1
RC
dt
dvBE2
R3C2
dt
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RC

= −v1 1 +

!
R
R
R
+ v2 + V p
− iC1 ,
2R1
2R1
2

= −2v2 + v1 + vBE1 − iC2 R,
= −vBE1 + v2 ,
= −vBE2

!
R3
v1 V p
R1
1+
+
+
− iC1 .(1)
R4
2
2
2

The function h is defined as:
(
min (γx, y)
hγ (x, y) =
0

Figure 4: Numerically obtained attractor of the Eq. 1 for
R4 = 44 kΩ, V p = 5 V.

This transistor model shows three distinct regions, a cutoff region where vBE < VT , an active region where there is
gain, and a saturated region. In this simplified model we
set the threshold of conduction voltage VT 1,2 equal for both
transistors at VT = 0.6 V. The collector saturation currents in eq. 2 are chosen such that the collector to emitter
voltages do not become negative. We set G M1 = 16 mA/V
and G M2 = 1 mA/V, corresponding with average transconductances found in the experiments. Figure 4 shows the
results for a numerical integration of the previous system.
We nondimensionalize the system as follows:
x
u
a
α

v1 − VT
v2 − VT
vBE1 − VT
,y =
,z =
,
VT
VT
VT
vBE2 − VT 0
t
R3 C 2
=
,t =
,τ =
= 1.08,
VT
RC
RC
Vp
5
R3
=
,b = 1 + ,
=
VT
0.6
R4
= G M1 R1 = 80, β = G M2 R = 10.

=

ẋ

=

ẏ

=

ż =
τu̇

=

= −ub − b +

a+α
1+α



+ hβ u, 32 (y + 1) 3α−1
2α+2 .

(5)

It can be shown that for Eq. 5 z always has values such that
hα (z, 1 + a + x) = αz in Eq. 5. Other propositions lead to
contradictions. The phase plot of u for several values of b is
shown in figure 5. It consists of three distinct straight-line
regions:
region 1, −1 < u < 0:
In this region Q2 is non-conducting:
τu̇

= −ub − b +

a+α
1+α .

(6)

If b > bcrit1 = (a + α)/(1 + α) ≈ 1.091 or R4 < 331 kΩ,
there exists a stable fixed point u∗− given by:
= −1 +

u∗−
x−∗

= y∗− =

1 a+α
b 1+α ,
a−1
z∗− = 1+α
.

(7)

region 2, 0 < u < usat :
In this region Q2 is actively conducting but not saturated.
The saturation value does not depend on b:
=

1 2a+2α
β 3α+7

≈ 0.072.

The evolution is given by:
 


τu̇ = −u β2 3α−1
α+1 − b − b +

(8)

a+α
1+α ,

which is an ascending straight line if:


b < β2 3α−1
2α+2 ≈ 14.75.

−2x − 1 + y + a − hα (z, 1 + a + x) ,
−2y + x + z − hβ (u, 2/3(y + 1)) ,

(9)

(10)

Furthermore if Eq. 9 crosses zero for u < usat , an unstable equilibrium u∗0 exists in this region. The condition for
which this unstable equilibrium exists is:

−z + y,
−ub − b +

= y,

z

usat

This yields:

(4)

Altough the full system is four dimensional, insight about
the role of the subcircuit built around transistor Q2 can
be gained by looking at the behavior of the circuit with
capacitors C removed. We now show that the subcircuit
built around transistor Q2 adds fixeded points for a range
of values of the parameter b such that bistability exists
and calculate this range. These fixeded points will then
also exist in the full four dimensional system. Setting
ẋ = ẏ = ż = 0 results in expressions for the behaviour
of the one-dimensional circuit obtained by removing the
capacitors C:


x = a − 1 − hβ u, 32 (y + 1) − hα (z, 1 + a + x),


y = a − 1 − 2hβ u, 32 (y + 1) − hα (z, 1 + a + x),
τu̇

We use a strongly simplified and static piecewise linear
(PWL) transistor model:


(
V +v
min G M1 (vBE1 − VT 1 ) , pR1 1
, vBE1 > VT 1
iC1 =
0
, vBE1 < VT 1


(
v2
min G M2 (vBE2 − VT 2 ) , R2
, vBE2 > VT 2
iC2 =
(2)
0
, vBE2 < VT 2 .

,x>0
,x≤0

a 1 x 1
+ + − hα (z, 1 + a + x) . (3)
2 2 2 2
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b

< bcrit2 =

6β(a+α)
2a+2α+3αβ+7β

≈ 2.0025,

(11)

4. Discussion

Figure 5: Phase plot for the one-dimensional circuit obtained by removing capacitors C from the chaotic oscillator. For a range of b values, a bistability exists. The added
equilibria then also exist in the full four-dimensional oscillator circuit, leading to chaotic bistable oscillations. The
value of b = 1.7, corresponding to R4 = 44 kΩ, is shown
in red.

or R4 > 29.9 kΩ. For b = 2.0025, the unstable equilibrium is born together with a stable equilibrium in a ’blue
sky’ bifurcation. Experimental evidence of was found at
this value of R4 , as a point of increased intensity on the oscilloscope display indicated a critical slowing down. The
position of this equilibrium for the full four dimensional
circuit is given by:
u∗0

=

y∗0

= z∗0 =

−b(1+α)+a+α
,
b(1+α)− β2 (3α−1)
1
1+α
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a − 1 − 2βu∗0 ,

= y∗0 − βu∗0 ,

x0∗

(12)

region 3, u > usat :
In this region Q2 is saturated:
τu̇

= −ub − b +

a+α
1+α

+

a+α 3α−1
3α+7 1+α ,

with a stable equilibrium u∗+ if b < bcrit2 :
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Note that for u > usat , x, y and z are fixed at:
x+∗
y∗+

A simple chaotic oscillator derived from a resistorcapacitor ladder oscillator has been introduced, see fig. 1.
The circuit does not need specialty components such as
multipliers, is inductorless and operates with a single supply voltage. The base frequency can be chosen by scaling
the capacitors. None of the component values are critical.
Analysis with a simplified transistor model shows that the
addition of the subcircuit consisting of Q2 , R2...4 and C2 to
the oscillator enables two fixed points around which oscillations are present if 1.091 = bcrit1 < b < 2.0025 = bcrit2
corresponding to 29.9 kΩ < R4 < 331 kΩ. The dynamics
then consist of chaotic jumping between these two states.
The above points towards the following ’design guideline’,
which was constructed in hindsight, for inducing chaos in
this type of oscillator:
Starting from a standard oscillator, remove the energy storing elements in such a way that biasing is not influenced,
i.e. open the capacitors and short the inductors. Then add
a one-dimensional subcircuit such that an extra equilibrium is introduced in such a way that the active elements
show sufficient gain for oscillation around both the added
and the original equilibrium. Reintroducing the original
energy storing elements of the oscillator is then likely to
lead to complex dynamics.
The difficulty in applying above guideline in this particular case is that bias levels and gain are not independent.
This could be alleviated by interchanging the resistors and
capacitors of the RC ladder and providing bias to Q1 separately. It remains to be tested if this design guideline can
be applied succesfully to induce chaos in other types of oscillators.
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Abstract— A random number generation method based
on a bipolar-transistor cross-coupled chaotic oscillator is
introduced. Numerical model for the proposed design has
been developed where bootstrap method is used which allows us to estimate the statistical characteristics of underlying chaotic signal. Numerical results, verifying the feasibility and correct operation of the random number generator are given such that numerically generated bit sequences
fulfill FIPS-140-2 statistical test suite without any further
post-processing. Proposed random number generator features much higher and constant throughput rates and allows
for oﬀset compensation.
1. Introduction
In the 20th century, because of the increasing demand of
electronic oﬃcial & financial electronic transactions and
digital signature applications, the need for information secrecy has raised. In this manner, as an unseparable part
of the secure systems, random number generators (RNGs)
which have been used for only military cryptographic applications in the past got expanding usage for a typical digital communication equipment.
Random Number Generators are used for a variety of
cryptographic applications and certain requirements on
such generators are outlined in [1]. Four diﬀerent types
of random number generators are used in the literature and
these are categorized as: amplification of a noise source [1]
jittered oscillator sampling [2], discrete-time chaotic maps
[3] and continuous-time chaotic oscillators [4, 5, 6].
The use of discrete-time chaotic maps for random number generation is well-known [3]. It was shown recently
that continuous-time chaotic oscillators can also be used to
realize RNGs [4, 5, 6]. In particular, we have reported preliminary results of a RNG using a novel continuous-time
chaotic oscillator in [6]. In this work we recall this chaotic
oscillator and further introduce the design of a RNG, which
relies on generating non-invertible random bit sequences
according to regional distributions from one of the waveform of the chaotic oscillator.
Furthermore, we develop numerical model for the proposed RNG design where bootstrap method is used which
allows the estimation of statistical characteristics of underlying chaotic signal, thus provides determination of design

parameters for the chaotic source appropriately. Proposed
RNG oﬀers some considerable advantages over the existing
ones [4, 5, 6]. In comparison with the previous design [6],
RNG introduced in this paper oﬀers approximately sixfold
rate expansion and constant output rate.
Moreover, proposed RNG has some other technical advantages. For example, although the design is capable
of passing randomness tests without compensation, it allows for oﬀset compensation for bias removal thus provides
more robustness against external interference. Numerical
results verifying the feasibility and the correct operation of
the proposed RNG are presented such that numerically generated bit sequences fulfill FIPS-140-2 test suite [8] without
any further post-processing.
2. Cross-Coupled Chaotic System
In this paper, we use a simple cross-coupled chaotic system
as the core of the RNG, which was proposed in [6]. Routine analysis of the bipolar-transistor cross-coupled chaotic
circuit yields the state equations given in [6] which transforms into the following equation by using the normalized
quantities:
x˙1 = a[e(x1 +x2 ) − e(x2 −x1 ) ] − y
ẏ = x1 − z
2ż = y − 2z + b tanh(x1 )
ẋ2 = c − a[e(x1 +x2 ) + e(x2 −x1 ) ]

(1)

where a = I s R/2VT , b = I0 R/2VT , c = (2IB − I0 )R/2VT , VT
and I s are the bipolar transistor thermal voltage and saturation current, respectively.
The equations in 1 generate chaos for diﬀerent sets of
parameters. The chaotic attractor shown in Fig.1 is obtained from the numerical analysis of the system with a =
0.5 × 10−6 , b = 2 and c = 1 using a 4th -order Runge-Kutta
algorithm with adaptive step size.
Exploited chaotic system oﬀers some considerable advantages over the existing ones. Considering that the necessary conditions for exhibiting chaos in an autonomous
system are at least three variables which correspond to
three energy storage components in implementation and
one nonlinearity, chaotic attractor consists of as few components as possible. In conclusion, due to the absence of
large blocks such as analog multiplication stage, the core
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Figure 1: Numerical analysis results of the chaotic system
for a = 0.5 × 10−6 , b = 2 and c = 1.
chaotic system is simple and is easy to construct, which
make the usage of it suitable for practical RNG applications.
3. Chaos-Based Random Number Generator
The method, introduced in this paper for random number generation, relies on generating non-invertible bit sequences according to regional distributions from one of the
state of the chaotic system. It should be noted that noninvertibility is a key feature for generating random numbers.
In this method, in order to obtain random bit sequences
from the chaotic attractor numerically, we used the periodic
samples of the state x1 in Eqn. 1, obtained at the rising
edges of an external periodical pulse signal, that is at times
t satisfying wt mod 2π = 0 where w is the frequency of the
pulse signal. Note that, although 4-dimensional trajectories
in the x1 − y − x2 − z plane are invertible, one may obtain
a non-invertible section by considering only the values corresponding to one of the states, say x1 .
We don’t know much about an irregular signal used to
generate random number but its distribution. At first, x1
values have been numerically generated and the distribution of periodic samples have been examined to determine
appropriate sections where the distributions look like random signal. Although, we could not find sections of which
x1 values have a single distribution, we determined various sections where the distribution of x1 has at least two
regions.
Distribution of x1 having two regions, suggests us to generate random binary data from regional x1 values for regional thresholds. Following this direction, we have generated the bit sequences S (top)i = sgn(x1i − qtop ) when x1i ≥
qmiddle and S (bottom)i = sgn(x1i − qbottom ) when x1i < qmiddle ,
where sgn(.) is the signum function, x1i ’s are the values of
x1 obtained from one of the above defined section, qtop and
qbottom are appropriately chosen thresholds for top and bottom distributions, respectively and qmiddle is the boundary
between the distributions.
In the previous designs [4, 5, 6], the well-known Von
Neumanns deskewing technique is employed to eliminate

the bias. ⊗
In this paper, on the contrary to [4, 5, 6], another
method
exclusive-or operation (XOR) is exploited in
order not to decrease the throughput. The potential problem with the exclusive-or method is that a small amount of
correlation between the input bits will add significant bias
to the output. The correlation coeﬃcient of generated bit
sequences S top and S bottom of length 196 KBits is calculated as 0.00354 and it is determined that the generated bit
sequences are independent.
According to this result,
⊗we have generated the new binary data S (xor)i = S (top)i
S (bottom)i . Using the above procedure, unbiased and uncorrelated bit sequences S ′xor s have
been obtained from the regional x1 values. Then these bit
sequences are subjected to the four tests (monobit, poker,
runs and long-run) of FIPS-140-2 test suite. Furthermore,
mathematical model of the proposed design has been developed, where bootstrap method is utilized to estimate the
statistical characteristics of underlying chaotic signal
It is noteworthy that, the XOR corrector is not a sophisticated post-processor but a minor operation which sensibly
combines the top and the bottom sequences generated from
two regions which are separated according to distribution
of the underlying chaotic signal.
4. Numerical Verification Through the Bootstrap
In comparison with RNGs based on continuous-time
chaotic systems, the other common techniques [1, 2, 3],
seem to be advantageous in the sense that true random behaviors can be mathematically proven thanks to analytical
models that have been developed.
The numerical models used in [4, 5, 6], can provide intuition about real RNGs, and can also lead to improved models for RNG randomness analysis. However, current numerical models do not suﬃce to prove correct behavior of
the chaos based RNGs, and additional theory and analytical
methods are needed. If distribution of underlying chaotic
signal is known with its mean and variance then its probability density function serves a basis to its analytical model
of the generator. This then mathematically helps to prove
true random behavior of the generator. Development of a
general theory and associated analytical models for the randomness analysis of chaos based RNGs are now the other
wide open problems.
In the last decade, the use of applicable, simple and more
accurate models has become a fundamental requirement in
signal processing applications, where the Gaussian distribution assumption is not valid. A real solution for these
applications is the bootstrap. On the contrary to classical statistical analysis, which assumes that the data with a
large sample size available is Gaussian thus is inapplicable
to many signal processing problems, the bootstrap method
introduced by Efron, provides a rigorous metric for finding confidence intervals for parameters such as variances
or probability distributions of parameter estimators, while
few observed data is available [7].
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This useful capability makes the utilization of bootstrap
method ideal for the numerical model of the proposed design where numerical data are finite, particularly short and
distribution of underlying chaotic signal is unknown. The
bootstrap method allows the estimation of statistical characteristics such as bias, variance, distribution functions and
thus the estimation of confidence limits for parameters of
interest. Its paradigm suggests substitution of the unknown
probability model of the observed data in real world by
the estimated probability model of the bootstrap samples
in bootstrap world. Practically, bootstrap method approximates the distribution by reusing the original data resampled randomly with the corresponding statistics of interest,
instead of applying the central limit theorem by assuming
that the underlying distribution is Gaussian [7].
For the given a, b, and c values, the two regional distribution of the state x1 obtained for wt mod 2π = 0 is shown
in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Histogram of x1 obtained from the autonomous
chaotic system for wt mod 2π = 0.

Figure 4: Confidence interval for the mean of bottom distribution.
these bootstrapped means. As shown in Fig. 3 and 4, the
bootstrap method finds confidence intervals for the means
of top and bottom distributions as 0.8782 ≤ meantop ≤
0.8837 and −0.8835 ≤ meanbottom ≤ −0.8781, respectively.
In conclusion, we have numerically verified that the bit
sequence S xor , obtained for appropriate threshold values
which are inside the given confidence intervals, passed the
tests of FIPS-140-2 test suite without post-processing. Results for the uniformity of P-values [8] and the proportion
of passing sequences are given in Table 1 for qtop = 0.8837
and qbottom = −0.8808, where P-value (0 ≤ P − value ≤ 1)
is a real number estimating the probability that a perfect
RNG would have produced a sequence less random than
the given sequence. It is reported that, for a sample size of
34 × 20000Bits, the minimum pass rate for each statistical
test with the exception of the random excursion (variant)
test is approximately 0.938808.

To be able to choose the thresholds appropriately, we examined top and bottom distributions as shown in Fig. 2
and then, thresholds qtop and qbottom were determined as
the means of the top and bottom distributions which were
0.8808 and −0.8808, respectively while the boundary between the distributions qmiddle was determined as 0.

Figure 3: Confidence interval for the mean of top distribution.
We computed a sample of 10000 bootstrapped means of
random samples taken from the original data, and plotted

Table 1: FIPS-140-2 Statistical Test Results.
STATISTICAL
TESTS
Frequency
Block Frequency
Runs
Longest Run

S xor Bit S equence
P − Value Proportion
0.534146
0.9706
0.100508
1.0000
0.213309
1.0000
0.000163
1.0000

In order to analyze output randomness with diﬀerent set
of threshold values and discuss their impact, the concept of
approximate entropy (ApEn) [8] was employed as a measure of randomness. On the contrary to classical statistical tests, ApEn provides a rigorous metric for proximity to randomness of a single finite sequence, particularly
a very short sequence, without considering its underlying
source [8]. This useful capability makes the utilization of
ApEn ideal for the numerical model of the proposed design. Shannon Entropy could be also used in the given
model, however it should be noted that accurate calculation of Shannon Entropy requires the sequence to be infinite. The use of ApEn is more appropriate for the devel-
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oped model where numerical binary sequences are finite.
Table 2: ApEn test results obtained for diﬀerent threshold
values.
Threshold Values
qtop
qbottom
-0.8781 0.8837
-0.8781 0.8808
-0.8781 0.8782
-0.8808 0.8837
-0.8808 0.8808
-0.8808 0.8782
-0.8835 0.8837
-0.8835 0.8808
-0.8835 0.8782

ApEn Test Results
P − Value Proportion
ApEn
0.000569
1.0000
0.687446
0.804337
0.9706
0.687714
0.468595
1.0000
0.687718
0.804337
0.9706
0.687602
0.534146
1.0000
0.687823
0.862344
1.0000
0.687616
0.066882
0.9706
0.687225
0.253551
0.9412
0.687596
0.299251
0.9706
0.687629

and fulfills the FIPS-140-2 statistical test suite without any
further post-processing.
5. Conclusions
A random number generation method based on a bipolartransistor cross-coupled chaotic oscillator is introduced
which oﬀers much higher and constant throughput rates,
allows for oﬀset compensation and fulfills the FIPS-1402 statistical test suite without any further post-processing.
Moreover, numerical models for the proposed design have
been developed which use bootstrap method allowing
the estimation of statistical characteristics of underlying
chaotic signals. Numerical results presented in this paper
not only verify the feasibilities and the correct operations
of the proposed design, but also encourage its use as the
core of a high-performance RNG as well.

In conclusion, we have numerically verified that the
bit sequences S xor s, obtained for the given confidence intervals, passed the ApEn test [8] for a sample size of
34 × 20000Bits where ApEn values and corresponding test
results are given in Table 2.
External interference is a major concern in RNG design
since interfered and random signals have comparable levels. To solve this problem and to be robust against parameter variations and attacks aimed to force throughput,
we have proposed oﬀset compensation loops that increase
the statistical quality of the generated bit sequences. Oﬀset
compensations of qtop and qbottom thresholds can be realized
by implementing monobit test of FIPS-140-2 test suite for
S top and S bottom binary sequences. For each sequence, bit
streams of length 20000 bits are acquired, if the number of
0′ s is greater than 10275 then corresponding threshold is
decreased and if the number of 0′ s is less than 9725 then
corresponding threshold is increased until they reach and
become stable at the means of top and bottom distributions.
In the previous RNG design [6], numerical simulations
show that the system generates 209 bits per every 10,000
normalized time units after de-skewing while that is 1280
bits for the proposed design without any further postprocessing. In conclusion, this indicates that the proposed
design results in a sixfold rate expansion in comparison
with the previous design [6].
On the contrary to the other chaos based RNGs reported
in [4, 5, 6], RNG design proposed in this paper avoids
the need of further post-processing which significantly decreases the throughput. Another disadvantage of the previous designs [4, 5, 6] is the disability to realize necessary
oﬀset compensation, which derives from the fact that instead of raw bit sequences, processed sequences can pass
the statistical tests thanks to post-processing techniques.
As a result, in comparison with the previous RNGs
[4, 5, 6], RNG proposed in this paper is an enhanced design which features much higher throughput rates, allows
for compensation thus provides more robustness against
external interference, parameter variations and tampering
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Abstract—We formulated a heuristic search algorithm,
AmoebaSAT, inspired by the spatiotemporal oscillatory dynamics of a single-celled amoeboid organism that exhibits
sophisticated computing capabilities in adapting to its environment eﬃciently. AmoebaSAT finds a solution to an
NP-complete problem, the satisfiability problem (SAT), at
a speed that is dramatically faster than one of the conventionally known fastest stochastic local search methods
for randomly generated 3-SAT instances. By implementing AmoebaSAT using various nanodevices, we aim to
develop ultra-compact and ultra-low-power-consuming devices with ultra-fast computational speed.
1. Introduction
The satisfiability problem (SAT) is stated as follows:
Given a logical formula f involving N variables xi , does
there exist an assignment xi ∈ {1, 0} (i.e., a combination of
N true/ f alse values) that satisfies f , which ensures that the
overall formula f is true? For example, a problem instance
f = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x3 ) ∧ (¬x2 ∨ x3 ∨ ¬x4 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ ¬x4 ) ∧
(¬x3 ∨ x4 ∨ ¬x1 ) ∧ (x3 ∨ x4 ∨ ¬x1 ) ∧ (¬x4 ∨ x1 ∨ ¬x2 ) ∧
(x4 ∨ x1 ∨ ¬x2 ) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x3 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ) has
the unique solution (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) = (1, 1, 1, 1). In general,
SAT instances involve logical formulae that have multiple
satisfying solutions (assignments) or that have no satisfying solution.
As the value of N increases, the total number of possible
assignments grows exponentially as 2N and no polynomialtime algorithm for finding a solution is known. SAT belongs to the particularly diﬃcult class of problems known
as NP (nondeterministic polynomial time). Moreover, SAT
was the first problem shown to be NP-complete; this means
that any problem in NP may be reduced to SAT in polynomial time [1]. For this reason, fast algorithms and systems capable of solving SAT may be applied to solve an
extremely large number of application problems including
automatic inference, software/hardware verification, and
information security.

2. Amoeba-inspired Algorithm
Aono et al. formulated the AmoebaSAT algorithm
[2, 3], which utilizes the spatiotemporal dynamics of a
coupled system of 2N units corresponding to pseudopodlike branches of a single-celled amoeba, to solve the Nvariable SAT problem. Each unit is assigned a variable
name i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} and a truth/ f alse value v ∈ {0, 1}
and is associated with three variables Xi,v , Yi,v , Zi,v . If, at
discrete time step t, a resource is supplied to unit (i, v) (corresponding to the elongation of the amoeba branch), we
denote this by Yi,v (t) = 1, and we interpret this as meaning
that the system is considering the assignment xi = v. If no
resource is supplied, we write this as Yi,v (t) = 0. We put
Li,v (t) = 1 or Li,v (t) = 0 to indicate the application or nonapplication, respectively, of a stimulus that “bounces back”
the supply of resources to Yi,v (corresponding to an optical
stimulus inhibiting the elongation of the amoeba branch).
State transitions of the values Yi,v ∈ {0, 1} are determined
by a dynamics involving the following fluctuations:
{
0
(if Li,v (t) = 1),
Yi,v (t) =
(1)
sgn(1 −  − Zi,v (t)) (if Li,v (t) = 0),
where  = 0.25 and
sgn(z) =

{

1
0

(if z > 0),
(otherwise).

(2)

Here the variable Zi,v ∈ [0.0, 1.0] obeys the following logistic map and gives rise to chaotic oscillations:
Zi,v (t + 1) = 4 Zi,v (t)(1 − Zi,v (t)).

(3)

In short, if the bounceback stimulus is applied (Li,v (t) = 1),
the resource is not supplied (Yi,v (t) = 0). If the bounceback stimulus is not applied (Li,v (t) = 0), the resource is
allocated (Yi,v (t) = 1), unless the value of the logistic map
evolution exceeds 0.75, in which case the supply of the resource is blocked (Yi,v (t) = 0).
We also define a variable Xi,v (t) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} to represent the accumulated value of the resource-supply variable
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Yi,v (t):


Xi,v (t) + 1 (if Yi,v (t + 1) = 1,





and Xi,v (t) < 1),



X
(t)
−
1
(if
Yi,v (t + 1) = 0,
Xi,v (t + 1) = 
i,v




and
Xi,v (t) > −1),



 X (t)
(otherwise).
i,v

(4)

The quantity Xi,v may be understood as an abstract representation of the displacement from the equilibrium volume of the amoeba branches with one of the three values
{−1, 0, 1}. In each step, the variables X = (X1,0 , X1,1 , X2,0 ,
X2,1 , · · · , XN,0 , XN,1 ) are transformed into the variable assignments x = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xN ) according to the following
rule:


0
(if Xi,0 (t) = 1 and Xi,1 (t) ≤ 0),



1
(if Xi,1 (t) = 1 and Xi,0 (t) ≤ 0), (5)
xi (t) = 


 x (t − 1) (otherwise).
i

Any logical formula that defines a given SAT instance
is expressed set-theoretically by replacing the literals xi
and ¬xi with i and −i, respectively. For example, the
above mentioned formula f is expressed in the form F =
{{1, 2, −3}, {−2, 3, −4}, {2, 3, −4}, {−3, 4, −1}, {3, 4, −1},
{−4, 1, −2}, {4, 1, −2}, {−1, 2, −3}, {1, 2, 3}}, where each
“clause” in f is represented by each element C in the set
F. SAT in which no clause contains more than three literals are known as 3-SAT. It has been proven that 3-SAT is
NP-complete [1].
For now, we wish to focus on the leftmost clause (x1 ∨
x2 ∨ ¬x3 ) in f . If we have both x1 = 0 and x2 = 0, then
we require x3 = 1 in order for this clause to be true; indeed, otherwise we find (x1 = 0 ∨ x2 = 0 ∨ ¬x3 = 0) = 0.
For this reason, if at step t we have both X1,0 (t) = 1 and
X2,0 (t) = 1, then at step t + 1 we apply a bounceback
stimulus to Y3,1 (i.e., we choose L3,1 (t + 1) = 1). We call
this rule a “bounceback rule”. Similarly, from the leftmost
clause we can read oﬀ the bounceback rules X1,0 (t) = 1 ∧
X3,1 (t) = 1 ⇒ L2,0 (t + 1) = 1 and X2,0 (t) = 1 ∧ X3,1 (t) = 1
⇒ L1,0 (t + 1) = 1. We proceed similarly to investigate all
clauses in f to analyze mutual interdependencies between
the variables and determine a set of all bounceback rules,
which are formally defined as follows [2, 3]:


1 (if B 3 (P, Q) such that Q 3 (i, v)



and ∀( j, u) ∈ P(X j,u (t) = 1)),
Li,v (t + 1) = 
(6)


 0 (otherwise),
where
B = INT RA ∪ INT ER ∪ CONT RA

(7)

represents the set of all bounceback rules; each of which
is a pair (P, Q) that is interpreted as signifying that “if P is
true, then Q is forbidden.”
The subset of B named INT RA is defined as follows to
reflect the fact that each variable xi is forbidden from taking
the values 0 and 1 simultaneously. For all i ∈ I, we have
INT RA 3 ({(i, v)}, {(i, 1 − v)}).

(8)

The set INT ER is defined as follows to express interference
between the variables in each clause. For each variable i
contained in each element C ∈ F, we have
{
(P, {(i, 0)}) (if C 3 i),
INT ER 3
(9)
(P, {(i, 1)}) (if C 3 −i).
where P includes the following elements for all j , i:
{
( j, 0) (if C 3 j),
P3
(10)
( j, 1) (if C 3 − j).
If f contains both clauses involving xi and clauses involving ¬xi , then some rules in the set INT ER will serve
to prohibit xi from being assigned either of the values 0 or
1. For example, the two leftmost clauses in f , (x1 ∨x2 ∨¬x3 )
and (¬x2 ∨ x3 ∨ ¬x4 ), generate the rules X1,0 (t) = 1 ∧
X3,1 (t) = 1 ⇒ L2,0 (t + 1) = 1 and X3,0 (t) = 1 ∧ X4,1 (t) = 1
⇒ L2,1 (t + 1) = 1, respectively. If we were to operate the
system under these rules, a state in which we have X1,0 (t) =
X3,1 (t) = X3,0 (t) = X4,1 (t) = 1 would lead to the application
of both bounceback stimuli L2,0 (t + 1) = L2,1 (t + 1) = 1,
thus yielding an inconsistent state in which variable x2 is
prevented from being assigned either 0 or 1. To avoid such
inconsistencies, for each i ∈ I we check the set INT ER and
define the set CONT RA as follows:
If (P, {(i, 0)}) ∈ INT ER and (P0 , {(i, 1)}) ∈ INT ER,
then CONT RA 3 (P ∪ P0 , P ∪ P0 ).
(11)
For any problem instance involving N variables and M
clauses with all clauses having three literals (3-SAT), we
have #(INT RA) = 2N, #(INT ER) = 3M, #(CONT RA) <
M 2 (where # is the number of elements in a finite set).
Consequently, assuming that M typically grows as a linear
function of N, the time required to generate all bounceback
rules, the memory required to store them, and the time required to implement controls at each step based on these
rules all grow polynomially like poly(N 2 ).
Under the bounceback rules defined above, if a system
state X = (X1,0 , X1,1 , X2,0 , X2,1 , · · · , XN,0 , XN,1 ) satisfies, for
all (i, v), either the condition Xi,v (t) = 1 ⇔ Li,v (t) = 0 or
the condition Xi,v (t) ≤ 0 ⇔ Li,v (t) = 1, then the system is
“stable”. If this stability criterion is not satisfied, there is a
high probability that the sign of Xi,v (t + 1) diﬀers from that
of Xi,v (t) depending on Li,v (t), and the state X is unstable.
Miwa et al. proved mathematically that the condition that
AmoebaSAT “stabilizes” in a state satisfying the above stability criterion is equivalent to the condition that the state
represents a “solution” to the SAT instance [4].
3. Performance evaluation
To evaluate the solution-searching performance of
AmoebaSAT, we selected a group of problems known as
Uniform Random-3-SAT, in which all clauses are formed
from three literals from the benchmark problems oﬀered by
the online SATLIB library [5, 6]. We selected 100 instances
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Figure 1: Performances for 100 randomly generated 3-SAT
instances (N = 50).
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Figure 2: Performances for 100 randomly generated 3-SAT
instances (N = 75).
with N = 50 variables and M = 218 clauses, and 100 instances with N = 75 variables and M = 325 clauses. The
diﬃculty of finding a solution varies depending on the ratio
of N and M; the presence of a phase transition in the vicinity of M/N = 4.25, near which the number of steps needed
to find a solution suddenly skyrockets, has been previously
reported [7]. Thus, the problem instances considered in
this study, for which we have M/N = 218/50 ' 4.36 and
325/75 ' 4.333, are considered to rank among the class of
problems posing the high level of diﬃculty.
We considered WalkSAT, one of the categories of
stochastic local search algorithms presently known to be
the fastest heuristic methods for randomly generated 3-SAT
instances [8]. WalkSAT configures its initial state by assigning all variables to random true or f alse values. Then
the algorithm selects at random one clause from among the
clauses that are not satisfied (i.e., are f alse) with the variable assignments at a given time and then chooses at random a single variable from within that clause to flip (changing 0 to 1 or 1 to 0). The algorithm then iterates this basic
behavior.
For each problem instance, we ran 500 Monte Carlo simulations of both the AmoebaSAT and WalkSAT algorithms
and compared the average number of time steps (number
of iterations) t required to arrive at the solution. For the
instances of N = 50 and N = 75, Figures 1 and 2, respectively, plot the number of steps needed to arrive at the

solution, sorted in ascending order. The plots indicate that
AmoebaSAT is able to find the solution with a speed orders
of magnitude greater than that of WalkSAT. The diﬀerence
in the solution-search performance between the two algorithms is more significant for N = 75 than for N = 50. Indeed, we observed that the impressive search performance
of AmoebaSAT becomes even more remarkable as N increases. Moreover, although Figures 1 and 2 are comparisons of iteration counts, comparisons of the computation
time required to run the two algorithms on identical machines also reveal that the time required for AmoebaSAT to
find solutions is orders of magnitude less than that required
for WalkSAT. These results will be reported elsewhere.
Understanding the origins of the high performance exhibited by AmoebaSAT is a subject of current investigation.
Whereas WalkSAT only updates one variable in each step,
AmoebaSAT incorporates many processes, which collectively update multiple variables and evolve simultaneously
while interfering with each other through the bounceback
control mechanism. Analytical results have been obtained
that suggest that this unique “concurrent search” feature of
the algorithm is the source of its high performance.
The statistical properties of the chaotic fluctuations that
AmoebaSAT utilizes exhibit a significant influence on its
performance. When the logistic map evolution Zi,v in equation (3) exceeds the threshold 1 −  = 0.75 in equation (1),
“error” occurs; even though the bounceback stimulus is not
applied (Li,v = 0) the resource is not supplied (Yi,v = 0).
The probability that Zi,v exceeds 0.75 is approximately 1/3,
which is understood as an “error probability” of resource
supply when Li,v = 0. In this paper we set  to 0.25 not
because the error probability needs to be 1/3 but because
the logistic map has an unstable fixed point at 0.75. As Zi,v
tends to cross the fixed point repeatedly, when Li,v = 0, it
frequently happens that the value of Yi,v flips between 0 and
1; i.e., Yi,v (t + 1) = 1 − Yi,v (t). Thus,Yi,v evolves in a negatively autocorrelated manner. Previously, some authors
demonstrated the usefulness of fluctuations with “negative
temporal correlations” for combinatorial optimization and
Monte Carlo computation [9, 10]. Indeed, when the logistic map Zi,v in equation (1) was replaced by uncorrelated
white noise, the performance of AmoebaSAT declined dramatically even though the error probability remained unchanged (i.e., we set  ' 1/3), as shown in Figure 1 (circles).
4. Nanodevice Implmentations
By developing information processing devices that make
use of the physical properties and dynamics of nanomaterials and structures other than traditional CMOS devices, and
by using these hardware devices to implement the amoebainspired algorithm, we can expect even greater eﬃciency,
miniaturization, and reductions in energy consumption. In
fact, spatiotemporal dynamics of photoexcitation (exciton)
transfer, mediated by near-field optical interactions be-
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tween multiple quantum dots, can be described by dynamics exhibiting nonlocal spatial correlations and bearing several similarities to the dynamics of intercellular resource
flow in the amoeba; these authors showed that, by introducing bounceback control to the nanophotonic system of
this type, the system can be made to search for solutions
to constraint satisfaction problems and SAT [3]. The photoexcitation transfer in nanophotonics systems of this type
can be realized with 1/104 the power consumption of bitflipping circuits in traditional electronic devices [11]. Applying a similar nanophotonics system to the multi-armed
bandit problem, a decision problem whose objective is to
maximize profit, the system was capable of eﬃciently and
adaptively identifying the choice maximizing the probability of obtaining compensation [12]. On the other hand, in
electronic systems, by utilizing charging and discharging
processes in a network of nonlinear elements and capacitive elements, it is possible to search for solutions to constraint satisfaction problems [13].

Proceedings of the 2012 International Symposium on
Nonlinear Theory and its Applications, pp.586–589,
2012.
[3] M. Aono, M. Naruse, S.-J. Kim, M. Wakabayashi,
H. Hori, M. Ohtsu, M Hara, “Amoeba-inspired
nanoarchitectonic computing: Solving intractable
computational problems using nanoscale photoexcitation transfer dynamics,” Langmuir, vol.29, pp.7557–
7564, 2013.
[4] H. Miwa, M. Aono, M. Naruse, S. Kasai, “Amoebainspired Algorithm and Its Realization Using Nanodevice”, Technical Report of IEICE, COMP2013-71,
pp.77–82, 2014.
[5] http://www.cs.ubc.ca/ hoos/SATLIB/benchm.html
[6] H. H. Hoos, T. Stutzle, “SATLIB: An online resource
for research on SAT,” In: I. P., Gent, H. v. Maaren,
T. Walsh (eds.) SAT2000, IOS Press, Amsterdam,
pp.283–292, 2000.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we showed that a solution-searching algorithm inspired by the behavior of an amoeboid organism is
able to search for a solution to the satisfiability problem,
an NP-complete problem known to be related to a variety
of applications, with a speed orders of magnitude greater
than that of a traditional stochastic local search method.
Note that no algorithm for solving NP-complete problems
in polynomial time has yet been discovered, and indeed the
number of iterations required for AmoebaSAT to arrive at
a solution do grow exponentially, as shown in Figures 1
and 2. However, the exponential growth of the number
of iterations required to find a solution is dramatically reduced as compared to that of other algorithms; moreover,
an additional advantage of AmoebaSAT is the possibility
of allowing even faster computations to be implemented
by ultra-miniature nanoscale devices with ultra-low power
consumption. We hope this work will help to establish future computing paradigms.
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Abstract—We combine advances in photonic integrated
circuits (PICs) with principles from neuromorphic engineering to create a scalable, robust, and extremely high
bandwidth bio-inspired computational system. We describe such a system in a wafer-bonded III-V/silicon platform, integrating the network (through passive siliconon-insulator technology) and the computational elements
(through active III-V laser devices) in a single substrate,
and corroborate its underlying principles through preliminary bench-top demonstrations.
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outputs

High-level instructions,
Data to transmit

Photonic spike processing chip

1. Introduction
The ability to map a processing paradigm to its physical implementation, rather than abstracting physical effects
away entirely, represents an important step in streamlining efficiency and performance. The marriage of photonics
with spike processing—a computational paradigm utilized
in biological neurocircuits—is fundamentally enabled by
the strong analogies of the underlying physics between the
dynamics of biological neurons and lasers, both of which
can be understood within the framework of dynamical systems theory. Integrated photonic platforms offer an alternative approach to microelectronics. The high switching
speeds, high communication bandwidth, and low cross-talk
achievable in photonics are very well suited for an ultrafast
spike-based information scheme with high interconnection
densities. In addition, the high wall-plug efficiencies of
photonic devices may allow such implementations to match
or eclipse equivalent electronic systems in low energy usage. Because of these advantages, photonic spike processors could access a picosecond, low-power computationally rich domain that is inaccessible by other technologies.
The photonic spike processor is a hardware building
block that, like a logic gate, enables the scalability and
noise robustness necessary to construct arbitrarily complex
systems, but, unlike a logic gate, uses hybrid analog-digital
codes to most naturally interact with the changing environment of radio spectra. The incorporation of a novel, biologically inspired signal processing model to lightwave devices imports the potential of high-complexity processing
to high-performance photonic hardware. Spike processing
circuits can be implemented in conventional device fabrication processes for integrated optical interconnects, like

Figure 1: A diagram of a fully integrated photonic spike
processor. The system could handle many fast-varying
(GHz) signals simultaneously and perform complex operations such as classification, recognition, and adaptation.
Such a unique processor could find use for spectrally aware
RF systems or complex systems analysis.

silicon and CMOS photonics: manufacturing process with
billions of dollars of commercial investment. From these
devices, our group has shown that unconventional circuits
sufficient for information processing can be constructed (as
shown in Figure 1). Using developing platforms such as
hybrid silicon/III-V PICs [1], on-chip systems with tens of
thousands of reconfigurable elements will be possible, allowing the large range of possible behaviors needed for the
next generation of spectrally aware RF systems.
2. Processor Node
Recent years have seen the emergence of a new class of
optical devices that exploit a dynamical isomorphism between semiconductor photocarriers and neuron biophysics.
The difference in physical timescales allows these photonic
neurons to exhibit spiking behavior on picosecond (instead
of millisecond) timescales [2]. Spiking is closely related to
a dynamical system property that underlies all-or-none responses called excitability, which is shared by certain kinds
of laser devices. Excitable laser systems have been studied
in the context of spike processing with the tools of bifurcation theory by [3] and experimentally by [4].
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required due to the clean pulse generation in the excitable
laser. The conversion between optical and electronic domains also curtails the propagation of optical phase noise
and the need for direct wavelength conversion, thus eliminating two major barriers facing scalable optical computing. Every device in the primary signal pathway performs
both physical and computational roles, resulting in a robust, ultrafast, expressive, and extremely efficient signal
processing primitive.

(bandwidth, energy use, electrical isolation) have received
attention for neural networking in the past; however, attempts to realize holographic or matrix-vector multiplication systems have encountered practical barriers, largely
because they cannot be integrated. Techniques in silicon
PIC fabrication is driven by a tremendous demand for optical communication links within conventional supercomputing systems [7]. The first platforms for systems integration of active photonics are becoming commercial reality [1], and promise to bring the economies of integrated
circuit manufacturing to optical systems. Our work investigates the potential of modern PIC platforms to enable largescale all-optical systems for unconventional and/or analog
computing, using a standard device set designed for digital
communication (waveguides, filters, detectors, etc.).
3.1. Broadcast-and-Weight

Waveguide"
WDM"
λ 4"
λ 3"

λ 1"
λ 2"

Figure 6: Diagram of a broadcast loop. Each unit has full
spectrum access to the outputs of every other unit within
the loop.

3. Network
optical link"

electrical link"

control wire"
Current"
Pump"

CMOS Memory"

PDs"

Output"
Laser
Cross-"
Neuron (λj)" Coupler"
(λj)"

Broadcast Waveguide"

IN#

Excitatory Weight "
Bank {λi ; i≠j}"

Inhibitory Weight "
Bank {λi ; i≠j}"

THROUGH#

Figure
5: An example of a network node, complete with
Label'photodiodes'
passive filters for neural weights.

The communication potential of optical interconnects

Our scheme leverages recent advances in PIC technology to address interconnect challenges faced by distributed
processing. It has similarities with the fiber networking
technique broadcast-and-select, which channelizes usable
bandwidth using WDM; however, the protocol flattens the
traditional layered hierarchy of optical networks, accomplishing physical, logical, and processing tasks in a compact network protocol. Although its processing circuits are
unconventional, the required device set is compatible with
mainstream PIC platforms. WDM effectively channelizes
available bandwidth without spatial or holographic multiplexing and avoids coherent interference effects during fanin. High-bandwidth optical channels are compatible with
our proposed laser neuron devices, which could access a
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picosecond computational domain that impacts application
areas where both complexity and speed are paramount.
In this scheme, a group of nodes (a node is illustrated
in Figure 4) shares a common medium in which the output of every node is assigned a unique transmission wavelength and made available to every other node (Figure 6).
Each node has a tunable spectral filter bank at its frontend. By tuning continuously between the ON/OFF resonant states, each filter drops a portion of its corresponding wavelength channel, thereby applying a coefficient of
transmission analogous to a neural weight. The filters of
a given receiver operate in parallel, allowing it to receive
multiple inputs simultaneously. An interconnectivity pattern is determined by the local states of filters and not a
state of the transmission medium between nodes. Routing in this network is transparent, massively parallel, and
switchless, making it ideal to support asynchronous signals
of a neural character.

have examined an opportunity for this technology to extend
to unconventional architectures that rely heavily on interconnect performance. Broadcast-and-weight is a new approach for joining neuron-inspired processing and optical
interconnect physics. The LIF model with a synaptic variable, coupled with tunable routing in a passive SOI network
on a scalable platform, could open computational domains
that demand unprecedented temporal precision, power efficiency, and functional complexity. Its enormous bandwidth
capabilities would allow for a system to emulate cortical
functions at the time scale of radio frequency (RF) waves,
creating a system fully cognizant of all aspects of the RF
spectrum in real-time. In the long term, the platform could
provide wide-band, reconfigurable, and robust communication with flexible spectrum access in the RF spectrum on
a single chip.

3.2. Silicon Photonic Integration

The authors would like to thank Yue Tian, Mable Fok,
and David Rosenbluth for their fruitful suggestions and
support.

Since routing is already performed by filters at the front
end of each laser neuron described in the previous section, the broadcast medium must simply implement an allto-all interconnection, supporting all N 2 potential connections between participating units. To satisfy these requirements, we use a loop-based architecture: a single integrated
waveguide with topology of a loop (i.e. ring). A broadcastand-weight cell thus consists of several laser neuron primitives coupled to a BL medium, as illustrated in Figure 6.
This architecture allows each node in the network full access to signals from every other network node. Filtering at
each node (Figure 5) allows neural weights to be applied.
The ability to control each connection, each weight, independently is critical for creating differentiation amongst
the processing elements. A great variety of possible weight
profiles allows a group of functionally similar units to compute a tremendous variety of functions despite sharing a
common set of available input signals. Reconfiguration of
the filters’ drop states, corresponding to weight adaptation
or learning, intentionally occurs on timescales much slower
than spike signaling. Reconfigurable filters can be implemented by a micro-ring resonator whose resonance is tuned
thermally or electronically. The broadcast medium could
be a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide, which is fully
compatible with the laser neuron structure described in the
previous section.
4. Conclusion
We have described a potential platform—enabled by
unique optoelectronic physics and the recent emergence of
scalable photonic integrated circuits (PICs)—that emulates
biological networks of neurons at ultrafast speeds. Silicon photonic platform development has revolved around
point-to-point links for multi-core computing systems. We
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Abstract—We propose a new type of computing scheme
to solve 3D Ising models based on a laser network.
1. Introduction
Optimization problems are well known computationally
hard problems in our modern life such as weather forecast,
protein holding problems, stock price prediction, traveling salesman problems, and so on. Even supercomputer
cannot solve those problems exactly because the required
computational time scales exponentially as the growth of
their problem size. Those optimization problems are classified into as NP-complete/hard problems. The quantum
computing is one of the possibilities to solve those computationally hard problems efficiently. Recently new type of
quantum computing called as quantum annealing machine
has gotten a lot of attention recently.
2. Mapping Ising models onto a laser network
Our goal is to implement the Ising models with a Zeeman term in an injection-locked laser network. The Ising
Hamiltonian with a Zeeman term is described as follows:
H=

M
X
i< j

Ji j σiz σ jz +

M
X

λi σiz

(1)

i

In this Hamiltonian, σiz describes an Ising spin, i.e., spin
projection onto the z-axis. Ji j is the interaction coefficient
between spin i and spin j, and λi is a supplemental Zeeman
(external field) term. The injection-locked laser network
proposed in our previous paper can find the ground state of
the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1) through a laser phase transition.
A photon in the lasing mode is not localized in any specific
slave laser but its wavefunction is coherently spread over all
slave lasers as partial waves. At the end of the computation,
the phase configuration of such partial waves is expected to
represent the ground state {σiz , i = 1 ∼ M}.
We recently proposed a coherent Ising machine to solve
NP-hard 3D Ising models efficiently using a laser network
which could be implemented by semiconductor lasers [1, 2]
, optical parametric oscillators[3] or fiber mode locked
lasers. By implementing Ising spins with the phases of
optical pulses oscillating in a fiber cavity with the OPO
time domain multiplexing method, the system size with
M ∼ 5000 will be achieved, The algorithm of coherent

Figure 1: A schematic of an injection-locked laser system
for finding the ground state of an Ising model [1]. A master
laser output is equally split into M paths and injected into
M slave lasers via an optical isolator.
computer is quite new and different from existing quantum
computing or quantum annealing, based on the minimum
gain principle of a laser network. We can also implement
the many body Ising spin interaction with the measurement feedback scheme so that mathematically hard problems such 3-SAT, Grover algorithm and factoring. The numerical results we performed so far reasonably suggest the
effective computational power of the proposed a coherent
Ising machine.
References
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Abstract— In this study, we propose a neuro-glia network with neurogenesis based on a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with pulse glial chain based on individual inactivity period. This network has a connection between a
glia and a neuron in a hidden-layer. The glia generates a
pulse and this pulse is propagated to the neurons and the
neighboring glias. The pulse generation cycle is dynamically changed by the neuron output. By a frequency of the
pulse generation, the glia chooses an important neuron and
an unimportant neuron. In the neurogenesis, the unimportant neuron is removed and a newborn neuron is connected
in the same position as the removed neuron. We consider
that the pulse of the glia gives an energy for escaping out
from a local minimum, moreover the number of contributory neurons for the network performance increase by the
neurogenesis. We confirm that the proposed MLP has a
better performance than the previous MLP and show characteristics of the proposed MLP.
1. Introduction
Brain is composed of two kinds of nerve cells which
are a glia and a neuron. The neuron has been investigated
about biological characteristics and applications for many
years. The neurons connect with other neurons and transmit electric signals each other. On the other hand, the glia
was considered to the supporting cell for the neuron. Actually, the glia exists between the neurons and a blood vessel
and provides necessary nutrients which are carried into the
blood vessel to the neurons. Recently, some researchers
reported that the glia controls an ion concentration [1]-[3].
The glia uses various kinds of ions such as a glutamate acid,
an adenosine triphosphate, a Ca2+ , and so on [4]. Among
them, we focus on the Ca2+ . The concentration of the Ca2+
increases by the excited glia and the increasing of the concentration of the Ca2+ excites the neighboring glias. The
change of the concentration of the Ca2+ triggers a chain reaction. Moreover, the glia transmits signals to other glias
by the concentration of the Ca2+ .
In the previous study, we proposed the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with pulse glial chain based on individual
inactivity period which is inspired from the biological characteristics of the glia [5]. We one-by-one connect the glias
with the neurons in the hidden-layer. The glia generates
the pulse when the neuron output is larger than the threshold of the excitation of the glia. The generated pulse is

transmitted to the connecting neuron and the neighboring
glias. The neighboring glias are excited by the transmitted
pulse and generate the pulse, thus the pulse is transmitted
into the glial network. In the previous MLP, a period of inactivity (interval of the pulse generation) becomes shorter
according to the connecting neuron output. Thereby, the
pulse generation becomes diﬀerent pattern in each glia.
This change of the pattern in each glia gives variety for
the learning of the MLP and improves the learning performance. Moreover, we check the number of pulse generations in each glia during the iterations, thereby important
neurons for the network performance are connected with
the glias which generate many pulses.
In this study, we propose the neuro-glia network with
neurogenesis which is extended from the MLP with pulse
glial chain based on individual inactivity period. The glia
can find the important neurons and the unimportant neurons by the pulse generation. In this network, the unimportant neurons in the hidden-layer are removed and the
newborn neurons are connected in the same position, then
the weight of connections defines at random (we call this
process ‘neurogenesis’). By the neurogenesis, we consider
that the number of contributory neurons for the network
performance increase. We confirm that the performance of
the proposed MLP improves than the previous MLP, moreover we show the characteristics of the proposed MLP by
the computer simulations.
2. Proposed MLP
The MLP is one of feed forward neural networks. This
network can be applied to various nonlinear tasks. The output of the MLP is decided by the weight of connection between the neurons. In general, the weight of connection is
tuned by a Back Propagation (BP) algorithm [6]. The BP
algorithm is useful for the learning of the MLP, however
this algorithm often falls into a local minimum.
In the proposed MLP, we connect the glias with the neurons shown as Fig. 1. The glia is excited by the output of
the connecting neuron. Then, the glia generates the pulse.
This pulse is input to the connecting neuron threshold and
is transmitted to the neighboring glias. The neighboring
glias are excited by the transmitted pulse and also generate
the pulse. Thereby, the pulse is transmitted into the glial
network. Moreover, the period of inactivity of the glia becomes shorter when the glia is excited in continuity. By
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Figure 1: Proposed MLP.

2.1. Updating rule of neuron
The neuron has multi-input and single output. The standard updating rule of the neuron is defined by Eq. (1).

 n

∑

(1)
yi (t + 1) = f  wi j (t)x j (t) − θi (t) ,

2.2. Glial pulse
The glia has a response to the output of the connecting
neuron. The glia response is described by Eq. 4.
ψi (t + 1) =
 1, {(θ < y ∪ ψ
n
i
i+1,i−1 (t − i ∗ D) = 1)



∩ (τi ≥ θgi )}
,



γψi (t), else,

where ψ is an output of a glia, i is a position of the glia, θn is
a glia threshold of excitation, y is an output of a connected
neuron, D is a delay time of a glial eﬀect, τ is local time of
the glia during a period of inactivity, θg is a length of the
period of inactivity, γ is an attenuated parameter. When the
output of the connecting neuron is larger than the excitation
threshold of the glia, the glia generates pulse. Then, the
output of the glia ψ has 1. After that the pulse decreases in
an exponential fashion. The pulse excites the neighboring
glia which has a delay of the iteration D.
In the previous study, we proposed the glia which dynamically changes the period of inactivity according to the
output of the connecting neuron. If the glia continuously
receives the large output from the connecting neuron, the
period of inactivity (θg ) of this glia becomes shorter. Each
glia has diﬀerent period of inactivity, thereby the glial network obtains the various pulse generation pattern. The
change of the period of inactivity and the pulse generation
are shown in Fig. 2.
1
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(a) Pulse generation (varied period of inactivity).

1

ψb(t)

where y is an output of the neuron, w is a weight of connection, x is an input of the neuron, and θ is a threshold of
neuron. In this equation, the weight of connection and the
threshold of the neuron are learned by BP algorithm. Thus,
the neuron output is depended on the BP learning. Next, we
show a proposed updating rule of the neuron. We add the
glial pulse to the threshold of neuron. We use this updating
rule to the neurons in the hidden layer. It is described by
Eq. (2).

 n

∑
(2)
yi (t + 1) = f  wi j (t)x j (t) − θi (t) + αψi (t) ,

(4)

ψa(t)

this process, each glia has a diﬀerent pulse generation cycle. In the proposed MLP, we introduce the neurogenesis
into the neurons in the hidden-layer. The neurogenesis happens at a regular iteration. The removed neuron is chosen
by the number of pulse generations of the connected glia. If
the number of the pulse generation of the connected glia is
smaller than the decided value, the connecting neurons are
removed and newborn neurons are connected in the same
position. The weight of connection of the newborn neuron
is decided at random.

0.5
0
0

t
(b) Pulse generation (periodic).

Figure 2: Varying period of inactivity. (a) The frequency
of the pulse generation. (b) Periodic pulse generation.

j=1

where α is a weight of the glial eﬀect. We can change the
glial eﬀect by change of α. In this equation, the weight
of connection and the threshold are changed by BP algorithm. The glial is independent from BP algorithm, thus
the weight of the glial eﬀect is not changed by BP algorithm. Equations (1) and (2) uses a sigmoidal function for
an activating function which is described by Eq. (3).
f (a) =
where a is an inner state.

1
1 + e−a

(3)

2.3. Neurogenesis
The neurogenesis happens into the adult human brain,
moreover some researchers reported that the connecting
position of the newborn neuron is decided by the glia [7].
In the proposed model (shown as Fig. 3), we introduce the
neurogenesis to the neurons in the hidden-layer. We count
the number of excitations of the glia. If the number of excitations of the glia is smaller than the constant value, the
neuron is removed and the newborn neuron is connected
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in the same position. We give the random value to every
weight of connection of the newborn neuron.

Figure 3: Neurogenesis.

3. Simulation

3.1. Learning performance
We obtain the result from 100 trials, and one trial has
100000 iterations. In every trial, we give diﬀerent initial
condition. In this simulation, the neurogenesis happens
at 50000 iterations. Then, if the number of pulse generations is small, the neuron is removed and we set a newborn
neuron. From the simulation result, we obtain four kinds
of evaluation indexes which are average, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation. Firstly, we show a learning
performance when the MLP learns the 98 spiral points. The
simulation result is shown in Table 1. From this result, the
standard MLP is the worst of all in the average. This MLP
often falls into a local minimum. Actually, the maximum
of the error is the highest of all. The proposed MLP has a
better performance than the previous MLP in the average,
the minimum, and the standard deviation.
Table 1: Learning performance of spiral of 98 points.
Average Minimum Maximum Std. Dev.
(1) 0.03443
0.00007
0.18375
0.02422
(2) 0.00340
0.00005
0.04102
0.00845
(3) 0.00188
0.00015
0.03071
0.00517

In this study, we use a Two-spiral Problem (TSP) for the
simulation task shown as Fig. 4. The TSP is a famous task
for the artificial neural network and has a high nonlinearity
[8] [9]. The MLP learns the classification of the spirals.

Next, we show the result when the MLP learns 130 spiral
points in Table 2. The result trend is similar to the previous
simulation. The proposed MLP has a better performance
than the others.
Table 2: Learning performance of spiral of 130 points.
Average Minimum Maximum Std. Dev.
(1) 0.09604
0.00027
0.23087
0.05751
(2) 0.00904
0.00037
0.04685
0.01161
(3) 0.00827
0.00087
0.04633
0.00975

Figure 4: Two-Spiral Problem.
In this simulation, we compare the three kinds of the
MLPs which are;

3.2. Learning curve
(1) The standard MLP.
(2) The MLP with pulse glial chain based on individual
period of inactivity.
(3) The neuro-glial network with neurogenesis.
The standard MLP does not have an external unit, thus this
MLP often falls into a local minimum. The MLP with pulse
glial chain based on the individual period of inactivity is
the previous model which was proposed in WCCI’14. We
use a Mean Square Error (MSE) for the evaluation of the
performance. The MSE is described by Eq. (5).

We show an example of the learning curve of the proposed MLP and the previous MLP in Fig. 5. In the proposed MLP, the neurogenesis happens at 50000 iterations.
Both learning curves have the same orbit until 50000 iterations. The learning curve of the previous MLP converges.
The learning curve of the proposed MLP is also converges
at 50000 iterations. However, the error decreases from
50000 iterations. We consider that the unimportant neurons are removed by the neurogenesis, thereby the important neurons increase and the MLP learning performance
improves.
3.3. Importance of neurons

N
1 ∑
(T n − On )2 ,
MS E =
N n=1

(5)

where T is a supervised signal and O is a output value of
the neuron in the output-layer.

In this simulation, we confirm the importance of the neurons in the hidden-layer for the network performance. We
remove one neuron in the hidden-layer of the learned MLP
and obtain the error between the true value and the output. By this simulation, we can obtain contribution ratio of
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1

rons in the hidden-layer. The glia generates the pulse according to the output of the connecting neurons. The pulse
is transmitted to the neighboring glias and the threshold
of the connecting neuron. The period of inactivity of the
glia becomes shorter when the glia continually receives the
large output of the connecting neuron. We check the frequency of the pulse generation. When the frequency of the
pulse generation is lower than the decided value, this neuron is deleted and the newborn neuron is connected in the
same position. By the computer simulation, we confirmed
that the proposed MLP obtains the better performance than
the previous MLP, moreover, the number of the important
neurons increase by the neurogenesis.

Proposed MLP

MSE

0.1

Previous MLP

0.01

0.001

0.0001
0

50000

100000

Iteration

Figure 5: Learning curves.

Frequency of
pulse generation

each neuron for the MLP performance. The result is shown
in Fig. 6. (a) shows the frequency of the pulse generation
in each neuron to the total iterations. (b) and (c) show the
error value for each removed neuron position when we remove one neuron in the hidden-layer. When the error of
the output is high, this neuron has high contribution for the
MLP performance. Thus, this neuron is the important neuron. We can see that the number of pulse generations correlate to the importance of the neuron. In the previous MLP,
half of neurons become the unimportant neuron. On the
other hand, some neurons become important neuron in the
proposed MLP. We can say that unimportant neurons are
chosen and are renewed to newborn neuron, thereby some
neurons becomes to the important neuron.
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Abstract—The Inverse function Delayed (ID) model
was proposed as one of novel neural models. The ID
model has an ability of oscillation, and this model can solve
some local minimum problem in combinatorial optimization problems. However, it needs large calculation cost,
and it is diﬃcult to apply for large size combinational optimization problems. This problem was solved by Inverse
function Delay-Less (IDL) model in combinational optimization problems. But learning process of IDL model has
not been discussed yet. This study is to build a hierarchical
network by using IDL model, and to derive a back propagation learning with IDL model. Finally, we discuss the
performance of back propagation learning based on an IDL
model.
1. Introduction
Recent computer’s weak point is biological information
processing, such as learning, pattern recognition, etc. Neural networks are expected to apply to those processing[1].
The neuronal models to constitute neural network are divided into two models. One is the macro type model. It
has a purpose that investigates dynamics of a network. Another is micro type model. It has a purpose that investigates
neuronal movement of the biology. However, an Inverse
function Delayed (ID) model[2] has those two features. ID
model has time delay between its internal state and output.
By setting a negative slope to inverse output function, it can
generate negative resistance field.
In solving combinational optimization problem using
neural network, Hopfield models have local minimum
problems. However, the ID model can avoid local minimum problems. Because it can set the negative resistance
eﬀect to a local minimum. So a solution exploration can
escape from local minima[3][4][5].
On the other hand, the most typical process of the neural network is learning. In supervised learning, there are
local minimum problems like combinatorial optimization
problems. A preliminary research attempted to introduce a
negative resistance eﬀect to this learning process, and the
new learning method which had a negative resistance effect was proposed[6][7]. It build, a hierarchical network
using ID model, and it was trained through back propaga-

tion learning . The BP learning using ID model has better
performance than normal BP learnings.
However, the learning using the ID model has a problem
having a larger calculation cost rather than normal learnings. Because it has two diﬀerent size time constants, ID
model time constant and learning time constant. It is difficult to apply for a large size learning. Solving combinational optimization problem using ID model had the same
problem.
This calculation cost problem was solved by Inverse
function Delay-Less (IDL) model in combinational optimization problems[8]. IDL model improved calculation
speed rather than ID model. This model has only one time
constant. And it has the same ability as ID model.
IDL is a new model. So, learning performance of IDL
model has not been discussed yet. This study is to build
a hierarchical network using by IDL model, and we derive
back propagation learning with IDL model. Finally, we
compare IDL model with conventional back propagation
model.
2. Inverse function Delayed (ID) model
This section explains about the ID model[2]. The model
introduces biological time delay for output of Hopfield
model[1]. The ID model is described as Eq. (1) and Eq.
(2). ui denotes internal state. wi j denotes connection weight
from neuron j to neuron i. The self connection weight denotes W. xi denotes output of neuron i. τu and τ x are time
constant of internal state and output respectiuely. f (ui ) is
a output sigmoid function. g(xi ) is an inverse function of
f (ui ). Eq. (2) decides the output of neuron. The condition
of time constant is (τu >> τ x ).

τx

∑

du
dt

=

dxi
dt

= ui − g(xi )

τu

wi j x j + W xi + hi − ui

(1)

j

(2)

Next, we explain about negative resistance eﬀect of the
ID model. Negative resistance aﬀects network dynamics.
The Eq. (1) is inserted to Eq. (2), we obtain Eq. (3) and
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Eq. (4). The Eq. (3) will consider as movement of a particle in potential energy structure. d2 xi /dt2 denotes inertia,
dxi /dt denotes viscous resistance, and the right side of the
equation denotes the force exerted by potential. Eq. (4)
shows the coeﬃcient functions of viscous resistance η(xi ).
This region of η(xi ) < 0 represents the negative resistance.
By setting N shape as g(x), we can get negative resistance
eﬀect.
τx

∑
d2 xi
dxi
1
+ η(xi )
= − (g(xi ) − W xi −
wi j x j − hi ) (3)
dt
dt
τu
j
η(xi ) =

dg(xi ) τ x
+
dxi
τu

(4)

In this paper, we use Eq. (6) as the neuron model[8].
The IDL model removes time delay of an ID model. By
erasing time construct τ x of Eq. (3), we can get the IDL
model. We can consider Eq. (5) as the movement of a particle without inertia. g(xi ) restricts the output range x from
0 to 1. g(xi )0 controls the particle velocity. Therefor, by
algorithmic limiting of output g(xi )0 may be changed to unrelated function with g(xi ). This setting doesn’t influence
to potential. The velocity amplitude function is changed
to A x (xi ). The shape of A x (xi ) is similar to the diﬀerential form of the sigmoid function. It does not change the
essence of the neuron model. By introducing the velocity
amplitude function and a higher amplitude setting inside
output space, IDL model can get like as negative resistance
eﬀect of ID model.
∑
dxi
1
=− 0
(g(xi ) − W xi −
wi j x j − hi ) (5)
dt
τu g (xi )
j

αx
1 + exp β x (0.5 − L x − xi )
αx
−
1 + exp β x (0.5 + L x − xi )

[l]
[l]
w[l]
i j , ui showed internal state of IDL neuron i. hi is bias.

∆xi[l] = A x (xi[l] )(

n∑
[l−1]

[l−1]
[l]
w[l]
+ W xi[l] + h[l]
ij xj
i − g(xi )) (8)

j=1

In this research, we define the velocity amplitude (VA)
function of the IDL neuron as X VA function, and the VA
function of the IDL back propagation as W VA function.
W VA function is explained at next subsection.
4.2. Backpropagation using IDL model

3. Inverse function Delay-less (IDL)model

∑
A(xi )
∆xi = −
(g(xi ) − W xi −
wi j x j − hi )
τu
j

layer l is written in Eq. (8) .IDL model has time construct
τu . The neurons in the same layer are denoted by subindex
numbers i, n[l] showed the number of layer neuron. The
input signal to layer l is x[l−1]
, and connection weight is
j

Next, we derive BP learning using IDL model. In this
research, for simplicity, we set only neuron for the output
layer. It is necessary to set error function to update connection weight. We provide P patterns as training data, input
x[1]~(p) and output teacher signal T (p). Eq. (9) shows the
error function. It is square error between output and teacher
signal. The connection weight w1i is updated according to
Eq. (10).
1∑
(T (p) − x1[3] (p))2
2 p=1
P

=

E
∆w[3]
1i

= −

dw[3]
1i
dt

=

−

(6)
=

A x (xi ) =

This section explains about the method of backpropagation with IDL model. First, we explain about hierarchal
network using IDL model. Next, we derive equations for
IDL backpropagation learning.

(10)

−

p=1

∂w[3]
1i

P
∑

∂E

(11)
∂x1[3] (p) ∂θ1[2] (p)

∂x1[3] (p) ∂θ1[2] (p) ∂w[3]
1i (p)

(12)

Eq. (11) is expanded using chain rule of diﬀerentiation,
it becomes Eq. (12). Let us introduce a connection-weight
time-constant τw (τw >> ∆). To consider time constant τw ,
Eq. (8) resemble following Eq. (13).And Eq. (13) becomes
Eq. (14). Because τw is very much larger than time constant ∆, so ∆xi[l] is approximately 0 in learning period. The
sum input signal from previous layer is θi in Eq. (15).
0 =
g(xi[l] ) =

4.1. Hierarchal network using IDL
The input layer structure normal neuron, and input signal
passes through the input layer to a hidden layer. The hidden
layer and an output layer take IDL models. Each layer is
denoted by l. The behavior of IDL model from layer l−1 to

p=1

p
∑
∂E(p)

p=1

4. Backpropagation learning using IDL model

∂E
∂w[3]
1i (p)

A method of BP learning at consecutive time is
suggested[9]. Using time constant τw , Eq. (10) is changed
to consecutive time, it becomes Eq. (11).
τw

(7)

P
∑

(9)

θi[l−1]

=

[l]
A x (xi[l] )(θi[l−1] + W xi[l] + h[l]
i − g(xi )) (13)

W xi[l] + θi[l−1] + h[l]
i
n∑
[l−1]
[l−1]
w[l]
ij xj

(14)
(15)

j=1

In IDL model using inverse output function g,
∂x1[3] (p)/∂θ1[2] is changed to Eq.
(16).
We put
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g(x1[3] (p))0 = 1/Aw (x1[3] (p)) as IDL model. A(xi[l] ) is
described in Eq. (17). Each equation of the error function
Eq. (9) and the sum of input signal Eq. (15) are insert to
Eq. (12), it becomes Eq. (18).
∂x1[3] (p)
∂θ1[2]

1

=

=

∂θ1[2]
∂x1[3] (p)

1
g(x1[3] (p))0

−W

1

=

1/Aw (x1[3] (p))

−W

αw
1 + exp βw (0.5 − Lw − xi )
αw
−
1 + exp βw (0.5 + Lw − xi )

We inspected whether the BP learning of the IDL model
can learn through XOR problem simulation. At first, we
show a simulation condition. Next we describe a simulation results.
5.1. The Simulation condition

(16)

Aw (xi ) =

(17)

P
∑
(
)
dw[3]
1
1i
=
T (p) − x1[3] (p) xi[2] (p) (18)
[3]
dt
p=1 1/Aw (x (p)) − W

τw

5. Research of Learning ability

We investigate the learning ability through convergence
rate of XOR problem. We use 3 layers network. The structure of network is [input, hidden, output]=[2,3,1]. The time
constant and time notching are τw = 1.0, τ x = δt = 0.01,
respectively learns until 1 × τw . Inverse output function is
shown Eq. (23). We put C = 2.0 for inverse output function. The self connection weight is W = 0. Training pattern
is given at random. If the error function became, E < 0.01,
it was assumed that the learning would be converged at the
right answer. The time over of BP learning set 5 × 105 τw .

1

The connection weights are updated by online learning at
each training data. Eq. (18) becomes Eq. (19).
τw

(
)
dw[3]
1
1i
T (p) − x1[3] (p) xi[2] (p) (19)
=
[3]
dt
1/Aw (x1 (p)) − W

The equation of connection weight for update between output later and hidden layer using IDL model is Eq. (19).
Next, we describe about the connection weight update
equation between input neuron i and hidden layer neuron
j under the condition of one output neuron for input pattern P. The error function diﬀerentiate using connection
weight wi j like Eq. (11), it changes to Eq. (20). Eq. (20) is
the equation for update connection weight. Eq. (20) is expanded using chain rule of diﬀerentiation, it becomes Eq.
(21). By erasing partial diﬀerentiation of Eq. (21), it becomes Eq. (22). Eq. (22) shows update equation of connection weight between input layer and hidden layer.

τw

=−

τw

∂E

dw[2]
ij
dt

=−

∂E(p)

(20)

∂w[2]
ij

[2]
∂x1[3] (p) ∂θ1[2] (p) ∂x j (p) ∂θi[1] (p)

[1]
[3]
∂x1[3] (p) ∂θ1[2] (p) ∂x[2]
j (p) ∂θi (p) w1i (p)

dw[2]
ij
dt

=

1

(21)

xi
1
log
C
1 − xi

(23)

We argue about the eﬀect of the X and W VA function. So,
we simulate using following condition.
• Condition 1: W VA function is constant, we change
only X VA function.
• Condition 2: X VA function is constant, we change
only W VA function.
• Condition 3: We change both of X and W VA function
at the same time
We set β x = βw = 10.0 for the inclination of VA function.
The Uniformity of VA function, α = 10.0, L = 0.01. The
simulation results are as follow; Across axle is width L of
VA function A(xi ). The vertical axis is the mean convergence probability for 100 times trial of XOR problem. In
the same condition, we tried normal BP learning for XOR
problem. The result of average convergence rate is 92%.
5.2. Result for change of X VA function
The figure1 shows the average convergence probability
changing X VA function. Compared with normal BP, convergence probability improves in some area. Convergence
probability was reduced for a wide L x . Because the output of IDL model becomes 0 or 1 by wide VA-function.
Therefor BP learning be stagnant.
5.3. Result for change of only W VA function

1
− W 1/Aw (x1[3] (p)) − W
(
)
[3]
T (p) − x1[3] (p) x[1]
j (p)w1i

g(xi ) = f −1 (xi ) =

1/Aw (xi[2] (p))

(22)

In this research, the VA function of the IDL back propagation is referred to W VA function. The shape of each W VA
function is the same.

The figure2 shows convergence rate as a function of L in
W VA function. Compare with normal BP, each parameter
has high convergence rate. Because W VA function has a
function corresponding to the learning rate of BP. Convergence is faster because the connection weight to be updated
at a time is increased.
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Abstract–
There are some problems in the
conventional Hopfield model such as spurious memory
and the presence of a non-optimal solution due to local
minimum state. The Inverse function Delayed (ID) model
has been proposed by Nakajima[5] as a neuron model.
The ID model can solve such problems at 100% rate by its
negative resistance effect in its dynamics, which can
destabilize undesirable states selectively by this effect.
However, in the neural network made by ID neurons, we
can not solve the problems that have big size in real-time
because of the high cost of the calculation time of the ID
model. In the Inverse Function Delayless model, we
proved that such problem can be avoided by realizing the
destabilized region due to a discrete operation. In this
report, I attempt to introduce the effect of IDL to the
associative memory system of hetero associative type.
However, it was associated systems BAM type in order to
fulfill the effects of the IDL. In the of the proposed system,
we can expect the expansion of the Basin size and speed
of convergence time to the memory state .

However, we found it was difficult to solve the problems
in a practical time when the size of that is big.
On the other hand, the Inverse Function Delayless
model[6], we proved that such spurious memory problem
can be avoided by realizing the destabilized region.
Moreover,
by allowing a discrete operation, the
convergence speed of the network is sufficiently fast. In
this study, We attempt to introduce the effect of IDL to the
associative memory system of hetero associative type and
to analyses the performance of the neural network.
Particularly it is associative system BAM type in order to
fulfill the effects of IDL model.
2. Inverse function Delayed model
First, we will explain the ID neural network model[4,
5,]. The ID model is described as following differential
equations.

dui
  wij xi  ui，
dt
j
du
 x i  ui  g ( xi ) ，
dt



1. Introduction
Recent years, the speed of information processing
device is expected to increase with the increasing amount
of information. According to its high-speed parallel
processing capacity, Neural network has been researched
as an information processing system of the next
generation.
However, in macro models of conventional such as the
Hopfield model[1,2,3], the problems such as spurious
memory caused by the solution of the network not to
escape from a local minimum has been known.
ID (Inverse function Delayed) model [4,5], it has been
extended to the physiological model from the macro
model, delays have been set to the output and the
membrane potential. Such delays output was assumed
sufficiently small. Because of such delays, in case of
using the function of N-shape, the negative resistance is
occured to the output function of the system. We found
that it was possible to avoid the spurious memory problem
when the ID model was used in the neural network.

where

(1)
(2)

wij , and  x are a connection weight, the time

constant of the internal state and the output, respectively.
The conversion time  x should be taken into consideration
in geneal cases, under the condition

 x   . The inverse

g (x) is used instead of the conventional
activation f (u ) .
function

Eq. (1) is differentiated with time, and substitutions of a
single unit and Eq. (1) lead to the following differential
equations.
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d 2x
dx
U


，
2
dt
dt
x
dg ( x)  x

 ，
dx


x

(3)
(4)

where U is the potential of the ID model. The first and
the second term on the left hand side of Eq. (1) express
the inertia and the friction term, respectively. When the
g (x) is defined as a N-shape function, the negative
resistance is occured to the network and it is possible to
avoid the spurious memory.
3. Inverse function Delayless model
In the ID model, delay is caused by a inertial term

x .

The Bidirectional Associative Memories(BAM)[7] is a
variation of associative neural networks which has two
layers. The principal function of BAM is to store and
retrieve multiple patterns. Let N1 and N 2 be the
numbers of neurons these layers have. The state of unit is
represented by a binary value  1 , and the state of BAM
is given by the pair {s1 , s2 } , the state of the two layers is
defined as

s1  {1,1}, s2  {1,1} .

The IDL model increases the speed of calculation by
removing this term.
In the Eq. (3), by removing the inertial term(  x  0 ),
we can get Eq. (5).


dxi
1 1
  wij x j  hi  g xi 


dt g ' xi    j


(5)

In IDL model[6], the system's dynamics can be
described as Eq. (5). To increase the speed of the
calculation, Here we defined

1
g' xi 

Figure 2: Structure of BAM
The synaptic weight

as following

wij 

equation, which is referred to velocity amplitude function.

A( x)  B (

wij is given by

1

1
N

p

P
u 1

i

u

Pju

(8)

The input hi between the two layers is defined as the
1  exp  L  x 
(6) following equation.
1
N1or 2

) 
(9)
hi   wij s j
1  exp  L  x 
j 1
where B，，L， are the maximum speed, the
gain of the sigmoid function , the accelerated range and
the minimum speed.

In order to fulfill the effects of the IDL model to the
hetero associative systems BAM, we can expect the
expansion of the Basin size and speed of convergence
time to the memory state .
5. Simulations and Results
5.1. Storage Capacity
Let

P1 , P2 ,......, Pn be the binary patterns which are

stored. Here the memory capacity is defined as

c 

Figure 1: Velocity amplitude function
Moreover, we can discretize Eq. (5) into the following
vector-valued difference equation.

xi (t  t )  xi (t )

1
 A( xi (t ))t   wij x j  hi  g xi 
 j


Pmax
, where Pmax is the maximum number of
N

patterns that can be stored perfectly.
We simulated with BAM model by using the Hopfield
neurons and IDL neurons for the gain parameter   4 .

wii  1 , and
Hopfield model both with the self-connections wii  1
and without the self-connections wii  0 .
IDL model with the negative resistance has

(7)

In this study, we use Eqs. (6) and (7) to build the
associative system.
4. Bidirectional Associative Memories
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mc as the critical

Hopfield model. Here, we define

overlap, which is the smallest overlap of initial state still
to be able to flow to the embedded memory state.
Both mc of Hopfield neurons without self-connections and
IDL neurons are about 0.3.
However, Hopfield model without self-connections has
low memory capacity.
Figure 3 Memory capacity of the BAM model
Figure 3 shows the memory capacities of the IDL
model and the Hopfield model as a function of the amount
of neuron units N . The results demonstrate that both  c
of IDL model and the Hopfield model are the same values
on the condition having the same potential energy .
The reason for the capacity of Hopfield model with
self-connections is that the feedback of the neurons itself
can increase the memory capacity of the neural network.
5.2. Retrieval Dynamics
In order to investigate the dynamical behavior of
recalling process, we use the overlap

1
m  (t ) 
N



N

 P  x (t )
i 1

i

i

Figure 5 Time evolution of overlap for the BAM model
with Hopfield neurons

(9)

N  100, P  10,   4.0, wii  1，  1，t  0.01

The overlap means the similarity between a state of


current network x (t ) and a embedded pattern P .
Figures 4,5, and 6 show the time evolutions of overlap of
the BAM model by using IDL neurons with negative
resistance and of Hopfield neurons.


Figure 6 Time evolution of overlap for the BAM model
with IDL neurons



(

Figure 4 Time evolution of overlap for the BAM model
with Hopfield neurons
( N  100, P  10,   4.0, wii  0，  1，t  0.01 )
When the self-connection is small, the overlap of the
state decrease. We assume that the reason is due to many
spurious state when the self-connection is set for the

N  100, P  10,   4.0, wii  1

B  100,   10, L  0.6,  t  1

)

The memory capacity of Hopfield model with selfconnections is bigger than the one with self-connections.
it can be seen that the speed of calculation in the network
is significantly slow, at the same time the basin size is
decreased.
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In addition, the parameter

t



shows that how much

times the system calculated when it succeed to flow the

6. Conclusion

embedded patterns.

In conclusion, we fulfilled the effects of IDL model to
the BAM system. We demonstrated that the storage
capacity of IDL neurons did not change, but the basin size
was larger, and calculation speed was getting faster than
Hopfield model. Finally, as the future work, we plan to
implement the BAM system by using IDL neurons with a
programmable FPGA .

We can find that

neurons is about 11, while the

t



of IDL

t of Hopfield neurons is



800. As IDL model has been discretized, the results show
that the convergence time of IDL neurons with negative
resistance is much faster than that of the Hopfield neurons
even when the self-connection is zero.

References

5.3. The basin of attraction
The basin size is an important criterion for the
associative system, which shows the basin of attraction in
the
associative
memory
system.

Figure 7 The basin size of the BAM model with
Hopfield neurons with self-connections, without selfconnections and IDL neurons

 N  100,   0.1,   4.0,



 Hopfield with wii  1，  1，t  0.01 
 Hopfield with w  0，  1，t  0.01 
ii


 IDL : w  1，B  100,   10, L  0.6,  1
ii



Figure 7 shows the numerical results of the basin of
attraction of the BAM model by using IDL neurons,
Hopfield model with the self-connections and without the
self-connections.
From the Figure 7, we can find that the basin size of
Hopfield model with self-connections is smaller than the
model without self-connections though the memory
capacity of the network with self-connections is larger
than the network without self-connections.
In addition the basin size of the BAM model with IDL
neurons is larger than that with Hopfield neurons.
Moreover the basin size of Hopfield neurons which have
the 100% convergence rate only for the   0.1 , when
the  of IDL neurons can be 0.2.
Finally, we can see that the effect of IDL model can
keep the basin size of BAM system, even the selfconnections has been set.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a Chaotic Quaternionic Multidirectional Associative Memory (CQMAM).
The proposed CQMAM is based on the Multidirectional
Associative Memory and composed of quaternionic neurons and chaotic quaternionic neurons, and it can realize one-to-many associations of M-tuple multi-valued patterns. We carried out a series of computer experiments
and confirmed that (1) it can realize one-to-many associations of M-tuple multi-valued patterns, and (2) its one-tomany association ability is better than that of the conventional Chaotic Complex-valued Multidirectional Associative Memory (CCMAM) with variable scaling factor.
1. Introduction
Recently, many associative memories have been proposed in the field of neural networks, most of these models
can not deal with multi-valued patterns and one-to-many
associations.
As models which can deal with multi-valued patterns and one-to-many associations, we have proposed
the Chaotic Complex-valued Bidirectional Associative
Memory (CCBAM)[1][2], the Chaotic Complex-valued
Multidirectional Associative Memory (CCMAM)[3] and
the Chaotic Complex-valued Multidirectional Associative
Memory (CCMAM) with variable scaling factor[4]. These
models are composed of complex-valued neurons[5] and
chaotic complex-valued neurons[6]. In these models, the
association of multi-valued patterns is realized by complexvalued neurons, and one-to-many association is realized by
chaotic complex-valued neurons. However, one-to-many
association ability decreases when the number of states (S )
increases.
In this paper, we propose a Chaotic Quaternionic Multidirectional Associative Memory (CQMAM). The proposed CQMAM is based on the Multidirectional Associative Memory and composed of quaternionic neurons[7] and
chaotic quaternionic neurons[8], and it can realize one-tomany associations of M-tuple multi-valued patterns.
2. Chaotic Quaternionic Neuron Model
Here, we examine the chaotic quaternionic neuron
model[8]. The chaotic quaternionic neuron model is the
extended chaotic neuron model[9] in order to deal with internal states and output of neurons which are represented
in quaternions.

The dynamics of the chaotic quaternionic neuron model
is given by


t
X


d
x(t + 1) = f  A(t) − α(t)
k x(t − d) − θ
(1)
d=0

(A(t), x(t), θ ∈ H,
k, α(t) ∈ R)
where x(t) is the output of the neuron at the time t, A(t)
is the external input at the time t, k is the damping factor
(0 < k < 1) and θ is the threshold of the neuron. And H
shows the set of quaternions, and R shows the set of real
numbers. α(t) is the scaling factor of the refractoriness at
the time t, and it is given by
α(t) = a + b · sin(c · t)
(2)
where a, b and c are coefficients. In the conventional
chaotic neuron model[9], the scaling factor of refractoriness α is constant. In contrast, we have proposed the
chaotic neural network with variable scaling factor in order to improve the dynamic association ability[10]. In the
chaotic quaternionic neuron model, by introducing the variable scaling factor, we can except that the dynamic association ability improves.
And, f (·) is the output function which is given by
f (u) = f (e) (u(e) ) + f (i) (u(i) )i + f ( j) (u( j) ) j + f (k) (u(k) )k (3)
u
(4)
f (e) (u) = f (i) (u) = f ( j) (u) = f (k) (u) = tanh
ε
where ε is the steepness parameter, and i, j and k are imaginary units.
3. Chaotic Quaternionic Multidirectional Associative
Memory
Here, we explain the proposed Chaotic Quaternionic
Multidirectional Associative Memory (CQMAM).
3.1. Structure
The CQMAM has more than two layers as similar as the
conventional Multidirectional Associative Memory[11].
Figure 1 shows the structure of the 3-layered CQMAM. In
this model, each layer composed of two parts; (1) Key Input
Part composed of quaternionic neurons[7] and (2) Context
Part composed of chaotic quaternionic neurons[8].
3.2. Learning Process
In the proposed CQMAM, the connection weights are
trained by the orthogonal learning. However, the orthogonal learning can not deal with the training pattern set in-
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Step 1 : Input to Layer x
The input pattern is given to the layer x.
Step 2 : Propagation from Layer x to Other Layers
When the pattern is given to the layer x, the information
is propagated to the Key Input Part in the other layers. The
output of the neuron k in the Key Input Part of the layer y
(y , x), xyk (t) is given by
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Figure 1: Structure of Proposed CQMAM.
cluding one-to-many relations because the stored common
data cause superimposed patterns. In the CQMAM, the patterns with its own contextual information are memorized
by the orthogonal learning as similar as the conventional
CCMAM[3].
The connection weights from the layer y to the layer x,
w xy and the connection weights from the layer x to the layer
y , wyx are determined as follows:
w xy = Xy (X∗x X x )−1 X∗x
(5)
wyx = X x (X∗y Xy )−1 X∗y
(6)
where * shows the conjugate transpose, and −1 shows the
inverse. And, X x and Xy are the training pattern matrix
which are memorized in the layer x and the layer y, and are
given by
(p)
(P)
X x = {X(1)
(7)
x , · · · , Xx , · · · , Xx }
(p)
(P)
Xy = {X(1)
y , · · · , Xy , · · · , Xy }

where N x is the number of neurons in the layer x, wyx
k j is the
connection weight from the neuron j in the layer x to the
neuron k in the layer y, and x xj (t) is the output of the neuron
j in the layer x at the time t. And f (·) is the output function
which is given by Eq.(4).
Step 3 : Propagation from Other Layers to Layer x
The output of the neuron j in the Key Input Part of the
layer x, x xj (t + 1), is given by
 M  ny


X X xy y 

x
x j (t + 1) = f   w jk xk (t) + vA j 
(12)
y,x

y,x

(8)

X(p)
x

where
is the pattern p which is stored in the layer x,
X(p)
y is the pattern p which is stored in the layer y and P is
the number of the training pattern sets.
3.3. Recall Process
Since contextual information is usually unknown for
users, in the recall process, only the Key Input Part receives
input in the first step. For example, in the training sets
which is given by
{(X1 CX1 , Y 1 CY1 , Z 1 CZ1 ),
(X1 CX2 , Y 2 CY2 , Z 2 CZ2 ),
(X2 CX3 , Y 3 CY3 , Z 3 CZ3 )},
(9)
and X1 is used as an input to the CQMAM. Here, Cxx (such
as CX1 and CY1 ) shows the contextual information. In the
CQMAM, when X1 is given to the network as an initial
input, since the chaotic quaternionic neurons in the Context
Part change their states by chaos, one-to-many associations
can be realized as follows:
(X1 0, ?, ?) → · · · → (X1 CX1 , Y 1 , Z 1 ) → · · ·
→ (X1 CX2 , Y 2 , Z 2 ) → · · · (10)
The recall process of the CQMAM has the following procedures when the input pattern is given to the layer x.

k=1

where M is the number of layers, ny is the number of neurons in the Key Input Part of the layer y, w xy
jk is the connection weight from the neuron k in the layer y to the neuron j
in the layer x, v is the connection weight from the external
input, and A j is the external input (See 3.4) to the neuron j
in the layer x.
The output of the neuron j of the Context Part in the
layer x, x xj (t + 1) is given by

 M  ny
t

X X xy X
d
d
x
km xk (t − d)
x j (t + 1) = f   w jk
−α(t)

k=1

t
X

d=0

krd x xj (t



− d)

(13)

d=0

where km and kr are damping factors. And, α(t) is the scaling factor of the refractoriness at the time t, and is given by
Eq.(2).
Step 4 : Repeat
Steps 2 and 3 are repeated.
3.4. External Input
In the CQMAM, the external input A j is always given so
that the key pattern does not change into other patterns.
If the pattern is given to the layer x and the initial input
does not include noise, we can use the initial input pattern x xj (0) as the external pattern. However, since the initial
input pattern sometimes includes noise, so we use the following pattern x̂ xj (tin ) when the network becomes stable tin
as an external input.
Here, tin is given by

 




nx



X





 
x
x

(14)
(
x̂
(t)
−
x̂
(t
−
1))
=
0
t
tin = min 


j
j






 j=1

 
where n x is the number of neurons in the Key Input Part of
the layer x. And x̂ xj (t) is the quantized output of the neuron
j in the layer x at the time t.
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Table 1: Experimental Conditions
The Number of Neurons (Key Input Part)
The Number of Neurons (Contextual Part)
Parameter in Output Function
Decay Parameters
Weights from External Input
Parameters for Scaling Factor
for Refractoriness

ε
km
kr
v
a
b
c

400
100
0.02
0.89
0.96
50
1.2
1.0
π

Figure 2: Example of Stored Patterns.

4. Computer Experiment Results
4.1. One-to-Many Association of Multi-Valued Patterns
In this experiment, four 16-valued pattern sets shown in
Fig.2 were memorized in the 3-layered proposed CQMAM
whose parameters are shown in Table 1. In the pattern sets
shown in Fig.2, the pattern cat1 is common for the pattern
sets 1 and 2. In the same way, the pattern whale1 is common for the patterns 3 and 4.
Figure3(a) shows an association result of the proposed
CQMAM when the pattern cat1 was given to X-Layer as
an initial input at t = 0. As shown in this figure, at t = 0,
the superimposed patterns composed of the patterns 1 and 2
corresponding to the input pattern cat1 appeared in Y-Layer
and Z-Layer. And then, the chaotic quaternionic neurons
in the Contextual Part changed their states by chaos, as a
result, the patterns cat2 and cat3 (pattern 1) was recalled
at t = 7 and the patterns chick and bird (pattern 2) was
recalled at t = 44. Figure3(b) shows an association result of
the proposed CQMAM when the pattern whale1 was given
to X-Layer as an initial input at t = 0. As shown in this
figure, the proposed model could recall the patterns whale2
and cat2 (pattern 3) at t = 11 and the pattern hen and panda
(pattern 4) at t = 50.
From these results, we can confirm that the proposed
CQMAM can realize one-to-many associations of multivalued patterns.

(a) cat1 was given.

4.2. Comparison with Conventional CCMAM
Here, we compared one-to-many association ability of
the proposed CQMAM with the conventional CCMAM[3].
In this experiment, 16-valued random patterns in one-tomany relations were memorized and common pattern was
given to the network as an initial input and investigated how
many patterns to be recalled appeared during t = 0 ∼ 999.
Figure 4 shows the one-to-many association ability of the
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(b) whale1 was given.

Figure 3: Association Result of Proposed CQMAM.
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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate eﬀectivity of the
randomness in memory patterns of a recurrent neural network model referred as RNN hereafter. We have shown that
for the memory patterns with a certain structure, their basin
volumes and furthermore visiting measures of the basins
become smaller. In realizing a function of the memory
search based on chaotic wandering in a chaotic neural network model referred as CNN, it is important to ensure that
basin volumes of the memory patterns and visiting measures of the basins are suﬃciently large. Therefore, we investigate how to construct the memory patterns which gives
suﬃciently large basin volumes of theirs in RNN, focusing
on the randomness in the memory patterns. We apply 11
kinds of the memory patterns with changing the ratio of the
randomness. As the randomness increases, basin volumes
of the memory patterns increase. The basin volumes of the
memory patterns without the randomness is quite smaller
than those of pseudo memory patterns. Thus, the randomness in the memory patterns is practical in ensuring that
their basin volumes are suﬃciently large.

memory pattern within several iteration steps.
The results suggest us that it is possible to realize a hierarchical memory search with chaotic wandering by embedding memory patterns with a hierarchical structure. However, for the memory patterns with a certain structure, their
basin volumes and furthermore visiting measures of the
basins become quite smaller.
In realizing the hierarchical memory search based on
chaotic wandering in CNN it is important to ensure that
basin volumes of the memory patterns and visiting measures of the basins are suﬃciently large. Therefore, the
purpose of this paper is to investigate how to construct the
memory patterns which gives suﬃciently large basin volumes of theirs in RNN, focusing on the randomness in the
memory patterns.
2. RNN with Multi Cycle Memory Pattern
2.1. Associative Memory-type Recurrent Neural Network Model
Let us explain RNN briefly. Let us denote an internal
state of the ith neuron at a time step t to be ui (t). The updating rule of RNN is represented as follows:

1. Introduction
Skarda and Freeman have shown that chaos could play
the important roles in a learning process and a recalling
process [1]. In addition, Nara and his colleagues have
investigated chaotic memory dynamics for cycle memory patterns related with memory search functions [2, 3].
Chaos would play important roles in realizing sophisticated and excellent information processing occurring in
brain[4, 5, 6].
Inspired by Nara’s idea, in realizing memory search
functions based on chaotic wandering, Kuroiwa and his
colleagues have studied sensitive response of chaotic wandering to memory pattern fragments in CNN [7, 8]. As
the complexity of chaotic wandering increases, the delocalizing eﬀects in visiting attractor basins expands from an
intra-cycle of memory patterns to an inter-cycle, suggesting that it is possible to construct a hierarchical structure
in the memory pattern space by controlling the complexity. In addition, the chaotic wandering responds to memory pattern fragment sensitively and robustly, that is, once
a memory pattern fragment is applied to CNN, its chaotic
orbit quickly moves to the vicinity of the corresponding

ui (t + 1) =

N
∑

wi j z j (t),

(1)

j=1

where N denotes the total number of neurons and {wi j } represent synaptic connections from the jth neuron and the ith
one.
In this paper, the output of the ith neuron is given by the
following output function with continuous value of [−1, 1],
zi (t + 1) = tanh (βui (t + 1)) ,

(2)

where β corresponds to the steepness of the output function.
2.2. Orthogonal Learning Method
In this paper, we employ an orthogonal learning method
to determine synaptic connections. In general, basin volumes of the memory patterns becomes larger with the orthogonal learning method. In addition, it is diﬃcult to embed multi cycle memory pattern because of the overlap between memory patterns. The orthogonal learning method
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Fig. 1: Eleven kinds of memory patterns with changing the ratio of the randomness. (a) Original memory patterns without
randomness. (b) Memory patterns including 10% randomness. (c) 20%. (d) 30%. (e) 40%. (f) 50%. (g) 60%. (h) 70%.
(i) 80%. (j) 90%. (k) 100% random patterns.
is written as follows:
wi j =

P ∑
L
∑

v(a)(µ+1)
(v(a)(µ)
)†
i
j

(3)

a=1 µ=1

where v(a)(µ) denotes µth memory pattern vector among ath
cycle, (v(a)(µ) )† is a conjugate vector of v(a)(µ) , P represents
the total number of cycle and L represents the total number
of patterns for each cycle.
The conjugate vector is defined as follows:
P ∑
L
∑
(v(a)(µ) )† =
(O−1 )(a)(µ)(b)(ν) v(b)(ν) ,

(4)

b=1 ν=1

where O−1 is an inverse matrix of the overlap matrix calculated by,
N
∑
v(a)(µ)
v(b)(ν)
.
(5)
O(a)(µ)(b)(ν) =
k
k
k=1

Note that applying the equation (3), P limit cycle memory patterns with a period of L are embedded in RNN.
3. Computer Experiments
3.1. Purpose and Method
The purpose of this paper is to investigate eﬀectivity of
the randomness in memory patterns. In this paper, the ef-

fectivity means that basin volumes of the memory patterns
becomes suﬃciently large. Therefore, we apply 11 kinds of
the memory patterns with changing the ratio of the randomness as shown in Fig. 1. Memory patterns are composed of
P = 3 cycles, each cycle contains L = 7 patterns, and each
pattern consists of 20 × 30 pixels of ±1, implying N = 600.
In our memory patterns, the pattern overlap among an intracycle is larger than that among an inter-cycle.
The basin of the attractor is a set of configurations which
converges into its attractor. Therefore, the basin volumes
are calculated as follows. We evaluate basin volumes of
each memory pattern in RNN starting from 20,000 diﬀerent
random initial patterns. At each time step of the updating
of RNN, we check whether an output of RNN corresponds
to any one of memory patterns or not. If the output coincides with any one of memory patterns, we regrade that the
system is in the cycle where the memory pattern belongs.
Note that we regard the inverse pattern as corresponding
memory pattern. On the other hand, when the system does
not coincide until 40 time steps, we stop the calculation and
we regard that either the system could not converge or the
system is among a pseudo cycle pattern. In this paper, we
denote the above state as being among pseudo cycle. The
summarized evaluation procedure of basin volumes is as
follows:
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Fig. 2: Basin volumes. (a) For each cycle pattern. (b) For total memory cycle and the pseudo cycle. ’A’, ’B’ and ’C’
indicate memory cycles, and ’D’ represents the pseudo cycle.
1. Choose one initial configuration from 20,000 diﬀerent
random patterns.
2. Update RNN according to equation (1).
3. At each time set, check whether the output of RNN
corresponds to any one of memory patterns.

100% randomness, the basin volume of the total memory
pattern is 0.86, and that of the pseudo cycle is 0.14. The
basin volume of the total memory pattern monotonically
increases as the ratio increases. Therefore, the randomness
in the memory patterns is practical in ensuring that their
basin volumes are suﬃciently large.

4. When the time step arrive at 40 steps, stop the calculation and we regard that the system is among the
pseudo cycle.
4. Discussions
5. Until all the 20,000 random patterns are applied, continue the procedure.
Through the computer experiments, we employ the same
parameter value of β = 100.
3.2. Basin Volumes
Results of the basin volumes are given in Fig. 2. In
Fig. 2(a), the basin volumes for each cycle patterns including the pseudo cycle are depicted. In Fig. 2(b), the basin
volumes for total memory cycle and the pseudo cycle are
given. The indexes ’A’, ’B’ and ’C’ indicate memory cycles, and ’D’ represents the pseudo cycle.
The basin volumes of the memory cycle patterns without
randomness is quite smaller than that of the pseudo cycle.
Indeed, the basin volume of the total memory cycle pattern
is 0.18, and that of the pseudo cycle is 0.82. On the other
hand, as the randomness increases more than 30%, the dependence of the basin volumes on the randomness almost
disappears and the basin volumes of the memory patterns
becomes much larger than that of the pseudo cycle. For
30% randomness, the basin volume of the total memory
pattern is 0.70, and that of the pseudo cycle is 0.30. For

Now, we consider reasons why the basin volume of
memory cycle patterns increases as the ratio of the randomness increases. We expect that the distance between memory patterns and a random pattern aﬀects the fact. Therefore, we evaluate the distance between the dirty A1 pattern and each memory pattern for each ratio of the randomness. The dirty A1 pattern is constructed by inverting pixels which are selected in order from top left to bottom right
with the given number of pixels. The distance is calculated
by inner product between the dirty A1 pattern vector and
the conjugate vector of each memory pattern defined by
equation (4).
The results are given in Fig. 3. The horizontal axis represents the number of inverted pixels. The vertical axis
denotes the averaged distance. The distance between the
original A1 monotonically decreases to zero as the inverted
pixels increases regardless of the ratio of the randomness.
On the other hand, for the ratio of 0% and 10%, the distance
between the others is meaningful larger than zero. The fact
would encompasses that the basin volume of the pseudo
cycle increases as the radio of the randomness decreases.
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Fig. 3: Distance between the dirty A1 pattern vector and the conjugate vector of each memory pattern. The horizontal
axis represents the number of inverted pixels. The vertical axis denotes the distance.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate eﬀectivity of the randomness in memory patterns of RNN. We evaluate basin volumes of the memory patterns with changing the ratio of the
randomness. Results are as follows:
• The basin volumes of the memory cycle patterns
without randomness is quite smaller than that of the
pseudo cycle.
• As the randomness increases more than 30%, the dependence of the basin volumes on the randomness almost disappears and the basin volumes of the memory
patterns becomes much larger than that of the pseudo
cycle.
Therefore, the randomness in the memory patterns is practical in ensuring that their basin volumes are suﬃciently
large. In near future, we evaluate visiting measures of the
memory patterns in CNN with changing the ratio of the
randomness.
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Abstract—In the last few years, new methods for climate field reconstructions have been proposed. Apart from
some stationarity assumptions they usually rely on having
an i.i.d. temperature process from year to year. In this contribution we investigate how a mismatch between the used
model and the observed process parameters can introduce
additional errors into the reconstruction. We conclude that
the error introduced by the model mismatch is usually less
severe than the one caused by the rather noisy data recording process in the climate archives used.

of [4], employed for reconstruction of Arctic temperatures
[5] but also tested over Europe [6], only assumes i.i.d.
normal innovations. Here, we use the Kramers-MoyalExpansion (KME) [7, 8, 9] on European temperature data
to see whether this simplification actually holds and what
the influence of observed vs. modelled climate parameters
is. We show how reconstruction skill deteriorates as a function of model mismatch, but conclude that for most purposes the influence of non-ideal climate archives is likely
to play a more important role.

1. Introduction

2. The Kramers-Moyal-Expansion (KME)

While in past centuries climate has been considered to
be stable, we have learned in the last decades that this is
not the case. Clearly, marked transitions took place with
ice ages and warm periods, but also on shorter time scales
changes can be observed. The projections of possible future climate are done using dynamical models driven by
changes in solar irradiance, volcanic aerosols, and green
house gases. In order to test whether these models can
indeed correctly describe Earth’s climate they need to be
compared to observations – which unfortunately are only
available for the last one or two centuries at most. Thus,
the climate of the past needs to be inferred from climate
archives (proxies). These proxies can be seen as noisy
recorders of climate information: trees close to an ecotone
mostly react to one single stressor, like summer temperatures for the Alpine tree line, thus records of past tree
growth can be used to reconstruct summer temperatures.
To this end, a (usually statistical) model is used to model
temperature evolution and the dependence of tree growth
on it. In the simplest, the summer temperatures of subsequent years are independent from each other and a linear reaction of tree growth on climate is proposed [1, 2].
There are two major points for improvement: tree growth
is a nonlinear function and both temperature and moisture can play an important role [3]; secondly, there exists a spatio-temporal process linking the state of climate
variables of subsequent years. Here we focus on this latter part because little has been done to make improvements. For instance, the proposed reconstruction method

We now briefly describe the underlying assumptions; for
a more detailed discussion see for example [10, 7, 11] or
textbooks such as [12, 13]. While the method can in principle be extended to more than one dimension [14], the
amount of available data is insufficient in this application,
as there are at most 160 years of observations. The system behaviour is assumed to be relatively continuous in the
sense of the Central Limit Theorem and we argue that large
jumps are absent in the year to year evolution of temperature anomalies. Thus, on the considered time scales the
process can be approximated to be continuous in the limit
of infinitely small step size.
Such a stochastic system can be represented by a
stochastic differential equation (SDE) of the Langevin type
dxt = f (xt ) dt + g(xt ) dWt , where f (xt ) and g(xt ) are the
deterministic and the stochastic part of the dynamics and
dWt is a Wiener process. In general the SDE has time varying parts f, g. Here, estimates from time slices of a 2000
year long climate model simulation indicate minor changes
that are compatible with stationary functions. It can also be
more useful to look at the probabilities and probability currents through the corresponding Fokker-Planck-equation
h
i
∂t p(x, t) = −∂ x D(1) (x) − ∂ x D(2) (x) p(x, t).
The two functions D(1,2) (x) are the deterministic drift and
the stochastic diffusion coefficient respectively. Using the
Kramers-Moyal expansion we can estimate them:
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D(1) (X)

= limτ→0 1τ hx(t + τ) − x(t)i x(t)=X

(1)

A linear function is fitted to the data (solid line). The linear function is related to the postulated [4, 6] AR(1) local
temperature process
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Figure 1: KME of annually averaged temperature data at
47.5◦ N, 7.7◦ E, drift and diffusion estimates.
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Figure 2: KME of CRU temperature data for annual averages (top) and summer (bottom row) temperatures. Shown
are results of fitting a linear function to the drift and a
quadratic function to the diffusion.
D(2) (X) = limτ→0

1
2τ

D

(x(t + τ) − x(t))2

E
x(t)=X

(2)

In most texts, the limit limτ→0 is taken. The effect of finite sampling time on the conditional moments and thus on
the form of the KME coefficients has been investigated by
[11]. Since we deal with seasonal/annual mean values, we
follow the approach of [8]. Similar to their study we are
not interested in the evolution for infinitesimal times, but
the averaged effect of a fast varying variable. We therefore evaluate (1,2) for finite times. The shape of the resulting drift and diffusion coefficients are then approximated
by low order functions whose coefficients are determined
through optimisation. In contrast to [8] we stay in the Itô
interpretation of the SDE.
3. Application of the KME to European temperature
data
We apply the KME to the gridded instrumental
CRUTemp4v [15] data on a 5◦ × 5◦ grid. This dataset has
been used in recent climate field reconstructions [16, 5]
and it provides anomalies w.r.t. the 1961-90 mean. The
estimated deterministic drift term at 47.5◦ N, 7.7◦ E is displayed in figure 1a (crosses with 95% confidence interval).

(3)

where α, µT are, respectively, the AR(1) coefficient and the
process mean, T,t ∼ N(0, σ2T ) is the noise term, modelled
to be purely additive in [4] and [6]. Using from now on
temperature anomalies xt = T t − µT , we can see that the
corresponding deterministic part of the Langevin equation
would read f (xt ) = (α − 1) xt .
Next we consider the diffusion term and the resulting
type of noise in the Langevin equation. Looking a the experimental diffusion coefficient (crosses and error bars in
figure 1b), we can see that the results indicate a non-zero
curvature to the diffusion. We assess the deviation from
the idealised case (3) by fitting D(2) (x) = σ20 + σ2 x2 to the
estimated diffusion.
The spatial distribution of the parameters is shown in figure 2. The first column displays the linear coefficient α. It
is mostly between 0.7-0.9, except for some grid cells over
the Atlantic and the Mediterranean. In the latter region as
much as two thirds of the data are missing, which leads to
more uncertain estimates. The second and third column of
figure 2 show the estimated additive noise strength σ20 and
the curvature of the diffusion σ2 . Interannual variability is
lower in the South East and higher in the North West. The
curvature of the diffusion term (third column in 2) is mostly
smaller than 0.2 everywhere. While clearly being present
in the instrumental data, the non-additive term of the interannual variability seems relatively small. However, the
question remains whether a stochastic description using an
additive noise term as in (3) is justifiable.
In principle, using Bayesian inference on a hierarchy
of models [5, 17] permits inclusion of arbitrary stochastic models. However, complexity comes with a tradeoff: parameters and variables are usually estimated using a
Gibbs sampler, iteratively updating each value using the analytically derived expressions for the posterior conditional
probability densities. For simple models, draws are taken
from distributions for which fast and stable implementations exist. For more complicated posteriors the draws are
sampled using e.g. Metropolis-Hastings like algorithms.
This leads to additional computational steps when employing Bayesian inference. We will discuss the necessary extensions to the model of [18] and discuss the additional
computational challenges. Afterwards, we will show estimates of the reconstruction error introduced by a too simple
stochastic model.
4. Influence of model mismatch in climate reconstructions
The quadratic temperature dependence of the diffusion
can be seen as an increased variability of next year’s (or
season’s) temperatures following an extremely cold (or
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Figure 3: Reconstruction errors for three proxy noise levels
, τ2P = {1, 2, 4}. Left: RMSE and cross correlation coefficient, right: SDR and bias.
warm) year. While the numerical value seems to indicate
only a small correction, we nevertheless should test its influence. Thus, we need to extend (3) with a corresponding
term:
q
xt+1 = αxt +

σ20 + σ2 · xt2 T,t ,

(4)

where T,t is still a Gaussian process. The extension to temperature anomalies in space could be through a covariance
matrix Σ = Σ0 + xtT Σ2 xt . While this extension does not
seem like a major rewrite, it has dire consequences for the
estimation process used by [6]. The relatively simple posterior density distributions derived by [4] need to be modified with the temperature anomalies now showing up in the
variance of the posterior probability density for the temperature anomalies. The additional costs of this modification
are twofold: first, inclusion of a second spatial covariance
structure Σ2 , either to be parametrised or estimated during
the inference. As noted by [19], estimating such a spatial
covariance matrix is difficult and convergence cannot be
guaranteed. Most importantly, an expensive MetropolisHastings step is needed to actually estimate the conditional
PDF for each temperature in each time step.
Now, we estimate the errors caused by assuming the simple model in (3) when the true data follows a process as in
(4). As the main goal of [4] and [6] is to reconstruct past
climate from long climate archives, we need to know how
big the actual impact of using a too simple temporal model
is on the reconstruction quality compared to errors from
the input data noise. Long proxy time series can have large
uncertainties attached to the data itself and the exact proxy
response function. The transfer function describing the response of the proxy on the climate field variables also is
often unknown.
To assess the additional error introduced by the model
mismatch we construct a 1000 time step long artificial data
set following the procedure outlined by [4]. We vary the
quadratic term σ2 , using the noise term as in (4). When
constructing the time series one has to take care that for
finitely big time steps the Euler-Maruyama method does
not necessarily converge for this drift and diffusion [20].
Additionally the stationary density degenerates asymptotically to to a delta function around the origin as the curvature σ2 increases. The resulting temperature anomaly data

(created with zero offset, µ = 0) are then standardised to
unit variance. From this data, pseudo proxies are built using a linear proxy response function. We also include a
set of proxies with auto correlation in its transfer function
pt = β0 + β1 xt + β2 pt−1 +  p,t . The proxy noise remains a
Gaussian distributed i.i.d. random variable  p,t ∼ N(0, τ2p ).
The proxy noise strength is varied over τP ∈ {1, 2, 4}, which
cover the range of real world values [21]. The interval
is then split in two parts, a calibration interval (200 time
steps) with instrumental data being available, the true data
being distorted by low noise, and a reconstruction interval (800 time steps), where only the artificial proxy data
are present. The resulting reconstructions are then evaluated using four different error measures: the mean bias,
the cross correlation function, the root mean square error
(RMSE) and the standard deviation ratio (SDR) of reconstruction and target data. In figure 3 we display these results for a range of σ2 ∈ [0, 1], which is even larger than
the observed ratios in section 3. The bias remains close
to zero, and the SDR remains relatively constant close to
one. The cross correlation between reconstruction and true
target (XCor) is around 0.5 for medium noise strength and
no curvature and decreases slowly with increased σ2 . The
RMSE is around 1.0 for medium noise, increasing in accordance with the model mismatch. The shading shows the
95% confidence bands around the mean values of 5000 realisations of the Gibbs sampler.
The added curvature can indeed have a substantial effect on the fidelity of the reconstruction, if it is sufficiently
big. To rank the effect of the model mismatch we compare
the values at the maximum observed curvature σ2 = 0.2 to
those at zero curvature. We can see from figure 3 that increasing the curvature has roughly the same effect as doubling the noise variance. As many of the proxies used e.g.
for the Arctic region in [16] have noise variance exceeding the values used in this experiment, the largest contribution of uncertainty comes first from the proxy noise, then
from the spatial sparseness – one cannot expect to get a
meaningful reconstruction far away from the data sources.
Only after tackling these issues, further complicated models should be included in the reconstruction method of [4].
5. Conclusion
In the ongoing quest on reconstructing past climate
fields, new tools as Bayesian inference are currently being adopted. New methods introduce new challenges, every tool chain being only as strong as its weakest link.
While Bayesian inference does have many advantages over
simple linear regression schemes, the underlying stochastic models need to be either derived from dynamical analyses of the underlying processes, statistical properties of the
data or thoroughly checked for consistency with them. The
Kramers-Moyal-Expansion can be a tool for such checks,
although precautions have to be taken. Stochastic modelling usually requires long time series, which are not avail-
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able in climate research: data go back a few centuries at
maximum. The results obtained from analyses of instrumental data indicate that for European temperatures a simple autoregressive model can be considerd sufficient to describe the local temporal evolution of the temperature field.
Our analysis shows that while improving the model over
the most simple assumptions could give better results, the
errors introduced by sub-par input data are at least of comparable size. Thus, it has to be carefully considered if the
cost of including e.g. a small non-additive term into the interannual variability does not heavily outweigh the possible
benefits.
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Abstract—We present some results on our analysis of
speleothem climate proxies. We analyzed the data of about
a dozen caves covering the main monsoon regions of Asia
and North Australia as well as South America. From a
paleo-climate perspective our aim is to identify changes
in the coupling of the major areas, especially in the IndoAustralian Monsoon region, over the last 10,000 years. Using standard techniques like event synchronization, mutual information and cross-correlation to determine the network, we analyze changes in several intervals of the given
time series. We are only going to mention the main results
of this analysis in passing. The main point of the talk is
to present the challenges climate proxy data offers and we
will give a first hand report on the fun resulting from a collaboration between geologists and mathematicians.
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Abstract—We consider the diﬀusion of information in a
complex network as a consensus dynamics process taking
place on the network. A network is considered to be robust
if the removal of links does not increase significantly the
time of consensus, i.e., the time needed to reach an equilibrium state. We define an index which accounts for the
redundancy of communication between a pair of nodes and
show empirical evidence that this index strongly correlates
with the dynamic robustness of the network. When defined
at a local scale this index identifies the links whose removal
increases more dramatically the time of consensus. In closing, we show strong evidences that the local and global dynamic robustness of a network can be accounted by using a
structural index of robustness which accounts for communication redundancy among the pairs of nodes.
1. Introduction
Complex networks are ubiquitous in many real-world
systems ranging from biological and ecological to social
and infrastructural one [1]. One of the most important aspects of these networked systems is the transmission of information from one node to another. Nodes here represent
the entities of the complex system and their connectionslinks represent the interactions among these entities. Information is understood here generically and can represent
such a variety of things like the transfer of material or energy to the spread of diseases or rumors. Consequently, it
is important to consider how robust these networks are for
the transmission of such information through their nodes
and links.
So far, several measures for robustness in complex networks have been proposed, e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Here, we
focus on a robustness measure in terms of redundancy of
paths between two nodes in small-size graphs, which is applicable to large-size networks. Recently, the free energy
of graphs has been defined in [7] that can be used as a measure of network robustness [8]. While the free energy of the
graph represents a network robustness by using the number
of closed walks in a network, a more realistic view of the
robustness should be to consider how the transfer of information is aﬀected by removing and adding links in the
network. That is, we need to quantify how much information departing from one node arrives at another by using all
the possible routes available in the network. Such kinds of
quantities are known as communicability measures [9].

Here, we apply the communicability as an index of network robustness in terms of local communication between
two diﬀerent nodes. Furthermore, as a global robustness
index, we average the values of local communication robustness all over the combinations of two diﬀerent nodes
in a graph. As the way to quantify how much the removal
of a link aﬀects the global communication in a network
we study the diﬀusion dynamics in the network. Such a
process, also known as consensus dynamics, represents the
way in which the information is diﬀused from one node to
its nearest neighbors until the state of all nodes reach an
equilibrium or consensus state. We investigate the consensus dynamics in graphs by considering the time when the
consensus is achieved.
According to our simulations regarding small-size
graphs, we find that the consensus time gets longer when
links with large values of the local communication robustness are removed. Namely, a link with large robustness
index is important for a quickness of network dynamics. In
addition, we find a strong correlation between the global robustness index and the consensus time, which implies that
the dynamic behavior on graphs is able to be inferred by a
static property of graphs.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, all definitions of the robustness indices are given. Section 3 provides a few simple graphs to show how to investigate those
graphs in terms of the robustness index and the consensus
dynamics. Furthermore, we investigate all the possible 8node graphs in Section 4. Then, we summarize and discuss
obtained results in Section 5.
2. Description
First of all, the free energy of graphs is defined as
λ̄ = ln(Tr[eA ]/N),

(1)

where A is an adjacency matrix and N is the number of
nodes in a graph [7]. This quantity can determine a robustness measure of networks based on the failure of nodes
more than the failure of links [8].
A local communication robustness index is defined as:
ri j = − ln(Gi j ),

(2)

where Gi j = [eβA ]i j . G is the communicability. β is proportional to the inverse of temperature [9]. Here, we note that
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the smaller ri j is, the more robust communication there is
between the node i and j.
We also define a global robustness index by averaging ri j
all over the open paths. Namely,
hri =

∑∑
1
ri j .
N(N − 1) i j

(3)

It should be noted that the communication robustness is
associated with open paths, while the free energy takes into
account closed walks. That is to say, the former involves
the oﬀ-diagonal components of G, and the latter mentions
the diagonal components in G.
3. Examples
Let us consider simple graphs in Fig. 1. According to
Ref. [8], the graph (a) should be less robust than the graph
(b), which has one more link between the node 5 and 6
than the graph (a), in terms of the free energy (λ̄). In fact,
λ̄ = 0.9297 for (a) and λ̄ = 1.1732 for (b).
On the other hand, if the number of additional links is the
same and the number of closed walks is similar just like the
graphs (b) and (c), λ̄’s of the two graphs are more or less
similar, i.e. λ̄ = 1.1732 for the graph (b) and λ̄ = 1.0124
for the graph (c). However, if we consider communication
from the node 4 to the node 8 in the graphs (b) and (c),
intuitively the ease of communication should be diﬀerent
because of the direct link between the node 1 and 4. By
calculating the communication robustness index, i.e. Eq.
(2), it could be stated that the communication from the node
4 to 8 in the graph (c) is more robust than that in the graph
(b), which is shown by the fact that r48 = 0.4449 for (b),
r48 = −0.3192 for (c) when β = 1. Similarly, due to the link
between the node 5 and 6, the communication between the
node 2 and 6 in the graph (b) would be more robust than
that in the graph (c), as shown by r26 = −0.2020 for (b),
r26 = 0.1337 for (c) when β = 1.
In order to evaluate the local robustness index, especially
for a direct link of the graphs in Fig. 1, we introduce the
consensus dynamics [10] on the graphs with and without
removing links. Here, the consensus dynamics in discrete
time k is defined as follows.
x(k + 1) = Px(k),

(4)

where x(k) is a real n-dimensional state vector with random
initial values from [0, 1]n . n is the number of nodes in a
graph. P is defined as I − L where I is the identity matrix
and L is the graph Laplacian.  > 0 is a constant value that
is defined as 1/(∆ + 1), where ∆ is the maximum degree
of a node in a graph. We further introduce the consensus
time as a parameter to measure the dynamical behavior of
graphs. Here, the consensus time τc is the time at which
all nodes are in consensus. In addition, we can define a
path-conditioned consensus time τicj as the time at which
the node i and j are in consensus.

For the graph (a), τc = 37.7 on average over 1000 different initial conditions. On the other hand, τc = 37.4 for
(b) and τc = 25.7 for (c). It should be noted that the removed link from the graph (c) compared to the graph (a) is
the link between the node 1 and 4 with the robustness index r14 = −0.5610. This value is the largest one (the least
robust communication) among ri j provided that the nodes i
and j have a direct link between them in the graph (c). This
implies that the communication between the two nodes depends significantly on the direct link, so that the removal of
the link increases the consensus time. On the other hand,
the robustness index of the removed link from the graph
(b) compared to the graph (a) is r56 = −1.4435 for the link
between the node 5 and 6, which is the smallest value (the
most robust communication) in the same condition as the
graph (c). This implies that the communication between
the node 5 and 6 does not significantly depend on the link
or there is a variety of paths between the node 5 and 6, so
that the removal of the link does not change the consensus
time very much.
We also calculate a path-conditioned consensus time for
56
the graphs, say τ56
c = 9.33 for the graph (a), τc = 4.30
56
for the graph (b), and τc = 9.20 for the graph (c). Simi14
larly, τ14
c = 31.8 for the graph (a), τc = 32.8 for the graph
14
(b), and τc = 10.1 for the graph (c). r56 and r14 for each
graph are indicated in the caption of Fig. 1. According
to these results, we find that local communication between
two nodes with a small robustness index would be quick.
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Figure 1: Examples of 8-node graphs. Free energies (λ̄)
are 0.9297 for (a), 1.1732 for (b), and 1.0124 for (c). The
averaged communication robustness hri are 0.1646 for (a),
−0.1292 for (b), and −0.1744 for (c). The communication robustness between the node 1 and 4 (r14 ) are 2.2221
for (a), 2.0045 for (b), and −0.5610 for (c). Also, r56 are
−0.4793 for (a), −1.4435 for (b), and −0.4954 for (c). β = 1
for the ri j and the hri.

4. Robustness indices for all the possible 8-node graphs
We numerically investigate all the 11,117 connected
graphs with 8 nodes with regards to the indices of the free
energy λ̄, the local communication robustness ri j , and the
global one hri.
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4.1. The global robustness and the free energy

70

First, the global communication robustness hri is
strongly correlated to the free energy λ̄ with regards to all
the graphs. The correlation coeﬃcient between hri and λ̄ is
−0.9746. Roughly speaking, it might be suﬃcient to quantify a global robustness of a graph by the free energy due
to the high correlation. It should be noted that the averaged
communicability over its oﬀ-diagonal components, i.e. hri,
takes into account communication along an open path in
a graph, while the free energy λ̄ takes into account closed
walks. We will discuss whether the free energy or hri is
more suitable for a global robustness measure in terms of
dynamics on graphs later.

On the other hand, the free energy cannot well capture
a local communication robustness, i.e., a path conditioned
robustness. As in the above example, the local communication robustness index ri j highly depends on the topology
of graphs. In Figure 2, λ̄ and r26 are shown with regards to
graphs that satisfy the condition 1.95 < λ̄ < 2.05. Needless
to say, the eﬀect of local topology of each graph is averaged out in λ̄. Therefore, even if the values of λ̄ are similar
in diﬀerent graphs, the values of ri j are largely varied for
those graphs depending on conditioned paths.
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Figure 3: Scatter plot for hri and τc for 11,117 graphs.

4.2. The local robustness and the free energy

1
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Figure 2: λ̄ indicated by Free energy, and r26 for the graphs
such that 1.95 < λ̄ < 2.05 out of 11,117 graphs.

4.3. Dynamical aspects of the communication robustness
In order to evaluate the communication robustness index
from the viewpoint of dynamics on a graph, we first calculate the correlation coeﬃcient between the global robustness index hri and the consensus time τc all over the graphs,

that is 0.712 (see Figure 3). This value implies an important relation that dynamical behavior on the graphs can be
inferred by a static measure of those graphs. In addition,
from the viewpoint of the correlation coeﬃcient with the
consensus dynamics, the free energy may be less suitable
as a global robustness measure, since its correlation coeﬃcient with the consensus time is −0.5695 which means less
correlated than in the case of hri.
Next, the eﬀect of a removal of links with regards to the
robustness index on network dynamics is investigated. To
this end, we compare τc in three cases. The case (i) is for
not removing links from the original graphs, and the consensus time is denoted by τoc . The case (ii) is for removing
some links randomly from the original graphs, denoted by
τrc . The case (iii) is for removing some links depending on
the value of ri j . Each consensus time is averaged over 100
initial conditions. We assume that 20% of the number of
links in the original graph can be removed in the case (ii)
and (iii), if the number of links in a graph is greater than
7. Regarding the case (ii), 20 realizations for random removals are applied to a single graph. Regarding the case
(iii), we consider two cases for the values of ri j . One is
that ri j for removed links are chosen from the largest value
(case (iii-1)) (the consensus time is denoted by τlc ), and the
other is that ri j is from the smallest values (case (iii-2) (the
consensus time is denoted by τl2
c ). We assume that there
is a direct link between the node i and j and a removal of
the link does not make the graph disconnected. Therefore,
it is not necessary that link with the largest (largest) ri j is
removed.
As in the above example in Fig. 1, removing links with
larger ri j basically increases τc and removing links with
smaller ri j does not aﬀect τc so much in general. Moreover, we expect that removing links randomly can increase
τc but not as much as the case of removing links with larger
ri j . In fact, more than 84% of the 11,117 graphs satisfy the
condition that τlc > τrc > τoc and most of such graphs satl2
o
isfies τlc > τl2
c . (34% out of those graphs satisfy τc > τc
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70

cation robustness index. Specifically, we apply consensus
dynamics for those graphs and use the time at which consensus is achieved, as a consensus time. Then, we have
found two characteristics with regards to relation between
the consensus time and the communication robustness index. First, there is strong correlation between the consensus time and averaged communication indices over each
graph. This implies that dynamical behavior on a graph can
be inferred by static information (topology) of the graph.
Second, direct links with large communication robustness
index are important for fast dynamics on a graph. If those
links are removed from the graph, the consensus time has
got longer. These findings could suggest an importance to
focus on quantities associated with a variety of paths between two nodes in networks.
Regarding a possible application of the robustness index, we could discuss the index for links as follows. In the
above results, we know that the consensus time becomes
longer when we remove links with larger robustness index.
This may be interpreted that when we design a network together with some sort of traﬃc on it, the robustness index
can be used to know which link is topologically less robust
against a traﬃc congestion. Assume that a link has a larger
robustness index and if there is a traﬃc congestion in that
link, then we can predict a longer travel time in the whole
network than when high traﬃc in a link with smaller robustness index. Therefore, we may be able to predict and
avoid traﬃc congestion from the topology of the network
by increasing a flow rate of the traﬃc in those links.
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Figure 4: (Top) Consensus times of graphs satisfying (τlc −
τrc ) > c1 hτoc i, and (τrc − τoc ) > c1 hτoc i with c1 = 0.55. τlc and
τl2
c corresponds to the case (iii-1) and (iii-2), respectively.
(Bottom) Consensus times of graphs satisfying |τlc − τoc | <
c2 hτoc i, and |τrc − τoc | < c2 hτoc i with c2 = 0.06.
o
l
o
with hτl2
c − τc i/hτc − τc i = 0.18.) For the rest of graphs,
about 13% of the all graphs satisfy τrc > τlc > τoc with
hτrc − τlc i ∼ rhτoc i, r = 0.133. Namely, the diﬀerence between τrc and τlc are not so large. It should be noticed that
depending on the topology of graphs, τrc or τl2
c can be longer
than τlc because of decreasing the number of closed walks
by removing links.
In the top panel of Figure 4, we show the case in which
τlc − τrc > c1 hτoc i and τrc − τoc > c1 hτoc i with c1 = 0.55 are
satisfied. On the other hand, the bottom panel of Figure
4 shows that τlc , τrc , and τoc are not so diﬀerent from each
other, where |τoc − τrc | < c2 hτoc i and |τoc − τlc | < c2 hτoc i with
c2 = 0.06 in addition to the condition that the number of
links in original graphs is greater than 7.

5. Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we have investigated all the possible 8node graphs in view of the communicability as a communi-
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Abstract– The photoplethysmogram (PPG) is widely
used in medical settings and sports equipment biological
signal. PPG, which is measured noninvasively, can provide
valuable information about cardiovascular system
performance. The present study sought to investigate the
underlying dynamics of healthy young human subjects’
PPG. In previous studies PPG was claimed to be driven by
deterministic chaos; however, methods applied for chaos
detection were noise sensitive and inconclusive. In this
paper, methods of nonlinear time series analysis, including
time delay embedding, nonlinear deterministic prediction
and Wayland test were applied to PPG to find out whether
the signal is driven by deterministic chaos, limit cycle
process or nondeterministic process. Results demonstrated
the presence of both deterministic chaos and limit cycle in
the investigated PPG time series.
1. Introduction
Physiological signals derived from the cardiovascular
system show an extreme intricacy that arises from the
interaction of many processes, structure units and
feedback loops in humans. Attempts to improve our
understanding of physiological complexity and develop
new tools for promising applications for human mental
and physical health monitoring have made physiological
signals such as Electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalogram (EEG), blood pressure, heart rate
variability (HRV) and Photoplethysmograph (PPG) the
subject of recent studies [4-6]. Due to an increase in the
successful use of nonlinear time series analysis (NTSA)
methods in many scientific disciplines to quantify the
complexity of signals [8], methods of nonlinear dynamics
analysis have become a new and powerful tool for
physiological signal investigation. NTSA allows one not
only to quantify, but to qualify data. Although there are
many studies that have investigated ECG and HRV signals
obtained from healthy human subjects, as well as from
patients with mental or heart illnesses, it is still quite
controversial whether these signals are chaotic or not [3].
It is also not known whether the PPG signal, which is
commonly measured by commercially available medical
and sport equipment devices to obtain HRV data, oxygen
saturation and blood pressure, is chaotic.
Photoplethysmography is a simple and low-cost optical
technique that can be used to detect blood volume changes

in the microvascular bed of tissue. The PPG wave form
comprises a pulsatile physiological waveform attributed to
cardiac synchronous changes in the blood volume with
each heart beat and is superimposed on a slowly varying
baseline with various lower frequency components
attributed to respiration, sympathetic nervous system
activity and thermoregulation [2]. Even though pulsation
in a finger’s capillary vessels (i.e. PPG obtained from
finger) in normal subjects was claimed to be chaotic [12],
only classical tests such as power spectrum, correlation
dimension (CD), the Lyapunov exponent (LE), and
measurement of predictability by sample entropy have
been applied to characterize PPG time series [7, 12].
However, these tests (CD and LE) are inconclusive since
they may indicate chaos even in nonchaotic systems [11].
Therefore, a clear answer regarding the nature of the PPG
signal cannot be obtained by applying these types of
classical measurements, although they may provide useful
results for medical applications. Moreover, in some cases
not only the classification between stochastic and
deterministic processes becomes an issue, but also
distinguishing between deterministic chaos and periodic
motion [9] is not straightforward. Periodic heart beating is
one of the main mechanisms driving blood circulation that
is why it is necessary to pay close attention to the
differentiation between the possible periodicity of PPG
masked by noise and deterministic chaos. Additionally in
theoretical studies, bifurcation obtained for the SeideiHerzel model [10] demonstrated that changes in the
system control parameters can cause a system dynamics
shift between limit cycle and chaos.
In this paper we have performed a time delay
embedding method, calculated the power spectrum,
nonlinear prediction’s Relative Route Mean Square Error
(RRMSE) and Wayland test translation error to investigate
whether the underlying dynamics of the PPG signal
involve
deterministic
chaos,
limit
cycle
or
nondeterministic process.
2. Methods and Materials
The PPG signal was recorded using a finger PPG
recorder by detecting the near infrared light reflected by
vascular tissue following illumination with a LED. Data
were collected from nine healthy 19- to 27-year old
volunteers among Tokyo University of Agriculture and
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Technology (TUAT) students. Experimental data
collection was approved by TUAT authorities. Written
informed consent was given to participants prior the
experiment. At the time of the study all subjects were
healthy non-smokers, physically active to similar levels,
were not taking any medication, and none declared a
history of heart disease.
For each subject five measurement repeats were done.
The measured period was 5 min with 5 msec sampling
steps. For all data collection sessions, the sensor was
located on the right forefinger. Every measurement was
preceded by a blood pressure check and was done with the
subject in a relaxed sitting position in a room with
temperature, noise and vibration control. An example of a
30-second long portion of the obtained PPG signal is
shown in Fig. 1.
Although the origins of the components of the PPG
signal are not fully understood, it is generally accepted
that PPG can provide valuable information about the
cardiovascular system [2]. For example in the PPG signal
shown in Fig. 1, fluctuations of 1st order corresponding to
one heart cycle, and 2nd order, which have periods
multiple to the 1st order wave period, can be
distinguished. 1st order fluctuations are caused by the
heartbeat and 2nd order fluctuations by respiration.

FIG. 1. Example of PPG time series

FIG. 2. Examples of typical spectra
3.2. Time Delay Embedding
By using the embedding technique, the presence of
deterministic chaos has been clarified in many complex
systems [12]. Although the existence of an attractor is not
a sufficient indicator of chaos in dynamical systems, it is
necessary; furthermore, it is considered to be an important
characteristic of time series. The obtained geometric
pattern of an attractor may provide valuable information
about biological signal properties. For example, the
features of the chaotic attractor can reflect the degree of
physical or mental activity or the degree of maturity [12].
For time delay reconstruction, the time delay needs to
be sufficiently large to ensure that the resulting individual
coordinates are relatively independent; however, it should
not be so large that it is completely independent
statistically [1]. In this study we have defined the time lag
for further calculations as a quarter of the period of the
spectrum predominant component [9].
In this study we have performed a time-delay
embedding technique with dimension 4 to obtain the
experimental attractor. An example of our typical data for
a time-delay reconstructed attractor is shown in Fig. 3.
The presence of a reconstructed experimental attractor
with clear structure can be seen.

3. Results
In this paper to analyze data sets obtained in the
experiments described in section 2, we have applied
“classical” analysis tools such as power spectrum and
time-delay embedding, along with nonlinear deterministic
prediction and the Wayland test.
3.1. Spectral analysis
Spectral analysis is one of the widely used tools for
analysis of time series. By using Fourier analysis,
frequency components of almost any arbitrary signal can
be identified regardless of whether or not the signal was
produced by a linear system.
In this study we have applied spectral analysis to PPG
data. Examples of typical plots of the spectrum in the
studied time series are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, small
fluctuations, which indicate noise, can be distinguished
around the predominant component whose period is
approximately equal to the heart cycle period. Lower
frequency components correspond to respiration and other
effects, such as thermoregulation and nervous system
activity.

FIG. 3. Example of time-delay reconstructed attractor
3.3. Nonlinear Deterministic Prediction
The impossibility of long-term prediction is one of
defining features of chaos. If a chaotic system is
deterministic, it shows predictability in the short term that
should decay rapidly. Since different systems demonstrate
different predictabilities, one can use this information to
distinguish different behavior and unlike, for example, the
correlation dimension, forecasting results are often readily
interpretable and point directly to the determinism of the
system under investigation [11].
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To examine whether PPG time series are predictable in
the short-term and investigate how forecasting quality
changes with increasing prediction time, we have
conducted direct nonlinear deterministic prediction (NDP)
in this study. Fig. 4 shows two typical data plots of
RRMSE between real and predicted data. Fig. 5 shows an
example of actual vs. 0.8s predicted PPG.
1.4
1-3
9-2

1.2

RRMSE

1
0.8
0.6

driving mechanism of the cardiovascular system, we may
expect that the PPG signal might be driven by periodic or
quasi-periodic motion, which is difficult to classify in
circumstances of noisy data.
In this study NDP became an important method for
separating data with periodic motion. In several studies it
was claimed that PPG time series of young healthy
subjects are deterministic chaos; however, as seen in
Figures 4, 5 and Table I, under some conditions (which
are not the subject of the investigation in this paper),
young healthy subjects’ PPG data may demonstrate longterm predictability, which is a sign of limit cycle.
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Table I shows values of RRMSE for nonlinear
deterministic prediction: short-term (ST) for 5 steps
prediction and long-term (LT) for 80 (0.4 s, which is half
of an average heart cycle) steps. Highlighted values in
Table I indicate the presence of long-term prediction.

In order to explain the variability observed in complex
time series and distinguish whether it is due to external
stochastic noise, internal deterministic dynamics, or a
combination of both, we have applied the Wayland test,
which is a computationally simple variation of the
Kaplan-Glass method and uses the phase space continuity
observed in time series to measure determinism [13].
As mentioned above, results of LE are inconclusive
due to the sensitivity of the Lyapunov exponent to noise.
We therefore calculated Wayland test Translation Error
(WTE), which performs well in high levels of
uncorrelated noise and provides a robust measure of the
determinism in the attractor. WTE is insensitive to an
overall scaling of the original time series. If the time
series is deterministic, then the WTE will be small [13].
For instance, WTE for time series produced by a system
of Lorentz equations is 0.002 and for a white noise is
0.844. Table II shows the results of WTE calculations.

Table I. RRMSE for nonlinear deterministic prediction

TABLE II. Wayland test translation error

FIG. 4. Examples of two typical RRMSE curves
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FIG. 5. Example actual vs. 0.8s predicted PPG

1
№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ST
5
0.02
0.08
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.02
0.06
0.06
0.03

2
LT
80
0.34
0.99
1.10
0.80
1.18
0.67
0.88
0.82
0.50

ST
5
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.08
0.05
0.02
0.09
0.02

3
LT
80
0.60
0.63
0.95
0.94
1.44
1.23
0.66
1.52
0.36

ST
5
0.03
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.08
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.03

4
LT
80
0.72
0.66
0.93
0.94
1.44
0.38
0.61
0.86
0.41

ST
5
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.08
0.03
0.02
0.05
0.03

5
LT
80
0.76
0.73
0.78
0.61
1.59
0.88
0.57
0.85
0.76

ST
5
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.08
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.03

LT
80
1.03
0.79
0.76
0.61
1.55
0.48
0.59
0.89
0.44

As seen in Table I, in all cases time series
demonstrated the presence of short-term prediction, which
is indicative of underlying determinism, and in most cases
the absence of long-term forecasting typical for
deterministic chaos. However, as seen from the data in
Fig. 4, there is a different tendency in the rise of the
RRMSE curve. Line “9-2” illustrates quite low RRMSE
during two heart cycles, which might be a sign of periodic
motion, while RRMSE for “1-3” has a tendency to
increase more rapidly. As shown previously [9],
sometimes it is important to distinguish not only
stochastic and deterministic processes, but in some cases
the differentiation between periodic and chaotic motion
becomes a serious issue. As the heart beating is the main

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
0.007
0.041
0.023
0.016
0.092
0.015
0.012
0.031
0.018

2
0.006
0.041
0.012
0.024
0.024
0.010
0.017
0.030
0.019

3
0.005
0.045
0.013
0.020
0.059
0.019
0.016
0.015
0.027

4
0.010
0.023
0.015
0.034
0.027
0.019
0.026
0.039
0.045

5
0.024
0.048
0.050
0.085
0.017
0.037
0.035
0.048
0.166

According to Table II, most of the WTE values are
small, which is an indication of determinism in the PPG
data. Values exceeding 0.1 are highlighted.
4. Discussion
The main goal of this study was to find out whether
PPG signals from healthy human subjects are driven by
nonlinear deterministic chaos, limit cycle or a
nondeterministic process. Produced by sophisticated
mechanisms of the cardiovascular system, the PPG signal
is still not fully understood. Also, it is well known that
physiological data can be contaminated by environmental
noise and movement artifacts, which makes PPG signal
analyses even more challenging. In an attempt to reach
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reliable conclusions, we have applied various methods of
NTSA, including classical and widely used ones – power
spectrum, TDE, and have conducted NDP and WTE, the
results of which are considered to be more reliable in the
case of noise-contaminated data.
The investigated data primarily demonstrated the
presence of an experimental attractor with clear structure,
which is necessary for a deterministic process; however,
attractor structure might be affected by noise, and on the
other hand the attractor might be produced by a
nonchaotic system as well. All of the data had short-term
predictability and in most cases did not have long-term
predictability. In a few cases long-term predictability was
observed, which might be a sign of periodicity in the data;
therefore, these cases were inconclusive and we were
unable to firmly distinguish chaos and limit cycle. Results
of spectral analysis were in correspondence with the
obtained experimental attractor and NDP. In a few cases
the data demonstrated spectra with several spikes,
indicating periodic components, and other results showed
the presence of a dominant peak corresponding to periodic
heart beating, and low frequency components that may
arise from respiration and other effects comprised in the
PPG signal waveform.
To reach a conclusion about the PPG underlying
process we applied the Wayland test. Part of the data
showed a general trend to have short-term but not longterm prediction, and a small WTE. Based on these results
part of the PPG time series obtained from healthy, young
human subjects should be concluded to be deterministic
chaos. Nevertheless several time series from the healthy
group showed signs of strong periodicity; therefore, we
have to admit that periodicity may arise in healthy, young
subjects. The reason for the apparent periodicity in the
data is currently under investigation. Under the conditions
of our experiment, periodicity might be due to internal or
external effects, such as emotional disturbance, fatigue, or
uncomfortable position during measurements, etc.
5. Conclusion
In this study we have discovered that significant
changes in PPG signals may arise not only with aging or
disease [7, 12] but as well with minor changes in the
subject’s internal or external conditions. We found that in
several cases healthy young subjects demonstrated
underlying deterministic chaos, which is in agreement
with other studies, as a few time series clearly showed
periodicity. All of the measurements were done
consecutively, and for each subject total data collection
time did not exceed 40 min. In addition, all data collection
was done under nearly the same environmental conditions.
Therefore, changes of underlying properties of time series
for the same subject within a short time under the same
external conditions from deterministic chaos to limit cycle
might be produced by internal natural processes. This
finding brought us to the conclusion that healthy young
human subjects can naturally demonstrate both nonlinear

determinism and strong periodicity depending on slight
internal changes. This conclusion based on nonlinear time
series analysis of experimental data is actually consistent
with theoretical results shown previously [10], where
Hopf bifurcation for the Seidel-Herzel model of
baroreceptor-cardiac reflex demonstrated that with
changes of system parameters, such as baroreceptor-vagal
nerves coupling, system behavior can vary from limit
cycle to chaos.
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Abstract—Recent researches on real networks
greatly focus on the temporal properties of real evolving networks, that is, how real networks change their
structural properties with time. We here analyzed
structural and temporal properties in real social networks using a real e-mail network, and observed that
the e-mail network has some characteristic properties
simultaneously. Focusing on these properties, we propose a model which can generate networks with these
characteristic features.
1. Introduction
A network, or a graph, is one of effective tools to
describe various real systems. To analyze real networks, several measures that quantify their structural
properties have been proposed, and thereby one can
obtain structural and dynamical properties of the real
systems (see for example [1]). Recent researches on
real networks greatly focus on the temporal properties
of real evolving networks [2], such as human mobility
patterns [3, 4], e-mail activity patterns [5, 6], and citation patterns in scientific publications [7, 8]. In these
researches, temporal properties in many real systems
have been successfully revealed, and various models
have also been proposed based on the empirical results
towards effective prevention of the spread of infective
diseases and e-mail warms to humans and computers,
and effective transmission of various types of information over networks.
In this paper, we analyzed structural and temporal
properties of a real e-mail network and observed that
the e-mail network has some characteristic properties
simultaneously: a bursting property in the interevent
time between two e-mails of an e-mail user [5, 6],
scale-free distributions of the number of sent and received e-mails [9, 10], and a moderate correlation between the number of sent e-mails and that of received
e-mails. Focusing on these properties, we propose a
model which can generate networks with these three
characteristic features.

2. E-Mail network and its properties
We here use an e-mail network which is obtained
from e-mail exchange recodes collected in Keil university over a observation period of 112 days [10].
Nodes in the e-mail network are users who have intrinsic e-mail addresses. We only use e-mail addresses
of users who have sent messages at least once during
the observation period. Links in the e-mail networks
are communications between users: when node v(i)
send a message to other node v(j), v(i) and v(j) are
connected by a directed link. The e-mail network consists of n = 59812 e-mail addresses which are classified into internal and external accounts. The internal
accounts correspond to e-mail addresses of local students in Keil university, and the external accounts correspond to all other observed e-mail addresses. In this
paper, we only use the internal accounts because the
number of sent and received messages by the internal
accounts are exactly observed, whereas those by the
external accounts are partially observed and thus its
data is incomplete. In this case, the number of nodes
n is 1296.
Let si (t) be the number of massages sent by a node
v(i) and ri (t) be the number of massages received by
the node v(i) until time t. The e-mail networks have
two well-known properties. The first one is that the
distributions of si (t) and ri (t) show a power-law behavior. Both distributions of si (t) and ri (t) are shown
in Figs.1 and 2. The e-mail network that we used here
also shows the power-law behavior. The second one
is a bursting property in an interevent time τ between
two e-mails sent by the same e-mail user. Figure 2(a)
shows the distributions of the interevent time τs between two e-mails sent by the same e-mail user, and
Fig. 2(b) shows the distributions of the interevent time
τr between two e-mails received by the same e-mail
user. Both distributions of τs and τr show powerlaw decay in the middle and high values of τs and τr ,
which implies the existence of the bursting in sending
and receiving messages.
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Although the above features are important and
well-known properties of the e-mail activity patterns,
the correlation between the number of sent and received messages is also important to characterize the
structural property of real networks. We here focus on
the correlation between the number of sent messages
si (t) and the received messages ri (t) of the same user.
The correlation coefficient between si (t) and ri (t) is
0.43 in the case of the e-mail network, and this result indicates that the e-mail network has a moderate
correlation between the send and received number of
messages.
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Figure 1: Distributions of the number of sent e-mails
(left) and received e-mails (right) in the double logarithmic scale.

temporal properties of the e-mail network. At time
t = 0, all n nodes do not have sent messages and
received messages, namely si (0) = 0 and ri (0) =
0, (i = 1, . . . , n). At each time step t, one message
is sent from one node to other node. A sender node
v(i) is chosen with a probability proportional to the
following probability:
S(i, t) = ρ
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Figure 2: (a) The distribution P (τs ) of the interevent
time between two e-mails sent by a user, and (b) the
distribution P (τr ) of the interevent time between two
e-mails received by a user in the double logarithmic
scale.

3. Model
Even though these properties are typical characteristic features, a model realizing these properties simultaneously has not been proposed. Based on the
empirical results shown in the previous section, we
propose a model which realizes both structural and
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,
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∑
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10
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∑

(1)
where κ is an initial activity that enables nodes to send
and receive a message at time t = 1. The nodes cannot
send and receive any messages at time t = 1 without
κ, because both si (0) and ri (0) are zero. The parameter ρ determines the significance of si (t) and ri (t) in
the probability S(i, t). The first term and the second
term in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) are the same as
the preferential attachment rule [9] with respect to the
number of sent and received messages.
A receiver node v(j) which is different from the
sender node is chosen with a probability proportional
to the following probability:

10-1
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R(i, t) = ρ
10-1
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n
∑

+ (1 − ρ)

si (t) + κ
n
∑

.

[sl (t) + κ]

l=0

(2)
Equations (1) and (2) indicate that we can change the
correlation between the number of sent messages and
that of received messages, varying the value of ρ. For
example, if ρ = 1, the sender node is determined
only by the number of sent messages of each node,
while the receiver node is determined by the number
of received messages of each node. In this case, the
correlation between si (t) and ri (t) disappears. On
the other hand, if ρ = 0, the probability of sending
message S(i, t) is determined only by ri (t) and that
of receiving probability R(i, t) is determined only by
si (t). Then the resultant correlation between si (t) and
ri (t) becomes high. The reason is as follows: when
the node v(i) is chosen as a sender, si (t) increases and
the sender node v(i) acquires a better position to receive messages. In the same manner, when the node
v(i) is chosen as a receiver, ri (t) increases and the
receiver node v(i) acquires a better position to send
messages. These processes are repeated, and thus the
correlation between si (t) and ri (t) increases.
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In numerical simulations, we first determined the
parameter κ and ρ such that the correlation coefficient
between si (t) and ri (t) of the model takes the similar
value to that of the real e-mail network, namely 0.43,
as much as possible. We set κ to 0.15 and ρ to 0.85
in which the correlation coefficient is 0.44 that is the
average over 100 networks generated from our model.
We set the number of nodes n to 1296 and increased
the time step t until the number of sent (received) messages reaches to the similar number of sent messages
in the real e-mail networks.
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Figure 3 shows the distributions of the final number of sent messages si (t) [Fig.3(a)] and that of received messages ri (t) [Fig.3(b)] obtained from real
data (black rectangles) and from our model (red lines).
The networks generated from our model agree with
the real networks in the small and middle number of
sent messages s (1 ≤ s ≤ 60) in Fig.3(a), and in the
middle number of received messages r (3 ≤ r ≤ 60)
in Fig.3(b). Although our model cannot generate hub
nodes which have the great number of sent and received messages from Fig.3, we find that these nodes
show strange behavior and it might be a rare event to
observe such nodes. For example, the activity of the
node with the highest number of sent messages is very
low and the number of days when the node is active
is about 2 days. However, amazingly, the node sent
669 messages during just two days. Our model cannot describe this behavior as shown in Fig.3, but such
behavior might be a rare event even in a realistic situation.
Figure 4 shows the distributions of τs [Fig.4(a)] and
those of τr [Fig.4(b)] obtained from real data (black
rectangles) and from our model (red lines). The networks generated from our model agree with the real
data, especially in the tail of the distributions well.
Although it is known that the distribution of the interevent times in the e-mail networks is well approximated by a fat tailed distribution P (τ ) ∼ 1/τ , in
our cases, the distributions of the interevent times obtained from the model might not obey the power law,
but the exponential distribution. In this sense, our
model is incomplete, and we expect that the e-mail
network still has important properties hidden from our
model.
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Figure 3: Distributions of the number of sent and received e-mails obtained from the real e-mail network
(black rectangles) and our model (red line). (a) The
distribution of the number of sent e-mails. (b) The distribution of the number of received e-mails. We generated 100 networks from our model and calculated
the average of the distributions of the number of sent
and received e-mails over these 100 networks, and the
gray dashed lines show ±σ where σ is the standard
deviation.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated both structural and
temporal properties of real e-mail networks and
showed that the e-mail network has three characteristic properties simultaneously, that is, the bursting
property in the interevent time between two e-mails,
scale-free distributions of the number of sent and received e-mails, and the moderate correlation between
the number of sent e-mails and that of received emails. We then proposed a model to satisfies these
properties simultaneously and showed that our model
agrees with the real e-mail network well.
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Abstract—We numerically study characteristics of dynamical response of a semiconductor laser driven by broadband light with randomly fluctuating phase and amplitude.
The output light waveform of the laser is thoroughly determined by the injected light when the laser exhibits a
consistent response. We examine frequency components
of the injected light that effectively affect the laser output.
It is shown that components in a particular frequency band
dominantly affects the laser output. We identify the center frequency and bandwidth of this band as functions of
parameters of the laser system.
1. Introduction
In a variety of dynamical systems, it is often observed
that a system reproduces a consistent output in response to
a repeatedly applied external input signal: i.e., the output
waveform dose not depend on the initial condition but is determined only by the external signal waveform. This property is called consistency [1]. It depends not only on the
system but also on the type of external input signal whether
the system has the consistency property.
The consistency property closely relates with synchronization between two independent dynamical systems
which are subject to a common external input signal:
two systems synchronize with each other if the system
with a given input signal has consistency, and vice versa.
This common-signal-induced synchronization (CSIS) has
attracted much interest in particular for the case of random input signal, and it has been theoretically studied
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
The CSIS has been experimentally demonstrated in
semiconductor lasers driven by common light, in which
both the amplitude and phase fluctuate randomly [8, 9, 10]
or only the phase fluctuates randomly with constant amplitude [11]. It has potential applications to secure communications. Recently, we have proposed a secure key distribution scheme using correlated randomness in lasers synchronized by injection of common random light with broad
bandwidth, which has fast randomly fluctuating phase

Figure 1: Illustration of the laser system configuration.

and/or amplitude [12, 13]. The security of this scheme relies on the difficulty of completely observing the broadband
common random light with current technology. Such approach using the limits of observation technology is called
bounded observability approach [14]. In order to achieve
higher security in the above scheme, it is necessary to use
a common random light with broader bandwidth, which is
more difficult to completely observe. In addition, it is desirable that most part of the frequency components of the
random light effectively affects the laser output, provided
that the laser has consistency.
It has been shown that the CSIS of lasers is possible by
random light with broad bandwidth up to the order of THz
numerically [15] and experimentally [10]. These results
show the consistency of a laser injected with random light
of THz order broad bandwidth. In this paper, we consider a
laser operated in such consistency regime and numerically
investigate the frequency part of injected random light that
effectively affects the laser output.
2. Model
Consider the laser system illustrated in Fig. 1, which is
used in our simulation. A portion of light from a random
light source (RLS) with broad bandwidth is injected into
two semiconductor lasers, which we call response lasers
(RL1, 2). The light has fast and randomly fluctuating phase
and amplitude. The RLS can be implemented by using a
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super luminescent diode. The optical coupling is unidirectional from the RLS to the response lasers. A bandpass filter (BPF) is applied to the injected light for response laser
2. Each response laser has an external mirror (M) to form
an optical self-feedback loop.
2.1. Laser
To model the semiconductor lasers in Fig. 1, we use the
Lang-Kobayashi equation with optical injection [16]:






     








 








  










 

 

  



(1)

is given by the light obtained by passing   through a
bandpass filter.

(2)

2.3. Bandpass filter

where 
  indicate the response laser 1 and 2, respectively,  represents the complex electric field,  the
carrier number density,  the linewidth enhancement factor,  the optical feedback strength, the external-cavity
delay time,  the complex electric field of the injected
light to response laser  , and  the injection strength. Let
  be the light generated by the RLS. The detuning parameter  is defined by 
  , where  is the
center optical angular frequency of   and  is that of
the  th response laser. For later use, we define     .
2.2. Random light
We describe a model for the RLS output  . Let 
and  be fluctuations in the amplitude and phase of  
defined by  
      , respectively,
where  and  are positive constants. We assume  and
 are described by the stochastic differential equations



and




 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of    for the bandpass filter.

(3)

 
 
(4)

is a positive constant. In Eqs. (3) and (4),  
where
and   are the normalized white Gaussian noise with
the properties  

,   
,
 Æ , where  deand   
notes the ensemble average and Æ is Dirac’s delta function. The amplitude  is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, and it has the properties 
and 
   . This indicates that the correlation time
of  is given by
. On the other hand,  has the
property    
  . Since  has
, its characteristic time for corthe diffusion constant
. Therefore,
gives
relation decay can be defined by
the time scale of fluctuation of  . This implies that the
bandwidth of   is of the order of
.
The injected light is just given by  
  for response laser 1. On the other hand, for response laser 2, it

A bandpass filter is used for the injection to response
be positive
laser 2. We describe its details. Let  and
  
 . Using this  ,
constants, and  
we define a new variable  by the equation






  

(5)

Then, the injected light for response laser 2 is given by
 
    . The frequency response
function    of this filter, which transforms  to   ,
is obtained as         . Its modulus
     , which is illussquare is   
trated in Fig. 2. The center frequency of    is given
by    , and its half-maximum half width (HMHW) by
 , which we denote with Æ.
2.4. Parameters
In our numerical simulations, the following parameter
    
values were used:    
              
, and
  , where
  
 
    is the lasing threshold of injection cur
rent. For this value of , the response lasers have the
relaxation oscillation frequency 1.5 GHz. We assumed

 and 
for 
 . As for the in , 
, and 
jected light, we set
        . The other parameters ,  ,
and  were varied in the simulations.
3. Numerical simulation
We are interested in frequency components of   that
effectively affect the output of a response laser, provided
that the laser has consistency. For this purpose, we compare the outputs of both response lasers. In order to measure the similarity of their outputs, we use the correlation
between the output intensities   of the two response
  . The correlation between
lasers, where  
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Figure 3: Region of consistency in
  plane. Contour lines of correlation  are shown, where   .

Figure 5: Dependence of PFB on injection strength  .
(a)  vs.  , and (b) Æ  vs.  . Parameters are
     (red),   (green), and    (blue).

Figure 4: Output reproducibility of laser with filtered injection. Contour lines of correlation  are shown in  Æ 
plane. Parameters are   ,  , and   .

  and   is defined as




       
 



(6)

where  and  are the average and the standard deviation
of  , respectively, and  denotes the time average. By
definition,  is in the range     , and it takes
the maximum    when the outputs are identical, i.e.,
    .
First, we identify a parameter region for the response
lasers to have consistency. For this purpose, consider the
case that an identical random light is injected into both response lasers, i.e., the case without bandpass filter. In this
case, if two response lasers with different initial states generate the same output after a transient period, it indicates
the consistency. Figure 3 shows contour plot of  as a func  , where   . The condition    is
tion of
satisfied in the region above red line, and this can be regarded as the region of consistency.
Next, we examine which frequency components of 
dominantly affect the response laser output. Considering

the case with a bandpass filter, we numerically calculated
the correlation  between response laser 1 and 2 for different values of  Æ . Figure 4 shows contour plot of 
in  Æ  plane. A value of  close to unity implies that
response laser 2 can accurately reproduce the output of response laser 1 although their injection lights are not identical with each other. If we use     as a reference value,
accurate output reproducibility with     is achieved
in a wedge-shaped region above red line in Fig. 4. This
region takes the minimum value of Æ at point P located
at  Æ    : the minimum HMHW needed for
achieving     is Æ   GHz, and the optimal center
frequency of filtered band, which achieves     with
this minimum HMHW, is given by
    GHz.
This fact indicates that only the frequency components of
 in the band of    GHz and Æ   GHz almost determine the output of response laser 1. We call this
frequency band a principal frequency band (PFB).
Figure 4 shows that larger values of Æ are required to
achieve     as  deviates from its optimal value
   GHz. This increase in Æ may be necessary to include the PFB in the filter-passed band, indicating that the
PFB is essential in determining the response laser 1 output.
Contour lines for different  values exhibit qualitatively
the same behavior, and moreover their values of  at the
points of minimum Æ are almost the same. This fact ensures that the center frequency of PFB is independent of a
chosen reference value of  although the HMHW depends
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bandwidth increases as the linewidth enhancement factor
increases: the larger the better for this application. It was
shown that the center frequency and bandwidth of the PFB
roughly coincide with the peak frequency and bandwidth
of output of the response laser with injection, respectively.
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Abstract– Photonic information processing has regained
considerable interest due to the possibility to implement
neuro-inspired concept in photonics hardware using
delayed feedback systems. Employing induced transient
dynamics of a semiconductor laser with delayed feedback,
we can perform optical information processing at high
data rates. Via time-multiplexing, we emulate a complex
nonlinear photonic network using only a single or few
lasers. Based on the induced dynamics of the network,
classification tasks, time series prediction tasks, as well as
vector and matrix operations can be implemented.
Excellent performance can be achieved injecting the
information all-optically at rates up to several GSamples/s.
1. Introduction
To learn from the brain how to process information has
been a fascinating perspective for several decades. Many
advances have been made, and powerful computational
schemes have been introduced. Reservoir computing (RC)
is a particularly promising approach, allowing the
processing of sequential information using very simple
training techniques. Nevertheless, even basic mechanisms
and requirements of neural information processing remain
unclear.
In order to gain more insights, we choose a minimal
design approach [1], allowing for the implementation of
neuro-inspired computational concepts and in particular
RC in photonics hardware. In the original RC concept,
nonlinear transients were induced in a reservoir of
multiple, randomly interconnected nonlinear elements [2],
[3]. By using time-multiplexing and data pre-processing,
such a nonlinear network can be realized with a single
nonlinear element [1]. By reducing reservoir computing
and related concepts to their bare essentials, we find that
nonlinear transient responses of a simple nonlinear
photonic system enable the processing of information with
unprecedented performance and speed [4,5,6]. A single
dynamical element with a delayed feedback loop suffices
and moreover, allows us to investigate the underlying
mechanisms and properties.
Besides the relevance for the understanding of basic
mechanisms, this approach opens direct technological
opportunities.

2. Experimental Implementation
Our experimental implementation of reservoir
computing is based on a semiconductor laser with delayed
optical feedback, into which information can be injected
for processing purposes. Injection of information can be
obtained either electrically by direct current modulation or
all-optically. The experimental scheme is depicted in Fig.
1. The semiconductor laser used in the experiments is a
standard edge emitting laser with an emission wavelength
of λ=1542nm and a solitary threshold current of Ith,bias=7.7
mA. The emission of the laser, is collected using freespace optics, and injected into a fiber-optical delay line.
Changing the distance of collimating and focusing optics
using the translation of the manual positioner, allows for
accurate control of the delay time of the optical feedback.
Alternatively, we have employed a packaged fibercoupled laser. Polarization controllers and variable
attenuators set the feedback conditions. A tunable laser
serves as injection source, with information being encoded
in the amplitude modulation using a Mach-Zehnder (MZ)
modulator. The arbitrary waveform generator (AWG)
provides the information to be injected. For the case of
electronic signal injection, the AWG directly modulates
the laser pump current via a Bias-Tee. The response of the
laser to the injected signal is recorded using a fast photodiode.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the reservoir
computing setup using a semiconductor laser with delayed
optical feedback.
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3. Performance
Employing this setup for information processing, we
find that the performance is optimized when the timing of
the input injection and the delayed feedback are properly
matched. Therefore, the delay of the optical feedback is
adjusted to the clock signal of the injected information,
chosen both as 77.6 ns. With this roundtrip delay we
obtain a reservoir with N=388 virtual nodes.
Our scheme allows for optical and electronic
information injection methods. Since the two methods
perturb the laser differently, also the transient responses of
the laser are significantly different. While the electrical
modulation acts on the population inversion of the laser,
the optical injection might even be utilized to injection
lock the delayed-feedback laser to the injected
information.
We illustrate the performance of this system with
results implementing the spoken digit recognition task,
which is a standard benchmark test for machine learning
techniques. The spoken digit database comprises 500
isolated digits, spoken by five females speakers repeating
the digits from 0 to 9 ten times each. In Fig. 2 we depict
the obtained word error rates (WER) for the two types of
information injection. In both experiments, the optical
feedback was set to polarization-rotated optical feedback
(PROF) and attenuated by 20 dB. The electrical signal had
a modulation amplitude of ~8 mA. The optical signal was
embedded in the intensity modulation of an external
injection laser, which was aligned in wavelength to the
delay-feedback lasers' emission to an accuracy of λinj=λ ±
0.4 GHz. The injection data rate in both cases was 5 Giga
samples per second. For optical injection and a bias
current close to threshold, we achieve a practically zero
word error rate (0.014+0.051/-0.014)%. Using electrical
injection, we achieve a still very competitive error rate of
(0.64±0.17)% [5].
To demonstrate the parallel information processing
capabilities of RC, we used the same reservoir responses
to train 5 additional classifiers for speaker recognition
using optical information injection. The results are
depicted in Fig. 2 b). Speaker recognition errors of below
1% have been achieved, illustrating that different tasks
can be performed simultaneously with good performance
at the same operating point of the reservoir.
A second class of problems that we tested is the
prediction of a nonlinear dynamical system. In this test,
we use the Santa Fe Time Series Competition data, which
originates from experimental data of a chaotic laser in a
dynamical regime well described by the Lorenz attractor.
We particularly studied the prediction error and its
dependence on the laser bias current and the attenuation of
the parallel optical feedback. Results are shown in Fig. 3,
comprising the bias current and feedback dependence.

Figure 2: a) Spoken digit recognition using optical and
electrical signal injection. Optical feedback was
polarization-rotated and attenuated by 20 dB. For optical
injection, a word error rate of 0.014 % is achieved. b)
Parallel speaker identification, utilizing the identical
reservoir response as in a).
Using Ibias=7.6 mA, optical feedback aligned parallel to
the laser emission and attenuated by 10 dB, we achieve
high-quality chaotic time-series prediction, resulting in a
prediction error of 9.9%. By averaging 5 transients this
can be further lowered to 5.5%. The importance of
consistency can be recognized from both dependencies
depicted in panel a) and b). Already a minor increase of
feedback attenuation or pump current results in a
significant performance reduction. This is due to a loss in
consistent responses originating from delayed feedback
instabilities. Moreover, for low current values, the
delayed-feedback laser remains locked to the injection
laser. At higher current values, the injection-locking is lost
and characteristic features of the injected information are
no longer reflected in the reservoir's transient responses.
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Figure 3. a) Time-series prediction performance in
dependence on the bias current and b) on the feedback
attenuation.
Besides the aforementioned tasks, we have performed
optical computation at high data rates, comprising
multiplication of a scalar with a vector, vector dot and
cross products, and the multiplication of a matrix and a
vector, using the same system [6]. In contrast to the
experiments before, we just opened the feedback loop,
since in this task no memory is required. Information was
injected all-optically at a rate of 5 Giga Samples per
second, corresponding up to 5 · 108 operations per second .
Each of the individual tasks posed a different
computational challenge to the system. Multiplying a
vector by a scalar could be achieved with as little as 10
transient states, with an error corresponding to about 4%
for ≥15 transients. More demanding calculations like
vector dot and cross product resulted in approximately
twice the error as compared to the scalar multiplication for
a network size of >30 (virtual) nodes. The most
computationally demanding task was the multiplication of
a vector by a matrix. For a size of the network of ≥50 the
lowest error achieved was similar to the one for vector dot
and cross product. For all reported tasks, the error
between computed values and their targets was
significantly below 10% for computations based on more
than 25 transients. Given the data input sampling rate, this
corresponds nominally to a range of 5·107 to 5·108
operations per seconds for computations using between 10
and 100 transients, respectively. For each operation, the
computation accuracy approached or exceeded 4 Bit
resolution, which was mostly limited by about 5%
detection noise in our experiments.

information for the first 194 nodes of the delay, while
leaving the remaining 194 empty. After all data of the first
reservoir was injected, the procedure was repeated a
second time. In the second step, however, the first half of
the delay was kept empty, with data now being injected
into the second half of the nodes. The injection mask was
similarly split into multiple sections. We performed such
experiments for two and four uncoupled reservoirs. In
particular, we divide the delay in equal sections for the
emulation of two or four uncoupled reservoirs. Since all of
the emulated reservoirs are embedded using the same laser
diode and setup, parameter variations within the reservoirs
should be small.

Figure 4: Emulating multiple uncoupled delay-reservoirs
using one delayed feedback system.
In these experiments, the laser bias current was set to
Ibias=7.7 mA, the feedback attenuation was chosen as 20
dB. Results of these experiments are depicted in Fig. 5.
Using a single reservoir only, we obtain a word error rate
approaching 0%. This performance remained unchanged
for two uncoupled reservoirs. This means that by using
two uncoupled reservoirs the overall processing speed can
be doubled. For four uncoupled reservoirs the error
increased from 0% to about 1%. Analyzing the
distribution of the readout weights showed that in the case
of multiple reservoirs, the training procedure of the
system resulted in a significant suppression of one or
multiple reservoirs. But overall, these results demonstrate
that a trade-off between processing speed and hardware
complexity can be achieved.

4. Towards multiple lasers

3. Conclusions

The question arises, in how far one can extend the
system towards multiple lasers, thereby improving
performance or speed. In order to explore this potential,
we implemented a scheme using a single laser with a
modified data injection scheme, emulating identical, yet
uncoupled, reservoirs. To that end, we divide the delay
time in multiple sections as depicted in Fig. 4. Therefore,
when emulating multiple reservoirs, we keep the total
number of (virtual) nodes in the reservoirs fixed. To
emulate two uncoupled reservoirs, we injected

Using a semiconductor laser system with delayed
optical feedback, fast and parallel information processing
can be realized. Excellent performance in terms of
accuracy and speed have been achieved for tasks
comprising spoken digit recognition, time series
prediction and vector and matrix operations.
By
combining multiple reservoirs, we showed that the
processing speed of the system can be further significantly
increased. This potential is further highlighted by several
other optical schemes implementing optical reservoir
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computing. These comprise optoelectronic systems [4,7],
all-optical systems based on semiconductor lasers [5,6] or
semiconductor optical amplifiers [8] and silicon photonics
[9].

implementation of reservoir computing”, Optics Express,
vol. 20(3), pp. 3241–3249, 2012.
[5] Brunner, D., Soriano, M. C., Mirasso, C. R., and
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Abstract—Dynamical systems have recently triggered
various interests for their potential as efficient and powerful information processors. Among those recent breakthroughs, one finds Reservoir Computing, a brain inspired
computational paradigm proposed in the early 2000 on the
basis of neural network concepts. The approach is making use of the transient motion complexity developed in
the high-dimensional phase space of a nonlinear dynamical system. The computed result is obtained from a linear
read-out of that transient motion in the phase space, the
motion being triggered by the proper injection of the input
information which is thus driving the transient dynamics.
Beyond this conceptual novel paradigm, hardware proofs
of principle have even been successfully proposed recently,
moreover with impressive computational capabilities. We
will report on recent advances in such hardware implementation of Nonlinear Transient Computing, in which an
ultra-fast electro-optic nonlinear delay oscillator have been
used to demonstrate a physical unit capable of processing
information with multi-10 GHz bandwidth capabilities.
1. Introduction
Brain-inspired computing principles have already been
addressed in the 40s however mainly from the conceptual
point of view, whereas our nowadays digital computers,
the so-called Turing-Von Neumann machines, started to be
physically implemented. After a fantastic development of
those digital computing machines, up to nowadays with everywhere present digital processors from laptop to smart
phones through super-computers, Moores’law has started
to saturate. The main reasons are the closeness of nowadays technologies to physical limitations, e.g. in terms of
surface heat dissipation (resulting in GHz processor speed
limitation since 2005), in terms of density of transistors (related among others, to problematic probability of faulty individual devices during fabrication), and in terms of the
control of parallelism complexity of digital architectures
(problem to design efficient algorithms for multi-core parallel digital processors). Beyond these physical and technological limitations, one faces more and more high complexity scientific and technological challenges that can not

be fully addressed, or can not be solved confidently, or can
not be processed fast enough, by the available digital computers. From this current situation, alternative paradigms
for more powerful novel computational machines are expected to be of strong importance for any future progress
of our information technology society, not only from the
conceptual point of view as it was essentially explored up
to now, but also from the physical implementation issues.
Brain-inspired approaches are offering obvious potential
solutions inspired by the Nature, with many advantages
such as fault tolerance, learning capabilities, and extremely
complex problems resolution capability.
As already stated, the brain or its huge and complex
structure of interconnected neurons, usually represents the
straightforward architecture to be investigated for the discovery of novel computational paradigms. A typical and
widely explored such paradigm is Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). Essential to notice, are their intrinsic features such as complex dynamical network, thus highlighting the obvious central disciplines of nonlinear dynamics
and complex systems sciences. In recently accomplished
EU project, PHOCUS [1], dedicated to Reservoir Computing [2, 3] in photonic hardware a consortium essentially
formed with nonlinear dynamics research groups, a surprising, but finally efficient approach was explored, consisting
in the use of complex nonlinear delay dynamics, in place of
the neural network dynamics. Conceptually, the idea was
to make use of a known analogy between spatio-temporal
dynamics, such as the one of a neural network, and a delay dynamical system (having also an infinite dimensional
phase space). Beyond this concept, different groups succeeded in hardware demonstrations [4] of photonic Reservoir Computing [5, 6, 7, 8], moreover with unprecedented
state of the art performances.
Following this research direction, we have investigated
an ultra-fast electro-optic delay oscillator architecture,
from which we were expecting to show Telecom bandwidth
operation capability of photonic Reservoir Computing with
potentially record processing speed, e.g. up to 1 million
words per second for a spoken digit recognition task.
The paper is organized as follows: first we will describe
the experimental setup and its operating parameters; then
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we will explain how it can be considered as a virtually emulated network of neurons to be used as a Reservoir in the
standard Reservoir Computing framework; finally we will
illustrate the processing, and its performances, when addressing through the setup a standard academic classification task known as spoken digit recognition. We will finally conclude with perspective and future evolution of this
emerging delay dynamics based Reservoir Computing.
2. Experiment and modeling
Since our aim was to demonstration over 10-GHz bandwidth processing capability of photonic Reservoir Computing, an already available but recently designed ultra-fast
electro-optic delay oscillator was chosen [9]. The broadband and highly controllable nonlinear dynamics setup was
indeed recently proposed in the context of optical chaos
communications, achieving state of the art distance, speed,
and transmission quality for this physical layer encryption
method based on chaotic motion and chaos synchronization
[10].

Figure 1: Electro-optic phase setup realizing a photonic
Reservoir Processor

2.1. Electro-optic phase delay dynamics
The electro-optic phase setup with an optoelectronic delayed feedback loop is depicted in Fig.1. The closed feedback loop follows the typical optoelectronic chaos architectures [11], providing the “recurrent” character of the dynamics. The oscillator requires also an input to inject into it
the information to be processed. This is fulfilled by an external phase modulator, which simply adds the information
to the delayed self feedback. The delayed self feedback is
performed through a second electro-optic phase modulator.
The recurrent action of the Reservoir Computing concept is
thus provided by the delayed optoelectronic feedback loop,
which comprises:
(i) A length of fiber delaying the phase modulation carried
by the laser light beam by a time shift τD ;

(ii) A nonlinear function provided by the phase to intensity conversion obtained from an imbalanced passive fiberbased Mach-Zehnder -MZI- interferometer (actually consisting in a conventional differential phase shift keying DPSK- telecom demodulator).
(iii) A photodiode converting the intensity fluctuations into
an electronic signal with a sensitivity S ;
(iv) A broadband Telecom RF driver with gain K to apply
the electronic signal to the second phase modulator which
is the one providing the recurrent feedback.
The slowest element in the feedback is typically the amplified photodiode having an electronic bandwidth of 13 GHz
with a low cut-off around 30 kHz, both frequencies resulting in characteristic response time of τ and θ respectively,
corresponding qualitatively to low-pass and high-pass filtering, respectively.
The main physical parameters used to adjust a “suitable”
optoelectronic implementation of the Reservoir Computing
approach are the following:
(i) The continuous wave optical power P0 of the DFB Telecom laser diode (emitting at 1.5µm) allows for the weighting of the feedback, which practically corresponds to the
adjustment of the spectral radius for the recurrent dynamics involved in the RC approach. Too large feedback levels lead to oscillatory or chaotic motions [9], which is not
suited for RC processing since the fading memory property
is not obtained. Too small values on the contrary makes
the recurrence becoming meaningless in the RC processing. Optimal values corresponds empirically to a feedback
gain slightly smaller than the one leading to the first bifurcation of the system stable fixed point (while increasing
this gain from zero).
(ii) The laser wavelength λ combined to the fine tuning
(within the accuracy of a fraction of the wavelength) of the
MZI optical path difference -OPD- ∆ (typically achieved
via a heating wire rolled around one arm of the fiber-based
MZI) allows to determine the non linearity profile involved
in the delayed recurrence (or feedback). Setting the interference phase offset φ0 = 2π∆/λ = ω0 δT (where δT = ∆/c
is the time unbalancing in the MZI) to zero modulo π leads
to a locally parabolic nonlinear contribution, whereas ±π/2
modulo π corresponds whether to a nearly linear recurrence, or a cubic one, depending on the phase modulation
span issued from both feedback and information to be processed.
(iii) Since the normalized feedback level requires to be
smaller than 1, if one aims at a large phase modulation span
(of the order of π to access significantly nonlinear operation
of the DPSK), this is obtained mainly through a proper amplification of the signal driving the modulation of the first
phase modulator.
According to the previous setup description, the dynamical model ruling the evolution in time of our electro-optic
phase Reservoir Computer reads as follows:
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Z t
1
dϕ
·
(t) + ϕ(t) = (1)
ϕ(s) ds + τ ·
θ t0
dt
m
β [cos φ0 − cos(ϕτD + ϕm
τD − ϕ(τD +δT ) − ϕ(τD +δT ) + φ0 )],
where ϕ(t) is the phase modulation performed by the internal feedback electro-optic modulator, whereas ϕm (t) is the
phase modulation issued from the electro-optic modulator
injecting the external information to be processed. The notation ϕT stands for the signal delayed by the subscript time
shift, i.e. ϕ(t − τD ). The parameter β is the normalized
gain of the delayed feedback term which is proportional to
the laser optical power P0 . One could notice in Eq.(1) that
the contribution of the integral could be neglected quantitatively since the time unbalancing δT is usually much faster
than the integral characteristic time θ, which might simplify
the numerical simulations.
When setting the external signal ϕm to zero, Eq.(1) describes the autonomous nonlinear non-local dynamics explored in [9, 12], and which were recently explored in
these references for their rich and unusual dynamical feature issued by strongly spread multiple time phenomena
θ ≪ τD ≪ δT ≪ τ of the order of µs, 100 ns, 400 ps,
and 10 ps respectively.
2.2. Delay dynamics emulating a network of virtual
neurones
An RNN as typically referred to in many brain-inspired
computing approaches, is a spatio-temporal dynamical
system, which internal parameters have to be optimized
through a learning procedure, so that the output response
of the network enables the computation of the expected
function of the input data. The original approach proposed
within the PHOCUS project [1], is to make use of a known
analogy between delay dynamics and spatio-temporal ones
[13] to emulate a virtual network of neurons, or more precisely its complex phase space capacity, with a nonlinear delay dynamics. A significant practical advantage of
the proposal is related to the fact that delay dynamics are
already well known to have well controlled experimental implementations in photonic, moreover benefiting from
typical Telecom bandwidth operation capabilities. Additionally to the very attractive interest for a possible dedicated hardware for brain-inspired computer, one could also
dream along this line about ultra-fast processing capabilities thanks to the available broadband photonic Telecom
technology.
The practical solution enabling this virtual emulation of
a network through a delay dynamics, precisely involves a
Telecom technology concept known as TDM, time division
multiplexing. As shown in Fig.2, a virtual space is emulated along the fast time scale motifs filling the time interval defined by the long delay τD . Virtual neurons are then
corresponding to time positions within a time delay interval, the number of such neurons being related to the number of time motifs of the order of the fastest time scale, τ,

Figure 2: Virtual space in delay dynamics emulating neurons along the time delay interval in the feedback loop.
Two adjacent virtual neurons are separated by δτ.

which can be used to fill an entire delay interval. This number of neurons for a delay systems finds a nice match with
the known attractor dimensions, however in chaotic regime,
which scale precisely with the ratio τD /τ. Addressing each
of these neurons filling a time delay interval, is performed
through time division multiplexing. An elementary input
sample of information is sent to each of these neurons with
a specific coupling coefficient. The next sample will be
spread through the same method, but one time delay after, with the same set of coefficients (defined through a socalled input mask) attributed to each of the virtual neurons.
This method of information injection into the virtual network corresponds to the well known input layer of classical
neural network computing methods.
A similar but slightly different method is used to extract the
output result from the photonic RC response (see [4, 5] for
more details). The continuous time response of the delay
dynamics with respect to the input information flow is first
sampled. The samples are then convolved with a sequence
of learned coefficients to provide the answer to the initial
problem. These coefficients are obtained through a ridge
regression procedure utilizing a set of known couples of
(RC response, answer or calculation result), see the ReadOut matrix W rjk in Fig.2.

3. Testing the computational power
In order to compare the computational capability of our
broadband electro-optic phase delay dynamics, we reproduced a classification test which has already been successfully conducted for the first demonstration of photonic
Reservoir Computing [5].
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3.1. Spoken Digit Recognition task
The test consists in the recognition of digits between 0
and 9, within a standard database of 500 such digits. The
digits are pronounced by 5 different female speakers uttering ten times the ten digits. We refer to the previous literature for more details about this test [14, 4, 5].
The essential of the photonic hardware processing consists
in the injection of 500 signals corresponding to each of the
mask-encoded digits, and then the recording by an ultrafast digital scope of each transient response from the EO
phase delay dynamics (the Reservoir). The learning (ridge
regression from a subset of the recorded 500 responses) and
the testing (convolution with the learned coefficients, performed on the complementary subset of the Reservoir responses) were operations performed off-line on a standard
computer. Through learning algorithms are for the moment necessarily implemented in a standard digital computer, the Read-Out operation can in principle be designed
physically, thus allowing a real time ultra fast recognition.
3.2. Speed and Word-Error-Rate performance
In order to process all the 500 digits, we have followed a
similar procedure with respect to the one described in [5],
excepting for the following issues:
- The total delay resulting essentially in the interconnected
pigtails of the different photonic components, was measured to be 63.33 ns ±8 ps. This suggested to slow down
the motion with an additional low pass filter with 566 MHz
frequency cut-off, resulting in τ ≃ 284 ps, which arbitrarily defines as in [4] a neuron spacing δτ = τ/5 ≃ 56.8 ps
(thus imposing the input sampling frequency of the maskencoded data to 17.6 GHz). In order to have a comparable size in processing neurons (of the order of 400), 3 unmasked input data were chosen to fit the time delay duration, resulting in 371 neurons per mask-encoded input, or
1113 neurons within one time delay.
- The time varying response for the 371 virtual neurons was
then recorded at 80 GS/s by a real time digital scope, thus
allowing for the choice among 5 samples in the Read-Out
processing.
With these settings, the average duration of a spoken digit
being around 60 original samples (each of which being
spread over the 371 virtual neurons), the average duration required for each digit processing by our photonic EO
phase Reservoir amounts to ca. 1.3 µs. This corresponds to
a processing rate close to one million digit recognized per
second.
The word error rate is slightly degraded compared to previous results, however staying at a very good level with a
best operating point slightly below 1%.
4. Conclusion

width capability of the setup could allow for ultra-fast
information processing, with the efficiency and computational power capability provided by RC. Spoken Digit
Recognition task has been implemented, demonstrating potential recognition close to 1 million words per second,
with reasonably good word error rate below 1%.
Acknowledgments: Authors thanks the EU for supporting this work through the PHOCUS project (FP7 Grant No.
240763), as well the Labex ACTION project (Contract No.
ANR-11-LABX-01-01).
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Abstract—Reservoir computing is a novel bio-inspired
computing method and highly eﬃcient approach for processing empirical data. One of the important properties
of reservoir computing is consistency, where the same response output can be observed by a repeated drive signal.
Semiconductor lasers with optical injection show consistent outputs. We implement reservoir computing by using
semiconductor lasers subject to optical delayed-feedback
and injection. We investigate the performance on Santa Fe
laser time-series prediction task.

1. Introduction
Reservoir computing is a novel computing method inspired by the human brain [1-3]. Reservoir computing can
solve some tasks (e.g. time-series prediction and speech
recognition) using machine learning with training data and
output weights. In 2011, a method using a nonlinear
dynamical system subject to delayed-feedback has been
demonstrated [4]. Since then, many studied on reservoir
computing with optical dynamical systems have been reported intensively to achieve high-speed processing [5-10].
One of the important characteristics for reservoir computing is consistency. Consistency is defined as the reproducibility of the response output driven repeatedly by
a complex signal, as shown in Fig. 1. Consistency has
been observed in laser systems [11]. To achieve consistency, transient dynamics at a steady state has been mainly
used in reservoir computing [4,5,7,8]. Recently, optical injection of a constant drive signal to a semiconductor laser
has been used to obtain consistent response output [9,10].
However, no studies have been reported by using consistency of a semiconductor laser with respect to a chaotic
drive signal. A chaotic drive signal may enhance the performance of reservoir computing.
In this paper, we introduce a scheme for reservoir computing using semiconductor lasers with optical feedback
and injection. We perform a time-series prediction task
with the semiconductor laser systems. We used both constant and chaotic drive signals to test the performance of
the prediction task.

Repeated
drive signal

Output
Nonlinear
dynamical
system
(Response)

Input

Figure 1: Concept of consistency.
2. Model of Reservoir computing
We use a scheme for reservoir computing using a semiconductor laser with optical injection, as shown in Fig. 2.
For pre-processing, temporal mask is applied for each input
data. The input data is expanded for the time duration T .
The temporal mask consists of a piecewise constant function with a randomly-modulated binary sequence {−1, 1}
with equal probabilities. The length of the temporal mask
matches the length of the input time duration T . This interval is divided into N sub-intervals of node separation θ,
where T = Nθ. The input signal is constructed by the convolution of the input data with the temporal mask.
Input Layer
Input

Response signal

T

T
θ

mask
θ

Laser

Laser

Output Layer

Modulation

τ
Reservoir

Mirror

Weights

Σ

Σ

Σ

Output

Figure 2: Schematics of reservoir computing.
For post-processing, virtual nodes xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) are
defined as the outputs of the response laser in the feedback
loop at the final point of each interval θ. A linear combination of the output of the virtual nodes xi (n) with weights Wi
∑
is calculated for machine learning, where y(n) = i Wi xi (n)
for n-th input data. The weights are optimized by training
process. The weighted output y(n) is used to evaluate the
performance of reservoir computing.
There are two approaches to determine the input time
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duration T . The input time T can be set to be exactly the
same as the feedback delay time τ = T , known as the synchronized scheme [4, 5, 8, 9, 10]. On the contrary, the input time T can be slightly mismatched to the feedback delay time τ = T + θ, known as the unsynchronized scheme
[6, 7]. We used the unsynchronized scheme since the mismatch between T and τ results in rich variation of the nodes
and good performance of reservoir computing [6, 7].
We set the parameter values for our numerical simulations as follows: θ = 0.1 ns, N = 400, T = 40.0 ns, and
τ = 40.1 ns.
IM

IM

Mirror

ISO
Laser

Laser
Repeated Input signal
chaotic
signal

Figure 3: Schematics of reservoir using two semiconductor
lasers with optical feedback and injection. IM, intensity
modulator. ISO, optical isolator.

Figure 3 shows the schematics of the reservoir with
unidirectionally-coupled two semiconductor lasers. The
optical output of one semiconductor laser (called drive
laser) is injected into the other laser (called response laser).
The response laser has an external mirror to add timedelayed optical feedback. The outputs in the time-delayed
feedback loop are used as the nodes for reservoir computing. The intensity of the drive laser output is modulated
by the input signal. For one case, the drive laser is set to
a constant output without the input signal, as used in Refs.
[9, 10]. For the other case, we consider an additional modulation of the drive signal by using a pre-recorded chaotic
temporal waveform. A chaotic signal is prepared from a
semiconductor laser with optical feedback and recorded in
a memory. A segment of the chaotic signal is selected with
the length of the input time duration T . The intensity of
the drive signal is repeatedly modulated by using the finitelength chaotic signal and sent to the response laser so that
consistent output can be observed with respect to each repetition of the chaotic signal. We expect that chaos modulation of the drive signal may result in a variety of node
dynamics and may enhance the performance of reservoir
computing. Note that it is important to maintain the consistency of the response laser outputs even when the chaotic
signal of the drive laser is injected into the response laser
[11].
We implement reservoir computing using consistency of
a semiconductor laser with optical feedback and injection
in numerical simulations. The dynamics of semiconductor
lasers is calculated by using Lang-Kobayashi equations as
follows [12].
dEr (t)
dt

=

{
}
1 + iα G N (N(t) − N0 )
1
E(t)
−
2
τp
1 + ε | E(t) |2

dNr (t)
dt

+

κEr (t − τ) exp(−iωr τ)

+

κin j Ed (t) exp(i∆ωt) + ξ(t)

=

J−

(1)

Nr (t) G N (Nr (t) − N0 )
−
| Er (t) |2 (2)
τs
1 + ε | Er (t) |2

where Ed (t) and Er (t) are the electric field amplitudes of
the drive and response lasers, and Nr (t) is the carrier density of the response laser. α is the linewidth enhancement
factor, G N is the gain coeﬃcient, N0 is the carrier density at
transparency, ε is the saturation coeﬃcient, τ p,s are the photon and carrier lifetimes, κ is the feedback strength of the
response laser, κin j is the injection strength from the drive
to response laser. ωd,r are the optical angular frequency
of the drive and response lasers. jd,r are the injection currents normalized by the lasing threshold. Jth is the injection
current at lasing threshold. ∆ω is the angular frequency detuning (2π∆ f ). τ is the feedback delay time of the response
laser. These parameter values are summarized in Table 1.
We added the white Gaussian noise ξ(t) to the electric field.
The signal-to-noise ratio is set to −20 dB in our numerical
simulations.
Table 1: Laser parameter values used in numerical simulations
Parameter
α
GN
N0
ε
τp
τs
κ
κin j
ωd
∆ f (= ∆ω/2π = (ωd − ωr )/2π)
τ
jd (= Jd /Jth )
jr (= Jr /Jth )

Value
3.0
8.40 × 10−13 m3 s−1
1.40 × 1024 m−3
2.0 × 10−23
1.927 × 10−12 s
2.04 × 10−9 s
74.55 ns−1
155.32 ns−1
1.23 × 1015 rad/s
0.0 GHz
40.0 ns
1.30
1.05

2.1. Performance of Santa Fe time-series prediction
task
To evaluate the performance of our scheme, we used the
Santa Fe time-series prediction task [13]. The aim of the
task is to predict one step ahead of chaotic data generated
from a far-infrared laser. The input chaotic data and the
predicted data are compared for the evaluation of the performance. We used a constant drive signal for the numerical simulations. Figure 4(a) shows the result of the time
series prediction task. In Fig. 4(a), the time series predicted by using the reservoir computing is similar to the
input chaotic data. The diﬀerence between the two time series is plotted as a prediction error in Fig. 4(b). It is found
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that the prediction error occurs when the original chaotic
data suddenly decreases in time.
The performance on the task is evaluated by using the
normalized mean-square error (NMSE) as follows,
1∑
(ȳ(n) − y(n))2 /var(ȳ)
L n=1
L

N MS E =

(3)

where n is the index of the input data and L is the total
number of the input data. y(n) is the linear combination
of the nodes with trained weights of reservoir computing
that are compared to the value ȳ(n) as a target data of n-th
input data. var(ȳ) is the variance of ȳ. The NMSE for our
prediction task is 0.02 in Fig. 4(b), and this value indicates
a good performance of the reservoir computing.

(a)
Amplitude

(a)

Figure 5(b) shows the temporal waveforms of the transients of the response laser output. The output of Response
i is generated from the input of Drive i (i = 1, 2, 3). A
square waveform with two binary states are observed in Response 1, corresponding to random modulation of the temporal mask, and transient dynamics are slightly observed at
the edge of the square waveform. The temporal waveform
of Response 2 is more fluctuated than that of Response 1,
since the chaotic drive input is used, instead of the constant
drive input. However, the shape of the square waveform
still remains. Faster and more complex dynamics are observed in the output of Response 3, where faster chaotic
drive input is used. A variety of the chaotic waveforms may
result in rich variation of the internal states of the nodes for
learning process.
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Figure 4: Temporal waveforms of (a) input signal and prediction result, and (b) error signal between them.
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Figure 5: (a) Temporal waveforms of (a) drive and (b) response outputs. Drive1: constant signal, Drive2: chaotic
signal, Drive3: bandwidth-enhanced chaotic signal. Response i is generated from Drive i (i = 1, 2, 3). The dots
indicate the nodes.

3. Performance for chaotic drive input
We used three types of drive signals to improve the performance of Santa Fe time-series prediction task. Figure
5(a) shows the three diﬀerent drive signal without input
signal used for reservoir computing. The first signal is a
constant output, denoted as Drive 1 (the black curve in Fig.
5(a)) The second one is a chaotic output generated from
a semiconductor laser with optical feedback, denoted as
Drive 2 (the red curve). The chaotic signal is generated
beforehand and recorded in a memory. The intensity of
a constant drive signal is modulated repeatedly by the prerecorded chaotic signal to generate Drive 2. The bandwidth
of Drive 2 is about 7 GHz. We also generate a bandwidthenhanced chaotic output from two coupled semiconductor
lasers, denoted as Drive 3 (blue curve). The bandwidth of
the chaotic signal is about 30 GHz. A constant drive signal
is modulated by using one of the three types of the drive
signals and the input signal with temporal mask.

Figure 6 shows the performance of the time-series prediction for the three types of the drive signals as the feedback strength κ of the response laser is changed. The
NMSE is plotted for the three types of the drive signals.
Note that consistency of the response laser is achieved in
the range 0 ≤ κ ≤ 82 ns−1 . The NMSEs for Drive 1 (the
constant signal) and Drive 2 (the chaotic signal) are almost
the same values in the consistency region. It is worth noting
that the NMSE for Drive 3 (the bandwidth-enhanced chaos)
is smaller than those for the Drive 1 and 2 in the consistency
region. The performance of the time-series prediction task
is improved by using the bandwidth-enhanced chaos. We
speculate that the improvement of the performance results
from rich dynamics of the response temporal waveforms,
as shown in Fig. 5(b).
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Figure 6: NMSE of the Santa Fe time-series prediction task
as a function of the feedback strength κ for three types of
the drive signals. κin j = 155 ns−1 .
4. Conclusions
We investigated reservoir computing using consistency
of semiconductor lasers with optical feedback and injection by numerical simulations. The performance of the
time-series prediction task was carried out. The prediction
was succeeded in the region of consistency of the response
laser. We also introduced three types of the drive signals:
constant, chaotic, and bandwidth-enhanced chaotic signals.
We found that the performance of the time-series prediction
is improved by using the bandwidth-enhanced chaotic drive
signal.
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Abstract—We claim that a property of noise-robustness
is important for reliable physical random bit generators
(RBGs), and we report that RBGs using chaotic semiconductor lasers are noise-robust, i.e. insensitive to properties
of a noise source. Employing the Lang-Kobayashi model,
we study an influence of variations of noise properties on
unpredictability of the laser chaos, and compare it with that
of a bistable RBG.
1. Introduction
Random bit generation is one of the important technologies of the information security, such as secret key generation, secret calculation, and secret distribution. For the information security technology, random bits should be hard
to predict. Thus, physical random bit generation is expected to be employed for the technologies, since the physical random bits are generated from unpredictable physical
phenomena, as thermal noise and quantum noise. Recently,
many researchers study and develop physical RBGs by using semiconductor lasers [1], a superluminescent LED [2],
and hybrid Boolean networks [3]. These studies mainly focus their attention on the generation speed of the random
bits, and less attention is being paid to reliability of the
RBGs.
In this paper, for the reliable physical RBG, we emphasize that physical RBGs should be noise-robust. In general, physical RBGs use some kind of noise source as a
black box, which means noise is generated by unknown
rules and it is hard to control. Therefore, the properties of
noise can be changed unexpectedly or some hidden properties of noise might exist or appear because of our limited
knowledge of noise source. For instance, the noise distribution get to be biased or the noise sequence can get to
have a temporal correlation accidentally. Even so, the reliable physical RBGs are required to be less aﬀected by
the changes of noise properties and/or appearing the hidden noise properties, particularly for the usage of the security technology. More concretely, we say that physical
RBGs are noise-robust if the unpredictability of the physical RBGs is not sensitive to the noise properties.
The Physical RBG by the semiconductor laser chaos is

one of the promising physical RBGs since it can generate
random bits fast enough [1] and its unpredictability is theoretically examined by Harayama et al. [7]. Hence, we
study the noise-robustness of physical RBG by the laser
chaos in this paper. Dependency of the noise strength on
the unpredictability of physical RBG by the laser chaos
is studied by Mikami et al. [6]. Here, we consider the
bias of the noise-distribution and the temporal correlation
of noise time sequence. Specifically, by employing LangKobayashi model, we study the noise-robustness of physical RBG by the laser chaos, and also we compare it with
that of the bistable RBG which is now commonly used, for
instance, in Intel’s Ivy Bridge [4].
The numerical model of the laser chaos, the numerical
method, and the noise sequence is described in Sec. 2
briefly. The noise-robustness of RBGs by chaotic laser to
the bias of the noise-distribution and the temporal correlation of noise sequence are studied in Sec. 3 and Sec.4
respectively. In Sec. 5, we give conclusions and discussions.
2. Numerical model and method
The chaotic dynamics of the semiconductor laser with
delayed feedback can be studied by the Lang-Kobayashi
model equation:


dE(t) 1  1
−
+ F E(t), N(t) E(t)
=
dt
2
τp
+κE(t − τD ) cos θ(t) + ξE (t),


dφ(t) α  1
−
+ F E(t), N(t)
=
dt
2
τp
E(t − τD )
sin θ(t) + ξφ (t),
−κ
E(t)


dN(t)
N(t)
− F E(t), N(t) E(t)2 + J,
=−
dt
τs

(1)

where E(t) ∈ R is an amplitude of a complex electric field,
φ(t) ∈ R is a phase of a complex electric field, N(t) ∈ R
is a career density, θ(t) := ωτ + φ(t) − φ(t − τ), and
N(t)−N0
. The parameter in the equaF E(t), N(t) := G N 1+
E(t)2
tions and their values used in the numerical experiments
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Symbols
τD
τp
τs
α
GN
N0
κ
J
ω
D

Parameters
External-cavity round-trip time
Photon lifetime
Carrier lifetime
Linewidth enhancement factor
Gain coeﬃcient
Carrier density at transparency
Gain saturation coeﬃcient
Feedback strength
Injection current
Optical angular frequency
Noise amp.

Values
0.25ns
1.927ps
2.04 ns
5.0
8.4 × 10−13 m3 s−1
1.400 × 1024 m−3
2.5 × 10−23
6.25 ns−1
1.42 × 1033 m−3 s−1
1.225 × 1015 s−1
1.0 × 10−4

Table 1: The parameters in the Lang-Kobayashi equation and their values used in the numerical experiments.

are shown in Tab.1. The period of the relaxation oscillation
is T relax = 2π/ωrelax = 0.35[ns], the external cavity length is
L = cτD /2 = 0.037[m], and J/Jth = 1.44. ξ(t) is a model of
the noise in the laser system such as the spontaneous emission, which is usually assumed as a white Gaussian process. Here we consider ξ(t) as a biased white Gaussian process in Sec. 3, and as a Ornsteinʖ Uhlenbeck (OU) process
in Sec.4. Numerical solutions of the Lang-Kobayashi equation are calculated by using 4th order Runge-Kutta method
(the time step Δt = 1.0×10−3 ), and the Ornsteinʖ Uhlenbeck
(OU) process is calculated by using the method of Fox et
al.[5].
3. Bias of noise-distribution
Here, we study the robustness of the chaotic laser RBGs
to a bias in a noise distribution. Usually, in studies of chaos
in the Lang-Kobayashi model, the center of the noise distribution is set to be zero: ξ(t) = 0, where the bracket
T
denotes a long time average · = limT →∞ T1 0 · dt. Realistically, it is diﬃcult to set and keep the center of the
distribution to be zero. Thus, reliable RBGs are expected
to be robust to a bias in a noise distribution. In this section,
we study robustness of RBGs using Lang-Kobayashi model
chaos to changes in the center of the noise distribution.
Let us consider a white Gaussian process ξE (t) (ξφ (t))
√
whose mean value is
D (zero) as a biased noise sequence, i.e.
√
D, ξφ (t) = 0,
(2)
ξE (t) =




ξE (t)ξE (s) = ξφ (t)ξφ (s) = Dδ(t − s),
(3)
√
where ξ (t) = ξ(t)−ξ(t), D is a noise strength, denotes
the normalized strength of the bias. To study the robustness
of RBG, we calculate probability p( ) defined by
 ∞
P(E, )dE,
(4)
p( ) =
Et

by -biased noise sequence, and Et is a threshold to generate a bit from an analog sample of signal E(t) when = 0:
 Et
∞
p(0) = 1/2 = E P(E, 0)dE = −∞ P(E, 0)dE. Employt
ing the probability p( ), we can measure the robustness of
RBGs: for a given , the smaller the probability deviation
|p( ) − 1/2| is, the more robust the RBG is. Specifically,
d p(0)/d can be used for measuring a ”local” robustness,
which means the RBG is robust to infinitesimal changes in
noise properties.
Figure 1 shows the numerically calculated probability
p( ): the red, green, blue, and purple line is the case of
D = 10−3 , 10−4 , 10−5 , 10−6 respectively. The error bar is
the standard deviation of the ensemble average, where we
use ten diﬀerent initial conditions with diﬀerent noise realizations. The horizontal axis is . Except for the large noise
case (D = 10−3 ), the probability deviation |p( )−1/2| is less
than 0.01 for < 1, i.e. the error by the bias is less than 1
%.
As a reference, the probability deviation |p( ) − 1/2|
in the bistable RBG case is also shown in Figure 1 (the
blue broken line). In the bistable RBG case, the probability p( ) is given by the integration of the Gaussian
distribution, which is the complementary error function:
p( ) = 1/2 erfc( ).
Although the large deviation from p( ) = 1/2 is found
in the large biased case in the large noise case (i.e.
>
0.3, D = 10−3 ), d p(0)/d is quite small for all noise
amplitude D (d√
p(0)/d
0), particularly smaller than
d p(0)/d = 1/ 2π in the bistable case. Thus, the laser
chaos RBG is robust to the infinitesimal bias in noise distribution, particularly more robust than the bistable RBG.
4. Correlated noise
Next, we study the robustness of RBGs using chaotic
laser to the temporal correlation of noise sequence. As
mentioned in Sec. 2, we use the Ornsteinʖ Uhlenbeck (OU)
process ξ(t) governed by

where P(E, ) is probability density function of the amplitude of the electric field E when the chaotic laser is aﬀected
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dξ
= −γξ + 2γDζ,
dt

(5)
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Figure 1: The probability deviation |p( ) − 1/2|. The
red, green, blue, and purple line is the case of D =
10−3 , 10−4 , 10−5 , 10−6 respectively. In the bistable RBG
case, p( ) = 1/2 erfc( ), as depicted by the blue broken
line.

where ζ is the white Gaussian process, i.e. ζ(t) =
0, ζ(t)ζ(s) = δ(t − s). Then, the OU process has following properties [8]: ξ(t) = 0, ξ(t)ξ(s) = De−γ|t−s| .
D is fixed as shown in the Tab.1, and the correlation time
T γ := 1/γ is a control parameter.
To measure the unpredictability of the laser chaos, we
define a correlation coeﬃcient of the amplitude of the electric fields E(t). Here, we write the laser state and the noise
state as (x, ξ), and their time evolutions as
(x(T ), ξ(T )) = ϕTγ,i (x(0), ξ(0)),

(6)

where ϕTγ,i is a time evolution operator defined by the evolution equations (1), (5) with the parameter γ. The subscript
i represents the index of the noise realization, i.e. the different indices mean the diﬀerent noise realizations, which
cause the diﬀerent time evolutions though the initial conditions are same; ϕTγ,1 (x(0), ξ(0))  ϕTγ,2 (x(0), ξ(0)). Using
these notation, we define the correlation coeﬃcient as

 

Ẽ ϕTγ,1s (x, ξ) Ẽ ϕTγ,2s (x, ξ)
(7)
C(T γ , T s ) :=
Var(Ẽ)
where Ẽ is a fluctuation part of E; Ẽ(x) = E(x) − E, and
T s is the RBG sampling time. The correlation coeﬃcient
C(T γ , T s ) evaluates how fast the correlation vanishes by the
diﬀerence of the noise realization only. C(T γ , T s ) can be
used as an indicator of the unpredictability of the RBG, i.e.
C(T γ , T s ) = 0 indicates that the RBG is unpredictable.
We examine the parameter dependence of the correlation coeﬃcient C(T γ , T s ) as shown in Fig.2. The darker
0,
area corresponds to the lower correlation C(T γ , T s )
and the lighter area corresponds to the higher correla1. Let us consider the functional relation C(T γ , T s )
tion T s = f (T γ ) defined by the boarder between the area
C(T γ , T s ) > 0 and the area C(T γ , T s ) = 0. The light blue
curve in the figure is defined by C(T γ , T s ) = 0.1 as a reference. The results show that the longer the noise correlation

time T γ is, the longer the required sampling interval T s is.
Interestingly, in the long correlation time region (T γ
1),
the required sampling interval depends on the noise correlation time T γ logarithmically as T s ∝ log T γ .
As a reference, in the case of the bistable RBG, the required sampling interval is linearly proportional to the correlation time as T s ∝ T γ for all T γ . Thus, as we increase
the noise correlation time T γ , the sampling interval T s in
the case of the chaos laser gets longer with a slower speed
than that in the case of the bistable case. In this sense, the
laser chaos RBG is robust to the noise correlation, and in
particular more robust than the bistable RBG.
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Figure 2: The correlation coeﬃcient C(T γ , T s ) for temporally correlated noise. The light blue curve is defined by
C(T γ , T s ) = 0.1.

5. Conclusions and discussions
The noise-robustness of an RBG using a chaotic laser
modeled by the Lang-Kobayashi equation.
Firstly, we consider the robustness of the chaos laser
RBG to the bias of the noise-distribution, and we found
that the chaos laser RBG is robust in the sense that the error in the probability p( ) is less than 1 % for < 1 except
for the large noise case (D = 10−3 ). Also, the chaos laser
RBG is locally robust: d p(0)/d
√ is quite small, particularly
smaller than d p(0)/d = 1/ 2π in the bistable case.
Secondly, we consider the robustness of the chaotic laser
RBG to the temporal correlation of the noise. It is found
that the RBG by the chaos laser is robust in the sense that
the required sampling interval depends on the noise correlation time T γ logarithmically as T s ∝ log T γ in the long
1), which is more robust
correlation time region (T γ
than the bistable RBG case (T s ∝ T γ for all T γ ).
In the study of the robustness of RBG to the bias in the
noise-distribution, we considered the quantity d p(0)/d .
The quantity is formulated in the linear response theory
for general dynamical systems developed by Ruelle [9] under several assumptions. They considered the vector field
X + aX on a state space M which defines a flow ( fat ) with a
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hyperbolic attractor Ka depending continuously on a, and
they obtained a general formula:
 ∞ 
d
dt ρ0 (dx)X(x) · ∇ x (A ◦ f0t ), (8)
ρa (A)|a=0 =
da
0
where ρa is the so-called SRB measure with the
 parameter
a, A : M → R is an observable, and ρa (A) = ρa (dx)A(x).
In our context, A = H(E(x) − Et ) where H(·) is the Heaviside step function and E(x) is the amplitude of electric field
at state x ∈ M. The situations of the local robustness of
the RBG diﬀer from those of the Ruelle’s linear response
theory since they considered the finite dimensional dynamical system, the hyperbolic attractor, A is C 2 function, and
so on. However, their theory is expected to be useful for
studying the robustness of a RBG by a chaotic attractor in
a general frame work, and the study in this direction will
be tackled in the future.
Appendix A. Why T s ∝ log T γ (T γ

1) ?

Let us consider an equation of motion with noise dx/dt =
F(x) + ξ x and dy/dt = F(y) + ξy . Initially, we suppose δ(0) = Δ(0) = 0, where δ(t) = y(t) − x(t) and
Δ(t) = ξy (t) − ξ x (t). An error vector δ is governed by a
variational equation dδ(t)/dt = DF x δ(t) + Δ(t), where DF x
is Jacobian matrix at x.
Initially, the error vector δ is governed by dδ(t)/dt
Δ(t). Considering ξ x (t), ξy (t) as the OU process (see (5))
and the evolution equation dδ(t)/dt = Δ(t), we can obtain
Δ2 (t) = 2ξ2 (t) = 2D(1 − e−2γt )

Ts
T , there are no correlation between states x and y,
i.e. C 0, and if T s  T , the states x and y are correlated,
i.e. C > 0. Therefore, T s = f (T γ ) is given by
T s = f (T γ ) = t˜ +

1
1
A
+
ln √
ln T γ .
3/2
λ
2λ
˜
4D/3 t

(14)

When the system is purely deterministic (no noise), the
maximum Lyapunov exponent is calculated as λ ∼ 2.6.
Using this result, the slope of the function T s = f (T γ ) at
1
1 is 2λ log
∼ 0.45 from the above argument, which
Tγ
10 e
is near the slope in the Figure 2.
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Abstract– In this paper, we propose a novel image
resolution enhancement technique based on the
interpolation of high-frequency components of discrete
wavelet transform (DWT). The low-resolution (LR) image
whose resolution is to be enhanced is decomposed into
four subbands by DWT on the basis of lifting method.
Then only the high frequency subbands are interpolated
with magnified factor  by using cycle spinning cellular
neural network (CS-CNN). The CS-CNN is particularly
well-suited for solving nonlinear optimization problems
defined in space such as image processing tasks. In our
algorithm, a directive architecture using a CS-CNN is
developed to prevent the unnecessary smoothing of image
detail. While a discrete-time cellular neural network (DTCNN) transforms all high-frequency subbands of LR
image into coefficients to predict the original subbands of
high-resolution (HR) image using the A-template, the
directive cycle spinning method is applied to estimate the
optimal coefficients from individual outputs of the DTCNN as above. Experimental results indicate that the
proposed method produces better results than the
conventional image resolution enhancement methods.
1. Introduction

are composed of all-zero matrices, then the interpolated
image is reconstructed by an inverse DWT (IDWT).
Moreover, there are many algorithms to estimate the
preserved high-frequency information from the given LR
image. For example, Woo et al. utilize the statistical
relationship between coefficients at lower level, and it is
modeled by using a hidden Markov model [2]. Adaptive
Learning for Zooming (ALZ) [3] proposed by Battiato et
al. improves the details in the HR image by using the local
gradient estimation.
In this paper, we propose a novel image resolution
enhancement technique based on the architecture of a
discrete-time cellular neural network (DT-CNN) with an
arbitrary magnification parameter. The DT-CNN has been
applied to many applications such as image compression,
filtering, and recognition [4][5]. In our previous work, we
showed that effective interpolation can be obtained using
the DT-CNN with a cycle spinning (CS) architecture (CSCNN). However, in the conventional CS architecture,
applying all possible shifts within a local neighborhood
causes the unnecessary smoothing of image detail
especially around edges. In this work, we extended the
CS-CNN prediction to prevent over-smoothing.
2. Basic Cycle Spinning Cellular Neural Network

Image resolution enhancement is a method to increase
the number of pixels for generating a high-resolution (HR)
image from its low-resolution (LR) version. It has been
widely used in many image-processing applications such
as super resolution, 4K TV, high-quality printing, medical
imaging, and so on. Recently, image resolution
enhancement methods in the wavelet domain have been
discussed in many papers [1]-[3]. In wavelet based
techniques, it is assumed that the LR image whose
resolution is to be enhanced is a lowpass-filtered and
decimated HR image. These methods are based on
wavelet-domain zero padding (WZP) [1]. The WZP sets
the LR image to a low-frequency subband of a discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) and high-frequency subbands

2.1. Cycle Spinning Technique
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the CS process. The
CS considers a range of shifts and is set as
(1)
y  Ave S  h T ( S h ( x)) , h  H
where x is an input signal, y is an output signal, Sh is a
shift operator, S-h is an unshift operator, and T is an
analysis technique. H and h are the range of shifts and the
shift value, respectively. First, the CS shifts the data, then
it transforms the shifted data, and then it unshifts the
transformed data. After repeating this for the range of
shifts and averaging the results, denoised signal data is
effectively obtained.
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where Sd is a shift operator that applies horizontal and
vertical shifts of (k, l), for example, (k-d, l), (k+d, l), (k, l),
(k, l-d), and (k, l+d). d is the shift value of CS and S-d is
the unshift operator. This means that the center point of
the A-template is shifted in each direction (vertical and
horizontal) by the shift operator, and then, averaging over
each unshifted convolution results in a shift in the Atemplate.

Figure 1: Cycle spinning process
2.2. DT-CNN
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the DT-CNN. The
state equation of the DT-CNN is described in matrix form
as
(2)
x n1  Αf (x n )  Bu  T
where u is an input vector, x is a state variable, f( ) is an
output function, A and B are feedback and feedforward
template matrices, and T is a constant vector, respectively.
Let y=f(x), then the energy function E of the DT-CNN is
defined as Lyapunov energy function.

1
E   y t ( A  I ) y  y t Bu  T t y
2
D   I  diag  ,,  

(3)

(4)
where δ is a positive constant value used to determine the
slope at a linear region of the output function. As
described in [4] and [5], if the following conditions for the
A-template are satisfied, it can be proved that the
Lyapunov energy function E becomes a monotonically
decreasing function.
(5)
A(i , j ; k , l )  A( k , l ; i , j )

A (i , j ; k , l )  0

(6)

Figure 3: Cycle spinning cellular neural network
3. Subband Interpolation Using Directive CS-CNN
In the proposed method, subband images are
interpolated using the two-layered CS-CNN with directive
architecture. In the first layer of the CS-CNN, in order to
obtain high prediction accuracy for subband images, it is
necessary that the image can be reconstructed on the basis
of the distortion function defined by

cost( y , u ) 

1 t
y (Gy  u )
2

(8)

where ||.|| is the Euclidean norm and G is a Gaussian filter.
This cost function means that not only the output ||y|| but
also the difference between the interpolatively predicted
subband image Gy and the input subband image u should
be small. By the comparison between eqs. (3) and (8), the
A-template, B-template, and threshold T can be
determined as

A  A(i, j; k , l ) , C ( k , l )  N r (i, j )

if k  i and l  j
 (1   )

 { ( k  i ) 2  (l  j ) 2 }  (9)
1

 

 
exp
2
2 2


 2

otherwise

B  B (i , j ; k , l ) , C ( k , l )  N r ( i , j )
0 if k  i and l  j

1 otherwise

Figure 2: Discrete-time cellular neural network
2.3. CS-CNN

T0

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the CS-CNN. The
state equation of the CS-CNN is described as
x n 1  Ave S  d S d ( Α ) f (x n )  Bu  T  (7)

(10)

(11)

where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian function
and λ is a regularization parameter. The B-template is only
nonzero at the center value.
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In our proposed method, directive architecture using a
CS-CNN is developed. Figure 4 shows the shift patterns
used for different directional CS-CNN. In order to prevent
the over-smoothing, horizontal and vertical shift patterns
are applied to wavelet decomposed LH and HL subband
images, respectively. When the shift operator Sd is applied
horizontally, such as (k-d, l), the A-template can be
calculated by

In the same manner, at the horizontal resolution
enhancement stage, we use the B̂h -template, which is
obtained using

ˆ  Bˆ (i, j; k , l ) , C (k , l )  N (i, j)
B
h
h


Sd ( A)  Sd ( A(i, j; k , l ))

 (k  i) 2 d m 2  (l  j ) 2  (18)


exp
2


2 2
2



N (i, j)  {C (k , l ) | max{| k  i |,

1

| l  j |}  rd m }

 (k  i  d ) 2  (l  j )2  (12)
 


exp
2 2
2 2


1

(19)

The other A-templates with different types of shift are
calculate in the same manner. Then we can represent the
dynamics of the first layer of the CS-CNN by using the
above parameters as follows.

xij (t  1) 

 (13)
Ave Sd   Sd ( A(i, j; k , l )) ykl (t )  ukl 
 C ( k ,l )N r (i , j )

(14)
yij (t  1)  f ( xij (t  1))

Figure 4: Directional shift patterns

where Nr(i, j) is the r-neighborhood of cell C(i, j),
expressed as Nr(i, j)={ C(k, l) | max{ | k - i |, | l - j | } ≤ r}.
xij(t), yij(t), and uij indicate the internal state, the output,
and the input of cell C(i, j), respectively. The output
function f( ) corresponds to a piecewise linear function.
The subband image is set to uij and the equilibrium output
yeij is obtained after the transition of the network.
Next, the output of the first layer of the CS-CNN
becomes the input of the second layer of the CS-CNN,
which has no dynamics, and the output of the second layer
of the CS-CNN provides the predicted value. The pixel of
the input image with coordinates (i, j) is mapped to the
pixel (i´, j´) of the resolution enhanced image. Let dm be
an enlargement parameter, then the relationship between
pixels (i, j) and (i´, j´) is determined as (i´, j´)=(idm, jdm). A
deficient pixel of the enlarged image with coordinates (k,
l) is obtained using



(b) Horizontal enlargement





yˆ kl  Ave Sd   Sd Bˆ (i, j; k , l ) yiej  (15)
 ykl N (i, j)

The image enhancement is composed of horizontal
process and vertical processes, as shown in figure 5. At
the vertical resolution enhancement stage, we use the B̂v template, which is obtained by extending the A-template
of the first layer of the CS-CNN vertically, that is,

Bˆ v  Bˆv (i, j; k , l ) , C (k , l )  N (i, j)
 (k  i) 2  (l  j) 2 d m 2  (16)

exp 


2 2
2 2


N (i, j)  {C (k , l ) | max{| k  i |,
(17)
| l  j |}  rd m }

1

(a) Vertical enlargement

Figure 5: Image enlargement at each stage
4. Proposed Image Resolution Enhancement System
The deterioration of the resolution enhanced image is
caused by the smoothing, that is, a general lack of highfrequency components. Accordingly, in order to improve
the performance of resolution enhancement method, the
prediction of the edges is absolutely imperative. Figure 6
shows the block diagram of the proposed image resolution
enhancement system. When the input image size is M  N,
the subband image size becomes M/2  N/2. Here, we
assume that the high frequency subbands include the
survived lowpass-filtered edge information of HR image.
Next, a directive CS-CNN is applied to high-frequency
subbands with magnified factor .
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Figure 6: Proposed resolution enhancement system
As a result, we obtain the interpolated high frequency
subbands (LHx, HLx, and HHx) with the size of
M/2  N/2. These interpolated subbands are set to high
frequency subbands of DWT for reconstruction of the HR
image. Instead of the LL subband, which includes less
high frequency information than the input LR image, we
exploit the input LR image to predict the lowest frequency
subband of DWT (LLx) for reconstruction. The input LR
image is interpolated by CS-CNN with the half of the
magnified factor /2, then, the interpolated LLx is set to
the lowest frequency subband. Finally, HR image is
obtained by applying the IDWT to the interpolated
subbands, LLx, LHx, HLx, and HHx.

enhanced images. Our results show that the proposed
directive CS-CNN outperforms the conventional methods.
Table 1: PSNR (dB) results for 2  enlarged images (from
256  256 to 512  512).
Method/Image
Lena
Elaine Sailboat Harbor
BL
BC
CNN
Proposed

30.13
31.34
32.15
33.58

30.60
31.17
31.82
32.69

27.89
29.18
29.25
29.76

23.56
24.01
24.12
24.27

5. Experimental Results

6. Conclusions

In this section, we evaluate proposing novel image
resolution enhancement algorithm using directive CSCNN. We applied our system to the 8-bit gray-scale
standard test images; Lena, Elaine, Sailboat, and Harbor.
The HR version of these images with the size of 512  512
is used as the ideal interpolated image for performance
evaluation purpose. These images are lowpass-filtered and
downsampled to provide the LR images used for image
enhancement.
The LR image is decomposed by lifting-based DWT
using the well-known Le Gall 5/3 tap filter. The high
frequency subbands are interpolated with magnified factor
 and the LR image is also interpolated with magnified
factor /2 independently by using directive CS-CNN
interpolation. Then the HR image is obtained by applying
the IDWT to interpolated subband images.
The performance of the proposed method was
compared with that of the bilinear interpolation algorithm
(BL), the bicubic interpolation algorithm (BC), and the
conventional DT-CNN method (CNN). For the simulation,
each parameter was decided experimentally; the standard
deviation of the Gaussian was σ=0.6, the r-neighborhood
of the cell was r=2, and the shift value of the cycle
spinning was d=0.15. To enable a comparison with the
resolution enhancement performance of WT, the
enlargement parameter was set to =2.
Table 1 shows the results for the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) values between the original images and

A new image resolution enhancement method operating
in the wavelet domain was proposed. The main elements
of this algorithm were the wavelet zero-padding based
resolution enhancement and the modeling of the high
frequency wavelet subbands by using the directive CSCNN. The experimental results show that our proposed
method consistently has better or competitive
performances compared with conventional resolution
enhancement methods.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel scalable lossless
image coding scheme with pel-adaptive prediction using
cellular neural network (CNN). The scalable image coding scheme is indispensable for modern digital archiving
applications, since they are used by various mobile devices. Also, from the viewpoint of the optimal lossless coding, a pel-adaptive predictor enables high prediction performance. In this paper, edge-orientation predictors consist of
space-variant CNN are used for the scalable image coding
scheme having pel-adaptive prediction with no selection information. The effectiveness of proposed algorithm is validated by some computer simulations of various standard
test images, and its performance is compared with that of
other existing coding schemes.
1. Introduction
Digital archiving applications are receiving a lot of attention now. They were mainly used for archiving artistical legacies, however, the utilization of them is drastically changed because of the rapid development of electronics devices and demand of counter plan against natural disaster. Digital archiving applications such as legacyarchive, artwork-archive, disaster-archive and so on, are demanded to be used by various devices such as PC, smartphone, tablet PC and etc. Therefore, to realize various reproduction resolution, the scalable image coding scheme
is indispensable for modern digital archiving applications.
Also, lossless image coding schemes are required for digital archiving.
In this paper, we propose a novel scalable lossless image coding scheme with pel-adaptive prediction using cellular neural network (CNN). In the field of the high efficiency lossless image coding, a pel-adaptive predictor enables high prediction performance. However, in general,

huge additional information for predictor selection spoils
this advantage. To deal with this difficulty, we use edgeorientation predictors consist of space-variant CNN for peladaptive prediction. The advantage of this method is that
since predictors are selected based on the edge information, pel-adaptive prediction can be realized without selection information. Moreover, every parameters of CNN predictors are optimized by the estimated coding rate minimization learning. Since the cost function has very complex shapes and many parameters must be optimized, this
learning processes are very hard problems. To overcome
this problem, a greedy algorithm based learning is used for
obtaining initial parameters of particle swarm optimization
(PSO) based learning.
The effectiveness of proposed algorithm is validated by
some computer simulations of various standard test images,
and its performance is compared with that of other existing
coding schemes.
2. Scalable lossless image coding schme using CNN
The proposed scalable lossless image coding scheme
using pel-adaptive CNN predictors is shown in Fig. 1.
In this system, an input original image U is divided into
even polyphase components Ue and odd polyphase components Uo like Fig. 2 left side. Furthermore, divided
even polyphase components Ue are divided again like Fig.
2 right side to realize a hierarchical coding scheme. As
shown in Fig. 2, there are two image dividing patterns, and
they are called odd stage and even stage. Moreover, a set
of odd and even stages is called one level. Therefore, this
hierarchical coding scheme enables multi-resolution representation of the input image, and scalable coding bitstream
can be obtained.
The odd components Uo are predicted from the even
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components Ue via the pel-adaptive CNN predictors that
are selected by edge-orientation of the even components.
In this work, the six types of CNN prototype predictors are
prepared and total 12 parameters of CNN predictor are decided in order to minimize the actual coding rate. The CNN
parameters, which determine the distribution characteristic
of the prediction error, are learned to minimize an objective
function that evaluates the actual coding rate.
The prediction errors e are encoded by a multi-level
arithmetic coding with a context modeling where distributions of prediction errors are modeled by the sixteen types
of PDFs given by generalized Gaussian functions. Finally,
encoded bit stream and side information are transmitted to
the decoder. In the decoder, reversible processes of the encoder are applied, and the input image can be reconstructed
without any loss.

Split 2
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CNN
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CNN
Prediction

e2
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e1

u o1

Arithmetic Encoder

u e2
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Th
u

odd

Uo2

Split 2 (even stages)

2.1. The prototype design of pel-adaptive CNN predictors
2.1.1. Discrete time CNN with output template
The block diagram of the discrete time CNN (DT-CNN)
with an output filter is illustrated in Fig. 3, and its state
equation is described as

B(i, j; k, l)ukl
(1)
xi j (t + 1) =
A(i, j; k, l)ykl + T h ,

C(k,l)∈Nr (i, j)
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Figure 2: Quincunx sampling
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From the findings of our previous work [1], the prototype
of edge-orientation templates are given by
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2.1.2. The prototype design of pel-adaptive CNN predictors
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Figure 3: DT-CNN with output template

Figure 1: The hierarchical encoder using CNN predictors

even

where xi j (t), yi j (t), yeij , ui j , and ũi j are the internal state,
the output, the equilibrium output, equilibrium solution for
even components, the input of the cell (basic processing
unit of CNN), the final output, respectively. Also, T h ,
A(i, j; k, l), B(i, j; k, l), and D(i, j; k, l) are the threshold, the
feed-back template, the feed-forward template, and the output template, respectively. The function f () is a piece wise
linear (PWL) output function and its slope is determined
by the sum of A-template coefficients. The r-neighborhood
Nr (i, j) is defined by Nr (i, j) = {C(k, l)| max{|k − i|, |l − j|} ≤
r}.

(2)
(3)

(9)

where Aodd , Aeven , σ x , σy , γ, θ, O are A template for odd
stages, A template for even stages, a standard deviation of
horizontal direction, a standard deviation of vertical direction, the spatial aspect ratio, a rotation angle of Gaussian
function, and the zero matrix, respectively. αeven and αodd
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Figure 4: Template switching map in spatial frequency domain: each region range of given image is adaptively decided to minimize the actual coding bits.

where Nr (i, j) = { C(k, l)|max{|k − i|, |l − j| } ≤ rdm }. βodd and
βeven are the normalization coefficient defined by
βodd =

are the normalization coefficient given by

αodd =
αeven =

1
,
A
(i, j; k, l)
odd
(k,l)
1
.
(k,l) Aeven (i, j; k, l)

βeven =
(10)
(11)

To perform pel-adaptive prediction, configurations of the
CNN predictor are adaptively adjusted to the local structure of an input image. In our method, by according to the
edge analysis result, an input image is classified into six
regions as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the edge analysis
image is created from only the even components and a linear filter is used for generating a coarse-interpolated image
for this process. Therefore, pel-adaptive prediction with no
selection information can be realized.
Then the predicted image of odd components ũ can be
obtained by using the equilibrium solution of the DT-CNNs
through output template D that is defined in each stages. In
the odd stages, the predicted odd component value in coordinate (i, j) can be given by equilibrium output via the
output template D. In this case, the coordinate of odd component satisfies (i + j) mod 2 = 1. The output template for
odd stages Dodd is defined by

1
,
D
(k,l) odd (i, j; k, l)
1
.
D
(k,l) even (i, j; k, l)

(16)
(17)

2.2. Entropy coding of prediction error
In this layer, prediction error e of each stage is encoded
by the adaptive arithmetic coding based on the context
modeling. The context of target pixel is given by the context function U(e) degfined by the weighted sum of absolute prediction errors of already encoded pixels.
U(e) =

N

1 1  
ed k  ,
δ δ +1
k=1 k s

(18)

where δk is the Manhattan distance between the target pixel
and each already encoded pixel in the reference window,
δ s is the hierarchical distance between the target pixel and
each already encoded pixel in the reference window, d is
the number of reference stages, and N is the number of
reference pixels. d and N are experimentally-obtained parameter. In this paper, d = 3 (current stage + next one level)
and N = 40 are used. For efficient encoding, the context
should be quantized into sixteen regions by the thresholds
Th(n) (n = 1, 2, . . . , 15) which are optimized for minimizing the actual coding rate (see Fig. 5).
2.3. Coding rate minimization learning using PSO
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⎪
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⎪
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⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
otherwise.

(12)

(13)

Also, in the even stages, the predicted odd pixel value in
coordinate (i, j) can be given by equilibrium solution via
output template Deven . In this case, the coordinate of odd
pixel satisfies i mod 2 = 1 and j mod 2 = 1. The Deven is

To achieve pel-adaptive prediction and high efficient
coding performance, the optimal CNN parameters: a standard deviation of Gaussian function in each template, and
thresholds in template selection map, should be decided.
In encoder, since the odd polyphase components which are
the desire output of predictor can be used for parameter
learning, by using the odd polyphase components as a supervised data, all parameters in the encoder can be learned.
Then we introduce the cost function for supervised learning that evaluates the actual coding bits of prediction error
as
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cost(σ, Th) ≡

− log2 Pr(e | ŝ(p), n),

(19)

Table 1: Lossless coding rate [bits/pel]
Image
camera
couple
noisesquare
airplane
baboon
barbara
lena
lennagray
milkdrop
peppers
Average

Proposed
4.325
3.735
5.413
3.746
5.870
4.688
4.449
4.068
3.564
4.460
4.432

JPEG2000
4.540
3.919
5.639
4.015
6.109
4.845
4.685
4.306
3.768
4.631
4.646

JPEG-LS
4.314
3.699
5.683
3.817
6.036
4.906
4.607
4.238
3.630
4.513
4.544

4. Conclusion
Figure 5: Calculating the feature quantity U and the context
modeling.
where Th = (T h1 , T h2 , T h3 , T h4 , T h5 , T h6 ) is the threshold vector, and σ = (σ f , σc , σlv , σ sv , σld , σ sd ) is the standard deviation vector: σ f is the standard deviation of
flat part, σc is the standard deviation of complex part,
σlv is the long-side-direction standard deviation of vertical/horizontal edge parts, σ sv is the short-side-direction
standard deviation of vertical/horizontal edge parts, σld is
the long-side-direction standard deviation of diagonal edge
parts, and σ sd is the short-side-direction standard deviation
of diagonal edge parts, respectively. Since to determine a
context of prediction error that gives the PDF model, prediction errors in higher stages are required, the information
flow of learning process is a reverse version of the encoding step. Then we can evaluate a cost of learning process
which is defined by (19) using prediction error of higher
stages. Since this learning process is very complex and difficult, we first use semi-full search algorithm [2] for obtaining initial parameters of PSO-based learning. Then PSObased learning [3] is applied to derive optimal parameters
which minimize the cost function cost(σ, Th).
3. Experimental Results
The coding performance of the proposed method was
compared with that of the JPEG 2000 and the JPEG-LS.
The coding parameters of proposed system are decided by
pre-experiments: the number of level L = 6 (12 stages),
template size is 5×5 for flat and edge part, and 3×5 is for
other regions.
Table 1 lists the coding performance of each method.
The average coding rate of the proposed method achieved
0.234, and 0.112 bits/pel lower than those of the JPEG2000
standard, and JPEG-LS standard, respectively. This results
suggest that our proposed image coding framework has excellent coding performance.

In this paper, we have propose a novel scalable lossless image coding scheme with pel-adaptive prediction using CNN. The edge-orientation map obtained by only even
polyphase components enables a pel-adaptive prediction
with no selection information. Moreover, the PSO-based
learning with the initial parameters given by a greedyalgorithm-based learning makes it possible to achieve a
high coding efficiency. Experimental results show that
our proposed framework is highly efficient for lossless image coding compared with conventional methods including
JPEG standards.
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Abstract—A method of random number (noise) generation is proposed. The random number is used for a kind of
annealing to achieve global optimization on Discrete Time
Cellular Neural Network (DT-CNN). For easy implementation on Cellular Automata (CA) and DT-CNN dedicated
hardware engine, Cellular AutoMata on Content Addressable Memory (CAM2 ), we utilize chaotic behavior of CA to
generate noise. The average value of the noises generated
by our proposed method is close to 0, and that contributes
to improvement of the annealing performance.

method of noise generation. The noise is generated using
the chaotic behavior of class 3 cellular automata (CA) [9]
on Cellular AutoMata on Content Addressable Memory
(CAM2 ). CAM2 is a dedicated hardware for CA and
CNN [10, 11], so that the noise can be generated easily.
However, the average value of the noise generated by this
method has deviation from 0, and that results with bad influence on the annealing performance. In this paper we will
propose a noise generation method to improve the annealing performance.

1. Introduction

2. DT-CNN Annealing

Cellular Neural Network [1] (CNN) is a kind of Neural
Networks (NN). The CNN consists of lattice-shaped cells,
and its special feature is having connection with only the
nearest neighborhood cells.
The dynamics of the NN is governed by diﬀerential
equations. In this dynamics Lyapunov function can be defined [2]. During the NN process the Lyapunov function
continues to decrease, and the convergence of NN is interpreted as a minimal point of the Lyapunov function. This
nature of neural networks is utilized to solve optimization
problems. CNN also has Lyapunov function and it can
solve quadratic assignment problem (QAP).
CNN have been applied to solve QAP in various fields
to date. One of examples is solving the minimization problem of spin glass energy in statistical physics [3]. By Ising
model [4] the spin glass energy is formularized by QAP. In
Ising model atoms are connected with only neighbor atoms.
So the spin glass energy can be mapped on the Lyapunov
function of CNN. The minimization problem of spin glass
energy can be solved with CNN. Ising model is applied
to probabilistic information processing [5]. This class of
problems which can be solved by CNN becomes a key in
image processing field.
The drawback of the optimization with CNN is that in
many cases the state of the network is trapped at a local
minimum, and thus a global solution can not be found. To
overcome this diﬃculty we proposed an annealing method
on a CNN that realizes global optimization [6, 7]. In this
scheme, noise is induced into network dynamics then gradually reduced. In this process, the state of the network is
initially random but eventually becomes convergent. Due
to the randomness of the noise, the network escapes from
local minima.
In previous work [8] we proposed a hardware-oriented

Discrete time CNN (DT-CNN) is a discretized time version of CNN. The DT-CNN model is illustrated by following equations.

xi, j (t + 1) =
A(i, j; k, l) yi, j(t)
C(k,l)∈Nr (i, j)



+

B(i, j; k, l) ui, j + I

(1)

C(k,l)∈Nr (i, j)

yi, j (t)

=


1
|xi, j (t) + 1| − |xi, j (t) − 1|
2

(2)

where xi, j , yi, j and ui, j are state, output and input variables, respectively, Nr (i, j) is a set of neighborhood cells
and A(i, j; k, l) and B(i, j; k, l) are parameters called templates. I is also a parameter called the threshold value.
From Eq. (1) the DT-CNN model has only local connection with neighborhood cells in Nr (i, j). For the DT-CNN
model we can define Lyapunov function as we can do for
general neural network models. The definition of the Lyapunov function is shown as follows:
E(t)

=

1 2
y (t)
2 (i, j) i, j
1 
−
A(i, j; k, l) yi, j (t) yk,l (t)
2 (i, j) (k.l)

B(i, j; k, l) yi, j(t) uk,l
−
(i, j) (k.l)

−



I yi, j (t)

(3)

(i, j)

During CNN process, the Lyapunov function continue to
decline at every moment. The state of CNN is converges at
stationary point of the Lyapunov function. Therefore using
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DT-CNN Layer

this nature CNN can optimize functions represented by the
Lyapunov energies. The Lyapunov function of CNN is a
quadrature, so CNN can solve quadratic assignment problem (QAP).
The drawback of the optimization by this scheme is that
the state is often captured by local minimum, and can not
find global minimum. To overcome this diﬃculty, DTCNN annealing method is proposed [6–8]. The DT-CNN
annealing model is shown as follows:

A(i, j; k, l) yi, j (t)
xi, j (t + 1) =

Noise

CA Layer

Figure 1: Hardware annealing on DT-CNN

C(k,l)∈Nr (i, j)

+



B(i, j; k, l) ui, j + I

C(k,l)∈Nr (i, j)

a(t + 1) =

+a(t) ni, j(t)

(4)

(1 − δ) a(t) (0 < δ < 1)

(5)

The noise term a(t) ni, j(t) is added to Eq. (1), here, ni, j (t) is
a random number within the range from −1 to 1 and a(t)
is an amplitude of the noise term. a(t) exponentially declines according to Eq. (5), so the noise term decreases. In
early stage of the optimization process, the noise terms are
large enough, so the state variables move randomly. In this
situation, even if the state is captured by local minimum,
the state could escape form it by the influence of the random noise. Gradually decaying the noise term, the system
behaves rather deterministic than stochastic. The ability of
escaping from local minima decline but the system tends
to converge to minimum point. Therefore, it is expected
that the ability of finding optimal point is improved by the
DT-CNN annealing model.
In this method, the noise term plays an important role.
Random numbers are required for every cell, so a lot of
random numbers must be generated at once. Thus an eﬃcient generation method is needed for this method. In next
section, we introduce an eﬃcient generation method using
CAM2 .
3. Noise generation with CA
The DT-CNN annealing requires a noise generation
method which makes a lot of random number at the same
time. Our final goal is an implementation on our dedicated
hardware engine, CAM2 . It is desired that the noise generation method can be easily implemented on CAM2 . We proposed a noise generation method based on class 3 CA [8].
The behavior of class 3 CA is chaotic [9], and we can use
it for the noise generation.
CA are computational models proposed by Neumann [9]
and consist of lattice-shaped cells. Since the architecture of
CA is similar to that of the DT-CNN, we can implement CA
on a universal CNN machine, CAM2 . Figure 1 shows the
concept of the DT-CNN with noise, which has two layers:
a DT-CNN layer and a CA layer.
The states of the cells vary on the basis of the state transition function F, which is represented by the rule number

Cellular
Automaton

8 bit
Noise

Figure 2: Noise generator

R as follows:
R=

N 
1


F(vi, j , n) × 2vi, j +2n

(6)

n=0 vi, j =0

where vi, j is the state of cell (i, j) and takes binary values, n
is the number of neighborhood cells with state vi, j equal to
1, and N is the total numbers of neighborhood cells. Wolfram [9] sorted state transition functions into four classes.
The functions in class 3 have chaotic behavior. Since we
require disordered noise, we use CA in class 3 as the noise
generator.
We generate noise ni, j from the CA as follows.
v
vi−1, j vi−1, j+1 vi, j−1
i−1, j−1
ni, j (t) =
+ 7 +
+ 5
8
2
2
26
2
vi, j+1 vi+1, j−1 vi+1, j vi+1, j+1 
+
+
+ 2 +
×2
24
23
2
21
− 1
(7)
The range of ni, j is [−1, 1). Figure 2 shows the noise generation process.
The noise generation method by Eq. (7) is eﬃcient on
CAM2 . However, there is a problem on statistical property
of it. Figure 3 is a histogram of the random number generated by Eq. (7). The rule number of CA was 143954. From
Fig. 3, the distribution is asymmetry and has some structure. This results with the bias of distribution. The average
value of these samples is −0.1548.
The deviation of the average value from 0 aﬀects the
annealing performance. We compared annealing performances with noises by Eq. (7) and with uniform random
numbers [12]. From the comparison of two types of noise,
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Figure 3: Histogram of random numbers generated by conventional method. Rule number 14395. The cell size is
50 × 50.

Figure 4: Histogram of random numbers generated by the
proposed method. Rule number 14395. The cell size is
50 × 50.

we found the performance of the annealing with Eq. (7)
was worse than with the uniform random number. With additional experimental fact, we found this degradation of the
annealing performance is caused by the bias of the distribution [12]. To improve the annealing performance, nonbiased random number is required.

Table 1: Index of rule number of CA
Index #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

4. Proposed Method
A random number generation method is proposed in this
section. The method also uses CA to be easily implemented
on CAM2 . The non-biased random number can be generated by this method. The proposed method is as follows:
v
vi−1, j vi−1, j+1 vi, j−1
i−1, j−1
+ 7 +
+ 5
ni, j (t) = (−1)vi, j +1 ×
8
2
2
26
2
vi, j+1 vi+1, j−1 vi+1, j vi+1, j+1
(8)
+
+
+ 2 +
24
23
2
21
The basic concept is same as Eq. (4), but the self-state vi, j
determines the plus or minus of the generated number. If
0 and 1 appear with the same possibility in the state of CA
cells, the distribution of this generated number is symmetric with the average value 0.
5. Experiments
Experiments of noise generation by proposed method is
demonstrated in this section.
The distribution of random numbers was investigated.
The random numbers were generated by CA with the rule
number R = 143954. The cell size of CA was 50x50. The
iteration of CA processes was 5000. The distribution of the
generated noise is shown in Fig. 4. Comparing with the
random numbers by the conventional method (Fig. 3), the
distribution of random numbers generated by the proposed
method has nearly symmetric structure.
Using various rule numbers of CA, we generated random numbers and evaluated the annealing performance.
The rule numbers which belong to class 3 CA are shown
in Tab. 1 with their index numbers.

Rule #
152822
143695
38999
40053
73546
100728
143953
73298
143954
201569
56914

Index #
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Rule #
22001
63256
56899
40530
163256
173622
186523
144018
58
123657

The average values of the random numbers by CA with
these rule numbers are shown in Fig. 5. We tried to generate both the conventional method with Eq. (7) and the
proposed method with Eq. (8). The average values of the
random numbers with both methods are shown in Fig. 5.
The average values with the conventional method reveal
larger deviation from 0. This figure also shows the average values with some rule numbers have larger deviation
than others. It seems the states of the CA cells with these
rule numbers do not take 0 or 1 with the same probability.
An experiment of the DT-CNN annealing with the CA
based noises was conducted. We used two kinds of random
noises generated by the conventional method (Eq. (7)) and
the proposed method (Eq. (8)) for the annealing. In this
experiment we used the following templates for the DTCNN.
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
⎢⎢⎢ 0.0 1.0 0.0 ⎥⎥⎥
⎢⎢⎢ 0.0 0.0 0.0 ⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
A = ⎢⎢⎢⎢ 1.0 3.0 1.0 ⎥⎥⎥⎥ , B = ⎢⎢⎢⎢ 0.0 1.0 0.0 ⎥⎥⎥⎥ , I = 0
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
0.0 1.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
(9)
The input variable u is randomly generated within the range
from −4 to 4.
The optimal values of Lyapunov function obtained by
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Abstract—During the last decade, the novel information processing scheme of Reservoir Computing (RC)
demonstrated exceptional performance when applied to
challenging computational tasks. What makes RC unique
within neuro-inspired information processing is its suitability for hardware implementation in analog and photonic systems. After highly successful realizations in delay systems, the scheme is now extended to other types of
photonic networks. We will report on the latest advances
made in the implementation of RC in spatially extended
networks of semiconductor lasers. When successful, such
systems have the potential of all-optical, standalone information processing with massive parallelism at 10s of GHz
processing bandwidths.
1. Introduction
The Reservoir Computing (RC) [1] or Liquid state Machine (LSM) [2] concept was introduced around a decade
ago. It is based on neuro-inspired information processing,
utilizing complex and high-dimensional transient dynamics induced into a complex network of nonlinear nodes by
the to be processed information.
The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. Information is injected from input nodes into a network (often random) of
nonlinear nodes, the Reservoir, according to randomly assigned injection weights. The information induces complex
and high-dimensional transient responses of the reservoir
nodes. Owing to this dimensionality expansions, theoretically it is possible to solve any computational problem by
simply creating a linearly weighted sum of the Reservoir’s
node states. Following standard machine learning training
procedures, the linear readout weights are adjusted in order to perform the desired task by using available example
data.
Emulations on standard, electronic von Neumann machines demonstrated state-of-the-art performance when applying RC to complex benchmark tests. Among typical
performance evaluations tasks are the classification of spoken digits, the prediction of chaotic timeseries, radar and
wireless communication signal processing and many more.
Such emulations on von Neumann machines, however, significantly reduce the appeal of RC: the transient-dynamics
of each network node has to be computed in a serial fashion. Therefore, the overall information processing bandwidth is significantly reduced.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the RC concept. Information enters the system via the red input nodes, from
where it is injected into the network of nonlinear nodes
(blue) according to random connections weights. The systems output (gray nodes) are created via a linearly weighted
sum of the individual reservoir nodes. Using standard
learning procedures, individual weights of the linearly sum
are adjusted in order to perform the desired operation.
Even stronger weighs the impact such an emulation has
on the parallel computation capability of RC. The theoretical framework of RC makes the concept inherently parallel,
allowing for massive parallelism in information processing.
When implementing the scheme in a single core, serial von
Neumann processor, this possibility is lost. Only implementations of RC in nonlinear networks allows for full exploitation of the concepts merits.
2. Harware implementations of RC
Essential to RC is a significant simplification when compared to previous machine-learning algorithms. Consequently, hardware implementations in physical complex
networks became realistic. Utilizing the high-dimensional
space of delay coupled systems, RC was demonstrated in
electronic [3], opto-electronics [4, 5] and all-optical [6, 8]
systems.
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These hardware implementations were significant for
the success of the field. Following the delay-approach,
it is possible to define a ring-like network in which most
parameters can be controlled by having access to a single hardware element only. As such, experimental conditions can be accurately controlled and fundamental properties of hardware-implemented RC could be evaluated for
the first time. Furthermore, the implementation’s simplicity allowed to implement neuro-inspired information processing in photonic hardware while profiting from photonics’ high dynamical bandwidths [7]. Demonstrating
the same computational concept either using the nonlinearity of a simple transistor, a Mach-Zehnder modulator
or photonic-semiconductor devices (SOA, laser diode) also
proved the versatility of the concept. While numerical emulations were largely restricted to threshold nonlinearities,
e.g. piecewise step-function, these experiments demonstrated that the exact type of nonlinearity appears to play
a minor role in the implementation.
3. Reservoir Computing based on spatially extended
all-optical networks
An important step for the field is extending hardware implementations of RC to spatially extended networks. Such
systems will allow for fundamental extensions of the concept, however they come with significant challenges. As
can be seen from Fig. 1, the network of nonlinear elements
features a random connectivity, something which the circular networks of delay elements can only approximate.
Furthermore, delay-implemented reservoirs’ bandwidth is
inherently reduced by the number of emulated nodes, presenting a significant reduction of processing bandwidth for
the typical Reservoir of a few tens to hundreds of nodes.
A schematic illustration of our experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 2. The network of nonlinear elements
is based on an array of Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting
lasers (VCSELs). Taking profit of the accurate periodicity of such semiconductor devices, an network of lasers
is formed optically by utilizing the diffraction-pattern of a
Diffractive-Optical-Element (DOE). Upon back-reflection
from the SLM (therefore passing the DOE twice), the DOE
creates diffractive orders of each laser’s emission, which
are imaged on top of the 24 neighboring lasers for each
laser. Therefore, in our system we realized a network with
nearest and next-nearest neighbor coupling.
Advantageous to multi-hardware node systems is that injection and readout procedures do not require a dynamic
modulation addressing individual nodes. In our spatially
extended optical system, realizing a heterogeneous injection of information into different Reservoir nodes is provided by the imaging properties in optics, combined with
the naturally occurring diversity of the individual hardware
nodes. Therefore, each node will react differently to the injected information, establishing the dimension-expansion
required by the machine-learning concept, Information is

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of an all-optical implementation of RC in an array of lasers. Using a diffractiveoptical element (DOE) and the reflection of a spatial-lightmodulator (SLM), a network is formed between the lasers
of a VCSEL array. A Rochon prism creates two images
of the network on the SLM, were the lower image is utilized for implementing the Reservoirs readout weights. Using a Köhler-integrator, a spatial integration of the linearly
scaled network state is created, realizing an all-optical classifier. All-optical information injection is realized via an
external tuneable laser (TLS), which is intensity modulated
via a Mach-Zehnder (MZ) modulator.
encoded in the optical injection using a Mach-Zehnder
(MZ) intensity modulator.
Using a Rochon-prism, a second image of the array is
created on the SLM. The gray-scale of the SLM is then
utilized for applying readout-weights to the individual network nodes. A standard beam homogenizer, a Köhlerintegrator, creates a small area (≈ 50 × 50 µm), in which the
optical intensity of the array, scaled by the readout wights,
is integrated.
4. Properties of the all-optical, multi-node reservoir
Based on our experimental setup, we start to evaluate
the boundary conditions for RC. The first essential step is
the successful formation of the Reservoir. In Fig. 3 a),
we show the PI-characteristics of our 8×8 laser array. A
strong indication for self-feedback and coupling to other
lasers is the reduction of the lasing threshold. This feature
can be identified in the panels of Fig. 3 b). Panels in Fig.
3 b) show the PI-characteristics for lasers (5,4), (5,5) and
(5,6) for the solitary devices (red) or when implemented
in the network (black). Here, we follow the notation of
(Row, Column) for addressing individual laser diodes. One
can identify a general trend: laser located in the center of
the network experience a significantly larger threshold reduction than lasers located at its fringes. This is caused by
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formation processing.
Finally, it is important to mention that the current scheme
exclusively relies on device-inherent properties. Therefore, no part of the setup would require dynamic addressing or modulation. All sections are exclusively operated
with DC-signals, possibly allowing for highly-integrated
and hardware-efficient implementations in the future.
As the final step, we will report on the progress of implementing RC in the presented optical system.
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Figure 3: Fundamental characterization of the laser network. Panel a) shows the individual PI-curves for all lasers
of the 8x8 array. Panel b) shows the threshold reduction of
selected lasers caused by the coupling in the network.

spherical aberrations present in our imaging system. Therefore, it is not a fundamental limitation and the problem can
be resolved by simple means like a tailored imaging lens or
a modified resonator structure.
Information injection into the Reservoir is the next requirement for information processing. In our injection
scheme, we lock the network lasers to the injection laser.
By selecting the injection’s polarization orthogonal to the
detection, we obtain an inverted locking scheme. It allows us to correlate intensity modulations in the detection
directly to the response of the network, ruling out strong
crosstalk from the injection source. Low crosstalk between
injection and the classifier is critical since it lacks nonlinearity and hence can not aid the information processing.
Here, we achieve a modulation amplitude between 50 and
80 % of the Reservoir’s output power. The information injection rate is determined by the time-delay introduced by
the optical coupling of the individual lasers, which in our
setup amounts to ≈1.2 ns.
The final step in the computation is the application of a
scaling factor to the individual reservoir nodes and to detect
the optical response of the system. Based on the SLM, we
can scale the optical intensity of each Reservoir node with
a contrast between 50 and 100:1.
Our setup therefore provides all fundamental buildingblocks for an all optical Reservoir Computer. All-optical
data injection, the optical network of lasers and the optical classifier are all implemented in hardware. Our system
therefore has significant potential for being the first RC
including all essential parts and components in hardware.
Such a system would be able to process complex data at
high speed, in our case ≈700 MHz, all optically. Small
modifications to the setup would also allow for parallel in-
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Abstract– In this presentation, second harmonic
generation (SHG) from plasmonic systems supporting
Fano resonances is discussed. Second harmonic generation
from silver heptamers is addressed in order to demonstrate
that a proper design of their optical properties increases
their nonlinear efficiency. It is also shown that Fano
resonances permit to control the fundamental near-field
distribution over metallic nanostructures. This ability is
used to design 3D nonlinear plasmon rulers which are
more sensitive than their linear counterparts.
1. Introduction
It is well known that metallic nanoantennas are able to
enhance and control light-matter interactions down to the
nanoscale. Indeed, optical antennas have the ability to
concentrate the electric field inside their nanogap beating
the diffraction limit. The enhancement of the electric field
enables the observation of nonlinear optical processes. For
instance, second harmonic generation (SHG) from
metallic nanoantennas, the process thereby two photons at
the fundamental frequency are converted into one photon
at the second harmonic (SH), has been experimentally
reported recently [1]. Nevertheless, SHG is forbidden in
centrosymmetric media in the dipolar approximation. For
this reason, the SH cross section is predicted to be weak in
the case of centrosymmetric nanoantennas despite the
high electric field enhancement in the nanogap. On the
other hand, the fabrication of regular metallic
nanostructures is quite challenging and defects can affect
their nonlinear optical response. For practical applications,
as nonlinear plasmonics sensing [2], it is important to
understand how SHG is modified by shape variation.
Futhermore, new strategies must be developed to increase
the nonlinear conversion at the nanoscale.

previously reported in the case of symmetric antennas, the
SH electric field at both sides of the idealized nanogap is
found oscillating out of phase indicating a non radiative
behavior (SH dark mode). This behaviour is no longer
observed considering a realistic gold nanoantenna. Due to
the shape asymmetry of the arms, the SH near-field
distribution is more complex and the SH cross section
increases because of symmetry breaking at the nanoscale.
Interestingly, the dissymmetry is also clearly revealed by
far-field analysis demonstrating that SHG is a promising
tool for sensitive optical characterization of plasmonic
nanoantennas [4].

Fig. 1 : Near-field distribution of the second harmonic intensity close
to (a) an idealized gold nanoantenna and (b) realistic gold nanoantenna.

2. Shape Characterization

3. Nonlinear Fano Resonances

In this presentation, we will discuss results obtained
using a surface integral formulation [3] extended to the
case of surface SHG. Our method allows efficient
evaluations of the SH near-field and far-field distributions.
Calculations were performed for idealized (rectangular
arms) and realistic (mesh adapted from a scanning
electron microscope image) gold nanoantennas. As

We will discuss a new strategy that we recently developed
to increase nonlinear optical processes in plasmonic
systems. This strategy is based on Fano resonances which
stem from the coupling between a dark mode and a bright
mode. Dark modes are weakly coupled to far-field
radiations, resulting in a strong localization in the nearfield, but need to be coupled with an optically active mode
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scattered at the second harmonic wavelength. We show
that 3-dimensions plasmonic nanorulers can be
implemented with simpler geometries than in the linear
regime whilst providing complete information on the
structure conformation [6].
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Fig. 2 : Near-field distribution of the second harmonic intensity close
to a silver heptamer. The fundamental wavelength is (a) λ = 800 nm and
(b) λ = 950 nm.

to be effectively excited. This coupling can be mediated
by Fano resonances in order to increase the near-field at
the fundamental wavelength. The optical properties of
silver heptamers were tailored in order to observe
simultaneously a Fano dip at the fundamental wavelength
(800 nm) and a high order scattering peak at the second
harmonic wavelength (400 nm) [5]. The observation of a
Fano dip at the fundamental wavelength ensures that the
dark mode is effectively excited. This strategy effectively
increases second harmonic generation. We also propose a
new measurement method of displacement at the
nanoscale based on the control of the nonlinear optical
response of plasmonic nanostructures by means of Fano
resonances [6]. In the case of second harmonic generation
from gold nanodolmens, the different nonlinear sources
distributions induced by the different coupling regimes are
clearly revealed in the far-field distribution. Hence, the
configuration of the nanostructure can be accurately
determined in 3-dimensions by recording the wave
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Abstract—For detailed observation and control of
biomolecular events with optical means, we study a photonic DNA processor with optical communication between
the nano- and macro-world. In this paper, we present our
recent study of photonic DNA processors based on energy
transfer at nanoscale and DNA structural changes: molecular logic operation, molecular encoding, and optical control
of nanoscale signaling.

Optical / electronic system

decode
macro world

optical signals

nano world
encode
Photonic DNA processors

conversion

1. Introduction

molecular signals

biomolecular environment

Observation and manipulation of molecular events are important in the variety of fields including bioscience, medical science, healthcare, and so on. There is a demand for an
eﬃcient method to obtain biomolecular information and to
control biomolecular behaviors in the molecular-scale region (nano-world) according to the external environment
(macro-world). Due to remote accessibility, propagating
light is a useful carrier of information for communication
between the nano-world and the macro-world. However,
the amount of information that can be transmitted is often
restricted by light properties. Eﬀective methods for optical
communication between the nano- and the macro-world are
required.
A promising approach for the nano-macro communication is to employ information processing systems at a
nanoscale [1]. Nanoscale information processing provides
encoding and decoding tasks at the molecular level. With
these tasks, eﬀective signal transfer can be achieved even
if the capacity of the optical communication channels is
restricted. For example, essential information can be extracted and encoded from the original information source
at the nanoscale, and the coded signal can be transferred to
the external environment through a band-limited communication path.
For the purpose, we are studying on photocic DNA processors based on photonics and DNA nanotechnology [2].
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of information flow
in optical communication with photonic DNA processors.
To send information in the nano-world, photonic DNA
processors capture biomolecules, encode the biomolecular
signals, and output the result as optical signals. In con-

(b)
Optical / electronic system
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macro world
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decode
Photonic DNA processors

conversion

molecular signals

biomolecular environment

Figure 1: Optical communication between the nano- and
macro-world by using photonic DNA processors. (a) Sending information related to bimolecular environment from
photonic DNA processors. (b) Receiving instructions from
the macro-world by phoronic DNA processors.

trast, optical signals from the macro-world are received, decoded, and converted into molecular actions. To implement
the photonic DNA processor, we use energy transfer-based
signaling and DNA structural changes. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a physical phenomenon
in which excited energy is transferred from a donor dye to
an acceptor dye via dipole-dipole interactions. FRET provides an important method for signal processing within a
few nanometer region. Since the FRET eﬃciency depends
on the fluorescent molecules and their separation distance,
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(a)

much smaller than that determined by diﬀraction limit of
light.
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of DNA scaﬀold
logic. DNA scaﬀold logic accepts DNA inputs and produces fluorescent outputs representing the results of logical
operations. A single strand DNA is prepared as a scaﬀold
to construct a FRET path. Functional DNA strands make
fluorescent molecules on or oﬀ the DNA scaﬀold according to existence of the DNA inputs. When the combination
of DNA inputs satisfies a given logic condition, a complete
signal path is formed on the DNA scaﬀold. The excited energy of the initiating molecule by light irradiation transfers
to the reporting molecule through a FRET cascade. As a
result, the reporting molecule is excited and fluorescence
light emits as the output signal. On the other hand, when
the DNA inputs do not satisfy the given logic condition,
there is no complete FRET signal path and the reporting
dye is not excited.
Experimentally, we verified the operation of a complete
set of Boolean logic functions (AND, OR, NOT) and combinational logic operations using a FRET-signal cascade
[3]. DNA scaﬀold logic executes operations in the conjugate normal form and any logic functions can be executed
in principle. Although there are a lot of implementation
methods for DNA based-logic operation, this approach has
a unique advantage that consecutive reactions for executing a logic operation are not required for large-scale logic
circuits. In DNA scaﬀold logic, DNA reactions are used
for encoding the input signals into a FRET signaling path.
Without complicated DNA reaction cascades, molecular
information is converted logically into fluorescent output.
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic diagram of DNA scaﬀold logic of
three-input AND operation. (b) Fluorescence output for a
AND b, (NOT a) AND b, a AND (b OR c), and a AND b
AND c.
FRET signaling can be regulated by selection of fluorescent
molecules and design of their positions. DNA structural
changes are usable in precise control of fluorescent dyes.
This paper presents recent progress in our study of photonic DNA processors: molecular logic operation, molecular color encoding, and optical control of FRET signaling.
2. Molecular logic operation: DNA scaﬀold logic
DNA scaﬀold logic is an example of molecular logic
operations by FRET-based signal processing [3]. By the
molecular logic operation, the essential signals are detected
eﬃciently via fluorescent signals. Because FRET signaling
are implemented in a few nanometer scale, this approach
provides readout of bimolecular information from spaces

Use of fluorescence is a possible approach for sending information from molecular environment. However,
the number of usable fluorescent molecules restricts the
amount of information that can be sent with fluorescence.
An attractive alternative is to encode bimolecular signals
into color codes, in which combinations of fluorescence
wavelengths and intensity levels oﬀer a large number of
codes for representing biomolecular information. As an
example, we have proposed a biomolecule-to-fluorescencecolor (B/F) encode system that modulates the fluorescence
signal using control of FRET [4]. By using a variety of
fluorescent color codes, the B/F encode system makes it
possible to generate enormous biomolecular codes without
spatial coding.
Figure 3(a) shows the schematic diagram of a B/F encode system. The B/F encoder transduces a bimolecular
signal to fluorescent one represented by fluorescent wavelengths and intensities. The fluorescent signal is modulated
with structural changes of DNA strands. A biomolecular
signal is obtained by specific bindings with DNA probes.
The DNA structural changes are designed by the specificity
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of control of FRET signaling
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Figure 3: (a) Schematic diagram of biomolecule-tofluorescence-color encode system. (b) Results of encoding
a bimolecular signal into fluorescent color codes.

and predictability of Watson–Crick base pairing. The fluorescent molecules are manipulated according to the structural changes. Use of the FRET-eﬃciency change makes
it possible to generate fluorescent color-codes depending
on bimolecular signals. According to the decoding table,
the bimolecular signals can be identified from the results
of fluorescent measurement.
We demonstrated the behavior of a B/F encoder using two dyes and five intensity levels for readout of
biomolecules [4]. Figure 3(b) shows examples of encoding a single stranded DNA into color codes. Amplification and encoding of biomolecular signals are carried out
at a molecular level by manipulation of fluorescent dyes
with DNA structural changes. The encoded molecular information can be decoded by analyzing the fluorescence
spectra and intensities. The process is performed without enzymatic reactions or DNA microarrays, thus oﬀering
an inexpensive and convenient method of biomolecular detection. An exponential increase in the number of codes
with additional fluorescence wavelengths makes it possible

For manipulation of nanoscale information with light, optical signals should be decoded at a nanoscale. A method to
expand optical signals to biomolecular information oﬀers
complicated control at a nanoscale. For the purpose, we
investigate a method for control of FRET signaling with
optical inputs [5]. An elemental device has been developed
by using a photoactivatable fluorescent dye. The device
consists of three functional fluorescent dyes, the donor, the
acceptor, and the activator as shown in Fig. 4. The optical
inputs change the state of the acceptor. Irradiation of the
acceptor dye with the inactivating light switches the dye
from the active fluorescent state to the nonfluorescent one.
Upon excitation of the activator, the acceptor recovers the
fluorescent state. The acceptor dye at the fluorescent state
accepts the excited energy from the donor dye. According
to the phtoregulated state of the acceptor, the FRET signaling is changed between the on-state and oﬀ-state.
We demonstrated experimentally that the FRET switch
can modulate the energy flow and the modulation is operated repeatedly [5]. We are now investigating an implementation of a circuit consisting of multiple FRET
switches. In the circuit, diﬀerent activator–reporter pairs
that act as photoswitchable pairs are prepared, and multiple switching points are introduced in the FRET signaling
system. This FRET switching method is useful for optical
programming in photonic DNA processors.
5. Conclusion
As an approach for communication between the nano- and
macro-world via optical signals, information processing at
a molecular level with photonic DNA processors was described. Molecular and optical nanoscale information pro-
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cessing provides a novel method for observation and manipulation of molecular systems.
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Abstract—Eﬀective utilization of fluctuations in a
nanometric physical system is one of the fundamental issues that will be faced in the practical implementation
of future processing systems. While fluctuations themselves often show random behavior, it is expected that optimized nanometric structures will be realized by development of a suitable control method on the nanometric
scale. On the other hand, recent research on nanophotonics utilizing the characteristic behavior of dressed photons has resulted in several novel applications that work at
macroscopic scales. The fundamental principle on which
such techniques are based is controlled fluctuations involving interactions between light and materials in a nanometric space, and their corresponding macroscale optical
functions. This paper describes concepts, experimental
demonstrations, and applications of some recent activity on
fluctuation-based nanophotonics, including nanophotonic
droplets, dressed photon-assisted giant optical rotation, and
compressive near-field optical microscopy.
1. Introduction
Recent research in the field of beyond von Neumann
computing [1] suggests that eﬀective utilization of fluctuations in a physical system will form an essential part of
future processing systems. It is expected that degrees-offreedom based on fluctuations will be utilized to implement innovative large-scale processing systems. Especially
on the nanometric scale, fluctuations in a physical system
are one of the most fundamental issues faced in the practical implementation of a processing system. To implement
a fluctuation-based nanometric processing system, it is essential to develop novel concepts and logic that will replace
the conventional ones.
On the other hand, the field of nanophotonics, which
exploits the local interactions between nanometric particles via optical near fields induced by incident light, has
seen rapid progress in recent years, and various studies
have been performed [2]. Several of the characteristics of
optical near fields can be explained by the behavior of a
dressed photon (DP), which is a quasi-particle representing
the coupled state of a photon and an electron in a nano-

metric space [3]. A DP excites a multi-mode coherent
phonon in a nanometric material, and the DP state is coupled with states of the excited coherent phonon [4, 5, 6, 7].
Because this coupled state can be regarded as an intermediate state during the excitation and relaxation process of
the material, multistep excitation and relaxation, and corresponding optical functions, are allowed. Some experimental demonstrations utilizing this phenomenon, called
a DP-assisted transition, have been reported, for example,
high-yield emission of up-converted optical energy by using organic dye grains [5, 8] and high-intensity emission
from indirect transition type semiconductors [6, 7, 9].
The important point in these demonstrations, is that the
behavior fundamentally depends on fluctuations of components in a nanometric space, and the optical functions
were revealed at a macroscopic scale. This means that precisely controlled fluctuations in a nanometric space can be
eﬀectively utilized as characteristic optical functions and
processing in a macroscopic space. In this paper, we focus on DPs and related technologies, and we describe concepts and experimental demonstrations on nanophotonic
droplets, DP-assisted giant optical rotation, and compressive near-field optical microscopy, which all exhibit macroscopic optical functions based on precisely controlled fluctuations in nanometric spaces.
2. Nanophotonic droplets
We have previously demonstrated a novel technique
for autonomous fabrication of a nanophotonic droplet
(ND) [10, 11, 12], which is a micro-scale spherical polymer
structure that contains coupled heterogeneous nanometric
components, such as quantum dots (QDs) and organic dye
molecules. The sort-selectivity and alignment accuracy of
the nanometric components in each ND, as well as the related homogeneity of their optical functions, are due to
a characteristic coupling process based on a DP-assisted
photo-curing method involving dressed-photon–phonon interactions [13]. The method only requires irradiating a
mixture of components with light to induce optical nearfield interactions between each component, and subsequent
processes based on these interactions. The principle of our
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method is schematically shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2: Microscope fluorescence image of densely
formed NDs under UV light irradiation and (inset) a magnified view.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of process of forming a
thermo-curable polymer-based ND via the phonon-assisted
photo-curing process.
The ND fabrication process can be induced when energies EA:bg , EB:bg , Epoly:act , and hνassist satisfy the condition:
EA:bg < hνassist < Epoly:act < EB:bg .

(1)

. Here, if the density is suﬃciently high that the QDs can
frequently encounter each other, multistep photo-curing occurs due to generation of DPs and corresponding optical
near-field interactions between two neighboring QDs, QDA
and QDB . As a result, the thermo-curable polymer is locally cured, and the spatial alignment of the QDs that encountered each other is physically fixed by the cured polymer. Because the fabrication of NDs fundamentally depends on components encountering each other due to thermal fluctuations in the mixture, thermal dependency of the
process was theoretically and experimentally verified in a
previous report by the authors [12].
Figure 2 shows a fluorescence image of the NDs
formed using commercially available CdSe-QDs (SigmaAldrich, Lumidots), CdS-QDs (NN-Labs, Nanocrystals),
and thermo-curable polymer (Dow Corning Toray, Sylgard
184) irradiated with assisting light from a 200 mW laser
diode with a wavelength of 457 nm for 30 minutes. As
shown, a number of NDs with similar sizes and emission
intensities were successfully obtained.
These similarities of massively fabricated NDs are due
to the accuracy and homogeneity of their alignment and
the combinations of QDs in each ND. Due to the particular
structural characteristics of their constituent elements, we
have reported an experimental demonstration of eﬀective
wavelength conversion based on the novel optical functions
of NDs [14]. Because the formation process is induced
only when fluctuating heterogeneous QDs encounter each
other at the optimum distance to induce appropriate optical
near field interactions between the two, their relative spatial positions and corresponding optical functions are au-

tonomously determined. This means that thermal fluctuations of components in the mixture realized optimal nanometric structures, and corresponding optical functions were
revealed at a macroscopic scale in the form of light emission from the NDs.
3. DP-assisted giant optical rotation
Oxide semiconductors are known to be direct-transition
materials with a wide bandgap. Due to their natural abundance, innocuity, and transparency to visible light, they
are expected to be widely applied to various optical devices [15]. However, although such oxide semiconductors are highly promising, it is diﬃcult to realize electroor magneto-induced optical functionalities by general doping methods, because acceptors from the dopants are generally compensated with donors from the numerous oxygen vacancies and interstitial metals in the crystal. On the
other hand, according to recent research by the authors’
group, a p-type ZnO device, which is one of the most
common oxide semiconductors, has been successfully realized by employing annealing using dressed photons [16],
a technique known as DP-assisted annealing. By using
the p-type ZnO device, realization of a p–n homojunctionstructured LED that emits at room temperature has been
successfully demonstrated. More recently, we applied a
voltage to p-type ZnO devices in the in-plane direction instead of the direction perpendicular to the p–n homojunction plane, and experimentally demonstrated novel optical
phenomena quite similar to but much larger than the wellknown magneto-optical eﬀect. The essential point of that
work is is that the distribution of dopants is autonomously
optimized by utilizing DP-assisted annealing. DP-assisted
annealing controls the fluctuations of dopants in the crystal,
causing them to converge to an optimized distribution for
inducing DPs and, as a result, corresponding optical functions are exhibited.
In this study, we used an n-type bulk ZnO crystal implanted with N ions (N dopant) serving as a p-type dopant.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of experimental setup for
measuring optical rotation with orthogonally polarized
light. (Inset) Appearance of the prototype p-type ZnO device.
Figure 4 shows the relation between the applied voltage
to the device and the polarization rotation. Although the
original ZnO crystal does not reveal such large optical rotation of the incident light, extremely large optical rotation
was observed in our p-type ZnO device.
The characteristic behavior observed in this research was
a result of the optimized distribution of dopants and the corresponding interactions between induced DPs and incident
light. What is important is that fluctuations of the dopants
due to the Joule heat were eﬀectively controlled by DPassisted annealing to make the distribution converge to one
appropriate for generating DPs and the corresponding op-

Rotated polarization [deg]

A p–n homojunction was formed in the crystal by implanting N ions; however, because this structure was simple,
the electrons and holes both exhibited wide spatial distributions, and their recombination probability and the emission
intensity were low. Therefore, the devices were subjected
to DP-assisted annealing to optimize the dopant distributions; namely, they were annealed with Joule heat by applying a current. During this process, the substrate surface
was irradiated with light having a photon energy hν = 3.05
eV, which is smaller than the bandgap energy of ZnO, Eg
= 3.40 eV, so as to control the spatial distribution of the N
concentration at the p–n junction in a self-organized manner. As a result, DPs were eﬃciently generated in the N
regions, and electrons and holes recombined via these DPs,
producing spontaneous emission based on the existence of
a good p–n homojunction.
In order to demonstrate giant optical rotation using the
p-type ZnO device, the experimental setup shown in Fig. 3
was prepared for observing modulated light among the incident orthogonally polarized light. As shown, a bias current was induced in the device in the in-plane direction
instead of the p–n homojunction direction. In such a situation, the magnetic field due to the induced current affected the p–n homojunction. Incident light to the device
was temporarily converted to DPs via the dopant, and these
DPs interacted with the magnetic field. As the result, corresponding optical modulation was applied to the incident
light.
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Figure 4: Relation between applied voltage to the device
and polarization rotation.
tical functions.
4. Compressive near-field optical microscopy
A Reader and a Device are fundamental elements of a
general authentication system. Recently, the authors developed a novel authentication system based on nanophotonics, what we call a nanometric artifact-metric system.
Whereas in a conventional system, the Reader reads data
from the Device and then their validities are authenticated,
in the case of our proposed system, the data to be authenticated is a result of optical near-field interactions between
the Reader and the Device in a nanometric space. Because
the result of the interactions is strictly dependent on the
uniqueness of the physical properties of both the Reader
and the Device, security of the system is fundamentally
guaranteed. For a simple demonstration of this approach,
we previously used a conventional scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) as a Reader and a sample containing nanorods, grown by the glancing angle deposition
(GLAD) method, as a Device. However, the SNOM required a scanning process, making it quite inconvenient to
use the SNOM in a practicable system.
Against such a background, we proposed the concept of
a compressive near-field optical microscope (CNOM) to
demonstrate a practicable nanometric artifact-metric system instead of using an SNOM. A schematic diagram illustrating the concept of the CNOM is shown in Fig. 5.
As shown, the readout results from the probe of the
Reader constantly fluctuated based on the feedback setup
of NOM, which prevents a collision between the probe and
the Device by sensing the shear force between them. This
means that the probe constantly reads the result of diﬀerent scales of interaction during the fluctuation. Because
the result of an interaction depends on the element size
of the Device at an appropriate scale, which is determined
by the readout distance between the probe and the Device,
the readout results are expected to contain not only data
about a single point but also data about a two-dimensional
area in the surroundings. Therefore, we can read out two-
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram illustrating concept of a compressive near-field optical microscope (CNOM).

We have described some the concepts and experimental demonstrations of some recent activity in research on
nanophotonic droplets, dressed photon-assisted giant optical rotation, and compressive near-field optical microscopy.
A common point in these systems is that their nanometric
mechanisms were optimized by controlled fluctuations of
the components based on the behavior of dressed photons,
and the results of the optimization were revealed as characteristic optical functions at the macroscopic scale. Focusing on such controlled fluctuations and related technologies
is expected to lead to further developments in the research
and implementation of future processing systems.
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Abstract—Epilepsy is a neurological disorder provoked
from an imbalance between long-term potentiation (LTP)
and long-term depression (LTD) of the synapses. This results in an abnormal synchrony of the neurons in the brain,
visible in the electroencephalogram (EEG). In certain types
of epilepsy such as tonic-clonic (grand mal) seizures synaptic disturbance occurs. In this work, we explore the eﬀect
of how noise contamination in a coupled lattice of neurons alters the synchrony in such circuits. We build a low
complexity model using Rulkov maps to model the spiking
activity and Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP) to
model the LTP and LTD. From the simulation results, we
observed that the chaotic noise STDP model has resistance
characteristic of diverging of membrane potential.

2. Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity
Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP) [3],[4] is a
temporally asymmetric form of Hebbian learning induced
by tight temporal correlations between the spikes of presynaptic and post-synaptic neurons. STDP provokes the
LTP of the synapses, if the pre-synaptic spike arrival occurs
a few milliseconds before post-synaptic spikes. Whereas,
STDP provokes the LTD of the same synapse, if presynaptic spike arrival after post-synaptic spikes. (Fig. 1).

1. Introduction
Epilepsy is a neurological disorder eﬀecting 1 in 100
people worldwide [1]. During epilepsy, the excitation
and inhibition of neurons becomes unbalanced leading to
supra-normal excitability which leads to seizure. When
epilepsy occurs the neurons are said to undergo an abnormal synchrony which is prevalent in the electroencephalogram (EEG). There are approximately 40 diﬀerent
types of epilepsy each having their own very diﬀerent EEG
signature. In certain types of epilepsy such as tonic-clonic
(grand mal) seizures synaptic disturbance occurs. Moreover, we consider some noises which occur in our daily
lives aﬀect the development of epilepsy. In this work, we
explore the eﬀect of how noise contamination in a coupled
lattice of neurons alters the synchrony in such circuits.
In this study, we construct a low complexity, grid lattice
model of neurons using Rulkov maps to produce a twodimensional spike-bursting behavior of similar real biological neurons [5],[6]. In addition, we have defined both excitatory neurons and inhibitory neurons to exist in the lattice which express long-term potentiation (LTP) and longterm depression (LTD) [2] respectively, using Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP) [3],[4]. Thus, incorporating noise into the original STDP, we can explore the synchronous behavior of biological spiking activity.

Figure 1: The STDP function of changing synaptic connection.
The weight change ∆wi j depends on the relative timing between pre-synaptic spike arrivals and post-synaptic
spikes. The total weight change ∆wi j induced by a simulation protocol with pairs of pre-synaptic and post-synaptic
spikes is described as following.

∆wi j =

N
∑

W(t jf − tif )

(1)

f =1

where W(x) denotes one of the STDP functions in Fig. 1.
The method to choose for the STDP function W(x) is
shown as following.
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A+ exp(−x/τ+ ) + z(x) (x < 0)
W(x) = 

−A− exp(x/τ− ) + z(x) (x > 0)

(2)

which is in alignment to experimental models. The parameters A+ and A− depend on the current value of the synaptic
weight wi j , and z(x) is the time-series of noise. Additionally, the parameters A+ and A− are fixed to the value of 0.05
and the time constants are τ+ = τ− 10ms which parameters
are determined by reference to previous study [9].
In this study, we consider the 3 kinds of STDP function; Basic STDP (i.e., z(x) = 0), STDP with random noise
(uniform random numbers between −0.004 and 0.004) and
STDP with chaotic noise (Eqs. (3), (4) and Fig. 2). The
chaotic noise which is generated by logistic map is given
as following equation.
ẑ(x + 1) = αẑ(x)(1 − ẑ(x)),

(3)

it is known that the map produces intermittent bursts just
before periodic-windows appear. We apply the intermittency chaos time series after the following normalization
to STDP function W(x).

z(x + 1) =

ẑ(x) − z̄
,
σz

(4)

where z̄ and σz are the average and the standard division of
ẑ(x), respectively. Figure 2 shows the intermittency chaos
near the three-periodic window obtained from Eq. (4) for
α = 3.828.

xn+1
yn+1

=
=

f (xn , yn ),
yn − µ(xn + 1) + µσ,

(5)

Where, x represents the fast and y is the slow dynamical
variables. The nonlinear function f (x, y) is described in
equation (6) as follows:



α/(1 − x) + y, (x ≤ 0)




f (x, y) = 
α + y,
(0 < x < α + y)




 − 1,
(x ≥ α + y)

(6)

The equation of the coupled grid lattice of Rulkov maps
was then derived to be as in equation (7).
1
xm,n+1 = f (xm,n , ym,n ) + wi j (xm+1,n − 2xm,n + xm−1,n ),
2
1
ym,n+1 = ym,n −µ(xm,n +1)+µσ+ wi j (xm+1,n −2xm,n +xm−1,n ),
2
(7)
Where, parameter m is the number of neurons, n is the number of iterations, and wi j shows the coupling weight of the
connection between the maps. The coupling weights wi j
are then updated by the STDP function. When the STDP
provokes LTP, the coupling weights are updated as positive.
Whereas, if STDP provokes LTD, the coupling weights are
updated in a negative manner (Fig. 1). In the following section, we demonstrate how Rulkov maps demonstrate various synchronization phenomena due to coupling weight.
4. Network Model and Simulations

Figure 2: Time series obtained from logistic map (α =
3.828).

3. Coupled Rulkov Maps
In recent years, a simple model which replicates the
dynamics of spiking and spiking-bursting activity of real
biological neurons has proposed by N. F. Rulkov [5],[6].
The model is a two-dimensional map that produces chaotic
spiking-bursting neural behavior. It is demonstrated that
the results of this model are in agreement with the synchronization of chaotic spiking-bursting behavior experimentally found in real biological neurons [8]. The expressions
of the Rulkov map are shown in equations (5-7) below.

In this work, we consider the 5 coupled maps which is
constructed by excitatory neurons and the inhibitory neurons as shown in Fig. 3. The network of excitatory neurons
and the inhibitory neurons exhibit spike/bursting activity.
The excitatory neurons exhibit the bursting activity which
amplitude is around 60mV and 5-10 spikes burst all at once
in a bursting wave, and the inhibitory neurons exhibit the
spike activity which spike amplitude is 60-70mV and spike
interval is 10ms in the biological neurons [10]. Therefore,
the parameter α, σ and µ of the Rulkov Maps were set to
50, 0.1 and 0.04-0.06 respectively for the excitatory neurons and the parameter α, σ and µ were set to 40, 0.33 and
0.6 respectively for the inhibitory neurons in the network.
In this study, the parameters of coupled Rulkov Maps are
fixed as Tab. 1.
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Figure 3: Connective arrangement of 5 coupled maps.

with random noise STDP model. Each excitatory neuron
shows high accuracy in-phase synchronous firing around
50000ms, whereas the neuron 5 (inhibitory neuron) does
not get involved in synchronous firing of excitatory neurons (i.e., it exhibits spike activity without being bursting
activity). The membrane potentials do not increase and diverge for the above reason. By the way, the reason why the
chaotic noise STDP model shows diﬀerent spiking behavior compared to the random noise STDP model is that the
logistic map represents the value close to extreme.

Table 1: The Parameters of Coupled Rulkov Maps
Neuron #
α
σ
µ
1
50
0.1
0.04
2
50
0.1
0.05
3
50
0.1
0.06
4
50
0.1
0.05
5
40
0.33
0.6

Figure 4-(a) shows the coupling weights (0-50000ms)
and the spiking activities (20000-20500ms, 2500025500ms, 30000-30500ms) on 5 coupled Rulkov maps
with STDP. The color bar and the number on the bottomleft of Fig. 4 describe the number of neurons and neuronal connection on the result of coupling weight, and
the red/blue waveforms show the spiking activity of excitatory/inhibitory neuron each. The reason why the coupling weights are not updated from around 40000ms is the
coupled Rulkov maps are convergence and do not exhibit
the bursting activity. The magnitude relation of coupling
weight are fixed relatively early compared to another models. In addition, we consider that the synchronization accuracy between the excitatory neurons has an eﬀect on diverging of membrane potentials from what the coupling weights
between the excitatory neurons increase sharply just before
the membrane potentials diverge. The spiking activity of
neuron 5 (inhibitory neuron) has already exhibited recognizable bursting activity around 20000ms, and it becomes
involved in high accuracy in-phase synchronization of neuron 1, 2 and 4 around 30000ms. In basic STDP model,
the synchronization accuracy has been increased with time,
since the membrane potentials will increase at an accelerating pace and diverge (i.e., lead to seizure) from around
40000ms.
Figure 4-(b) shows the coupling weights (0-50000ms)
and the spiking activities (20000-20500ms, 3000030500ms, 40000-40500ms, 49500-50000ms) on 5 coupled
Rulkov maps with random noise STDP. The magnitude relation of coupling weight are hard to converge compared
to another models. Moreover, the excitatory neuron 1, 3
and 4 show high accuracy in-phase synchronous firing, and
the spiking activity of excitatory neuron 2 shows anti-phase
synchronization with another excitatory neurons. The spiking activity of neuron 5 (inhibitory neuron) has exhibited
recognizable bursting activity and the diverging of membrane potentials around 40000ms. Also in random noise
STDP model, the synchronization accuracy has been increased with time, since the membrane potentials will increase at an accelerating pace and diverge (i.e., lead to
seizure) relatively late compared to basic STDP model.
Figure 4-(c) also shows the coupling weights (050000ms) and the spiking activities (20000-20500ms,
30000-30500ms, 40000-40500ms, 49500-50000ms) on 5
coupled Rulkov maps with chaotic noise STDP. The magnitude relation of coupling weight are stable compared

5. Conclusions
In this work, we built a low complexity model using
Rulkov maps to model the spiking activity and Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP) to model the LTP and
LTD. Using the aforementioned models, we then proceed
to explore the eﬀect of noise contamination on the spiking activity and the synchronous provoked. From the simulation results, we observed that the membrane potentials
increase at an acceleration pace and diverge (i.e., lead to
seizure) , if the inhibitory neuron obtains involved in synchronous firing of excitatory neurons. Additionally, the
chaotic noise STDP model has resistance characteristic of
diverging of membrane potential. Basically, certain kind of
noise prevents development of epilepsy.
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Abstract–A stochastic phase model is fitted to 216
microelectrode recordings (MERs), acquired during 18
surgical interventions in patients with Parkinson’s disease
(PD), in order to comparatively simulate the
desynchronizing effect of regular (130 Hz) versus nonregular patterns of stimulation with the same mean
frequency and increasing degrees of temporal variability.
We demonstrate that non-regular patterns of stimulation
displaying a minimum variability of 70-80% yield a
significantly higher Lyapunov exponent compared with
regular stimulation, at the 5% significance level. The
stochastic model points to the prominent role of nonregular stimulation patterns in the therapeutic outcome of
deep brain stimulation (DBS).
1. Introduction
Recent evidence signifies the potential importance of
the temporal pattern of high frequency deep brain
stimulation (DBS) in the clinical efficacy of this reference
neurosurgical procedure [1, 2]. Temporally irregular DBS
can suppress tremor if there are no long pauses [1], while
it may ameliorate motor symptoms and suppress
pathological rhythmic activity in Parkinson’s disease (PD)
more effectively than regular stimulation [2]. At the same
time, alterations in the abnormal discharge pattern of
subthalamic nucleus (STN) neurons [3] and disruption of
neuronal synchronization [4-6] have been suggested to be
involved in the therapeutic mechanisms of action of STNDBS.
In this paper, we employ methods from stochastic
nonlinear dynamics [7-9] to comparatively evaluate the
Lyapunov exponent as a quantity reflecting subthalamic
synchronization dynamics in response to regular (130 Hz)
versus non-regular patterns of stimulation. A stochastic
phase model is fitted to a total of 216 microelectrode
recordings (MERs) corresponding to sites lying within the
intraoperatively confirmed borders of the STN. The phase
model is developed incorporating multiple factors
affecting neuronal dynamics: neuronal coupling, intrinsic
independent and extrinsic common noise sources, and
external forcing. Non-regular patterns are generated by a
gamma process with mean frequency of 130 Hz and
increasing degrees of temporal variability [10].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Two-scale neuronal activity (a) Example of raw
extracellular signal recorded in the right STN, case 2
(recording site depth: A +0.5). (b)-(c) The two derived
high-pass filtered signals: spiking activity (a.u.=arbitrary
units) and background unit activity, respectively.
2. Patients and Methods
2.1. Patients and Surgery
During a 2-years period, 18 patients underwent bilateral
implantation of DBS electrodes in the STN, at the
Department of Neurosurgery, at Evangelismos General
Hospital of Athens. The clinical criteria included
idiopathic PD with motor fluctuations and/or dyskinesias.
Stereotactic surgery was based on pre-operative
anatomical targeting of the STN, MER and high
frequency test stimulation [11].
2.2. Data Description-Signal Preprocessing
A commercially available microrecording system
(Leadpoint TM Neural Activity Monitoring System,
Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN) is used to acquire and
store data. In total, data from 72 MER trajectories are
retrospectively analyzed in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick,
MA). Initially, the acquired signals are digitally high-pass
filtered at 0.5-10 kHz applying a 4-pole Butterworth filter.
The method we present here is based on the assessment of
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two-scale neuronal activity: a. spiking activity quantified
through the spike detection process [12] and b. activity of
small neural populations quantified through the
background unit activity extraction process [13] (figure 1).
2.3. The Phase Model
We consider the following Langevin equation (by
virtue of the Stratonovich interpretation [7]) describing an
ensemble of N globally coupled identical phase
oscillators, driven by intrinsic independent and extrinsic
common noises, but also subject to external forcing:
di
K N
    sin 2π  j  i   I RI i  i t 
dt
N j 1
(1)

 



  C RC i  t   Δi ,    t   k 
k

Here, i  0,1 is the phase variable of the ith oscillator,
 is its natural frequency and K  0 is the coupling
strength. We assume that  i t  is zero mean Gaussian
white noise, added independently to each oscillator, with
correlation specified by i t  j t    ij t  t  , where

 ij  1 if i  j and 0 if i  j .We regard  t  as colored
noise with zero mean and unitary variance, i.e. with
t

autocorrelation

1  C
e
function C t    t  0 
2 C

.

Thus,  t  can be regarded as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process with correlation time  C [7].  I and  C are small
parameters representing the intensity of independent and
common noise, respectively. RC i  and RI i  are phase
sensitivity functions that represent the linear response of
the phase variable i to the respective infinitesimal noise
perturbations, while Δi ,   is the phase response curve
(PRC) to a single (DBS) impulse [8, 9].  represents the
stimulus amplitude and  k are the input times.
Introducing the Kuramoto order parameter defined by
1 N 2i
re 2i   e j [8], Eq. (1) can be rewritten as [14]:
N j 1
d
   Kr sin2π      I RI   t 
dt
,
  C RC   t   Δ ,    t   k 

(2)

where r characterizes the mean degree of synchrony and
 is the mean phase of the oscillators. Next, defining the
effective drift and diffusion coefficients [15]
1

0


0
1



0

v   C2  dsC s  dRC  RC    s 

(3)

D   C2  dsC s  d RC  RC   s 

(4)

we obtain the following white-noise Langevin equation:



(5)

k

The Stratonovich Eq. (5) is converted to an equivalent Itο
stochastic differential equation [7]:
d
   Kr sin2π     v   I RI    D  t 
dt
(6)

 I RI    I RI    D  Δ ,    t   k 
2
k
Phase eq. (6) is solved through the stochastic map from
one stimulus cycle to the next [16]. We consider that the
inter-impulse interval (IPI) Δ n   n1   n obeys the
gamma distribution with a mean of 130Hz and increasing
degrees of temporal variability [10]. The phase dynamics
during the IPI Δ n is described by
 n 1   n









   Kr sin2π   n   v 







I
2

RI  n 



  I RI  n   D Δ n   I RI  n   D W  Δ n 

(7)

 Δ n ,  
where W t  is a Wiener process with probability density
function (PDF) f Wt , which is a Gaussian with zero mean

and variance Δ . The stochastic map is defined by the
Perron-Frobenius operator, that maps the density of
phases at the time of the n  1th impulse, pn 1   , onto
the density of phases at the time of the nth impulse,
pn   [17,18,19]:
pn 1   
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d
   Kr sin2π     v   Ι RI    D  t 
dt
 Δ ,    t   k 

 ,  
  R    D








  G  



1

 R    D  p  d 
n

I I

where GΔτ  is the PDF of the IPIs. Discretizing the
density into M  500 bins of size 1 / M , the stochastic
map is approximated using a 500  500 transition matrix
A( , ) (stochastic kernel) having all positive entries and
a spectral radius of 1 [17, 18] (figure 2). This matrix
possesses the strong Perron-Frobenius property [20]. The
iterated mapping (8) converges to the steady-state phase
distribution (invariant density), pst   , represented by the
eigenvector corresponding to the dominant (unit)
eigenvalue of the transition matrix. To quantify the
stability of the synchronized states we calculate the
Lyapunov exponent, using phase map (7), as [21, 22]:
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ln d n 1 / d n



Δ



1
Δ

1



0

0

 d  dΔ  

ln 1   2πKr cos 2π   

I



RI    RI    D
2
 Δ ,    p st  


where

Δ

1

(9)

 Δ

 130Hz . Nonpositive values of the

Lyapunov exponent indicate synchronization.
2.4. Determination of Phase Sensitivity Functions
Taking into consideration that for weak Gaussian
common driving noise, a Type-II PRC is optimal for
stochastic synchronization [23], we use this shape for the
phase sensitivity to common noise in order to simulate the
state of pathological synchronization in PD. A Type-I
PRC is selected for the phase sensitivity to independent
noise. Accordingly we consider

2
1  cos 2π 
3
Differently, there is evidence that the type 0 PRC may be
optimal for stochastic desynchronization [24]. Hence, in
order to simulate the desynchronizing effect of DBS we
consider Δ ,0  0 and
RC    2  sin2π  and RI   

  e10  0.5

Δ ,    
   1e10  0.5 

where 0    5 .

0   0.5
0.5  1

,

(10)

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: Stochastic kernel functions based on MER at C
0, right STN, case 1, (a) for   0 and (b) for   5 , and
pattern variability of 70%.
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with periodic boundary condition  0, t    1, t  .
Extending the definition of the phase from   0,1 to
   and considering  I  1 , we obtain the following
approximations [25]:
RI    RI t  and Kr sin2π     Kr sin2πψ  t  .
The Fokker-Planck equation for the corresponding PDF
  , t  is



   Kr sin2πψ-t   v  I R t 
t
2



  I RI t   D

    R t 2 D 
I

2

I

 2

(12)

 2

  ,0     ,    .
By taking the inverse Fourier Transform
of
iη
~
~
  , t    e
  , t d , with   ,0  1 , we obtain:


2.5. Determination of Model Parameters

 ( , t ) 

There are eight parameters that must be estimated in the
phase model (6):  , r , K ,  ,  C , v , D and  I . We
set   1 according to [6]. The modulus r of the order
parameter (mean degree of synchrony) and the coupling
strength K are adjusted to effect a substantial neural
correlation but not perfect synchrony in the absence of
stimulation [6]. Hence, we set K  0.8 and r  0.44 .We
also consider   0 . As indicated by Eqs. (3) and (4)
calculation of parameters v and D is dependent on
estimation of  C and C t  . The intensity of common
noise  C is determined through evaluation of the power
spectral density function of the background unit activity
[13] using Welch’s method, while the autocorrelation
function of the same signal is used as an estimate of C t  .
We proceed to evaluate the intensity of the independent
noise  I , through definition of the first passage time
problem for the phase model (6) with no input. Let
  , t  represent the PDF of phases at time t .The
corresponding Fokker-Planck equation is [7]
I '
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Respectively, the first passage time distribution is simply
zt    1, t  . Finally, maximization of the log likelihood
function L over  I yields an estimate for  I [16]:
d
d
L I Δti , v, D  
ln z Δti  I , v, D   0 (14)
d I
d I i

 I2


RI2 (t )  

D


RI (t ) 



2



where Δt i  are the interspike interval (ISI) data.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3: Simulation results. (a) Application of three
distinct stimulation patterns and (b) the respective
Lyapunov exponent  as a function of the stimulus
amplitude  , at site C +1, right STN, case 14. Asterisks
denote significant differences ( p  0.05 ).
3. Results
Figure 2 depicts the stochastic kernel functions for two
values of stimulus amplitude  and pattern variability of
70%, derived based on MER at a specific site depth. For
  0 , the proposed phase model reproduces the
pathological synchronized state (     ), while for   5 ,
the obtained state is less synchronized. Figure 3(b)
displays the Lyapunov exponent for three distinct
stimulation patterns, as a function of stimulus amplitude,
derived based on the analysis of MER at a particular site
depth. Overall, the Lyapunov exponent gradually
increases with increasing stimulus amplitude, thereby
reflecting the ability of the model to simulate the
desynchronizing effect of stimulation [3-6]. Importantly,
values of the Lyapunov exponent corresponding to each of
the irregular patterns of stimulation are significantly
higher than the values of the exponent corresponding to
the regular pattern of stimulation ( p  0.05 ). In the total
of the recordings examined, this significant difference was
verified for stimulation patterns displaying a minimum
temporal variability of 70-80%.
4. Conclusion
Application of the proposed stochastic dynamical
model to data pertinent to physiologically-guided DBS
procedures signified the role of alternative stimulation
patterns characterized by temporal irregularity in a
potentially more effective symptom control in PD.
Additional effect evaluation of long pauses and bursts in
temporally irregular stimulation patterns [1, 2] would
provide a deeper insight into the specific stimulation
characteristics correlated with improved efficacy in PD.
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Abstract–Recently it is reported that the brain
activation derives not only from the region solely but also
among the network of the brain. In this study, we adopted
recurrence plots and joint recurrence plots for NIRS (near
infra-red spectroscopy) data to detect the difference in
functional connectivity between motor execution and
imagery. We examined the functional connectivity among
the three regions in both right and left hemispheres, (1)
pre-motor area and supplementary motor area (PM+SM),
(2) primary motor area (M1) and (3) primary sensory area
(S1). Furthermore, global recurrence plot was calculated to
detect the changes in functional connectivity between rest
and task.
As a result, in motor execution, functional connectivity
changes are detected significantly between left M1 and left
S1, between left M1 and right PM+SM and between left
S1 and right S1. In motor imagery task, more functional
connectivity changes are found among six regions. Our
study shows that joint recurrence plots could be a useful
tool for detecting the functional connectivity and
discriminating the difference between motor execution and
imagery.

2. Recurrence plots for NIRS

1. Introduction

Fig.1. Optical pathway of near infra-red light.
Near infra-red light travels from the emitter to the receptor.

Traditionally, there are many devices developed with
which the brain activity can be measured, and many
researches have been done to report the functions in the
brain. In past researches, the activation of the brain was
often reported. Recently many studies about functional or
effective connectivity have been reported to detect the
network in the brain with various kinds of devices, such as
EEG (electroencephalogram), MEG (magnetoencephalogram), fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging),
and NIRS.
NIRS is a spectroscopic device with which the brain
activity can be measured non-invasively and lowrestrictedly. There are so many researches with NIRS,
however, the analysis of NIRS data is not well established.
In this study, we adopted recurrence plot and joint
recurrence plot to detect the changes of functional
connectivity in NIRS data. Furthermore, we examined the
dynamic connectivity changes with global recurrence plot
in motor execution and imagery tasks.

2.1. NIRS
NIRS refers as near infra-red spectroscopy with which
the brain activity can be measured. Using two or three
wavelengths of near infra-red light, the relative
hemoglobin concentration changes from the baseline can
be measured [1]. The optical pathway of near infra-red
light is shown in Fig.1.

When near infra-red light travels from the emitter, it
goes through hair, scalp, skull, dura, arachnoid, pia mater,
cortex, reflecting and scattering repeatedly, then it goes
out of the scalp and reaches to the receptor. The intensity
ratio of near infra-red light decreases less than micro order.
With modified Lambert Beer’s Law, the relative changes
of hemoglobin concentration in cortex blood flow from
the baseline is measured [1].
There are many advantages in NIRS. The measurement
with NIRS is non-invasive and low-constrained. Moreover,
NIRS is relatively small and portable compared to other
devices such as fMRI and MEG. There is no need for
shielding nor strong magnetic fields, so subjects can be
infants or in/outpatients. In recent studies, multi-modality
is reported, for example, recording simultaneously with
fMRI [2], with EEG [3] or with MEG [4]. For clinical
usage, many studies have been reported in the department
of neurosurgery, rehabilitation and psychic medicine [5].
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2.2. Recurrence plot
Recurrence plot is one of the useful methods for time
series analysis [6] [7]. For a single time series, recurrence
plot is defined as a symmetrical binary matrix, which is
based on the distance among the elements of the time
series. The definition of recurrence plot is stated below.
Let x(t) be a time series. With a threshold r, recurrence
plot Rij(x(t)), the symmetrical binary matrix, is defined as
follows.

Recurrence plot can visualize the inner structure of
single time series. If threshold r is given, recurrence plot is
uniquely defined as a binary matrix. Therefore, there
exists one to one correspondence between the inner
structure of time series and its recurrence plot.
For physiological data, analysis with recurrence plot
has already reported in EEG [8] or fMRI [9].
2.3. Joint recurrence plot
For a single time series, as explained above, recurrence
plot is defined. Moreover, based on the recurrence plots,
joint recurrence plot is defined for two time series [10].
Let X(t) and Y(t) be two time series, joint recurrence
plot is defined as follows.
If the threshold r is given, recurrence plot of X(t), Y(t)
can be obtained, RX, RY, respectively.

the right side follows the binomial distribution. Moreover,
if m is sufficiently large, the binomial distribution can be
approximated by the normal distribution. After we
standardized and performed z-test, if null hypothesis is
rejected, then functional connectivity exists between two
time series.
As mentioned above, if two time series X(t), Y(t) and
threshold are given, JRXY is defined as a binary element of
which the value is one or zero. If we have two or more
time series, by collecting all the results of calculation
through every pair of time series, we can get the joint
recurrence plot for the set of these time series. It is easy to
see that joint recurrence plot is defined as a symmetrical
binary matrix.
In this study, the threshold r for recurrence plot is given
so that the probability of p and q in Fig.2 is equal to 0.05,
and for joint recurrence plot, the significant level of the ztest is given by 0.10[10].
2.4. Global recurrence plot
By calculating joint recurrence plot, we can detect the
static connectivity between two or more time series.
Furthermore, with joint recurrence plots, global recurrence
plot can be defined [11]. For long-term multiple time
series, if the distance between the joint recurrence plot is
given, we can detect the dynamic network changes with
global recurrence plots as a binary matrix.
If we divide long-term multiple series into several
segments, the joint recurrence plots can be obtained in
each segments individually. Joint recurrence plots can be
replaced with undirected graphs. After checking the
difference between the graphs, the global recurrence plot
can be obtained with the Hamming distance.
3. Experimental design
3.1. Subjects and methods

Fig.2. Joint recurrence plot.
The symbol ‘.*’ denotes a multiplication
element by element in matrices.
If we see 1s at the same coordinate in both matrices of
the right side of the formula in Fig.2, then place 1 for the
corresponding coordinate in the left side, otherwise, place
0. Let m be the number of the elements in the triangle
shown in Fig.2. Then calculate the ratio of 1s in the
triangle in each matrix. If two time series X(t) and Y(t) are
independent, then their recurrence plots RX and RY are also
independent. Therefore the ratio of 1s in each matrix in

Eleven healthy subjects participated in the experiment.
All of them have no neurological disorder and are judged
as right-handed with Edinburgh Handedness Inventory.
Measurements with NIRS were done in the quiet and
lighted room appropriate for the experiments. We adapted
the block design, which consists of pre-task period (20s),
task period (20s) and post-task period (20s). With pacing
visual stimuli on the PC monitor, subjects are asked to
execute grasping or to image grasping hands during task
periods. In each session, the block design was repeated
five times. Through one session, the subjects was asked to
perform the same task. For every subject, two
measurements (motor execution or imagery) were done,
however, the order of the task was pseudo-randomized.
The experimental design is shown in Fig.3.
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Fig.3. Experimental design.
Each block consists of pre-task period (20 sec), task
period (20sec) and post-task period (20sec).
In a motor task, it is well known that primary motor
area in contralateral hemisphere activates significantly, so
we adapted the center of the measuring point to C3 in
international 10-20 system. Moreover, we estimated the
projection onto the cortical surface of the measuring point
with 3D digitizer (FASTRAK, POLHEMUS) and NIRSSPM [12] [13] [14] [15].
NIRS data was obtained with Foire-3000 (Shimadzu
Corporation, Kyoto, Japan, the sampling rate: 130ms).
Data analysis was done with MATLAB2012 (MathWorks).
Each experiment was performed according to the tenets
of the Declaration of Helsinki and under the approval of
the Ethics Committee of the Tokyo Denki University.
Written informed consent was obtained from all the
subjects after the explanation of the nature and possible
consequences of the study.

Each time series contains 2307 time points in raw
NIRS data. According to the intervals of rest and task, we
divided the time series into 15 segments in all and, to
avoid the influence of boundary between rest and task, we
chose 100 consecutive points from 50th point of segment.
To improve the signal to noise ratio, signal averaging was
calculated and, as a result, we obtained three signalaveraged segments (pre-task period, task period and posttask period) in each measuring point. Then we calculated
the recurrence plots and the joint recurrence plots of each
subject’s data.
Furthermore, global joint recurrence plot was checked
in all subjects to detect the changes in networks of
functional connectivity with Hamming distance equal to
2[11].
To detect the network changes statistically between pretask period and task period, we performed paired binomial
test (significant level=0.001) for joint recurrence plots.
4. Results
At first we check the functional connectivity in each
subject. In motor execution, significant functional
connectivity was found between left M1 and left S1,
between left S1 and right S1 and between right PM+SM
and left M1.
On the other hand, in motor imagery task, the
functional connectivity was found between among left
hemisphere, between left PM+SM and right M1, between
left PM+SM and right S1, between right M1 and right S1
and between right M1 and left S1.

3.2. Data analysis
After we acquired the coordinates of measuring points
with 3D digitizer, we chose six measuring points as nodes,
each of which corresponds to (1) pre-motor area (PM) and
supplementary motor area (SM), (2) primary motor area
(M1) and (3) primary sensory area (S1) in both right and
left hemispheres (Fig.4).

Fig.4. Selection of the measuring points.
PM: premotor area, SM: Supplementary motor area,
M1: Primary motor area, S1: Primary somatosensory area.

Fig.5. Connectivity changes between rest and task.
Red arrows indicate the existence of the changes
in connectivity between rest and task.
The result of global recurrence plot in characteristic
subject is shown in Fig.6. The horizontal and vertical red
lines indicate the time at which subject began to grasp or
imagine grasping. In motor execution, four of five red
lines coincided with the beginning of the task. On the
contrary, in motor imagery task, the coincidence is not
obvious compared to motor execution. Therefore, it is
suggested that the changes in functional connectivity
could be detected with global recurrence plot.
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the difference between the motor execution and imagery.
Moreover, it is suggested that the global recurrence plot
could contribute to detect the changes in functional
connectivity in motor execution.
Acknowledgments
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Fig.6. Global joint recurrence plot of subject #1.
Horizontal and vertical red lines indicate
the beginning of motor execution or imagery.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a similarity-based
image retrieval considering shape and texture by selforganizing map with refractoriness. Most of the conventional image retrieval systems are used color information
mainly, and feature on shape and texture are not fully considered. We carried out a series of computer experiments
and confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed system.
1. Introduction

where C sN is the set of the regions which belong to the area
s for the natural objects, xiN(p,s,l) is the output of the neuron
i in the self-organizing map which learns the color of the
natural objects when the color information at the region l
which belongs to the area s in the image p is given.
The feature vector on the color of the artifacts at the area
s in the image p, xA(p,s) is given
 by

 X

A(p,s)
A(p,s,l)


xi
= g 
xi
(3)

l∈C sA

Recently, some similarity-based image retrieval systems
which make use of the flexible information processing ability of artificial neural networks have been proposed[1][10]. Most of these systems use color information as feature, the image retrieval for scenery images can be realized.
However, in most of these systems, feature on shape and
texture are not fully considered.
In this paper, we propose a similarity-based image retrieval considering shape and texture by self-organizing
map with refractoriness.

C sA

where
is the set of the regions which belong to the area
s for the artifacts, xiA(p,s,l) is the output of the neuron i in the
self-organizing map which learns the color of the artifacts
when the color information at the region l which belongs to
the area s in the image p is given.
2.2. Color and Size of Artifacts
The feature vector on color of artifacts xA2(p) is calculated by
X
xiA2(p) =
xiA(p,l) r A(p,l)
(4)
l∈C A

2. Image Features
In the proposed system, color, color and size of artifacts, shape (distance from circumcircle)[12], SIFT (ScaleInvariant Feature Transform)[13], HOG (Histograms of
Oriented Gradients)[14], spectrum, LBP (Local Binary
Pattern)[15] and keywords are used as image features.
2.1. Color
In the proposed system, each image is divided into some
regions by the K-means algorithm[11]. Then, normalized
average x, y and z coordinates in the HSV color space on
each region are trained in the self-organizing map, and are
used as image feature. Here, two self-organizing maps for
natural objects and artifacts are used. In the proposed system, the features on color are calculated per nine areas.
The feature vector on the color of the natural objects at
the area s in the image p, xN(p,s)
 is givenby

 X
(1)
xiN(p,s,l) 
xiN(p,s) = g 

g(u) =

l∈C sN

1 (u > 0)
0 (u = 0)

(2)

where C A is the set of artifact areas, xiA(p,l) is the output of
the neuron i of the self-organizing map which learns the
color of the artifacts when the color information at the region l which belongs to the area s in the image p is given,
r A(p,l) is the rate in the whole artifacts areas of the area l of
the image p.
A3(p)
The feature on size of artifacts
is calculated by
X x
(p,l)
S
l∈C A

xA3(p) = X

S (p,l)

(5)

l

where S (p,l) is the number of pixels of the region l of the
image p.
2.3. Shape (Distance from Circumcircle)
As the method to describe the shape, we use the distance
between the point on the circumcircle and the edge of the
object [12]. In this method, first, the center of the object is
found by the moments, and the circumcircle centering on
the point is drawn. Then the distance from the point on the
circumference to the edge of the object toward the center is
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Search Request 1

Search Request 4

(a) Circumcircle

Search Request 2

(b) Distance from Circumcircle

Figure 1: Shape (Distance from Circumcircle).
calculated. Figure 1 shows an example of the circumcircle
of the object and the corresponding shape information.

Search Request 3

Search Request 5

Figure 2: Search Requests 1∼5.

2.4. SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform)
SIFT is an algorithm to detect and describe local features in images. In the proposed system, the feature vector on SIFT is generated based on the idea of the Bag-ofFeatures[16].

3.2. Learning Process

An image spectrum is used as one of image features.
Here, the calculated spectrum is divided into N k ×N l areas,
and binarized average spectrum in each area is used.

In the learning process of the proposed system, image
features of the images to be stored are trained in the selforganizing map with refractoriness.
Step 1 : Extraction of Artifacts
In Step 1, the original image is divided into some regions
by the K-means algorithm, and whether or not artifacts are
included is judged for each divided area.
Step 2 : Generation of Feature Vectors
In Step 2, the image features are extracted from the images to be stored, and the feature vectors are generated.
Step 3 : Learning of Self-Organizing Map with
Refractoriness
In Step 3, the feature vectors generated in Step 2 are
trained in the self-organizing map with refractoriness.

2.7. LBP (Local Binary Pattern)

3.3. Image Retrieval Process

LBP is the texture features which uses patterns that
shows the magnitude relation of local brightness in an image. In this system, normalized histogram of LBP is used
as one of image features.

In the proposed system, the following five search requests are considered (Fig.2) as similar as the conventional
system[10], and the feature vector is generated for the key
image based on the search request which is selected by a
user.

2.5. HOG (Histograms of Oriented Gradients)
HOG is feature descriptors which is used for object detection. The feature vector on HOG is generated based on
the idea of the Bag-of-Features as similar as the feature
vector on SIFT.
2.6. Spectrum

2.8. Keywords
Keywords such as sky, cloud, tree also can be used as the
query.
3. Similarity-based Image Retrieval
Organizing Map with Refractoriness

using

Self-

(1) Retrieval of images which are similar to key image
(2) Retrieval of images which are similar to a part of key
image
(3) Retrieval of images which have similar feature of
same positions

3.1. Structure

(4) Retrieval of images which have similar features to
common features in plural key images

The proposed system is based on the self-organizing map
with refractoriness[2] and it has two layers; (1) Input Layer
and (2) Map Layer. The neurons in the Input Layer receives the feature vector of key image(s) and the neurons
in the Map Layer whose connection weights are similar to
the input feature vector fires. In the proposed system, each
neuron in the Map Layer corresponds to one of the stored
images.

(5) Retrieval of images which include similar artifacts in
different position

(1) Generation of Feature Vector
The feature vector is generated for the key image(s)
based on the search request which is selected by a user.
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If Search Request 3 is selected, the feature vector on
color information of natural objects is given by

−1
(if all regions in area s





are outside the selected





 
N(p,s)
 part by users)
xi
= 
(6)

 X





N(p,s,l)


 (otherwise)

xi
g 




 
l∈C sN

C sN

where
is the set of the regions which belong to the area
s for the natural objects, xiN(p,s,l) is the output of the neuron
i in the self-organizing map which learns the color of the
natural objects when the color information at the region l
which belongs to the area s in the image p is given. In
the proposed system, if all regions in area s are outside
the selected part by users are set to −1. In the same way,
the feature vector for the color information of artifacts is
generated. And, spectrum and LBP are not used.
If Search Request 4 is selected, the feature vector is generated from the plural key images. In the proposed system, first, the feature vector for each key image x(p) (p =
1, · · · , N key ) is generated. Here, N key is the number of key
images. Then, the feature vector for the plural key images
x is generatedfrom x(p) as follows:

N key−1 N key



 X X


(q)
(p)
(p)



 xi

|x
−
x
|
=
0
i
i

(7)
xi = 


p=1 q=p+1


 −1 (otherwise)
.

As shown in Eq.(7), the proposed system uses only the
common features in all key images.
(2) Image Retrieval

where f (= 1, · · · , F) is an image feature (1 : color (natural
objects), 2 : color (artifacts), 3 : color ratio of artifacts, 4 :
size of artifacts, 5 : shape (distance from circumcircle), 6 :
SIFT, 7 : HOG, 8 : spectrum (natural objects), 9 : spectrum
(artifacts) 10 : LBP, 11 : keywords). C f is the set of the
inputs corresponds to the feature f , wyij is the connection
weight from the neuron j in the Input Layer to the neuron i
of the module y in the Map Layer, and x j is the jth element
in the input feature vector. µ( f ) is the weighting coefficient,
and it is given by
 1
0



(N ( f ) > 0)
0( f )
µ( f ) = 
(10)
N

0

0
(N ( f ) = 0)
0
where N ( f ) is the number of neurons which correspond to
the feature f and is not equal −1.
φ(wyij , x j ) is given by
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φ(wi j , x j ) = 
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=
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0
(x j = −1)



 wy − x
(otherwise)
j
ij
g

The image retrieval process of the proposed system has
four steps.
Step 1 : Input of Feature Vector
Image features of the key image(s) are given to the Input
Layer.
Step 2 : Calculation of Internal States of Neurons in
Map Layer
When the image feature of the key image(s) is given to
the Input Layer, the internal state of the neuron i of the
module y in the Map Layer at the time t + 1, uyi (t + 1) is
calculated by
t
X
Dr (wy , x)
uyi (t + 1) = 1 − √ i
krd xiMAP(y) (t − d) (8)
−α
F0
d=0
0
where F is the number of image features which is used
in the retrieval process, α is the scaling factor, kr is the
damping factor, and xiMAP(y) (t) is the output of the neuron i
of the module y in the Map Layer at the time t. Dr (wyi , x)
is the distance between the weight vector of the neuron i of
the module y in the Map Layer wyi and the input x, and is
given by
v
u
u
tX
F
X
y
(φ(wyij , x j ))2
(9)
µ( f )
Dr (wi , x) =
f =1

j:x j ∈C f

where C11 is the neuron set corresponding to keywords, C11j
is the neuron set corresponding to the keyword which belongs to the same group to j, and kw (0 < kw < 1) is the
constant.
In each module, the neuron whose internal state calculated by Eq.(8) is maximum is selected as the winner neuron c(y) .
Step 3 : Calculation of Outputs of Neurons in Map
Layer
The output of the neuron i of the module y in the Map
Layer at the time t, xiMAP(y) (t) is calculated by
(
y
y(i)
(y)
xiMAP(y) (t) = 1, (i = c , ui (t) > θ s1 and Dmax < θ s2 )
0, (otherwise)
(12)
(y)
where c is the winner neuron in the module y, and θ s1 and
θ s2 are the thresholds. Dy(i)
max is the maximum distance for
the image feature in the neuron i of the module y, and is
given by




N
X

µ( f ) (φ(wy , x ))2 
(13)
Dy(i)
j
max = max 

ij

f 
j=1

.

In the proposed system, each stored image corresponds
to a neuron in the Map Layer. So, the images corresponding
to the fired neurons in the Map Layer are output.
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Step 4 : Repeat
Steps 2 and 3 are repeated. If the Search Request 5 is
selected and there is no similar image corresponding to the
key image or the user can not get enough similar images,
go to Step 5.
Step 5 : Retrieval Images which include Similar Artifacts in Different Position
The cases when the artifacts are shifted to the left or
right, and up and down position b (∈ {±0.5, ±1.0, ±1.5,
±2.0}) are considered. The image retrieval which include
similar artifacts in different position is realized by the
method proposed in ref.[9].
4. Computer Experiment Results
Table 1 shows the precision, the recall and F-measure
of the proposed system and the conventional system[10]
which stores 550 images. From these results, we confirmed
that images can be searched with the proposed system more
correctly than the conventional system.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed the similarity-based
image retrieval considering shape and texture by selforganizing map with refractoriness. Most of the conventional image retrieval systems are used color information
mainly, and feature on shape and texture are not fully considered. We carried out a series of computer experiments

Table 1: Precision, Recall and F-measure.
(a) Search Request 1

Conventional
Proposed

Precision
0.970264
0.992346

Conventional
Proposed

Precision
0.875231
0.907935

Conventional
Proposed

Precision
0.865801
0.883741

Conventional
Proposed

Precision
0.989465
0.994253

Conventional
Proposed

Precision
0.952857
0.967825

Recall
0.819721
0.823518

F-measure
0.888662
0.900084

(b) Search Request 2

Recall
0.801817
0.839824

F-measure
0.836917
0.872552

(c) Search Request 3

Recall
0.769191
0.774816

F-measure
0.814642
0.825702

(d) Search Request 4

Recall
0.935322
0.955291

F-measure
0.961632
0.974383

(e) Search Request 5

Recall
0.823193
0.835218

F-measure
0.883292
0.896645

and confirmed that images can be searched with the proposed system more correctly than the conventional system.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a melody retrieval
system using self-organizing map with refractoriness. This
system can retrieve melodies from the key melody which
is given by MIDI keyboard. In the proposed system, the
stored melodies are divided into phrases composed of four
bars, and the features on pitch and phonetic value are employed. Since the proposed system is based on the selforganizing map with refractoriness, the plural neurons in
the map layer corresponding to the input key melody can
fire sequentially because of refractoriness of neurons. We
confirmed that the proposed system can retrieve correct
melodies from the key melody which is given by MIDI keyboard in 98.5% cases.

1. Introduction
Recently, some melody retrieval systems which make
use of flexible information processing ability of neural networks have been proposed. The conventional methods for
music retrieval generally can be classified into the two
groups; (a) retrieval from title, composer, words and so
on, and (b) retrieval from a part of melody. As the music retrieval methods from a part of melody, some systems
has been proposed[1]–[6]. For example, in the system in
ref.[6], although plural melodies corresponding to the key
melody, the key melody has to be expressed in a specific
format which is called ABC notation using the ASCII character set.
In this paper, we propose a melody retrieval system by
self-organizing map with refractoriness which can retrieve
melodies from the key melody which is given by MIDI keyboard. In the proposed system, the stored melodies are
divided into phrases composed of four bars, and the features on pitch and phonetic value are employed. Since the
proposed system is based on the self-organizing map with
refractoriness[7], the plural neurons in the map layer corresponding to the input key melody can fire sequentially
because of refractoriness of neurons.

2. Features of Melodies
In the proposed system, pitch and phonetic value and
keyword (genres of music) are used as features of melodies.

2.1. Features on Pitch and Phonetic Value
In the proposed system, melodies are divided into phrase
(four bars), and the features on pitch and phonetic value
of sounds in each phrase are defined. Here, consecutive
sounds whose pitch are same are treated as a block, and
features on pitch and phonetic value are defined per block.
2.1.1. Feature on Pitch
In the proposed system, feature on pitch of sounds is defined per block.
The feature on pitch at the block i in the phrase n of the
melody m, XiP(m,n) is given by
 (m,n)

(Pi
− P(m,n)
)


1


+ 0.5,

max


Ndi ff
XiP(m,n) = 
(1)



(1 ≤ i ≤ N (m,n) )



 −1,
(N (m,n) < i ≤ Nbmax )
where P(m,n)
is the pitch of the sound at the block i in the
i
phrase n of the melody m. In the proposed system, the
sound between C3 and C7 are used, and 0∼48 are assigned
max
to them. Ndi
ff is the maximum of the difference of two
max
pitch and Ndi
ff is set to 96 in the proposed system. And
(m,n)
N
is the number of blocks in the phrase n of the melody
m. Nbmax is the maximum number of sounds in each phrase,
and Nbmax is set to 64 in the proposed system.
2.1.2. Feature on Phonetic Value
In the proposed melody retrieval system, (1) length of
sounds per block and (2) length of each sound in the block
are used as features on phonetic value.
(1) Length of Sounds per Block
The feature on length at the block i in the phrase n of the
melody m, XiL1(m,n) is given by
 (m,n)



 Li

L1(m,n)
(1 ≤ i ≤ N (m,n) )
(2)
Xi
=
Lmax ,



 −1,
( N (m,n) < i ≤ Nbmax )
where Li(m,n) is the length of the block i in the phrase n of
the melody m. In the proposed system, the minimum length
(unit length) is set to the length of the demiquaver. And,
Lmax (=16) is the length of the whole note. In the proposed
system, the rests belongs to the block including the previous note.
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(2) Length of Each Sound in Block
The feature on length of the sound j at the block i in the
phrase n of the melody m, Xi(L2(m,n)
is given by
j)

Xi(L2(m,n)
j)



0,
(1 ≤ i ≤ Nb(m,n) and j = 1)





j

X




Li((m,n)


j0 )


0

j
=1





=
Li(m,n) ,





( 1 ≤ i ≤ N (m,n) and 1 ≤ j ≤ N (m,n,i) )






−1,





((1 ≤ i ≤ N (m,n) and N (m,n,i) < j ≤




N max ) or N (m,n) < i ≤ N max )
s

melodies are generated (See section 2). And in (2), the generated feature vectors are memorized in the self-organizing
map with refractoriness.
3.3. Melody Retrieval Process
The melody retrieval process of the proposed music
(melody) retrieval system has three phases;

(3)

(1) input of key melody using MIDI Keyboard,
(2) generation of feature vector
(3) melody retrieval by the self-organizing map with refractoriness.

b

0
where Li((m,n)
j0 ) is the length of the sound j at the block i in the

phrase n of the melody m, Li(m,n) is the length of the block
i in the phrase n of the melody m, N (m,n) is the number of
the blocks in the phrase n of the melody m, N (m,n,i) is the
number of the sounds at the block i in the phrase n of the
melody m, and Nbmax is the maximum number of the blocks
in the phrase. And N smax is the maximum number of the
sounds in the block, and N smax is set to 10 in the proposed
system.
2.2. Feature Vector
The feature vector of the melody m is generated by the
self-organizing map which trained the features on pitch and
phonetic value of sounds as similar as the conventional
system[6].
In the proposed melody retrieval system, keywords are
used as query in addition to features on pitch and phonetic
value. As the keyword, we use the genres of music.
3. Melody Retrieval using Self-Organizing Map with
Refractoriness
In this section, the proposed melody retrieval system using self-organizing map with refractoriness is explained.
3.1. Structure
The proposed system has two layers (1) the input layer
and (2) the map layer. The input layer is composed of two
parts which correspond to features (1) pitch and phonetic
value of sounds and (2) genres of music (keywords). The
map layer is composed of some modules and each neuron
in the map layer corresponds to one of the stored melodies.
3.2. Learning Process
The learning process of the proposed melody retrieval
system has two steps; (1) generation of feature vector and (2) learning in the self-organizing map with
refractoriness[7]. In (1), the feature vector for each training

(1) Input of Key Melody using MIDI Keyboard
A user inputs a part of melody. The genre of music also
can be input if needed. In the proposed system, key melody
is input by MIDI keyboard and the feature on pitch and phenolic value of sounds are extracted from the SMF (Standard
MIDI File) as follows:
(a) The length of sounds are extracted from the SMF.
(b) The base length is determined as the average of
the length of sounds whose length between lmin and
1.25lmin . Here, lmin is the minimum length of the
sound in the input key melody.
(c) Each sound is assigned to the appropriate note based
on the length of each sound divided by the base length.
(2) Generation of Feature Vector
In the proposed melody retrieval system, not only features on pitch and phonetic value of sounds for the input
key melody but also its half and twice one are employed as
the query.
Step 1 : Generation of Feature Vector on Pitch and Phonetic Value X P , X L1 and X L2
The feature vectors on pitch and phonetic value of
sounds are generated for the input key melody as similar
as for trained melodies.
Step 2 : Calculation of Internal State of Neurons in Map
Layer
The feature vector X PL(0) composed of X P , X L1 and X L2
is generated.

T
X PL(0) = (X P )T , (X L1 )T , (X L2 )T
(4)
In the proposed melody retrieval system, the feature vectors
X PL(1) and X PL(2) are also employed.

T
X PL(1) = (X P )T , (0.5X L1 )T , (X L2 )T
(5)

T
X PL(2) = (X P )T , (2X L1 )T , (X L2 )T
(6)
When the feature vector on pitch and length of sounds
X PL(l) (l=0, 1, 2) is given to the input layer, the internal
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state of the neuron i in the map layer uiMAPF (l) is calculated
by
uiMAPF (l) = DP (W i , X P ) · DL1 (W i , X L1(l) )
×DL2 (W i , X L2 )
(7)
where D (W i , X ) is the similarity for the feature of pitch
and it is given by
1
DP (W i , X P ) =
(8)
 p

 d (W i , X P ) − θ p 

1 + exp 
TP
where θ p is the threshold for pitch, T P is the steepness parameter, and d P (W i , X P ) is the Euclidean distance between
the weight vector of the neuron i (W i ) and the feature vector
on pitch (X P ).
P

P

And DL1 (W i , X L1(l) ) is the similarity for the feature of
length of sounds per block and it is given by
1
!
DL1 (W i , X L1(l) ) =
L1
d (W i , X L1(l) ) − θL1
1 + exp
T L1
(9)
where θL1 is the threshold for length of sound block, T L1
is the steepness parameter, and d L1 (W i , X L1(l) ) is the Euclidean distance between the weight vector of the neuron
i (W i ) and the feature vector on length of sound block
(X L1(l) ).
DL2 (W i , X L2 ) is the similarity for the feature on length
of each sound in block and it is given by
1
DL2 (W i , X L2 ) =
(10)
L2
d (W i , X L2 ) + 1
where d L2 (W i , X L2 ) is the distance between the weight vector of the neuron i (W i ) and the feature vector on the length
of each sound (X L2 ) and it is given by
N key
1 X L2
L2
L2
D (W i , X ) = key
d (W i , X L2 )
(11)
N k=1 k
where N key is the number of blocks in the input key melody.
dkL2 (W i , X L2 ) is the distance in the block k and between the
weight vector of the neuron i (W i ) and the feature vector on
length of each sound (X L2 ) and it is given by
X
v
u
u
u

t

(W iL2 , X L2 )2 ,





L2
j:X ,−1


j



and j∈C L2

k



L2
L2


(|
j
:
W

i j , −1 and j ∈ C k |



L2


= | j : X j , −1 and j ∈ CkL2 |)
dkL2 (W i , X L2 ) = 
v

X
X
u

u

u
L2
1

t

φ2k j (W i , X L2 ),
(W
,
X
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+
φ

i
kj




L2
L2
j:W ,−1
j:X ,−1


j
j



and j∈C L2
and j∈C L2

k
k







(otherwise)
(12)
where CkL2 is the set of neurons corresponding to the feature vector on length of each sound in the block. And,

φ1k j (W i , X L2 ) is given by
L2 2
φ1k j (W i , X L2 ) = min (WiL2
j0 − X j )
j0 :W L20 ,−1
ij
and j0 ∈C L2
k

(13)

and φ2k j (W i , X L2 ) is given by
L2 2
φ2k j (W i , X L2 ) = min (WiL2
j 0 − X j ).
j0 :X L2
,−1
j0
and j∈C L2
k

(14)

Step 3 : Calculation of Outputs of Neurons in Map
Layer
When the feature vector on pitch and length of sounds
X PL(l) (l=0, 1, 2) is given to the input layer, the output of
the neuron i in the map layer xiMAPF (l) is given by
(
MAPF (l)
MAPF (l)
> θu1 )
xi
= 1, (i = c and ui
(15)
0, (otherwise)
where the neuron c is the winner neuron whose internal
state is maximum, and θu1 is the threshold for internal state
of neurons.
Step 4 : Judgment whether One or More Neurons Fire
In Step 3, if one or more neurons fire, go to Step 5. Otherwise go to Step 7.
Step 5 : Update of Threshold θu1
If there is no neuron which fires in Step 3, the threshold
for internal state of neurons θu1 is updated by Eq.(16). If
θu1 = θmin is satisfied, the retrieval is finished. Here, θmin is
the minimum of the threshold for internal state of neurons
θu1 .
θu1 ← θu1 − ∆θu1
(16)
Then, the outputs of the neurons in the map layer for
all feature vectors are calculated again using the updated
threshold.
Step 6 : Judgment whether One or More Neurons Fire
In Step 5, if one or more neurons fire, go back to Step 5.
Otherwise go to Step 7.
Step 7 : Generation of Feature Vector X PL(l)k
The feature vectors are generated based on the outputs of
the neurons in the map layer calculated in Step 3 or Step 5.
When the feature vector on pitch and length of sounds
X PL(l) is given to the input layer, the output of the neuron in
the map layer x MAPF (l) can be expressed as the summation
of vectors xPL(l)k which has one element whose value is 1,
if |x MAPF (l) | ≥ 1 is satisfied.
M(l)
X
xiMAPF (l) =
xiPL(l)k
(17)
k=1

(|xPL(l)k | = 1, xiPL(l)k ∈ {0, 1})
where M(l)(= |x
|) is the number of elements which
is 1 in the output vector x MAPF (l) .
The kth feature vector on pitch and phonetic value of
sounds X PL(l)k is calculated by
(otherwise) PL(l)k
Xi
= 2xiPL((l)k − 1.
(18)
PL(s(l)k )
Step 8 : Generation of Feature Vector X
Steps 1 ∼ 7 are repeated for s-shifted feature vectors,
and X PL(s(l)k ) are generated.
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MAPF (l)

(3) Melody Retrieval using Self-Organizing Map with
Refractoriness

95

The feature vector for the key melody X PL(s(l)k ) is given

35

(

Melody which was Retrieved Correctly

90
The Number of Melodies

by

XiPL(s(l)k ) ,
K
Xi−N
MAPF ,

(1 ≤ i ≤ N MAPF )
(19)
(N MAPF < i ≤ N IN )
where N MAPF is the number of neurons in the map layer of
the self-organizing map which generates feature vectors on
pitch and phonetic value (length) of sounds, and N IN is the
number of neurons in the input layer of the self-organizing
map with refractoriness for melody retrieval. And XiK is the
feature on genre of music (keywords) which is given by a
user.
The retrieval process of the proposed melody retrieval
system is similar as the conventional melody retrieval
system[6]. Since the proposed system is based on the selforganizing map with refractoriness[7] as same as our previous work[6], plural neurons in the map layer whose connection weights are similar to the input feature vector of the
input key melody can fire sequentially. As a result, desired
plural melodies can be retrieved.
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(a) Proposed System
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4. Computer Experiment Results

(b) Conventional System[6]

In this experiments, the proposed system which stored
100 melodies were used. Figure 1 shows the retrieval
accuracy in the proposed system and the conventional
system[6]. In this experiment, 200 keys composed of four
bars were given by MIDI keyboard. These are a part of
stored melodies. As shown in Fig.1, the features on pitch
and phonetic value of sounds can be extracted correctly
from 94 key melodies. The features on pitch and phonetic
value of sounds extracted from 106 key melodies includes
1∼11 notes whose lengths were not correct. The proposed
melody retrieval system could retrieve the desired melodies
correctly from 197 key melodies. In contrast, the conventional system[6] could retrieve the desired melodies correctly from 128 key melodies. From this result, we can confirm that the proposed system can retrieve correct melodies
even when the key melody includes fluctuation.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed the melody retrieval system by self-organizing map with refractoriness which can
retrieve the melodies from the key melody which is given
by MIDI keyboard. In the proposed melody retrieval system, the stored melodies are divided into phrases composed
of four bars, and the feature melody of pitch and phonetic
value are employed. Since the proposed system is based
on the self-organizing map with refractoriness, the plural
neurons in the map layer corresponding to the input key
melody can fire sequentially because of refractoriness of
neurons. And plural melodies to be retrieved can be fired.
From computer experiment results, we confirmed that the

Figure 1: Retrieval Accuracy.
proposed system can correct melodies from the key melody
which is given by MIDI keyboard in 98.5% cases.
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1.Introduction
Masting (mast seeding) is a phenomenon in which
acorn production alternates between large and small
yields over years (Kelly 1994). Masting is recognized
as an important process for both wild-life
management and natural regeneration in secondary
forests. Large fluctuations in the acorn production of
individual trees are due to nonlinear dynamics
described as a tent map with y-intercept
(Isagi,1996,Sakai 2001), and spatial synchrony is also
caused by pollen coupling between trees. The
spatiotemporal dynamics of masting is important from
the point of ecosystem management and theoretical
ecology.
In this paper, we developed a GIS-based mating
modeling technique. Individual canopies were
identified through airborne image segmentation, and
essential data for each canopy, such as location and
size, were measured in the segmentation process. Our
model is based on the concept of a coupled map
lattice. The dynamics of the acorn production of each
tree is modeled as an oscillator in the CML. Coupling
in this CML corresponds to pollen coupling between
trees. To determine the features of the developed
spatiotemporal dynamics, we employed a spatial
autocorrelation function and conducted a parameter
study by changing fundamental system parameters
such as coupling strength. The output of the model
was expressed in a GIS base to enable easy
visualization of the spatiotemporal dynamics and
spatial synchrony.
2. Material and Method
2.1 Study site

We obtained airborne images of the forest experimental
stations of Tokyo University of Agriculture and
Technilogi located at 35°38’18”N, E139°22’41”. The
site is 38 ha and the predominant species is Quercus
serrata. The image in Fig.1 was taken on May 26,
2004, and multi-spectral imaging at a spatial resolution
of 0.2m/pixel was employed.

Fig.1 Airborne image of the study site
2.2 Extraction of canopies
Segmentation was used to extract each canopy using
the image processing system eCognitionTM. The
segmentation process is shown in Fig. 2. The first
segmentation step separated the vegetation and urban
areas. In this process, we set the scale parameter as
1000, color/shape = 9:1, and compactness/ smoothness
= 1:1. Additionally, we identified broadleaf trees from
conifer, grassland, buildings and roads via the edit tool
of eCognitionTM (Fig. 2b). In the next process, we set
the scale parameter as 30, color/shape = 1:1, and
compactness/smoothness = 7:3, which facilitated the
extraction of 6267 canopies (Fig. 2c). The canopy
objects obtained were exported in shp file format for
expression in GIS. The shp file contained object ID,
area (m2), CG latitude and longitude, shape index and
mean RGB. Via AceGIS 10.01, we eliminated noise,
shadow and anomalies, and obtained 4703 objects
(Fig.2d). The shape index was defined as,
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shape _ index 

Fig. 3 shows the spatial distribution of PS, and LT is

Length
4 Area

LT  RC PS .
i

defined as

to identify sufficiently long objects as tree canopies.

i

3.2. Model
The CML of RBM (Satake&Swasa, 2002) modeled
pollen distribution density as constant within a given
area. For anemophilous plants, however, pollen
distribution density is reported to decline with
increasing distance from the tree (Austerlitz et al. 2004).
Therefore, we developed a pollen density matrix P in
which the element pi,j denotes the pollen density at
location i from a tree located at j.

Fig. 2 Process of extracting canopies from the airborne
multispectral image. a, Airborne multispectral image; b,
Forest objects; c, Row canopy objects; d, Canopy objects
identified as Quercus serrata.

3. GIS-based masting model
3.1. Photosynthate PS and Threshold LT
The masting model was based on Isagi’s resource
budget model (RBM) (Isagi 1996, Sakai, 2001; Satake
& Iwasa, 2002). In most previous studies, an
endogenous mechanism was proposed to explain the
masting of an individual tree and the synchrony of
masting in a forest; thus, parameters such as
Photosynthate PS and Threshold LT were assumed to be
homogenous.
In this paper, we were interested in the effect of the
distribution of canopy size on masting and on masting
synchrony; therefore, we set Photosynthate PS as equal
and Threshold LT as proportional to each tree (canopy)
area, respectively.
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where pi,j is defined as a 2-dimensional normal
distribution function. di,j is the distance between tree i
and j, and x and y are its latitude and longitude,
respectively. Here, we call pi,j the pollen kernel (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Pollen kernel
We define the pollination rate of tree i, Xi(t), as a
logistic function:

X i t  

1
 n

j
1  k exp   l  p i , j C f t 
 j 1

n

where the term
Fig. 3 Spatial distribution of Photosynthate PS

p
j 1

i, j

(4)

C f t  is the total amount of
j

pollen supplied from tree j to tree i. As shown in Fig. 5,
the parameters k and l of the pollination ratio Xi(t)
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are shown in Fig.6. A 2-year period can be observed; in
addition, the on trees and off trees also can be seen
within each year.

Xi(t)

indicate the y intercept and coupling strength, which
are denoted  in Isagi’s model (Isagi 1996).

n

p
j 1

i, j

C f t 
j

Fig.5. Pollination ratio Xi(t)
k=100
Using the newly defined phtosynthate PSi, threshold
and pollination ratio Xi(t), our model is described as
follows:
LTi,

i
i

S t   PS
S i t  1   i
i
i
i

S t   PS  C f t   C a t 

C f t   S t   PS  LT
i

i

i

Ca t   RC C f t X t 
i

i

i

if
if

S i t   PS  LT
i
i
S i t   PS  LT
i

i

(5)
i

(6)

Fig.6 Spatio-temporal dynamics under RC=2.5, l=10,
σ2=1000, PSi=55.4639

(7)

where, S(t):energy reserves of plant at the beginning of
year t. Cf(t):the cost of flowering. Ca(t):the cost of
fruiting. RC=Ca/Cf .
4. Numerical experiments
4.1. Parameter setting
The number of canopy objects was 4703. Numerical
experiments were conducted for 18 parameter
combinations consisting of RC=1.5, 2.5; k=100, l=10,
15, 20; σ2= 500, 1000, 2000. Phtosynthate PSi values as
shown in Fig. 3 were used and the average of them was
calculated as 55.4639.
The initial values of the accumulated resource, Si(0),
were given as uniform random values from 0 to LTi. A
100-year time series of matured seeds cost Cai(t) data
after 10000 years of iterations were used in the analysis
to avoid transient states.

4.2. Results
As one example, the spatial distributions of acorn
production for one of the 18 parameter combinations

Fig. 7 Spatio-temporal dynamics under RC=1.5, l=10,
σ2=1000, PSi=55.46398(4.23)
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4.3. Spatial correlation
We employed Moran’s I and Spatial Pearson's
correlation function to evaluate the results of the
numerical experiments (Akita et al., 2008; Rosenstock
et al., 2011) as shown in Fig.8.
Moran’s I:

 w lag z t   z t z t   z t  (8)
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Spatial Pearson's correlation function:
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5. Conclusions
The synchrony of acorn production was investigated
via a GIS-based resource budget model, which is
expected to predict acorn production at least one year
in advance to aid wild-life animal management,
vegetation management, and sustainable and low cost
second forest management. The strength of pollen
coupling is a key control parameter to govern the
statio-temporal dynamics of masting synchrony. In
practice, information about pollen distribution at the
landscape level is crucial to realize this attempt.
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T
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i
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Fig.8 Moran’s Ir(lag) for matured seed costs Cai(t).
Red, on years tree; blue, off years tree; PSi = Areai, RC=1.5
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Abstract– Cortical neurons continuously show
spontaneous irregular activity. While cortical circuit itself
generates the spontaneous activity, underlying mechanisms
by which a network of cortical neurons sustains the
activity has remained elusive for a long time.
Computational function of the activity has also remained
unclear. Here, we introduce a recently proposed model of a
network of neurons that can robustly reproduce cortical
spontaneous activity. The model consists of conductancebased leaky integrate-and-fire neurons and based only on
biologically plausible assumptions. Utilizing the model,
we demonstrate nonlinear properties of the reproduced
spontaneous activity. We also report result of stability
analysis of the state and discuss possible relationship
between the spontaneous activity and brain waves.

In the network model, excitatory neurons connect each
other with synaptic connections whose strengths are
distributed on highly heterogeneous distributions,
typically a lognormal distribution or a stretchedexponential distribution. Due to heterogeneous
distribution of connection strengths, the network of
neurons can avoid explosive spike firings in which almost
all neurons fire simultaneously and realize stable firing
state with randomly scattered spike trains. We will
introduce the model and discuss properties of reproduced
spontaneous activity including weak oscillation associated
with the activity.
2. Results
2.1. Lognormal model of network of neurons

1. Introduction
The cerebrum cortex consists of about a ten billion of
neurons. A single neuron is a silent device that does not
generate spike firing until it receives significant strength
of external stimuli. However, cortical circuit is not silent.
Even without external stimuli to animals, neurons in the
cortical circuit continuously generate spikes [1]. In
contrast with evoked activity that appears as responses of
external stimuli to animals, this ongoing activity is called
“spontaneous activity” of cerebrum cortex. Interestingly,
the spontaneous activity is highly irregular [2]. Temporal
structure of spike trains is often indistinguishable from the
Poisson process. Spike timings among neurons are also
seems independent and synchronicity of them is very low
[3, 4]. Due to the irregular nature of the spontaneous
activity, this is often called as “noise” in the brain.
Recent experimental studies, however, have reported
various evidences suggesting that the noise in the brain is
not just noise for information processing in the brain [5-8].
The spontaneous activity is not independent from evoked
activities. Rather, this activity bi-directionally influences
on evoked activity and can influence on our perception.
Unfortunately, however, detail computational functions of
the noisy spontaneous activity have remained elusive for a
long time mainly due to lack of computational model of
network of neurons that can reliably reproduce the
spontaneous activity only from biologically plausible
assumptions.
Here, we introduce the model of a network of neurons
that can robustly reproduce spontaneous cortical activity
only based on biologically plausible assumptions [9-11].

The proposed model of network of neurons with
heterogeneous distribution of connection strengths is
described as follows. The network consists of biologically
plausible conductance-based integrate-and-fire neurons:
dvi

	
  dx

= −gL ( vi − VL ) − gE,i ( vi − VE ) − gI ,i ( vi − VI )

(

dgE,i
1
= − gE,i + ∑ gij ∑ δ t − t s,i − dij
dx
τE
j∈Exc
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(

dgI ,i
1
= − gI ,i + ∑ gij ∑ δ t − t s,i − dij
dx
τI
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s

)
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 (1)	
 

)

where vi is membrane potential of the ith neuron, gL, gE,
and gI are leak, excitatory and inhibitory conductance
respectively, VE and VI are excitatory and inhibitory
reversal potentials, τE and τI are decay time constants of
excitatory and inhibitory synaptic conductances, tsi is sth
spike timing of the ith neuron, and dij is synaptic delay
from jth neuron to ith neuron. Synaptic connection
strength from the jth neuron to the ith neuron denoted as
gij in the above equation is randomly chosen such that
amplitudes of excitatory post-synaptic potentials (EPSPs)
among excitatory neurons distribute on the lognormal
distribution
⎡ ( log x − µ )2 ⎤ 	
 .	
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Parameters of the lognormal distribution are set as the
resulting amplitude distribution of EPSPs fits
experimentally reported amplitude distribution of EPSPs
among cortico-cortical pairs of excitatory neurons [12, 13].
The model network typically consists of 10,000 excitatory
neurons and 2,000 inhibitory neurons. While in the
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original model, only synaptic connection from excitatory
to excitatory neurons are highly heterogeneous, other
connection strengths including inhibitory projection to
excitatory neurons can also be heterogeneously distributed.
Actually, experimental results reported that, in addition to
EPSPs, amplitudes of inhibitory post-synaptic potentials
(IPSPs) are not uniform but probably largely distributed as
EPSP amplitude. Also our preliminary results of network
models with heterogeneous distribution of IPSP
amplitudes suggest that inhibitory heterogeneity
significantly increase stability of spontaneous intrinsic
activity of the model.
2.2. Spontaneous irregular ongoing activity
Despite from traditional models of network of neurons
with almost uniform distribution of connection strength,
the proposed model can robustly reproduce irregular
ongoing activity that can be sustained even without
external input to the model. The spontaneous activity is
realized in the model as a stable fixed point in two
dimensional phase space of excitatory population firing
rate rE and inhibitory population firing rate rI. By
assuming that spike trains received by each neurons in the
network as the Poisson spike train and applying diffusion
approximation to EPSPs with relatively small amplitude,
we can approximate Eq. (1) as stochastic differential
equations driven by both Gaussian noise and the Poisson
process that represents inputs to the neuron on synapses
with extremely large EPSPs. The latter contribution has
not considered in traditional models of a network of
neurons.
From the stochastic differential equations we can
calculate phenomenological nonlinear equations of
excitatory and inhibitory firing rate. While the Gaussian
noise contributes to the firing rate via stochastic flow
across the firing threshold of the integrate-and-fire neuron,
the Poisson inputs with strong EPSPs directly increase
firing rate of neurons by parallel translation of probability
density distribution of membrane potential to the positive
direction. For natural and relatively wide range of setting
of model parameters, we can find that the derived
equation has a non-trivial fixed point with nonzero
excitatory and inhibitory firing rate that corresponds to the
spontaneous activity.
In order to study stability of the non-trivial solution, we
perform the linear stability analysis of the
phenomenological equation around the fixed point.
Expanding the equation at the fixed point solution up to
the first order perturbation, we can obtain equation for the
stability index λ as
− λ dEE
)(λτ I +1 − aII e− λdII ) 	
 .	
 (3)	
 
	
  ( λτ E +1 − aEE e
= aIE aEI e − λ (dEI +dIE )
Here, dXX, X=E or I, is average delay between excitatory
(E) and/or inhibitory (I) neurons. aXX are linear coefficient
of the equation at the fixed point. By numerical

calculation of Eq. (3) we find that λ has negative real part
indicating that the non-trivial solution is stable.
Interestingly, numerical analysis reveals that imaginary
part of λ is not equal to zero. This means that while
arbitral perturbations with finite amplitude averagely
decay in the rate description, it does not decay
monotonously. Rather, perturbed inputs always give
oscillating component to the rate dynamics. This finding
is extremely important because the rate description is an
approximation of the original spiking dynamics of the
network and due to the finite-size effect, rate dynamics
always perturbed with weak finite size fluctuation.
Therefore, while the spontaneous activity realized as a
steady fixed point in the rate description, the spontaneous
state of the model actually realized as fluctuating state
with weak oscillation. This result may partly explain
origin of brain wave because coarse-grained rate
dynamics correspond to dynamics of local field potential.
Especially, frequency of the obtained oscillation is similar
to the fast-gamma oscillation. Also several response
properties are commonly found both in the fast gamma
wave and the obtained oscillation while details are
remained as a future work.
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Abstract—Synchronization phenomenon of uncoupled
chaotic oscillators with additive common noise input have
been investigated in previous studies. In our research, we
introduce natural environmental noise as the additive input
noise to the chaotic oscillators. The natural environmental noises are correlated in neighboring area, and we have
already shown that the limit-cycle oscillators can be synchronized by such correlated noise. Our proposed scheme
enables to synchronize unconnected real devices without
any interactions between them. In this paper, we investigate
feasibility of the proposed natural synchronization scheme
on the Rössler system as a chaotic oscillator. First, we evaluate synchronization performance by adding the correlated
Gaussian noise, and we show the possibility of synchronization of the chaotic oscillators by the correlated noise.
We also introduce a real environmental noise, the environmental sound data obtained at the neighboring microphone
devices, and we show that the Rössler oscillators can be
synchronized by such correlated environmental noise.
1. Introduction
The noise-induced phase synchronization [1, 2, 3] is a
phenomenon that uncoupled nonlinear oscillators can be
synchronized with each other by adding common identical
noise to each of the oscillators. This synchronization phenomenon does not require any signal exchanges or interactions between the oscillators, for synchronization. The theory of this phenomenon has been already clarified for the
limit-cycle oscillators [2, 3]. By applying the same identical noise sequences to the oscillators, the phase diﬀerence
between the oscillators is gradually reduced, and they synchronize with each other. The chaotic oscillators can also
be synchronized by adding common noises [1].
It has also be shown that the limit-cycle oscillators can be
synchronized even when the input noises are not identical,
but have high cross-correlation [4, 5]. Based on this noiseinduced synchronization phenomenon with the correlated
noise, we have proposed a natural synchronization scheme
for uncoupled wireless devices [4]. We use environmental
natural noises, such as the temperature and the humidity of
the air, environmental sounds and so on [4, 6, 7]. Those
environmental natural noises obtained at the neighboring
devices have high similarity. By adding such similar noises

to the nonlinear oscillators running in the neighboring devices, our proposed scheme realizes natural synchronization of those devices, without any interactions or exchanges
of the signals. We have already shown the feasibility of the
proposed synchronization on limit-cycle oscillators by using real natural environmental noises, such as humidity and
temperature of the air, sound, electro magnetic wave, or so
on [4, 6, 7].
In this paper, we introduce the chaotic oscillators and
investigate the feasibility of the proposed natural synchronization on the chaotic systems. By using synchronization
of the chaotic oscillators, unconnected devices will be synchronized with chaotic temporal behavior, which will be
useful for various new applications.
In this paper, we investigate feasibility of the proposed
scheme using chaotic oscillator. First, we evaluate the synchronization rate of the chaotic oscillators with the additive
correlated Gaussian noises. Second, we introduce the pairs
of real natural environmental data obtained in the neighboring area, and analyze feasibility of the proposed scheme using chaotic oscillators using the real environmental noise.

2. Noise-Induced Synchronization by Environmental
Noise
Our proposed synchronization scheme is based on a
noise-induced synchronization phenomenon, uncoupled
oscillators can be synchronized by adding common noise
to them. We have applied this phenomenon to synchronization among unconnected devices.
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Figure 1: Schematic image of proposed system.

3. Noise- Induced Synchronization of Chaotic Oscillators by Environmental Noise
In this paper, we introduce the chaotic oscillators to
be synchronized by environmental noise in our proposed
scheme. The chaotic oscillators can also be synchronized
with each other by adding the identical noise [1]. There
may be various applications in our proposed scheme to
synchronize un-connected chaotic oscillators by natural environmental noises. For example, using the synchronized
chaotic oscillators by our proposed natural synchronization
scheme, it may be possible to realize chaotic intermittent
communication.
4. Synchronization of Chaotic Oscillators by Natural
Environmental Noises
In the previous research of noise induced synchronization for chaotic oscillators, identical white Gaussian noises
have been used for the additive input noise [1]. In our proposal, we use the correlated noises obtained from the environment. Therefore, first, we investigate synchronization
rate of the chaotic oscillators with adding correlated noise.
In this paper, we use the Rössler system as the chaotic
oscillator. The Rössler oscillator is defined by the following equations,
ẋ(t) =

−ωy − z + ϵξ,

(1)

ẏ(t) =
ż(t) =

ωx + ay,
b + z(x − c),

(2)
(3)

45
40
Synchronization Rate [%]

Fig. 1 shows schematic image of our proposed system. We assume that the devices are placed in neighboring
area, and these devices have some sensors on each to obtain the natural environmental noises. Those environmental noises obtained in neighboring devices have high crosscorrelation [4]. The devices also have their own nonlinear
oscillator running independently. The obtained environmental noise is added to the oscillator at each. The oscillators of those devices synchronize in neighboring area based
on noise-induced synchronization. Therefore, the unconnected devices running the oscillators can be synchronized
by adding obtained environmental noise at each device [4].
We have already shown that the limit cycle oscillators
can be synchronized by using real natural noises, such
as the temperature, humidity, environmental sound and
electro-magnetic wave [4, 6, 7]. We have implemented
this proposed scheme on the wireless sensor network devices, and show the feasibility of the proposal on real unconnected devices [7]. We have also implemented the proposed synchronization scheme using several PCs equipped
with microphones. Each PC in neighboring area obtains the
environmental sound independently and inputs the sound
to running nonlinear oscillator. The oscillators on the PC
could be synchronized without any interactions between
them [6].
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Figure 2: Relationship between synchronization rate and
cross-correlation of input noises.

where a = 0.15, b = 0.4, c = 8.5 and ω = 0.97.
We assume that there are two chaotic oscillators X1 and
X2 with additive input noises ξ1 and ξ2 .
In order to evaluate the temporal diﬀerences of the oscillators, we define the Poincaŕe section on {x > 0, y = 0}.
The temporal diﬀerences is calculated at the times when
oscillators pass through the Poincaŕe section.
Fig. 2 shows relationship between the synchronization
rate and cross-correlation. In this case, we set the noise
intensity ϵ at 0.3. From this figure, it is found that the synchronization rate is over 40 % when we use identical noise
(cross-correlation coeﬃcient 1), but the rate gets worse as
the cross-correlation is reduced.
Subsequently, we use natural environmental fluctuations
as the input noise. In this paper, we use environmental
sound as the input noise of the chaotic noise-induced synchronization. The sound noise used in this paper have
higher value of cross-correlation coeﬃcient[6], and have
normalized to have 0 mean and 1.0 of standard deviation.
We input the sound noise to chaotic oscillator, and the intensity of noise is adjusted by the amplitude ϵ. We use
Rössler oscillator as the chaotic oscillator.
Figs. 3a–3d show the time series of phase diﬀerences
between two unconnected Rössler oscillators with additive
natural environmental sounds for each. Diﬀerent pairs of
the environmental sound data collected in neighbors are
used for each result. These results show that each pair of
the environmental sound data collected in the neighbor can
synchronize the unconnected chaotic oscillators. Fig. 4a
and 4b show the time series of Rössler oscillators and the
time that the oscillators have crossed the Poincaŕe section..
From Fig. 3b, we can find that the pairs of the chaotic oscillator could be synchronized in approximately 50 cycles
for all results. These result show that our proposed natural synchronization scheme is feasible also for the chaotic
oscillators.
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Figure 3: Time series of phase diﬀerence between Rössler oscillators adding natural environmental sound. The pair of (a)
(b) and (c) (d) have same initial value of phase diﬀerence between the oscillators, and diﬀerent sequences of environmental
sound are used for every result.
5. Conclusion

References

In this paper, we have investigated the noise-induced
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Abstract—Noise-induced synchronization is a common
phenomenon that is often observed from various nonlinear dynamical systems. In this paper, we investigated
the noise-induced phase synchronization of chaotic oscillators using the Hilbert transform. We analyzed the noiseinduced synchronization in several chaotic oscillators. As
a result, we confirmed that single scroll type attractors of
a chaotic oscillator can be more easily synchronized than
double scroll type attractors.

1. Introduction
Synchronization is a common phenomenon that is often
observed in nonlinear dynamical systems[1, 2, 3]. While
the synchronization can be caused by mutual couplings,
noise-induced synchronization can also be observed theoretically and experimentally in various systems. For example, Mainen and Sejnowski observed a kind of noiseinduced synchronization in neural systems. They showed
that reliability of occurrences generation improves when
neurons of neocortical slices of rats receive noisy inputs[4].
In addition, Neiman and Russell experimentally showed
that firing patterns of two uncoupled neurons of paddlefish
stochastically synchronized by common noisy currents[5].
These results indicate that common noise induces stochastic synchronization even if oscillators do not have mutual
couplings.
In 2004, theoretical results of common white noise synchronization of limit-cycle oscillators were shown by Teramae and Tanaka[6]. In Ref. [6], the phase diﬀerence between two oscillators exponentially attenuated by the common white noise. In addition, they analytically showed that
Lyapunov exponents predict those obtained by numerical
experiments very well.
On the other hand, common noise-induced synchronization of chaotic oscillators has also been investigated. For example, Zhou and Kurths numerically investigated the noise-induced synchronization of chaotic
oscillators[7]. Using the Rössler equations[8] and the
Lorenz equations[9], they showed that nonidentical chaotic
oscillators exhibit phase synchronization if the chaotic oscillator has a common white Gaussian noise.

We have also confirmed that noise-induced phase synchronization of chaotic oscillators exists in real physical
systems[10]. In our previous work[10], we used a piecewise linear Rössler circuits[11], the Rössler circuits which
we designed and the Lorenz circuits[12]. Although we experimentally show that these oscillators are synchronized
by common white noise, we used a diﬀerent phase definition for the Rössler systems and the Lorenz systems. To investigate basic mechanisms of the common noise synchronization and systematically analyze their characteristic, it
is inevitable to compare the results of the Rössler type oscillators and the Lorenz type oscillators, using the same
definition of phase diﬀerences.
Then, in this paper, we investigated the noise-induced
phase synchronization of chaotic oscillators in numerical
simulations using the same phase definition. We used the
Hilbert transform[13], which enables us to compare the
results of diﬀerent chaotic oscillators. To investigate the
common noise-induced synchronization of chaotic oscillators, we used the piecewise linear Rössler oscillators[11],
the Lorenz oscillators[12] and the Chua circuit[14]. The
Chua circuit has two chaotic attractors: a single scroll attractor and a double scroll attractor. Then, we also examined the noise-induced synchronization in terms of structural diﬀerence among chaotic attractors.
In the experiments, we applied the common white Gaussian noise to two uncoupled chaotic oscillators and investigated the frequency distribution of the phase diﬀerences
between these two chaotic oscillators. We also investigated
how chaotic oscillators synchronize in terms of noise intensity. In the real physical systems, we cannot make identical systems, which means that we investigated nonidentical
chaotic oscillators. As a result, we found that the Hilbert
transform is useful to evaluate how chaotic oscillators synchronize. We also found that synchronizability depends on
geometrical shapes of attractors.
2. Chaotic oscillators
2.1. Piecewise linear Rössler oscillator
Heagy et al.
investigated the synchronization of
the Rössler equations[8] in numerical simulations and
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experiments[11]. They modified the Rössler equations[8]
to implement them by an electrical circuit.
The piecewise Rössler oscillator has three outputs, x, y
and z, and is described by the following diﬀerential equations

dx



= −α(Γx + βy + λz),



dt





 dy
(1)
= α(x + γy),



dt






dz



= α[g(x) − z],
dt
where the function g(x) is a piecewise linear function, given
by



x ≤ 3,

 0
g(x) = 
(2)


 µ(x − 3) x > 3,
where α, Γ, β, λ and γ are parameters. The parameters in
Eq. (1) were set to α = 1, Γ = 0.05, β = 1.0, λ = 0.5,
µ = 15.0 and γ = 0.133.
2.2. Lorenz oscillator
We also used the Lorenz system which is implemented
in an electric circuit by Cuomo et al[12]. They used a
transformation of x̃ = 2.5 × 103 x, ỹ = 2.5 × 103 y, z̃ =
2.5 × 103 z[12]. Then, the Lorenz oscillator is described by
the following equations:

d x̃



= σ(ỹ − x̃),



dt





 dỹ
(3)
= r x̃ − ỹ − 20 x̃z̃,



dt






dz̃



= 5 x̃ỹ − bz̃,
dt
The Lorenz system has a geometric shape of double scroll
attractors. The parameters in Eq. (3) were set to σ = 16,
r = 45.8 and b = 4.0.
2.3. The Chua circuit
To investigate the diﬀerence of the chaotic attractor produced from the same nonlinear dynamical system, we used
the Chua circuit[14]. The Chua circuit also has three outputs x, y and z. The Chua circuit is described by the following diﬀerential equations:
 dx
G



=
(y − x) − h(x),



dt
C
1







G
 dy
(4)
=
(x − y) + z,



dt
C

2







dz
z



=− ,
dt
L

1
h(x) = m0 x + (m1 − m0 )(|x + B p | − |x − B p |).
2

(5)

The parameters in Eqs. (4) and (5) were set to C1 = 1/9,
C2 = 1, L = 1/7, m0 = −0.5, m1 = −0.8 and B p = 1. To
observe a single scroll attractor as shown in Fig. 1(a), we
set to G = 0.649, and a double scroll attractor as shown in
Fig. 1(b), we set to G = 0.70 .

Figure 1: Two attractors observed from the Chua circuit:
(a) a single scroll attractor and (b) a double scroll attractor.

3. Method
We defined the phase diﬀerence between the outputs of
two chaotic oscillators to detect noise-induced synchronization quantitatively. In our previous work[10], we used
the phase definition by the Poincaré section and the eventtiming-based phase estimation[1]. However, such phase
definitions are not enough to evaluate the common noiseinduced synchronization if we analyze several chaotic oscillators, because we cannot compare the results of phase
synchronization systematically. Then, to compare the
phase synchronization in several chaotic oscillators, we use
the method based on the Hilbert transform[13].
The Hilbert transform of x(t), xH (t), and is described by
the follwing equation:
∫ ∞
1
x(τ)
xH (t) = P.V.
dτ,
(6)
π
t
−∞ − τ
where P.V. stands for Cauchy–Principal value. Therefore,
we defined the phases φ1 (t) and φ2 (t) and phase diﬀerence
θ(t) by the following equations:
φi (t) =

tan−1

θ(t) =

tan−1

xHi (t)
(i = 1, 2),
xi (t)
xH1 (t)x2 (t) − xH2 (t)x1 (t)
.
x1 (t)x2 (t) + xH1 (t)xH2 (t)

(7)
(8)

Using Eqs.(7) and (8), we calculated the frequency
distribution of the phase diﬀerence θ(t), and examined
whether two chaotic oscillators synchronize by the common white Gaussian noise.
In addition, we changed the noise intensity to examine
how chaotic oscillators synchronize in terms of noise intensity. To define the noise intensity, we used signal-to-noise
ratio which is described by the following equation,

where the function h(x) is a piecewise linear function, given
by
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SNR = 20 log

S
,
N

(9)

where S is a variance of the outputs of the chaotic oscillators without noise, and N is a variance of the output of the
noise generator.

we cannot observe phase synchronization when we applied
common noise to the variable x. Figure 4 shows frequency

4. Results

Figure 4: The same as Fig. 2 but for the Chua circuit in
case of a single scroll attractor.

Figure 2: Phase diﬀerence of the piecewise linear Rössler
oscillators[11]. (a), (b) and (c) are color maps when common noise is applied to the first variable x, (d), (e) and (f)
are the case when common noise is applied to the second
variable y, and (g), (h) and (i) are the case when common
noise is applied to the third variable z. We compared x1 and
x2 in (a), (d), (g), y1 and y2 in (b), (e), (h), and z1 and z2 in
(c), (f), (i). In these figures, abscissas are the noise intensity defined by Eq. (9) and ordinates are phase diﬀerence
θ(t).

distributions of the phase diﬀerence of θ(t) between two
Chua circuits that have single scroll attractors. We observed phase synchronization of the Chua circuit wherever
we applied common white noise. Figure 5 shows frequency

Figure 2 shows frequency distributions of the phase difference of θ(t) between two piecewise linear Rössler oscillators. We observed the phase synchronization of the piecewise linear Rössler oscillators with all variables. Figure

Figure 5: The same as Fig. 4 but the attractor of the Chua
circuit in case of a double scroll attractor.

Figure 3: The same as Fig.
oscillator[12].

2 but for the Lorenz

3 shows frequency distributions of the phase diﬀerence of
θ(t) between two Lorenz oscillators. We observed phase
synchronization of the Lorenz oscillators when common
white noise is applied to the variables y and z. However,

distributions of the phase diﬀerence of θ(t) between two
Chua circuits that have double scroll attractors. We observed phase synchronization of the Chua circuit when we
applied common noise to the variable y. However, we observed phase synchronization only when we compared y1
and y2 . To confirm the results of the Chua circuits, we
calculated the cross correlation of x1 –x2 , y1 –y2 and z1 –z2 .
Figures 6 and 7 show the cross correlation when we applied common noise to the Chua circuits. We observed that
increase of cross correlation corresponded with phase synchronization of the Chua circuit.
For all these results, chaotic oscillators that have a geometric shape of single scroll attractor can be synchronized
easily. Chaotic oscillators that have double scroll attractors
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can also be synchronized, however, it is relatively harder to
synchronize compared with single scroll attractors

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated common noise-induced
synchronization of chaotic oscillators. We applied common white noise to two chaotic oscillators and calculated
the frequency distribution of the phase diﬀerence between
two oscillators. We found that single scroll attractors of
chaotic oscillators can be synchronized easier than double
scroll attractors of chaotic oscillators. As a result, we found
that the Hilbert transform is useful to compare how several
types of chaotic oscillators synchronize.
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Abstract– A bistable device with a spatial expanse can
present traveling wavefront at which regions in different
stable states (ex. “on” and “off” states) are adjacent to
each other. We have reported that a two-dimensional
optical bistable device (2DOBD) is one of such devices,
and the wavefront propagation can be controlled by the
irradiated light intensity. Utilizing expansion and
reduction modes of the wavefront propagation, maze
exploration was demonstrated by numerical simulation.
In this paper, we introduce external feedback to
2DOBD to realize more complexed spatio-temporal
behavior. Refractory feedback, which mimics refractory
period of a neuron provides excitability, generates
propagating pulses rather than traveling wavefront.
Delayed feedback provides spatio-temporal instability,
resulting into oscillatory and chaos-like behavior along
with spontaneous spatial inhomogeneity. Such a complex
spatio-temporal behavior is expected to contribute
realization of natural computation.
1. Introduction
In a spatially expanded bistable device, the two stable
states (here we assign the terms “on” and “off” to these
states) can coexist occupying adjacent area and their
boundary can migrate, i.e. a kind of wavefront
propagation can occur [1]. Similarly, a spatially expanded
excitable system can show pulse propagation, as in a
Belouzov-Zhabotinskii (BZ) reaction system or a neural
network system. We have been interested in such
wavefront or pulse propagation in terms of natural
(physical) computation to achieve novel information
processing scheme, and investigated various twodimensional optical bistable devices to realize a variety of
functions including maze exploration [2]. Logic operation
of AND, OR, and NOT were also demonstrated so that
2DOBD is logically universal.
To demonstrate this experimentally, we propose a
simple opto-thermal device structure shown in Fig.1. This
device is composed of a temperature-dependent optical
transmission layer (top layer) and a black light-absorbing
layer (bottom layer). The bottom black layer absorbs light
transmitted through the top layer, converting light to heat.

Temperature-dependent optical transmission change in the
top layer is realized by phase transition. Materials are
selected by the phase transition temperature TPT to be
slightly higher than the room temperature: an organic
material eicosane melts at about 37 °C, and a liquid
crystal 4-Cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl (5CB) showing
nematic-isotropic phase transition at about 35 °C. At a
temperature lower than TPT, optical transmission is low
due to scattering. At a higher temperature than TPT the
material is more transparent. When the device is irradiated
with a weak light, transmitted fraction is absorbed by the
bottom black layer and the temperature of the device
increases slightly. Increase of the light intensity causes
increase of the temperature, and at the phase transition
temperature a positive feedback starts: increase of
transmission by phase transition results in increase of heat
generation and temperature, which causes further increase
of transmission. Finally the device transit to the high
transmission (on) state (turn-on transition). When the light
intensity is reduced, transition to the low transmission
(off) state occurs at lower light intensity than in the turnon transition, showing a hysteresis character.
If such a bistable device has a spatial expanse, on-state
area and off-state area can coexist occupying adjacent
area, and the border (wavefront) can propagate [1].
Assume that the whole device is irradiated with bias light
at an intensity of bistability, and that the whole device is
initially in the off-state. If one area of the device is
irradiated with sufficiently strong light, it locally turns on,
and thermal diffusion causes turn-on of the adjacent area,
resulting into turn-on wavefront propagation. This can be
Nematic phase (opaque)
Liquid crystal
Black layer

Isotropic phase (transparent)

Thermal diffusion Propagating wavefront

Figure 1: Schematic cross-sectional diagram of an optothermal bistable device based on nematic-isotropic phase
transition of a liquid crystal. The light irradiated from top
transmits through the liquid crystal layer and is absorbed in
the black layer to be converted to heat. The liquid crystal
presents lower optical transmission due to optical scattering
at low temperature in nematic phase, while it shows higher
transmission at higher temperature in isotropic phase.
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applied to, for example, maze exploration by natural
computation [2].
Introduction of external feedback to a nonlinear system
can provide diverse and complex dynamics. For example,
delayed feedback can generate chaos. Such complex
spatio-temporal behavior under external feedback can be
a powerful tool for realization of natural computation.
In this paper, we describe numerical simulation of
spatio-temporal behavior of our spatially-expanded optothermal bistable devices, in order to examine experimental
feasibility of the devices. In addition, introduction of
external feedback is investigated to achieve more complex
behavior: refractory feedback for excitability and pulse
propagation, and delayed feedback for chaos-like
instability, are examined by numerical simulation.
2. Numerical Simulation Method
The spatially expanded opto-thermal bistable device
described above can be formulated with a thermal
diffusion equation as follows:
∂T
⎯ = ΔT + σ - ρ	

(1)
∂t
σ = A(T) I
(2)
ρ=αT
(3)
where t is the time, T the temperature, σ the generated
heat, ρ the heat lost to outside of the device, A the
temperature-dependent optical absorption, I the incident
light intensity, and α the heat dissipation coefficient (heat
resistance).
Numerical simulation was performed by the finite
element method using FreeFEM++ software [3]. To
simplify the simulation, two-dimensional (2-D) cross
section as shown in Fig.1 was used, thus one-dimensional
(1-D) wavefront propagation was treated in this paper. To
simulate feasible devices, a substrate and a top cover were
added at the bottom and top, respectively, of the core
structure shown in Fig.1. Glass or acrylic polymer was
assumed as the material of the substrate and the top cover.
The substrate contacted to a hot plate at 30 or 33 °C (for
acrylic polymer cell and glass cell, respectively), and the
top cover and side wall of the device were exposed to air
at 25 °C. Thicknesses of the top cover, 5CB or eicosane
layer, black layer, and substrate were 0.2, 0.1, 0.02, and
1.0 mm, respectively. Optical absorption of the black layer
was 100 %. Thermal diffusion constant of glass, acrylic
polymer, 5CB, and eicosane were 6.7, 0.92, 1.0, and 2.0
[10-3 cm2 s-1], respectively. Heat dissipation constant (heat
resistance) at the boundary of the devices was 0.92×10-2
[W °C-1]. Division number in vertical direction was 140,
and in lateral direction, division number was selected so
that the element size became 0.04-0.08 mm. Time step
was 0.1 sec. Temperature-dependent transmission of 5CB
and eicosane layer was assumed to be 0.5 at lower than 35
°C, 1.0 at higher than 37 °C, and linearly increasing from
0.5 to 1.0 in the temperature range of 35 to 37 °C. Bias
light intensity was in the range between 0.25 and 0.5 W/
cm2 depending on the materials and configurations, and it

was reduced when feedback was applied. Trigger light
intensity was 1.0-2.0 W/cm2.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Wavefront Propagation
Propagation of the wavefront between on- and off-state
area was investigated. Glass and acrylic polymer as the
cell (substrate and top cover) were compared in 4 mm
length devices. In Fig.2, spatial profiles of temperaturedependent transmission at interval of 1 sec are
superimposed. The trigger light was irradiated at the
center of the devices (at 1.8-2.2 mm position) for 1 sec. In
the glass cell device, wavefront width was in the range of
0.8-1.0 mm, and wavefront velocity was in the range of
0.10-0.13 mm/sec. On the other hand, the acrylic polymer
cell device presented wavefront width and velocity in the
ranges of 0.22-0.38 mm and 0.04-0.10 mm/sec. Here the
wavefront width is 10 % - 90 % width, that is the distance
between the points where the transmission is 0.55 and
0.95. The wavefront velocity is the velocity of the point
where the transmission is 0.75.

(a)
Wavefront
propagation

Wavefront with
~ 1.0 mm

Wavefront
propagation

Wavefront with
~ 0.3 mm

Figure 2: Turn-on wavefront propagation in opto-thermal
bistable devices, shown as spatial profiles of optical transmission
in eicosane layer, superimposed by 1 sec interval. (a) Eicosane in
glass cell. (b) Eicosane in acrylic polymer cell. Device length
was 4 mm, bias light intensity of 0.25 W/cm2. The first
(innermost) profile was 2 sec later than the trigger (irradiated at
the center = 2 mm position).
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The wavefront width of the acrylic polymer cell device
is significantly smaller than the glass cell device due to
lower thermal conductance (diffusion constant) of the
acrylic polymer. Smaller wavefront width is favorable for
experiment to realize smaller spatial pattern, thus e.g.
more complex maze with the same device size. The
wavefront velocity was lower at the edge of the devices,
because heat dissipation is larger at the edge. In a device
with infinite length, the velocity should be constant in this
1-D propagation.
From experimental point of view, both the wavefront
width and velocity are suitable for observation with an
ordinary video camera. For complex pattern formation,
device length of 4 mm is relatively small, and larger size
(e.g. 10 mm or more) is preferable.
3.2. Refractory Feedback
Introduction of external feedback to a nonlinear system
can provide diverse and complex dynamics. For example,
delayed feedback can generate chaos. Here we investigate
effect of external feedback introduced to spatially
expanded bistable system. In our devices, we assumed
that the transmitted light through the device was
(experimentally) observed with a video camera to achieve
external feedback. Although optical absorption of the
black layer was 100 % in our numerical simulation, we
can realize a very small optical transmission in
experiment. In numerical simulation, we can use the light
intensity at the top of the black layer (transmitted through
the eicosane layer).
The first external feedback scheme we investigated was
refractory feedback. In the refractory feedback, once the
observed light intensity becomes larger than a threshold,
the bias light at the point is reduced to 45 % of the
original intensity for a fixed period (5 sec), resulting into
turn-off of the device at the point and making a pulse.
Since this behavior is similar to the refractory period in a
neural cell, we call it “refractory” feedback.
Figure 3 shows temporal evolution of the optical
transmission profile with 4 sec interval. The leftmost
(earliest) profile was 8 sec after beginning of the trigger
light pulse, which irradiated at the position of the vertical
downward arrow. It can be seen that a pulse propagates
from left to right at almost constant shape and velocity.
(a)
4 sec

(b)
30 sec

10 sec

100 sec

20 sec

200 sec

30 sec

300 sec

Trigger

Pulse propagation

Figure 3: Pulse propagation with refractory feedback, shown as
spatial profiles of optical transmission in eicosane layer,
superimposed by 4 sec interval. Eicosane in acrylic polymer
cell of 20 mm long, bias light intensity of 0.35 W/cm2. The first
(leftmost) profile was 8 sec later than the trigger. Average halfmaximum width of the pulses was 1.01 mm, and average pulse
velocity was 0.39 mm/sec.

Average pulse width (half-maximum width) was 1.01 mm
and average pulse velocity was 0.39 mm/sec. The velocity
was higher than the wavefront velocity obtained in section
3.1, possibly because of higher bias light intensity of 0.35
W/cm2. At lower bias light intensity, the pulse could not
sustainably propagate, since reduction of light intensity by
the refractory feedback significantly “cools down” the
turning-on area.
Interestingly, the pulse was reflected at the right edge
of the device (almost at the position of the rightmost
profile), although not shown in Fig.3 to avoid complexity.
3.3. Delayed Feedback
The second external feedback scheme investigated was
delayed feedback. In the simulation, proportional
feedback was employed using parameters as follows:
feedback gain of 2, delay time of 0.5 sec, bias light
intensity of 0.4 W/cm2, and target intensity of 0.2 W/cm2.
No trigger light was used. Figure 4 shows
cross-sectional temperature distribution of a
short (8 mm long) and a long (50 mm long)
devices. Under this condition, the devices
presented oscillating behavior with a period

Figure 4: Cross-sectional temperature distribution under delayed feedback. (a) Device with Lateral length of 8 mm, (b) device
with lateral length of 50 mm (note that the scaling of the figures is not same as in (a)). Vertical structure is same as described in
section 3.1 (length scale of (a) and (b) are different) and both devices are made of eicosane and acrylic polymer. Temperature is
shown by color depicted at the right end. Bias light intensity is 0.4 W/cm2, delay time for feedback is 0.5 sec, and proportional
feedback gain is 2.
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of ca. 1.1 sec, at first uniformly in lateral direction (except
for the edges). After some time (~10 sec), spatial
nonuniformity emerged, getting more and more
nonuniform with time (Fig.4(a)). In the longer device
shown in Fig.4(b), it can be seen that nonuniform areas
are localized near the edges of the device, and the
nonuniform areas expanded toward center with time.
These results suggest that the spatial instability
(nonuniformity) originates from the edge and it
propagates to the center area. It is possible that the
spontaneous oscillation frequency is slightly different
between the edge and center area due to different heat
dissipation condition. Neighboring areas of the device are
a kind of coupled (nonlinear) oscillators, and difference in
their resonance frequency can cause beat and chaotic
behavior. However, whether the nonuniform and unstable
behavior is chaos or not is not confirmed yet. Chaos
properties such as sensitivity to initial condition
(Lyapunov exponent) are now under investigation.
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4. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have demonstrated by the finite
element method calculation that experimentally feasible
opto-thermal bistable devices with spatial expanse can
present wavefront propagation. It was shown that a device
using a lower heat conducting material with a smaller
thermal diffusion constant such as acrylic polymer
presents smaller wavefront width, i.e. sharper wavefront,
compared with a device using a higher heat conducting
material such as glass. Wavefront width (0.2-1.0 mm) and
velocity (~0.1 mm/sec) are suitable for experimental
observation with an ordinary video camera.
We have also examined external feedback so that it can
realize more complex dynamics and function to the
spatially-expanded opto-thermal bistable devices. It was
demonstrated that refractory feedback provides pulse
propagation like in a neural cell, in contrast to expansion
of on-state area in a device without feedback. With
delayed feedback, the device present spontaneous
oscillation, at first spatially uniform and later getting
nonuniform spontaneously. This spontaneous spatial
instability is suggested to originate from the edges of the
device. Examination of chaos properties in this behavior is
now in progress.
These spontaneous pattern-rhythm formation can be
applied to various computational problems such as maze
exploration, and our two-dimensional opto-thermal
bistable device is an experimentally feasible candidate for
natural computation.
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Abstract—Chimera states are exotic solutions arising
in complex dynamics, typically in networks of coupled
oscillators. They are characterized by a cluster arrangement within the network, each cluster being identified by
a particular behavior of all of its individual oscillators.
Chimeras appear thus as the occurrence of stable neighboring groups (the clusters) of oscillators, each oscillator motion being uniform within one cluster, but incongruent between clusters. We report the experimental, numerical, and
theoretical observation of such virtual Chimera states in a
particular class of complex dynamical system modeled by
a nonlinear delay integro-differential equation. The corresponding experimental setup involves an optoelectronic delay oscillator in which the dynamical variable is the wavelength of a tunable laser diode.
1. Introduction
Chimera states in complex networks of coupled oscillators were first found numerically in 2002 [1], and then
attracted great interest in the scientific community [2, 3].
Chimeras are typically observed in newtork of oscillators
with so-called non-local coupling, meaning that not only
nearest neighbors are interacting, but also more distant
ones. Usually there are two bifurcation parameters used
to detect the regions of Chimera existence in the network
parameter space, the coupling strength and the coupling radius [3] (how far beyond the nearest neigbor should be the
coupling distance between oscillators). The interest in this
research area was again amplified in 2012 when the first experimental observations of Chimera states were succeeded
in optics (transverse patterns in a light beam [4]), in chemistry (in a reactor with light catalysis [5]), and in mechanics
(networks of metronomes distributed on mechanically coupled plateforms [6]). More recently the same phenomenon
was identified for the first time in dynamics without spatial
variable (thus calling them “virtual” Chimeras), i.e. in nonlinear delay dynamics [7], motivated by a space-time analogy for this delay dynamics proposed a long time ago [8].
In this latter context we were motivated to extend the
electronic delay frequency modulation (FM) dynamics, to a
conceptually similar photonic setup. We also provide here
a discussion on the stability domain depending on time pa-

rameters of delay dynamics.
2. Experiment and modeling
Among the various fields in Physics and Biology involving dynamics modeled by differential equation with delay,
Optics has proposed since the early 80s paradigmatic setups, among which the first experimental chaotic behavior
have been found [10, 11]. Motivated by novel physical application concepts (optical chaos cryptography [12]), a specific optoelectronic nonlinear delayed oscillator has been
proposed for the photonic generation of complex chaotic
dynamics, which oscillator was involving laser wavelength
fluctuations of a tunable semiconductor laser diode. Below in our experiment we will describe the concepts of this
wavelength oscillator, adapting its properties to obtain the
recently discovered “virtual” Chimeras as described in [7].
2.1. The nonlinear delayed in wavelength oscillator

Figure 1: The nonlinear delay oscillator in laser wavelength
The block diagram of the experimental setup is represented in Fig. 1. It corresponds to an oscillator loop comprising of the following elements:
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• A double-electrode laser diode with tunable wavelength, allowing to have a monochromatic light beam
of power P0 , having the wavelength λ = λ0 + δλ proportional to the DBR section injection current iDBR ,
continuously over a range ∆λ ≃ 1 nm (with λc ≃
1550 nm):
λ = λ0 + δλ = λc + S DL · iDBR

(1)

following differential equation ruling the filter output
iF (t) dynamics, given its input iD (t):

• A Fabry-Pérot interferometer (FPI index n = 1.5,
thickness e = 5 mm) of very moderate finesse (mirror
with coefficient of reflection R ≃ 50 %), the role of
which is to provide the nonlinearity through its transfer function between the output power P(t) and the
wavelength input λ(t) = λc + δλ(t). The free spectral
range (FSR= c/(2n e)) is selected to be smaller than
the continuous tuning range of the laser (FSR < ∆λ)
fNL (x) =

P
A
=
2
1 + m · sin (x + Φ0 ) P0

where x =

1
·
θ

t
t0


diF
τ
iF (ξ) dξ + 1 + · iF (t) + τ ·
(t) = iD (t) (6)
θ
dt

• Finally, an adder is used to define the average control
current applied to the DBR electrode, which allows
to determine the laser wavelength and thus the average operating point along the FPI modulation transfer
function.

(2)

−2πne
2πne
.
δλ and Φ0 =
2
λ0
λ0

iDBR (t) = iDBR0 + iF (t).

In order to observe virtual Chimera, an essential feature of this nonlinear transformation consists in the
asymmetry between the minima and maxima of the
Airy function of the FPI. Indeed, with a transfer function derived from a 2-wave interferometer as in the
original wavelength chaos photonic setup [12], the obtained sin2 − nonlinear function is perfectly symmetric, and does not allow to have “incongruent” clusters. It is also important to note that the parameter
Φ0 simply adjusted by a current offset iDBR0 such as
λ0 = λc + S DL · iDBR0 , allows to choose the operating
point of the nonlinearity, around which the dynamics
develops.
The parameters A and m are conventionally defined
for a Fabry-Pérot interferometer, A = (1 − R)−1 ≃ 2
and m = 4R/(1 − R)2 ≃ 8 for R ≃ 50 %.

iph = S λ · P.

(3)

• An electronic delay line, realized by FIFO memory
(first in-first out, with a memory depth of N) is allowing to fine tune the value of the time delay via the
clock frequency fCLK , imposing the rythm at which
the electronic signal is travelling through the memory:
iD (t) = iph (t − τD ) where τD = N/ fCLK .

(4)

• An electronic filter intended for the Fourier filtering
performed by the electronic part of the oscillator. In
the Fourier domain, this filter is described by a bandpass of filter with a gain H0 , a high cutoff frequency
fh = (2πτ)−1 and a low cutoff frequency fb = (2πθ)−1 :
IF (ω)
(iωθ) H0
=
.
(1 + iωθ)(1 + iωτ) ID (ω)

(5)

The conversion rules between the Fourier and the time
domains for this linear filter allow us to derive the

(7)

2.2. Normalized dynamical model
The dynamics of the wavelength nonlinear delay oscillator can be now reduced from the description of each of the
components of the oscillation loop by the physical equations (1-7). For the purposes of numerical simulation or analytical development, it is often appropriate to provide the
evolution equation of our oscillator with normalized variables. Natural normalization of the dynamical variable is
given by the dimensionless x argument involved in the Airy
function (2). In terms of time, the delay is often considered
as a time unit. This brings us to the following normalized
model:
δ·

• A photodiode allows to convert, in a linear manner,
the fluctuations of light intensity into the fluctuations
of electric amplitude (i.e. a photo-current),

H(ω) =

Z

Z

s

x(ξ) dξ + (1 + ε δ) · x(s) + ε ·
s0

=

dx
(s)
ds

(8)

β
2

1 + m · sin [x(s − 1) + Φ0 ]

where s = t/τD is the normalized time, δ = τD /θ = 2π fb τD
and ε = τ/τD = (2π fh τD )−1 are two (generally small)
normalized parameters representing integral and differential weights in the dynamical process, x = (−2πne/λ20) ·
δλ = (−2πneS DL /λ20 ) · iF is a normalized dynamical variable, actually proportional to the wavelength deviation,
or also to the output signal of electronic filtering, β =
(−2πneS DL H0 AS λ /λ20 ) is a normalized weight of the nonlinear delayed feedback, and finally Φ0 = (2πne/λc)(1 −
S DL · iDBR0 /λc ) is a parameter allowing to choose, changing
iDBR0 , the operating point of the dynamics along the nonlinearity (according to (1) and (7) λ0 = λc + S DL · iDBR0 ).
Unlike most delay equations (e.g. Ikeda or Mackey-Glass
models), here we find an integral term early introduced in
[13]. This term is a source of many unusual solutions in
delay dynamics, such as chaotic breathers [14], harmonic
solutions with high spectral purity [15], or stable square
wave solutions with a single delay period [16]. A more
conventional way to write the previous nonlinear integrodifferential delay
equation is to introduce an additional
R
variable y = x. The following system of two first order
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differential equations is obtained:
ε

dx
(s) = −(1 + δε) · x(s) − δ · y(s)
ds
β
,
+
2
1 + m sin [x(s − 1) + Φ0 ]

(9)

dy
(s) = x(s).
ds
δ and ε are generally small quantities under conditions corresponding to “large” delays, i.e. fast characteristic time τ
is much smaller than the delay τD , and even longer integration time θ compared to the delay). This results in a product
εδ which is generally negligible (second order term) compared to 1, so that (1 + εδ) can be replaced by unity.
3. “Virtual” Chimeras
3.1. Spatio-temporal analogy
As already pointed out, the Chimera states are usually
studied in networks of coupled oscillators. The delay dynamics, which we have just described, has a priori very
different nature since it is a purely temporal system. Arecchi and coauthors [8] have however proposed first in 1992 a
spatio-temporal analogy of delay dynamics which can help
getting closer conceptually to the spatio-temporal dynamics of oscillator networks. The principle is to separate virtually the scales of multiple times actually involved in delay
dynamics in order to assign the short time (of order τ, or ε)
to a continuous “virtual space” variable σ, and also a long
time (of order of delay τD , or a unit) to a discrete temporal
variable n (n × τD in physical units).
The trajectory of x(s), solution of (9), can then be represented as a 2D graph x(σ, n) where σ ∈ [0, 1 + γ] (with
a small γ of order of ε) along horizontal dimension represents a virtual space variable describing changes in amplitude within a time interval corresponding to delay; The
vertical axis of the 2D plot refers then to n ∈ N is a discrete time corresponding to an iteration of a time interval of (nearly, actually (1 + γ)τD ) one delay interval to
the next one. The normalized time s is thus decomposed
according to these two spatial and temporal coordinates,
s = σ + n(1 + γ).
Yet another way to describe our delay oscillator dynamics is via an integral formulation instead of differential one
(8 or 9):
Z ∞
h(ξ) · fNL [x(s − 1 − ξ)] dξ,
(10)
x(s) =
0

where h(s) is the impulse response of considered bandpass
filter. With respect Chimeras in spatially extended dynamics of an oscillator network, a closer analogy can then be
proposed compared: every “oscillator” of the network has
an amplitude x(s), which evolves dynamically in time corresponding to the discret time mapping of the intra-delay

waveform, according to a nonlinear coupling through the
function fNL which is applied to the previous amplitude
x(s − 1). However, from (10) it implies that this dynamics also depends on the amplitudes of neighbors on the distance of “ξ”. According to this interpretation, h(ξ) appears
as a coupling coefficient of the “distance” function ξ to the
considered oscillator. The non-local character of the coupling is revealed here as related to the spreading of the impulse response h(s).
3.2. Results
The figure 2 illustrates the formation of Chimera state in
a nonlinear delay dynamics both in experiment (figure 2(a))
and numerical simulation of the equation (9). Depending
on parameters ε, δ, β as well as on initial conditions, one
can obtain chimeras with one (top line) or multiple “heads”
(bottom line, 2 heads). The time traces to the left of spatiotemporal representations (patterns in the (σ, n) plane) allow
to assess the transitional phase of chimera state birth from
initial conditions to the asymptotic chimeras states. In this
latter case a virtual chimera has a head in the delay dynamics characterized by partitioning a time interval of a
length very close to delay (1 + γ). There are two subintervals, one showing chaotic fluctuations (red and yellow
colors) and other one stands for a plateau of constant amplitude (blue color). During the formation of two or more

Figure 2: Appearance of Chimera in a delay dynamics with
corresponding time traces and spatio-temporal representations. (a): Experiment, (b): Numerics. Amplitude values
and gain parameters of the equation (9) are ε = 5x10−3,
δ = 8.4x10−3, β = 1.0, and Φ0 = −0.35.
chimeras heads, with the same parameter values for the dynamics, the “space” occupation ratio of chaotic amplitudes
and the plateaus remains the same. Due to multistability of
the system, initial conditions affect the number of “heads”
observed.
Chimera formation occurs only within a specific area of
the parameter space. When the gain β is insufficient, the dynamics reduces to a fixed point or a limit cycle of period 1
[16], or to slow motion periodic regimes dominated by the
integral time scale (chaotic breathers). For higher gains a
progressive transition to turbulence is observed, leading to
fully developed chaotic regimes.
The temporal parameters δ and ε are equally important
in the emergence of Chimera states. The standard scalar
model of delay dynamics (δ = 0) does not allow to observe
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stable Chimeras [17]. The border of stable Chimera existence in the (ε, δ) plane is found to correpsond to the curve
δ = exp[(1 − ε−1 )/2].
4. Conclusion
Delay dynamics is evolving in an infinite phase space
and exhibits a priori a high potential for dynamic complexity, similar to spatio-temporal systems. From the experimental viewpoint the delay dynamics is much more simple
to design and analyze through its purely temporal behavior. Basic signal processing techniques as well as flexible experiment tools in photonics offer high flexibility for
the choice of various operating parameters and non-linear
transformations. In this context we were able to demonstrate the existence of “Chimera” behavior in an optoelectronic oscillator with delayed feedback, which model is described by a nonlinear integro-differential delay equation.
This variety of behaviors confirms the well-known analogy to the networks of coupled oscillators in which
“Chimera” states were initially identified.
It is interesting to mention that such an analogy was also
exploited recently in an original application, a hardware
implementation of a novel computational paradigm inspired by neural networks, which is a precisely a network
of coupled oscillators [18, 19, 20].
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Abstract—We describe a novel approach for position
sensing using the complex dynamics of a diode laser.
Specifically, we show that the quasi-periodic dynamics of
the optical field generated by a diode laser emitting in
the telecom band (λ∼1.55 µm) subjected to a dual coherent optical feedback changes in response to independent
nanoscale translation of the mirrors in each feedback path.
We obtain sub-wavelength precision of ∼λ/160 (∼9.8 nm)
on the distance measurements. Such sensing capabilities
rely on mirror translations mapping uniquely and independently mapped to a change in the value of two incommensurate frequencies present in the quasi-periodic radiofrequency spectrum of the light emitted by the laser diode.
This approach opens new avenues towards realizing an alloptical, nanoscale-resolved two-dimensional position sensor.

Cohen et al. have already shown how to exploit the RF
spectrum of quasi-periodic (QP) dynamics generated by a
system with time-delay feedback provided by a wave-chaos
cavity and track the position of a sub-wavelength scatterer.
The tracking was performed by monitoring independent
frequency shifts associated with two incommensurate frequencies [5]. The study was later adapted in the optical
domain using a semiconductor laser with dual optical feedback [6].
In this paper, we review how the RF spectrum generated by a laser diode with dual optical feedback can be harnessed to recover sub-wavelength nano-scale translations
as in [6]. In a two-dimensional space spanned by the position of two independently shifted mirrors, we show that we
can reconstruct an arbitrary sub-wavelenght trajectory with
a precision of ∼λ/160.

1. Introduction

2. Description of the Experimental Setup

It is well known that a semiconductor laser subjected to
weak optical back reflection causes dramatic changes in the
dynamics of the slow-varying envelope of the optical field,
such as periodic, quasi-periodic, or even chaotic evolution
[1, 2]. An important parameter that control the dynamics is
the roundtrip time delay (proportional to the cavity length)
of the back-reflected light. For example, it was shown that
a sub-wavelength change in the delay time induces visible changes in physical observables, such as the relaxationoscillation frequency of the laser [3].
Such a system belongs to a class of laser-feedback interferometry techniques [4] and is well suited for detecting one-dimensional sub-wavelength translations because
the change of the distance between the laser cavity and
the reflecting object can be uniquely mapped onto a single
measurable quantity (namely an observable): A frequency
component in the radio-frequency (RF) spectrum of the optical field. However, to detect simultaneously multiple subwavelength translations in different spatial dimensions requires access to several observables that will provide independent evolutions so that the translations can mapped onto
them uniquely.

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig.1. It consists of a semiconductor diode laser emitting in the telecom band (λ∼1550 nm) subjected to a dual coherent optical feedback with two arms of different length. Each arm is
bound by a mirror (M x,y ) mounted on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT x,y ), which can realize nano-scale translations
∆ x,y in the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions with a
resolution of ±10 nm. This induces change of time-delays
∆τ x,y = 2∆ x,y /c, where c is the speed of the light in vacuum.
3. Quasi-periodic Spectrum for Detecting Nano-scale
Translations
The laser diode with dual optical feedback is in a quasiperiodic (QP) regime comprising multiple incommensurate
frequency components when the proper experimental conditions are met (see caption of Fig.2 for the experimental
details). In our experimental system, the spectrum of such
a QP regime under these conditions is shown in Fig. 2(a).
One can notice a complex optical spectrum with six clusters of frequency components distributed on the entire observation bandwidth of the oscilloscope. Each cluster is
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centered on frequency fQP,i with i = 1, . . . , 6 and the frequency components are distributed symmetrically on both
sides of the central frequency fQP,i . When each arm of the
cavity is translated by ∆ x,y , the various components of RF
spectrum changes by small amount ∆ fQP,i . Because the
translations are significantly below the wavelength of the
light emitted ∆ x,y  λ, the laser remains in a QP state that
is similar to that observed prior to the mirror translation.
Among the various clusters, we follow the change in frequency ∆ fQP,2 and ∆ fQP,6 of the central frequency of the
second and sixth cluster, respectively, because they lead to
the best nano-scale sub-wavelength resolution in our experiment (see [6]).
We observe dependence of these two frequency shifts on
∆ x,y . Towards this end, we create a two-dimensional spatial
grid of approximately 100 nm × 100 nm using incremental
steps of 10 nm in both the horizontal (x) and vertical (y)
directions. In that range of variation of the dual external
cavity, the change in time-delays τ x,y is so small that the
system stays in its QP regime and the frequency variation
can be monitored continuously. The experimental method
to track these small frequency variations is detailed in [6].
The frequency variations of ∆ fQP,2 (∆ fQP,6 ) for each couple of discrete translations are represented by blue circles
(red squares) in Fig. 2(b) [Fig. 2(c)]. They unveil a nonlinear dependence of the frequency variations with respect
to the translation of each mirror. These discrete points as-

sociated with frequency shifts belong to smooth surfaces
that can be modeled mathematically with simple seconddegree, multivariate, polynomial functions given by
X
ai j ∆ix ∆yj ,
(1)
∆ fˆQP,2 =
0≤i+ j≤2

∆ fˆQP,6

=

X

b2|i j ∆ix ∆yj ,

(2)

0≤i+ j≤2

where ∆ fˆQP,2|6 are the continuous mathematical estimate
of the frequency shifts of the central frequency of cluster #2 and #6, respectively, and ai j , bi j ∈ R are coefficients estimated by linear regression using the experimental
data. These two polynomial functions define a continuous
approximation of the surface on which the experimental
points lie. They are displayed on the top of the experimental data on Fig. 2(b)-(c). We observe that these surfaces
have different geometrical features : (i) ranges of variation
over the grid and (ii) local curvature, which suggests that
the two observables have independent evolution when each
mirror is translated. Hence, they are suitable candidates
as independent observables for recovering the nano-scale
translations information.
Equations (1)-(2) realize a simple mapping between
the frequency and the position of the mirror (∆ x , ∆y ) →
(∆ fQP,2 , ∆ fQP,2 ) on the two-dimensional grid considered in
the experiment. This mapping is invertible, and hence it is
possible to trace-back the frequency shifts to the estimated
position (∆ˆ x , ∆ˆ y ) of the mirrors allowing for the discrimination between translation of each mirror. This is in contrast
with typical interferometric methods that are only sensitive
to the relative difference in the two optical paths, which
could come from either of the two mirrors being translated
in our setup.
The second degree multivariate polynomial functions
(∆ fˆQP,2 , ∆ fˆQP,6 ) can be numerically inverted to retrieve estimation of the translation (∆ˆ x , ∆ˆ y ). The numerical inversion
consists of solving the optimization problem


"
#
∆ fˆQP,2 ∆ x , ∆y − ∆ fQP,2
∆ˆ x


, (3)
= argmin
∆ˆ y
∆ fˆQP,6 ∆ x , ∆y − ∆ fQP,6
[∆ x ,∆y ]∈grid
2

where k·k2 is the squared Euclidean norm, (∆ fQP,2 , ∆ fQP,6 )
are the couple of experimental frequency shifts measured in
the second and sixth frequency clusters. The inversion via
numerical optimization leads to root-mean square (RMS)
differences between with actual translations with an average sub-wavelength resolution of ∼λ/160 (approximately
9.8 nm) over the two-dimensional grid defined in our experiment.
4. Reconstruction of an Arbitrary Sub-wavelength
Trajectory
The previous experiment is used as a calibration grid to
create the mapping between frequency shift of the QP fre-
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(b)
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low more precise reconstruction of the actual trajectory.
Nevertheless, if we measure the average RMS error between the original and reconstructed curves by computPN
(∆ˆ x,i , ∆ˆ y,i ) − (∆ x,i , ∆y,i ) 2 , we find that
ing  = 1/N i=1
 ≈ λ/160, thus being sub-wavelength with nano-scale precision. This is consistent with the average resolution found
with the inversion of the frequency-shift mapping obtained
from the calibration grid [7].
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5. Conclusion
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Figure 2: (a) Experimental power spectral density (PSD) of
a QP regime corresponding to feedback strength of ∼2%,
pumping current of I = 23.6 mA (threshold current is
Ith ≈8 mA) and external cavity with time delay τ x ≈55.5 ns
and τy ≈55.6 ns. The two frequency clusters of interest are
shadowed and their central frequency fQP,2|6 are indicated
by arrows. (b)-(c) Experimental frequency shifts of cluster central frequencies ∆ fQP,2|6 as a function of translation
steps of each mirror ∆ x,y . Experimental points are represented by blue circles ( ) and red squares (). Multivariate
polynomial functions ∆ fˆQP,2|6 (∆ x , ∆y ), which realize the invertible mapping, are represented by the light colored surfaces displayed on the top of the experimental points.

In this paper, we show that it is possible to harness the
RF spectrum of quasi-periodic dynamics in a diode laser
emitting in the telecom band (λ∼1550 nm) subjected to
dual optical feedback. We find that independent frequency
shifts of two incommensurate frequencies in the RF spectrum are associated with independent translations of the
two mirrors comprising the dual external cavity. The existence of an invertible mathematical map between the frequency shifts and translations allows us to estimate the position of the mirrors with nano-scale precision of ∼λ/160.
These experimental results are the first step towards realizing multi-dimensional, nano-scale precision sensors based
on the complex dynamics occuring in nonlinear photonics
systems.
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Abstract– Generation of a wide-range and stable THz
waves from a photoconductive antenna excited by a
multimode semiconductor chaotic oscillation laser with an
optical delayed feedback using an external mirror is
investigated. A Metal V grooved Wave guide is also used
to detect the THz waves effectively.

laser in order to obtain stable cheap continuously wide range
THz wave. And a Metal V grooved Wave guide (MVG) is also
used to detect the THz waves effectively in this paper.(Fig.1)

2. Experimental Setup

1. Introduction
Generation of a stable wide-range THz Wave using a chaotic
oscillation in a multimode semiconductor laser with an optical
delayed feedback by the external mirror is investigated. A modelocked Ti:sapphire laser is frequently used to excite the Voltagebiased photoconductive antenna(PA). But it is a high cost system.
A multimode semiconductor laser is also used to excite the
antenna1-2). This system is cheap but a spectrum of generated
THz wave is essentially line spectrum with a frequency interval
between longitudinal modes of a semiconductor laser. And also
time series of THz wave is not stable since mode hopes in
multimode semiconductor lasers suddenly occur.
Fig.2 experimental setup

Fig.1 A Photograph of a Meta l V grooved Waveguide. angle of
aperture is 18°

We propose to use a chaotic oscillation of a

A semiconductor laser (780nm, ROHM, RLD78PPY6) is
operated longitudinally multimode with a frequency interval of
43GHz between longitudinal modes without an external mirror
(M3) under the condition of Iop（operation current）≦120mA.
The output power is fed back into laser via the external mirror
(R3). Fed back rate is denoted by the effective reflectivity
R3(eff)=RBS12R3, where R BS1 is a reflectivity of BS1 and R3 is a
reflectivity of M3. The emitter bowtie PA was applied with an
AC voltage of 100 Vpp with a frequency of 40 kHz for lock-in
detection. The sub-THz radiation which traveled in free space
was focused on the detector PA. The photocurrent induced in the
detector bowtie PA was detected by the lock-in amplifier with a
time constant of 300 ms. The signal is obtained as a function of
the delay time is a cross correlation between the sub-THz wave
electric field and the exciting laser intensity.

semiconductor
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Signal [nA]

1 MVG, θ＝18°
0

Then an off axial focus length of condensing parabolic
mirror is tested from 2 to 6 inch. The maximum signal is
obtained in the case of EFL=4 inch. A dependence of
focus point for detected THz output power is indicated in
Fig.4. The maximum powers are detected at the position
of -30mm, which is deeply inside of parallel wave guide
side. The maximum current using Si lens is 440[pA].
Using MVG, that is enhanced to 720 [pA] which is
correspond about 1.6 times compare with using Si lens. In
this system MVG is mounted on the opposite side of PA,
then THz signal is usually scattered in LT-GaAs substrate
and decreased. And also a gap width of parallel
waveguide is fixed 72μｍ, which is very narrow size
compared with THz wave length. It suggests that MVG
enhanced THz electric field by super-focusing beyond
scattering in LT-GaAs substrate.
The detected THz waves signals using Si lens is shown
in Fig.5. (a)～(c) using laser chaos,(d)～(f) using c.w.
laser. (a) and (d ) are time series, (b) and (e) are FFTs, and
(c) and (f) are S/N.
The p-p Amplitude of generated THz signal using Si lens
and laser chaos is 440[pA], on the other hand using a c.w.
laser, that is 270 [pA] and this signal is not stable and
noisy. THz signal is enhanced about 1.6 times using a
laser chaos. The spectrum width is defined as level 10 of
signal to noise ratio. In the case of c.w, laser it is limited
below 0.26THz, on the other hand it is extend to 0.51THz
using a laser chaos.

(a)

-1
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
1
Si lens

(b)

0
-1
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
1
0

PA without MVG and Si lens

(c)

-1
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

t[ns]

Fig.3 Time series of THz waves detected by using
(a)MVG,θ＝18°, (b) Si lens and (c) solitary PA
without MVG and Si lens.

0.8
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Semiconductive Laser (CW),T OP=25.0 [℃],IOP=130 [mA],sine wave,Longitudinal Mode 42.6[GHz]
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Signal [A]
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-30[㎜]
720[pA]

10

The time series of generated THz wave are shown in
Fig.3. In these figures, an off axial focus length (EFL) of
condensing parabolic mirror is fixed 2 inch and R3(eff) is
fixed 5%. From top to bottom, THz waves are detected by
using (a)MVG, θ=18°, (b) Si lens, (c)Solitary PA
without MVG and Si lens. MVG is mounted back side of
PA, in this layout THz wave is diverged in the LT-GaAS
substrate. However the detected signal is as high as using
Si Lens. It suggests that MVG enhanced THz electric field
by super-focusing.
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Fig.4 A dependence of focus point for detected THz
output power. Dashed line and circle dot indicate using
Si lens case, solid line and rectangular dot indicate
using MVG case. In this figure, θ=18°and a gap
width is fixed 72μｍ.
3. Experimental Results

10-6
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10-11
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1

ν[Hz]

1.5
[×1012]

Fig.5 Detected THz waves signals using Si lens. (a)～
(c) using laser chaos,(d)～(f) using c.w. laser. (a) and (d )
are time series, (b) and (e) are FFTs, and (c) and (f) are
S/N.
The detected THz waves signals using MVG is shown in
Fig.6. The p-p Amplitude of generated THz signal using
Si lens and laser chaos is 720[pA], on the other hand using
a c.w. laser, that is 72 [pA] and this signal is not stable and
noisy. THz signal is enhanced about 10 times using a laser
chaos and also 1.6times compared with Si lens. The
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spectrum width is defined as level 10 of signal to noise
ratio. In the case of c.w, laser it is limited below 0.13THz,
on the other hand it is extend to 0.47THz using a laser
chaos.
4. Summary
A stable and wide range THz wave is generated using a
laser chaos. The detected THz signal is also enhanced
using a metal V grooved wave guide.
MVG (Metal V Groove wave guide)
Semiconductive Laser (CW),T OP=25.0 [℃],IOP=130 [mA],sine wave,Longitudi Mode 42.6[GHz]
Semiconductor Lesar Chaos [R 3(eff)=5.0%]
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Fig.7 Detected THz waves signals using MVG. (a)～
(c) using laser chaos,(d)～(f) using c.w. laser. (a) and
(d ) are time series, (b) and (e) are FFTs, and (c) and (f)
are S/N.
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Abstract—In this study, we investigate synchronization
phenomena of coupled chaotic circuits. The chaotic circuits are combined by resisters on one-dimensional coordinate system. We change the distance between the circuits
to adapt the coupling strength. We investigate synchronization phenomena when the distance between the circuits in
the group is changed. Also, we measure the phase difference using computer simulations. From the computer simulations, we could make sure of the breakdown of intercluster synchronization when the system is changed from
the symmetric system to the asymmetric system.

ena by changing the distance between the circuits.
In this study, we use ladder system. In the ladder system, chaotic circuits are connected to only adjacent circuits.
Figure 1 shows the system model of the ladder system. We
measure the phase difference using computer simulations.

Figure 1: Ladder system.

1. Introduction
2. Circuit Model
Synchronization phenomenon is one of the typical phenomena observed in nature. Recently, many studies
have been investigated synchronization of chaotic circuits
[1]∼[5]. It is focused how the differences of the network
structure impact on the whole circuits. Additionally, it is
applicable to the fields of medical science and biology and
so on.
In our research group, we have investigated the clustering phenomena resulting from the synchronization phenomena observed in coupled chaotic circuits when the
chaotic circuits are arranged in two-dimensional coordinate
[6], [7]. We observed that the chaotic circuits arranged in
the near distance are synchronized at in-phase state, and
the coupled circuits with the far distance could not be synchronized. From the results we confirmed the relationship
between clustering and synchronization phenomena.
The more detailed researches are needed for applying
to the investigation of more large scale network and general network. So in this study, we investigate the synchronization phenomena observed from symmetric coupled chaotic circuits and asymmetric coupled chaotic circuits arranged in one-dimensional coordinate. We combine
chaotic circuits by resister, and the circuits are arranged
in one-dimensional coordinate system. The number of the
circuits is always ten and we investigate symmetric systems
and asymmetric systems. The distance between the central
circuits is fixed. We investigate synchronization phenom-

Figure 2 shows the circuit model. This is a chaotic circuit
called Nishi-Inaba circuit [8]∼[10].

Figure 2: Circuit model.
The circuit equations of this circuit are described as Eq.
(1).

di1



= v + ri1
L1



dt





di2

(1)
L2
= v − vd (i2 )



dt






dv


 C
= −i1 − i2
dt
The characteristic of nonlinear resistance is described as
Eq. (2).
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V
V
rd
i2 +
− i2 −
vd (i2 ) =
2
rd
rd

!

The circuit equations are normalized as Eq.
changing the variables as below.

i1 =
r

q

q

C
L1 V x; i2

C
L1

=

L1
L2

(2)
(3) by

In this study, we use the ladder system. In the ladder
system, chaotic circuits are connected to only adjacent circuits.
When chaotic circuits are connected to only adjacent circuits, the circuit equations are shown in Eqs. (5) ∼ (7).
CC1 :

√

L1 C
L2 Vy; v = Vz;
√
β; rd LL21 C = δ;

= α;
=
√
t = L1Cτ; “ · ” =



ẋ


 1
ẏ1



 ż
1

d
dτ ;

= αx1 + z1
= z1 − f (y1 )
= −x1 − βy1 − γ{1,2} (z1 − z2 )

(5)

= αxn + zn
= zn − f (yn )
= −xn − βyn − γ{n,n−1} (zn − zn−1 )
−γ{n,n+1} (zn − zn+1 )

(6)

CCn :


ẋ





ẏ





 ż

= αx + z
= z − f (y)



ẋn





 ẏn



żn





(3)

= −x − βy

The value of f (y) is described as Eq. (4).
!
δ
1
1
f (y) =
y+ − y−
2
δ
δ

Figures 3 and 4 show the chaotic attractor generated
from the circuit by using computer simulation (Fig. 3) and
circuit experiment (Fig. 4). For the computer simulation,
we set the parameters as α = 0.460, β = 3.0 and δ = 470.
For the circuit experiment, the parameters are fixed with
L1 = 500[mH], L2 = 200[mH], C = 0.0153[µF], and
rd = 1.46[MΩ].

z

CC N :

(4)



ẋN





 ẏN



żN





= αxN + zN
= zN − f (yN )
= −xN − βyN
−γ{N,N−1} (zN − zN−1 )

Where the parameter γi j represents the coupling strength
between the circuits. The value of γi j reflects the distance
between the circuits in an inverse way, described by the
following equation:
γ{i, j} =

x
Figure 3: Chaotic attractor (computer simulation).

Figure 4: Chaotic attractor (circuit experiment).

(7)

g
.
(di j )2

(8)

di j denotes the Euclidean distance between the i-th circuit
and the j-th circuit. The parameter g is coupling coefficient
that determines the coupling strengths. In this study, we set
the parameter as g = 1.0 × 10−3 .
3. Simulation Method
We use the ladder system arranged in one-dimensional
coordinate system. We use ten circuits in computer simulations. We divide into the two symmetric groups, and there
are five circuits in one side of the group. In the left side and
the right side groups, the distances between the circuits are
0.3. The distance between the central circuits is 0.5. The
symmetric network structure is shown in Fig. 5(a).
We change the distance between the circuits by changing
the coupling strength. We define the distances between the
circuits in the left side group as d1 . In the same way, the
distances between the circuits in the right side group as d2 .
And we define the distance between the central circuits as
dcenter . In this simulation, we fix the values of dcenter and d2 ,
and the value of d1 is changed. The value of d1 is decreased
gradually, and the value of d1 is changed from 0.3 to 0.1.
The asymmetric network structure is shown in Fig. 5(b).
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Figure 6: Graphics of the phase difference (computer simulations of symmetric system).

Group-L
d1=0.1
dcenter=0.5
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Group-R
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2-3

3-4

Ave. 19.768
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6-7
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90.011

4-5

7-8

9-10

8-9

5-6
(center)

Figure 7: Graphics of the phase difference (computer simulations of asymmetric system).

asymmetric system. From this figure, we can see that the
circuits in the groups are synchronized, however the central
circuits become asynchronous. And the phase differences
in the right side group are larger than the symmetric system.
Additionally, the phase differences in the left side group are
smaller than the symmetric system. Table 1 shows the averages of the phase differences in each system.
Figure 8 shows the simulation result when d1 is changed.
This result shows the shift of the phase difference. We focus on the phase differences of the central circuits, between
the 4th and the 5th circuits, and between the 6th and the 7th
circuits. From the simulation result, the various results can
be obtained.

(a) Symmetric network structure.

(b) Asymmetric network structure.

Table 1: Averages of the phase differences
Group-L dcenter Group-R
Symmetric system
16.354
21.083
15.531
Asymmetric system
8.263
90.011
19.768

Figure 5: Network structures.

We measure the phase difference between the circuits
using the computer simulation. And we investigate the
change in the phase difference when the system is changed
from the symmetric system to the asymmetric system.
4. Simulation Result
Figure 6 shows the simulation result of symmetric system. From this figure, we can see that the all circuits
are synchronized. Figure 7 shows the simulation result of

In the case of the central circuits, the phase difference
is increasing gradually. And the central circuits become
asynchronous around d1 = 0.19. In the case of between the
4th and the 5th circuits, the phase difference is continued
to decrease because the distance between the circuits in the
left side group is continued to decrease. In the case of between the 6th and the 7th circuits, the phase difference is
increasing gradually, and the phase difference is decreased
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from around d1 = 0.19.
In the right side group, the phase difference began to
decrease with the central circuits became asynchronous.
Asynchronous state of the central circuits strengthen the
coupling strength of each groups.
5. Conclusions
In this study, we have investigated the synchronization
phenomena in coupled chaotic circuits networks. We also
investigated the phase difference in the symmetric network
system and the asymmetric network system. From the computer simulation, when using the symmetric network system, all circuits are synchronized. And when using the
asymmetric network system, only central circuits become
asynchronous. From this results, we could make sure of the
breakdown of the inter-cluster synchronization.
For the future work, we would like to confirm the same
results by using the circuit experiments.
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Abstract—
Depending on a Poincaré section, a period-doubling bifurcation of a 2-torus attractor in flow is observed as different two types bifurcations of ICCs on a Poincaré sections. We demonstrate this fact in the third-order Duﬃng
equation with periodic external force system [1]. We clarify that this bifurcation by using Lyapunov exponents and
Lyapunov bundles. The Lyapunov bundle is a set of generalized eigenvectors of a periodic solution to a each point of
quasi-periodic solution.

Saddle-Node

Stable Solution 1
Stable Solution 2

Φ

Unstable Solution
Transcritical

Pitchfork

Double Covering (Curve Doubling Type I) Period Doubling (Curve Doubling Type II)

1. Introduction
Bifurcation of 2-torus in flow is a very popular research
theme in recent years. A 2-torus is one kind of quasiperiodic solutions in continuous dynamical systems (flow),
in which two incommensurate frequencies exist. In general, to analyze bifurcation of flows, we take a Poincaré
section, then the flow system can be converted to a map
system. If a solution is a 2-torus in flow, it is observed as a
closed curve (1-torus) on Poincaré section which is called
Invariant Closed Curve (ICC). Depending on a Poincaré
section of a flow, one can observe 2 types of curve doubling bifurcation of an ICC. At the type I, an ICC with one
loop bifurcates to an ICC with two loops. At the type II,
an ICC with one loop bifurcates to two ICCs. Due to Ashwin [2], these bifurcations are the same bifurcation in the
original flow. Hence, we conjecture that there is only one
doubling bifurcation in flow, and we named this bifurcation
Double Covering (DC) bifurcatoin. In this study, we clarify
DC bifurcation of a 2-torus in flow.
2. Local Bifurcations of ICCs
Fig. 1 represents the schematics of bifurcation types of
ICCs; namely, Saddle-Node (SN), Pitchfork (PF), Transcritical (TC), Double Covering (DC), Period Doubling
(PD), and Neimark-Sacker bifurcations of an ICCs. In SN
bifurcation, a pair of stable and saddle ICCs coalesces and
disappears. In PF bifurcation, a stable ICC is bifurcated
to unstable ICC in addition to two stable ICCs. In TC bifurcation, a stable ICC and an unstable ICC exchange stability. In DC bifurcatoin, an ICC is bifurcated to a single

Neimark-Sacker

Figure 1: Local Bifurcations of an ICC.

twisted doubled ICC in addition to a saddle ICC1 , and in
PD bifurcatoin, an ICC is bifurcated to one saddle ICC in
addition to two stalbe ICCs that are permuted by map. In
NS bifurcation, an ICC is bifurcated to one unstable ICC in
addition to a stable 2-torus. We insist that the local bifurcation of an ICC are restricted to these bifurcations and no
other bifurcation can occur. Moreover, due to Ashwin [2],
if one observe DC or PD bifurcation on a Poincaré section
of flow, these are the same in the original flow. Namely,
depending on the position of Poincaré section, one can observe either DC or PD bifurcation for the same flow. In
other words, there is only one curve doubling bifurcation
in flow, and we call it DC. In Ashwin’s paper, DC is called
curve doubling type I, and PD is called curve doubling type
II. In this study, we focus on these two types of curve doubling. Fig. 2 explains how to take 2 types Poincaré sections
of 2-torus in flow. We name these 2 types of sections “Lon1 The reason why we call this bifurcation DC, this bifurcation doubles
the length of an ICC.
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3. Circuit System and Equation
The circuit equation we concern is the following thirdorder Duﬃng equation with periodic external force appeared in [1]. This equation is obtained from a resonant circuit containing saturable reactors with secondary d-c windings [6] p. 265, Eq. (11. 8).


ẋ



ẏ



 ż

= y,
= −k1 y − 1/8(x2 + 3z2 )x + B cos t,
= −1/8k2 (3x2 + z2 )z + B0 .

(1)

For changing a Poincaré section, we will transform Eq. (1)
to the following form




















Figure 2: 2 types Poincaré sections of 2-torus in flow.

gitude Cut” and “Meridian Cut.”
Recently, to research the bifurcation mechanism of ICC,
we calculate the Lyapunov Vector (LV) [3] for continuous dynamical systems [4]. The LV is a generalization of
eigenvector of a periodic solution to a quasi-periodic solution. The LVs are calculated at each points of an ICC.
Therefore, on an ICC, the dense set of LVs become a bundle, and we name this bundle the Lyapunov Bundle (LB).
In n-dimensional system, an ICC has n LEs and corresponding n LBs. We call non-zero Lyapunov Exponent
(LE) which is closest to zero, Dominant LE (DLE) and we
call coressponding LB Dominant LB (DLB). Moreover, we
clarify that the local bifurcation of ICC can be clasified by
the topology of DLB before the birfurcatoin point [5]. there
are 3 types of topology of LBs: the Annulus (A), Mobius
(M) and Focus (F) type. The A type is orientable, and the
others are non-orientable when not only the topology but
also the tangent map are taken into consideration. Namely,
the A type is divided to 2 types: the A+ and A− type. In
the A+ type LB, a LV is mapped to the same side of an ICC
by tangent map. In the A− type LB, a LV is mapped the
other side of an ICC by tangent map and toggle between
each side of an ICC. In the M type LB, the form of LB is
Mobius band. In the F type LB, a LV is mapped no an ICC
with rotating and the shape of LB is like a Test-tube brush.
The bifurcation of 2-torus in flow can be characterized with
the combination of these two types of bifurcations, becase
the ICC on a Poincaré section is 2-dimentional torus n the
original flow. We have discovered that, when the DC bifuraction of 2-torus in flow is occured, the combinations of
LBs associated with the ICC are the A− × M or M × A−
or M × M type in map. We clarify that If one can observe
the A− or M type DLB on a Poincaré section of 2-torus in
flow before the local bifurcation point, DC bifurcation of
2-torus in flow occurs at the local bifurcation point. In this
study, to demonstrate the above-mentioned mechanism, we
introduce an actual circuit’s example by Kawakami et. al.
[1].

ẋ0
ẋ1
ẋ2
ẋ3
ẋ4

= x1 ,
= −k1 x1 − 1/8(x02 + 3x22 )x0 + Bx3 ,
= −1/8k2 (3x02 + x22 )x2 + B0 ,
= x4 ,
= µ(1 − x32 − x42 )x4 − x3 .

(2)

where x0 = x, x1 = y, and x2 = 2(z − 1.5). The solutions
of the last two equations in Eq. (2) becomes “x3 = cos t”
by giving the initial condition x3 (0) = 1 and x4 (0) = 0.
Therefore, dynamical behavior of Eq. (2) is the same as
Eq. (1). We fix the parameters in Eq. (2) as k1 = 0.03, k2 =
0.05 and B0 = 0.03. In this system, a 2-torus attractor in
flow exists at B = 0.07 as shown in Fig. 3 projected on the
x0 -x1 -x2 space.

x2

0.2
0.1
0

-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
-1

-0.5

0

x0

0.5

1

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

x1

1

Figure 3: The 2-torus attractor in flow projected on the x0 x1 -x2 space. The parameters are k1 = 0.03, k2 = 0.05, B0 =
0.03 and B = 0.07.

4. Double Covering Bifurcation and 2 types Poincaré
Sectoins
Fig. 4 presents LEs of the 2-torus in terms of B. M denotes the multiplicity of DLE. M = 1 is ommited for sim1 NS bifurplicity. As a results, At the point labeled by ⃝,
cation of 1-torus (periodic solution) occured. At the point
2 DC bifurcation of 2-torus (quasi-periodic solabeled by ⃝,
lution) occured. We forcused on the DC bifurcation point
2
labeled ⃝.
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Figure 4: Lyapunov exponents of the attractor in Eq. (2)
with the increase of B. Other parameters are the same
1
as those in Fig. 3. As a result, the point labeled by ⃝
presents Neimark-Sacker bifurcation of a 1-torus (periodic
2 presents DC bifurcasolution). and the point labeled by ⃝
tion of 2-torus (quasi-periodic slution).
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Figure 6: The the M type DLB on the meridian cut. Red
points present mapped points. A set of green lines present
the DLB.

5. Conclusion

On the Poincaré section which is the meridian cut, one
can observe DC bifurcation of the ICC. Fig. 5(a) shows the
attractor before the DC bifurcatoin which is an ICC with
one loop. Fig. 5(b) shows the attractor after the DC bifurcatoin which is an ICC with two loops. Fig. 6 represents
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0
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(a)

x1
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-0.4

We demonstrate that one can observe diﬀerent 2 type bifurcations of ICCs depending on Poincaré sections in the
same 2-torus attractor in the original flow in the third-order
Duﬃng equation with periodic external force system [1].
We clarify that the DC bifurcation of the 2-torus is the combination of 2 types LBs: the A− × M type.

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

x1

0.8

1

1.2

(b)

Figure 5: The ICC (projected to the x1 -x2 space) observed
on the Poincaré section which is the meridian cut. Parameters are the same as those in Fig. 3. (a) An ICC with one
loop before the DC bifurcation for B = 0.065. (b) An ICC
with two-loop after the DC bifurcation for B = 0.070.

the DLB on the meridian cut. The DLB is twisted once on
the ICC. Namely, this is cleary the M type DLB.
On the another Poincaré section which is the longitude
cut, one can observe PD bifurcation of the ICC at the same
parameter. Fig. 7(a) shows the attractor before the DC bifurcatoin which is an ICC with one loop. Fig. 7(b) shows
the attractor after the DC bifurcatoin which is two ICCs
with one loop. Namely, there are two disjoint loops and
the iterates successively toggle between them as shown in
every other iteration map Fig. 7(c). Fig. 8 represents the
DLB on the longitude cut. The DLB exists both side of the
ICC and LV is mapped toggle between each side of ICC.
Namely, this is cleary the A− type DLB.
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Abstract—The Bonhoeﬀer-van der Pol (BVP) oscillator exhibits mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs) under a
weak periodic perturbation when the parameter values are
set around a subcritical Andronov–Hopf bifurcation point.
In this study, we propose resistively connected coupled
BVP oscillators under external periodic forcing, and investigate their dynamical behavior both numerically and
experimentally. Various complicated oscillatory phenomena in this two coupled oscillators are reported.

2. Circuit set-up

Figure 1 shows a BVP oscillator that comprises an inductor (L), capacitor (C), resistor (R), dc voltage source
(E0 ), nonlinear conductance (G). We assume that the
voltage–current (v–i) characteristic of G is a third-order
polynomial of the form g(v) = −g1 v + g3 v3 , where g1 ,
g3 > 0. The normalized circuit equation of the BVP oscillator is written in the following two-dimensional diﬀerential equation [4]:

1. Introduction
The Bonhoeﬀer-van der Pol (BVP) oscillator is known
as a simplified Hodgkin-Huxley model, which qualitatively shows the similar behavior to that of squid giant
axons. The behaviors of the BVP oscillator have been extensively studied because it possesses rich dynamics [1].
In addition, the BVP oscillator is an essential oscillating
unit for use in a coupling system [2, 3]. Synchronization phenomena for the system consisting of two coupled
BVP oscillators connected with a resistor have been investigated [2]. Ueta et al. found that an odd-shaped chaotic
attractor appear in the two asymmetrical coupled BVP oscillators both numerical and experimental results, and clarified the mechanism causing such bifurcations [3].
It has been clarified from a previous study that a BVP
oscillator under a weak periodic perturbation exhibits
mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs) when the parameter
values are set near a subcritical Andronov–Hopf bifurcation (AHB) point [4]. This particular form of oscillations
owes its name to its alternating large- and small-amplitude
excursions in the observed time series, and the study of
MMOs has been an area of intensive research recently [5].
In this study, we propose resistively connected coupled
BVP oscillators under a weak periodic perturbation, and
investigate the remarkable complex oscillations such as
MMOs and chaos, which are numerically and experimentally observed when the coupling strength between the two
oscillators is increased.

ε ẋ
ẏ

= y − (−x + x3 ),
= −x − k1 y + B0 ,

(1)

where ε is a small parameter that corresponds to the small
capacitance C. We assume ε = 0.1 throughout this study.
The parameters k1 and B0 correspond to the resistance R
and the dc bias voltage E0 , respectively.
A stable focus exists when B0 is chosen as large value,
and this stable focus becomes unstable via an Andronov–
Hopf bifurcation (AHB) point (the bifurcation parameter
value is denoted by Bc0 ). Furthermore, the AHB is a supercritical for small k1 , whereas it becomes subcritical for
larger k1 . For example, for k1 = 0.9, the AHB is subcritical, and a stable focus and the stable relaxation oscillation
coexist in close proximity in the phase space near B0 = Bc0
(0.2054 / B0 / 0.2110). When a weak periodic perturbation is injected into such a BVP oscillator, the oscillator
under a weak periodic perturbation exhibits complex bifurcations such as MMOs [4].
In this paper, we investigate the system consisting of
two coupled oscillators (as shown in Fig. 2(a)) in which a
forced BVP oscillator is connected to an autonomous BVP
oscillator by a resistor R0 . Assuming the forcing term to
be a weak sinusoidal perturbation, E1 sin ω1 t, the circuit
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Figure 1: Bonhoeﬀer-van der Pol oscillator.
(a) Circuit diagram.
R1

equation of the two coupled oscillators is written as
TL082

dv1
1
C
= i1 − g(v1 ) + (v2 − v1 ),
dt
R0
di1
L
= −v1 − i1 R + E0 + E1 sin ω1 t,
dt
dv2
1
C
= i2 − g(v2 ) + (v1 − v2 ),
dt
R0
di2
= −v2 − i2 R + E0 .
L
dt

G
R2

(2)

t
, ε≡
Lg1
√
g3
B0 ≡
E0 ,
g1
√
g3
B1 ≡
E1 ,
g1

C
, k1 ≡ g1 R,
g21 L
√
√
g3
g3
x≡
v, y ≡
i,
g1
g31

(3)

into Eq. (2) yields the following normalized equation:
= y1 − (−x1 + x13 ) + α(x2 − x1 ),

ẏ1

= −x1 − k1 y1 + B0 + B1 sin ωτ,

ε ẋ2
ẏ2

= y2 − (−x2 + x23 ) + α(x1 − x2 ),
d
= −x2 − k1 y2 + B0 , where
=·.
dτ

R4

Figure 2: Forced BVP oscillator connected with the autonomous BVP oscillator by a resistor R0 . The elements
R1 = R2 = 100Ω, R3 = 1.32kΩ, and R4 = 430Ω are used
in the circuit experiments.

3. Chaotic oscillations in the two coupled BVP oscillators

ω ≡ Lg1 ω1 , α ≡ (R0 g1 )−1 ,

ε ẋ1

R3

(b) Circuitry of the nonlinear conductance
G in panel (a).

The nonlinear conductance G is implemented by combining a linear negative conductance with a bidirectionally
connected diode array, as shown in Fig. 2(b). With the circuit elements indicated in Fig. 2, the values of g1 and g3
correspond to 1.00 × 10−3 and 2.85 × 10−5 , respectively.
Substituting
τ≡

G

(4)

The parameter α represents the coupling strength, and the
parameters B1 and ω are the normalized amplitude and the
angular frequency of the weak periodic perturbation, respectively. All numerical results in this paper are obtained
by integrating Eq. (4) using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method with the step size 2π/ω/1024.

We investigate the waveforms of the two oscillators in
Fig. 2 when the coupling strength α is increased. In the
following results, we use ε = 0.1, B0 = 0.207, k1 = 0.9,
B1 = 0.01, and ω = 0.52, and the initial condition is set
to x1 = y1 = x2 = y2 = 0. With these parameters set,
the individual forced BVP oscillator numerically exhibits
the complex MMO 13 14 (where we use the same notation
here as that used in [4] to distinguish the MMOs), where
the alternating sequences 13 and 14 are observed as shown
in the time series of x1 in Fig. 3. The autonomous oscillator x2 undergoes a relaxation oscillation because the
stable relaxation oscillation and the focus coexist with the
parameter set.
When the coupling strength α is slightly increased, a
complex oscillation of x1 and x2 emerges, as shown in
Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows a one-parameter bifurcation diagram as a function of α, where the values of x1 at 2nπ/ω
(500 5 n 5 2000) are plotted, and the corresponding
largest Lyapunov exponent (LE) [6] is presented. Because
the largest LE is positive for α = 0.003, the complex wave-
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Figure 3: Mixed-mode oscillation and relaxation oscillation for α = 0.

Figure 4: Chaotic oscillations for α = 0.003.
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periments.
form of x1 in Fig. 4 corresponds to a chaotic oscillation.
It is remarkable that the qualitatively same result is obtained in the circuit experiment as shown in Fig. 6, using
L = 100mH, C = 10.0 nF, R = 900Ω, and R0 = 333 kΩ,
where the time series of the voltages of both oscillators are
presented.
For α = 0.037, the flows of both oscillators result in a
stable focus, as shown in Fig. 7. The attractor exists for a
wide range of α (0.037 5 α 5 0.074) in the two-coupled
oscillator system. Moreover, for larger α, a complex oscillation also appears, and the associated complicated bifurcations are observed, as shown in Fig. 5. Figure 8 shows
the chaotic oscillations for α = 0.1. Note that the phase
relationship between the two oscillators is complicated in
this solution, as shown in Fig. 8(c). A qualitatively similar
result is also observed in the circuit experiment (as shown
in Fig. 9), using R0 = 10 kΩ and other elements being the
same as that in Fig. 6.
4. Conclusions
The two-coupled oscillator system, in which a BVP oscillator under a weak periodic perturbation is connected
to an autonomous BVP oscillator by a resistor, was investigated both numerically and experimentally. When the
coupling strength between the oscillators was increased,
various chaotic oscillations were found. The results were
qualitatively the same as those observed in the circuit ex-
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Figure 8: Chaotic oscillations for α = 0.1.

Figure 6: Experimental result for the chaotic oscillations
in Fig. 4.
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Figure 9: Experimental result for the chaotic oscillations
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Abstract—Systems depending on two or more parameters are investigated for the existence of some emergent
properties. As an example, we may ask whether they show
a particular periodicity in their dynamics. Traditionally, it
is assumed that this happens on a direct product of the intervals where this property is displayed when looking at
one parameter alone. This, however, is wrong for realworld systems, the origin of the phenomenon being based
in the latter’s nonlinearities. We demonstrate that the emergence of joint properties is generically confined on shrimpshaped domains in the combined parameter space. This entrains difficulties for clustering approaches that are generally based on the Gaussian cartesian product point of view.
1. Introduction
Biological organisms are able to fabricate intricate machineries from the molecular scale up to the macroscopic
scale, without the obvious need to store and to explicitly
handle the corresponding information. Synthetic biology,
molecular programming, and nucleic acid nanotechnology have thus become an experimental playground for the
search for systems that carry out human-defined molecular
programs, to input, output, and manipulate molecular structures. For chemistry to become the next information technology substrate, improved tools for designing, simulating,
and analyzing complex molecular circuits and systems are
necessary. On the DNA nanotechnology model system,
corresponding knowledge is presently quickly growing and
the area of alternative computing paradigms starting to take
shape. From a physics point of view, biological and physical processes start to converge, so that to describe biochemical computation, concepts from physics can be borrowed
and applied.
Most real-world systems exhibit a nontrivial behavior of
some observables in time. Many such processes exhibit
periodicity (the circadian rhythm, the cell cycle, reproduction), which therefore has often been regarded as a key expression of the essential mechanisms of life. Conversely,
irregular behavior is often related to abnormal stimuli, or
to a defect or disorder of the generating mechanism. Modern methods of measurements and modeling have now provided techniques that permit the observation of dynamical
aspects of processes, which in the past, due to a lack of
such technology, were described as steady-state. Genetic

expression processes are an example thereof [1]. Recently,
it has been possible to measure down to single cell expression, which revealed different kinds of rhythmic to irregular expression patterns [2, 3]. In our study, we will put
forward a generic model that demonstrates that regular and
‘stochastic’ expression may result from the same nonlinear system and that the transition among these states may
require small parameter changes only.
2. Emergence of Shrimps in Parameter Space
How is this multitude of scaled versions of the same
shrimp template generated? In the case of smooth systems,
shrimps are the result of the interaction of two or more
largely independent parameters in creating points with a
full set of zero partial derivatives. From this observation,
the shrimps phenomenon can be explained in a simple way,
for flows (the Rössler system [4]) and for maps (the dissipative Hénon map [5] in [6]). For simplicity of argument
we will consider the discrete formulation and follow the
exposition given in [7]. Note that the dissipative Hénon
map is the paradigmatic two-dimensional discrete map accounting for the universality properties of dissipative nonlinear systems. The Hénon map can be written in its standard form as fh : {x, y} → {c − dy − x2 , x}. After cycling through the coordinates by means of two iterations,
the two-dimensional system can be condensed into the approximative one-dimensional map
f : x → b − (a − x2 )2 ,
which incorporates the two parameters a, b for the offset
and the leading term nonlinearity in one equation.
Stable k-periodic islands arise whenever
′

xk = f k (xk ), | mk |=| f k (xk ) |< 1

(1)

holds, where f k denotes the k-fold iterated map f and the
′
prime denotes the derivative with respect to x. A superstable locus requires that mk = 0. More explicitly, we have
k

′

f (xk ) =

k
Y
i=1

k
Y
(a − x2i ).
4xi

(2)

i=1

This implies that all k-superstable
√ solutions need to pass
either through xk = 0 or xk = ± a. For the case xk = 0,
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tissue-specific expected expression values (which are relative to a common reference mRNA pool derived from
equal parts of all mRNA samples (µliver , µkidney , µtestis )) [8].
Clearly, a plot of the three expression strengths reveals the
presence of a shrimps-shaped data structure Fig.2.

2

1

b
1

a

Figure 1: Basic shrimps structure: Two intersecting
parabolas of superstability (full lines), extending until the
derivative of the solutions exceeds 1 in absolute value (nongenerically located dashed lines), where tangent or perioddoubling bifurcations occur. In addition, where lines cross,
we generally deal with non-ergodicity. Secondary, nongeneric, system properties can complicate this fundamental
structure.
2 2

for k =
√ 1 we obtain from b −√(a − x ) = x the relation
√
a = ± b. For the case xk = ± a, we obtain b = ± a. By
differentiability of f in the parameters a, b, this defines two
parabolas in parameter space, which define the four legs of
the main k = 1-shrimp, see Fig. 1. From this equation, the
above-identified two parabolas
√
√
a = ± b, b = ± a
(3)
emerge. By representing Feigenbaum universality in
higher-dimensional parameter space, the emergence of
shrimp-like structures is thus a universal nonlinear phenomenon, i.e. it must be expected to occur in any nonlinear
dynamical system. The placement of the copies is, however, determined by the specific system’s properties.
3. Biological Manifestations of Shrimps
To what extent such structures emerge in biological systems has mostly remained unexplored. This is a nontrivial
question since there, vast areas in parameter space may not
be occupied by typical real-world biological systems and
processes. Here we focus on two domains where the dependence of the dynamics on system parameters is of special
interest.
The first domain of examples that we consider are
cDNA microarrays measurements, from three specific tissues (liver, kidney, testis) from six exchangeable mice.
Therefore, the gene-specific attribute is the collection of

Figure 2: 3-D scatterplots of mouse genome attributes. The
point cloud is concentrated around the origin, which corresponds to genes with roughly equal expression in all three
tissues. Shrimps arms radiate out. From [8].
The second domain of examples we focus on are Goldbeter biochemical reactions [9], for which corresponding
experimental evidence is available [10]. Enzymatic reactions described by the reaction are known to exhibit, at
certain parameter values, periodic oscillations. Although
rhythmic behavior is not exclusive to enzymic reactions,
but rather at all levels of biological organization, enzymic
periodicities are the best described at the molecular level.
On this level, the system is represented by a two-step enzymic reaction process: Substrate S is injected at constant
rate v and runs through enzymic reactions comprising two
positive feedback loops coupled in series. S is transformed
by catalyzation by an enzyme E1 , which is activated by its
product P1 . A second enzyme E2 uses P1 as substrate and
is activated by its product P2 . k s is the first-order rate constant for the removal of P2 . The metabolite concentrations
can be described by three ordinary differential equations,
cf. [9], containing, among others, parameters k s , v, σ1 , σ2 .
Whereas Decroly and Goldbeter performed their analysis upon changing parameters k s and v, we have investigated the behavior by changing σ1 and σ2 as shown in Fig.
3. Clearly, we find shrimp-like structures with stable periodic oscillations, starting from period 4 (dark gray) to 8
(green) to 16 (yellow) to 32 (ocher). Regions of chaotic
behavior are in white. Thus, motivated by our results from
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f

σ2

σ1
Figure 3: Shrimps in the biochemical system described in
[9] (parameter space σ1 = 9.29 − 9.60 and σ2 = 9.84 −
9.98). Ref. [9] used σ1 = σ2 = 10.
electronic systems, we also find large shrimp-shaped domains in biological systems and microbiological reactions.
The self-similarity of the shrimp areas may simplify the
tuning of jumps from one to another periodic behavior, enabling in this way simple state-coding in terms of periodic
signaling.
4. Feature Maps
To relate these observations to bioinformatics, it is important to note that shrimps are of course not restricted to
two-dimensional parameter space, they also exist in higher
dimensions. Moreover, in many applications, objects may
not be directly characterized by their fundamental parameters (these are often unknown), but by easily observable
features. From parameter coordinates, we arrive at the
feature space by means of a feature-mapping, that most
of the time is implicit. In a not too high-dimensional
feature space, feature-maps of sufficient smoothness will
closely reflect the situation that we have in parameter space
(though a formalization of this expectation may require an
advanced mathematical framework). A pictorial example is
provided by the transformation (a, b) → (a, Log(1+|b|), ab)
from two- into three-dimensional space (Fig. 4).
5. Clustering and Parameter Estimate Consequences
Suppose that we now sample the parameter or feature
space with the aim of identifying parameters that lead to
a periodic system response. Whatever the sampling procedure and the test for periodicity, what will likely result is a situation where candidate systems will be from

Figure 4: Artificial feature-map example: A twodimensional shrimp is mapped into a three-dimensional
feature space shrimp by means of the transformation f :
(a, b) → (a, Log(1 + |b|), ab). Shrimp essentials are preserved under map f ; transformations of similar mathematical properties yield comparable results. (Left-hand side:
Black area: Parameters with the same periodicity; blue
area: parameters with period-doubled periodicity. Righthand side: Corresponding features.)
primary shrimps or from lesser populated areas hosting
smaller shrimps, or systems for which the data appears periodic, but is actually chaotic (unstable periodic orbits are
generically embedded into chaos, and the systems’ trajectories can follow such orbits for quite some time). Taking
this situation as a toy example, we now proceed towards
the clustering of the data into sets of similar behavior. To
this end, we suppose that similar parameters generate more
similar behaviors than dissimilar ones. The principle that
clustering is thus based on, is the smaller the distance in
space (parameter-, feature-) is, the more they are coupled
and likely to be in the same cluster. The interesting observation then is that even in this case, the most prominent clustering algorithms fail in the clustering of convexconcave bounded sets such as our shrimp-like domains,
since they are implicitly based on a linear separability criterion. While this is evident for the popular k-means algorithm, this also holds for hierarchical, agglomerative Wards
clustering.
In a Bayesian context, standard parameter inference
methods such as the standard Metropolis algorithm could
be expected to fail as well in this context. To check these
expectations, we performed a survey of applications of
ABC methods on our parameter space, where [11] served
as the references of models and methods. Our numerical
experiments demonstrate that even in the context of the
strongly fractionalized parameter spaces of nonlinear systems, the ABC approaches perform well. This is mainly
due to the fact that they are ensemble-based. Given some
observed data x and a proposed model with parameters θ,
the aim of parameter inference is to find those parameter
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values that give the “best fit” to the observation. To find the
parameter values providing the best fit, a common choice is
algorithms from the family of genetic algorithms or evolutionary strategies, that minimize the risk of getting stuck in
local maxima/minima. We check here the performance of
typical parameter inference methods when applied to the
simplest shrimp-exhibiting system. The ABC sequential
Monte Carlo ‘ABC-SMC’ method from [11] is used to infer the parameters a, b of the one-dimensional form of the
Hénon map. We focus on the case a = 1.1 and b = 0.3,
which is located on a shrimp of stable period-2 behavior,
but closely towards its border. Following [11], starting
from the initial position x0 = −0.2, we generated a time
series of the orbit, to which we added Gaussian noise of
mean µ and variance σ2 , to obtain the reference data xr .
As the error function, we chose the sum of squared errors
P
d(x, xr ) = i (x [i] − xr [i])2 . The prior was a uniform distribution on a ∈ (0.3, 1.3) and b ∈ (0.1, 1.0), sampled by invariable N = 1000 systems or‘particles’. ABC-SMC finds
the correct region in parameter space within relatively little
computational time. The particular shape of the shrimps
poses no problem, see Fig. 5c).
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Abstract—The mammalian cochlea is a sophisticated
hearing sensor that uses active amplification to enhance
weak sounds. The nonlinearity necessary for this task allows a remarkable dynamic range, yet at the same time it
removes the superposition principle, resulting in complex
interactions of the incoming frequencies and the generation of new frequencies (combination tones). Using a biophysically realistic mesoscopic model of the cochlea, we
show that the processing of sound mixtures produces activity profiles consistent with power-laws. Importantly, if
the cochlea is parameter-tuned in a way that was earlier
shown to effectively model the process of active listening,
the power-law distribution is broken.

1. Introduction
Originally borrowed from the study of phase transitions
in physics, the notion of criticality has become increasingly popular in the biological and neural sciences. The
idea is that a critical state, usually characterized in terms
of power-law behavior of some relevant associated observables, would allow the system to be most flexible to perform a multitude of tasks (see e.g. [1]). While evidence
for the criticality of certain brain structures has been provided in terms of power-law distributed observables (e.g.
[2]), it is by no means clear that these observables are directly relevant to the performance of an active task. Using
the well-tested and (on a mesoscopic level) biophysically
optimal model of the mammalian inner ear (the so-called
‘Hopf cochlea’ [3, 4]), we show that power-law relationships in the relevant observables naturally arise, but during
active listening are broken.
2. Cochlea activation and generation of power-laws
In the cochlea, an incoming sound of frequency f (a
‘pure tone’) propagates towards a resonant place on the
basilar membrane, where it is amplified and shortly after
dissipated. The active amplification was shown to be wellmodeled by a stimulated Hopf process
ż = (µ + i)ωch z − ωch |z|2 z − ωch F(t), z ∈ C,

(1)

where z(t) denotes the complex response amplitude, F(t)
is the complex forcing signal, ωch is the characteristic fre-

quency of the Hopf amplifier and µ is the bifurcation parameter [3, 5, 6, 7]. For µ < 0, the system itself is stable
and, upon forcing, acts as a small-signal amplifier, while
for µ > 0, stable limit-cycle solutions appear. For the
dissipation process (a passive property of the cochlea), a
tailored low-pass filter has been shown to model well the
effects of the major dissipation processes at work (essentially the viscous losses in the cochlear fluid) [3, 8, 9].
A feed-forward chain of cochlea sections where each section comprises a Hopf amplifier and a low-pass filtering
part then forms the Hopf cochlea, a hardware and software device that reproduces all the salient biological measurements of cochlear mechanics [4, 10, 11]. In the Hopf
cochlea, the characteristic frequencies of the Hopf amplifiers form a geometric sequence, so that each octave in the
frequency range is covered by the same number of Hopf
cochlea sections. This yields a logarithmic ‘tonotopic map’
that is comparable to mammalian cochleae (the flexibility in the choice of frequency range and the number of
sections allows a detailed comparison to any mammalian
model cochlea, e.g. cat, guinea pig or human). For all experiments described below, we used a software cochlea of
29 sections covering 7 octaves (characteristic frequencies
fch between 14.08 and 0.11 kHz).
22
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0.88

output
strength

cochlea section #

fch [kHz]
-15 < ..< -10 dB
-20 < ..< -15 dB
-25 < ..< -20 dB
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4.19

9.96
-30 < ..< -25 dB
-35 < ..< -30 dB
-40 < ..< -35 dB

Figure 1: Complex cochlear excitation (relevant sections
3-22 are shown) for stimulation with two harmonic sounds
( f0(1,2) = 3.5, 9 kHz and two overtones each) at -60 dB
rms-level/sound.
While the cochlear excitation pattern is simple for pure
tones, the picture becomes much more complex in the
case of incoming sound mixtures of different frequencies
f1 , f2 , ... Here, the nonlinearity of the active process leads
to the generation of new frequencies, so-called combination tones, the presence of which was already known to
18th century musicians Georg Sorge and Giuseppe Tartini.
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For a two-tone input of frequencies f1 , f2 , the (predominantly cubic) nonlinearity in the cochlea generates combination tones 2 f1 − f2 , 3 f1 − 2 f2 ,... which then propagate
towards their respective place of amplification. These cubic combination-tones are well-audible also for non-trained
listeners, and have been shown to have a key effect on pitch
perception [12, 13]. For a more complex, but still entirely
natural input such as a mixture of different harmonic complexes f0(1) , 2 f0(1) , 3 f0(1) , ...; f0(2) , 2 f0(2) , 3 f0(2) , ...; .., a plethora
of combination tones of various strengths emerges. The
generation and subsequent amplification of these combination tones then lead to a complex cochlear excitation profile, cf. Fig. 1, where the cochlear excitation is sketched
in terms of the output strength measured at each section.
Here, we used an input mixture of two harmonic sounds,
where a harmonic sound is assumed to be of the form
P
∝ nk 1/k e2πik f0 ∗t , i.e. with fundamental f0 and (n − 1) overtones of relative amplitude 1/k.
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Figure 3: Power-laws in the cochlea. a) Section activity (N = 10000 trials) for different levels of flat tuning
and two complex tones of random fundamental frequencies as input, for fixed sound levels (-60 dB). b) Distribution of the maximal strength A of tones present in the
cochlea (stimulus and CT) upon two-sound stimulation
( f0(1,2) = 1331, 2120 Hz). Plotted is the survival function
S F(A) = 1 − P(A), where P(A) is the cumulative probability distribution. Black line: Best power-law fit (exponent
from maximum likelihood estimation).

-100 dB
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Figure 2: Cochlea section responses (µ = −0.2). Output
profiles for a) single pure-tone stimulation (-70 dB) and
b), stimulation with two complex tones of fundamental frequencies f0(1,2) (-60 dB rms per complex tone).
Given the complex nonlinear nature of cochlear excitation, one may now ask in what statistical activity distribution along the cochlea these interactions result. To address this question, we stimulated the Hopf cochlea with
two-sound mixtures of random fundamental frequencies
and fixed input levels. Motivated by comparisons to psychoacoustic experiments, we define a hearing threshold of

-50 dB to denote the output strength (at a cochlea section)
where the perception of a sound is just possible [12, 13].
While such a value gives the best fit to the audibility
threshold of combination tones, we checked that a different choice (e.g. -40 or -60 dB) does not essentially change
any of the following results. The fundamental frequencies are chosen randomly from a uniform distribution on
the interval (0,15) kHz. Fig. 2a) shows the responses of
three cochlea sections to simple pure-tone stimulation of
different frequencies. The activity of the section, which
we defined as the proportion of cases where the response
at the section is above the implemented hearing threshold,
is roughly constant on a logarithmic frequency scale, i.e.
∝ fch , where fch is the characteristic frequency of the section. The more complex case of two harmonic sounds as
input is depicted in Fig. 2b). Here, the interactions in the
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3. Loss of power-laws
In humans and other mammals, neural feedback loops
from cortical and sub-cortical brain areas provide input to
more peripheral components of the auditory system. As
one part of this feedback system, neurons from the brainstem (so-called medial olivocochlear efferents) synapse on
the cochlea’s outer hair cells (the structures that are responsible for the active amplification in the ear). While the
role of these efferent connections is still not fully understood, there is strong evidence that they play an important
part in the process of active listening (selective attention)
[14, 15, 16, 17]. We have recently investigated to what extent the peripheral hearing system can assist a listener in focusing on an auditory signal [18]. Using pitch as a guiding
feature (cf. [19, 20, 21] for pitch, pitch perception models
and relevant physiological data), we developed a specific
measure of the tuning error that, for a mixture of two competing sounds, estimates how much the cochlear output is
biased towards the signal component of interest. Working
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cochlea give rise to highly non-trivial ‘receptive fields’ of
the sections, where the contributions of the combination
tones are easily identified as the non-vertical/horizontal
structures. Contrary to the common perception that combination tones are just a simple by-product that can be safely
ignored, they seem to account for the major part of cochlear
excitation. Fig. 3a) shows the corresponding activity profiles over all cochlea sections on classic log-log-scale for
different levels of µ-settings, for two-sound-mixtures and
−60 dB input level (rms) per sound. Here, the activity is not
proportional to f anymore, but surprisingly the power-law
behavior continues to hold, however now with nontrivial
exponents ∝ f β , 0 < β < 1.
To obtain a second measure to characterize the state of
the cochlea, we focused on the case of a two-sound input with fixed (but arbitrary) frequencies and examined the
generated combination tone responses in detail. Here, the
generality of the relation of the two fundamentals (not a
simple p:q ratio, where p and q are small integers) yields
a multitude of combination tones, and renders the identification of the relationships between these combination
tones difficult. To circumvent this difficulty, we consider
the distribution of the frequencies occurring in the cochlea
(both the stimulus frequencies and the combination tones)
in terms of the maximal strength (amplitude) they reach.
This is achieved by tracking the tones (frequencies) in the
Fourier transform through the cochlea sections and recording each tone’s maximal value. Fig. 3b) shows the results
for a stimulation with fundamental frequencies f0(1,2) =
1331, 2120 Hz, five harmonics and -70 dB rms-level for
each sound. The survival function S F (complementary cumulative distribution) is very well-fit by a power-law of exponent β = 1.13. For similar experiments with different
input sound levels and frequencies, the obtained β-values
are all between 1.1 and 1.2.

μ = -1
μ = -2

0.1
5

1

0.5

frequency [kHz]
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Figure 4: Loss of power-laws. a) Hopf-cochlea tuning
scheme (left) and biological tuning scheme (right) [18].
b) Activity profiles when sections 19-21 of the cochlea
(CF= 622, 523, 440 Hz) are tuned away from µ = −0.2
to values µ = −0.3, −0.5, −1, −2.
with real-world sound examples and an evolutionary strategy in the tuning unit, the approach demonstrated not only
that the activity of the biological efferent connections can
be well-modeled by the tuning of the bifurcation parameters (the µ-parameters) in the Hopf cochlea, but also that
these efferent connections provide a very effective way to
control the complex interactions in the cochlea and to tune
the cochlea towards a signal component of interest. Fig.
4a) provides an overview of the cochlea tuning scheme and
a comparison to the biological example (cf. [18] for details).
Figure 4b) shows the influence of a hypothetical listening process on the cochlear activation curves. For this, the
µ-parameter of sections 19-21 of the cochlea (characteristic frequencies between 400 and 600 Hz) are shifted from
µ = −0.2 to more negative values, which models the suppression of an unwanted sound of a frequency around 500
Hz. In addition to the obvious loss of power-law behavior of the cochlear activation curves, a corresponding effect is also observed in the distribution of combination tone
strengths. Generally, tuning leads to an effective suppression of disturbing combination tones [13], and in the optimal case, to a complete collapse of the distribution of CT
strengths.
4. Discussion
The processing of sounds in the mammalian inner ear
is an impressively complex and still not fully understood
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process. In many scientific investigations and technical
applications (e.g. hearing aids or cochlear implants), the
ubiquity and significance of combination tones is not yet
adequately taken into account. Considering the fact that
these combination tones propagate along the auditory pathway without apparent loss of quality or strength (cf. [22]
for recent measurements in the gerbil inferior colliculus), a
proper analysis of interactions in the cochlea is of utmost
importance.
Using the Hopf cochlea as our model, we have demonstrated that despite the complexity of combination tone
generation in the cochlea, simple power-law relationships
hold for the statistical activation of the cochlea sections.
Implementing a task of active listening, which is achieved
by tuning some cochlea sections away from the bifurcation point, however breaks these power-laws. This suggests
that observables relevant for our organism (such as the total statistical activation of a cochlea section) may indeed be
power-law distributed, but that this only holds for a state of
passive perception.
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Abstract– This work presents an efficient digital
predistorter based on a modified Least Mean Squares
Newton (LMSN) adaptive filtering algorithm. The
proposed predistorter is shown to consistently outperform
the Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm by 1dB in
terms of error performance while requiring on average
10% less computational time. The performance of the
proposed predistorter is validated through linearizing a
Doherty power amplifier driven by two 20MHz wideband
code division multiple access (WCDMA) signals having
different carrier configurations. The results presented in
this work demonstrate the desirable performance of the
algorithm compared to the well-known RLS algorithm.
1. Introduction
Power amplifiers (PAs) are vital components in radio
frequency (RF) systems and base station transmitters,
whose nonlinear behaviour limits the bandwidths and
levels of multiplexing used. As such, compensating for
these nonlinearities is of a great importance to researchers
and industry alike [1]. One popular technique for
linearizing PAs is digital predistortion; in which the input
signal is pre-conditioned using a digital signal processor
(DSP) and then fed to the nonlinear PA to obtain an output
signal which is as linear as possible with respect to the
predistorter's input signal [1]-[4]. In this study, the wellknown memory polynomial (MP) model is used to
describe both the PA and its digital predistorter (DPD) [5].
In the literature, a variety of adaptive algorithms have
been used to implement DPDs with good results [1]-[3].
In this work, a modified version of the least meansquares-Newton (LMSN) algorithm is used to construct
the DPD. The LMSN algorithm is a slightly simplified
version of the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm [6]
that requires a lower number of computations in addition
to being more numerically robust. Through the
simulations performed in this work, this algorithm was
found to outperform the RLS algorithm in terms of both
estimation accuracy and speed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II discusses the predistortion problem, presents
the model used and illustrates the issue of high correlation
in the model data, which motivates the development of the
proposed predistorter. Section III presents the LMSNbased predistortion algorithm, and Section IV reports

simulation results validating the performance of the
proposed method. Finally, Section V concludes this article
by summarizing the work done and discussing the benefits
of this work.
2. Behavioral Modeling and Predistortion Background
In order to motivate the work done in this article, the
basics of DPD and the mathematical model used in this
study are briefly discussed in this section.
2.1. DPD setup and architecture used
In this work, the well-known indirect learning method
for implementing predistorters is used [7]. In this
architecture, an input signal is first passed through the PA
to be linearized and the resulting output signal is recorded.
The input and output signals of the device under test are
then aligned in time domain. Next, the acquired output
signal is normalized by the amplifier's small-signal gain ,
and an appropriate model for training the predistorter is
fitted using the pair of input-output signals. This process
is illustrated through Figure 1. After the predistorter is
trained as described above, the input signal is used as
input to the DPD, producing an intermediate output signal
which is then passed to the PA, producing an output signal
that is linear. During the training phase, the signals and
are equal.
In the literature, a wide variety of models are available
to choose from, differing in complexity, structure and
modeling accuracy [1]. In this work, the well-known
memory polynomial model is utilized due to its good
performance and low complexity. This model is briefly
discussed next.
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Figure 1. Block diagram illustrating the implementation of DPD.

2.2. The Memory Polynomial Model
TABLE I. THE LMSN ALGORITHM

This model was chosen for this study due to its high
accuracy and low computational complexity. The equation
used for training a predistorter using this model is given
by:
K L 1

x ( n) 


k 0 l 0

hkl

y (n  l ) y (n  l )
G
G

for n = 1 : N
R 1 (0)   I

k

w (0)  0

(1)

0 

T

for n = 1 : N

where is the delayed version of the complex output
sample of the PA normalized by its small-signal gain , is
the input signal shown in Figure 1, and are the set of
complex model coefficients. The constants L and K are
known as the memory depth and the nonlinearity order,
respectively.
In practical terms, the memory depth is of great
importance when modelling and predistorting amplifiers
driven by wideband signals that emulate memory effects.
The more nonlinear a device is, the higher the value of the
parameter K required [5]. To compute one sample of the
memory polynomial output, a vector of
entries is
constructed by taking L samples of the output signal,
through and combining them in the manner specified by
(1).
Due to the particular structure of the model, the
correlation observed in the data used grows higher as the
memory
depth
and
nonlinearity
order
are
increased [8]This high level of correlation present in the
data matrices of the memory polynomial model means
that the estimation of the model's coefficients cannot be
carried out using simpler adaptive algorithms such as the
least mean squares (LMS) algorithm and its family,
thereby forcing the use of more complex algorithms such
as RLS or LMSN [5][8]. In the literature, the RLS
algorithm has been used to implement digital predistorters,
such as in [9].

e(n)  d (n)  yˆ (n)

R 1(n  1)u H (n)u(n)R 1(n  1) 
R 1 (n)   R 1(n  1) 



1  u(n)R 1 (n  1)u H (n)
w (n)  w (n  1)   R 1(n)u H (n)e(n)

where

 is a constant usually having large values (  103 in this study).
 is the step size, where 0    1
____________________________________________________________

of the algorithm. This has the advantage of increasing the
robustness of the algorithm.
4. Experimental Validation of the Proposed Algorithm

To validate the performance of the proposed LMSN
variant, it was used to build a DPD for a highly nonlinear
Doherty PA operating at 2.140GHz using four-carrier
wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA 1001
and WCDMA 1111) signals having a bandwidth of
20MHz and sampled at 92.6MHz. In the WCDMA 1001
signal, only the outer carriers are used to transmit, while
in the WCDMA 1111 all four carrier are used for
transmission. The proposed NLMS algorithm was
benchmarked against RLS for estimating the coefficients
of a memory polynomial DPD with memory depths
3. The Least Mean-Squares Newton (LMSN) varying between 3 and 5, and a nonlinearity order K
between 5 and 6. The resulting values of normalized mean
Algorithm
square error (NMSE) were collected and are presented in
The algorithm proposed in [10], is known to Table 2 along with the total amount of CPU time required
for the identification process.
outperform the standard least mean squares (LMS)
From the results in Table 2, it can be seen that the
algorithm when the data used has a large eigenvalue spread proposed algorithm consistently outperforms the RLS
or when the regressor matrices involved are ill-conditioned, algorithm by a margin of 1~1.5dB in terms of error while
such as is the case with the MP model, as explained requiring about 10% less computational time. This
previously. This algorithm exhibits many desirable supports the value of the proposed algorithm and
characteristics such as stability, robustness and accuracy demonstrates its potential in various applications.
To further illustrate the value of the LMSN algorithm,
[9]. An additional advantage of the LMSN algorithm is
Figures 2 and 3 present the frequency-domain
that it uses less parameters than the RLS algorithm, which
performance of the LMSN- and RLS-based DPDs for the
utilizes a forgetting factor. Due to this, the LMSN WCDMA 1001 and 1111 signals, respectively. Looking at
algorithm is more robust to parameter choices than RLS. the spectra in Figures 2 and 3 it can be seen that the
The equations defining the LMSN algorithm are found in LMSN-based predistorter outperforms the RLS-based one.
[9], and are given in Table 1 for reference, noting that in These results demonstrate the value of the LMSN
this version of the algorithm, the dependence of the LMSN algorithm when used for digital predistortion, as its
algorithm on a user-selected constant is removed by performance manages to exceed the benchmark set by
RLS in both the time- and frequency domains.
dropping the parameter  used in usual implementations
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TABLE. II. NMSE AND CPU TIME ACHIEVED BY EACH ALGORITHM
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Figure 2. Frequency-domain performance of the RLS- and LMSNbased DPDs when the WCDMA 1001 signals are used (L=5, K=6).
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Figure 3. Frequency-domain performance of the RLS- and LMSNbased DPDs when the WCDMA 1111 signals are used (L=5,K=5).

5. Conclusions
In this work, the use of the LMSN algorithm to
construct efficient and accurate DPDs was proposed.
Through simulation results, based on measured power
amplifier characteristics, the advantage of this algorithm
was demonstrated by comparing its performance to that of
RLS in the context of digital predistortion in both the
time- and frequency- domains. The results show that the
LMSN based DPD leads to better results that the RLS
counterpart while requiring less computation time
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Abstract—Human footsteps include various characteristics determined by the gait, the footwear and the floor.
In these years, the personal identification using footstep
has been investigated. The footstep identification method
based on continuous dynamic programing (DP) matching
and short term Fourier transform (STFT) is proposed[1].
The conventional method shows the recognition rate of
95.1% for 10 subjects, however, all the footstep is classified as the registered footstep. This means that the nonregistered subject, whose footsteps not used as the reference data, is recognized as one of the reference data.
In this paper, we propose the footstep classification using
a continuous DP matching and threshold to reject a nonregistered pedestrian.
1. Introduction
Characteristics of human footsteps are determined by the
gait, the footwear and the floor environment. If personal
characteristics and a walking state can be extracted from
footsteps correctly, footsteps will lead to the creation of
more powerful security systems such as enhanced video
surveillance systems and biometric systems that will combine footstep analysis with fingerprinting and vein recognition. Moreover, by analyzing the diﬀerence of rightand-left footsteps and walking manner, it may be possible to create remote medical systems for continuous health
checking.
In the field of indoor environmental sound analysis,
some useful results are reported for a footstep based
surveillance system. Tanaka[2] and Bin[3] presented footstep detection from various environmental sounds. However these researches did not focus on a personal identification. Shoji[4][5] proposed a feature extraction technique that uses mel-cepstrum analysis, the footstep intervals, and the degree of similarity of the spectrum envelope for footstep classification. Itai[6],[7] used psychoacoustics parameters and wavelet to represent a feature of
footstep, respectively. These techniques requires the starting time of footstep to extract the feature parameter. DP
matching[8][9] is basic technique in speech recognition to
normalize the raw data in terms of time, moreover it can
absorb fluctuation in data duration. Furthermore, continuous DP matching, which is the extended method of DP

Table 1: Recording environment
Location
Subject
Footwear
Number of
trials
Sampling frequency

A passage in
Aichi Prefectural University
15 students
A pair of slippers
Ten times per subject
44100Hz

matching, searches a similar pattern to the reference pattern from the input pattern. Therefore, the footstep identification using continuous DP matching does not need the
starting time of footstep. Nomura[1] proposed a footstep
identification scheme based on DP matching and STFT.
Miyoshi[10] reported the footstep classification with Gaussian mixture models. However, the conventional approach
can not reject the others whose footsteps are not adopted
as reference data. In this paper, we propose the footstep
classification using the DP matching and thresholding.
2. Recording Condition
The measurement conditions used throughout this paper
are described here. We measure footstep amplitude values at the passage in an indoor environment. The recording conditions for the 15 subjects are shown in Table 1.
Examinees walk along the indoor passage in Aichi prefectural university for ten times wearing the specified slippers.
Footsteps are captured by a microphone (ONO SOKKI LA5120, frequency range: 20-12500Hz) and collected by a
computer for sampling at 44.1 kHz. The recording environment is shown in Fig. 1. Subjects walk along a 5m track
towards the microphone; this distance is chosen to yield
natural footsteps and to avoid tiring the subject. In this
paper, 15 subjects perform only 10 measurement sessions.
Examples of footstep waveform thus recorded over 3 seconds are shown in Fig. 2. The vertical axis shows an amplitude, the horizontal axis indicates a time (seconds). The
footstep includes large spikes at 0.5 second interval. Those
spikes indicate an impact sound of the footwear against a
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Figure 1: Recording environment
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Figure 3: Example of footstep spectrogram
3.2. Similarity of Spectrograms

0.5

The spectrogram of the footstep data is generated by
STFT. As shown in (1), the spectrogram A is represented
as a two dimensional matrix.


 a1,1 · · · a1,i · · · a1,I 
 ..
..
.. 
..
 .
.
.
. 


a f,i
a f,I  .
A =  a f,1
(1)

 .
.
.
.
 ..
..
..
.. 


aF,1 · · · aF,i · · · aF,I

0

−0.5

−1
0

0.5

0.5

1

1.5
2
Time[sec]

2.5

3

Figure 2: Example of footstep waveform
floor. From the conventional research, it is known that the
fricative sound between a floor and footwear is included
after the impact sound. In addition, some footsteps form a
non-stationary waveform with a spike and high frequency
signals.
3. Recognition Method
3.1. Method for Speech Recognition
In a speech recognition, if two people speak the same
word, the duration of their phonemes will diﬀer. DP matching can expand or contract the time axis (dynamic time
warping), and absorb the temporal fluctuations in the raw
data. A simple recognition technique based on DP matching calculates the correlation of spectrum patterns of the
input and the reference pattern. This method focuses on
the time change in the frequency components in the speech
signal. We note that the impact and fricative sounds in
footsteps exhibit nonlinear changes in time domain. In
this paper, we employ a cosine distance and a continuous
DP matching to calculate the similarity of footstep spectrograms.

The columns indicate the time index i, while the rows represent the frequency index f . An example of footstep spectrogram is shown in Fig.3.
In Fig.3, the vertical axis represents a frequency, the horizontal axis is a time (seconds). A spectrum similarity of
each frame is calculated using the cosine distance. i-th
frame spectrum of input data Ai and j-th frame spectrum
of reference data B j are given by:
[
]
a1 a2 · · · a f · · · aF ,
Ai =
(2)
[
]
b1 b2 · · · b f · · · bF .
Bj =
(3)
(1 ≤ i ≤ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ J)
The cosine distance between frequency components Ai and
B j is given as follows:
D(i, j) =

√∑

| Ai | · |B j |
√∑
F
F
2
2
f =1 a f
f =1 b f

(4)

where | Ai | is an array such that each element is the absolute
value of the corresponding element of Ai ; · indicates inner
product. If (4) is calculated for all combinations of (i, j), D
is expressed by a two-dimensional array which is the similarities between the frequency components of (i, j). The
cosine distance represents correlation using a scalar value
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j

Table 2: Classification parameters

reference pattern

J
Slope constraints

Window length of STFT
Shift width of window
Reference data
Length of reference data

input pattern

46.4 msec
23.2 msec
1 of 10 walking footstep
for 10 subjects
1.6 sec

i

Figure 4: Continuous DP matching
from -1 to 1. When the cosine distance is close to 1, there
is a strong correlation between the two frequency components.
3.3. Continuous DP Matching
In the conventional method, the starting time of footstep
is required to calculate the feature parameters. However, a
continuous DP matching does not use the starting time in
the recognition process. This paper employs a continuous
DP matching to calculate the similarity between two walking footsteps. The cumulative distance between input and
reference data is calculated to evaluate the similarity.
Consider the 2D plane shown in Fig. 4. The discrete
points in Fig. 4 are indexed by the time series. All grid
points represent a distance between A(i) and B( j). The basis problem of DP matching is to find the shortest path from
node (1, 1) to (I, J). In continuous DP matching, the partial
interval of the input pattern is matched to the reference pattern with shifting one frame. Assuming that the distance
between ith frame in the input pattern and jth frame in the
reference pattern is d(i, j) , the cumulative distance g(i, j)
is defined as following equation:


 g(i − 2, j − 1) + 2d(i − 1, j) + d(i, j) 


g(i, j) = min  g(i − 1, j − 1) + 2d(i, j)
 . (5)

g(i − 1, j − 2) + 2d(i, j − 1) + d(i, j)
The cosine distance D is calculated by using a continuous
DP matching. However, 1 − D is applied to each grid in
order to calculate the minimum cumulative distance using
DP matching since DP matching employs the minimization problem. The MATLAB source developed by Dan
Ellis(Columbia University)[8] is used to calculate cosine
distance and realize a continuous DP matching.
4. Proposed Method
4.1. Footstep Classification
The personal footstep identification using continuous DP
matching and threshold is introduced here.

The similarity of input and reference spectrograms is calculated by the above method. The Table 2 lists the parameters for feature extraction and classification. The length of
clipped reference data is 1.6 seconds, the length of STFT
window is 46.4 msec (2048 samples), the shift width of
STFT window is a half of STFT window. These parameters yield the better detection ratio in [1]. The reference
data clipped from recorded footstep data includes the footstep of three steps. On the other hand, input data is the
raw recorded data during 5m track. To evaluate the rejection performance, footsteps of 10 subjects are adopted as
reference data (registered subjects). Other 5 subjects are
the non-registered subjects. The one of 10 footstep data for
registered subjects is clipped and used as reference data.
This means that the footstep of 5 non-registered subjects
are not classified to any reference data. The recognition
process consists of two steps:
The candidate detection
The cumulative distances between one input data and all
reference data are calculated using continuous DP matching. The input data is classified as the reference data which
yields the minimum cumulative distance. This classification result is used as the candidate.
The rejection using threshold
If the the cumulative distance of the candidate is greater
than threshold T , the input footstep is rejected. This means
the input data is recognized as the non-registered subject.
In the case of the cumulative distance is less than T , the
input data is classified as the subject of candidate footstep.
In this approach, the small T yields the excessive rejection
for registered footsteps.

4.2. Recognition Result
The performance of proposed method is evaluated by using the recognition and rejection ratio. The recognition ratio is defined as the ratio between “the number of correctly
classified footsteps for registered subjects” and “the number of footsteps for registered subjects”. The rejection ratio
is the ratio between “the number of correctly rejected footsteps for non-registered subjects” and “the number of footsteps for non-registered subjects”. Note that the recogni-
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rejected by using threshold. The proposed method also indicates the possibility that the environmental abrupt sound,
i.e. claps and knocking, can be rejected without the preprocessing and classification. Future tasks include examining
various walking speeds and realizing recognition system.
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Figure 5: Recognition and rejection ratio
tion and rejection ratio indicate the detection and rejection
accuracy for registered and non-registered subjects, respectively. These ratios are calculated using the leave-one-out
approach. Recognition results are shown in Fig.5. The vertical axis represents the ratio, the horizontal axis indicates
the threshold T for cumulative distance. The solid and broken line show the recognition and rejection ratio, respectively. T is a scalar value from 29 to 32 at 0.1 interval.
From Fig.5, the recognition rate increases with threshold. On the other hand, the rejection ratio is decreased with
increasing the threshold. When we focus on the ratios in
T = 30.5, the recognition and rejection ratio is 90%. In
addition, T = 30.1 performed the perfectly rejection while
the recognition ratio is 87%. These results indicate that the
threshold approach successfully rejects the non-registered
subject.
Nomura shows that a continuous DP matching and a
short term Fourier transform yields the accuracy of 95.1%
by using the footstep of 1.6 second[1]. In the case of
T = 30.1, the recognition ratio of our result is 8% less
than the conventional research. However, the proposed
method achieved the rejection of non-registered subjects
whose footsteps are not prepared as reference data.
5. Conclusion
This paper proposed the footstep classification scheme
that uses continuous DP matching and thresholding. The
similarity of input and reference footstep is calculated by
using a cosine distance of footstep spectra. Experimental
results show that the recognition and rejection ratio for 15
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a fast and accurate
algorithm for the IIR adaptive notch filter. The adaptive
notch filter is used to remove a narrow-band signal embedded in a wide-band signal. For updating the coeﬃcient of
the adaptive notch filter, the NLMS algorithm is often used.
The NLMS algorithm, however, provides the low convergence performance due to the high correlation of the input signal. Other algorithms which orthogonalizes the input vector, such as the APA, is also ineﬃcient, since the
number of the updating coeﬃcient is one. To solve this
problem, we introduce a monotonically increasing function to the gradient vector in the LMS algorithm. Several
computer simulations of the narrow-band signal reduction
shows the eﬃciency of the proposed method.
1. Introduction
To remove a narrow-band signal embedded in a wideband signal is one of the essential techniques in many signal processing fields, such as speech and audio signal processing, biomedical signal processing, and image processing [1, 2, 3]. In many practical situations, the frequency
of the narrow-band signal is unknown and often changes
with time. Hence, it is an important issue to remove the
narrow-band signal fast and accurately.
For reduction of the unknown narrow-band signal, an
adaptive notch filter is used [4, 5, 6]. The adaptive notch
filter is composed by a second-oder IIR filter, and its amplitude response has a steep rejection characteristic at the frequency of the zero (notch frequency). By adjusting the filter coeﬃcient which determines the notch frequency so that
the notch frequency and the frequency of the narrow-band
signal are corresponding, the adaptive notch filter achieves
the reduction of the narrow-band signal
For updating the coeﬃcient of the adaptive notch filter,
the NLMS algorithm is often used [7]. The NLMS algorithm is one of the gradient based algorithm, and the algorithm can be performed with low computational complexity
and implemented easily. The update term of the NLMS algorithm is derived based on the gradient of the error function, which is described by the average power of the filter output. In the NLMS algorithm, there are significant
problems which are the low speed convergence and the low
accuracy (, which means large estimation error variance),

+―

+ +

+

+

Figure 1: Structure of notch filter.

since the error function does not become a convex function,
but becomes a quasi-convex function. The other orthogonalized algorithms, such as the APA or the Newton-LMS
algorithm [8], are also ineﬃcient, since the adaptive notch
filter has only one updating coeﬃcient.
In this paper, to improve the convergence speed and accuracy in the adaptive notch filter, we propose a new gradient based algorithm. In the proposed method, we employ the monotonically increasing gradient, which is derived from the filter output power and the direction information of the NLMS algorithm’s gradient. The monotonically increasing gradient achieves the convex error function, so that it improve the convergence speed and accuracy. Several computational simulation show the eﬃciency
of the proposed method.

2. Adaptive Notch Filter
In this section, we show the fundamental structure of an
adaptive notch filter. Also we show the NLMS algorithm as
the conventional updating method of the filter coeﬃcient.
2.1. Structure of Adaptive Notch Filter
Figure 2.1 shows the structure of a second-order adaptive
IIR notch filter [5]. Here, the signal xn is the input signal,
en is the output signal, and un is the signal described by
un = xn − aun−1 − run−2 . The input signal xn is described by
using a narrow-band signal sn and an additive wide-band
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desired signal wn , i.e.,
xn = wn + sn .

(1)

In this paper, we assume that wn is given by a white Gaussian signal with the mean 0 and the variance σ2 , and sn
is given by a sinusoidal signal with the frequency ω s , the
amplitude p, and the phase ϕ.
The transfer function of the adaptive notch filter is given
by
(
)
1
r + az−1 + z−2
H(z) = 1 +
,
(2)
2
1 + az−1 + rz−2

0

Figure 2: Gradient of NLMS algorithm.

where r (−1 < r < 1) is a parameter which controls the
rejection bandwidth. Specifically, the bandwidth becomes
narrow along with the increasing value of r toward 1. The
parameter a determines the notch frequency ωN . The relation between a and ωN is given by
a = −(1 + r) cos(ωN ).

(3)

The adaptive notch filter can remove the narrow-band signal by adjusting a so that ωN = ω s .
2.2. NLMS algorithm
In this chapter, we explain the NLMS algorithm which
is one of the gradient based algorithm. By using the gradient of the error function E[e2n ]/E[u2n−1 ], we can obtain the
updating term of NLMS algorithm as
an+1

=

an − µ

en un−1
,
E[u2n−1 ]

(4)

where µ is a step size parameter which satisfies 0 < µ < 2.
The parameter µ can adjust the convergence speed and accuracy under the trade-oﬀ, e.g., the large value of µ provides the fast convergence and the low estimation accuracy.
Since E[en un−1 ] becomes 0 at ωN = ω s , the notch frequency
convergences toward the frequency of the narrow-band signal.
Figure 2.2 shows the gradient of the NLMS algorithm
with ω s = π/2 and r = 0.6, 0.8, 0.95, where the horizontal
axis is the notch frequency ωN . As seen from this figure,
the gradient of NLMS algorithm has the large amplitude
around ω s , and it has the small amplitude with distance
from ω s . Due to this property, the NLMS algorithm has the
problems of low accuracy around ω s and low convergence
speed with distance from ω s .
3. Monotonically Increasing Gradient Algorithm
To solve the convergence problem of NLMS algorithm,
it is required to improve the gradient characteristic to be a
monotonically increasing function which becomes 0 at ω s .
In this paper, we achieve the monotonically increasing gradient by multiplying the quasi-convex function E[e2n ] which

Figure 3: Gradient of proposed method.
has the minimum at ω s and the direction information of the
gradient of the NLMS algorithm. The proposed updating
term using the monotonically increasing gradient is given
by
(
) E[e2n ]
an+1 = an − µsgn E[en un−1 ]
.
E[u2n−1 ]

(5)

Here, we define the sign function sgn(E[en un−1 ]) as


−1,



E[e
sgn(E[en un−1 ]) = 
n un−1 ],



1,

E[en un−1 ] < −ϵ
−ϵ ≤ E[en un−1 ] ≤ ϵ , (6)
ϵ < E[en un−1 ]

where the parameter ϵ (0 ≤ ϵ ≤ 1) smooths the shape of
the sign function in the vicinity of E[en un−1 ] = 0. The
large value of ϵ can reduce the degradation of the estimation accuracy which is caused by the discontinuity of
sign function. Figure 3 shows the proposed gradient with
r = 0.6, 0.8, 0.95. As seen from this figure, the proposed
gradients becomes monotonically increasing functions.
Next, we evaluate the convergence speed of the proposed
method. For the evaluation criterion, we use the ratio of
the convergence speeds, which is defined as the ratio of
the proposed gradient divided by the NLMS algorithm’s
gradient, i.e., the ratio of the convergence speed is given by
(
)
sgn E[en un−1 ] E[e2n ]/E[u2n−1 ]
R =
E[en un−1 ]/E[u2n−1 ]
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) E[e2n ]
= sgn E[en un−1 ]
.
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To confirm the eﬀectiveness of the proposed algorithm
in (5), we carried out several simulations for the sinusoidal
noise reduction. In this simulation, we compare the convergence accuracy of the proposed method, the NLMS algorithm, and the variable step-size NLMS (VS-NLMS) algorithm [9], where the VS-NLMS algorithm is one of the
typical method which improves the convergence property
of the NLMS algorithm. As the input signal, we use √xn
in (1) composed of the sinusoidal signal sn with p = 2
and white Gaussian signal wn with σ2 = 1, i.e., SNR= 0.
The length of xn is 5000 samples. The frequency of sn is
changed with time as follows:


π/2,
1 ≤ n < 500



π/10,
500
≤ n < 2500 .
ωs = 


 π/2, 2500 < n ≤ 5000

(7)

If the value of R is large, the proposed method provides
the fast convergence speed compared with the NLMS algorithm. Figure 4 shows the several R curves with ϵ√ =
1, 0.01, 0, where we put r = 0.9, ω s = π/2, p = 2,
and σ2 = 1. In this figure, the horizontal axis denotes the
distance between the notch frequency and the frequency
of the narrow-band signal, i.e., |ωN − ω s |. As seen from
Fig. 4, the convergence speed of the proposed method is
faster than one of the NLMS algorithm with the distance
from ω s because of R > 1. Additionally, the proposed
method can provide the high accurate estimation around
ω s , since the proposed method provides slow convergence
speed in R < 1. Figure 5 shows the expansion of Fig. 4
in 0 ≤ |ωN − ω s | ≤ 0.2. In the nearest neighbor of ω s ,
it can be seen that R > 1 when ϵ is set to a small value.
It caused by the discontinuity of sign function, and it decreases the estimation accuracy. The deterioration of the
estimation accuracy can be reduced by setting ϵ to a large
value. In this case, the proposed method can provide the
fast and accurate convergence.

(8)

The parameter settings are following. In the proposed
method, we set µ = 0.3. In the NLMS algorithm, we set
µ = 0.4. In the VS-NLMS algorithm, we set µ = 0.3,
α = 0.98, and C = 0.0001. We set above parameters so
that all convergence speeds becomes same level.
Figure 6 shows convergence behaviors of the notch frequency ωN , where we put ϵ = 0.1. It can be seen in this figure that the proposed methods eﬀectively reduce the variance around ω s compared with other methods. Figure 7
shows MSE behaviors between ωN and ω s with 100 trials
average, where we put ϵ = 0.1, 0.00. Note that the proposed method with ϵ = 0.00 is equal to the method in []
As seen from this figure, the MSE of the proposed method
is lower than the conventional methods. In the proposed
method, the MSE with ϵ = 0.05 is lower than one with
ϵ = 0.00, especially it can be seen from 3000 to 5000 samples. These result shows the proposed method improves
the trade-oﬀ of the convergence speed and the estimation
accuracy. Hence, by adjusting the parameters of the pro-
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a fast and accurate algorithm
for the IIR adaptive notch filter. The proposed method
employs the monotonically increasing gradient. Several
computational simulations shows that the proposed method
can provide high estimation accuracy compared with the
NLMS algorithm.
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Abstract- The Least Mean Square (LMS) and its
variant the Normalized LMS (NLMS) adaptive
algorithms are widely used in system identification,
however they are better in identifying non sparse
systems. Hence, in order to improve the performance of
the LMS based system identification of sparse systems,
an improved adaptive NLMS algorithm is proposed
which utilizes the sparsity property of such systems. A
sparse system is one whose impulse response consists
of many near-zero coefficients. In this paper, a
comparative analysis of the LMS, NLMS and the
proposed improved NLMS algorithms, to identify an
unknown sparse system, is presented. Simulation results
demonstrates that the proposed improved NLMS
algorithm provides significant performance gains in
comparison to the conventional LMS and NLMS
algorithms in both convergence rate and steady state
behavior.

principle of Proportionate Normalized LMS (PNLMS)
is to adapt each coefficient with an adaptation gain
proportional to its own magnitude. Based on PNLMS,
there exist many improved PNLMS algorithms, such as
IPNLMS and IIPNLMS. Besides the above mentioned
algorithms, there are various improved LMS algorithms
on clustering sparse system. These algorithms locate
and track non-zero coefficients by dynamically
adjusting the length of the filter. The convergence
behaviors of these algorithms depend on the span of
clusters (the length from the first non-zero coefficient to
the last one in an impulse response). When the span is
long and close to the maximum length of the filter or
the system has multiple clusters, these algorithms have
no advantage compared to the traditional algorithms.
Motivated by Least Absolutely Shrinkage and
Selection Operator (LASSO) and the recent research on
Compressive Sensing (CS), a new LMS algorithm with
norm constraint is proposed in order to accelerate the
sparse system identification. Specifically, by exerting
the constraint to the standard LMS cost function, the
solution will be sparse and the gradient descent
recursion will accelerate the convergence of near-zero
coefficients in the sparse system. Furthermore, using
partial updating method, the additional computational
complexity caused by norm constraint is far reduced.

Keywords- Adaptive filters, NLMS, System
Identification, Sparse systems

1. Introduction
Adaptive filtering algorithms have been widely
applied to solve many problems in digital
communication systems such as acoustic echo
cancellation, noise cancellation, channel estimation, and
system identification [1, 2]. So far, the LMS and the
NLMS adaptive algorithms have been the most
commonly adopted approaches owing to the clarity of
the mean-square-error cost function in terms of
statistical concept and the simplicity for computation.
A sparse system is one whose impulse response
consists of many near-zero coefficients and very few
large coefficients There are many adaptive algorithms
for system identification, such as Least Mean Squares
(LMS) and Recursive Least Squares (RLS). However,
these algorithms have no particular advantage in sparse
system identification due to no use of sparse
characteristic. In recent decades, some algorithms have
exploited the sparse nature of a system to improve the
identification performance. To our knowledge, the first
of them is Adaptive Delay Filters (ADF), which locates
and adapts each selected tap-weight according to its
importance. Then, the concept of proportionate
updating was originally introduced for echo
cancellation application by Duttweiler. The underlying

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2
introduces the discrete time model of the digital
communications system. Section 3 gives a brief
summary of the NLMS adaptive algorithm. Section 4
gives a brief summary of the proposed algorithm. In
section 5 a computer simulation study is given to
investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm
and to compare it with the performance of the NLMS.
Conclusions are given in Section 6. Finally, a list of
references is given at the end of the paper.

2. System Model
The discrete time model for the digital
communication system considered here is shown in
Fig.1. The desired response d(n), providing a frame of
reference for the adaptive filter, is defined by:

d (n)  w0 u(n)  v(n)
H

(1)

where u(n) is the input vector, which is common to both
the unknown system and the adaptive filter and v(n) is
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the AWGN with zero mean and variance 2. The error
signal e(n), involved in the adaptive process, is defined
by
e(n) = d(n) – y(n)
=

w0H(n)

^H

u(n) + v(n) - w (n) u(n)

On the other hand the NLMS algorithm adapts the tap
weight vector [3] using a gradient descent algorithm
that reduces the squared estimation error at each time
instant. The algorithm is given below:

U [ n]
  || U [n] || 2

(2)

W [n  1]  W [n]   en

(3)

where  is the algorithm’s step-size parameter  is a
very small number added to avoid instability, and en is
the error signal which is defined as:

where w^(n) is the tap-weight vector of the adaptive
filter assumed to have a transversal structure. It is also
assumed that the adaptive filter has the same number of
taps as the unknown system represented by w0.

en  d n  U n Wn
T

^

(9)

(10)

4. The Proposed Algorithm
v(n)
d(n)



w0(n)
u(n)

e(n)



The results of Improved NLMS Algorithm are
presented for the BPSK signal. The unknown system is
represented by a 100 tap FIR filter, whose taps are
randomly generated. The proposed improved NLMS
algorithm is obtained by minimizing the following cost
function:
(11)

w^(n)

y(n)
Where
denotes the
norm that signifies the
number of non-zero entries, and
is a parameter
adopted to adjust the influence of the
norm cost.

Figure 1 System identification model using
Linear transversal adaptive filter

(12)

3. NLMS Algorithm

The recursion equation for the proposed algorithm is
based on the principle of Newton method or Newton
algorithm where you can find successively proper
approximations to the function. The recursion equation
is shown as follows:

In a transversal adaptive filter, the input vector U(n)
and the weight vector W(n) at the time of nth iteration
are defined as follows:

U n  [u n , u n1 , ..., u nM 1 ]T

(4)

Wn  [w0 , w1 , ..., wM 1 ]T

(5)

^

^

^

(13)
Where
represents the gradient of the error with
respect to the tap weights (coefficients) and
is the
second gradient or the “Hessian” of the error function.

where un is the filter input and w^i, (i=0, 1, …, M-1) is
the weight vector which corresponds to the filter length.
The filter output is obtained as follows:
^T

y n  Wn U n

(14)

(6)

In the Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm, the weight
vector Wn is updated using the following equation:
(15)

Wn1 Wn   en U n

(7)
More accurately, the second gradient can be shown as
follows, which corresponds to a matrix:

In (7)  is a positive constant, which represents the step
size parameter in the LMS algorithm. By repeating the
updating, the MSE: E[en2] is minimized, where E[.]
denotes expectation. To ensure the stability of the
adaptive process and the convergence of the MSE, the
step size,, should satisfy the following condition:
2
(8)
0  

(16)
And the parameter is a positive value that is used to
determine the region of zero attraction In addition, the
filter coefficients are updated along the negative
gradient direction.

T

E[U n U n ]
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According to the figure 2 above, it can be clearly
seen that the value of the proposed improved NLMS
algorithm takes another turn in providing inaccurate
error estimation and this value convey the least
performance compared with other methods.
In figure 3, it can be clearly seen that the value of the
proposed algorithm takes another turn in providing
inaccurate error estimation and this value convey
undesired performance, similar to the performance of
the standard LMS and NLMS algorithms.
Now, in order to get to the best value of , we tried
different values and then average these values to get the
one that provides minimum square error.

(17)
Zero attraction imposes an attraction to zero on small
coefficients. The function of zero attractor leads to the
performance improvement of Ɩ0-LMS in sparse system
identification. To be specific, in the process of
adaptation, a tap coefficient closer to zero indicates a
higher possibility of being zero itself in the impulse
response, when a coefficient is within a neighborhood
of zero (−1/ ,1/ ), the closer it is to zero, the greater the
attraction intensity is. When a coefficient is out of the
range, no additional attraction is exerted. Thus, the
convergence rate of those near-zero coefficients will be
raised. In conclusion, the acceleration of convergence of
near-zero coefficients will improve the performance of
sparse system identification since those coefficients are
in the majority. A large means strong intensity but
narrow attraction range. Therefore, it is difficult to
evaluate the impact of on the convergence rate. For
practical purposes, Bradley and Mangasarian suggested
to set the value of
to some finite value like 5 or
increased slowly throughout the iteration process for
better approximation.

Figure 4 shows how we have obtained the average
value of between the various trial values. Finally in
Figure 5, the performance of the proposed improved
NLMS algorithm shows a 10 dB outstanding
performance improvement in comparison with the
NLMS.

5. Simulation Results
This section presents the computer simulations results
of the performance of the proposed improved NLMS
algorithm in spares systems in comparison with the
standard LMS and NLMS algorithms. The behavior of
the error estimation will be shown in the figures below
with the comparison of four algorithms, LMS, NLMS,
Modified NLMS, and Improved NLMS. Moreover, to
obtain the best minimum square error, different values
of were analyzed. The next figures show how using
large and small values of can affect the behavior of
the MSE along the curve. For a large value of the
behavior of the MSE is shown in the figure below:

Figure 3 Comparison between the four algorithms
where = 0.000003

.

Figure 4: MSE performances of different values of
Figure 2: MSE performances comparison between four
algorithms where = 0.005(large value)
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3125–3128.
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Figure 5: Best value obtained to provide the best error
estimation; = 0.00005

6. Conclusions
In this paper, in order to reach to a better
approximation, the parameter of was analyzed and
many trial and error steps were done in order to reach to
a better value to obtain the best error estimation. The
error estimation for the proposed improved algorithm
was then compared with three various LMS algorithms
in order to notice its behavior and successfully it gave a
better approximation of the error estimation.
The performance of the proposed improved NLMS
algorithm shows a 10 dB outstanding performance
improvement in comparison with the LMS and NLMS
algorithms.
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Abstract—For the case that p is any prime number, we
have already constructed all CR (complement reverse) sequences in the de Bruijn sequences of length 22p+1 . With
the help of the Dyck language, we characterize CR sequences in the de Bruijn sequences of length 22m+1 where
m (≥ 4) is a non-prime number. Then, we show that for any
odd number n, there exist CR sequences in the de Bruijn
sequences of length 2n , which completely settles the fundamental problem posed by Fredricksen on existence of the
CR sequences. Consequently, we establish an algorithm for
generating all CR sequences in the de Bruijn sequences of
length 2n for any odd n.
1. Dyck Language
Following [4], we define the Dyck language L(Dn ) (n ≥
1) from the viewpoint of symbolic dynamics. We set Σ =
{αm , βm : 1 ≤ m ≤ n}. For each m (1 ≤ m ≤ n), αm
is called a negative symbol while βm is called a positive
symbol. We define an inverse monoid (with zero) Dn : It
has generators
{ αi , β j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) and 1 , whose relations
1 if i = j,
are αi · β j =
and γ · 1 = 1 · γ = γ, γ · 0 =
0 otherwise,
0 · γ = 0 ( γ ∈ Σ ∪ {11} ), 0 · 0 = 0.
We call elements u = u1 u2 · · · uk ∈ Σk words or blocks
over Σ of length k (k ≥ 1). A word of length k is simply
called a k-word. We use Σ∗ to denote the collection of all
words over Σ and the empty word ϵ. We use red() to denote
a mapping from Σ∗ to the inverse monoid Dn by letting for
γ = γ1 γ2 · · · γk ∈ Σ∗ (k ≥ 1), red(γ) = γ1 · γ2 · · · · · γk and
red(ϵ) = 1 .
The Dyck language L(Dn ) is defined by L(Dn ) = {u ∈
Σ∗ : red(u) , 0}. If red(u) = 1 for u ∈ Σ∗ , then u is said to
be balanced.1 The empty word ϵ is balanced.
The set of balanced words in L(D1 ) consists of all regular parenthesis structures. In fact, for n = 1, denoting
α1 = ( and β1 = ), we obtain all regular parentheses structures with up to three pairs of parentheses:
( ), ( ( ) ), ( )( ), ( ( ( ) ) ), ( ( )( ) ), ( ( ) )( ), ( )( ( ) ), ( )( )( ).
(1)
1 In [5], the language with n types of balanced parentheses are said to
be the Dyck language.

Remark 1 It is well known that the k pairs of( parentheses
)
1 2k
are enumerated by the Catalan numbers: k+1
k .
2. Construction of a Prototype of CR Graphs
Let Gn = (Vn , An ) be the de Bruijn graph with the set
Vn = {0, 1}n−1 of vertices and the set An = {0, 1}n of arcs.
De Bruijn sequences of length 2n are exactly Eulerian circuits in the de Bruijn graph Gn .
For a ∈ {0, 1}, we use a to denote the binary complement
of a, i.e. 0 = 1 and 1 = 0. We also treat a time-reversal of
N−1
sequences: For a sequence X = (Xi )i=0
over a finite alphar
bet Σ, the reverse X of X is defined by r X = (Xi )0i=N−1 .
A (binary) cycle of length k is a sequence of binary kword a1 a2 · · · ak taken in a circular order. In the cycle
a1 a2 · · · ak , a1 follows ak , and a2 · · · ak a1 , · · · , ak a1 · · · ak−1
are all the same cycle as a1 a2 · · · ak . Two sequences X =
N−1
N−1
(Xi )i=0
and Y = (Yi )i=0
are said to be equivalent, in symbols X ≃ Y, if X and Y are the same cycle.
Now we can define the following.
Definition 1 If X ≃ r X or equivalently X ≃ r X, then X is
called CR (complement reverse) sequence.
By the definition, if X is a CR sequence, so are X and r X.
N−1
In what follows, let X = (Xi )i=0
be a de Bruijn sequence
n
of length 2 if it is not stated otherwise.
It was pointed out in [1] that for even n ≥ 4, X ; r X
holds, and on the other hand that for n = 5, X ≃ r X occurs. In fact, 32 pairs of CR sequences exist for n = 5.
Naturally the following problem was posed by Fredricksen in [1]: Show that there exists a CR sequence whenever
n (≥ 3) is odd. In [2], the following characterization of CR
sequences were presented.
N−1
Lemma 1 (Etzion and Lempel [2]) Let Y = (Yi )i=0
be a
sequence over {0, 1}, which is not necessarily a de Bruijn
sequence. The sequence Y is a CR sequence if and only if
N is even and Y ≃ r ww for an N/2-word w.

For words u and v, we use uv to denote a concatenation of
u and v.
We set n = 2m + 1 (m ≥ 1). Since n − 1 = 2m is even,
in view of Lemma 1, the set V2m+1 = {0, 1}2m of vertices
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includes all 2m CR sequences of length 2m. To distinguish
such CR sequences of length 2m from CR sequences in
question of length 2n , we refer to such CR sequences as CR
vertices or CR 2m-words. We use VCR
n (⊂ Vn ) to denote
the set of CR vertices. Since CR 2m-words are in the form
of r ww where w ∈ {0, 1}m , a total order relation ≤ on VCR
n
is defined by the following: for any r uu and r vv in VCR
n ,
r
uu ≤ r vv if and only if
u1 2m−1 + u2 2m−2 + · · · + um ≤ v1 2m−1 + v2 2m−2 + · · · + vm ,
where u = u1 u2 · · · um and v = v1 v2 · · · vm are in {0, 1}m .
(0)
< v(1) <
Thus we number all the elements in VCR
n : v
(2m −1)
··· < v
.
N−1
Definition 2 The weight W(Y) of a sequence Y = (Yi )i=0
over {0, 1} is defined to be the number of nonzero digits
∑N−1
among the N Yi ’s, i.e., W(Y) = i=0
Yi .

Using this, we divide Vn into three disjoint subsets Vn− =
{v ∈ Vn : W(v) < m}, Vn0 = {v ∈ Vn : W(v) = m}, and
0
Vn+ = {v ∈ Vn : W(v) > m}. Note that VCR
n ⊂ Vn since
CR
W(v) = m for v ∈ Vn .
Further, we divide Vn0 into four disjoint subsets Vn00 =
{v ∈ Vn0 : v = 0w0, w ∈ {0, 1}2(m−1) }, Vn01 = {v ∈
Vn0 : v = 0w1, w ∈ {0, 1}2(m−1) }, Vn10 = {v ∈ Vn0 : v =
1w0, w ∈ {0, 1}2(m−1) }, and Vn11 = {v ∈ Vn0 : v = 1w1, w ∈
{0, 1}2(m−1) }. In the case that m = 1, we think of w ∈ {0, 1}0
as w = ϵ.
For integers a and b, if a is a divisor of b, we write a|b.
For m ≥ 2, we use d(m) to denote the number of the divisors
of m. For a word w, we use wk to denote the concatenation
of k copies of w, i.e., w
···w
| {z
}. We use [x] to denote the greatk

est integer not exceeding x. We use S to denote the shift
transformation on {0, 1}2m , i.e., S (v1 , v2 , · · · , v2m−1 , v2m ) =
(v2 , v3 , · · · , v2m , v1 ) for v = v1 v2 · · · v2m ∈ {0, 1}2m .
Definition 3 For m (≥ 2), 2(d(m) − 1) vertices in VCR
n in
m
the form of v(i(k)) = (1k 0k ) k and v(i(k)) with k ≥ 2 are called
2k[ m ]+k
k
k
the neutral vertices, where k|m and i(k) = 2 2k +1 −2 . We
ν
use VCR,
to denote the set of the neutral vertices in VCR
n
n .
For each j = 1, 2, · · · , k − 1, S j (v(i(k)) ) is in Vn11 . Such
vertices in Vn11 are also called neutral. We use Vn11, ν to
denote the set of the neutral vertices in Vn11 . The set Vn00, ν
of the neutral vertices in Vn00 is complementarily defined.
First we construct a directed graph G0n associated with
the de Bruijn graph Gn . We set Wn = {λ} ∪ Vn \ Vn+ .
For two vertices of the forms u = a1 a2 · · · an−1 and v =
a2 a3 · · · an in Wn , the binary n-word a1 a2 · · · an is defined
as an arc from u to v. The obtained subgraph of Gn is not
Eulerian since two types of arcs in Gn are not presented:
u1 where u ∈ Vn0 is in the form of u = 0v; and 1u where
u ∈ Vn0 is in the form of u = v0. Corresponding all such
arcs each in Gn : u1 where u = 0v ∈ Vn0 ; and 1u where
u = v0 ∈ Vn0 , we add an arc uλ from u to λ for every u =

0v ∈ Vn0 ; and an arc λu from λ to u for every u = v0 ∈ Vn0 .
The resulting directed graph is Eulerian, which we use G0n
to denote.
Second we modify the directed graph G0n to obtain a
prototype of CR graphs. Except the neutral vertices in
11
0
VCR
n ∪ Vn , we split every vertex v ∈ Vn into two vertices:
+
v with arcs 0v and v0; and v with arcs 1v+ and v+ 1, as
0v v v0
0v ↘ ↗ v0
−−−−−→ ◦ −−−−−→
◦v
in the diagram:
into
.
+
1v ↗ ↘ v1
1v+ v◦ v+ 1
−−−−→ −−−−→
Then, other than the neutral vertices, for every v ∈ Vn0 , the
copied vertex v+ occurs in a single loop λ1i v+ 1 j λ where
0 ≤ i + j ≤ m. We delete all such single loops. On the
other hand, for each pair of neutral vertices v(i(k)) and v(i(k))
(i(k)) 0k v(i(k)) from v(i(k)) to v(i(k)) ,
in VCR
n , we have an arc v
where k|m with k ≥ 2, and i(k) is as in Definition 3. For
each k, we delete such an arc from v(i(k)) to v(i(k)) . Then we
add an arc from λ to v(i(k)) and label it as λv(i(k)) while we
add an arc from v(i(k)) to λ labeled as v(i(k)) λ. Thus we obtain
an Eulerian graph with the vertex set {λ}∪(Vn0 \Vn00, ν )∪Vn− ,
which we use G−n to denote. We call it the prototype of CR
graphs.

3. Construction of CR Graphs
Now we are in a position to construct CR graphs by modifying the directed graph G−n . For the case m = p where p
is a prime number, we have already constructed the set of
CR graphs, which yields all CR sequences in the de Bruijn
sequences of length 22p+1 in [3]. Hence, in what follows,
we suppose m (≥ 2) is a non-prime number, which implies
m ≥ 4.
First, we replace the vertex λ and its all 4(d(m) − 1) arcs
ν
labeled λv(i(k)) or v(i(k)) λ, where v(i(k)) ∈ VCR,
, by 2(d(m) −
n
(i(k))
(i(k))
1) arcs from v
to v , where k|m with k ≥ 2, and i(k) is
as in Definition 3. For each k, the resulting two arcs from
v(i(k)) to v(i(k)) are labeled the same as v(i(k)) λv(i(k)) .
−
(i)
Choose v(i) ∈ VCR
is not the
n in G n and fix it. If v
CR, ν
(i)
CR
neutral vertex, i.e., v ∈ Vn \ Vn , then we add a loop,
an arc from v(i) to v(i) , labeled v(i) λv(i) . If v(i) is the neutral
vertex, i.e., v(i) = v(i(k)) or v(i) = v(i(k)) , then do nothing.
CR, ν
Next, if v(i) ∈ VCR
, then we split every pair
n \ Vn
ν
(i(k))
(i(k))
of neutral vertices v
and v
in VCR,
each into two
n
vertices similarly as in the above diagram, which leads to
(i(k))
v(i(k))
v(i(k)) λv(i(k)) v
v(i(k)) 0
0v(i(k))
−−−−−−−−−→ ◦ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ◦ −−−−−−−−→

1v(i(k))+

−−−−−−−−−−→

v(i(k))+ v(i(k))+ λv(i(k))+ v(i(k))+
v(i(k))+ 1
◦ −
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ◦ −−−−−−−−−−→

.

(2)
On the other hand, if v(i) is the neutral vertex, i.e., ∃ k0 (k0 ≥
2, k0 |m), v(i) = v(i(k0 )) or v(i) = v(i(k0 )) , then we split both
ν
neutral vertices v(i(k0 )) and v(i(k0 )) in VCR,
each into two
n
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balanced pairs as the alphabet Σ for the Dyck language
L(Dd(m)−1 ). If v(i) is not the neutral vertex in VCR
n , for each
v(i(k0 ))+ v(i(k0 ))+ λv(i(k0 )) v(i(k◦ 0 )) v(i(k0 )) 0
1v(i(k0 ))+
k where k|m with k ≥ 2, there is a one-to-one correspon◦
−−−−−−−−−−−→
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
−−−−−−−−−→
, dence between such k’s and j(k)’s with 1 ≤ j(k) ≤ d(m) − 1
(i(k
))+
such that
0
0v(i(k0 )) v(i(k0 )) v(i(k0 )) λv(i(k0 ))+ v
v(i(k0 ))+ 1
−−−−−−−−−→ ◦ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ◦ −−−−−−−−−−→
(4)
{0v(i(k)) λv(i(k)) 0, 1v(i(k)) λv(i(k)) 1} = {α j(k) , β j(k) }.
while we split the other pairs of neutral vertices v(i(k)) and
ν
v(i(k)) (k , k0 ) in VCR,
each into two vertices in the same If v(i) is the neutral vertex, i.e., ∃ k0 (k0 ≥ 2, k0 |m), v(i) =
n
way as in the above diagram (2).
v(i(k0 )) or v(i) = v(i(k0 )) , where i(k0 ) is as in Definition 3, we
,
we
obtain
an
Eulerian
Eventually, for each v(i) ∈ VCR
have {0v(i(k0 )) λv(i(k0 )) 1, 1v(i(k0 )) λv(i(k0 )) 0} = {α j(k0 ) , β j(k0 ) }. For
n
ν+
graph with the vertex set (Vn0 \Vn00, ν )∪Vn− ∪VCR,
,
where
n
other k , k0 , the correspondence is the same as in the case
ν+
ν
= {v(i(k))+ , v(i(k))+ : v(i(k)) , v(i(k)) ∈ VCR,
VCR,
}, which that v(i) is not the neutral vertex, which is given by (4). In
n
n
we use Hv(i) to denote. We call it the CR graph associated either case, we obtain 2d(m)−1 one-to-one correspondences
with v(i) since Eulerian circuits in Hv(i) yield CR sequences. between the set of the balanced pairs and Σ.
Noting that the vertex sets are the same for all v(i) ∈ VCR
Let us consider all regular parentheses structures with
n ,
ν+
. Using Bv(i) to d(m) − 1 pairs of
we write WnCR = (Vn0 \Vn00, ν )∪Vn− ∪VCR,
as in (1). Its total number
n
)
( parentheses
1 2(d(m)−1)
denote the set of arcs in Hv(i) , we write Hv(i) = (WnCR , Bv(i) ). is given by d(m)
from
Remark 1. In such a regd(m)−1
At this stage we have 2m CR graphs. It is worth noting that ular parentheses structure of length 2(d(m) − 1), we have
Hv(i) and Hv(i) are graph isomorphic. In symbols, we write d(m) − 1 open brackets ( . We freely arrange d(m) − 1 negHv(i) ≃ Hv(i) .
ative symbols α1 , · · · , αd(m)−1 in the position of d(m) − 1
open brackets. Its total number is given by (d(m) − 1)!.
To obtain a balanced Dyck word from the regular paren4. An Algorithm for Generating All CR sequences
theses structure of length 2(d(m) − 1), if we choose such
Using the notion of CR vertex, in [3], we obtain a refine- an arrangement of d(m) − 1 negative symbols in the regument of Lemma 1 as follows, which plays crucially impor- lar parentheses structure, the position of positive symbols
β1 , · · · , βd(m)−1 is uniquely determined. Taking account of
tant roles in constructions of CR sequences.
the equivalence
(
) relation in the cycle, we eventually obtain
1 2(d(m)−1) (d(m)−1)! d(m)−1
Lemma 2 ([3]) Let X ≃ r ww be a CR sequence in the de
circular permutations of eled(m) d(m)−1 2(d(m)−1) 2
Bruijn sequence of length 22m+1 , where w = w1 w2 · · · w22m ∈ ments in the set of the balanced pairs in Definition 4 which
2m
{0, 1}2 . Then there exists a unique CR vertex v ∈ VCR
correspond to balanced Dyck word of length 2(d(m) − 1)
2m+1
such that
in L(Dd(m)−1 ). Such a circular permutation of elements in
the set of the balanced pairs in Definition 4 is said to have
v = r w1 w2 · · · wm w1 w2 · · · wm
a balanced parenthesis structure of length 2(d(m) − 1) with
(3)
= w22m −m+1 · · · w22m −1 w22m r w22m −m+1 · · · w22m −1 w22m .
d(m) − 1 types of pairs of parentheses. We will see the
Eulerian circuits which exhibit such circular permutations
Moreover, the unique v occurs in X twice in the form of 0v1
in CR graphs only admit CR sequences. The existence of
and 1v0 while the other CR vertices u ∈ VCR
2m+1 occurs only
such an Eulerian circuit in each CR graph is guaranteed by
once in w in the form of 1u1 or 0u0.
Lemma 3 For each v(i) ∈ VCR
n , there exists an Eulerian
As in the previous section, we suppose m (≥ 4) is a non- circuit in Hv(i) which exhibits a balanced parenthesis strucprime number. For a fixed v(i) ∈ VCR
n , since Hv(i) is Euture of length 2(d(m) − 1) with d(m) − 1 types of pairs of
lerian, we obtain an Eulerian circuit in Hv(i) . The circuit parentheses.
exhibits one of (2(d(m) − 1) − 1)! circular permutations of
ν
Henceforth we may suppose that, once given a CR graph
elements in VCR,
. Apart from the case m = p where p is
n
a prime number, all the circuits do not yield CR sequences Hv(i) , we obtain all Eulerian circuits in Hv(i) , each of which
if m is a non-prime number. To construct all CR sequences exhibits the balanced parenthesis structure stated above. In
fact, we preliminarily select all such Eulerian circuits by
from the Eulerian circuits in CR graphs, we introduce
checking the balanced parenthesis structure in all Eulerian
ν
Definition 4 For each neutral vertex v(i(k)) ∈ VCR,
, where circuits in Hv(i) . Let Y be such an Eulerian circuit in Hv(i) .
n
k|m with k ≥ 2, and i(k) is as in Definition 3, the pair We identify the circuit Y as a sequence over {λ, 0, 1}, where
0v(i(k)) λv(i(k)) 0 and 1v(i(k)) λv(i(k)) 1 are said to be balanced. we define λ = λ.
Let us consider a periodic sequence generated by the seSimilarly, the pair 0v(i(k)) λv(i(k)) 1 and 1v(i(k)) λv(i(k)) 0 are said
quence Y, which we use Y ∞ to denote. We use Φ : Σ →
to be balanced.
Φ(Σ) to denote one of the above-mentioned 2d(m)−1 oneWe observe there exist d(m) − 1 balanced pairs in ev- to-one correspondences for Y. The following observation
ery Eulerian circuit in Hv(i) . We think of the set of such plays an important role in constructions of CR sequences.
vertices as in the following diagram:
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Remark 2 For each correspondence Φ(γ) = avλvb where
ν
b
γ ∈ Σ, a, b ∈ {0, 1}, and v ∈ VCR,
, we define Φ(γ)
=
n
r
b j ) r wΦ(β
b j)
avλvb. Then we obtain Φ(α j )wΦ(β j ) = Φ(α
for 1 ≤ j ≤ d(m) − 1, where w ∈ {0, 1, λ}∗ .
(i)

i) If v is not the neutral vertex in
written in the form of

VCR
n ,

then Y

v(i) 0 f Φ(α j1 )gΦ(β j1 )h0v(i) λv(i) 0 f · · · ,

∞

may be

(5)

where α j1 is the leftmost negative symbol in the corresponding balanced Dyck word, and v(i) appears exactly twice in v(i) 0 f Φ(α j1 )gΦ(β j1 )h0v(i) . We have to consider two cases, namely Φ(α j1 ) = 0v(i(k1 )) λv(i(k1 )) 0 and
Φ(β j1 ) = 1v(i(k1 )) λv(i(k1 )) 1, or Φ(α j1 ) = 1v(i(k1 )) λv(i(k1 )) 1
and Φ(β j1 ) = 0v(i(k1 )) λv(i(k1 )) 0. However, we consider
only the former case since the processes of constructing a
CR sequence from Y are exactly the same in both cases.
We transform v(i) 0 f 0v(i(k1 )) λv(i(k1 )) 0g1v(i(k1 )) λv(i(k1 )) 10v(i) λ
in Y ∞ into v(i) 0 f 0v(i(k1 )) λ r v(i(k1 )) 0g1v(i(k1 )) λv(i(k1 )) 1h0v(i) λ.
Noting that v(i(k1 )) and v(i(k1 )) are CR words, we obtain
v(i) 0 f 0v(i(k1 )) λv(i(k1 )) 0 r g1v(i(k1 )) λv(i(k1 )) 1h0v(i) λ. After deleting two λ’s, replace repetitions v(i(k1 )) v(i(k1 )) and v(i(k1 )) v(i(k1 ))
each by single words v(i(k1 )) and v(i(k1 )) respectively, then we
obtain v(i) 0 f 0v(i(k1 )) 0 r g1v(i(k1 )) 1h0v(i) , which we use Z (1) to
denote.
Next, depending on Φ(α j2 ) and Φ(β j2 ) appear in g or
h in (5), where α j2 is the second leftmost negative symbol in the corresponding balanced Dyck word, Z (1) may be
b j2 )h(2) 0v(i) or
b j2 )g(2) Φ(β
written in the form of v(i) 0 f (2) Φ(α
(i)
(2)
(2)
(2) (i)
v 0 f Φ(α j2 )g Φ(β j2 )h 0v respectively.
On repeating the above transformations without
changing the balanced parenthesis structure, we inductively obtain Z (d(m)−1) . Noting again that v(i(k)) and
v(i(k)) are CR words, we obtain Z (d(m)−1) r Z (d(m)−1) =
v(i) 0 f 0v(i(k1 )) 0 · · · 0v(i) v(i) 1 · · · 1v(i(k1 )) 1r f 1v(i) .
Replacing
the repetition v(i) v(i) that occurs twice in a circular order
each by single word v(i) respectively, we obtain a CR
sequence X = v(i) 0 f 0v(i(k1 )) 0 · · · 0v(i) 1 · · · 1v(i(k1 )) 1r f 1 of
length 22m+1 . It is easy to check that the obtained CR
sequence X is in the de Bruijn sequences of length 22m+1 .
ii) We consider the case that v(i) is the neutral vertex,
i.e., v(i) = v(i(k0 )) or v(i) = v(i(k0 )) . We have to consider
both cases. However, we only consider the case that
v(i) = v(i(k0 )) since we have Hv(i) ≃ Hv(i) . Then, Y ∞ may
be written in the form of Φ(α j1 ) f Φ(β j1 )gΦ(α j1 ) f · · · ,
where α j1 is the leftmost negative symbol in the corresponding balanced Dyck word, and v(k0 ) λv(k0 ) appear
exactly twice in Φ(α j1 ) f Φ(β j1 )g. We have to examine two cases, namely Φ(α j1 ) = 1v(i(k0 )) λv(i(k0 )) 0 and
Φ(β j1 ) = 0v(i(k0 )) λv(i(k0 )) 1, or Φ(α j1 ) = 0v(i(k0 )) λv(i(k0 )) 1
and Φ(β j1 ) = 1v(i(k0 )) λv(i(k0 )) 0.
However, we only
consider the former case since the processes of constructing a CR sequence from Y are exactly the same in

both cases. Then, Y ∞ may be written uniquely in the
form of v(i(k0 )) 0 f 0v(i(k0 )) λv(i(k0 )) 1g1v(i(k0 )) λv(i(k0 )) 0 f · · · .
We transform v(i(k0 )) 0 f 0v(i(k0 )) λv(i(k0 )) 1g1v(i(k0 )) λ in
Y∞
into
v(i(k0 )) 0 f 0v(i(k0 )) λ r v(i(k0 )) 1g1v(i(k0 )) λ
=
v(i(k0 )) 0 f 0v(i(k0 )) λv(i(k0 )) 0 r g0v(i(k0 )) λ. After deleting two
λ’s, replace the repetition v(i(k0 )) v(i(k0 )) by single words
v(i(k0 )) , then we obtain v(i(k0 )) 0 f 0v(i(k0 )) 0 r g0v(i(k0 )) , which we
use Z (1) to denote. By using exactly the same procedure
as in the case i) above, we inductively obtain Z (d(m)−1) .
Modifying Z (d(m)−1) r Z (d(m)−1) similarly as in the case
i) above, we obtain a CR sequence X in the de Bruijn
sequences of length 22m+1 .
Conversely, when we are given a CR sequence X in the
de Bruijn sequences of length 22m+1 , in view of Lemma
3, we find in X or X a unique v(i) ∈ VCR
2m+1 that satisfies
the condition (3). Depending on whether v(i) is neutral or
not, if we reverse the above procedure for the case i) or ii),
we obtain an Eulerian circuit in Hv(i) from X or X. This
correspondence is two-to-one and onto. Since X ; X for
n ≥ 3 [6], corresponding to a CR sequence X, X gives a
distinct CR sequence. Hence the above procedures for v(i) ∈
VCR
2m+1 as a whole exhaust all pairs (X, X) of CR sequences
in the de Bruijn sequences of length 22m+1 .
Eventually, we obtain the following.
Theorem 1 For the case that m (≥ 4) is a non-prime number, there exists at least 2m+1 CR sequences in the de Bruijn
sequences of length 22m+1 .
Together with the previous result in [3], we have completely solved the fundamental problem posed by Fredricksen in [1] on existence of CR sequences in the de Bruijn
sequences of length 22m+1 (m ≥ 1).
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Abstract—We show more simpler representations of
optimal solutions using level set and two conditions for an
unconstrained optimization problem: 1) a necessary and
suﬃcient optimality for a Morse function and 2) an existence condition of an optimal solution for a polynomial objective function. We also estimate the number of solutions
for the following two kinds of objective functions: 1) univariate polynomial functions and 2) separable functions.
1. Introduction
A continuous optimization problem,“minimize an objective function f (x) ≡ f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) : Rn → R, subject to
x ∈ S , ” has been applied to many fields. In cases in which
objective functions are convex functions, many theoretical
results have been obtained[1, 7].
Many studies have also been carried out for problems
with nonconvex or multimodal objective functions. Most
of those studies have been to proposing algorithms and to
investigating behavior of algorithms. However, theoretical studies for these problems have been insuﬃcient than
for convex optimization problems. For example, it has
not even been defined the number of modalities for multimodal optimization problems has not even been defined.
Demidenko[3] investigated the basic properties of nonconvex or multimodal problems. However, it is not take no
account of existence of flat regions in a problem. For optimization problems in which flat regions exists, we have
proposed the local minimal values set (l.m.v.s.) as a new
definition of optimal solutions, and we defined the number
of modalities as the number of connected components[5].
In this paper, we show simpler definitions of local optima by level sets than previous definitions[5]. Next, show
two conditions in unconstrained optimization problems: 1)
a necessary and suﬃcient optimality condition for Morse
functions, and 2) an existence condition of an optimal solution for a polynomial function. The number of solutions
for the each of two kinds of functions: 1) univariate polynomial functions and 2) separable functions, is also estimated.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. An
optimization problem and definitions of (connected) level
sets are shown as preliminaries in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3,
simpler definitions of sets of local optima using level sets
and optimality conditions for an unconstrained optimization problem are presented. Existence conditions of opti-

mal solutions for polynomial objective functions are presented in Sect. 4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in
Sect. 5.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Optimization problem and its assumptions
A continuous optimization problem with an objective
function f˜ : Rn → R and a constraint S ⊂ Rn is formulated
as follows:

minimize (min.) f˜(x) ≡ f˜(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ),
(P)
subject to (s.t.)
x ∈ S ⊂ Rn .
In this problem, we assume that S is a compact and connected set and that function f˜ is continuous.
For studying the problem (P) as a unconstrained problem, we define the following objective function f .
Definition 1 An extended real-valued function f : Rn →
(−∞, +∞] for the objective function f˜ in problem (P) is
defined as
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨ f˜(x), x ∈ S ;
f (x) = ⎪
(1)
⎪
⎩+∞, x  S .
2.2. Definitions of level set and connected level set
First, we define three kinds of level sets that are determined by a level value of function.
Definition 2 3 Level set: A level set L≤ (α) ⊂ Rn ，a strictly
level set L< (α) ⊂ Rn and an equal level set L= (α) ⊂ Rn at a
level α = f (x) ∈ R are defined, respectively, as
(2)
L≤ (α) = { x ∈ Rn | f (x) ≤ α } ,
L< (α) = { x ∈ Rn | f (x) < α } ,
L= (α) = { x ∈ Rn | f (x) = α } .

(3)
(4)

In addition, five kinds of connected level sets including
a point are defined.
Definition 3 Connected level set of x:
• Connected level set etc.:L≤c (α; x) and L≤c ( f (x))．
The connected component of L≤ (α) that includes x is
called a connected level set and is denoted by L≤c (α; x).
In case in which the level value is α = f (x), its set is
denoted by
L≤c ( f (x)) ≡ L≤c ( f (x); x) = L≤c (α; x), (at α = f (x)). (5)
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Similarly, a connected equal level set with level α =
f (x) at point x is denoted as follows.
• connected equal level set with level f (x) of x:

Corollary 6 If x∗ is the maximum of an unconstrained optimization problem and f is diﬀerentiable at point x∗ , then
Eq. 15) holds.

L=c ( f (x)) ≡ L=c ( f (x); x) = L=c (α; x), (at α = f (x)). (6)
Since connected strictly level set L<c (α; x) at α = f (x)
cannot include point x, it is defined as follows.
• connected strictly level set with level f (x) of x:
L<c ( f (x)) ≡ L<c ( f (x); x) = L≤c ( f (x)) \ L=c ( f (x)). (7)

Next, if f is twice diﬀerentiable around x∗ , then the following second order optimality conditions holds[2].

3. Simpler definitions of optimal solutions and optimality conditions in an unconstrained optimization
problem

Theorem 7 (Second order necessary optimality condition):
If the point x∗ is a local optimum of (Pu) and f is diﬀerentiable around x∗ , then the following equation holds[2],

∇f (x∗ ) = 0
(16)
∀y  0; yT ∇2f (x∗ )y ≥ 0,
where ∇2f (x∗ ) is the Hesse matrix at point x∗ .

3.1. Simpler definitions of sets of optimal solutions using (connected) level sets

Moreover，if f is twice diﬀerentiable around x∗ , then
the following second order optimality conditions holds.

We define a set of (global) minima and sets of four kinds
of local minimal solutions using (connected) level sets.

Theorem 8 (Second order suﬃcient optimality condition):
Suppose that the point x∗ is a local optimum of the problem (Pu) and f is twice diﬀerentiable around x∗ . Then the
equation holds.

∇f (x∗ ) = 0
(17)
∀y  0; yT ∇2f (x∗ )y > 0.

Definition 4 A set of (global) minima and four kinds of local minimal solution (local minima, sets of local minimal
values, strictly local minima and isolated local minima) are
denoted by X ∗∗ , X∗ , X ∗ , X∗s , X i∗ , respectively, and are formulated as follows.
(8)
X ∗∗ = { x∗∗ | L< ( f (x∗∗ )) = ∅ }
X ∗ = { x∗ | ∃x∗ ∈ S , ∃δ1 > 0, ∀x ∈ B(x∗ , δ1 );
f (x∗ ) ≤ f (x) }
X ∗
X ∗s
X i∗

={
={
={

x∗
x∗s
xi∗

|
|
|

L<c ( f (x∗ )) = ∅ }
L=c ( f (x∗s )) = {x∗s }}
xi∗ ∈ X∗s is isolated. }

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

From the above definitions, inclusion relations among
these sets are easily derived as follows.
X∗∗ ⊂ X ∗ ⊂ X ∗ ,

X i∗ ⊂ X ∗s ⊂ X∗ ⊂ X ∗

3.3. Necessary and suﬃcient optimality condition
A stationary point x∗ is called non-degenerate if and only
if the Hesse matrix is non-singular as follows.


det ∇2f (x∗ )  0 ⇐⇒ ∀y  0, yT ∇2 f (x∗ )y  0. (18)
A Morse function is defined by focusing on such a nondegenerated stationary point.
Definition 9 Morse function: f is called a Morse function
such that all stationary points of f are non-degenerated.[6]．
Moreover, a Morse function has the following property.

(13)

3.2. Previous necessary optimality conditions and sufficient optimality condition
We investigate the following unconstrained optimization
problem that removes the constraint from problem (P) as
follows:
(Pu) min. f˜(x) ≡ f (x),
(14)
where f : Rn → R is (twice) continuously diﬀerentiable
at any minimal solution. In this problem, three optimality
conditions have been shown[2].

Property 10 All stationary points of a Morse function are
isolated[6].
Theorem 11 (Second order necessary and suﬃcient (local) optimality condition for a Morse function):
If the point x∗ is a local minimum (optimum) of the problem (Pu) with Morse function f , and suppose that f is twice
continuously diﬀerentiable around x∗ . Then，the following
necessary and suﬃcient optimality condition holds.

∇f (x∗ ) = 0
(19)
∀y  0; yT ∇2f (x∗ )y > 0.
Proof Since all stationary points of a Morse function are non-degenerate, if f is a Morse function, then
Eq. (18) holds. Thus, the equality not holds at the second inequality:yT ∇2 f (x∗ )y ≥ 0 of Eq. (16). In that case,
Eq. (16) is become to same to Eq. (17) of Theorem 8. 

Theorem 5 (First order necessary optimality condition):
If x∗ is a local minimum, and f is continuously diﬀerentiable at point x∗ ，the following equation holds[2]．
∂f
∇ f (x∗ ) = 0 ⇐⇒
(x∗ ) = 0, (i = 1, 2, . . . , n).
(15)
∂xi
The point x∗ that satisfies ∇ f (x∗ ) = 0 is called a stationary
point．

4. Existence conditions of a minimum

Since any maximal point is also a stationary point, the
following corollary holds.

In the previous section, we show that if f is a Morse objective function of the unconstrained problem then an iso-
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lated minimum exist. However, for example f (x) = x4 is not
a Morse function because ∇2 f (x∗ ) = f (0) = 0 at the unique
minimum point: x∗ = 0. but the function have unique minimum at x = 0. In this section, the existence conditions of
such an optimal solution are given.
4.1. Existence conditions of a minimum for a multivariate function
For a real-valued continuous function, the following
Weierstrass’s extreme value theorem is very important and
is available.
Theorem 12 (Weierstrass’s theorem):
If function f : S → R is continuous on compact set S , then
at least one minimum exists.
From the theorem, It can be considered that level set
L≤ (α) = { x ∈ Rn | f (x) ≤ α } is always compact at any level
α ∈ R. One kind of functions that satisfied such a condition
is shown as follows.
Definition 13 A continuous objective function f : Rn → R
is called coercive if
(20)
lim f (x) = +∞.
x→∞

In a case in which f is not coercive (e.g., f (x) = 1/(x2 +
1)), Demidenko[3] presented the following definition.
Definition 14 An upper existence level L f of continuous
bounded-from-below function f is defined as
L f = lim inf f (x).
r→∞ x≥r

(21)

Demidenko showed the following theorem[3] in a case
in which L f is finite.
Theorem 15 If x0 ∈ Rn is a point and f (x0 ) < L f , then
level L≤ ( f (x0 )) is compact and a minimum exists on Rn .
4.2. Existence condition of a minimum for univariate
polynomial functions
To determine whether a p-th degree univariate polynomial function f : R → R with real coeﬃcients,
f (x) = a p x + a p−1 x + · · · + a1 x + a0 , (a p  0) (22)
is coercive or not, we estimate the following function values by |x| → ∞:
⎧
⎪
⎪
+∞, p = 2m, a p > 0 (coercive),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
lim f (x) = ⎪
(23)
−∞, p = 2m, a p < 0,
⎪
⎪
|x|→∞
⎪
⎪
⎩±∞, p = 2m−1, (m = 1, 2, . . . ),
and we have the following property.
p

p−1

Property 16 The necessary and suﬃcient existence condition of a minimum for a p-th degree polynomial function
f : R → R is that the degree is even and its coeﬃcient is
positive, that is p = 2m (m = 1, 2, . . . ), a p > 0.

4.3. Existence condition of a minimum for multivariate
polynomial functions
By using (k1+1)(k2 +1) · · · (kn+1)-coeﬃcients aρ1 ρ2 ...ρn (0 ≤
ρi ≤ ki (positive integer), i = 1, 2, . . . , n) including at least
one nonzero, polynomials of n-variables are represented as

f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) =
aρ1 ρ2 ...ρn xρ11 xρ22 · · · xρnn .
(24)
ρi ∈[0,ki ]
i∈[1,n]

In addition, let monomial and its coeﬃcient be
 ρ
x ≡ xρ11 xρ22 · · · xρnn · · · (monomial),
(25)
aρ ≡ aρ1 ρ2 ...ρn
· · · (coeﬃcient).
By using the above notations, original Eq. (24) of polynomials is simplified as follows．

f (x) =
aρ xρ ,
(26)
ρ∈S f

where S f = { ρ：non-negative integer | aρ  0 }, and the degree deg(aρ xρ ) of each term aρ xρ and degree deg( f ) of f
are given as follows:

⎧
n
⎪
⎪
deg(aρ xρ ) =
⎪
i=1 ρi  ρ ∈ S f
⎪
⎨
(27)
⎪
deg( f ) = max deg(aρ xρ )  ρ ∈ S f ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ where ρ ≡ { ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρn }.
The definitions of two terms by dividing into two categories term ρ and of related set to two terms.
Definition 17 It is called a pure term if only one element
of ρ is nonzero and others are 0, and otherwise it is called
a mixed term. These are represented as follows.
⎧
⎪
ρ  0 (∃i ∈ I n ), ρ j = 0 ( j ∈ I n \{i}) pure term,
⎪
⎪
⎨ i
otherwise
mixed term,
(28)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ where I n = {1, 2, . . . , n}
where the set of coeﬃcients and degrees of pure term are
denoted by T p , C p and P p respectively, and coeﬃcients
and degrees of pure term are denoted by T m , Cm and Pm ,
respectively. Since the pure term consists of only one variable, the pure term in aρ xρ is represented as follows.
∀aρ xρ∈ T p ; aρi xρi i ≡ aρ xρ, i ∈ I n , ρi∈ {1, 2, . . . , ki }.

(29)

From the above, it is possible to derive the following
property for the existence condition of a minimum.
Theorem 18 Let the min. degree:deg(T p ) in pure terms
and the max. degree:deg(T m ) in mixed terms be
⎧
⎪
ρi ,
⎪
⎨ deg(T p ) = min
i∈I n
⎪
⎪
⎩ deg(T m ) = max{ deg(aρ xρ ) | aρ xρ ∈ T m },

(30)

where ρi is given as the maximum degree of terms consisting only xi as follows.
ρi ≡ max deg(aρi xρi i ) .
(31)
ρi ∈[1,ki ]

If a multivariate polynomial f : R → Rn satisfies the following equation:
⎧
⎪
⎪
deg(T p ) > deg(T m ),
⎪
⎪
⎨
(32)
ρ
= 2m (m : natural number, ρi ∈ P p ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ i
⎩
aρi > 0 (aρi ∈ C p ),
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n),
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then f is coercive and has a minimum.
Proof (—Omission—)
Example 19 We think the following minimization
problem[4] with objective function f : R2 → R:
1
min. f (x) ≡ x61 − 2.1x41 + 4x21 + x1 x2 + 4x42 − 4x22 . (33)
3
In the objective function f , pure terms are (1/3)x61 , −2.1x41 ,
4x21 , 4x42 , −4x22 . From Eq. (30), the max. degree of x1
in pure terms is ρ1 = 6，the max. degree of x2 in pure
terms is ρ2 = 4, and the min. degree in pure terms is
deg(T p ) = min{6, 4} = 4. On the other hand，From the
mixed term is only x1 x2 , the max. degree of mixed term is
deg(T m ) = min{2} = 2. Thus， f satisfies the first condition
in Eq. (32). Moreover, since all of ρi (i = 1, 2) are even numbers, coeﬃcients of the max. degree in x1 and x2 are 1/3 > 0
and 4 > 0, and the second and third conditions of Eq. (32)
are also satisfied. Therefore, the f has a minimum.
5. Estimation of the number of isolated local minima
5.1. Relation between local minima and local maxima
for univariate functions
Property 20 f˜ : R → R is continuous on [a, b] and let
its numbers of local minima xi∗ (i = 1, 2, . . . ) and of local
maxima x∗ (i = 1, 2, . . . ) in ascending order be M and M,
then the following four equations holds.
⎧
⎪
a ≤ x1∗< x1∗< x2∗< x2∗< · · ·< x∗M< x∗M< x∗M+1≤ b 1),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2),
⎨a ≤ x1∗< x1∗< x2∗< x2∗< · · ·< x∗M< x∗M≤ b
(34)
⎪
1
2
M−1
M
1
2
M
⎪
⎪
<
x
<
x
<
x
<
·
·
·<
x
<
x
<
x
≤
b
3),
a
≤
x
⎪
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
⎪
⎪
⎩a ≤ x1< x1< x2< x2< · · ·< x M−1< x M≤ b
4).
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
In addition, the following equation between the number of
local minima M and the number of local maxima M holds.

M−1≤ M ≤ M+1
(35)
2M − 1 ≤ M + M ≤ 2M + 1.
5.2. Estimation of the number of local minima for univariate functions and separable functions
The following property can be given in univariate polynomial functions of degree p.
Property 21 If a univariate polynomial function f : R → R
of degree p has a minimum in an unconstrained optimization problem (Pu), the number of local minima M of f is
M ≤ p/2 (p : odd number) and all local minima are isolated.
Proof (—omission—)
A separable function f : Rn → R is formulated as
n

fi (xi ).
(36)
f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) =
i=1

The next property with respect to number of local minima in an unconstrained problem (Pu) with a separable
function will be established．

Property 22 Let the number of local minima of each element function fi : R → R in separable function f : Rn → R
given by eq. (36) be Mi . Then the number of local minima
M of f is estimated as follows.
n

M = M1 × M2 × · · · × Mn =
Mi .
(37)
i=1

Proof (—omission—)
If the region Rn changes into inner of hyper box region

D ≡ ni=1 [ai , bi ], then the above property also holds,
n

Example 23 Let a separable function f that is sum of f1
and f2 be as follows:
f (x1 , x2 ) = f1 (x1 ) + f2 (x2 )


1 6
=
x1 − 2.1x41 + 4x21 + x1 + 4x42 − 4x22 + x2 .
3
Since the upper bounds(M1, M2 ) of the number of local
minima on f1 and f2 are M1 = 3 and M2 = 2, the upper
bound of the number of local M is M = M1 ×M2 = 3 × 2 = 6.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we showed two conditions: 1) a necessary
and suﬃcient optimality condition for an unconstrained optimization problem with a Morse function and 2) an existence condition of an optimal solution for a polynomial
objective function. We also estimated the number of solutions for the following two kinds of functions: 1) univariate
polynomial functions and 2) separable functions.
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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss a property of the
factorization method for polynomials using the inverse ztransformation. The method solves the factorization for
polynomials by reducing the problem of two dimensional
convolution to the problem of one dimensional convolution and solving several systems of linear equations. However, the method can’t always obtain a factorization for all
polynomials. Therefore, we show a necessary condition for
solving by the method.

G and the polynomial G(x, y) satisfy
G(x, y) =

M ∑
N
∑

g(i, j)xi−1 y j−1 ,

where M − 1 and N − 1 are degrees of two variables x and
y, respectively. Then, we get the relation among three matrices as follows:
G=H∗F
(3)
where ∗ means convolution and we obtain
∑∑
g(m, n) =
h(m+1−i, n+1− j) f (i, j)

1. Introduction

(2)

i=1 j=1

(4)

i=1 j=1

Symbolic algebra system such as Mathematica or Maple
is well known for solving numerical formulas. These systems usually treat strict solutions. However, in image
processing, given images almost include observation error
and can not treat strictly. So, we have proposed a restoring method for degraded images by using the inverse ztransformation [1]. The method cannot only restore degraded images by numerical calculation but also apply to
factorize polynomials in the real field. However, in a rare
case, a system of linear equations which generated in the
algorithm can not be solve because of linear dependent. In
this paper, we clarify the condition when the phenomenon
happens in the factorization method.
In the following sections, we discuss the case of only two
variables to avoid complicated notations but all results can
extend even in the case of more than three variables.
2. Polynomials and Convolution
Let G(x, y) be a given polynomial with two variables.
Two polynomials F(x, y) and H(x, y) are its factors. Then,
the given polynomial G(x, y) is resolved to the product of
these two polynomials as follows:
G(x, y) = H(x, y) · F(x, y)

(1)

Let G = g(i, j), H = h(i, j) and F = f (i, j) be matrices
obtained by the inverse z-transformation of polynomials
G(x, y), H(x, y) and F(x, y), respectively. Here, the matrix

for 1 ≤ m ≤ M and 1 ≤ n ≤ N.
Example 1 We try to obtain factors of a given polynomial
G(x, y) =

6 + 10x + 4x2 + 21y + 35xy + 14x2 y
+9y2 + 15xy2 + 6x2 y2 .
(5)

By the inverse z-transformation of Eq. (5), we obtain a
matrix


 6 21 9 


G =  10 35 15  .


4 14 6
Put two matrices be
(
)
2 1
H=
,
2 1

(
F=

3 9
2 6

)
.

Then, it holds
(
) (
)
2 1
3 9
G=
∗
2 1
2 6


 2 · 3
1 · 3+2 · 9
1 · 9 


= 2 · 3+2 · 2 1 · 3+1 · 2+2 · 9+ 2· 6 1 · 9+1 · 6 .


2·2
1 · 2+2 · 6
1·6
Hence, two polynomials obtained by the z-transformation
of these two matrices
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H(x, y) =
F(x, y) =

2 + 2x + y + xy
3 + 2x + 9y + 6xy

satisfy the relation Eq. (1) and become two factors of the
given polynomial G(x, y).
In the next section, we shall explain a finding method of
above two matrices H and F.
3. A Factorization Method for Polynomials
In the case of factorization for polynomials with one
variable, it is known that every polynomials with n degree
have n zero points in the imaginary number field [2]. Also,
we can obtain those all zero points by using the DurandKerner-Aberth method (DKA method) that is a numerical
calculation method [3]. By using the method, it is easy
to obtain the factorization for polynomials with one variable in the mean of numerical calculations. However, in
the case of more than two variables, it is impossible to obtain all factors of a given polynomial by the same method
since it can’t be always decomposed to several polynomials with one variable even in the imaginary field. Therefore, we proposed an improvement of the method for one
variable to factorize polynomials with more than two variables. The proposed method makes factorization of a given
polynomial by using the DKA method and solving some
systems of linear equations.
The following algorithm is the proposed factorization
method for polynomials with two variable to decompose
two polynomials. However, by repeat of the method, we
can obtain all irreducible polynomials of each given polynomial.
Factorization of polynomials with two variables
(i) Let G(x, y) be a given polynomial with two variables
and g(m, n) be a M × N matrix obtained by the inverse
z-transformation for the polynomial. Here, put
g(m) =
for m = 1, 2, · · · , M.

N
∑

g(m, n)

(6)

(iv) Let solve one dimensional factorization of the convolution of two matrices h(1, n) and f (1, n) by using
∑L
p1 = n=1
h(1, n) and the DKA method.
(v) For each k = 2, 3, · · · , M − 1, we solve a system of
(N + 1) linear equations:
h(k, n) ∗ f (k, n) =
L
∑
h(k, n) =

(iii) Let suppose K × L to be the size of a finding matrix
h(m, n). If we can not select new size for the matrix,
we stop. Otherwise, we try to find a polynomial H(x)
that is a product of some irreducible factors of G(x)
with K − 1 degrees. Then, from the coeﬃcients of the
expansion of the polynomial H(x), we obtain sums pk
of each row of the finding matrix h(m, n):
h(k, n)

(8)

where 1 ≤ n ≤ N. Then, we obtain all values of two
matrices h(m, n) and f (m, n).
(vi) We verify that the convolution of obtained two matrices h(m, n) and f (m, n) is equal to g(m, n). If the
diﬀerence is less than a threshold, we obtain two finding polynomials H(x, y) and F(x, y) by applying the
z-transformation to two matrices h(m, n) and f (m, n)
and stop. Otherwise, return to the Step (iv) and try
again with another selection of factors. If it is not sufficient, return to the Step (iii) and change the size K×L
of the matrix h(m, n).
Example 2 Let a given polynomial G(x,y) to be
G(x, y) =

3 + 8x + 13y + 13x2 + 25xy + 25y2
+6x3 + 31x2 y + 43xy2 + 7y3
+12x3 y + 49x2 y2 + 8xy3
+18x3 y2 + 9x2 y3 .

Then, by the inverse z-transformation,
4 × 4 matrix:

 3 13 25
 8 25 43
g(m, n) = 
 13 31 49
6 12 18

it is translated to a
7
8
9
0




 .



Then, we get

n=1

L
∑

pk

n=1

(ii) Let G(x) be a polynomial obtained by the ztransformation of the matrix g(m). Then, the polynomial G(x) with one variable is factored to the product
of irreducible factors in the real number field by using
the DKA method.

pk =

g(k, n)

(7)

g(1)

=

3 + 13 + 25 + 7 = 48

g(2)
g(3)

=
=

8 + 25 + 43 + 8 = 84
13 + 31 + 49 + 9 = 102

g(4)

=

6 + 12 + 18 + 0 = 36.

Next, in the real number field, we obtain only one irreducible factorization by the DKA method as follows:
G(x) =
=

48 + 84x + 102x2 + 36x3
6(2 + x)(4 + 5x + 6x2 ).

Here, when we suppose the size of the matrix h(m, n) is
2 × 2, the size of the other matrix f (m, n) becomes 3 × 3.
Therefore, it holds H(x) = 2 + x. From the normalization
of coeﬃcients, we obtain

n=1

for k = 1, 2, · · · , K. Here, to avoid multiple solutions
by constant numbers, we add a condition of normal∑
ization such that pk = 1.
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p1

=

p2

=

2
2
=
2+1 3
1
1
= .
2+1 3

Next, we solve one dimensional convolution h(1, n) ∗
f (1, n) = g(1, n). Since the factorization must satisfy each
∑
coeﬃcient of factors of G(1, y) = 4j=1 g(1, j)y j−1 with a
real number, we obtain only one factorization
G(1, y) =

3 + 13y + 25y2 + 7y3

=

(3 + y)(1 + 4y + 7y2 ).

Here, from p1 =
h(1, n) =

2
3,

)

1

,

(

f (1, n) = 6

1 4

)

7

.

Next, we solve a system of 5 linear equations:
 1
 2
 1
 6
 0

 0

0

0
1
2
1
6

0
0


6 0  

24 6  

42 24  

0 42  

1 1

0
0
1
2
1
6

0

f (2, 1)
f (2, 2)
f (2, 3)
h(2, 1)
h(2, 2)

 
 
 
 
 = 
 
 

8
25
43
8
1
3










(

1
3

)

0

,

f (2, n) = 6

(

2 5

8

)

.

Finally, we solve a system of 3 linear equations gotten from
the convolution for 1 ≤ l ≤ 3

f (3, n) = 6

(

3

6

9

h(1, 1)

)

.

(

3
2

1
0

)
,


 1 4

f (x, y) = 6  2 5

3 6

·

7 

8  .

9

Finally, by the z-transformation, we get two irreducible factors as follows:
H(x, y) =
F(x, y) =

0
0
0.5
0


 
  h(2, 1)  
  h(2, 2)  
 
=
  f (2, 1)  
f (2, 2)

0.5
0
2
0




 .



n=1

Thus, we obtain two matrices
1
h(x, y) =
6

0
0.5
0
0

Theorem 1 In the Step (v) of the proposed algorithm,
we can solve all systems of linear equations for k =
2, 3, · · · , M − 1 if the next inequality holds.
 L





∑

h(1, n)






h(m, n) ∗ f (m, n) = g(3, l),
we get

1
0
2
0

is one of those solutions. Please remark that two matrices
are the same form without a constant factor.
A solvable condition for simultaneous linear equations
in the Step (v) is given by the following theorem.

and we get
h(2, n) =


 1
 2

 0

0

In this time, we cannot solve this equation because all elements of the bottom line of the matrix are equal to 0 and
the system obviously becomes linear dependent. However,
the system has some solutions. For example,
(
)
(
)
0.5 0
2 0
H=
, F=
0 0.5
0 2

we have

1(
3
6

Then, we obtain a system of linear equations as follows:

1
(3 + 2x + y)
6
6(1 + 2x + 4y + 3x2 + 5xy + 7y2
+6x2 y + 8xy2 + 9x2 y2 ).

..

.

0
..
.
..
.

.
h(1, 2) . .
..
..
.
.
..
h(1, L−1) . 0
.
h(1, L) . . h(1, 1)
..
. h(1, 2)
0
..
.
..
. ..
.
..
. h(1, L)
0

.
f (1, 1) . . 0
.
.
f (1, 2) . . ..
.. . .
. 0
.
.. . .
. f (1, 1)
.
..
f (1, I) . f (1, 2)
.
.
0 . . ..
.. . .
.
. ..
.
.
0 . . f (1, I)

,0

where I = N − L + 1 and the size of the determinant is
(N + 1) × (N + 1).
Proof: Every Systems of N + 1 linear equations in the Step
(v) always satisfy

4. A Solvable Condition for Simultaneous Linear
Equations
The above algorithm for factorization of polynomials
cannot always solve simultaneous linear equations in the
Step (v). In a rare case, the simultaneous linear equations
become linearly dependent. For example, let us consider
the case:


(
) (
)  1 0 0 


0.5
0
2
0

∗
=  0 2 0  .
h(2, 1) h(2, 2)
f (2, 1) f (2, 2)


0 0 1
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  f (k, 1)

..
..



 h(1, 1) . 0 f (1, 1) . 0   f (k, 2)


.
.  
.
.
 h(1, 2) . . .. f (1, 2) . . ..   ... 

 
 .
.. . .
 . . . .
. 0   ... 
0
.
 .

 

h(1, L) . . . h(m, 1) f (1, I) . . . f (m, 1)  f (k, I) 

 

  h(k, 1) 

..
..
 0
. h(1, 2) 0
. f (1, 2)   h(k, 2) 



..
.. . .
.  

 .. . .
. .
. ..   ... 
.
 .





 0 . . . h(1, L) 0 . . . f (1, I)   .. 
  . 

0 ... 0
1 ... 1
h(k, L)



k−1 ∑
I
∑


 g(k, 1)−
h(k+1−i, 2− j) f (i, j) 


i=2 j=1




k−1
I
∑
∑


g(k,
2)−
h(k+1−i,
3−
j)
f
(i,
j)




i=2 j=1


.


..




k−1 ∑
I
∑


g(k, N)−
h(k+1−i, N +1− j) f (i, j)


i=2 j=1


pk

=









a
b
0
0
0

..

h(1, 1) . 0 f (1, 1) . 0
.
.
.
.
h(1, 2) . . .. f (1, 2) . . ..
.. . .
.. . .
. 0
. 0
.
.
..
..
h(1, L) . h(1, 1) f (1, I) . f (1, 1)
..
.
. h(1, 2) 0 . . f (1, 2)
0
.. . .
.
.. . .
.
. ..
. ..
.
.
0
0

..

. h(1, L)
... 0

0
1

..

. f (1, I)
... 1
h(1, 1)

..

.

.
h(1, 2) . .
..
..
.
.

= (−1)I

L
∑
n=1

h(1, n)·

..

0
..
.
..
.

..

. h(1, L)

.
f (1, 1) . . 0
.
.
f (1, 2) . . ..
.. . .
. 0
.
.. . .
. f (1, 1)
.

0

..

Hence, we have Theorem 1.
∑L
In the theorem, the equation n=1
h(1, n) = 0 means
p1 = 0 in the Step (iv). In this case, we cannot determine
the pair of h(k, n) and f (k, n) uniquely. On the other case,
that is the determinant is equal to zero, two matrices h(1, n)
and f (1, n) become linear dependent in the mean of time
lag. In both cases, we can decide the solvability in the Step
(v) if we check the value p1 obtained in the Step (iii) and
two matrices of h(1, n) and f (1, n) obtained in the Step (iv).

Then, the system of linear equations becomes

c
d
e
0
1


 
 
 
 
 
 

0
c
d
e
1

f (2, 1)
f (2, 2)
f (2, 3)
h(2, 1)
h(2, 2)

 
 
 
 
 = 
 
 

g(2, 1)
g(2, 2)
g(2, 3)
g(2, 4)
p2





 .



0 0 c
a 0 d
b a e
0 b 0
0 0 1
0
a
b
0

0
c
d
e
1
a 0
0 0
b a
0 c
+
0 b
a d
0 0
b e

0 c
0 d
a e
b 0

=

a
b
−
0
0

=

a 0 c
a 0 c
−a b a d − b b a d
0 b e
0 b e

=

a 0 c
−(a + b) b a d .
0 b e

5. Conclusions

. f (1, I)

Example 3 In the Step (v), let k = 2 and put
(
)
a
b
H =
h(2, 1) h(2, 2)
(
)
c
d
e
F =
.
f (2, 1) f (2, 2) f (2, 3)

0
0
a
b
0

Therefore, if we put a = b = c = e = 1, d = 2, we cannot solve the system of linear equations because it becomes
linear dependent.

h(1, L−1) . 0
.
.
.
h(1, L) . . h(1, 1) f (1, I) . . f (1, 2)
.
..
.
. h(1, 2) 0 . . ..
0
..
.
.. . .
.
..
. ..
. ..
.
.
0

0
a
b
0
0

By the expansion of the determinant for the bottom row to
obtain the small determinants, we get

for k = 2, 3, · · · , M − 1. The determinant of the simultaneous linear equations is independent to k and it holds
..

a
b
0
0
0

In this paper, we discussed a property of our proposed
factorization method for polynomials using the inverse ztransformation. The method solves the factorization for
polynomials by reducing the problem of two dimensional
convolution to the problem of one dimensional convolution and solving some systems of linear equations. In the
method, we cannot always obtain factorization for some
polynomials because simultaneous linear equations generated in the method are not always linear independent. So,
we showed the condition when such a bad case happens. In
the future work, the improvement of our method such that
it can solve factorization even in the bad case is remained.
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Abstract— P/T Petri nets are one kind of basic and useful models for discrete event systems. And reachability
problem is one of the most important behavioral properties of Petri nets in determining its behavior. To consider
the reachability problem, from an initial state called an initial marking, M0 to a destination state called a destination marking Md are the fundamental problems of Petri
nets. There are some methods to solve such reachability problems, one of such methods is to use the coverability(reachability) tree, but this method requires a huge
amount of calculation in general, so the other method to use
matrix equations and reduction techniques has the advantage, because the method can utilize the algebraic equation
properties of Petri nets. In this paper, we propose a modified algorithm of the Fourier-Motzkin method which is well
known as a solution of the state equation for the reachability problem. The solutions which could not be found by a
conventional algorithm can be obtained by using the modified one.

[2],[3], where any firing count vector is expanded by means
of T-invariant generators and particular solutions [3]. We
also consider to modify the algorithm of Fourier-Motzkin
Method to find the solutions which could not be obtained
by using conventional Fourier-Motzkin Method.
In section 2, preliminaries are given, and modified algorithm of Fourier-Motzkin method are described using an
example for finding the solutions which could not be obtained by conventional method using the modified algorithm in section 3. And section 4 is the conclusion of this
paper.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. State Equation
If the destination marking Md was assumed to be reachable from initial marking M0 through the firing sequence as
{t1 , t2 , · · · , td }, the state equation can be expressed as
Md = M0 + A

1. Introduction

d
∑

tk

(1)

k=1

A Petri net is a particular kind of directed graph, together
with an initial state called the initial markings, M0 . The underlying graph of a Petri net is a directed, weighted, bipartite graph consisting of two kinds of nodes, called places
and transitions, where arcs are either from a place to a transition or from a transition to a place. In graphical representation, places are drawn as circles, transitions as bars, and
arks are labeled with their weights. The behavior of systems can be described in terms of system, a state or marking in a Petri nets is changed according to the transition firing rules. Such Petri nets are eﬀectively used for modeling,
analyzing, and verifying many discrete event systems[1].
In this paper, we are concerned with structural analysis
based on the linear algebra techniques and the state equation Ax = b := Md − M0 , where M0 and Md are initial and
destination marking vectors, respectively. All generators
for T-invariants and all minimal inhomogeneous(i.e., particular) solutions are needed for discussing the feasibility of
a group of firing count vectors, x, for the fixed b := Md −M0

and eq.(1) can be described like as eq.(2) when A ∈
∑
Z m×n , b = Md − M0 ∈ Z m×1 , x = dk=1 tk ∈ Z+n×1
Ax = b.

(2)

Then we can obtain the firing count vector x to solve the
solutions of eq.(2), from initial marking M0 ∈ Z+m×1 to destination marking Md ∈ Z+m×1 .
2.2. Fourier-Motzkin Method
The Fourier-Motzkin method is to obtain the set of all
elementary vector solutions as the nonnegative integer solutions of Ax = 0m×1 . And the algorithm of the FourierMotzkin method is as follows [4][5].
<Algorithm of Fourier-Motzkin method>
Input: Incidence matrix A ∈ Z m×n , m, and n.
Output: The set of T-invariants including all minimal support T-invariants.
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Initialization: The matrix B is constructed by adjoining the
identity matrix E n×n to the bottom of the incidence matrix
A ∈ Z m×n , with B = [AT , E]T ∈ Z (m+n)×n .
Step0: i = 1.
Step1: Select the i-th row of B. If the i-th row has no
nonzero element, then i = i + 1 and go to Step2. If the
i-th row has at least one nonzero element, then go to Step3.
Step2: If i ≦ m is satisfied, go to Step1, otherwise go to
Step4.
Step3: Add to the matrix B all the columns which are linear
combinations of pairs of columns of B and which annul the
i-th row of B. And eliminate from B the columns in which
the i-th element is nonzero. Now, let us call the new matrix
as B again. Then set i = i + 1 and go to Step2.
Step4: Each column of the submatrix which is obtained by
deleting the rows of the first to the m-th from B is a minimal nonnegative integer solution for Ax = 0m×1 .
But, this method can be applied to Ax = 0, and this
means that obtained solutions are T-invariants. So, to obtain the particular solutions(firing count vectors), we need
to make such changes to the eq.(2) considering the augmented incidence matrix as follows:
e = [ A − b ] ∈ Z m×(n+1) .
A

In this case, the incidence matrix of A ∈ Z m×n is

 −2 −1
0
0
1

2 −1 −1
0
A =  1

0
0
2
1 −1

and the diﬀerence of marking b ∈ Z m×1 from M0 ∈ Z+m×1 to
Md ∈ Z+m×1 is
    
 1   1   0
    
b = Md − M0 =  1  −  0  =  1
    
2
0
2

by eq.(3). And by the algorithm in §2.2, we can express
e E ] ∈ Z (m+n+1)×(n+1) , as
the matrix B of Fig.1 using B = [ A
follows:


0
0
1
0 
 −2 −1

 1
2 −1 −1
0 −1 


 0
0
2
1 −1 −2 


 1
0
0
0
0
0 


B =  0
1
0
0
0
0  .
 0
0
1
0
0
0 


 0
0
0
1
0
0 


0
0
0
1
0 
 0

0
0
0
0
0
1

then eq.(2) would be expressed by eq.(3) and augmented
e
x ∈ Z n+1 ,
ex = 0.
Ae
(4)
Then, eq.(4) can be applied to the former algorithm.

3.1. Finding Particular Solutions by using The Conventional Algorithm
Here, we would like to obtain particular solutions of
an example Fig.1 by using the conventional algorithm of
Fourier-Motzkin Method.

(5)

From matrix B of eq.(5), T-invariants and particular solutions are obtained by using the algorithm of the conventional Fourier-Motzkin method as follows:
u1 = ( 1 0 1 0 2 )T ,
u2 = ( 1 1 0 3 3 )T ,

v1 = ( 0 3 0 5 3 )T ,

(6)

where ui ∈ U := {ui ∈ Z+n×1 } ; Ax = b T-invariants and
v j ∈ V := {v j ∈ Z+n×1 } ; Ax = b particular solutions.
When we think about a particular solution of
v j = ( 0 2 1 2 2 )T ,

Fig.1 An example of a Petri net.




3×1
 ∈ Z .

Then the augmented matrix of A can be described as follows:


 −2 −1
0
0
1
0 

e =  1
2 −1 −1
0 −1  ∈ Z 3×6
A


0
0
2
1 −1 −2

(3)

3. Finding Particular Solutions which could not be Obtained by using The Conventional Algorithm




3×5
 ∈ Z ,

(7)

this solution is also the minimal vector like as eq.(6). Because not every element is smaller than the other solutions’
elements. For example, the second element of eq.(7) 2 is
smaller than v1 ’s second element of 3, so eq.(7) can not be
included by other obtained particular solution of v1 .
Hence, this means that we could not obtain all of the
particular solutions by using the conventional algorithm of
the Fourier-Motzkin Method.
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3.2. Finding Particular Solutions by using a Modified
Algorithm
All of the particular solutions could not be obtained
by using conventional algorithm of the Fourier-Motzkin
Method in §3.1. So, we guess the reason why, and this
would be the algorithm of step 3 in §2.2 is not enough to
find the all of combinations to make annul the i-th row of
B.
In other words, annulment of the i-th row of B can be
made by not only pairs of linear combinations, but more
than 2 columns combinations. By using all of the combinations to make annul the i-th row of B, it would be able to
find the new solutions which could not be found by using
the conventional algorithm of Fourier-Motzkin Method.
Then the modified algorithm of the Fourier-Motzkin
Method to improve this problem is as follows:
<Algorithm of Modified Fourier-Motzkin method>
Input: Incidence matrix A ∈ Z m×n , m, and n.
Output: All of minimal T-invariants.
Initialization: The matrix B is constructed by adjoining the
identity matrix E n×n to the bottom of the incidence matrix
A ∈ Z m×n , where B = [AT , E]T ∈ Z (m+n)×n .
Step0: i = 1.
Step1: Select the i-th row of B. If the i-th row has no
nonzero element, then i = i + 1 and go to Step2. If the
i-th row has at least one nonzero element, then go to Step3.
Step2: If i ≦ m is satisfied, go to Step1, otherwise go to
Step8.
Step3: If the i-th row of B has at least one pair of positive
and negative elements, go to Step4, otherwise go to Step7.
Step4: Aiming the i-th row of B(i.e., the old matrix), add
directly the j-th column to the k-th column, where the (i, j)
element is positive and the (i, k) element is negative. Apply the minimal vector criterion to the above new column
vector and the column vectors each of which has the zero
i-th element on the old matrix B. Adjoin all the remained
columns after this criterion to the old matrix B. Then call
this new matrix as B again. Then go to Step5.
Step5: If the i-th element of all the adjoined column vectors
of the new matrix B is zero, go to Step7, otherwise go to
Step6.
Step6: Repeat Step4 to the matrix B. However, the ( j, k)
pair should be always new. Then, go to Step5.
Step7: Delete, from B, all the columns each of which has
nonzero element on the i-th row of B. Now, let us call the
new matrix as B again. Then set i = i + 1 and go to Step2.
Step8: Each column of the submatrix which is obtained by
deleting the rows of the first to the m-th from B is a minimal nonnegative integer solution.

So, let us try to obtain the solutions using this modified
algorithm. Apply this algorithm to the eq.(5), then Matrix B is added to the columns which annul the first row
of B made by positive and negative combination without
weights, just as shown in eq.(8)


0 
0
0
1
0 −1
 −2 −1

 1
2 −1 −1
0 −1
1
2 


 0
0
2
1 −1 −2 −1 −1 


0
0
0
0
0
1
0 
 1


B =  0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1  . (8)
 0
0
0 
0
1
0
0
0


 0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0 


 0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1 


0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
In eq.(8), the 7th and 8th columns are added. And next, try
to make more new columns by using added columns and
other columns in combination again.


0
0
1
0 −1
0
0 
 −2 −1

 1
2 −1 −1
0 −1
1
2
1 


 0
0
2
1 −1 −2 −1 −1 −2 


0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0 
 1

B =  0
1  .
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
 0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0 


 0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0 


 0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
2 


0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
(9)
Then 9th column can be added as shown in eq.(9). But this
column is not a minimal vector, because when considering
about from 4th row to 9th row of 8th and 9th column, each
element of the 9th column(added column) are not smaller
than or equal to each element of the 8th column(already
existing column). Then this 9th column is deleted from
Matrix B.
Now there are no more combination columns to add to
the Matrix B, so the operation to the first row is over. Then
all the columns which have nonzero elements in the first
row of B are deleted, and the rest of the columns will be
the new Matrix B. And the same operation will be done to
the next row of the new Matrix B.


0
0
0 0 0
0 
 0

 −1 −1 −1
2 1 1
1 


 2
1 −2 −1 1 0 −3 


0
0
0 0 0
0 
 0


(10)
B =  0
0
0
1 1 1
1  .
 1

1
0
0
0
0
0


 0
1
0
0 0 1
0 


1 
0
0
1 1 1
 0

0
0
1
0 0 0
1
In the second row, the new columns from 5th to 7th by a
combination of positive and negative from 1st column to
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done.
4. Conclusions

4th column are added as shown in eq.(10). The column
operation in the second row can not apply anymore, so all
the columns each of which have nonzero elements in the
second row of B are deleted, and the rest of the columns
will be the new Matrix B again, and the same operation
will be applied to the next row. In the 3rd row, add the new

To find T-invariants and particular solutions for state
equation in P/T Petri nets can be obtained by using the
Fourier-Motzkin Method. But some particular solutions
could not be obtained by using the algorithm of the conventional Fourier-Motzkin Method. In this paper, some of the
particular solutions which could not be obtained by using
the conventional algorithm of the Fourier-Motzkin Method
can be obtained by using a modified algorithm have been
shown.
The algorithm is not completed because the calculation
could not be done to the end. But a part of the unobtained
particular solution could be found by using the modified
algorithm.
In future studies, we would like to improve the algorithm
to obtain all of the unobtainable solutions and also to deal
bigger P/T Petri nets using the Fourier-Motzkin Method.
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Abstract—Macroscopic signals or order parameters of
complex oscillator network may reflect the structure of its
network components. However, it remains unclear how to
decipher network structure from macroscopic observables.
Here, we develop an approach to relate the order parameter
statistics of complex oscillator network to the structure of
small-world networks.
1. Introduction
In complex systems consisting of many interconnected
units, population activity of these units reflects the network
topology and intrinsic properties of the elements. The intrinsic properties of each network component is able to be
determined by isolation of a target unit from the complex
network. On the other hand, it is more exacting to investigate the coupling structure between units in the complex
network. For instance, in the neuronal complex network
in the brain, many researchers have identified the network
structure of complex network by simultaneously measuring from multiple elements and then extracting the strongly
correlated pairs. However, obtaining activities of each element individually is often impossible in real recording
systems, such as the neuronal network, and moreover, the
strong ”correlation” does not always mean the strong ”coupling”. So we desire to develop a novel strategy to investigate the network structure or topology of complex
networks. We study how the macroscopic observables,
coarse-grained or averaged signals of many surrounding element activities, depend on the network structure in complex noisy phase-oscillator systems.
In 1998, Bramwell et al. found that the power consumption in turbulent flow and the magnetization at critical
point in magnetic XY-spin system show common statistical features: The probability distributions of these orderparameter fluctuations obey the same non-Gaussian distribution [1][2]. The phase order-parameter of coupled 2Dlattice oscillators with spatiotemporally independent weak
noise and that of a 2D-coupled chaotic phase map model
also obey similar non-Gaussian distribution [3]. Shape of
the standardized non-Gaussian distribution is independent
of the network system size, noise intensity (temperature),
or diﬀusion factor if the system size is suﬃciently large,
while the average and the variance of the order parameter
depend on these system parameters. On the other hand, the

shape of the distribution function depends on the network
topology such as the lattice dimension and the boundary
condition [2][3]. For instance, the order parameter of the
2D-lattice system and that of the 3D-lattice system with the
periodic boundary condition obey diﬀerent non-Gaussian
distribution. Here, we try to link the eigenvalues of Laplacian connection matrix with the non-Gaussian statistics of
the phase order parameter in general phase oscillator networks.
2. Results
We introduce a coupled phase-oscillator model consisting of N phase-oscillator and their network topology is determined by Laplacian connection matrix L jk . The time
evolution of the phase of jth oscillator ϕ j (mod 2π) is given
by
dϕ j (t)
dt

=

F(ϕ j (t)) +

N
∑

W jk (ϕk (t) − ϕ j (t)) + cξ j (t),

k=1

where F is a nonlinear function determining the dynamics
of jth phase oscillator ϕ j and W jk is a nonlinear interaction function between the jth and the kthe oscillator. ξ j and
c represent spatiotemporally independent white Gaussian
noise and its intensity, respectively. Suppose that all the
oscillators are locked in phase when c = 0 and the noise intensity c is suﬃciently small, we can approximate the nonlinear diﬀerential equations by a linearised form around the
fixed point (ϕ = 0) as
dϕ j (t)
dt

=

N
∑

L jk ϕk (t) + cξ j (t).

k=1

We define a macroscopic phase order-parameter to this
oscillator network as
M(t) =

N
1 ∑ iϕ j (t)
.
e
N j=1

The macroscopic observable M(t) represents the degree
of synchronization of N oscillators. If all the oscillators are
perfectly synchronized, the value is unity. In the following
subsection, we focus on the shape of distribution function
of M(t) for several complex networks, and then analytically
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derive the relationship between the distribution function of
M(t) and the network topology (structure of Laplacian connection matrix) in the last subsection.

A

B

C

0.08

0.05

10-1

10-3
0.04
10-5

2.1. Order-parameter distribution of 2D/3D-lattice
network
As the first example of network topology, we show that
the distribution of the phase order parameter M(t) of 2Dsquare/triangle lattices with periodic boundary condition
(Figure 1) [1]∼[3]. As shown in Figure 1A, though the
averages ⟨M⟩ and variances σ2 of M(t) depend on the
shape of lattice (square or triangle) or the number of oscillators N, the standardized phase order-parameter x =
(M − ⟨M⟩)/σ obey the very skewed common non-Gaussian
distribution (Figure 1B and C). Also in the 3D-lattice case,
the standardized phase order-parameter x obeys another
(less skewed) common non-Gaussian distribution independent of the network size (Figure 2).
Note that using diﬀerent boundary conditions such as
free boundary condition, the standardized phase orderparameter x obeys other common non-Gaussian distributions. Surprisingly, all the non-Gaussian distributions, including the 2D- and 3D-torus cases, are well fitted by a
generalized Gumbel distribution family which has only one
shape parameter κ [4]

P(x) =

(
)
ν
exp κ(νx + µ) − exp(νx + µ) ,
Γ(κ)

where a scale parameters ν and a location parameter µ are
determined so that the average of x is zero and the variance
of x is unity.
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Figure 2: Order parameter distribution of 3D-torus phaseoscillator lattices (N = 83 , 123 , 163 , 203 , 243 , 283 ).
A. Order parameter distribution (P(M)), B. Standardized
distribution of A (P(x)), C. Semi-logarithmic plot of B
(log P(x)).

2.2. Order-parameter distribution of Watts-Strogatz
small-world network
The second example of network topologies is a smallworld network introduced by Watts and Strogatz [4].
Watts-Strogatz network is generated by rewiring with probability p from a ring-like structure with nearest-k-element
connection. The network is regular extended cycle if p = 0,
whereas random network if p = 1. When p is set to
an intermediate value (typically 0.01 ∼ 0.1), the network shows small-world properties (large-clustering and
small-distance). Figure 3 A∼C shows the p-dependence
of standardized phase order-parameter distribution P(x) in
Watts-Strogatz network. Interestingly, in case of p =
0.05, N = 2000 (in the small-world regime), standardized phase order-parameter statistics obeys a non-Gaussian
distribution which is very similar to that of lattice oscillator network shown in the previous subsection. In the case
of Watts-Strogatz network, the shape of the phase orderparameter distribution P(x) depends on the system size N
(Figure 3D and F). Instead, if the ”number of bypass connections” N pk is fixed (Figure 3E), the standardized phase
order-parameter distributions fall on a common curve in the
small-world regime (Figure 3F).
We find the standardized phase order-parameter obeys a
non-Gaussian scale independent common distribution not
only in 2D/3D lattices but also in Watts-Strogatz small
world network.

x
Triangle Lattice

2.3. Eigenvalues of Laplacian matrix

Figure 1: Order parameter distribution P(M) and standardized order-parameter distribution P(x) of 2D-torus phaseoscillator lattices (N = 162 , 322 , 642 , 1282 , dashed
lines:triangle lattices, solid lines:square lattice). A. Order
parameter distribution (P(M)), B. Standardized distribution
of A (P(x)), C. Semi-logarithmic plot of B (log P(x)).

In order to find out the relationship between the shape
of standardized phase order-parameter distribution and network topology, we derive the features of the eigenvalue set
of Laplacian connection matrix from standardized phase
order-parameter distribution distribution. We extended a
method introduced in Bramwell et al. [2] for lattice networks to more general networks.
The time evolution of the phase oft the jth oscillator ϕ j
is described as
ϕ j (t) =

N ∑
N
∑
α=1 k=1
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Aαjk c

∫

t
0

α

e−λ s ξk (t − s)ds
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For given non-Gaussian SPO distribution P(x), we can derive the set of moments {R(k)} by using the Equaton (1).
Then we can obtain the eigenvalues λα by solving the Equation (2).
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Figure 3: Order parameter distribution of Watts-Strogatz
small world network (k = 2). A∼C p-dependence (p =
0, 0.05, 0.2, 0.95, N = 500), B. Standardized distribution
of A, C. Semi-logarithmic plot of B. D∼F N-dependence
(N = 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000). D. Rewiring
probability is fixed (p = 0.04), E. Number of bypass connections is fixed (N p = 40), F. Semi-logarithmic plot of
standardized distributions of D (dashed lines) and E (solid
lines).
where Aαjk ≡ ηαj ηαk and ηαj is the eigenvector corresponding to the αth smallest eigenvalue λα of LCM L jk . We introduce the (phase diﬀerence
) − ϕ̄(t), where
/ ∑ψ j (t) ≡ ϕ j (t)
N
−1 ∑N
ϕ̄(t) ≡ tan
j=i cos ϕ j (t) .
j=1 sin ϕ j (t)
Using ψ j , the average and correlation between two
phases
oscillators in the steady
⟨
⟩ of ∑
⟨ ⟩state are calcurated as
N
c2 α
ψ j ψk = α=2
≡
ϵ
J
,
ψ j = 0, where ⟨·⟩ means
A
α
jk
jk
2λ
ensemble average over the noise.
Therefore, the nth moment of the distribution of M(t) is
represented as


N
n
 ϵ ∑

1 ∑
n



−
exp
J
⟨M ⟩ =

j
j
µ
µ
 2

(2N)n

∑N
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In this study, we showed that the shape of orderparameter distribution in noisy phase-oscillator network
systems is closely related to the network topology such as
the number of bypass connections in Watts-Strogatz network. Then, we developed an approach to link the shape of
a non-Gaussian distribution of the standardized phase order parameter to the eigenvalues of Laplacian connection
matrix of a noisy phase-oscillator network. Our method of
extracting the network structure from the macroscopic observables may be applied to monitor of the state of the network structure in sensor network, traﬃc network, powersupply network and neuronal network.
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∑
where { j}=1 = j1 =1 j2 =1 · · · NjN =1 and trace Tr means
the summation over all configuration of the set {σ = ±1}.
In the case that network topology is statistically homogeneous, the above equation can be simplified as
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By using an approximation of exponential function in this
equation with a Taylor expansion neglecting the higher order term and then transforming M to its standardized variable x, we can obtain the steady state distribution of x as
∫
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Abstract—The spike-timing dependent plasticity
(STDP) is a synaptic weight plasticity rule, and is observed
mainly by electrophysiological measurements on the
minute time scale. On the other hand, a morphological
imaging shows the spine volume plasticity on the day time
scale. They have been investigated independently but it
is natural that the former can derive the latter since the
weights of the synaptic connections correlate highly with
the volumes of the spine. This paper shows that the spine
volume plasticity corresponds partially with the STDP.
1. Introduction
Neurons are connected via spines and synapses. Connecting the neurons is considered to imply building the
memory and disconnecting is considered to imply forgetting. Also, the connection has a amplitude called synaptic
weight. The synaptic weight is plastic and is assumed to be
mediated by some kind of plasticity rule.
The short-term electrophysiological measurements have
found that the synaptic weights represented by the excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC) injected to the soma
change mainly depending on the difference between the
spike timing of the pre-synaptic neuron and that of the postsynaptic neuron and also on the current synaptic weight.
This plasticity rule is called spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) rule [1–7]. Many formulations of the STDP
have been presented according to the experimental result
curves, the biological limitation, and the information theory.
Another plasticity rule is measured by long-term morphological dendritic imaging of the expressed enhanced
green fluorescent protein (eGFP) [8, 9]. The imaging can
measure the volumes of the spines represented by the fluorescence intensity, and has found that the spine volume
change depends on the current spine volume and the neuronal activity. This rule is called spine volume plasticity in
this paper. Since the synaptic weight is proportional to the
volume of the corresponding spine [10–14], it can be said
that the synaptic weight changes depending on the current
synaptic weight.
The above two plasticity rules should not occur indepen-

dently but should come from the same phenomenon. This
paper shows that the spine volume plasticity corresponds
with one of the STDP formulations, called multiplicative
STDP [4].
2. Results
Spike-Timing Dependent Plasticity
The synaptic weight is the amplitude of the connection of the two neurons and it is often represented by
the excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC) injected to the
soma. The electrophysiological measurements have found
that the EPSC changes mainly depending on the difference ∆t = tpre − tpost between the spike timing tpre of the
presynaptic neuron and that tpost of the postsynaptic neuron. This plasticity rule is called spike-timing dependent
plasticity (STDP) rule [1–7, 15]. For example, a presynaptic action potential which precedes a postsynaptic action
potential (i.e., ∆t < 0) depresses the EPSC, and vice versa.
The detailed description is as follows;
!


|∆t|



if ∆t < 0
W+ (W) exp −



τ+ !
∆W(W, ∆t) = 

|∆t|



if ∆t > 0,

 −W− (W) exp − τ
−

where W denotes the EPSC, W+ (W) and W− (W) are the
functions which determine the magnitude of the EPSC
changes ∆W in the positive and negative directions, and τ+
and τ− are their time constant, respectively. As described
above, the magnitude of the EPSC changes ∆W is assumed
to depend on the current EPSC W, and many types of formulation have been presented. This paper focuses on the
multiplicative STDP presented by van Rossum et al. [4],
which is described as
W+ (W) = c+ + νW ∼ N( c+ , (σn W)2 ),
W− (W) = c− W + νW ∼ N(c− W, (σn W)2 ),
where ν ∼ N(0, σ2n ) is a noise term. The parameters c+ , c− ,
τ+ , and τ− are determined by the electrophysiological measurements of the pyramidal neurons in the rat hippocampus
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µ(W)[pA]

c+ = 7 [pS],
c− = 0.003,
τ+ = 17 [msec], τ− = 34 [msec],
σn = 0.0015.
Since the resting potential of a neuron and the reverse potential of an AMPA receptor are assumed to be −60 mV
and 0 mV, c+ is denoted as 0.42 [pA] alternatively.
The expectation value µunit (W) of the EPSC changes ∆W
per unit time is
µunit (W) = fpost fpre (c+ τ+ − c− Wτ− ),
where fpre Hz ( fpost Hz) is the probability of the evocation
of the presynaptic (postsynaptic) action potential.
Spine Volume Plasticity
Dendritic spines are located on the dendrites of a neuron.
They receive neurotransmitters the corresponding synapses
release. When the neurotransmitters bind to the receptors on the spine, the corresponding ion channels are activated, and the miniature excitatory postsynaptic current
(mEPSC) is injected to the spine. Since a large spine
expresses a large number of AMPA glutamate receptors,
the volume V of a spine is proportional to the amplitude of the mEPSC [10–14] The volume V of the spine
can be measured morphologically by the dendritic imaging of the expressed enhanced green fluorescent protein
(eGFP) [8, 9, 14]. The LTP enlarges the spine and vice
versa [11, 12, 14, 16, 17]. Thus, measurements of the spine
volumes contribute to understand the long-term plasticity
of the synapse since this is a measurement of the spines on
the day time scale in contrast to the electrophysiological
measurements on the minute time scale.
In the case of the the pyramidal neurons in the rat hippocampus subregion CA1, the expectation value µC (V) of
the spine volume changes ∆V per day by the spine volume
plasticity [8, 9] is
µC (V) = −γV + δ,
where the parameter values are
γ = 0.16 δ = 0.01 [µm3 ].
Figure 1 shows the expectation value µC (V).
STDP and Spine Volume Plasticity
The presence of D-AP-5, which is an antagonist of the
NMDA glutamate receptors, blocks any synaptic potentiation and depression induced by the STDP [2, 15]. This indicates that the STDP requires the activation of the NMDA
glutamate receptors. Similarly, in the case of the presence
of D-AP-5 [8], the expectation value µI (V) of the spine volume plasticity is zero. Hence, the spine volume plasticity
is assumed to be induced mainly by the STDP. The EPSC
W is assumed to be converted to the spine volume V as
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Figure 1: The expectation values µ of the plasticity. That
µS (W) of the STDP, that µC (V) of the spine volume plasticity, and that µC2 (V) of the spine volume plasticity for large
spines, and that µI (V) of the intrinsic spine volume plasticity.
where FVW is a coefficient. The probabilities fpost and fpre
are also undetermined but are assumed to be equal because
of symmetry, i.e.,
2
µunit (W) = fAP
(c+ τ+ − c− Wτ− ),

where fAP = fpost = fpre is the probability of the evocation
of the neuronal action potential. For simplicity, the expectation value µ(W) of the EPSC changes per day induced by
the STDP is assumed as
2
µS (W) = T day fAP
(c+ τ+ − c− Wτ− ),

where T day is a number of unit time per day. The detailed
discussion of this simplification is omitted due to the page
length limitation. Therefore, the following relations are derived:
2
γ = T day fAP
c− τ− ,
γ c+ τ+
δ=
,
FV,W c− τ−
and
fAP ≈ 0.134 [Hz],
FV,W = 1120 [pA/µm3 ].
Future works should validate of the values of the parameters FV,W and fAP . At least, fAP ≈ 0.134 [Hz] is not an
inconceivable value for a rat hippocampus culture without
any activations. Note that the relationships FV,Wm of the
spine volume V to the mEPSC (the EPSC for the spine) are
measured [10–14] and it is around FV,Wm = 200 [pA/µm3 ],
but that FV,W to the EPSC for the soma is unknown. Since
the dendrites and the soma have voltage-gated ion channels, the injected current to the soma can be larger than the
injected current to the spine. Thus, FV,W = 1120 [pA/µm3 ]
is also not an inconceivable value.
Figure 1 shows µS (W), which is equal to µC (V) when
converted with these parameter values.
Variance of Changes
The variance σ2S (W) of the STDP per day is
2 1
(τ+ + τ− )(σn W)2 ,
σ2S (W) = T day fAP
2

−1
,
V = WFV,W
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Figure 2: √
The standard derivation σ (the square-root of the
variance σ2 ) of the plasticity. That σS (W) of the STDP,
that σC (V) of the spine volume plasticity, that σI (V) of the
intrinsic spine volume plasticity, that σA (V) of the activitydependent spine volume plasticity, and that σRI (V) of the
combination of the STDP and the intrinsic spine volume
plasticity.
where the detailed derivation is omitted due to the page
length limitation. That σC2 (V) of the spine volume plasticity [8, 9] is
(
(0.08V + 0.04)2 if V ≤ 0.25,
2
σC (V) =
(0.20V + 0.01)2 if V > 0.25.
Recall that in the case of the presence of D-AP-5, the STDP
is blocked and the expectation value µI (V) of the spine volume plasticity is zero. However, the spine volume V fluctuates is spite of the presence of D-AP-5 [8,9]. This indicates
that the synaptic weight is mediated not only by the STDP
but also by the intrinsic spine volume plasticity. The variance σ2I (V) of the intrinsic spine volume plasticity [8, 9]
is
σ2I (V) = (0.20V + 0.01)2 .
Thus, the difference between σC2 (V) and σ2I (V) is the variance σ2A (V) = σC2 (V) − σ2I (V) of the activity-dependent
spine volume plasticity.
The intrinsic spine volume plasticity may be ignored in
the existing STDP experiments since they induce the LTPs
and LTDs repeatedly in a short time to measure the effect of
the STDP. Since the activity-dependent spine volume plasticity is assumed to be induced by the STDP, their variances σ2A (V) and σ2S (W) are expected to be equal. Also,
the variances σC2 (V) = σ2A (V) + σ2I (V) and σ2RI (W) =
σ2I (V) + σ2R (W) combined with the intrinsic spine volume
plasticity are expected to be equal. They are summarized in
Figure 2. Unfortunately, the variances σ2A (V) and σ2S (W),
and the variances σC2 (V and σ2RI (W) are different.
3. Discussion
Multiplicative and Other Types of STDP
Generally, the multiplicative STDP is the STDP whose
expectation value µ(W) of the synaptic weight change is
linear with respect to the current synaptic weight [4, 5].

We can consider other formulations. For example, the expectation value E[W+ (W)] of the changes induced by the
LTP is not constant but linear with respect to the current
synaptic weight [5]. The other STDPs, such as powerlaw [6] or log [7], can be accepted. Their expectation value
E[W+ (W)] of the changes are nonlinear but are not so much
different from the multiplicative STDP.
However, the principal problem is that the standard
derivation σA (V) of the activity-dependent spine volume
plasticity shown in Figure 2 decrease with an increase in
the spine volume, i.e., the synaptic weight. This phenomenon does not correspond with the electrophysiological measurements [2, 4].
Synaptic Weight Distribution
The synaptic weight has a unimodal distribution with
long-tail and its mode is not zero [1, 8, 9, 13, 18–23]. The
synaptic weight distribution induced by the plasticity after
sufficiently long time can be calculated by Fokker-Planck
equation [4–9] as
!
Z W
2µ(W ′ )
C
′
,
exp
dW
P(W) = 2
2
′
σ (W)
−∞ σ (W )
where P(W) is the probability density function and C is a
constant parameter. The synaptic weight distribution which
comes only from the STDP is
!
Z W
C′
4(c+ τ+−c− W ′ τ− )
′
P(W) =
.
exp
dW
′ 2
(τ+ +τ− )(σn W)2
−∞ (τ+ +τ− )(σn W )
The multiplicative STDP shows a unimodal distribution
with long-tail [4]. The power-law STDP [6] and the log
STDP [7] also do that.
This equation indicates that the synaptic weight distribution is independent of the probability fAP of the evocation of the neuronal action potential, since the ratio between
µ(W ′ ) and σ2 (W ′ ) are independent of the neuronal activity
fAP .
In combined with the intrinsic spine volume plasticity
whose the variance σ2I (V) are independent of the neuronal
activity fAP , the synaptic weight distribution depends on
the neuronal activity fAP as follows:

Z W


C
2µS (W ′ )
′
exp 
dW  ,
P(W) = 2
2
2
2
′
′
σS (W) + σI (W)
−∞ σS (W ) + σI (W )

Roughly speaking, larger neuronal activity fAP decreases
the probability of larger synaptic weights, since the large
synaptic weights tend to be decreased by the multiplicative
STDP and the activity-dependent spine volume plasticity.
This is a remarkable result. The STDP or the activitydependent spine volume plasticity can be said not only
to develop the connections but to prune the connections
appropriately. Of course, the correlated postsynaptic action potentials can provide another story; the large synaptic
weight have more potential to increase since the correlation
gives the presynaptic action potential with the large synaptic weight more potential to elicit the presynaptic action
potential.
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4. Conclusion
This paper has shown that the spine volume plasticity
corresponds partially with the multiplicative STDP. Future
work includes: (a) validating of the values of the parameters, (b) clarifying the effect of the correlated postsynaptic action potential, and (c) integrating the variances of the
STDP and the spine volume plasticity.
The authors would like to thank Professor Toshimitsu
Ushio of Osaka University for helpful discussions. This
work was partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for JSPS Fellows.
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Abstract—In this study, we propose the inference
method of the Gene Regulatory Network(GRN) using the
Radial Basis Function(RBF) network. The method using
the RBF network improves inference time, but it does not
show a good performance on the accuracy of the inference.
Then, in our proposed method, a majority rule is applied
to improve the accuracy. Our proposed method is evaluated by trials of the inference of artiﬁcially deﬁned gene
regulatory networks and a practical network.
1. Introduction
The regulatory interactions among gene expressions are
well known fundamental mechanism in biological system.
The model that shows the regulatory interactions among
genes is known as the Gene Regulatory Network(GRN). A
lot of models and inference methods of the GRN have been
proposed recently. The diﬀerential equation model is one
of the major GRN models that can represent the time series
dynamics of the gene expressions. In general, the diﬀerential equation model is described by following equations.
dXi
= Gi (X1 , X2 , . . . , XN ).
dt

(1)

Where Xi is the gene expression of gene i and the Gi is an
unknown function.
In order to infer the GRN that described by this diﬀerential equations model, the function approximation of the
unknown function Gi is required. Where we assumed that
the time course data of the gene expressions are used for the
function approximation of Gi . The time course data can be
easily obtained by DNA microarray recently.
A lot of GRN inference methods using the diﬀerential
equation model had been proposed[1][2][3]. In these conventional methods, the method using the neural networks
for the function approximation[1] is known as the one of
the eﬀective method for the GRN inference. In the conventional method using the neural network, the learning algorithm of the neural network requires iteration procedures
for the accurate function approximation. Also, the accuracy and the time for the function approximation depend
on the convergence dynamics of the learning algorithm.
On the other hand, the Radial Basis Function (RBF) network has been also applied to the problem of the function
approximation. The advantage of the RBF network is that

it takes comparatively short time for the function approximation because the learning algorithm of the RBF network
does not requires iteration procedures.
In this study, we propose the GRN inference method using the RBF network in order to improve the time for the
inference. Also, we apply the policy of a majority rule[4]
to our proposed method to improve the inference accuracy.
In the simulation, we test our proposed method using the
artiﬁcial GRN models deﬁned by the S-system. We also
test our proposed method using experimental data[7] as a
practical case of the application of the method.

2. The GRN inference method using the neural network
In this section, we describe the conventional GRN inference method using neural networks[1]. Where we assume
that the time course gene expression data of all genes in the
GRN are obtained.
The method has two-step procedure. In the ﬁrst step,
the unknown functions Gi in equation 1 are approximated
using neural networks with experimental gene expression
data. The N inputs and 1 output neural network is used and
the number of the hidden layer neurons is appropriately decided. In the conventional method, the genetic local search
with distance independent diversity control (GLSDC) [1] is
used as the learning algorithm of the neural network.
In the second step, the regulatory interactions of the
GRN is estimated by analyzing the approximated functions
Gi . Where the sensitivity coeﬃcient S i j is deﬁned by following equation.
S ij =

∂ ( Xi ) ∂Gi (X1 , X2 , · · · , XN )
=
∂X j dt
∂X j

(2)

The sensitivity coeﬃcient S i j represents an inﬂuence of the
jth gene expression X j to the ith gene expression Xi .
In general, these sensitivity coeﬃcients are calculated as
time varying values, therefore, the averaging process[1] is
applied to them to determine the static regulatory interactions in the GRN, i.e., the regulation interaction is positive,
negative or independent. Where the averaging algorithm
proposed in the conventional study requires some parameters. In this study, we use same parameters used in the
conventional study.
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3. The GRN inference method using the RBF Network
In this study, we propose the GRN inference method using the RBF network. The RBF network is a kind of a
multi-layer neural network that uses the radial basis function as the activation function of the neurons in the hidden layer. In our proposed algorithm, we simply use the
RBF network for the function approximation instead of the
neural network. A Reduction of the calculation amount is
expected by using the RBF network, because the learning
algorithm for the RBF network does not requires iteration
procedures.
The RBF network used in this study[6] is given by,
O(X) =

M
∑

w j h j (X, C j , d j ),

(3)

Table 1: An estimation accuracy and a calculation time for
the inference of 10-gene network
method sensitivity speciﬁcity
time
RBFN
0.8667
0.3758
0.678s
NN
0.8362
0.5584
1.55h

Table 2: An estimation accuracy and a calculation time for
the inference of 30-gene network
method sensitivity speciﬁcity time
RBFN
0.7610
0.4444
6.74s
NN
0.9060
0.4326
12.2h
NN+MI
0.9659
0.9902
-

j=1

where h j is given by,
(X−C j )2
−
d j2

hj = e

.

(4)

Where X is the input data for the network, and C j and d j 2
are the center vector and the variance for the basis function
of neuron j, respectively.
For the function approximation using the RBF network,
all the parameters of C j , d j and w j have to be determined.
In this study, the center vector C j is determined by following clustering method.
1. select the input vector Xt from gene expression data.
2. ﬁnd a nearest center vector C j to Xt .
3. update the nearest center vector C j by,
C j (n + 1) = C j (n) + η(Xt − C j ).

(5)

4. repeat the 1∼3 steps for all input vectors.
5. repeat the step 4 with decreasing η until it becomes zero.
Also, the parameter d j is determined by calculating the distance between the center vector C j and its nearest neighbor
in the other center vectors.
Then, using the parameters C j and d j obtained above,
we ﬁnd optimum w to minimize following function E by
the least squares method.
E=

T
∑
(yt − O(X t ))2

(6)

t=1

The GRN inference algorithm of our proposed method is
the same as the conventional method using the neural network except for the method of the function approximation.
That is, as shown in previous section, the sensitivity coefﬁcients S i j are calculated using approximated function by
the RBF network and regulatory interactions are estimated
by using the sensitivity coeﬃcients.
To evaluate our proposed method, we test our method using three GRN models. Two of them are artiﬁcial 10-gene
and 30-gene GRN deﬁned by the S-system and another

one is 6-gene practical network. The detailed description
of each model is described in an appendix. Note that, all
the calculations are executed on the PCs that have Core i7
2600K and equal conﬁgurations. The sensitivity(S n ) and
the speciﬁcity(S p ) are used for the evaluation of the estiTP
mation accuracy. These criteria are deﬁned as S n = T P+FN
,
TN
S p = FP+T N , where, TP, FN, TN and FP are the numbers of regulations that is true-positive, false-negative, truenegative and false positive, respectively.
The results of 10-gene network is shown in Table 1.
In the simulation, our proposed method and the conventional method are tested through 100 trials. We use the random initial values of the synaptic weights in conventional
method and the number of the neurons in the hidden layer
is varied from two to 101 in our proposed method. Each
result in Table 1 is the average of these 100 trials. From the
results, the conventional method has an advantage in the
estimation accuracy, however, the time for the inference is
exceedingly improved.
The results of the 30-gene network and 6-gene practical
network are also shown in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.
All the results shown in the tables are average of 100 trials
as similar to the simulation of the 10-gene network. Where,
we show the results of the method considering the sparseness of the GRN (NN+MI) that enable to improve the estimation accuracy to the conventional method using neural
network[1]. In this method, a modiﬁed objective function
of the neural networks is used to consider the maximum indegree of the GRN. Where the maximum indegree of the

Table 3: An estimation accuracy and a calculation time for
the inference of SOS network
method sensitivity speciﬁcity
time
RBFN
0.9300
0.3365
0.154s
NN
0.8975
0.5251
25.0m
NN+MI
0.7517
0.5368
-
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Table 4: An estimation accuracy and a calculation time for
the inference of 10-gene network with a majority rule
method sensitivity speciﬁcity
time
RBFN
0.8095
0.9385
1.13m
NN
0.8095
0.9777
153h

GRN is experimentally decided. From these results, similarly to the 10-gene network, the conventional method has
an advantage in the estimation accuracy, however, the time
for the inference is exceedingly improved.
4. The method applied the majority rule
In our previous study[4], we had proposed the inference
method using neural network with a majority rule and we
showed that it improved the accuracy of the GRN inference. In order to improve the estimation accuracy, we try
to apply a majority rule to our proposed method. The basic strategy of the inference method with a majority rule is
that the frequently estimated regulatory interactions in the
results of large number of trials are chosen as a proper estimation. This strategy is based on the characteristics that the
result of the heuristic method such as neural network varies
depend on the initial condition or other conﬁguration.
In this study, we assumed that the number of the trials of
inference is 100. In the conventional method using the neural network, we use the random initial values of the synaptic weights for the 100 trials. Also, in our proposed method
using the RBF network, the number of the neurons in the
hidden layer is varied from two to 101.
In order to use the method with a majority rule, we have
to decide the boundary of the frequency to judge the frequently estimated regulatory interactions. The method to
decide the optimum boundary had been discussed in our
previous study[5].
The results of the conventional and proposed methods
with a majority rule are shown in Table 4, Table 5 and Table6. Similarly to the simulations shown in the previous
section, the target network is 10-gene and 30-gene artiﬁcially deﬁned GRN and practical 6-gene GRN. These results show that the estimation accuracy of our proposed
method is improved to almost equal to the conventional
method. Also, our proposed method achieves good performance in the inference time comparing to the conventional
method that does not apply a majority rule. Therefore we
can conclude that the adopting a majority rule is eﬀective
to the GRN inference method using RBF network.

Table 5: An estimation accuracy and a calculation time for
the inference of 30-gene network with a majority rule
method sensitivity speciﬁcity
time
RBFN
0.8382
0.8689
11.2m
NN
0.8088
0.9434
1220h
NN+MI
1.000
0.9919
-

Table 6: An estimation accuracy and a calculation time for
the inference of SOS network with a majority rule
method sensitivity speciﬁcity time
RBFN
0.9167
0.6667
15.4s
NN
0.9167
0.6333
41.7h
NN+MI
0.8333
0.5667
-

the conventional method and the time for the inference is
exceedingly improved.
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In this study, we proposed the GRN inference method
using RBF network. A majority rule was applied to the
proposed method to improve the estimation accuracy. The
results show that the estimation accuracy is almost equal to
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Appendix

Table 7: The parameters for 10-gene network
αi
1.0
βi
1.0
g3,1 = −0.4, g4,1 = 0.3, g5,2 = −0.3,
gi, j g6,3 = 0.7, g10,4 = 0.6, g7,5 = 0.4,
g9,6 = 0.5, g10,7 = −0.4, g7,8 = 0.3,
other gi, j = 0.0
hi, j g6,4 = −1.0,other 1,0 if i=j, 0.0 otherwise.

In this study, three GRN models are used in the simulation.
Two of them are the artiﬁcially deﬁned GRN. Figure 1 and
2 show the 10-gene network and 30-gene network, respectively. These models are deﬁned by S-system that is given
by,
dXi
= αi ΠNj=1 X gj i , j − βi ΠNj=1 X hj i , j (i = 1, 2, ..., N).
dt

(7)

Where the parameters in equation 7 for 10-gene network
and 30-gene network are summarize in Table 7 and 8, respectively.

Table 8: The parameters for 30-gene network
1.0
1.0
g1,14 = −0.1, g5,1 = 1.0, g6,1 = 1.0, g7,2 = 0.5,
g7,3 = 0.4, g8,4 = 0.2, g8,17 = −0.2, g9,5 = 1.0,
g9,6 = −0.1, g10,7 = 0.3, g11,4 = 0.4,
g11,7 = −0.2, g11,22 = 0.4, g12,23 = 0.1,
g13,8 = 0.6, g14,9 = 1.0, g15,10 = 0.2,
gi, j g16,11 = 0.5, g16,12 = −0.2, g17,13 = 0.5,
g19,14 = 0.1, g20,15 = 0.7, g20,26 = 0.3,
g21,16 = 0.6, g22,16 = 0.5, g23,17 = 0.2,
g24,15 = −0.2, g24,18 = −0.1, g24,19 = 0.3,
g25,20 = 0.4, g26,21 = −0.2, g26,28 = 0.1,
g27,24 = 0.6, g27,25 = 0.3, g27,30 = −0.2,
g28,25 = 0.5, g29,26 = 0.4, g30,27 = 0.6,
other gi, j = 0.0
hi, j 1,0 if i=j, 0.0 otherwise.
αi
βi

Figure 1: The 10-gene network
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We also use the practical example called SOS network
of the Escherichia coli bacterium that is shown in Figure
4.1. Where the regulatory interactions of SOS network that
described in [3] are used. Also, we use the experimental
gene expression data on the web site[7] in the simulation.
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Figure 3: The practical example of the GRN
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Figure 2: The 30-gene network
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1. Introduction
Wireless traffic is continuously increasing because of
the spread of smartphones and the demand for higher
capacity of wireless communication is still growing. In
accordance with the traffic increasing, a wireless security
is becoming more important. Currently, the wireless
security is ensured mainly by the upper layer protocols
such as public key encryption, IPSec, or scrambling.
However, a physical layer security is recently drawing
much attention as an additional or substitutional security
scheme [1], too. As the scheme achieving both physical
layer security and channel coding gain without rateefficiency penalty, we have proposed a chaos multipleinput multiple-output (C-MIMO) transmission scheme [2].
It is a chaos-modulated MIMO multiplexing scheme
where the transmit MIMO symbols are multiplied by the
chaos symbols correlated by the transmit bit sequence,
and the chaos encryption and rate-1 block channel coding
effect are obtained. There are several conventional
schemes using chaos modulation in MIMO transmission
[3-5]. However, those schemes need frequency expanding
because of a chaos spreading modulation and the rateefficiency is decreased, while the proposed scheme uses
rate-1 channel coding and the rate-efficiency degradation
is avoided. In the receiver of C-MIMO, the demodulation
and decoding cannot be correctly done without a common
key shared by the transmitter and the receiver, and thus,
the common key-based physical layer security is ensured.
It is shown in [6,7] that the computational security is
sufficiently ensured in C-MIMO. Furthermore, the bit
error rate performance is improved by a maximum
likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) in the receiver in
tradeoff with the decoding complexity increase. Because

transmitter

receiver
r(k)

b

init. key

cM0

2x2 STBC
decoder

data

2x2 STBC
encoder

s(k)

chaos
modulator

Abstract– In wireless transmission, an additional security or
simplification of the conventional upper layer security protocols
can be provided by ensuring physical layer security. To achieve
not only this physical layer security but also channel coding gain,
we have proposed a chaos multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) transmission scheme in which chaos signals correlated
by transmit bits are multiplied to each transmit symbols of
MIMO. However, to make the chaos MIMO more effective, the
error rate performance needs to be improved. In MIMO
transmission techniques, a space-time block code (STBC) is
proposed to obtain a space diversity gain and to improve the error
rate performance, and is widely used. Therefore, in this study, we
propose a chaos MIMO-STBC scheme applying the STBC into
chaos MIMO scheme, and show that the improved error rate
performance with a physical layer security is obtained.

ML chaos
demodulator
init. key

^b

data

cM0

Fig. 1 space-time block coded chaos MIMO
transmission system.
the transmit signal of C-MIMO is Gaussian, Shannon
capacity will be achieved when the block length is
expanded. The decoding complexity is, however, also
exponentially increased and the block length of C-MIMO
is restricted to some extent. Hence, an additional
technique is required other than block length expansion to
improve the error rate performance. Here, in MIMO
transmission the space-time block coding (STBC) is
proposed [8] to obtain the time-frequency diversity effect
with linear decoding calculation. It is well-known that the
full diversity effect is obtained when the number of
transmit antenna is two. Therefore, in this paper, to
improve the error rate performance of C-MIMO without
exponentially increasing the decoding complexity, we
propose a space-time block coded 2-by-2 chaos MIMO
transmission scheme and show that the block error rate is
superior to that of non-STBC C-MIMO at the same rateefficiency.
In the following, the system configuration is introduced
in Section 2. Numerical results are shown in Section 3 and
the conclusion is drawn in Section 4.
2. Proposed space-time block coded chaos MIMO
system
Fig. 1 shows the proposed space-time block coded
chaos MIMO transmission system, where the numbers of
transmit antenna Nt and receive antenna Nr are Nt=Nr=2,
one chaos modulation block length is B, and the transmit
bits per symbol is q. The bit sequence
b {b0 , , bqN t B 1}, bk {0,1} in one block is chaos
modulated and the complex transmit symbol sequence
s {s 0 , , s N t B 1 } is generated (see Section 2.1). After that,
every Nt symbols are transmitted by MIMO multiplexing
transmission. When the transmitted symbol at time k from
it-th antenna ( 1 it Nt ) is expressed as sit (k ) , MIMO
transmit vector at time k becomes s(k ) [s1 (k ), , sN t (k )]T
( 0 k B 1 ) and the one transmit block becomes
s B s(0), , s ( B 1) , where T means the transpose. Then,
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every s(k ) is encoded to s' (k ) by 2-by-2 Alamouti STBC
and transmitted using two timeslot as,
s' ( k )

s1 (k ) s*2 (k )
s2 ( k ) s1* ( k )

(1)

where * means the complex conjugate. It is assumed that
the channel is two-symbol static, antenna- and time k-i.i.d.
quasi-static Rayleigh fading, and the channel matrix is
given by
h11( k )

h1N t (k )

(2)

H (k )
hN r 1 ( k )

hN r N t ( k )

where hir it (k ) is the complex channel coefficient from
transmit antenna it to receive antenna ir. The received
matrix is given by
r ' ( k ) H (k )s' ( k ) n ' (k )
(3)
where the receive matrix r ' (k ) and the noise matrix n' (k )
are given, respectively, by
r' (k )

r11 ( k )
r21 ( k )

r12 (k )
r22 ( k )

n' ( k )

n11 (k ) n12 (k )
n21 ( k ) n22 ( k )

(4)
(5)

In the receiver, the STBC decoding is conducted by
r1 ( k )
r2 ( k )

*
h11
(k ) r11 ( k )
*
h21 ( k ) r11 ( k )

*
h21 ( k ) r21
(k )
*
h11 ( k ) r21 (k )

*
h12
( k ) r12 ( k )
*
h22 (k ) r12 ( k )

r(k )

r1 ( k ),

x0

(7)
rB r (0), , r ( B 1)
(8)
After that, the C-MIMO MLSE is conducted for the
receive symbol sequence r {r0 , , rN t B 1} , which is the
sorted sequence of rB . The chaos block modulation and
demodulation are described in the following.
2.1 Configuration of chaos modulation
In chaos modulation, the bit sequence b is modulated
to MIMO transmission block s B [6]. First, the shared key
signal among the transmitter and the receiver is set as
c M 0 [c00 , , c0 ( M 0 1) ] , 0 Re[c0i ] 1 , 0 Im[c0i ] 1 (9)
where each c 0i ( 0 i M 0 1 ) is a random complex
symbol and is used as an initial value of the chaotic
system. By using M0 independent initial values and
averaging the processed chaos signals starting from those
initial values, the transmit symbol sit (k ) can have a
Gaussian distribution, and the average squared Euclidean
distances of neighboring sequences can be enhanced.
When q-bit/symbol rate efficiency is adopted, the number
of bits in one block b is qNt B and the integer sequence d
is composed by every q bit as
d [d 0 , , d Nt B 1 ] , di {0,1, ,2q 1}
(10)
d m bqm 2 q 1 bqm 1 2 q 2
bq ( m 1) 1 20 , 0 m N t B 1
Using the bit sequence b , the chaos modulation is
conducted as follows. The real and imaginary parts of
c ( k 1)i are modulated by the different bits as
(11)
x0 {a d m (2 q 1)} mod 1

Re[c( k

1)i ]

m

k

a

(bm

0)

1 a

(bm

1, a 1 / 2)

a 1 / 2 (bm

1, a 1 / 2)

(12)

Then, the variable x0 is processed as follows:

(13)
xl 1 2 xl mod 1
This (13) is the equation of the Bernoulli shift map. Then,
after iterating (13) approximately Ite times, the M0
processed chaos symbol cki is extracted by
Re[cki ] xIte d ( k N B / 2 ) mod N B , Im[cki ] xIte d ( k N B / 2 1) mod N B (14)
t

t

t

t

where the iteration number is shifted by the different bits
of b from (11) and (12). By (11), (12) and (14), the chaos
symbols correlated to the transmit bits can be generated.
Finally, the transmit random Gaussian symbol s Ite,k is
obtained by averaging all chaos element symbols cki
( 0 i M 0 1 ) as
1
M0

M0 1

Re[cki ] Im[cki ] exp j 4 (Re[cki ] Im[cki ])

(15)

i 0

The MIMO transmit block is composed as follows:
sIte,1

(6)
are

, rN r ( k ) T

a

Imaginary part: a Im[ c(k 1)i ] m (k 1) mod N t B
in the range of 0 i M 0 1 and 1 k Nt B . When k=1,
the initial key signal is modulated. When q=1, it is slightly
changed to obtain better sequences as

sIte, k

*
h22 ( k )r22
(k )
*
h12 ( k ) r22 ( k )

and the receive vector r (k ) and receive block rB
obtained as

Real part:

s Ite,( B

1) N t 1

sB
s Ite, Nt

(16)

s Ite, BNt

Each MIMO antenna transmits the allocated symbols of
(16) B times. The configurations of (11), (12), (14), and
(15) are determined empirically so as to make the s Ite,k
Gaussian signal having a large minimum squared
Euclidean distance (MSED) between the neighboring
sequences, and it is expected that this configuration can be
flexibly changed to some extent.
In random sequence transmissions based on chaos,
sometimes the MSED between neighboring sequences
becomes small, and the error rate performance in the
receiver is degraded. For this problem, it has been shown
in [6] that an adaptive chaos iteration scheme of Ite is
effective. Thus, this scheme is adopted in this paper. After
s B of (16) is generated with Ite iteration, s B is again
generated within the range of I 0 Ite I 0 M , and the
sequence with the largest MSED is selected. Then, this
s B is transmitted. By this scheme, the error rate
performance can be improved when the receiver detects
the correct Ite. Here, this iteration number is not
transmitted in the proposed scheme, and the blind
estimation of Ite is conducted in the receiver jointly with
the decoding because this additional information
decreases the rate efficiency. The transmit block s B with
Ite iteration is rewritten in vector form as
s Ite [s Ite,1 , , sIte , Nt B ]
(17)
and the neighbor sequence corresponding to b' is denoted
by
s' Ite [ s ' Ite,1 , , s ' Ite, N t B ]
Then, the squared Euclidean distance between two
sequences is given by
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d s2

Nt B

2

s ' Ite,k

s Ite, k

(18)

k 1

and the MSED becomes
Nt B

min d s2

min

b' b

b' b

sIte, k

s' Ite, k

2

k 1

Therefore, the transmitter selects the best Ite such that
Nt B

Ite

arg max

min

I 0 Ite I 0 M b ' b k 1

s Ite,k

2

s ' Ite,k

(19)

and the sequence of (17) with Ite iterations is transmitted.
The drawback of this adaptive processing scheme is an
increase in the computational complexity in the
transmitter.
2.2 MLSE decoding
In the receiver, the joint MLSE in terms of MIMO
detection and chaos demodulation is conducted. First, the
MLSE result at each Ite among I 0 Ite I 0 M is
calculated by
bˆ Ite

NtB

r (k ) H (k ) s( k )

arg min
b

2

(20)

Ite

k 1

Then, the decoding candidate b̂ and the estimated Ite are
determined by b̂ Ite with the minimum distance in the
right-hand side of (20). After that, the transmitter rule
check is conducted, and if the check is not passed, that
candidate is eliminated, and the decoding procedure is
restarted. More specifically, whether the estimated Ite
satisfies the generation rule of the transmitter
Nt B

Ite

arg max
I 0 Ite I 0

min

s Ite, k
M b' bˆ k 1

s ' Ite,1

2

(21)

or not is confirmed. If b̂ and Ite satisfy (21), b̂ is
determined to be the decoded result. Otherwise, it can be
determined as an incorrect sequence. In this case, b̂ is
eliminated, and the decoding search is restarted. In the
structure of the proposed scheme, user identification is
conducted by the initial key value c M 0 in (9). However, if
one or more parts of the chaos configurations, e.g., (11) to
(15), are slightly changed, the transmission signals are
drastically changed because of the initial value sensitivity
of chaos. This property can be utilized for user
identification, where each user has a slightly different CMIMO configuration.
In the proposed chaos MIMO scheme, the decoding
complexity is exponentially increased according to the
block length B compared to the conventional MIMO-

maximum likelihood decoding (MLD) scheme.
Furthermore, the complexities at both the transmitter and
the receiver are increased by the adaptive chaos
processing. It is assumed that the calculations of the
squared Euclidean distance between two sequences are
counted as one search, and the total number of searches is
derived. Table I shows a comparison of the computational
complexities, where lp denotes the number of sequence
eliminations and re-decoding based on (21).
As the conventional scheme, MIMO-MLD is compared.
It can be observed that the sequence search of adaptive Ite
is needed at the transmitter in proportion to its range M in
the proposed scheme. Moreover, at the receiver, the
calculation complexity is exponentially increased by the
block length B and linearly increased by the adaptive
range M. Because the elimination of (21) does not occur
often in the higher receive SNR region, and the lp term can
be ignored, lp=0 is satisfied at high SNR. Then, the
computational complexity of the proposed scheme is
increased by B and the M extension. In contrast, STBC
decoding in (6) can be conducted with linear calculation,
and it is expected that the bit error rate performance of CMIMO will be improved by the STBC diversity effect
only with the linear calculation increase of STBC
decoding.
3. Numerical results
The block error rate (BLER) performance of the
proposed scheme is calculated in the simulation condition
listed in Table 1. The parameters of chaos modulation are
the same as [6] in which the configuration is empirically
searched. The chaos equation is Bernoulli shift map, the
number of chaos multiplexing to make the transmit
symbol Gaussian is M0=10, the base iteration number of
chaos is I0=19, and the adaptive chaos processing range to
enhance the MSED is M=2. It is assumed that the initial
chaos vector (9) of common key is generated using a
specific number such as receiver terminal ID and shared
with the transmitter and the receiver. The performance is
compared with unencrypted MIMO-MLD, MIMO-STBC,
and encrypted C-MIMO without STBC which have the
same rate-efficiency. The block length for calculating the
block error rate is B for C-MIMO and 1 (that is one STBC
block) for conventional MIMO.
Table II Simulation conditions.
Modulation, bit/sym
PHY encryption
MIMO-STBC
Channel

Table I Comparison of computational complexity.
MIMOMLD
transmitter

0

receiver

qN t

total

2

2qN t

Receive channel
estimation
Decoding algorithm
C-MIMO block length
Chaos
Num. of chaos
multiplexing
Num. of chaos processing
Adaptive chaos processing
range

proposed
adaptive C-MIMO

(2
(2

qN t B

qN t B 1

1)(M
1)(M

1)

1)(l p 1)

( M 1)
l p (2qN t B

1

1) 3 2qNt B

2
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conventional
proposed
BPSK,QPSK
q=1,2
N/A
available
(Nt,Nr)=(2,2)-Alamouti
STBC block- and antenna-i.i.d. 1-path
Rayleigh fading
perfect
MLD
-

MLSE
B=2,3,4
Bernoulli shift map
M0=10

-

I0=19

-

M=2

1.E+00

1.E+00

C-MIMO-STBC B=2
C-MIMO-STBC B=3
C-MIMO B=2 (q=1bit/sym/ant)
C-MIMO B=3 (q=1bit/sym/ant)
MIMO-MLD-BPSK
MIMO-STBC-QPSK
C-MIMO-STBC B=2, unsync.

2x2 MIMO
M=2, q=1

1.E-01

1.E-01

block error rate

block error rate

PHY encrypted
unencrypted

1.E-02

1.E-03

B=2
B=3
B=4
MIMO-STBC-BPSK
proposed, B=2, unsync.

1.E-04

1.E-05
0

1.E-02

1.E-03
2x2 MIMO
M=2, q=2
PHY encrypted
unencrypted

1.E-04

5
10
15
avg. Eb/N0 per receive antenna in dB

1.E-05

20

0

Fig. 2 Block error rate versus average Eb/N0 at q=1.
Fig. 2 shows the BLER versus average Eb/N0 per
receive antenna when q=1. Compared to MIMO-STBCBPSK with the same rate-efficiency, the channel coding
gain is obtained at B=3 and more. When the M0 initial key
symbols have slightly an error of 10-3 distance, the BLER
becomes near 1 and the transmit bits cannot be correctly
decoded. Hence, it is shown that the proposed scheme
achieves both channel coding gain and physical layer
security.
Next, the BLER performance versus average Eb/N0 per
receive antenna when q=2 is shown in Fig. 3. It is shown
that the proposed scheme has performance improvement
by STBC effect. At BLER of 10-4, the proposed scheme
with B=2 and 3 has around 1.5 dB coding gain for CMIMO without STBC at the same rate-efficiency.
Furthermore, compared to the unencrypted MIMO
transmission, the proposed scheme achieves physical layer
security and larger coding gain, especially with B=3.
Compared to MIMO-BPSK-MLD and MIMO-STBCQPSK, the proposed scheme at B=3 has around 9 and 2.5
dB gains, respectively. In comparing the decoding
complexity as the tradeoff of the channel coding gain, the
number of decoding search of the conventional
unencrypted MIMO with BPSK and QPSK is 4 and 16,
respectively, while that of the proposed scheme with q=1
and M=2 is 48 at B=2 and 192 at B=3. When q=2, it
becomes 768 and 12288 at B=2 and 3, respectively. Thus,
the further reduction of decoding complexity will be
needed in the proposed scheme and the application of Malgorithm for MLSE is considered. Also, the complexityreduced block length B expansion scheme will be
considered.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a space-time block coded
chaos MIMO transmission scheme to achieve physical
layer security and channel coding gain with restricted
decoding complexity. As a results, the improved channel
coding gain is obtained with the additional linear
calculation of STBC, though the complexity of chaos

5
10
15
20
avg. Eb/N0 per receive antenna in dB

25

Fig. 3 Block error rate versus average Eb/N0 at q=2.
modulation is not changed. The improved BLER
performance was confirmed by numerical results.
In future studied, the reduction of decoding complexity,
the block length expansion, and the outer channel code
concatenation will be considered.
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Abstract—This paper considers a limit cycle control
problem of a multi-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise
aﬃne control system. First, we present a limit cycle synthesis problem and derive a solution of the problem. In addition, theoretical analysis on the rotational direction and
the period of a limit cycle is shown. Next, the limit cycle
control problem for piecewise aﬃne control system is formulated. Then, we obtain matching conditions such that
the piecewise aﬃne control system with the state feedback
law corresponds to the reference system which generates
a desired limit cycle. Finally, in order to indicate the effectiveness of the new method, a numerical simulation is
illustrated.
1. Introduction
Limit cycles are known to be quite important concept
in various research fields and we can find limit cycles in
real world. Researches on limit cycles have been eagerly
done from both mathematical and engineering perspectives
so far [1, 2, 3, 4]. Especially, some conditions for nonlinear
systems that generate periodic solutions and some applications were shown in [1], and in [4], a synthesis method of
hybrid systems whose solution trajectories converge to desired trajectories was proposed. In these studies, it is guaranteed that solution trajectories of the systems converges to
a desired closed curve, and the existence of limit cycles was
confirmed by numerical simulations. However, the mathematical guarantee of the existence of limit cycles was not
shown. On the other hand, the authors proposed a synthesis method of multi-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise
aﬃne systems that generate desired limit cycles in [5, 6]
and showed a mathematical proof of the existence and the
uniqueness of a limit cycle for the proposed system. In addition, some theoretical analysis on the rotational direction
and the period of a limit cycle is derived. In this study,
we assume that the whole of a system can be designed. A
method to generate a desired limit cycle for a given piecewise aﬃne control system with tuning some parameters of
the system is more useful for a wide variety of situations.
However, such a control method have not been proposed
so far. Hence, we consider a limit cycle control problem of
multi-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise aﬃne systems in
this paper.

2. LIMIT CYCLE SYNTHESIS OF PIECEWISE
AFFINE SYSTEMS
In this section, we explain a synthesis method of piecewise aﬃne systems which generate desired limit cycles.
Consider the 2-dimensional Euclidian space: R2 , its coordinate: x = [ x1 x2 ]T ∈ R2 , and the origin of R2 : O. Let
us set N (N ≥ 3) points Pi , O (i = 1, · · · , N) in R2 and
denote the vector from O to Pi by pi = [ p1i p2i ]T . We also
denote the angle between the half line OPi and the x1 -axis
by θi . Now, without loss of generality, we assume that the N
points Pi (i = 1, · · · , N) are located in the counterclockwise
rotation from the x1 -axis, that is, 0 ≤ θ1 < θ2 < · · · < θN
holds. Next, we define the semi-infinite region Di which
is sandwiched by the half lines OPi and OPi+1 and the line
segment Ci joining Pi and Pi+1 , where PN+1 = P1 . Set a
polygon that is a union of Ci (i = 1, · · · , N) as
C :=

N
∪

Ci .

(1)

i=1

Fig. 1 shows an example of a Polygonal Closed Curve for
N = 5. We then consider the aﬃne system defined in Di :
ẋ = ai + Ai x, x ∈ Di

(2)

where x is the state variable, and ai ∈ R2 , Ai = R2×2 are the
aﬃne term and the coeﬃcient matrix, respectively. Hence,
we treat the N-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise aﬃne
system (2).
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Fig. 1 : Example of Polygonal Closed Curve (N = 5)

The limit cycle synthesis problem for (2) is as follows.
Problem 1 : For the N-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise
aﬃne system (2), design ai , Ai (i = 1, · · · , N) such that a
given polygonal closed curve C (1) is a unique and stable
limit cycle of the system.
A solution of Problem 1 has been derived in the author’s
previous studies [5, 6], and then ai and Ai of (2) can be
designed as
ai =
]
[
−λi (p2i − p2i+1 )(p1i p2i+1 − p2i p1i+1 ) − ωi (p1i − p1i+1 )
,
λi (p1i − p1i+1 )(p1i p2i+1 − p2i p1i+1 ) − ωi (p2i − p2i+1 )
Ai =
[

]
−λi (p2i − p2i+1 )2
λi (p2i − p2i+1 )(p1i − p1i+1 )
.
λi (p2i − p2i+1 )(p1i − p1i+1 )
−λi (p1i − p1i+1 )2
(3)

the main theorem on the existence of the limit cycle of the
system (2) with (3) is as follow [5, 6].
Theorem 1 : For the N-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise aﬃne system (2) with (3), assume that ωi > 0 (i =
1, · · · , N) or ωi < 0 (i = 1, · · · , N) holds. Then, the unique
and stable limit cycle of the system (2) with (3) is equivalent to C.
It is known that the system (2) with (3) has some important properties. Now, the definition of rotational directions
of solution trajectories of the system (2) with (3) is given
by the next.
Definition 1 [5, 6] : For limit cycle solution trajectories of
the N-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise aﬃne system (2)
with (3), one that rotates in the clockwise direction in R2
is called a limit cycle solution trajectory in the clockwise
rotation. On the contrary, one that rotates in the counterclockwise direction in R2 is called a limit cycle solution
trajectory in the counterclockwise rotation (see Fig. 2).

proposition.
Proposition 1 : For the N-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise aﬃne system (2) with (3), its limit cycle solution trajectory moves in the counterclockwise rotation for ωi >
0 (i = 1, · · · , N), and conversely it moves in the clockwise
rotation for ωi < 0 (i = 1, · · · , N).
From Proposition 1, it is confirmed that the rotational directions of limit cycles do not depend on λi . Then, periods
of limit cycles of the system (2) with (3) can be characterized by the next proposition.
Proposition 2 : When a limit cycle solution trajectory of
the N-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise aﬃne system (2)
with (3) is suﬃciently close to C, the period with which it
rotates around C is given by
T≈

N
∑
1
.
|ω
i|
i=1

(4)

From Proposition 2, we can also see that the period of a
limit cycle solution trajectory of the system (2), (3) is not
independent of λi . So, we can freely choose the value of λi .
3. LIMIT CYCLE CONTROL FOR PIECEWISE
AFFINE SYSTEMS
3.1. Formulation of Limit Cycle Control
In this section, we consider a controller design problem
on generation of limit cycles for given piecewise aﬃne control systems. First, this sub-section gives the problem formulation. Consider the next piecewise aﬃne control system defined in Di :
ẋ = ai + Ai x + bi u, x ∈ Di ,

(5)

where u ∈ R is the control input and bi ∈ R2 is the coefficient vector for the control input. We next consider the
state feedback law:
u = ki x + li , x ∈ Di ,

(6)

where ki ∈ R2 and li ∈ R. We assume that pi , pi+1 , ai , Ai are
given parameters. Now, we formulate a problem on generating a desired limit cycle for the piecewise aﬃne control
system (2) and the state feedback law (6) as follows.

Fig. 2 : Clockwise and Counterclockwise Rotations of
Limit Cycle Solution Trajectories

Problem 2 : For the N-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise aﬃne control system (5) with the state feedback law
(6), design bi , ki , li , ωi , λi (i = 1, · · · , N) such that a given
polygonal closed curve C (1) is a unique and stable limit
cycle of the closed-loop system.

The relationship between rotational directions of limit
cycles and the parameters in (3) is shown in the following

Throughout this paper, we call Problem 2 a limit cycle
control problem for piecewise aﬃne control system.

[a] Crockwise Rotation

[b] Countercrockwise Rotation
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3.2. Matching Conditions for Limit Cycle Control
Problem
This subsection derives a solution method of Problem 2
for the piecewise aﬃne control system (5) with the state
feedback law (6). To fulfill this, we shall utilize the limit
cycle synthesis method obtained in Section 2. The results
in Section 2 show that the unique and stable limit cycle of
the system (2), (3) coincides with C. Hence, by tuning design parameters bi , ki , li , ωi , λi (i = 1, · · · , N), we conform
the closed-loop system (5), (6) to the system (2), (3). We
here call the system (2), (3) the reference system. Use the
following notations for the system (2), (3):
]
[ 11
[ 1 ]
Ai
A12
ai
i
, Ai =
,
ai =
A21
A22
a2i
i
i
[ 1 ]
(7)
]
[
bi
1
2
, ki = ki ki .
bi =
b2i
Conditions such that the closed-loop system (5), (6) is consistent with the reference system (2), (3) can be obtained
by the following theorem.
Theorem 3 : The N-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise
aﬃne control system (5) with the state feedback control law
(6) is equivalent to the reference system (2), (3) if and only
if the matching conditions:
a1i + b1i li = −λi (p2i − p2i+1 )(p1i p2i+1 − p2i p1i+1 )
−ωi (p1i − p1i+1 )
a2i

+

b2i li

=

λi (p1i

−

p1i+1 )(p1i p2i+1

− p2i p1i+1 )
−ωi (p2i − p2i+1 )

ous sections. We now give data of the polygon with N = 4
as P1 = (1, 0), P2 = (0, 1), P3 = (−1, 0), P4 = (0, −1),
which is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 : Polygonal Closed Curve of Example
The coeﬃcients of the piecewise aﬃne system are given
by
[

[
0
, A1 =
1
[
]
[
−1
−1
a2 =
, A2 =
−3
0
[
]
[
1
−2
a3 =
, A3 =
−1
1
[ ]
[
9
−8
a4 =
, A4 =
1
0
a1 =

(8)

1 1
2
2 2
A11
i + bi ki = −λi (pi − pi+1 )

(9)
(10)

1 2
2
2
1
1
A12
i + bi ki = λi (pi − pi+1 )(pi − pi+1 )
1
21
2 1
2
2
Ai + bi ki = λi (pi − pi+1 )(pi − p1i+1 )

(11)
(12)

2 2
1
1 2
A22
i + bi ki = −λi (pi − pi+1 )

(13)

hold.
(Proof) Substituting (6) into (5), we get the closed-loop
system:

1 2
A12
i + bi ki
22
Ai + b2i ki2

]

[
b1 =

x.

0
2
1
1
0
−8

,
]
,
]

(15)
,

]
.

1
2

]
, k1 =

[

−1

−2

]

,

l2 = 2, ω2 = 1, λ2 = 2,
[
]
[
]
−1
b3 =
, k3 = 1 −2 ,
2

Comparing the components of the reference system (2), (3)
and (14), we obtain the matching conditions (8)–(13).
The matching conditions (8)–(13) consists of 6 algebraic
equations, and 7 unknown variables: b1i , b2i , ki1 , ki2 , li , ωi , λi .
Hence, by solving them under the condition λi > 0, we
can obtain these unknown variables, that is, a solution of
Problem 2.

This section illustrates a numerical example in order to
confirm the eﬀectiveness of the results derived in the previ-

]

1
3

l1 = 1, ω1 = 3, λ1 = 1,
[
]
[
]
−1
b2 =
, k2 = 1 −2 ,
2

(14)

4. SIMULATIONS

]

By solving the matching conditions (8)–(13) for the
problem setting, we can have design parameters as follows:

ẋ = ai + Ai x + bi (ki x + li )
= ai + bi li + (Ai + bi ki )x
[ 1
] [ 11
ai + b1i li
Ai + b1i ki1
=
+
2 1
2
2
A21
a i + b i li
i + bi ki

−3
2

(16)

l3 = 2, ω3 = 2, λ3 = 3,
[ ]
[
]
1
b4 =
, k4 = 4 4 ,
1
l4 = −4, ω4 = 1, λ4 = 4.
Note that λi > 0 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) holds in (16). It can
be confirmed that from Proposition 1, a limit cycle solution trajectory moves in the counterclockwise rotation since
ωi > 0 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) holds. In addition, from Proposition
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1.5

2 we can estimate the period of a limit cycle solution trajectory as
4
∑
25
1
=
.
|ω
|
12
i
i=1

x1

T≈

1
0.5

(17)

0

-0.5
-1
-1.5
0

We set the initial state as x0 = [ 1, 1 ]T for the numerical
simulation. The simulation results are illustrated in Figs.
4–6. Fig. 4 shows the solution trajectory on the x1 x2 plane. In Figs. 5 and 6, the time series of x1 and x2 are
shown, respectively. From these simulation results, we can
see that the solution trajectory that starts from x0 behaves
as a limit cycle for the desired polygonal closed curve C,
and hence Theorem 1 holds. As we expected above, the
solution trajectory moves in the counterclockwise rotation,
and this result is coincident with Proposition 1. Moreover,
the estimated period T ≈ 25/12 is mostly agree about the
simulation result from Figs. 5 and 6.
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Fig. 5 : Time Series of x1
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Fig. 6 : Time Series of x2
5. CONCLUSION
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In this paper, we have considered a limit cycle control
problem for a multi-modal and 2-dimensional piecewise
control aﬃne system. We have derive the matching conditions such that the piecewise control aﬃne system with
the state feedback law corresponds with the reference system which generates a unique and stable limit cycle. It has
been confirmed by solving the matching conditions we can
obtain the values of design parameters. A numerical simulations show the availability and the application potentiality
of the proposed method.
Our future work includes applications of the proposed
control method to real systems and extensions to multidimensional piecewise aﬃne systems.
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Abstract—This paper investigates amplitude
death induced by an unstable dynamic connection.
This connection can be considered as an extension of
the dynamic feedback controller based on an unstable
low pass ﬁlter. We prove that the unstable dynamic
connection can induce amplitude death at the steady
state with the well-known odd number property.
The analytical results are veriﬁed by numerical
simulations.
1. Introduction
The collective dynamics in coupled nonlinear oscillators have been of great interest [1]. A stabilization of
unstable steady state in diﬀusively coupled oscillators
is known as amplitude death [2]. This phenomenon
was discovered ﬁrst in non-identical oscillators coupled
by a static connection [3]. After that, it has been reported that a delayed connection [4], a dynamic connection [5], and a conjugate connection [6] can induce
amplitude death even in coupled identical oscillators.
These three connections have been experimentally veriﬁed by electronic circuits [7–9].
Amplitude death has been expected to suppress undesired oscillations in engineering systems such as DC
micro grid [10] and coupled laser systems [11]. Thus,
from engineering point of view, it is desirable to provide a simple design procedure of the connection parameters for inducing amplitude death. However, the
delayed connection and the conjugate connection have
the following disadvantages to practical use: the delayed connection is diﬃcult to analyze, since its characteristic equation includes a delay term; the conjugate connection may cause oscillation death which is
totally diﬀerent from amplitude death [12]. Therefore,
our previous study focused on the dynamic connection and proposed a topology-independent design procedure of the connection parameters [13]. However,
the dynamic connection has a problem that it cannot stabilize the steady state if the Jacobian matrix of
the oscillator at the steady state has an odd number
of real positive eigenvalues, known as the odd-number
property [13].

The odd number property was also reported for a
single oscillator controlled by the dynamic feedback
[14, 15]. To overcome this problem, these reports proposed a dynamic controller based on an unstable low
pass ﬁlter; thus, the odd number property for a single oscillator has been already solved. On the other
hand, the dynamic connection, an extension of the dynamic feedback to the coupled oscillators, has still the
problem of the odd number property.
This paper proposes an unstable dynamic connection to overcome the odd number property in the coupled oscillators. This connection is an extension of
the dynamic controller based on unstable low pass ﬁlter. It is analytically shown that the unstable dynamic
connection can stabilize the steady state with the odd
number property. These analytical results are veriﬁed
by numerical simulations.
2. Unstable dynamic connection
2.1. A pair of oscillators
Let us consider two m-dimensional identical oscillators α and β,

ẋα,β = F (xα,β ) + buα,β
,
(1)
yα,β = cxα,β
where xα,β ∈ Rm is the state variable of each oscillator. yα,β ∈ R and uα,β ∈ R are the output signal
and the input signal, respectively. F (x) : Rm → Rm
denotes the nonlinear function. b ∈ Rm×1 and c ∈
R1×m are the input and output vectors, respectively.
Oscillators α and β are coupled by the following dynamic connection:
ẇ = γ(yα + yβ − 2w),
uα,β = k(w − yα,β ),

(2)
(3)

where w ∈ R is the additional variable and k > 0 is the
coupling strength. The connection parameter γ ∈ R
represents the stability of the dynamic connection itself (i.e., Eq. (2) with yα = yβ = 0): for γ ≥ 0, the
dynamic connection is stable; for γ < 0, it is unstable.
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Even though the previous studies [5, 13] consider only
for γ ≥ 0, this report employs γ < 0 (i.e., the unstable
dynamic connection). Notice that this connection is
an extension of the dynamic feedback controller based
on an unstable low-pass ﬁlter [14, 15]. Furthermore,
for γ < 0, the variable w diverges before coupling the
oscillators. We will introduce a way to avoid this divergence in Sec. 3.
Oscillators (1) with coupling (2) and (3) have the
steady state,
 T T T  ∗ T ∗ T ∗  T
x
w
,
(4)
xα xβ w = x
where x∗ is an unstable steady state of the nonlinear
function F (x) (i.e., F (x∗ ) = 0) and w∗ := cx∗ . The
linearized Eq. (1) with (2) and (3) around steady state
(4) is given by
⎤ ⎡
⎤
⎤⎡
⎡
˙α
A − kbc
0
kb
Δx
Δxα
⎣ Δx
˙ β ⎦=⎣
0
A − kbc kb ⎦⎣ Δxβ ⎦ ,
Δw
γc
γc
−2γ
Δẇ
(5)
where Δxα,β := xα,β − x∗ and Δw := w − w∗ are
the perturbation from the steady state (4). A :=
{∂F (x)/∂x}x=x∗ is the Jacobian matrix.
The stability of the linear system (5) is governed by
the characteristic equation,
G(s) := g1 (s)g2 (s) = 0,

2γ
g2 (s) := (s + 2γ) det sI m − A + k 1 −
s + 2γ

3. Numerical example
Consider a pair of Lorenz systems, which is given by
Eq. (1) with
⎤
⎡
p(x(2) − x(1) )
⎥
⎢
(1) (3)
(1)
(2) ⎥ .
(10)
F (x) = ⎢
⎦
⎣ −x x + rx − x
(1) (2)
(3)
x x − bx
The parameters are ﬁxed at the well-known values,

(6)

where
g1 (s) := det [sI m − A + kbc] ,

where σq (q = 1, . . . , m) are the eigenvalues of A. Assume that A has an odd number of real positive eigenvalues. Then, we have g2 (0) < 0. From Eq. (8) and
g2 (0) < 0, the equation g2 (s) = 0 has at least one real
positive root on the real axis. Therefore, amplitude
death never occurs for any k and γ > 0 if A has an
odd number of real positive eigenvalues. This limitation is called the odd-number property.
Now, we consider the unstable dynamic connection
(γ < 0). Remark that Eq. (8) is still held even for
γ < 0. On the other hand, if A has an odd number of
real positive eigenvalues, then we obtain g2 (0) > 0.
From Eq. (8) and g2 (0) > 0, we cannot guarantee
whether g2 (s) = 0 has real positive roots or not.
In other words, the unstable dynamic connection can
overcome the odd-number property.


bc .
(7)

The steady state (4) is stable if and only if all the roots
of g1 (s) = 0 and g2 (s) = 0 stay on the open left-half
complex plane.

p = 10, r = 28, b = 8/3,

where the individual Lorenz system behaves chaotically.
The Lorenz system (10) with the parameters (11)
has three unstable ﬁxed points x∗± := [±(br −
b)1/2 , ±(br − b)1/2 , r − 1]T and x∗0 := [0, 0, 0]T . We
see that the Jacobian matrix A at x∗0 has an odd number of real positive eigenvalues (odd number property).
This report focuses on the stability of x∗0 .
The input and output vectors are set to
b = [0 1 0 ]T , c = [0 1 0 ].

2.2. Odd number property
This subsection reviews the odd number property of
the conventional dynamic connection [5,13]. Moreover,
it is shown that the unstable dynamic connection can
overcome the odd-number property.
Consider the conventional dynamic connection (γ ≥
0). For real positive s, we have
lim g2 (s) = +∞,

(8)

g2 (0) = 2γdet [−A]
m

(−σq ),
= 2γ

(9)

s→∞

and

q=1

(11)

The Jacobian matrix at x∗0 is given by
⎡
⎤
−p p
0
A = ⎣ r −1 0 ⎦ ,
0
0 −b

(12)

(13)

whose eigenvalues are λ1 = −8/3, λ2 = 11.8277, and
λ3 = −22.8277.
By substituting Eqs. (12) and (13) into Eq. (7), we
have the characteristic equations,


g1 (s) = (s + b) s2 + (1 + k + p)s + p(k − r + 1) ,

g2 (s) = (s + b) s3 + (2γ + 1 + p + k)s2 +
{2γ + p(2γ + 1 − r + k)} s − 2γp(1 − r)] .
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Figure 1: Stability region in (k, γ) space
20

0

x

(1)
α, β

The Routh-Hurwitz criteria shows that g1 (s) and g2 (s)
are stable if and only if the following all inequalities
are satisﬁed:

2γ + p(2γ + 1 − r + k) > 0, γ < 0,

4
2
0
−2
−4
0

w

2γ + 1 + p + k > 0,

−20
0

k − r + 1 > 0,

(2γ + 1 + p + k) {2γ + p(2γ + 1 − r + k)}
+ 2γp(1 − r) > 0.

(14)

The stability region on (k, γ) space is drawn in Fig. 1.
The parameter sets (k, γ) in the shaded area satisfy
all the inequalities (14). It should be noted that the
stability region lies only for γ < 0 (i.e., the unstable
dynamic connection).
Our analytical results are conﬁrmed by numerical
simulation. Since the dynamic connection (2) is unstable for γ < 0, the variable w diverges before coupling the oscillators. To avoid this divergence, Eq. (2)
is modiﬁed as follows:
ẇ = γ(yα + yβ − 2Φ(w)),

(15)

where Φ(x) is set to a piecewise linear function,
⎧
⎪
⎨−3x − 8 if x < −2
Φ(x) := x
(16)
if − 2 < x < 2 .
⎪
⎩
−3x + 8 if x > 2
Equation (15) without coupling (yα = yβ = 0) has
two stable ﬁxed points w = 8/3 and w = −8/3 and
one unstable ﬁxed point w = 0 which corresponds to
the unstable dynamic connection. As a consequence,
the variable w dose not diverge before coupling.
Figure 2 shows the time-series data of the variables
(1)
xα,β and w at point A:(k, γ) = (25, −2) and point
B:(k, γ) = (45, −2) in Fig. 1. Two oscillators are coupled at t = 30. At point A as illustrated in Fig. 2(a),

Coupling
(1)
x β

x

(1)
α

20
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t
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t
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80

(b) Point B:(k, γ) = (45, −2)
(1)

Figure 2: Time-series data of xα,β and w at points (a)
A and (b) B in Fig. 1
(1)

after coupling, xα,β and w still oscillate. In contrast,
at point B as illustrated in Fig. 2(b), after coupling,
they converge onto the ﬁxed point x∗0 = 0 and w∗ = 0
which satisfy the odd number property. Moreover, before coupling, the variable w dose not diverge but converges onto w = 8/3.
Here, to investigate the mechanism of stabilization,
we derive the root locus of g1 (s) = 0 and g2 (s) = 0 as
a function of k. The parameter γ is ﬁxed at γ = −2
and k is varied from 0 to 50 (see the dashed arrow
in Fig. 1). The root locus of g1 (s) = 0 is shown in
Fig. 3(a). For k = 0, g1 (s) = 0 has one real positive root s = λ2 corresponding to an eigenvalue of A.
With increasing k, this root moves to left and crosses
the imaginary axis for k = r − 1. On the other hand,
it is obvious from Eq. (7) that the real negative root
s = λ1 dose not move with increasing k. Figure 3(b)
illustrates the root locus of g2 (s) = 0. For k = 0,
g2 (s) = 0 have the two positive roots: s = λ2 corresponding to the eigenvalue of A, s = λc corresponding
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4. Conclusion
6

This report investigated amplitude death induced
by the unstable dynamic connection. We analytically
indicated that the steady state with the odd number
property can be stabilized by this connection. Furthermore, the obvious problem with the unstable connection has been solved by introducing the new stable
ﬁxed points in the connection. The analytical results
are veriﬁed by numerical simulations.
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Abstract—This paper investigates amplitude
death in high-dimensional map networks with connection delays. A stability analysis shows that death
never occurs if the connection delay is zero or the
ﬁxed point has the so-called odd-number property.
In addition, the robust control theory, especially a
concept of convex direction, simpliﬁes the systematic
procedure for designing the connection parameters
for inducing death. The designed parameters induce
death for any topology and any number of maps.
In order to conﬁrm our analytical results, some
numerical examples are provided.
1. Introduction
It is well known that homogeneous steady states in
coupled oscillators can be stabilized by diﬀusive connections with time delays [1]. This stabilization phenomenon, known as amplitude death, has been investigated from viewpoints of physics [2, 3, 4] and engineering [5, 6]. Most of these studies deal with amplitude
death in coupled continuous-time oscillators. The stability analysis of death in such oscillators is not easy
because the dimension of their dynamics becomes inﬁnite. As a consequence, these studies are forced to
employ some particular techniques for analyzing timedelay systems. In contrast, the stability analysis in
coupled discrete-time maps is easy due to its ﬁnite dimension; there is no need to employ such techniques.
However, to our knowledge, only few studies have been
made at amplitude death in the coupled discrete-time
maps.
The ﬁrst observation of amplitude death in coupled maps was reported in our previous study [7].
The study dealt with a pair of high-dimensional maps
coupled by a delay connection, where some analytical results were obtained: no-delay connection never
induces death; the well known odd-number property
still remains; death never occurs in a pair of onedimensional maps [7]. Further, amplitude death in
one-dimensional map networks with uniform delays [8]
and non-uniform delays [9, 10, 11] were reported. However, there is no report on death in high-dimensional
map networks with connection delays due to its diﬃ-

culty of stability analysis.
The present paper analyzes the stability of death
in high-dimensional map networks with uniform delay connections. We present that the similar results
reported in our previous study [7] are valid even for
high-dimensional map networks. Furthermore, we suggest that the robust control theory gives us a simple
systematic procedure for designing the connection parameters. The designed parameters are valid for any
topology and any number of maps. Some numerical
examples are employed to conﬁrm our analytical results. The present work can be regarded as an extension of study [7] for networks and that of study [8] for
high-dimensional maps.
2. Map networks
Consider N identical maps,



xi (n + 1) = F xi (n) + bui (n),
yi (n) = cxi (n),

(1)

for i = 1, . . . , N . Here xi (n) ∈ Rm is the mdimensional state variable of map i at time n. The
input and output signals are ui (n) ∈ R and yi (n) ∈ R,
m
respectively. The nonlinear function
Rm
 ∗ F : R →
m
∗
∗
has the ﬁxed point x : x = F x . b ∈ R and
c ∈ R1×m are the input and output vectors, respectively. The input signal is given by
⎫
⎡⎧
⎤
⎨N ε
⎬
ij
ui (n) = k ⎣
yj (n − τ ) − yi (n)⎦ ,
(2)
⎭
⎩
di
j=1

where τ ∈ Z + denotes the delay time and k ∈ R
is the coupling strength. εij ∈ {0, 1} describes the
following situation: if map i and map j are connected,
then εij = εji = 1, otherwise εij = εji = 0; εii = 0,
∀i. The
number of connections to map i is denoted by
N
di := j=1 εij .
Maps (1) with connection (2) have the steady state,
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x1 (n)T

···

xN (n)T

T


= x∗ T

···

x∗ T

T

,
(3)

which is the spatially uniform equilibrium solution.
The linearized map around state (3) is given by
N

v i (n + 1) = (A − kbc) v i (n) + kbc
j=1

εij
v j (n − τ ),
di

for i = 1, . . . , N with v i (n) := xi (n)−x∗ . Assume that
the Jacobi matrix A := {∂F (x)/∂x}x=x∗ is unstable
(i.e., x∗ is unstable) throughout this paper. This linear
map can be rewritten as


V (n + 1) = I N ⊗ (A − kbc) V (n)
+ (E ⊗ kbc)V (n − τ ), (4)
where
⎤
⎡
ε11 /d1
v 1 (n)
⎢
⎢ .. ⎥
..
V (n) := ⎣ . ⎦ , E := ⎣
.
v N (n)
εN 1 /dN
⎡

···
..
.
···

⎤
ε1N /d1
⎥
..
⎦.
.
εN N /dN

Let us remember that the local stability of state (3) is
equivalent to that of mN -dimensional linear map (4).
3. Stability analysis
This section will consider the stability of linear map
(4), which is governed by the characteristic polynomial,
Ḡ(z) := det [zI mN − I N ⊗ (A − kbc)


−(E ⊗ kbc)z −τ . (5)

Since matrix I N − E can be diagonalized with a diagonal transformation matrix T [12],
T −1 (I N − E)T = diag(ρ1 , . . . , ρN ),

(6)

(7)
0 = ρ1 ≤ ρ2 ≤ · · · ≤ ρN ≤ 2,
N
we have Ḡ(z) :=
q=1 ḡ(z, ρq ), where ḡ(z, ρ) :=
d(z) + n(z)k {1 − (1 − ρ)z −τ } . Here the polynomials
d(z) and n(z) are denoted by
n(z)
cadj(zI m − A)b
 .

:= c(zI m − A)−1 b =
d(z)
det zI m − A

q=1

g(z, ρ) := z d(z) + n(z)k (z τ − 1 + ρ) .

Lemma 1. Steady state (3) in maps (1) with connection (2) is unstable for any topology E and any
coupling strength k, if the connection delay time τ
is zero (i.e., no-delay connection).
Proof. The characteristic polynomial g(z, 0) with τ =
0, g(z, 0) = d(z), does not depend on E and k. The assumption, A is unstable, suggests that d(z), the characteristic polynomial of A, is also unstable. Thus, we
conclude that the characteristic polynomial G(z) = 0
with τ = 0, which includes g(z, 0) = d(z) = 0, has the
unstable roots.
Lemma 2. Steady state (3) in maps (1) with connection (2) is unstable for any topology E, any coupling strength k, and any delay time τ , if the Jacobi
matrix A has the odd number property (i.e., A has
an odd number of real eigenvalues greater than 1).
Proof. The characteristic polynomial g(z, 0) with z =
1 is g(1, 0) = d(z), which does not depend on E, k,
and τ . If the characteristic equation of A, that is,
d(z) = 0, has an odd number of real roots greater
than 1, we have d(1) < 0. Thus, we see that if A has
the odd number property, g(z, 0) = 0 has at least one
real root z > 1.
These unstable properties for N = 2 were derived in
study [7]; hence, Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that these
properties hold even for networks with N > 2.
In addition, we can easily provide the following
property: steady state (3) in one-dimensional (m = 1)
maps (1) coupled by connection (2) with bipartite
topologies (ρN = 2) is unstable for any coupling
strength k and τ . This property has been already given
in previous studies [7, 8].
4. Design of connection parameters

Remark that the stability of Ḡ(z) is equivalent to that
of
N

g(z, ρq ),
(8)
G(z) :=
τ

Now we consider some properties of the stability of
steady state (3). In order to derive these properties,
we should understand the following fact: a suﬃcient
condition for steady state (3) to be unstable is that
g(z, 0) is unstable, since G(z) inevitably includes
g(z, ρ1 ) with ρ1 = 0. From this fact, we can obtain
the following lemmas.

(9)

It should be noted that n(z)/d(z) is a transfer function of map (1), at the ﬁxed point x∗ , from the input
ui (n) to the output yi (n). This paper will discuss the
stability of G(z) below.

This section will propose a systematic procedure for
designing the connection parameters k and τ , which
are valid for any topology E and any number of maps
N . We will show that the parametric approach in robust control theory allows us to derive the procedure.
Let us consider a one parameter family of polynomials,
L(z) := {g(z, ρ) : ρ ∈ [0, 2]} ,
known as a segment of polynomials. Note that the parameter ρ belongs to the interval [0, 2] due to condition
(7) for any E and N . Thus, our design problem can
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be reduced to a choice of k and τ such that L(z) is
stable. All the coeﬃcients of g(z, ρ) deﬁned in Eq. (9)
are described by aﬃne functions of ρ; then L(z) can
be expressed by
L(z) = {g(z, 0) + μĝ(z) : μ ∈ [0, 1]} ,

(10)

where ĝ(z) := g(z, 2) − g(z, 0) presents the direction of
the segment.
It is well known in the robust control theory [13, 14]
that L(z) is a stable segment if the following three
conditions hold (see Appendix A): (a) g(z, 0) is stable;
(b) g(z, 2) is stable; (c) ĝ(z) is a convex direction. The
conditions (a) and (b) are easily checked by popular
stability criteria, such as the Jury stability test [15].
Now we will explain how to check condition (c).
Substituting polynomials (9) with ρ = 0 and 2 into
ĝ(z) := g(z, 2) − g(z, 0), we have
ĝ(z) = 2kn(z).

(11)

The direction ĝ(z) and the deﬁnition of convex
directions (see Appendix A) yield the following simple
condition.
Lemma 3. ĝ(z) is a convex direction if the following inequality holds:


m
1
dni
dnr
− ni
≤
(12)
nr
n2r + n2i
dθ
dθ
2
 
for θ ∈ (0, π), where n ejθ := nr (θ) + jni (θ).
Proof. It is easy to deduce from Theorem 2 in Appendix A that a suﬃcient condition for ĝ(z) to be a
convex direction is
  
∂ arg ĝ ejθ
m
≤
(13)
∂θ
2
 
for θ ∈ (0, π). Substituting Eq. (11) with n ejθ :=
nr (θ)+jni (θ) into inequality (13), we obtain inequality
(12).
Let us remember that n(z) is the numerator polynomial of the transfer function of map (1), at the ﬁxed
point x∗ , from the input ui (n) to the output yi (n).
Note that the direction of ĝ(z) depends only on n(z)
but not the connection parameters k and τ . This
fact suggests that the direction cannot be changed
by the connection parameters. Now all the Lemmas
mentioned above allow us to solve our design problem.
Theorem 1. Assume that maps (1) satisfy the following conditions: A does not have an odd number
of real eigenvalues greater than 1; the maps are not
scalar maps (i.e., m ≥ 2); the polynomial n(z) satisﬁes Lemma 3. If the connection parameters k and
τ are designed such that both of g(z, 0) and g(z, 2)
are stable, then steady state (3) is stable for any
topology E and any number of maps N .

Proof. It is obvious from the Lemmas; we omit this
proof.
Theorem 1 gives us the following procedure.


(Step 1) If m ≥ 2 holds and d(z) = det zI m − A =
0 does not have odd number of real roots greater
than 1, go to the next step, otherwise stop.
(Step 2) If n(z) = cadj(zI m − A)b satisﬁes Lemma
3, then go to the next step, otherwise stop.
(Step 3) Design k and τ such that both of
g(z, 0) =

z τ d(z) + n(z)k (z τ − 1) ,

g(z, 2) =

z τ d(z) + n(z)k (z τ + 1) ,

(14)

are stable.
5. Numerical Examples
This section will check our analytical results by some
numerical examples. Let us consider the delayed logistic maps (m = 2) [7],


 
 T
x(2)
 , b := 1 , c := 1 ,
F (x) :=
0
0
px(2) 1 − x(1)
where p is the parameter. The ﬁxed point is x∗ =

T
(p − 1)/p (p − 1)/p and the Jacobi matrix A at
ﬁxed point x∗ is


0
1
A=
.
1−p 1
From (A, b, c), we can obtain
d(z) = z 2 − z + p − 1, n(z) = z − 1.

(15)

The parameter is ﬁxed at p = 2.1 in accordance with
our previous study [7].
Now we follow our procedure. For (Step 1) we
estimate all√ the roots of d(z) = 0 with m = 2:
z = 0.5 ± j 3.4/2. As the odd number property does
not hold, go to the next step. For (Step 2) we see that
inequality (12) with nr (θ) = cos θ −1 and ni (θ) = sin θ
is equivalent to 1/2 ≤ 1. This fact guarantees that ĝ(z)
is a convex direction, then go to the next step. For
(Step 3) we set k = 0.2 and τ = 1 such that g(z, 0)
and g(z, 2) are stable.
In order to check that the designed k and τ are valid
for any network topology, we prepare two typical networks consisting of six maps (N = 6): a ring network
and a complete (i.e., all to all) network. Figures 1(a)
and 1(b) show the time series data of x(1) for all the
maps on the ring and the complete networks, respectively. All the maps without connection (i.e., k ≡ 0)
runs for n < 50; they are connected at n = 50, then
all the maps converge on the ﬁxed point x∗ . These
numerical results support our analytical results.
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x(1) i (i=1,...,6)

Coupling
0.8
0.6

Theorem 2 ([14]). A (m − 1)-th degree polynomial
δ̂(z) is a convex direction if and only if the following
inequality holds:
  
  
!


jθ
∂ arg δ̂ ejθ
− mθ 
m  sin 2 arg δ̂ e

≤ +

∂θ
2 
2 sin θ

(17)


 
for θ ∈ φ ∈ (0, π); δ̂ ejφ = 0 .

0.4
0.2
0

x(1) i (i=1,...,6)

degree polynomials δ(z) is stable. The following
theorem provides us a simple procedure to check if
δ̂(z) is a convex direction or not.

(a) Ring Network (N=6)

100

0.8

200

(b) Complete Network (N=6)

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

n

100

200

Figure 1: Time series data of of x(1) on two networks
with N = 6: (a) ring network, (b) complete network.
6. Conclusions
This paper investigated amplitude death in highdimensional map networks with connection delays. On
the basis of the robust control theory, the stability
of death was analyzed and the systematic procedure
for designing the connection parameters was proposed.
The designed parameters do not depend on the network topology and the number of maps. Our analytical results were conﬁrmed by the delayed logistic map
networks.
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Abstract—We propose a chaotic spiking oscillator
model that functions as a filter of spike trains, in which input/output signals are spike pulses. The oscillator receives
periodic spike inputs, and the internal state of an oscillator
is mapped by a nonlinear function, otherwise the internal
state increases with a constant rate. The oscillator outputs
a spike pulse when the internal state exceeds a threshold for
firing. This model uses the input-spike interval as a bifurcation parameter; that is the input-spike interval changes
an attractor of the internal state. If the firing threshold is
outside of the range of the internal state determined by the
attractor, the oscillator outputs no spike. The oscillator acts
as a filter of spike trains by this characteristic. In this study,
we show that the oscillator acts as a low pass filter, a band
stop filter, and a filter combining both characteristics by
changing the firing threshold.
1. Introduction
Among many oscillator models were proposed so far
[1, 2, 3, 4], pulse-coupled oscillators transmit information
between each other with pulse timing [4]. The oscillators
can output periodic and chaotic spike trains, which was implemented by a discrete electronic circuit [5, 6, 7], and by
CMOS integrated circuits [8].
In order to express various information by spike patterns,
it is necessary to generate various spike patterns including
output/non-output of spike pulses. Output/non-output of
spikes to the input-spike patterns can be considered as a
filter of spike trains.
We propose a chaotic spiking oscillator that functions as
a filter of spike trains. Our oscillator outputs a chaotic spike
train or no spikes according as the input spike interval. In
this study, we investigate the relationship between the period of input-spike trains and the output-spike interval or
the firing rate.
2. Mathematical model of the oscillator
Internal state x of the oscillator is expressed as
x

=

S out

=

ωt
{

mod xrst ,
1 if x = xth ,
0 if x , xth ,

(1)
(2)

threshold, and S out represents output spikes. Internal state x
increases monotonically toward xrst with ω. The oscillator
outputs spike S out when x exceeds xth .
It is noted that x is never reset unless x reaches xrst even
if the oscillator outputs spike S out . This is a unique feature
of the proposed model. When x reaches xrst , x is reset to
zero. Internal state x is mapped as
x → f (x) if S in = 1,

(3)

where f (·) is the update function of x, and S in represents
input spikes.
Figure 1 shows the timing diagram of the updating
scheme. When no spikes output, the oscillator outputs
spikes with constant period xrst /ω as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The update result of x depends on timing because x increases constantly as shown in Fig. 1(b). Firing time of the
oscillator is changed by Eq. (3), which varies spike-interval
of S out . The range of x is determined by attractors generated by S in and f (·). The attractors determine the filtering
characteristics, which is determined by setting xth and xrst
individually.
3. Simulation and analysis method
3.1. Simulation method
In order to simplify numerical simulations, we defined
a return map of x between input spike timing and the next
timing in S in . We conducted numerical simulations, and
calculated spike-interval T out of S out using this return map,
where T out is defined as the time-interval between adjacent
spikes, and time-step is defined by input-spike S in . We assumed the spike width to be negligibly small. In this study,
we employed a chaotic neuron model [9] as f (·):
f (x) = kx + α/(1 + exp((x + 0.5)/ϵ)) + a,

(4)

where we set ω = xrst = α = 1 and ϵ = 0.05, k and a are
treated as parameters in this model.
Internal state x increases by ωT in until it is updated by
input-spike S in , where T in is the input-spike interval. Internal state xi+1 at time-step (i + 1) is expressed by

where ω is the natural frequency, t continuous time, xrst
the resetting threshold for the internal state, xth the firing
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x p,i
xi+1

=
=

xi + ωT in mod xrst ,
f (x p,i ),

(5)
(6)

(a)

4. Numerical simulation results

x

xrst
xth

f (x)

Sout
(b)

x

f (x)
xp,i-1

Sin

i-1

xi+1 i

n

Tin

xrst
xth
t
t

Tout

Sout

t
t

xp,i

xi

4.1. Relation between Input and Output-spike intervals

t

Figure 1: Timing diagram of updating scheme: (a) without
spike inputs and (b) for periodic spike inputs.

We investigated T out when T in is varied. The first 10,000
input-spikes were assumed to be transition time. We used
the following parameters: k = 0.97, a = −0.5, and xth =
0.5.
Figure 2 shows the change of T out and Cmax for diﬀerent
T in . Our proposed oscillator exhibits bifurcation phenomena when T in is changed as shown in Fig. 2(a). There
are regions where Cmax = 1 and those where Cmax <
1 as shown in Fig. 2(b). This result means that the
obtained spike-trains contain periodic and chaotic spiketrains. Moreover, output-spike interval T out equals T in in
the region of about 0.4 ≤ T in ≤ 0.7.
Figure 4 shows time-series of x, f (x), S in , and S out . Although parameters of f (x) are the same in all cases, the
ranges of x are diﬀerent as shown in Fig. 4 when T in is
changed because input-spike interval T in is one of the parameters as expressed by Eq. (5).
4.2. Firing rate

where x p,i is the internal state just before updating as shown
in Fig. 1(b). We calculate T out according to T in and xd,i
given by the following equation:
{
xd,i

=

xth − xi
xth − xi + xrst

if xth ≥ xi ,
if xth < xi .

(7)

When xd,i /ω ≤ T in , spike S out is outputted because x
reaches xth before next spike S in is given. When xd,i /ω >
T in , x p,i < xth and xth ≤ xi+1 , S out is outputted at the
same timing with S in . When xd,i /ω > T in , x p,i ≥ xth and
xth > xi+1 , S out is not outputted.

We investigated the firing rate for various k, a, xth , and
T in , where the firing rate is defined as the ratio of the number of output-spikes m to that of input-spikes n in timewindow nT in as shown in Fig. 3. We set here n = 100.
Figure 5 shows that firing-rate m/n is small when T in is
short (high frequency). Figure 5(c) includes regions where
firing-rate m/n equals zero (black regions), which means
the oscillator is turned oﬀ. We can consider these black
regions as cutoﬀ regions of a filter. If we set xth at the values
indicated by white broken lines in Fig. 5(c), the oscillator
acts as the following filters: (1) a low-pass filter, (2) a bandstop filter, and (3) a filter combining both characteristics.

3.2. Analysis method
We distinguished between periodic spike-trains and
chaotic spike-trains using the maximum value Cmax of the
normalized autocorrelation function C(q) as defined by the
following equation.
C(q) =

⟨T̃ j T̃ j+q ⟩
⟨T̃ 2j ⟩

,

(8)

where j is the index of output-spike S out , T j is the outputspike interval between j-th and ( j + 1)-th output spikes,
T̃ q = T q − ⟨T j ⟩, and ⟨T j ⟩ denotes the long-time average
of T j with respect to j. If the spike-train is periodic, Cmax
equals unity. For a chaotic spike-train, Cmax is smaller than
unity. In this analysis, we set q = 1, 000 and the number of
spikes for averaging is 10,000.

5. Discussion
The input-spike interval T in acts as a bifurcation parameter as shown in Fig. 2(a). The bifurcation diagram in
this figure can be scaled by period xrst /ω of the oscillator. Therefore, the resolution of T in can be improved by
reducing xrst /ω, which is an advantage when the oscillator
is implemented in an electronic circuit. If we represent x
in the voltage domain we can control the bifurcation parameter at high resolution without expanding the voltage
range. We can observe even a long periodic orbit that has
been diﬃcult to observe until now. As with the bifurcation
diagram, the firing rate shown in Fig. 5 can also be scaled
by xrst /ω. Therefore, the cutoﬀ region of the oscillator can
be change by scaling xrst /ω.
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6. Conclusion
We proposed a chaotic spiking oscillator that acts as
a filter of spike trains. In numerical simulations, we investigated behaviors of the oscillator when periodic spikepulses are given. The obtained spike-trains were analyzed
by the normalized autocorrelation function.
As a result of numerical simulations, chaotic and periodic spike-trains were included in the obtained spike-trains.
The oscillator outputted no spikes according as the value
of the input spike interval. This characteristic changes by
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Figure 4: Time-series of state variable x, update function
f (x), input-spike S in , and output-spike S out obtained with
diﬀerent spike-interval T in : (a) T in = 0.2 (period two), (b)
T in = 0.31 (chaos), and (c) T in = 0.98 (period three). The
blue and red lines represent x and f (x), respectively.
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Figure 5: Firing-rate m/n of the oscillator: (a) α = 1, a =
−0.5, and xth = 0.5; (b) k = 0.97, α = 1, and xth = 0.5; (c)
k = 0.97, α = 1, and a = −0.5. We considered the period
n = [0, 10000] as transition time.
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Abstract—We consider the relaxation oscillator which
contains time-variant threshold. The time-variant threshold
is driven by a square wave external force. We analyze synchronization phenomena of the system against the external
force. We clarify that the synchronization phenomena are
depended on the value of the threshold.

1. Introduction
Synchronization phenomena can be observed universally
in nature, also they are very interesting phenomena. For example, we can observe a phase synchronization behavior in
Southeast Asian fireflies [1]. A circadian rhythm is one example of such synchronization phenomena. The circadian
rhythm is that plants and animals are driven by the solar
cycle. The population synchronization behavior caused by
a common external force has also been reported [2].
These synchronization phenomena can be simulated by
using various oscillator systems. Various kinds of oscillator
systems have been proposed. In this article, we pay attention to a relaxation oscillator since the structure of the system is simple and the behavior can be analyzed rigorously.
For such relaxation oscillator systems, the synchronization
phenomena of the coupled relaxation oscillators have been
analyzed [3][4]. Kohari et.al. have been analyzed the characteristic of the attractors when the system is driven by an
external force [5]. In this article, we pay attention to the
following relaxation system[6][7].

Figure 1: Hysteresis function h(t, x)

Eqs. (3), (4), (5) and (6).



h = α + β 0 ≤ t < T2
S (t) = 

l = α − β T ≤ t < T
2



−l = −α + β 0 ≤ t < T2
W(t) = 

−h = −α − β T ≤ t < T
2
S (t + T ) = S (t)
W(t + T ) = W(t)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

,where α means an original threshold of the relaxation oscillator. β and T denote an amplitude of the square wave
and a period, respectively.
Namely, the threshold of the bipolar hysteresis is varied
alternately by the external force.
2. Definition of return map

d
x(t) = −x(t) + y(t)
dt



1
y(t) = h(t, x(t)) = 

−1

(1)
x(t) < S (t)
x(t) > W(t)

(2)

In order to analyze the dynamics of the relaxation oscillator system with the square wave external force, we derive
a return map from the system. The output of this system
is switched when the state variable hits the threshold. The
switching points on the threshold region which can be classified into three intervals I0 , I1 and I2 as shown in Fig. 2(b).

,where x(t) denotes a state variable of the relaxation oscillator, y(t) denotes an output. h(t, x(t)) represents a bipolar
hysteresis as shown in Fig. 1. The threshold of the bipolar
hysteresis is driven by a square waveform as described by
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I = {(t, x)|0 ≤ t < T/2, x = h}


 0
I2 = {(t, x)|t = T/2, l < x ≤ h}



 I = {(t, x)|T/2 ≤ t ≤ T x = l}
1

(7)

These intervals are described as

1


t
0 ≤ t < T2 , x(t) = h



 L1
T
g(t, x(t)) = 

L (t + h − x(t)) t = 2 , l ≤ x(t) ≤ h



1
T
 (t + h − l)
L
2 ≤ t < T, x(t) = l
L=T +h−l

(8)
(9)

Note that the domain has a periodic property described as
g(t, x) = g(t + T, x)
T
g(t, x) = g(t + , −x)
2

(10)
(a) Switching area

(11)

We normalize this domain into the [0,1] interval. By using
this normalized domain, we define a return map.
The relation between any initial value (t0 , x0 ) ∈ I0 ∪I1 ∪I2
and the corresponding switching point (t1 , x1 ) is given as
the followings:
(t1 , x1 ) = f (t0 , x0 )

(tl , −l) t0 < tl and tl mod T < T/2






(t
h , −h) t0 < tl and tl mod T > T/2





and th mod T > T/2



and th − tl < T/2
=




or t0 > tl and th mod T > T/2





and th − t0 < T/2




(tv , z)
ofhterwise

(12)

(13)

Figure 2: State of the switching

tl = t0 + ln((1 + x0 )/(1 − l))

(14)

th = t0 + ln((1 + x0 )/(1 − h))



T − (tl mod T ) + tl t0 < tl
tv = 

T − (t0 mod T ) + t0 t0 > tl

(15)

z = (1 − l) exp(−tv ) − 1

(17)

(16)

Using above relationship, we define a return map to analyze
the dynamics of the system.
Xn+1 = F(Xn )

(18)
−1

F =g· f ·g

: [0, 1] → [0, 1]

(b) (tn , xn ) series

(19)

2.2. Symbol Series
In order to classify the periodic time series of the output,
we define a symbol series. First, the domain of the return
map is consisted of three regions. We assign each region
to a symbol which is expressed by ternary numeral as the
follow.



0 Xn ∈ F(I0 )




(21)
ω(Xn ) = 
1 Xn ∈ F(I1 )




2 Xn ∈ F(I2 )
By using the expression of Eq. (21), any periodic time series is expressed by the ternary numeral symbol series.
3. Analysis

2.1. Switching Ratio
The system contains various kinds synchronization phenomena for external forces. In order to classify such synchronization phenomena, we apply a switching ratio γ
which is defined as the following.
γ=

the number of switchings of h(t, x)
the number of switchings of S (t)

(20)

This switching ratio denotes the ratio of the number of
switching times of the oscillator to the number of switching
times of the external force.

In this article, we pay attention to the case where the period of the external force is long. Specifically, we consider
the case where the following condition is satisfied.
2 ln((1 + l)/(1 − l)) < T

(22)

As parameters are satisfied the condition (22), we analyze
the switching rate γ by numerical simulations in the case
where the amplitude β and the period T of the external
force are varied. Figures 3 and 4 represent the numerical
simulation results. Figure 3 shows the result of the case of
α = 0.5, and Fig. 4 shows the result of the case of α = 0.4.
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Figure 3: α = 0.5
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Figure 5: Examples of oscillation waveform
α = 0.5, β = 0.2, T = 3.0
served when the following conditions are satisfied.
Ta < T < Tb

( )
1+l


2 ln 1−l 0 < l
Ta = 

0
l≤0

( )
1+h


2 ln 1−h h < 1
Tb = 

∞
1≤h

Figure 4: α = 0.4

In these figures, the horizontal axis denotes the normalized
frequency which is normalized by the oscillation frequency
of β = 0.0. Each color corresponds to the switching ratio.
These results exhibit complicated structure of the synchronization. In the case of Fig. 4, β = 0.4 is a critical parameter value for the classification of the synchronization
phenomena. This critical point is due to a phenomenon
varies depending on the sign of the parameter l. Such trend
is not observed in the result of Fig. 3.

(23)
(24)
(25)

The synchronization region is given by the values of l and
h. The lower limit period T a is depended on the parameter l,
and the upper limit period T b is depended on the parameter
h. If the parameter l becomes a small, the lower limit period
T a becomes a short. If the parameter h becomes a large, the
upper limit period T b becomes a long. If l is smaller than 0,
the short period must be synchronized. On the other hand,
if h is larger than 1, the long period must be synchronized.
Namely, in the case of l < 0 and h > 1, the system is
synchronized to arbitrary period T of the external force.
3.2. {2(01)m } Synchronization
In this subsection, we consider the case where the system exhibits 2(01)m synchronization. The time series of the
synchronization attractor corresponds to the ternary symbol expression 2(01)m . In this case, the switching rate γ is
given as the following.

3.1. 1:1 Schronization

In this subsection, we consider the case where the output
is synchronized with 1:1 against the external force. This
situation corresponds to the state of γ = 1.0. In this case,
the period of the relaxation oscillator is equivalent to the
period of the external force. Figure 5 shows an example
waveform of the oscillation. The phenomena can be ob-

1
1
=
γ 2m + 1

(26)

This synchronization patterns is one of the typical oscillation pattern when the period of the external force is long.
The synchronization region is diﬀerent on the sign of the
parameter l.
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Figure 6: Examples of oscillation waveform
α = 0.2, β = 0.35, T = 4.0

Figure 7: Examples of oscillation waveform
α = 0.2, β = 0.1, T = 4.0

3.2.1. l ≤ 0 < h < 1

′
′
is satisfied.
In this case, T d,m
< T c,m+1

If l ≤ 0 < h < 1 is satisfied, the switching point in the
interval I2 is greater than −l, and smaller than h. In this
case, the system oscillates as shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6
indicates that the switching point is existed in the interval
I2 every half period. Therefore, the system emerges 2(01)m
synchronization only if the following conditions are satisfied.
l≤0<h<1
′
T c,m

<T <

′
T d,m

)

(

)

1+h
1+l
+ 2(m − 1) ln
1−h
1−l
(
)
(
)
1+h
1+l
= 2(m + 1) ln
+ 2m ln
1−h
1−l

′
T c,m
= 2m ln
′
T d,m

(

(27)
(28)

8

4. Conclusions
We considered the relaxation oscillator which contains
time-variant threshold. The time-variant threshold is driven
by the square wave external force. We analyzed synchronization phenomena of the system against the external
force. In this article, we paid attention to the case where
the external force has long period.
Consequently, we clarified that the synchronization phenomena is depended on the value of the threshold.

(29)
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Abstract—In this study, we investigate the influence of
local bridge on a complex network of 25 coupled chaotic
circuits. From synchronization phenomena of coupled
chaotic circuits, we show that synchronization of local
bridge is easy to break down. By means of computer simulations, the network switches to global synchronization and
partial synchronization. In order to analyze synchronization, we define asynchronous probability during a certain
time interval. Moreover, we statistically analyze the sojourn time of synchronization of each edge including local
bridge.

2. Network Model
Figure 1(a) shows the chaotic circuit which is three–
dimensional autonomous circuit proposed by Shinriki et
al. [4][5]. This circuit is composed by an inductor, a
negative resistance, two condensers and dual–directional
diodes. This circuit generates asymmetric attractor as
shown in Fig. 1(b). A proposed network model of 25 coupled chaotic circuits with local bridge is shown in Fig. 2. In
this study, chaotic circuits (CCn) are applied to each node
of the network and each edge corresponds to resistors R. In
this model, local bridges are 1-25, 8-9, 14-15, 15-16, and
22-23.

v2n

v1n

1. Introduction

idn

Complex networks have attracted a great deal of attention from various fields since the discovery of “smallworld” network [1] and “scale-free” network [2]. In particular, how network topological structure influences its dynamical behaviors, is currently becoming a topic of great
important. On the other hand, synchronization phenomena
on the networks of coupled chaotic systems are very interested. However, there are not many studies of large-scale
network of continuous-time real physical systems such as
electrical circuits. Additionally we focus on synchronization phenomena of coupled chaotic circuit network with
community structure based on social theory.
In sociology, there is a famous theory called “The
strength of weak ties” by Granovetter [3]. This is the theory that weak networks (weak ties) are important more than
strong networks (strong ties). Because strong networks are
easy to isolate by centripetal force for homogeneity and
aﬃnity. Therefore weak ties are essential for information
propagation and so on. Weak ties connect strong networks
with each other as the bridge. In large-scale network, the
bridging function may be provided locally. This kind of the
bridge is called “local bridge”.
In this study, synchronization phenomena on 25 coupled
chaotic circuit network with local bridge are investigated.
We show that synchronization of local bridge is easy to
break down. By means of computer simulations, the network switches to global synchronization and partial synchronization. In order to analyze synchronization, we define asynchronous probability during a certain time interval. Moreover, we statistically analyze the sojourn time of
synchronization of each edge including local bridge.
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(a) Chaotic circuit.

Figure 1:

(b) Attractor
(α = 0.4, β = 20, γ = 0.5).
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Network model.

First, we approximate the i − v characteristics of the nonlinear resistors consisting of the diodes by the following
three-segment piecewise-linear function as follows:


Gd (v1n − v2n − V) (v1n − v2n > V)





0
(|v1n − v2n | ≤ V)
(1)
idn = 




 G (v − v + V) (v − v < −V).
d 1n
2n
1n
2n
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By using the parameters and the variables as follows:
√


C2



V xn , v1n = Vyn , v2n = Vzn
in =



L





√

d
C2

(2)
t = LC2 τ, “ · ” =
, α=



dτ
C1




√
√
√



L
L
1
L



Gd , γ =
g, δ =
,
 β=
C2
C2
R C2
the normalized circuit equations are given as follows:

x˙n = zn








∑


(3)
y
˙
=
αγy
−
α
f
(y
−
z
)
−
αδ
(yn − yk )

n
n
n
n




k∈S

n



 z˙ = f (y − z ) − x ,
n

n

n

n

where n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 25 and S n is set of nodes which are
connected to CCn. The nonlinear function f () corresponds
to the i − v characteristics of the nonlinear resistors consisting of the diodes and are described as follows:


β(yn − zn − 1) (yn − zn > 1)





0
(|yn − zn | ≤ 1) (4)
f (yn − zn ) = 




 β(y − z + 1) (y − z < −1).
n

n

n

1-2
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1-4
2-4
3-4
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Figure 3:

Phase diﬀerence waveform (δ = 1.0).

3. Synchronization States
In this study, we fix the same parameters as α = 0.4,
β = 20, γ = 0.5 and δ on all circuits. Each circuit is
given diﬀerent initial values each other. We show the dynamics of synchronization of the coupled chaotic circuits.
In Fig. 3, the vertical axes are the diﬀerences between the
voltage (corresponding to v1 ) of the two chaotic circuits.
Namely, if the two chaotic circuits synchronize, the value
of the graph should be almost zero like 19-20. We can confirm that synchronizations of local bridges (8-9, 14-15, 1516, 22-23 and 1-25) are easy to break down compared with
others. In this study, we define two synchronization states
of “global synchronization” and “partial synchronization”.
Figure 3 shows that the network switches to two synchronization states. Additionally, partial synchronization is almost occurred from local bridge.

synchronized during a certain time interval. We confirm
that the network easy to become global synchronization
state by increasing the coupling strength δ. In particular,
around δ = 1.6〜1.7 are rapidly become to high global synchronization probability.

4. Statistical Analysis
In this section, we fix a certain time interval as (τ
= 10, 000 and step = 0.01τ) and we statistically analyze
the synchronization phenomena observed from 25 coupled
chaotic circuits with local bridge. First, we show the coupling strength dependency of global synchronization. In
order to analyze synchronization state, we define the synchronization as following equation,
|yn − yk | < 0.01 (k ∈ S n ).

(5)

Figure 4 shows the coupling strength dependency of global
synchronization. We checked whether if the all edges are

Figure 4:

The coupling strength dependency of global synchronization.

From this point forward, we choose the coupling
strength as δ = 1.0 and we analyze synchronization focusing edge more statistically. Figure 5 shows that sorted
all edges in order from highest to lowest of asynchronous
probability and the number of switching between synchronization and asynchronous each edge. Local bridges are
the top five of asynchronous probability among all edges.
Additionally, local bridges are large number of switching
between synchronization and asynchronous compared with
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other edges. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the number
of synchronized edges during a certain time interval where
the 41 of synchronized edge shows global synchronization
and the 0 of edge shows fully asynchronous. In this parameters, we consider that various partial synchronizations
exist on the network. In Fig. 6, it is interested that the distribution of the 41 edges is the second highest.
Next, node 15 is located in between two local bridges
(14-15 and 15-16). Therefore the investigating of the states
of special node 15 in this network, is important. Figure
7 shows the distribution of the states of node 15 during a
certain time interval. In Fig. 7, for example, state D shows
that nodes 14 and 15 are synchronized however nodes 15
and 16 are not synchronized. In four states, state A is the
highest distribution. Therefore node 15 is easy to isolate
however state B is the second highest distribution that is
interested.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1-25

1 2 3 4 5 6

1-4

Figure 8:

Figure 7:

Distribution of the states of node 15.

Moreover, we focus on the sojourn time of synchronization of each edge including local bridge. Figure 8 shows
the distribution of the sojourn time of synchronization. The
slots in the horizontal axes of the figure denote the ranges of
the sojourn time in Tab. 1. From Fig. 8(a), the graphs of local bridges is very similar and the ratio of slot 1 is predominantly high. Namely, synchronizations of local bridges disappear immediately. On the other hand, from Fig. 8(b),
graphs of various edges show that the sojourn time of the
synchronization is longer than local bridges. In particular,
the sojourn time of synchronization of edge 23-25 that is
located in between two local bridges (22-23 and 1-25), is
similar to the local bridges. From this result, edge 23-25 is
considered quasi-local bridge.

Slot
1
2
3

Table 1: Ranges of slots in Fig. 8.
Sojourn time (τ) Slot Sojourn time (τ)
τ<1
4
3 ≤τ<4
1 ≤τ< 2
5
4 ≤τ<5
2 ≤τ< 3
6
τ ≥5

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

8-9
14-15
15-16
(a) Local bridges.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

5-7
10-12
19-22
(b) Various edges.

1 2 3 4 5 6

22-23

1 2 3 4 5 6

23-25

Distribution of the sojourn time τ of synchronization.

to break down. Additionally, we confirmed that two synchronization states of global synchronization and partial
synchronization. Moreover, we statistically analyzed that
the sojourn time of synchronizations of local bridges are
shorter than other edges. Namely, local bridge almost behaves asynchronously. These phenomena show that local
bridge is the weak ties for promoting information propagation. In order to understand the phenomena correctly, more
detailed investigation considering cluster should be carried
out in our future works.
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Figure 5:

Asynchronous probability and the number of switching between synchronization and asynchronous (δ = 1.0).

Figure 6:

Distribution of the number of synchronized edges during a certain time interval (δ = 1.0).
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Abstract—We can observe a synchronization state that
in-phase synchronizations and anti-phase synchronizations
alternately exist on a coupled oscillators system as a ladder. We call the synchronization state an in-and-anti-phase
synchronization. A wave-motion, which propagates and
switches phase states between adjacent oscillators from the
in-phase synchronization to the anti-phase synchronization
or from the anti-phase synchronization to the in-phase synchronization, can be observed on the in-and-anti-phase synchronization. The wave-motion is called phase-inversion
waves. In this study, we analyze the phase-inversion waves
on the in-and-anti-phase synchronization by using instantaneous electric power, and make clear characteristics of the
phase-inversion waves on the in-and-anti-phase synchronization.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, synchronization phenomena are attracting attentions in many fields [1], because a lot of synchronizations are observed in creations, the outer space, the atomic
world, and so on. Furthermore, synchronization phenomena are used for industrial products which are the communication systems, the laser, and so on. In other words, we
can not live without synchronization phenomena. The synchronization phenomena can be naturally observed in coupled oscillators systems. The in-phase synchronizations
and the anti-phase synchronizations can be observed in the
coupled oscillators systems that many van der Pol oscillators are coupled by inductors as a ladder, a 2D lattice or a
3D lattice. Furthermore, a synchronization phenomenon,
that the in-phase synchronization phenomena and the antiphase synchronization phenomena are alternately existing,
can be observed in the ladder systems, the 2D lattice systems, and the 3D lattice systems. We call the synchronization phenomenon an in-and-anti-phase synchronization. A
wave-motion which is propagating and switching phase
states between adjacent oscillators from the in-phase synchronization to the anti-phase synchronization or from the
anti-phase synchronization to the in-phase synchronization
can be observed on the in-phase synchronization and the inand-anti-phase synchronization in the ladder systems, the
2D lattice systems, and the 3D lattice systems [2]. We
call the wave-motion phase-inversion waves. The phase-
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−
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Figure 1: Circuit model.
inversion waves can be observed in steady states. On the
other hand, waves that phase diﬀerences between adjacent
oscillators propagate in transient states can be observed.
The waves are called phase-waves [3]-[4].
In our previous study, we analyzed the phase-waves and
the phase-inversion waves on the in-phase synchronization
in the ladder systems by using instantaneous electric powers. We investigated itinerancies of the instantaneous electric power of the phase-waves and of the phase-inversion
waves, and clarified clear diﬀerences between the phasewaves and the phase-inversion waves.
In this study, itinerancies of the instantaneous electric
powers of phase-waves and of phase-inversion waves are
investigated on in-and-anti-phase synchronization. We
make clear diﬀerences between phase-waves and phaseinversion waves. Furthermore, these phase-inversion waves
on the in-and-anti-phase synchronization are compared
from phase-inversion waves on the in-phase synchronization which are obtained by using a simulation and an actual
experiment.
2. Circuit model
We show the circuit model of this study is shown in
Fig. 1. The van der Pol oscillators are coupled by inductors as a ladder. The number of oscillators is assumed as
“N.” Each oscillator is named as OSCk . A voltage of each
oscillator is named vk , and a current of an inductor of each
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oscillator is named ik . An equation of the nonlinear negative resistor is shown as Eq. (1). The circuit equations
are normalized by Eq. (2), and normalized equations are
shown in Eqs. (3)–(4).
f (vk ) = −g1 vk + g3 v3k

Cg1
xk , vk =
3Lg3

L
L
.
α = , ε = g1
L0
C

ik =

(g1 , g3 > 0).


(1)


g1
yk , t = τ L1Cτ ,
3g3

Figure 2: In-and-anti-phase synchronization.
[Inductors of Each Oscillator] (1 ≤ k ≤ N).
1
PL1k = δ xk yk .
ε

(2)

[Left Edge Oscillator] (k = 1).

[Nonlinear Negative Resistors of Each Oscillator]
(1 ≤ k ≤ N).

dxk
= yk ,
dτ

(3)

1
Pngk = δαyk ( y3k − yk ).
3

1
dyk
= −xk + α{xk+1 − xk } + ε(yk − y3k ).
dτ
3

(4)

[Left Edge Oscillator].

[Middle Oscillators] (1 < k < N).
dxk
= yk ,
dτ
dyk
1
= −xk + α{xk+1 − 2xk + xk−1 } + ε(yk − y3k ).
dτ
3
[Right Edge Oscillator] (k = N).
dxk
= yk ,
dτ
1
dyk
= −xk + α{xk−1 − xk } + ε(yk − y3k ).
dτ
3

1
P1 = δ α(x2 − x1 ).
ε
(5)

[Middle Oscillators] (2 ≤ k ≤ N − 1).

(6)

1
Pk = δ α(xk+1 − 2xk + xk−1 ).
ε

(8)

(9)

[Capacitor of Left Edge Oscillator].
1
1
PC1 = δ y1 {α(x2 − x1 ) − x1 − ε( y31 − y1 )}.
ε
3

(10)

[Capacitor of Middle Oscillators] (2 ≤ k ≤ N − 1).
PCk =

δ 1ε yk {α(xk+1 − 2xk + xk−1 ) − xk
−ε( 31 y3k − yk )}.

(11)

[Capacitor of Right Edge Oscillator].
1
1
PCN = −δ yN {α(xN + xN−1 ) − xN − ε( y3N − yN )}.
ε
3

(14)

(15)

(16)

[Right Edge Oscillator].
(7)

Instantaneous electric power of each oscillator is named
Pk . Instantaneous electric power of each coupling inductor
L0m is named PL0m . Instantaneous electric power of each
inductor L1k and instantaneous electric power of each capacitor Ck are named PL1k and PCk respectively. Instantaneous electric power of each nonlinear negative resistor
f (vk ) is named Pngk . A value of Pk equal the sum of PL1k ,
PCk , and Pngk . These powers are calculated by using Eqs.
(9)–(17).
[Coupling Inductors] (1 ≤ m ≤ N − 1).
1
PL0m = δ α(xm+1 − xm )(ym+1 − ym ).
ε

(13)

(12)

1
PN = −δ α(xN − xN−1 ).
ε

(17)

The α shows coupling parameter and the ε expresses nonlinearity. The δ shows amplitude scale of instantaneous
electric power.
3. Phase-inversion waves on the in-and-anti-phase synchronization.
We observe the phase-inversion waves propagates on an
in-and-anti-phase synchronization in a ladder, and comparing the phase-inversion waves and the phase-waves.
<In-and-anti-phase synchronization.>
The in-and-anti-phase synchronization in a ladder is shown
in Fig. 2. The in-phase synchronization and the anti-phase
synchronization are alternately existing. When the phase
states at the edge are the anti-phase synchronization, the
in-and-anti-phase synchronization is stable.
<Observation conditions.>
We show the phase-waves and the phase-inversion waves
in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. A set of parameters of which
phase-waves are observed is called Pattern-A, and a set of
parameters of which phase-inversion waves are observed
is called Pattern-B. In this study, we set the following five
observation conditions.
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disappear

Figure 3: Phase-waves in 100 oscillators.
Figure 5: Instantaneous electric power of phase-waves at
OSC19 .

Figure 4: Phase-inversion waves in 100 oscillators.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

N = 100.
δ = 1.
Pattern-A : α is 0.06 and ε is 0.30.
Pattern-B : α is 0.10 and ε is 0.10.
A basic phase state is fixed as the in-and-antiphase synchronization.
The waves are generated by which a phase state
between OSC1 and OSC2 is set the in-phase synchronization suddenly.

Figure 6: Instantaneous electric power of phase-inversion
waves at OSC19 .
when the phase-inversion waves propagating(see Fig. 8).
4. Comparison between phase-inversion waves on the
in-and-anti-phase synchronizations and on the inphase synchronizations

In the Figs. 3 and 4, 99 rectangular boxes are piled up
vertically. Each box shows phase diﬀerences of between
adjacent oscillators. Top of the box shows the phase state
between OSC1 and OSC2 , and bottom of the box shows the
phase state between OSC99 and OSC100 . The vertical axis
is a sum of voltages of two adjacent oscillators and the horizontal axis is time in each box. In other words, the black
areas are shown the in-phase synchronization and white areas are shown the anti-phase synchronization. In the Fig.
3, the phase-waves reflect at the bottom and disappear at
the top. In the Fig. 4, we can observe the phase-inversion
waves which are existing.
<Instantaneous electric powers.>
Instantaneous electric powers of OSC19 of above result are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. In the Figs. 5 and 6,
the vertical axes are instantaneous electric power and the
horizontal axes are time. The dotted boxes of the Figs. 5
and 6 are closed up and shown in Figs. 7 and 8 respectively.
Only one peak can be observed in propagating the phasewaves(see Fig. 7). However, two peaks can be observed

The phase-inversion waves can be observed on the inphase synchronizations. We show a simulation result of the
phase-inversion waves on the in-phase synchronizations in
Fig. 9, and an actual circuit experimental result of the
phase-inversion waves in the in-phase synchronizations in
Fig. 10. The number of oscillators is 7 in these results.
In this simulation, the coupling parameter α is 0.1, and the
nonlinearity ε is 0.2. In this actual circuit experiment, L0k
is 494mH±1%, L1k is 52.2mH±1%, Ck is 6.48nF±1%, R1k
is 8.96kΩ±1%, R2k is 8.96kΩ±1%, R3k is 2.35kΩ±1% and
OPAmps are TL082CP.
The instantaneous electric powers of OSC4 of the simulation result and of the actual circuit experimental result
are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Two peaks are observed in
both figures. We can observe the same results between the
actual circuit experiment and the simulation. In these results, we can say that the itinerancy of the instantaneous
electric power of the phase-inversion waves on the in-phase
synchronization has same shape of the itinerancy of the instantaneous electric power of phase-inversion waves on the
in-and-anti-phase synchronization.
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Figure 7: Close up of instantaneous electric power of
phase-waves at OSC19 .
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Figure 11: The simulation result of the power of OSC4 in
the in-phase synchronization.
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Figure 8: Close up of instantaneous electric power of
phase-inversion waves at OSC19 .

0

0.005

0.01

0.015

Figure 12: The actual experimental result of the power of
OSC4 in the in-phase synchronization.
two peaks when the phase-inversion waves were propagating, and the instantaneous electric power had only one
peak when the phase-waves were propagating. It was clarified that the itinerancy of the instantaneous electric power
of the phase-inversion waves on the in-and-anti-phase synchronization has same shape as the itinerancy of the instantaneous electric power of the phase-inversion waves on the
in-phase synchronization.

Figure 9: The simulation results of the phase-inversion
waves in the in-phase synchronization.
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5. Conclusion
We investigated the instantaneous electric powers of the
phase-inversions wave and the phase-waves on the in-andanti-phase synchronizations in the ladder of coupled van
der Pol oscillators. The instantaneous electric power had
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Abstract—Claims of “brain criticality” suggest that
the generation of activity on all scales in a critical state
(e.g. neuronal avalanches) may underlie complex, adaptive cognition. However the relationship of the powerlaw distributed network observables behind these claims
to brain functional output is not known.
Here we
use a novel approach to this problem by considering
functional output directly: the networks generated by
Drosophila melanogaster during pre-copulatory courtship.
This courtship body language, treated as a symbolic dynamics, has been shown to exhibit Context-Free and
Context-Sensitive grammars in the Chomsky hierarchy;
here we show that the underlying networks corresponding
to such grammars deviate from scale-free structure. We
provide a simple network growth model, which matches
the degree distributions of the non-scale-free networks by
breaking the preferential attachment paradigm with a second internal linking process. From these observations, we
suggest that the higher level cognition associated with such
grammatical structure may not be compatible with a critical
state.
1. Introduction
Fundamental to abstract reasoning is the ability to place
cognitive “objects” in relation to one another. The explicit manifestation of this ability in language, formalised
through grammar classes (the “Chomsky hierarchy”), has
been conjectured to be the defining characteristic of human
intelligence [1]. By solving a classic undecidability problem with statistical argument, recent work has shown that
this is not the case: higher language classes can even be
expressed by the simple fruit fly [1]. Here we examine this
recent surprising example from Drosophila melanogaster
pre-copulatory courtship (DPC) in light of claims (e.g. Ref.
[2]) that “brain criticality” underlies complex adaptive cognition.
Claims of brain criticality have mostly relied on the observation of power laws, though some authors have also
suggested that deviations from power law behaviour either
side of the claimed critical state further enhance this evidence. Experimental limitations hinder this line of argument: there is seldom sufficient resolution of an order parameter to observe the neccessary cusp at the proposed critical control parameter value (e.g. [3]), and isolated experimental cases which deviate from a power law serve only

to demonstrate that non-critical behaviour is also possible
(e.g. [4]). Here we focus not on the existence of critical
states, but rather on their utility in cognition.
Intuitively, it may seem that the availability of structure
at all scales in a critical state should be useful for complex adaptive function, however we question the supporting evidence behind this intuition on two levels: 1) the dependence of simulation results on the network structures
and measurements used; and 2) the unknown relationship
between observables and function in biological networks.
On the simulation level for instance, “reservoir computing”
systems may perform calculations on time series when the
“reservoir” is near a critical state [5], however this is contingent on learning occuring on feed-forward inputs and
outputs, which are not considered in the criticality claim.
In another example, a measure of information propagation based on avalanche size distributions (a classic critical
order parameter) was maximised in the critical state, but
when noise was added (as is always the case in biological
systems), the critical state no longer maximised this measure [6]. Even the maximal dynamic range claimed in the
critical state is not so clearly useful. Indeed, in modelling
the mammalian cochlea, the correct sensitivity profile is
obtained when the Hopf oscillator elements are tuned away
from the critical bifurcation point (see e.g. [7] for a single
element, and [8] for the networked context). On the biological level, the first invasive multielectrode array observations of power law distributed neuronal avalanches in rat
cortex slices [9] were recorded in vitro (thus with no clear
functional relevance), but even in vivo, neuronal avalanche
sizes [10] or high activity brain regions [11] do not have
clearly defined functional outputs (the search for such relationships, in fact, partially motivates the brain criticality
conjecture). The above examples are by no means an exhaustive or conclusive rejection of brain criticality, and this
is not our intention. Instead, we wish to motivate the approach used in this paper, which examines real biological
networks, but avoids the function issue by working directly
with functional output.
2. Networks Underlying DPC
From visual inspection of high speed video courtship
recordings, DPC was decomposed into 37 fundamental actions: body language acts which are non-overlapping, occur on timescales well beyond the limit of neural refrac-
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Table 1: Definitions of the DPC sequence groups. Here “females” comprises: immature virgin female; mature virgin
female; mated female. See text for explanation of female
behaviour group.
group name
male behaviour
female behaviour

male and female behaviour

included sequence types
male vs. females
females vs. male
male vs. frutiless
mature v. fem. vs. fruitless
seq. in male behaviour
seq. in female behaviour

tory periods, do not generally have inherent physical restrictions on their ordering, and for which further decomposition yields no further information about the courtship
sequence [12]. Thus the actions performed by each individual Drosophila during courtship pairing can be represented as a finite sequence S a = {a1 , a2 , ..., am }, where each
ai ∈ S a is one of the 37 fundamental actions.
The undirected topological network underlying such a
DPC sequence has vertices defined by the actions present,
and edges defined by adjacency of actions (vertices) in the
sequence. i.e., vertex set V = {vi : vi ∈ S a } and edge set
E = {(vi , v j ) : vi = an , v j = an+1 ; an , an+1 ∈ S a }. Generally we deal with networks composed from more than
one sequence, which are defined in the usual graph union
sense. This topological, undirected representation avoids
introducing bias due to incomplete data, while still elucidating the structure on which the sequences were (necessarily) produced by some network walk.
In all, 10 fundamental action sequence types were
recorded [12], each corresponding to one pairingprotagonist combination. For instance, the paring of male
and mature virgin female drosophila gives the two sequence
types (protagonist vs. antagonist): male vs. mature virgin
female; and mature virgin female vs. male. 3 main pairings give 6 of the sequence types: male paired with each
of immature virgin female, mature virgin female and mated
female. Further pairing of males with a genetic mutation,
here termed fruitless, with each of (normal) male and mature virgin female give a further 4 sequence types (a total
of 10). Here we examine the sequence types in 3 groups:
male behaviour; female behaviour; and male and female
behaviour (Table 2). We use behaviour in the sense defined
in [12, 13], so that the female behaviour includes the gender switching observed in male vs. fruitless (however sequences produced by fruitless as protagonist are excluded).
2.1. Truncated Power Law Fitting
If the neural system producing the DPC networks is operating in a critical state, the network degree distribution,

as the key structural observable, could be expected to follow a (truncated) power law. Great statistical care must
be taken when testing for power laws, particularly in small
datasets, where truncation effects become increasingly important. We follow closely the method outlined in [14]
(which in turn closely follows [15]). Maximum likelihood
estimation of the discrete truncated power law exponent is
used to define a fitted distribution, from which 1000 surrogate datasets are sampled. Each of these surrogate datasets
is then also fit by maximum likelihood estimation, and their
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distances are compared to the
KS distance of the original data to its fit. A “p-value” (here,
a measure of goodness of fit) is then calculated as the fraction of surrogate datasets with a larger KS distance (a worse
fit) than the original data. A high p-value is not sufficient
to demonstrate that the data follow a power law, but only
to indicate feasability. A low p-value is sufficient for rejection of a power law, though the selection of a rejection
threshold is rather arbitrary.
The lower and upper truncation bounds were selected
as the minimum and maximum degrees present due to the
small size of the DPC networks, except in the male and female behaviour case, where the second largest degree was
selected, avoiding a large gap in the degree distribution. To
avoid additional noise and binning issues, we plot results as
the complement of the cumulative distribution P(k), called
the survival function, S F(k) = 1 − P(k). Readers may expect that a power law should appear as a straight line in loglog space, however we emphasise that for a truncated survival function this is not the case, as the distribution must
reach zero at the upper bound. Over a small range, power
law and exponential distributions are very similar; we also
tested exponential distributions on our data and obtained
similar fits and p-values (not shown).
3. Results, Modeling, Discussion
The truncated power law fits to the DPC network degree
distributions (Fig.1) reveal a structural difference which
coincides with previous results regarding the grammatical
structure of the language underlying the networks. The female behaviour network (Fig. 1a), which is generated from
courtship sequences showing limited recursion, shows a
plausible power law fit (p = 0.62). The male behaviour
and male and female behaviour networks on the other hand
(Fig. 1b,c), which are generated from sequences showing greater recursion, deviate sharply from a power law
at higher degree (both p = 0.04). Notwithstanding the
small size of the datasets, the distinctive way in which the
datasets containing more recursion deviate warrants further
investigation. In fact, another example of a similar deviation has previously been observed in human language
networks, or “word-webs”. Ferrer i Cancho and Solé [16]
showed that Zipf’s “law” for the frequency of occurrence
of words in English breaks into two scaling regimes for sufficiently large corpi; an effect later reproduced by a simple
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Figure 1: Top panel: log-log plots of truncated power law fits (dashed lines) and 100 realisations of network growth
model (continuous translucent lines) with network degree distribution survival functions (circles, plotted only for degrees
present). Bottom panel: corresponding networks. a female behaviour: p = 0.62; power law exponent 0.37; degree bounds
kmin = 1, kmax = 19; KS difference 0.10. b male behaviour: p = 0.04 (rejected); power law exponent 0.001 (minimum
permitted); degree bounds kmin = 2, kmax = 20; KS difference 0.22. c. male and female behaviour: p = 0.04 (rejected);
power law exponent 0.076; degree bounds kmin = 1, kmax = 22 (2nd highest degree); KS difference 0.18.

network growth algorithm for the undirected topological
word network by Dorogovtsev and Mendes [17]. This original algorithm in Ref. [17] added an internal linking process to the standard preferential attachment growth algorithm (from Ref. [18]) whereby “internal” edges between
vertices vi and v j were added with probability p ∝ ki k j ,
where k denotes vertex degree. The DPC networks are far
more densely connected than these word webs however, so
a “saturation” effect appears, whereby the probability of a
particular new edge appearing under such a scheme would
be strongly modified by the probability that it already exists.
Taking this saturation effect into consideration, Dorogovtsev and Mendes’ algorithm can be modified such that
the rate of addition of edges is no longer explicit, but instead implicit, depending on the “success” of adding a new
connection. We use here a growth algorithm which instead
selects a constant number r of possible edges at each step
(an edge can be selected more than once) between existing

vertices with p ∝ ki k j , and these are added to the network
only if they are not already present. This is a fundamentally different mechanism to the Dorogovtsev and Mendes
algorithm: the edge addition rate truncates at high degree,
which tends to distort the distribution towards these values.
The addition of new vertices occurs in the same way as
the standard preferential attachment algorithm, with a new
vertex joined to old vertices vi by m new edges at each step
with p ∝ ki . The parameters r and m can be defined directly
from the DPC networks and data. It has been observed
that DPC can be characterised by periodic orbits [12], with
mean orbit length > 2, so each new vertex is most likely to
join the network by connecting to 2 existing vertices, i.e.
m = 2. The parameter r can be experimentally varied until the number of edges in the synthetic network matches
the number of edges in the real network on average (for the
same number of vertices). This a priori parameter setting
yields a strikingly good match to the degree distributions
of the male behaviour and male and female behaviour net-
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works without need for parameter fitting (Fig. 1b,c), and a
less convincing fit to the female behaviour network degree
distribution (Fig. 1a).
How can these results be interpreted in terms of brain
criticality? The corresponcence between the level of the
underlying grammar and the breakdown of the power law
fit, is further supported by the success of the simple growth
algorithm in reproducing this effect. Grammars which
express recursion require a second “book-keeping” function; the DPC networks to which they correspond are also
matched by a two process algorithm, and not by a single scale. This suggests that the fingerprint of meso-scale
structure on networks generated by recursive grammars
may not be compatible with criticality. Recursion itself is
essential for higher level abstract reasoning [1], which may
generate functional network structure that is inconsistent
with the notion of brain criticality.
In conclusion, we have presented a clear example of how
power laws may not highlight essential higher functional
processes. Power laws observed by other authors during
brain function, need not be power laws of functional states
themselves. Even so called “functional networks” (e.g.
[11]) are only defined by activity correlations. It is not
clear that the observables studied in claims of brain criticality are active and relevant in cognition. The DPC networks by contrast are networks of function, during specific
goal directed behaviour. We suggest that this “network of
function” approach may prove fruitful in the brain criticality debate.
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Abstract—In this work, we investigated the organization of activity-dependent time-varying network of coupled phase oscillators, where the coupling weights dynamically change depending on the relative timings between
the oscillators. We determined the phase coupling function Γ(ϕ) of the oscillator model using conductance-based
neuron models and examined the eﬀects of the Fourier zero
mode of Γ(ϕ). We demonstrated that heterogeneous layered
clusters with diﬀerent frequencies emerge from homogeneous populations as the Fourier zero mode increased. Our
findings would provide new insights into the self-assembly
mechanisms of neural networks related to synaptic plasticity.

lators [16, 17]. In this talk, we consider the Fourier zero
mode of the phase coupling function of the oscillator. Previous studies on phase oscillator have ignored this mode.
However, we find that this constant term is critically important for STDP-organized recurrent networks, as evidenced
by the result that heterogeneous layered clusters with different frequencies emerge from homogeneous populations
with identical natural frequencies.
2. Model
We consider the following equation of a coupled dynamical system:
∑
dxi
= F(xi ) +
fi j (xi , x j ),
dt
j

1. Introduction
Synaptic plasticity plays a vital role in learning in the
brain, and it has been intensively investigated to understand
the mechanism underlying learning. It induces changes
in the structures of synaptic connections associated with
neuronal activity, facilitating the organization of memoryrelated functional neural assemblies [1]. Recent neurophysiological experiments revealed that changes in synaptic connections depend on the relative spike timing between
neurons during spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP)
[2–4]. This observation implies that the temporal spike
patterns of neurons determine synaptic patterns, raising
the question of how STDP organizes neural networks into
functional neuronal assemblies. This query remains an
open question in the field of theoretical neuroscience, particularly when a network has rich recurrent connections.
Several numerical studies reported that STDP-organized
recurrent networks exhibit interesting behaviors, including the emergence of clusters with neurons that fire synchronously [5–10] and feed-forward networks [11–15].
The interplay between neurons and their synapses makes
it diﬃcult to analyze the dynamics of STDP-organized recurrent networks. In the presence of plasticity, the spike
pattern alters the structure of the synaptic connections, resulting in the formation of new spike patterns. In other
words, the synaptic connections and neuronal activities
evolve simultaneously. To elucidate the essential nature of
this co-evolving neural network dynamics, we developed
a simple, co-evolving dynamical model of neuronal oscil-

(1)

where, xi denotes the state of the i-th neuron in a network
of N neurons. The first term describes the intrinsic dynamics of the neurons (e.g. several types of ion channels) and
the second term describes coupling with other neurons via
synapses.
The activity of a neuron is assumed to be oscillatory,
rather than random. Thus, we consider that the neuron
model undergoes a limit-cycle oscillation, which is perturbed by synaptic inputs and noises. This assumption enables us to reduce the description of the neuron to a simple
form with the variable, ϕ. Using a standard reduction technique [18], the coupled limit-cycle system can be described
as follows:
N
dϕi
1 ∑
= ωi +
ki j Γ(ϕi − ϕ j ),
dt
N j

(2)

where, ϕi denotes the phase of the limit-cycle oscillation of
the i-th neuron in the network (i = 1, . . . N), ωi is its natural
frequency, and ki j is the coupling weight of the connection
from the j-th to the i-th neuron. The coupling function Γ(ϕ)
is a 2π-periodic function.
Next, we introduce the dynamics of the synaptic weights
due to the plasticity. The evolution of the weights depends
on the relative timing between the neurons, similar to the
case with STDP.
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dki j
= ϵΛ(ϕi − ϕ j ),
dt

ki j ≤ 1.

(3)

The function Λ(ϕ), which we refer to as a learning function, determines the evolution of the weights. The learning
parameter ϵ has a very small value because the dynamics
of the synaptic weights are much slower than those of the
neurons. The condition ki j ≤ 1 means that the synaptic
weight is bounded. If the weight has a value outside [−
1,1], then the weight is immediately set to the appropriate
bounded value (− 1 or 1). This rule is reasonable because
the weight cannot increase indefinitely.
The learning function Λ(ϕ) is periodic. Therefore, for
the sake of simplicity, we assume that Λ(ϕ) takes the form:
Λ(ϕ) = − sin(ϕi − ϕ j + β)

(4)

where β is the shift parameter that characterizes the learning function (top panels in Fig. 1). For example, when
β ∼ −π/2, the weights for a pair of in-phase (or anti-phase)
neurons will increase (or decrease). This relationship can
be considered as a Hebbian-like rule. When β ∼ 0, the dependency on the relative timing becomes similar to temporally asymmetric Hebbian rule. When β ∼ π/2, the learning
function has the opposite form to the Hebbian-like rule.
In this talk, we consider the eﬀect of the constant term
of the coupling function Γ(ϕ) [19]. This constant term has
been ignored in previous studies of Kuramoto phase oscillators because it can be absorbed into the natural frequency
term:
dϕi
1 ∑
ki j Γ(ϕi − ϕ j )
(5)
= ωi +
dt
N
∑
[
]
1
= ωi +
ki j Γ0 − sin(ϕi − ϕ j + α) + · · · (6)
N
∑
[
]
1
= ω̃i −
ki j sin(ϕi − ϕ j + α) + · · · ,
(7)
N
where
Γ0 ∑
ki j .
(8)
ω̃i = ωi +
N
In an adaptive network with synaptic plasticity, however,
the frequency ω̃i depends on the coupling strength ki j ,
which changes dynamically over time. In other words, Γ0
can provide a mechanism for the adaptive control of the frequency during synaptic plasticity. Therefore, we examined
the eﬀects of the constant term Γ0 on the network organization due to the synaptic plasticity using the following
equations:
]
1 ∑ [
dϕi
= ω+
ki j Γ0 − sin(ϕi − ϕ j + α)
(9)
dt
N
dki j
(10)
= −ϵ sin(ϕi − ϕ j + β), ki j ≤ 1.
dt
The oscillators were assumed to have identical natural frequencies.
3. Results: Emergence of heterogeneous layered clusters from homogeneous populations
When Γ0 ∼ 0, the model given by the above equations
exhibits the same behavior as that described in [16, 17]. As

Γ0 increases, a novel type of network organization emerges
at β ∈ (−0.3π, 0.1π), with a coherent state being observed
at Γ0 = 0.
When Γ0 = 0.3, layered clusters of the same frequency
are organized (Fig. ??). The order parameters converge to
nonzero values, and the normalized rate of change of the
coupling weights reaches zero, indicating a fixed structure
of the phase pattern and the coupling weights. the order
∑
parameters is given by: Rm = | N1 j eimϕ j |, and the normalized rate of change in the weights, averaged over all con∑ |ki j (t)−ki j (t−∆)|
1
nections, given by ∆K(t) = N(N−1)
. The
i, j
∆
1
≪
.
The
raster
plot
and
phase
sampling interval is ∆ ∼ 2π
ω
ϵ
distribution demonstrate the organization of several clusters of synchronized oscillators. The phase diﬀerences between the clusters are locked, and their frequencies are the
same. A type of layered connection is organized throughout this phase pattern, in which neurons within a cluster are
symmetrically connected via positive couplings. Connections between the clusters become asymmetric according to
their phase diﬀerences.
As Γ0 increases (Γ0 = 0.5), the state of layered clusters with the same frequency transitions to another type of
layered clusters (Fig. 1). The order parameters and the normalized rate of change of the coupling weights do not converge to fixed values, and they oscillate quasi-periodically
(Fig. 1 (a)). The global synchronization is broken, and
multiple clusters with diﬀerent frequencies emerge. In fact,
the raster plot clearly shows that the oscillators are organized into several synchronized clusters, and the clusters
are not phase-locked (Fig. 1 (c)). These clusters have different frequencies as indicated by the several peaks in the
frequency distribution (Fig. 1 (d)). Moreover, the phase
distribution has several peaks indicating the emergence of
multiple synchronized clusters (Fig. 1 (e)). The coupling
weights indicate that the layered connection type is the
same as when Γ0 = 0.3 (Fig. 1 (f)). Note that the oscillators have the same natural frequencies. The heterogeneity of their frequencies is caused by the organization of the
neural network as a result of the synaptic plasticity.
4. Discussions
In this study, we investigated a network of coupled neural oscillators in which the connections between the oscillators change dynamically due to synaptic plasticity. We
demonstrated that the co-evolving dynamics of the connections and neural oscillators lead to the emergence of several
specific types of structured connections and neural activities. We examined the eﬀects of the Fourier zero mode
of the phase coupling function Γ(ϕ). This constant Γ0 has
been ignored in previous studies of the Kuramoto model,
but it has significant eﬀects on the organization of adaptive networks due to synaptic plasticity. For example, we
demonstrated that heterogeneous layered clusters with different frequencies emerge from a homogeneous population
of neurons as Γ0 increases.
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Figure 1: Emergence of layered clusters with the same frequency, where α = 0.1π, β = −0.1π and Γ0 = 0.3. Time
development of (a) the order parameters and (b) the normalized rate of change of the coupling weights ∆K. (c) Raster
plot of the stationary state. Index i of the neurons is arranged in order of increasing phase ϕi . (d) Frequency and (e) phase
distribution at t = 30,000. (f) Matrix of synaptic weights ki j at t = 30,000.
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Abstract— We considered a clustered network of bursting neurons described by the Huber-Braun model [1]. In
the upper level of the network we used the connectivity matrix of the cat cerebral cortex network, and in the
lower level each cortex area (or cluster) is modelled as a
small-world network [2]. There are two different coupling
strengths related to inter and intra-cluster dynamics. Each
bursting cycle is composed of a quiescent period followed
by a rapid chaotic sequence of spikes, and we defined a geometric phase such that it is possible to investigate the onset
of synchronized bursting, as the state in which the neuron
start bursting at the same time, whereas their spikes may
remain uncorrelated [3]. The bursting synchronization of
a clustered network has been investigated using order parameter and the average field of the network, in order to
identify regimes in which each cluster may display synchronized behavior, whereas the overall network does not.
We introduce quantifiers to evaluate the relative contribution of each cluster in the partial synchronized behavior of
the whole network.
1. Introduction
There are some neuroanatomic networks which have
been intensively studied in the last years, which have
served as paradigmatic models for computer simulations
of neuronal networks. One of them is the cat cerebral cortex, consisting of N = 53 cortical areas, connected through
K = 826 directed links [4]. These cortical areas are organized into four classes according to their common functionality: visual, auditory, somato-sensory-motor, and frontolimbic[Fig. 1]. Each cortical area, on its hand, is a network
itself formed by neurons connected through electrical and
chemical synapses. Hence a proper description of the cat
cortex would be a network of networks, or clustered network [5].
Each cortical area in such a clustered network is regarded as a network of neurons interacting with neurons
from the same cortical area as well as from others. There
have been considered many different connection architectures for clustered networks. One of them considers each
cortical area as a small-world network in which, from the N

Figure 1: (color online) Matrix representation of the
cortico-cortical connectivity of the cat, according to Ref.
[5]. The connections among cortical areas are classified
as null (white), weak (light gray), intermediate (dark gray)
and strong (black), with respect to the axonal density of
fiber projections.
neurons belonging to each area, 30 − 40% of them are connected with neurons belonging to different areas [6]. This
can be modelled as a random network characterized by an
inter-cluster probability (“random-plus-small-world”).
In this work we propose a different architecture for clustered networks based on the cat cortical connectivity matrix, where each cortical area is modelled by a small-world
network of individual neurons. Instead of considering the
synapses among neurons belonging to different cortical areas, we make the hypothesis that the cortical areas interact through their mean fields. In other words, we assume
that the axonal fibers connecting two cortical areas are represented by a coupling between the corresponding microscopic mean fields. This is actually a coarse-grained description of neuron activity, and is expected to hold as long
as we regard each cortical area as producing a coherent
membrane potential. Hence, we expect the neurons from
each cortical areas to act synchronously so as to generate a
coherent signal which is represented by the mean field.
Our aim is to investigate bursting synchronization in a
clustered network in which the outer level consists of the
cat cerebral cortex network, as known in the literature, and
the cortical areas (inner level) is a small world of burst-
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Membrane capacitance
Maximum conductances(mS /cm2 )
ḡNa = 1.5
Characteristic times(ms)
τNa = 0.05
Reversal potentials(mV)
E Na = 50
V0Na = −25
Other parameters
ρ0 = 1.3
γ = 0.17

daK
dt
da sd
dt
da sa
dt

C M = 1.0µF/cm2
ḡK = 2.0

ḡ sd = 0.25

ḡ sa = 0.4

τK = 2.0

τ sd = 10

τ sa = 20

ḡL = 0.1

E sd = 50
V0K = −25

E K = −90
V0sd = −40

E sa = −90

E L = −60

φ0 = 3.0
sNa = 0.25

T 0 = 50o C
sK = 0.25

τ0 = 10
s sd = 0.09

η = 0.012µA

Table 1: Parameter values of the neuronal dynamics model
according to Ref. [1].
ing neurons. The coupling in the outer level is performed
among the mean field of the networks representing each
cortical areas. The dynamics of the latter is described
by the Huber-Braun (HB) model of Hodgkin-Huxley-type
thermally sensitive neurons [1].

where C M is the membrane capacitance (measured in
µF/cm2 ). The current densities due to the Sodium, Potassium and leak channels are denoted respectively by INa , IK ,
and IL (measured in µA/cm2 ). The external current density
Iext is either injected or due to the synaptic coupling with
other neurons.
We associate a given ohmic conductance to each ion current, as
INa
IK
I sd
I sa
IL

= ρḡNa aNa (V − E Na ),
= ρḡK aK (V − E K ),
= ρḡ sd a sd (V − E sd ),
= ρḡ sa a sa (V − E sa ),
= ρḡL (V − E L ),

(T −T 0 )
τ0

(T −T 0 )
τ0

,

daNa
dt

=

φ
(aNa,∞ − aNa ),
τNa

aNa,∞

=

aK,∞

=

a sd,∞

=

1
,
1 + exp[−sNa (Vi − V0Na )]
1
,
1 + exp[−sK (Vi − V0K )]
1
,
1 + exp[−s sd (Vi − V0sd )]

ϕ(t) = 2πk + 2π

t − tk
,
tk+1 − tk

(tk < t < tk+1 ),

(6)

3. Dynamics of the neuronal network

(8)

(11)

(13)
(14)
(15)

where sNa , sK , and s sd are constants and V0Na , V0K , and
V0sd are activation voltages.
A typical bursting event in such a neuron starts when a
neuron fires a large number of fast spikes, and ends with the
ensuing quiescent period. The beginning of each burst has
been found to be a local maximum of the recovery variable
1/Iisa . It is possible to define a geometric bursting phase,
which increases by 2π after each burst, even though the
dynamics in each timescale is actually chaotic. Let tk the
time at which the kth bursting cycle begins. The phase is
obtained by a simple linear interpolation as

and increases monotonically with time.

where ρ0 , T 0 and τ0 are constants.
The time evolution of the activation currents aNa , aK , a sd ,
and a sa are governed by the following equations

(10)

(12)

.

(4)
(5)

(7)

(9)

The activation functions aNa,∞ , aK,∞ , a sd,∞ , depend on
the membrane potential by the relations

(2)
(3)

where ḡNa , ḡK , ḡ sd , ḡ sa , ḡL are the maximum specific conductances (measured in mS /cm2 ), and the reversal (Nernst)
potentials for each ionic current are denoted by E Na , E K ,
E sd , E sa and E L . The parameter ρ is a scale factor depending on the temperature T , given by
ρ = ρ0

=

φ = φ0

In this Section we describe briefly the equations and
parameters of the Huber-Braun (HB) model for thermally
sensitive neurons [1]. The dynamics of the membrane potential V of the neuron is governed by the membrane equation (V is measured in mV and time in ms):
(1)

=

φ
(aK,∞ − aK ),
τK
φ
(a sd,∞ − a sd ),
τ sd
φ
(−ηIisd − γa sa ),
τ sa

where τNa , τK , τ sd and τ sa are characteristic times. The parameter η serves for increasing Calcium ion concentration
following I sa , while γ accounts for active elimination of
intracellular Ca2+ . A second temperature-dependent scale
factor is defined as

2. Bursting neuron dynamics

dV
= −INa − IK − I sd − I sa − IL + Iext ,
CM
dt

=

(16)

The neuronal network to be studied in this work consists
of two levels: in the outer level the nodes are cortical areas
and the links are the respective connections (axonal fibers).
The architecture of these links is given by the corticocortical connectivity of the cat, represented by its weighted
adjacency matrix Ai j , whose elements are depicted in Fig.
1. Each cortical area, on its hand, is a small-world network
of neurons, obtained from the NW scheme with a given
probability p.
Hence we consider S cortical areas, each of them with
N neurons, i.e. the whole network has S N nodes (note that
in Section II we denoted by N the number of neurons of
the whole network). Each neuron will be identified by two
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connectivity, and
Characteristic times(ms)
τr = 0.5
τd = 8
Reversal potentials(mV)
V syn = 20
V0 = −20

M( j) =

Vi( j) :

labels
the area j to which it belongs ( j = 1, 2, . . . S )
and its index i within the jth area (i = 1, 2, . . . N). The
dynamics of the coupled neurons is described by the HB
model, whose membrane equation is
dVi( j)
( j)
( j)
( j)
( j)
( j)
( j)
= −Ii,Na
− Ii,K
− Ii,sd
− Ii,sa
− Ii,L
+ Ii,ext
,
dt

(17)

where the ionic currents for the jth neuron are given by
Eqs. (2)-(6) and (8)-(15).
( j)
The coupling term for the jth neuron, denoted by Ii,ext
,
is represented by two synaptic currents of different nature:
(i) an inner coupling, which stands for chemical synapses
with a small-world connectivity within each area, and (ii)
an outer coupling, by which the areas connect to each other
through their corresponding mean potentials. The contribution of the inner coupling can be modelled as
( j)
Ii,IN
= gIN

N
X
k=1

A(ikj) rk( j) (t)(V syn − Vk( j) ),

( j)
IOUT
= gOUT

A(j,ℓj) M( j),

( j)
( j)
( j)
Ii,ext
= Ii,IN
+ IOUT
.

(19)

4. Bursting synchronization
An assembly of neurons is said to exhibit bursting synchronization if their phases coincide for all times. This assembly can be, for example, a whole cluster, or the entire
network. Since bursting synchronization is an instance of
phase synchronization, a useful quantitative diagnostic is
provided by Kuramoto’s order parameter z. Let N be the
number of neurons in a given cluster j. The complex order
parameter magnitude for the jth cluster is then defined as
N
1 X iϕi j
e ,
N i=1

Rmean =

(23)

S
1X
R j,
S j=1

(24)

or we calculate the order parameter magnitude for the
whole network

(20)

with gIN is the outer coupling strength (conductance), A j,ℓ
are the elements of the adjacency matrix of the cat cortex

( j = 1, 2, . . . S )

If all neurons in a cluster are completely synchronized,
all the corresponding bursting phases coincide and thus the
terms in (23) add coherently such that R j → 1. If, on the
other hand, the neurons are completely non-synchronized
their bursting phases are totally uncorrelated and R j → 0.
√
We may estimate that, in this case, R ∼ 1/ N for a finite
network, since there will be a number of chance coincidences that eventually yield a nonzero sum. We choose the
value of R j at time t = 3 × 104 ms, for which the transients
have died out.
We can take the whole network into account in two ways:
either we compute the (ensemble) average over all clusters

Rglobal =

ℓ=1

(22)

Moreover, the values of the inner and outer coupling
strengths, denoted by gIN and gOUT respectively, are varied over an interval chosen as to always preserve a bursting
behavior of the coupled neurons (a too large coupling may
drive the neuron off the bursting regime into an irregular
spiking one).

R j (t) =

where Vk( j) is the membrane potential of the post-synaptic
neuron, τr and τd are characteristic rise and decay times, respectively, of the chemical synapse. The numerical values
of the parameters used here are given in Table 2. We suppose that their values are the same for each area. However,
each cluster has a different adjacency matrix A(ikj) , since it
describes a different realization of a small-world network
obtained (from the Newman-Watts prescription).
The contribution of the outer coupling can also be described by a current density in the form
S
X

(21)

is the mean field of the jth cluster, i.e. the cat matrix connects two cortical areas characterized collectively by their
mean potentials. The total coupling current acting on the
ith neuron belonging to the jth area is thus

(18)

with gIN is the inner coupling strength with conductance dimensions, A(ikj) are the elements of the adjacency matrix for
the jth area, V syn is the synaptic reverse potential, and rk( j) is
the fraction of bond receptors of the kth neuron belonging
to the jth area, whose evolution is described by
!
drk( j)
rk( j)
1 − rk( j)
1
1
−
=
−
,
dt
τr τd 1 + exp(−V ( j) + V0 ) τd
k

Vi( j) ,

i=1

Table 2: Parameter values for the synaptic dynamics according to Ref. [7].

CM

N
X

N S
1 X X iϕi j
e ,
NS i=1 j=1

(25)

In Fig. 2 we plot the values of the clustered-averaged
order parameter Rmean as a function of the two coupling parameters gIN (inside each cluster) and gOUT (connections
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It may well happen that a number of clusters are synchronized at different levels, what results in a non-synchronized
behavior, when considered from a global point of view.
This is clearly different, however, from a situation when
all clusters are themselves non-synchronized. We have
defined, to distinguish between these situations, suitable
quantities based on the order parameters computed for both
the entire network and for the average taken over various
cortical areas. We have found that large values of this quantity are observed for intermediate values of gIN and large
values of gOUT . The reason for this is still unclear but probably results from the dynamics of the coupled system.
Figure 2: (color online) Cluster-averaged order parameter
as a function of the two coupling parameters gIN and gOUT ,
for a network of S = 53 clusters and N = 256 neurons
per cluster. Each cluster is a small-world network obtained
from the Newman-Watts scheme with probability p = 0.01.
The clusters are connected through their mean fields using
the cat cortical connectivity matrix.
among clusters). Considering first gOUT = 0, i.e. the clusters are not connected among themselves, we find that the
variation of Rmean with gIN has the typical shape of a continuous phase transition: for small gIN the clusters do not
display phase synchronization, and so Rmean is correspondingly small. After a critical value of gIN,cr , however, the order parameter for each cluster (and their average) begins to
increase according to a scaling law Rmean ∼ (gIN − gIN,cr )̟ ,
where ̟ = 1/2 for the Kuramoto model of phase oscillators. Since we have for each cluster a small-world network,
the exponent ̟ is expected to be different, though.
As we increase the coupling among clusters (gOUT , 0),
the transition to synchronized behavior in the clusters continue to exist, but with smaller values of the critical parameter gIN,cr , which is an effect of the increasing coupling
strength caused by the outer network. Roughly speaking,
the same scenario happens if we switch off the inner coupling and increase the outer coupling. In this case, however,
the coupling between neurons is mediated by the mean
fields of the clusters they belong to, and thus the effect is
not so pronounced as before. Nevertheless we have a transition scenario but with bumps and fluctuations that come
from the indirect nature of the coupling.
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5. Conclusions
We choose the parameters to be varied the synaptic conductances within each area (gIN ) and among different clusters (gOUT ). As a general trend, the larger the values of
both, the more synchronized is the entire network. In fact
the effect of gIN is more pronounced than gOUT to achieve
the same effect. Hence the internal cluster dynamics influences more the overall result than the inter-cluster coupling.
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Abstract– In this paper we focus on the accuracy
analysis problem of vision measurement system in the
process of three dimensional pose estimation of
cooperative target, systematically describe the camera
model and a camera calibration method based on plane
targets, and launch an in-depth research to seek for the
relation between the camera calibration errors and pose
measurement result. The camera calibration errors are
usually ignored in practical applications and they directly
affects the accuracy of vision measurement to a large
extent. Our central idea is to make only one variable
different at a time by controlling various variables. Then
the effect of that single factor can be determined. In
addition, a large number of synthetic and real data
experiments have been developed. As a consequence, we
establish the relationship between the intrinsic parameters
and pose estimation errors effectively. This paper provides
reference and basis to control errors during vision
measuring subsequently.
1. Introduction
With the rapid development of computer hardware,
software, image acquisition and processing techniques, the
theories and techniques of computer vision have been
widely used in medical image processing, robotics,
character recognition, industrial inspection, geographical
mapping and so on. The applications of computer vision
in a variety of measurements are quantitative analyses
with determined accuracy requirements.
Camera calibration is the first and critical step in vision
measurement. It can be carried out by classical methods in
which enough 3D points and their image correspondences
are available as in [8]. Zhang [5] has proposed a flexible
technique for camera calibration, which only requires the
camera to observe a planar pattern shown at a few
different orientations. Self-calibration is nonlinear and the
correspondences between several images are required to
get a unique solution. However self-calibration is lack of
robustness [9]. Active vision calibration [10, 11] can
overcome above shortcomings, but it undergoes with the
known special motion of camera, which limits its range of
application.
The traditional method by observing a calibration
object with known geometry in 3D space has very good
precision. In this paper we make use of Matlab Camera

calibration toolbox [4] based on Zhang’s calibration
technique [5] to calibrate a camera and choose a widely
used linear algorithm EPnP [6, 7] as the pose estimation
algorithm.
Calibration methods usually cause errors to a certain
degree. Thus a careful analysis of influence of camera
calibration on pose measurement is necessary.
Behrooz Kamgar-Parsi [1] developed the mathematical
tools to compute the average or expected error due to
quantization. They derived the analytic expression for the
probability density of error distribution of a function with
an arbitrarily large number of independently quantized
variables. Sunil Kopparapu [2] derived analytically the
behavior of the camera calibration matrix under noisy
conditions and further showed that the elements of the
camera calibration matrix have a Gaussian distribution if
the noise introduced into the measurement system is
Gaussian. Jeffrey Rodriguez [3] derived the probability
density function of the range estimation error and the
expected value of the range error magnitude in terms of
the various design parameters.
We launch an in-depth and meticulous research
focusing on the influence of camera calibration on pose
measurement. Theoretical analysis is carried out by
controlling various variables and making only one
variable different at a time, so that the effect of that single
factor can be determined. In this paper, we construct error
models for each parameter. Afterwards our approach is
applied to both synthetic and real images, and then
satisfying results are obtained. Theoretical analysis and
experiments validate the performance of our approach.
Eventually the relationship between the intrinsic
parameters and pose estimation error is established
through theoretical derivation and experimental
verification. As a consequence, this paper provides
reference and basis for error controlling during vision
measuring process subsequently to achieve more precise
pose.
2. Camera Calibration
2.1. Camera Model
The pinhole camera model is used in this paper. In this
model, a scene view is formed by projecting 3D points
onto the image plane using a perspective projection
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transformation. The model describes the mathematical
relationship between the coordinates of a 3D point and its
projection onto the image plane, which is given by
 f x 0 u0 
(1)
sp  A  (R  Pw  t) , with A =  0 f y v0  ,


 0 0 1 
where s is the scale factor, R and t are extrinsic
parameters, i.e. pose, representing rotation matrix and
translation vector respectively, Pw  ( X w , Yw , Z w ) are
coordinates of a 3D point in world coordinate system,
p  (u, v) are coordinates of the projection point in
pixels, and A is the matrix of intrinsic parameters, with
(u0 , v0 ) the principal point and ( f x , f y ) the equivalent
focal lengths expressed in pixels.
(u, v) mentioned above are coordinates of the
projection point in pixels, and ( x, y) are its coordinates in
millimeters. The relationship between them is given by
0 u0   x 
u  1 dx
 v    0 1 dy v   y 
(2)
0  ,
  
1   0
0
1   1 
where the physical sizes of every pixel in X and Y
axis direction are dx and dy. Pw are defined above, and
Pc  ( X c , Yc , Zc ) are the coordinates of a 3D point in
camera coordinate system. The relationship between these
two coordinate systems is given by
(3)
Pc  R  Pw  t .
The projection equation of the pinhole camera model is
given by

 x   f 0 0
s  y    0 f 0  Pc ,
(4)
 1   0 0 1 
where the scale factor s is equal to Z c . From (2), (3), (4),
the projection from 3D world points to 2D image points is
established as shown in (1).
2.2. Calibration Technique
We assume that the plane of the calibration target is on
Z=0 in the world coordinate system. Let's denote the ith
column of the rotation matrix R by ri . From (1), the
projection equation in homogeneous form is given by
Xw 
u 
X 
s  v   A  [r1 r2 r3 t ]  w  .
(5)
 0 
 1 
 
 1 
P
We still use w to denote a point on the target plane but
Pw  ( X w , Yw ,1) . Therefore, a 3D point Pw and its image
points p are related by a homography H.
sp  H  Pw , with H = A  [r1 r2

t] ,

(6)

where p  (u, v,1) .
As is clear, the matrix H is defined up to a scale factor.
Given an image of the model plane, a homography can be
estimated. Let's denote it by H = [h1 h2 h3 ] .
From (6), we have
(7)
[h1 h2 h3 ] =  A[r1 r2 t ] ,
where  is an arbitrary scalar. According to the constraint
that r1 and r2 are orthonormal, we have
h1 A A1h2 = 0 ,

1



1


2



(8)
1

(9)
h A A h1 = h A A h2 ,
These are the two basic constraints on the intrinsic
parameters given one homography. Let
 B11 B12 B13 
 1
B  A A   B12 B22 B23  .
(10)
 B13 B23 B33 
Note that B is a symmetric matrix defined by a 6D vector
b  ( B11 , B12 , B22 , B13 , B23 , B33 ) . Let the ith column vector
of H be hi = (hi1 , hi 2 , hi 3 ) . Then, we have
hi Bh j = vijb ,

(11)

with
vij  [hi1h j1 , hi1h j 2  hi 2 h j1 , hi 2 h j 2 ,

.
(12)
hi 3 h j1  hi1h j 3 , hi 3 h j 2  hi 2 h j 3 , hi 3 h j 3 ]
Therefore, the two fundamental constraints (8) and (9)
from a given homography can be rewritten as two
homogeneous equations as follows.



v12
b  0,
(13)


(
v

v
)
 11
22

If n images of the model plane are observed, by
stacking n such equations as (13), we have
Vb  0 ,
(14)
where V is a 2n×6 matrix. If n≥3, we will have in
general a unique solution b defined up to a scale factor.
The solution to (11) is the eigenvector of V  V
associated with the smallest eigenvalue. Since b is known,
we can compute the intrinsic parameters from matrix B by
the following equations.
v0  ( B12 B13  B11 B23 ) ( B11 B22  B122 )

  B33  [ B132  v0 ( B12 B13  B11 B23 )] B11
f x   B11

(15)

f y   B11 ( B11 B22  B122 )
u0  cv0 f x  B13 f x2 

3. Accuracy Analysis of Intrinsic Parameters
According to (1) and (3), we obtain sp  A  Pc , which
indicates that the intrinsic parameters affect the accuracy
of the 3D points in camera coordinate system, when the
2D image points p are acquired precisely. Then we have
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Xc 

u  u0
Zc
fx

(16)

Yc 

v  v0
Zc .
fy

(17)

The Taylor expansions of (16) at true values of f x and
u0 respectively are

(u0 , v0 ) . We calculate the camera pose using the intrinsic
parameters attached with deviations and compute errors of
R (represented by Euler angle q) and t.
-3

0.5

(1)(u  u0 ) Z c
( fx  fx ) 
f x2

(1) (u  u0 ) Z c
( f x  f x )2 
3
fx

2

x 10

Alpha

X

0

0

-0.5
-10

-5

0

5

Translation error（mm）

Xc  Xc 

Deviations distributed in the interval [−10, 10] with a
step of 0.2 are generated. Then they are added to the
equivalent focal lengths ( f x , f y ) , and the principal point

10

(18)

(1) n (u  u0 ) Z c
( f x  f x ) n  Rn ( f x )
n 1
fx
Z
(19)
X c  X c  c (u0  u0 ) ,
fx
where variables with overline are true values of the
corresponding ones, and Rn is the remainder of the Taylor
formula.
The calibration result f x is far greater than the error
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Fig. 1. Pose errors caused by deviations of the equivalent
focal length
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5
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( f x  f x ) . Therefore we can ignore those high order
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terms in the Taylor expansion (18). It can be obtained
that, the error of Pc has inverse relationship with the error
of the equivalent focal lengths approximately, when the
principal point coordinates are constant values. From (19),
the error of Pc is linear with respect to the error of
principal point strictly, when the equivalent focal
lengths are constant.
It also applies to (17) to be expanded at f y and v0
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4. Experiments

Fig. 2. Pose errors caused by deviations of the principal
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4.1. Simulations
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In the simulation experiment, firstly we produce
synthetic 3D to 2D correspondences in a 640 × 480 image
-1
-0.01
-10
-5
0
5
10
-10
-5
0
5
10
acquired using a virtual calibrated camera with an
0.05
5
Beta
Y
equivalent focal length of 800 and a principal point at
0
0
(320, 240). Then we generated the 3D word points which
are uniformly distributed in a cube. Given a rotation and
-0.05
-5
-10
-5
0
5
10
-10
-5
0
5
10
translation, we obtain 2D image points by a perspective
x 10
5
0.05
Gamma
projection. Next we calculate pose using the pose
Z
0
0
estimation algorithm.
-5
The error of the rotation matrix R is represented by the
-10
-0.05
-10
-5
0
5
10
-10
-5
0
5
10
corresponding angle error q, which is defined by
Deviation of the principal point Y component (pix)
Deviation of the principal point Y component (pix)
Eq || q  q || ,
(20)
Fig. 3. Pose errors caused by deviations of the principal
and the error of the translation vector t is defined by
point Y component v0
Et || t  t || ,
(21)
As shown in figures above, errors of all pose
where t  , q  are calculated translation vector and Euler
components
are linear with the deviations. Moreover the
angle respectively, and t , q are corresponding true values.
focal length has a great effect on α and z, the principal

point in X axis effects β and x, and the principal point in Y
axis effects α and y.
4.2. Real Data
In the real data experiments, images are taken by a
Basler sca1600-14gc industrial camera with the resolution
of 1624×1234 and a Computar 8mm lens.
In order to obtain clear results, a series of deviations
distributed in the interval [0, 20] with a step of 5 are
generated in pixel. Then they are added to the equivalent
focal lengths ( f x , f y ) , the X component of the principal
point u0 and the Y component of the principal point v0
respectively. We project the 3D points on the image by the
calculated camera pose.

parameter. We construct error models for every intrinsic
parameter. Afterwards our approach is applied to a large
number of synthetic and real data experiments, and
satisfying results are obtained. The relationship between
the influencing factors and pose estimation error is
established
through
theoretical
derivation
and
experimental verification. As a consequence, this paper
provides reference and basis for error controlling during
vision measuring process subsequently to achieve more
precise pose.
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Abstract– Mean shift algorithm has a promising complete tracking algorithm. Experimental results of the
performance on object tracking due to its simplicity and proposed method are given in section 4. Finally, the paper
robustness, while the compromise between standard kernel concludes in section 5.
density estimation and visual target representation
degrades the tracking performance. By using anisotropic
kernels defined on object shape and introducing kernel
orientation in KDE to describe object rotation, we propose
a target representation with better precision. Then based on
this representation, a modified mean shift iteration
procedure is derived by minimizing the distance function
with variational normalization coefficient. Experiments
demonstrate that the presented algorithm tracks target with
(a)
(b)
more accuracy without increasing the computational
complexity compared with classical mean shift tracking
algorithm.
1. Introduction
Object tracking is an important task in computer vision.
Among various tracking methods, kernel-based object
tracking [1] is well known for its low computational
complexity and robustness to background clutter, partial
occlusion, motion blur and local deformation. It uses
kernel density estimation (KDE) to describe the target,
and minimize the distance between target model and its
candidates to locate the target based on mean shift
algorithm, which was originally developed for data
clustering [6] and then successfully applied to image
segmentation [3] and object tracking [1].
Despite its promising performance on object tracking,
there are some limitations of the traditional mean shift
tracking method. First of all, the object kernel is defined
on a geometric shape, usually a rectangle or an ellipse as
figure 1-(a) and 1-(b) shows, which contains non-object
regions. This biases the motion estimation and results in
loss of the tracked object. Yilmaz [2] uses the level set
function as an asymmetric object kernel to conquer this
limitation. Secondly, the object scale and orientation
change is not well handled. Most modifications methods
of the mean shift tracking [4, 5] are focused on this defect.
In this paper, we address the problem by presenting a
more accurate target representation which uses object
shape kernel and introduces kernel orientation in KDE,
and deriving a modified mean shift tracking algorithm.
Section 2 describes the novel target representation in
detail. Section 3 derives the iterative equation of mean
shift procedure by minimizing a distance function with
variational normalization coefficient, and proposes a

(c)
(d)
Figure1. (a) Object kernel defined on a rectangular region. (b)
Object kernel defined on an elliptic region. (c) Object kernel
defined on its shape, which is an irregular region. (d) The value
of object shape kernel given in (c) at each pixel generated from
Gaussian kernel function

2. Target Representation Based on KDE
The foundation of target representation for mean shift
tracking is KDE also termed the Parzen–Rosenblatt
window method, which is a non-parametric way to
estimate the probability density function of a random
variable. Given a set of sample points xi | i  1,, n in
d  dimensional space, the kernel density estimator
for x with kernel function k () and bandwidth matrix H

are given by
ck , d

fˆH , K  x  
H

1/2

n

n

 w(x )
i 1

 k  d (x, H, x )  w(x )
i 1

i

i

(1)

i

where d (x, H, xi )  (x  xi )T H1 (x  xi ) , H  diag[h12 ,, hd2 ] ,
ck , d is the normalization coefficient of kernel function k ()
and w(xi ) is the weight of sample point xi .
Traditional mean shift tracking method uses probability
density function (pdf) in feature space to represent the
target. Both the pdfs of target model q and target
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candidate p(y ) defined at location y are estimated from
image data using KDE and discretely represented
with m bin histogram as follows
qˆ  {qˆu | u  1, , m;

m

 qˆ

u

u 1

pˆ (y )  {pˆ u (y ) | u  1, , m;

 1}

(2)

nH

m

 pˆ (y )  1}
u 1

(3)

u

where q̂ and pˆ (y ) are the KDE of q and p(y ) respectively.
qˆu and pˆ u (y ) are computed by

  b(x )  u 

n

qˆu  C  k x*i
i 1

2

representation is rotational invariant with an isotropic
kernel. As for object shape kernels which are anisotropic
most of the time, it is necessary to introduce the kernel
orientation angle denoted by  to describe the object
rotation. Then, the pdf of target candidate is estimated as
pˆ u (y ,  )  CH  k  d (y ,  , H, xi )   b(xi )  u 

(7)

d (y ,  , H, xi )=(y  xi )T RT H 1R (y  xi )

and

i 1

where

,

nH

CH  1/  k  d (y, , H, xi )  , R   cos  ,sin  ;  sin  ,cos  .
i 1

*
i

(4)

3. Target Localization

nH

pˆ u (y )  CH  k  d (y, H, xi )   b(xi )  u 
i 1

n

(5)

 ,

where d (y, H, xi )  (y  xi )T H1 (y  xi ) , C =1/  k x*i
i 1

2

nH

CH  1/  k  d (y, H, xi )  , and b(xi )  ui is the bin index

Define the distance between two discrete distributions
based on Bhattacharyya coefficient, then the object
tracking problem becomes an optimization problem as
bellow
(8)
min d {pˆ (y , ), qˆ }
y ,

in the quantized feature space for pixel at location xi .

where d{pˆ (y,  ), qˆ }= 1  {pˆ (y,  ), qˆ } is the sample
estimate of the distance between p and q , and

2.1. Object Shape Kernel

{pˆ (y ,  ), qˆ }=  pˆ u (y ,  )qˆu is the sample estimate of

Equation 1 and 5 indicate that the target is estimated
with the kernel k j () in 3D joint space generated from the

the Bhattacharyya coefficient between p and q .
The above optimization is also equivalent to
max {pˆ (y,  ), qˆ }

i 1

m

u 1

product of kernel k s () in 2D spatial space and kernel
k f () in 1D quantized feature space, which is

k j (x, u )  ks (x)k f (u )

(6)

where delta function is used as k f () for simplicity.
However, only the pdf

 pˆ u 

in 1D quantized feature

space is used to represent the target instead of the pdf
 pˆ x,u  in 3D joint space. In another word, the target is
represented by just one specific point y rather than all
points that belong to it. Furthermore, kernel ks () is
defined on a geometry shape related with location y ,
which is usually a rectangle or ellipse centered at y as
shown in figure 1-(a) and 1-(b). All these compromises
mentioned above between visual object representation and
standard KDE result in a rough description of target and
degrade the tracking performance.
Unlike the classical mean shift tracking method, we
define the kernel on object shape as figure 1-(c) and 1-(d)
shows to obtain a more precise target representation. In
this situation, the calculation of location y that represents
the target for irregular shape becomes a new problem
which is solved in section 3.

y ,

(9)

3.1. Modified Mean Shift Iteration
Due to the compromises mentioned in section 2.1, there
is a significant difference between the normalization
coefficient CH in equation 7 and ck , d in equation 1,
which is CH varies with object shape and scale while ck , d
is a constant. Consider CH as a variable instead of a
constant, and let the partial derivative be zero, which is

{pˆ (y ,  ), qˆ }=0
(10)
y

{pˆ (y ,  ), qˆ }=0


(11)

Then we have
nH

 g  d (y, , H, x )  x
i

i 1

i

 y wi  0

(12)

nH

 h1  h2   g  d (y, , H, xi )  Ai tan 2  2Bi wi  0 (13)
i 1

where Ai  ( xi ,1  y1 )2  ( xi ,2  y2 )2 , Bi  ( xi ,1  y1 )( xi ,2  y2 ) ,
and wi =wi(1)  w(0) , w(0) ={pˆ (y,  ), qˆ } ,

2.2. Kernel Orientation
m

In equation 3, parameter y and H describes the
location and scale change of target. And the target
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wi(1) =
u 1

qˆu
 b(xi )  u
pˆu (y, )

(14)

According to the classical mean shift tracking algorithm,
In summary, the complete modified mean shift tracking
algorithm is presented below.
the iterative equation for location y should be
nH

y ( k 1) 

 g  d (y
i 1
nH

(k )

 g  d (y

, （k）, H, xi )  xi wi

(k )

i 1

(15)

, （k）, H, xi ) wi

However, the sample weight wi changes from wi(1) to
wi(1)  w(0) compared with classical mean shift tracking
method, which is no longer nonnegative for all i .
Therefore, the convergence of mean shift iteration based
on equation 15 is not guaranteed [3, 6].
The deduction process indicates that the weight change
item  w(0) results from the variation of CH which is
related to the object shape. In another word, the weight
change item  w(0) characterizes the influence of object
shape variation on location y and orientation  . Thus, the
original iteration procedure can be split into two parts.
Part 1 is to obtain location y corresponding to current
object shape by iterating with equation 16 until
convergence. And part 2 is locate the target in spatial
space by iteration equation 17 till convergence. In this
way, the convergency of both equation 16 and 17 is
guaranteed and equation 15 as well as equation 10 holds
after their convergence.
nH

y

( k 1)

 g  d (y



i 1
nH

y



, （k）, H, xi )  xi

(16)

 g  d (y ( k ) ,（k）, H, xi ) 

i 1
nH

( k 1)

(k )

 g  d (y

(k )

i 1
nH

, （k）, H, xi )  xi wi(1)

 g  d (y ( k ) ,（k）, H, xi )  wi(1)

(17)

i 1

As for angle  , if h1  h2 ,  can be any value, and if
h1  h2 , we obtain
nH

tan 2（k 1）=

2 g  d (y（k）, （k）, H, xi )  Bi wi
i 1
nH

 g  d (y

, H, xi )  Ai wi

,

(18)

（k） （k）

i 1

The iteration procedure for  splits in the same way as
equation 15, which is
nH

tan 2（k 1）=

2 g  d ( y（k）, （k）, H, xi )  Bi
i 1
nH

 g  d (y

,

(19)

, H, xi )  Ai

（k） （k）

i 1

nH

tan 2（k 1）=

2 g  d ( y（k）, （k）, H, xi )  Bi wi(1)
i 1
nH

 g  d (y
i 1

,

, H, xi )  Ai w

（k） （k）

3.2. The Complete Tracking Algorithm

(1)
i

(20)

Given:
The image that contains the target and its corresponding
shape mask  .
Initialization to generate the target model:
1. Initialize location y（00） and orientation （0 0） for the
target model with the center and orientation of the
minimum enclosing rectangle.
2. Compute location y（0j 1） and orientation （0 j 1） of
target model by equation 16 and 19.
3. If y（0j 1） y（0j）   y and （0 j 1） （0 j）   , evaluate

qˆu (y 0 , 0 )|u  1, , m

according to equation 7,

generate a normalized shape mask 0 with location
y 0  0 and orientation  0  0 by rotating and
translating the given shape mask  , and then go to
step 4. Otherwise, j  j  1 and go to step 2.
Tracking target frame by frame:
4. Initialize the object location y (0) and orientation  (0)
in the current frame with results from the last frame.
5. Calculate  pˆ u (y ( k ) ,  ( k ) )|u  1, , m with equation 7.
6. Derive the pixel weights

w

(1)
i

| i  1, , nH  with

equation 14.
7. Compute object location y ( k 1) and orientation  ( k 1)
for target candidates by equation 17 and 20.
8. If y ( k 1)  y ( k )   y and  ( k 1)   ( k )   , stop.
Otherwise, k  k  1 and go to step 5.
In step 5, 6 and 7, the sample dataset for computing is
{xi | R (（k）)(xi  y ( k ) )  0 } despite scale change. And in
step 2 and 7, motion continuity is used to obtain angle  .
The proposed algorithm can be extended for adaptive
shape change by adding an optional step of reinitialization as step 2 and 3 after step 8.

4. Experimental Results
RGB color space is used as the feature space and
quantized into 16×16×16 bins in our experiments. The
proposed algorithm is experimented on both synthetic
video sequences and real video sequences compared with
classical mean shift tracking algorithm. Figure 2 gives the
tracking results of our algorithm, which demonstrates the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
According to experimental result in figure 3, the
iteration number of our algorithm for each frame on
average is 10.04, which is slightly higher than 9.12 of
classical mean shift tracking algorithm. Besides, both
algorithms share the same level of time complexity for
each iteration. Therefore, our algorithm preserves the time
efficiency of classical mean shift tracking algorithm with
better tracking accuracy and robustness.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2. (a) Tracking results of the synthetic ellipse sequence. (b) Tracking results of the traffic sequence. (c) Tracking results of
the pedestrian sequence. The red line in (a), (b), (c) represents the object shape kernel after convergence while the blue line in (a)
represents the object shape kernel of last frame. The frames 1, 10, 20, 30, 40 are displayed.
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Figure 3. The iteration number for each frame of the synthetic
ellipse sequence. Red line represents the classical mean shift
tracking algorithm and blue line is our proposed algorithm.

5. Conclusions
This paper presents a more accuracy target
representation by applying anisotropic kernels defined on
object shape and introducing kernel orientation in KDE to
describe object rotation. Based on this representation, a
modified mean shift tracking algorithm is derived by
minimizing the distance function with variational
normalization coefficient. Experiments demonstrate that
the presented algorithm tracks target with more accuracy
without increasing the computational complexity
compared with classical mean shift tracking algorithm.
Another advantage of our proposed algorithm is that it can
be extended to adapt shape change during tracking, which
would be our future research.
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Abstract—For its simplicity and effectiveness, star
model is popular in part-based object detection and localization. It finds the candidates for parts and then vote
for object’s configurations. However, it suffers from the
loose geometric constraints since it neglects the connection
among parts. In the paper, we reconsidered the connections
and reduce the task of object detection and localization to a
shape matching problem. We propose to use a global shape
as a constraint to modify the star model. The resulting representation is then a 2-fan model that is subsequently optimized by searching for the candidates of parts and solving
for the global constraint. Though the procedure is easily
stuck at a local optimum, results show that is gives a comparable result with the state-of-art methods.
1. Introduction
Many problems in computer vision concerns matching a
given shape template. It has served as the core part in many
visual applications, such as object detection[8, 10, 12, 11],
human pose estimation[9] and so on. On the other hand,
shape matching is yet challenging; occlusion, cluttered
backgrounds, and the non-rigid deformation all make it a
relatively hard task.
A shape is usually represented by a set of contours; each
is a point sequence U : {u(t) = (xu(t), yu(t))0 } where t is
the index starting from 1. For simplicity, the discussion focuses on U with a single sequence, and extension to that
with multiple ones is straightforward. Throughout the paper, we use an uppercase letter for planar shape, the corresponding bold lowercase letter for its point and |U| for
the length. For example, the last point of planar shape U
is u(|U|), whose x coordinate is xu(|U|), and y coordinate
is yu(|U|).The second shape V comes from the given image. It contains a set of contour fragments. To distinguish
the fragments in V, we introduce a vector b that stores the
index range. The range for cth fragment is [bc , bc+1 ). We
give an example of V in Fig.1, where fragments are discriminated by color.
When both U and V are represented by the contour fragments, shape matching is then to select a subset of contour fragments from V which can best explain the given U.
However, selecting the contour fragments involves a combinatorial optimization[10, 12] that is usually NP-hard. To
get rid of combinatorial explosion, we propose to localize
the parts of a hypothesis via the local matching and use in-

Figure 1: Linked contour fragments and the original image
from ETHZ dataset[5].
terconnection to force the selected parts along the same or
adjacent contours, resulting in a 2-Fan shape model.
The model is then formulated, optimized and analyzed
in the following sections. In Section 2, we derive a brief
reivew on the related works, then formulate the shape
matching based on 2-fan shape model in Section 3. The
subsequent Section 4 is then devoted to the optimization.
Section 5 presents the experimental evaluations and analysis followed by conclusions drawn in Section 6.
2. Related Works
The proposed representation belongs to part-based
model. Unlike the methods that treat the shape as a
whole[2, 9], it represents the shape as a collection of parts.
A part-based model usually involves the description of the
local parts, the definition of connections among parts, and
the use of bottom-up heuristics.
Taking the generalized hough transform (GHT)[1] for
example, it is the pioneering work in part-based shape
matching. In GHT, each boundary point corresponds to a
part, that is described by the edge orientation. Parts are
connected to a reference point, resulting in a star model.
After decades of development, the star model used by
GHT is still among the most popular ones for part-based
shape matching. However, its voting style is substituted by
a minimizing way, named the Hough-like voting. Usually,
the voting scheme implies that an object is represented by a
set of parts, and for each instance of the object, a part only
accepts the candidate with minimum error. Model built by
the assumption includes the implicit shape model (ISM)[8]
and is adopted by many recent works[8, 13, 12]. Ferrari et
al.[6, 5] proposed a family of scale invariant local shape descriptors which linked groups of adjacent segments of contour. The descriptors are then combined with the Hough-
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style voting scheme for object detection[5]. Praveen et
al.[12] used shape context[3] to describe the part, and
adopted the Hough-like voting for the hypotheses.
As for part description, there are many choices. Popular ones include shape context[3], distance transform[2]
including the oriented chamfer distance[13, 9] and so on.
A detailed survey can be found in [15].
The third aspect of part-based shape matching is about
the bottom-up heuristics. The first heuristics that should be
mentioned is the use of contour fragments. Majority of the
the recent methods[12, 9, 6, 5] manipulate the contour fragments instead of edge points. Based on contour fragments,
Ferrari et al.[6, 5] propose to use the spatial adjacency and
Praveen et al.[12] requires that a contour fragment either
belongs to an instance or is irrelevant to it.

A feasible ωk then determines a matching candidate for
piece Uk .

lk
Uk
uk

ωk (lk )

lk

ωk (lk )

lk

3. Problem Formulation
The idea that lies that at the core of our methodology is
to resolve the partial correspondence between both shapes.
We split U into a set of overlapped pieces as shown in
Fig.2(a). The kth piece is denoted by Uk , whose index
range is Rk = [lk , hk ]. We select the start point of each
piece as the anchor point and move the mass point of U to
the origin.

4

5

lk

o

Uk
uk0

uk
Uk 0

(a)

lk0

3

With the selection function, we define a dissimilarity
measure that is derived from warping Uk to the point sequence in Eq.1. The warping undergoes two sequential operations. The first one displaces the segment such that its
anchor point is aligned with v(ωk (lk )). The second one operates on the displaced segment, registering its points to the
counterparts in Eq.1.
Energy for displacing the segment is given by,
Ek,g (ωk , o) = λg |Rk | · kv(ωk (lk )) − u(lk ) − ok2 .

Û

6

2
7

Figure 3: The two operations for warping Uk to V.

.

1

(b)

Figure 2: (a).Representation of U, (b).2-fan shape model.
The task that matching U to V should determine U’s
scale, position and orientation in the image. The combination of scale, position and orientation is referred to as the
pose of an object.
In practice, we discretize the parameter space for object
poses through sampling a set of scaling factors and rotation
angles and using the grid locations of the image domain
for the object center o. For the sake of brevity, we neglects
the influence of scale and rotation, and assumes that both
factors have been excluded by scaling and rotating V correspondingly. Then the transformed coordinate is simplified
as u + o where u is a point from U. Next, we assume that
the object center o is known, and use U for U(o).
The partial correspondence between the kth piece of U
and V is described by a function ωk . For convenience, we
call ωk the selection function. It has the same index range
as Uk , and produces a sequence from V,
v(ωk (lk )), · · · , v(ωk (hk )).

(1)

(2)

where v(ωk (lk )) − (u(lk ) + o) is the offset required for aligning the two anchor points, and the unit λg changes the
squared moving distance to the energy. After the operation,
we get the displaced piece of Uk with each of its points displaced to u(t) − u(lk ) + v(ωk (lk )). Energy for the second operation calculates the total distance between the displaced
piece and that in Eq.1.
Ek,l (ωk ) =

uk
X

ku(t) − u(lk ) − v(ωk (t)) + v(ωk (lk ))kρ . (3)

t=lk

The metric k · kρ is the truncated Euclidean distance: k ·
kρ = min(k · k, ρ), where ρ bounds the Euclidean distance
from above. We adopt the metric for suppressing noises
and removing the outliers. In addition, we require that ωk
preserves the order of contour fragments.
The isolated way for defining selection functions breaks
the interconnections among the overlapped segments.
Therefore, we introduce an auxiliary shape Û that connect
the parts via the energy in Eq.4.
Z({ωk }, Û) =

hk
XX
k

kû(t) − v(ωk (t))k2 .

(4)

t=lk

The auxiliary shape Û has the same domain as U.Without
the prior information, it is reasonable to ensure that shape
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Û is smooth. Assuming that the selection function for each
segment is known, an optimal Û can be inferred by fitting
a smooth contour.
The objective function measures the similarities of all
pieces, at the same times, penalizes the inconsistent case.
X
O({ωk }, Û, o) =
Ek (ωk , o) + λ s Z({ωk }, Û),
(5)
k

where λ s denotes the weight of the smoothing term.
With the graph representation, we get a 2-fan shape
model as shown in Fig.2(b). In the model, parts are not
connected to each other directly, while they are all linked
to the pose parameter o and auxiliary shape Û. Given Û
and o, parts are conditionally independent, and their selection functions can be optimized one by one with dynamic
programming.
4. Dynamic Programming For Selection Function
In objective function, the terms involving ωk are summarized as,
Ok (ωk , Û, o) = Ek,l (ωk ) + Ek,g (ωk , o) + λ s Zk (ωk , Û) (6)
P
where, Zk (ωk , Û) = ht=lk k kû(t) − v(ωk (t))k2 . Fixed Û, the
evaluation of ωk is independent of others, hence, ωk can be
optimized on its own. Since Ek,g (ωk , o) only depends on
ωk (lk ), thus the optimization for ωk can be further decomposed shown as follows.


min Ek,g ( j, o) + min Ek,l (ωk ) + λ s Zk (ωk , Û) , (7)
j

matching were determined empirically; in fact, our method
works for a wide range of parameters.
We compared our algorithm against method of oriented chamfer matching (OCM) [13], works by Ferrari
et al.[6, 5], and fast direction chamfer distance matching
(FDCM) by Ming-Yu et al.[9]. We show the false positive
per image (FPPI) vs. detection rate (DR) in Fig.4. Our
method achieved better performance than the others. Besides, some localization results are shown in Fig.5.
Table 1: Comparison for the detection rate for 0.3/0.4 FPPI
on ETHZ shape classes.0 and 1 are the value of λ s .
Applelogos
Bottles
Giraffes
ours(0)
0.909/ 0.932
0.982/1
0.484/0.495
ours(1)
1/ 1
1/1
0.615/0.637
Praveen[12]
0.95/0.95
1/1
0.872/0.896
Maji[11]
0.95/0.95
0.929/0.964 0.896/0.896
Felz[4]
0.95/0.95
1/1
0.729/0.729
Ferrari[5]
0.777/0.832 0.798/0.816 0.399/0.445
Gu[7]
0.906/0.948/0.798/Mugs
Swans
Mean
ours(0)
0.742/0.788
0.97/1
0.817/0.843
ours(1)
0.864/0.879
1/1
0.896/0.903
Praveen[12] 0.936/0.936
1/1
0.952/0.956
Maji[11]
0.936/0.967 0.882/0.882 0.919/0.932
Felz[4]
0.839/0.839 0.588/0.647 0.821/0.833
Ferrari[5]
0.751/0.8
0.632/0.705 0.671/0.72
Gu[7]
0.832/0.868/0.871/-

ωk ∈Ω j

where j takes value from the indexes of V, Ek,g ( j, o) =
λg |Rk | · kv( j) − u(lk ) − ok2 ; and Ω j is the space of order
preserved ωk starting with j. The minimization with respect to j can be implemented by traversing the indecies of
V, thus the left task is to optimize Ek,l (ωk ) + λ s Zk (ωk , Û)
with respect to ωk ∈ Ω j .
According to the definition of order preserving, the selection function goes either decreasingly or increasingly.
The property ensures that the minimization can be solved
by dynamic programming. For fast implementation, we
restrict the optimization along the contour containing the
starting point v( j), demanding that the selection function
ωk selects points from the same contour.
5. Experimental Evaluations
Experiments were conducted on the ETHZ shape
dataset[5]. There are 255 test images from 5 categories in
the dataset, and we followed the same experimental setup
in [9] and used a single shape to detect and localized its
instances. We use the method proposed in [14] to initialize
a set of poses. For each pose, we refine the auxiliary shape
and the partial correspondence in turn. Parameters for the

(a)

Figure 5: The localization results. (For top to bottom row:
”Applelogos”, ”Bottles”, ”Giraffes”, ”Mugs”, ”Swans”.)
Last column shows some examples of false positives.
Besides, the detection rate (DR) at 0.3/0.4 FPPI is reported in Table.1. Our detection rates for ’Applelogos’,
’Bottles’, and ’Swans’ are the best among the comparison
methods; for ’Mugs’, it is slight inferior, and is inferior for
’Giraffes’. Proposed method is only defers to the method
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Figure 4: The FPPI vs DR curves for ETHZ dataset. All methods for comparison all used the 0.2 overlapping ratio.
of Praveen et al[12] and Maji et al.[11], which used half of
the positive samples for training, and tested on the residual
samples.
6. Conclusions
We proposed a 2-fan model for shape matching that
makes the parts depend on both the pose parameter and a
global auxiliary shape. Use of the auxiliary shape connects
the parts, and makes the partial matching more resonable,
that is verified by the experiments. In the further, we will
extend the model to object segmentation, since auxiliary
shape give a rough approximation to the object boundary.
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Abstract– Given a known dataset to learn a latent
variable model, previous methods fail to focus on how to
get labeled samples, some just choosing them randomly.
As a result, it is likely that those methods gain models with
a very limited representation capability. In this article, we
propose a novel method in which we select representative
samples to be labeled ones for latent variable models. To
this end, the G-means clustering algorithm is adopted to
automatically cluster latent variables and obtain those
corresponding representative samples. We learn the
Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) and the
Constrained Latent Variable Model (CLVM) respectively
combined with the G-means, and compare them to those
without clustering, in the context of non-rigid 3D
reconstruction from monocular images. Our experimental
results show that our methods present a more powerful
representation capability.
1. Introduction
Latent variable techniques provide the substantial
insight into the inherent structure of complex data. Latent
Variable Models (LVMs) are commonly applied to learn
the appropriate models from training data, since they can
project the high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional
space and represent unknown mappings by learning. The
authors in [1] propose a generative LVM for dependency
parsing. [2] presents a scalable parallel framework for
efficient inference in LVMs over streaming web-scale
data. [3] introduces a method for Gaussian Process
Classification using LVMs trained with discriminative
priors over the latent space. [4] combines sparse
approximations with GPLVM [5,6] and achieves better
quality on a benchmark visualization data set. GPLVM is
used to deal with the trouble of high dimensionality in the
space of possible deformations in [7]. In [8], the GPLVM
is used to learn local deformation models from data. [9]
has proposed a new model CLVM, and made the GPLVM
as a comparison. CLVM [9] really gains improvements
over GPLVM on the problem of non-rigid 3D
reconstruction from monocular images.
Although these LVMs perform well, we think that the
generating LVMs will be more effective if we are able to
select representative samples to be labeled samples. Given
a dataset with vast samples, there is a need to select
representative samples with an appropriate method as

labeled ones since there must be many whose intrinsic
attributes are similar. If we just choose labeled samples
randomly, the probability will increase that some whose
intrinsic attributes are similar are chosen as labeled
samples. If all the labeled samples have similar attributes,
which of course is the worst situation, the model will only
adapt to prediction in a very small range. Clustering can
be used to get labeled samples. G-means [10] assumes that
subsets of data follow the Gaussian distribution, which we
think is applicative to the data we will use in the latent
space. In fact, due to the advantage of low dimensionality
in latent space, the G-means expenses little additional cost
of time. Therefore, it’s a good choice to make use of the
G-means to obtain labeled samples.
More specifically, we make use of the G-means to
cluster latent variables obtained by Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) or other dimensionality reduction
techniques. Those latent variables closest to clustering
centers are taken to be labeled samples. We then learn the
LVMs using these labeled samples. This method can
ensure that labeled samples are as far different from each
other as possible in the latent space. Consequently, the
resulting model can represent a wider range of shapes as
to the problem of monocular non-rigid 3D shape recovery.
By introducing the G-means to LVMs, we can improve
the performance of LVMs. We have demonstrated the
effectiveness of the LVMs combined with clustering on
synthetic data in the context of non-rigid 3D shape
recovery from monocular images. The LVMs combined
with clustering do outperform the original LVMs.
2. LVMs combined with clustering
2.1. Latent Variable Models
Given a dataset full of varieties of available data Y, the
first thing is to get latent variables X. Here, Y is a matrix
which contains all the obtained samples in a high
dimensional space and X is a matrix which contains all the
corresponding latent variables in a low dimensional space.
We use PCA to obtain the latent variables matrix X.
2.1.1. GPLVM
First, n training pairs of samples and corresponding
latent variables [(𝒙1 , 𝒚1 ) , … , (𝒙𝑛 , 𝒚𝑛 )] are randomly
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chosen from Y and X. And then, the goal is to predict the
output 𝒚′ = 𝑀(𝒙′) from a novel input 𝒙′ . Let 𝒀𝐿 =
[𝒚1 , … , 𝒚𝑛 ]𝑇 , 𝑿𝐿 = [𝒙1, … , 𝒙𝑛 ]𝑇 . The likelihood
(𝒀 |𝑿 , ) =

1
√(

)

1

(

| |

1

(

𝒀𝐿 𝒀𝐿 𝑇 )) (1)

where K is the kernel matrix whose elements are defined
by the covariance function, 𝑘(𝒙𝑖 , 𝒙𝑗 ). Here, we take this
function to be the sum of a RBF and a noise term:
𝑘(𝒙𝑖 , 𝒙𝑗 ) =

(

1

𝑇

(𝒙𝑖

𝒙𝑗 ) (𝒙𝑖

𝒙𝑗 ))

(2)

GPLVM is learnt by maximizing (𝒀𝐿 |𝑿𝐿 , ) ( ) with
respect to .At reference, given a latent variable 𝒙′ , the
mean prediction can be expressed as
(𝒙′ ) = 𝒀𝐿 𝑇

1

(𝒙′ )

(3)

where (𝒙′) = [𝑘( 𝒙′, 𝒙1 ), … , 𝑘(𝒙′, 𝒙𝑛 )]𝑇 . 𝒚′ is taken to
be this mean prediction.
2.1.2. CLVM

2

The CLVM explicitly imposes equality or inequality
constraints on the model’s output during learning.
Actually, 𝑚 unlabeled latent variables are randomly
chosen from X to be used to impose constraints.
Let 𝑿 = [𝒙1 , … , 𝒙 ] , denoting 𝑚 unlabeled latent
variables. The latent variable model can be written as
𝒚′ =

(𝒙′ ).

(2)

The learning can be formulated as the constrained
optimization problem
1

(𝑿𝐿 )

||

𝒀𝐿 ||
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and the corrected one is
( )=

( )(1

/

2 /

)

(9)

5. If 2 ( ) is lower than the critical value, keep the
original center c; if not, keep 𝒄1 and 𝒄 instead of c.
2.3. LVMs combined with clustering for Non-rigid 3D
Reconstruction

where (𝑿𝐿 ) = [ (𝒙1 ), … , (𝒙𝑛 )].
By solving this problem with Lagrange multiplier
method and introducing kernel function, we can finally
get the prediction for an input 𝒙 in closed-form as

=[

undergone a statistical test, till all the subsets of data
follow Gaussian distribution. Hence, at the heart of the Gmeans algorithm is the statistical test for the hypothesis
that a subset of data follows Gaussian distribution.
The statistical test is a process in which decisions are
made whether the cluster should be split into two subclusters or not. Anderson-Darling statistic test is used.
Assuming that c is a center whose cluster is about to
undergo the statistical test, the algorithm of the statistical
test is as follows.
1. Initialize two centers with 𝒄 ± 𝒎 , where 𝒎 =
𝒔√2𝜆/𝜋, which is obtained by doing PCA on X, data of
the center c, 𝒔 being the main principal component
corresponding to eigenvalue 𝜆.
2. Run k-means on the above two centers in X and get
two new centers, 𝒄1 and 𝒄 .
3. Let vector 𝒗 = 𝒄1 𝒄 and then project X onto 𝒗:
𝑥’ =< 𝒙, 𝒗 >/||𝒗|| . Transform 𝑋’ into Y so that it has
mean 0 and variance 1.
4. Let 𝑧 = F(𝑦), where F is the 𝑁( , 1) cumulative
distribution function. The Anderson-Darling statistic is

𝐿,𝐿

𝐿,

,𝐿

,

].

2.2. The G-means Algorithm
The G-means algorithm [10] circularly runs K-means
with initial cluster centroid positions, whose data have

The essence of LVMs combined with clustering is to
take advantage of the G-means to automatically obtain
representative samples as labeled samples for LVMs. The
procedure of the LVMs combined with clustering for nonrigid 3D reconstruction is as follows:
1. Given a dataset Y representing 3D shapes, randomly
choose M test samples 𝒀 𝑇 . Perform PCA on the rest
samples 𝒀 to get latent variables X. 𝑿 corresponds to
𝒀 . 𝑿𝑇 contains test latent variables.
2. Cluster 𝑿 with G-means according to subsection
2.2. Choose the latent variables closest to the clustering
centers in 𝑿 to be N labeled latent variables 𝑿𝐿 , the
corresponding 𝒀𝐿 to be labeled samples. Choose V
unlabeled latent variables 𝑿 randomly from the
remaining latent variables specially for the CLVM.
3. Learn GPLVM and CLVM according to Eq. (2) and
Eq. (7) respectively.
4. Predict test samples according to Eq. (3) and Eq. (6)
respectively. As a test, 𝑿𝑇 can be known latent variables
to predict shapes 𝒀′𝑇 . During simulating reconstruction,
optimized latent variables can be used to predict the
shapes 𝒀′𝑇 . The mean of reconstruction errors between 𝒀′𝑇
and 𝒀 𝑇 can judge the performance of models.
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The optimization is necessarily used to reconstruct.
Now let’s see the process of the optimization in brief. First
a latent variable is initialized with some knowledge or by
intuition. Then we iteratively obtained the prediction of
the 3D shape with LVMs and minimized the reprojection
error. The optimization can be written as
𝒙∑

||( ′ ,

′)

( , )||

(10)

where ( 𝑖′ , 𝑖′ ) and ( 𝑖 , 𝑖 ) are the reprojection and the real
location of the input image’s th feature point. The details
of solution to reprojection can be found in [11].
3. Experimental Results

Fig.1. Variations of the mean reconstruction error and the
number of labeled samples with the critical value for the
cardboard (left) and the cloth (right).
Table 1. Comparison between the original LVMs and the LVMs
combined with clustering when predicting shapes from known
latent variables

We verified the effectiveness of LVMs combined with
clustering when applying it to non-rigid 3D reconstruction
from a single camera. For all the experiments, we made
use of the cardboard dataset and the cloth dataset which
had been employed in [9].

cardboard

GPLVM

3.1. Variations of Errors on LVMs combined with
clustering

3.2. Comparison to LVMs without Clustering
We picked an appropriate critical value 60 to do the
following experiments.
3.2.1. Prediction with Known Latent Variables
A comparison was made between two original LVMs
(GPLVM and CLVM) and LVMs combined with
clustering (GPLVM combined with clustering and CLVM
combined with clustering) using known latent variables.
We still used M=300 test samples and V=50 unlabeled
samples. For the LVMs combined with clustering, indices
of labeled samples derived from the G-means, and the

Inequality Constraints
R.E.
C.E.
2.9791
0.8646
±0.2056
±0.0535

with clustering

2.4973

0.7566

2.4973

0.7366

CLVM

2.7459
±0.1631

0.6309
±0.0664

2.9026
±0.1708

0.7457
±0.0446

with clustering

2.3719

0.6221

2.4577

0.6824

7.1611
±0.2603
6.4033
7.4518
±0.2697
6.8238

1.5163
±0.1098
1.3906
0.9268
±0.0931
0.9045

7.1611
±0.2603
6.4033
7.1061
±0.1963
6.3690

0.9041
±0.0862
0.8648
0.6520
±0.0599
0.6345

GPLVM
cloth

For both datasets, we first chose M=300 test samples,
then clustered the latent variables of the rest samples with
G-means to attain labeled samples, and finally chose V=50
unlabeled samples for CLVM. We learnt CLVM as well as
GPLVM and predicted 300 shapes of the test samples with
known latent variables obtained by PCA. Equality
constraints were used here. Varying the critical value and
maintaining the unlabeled samples unchanged, we
observed the variations of the mean reconstruction error
over the 300 test samples and the number of labeled
samples with the critical value. Fig.1 gave the variations.
It can be observed from Fig.1 that the mean
reconstruction errors roughly showed a trend of increase
with the critical value, which meant that a lower critical
value resulted in a better model. However, there was a
truth that when the critical value increased, the number of
labeled samples decreased, which was beneficial to
lowering the computational burden. So a balance lay
between the quality of models and the computation cost.

Equality Constraints
R.E.
C.E.
2.9791
0.8852
±0.2056
±0.0525

with clustering
CLVM
with clustering

number N was 47 for the cardboard and 15 for the cloth.
For the original LVMs, we performed 20 times learning
with only labeled samples randomly chosen every time
and with the test and unlabeled samples maintained the
same as LVMs combined with clustering, and predicted
with known test latent variables every time, taking the
mean values and the standard deviations over 20 times
results of mean reconstruction and constraint errors of 300
predictions. Equality and inequality constraints were
imposed respectively. Table 1 presented the comparison
about the reconstruction and the constraint errors.
The comparison clearly pointed out that reconstruction
errors and constraint errors of the LVMs combined with
clustering were never outside the range of those of the
original LVMs. In fact, all the errors of the LVMs
combined with clustering were lower than the mean
values of the original LVMs. This revealed that the LVMs
combined with clustering could improve the performance
of original LVMs in nature.
3.2.2. Reconstruction with Optimized Latent Variables
We now generated synthetic data for both datasets.
1000 random points were spread on each meshrepresented shape to be 3D feature points. We specified
their barycentric coordinates. 2D locations of the 3D
feature points could be created by projection. We then
added Gaussian noise with standard deviation 1 to these
2D locations. Having owned the synthetic data, we could
use them to optimize latent variables. For this part, we just
performed 5 times learning for the original LVMs since
we took it into account that the process of optimization
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Table 2. Comparison between the original LVMs and the LVMs
combined with clustering when reconstructing the shapes with
the optimized latent variables

cardboard

GPLVM

Inequality Constraints
R.E.
C.E.
3.4804
0.9301
±0.1765
±0.0465

with clustering

2.9379

0.8380

2.9379

0.7913

CLVM

2.9032
±0.0892

0.7664
±0.0524

3.2640
±0.1633

0.8469
±0.0433

with clustering

2.4912

0.7520

2.8599

0.7776

8.0354
±0.2738
6.9284
7.2406
±0.2174
6.4653

1.7189
±0.0681
1.7362
1.6788
±0.0974
1.5678

8.0354
±0.2738
6.9284
7.9362
±0.2560
6.8498

1.2257
±0.1050
1.1490
1.0760
±0.1203
0.9488

GPLVM
cloth

Equality Constraints
R.E.
C.E.
3.3470
0.9690
±0.1814
±0.0414

with clustering
CLVM
with clustering

was rather time-consuming. Labeled, test and unlabeled
samples were chosen in the same way with the part 3.2.1.
As observed from Table 2, nearly all the errors of the
LVMs combined with clustering were smaller than the
mean of errors of the original LVMs. That was to say, the
LVMs combined with clustering gained improvements
during the optimization which was a necessary process in
the real situation. Therefore, we could draw a conclusion
that the LVMs combined with clustering had advantages
over their original ones. Fig. 2 showed shapes of a frame
of deformation for the cardboard and the cloth. The shapes
were reconstructed with equality constraints for the
cardboard and inequality constraints for the cloth.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented LVMs combined with
clustering. The G-means clustering algorithm was
introduced into LVMs. In theory, the LVMs combined
with clustering can predict in a wider range, thus
performing better. We conducted experiments on the
cardboard dataset and the cloth dataset and compared the
LVMs combined with clustering to the original ones,
GPLVM and CLVM, in the context of monocular nonrigid 3D reconstruction. The results demonstrated the
effectiveness of the LVMs combined with clustering. In
future work, it is worth considering how to give a good
initial latent variable during the optimization.
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Abstract—In this communication the period-3 intermittency in the logistic map is further investigated.
Even if in the literature the period-3 parameter a is
often reported, it does not appear a general analytical
proof to establish its uniqueness. A new method it is
proposed to this aim.
1. Introduction
The logistic map [1] is the most studied chaotic
discrete-time system. Its simplicity marks all the features of complex dynamical behavior. Route to chaos,
intermittency, bifurcations, can be easily and analytically investigated in the logistic map due to its very
easy representation. The published papers on the logistic map are continuously increasing since 1978 when
the map has been presented by the biologist Robert
May [2]. The literature adds day to day new results
regarding the logistic map. Recently, paper regarding also the period-3 behavior and intermittency have
been proposed [3]. Analytical solutions to the problem
of locating the period-3 intermittency have presented
before [4, 5, 6]. However, in these papers the analytical derivation of the value of a for which a period-3
motion is obtained
can not ensure the uniqueness of
√
the a = 1 + 8 value.
In this paper, a new analytical method to prove that
intermittency with period-3 occurs for one only value
of the parameter a is proposed. Odd intermittency of
period-5, for example, can appear for diﬀerent values
of a in the logistic map. The presented proof conﬁrms
the uniqueness of the period-3 intermittency condition.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 some
details on the intermittency have been reported, in
Section 3 the proof of the uniqueness of period-3 in
the logistic map is presented. Finally, in Section 4 the
conclusive remarks will be described.
2. Intermittency
Brieﬂy, intermittency behavior shows recurrent long
phases of almost resting behavior corresponding to almost perfect cycle oscillations, called laminar phase
alternated with unpredictable jump in chaotic behavior. The continuous burst between chaos and period
behavior is the essence of the intermittency. Intermittency is also a condition for transient chaos [7].

Figure 1: Italian edition of Death with interruptions
by José Saramago.
Reading the book by José Saramago Death with interruptions [8, 9], Fig. 1, one can deeply perceive the
meaning of intermittency.
In the case of intermittency related to period-3 in
the logistic map, the behavior can be observed in the
numerical experiments shown in Fig. 2. Diﬀerently
from chaotic transient, in which chaotic oscillations relax into a periodic orbit, intermittency consists in the
temporal sequence of period-3 oscillations erratically
alternated with chaotic windows, like those reported
in Fig. 2. The parameter value for which the period-3
behavior does exist is reported in the literature for the
quadratic√ iterator y(k + 1) = ay(k)(1 − y(k)) to be
a = 1 + 8. We propose in this paper a new method
that further prove the correctness of the parameter
and establish its uniqueness.
3. Analytical proof of the uniqueness of the
period-3 parameter in the logistic map
Let us iterate the logistic map for searching a period3 cycle:
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x1 = ax3 (1 − x3 )
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Figure 2: Intermittency around period-3 cycle in the logistic map obtained for a = 3.8284: (a) period-3
oscillations for k ∈ [200, 350], (b) chaotic window for k ∈ [350, 500], (c) period-3 oscillations for k ∈ [500, 600],
(d) a new chaotic window for k ∈ [600, 700], and again a period-3 oscillation for k ∈ [800, 850].
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that the iterator can assume only three values, namely
the values corresponding to the markers in Fig. 4 i.e.
the tangent points of F with the F = 0 axis. In order
to derive the analytical condition to obtain a, function
F has to be divided for the quantity x3 (x3 − a−1
a )
since x3 = 0 and x3 = a−1
are
the
two
ﬁxed
points
of
a
the quadratic iterator. The quotient q of the previous
polynomial division can be calculated as:

1

F

0.5

0

−0.5

−1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

q = a7 x63 +
+(−3a7 − a6 )x53 +
+(3a7 + 4a6 + a5 )x43 +
+(−a7 − 5a6 − 3a5 − a4 )x33 +
+(2a6 + 3a5 + 3a4 + a3 )x23 +
+(−a5 − 2a4 − 2a3 − a2 )x3 +
+a3 + a2 + a

1

x3

Figure 3: Diﬀerent curves in the family F for diﬀerent
values of a.

The existence of a period-3 can be found considering
that the parametric polynomial F must divisible without remainder by the polynomial F1 = (x33 + Ax23 +
Bx3 + C)2 , ensuring that solutions are three with double multiplicity. This is necessary since the solutions
of F are the possible values of the logistic map for
the given parameter value: since the two trivial solutions corresponding to ﬁxed points have been already
removed, only three solutions can be obtained. Therefore, the parametric remainder R of the polynomial
division FF1 must be zero:

1

F

0.5

0

−0.5

−1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

(6)

1

x3

Figure 4: Condition to get a √
period-3 cycle: the red
curve is obtained for a = 1 + 8, the three points of
the cycle are marked in red.

x2 = ax1 (1 − x1 )

(2)

x3 = ax2 (1 − x2 )

(3)

where x1 , x2 , and x3 are the periodic points of the
map and a ∈ [0, 1]. Substituing Eq. (1) in Eq. (2) and
in Eq. (3) the following equation can be derived:
x3 = −a3 x3 (a2 x3 (ax3 (x3 − 1) + 1)(x3 − 1) + 1)·
·(ax3 (x3 − 1) + 1)(x3 − 1)
(4)
Now we deﬁne the polynomial F as:
F = x3 + a3 x3 (a2 x3 (ax3 (x3 − 1) + 1)(x3 − 1) + 1)·
·(ax3 (x3 − 1) + 1)(x3 − 1)
(5)
which identiﬁes a family of curves depending on a as
reported in Fig. 3.
The condition that allows us to obtain the period-3
is shown in Fig. 4 where the three points of the period3 cycle are marked. This condition consists in the fact

R = c1 x53 + c2 x43 + c3 x33 + c4 x23 + c5 x3 + c6 = 0 (7)
where the coeﬃcient of the polynomial R are:
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6

= −2Aa7 − a6 − 3a7
= a5 + 4a6 + 3a7 − a7 (A2 + 2B)
= −a7 (2C + 2AB) − a4 − 3a5 − 5a6 − a7
= (−B 2 − 2AC)a7 + 2a6 + 3a5 + 3a4 + a3
= −2BCa7 − a5 − 2a4 − 2a3 − a2
= −C 2 a7 + a3 + a2 + a

(8)

Posing c1 = 0, we derive A = − 3a+1
2a . Substituting
the calculated value in c2 = 0, the second coeﬃcient
2
. The third coeﬃcan be obtained as B = 3a +10a+3
8a2
cient is then obtained substituting A and B in c3 = 0
3
2
−5a−5
. The three remaining polyderiving C = a −7a
16a3
nomials, i.e. c4 , c5 , and c6 , are only in a, hence, if
there exist common solutions inside the allowed range
[0, 4], a period-3 motion can be observed for those values of a. Among the possible solutions, there are only
two of them which√are common to√the three polynomials, i.e. a = 1 + 8 and a = 1 − 8. But the latter
solution must be discarded since it falls outside the allowed range of√values for a, and thus there is only one
root, a = 1 + 8, which leads to a period-3 trajectory.
This further conﬁrms the correctness of the value of
a necessary to have a period-3 cycle and establish its
uniqueness.
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4. Conclusion
The uniqueness of a period-3 cycle for the logistic
map has been analytically proved. This is not true in
general for odd periodic cycles. For example, period-5
oscillations windows can be found for a = 3.73817237
but also for a = 3.906 and a = 3.99026, while period-7
oscillations can be found in nine diﬀerent ranges of a.
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Abstract— Using the combination of a method to find
low period unstable periodic orbits and the continuation
method it is demonstrated that there exist low-period sinks
extremely close to the classical parameter values of the
Hénon map. The problem why these low-period sinks are
rarely observed in computer simulations is discussed.
1. Introduction
The Hénon map [1] is a two-parameter map of the plane
defined by h(x, y) = (1 + y − ax2 , bx). In spite of extensive study, the long term dynamics of the Hénon map for
the classical parameter values (ā, b̄) = (1.4, 0.3) remains
unknown.
When b = 0, the Hénon map reduces to the quadratic
map f (x) = 1 − ax2 . The set of parameter values for which
the dynamics of f is regular (the unique attracting set is a
periodic sink) is open and dense. On the other hand, the
set of parameter values with chaotic dynamics is a Cantor
set with positive Lebesgue measure [2]. When b > 0 is
sufficiently small the set of parameter values a with chaotic
dynamics is also a Cantor set with positive Lebesgue measure [3].
However, little is known for parameter values close to
the classical case. In [4], results of search for parameter
values in the region (a, b) ∈ (0, 2) × (0, 0.5) for which there
exist at least three attractors are reported; several such regions are found. In [5], results of a brute force numerical search for points in parameter space close to (ā, b̄) =
(1.4, 0.3) for which there exists a sink is presented. The
search method is based on monitoring trajectories and looking for periodic steady state behaviour. A number of points
in parameter space supporting a sink are located; for example it is shown that for (a, b) = (1.4, 0.2999999774905)
there exists a period-28 sink. It is shown that close to the
classical case, the regions of existence of sinks are very narrow, the sinks have very small immediate basin size, and
finding them is not a trivial numerical task. In spite of very
long computation times, only a limited number of sink regions have been found, and the hypothesis that the number
of sink regions with a given period p increases with p has
not been confirmed.
In this work, we continue the study of the long term

behavior of the Hénon map for (a, b) close to the classical case. We propose a systematic method to search for
low-period sinks in a specified region, and report results
of applying this method to search for low-period sinks in
the region Q0 = [1.3999, 1.4001] × [0.2999, 0.3001] of the
parameter space. The method is based on finding all periodic orbits existing for fixed parameter values using the
Biham-Wenzel method [6], and then using the continuation
method in the parameter space to find a sink. This approach
allows us to find many more sink existence regions and in
consequence find sinks for parameter values much closer
to the classical case than using the monitoring trajectory
based method [5]. We discuss the problem why in spite of
very long observation times it is difficult to find these sinks
in simulations.
2. A systematic method to find sinks
We say that z0 is a period-p point if z0 = h p (z0 ) and
z0 , hk (z0 ) for 0 < k < p. We say that z0 or the orbit
(z0 , z1 , . . . , z p−1 ) is a period-p sink if z0 is a period-p point
and the trajectory (zk ) is asymptotically stable, i.e., for each
ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that if kz − zl k < δ for some
l = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1 then khk (z) − hk (zl )k <  for all k > 0 and
limk→∞ khk (z) − hk (zl )k = 0.
In this section we present a systematic method to locate low-period sinks in a specified region of the parameter
space. The method is composed of two steps. In the first
step, for selected points in the parameter space, locations
of low-period orbits in the state space are found. Usually,
none of these periodic orbits is stable. In the second step,
for each unstable periodic orbit found, we continue the solution, via a move in the parameter space, towards a sink.
2.1. Detecting periodic orbits
Let us briefly present the Biham-Wenzel method [6] to
locate all low-period unstable cycles of the Hénon map.
This method is selected because of its speed, and capability of locating correctly positions of all periodic orbits for
relatively large periods. Moreover, for this method some
improvements, which will be described below, are possible, which significantly reduce time necessary to find all
periodic orbits of a given period. Another choice is to use
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a general purpose rigorous method to find all low-period
cycles [7]. In this method an interval operator is combined
with the generalized bisection technique to perform an exhaustive search of the state space for periodic orbits of a
given length. A rigorous method is used here to validate
the results obtained for periods p ≤ 30.
The Biham-Wenzel method to find period-p cycles is
based on the construction of artificial continuous dynamical systems of order p defined by


dwk
= sk −wk+1 + a − w2k + bwk−1 ,
dt

0≤k<p

(1)

where (w0 , w1 , . . . , w p−1 ) is the state vector, w−1 := w p−1 ,
w p := w0 , and s = (s0 , s1 , . . . , s p−1 ) is a symbol sequence,
sk ∈ {−1, +1}. Note that if (z0 , z1 , . . . , z p−1 ) is a periodic orbit with zk = (xk , yk ) then (w0 , w1 , . . . w p−1 ) defined
by wk = axk satisfies −wk+1 + a − w2k + bwk−1 = 0 for
all k = 0, 1, . . . p − 1. This can be seen by noting that
wk+1 = axk+1 = a(1 − axk2 + bxk−1 ) = a − w2k + bwk−1 . It
follows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
fixed points of h p and equilibria of (1). In [6], it is claimed
that for each fixed point of h p there is exactly one symbol
sequence s for which the corresponding equilibrium of (1)
is stable. Hence, in order to find all fixed points of h p , it is
proposed to find steady state behaviors for all possible symbol sequences s of length p. The system (1) is integrated
until either the right hand side of (1) becomes sufficiently
small (it is proposed to use the value ε = 10−7 ), which
means that periodic orbit has been found, or the norm of
the solution wk becomes sufficiently large, which indicates
that the solution escapes to infinity. If an equilibrium is stable, a trajectory converges
√ to it for initial conditions which
are small with respect to a (in the following we use initial
conditions wk = 0). Since the interest is in the steady state
only, one can use a simple integration method with a relatively large time step. We use the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method with the step size 0.1. Eliminating cyclic permutations and sequences for which the primary period is not p
reduces the number of sequences to be considered by at
least a factor of p, for example when p = 33 the number of
sequences to be considered is 260300986 ≈ 2.6 · 108 , while
the total number of sequences of length 33 is 233 ≈ 8.6·109 .
In Table 1, we report results obtained for p ≤ 33
for the classical parameter values using the method described above. Results for p ≤ 28 have already been presented in [6]. We show the number P p of period-p orbits, the number Q p of fixed points of h p , and the estimate
H p = p−1 log Q p of the topological entropy of the Hénon
map based on the number of fixed points of h p . The results shown in Table 1 agree with the rigorous results for
p ≤ 30 presented in [7], which means that the BihamWenzel method works properly for relatively large periods.
Further savings in computation time for longer periodic
orbits can be achieved by skipping sequences containing
forbidden subsequences (compare also the idea of pruning [8]). It has been found that for (a, b) = (1.4, 0.3) ad-

Table 1: The number of periodic orbits for the Hénon map,
a = 1.4, b = 0.3 found using the Biham-Wenzel method
p
Pp
Qp
Hp
18
233
4264 0.4643313
19
364
6918 0.4653622
20
535
10808 0.4644021
21
834
17544 0.4653556
22
1225
27108 0.4639811
23
1930
44392 0.4652528
24
2902
69952 0.4648152
25
4498
112452 0.4652113
26
6806
177376 0.4648472
27
10518
284042 0.4650695
28
16031
449520 0.4648548
29
24740
717462 0.4649474
30
37936
1139276 0.4648635
31
58656
1818338 0.4649495
32
90343
2892672 0.4649279
33
139674
4609398 0.4649578
34
215597
7333124 0.4649386
35
333558
11674560 0.4649406
36
516064
18582800 0.4649374
37
799372
29576766 0.4649324
38 1238950
47087020 0.4649344
39 1921864
74953114 0.4649326
40 2983342 119344544 0.4649381
41 4633278 189964400 0.4649353

missible sequences of length p ≤ 33 apart from the fixed
point with symbol sequence s = (−) located outside the numerically observed attractor do not contain subsequences
(−−−−), (−++−), and (−−+−), i.e. these three subsequences are forbidden. This property has also been confirmed for the four corners of Q0 = [1.3999, 1.4001] ×
[0.2999, 0.3001]. This indicates that we can exclude periodic sequences containing these three subsequences when
searching for periodic orbits within Q0 . Excluding forbidden subsequences reduces the number of sequences to be
considered. For example, for p = 33 the number of sequences is reduced from 260300986 to 902317. Even further savings in computation time can be achieved by skipping longer forbidden subsequences. We have verified that
61977 out of 216 = 65536 subsequences of length 16 do
not appear in any admissible sequence of period p ≤ 33.
As before, the sequence (−) corresponding to one of the
fixed points was excluded. The set of 61977 forbidden
subsequences of length 16 can be simplified to 28 subsequences of various length not larger than 16. Skipping
these forbidden subsequences when searching for period33 orbits decreases the number of sequences to be considered to 259390. The results obtained for the classical
parameter values and periods p ≤ 41 using the procedure
presented above are reported in Table 1. Let us note that
the estimate H p = p−1 log Q p of the topological entropy
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stabilizes around 0.46493. The five most significant digits
are constant for p ≥ 36. Hence, this number can be considered as a good approximation of the topological entropy of
the Hénon map with classical parameter values. This is a
by-product of our search procedure.
Similar computations have been performed for points in
the parameter space being corners of the square Q0 . These
results will be used in the following section to find regions
of existence of sinks having non-empty intersection with
the square Q0 .
We would like to stress that although the results obtained using the Biham-Wenzel method agree with the
true results for periods p ≤ 30 one cannot treat this
method as a rigorous one. We have observed that the
number of periodic orbits found depends on the parameters of the method. For example, the period-33 sequence
s = (−−−+++−+−+−+−−+++−+−+−+++−−++++−+)
was found admissible for a = 1.4001, b = 0.3001 when
ε = 10−7 was used and non-admissible for ε = 10−8 . The
reason for this behaviour is the fact that the region of existence of the periodic orbit with the symbol sequence s starts
very close to the point (1.4001, 0.3001).
2.2. The continuation method to find sinks
Low-period cycles existing for certain points in the
parameter space will now be used to locate sink regions intersecting the square Q0 = [1.3999, 1.4001] ×
[0.2999, 0.3001].
There are two possible approaches to achieve this goal.
The first one is to continue all periodic orbits found in the
previous step. Continuation is carried out in a direction in
which the spectral radius of the Jacobian matrix computed
along the periodic orbit decreases. When at a certain point
obtained during the continuation procedure, the spectral radius of the Jacobian matrix is smaller than 1 the procedure
is stopped—the sink region has been found. If the continuation procedure leads outside Q0 it is also stopped with no
sink. Since the number of period-p orbits grows very fast
with p this approach becomes infeasible for larger p.
In the second approach, we select the following five
points Ak : four corners of Q0 and its center. Next, we
find symbol sequences which are admissible at some of
points Ak but not all. Such sequences are called missing
sequences. Finally, for each missing sequence we continue
from points where this sequence is admissible to find the
corresponding sink region. To confirm that the sink found
is not a rounding error artifact, we prove its existence using
the interval Newton method (for details see [5]).
We now explain why this approach allows us to find most
sink existence regions intersecting Q0 . Let us first recall
how periodic orbits emerge in the parameters space. In
the fold bifurcation a pair of periodic orbits is born. For
the Hénon map, one of them is stable and the other is unstable. In the period-doubling bifurcation a periodic orbit
looses its stability and a stable orbit with twice the period is

Table 2: The number of missing sequences M p and the
number R p of sink regions in Q0 with period p
p Mp
Rp
p
Mp
Rp
18
2
1 30
412
206
19
4
2 31
624
312
20
6
3 32
1014
507
21
4
2 33
1654
826
22
10
5 34
2580 1290
23
10
5 35
4192 2096
24
24
12 36
6545 3272
25
34
17 37 10514 5250
26
60
30 38 16578
—
27 110
55 39 26599
—
28 160
80 40 42112
—
29 248 124 41 67523
—

born. Hence, one can expect that at the border of the periodic orbit existence region the cycle may be stable. Therefore, in order to find sink regions we need to detect borders
of periodic orbit existence regions. Usually, if the border
of existence region intersects Q0 , the corresponding symbol sequence is admissible for some but not all points Ak .
This happens in most situations because locally existence
regions close to the border look like a halfplane, and Q0 is
small, and hence intersections of borders and Q0 are usually either empty or are (almost) straight intervals. Situations when the border of an existence regions turns inside
Q0 (three such examples are given in [5]) are very rare,
which means that the proposed method detects most borders of periodic orbit existence regions intersecting Q0 .
The number of missing sequences of length p found for
Q0 versus p is shown in Table 2. Since the number of missing sequences is significantly smaller than the number of
admissible sequences (compare Table 1), the second approach is much faster than the first one.
For all missing sequences with period p ≤ 37, corresponding periodic orbits have been continued to find sink
existence regions. The results are shown in Table 2. If all
periodic orbits are created via fold bifurcations, we expect
that half of the missing sequences correspond to sinks (the
other half corresponds to unstable periodic orbits). Note
that the number R p of sink regions found is half the number of missing sequences M p for p ≤ 35 with the exception
of p = 33, for which R p is one less than half of M p . This
indicates that indeed there are stable/unstable orbits pairs in
the set of missing sequences. The discrepancy for p = 33
has been explained at the end of the previous section. For
p ≥ 36 there are more regions passing close to the borders of Q0 which may cause a failure of the Biham-Wenzel
method and in consequence a violation of the condition
M p = 2 R p . The total number of detected sinks regions
with period p ≤ 37 is 14095, which is much more than
461 sink regions found using the monitoring trajectory approach (compare [5]). The number of missing sequences
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and the number of sink regions grow exponentially with
the period which numerically confirms the hypotheses that
sink regions densely fill the parameter space.

regions reported in Table 2 were not found in simulations
in spite of very long computation times (compare [5]).
3. Conclusion

b
0
0.3001 2

19
22

The results obtained provide numerical support for the
belief that the set of parameter values with a periodic sink
is dense in a neighborhood of (1.4, 0.3). By analogy with
the quadratic map, it is also expected that in a neighborhood of (1.4, 0.3) the set of parameter values with chaotic
behaviour is a Cantor set with positive Lebesgue measure.
It has been confirmed that sink existence regions are very
narrow, and that the transient times to converge to a sink
can be extremely long.

20
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21
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Figure 1: Existence regions of sinks with period p ≤ 28
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Abstract— In a chaotic attractor, some orbits
looking like unstable periodic orbit are recognized.
We call them pseudo periodic orbits and they are not
proper periodic orbits but, we consider that they preserve similar properties to unstable periodic orbits.
In this paper, we propose the method stabilizing the
pseudo periodic orbit by using the external force control. Although, the pseudo periodic orbit is an approximative unstable periodic orbit but it is found easily
without any analytic approaches. We demonstrate the
chaos controlling by using the pseudo periodic orbit for
the Duﬃng equation with hysteresis characteristics.

behavior of system is periodic with cycle τ . The advantage of DFC is that necessary information is the
delay time τ only. Additionally, this method is easy
to provide by using a hardware memory. However, a
disadvantage of DFC is that one must configure the
control gain K by trial and error. If multiple UPOs
with period τ exist in the given chaotic attractor, we
cannot know which UPO will be stabilized.
The EFC is a modified version of the DFC. This
controller feeds back time series of a UPO to the system. The controller is expressed by Eq.(3), and the
block diagram is shown Fig. 1.
u(t) = K(G(t) − x(t)),

1. Introduction
The aim of the controlling chaos is to stabilize an unstable periodic orbit(UPO). Various applications have
been studied as a category related controlling chaos[1–
5]. As typical methods are OGY method[1], Delayed
Feedback Control(DFC)[6][7] and External Force Control(EFC)[8]. These methods are equivalently represented by Eq.(1), where u(t) is the controlling signal.
ẋ = f (x(t), t) + u(t).

(1)

The DFC feeds back the past state with a certain
latency. The controlling signal u(t) is expressed by
Eq.(2).
u(t) = K(x(t − τ ) − x(t)).

(2)

By applying of controlling signal, the controller can
stabilize UPOs with the period τ for a chaotic attractor. When the controlling signal converges to zero, the

(3)

where, G(t) is the target orbit. The UPO sets as
the target orbit. By doing this, EFC can stabilize the
UPO. The advantages of EFC is a fast response and
high robustness, but this controller requires the shape
of the target orbit preliminary. The orbit time series
should be prepared by using appropriate methods.
In this study, we propose the method stabilizing a
pseudo periodic orbit by EFC. A pseudo periodic orbit is an approximated UPO and it can be found easily
without the analytic technique. Firstly, the controller
observes the chaotic system without the controlling,
checks the distance between the current state and the
last state on the Poincaré section. If the distance is
short enough, this trajectory is defined as a pseudo periodic orbit. Note that, the orbit is similar to a closed
curve. If the controller find the pseudo periodic orbit,
the controlling is started, and the controller feeds back
the pseudo periodic orbit as G(t). Therefore, it can
be considered that our method is modification of the
EFC. With this way, the controller can design without

Chaos system

Chaos system

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the DFC

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the EFC
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detail information of UPOs. Our method resolves the
disadvantage of the EFC method. We demonstrate the
chaos controlling with the pseudo periodic orbit for the
Duﬃng equation with hysteresis characteristics.
2. Pseudo periodic orbits
We propose the method stabilizing a pseudo periodic
orbit. As is well known that chaotic orbits are never
return to the same point. In addition, chaotic orbits
visit around the neighborhood orbit again of UPOs.
First of all, the controller observes the chaotic system without controlling. And, detect whether the current orbit visits around the neighborhood of the initial
point on the Poincaré map. Note that, the orbit looks
similar to a closed curve, but is not closed. We define
the orbit as a pseudo periodic orbit. The Poincaré
map is defined as Eq.(4).
Π = {x ∈ Rn ; q(x) = 0}.

(4)

When discretize chaotic orbits using Eq. (4), chaotic
orbits are represented as a discrete map. If trajectory
satisfies the condition ||x0 − xτ || ≤ , x0 , xτ ∈ π, this
is defined as the pseudo periodic orbit. This condition
means the recursiveness of the chaotic attractor and
express the phenomenon that pseudo periodic orbits
go around again neighborhood of the points passed in
the past. In this study, we employ  = 10−2 . Pseudo
periodic orbits are provided as the reference orbit G(t)
in EFC. Assume that any pseudo periodic orbit looks
the certain UPO since it is in the given chaotic orbit
and is almost a closed orbit. In the case of the 1periodic orbit, the controller save the trajectory during
that it reaches to the Poincaré section. If the mapped
point is similar to the last one enough, the controller
set the saved orbit as the target orbit G(t), and starts
the controlling.
3. Result

called hysteresis loss, and it is important evaluating,
when one investigates the system include the hysteresis. Therefore, various model of the hysteresis have
been studied, e. g. Stoner-Wohlfarth model[9] and
Preisach model[10] as typical model. In this study,
hysteresis characteristics are expressed by Eq (6).
{ 3
x − 1 (x ≥ −1),
(6)
f (x) =
x3 + 1 (x ≤ 1).
Chaotic orbits are observed when parameters are
set k = 0.2, B0 = 0.5 and B = 6.9. Here, we define
gain as K = I. Figure 3 show controlling results of
the 1-periodic orbit. It is confirmed that the chaotic
attractor is controlled to the pseudo periodic orbit.
Figure 4 show the time wave of the system and the
amount of controlling signal. In Fig. 4, the gray region shows the search phase of the pseudo periodic orbit. In this phase, the controller observes the state of
system only. At time, the controller finds the pseudo
periodic orbit, and starts the controlling phase. The
white region shows the controlling phase. The controller converge to the pseudo periodic orbit without
transient variation because the system already behaves
similar to G(t) when the controlling started. From the
time wave of the amount of controlling, you notice that
controlling signals are kept the small value. However,
u(t) is not vanished finally, because the pseudo periodic orbit is not a genuine UPO. Our method can be
controlled the another long periodic orbit by changing
the judgment of the pseudo periodic orbit, e. g. the
controller can be applied to 3-periodic orbit by checking the error on the Poincaré map with respect three
times. In this way, our method can apply to any periodic orbits. Figures 5-10 show controlling result for
3 and 5-periodic orbits. They also can be performed
similarly. Additionally, if the controlling gain K is
changed, our method can stabilizing the system. By
these results, it can be said that our method has a high
performance and robustness.

We consider the Duﬃng equation with hysteresis
characteristics. This equation is as follows:
ẋ = y,
ẏ = −ky − f (x) + B0 + B cos t,

(5)

where x = (x, y)> is state, k, B0 and B are parameters. f (x) is set the hysteresis characteristics. It is
increased monotonically by odd function that satisfies
the condition f (x) → ±∞(x → ±∞).
Hysteresis characteristics are that high-power magnetic material has one of the feature. The high-power
magnetic material is tend to magnet by the influence
of the magnetic field. It is used the permanent magnet,
electric magnet and core of the coil. The loss energy
increase according to the gap of hysteresis. This is
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Fig. 6: Time wave of the system and time response of
the controlling signal Fig. 5

Fig. 3: Controlling result of pseudo periodic orbits

0

search of pseudo periodic orbit

controlling

Fig. 4: Time wave of the system and time response of
the controlling signal Fig. 3
Fig. 7: Controlling result of pseudo periodic orbits in
the five cycle
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Fig. 5: Controlling result of pseudo periodic orbits in
the three cycle
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Abstract—The transmission control protocol with the
random early detection (TCP/RED) is an important algorithm for the TCP congestion control [1]. It has been modeled as a simple second-order discrete-time model, and it
performs unique and typical nonlinear phenomena, e.g.,
bifurcation phenomena, or a chaotic attractor [2, 3]. In
this paper, we focus on the discrete-time model of the
TCP/RED, and investigate bifurcation structures of it.

of bifurcation phenomena of hybrid systems is diﬃcult due
to a non-smoothness. Therefore, the detail investigation of
the S-model is not enough yet.
In this paper, we try to analyze the S-model in detail.
At first, we explain the analysis method of it, after that
we show some bifurcation structures, and demonstrate the
change of the model with varying parameters.
2. S-model constructed from TCP/RED

1. Introduction
In step with the advances in a computer technology,
packet routing methods become important problems. Especially, the network congestion avoidance technology is
one of critical issues [4, 5]. If many senders sent a lot
of packets to the network, tandem switches and receivers
are overflowed with packets. Thus, the transmission of the
sender with freedom decreases the throughput of internet
dramatically. So, the congestion avoidance technology that
routers will investigate and adjust the flow of the network
has been proposed [6]. In 1988, TCP Tahoe has been proposed as the congestion avoidance with the slow-start algorithm [7]. This is the simple window-based process. At
first, the sender sets the window size as a narrow since the
condition of the network is not clear. After that, the upload bandwidth is expanded by gradation. TCP Reno introduced in the early 1990 [8]. It added the fast recovery
algorithm. When a packet drop is happened, TCP Tahoe
has tendency decreased the window size too small. TCP
Reno has improved this problem by the fast recovery phase.
These techniques are based on the window-based congestion controlling method [7]. The Random Early Detection
(RED), is an Active Queue Management (AQM) scheme,
is proposed in 1993 by Floyd [1, 9, 10]. This method is
employed along with the TCP congestion control mechanisms in order to meet the increasing demand for the better
Internet performance.
In recent year, mathematical models of these techniques
are investigated actively [2, 3]. The S-model, proposed by
Zhang et. al., has good performance for approximation of
TCP/RED. It has been reported that the S-model is the hybrid dynamical system, and occurs global bifurcation phenomena. The type of bifurcation is already clarified as the
border-collision (BC) bifurcation. However, the analysis

First of all, we explain the S-model constructed from
TCP/RED [2]. Assume that pk is the drop probability of
a packet, Wk and qk mean the window size and the average queue size, respectively, and they are the state variable
of the system q = (W, q)⊤ . TCP/RED is modeled as the
S-model shown below equations:
• The drop probability of a packet pk

pk+1


0





 1
=

qk+1 − qmin



pmax

qmax − qmin

if qk+1 ≤ qmin
if qk+1 ≥ qmax

, (1)

otherwise

where, qmin and qmax are the minimum and maximum
queue threshold, respectively. pmax is the maximum
packet drop probability. They determine the value of
pk , and the structure of it is shown Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Sketch of structure of the drop probability of a
packet p. When q is less than qmin , p is set for 1, thus all
packets will be received without loss of packets.
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3. Analysis method

Table 1: Parameters of the TCP network.
receiver advertised window size
(rwnd[packets])
1, 000
link capacity (C[bps])
1.54 × 106
round-trip propagation delay (d[sec]) 22.8 × 10−3
packet size (M[bits])
4, 000

It is generally diﬃcult to determine bifurcation parameters in the case of an interrupt dynamical system, e.g., a
hysteresis or switch [11].
A hybrid system is defined as follows:
xt+1 = f (xt ) = fi (xt )

• Case 1: pk Wk < 0.5 (No loss)


min(2Wk , ssthresh)





if Wk < ssthresh,

Wk+1 = 
,


min(W
+
1, rwnd)
k




otherwise
qk+1 = (1 − wq )W( k+1 qk + (1 − (1 −)wq )Wk+1 )
C·d
· max Wk+1 −
, 0 .
M

(2)

Wk+1 =

(3)

(4)

ssthresh means the threshold value of a congestion window
size, and rwnd, C, d, and M are parameters of the TCP
network. We employ these parameters as Table 1 [2]. the
TCP/RED model can be considered as a two-dimensional
hybrid system. This model can be defined as the hybrid
system consists of 11-tuple maps. Subspace of each map is
shown Fig. 2.
10

Case 3

Case 2

qk
4
2

0

20

40

Wk

60

80

Figure 2: Subspace of 11-tuple maps.

(7)

∂ f ∂φ
∂φ
∂φ
(t + 1) =
(t),
(0) = I,
∂x0
∂x ∂x0
∂x0

(8)

where ∂φ/∂x0 (t) represents the Jacobian matrix, which can
estimate the stability of periodic points. However, in the
case of a hybrid system, f is a C 0 -class function. Thus,
∂ f /∂x cannot be considered directly.
In the case of hybrid systems, function f is selected from
fi by according to the state. Additionally, the derivation of
maps can be expressed by the same way. The Jacobian
matrix is thus calculated as follows:
∂φ
∂ fi
(t + 1) =
∂x0
∂x

Case 1
0

x∗0 = φ(x∗0 , p).

xt ∈Di

∂φ
∂φ
(t),
(0) = I.
∂x0
∂x0

(9)

The shooting method can be applied to hybrid systems by
these equations.
The border-collision is the characteristic phenomena in
the hybrid system. It is happened when periodic points
across the border that determines each subspace. It can be
analyzed by adding the function defines the border to the
recurrence formula of the shooting method. In this case,
we fix the initial state as W0 = 1, q0 = 0.0. Thus, the recurrence formula and derivative of it is expressed as follows:

Time out is happend.
8
6

(6)

where x0 is the initial value, which satisfies x0 = φ(x0 , 0).
The detection of the bifurcation parameter is diﬃcult because Eq. (6) has non-smoothness on boundaries between
two subspace. To analyze the stability of the solution, the
derivation to get Jacobian matrix of one is necessary.
If periodic points that satisfy Eq. (7) exist, the Jacobian
matrix of a discrete time system is expressed as:

• Case 3: 1.5 ≤ pk Wk (At least Two Packet loss)
Wk+1 = 0,
qk+1 = qk .

(5)

where xt ∈ Rn is the state, f is a function satisfying
f : Rn 7→ Rn . fi , i = 1, 2, . . . m are C ∞ -class functions that are used on subspace Di . If the subspace that the
state xt stays is changes, the characteristic of the system is
also changed. Thus, any xt values are mapped to xt+1 .
The solution φ is defined as
xt = φ(x0 , t),

• Case 2: 0.5 ≤ pk Wk < 1.5 (One packet losses)
Wk
,
2
qk+1 = (1 − wq )W( k+1 qk + (1 − (1 −)wq )Wk+1 )
C·d
· max Wk+1 −
, 0 ,
M
Wk
ssthresh =
.
2

if xt ∈ Di ,

F(λ) = η(φ(λ)) = 0
∂η(λ) ∂φ
F ′ (λ) =
=0
∂q ∂λ

100

(10)
(11)

where λ is the parameter, e. g., wq , pmax and so on. The
Jacobian matrix is computed by Eq. (8). Note that, ∂ fi /∂x
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is given by

0.014

∂φ
∂ fi
(t + 1) =
∂λ
∂x

xt ∈Di

∂φ
∂ fi
,
(t) +
∂x0
∂λ xt ∈Di
∂φ
(0) = 0.
∂λ

(12)

0.012

(13)

wq

4. Bifurcation analysis

0.01

We analyze bifurcation structures of the S-model by using a shooting method [11]. Figure 3 shows the bifurcation diagram in the pmax –wq plane. The system with parameters on gray regions in this figure occurs the ”At least
two packet loss”. Thus, the time out is happened and the
sender has to wait idle time. Therefore, the throughput of
the router is decrease. All bifurcation phenomena in this
parameter ranges are a border-collision (BC) bifurcation,
and some bifurcation sets have an Arnold tongue structure.
Figure 4 shows the magnification diagram of Fig. 3. It is
confirmed that various periodic regions exist and they have
an Arnold tongue structure. These bifurcation are also BC
bifurcations.
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Figure 4: Magnified figure of rectangle A in Fig. 3. This
figure is drawn by the brute-force method.
and perturbation of it is became small. However, the time
out is happened by varying the parameter pmax .
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Figure 3: Bifurcation diagram in the pmax –wq plane. other
parameters are qmin = 5, qmax = 15, ssthresh = 20, and
Tab. 1. All of bifurcation phenomena in this parameter
ranges are BC-bifurcations.

Figure 5: One-dimensional bifurcation diagram varied the
parameter pmax on the line (i) in Fig. 4. (wq = 0.002) (yaxis: the window size Wk and the average queue size qk
[packets])

The one-dimension bifurcation diagram varied the parameter pmax on the line (i) (wq = 0.002) in Fig.4 is shown
in Fig. 5. Figures 5 (a) and (b) shows Wk and qk respectively. Many BC bifurcations are happened near, and it cascades with varied pmax , and the average queue size is slow
to decrease. Therefore, BC the bifurcation phenomena affects the performance of TCP/RED. Figure 6 shows onedimension bifurcation diagram with wq = 0.13 on the line
(ii). If wq is increased, average queue size qk is increased,
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Figure 6: One-dimensional bifurcation diagram varied the
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(y-axis: the window size Wk and the average queue size qk
[packets])
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated the stability and
bifurcation structures of the S-model constructed from
TCP/RED. In this model, observed bifurcation phenomena are mainly BC-bifurcation, and some of parameter sets
of them have an Arnold tongue structure. From bifurcation structures and one-dimension bifurcation diagrams,
the tendency of the performance and parameter regions occurs the time out of TCP/RED system are clarified.
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Abstract— The solar activity over the last 10’000
years, as reconstructed from cosmogenic radionuclides
stored in terrestrial archives, shows a couple of very
stable albeit intermittent periodicities. Recently, the
same periodicities have been discovered in the torque
exerted by the planets on the sun’s tachocline. While
the mechanism through which the planets couple to
the sun’s magnetic field is still unknown, this synchronization phenomenon deserves renewed attention from
the nonlinear dynamics community.

behaviour”. It is the purpose of this conference contribution to draw renewed attention of the nonlinear dynamics community to these records, in order to achieve
a better understanding of the observed synchronization of solar activity with planetary forcing.
The establishment of a robust synchronization of the
solar activity with the planetary orbits would have important implications for the predictability of solar activity and its influence on the climate of space and
Earth.

1. Introduction

2. Stable cycles in solar activity

Recently, evidence from data for a synchronization
of the motion of the planets and the (magnetic)
solar activity has been reported [Abreu et al., 2012].
This has led to a debate about the significance of
these findings within the solar physics community
[Cameron and Schüssler, 2013, Charbonneau, 2013],
where the dogma prevails that the sun can be considered as an isolated system because of the weakness of
the planetary forcing.
Within the nonlinear dynamics community, synchronization effects between weakly coupled nonlinear
oscillators are well understood. From the perspective
of dynamical system’s theory it is hardly a surprise
to see synchronization in the solar system, bearing in
mind that it emerged over the past 4.5 billion years
from a rather homogeneous cloud of dust, even if the
planets’ influence on the sun is very weak.
The sunspot record, covering more than 400 years
of direct observations of solar activity, supports
the idea that the solar magnetic field can be understood as a nonlinear oscillator that is gravitationally driven by the planets [Paluš et al., 2007,
Paluš and Novotna, 1999]. However, by which mechanism weak exterior gravitational fields couple to the
sun’s magnetic field is unclear.
While sunspot records are available for only a couple
of centuries, the data analysis in [Abreu et al., 2012]
is based on 10’000 yr long records of radionuclides,
which are a proxy for solar activity. An analysis of
these records has revealed that the solar activity cycle
is modulated by several quasi-periodic cycles showing
period-doubling characteristics and aperiodic grand
minima with a characteristic time scale exceeding several tens of cycle periods [Hanslmeier, A. et al., 2013].
Thus, solar activity seems to be ”on the edge of chaotic

Unfortunately the direct observations of solar activity based on sunspots are limited to the period since
the invention of the telescope in 1609. However, indirect observations based on the cosmogenic radionuclides 10 Be and 14 C provide information of solar activity for about 10’000 years. The solar wind streaming away from the sun and forming the heliosphere is
carrying frozen-in solar magnetic fields, which prevent
galactic cosmic rays from reaching the earths atmosphere where they produce 10 Be and 14 C by interacting with nitrogen and oxygen. As a consequence,
measuring these radionuclides in natural archives provides a measure of how strongly the solar magnetic
field has modulated the galactic cosmic ray intensity
in the past. This measure can be expressed by the socalled solar modulation potential Φ [Beer et al., 2012].
The power spectrum of the solar modulation potential shows a couple of sharp lines within a noise
spectrum that resembles red noise. These lines have
been detected in many different data sets (such as 14 C
measurements in tree rings, 10 Be measurements in ice
sheets, etc.) and are commonly accepted to reflect
cycles of solar activity [Stuiver and Braziunas, 1993,
McCracken et al., 2013]. Some of them, like the ≈87
yr Gleissberg cycle or the ≈208 yr deVries cycle,
are even named after their discoverers. Furthermore,
wavelet analysis shows that while the periods are extremely stable over time, their amplitudes are strongly
modulated (see Fig. 1).
3. Evidence for planetary coupling
In order to test the hypothesis of a planetary influence on solar activity, Abreu et al derived, from NASA
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Figure 1: Properties of solar activity reconstructed from
cosmogenic radionuclides. a) Solar activity for the past
9400 years, as specified by the solar modulation potential
Φ determined using the cosmogenic radionuclides 10 Be and
14
C [Steinhilber et al., 2012]. b) Corresponding wavelet
analysis of solar activity Φ showing the temporal evolution of the amplitudes of the various periodicities. The
dashed horizontal lines illustrate the distinct periodicities
at 88 yr, 104 yr, 150 yr, 208 yr, and 506 yr. The red areas
indicate high power and blue areas low power. The black
contours show the 5% significance regions (i.e., 95% confidence level). Reproduced with permission from Astronomy
and Astrophysics, c ESO.

records of ephemerides, the torque exerted by the planets on the sun’s tachocline, a thin layer between the
radiative and the convective zone of the sun. Many solar physicists believe that it is in the tachocline where
the dynamo generates and stores the toroidal magnetic
flux that eventually gives rise to solar active regions.
Comparing the power spectra of the planetary
torque and the solar modulation potential shows that
they share many of their strongest lines, with remarkable accuracy (see Fig. 2). Furthermore, a
wavelet analysis shows that torque and solar modulation modes tend to be in phase when the latter has
a large amplitude (see Fig. 3).
The mechanism through which the weak gravitational field of the planets couples to the magnetic
field of the sun is still unclear. A possible explanation
has been suggested in [Abreu et al., 2012].
The
crucial point is that the tachocline plays a key role
in the dynamo process [Galloway and Weiss, 1981,
van Ballegooijen, 1982, Charbonneau, 2010].
The
tachocline is on the one hand a layer of strong
shear, which is a basic ingredient of the dynamo
process. On the other hand, it more or less coincides
spatially with the layer of overshooting convection at
the bottom of the convection zone. The overshoot
layer is thought to be crucial for the storage and
the amplification of the magnetic flux tubes that
eventually erupt at the solar photosphere to form
active regions. One of the key factors determining
the storage capacity of the overshoot layer is the
superadiabaticity δ, which is a dimensionless measure
of the stratification of the specific entropy in a
medium. The maximum field strength of a flux tube

100

Figure 2: Comparison between solar activity and planetary torque in the frequency domain. a) Fourier spectrum
of the solar activity quantified by the solar modulation potential Φ. b) Fourier spectrum of the annually averaged
torque modulus |N(t)| (different colors correspond to different torque components). The spectra display significant
peaks with very similar periodicities: the 88 yr Gleissberg
and the 208 yr de Vries cycles are the most prominent,
but periodicities around 104 yr, 150 yr, and 506 yr are also
seen. Reproduced with permission from Astronomy and Astrophysics, c ESO.

that can be stored at a given latitude in the overshoot
layer depends very sensitively on the value of δ,
which is about −10−4 to −10−5 . Small variations in
δ of about −10−4 may decide whether a flux tube
becomes unstable at 2 · 104 G or at 105 G. Flux tubes
that do not reach a strength close to 105 G before
entering the convection zone cannot reach the solar
surface as a coherent structure and therefore cannot
form sunspots [Moreno-Insertis et al., 1995]. Thus
the tiny tidal effect could influence the magnetic
storage capacity of the tachocline by modifying the
stratification of entropy (δ), and thereby altering the
maximum field strength of the flux tubes that can
be stored there. The exact way in which this tiny
modification (1 part in 104 or 105 ) of the entropy
stratification is produced by the tidal forces is the
missing link in the theory. We suggested that a
resonance effect mediated by gravity waves may
provide that link. Since the coupling takes place –by
assumption– in the tachocline, the tidally excited
gravity
waves
[Goldreich and Nicholson, 1989a,
Goldreich and Nicholson, 1989b,
Goodman and Dickson, 1998,
Barker and Ogilvie, 2010] may be modified by
the shear of the environment. Shear may be an
important ingredient because, under appropriate conditions, it allows a disturbance to grow by systematic
extraction of energy from the flow [Craik, 1968].
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Figure 3: Comparison between solar activity and the YZ component of planetary torque in both frequency and time
domain. a) Solar activity Φ reconstructed from cosmogenic radionuclides [Steinhilber et al., 2012]. b) Wavelet coherence
between observation (Φ) and torque (|N(t)|). Arrows indicate the relative phase between both series (pointing to left,
anti-phase; to right in phase). The constant phase between Φ and the torque for the bands centred at 208 yr and 506
yr are an indication of phase locking. The black contours show the 5% significance regions (95% confidence level). c)
Band-pass-filtered annually averaged torque (green curve) along with Φ (blue curve inverted scale) around the 208 yr
periodicity (de Vries). Note that the intervals where forcing (torque) and the response (Φ) are in anti-phase correspond
to time periods when Grand Minima are more frequent, which is also evident in the wavelet analysis, supporting the
assumption of a physical coupling between the planets and the sun. Reproduced with permission from Astronomy and
Astrophysics, c ESO.

4. Conclusions
The similarity of the spectra of the solar activity
and the planetary torque, over the last 10’000 years,
is compelling (see Fig. 2). It might also be surprising, as the planetary forcing on the sun is extremely weak. To understand this apparent synchronization phenomenon, we need to identify the mechanism through which the planets couple to the complex
processes that give rise to the observed solar activity. On the other hand, a more data-driven analysis,
inspired by the theory of weakly coupled non-linear oscillators, might shed further light on this phenomenon.
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Abstract– Gabor Division Spread Spectrum System
(GD/SSS) has been proposed by extending spread
spectrum system using the codes in both of time domain
and frequency domain. Such two-dimensional spreading,
realizes robust communication systems against the noises
and the interferences. In this paper, we optimize the twodimensional spreading codes to improve the performance
of the GD/SSS. Our simulation results show that the
proposed codes have better performance than OFCDM. In
order to verify the effectiveness of such a system using
two-dimensional spreading, we implement the GD/SSS
using the software defined radio technology and evaluate
the BER performance using the implemented systems. By
our experiments, we confirm that our implemented
GD/SSS works correctly and it is clarified that GD/SSS
improves the BER lower than the conventional CDMA.
1. Introduction
The direct sequence spread spectrum (DS/SS) is a system,
multiplying the spreading code to data sequences, to
spread them on a wide frequency band. The receiver side
decodes the transmitted data by multiplying by the
spreading code. When we apply the DS/SS to
multiplexing of multiple data sequences, using spreading
codes having less interference to each other, the
DS/CDMA can be realized. Although the Gold code has
been used as the spreading code in current systems, the
system using the chaotic sequence has been shown to have
lower bit error rate (BER) than those with conventional
spreading codes [1, 2]. In particular, the DS/CDMA using
the chaotic codes having negative autocorrelation is
effective, that has been shown experimentally and
mathematically [3, 4]. In such systems, the signal to
interference ratio (SIR) can be improved by a Gaussian
filter [5].
Based on the spread spectrum systems, the GD/SSS
(Gabor Division spread spectrum system) [6, 7, 8, 9] has
been proposed. It spreads the data symbols on the
frequency domain, as well on the time domain as the
DS/SS. The GD/SSS has a two-dimensional spread system
that is expected to robust communication system [6, 7, 8,
9].
In this paper, in order to optimize the performance of the
GD/SSS, we apply the algorithm of creating twodimensional spreading codes to improve the correlation
properties [10]. We evaluate the performance of the

system using such optimized spreading codes. Further, we
implement this system on a real device to evaluate the
system performance. In this paper, we implement the
GD/SSS using the GNU Radio software platform running
on the Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)
device. We investigate the performance of the GD/SSS
carefully by simulations and real experiments.
2. GD/SSS [6, 7, 8, 9]
GD/SSS is a two-dimensional spread system using the
spreading codes on time and frequency domain [6, 7, 8, 9].
Figure 1 shows the relationship in GD/SSS between the
data length and the tip width as the width of one of the
spreading code. In Figure 1, the thick lines represent each
data symbol, and the thin lines represent the chip width of
the spreading codes. Figure 1 is spreading code length in
time and frequency domain is four, and the data length is
also four in time and frequency domain.

Figure 1. Spreading data symbols on time and frequency
domains by the GD/SSS.
GD/SSS is expected to be robust against the noise and
the interference. In the wireless communication system
using the spreading codes, it is necessary to synchronize
the receiver to the receiver signal.
The transmitted signal of the GD/SSS is generated based
on the template waveforms on the time domain and
frequency domain, which are defined by the following
equations,
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(3)

spreading code in Ref. [10]. This method searches the
spreading codes that maximize the rate of the highest
correlation value at the synchronized point over that of the
second highest peak. As the objective function of this
optimization, we use the sum of squares of the rate on the
time and frequency domain. In order to maximize this
objective function, in this paper, we apply a heuristic
exchange of each bit of the code. For the initial state,
randomly generated code sequences are prepared for both
time and frequency domains. For this pairs of codes,
objective function is calculated. One bit of the codes is
selected and calculated the objective function for the code
that the selected bit is inverted. When the objective
function is increased by this inversion, the codes are
updated by inverting the selected bit. Repeating this
updates, we obtain the codes maximizing difference
between the peak and the second peak correlation values
[10].

(4)

3.2. Effectiveness of the optimized two-dimensional
codes

z (t  mTc ) exp(  jSmTc ),

(1)

1 N c 1
¦ X mc c Z ( f  mcFc ) exp(  jSmcFc ) ,
N c mc 0

(2)

m

m 0

TD

where u m (t ) is time domain template waveform, and

U mcFD ( f ) is frequency domain template waveform.

N , N c, X , X c, z, Tc , Fc are the length of the spreading
code on the time domain, that on the frequency domain,
the spreading code on the time domain, that on the
frequency domain, the Gaussian function, the width of the
chip on the time domain , and that on the frequency
domain, respectively.
The transmitted waveform of the GD/SSS,

s GD (t ) can

be represented as follows,
s GD t; X, Xc

¦d
q

1

Τ qT ,qcF v GD t; X, Xc ,

GD
q

N 1

¦X
Nc

v GD t; X, X c

m

m 0

where

d

GD
q

Τ mTc ,0 u mFD t; X c ,

are the transmitted data. 7 is an operator

representing the time-frequency shift, defined by
(5)

x t  W e j 2SX t X / 2 ,

Τ W ,X x t

X f  X e  j 2SW

Τ Xf, W X f

f X / 2

,

(6)

when the receiver receives the transmitted signal
generated by the above equations, first the receiver has to
synchronize to the receiving signal r (t ) by calculating the
correlation between the receiving signal and the time and
frequency domain template waveforms used for the
transmitted signal, by following equations.
ˆ
&
c GD
r GD t; X, Xc , Τ tˆ , P Τ pT , pcF Τ nT ,0 u nFD t; Yc , (7)
p,n P, t d
c

d

C

GD
&
p , nc

V , fˆD

R

GD

f ; X, Xc , Τ

In order to confirm the effectiveness of the optimized
two-dimensional spreading codes for the GD/SSS and we
evaluate the BER performance. As a conventional scheme
using time domain spreading and multiple channels, we
introduce the OFCDM for the comparison. Figure 2 shows
the BER performance of those schemes, with setting
length of the time and frequency domain spreading codes
16.

f
fˆD , V

Τ

f
pcF ,  pT

Τ

U nTD t; Yc ,

f
ncFc , 0

(8)

where

r t ,s t

³

f

f

r t s t dt ,

(9)

time and frequency domain synchronization can be
achieved by finding P and V corresponding to the
GD

GD

largest c
and C . When the difference between the
highest value and the second highest value is small, the
detection of correct synchronization point becomes
difficult. Therefore, it is important to use the code having
sharp peak in those correlation values.
3. Effectiveness of the two-dimensional optimized code

Figure 2. Comparison of GD/SSS and OFCDM.
From Fig. 2, the GD/SSS has good BER performance
when the SNR is low. Further, we confirm that the
optimized spreading codes much improve the BER
performance of the GD/SSS.

3.1. Optimization of the two-dimensional code
In order to maximize the different between the highest
and the second highest values of correlation, we have
proposed optimization method of the two dimensional
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Figure 3. Block diagram of GD/SSS.
4. Implementation of GD/SSS using Software Defined
Radio
Previous section shows effectiveness of GD/SSS by
computer simulation. In this paper, we implemented
GD/SSS on a software defined radio system, and
evaluated the performance of GD/SSS. The software
defined radio system enables implementation of various
modulation schemes by performing signal processing on
the software rather than on the hardware.
In this paper, we use GNU Radio and Universal Software
Radio Peripheral (USRP) as the software defined radio.
GNU Radio is software platform to implement software of
the software defined radio. Various modules for signal
processing written C++ can be connected by Python
realize a wireless communication system. The USRP is a
hardware that can be used as a radio front end of the GNU
Radio. The USRP is composed of a main board and a Figure 4. transmitted waveform of GD/SSS creating
daughter board. Frequency conversion, transmitting and implemented system.
receiving are performed on the daughter board, and the
A/D conversion is performed on the main board. We use
USRP N210 to implement the GD/SSS. Figure 3 shows
GD/SSS developed by the GNU Radio. The length of the
frequency domain spreading is four. Figure 4 shows an
example of the transmitted waveform of the developed
GD/SSS. Using the implemented GD/SSS on the software
defined radio, we evaluate the BER performance. We have
also implemented the conventional DS/SS for the
comparison. Figure 5 shows the result of the performance
evaluation by the experiments using the developed system.
Time domain spreading code length is fixed at thirty-two,
and several values of the length of the frequency domain
spreading are tested.
The results in the Fig. 5 show that the GD/SSS has lower
BER, especially in the cases that the SNR is low. We
confirm effectiveness of the GD/SSS not only by
Figure 5. Implemented GD/SSS of noise resistance.
computer simulation but also by the actual experiments
using a real implemented communication system.
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5㸬
㸬Conclusion
In this paper, we evaluated the effectiveness of GD/SSS
by a simulation and a real communication device. By
optimizing the spreading codes of two-dimensional
GD/SSS, we show the BER performance becomes better
than the conventional modulation scheme using time and
frequency domain, such as the OFCDM. Furthermore, we
implemented the GD/SSS using the GNU Radio and the
USRP, and demonstrate its performance. By experiments
using the system, we confirm the effectiveness of the
GD/SSS, which uses the time and the frequency domain
spreading.
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Abstract—To cope with ever-increasing size and complexity of information networks, self-organization based
networking technologies draw increasing attention. In this
paper, we consider incorporating two control mechanisms
operating on diﬀerent layers and having diﬀerent objectives, i.e. clustering and routing, in a wireless sensor
network. While each self-organization based control autonomously accomplishes the targeted objectives, it does
not necessarily mean the desired performance is obtained.
Therefore, we introduce a mechanism of mutual interactions among clustering and routing to improve the performance as the whole system. Simulation results show that
sharing one parameter between clustering and routing.
1. Introduction
The rapid growth of wireless networks in size and
complexity makes traditional and conventional mechanisms unsuccessful. To cope with emerging problems,
self-organization based networking technologies draw increasing attention. Many successful attempts have been
made, especially taking an approach to be inspired by selforganizing behavior of biological systems, e.g. [1]. However, most of them only consider application of a single biological model to a single networking problem. Apparently,
a single control mechanism cannot satisfy diverse requests
on networking and communication in a functional aspect
ranging from the lowest physical layer to the highest application layer of a layered reference model and in a structural aspect from M2M wireless networks of tiny devices to
large-scale optical backbone networks. Therefore, we need
to consider incorporating multiple self-organization based
networking technologies, but much has not been known
about appropriate combination to achieve consistent, stable, robust, and adaptive control as a whole.
In this paper, we consider incorporating two selforganization based networking technologies operating on
diﬀerent layers and having diﬀerent objectives. They are
clustering and routing in a wireless sensor network (Fig. 1).
Wireless networks are one of active areas of application of
self-organization based control algorithms, because characteristics of unstable, unreliable, and bandwidth-limited
wireless communication make conventional and firm control infeasible.
Clustering makes clusters of sensor nodes, where each
cluster has one representative node called cluster head (CH)

and cluster members (CMs). Sensing data are gathered at a
CH from CMs and then sent to a sink node, i.e. collection
point of all sensing data, by the CH through inter-cluster
data forwarding. Since a CH consumes more energy than
CMs for reception and transmission of sensing data, roles
of CH and CM should be rotated to balance energy consumption among nodes. Therefore, a primary concern of
clustering is balance of energy. On the contrary, routing,
in charge of establishment and maintenance of paths from
CHs to a sink, aims at lower delay and higher ratio of data
gathering.
As a basic algorithm of self-organization based clustering and routing, we use a mathematical model of biological adaptation, called the attractor selection model [2]. The
model explains how an E.coli cell adapts to dynamically
changing nutrient condition of the environment. Each cell
autonomously regulates gene expression and synthesizes
appropriate nutrient to compensate deficiency of nutrients
in the environment. In [3], we applied the attractor selection model to routing in mobile ad-hoc networks and verified that our proposal outperformed a conventional mechanism and other bio-inspired mechanism in robustness,
adaptability, and performance. We can expect that attractor
selection-based clustering and routing autonomously and
adaptively accomplish the targeted objectives, i.e. energy
balance and data gathering performance.
However, we need to consider the fact that clustering
and routing intrinsically depend on each other. Paths that
routing establishes heavily depend on the structure of clusters, which a clustering mechanism constructs. At the same
time, inter-cluster communication determined by a routing
mechanism puts an additional burden on CHs whose energy consumption changes depending on the location that
a CH exists in a path. As a consequence of independent
and autonomous behaviors of clustering and routing aiming at maximization of their individual objectives, there is
a chance that they can find good solutions leading to the
near global optimization. However, convergence would
take time. In reality, they are more likely to interfere each
other and a whole system never converges. It considerably
degrades the performance and shortens the lifetime of a
wireless sensor network. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce a mechanism of mutual interactions among clustering
and routing. In our proposal, they are combined by sharing
some control parameters. Diﬀerently from so-called crosslayer architecture [4], where optimization is performed by
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taking into account states and parameters of multiple layers
at once, clustering and routing are loosely coupled while
leaving autonomy of mechanisms in our proposal.
2. Attractor selection model
The attractor selection model is in the form of a stochastic diﬀerential equation combining a function f (x), an activity α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1), and a noise term η. The dynamics of
system state x is given by the following equation.
dx
= f (x)α + η
dt

(1)

The state x can be either of a scalar or a vector. The function f (x) corresponds to a potential function defining attractors. An attractor is a stable state where a dynamic system governed by dx/dt = f (x) converges and stably stays.
The activity α is a scalar which expresses the goodness of
the current state x. When the state x is appropriate for the
current condition, the activity α is high. Multiplication of
f (x) and α reinforces or weakens the potential energy of attractors. Together with the noise term η, a system exhibits
adaptive behavior.
With the large α a system stays the current attractor stably. When the environmental condition changes and α becomes small, a system moves out of an attractor and takes
random walk being driven by the noise term. When a system eventually approaches a new attractor, which is appropriate for the current condition, the activity begins to increase. As a consequence the system state is entrained to
the new attractor. In summary, the attractor selection model
is a meta-heuristic algorithm to find a good solution defined as an attractor. It combines deterministic nonlinear
dynamics and random search with mediation of the activity
as feedback.
3. Attractor selection-based clustering
Each node i maintains activity αiC and a state vector x⃗i =
{xi,1 , xi,2 , ..., xi,M } where M corresponds to the number of
nodes in its vicinity plus one for node i itself. xi,1 is a state
value of node i. At the regular clustering interval of T c , all
nodes conduct the following process. Node i first evaluates
the clustering activity αiC by using the following equation.
αiC ← ρC αiC + (1 − ρC )

mink∈CHi rk
,
max j∈Ni r j

(2)

where Ni is the set of neighbor nodes additionally including
ResidualEnergy
node i, r j = Capacity j j is the ratio of residual energy to
the capacity, CHi is the set of CHs and node i. For the
purpose of advertisement of energy condition as well as
neighbor discovery and maintenance, each node broadcasts
hello messages at regular intervals of T h . ρC (0 ≤ ρC ≤ 1)
is a smoothing coeﬃcient.

Figure 1: Layers of clustering and routing control

Next, node i updates the state vector x⃗i by,
(
)
γ
1
√
α
+
βα
i
C
iC
dxi, j
2
=
− αiC xi, j + ηi, j (1 ≤ j ≤ M), (3)
2
dt
1 + xi,max − xi,2 j
where xi,max = max{xi, j }, β = 20, and γ = 10. The term ηi, j
is Gaussian white noise with mean 0 and variance 1.
Then, node i sets its backoﬀ timer ti as
√
(4)
ti = T max 1 − xi,1 ,
where T max is the maximum waiting time of CH election.
When the backoﬀ timer ti expires, node i broadcasts a
cluster-head claim (CHC) message to all of its neighbors
and becomes a CH. Hearing the CHC message, other nodes
in the range of broadcasting cancel their backoﬀ timers and
become CMs of CH i.
If non-CH node j receives several CHC messages during
T max + T g from the beginning of the current clustering process, it becomes a gateway node (GW). It mediates intercluster message forwarding. GW j multicasts a gateway
claim (GWC) message to neighbor CHs to inform its existence. At T u > T max + T g from the beginning of the current
clustering process, all nodes update lists of CHs and GWs
used for routing based on a result of clustering.
4. Attractor selection-based routing
At regular intervals of T d , sensing data are gathered from
all nodes to a sink. First each of all CMs and GWs sends
sensing data to its designated CH. At T a from the beginning of the current data gathering, CH i aggregates received
sensing data together with its own and selects a GW to send
the aggregated data.
For the sake of routing, independently of the role, i.e.
CH, GW, or CM, node i maintains another set of activity
αiR and state vector y⃗i = {yi,2 , yi,3 , ..., yi,M }. They are evaluated and used only when node i is either of CH or GW.
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Furthermore, evaluation of the attractor selection model is
performed once per data gathering cycle. Now consider the
behavior of a CH. A GW also conducts the similar process
where GW and CH are interchanged in the following descriptions.
When there is a single GW having the smallest hop
counts to a sink (HoTS) among neighbor GWs, it is selected as a next hop without evaluating the attractor selection model. Here, we assume that HoTS is initialized and
maintained by using regularly exchanged hello messages or
periodic flooding of control messages. When there are two
or more GWs with the smallest HoTS, CH i first evaluates
the routing activity αiR using the following equation.
αiR ← ρR αiR + (1 − ρR )

min d
,
dlatest

(5)

where dlatest is the delay in the latest data gathering and
min d is the minimum delay in the past data gathering. So
that CHs and GWs can obtain delay information, at each
T f from the beginning of the current data gathering, a sink
sends a feedback message by flooding. A feedback message contains a list of reception time of all data messages it
received in the previous period of T f . ρR (0 ≤ ρR ≤ 1) is a
smoothing coeﬃcient.
Next, CH i updates a state vector as,
αiC

(

√1
2

+ βαγiC

)

dyi, j
=
− αiR yi, j + ηi, j (1 ≤ j ≤ M). (6)
dt
1 + y2i,max − y2i, j
Diﬀerently from clustering, CH i only updates state values
of neighbor GWs. Then, CH i sends an aggregated data
message to a GW with the largest state value.
When CH i receives a data message to forward from a
neighbor GW, it first evaluates the attractor selection model
if it is not done in the current data gathering cycle and selects a GW with the largest state value as a next hop. In
message forwarding, a GW from which it received a message is excluded from next-hop candidates unless it is only
neighboring GW.
5. Incorporation of clustering and routing
In [5], we consider interaction between layered routing
mechanisms in a hierarchical wired network. Each of interdomain and intra-domain routing mechanisms performs autonomous and adaptive routing based on the attractor selection model. To have explicit mutual interactions, they
share activity values among layers by additionally multiplying the activity of the other layer to function f (x) in Eq.
(1). With such coupling, a routing mechanism of each layer
tries to maximize both activities. In this paper, we take the
same approach.
Since clustering takes into account only energy balancing, there is possibility that disconnected cluster structure

is formed. Whereas there is a variety of coupling, we consider routing-aware clustering. It is accomplished by replacing αiC with αiC αiR in Eq. (3). As a result of the loose
coupling, it is expected that clustering is performed so as to
guarantee the connectivity by maximization of objectives
of both of clustering and routing.

6. Evaluation
We evaluate the proposal from viewpoints of data gathering ratio, data gathering delay, and energy consumption. The data gathering ratio is defined as the ratio of
the number of sensing data which a sink receives in data
gathering interval T d to the number of data messages that
all nodes except for a sink sent in T d . The data gathering delay is defined as time taken for a data message to
reach a sink from a CH. Finally, the energy consumption
is evaluated by the fairness index [6], which is defined as
∑
∑
( ni=1 ri )2 /(n ni=1 ri2 ). n is the number of nodes.
We randomly distributed 20 immobile nodes in the region of 500×1000 m2 . Nodes communicate with each other
within the range of 250 m by IEEE 802.15.4. Simulations
are conducted by using OMNet++ [7] and each simulation
time is 20000 s. Other parameters are set as T max = 0.5s,
T f = 2s, T d = 5s, T h = es, T c = 1000s, T u = 1.5s,
T g = 0.05s, T a = 0, 4s.
We here and after call a scenario where clustering and
routing independently operate Independent” and a combination of routing-aware clustering and routing Coupled”.
Figure 2 and 3 show the data gathering ratio of Independent and Coupled in a set of simulation runs, respectively.
Whereas there are sudden drops in the data gathering ratio
due to disconnected cluster topology, Coupled achieves the
stably higher data gathering ratio in the latter half of simulation time than Independent. As a result, the fairness index
of energy decreases from 0.9903 (Independent) to 0.9893
(Coupled), but the sacrifice is small.
Next Fig. 4 compares the data gathering delay. They differ little from each other because organized cluster topology does not diﬀer much as far as it guarantees the connectivity. Within each data gathering interval, the data gathering delay fluctuates very much. It is because of stochastic
behavior of the attractor selection model. We can expect
that the delay converges to a smaller value when we have a
longer data gathering interval giving the suﬃcient time for
convergence. We can also accelerate convergence by using
smaller γ in Eq. (3).
Finally, Fig. 5 illustrates the data gathering ratio averaged over 10 simulation runs. Because of the small number
of simulation runs, the data gathering delay fluctuates but
fluctuation is smaller in Coupled. It means that incorporating clustering and routing by loose coupling leads to stable
data gathering.
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Abstract–Traditional studies on the dynamics of
cellular signal transmission are mainly limited to the
applications of feedback control models where factors
affecting the molecular signal flow, which implies the flow
of molecular signals in terms of molecular concentration
that expresses “information” of the dynamics of cellular
functions, are not considered. But reported evidence on
cellular signal transmission indicates that the accuracy and
efficiency of the flow of molecular signals determines the
activation of cellular signaling pathways, which is closely
related to the fate of the cell. The feedback control model
without considering the inevitable factor – the dynamics of
the flow in signal transmission, cannot well explain the
phenomenon of the feedback enhancement on the flow of
molecular signals in signaling pathway networks. In this
paper, a new filter-based method called the network filter
in which the non-smooth state transition caused by the
signal transmission in different steady states of the
feedback controller is detected by a filtering mechanism
that characterizes the statistical feature of molecular
information channel to perform the quantitative robustness
analysis of the heat shock response (HSR) network of E.
coli is proposed. The simulation result of the robustness of
the HSR network is verified by my software simulator of
signal transmission processes in the cell by using a channel
structure, which can quantitatively describe the
characteristics of the molecular signal flow to formulate
the cellular signal transmission process. The dynamics of
the flow that characterizes the signal transmission process
has been proven to be an adequate measurable criterion to
testify the effect of feedback on robustness of signal
transduction in protein folding. The results obtained
demonstrate that the flow dynamics in the HSR network
obeys the constructal law, which not only shows the
feasibility of this method for the identification of the
parameters that characterize the flow in robust cellular
signaling pathway networks to find the crucial factors that
affect the robustness of HSP but also shows the possibility
of being used as a theoretical tool for the analysis of a
broad class of dynamic networks in general because HSP
determines the protein folding and the failure of the
protein folding may cause neuro-degeneration.

1. Introduction

Cell communication [1] is the kernel physical
mechanism of biological signal processing of molecular
network of the cell from which the complexity of the cell
can be better understood. With the advances of
nanotechnology, some signaling mechanisms are able to
be quantitatively described in structural biology [2], e.g.,
the structure of the G protein receptor acts as an antenna
of the cell in the signal transmission between cells, whose
discovery was highlighted in 2012 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry [3]. The challenging problem is how the
complex network of the cell works? i.e., how the signals
cooperate [4] to sustain the biological function of the cell.
In computational biology it is a problem of modeling a
network called network reconstruction because biological
networks, which are only unknown to us with respect to
their explicit expression in cellular signal transmission [5],
do exist in nature. In molecular signal processing the
problem become to build a filter to create a mathematical
model for a signaling pathway network whose structure
can well explain the cellular function and the network
filter [6] is the general method to solve the problem of the
network reconstruction.
Robustness is an important attribute of staying the same,
which measures the behavior of a biological system under
uncertainty. Robustness of signaling pathway network is
studied mainly by applying the general principles of
feedback control in control theory to describe the
biological system in systems biology [7]. In classical
control theory, robustness of dynamics is independent of
the spatial locations of involved signals, which is
especially true for the central-controller based systems
used in factories. But robust control models for cellular
signal transmission without considering the flow of
molecular signals contradicts the evidences of the
dynamics of the flow caused by the molecular movement.
As we know diffusion of the molecular movement results
in the molecular flow within the cell. Kholodenko once
introduced the diffusion process into the numerical
calculation of kinase pathway [8] to demonstrate the
transmission of the spatially distributed signals
represented by a wave function. Two kinds of movements
Keywords— bioinformatics, cellular signal transmission, exist in the cell – the passive form as diffusion and the
robustness.
active form as cargo transportation. These molecular
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movements affect the spatial distribution of the molecular
concentrations in signaling pathway networks.
What kind of principles used to explain the robustness
mechanism under the dynamics of the flow is a main
problem trying to address in this paper. To find the
characteristics of the underlying system such as minimum,
maximum and optimum in result is what the conventional
studies are normally carried out on the dynamics of the
flow. Those characteristics only show part of the features
of the dynamics of flow. One of the laws to explain the
dynamics of flow in nature is the constructal law [9], a
principle that describes the evolution of a complex system
to survive in nature will persist in the direction of easier
access of the flow. In order to study the flow dynamics in
nature, a robustness model derived from a network
controller structure by the integration of nonlinear control
theory and communication engineering to unify the
process of cellular information processing and cellular
signal transmission, which is a formulated mechanism of
the so-called network filter, to solve the inconsistency
between the role of the feedback on the robustness in
control theory and the role of the feedback on
transmission rate inferred from empirical observation, is
designed. Considering the principles of flow dynamics in
biological networks in the cell are still unclear, using
quantitative analysis of computational biology to discover
the unknown law of nature in cellular signal transmission
processes to understand cellular behavior in molecular
level through communication theory and communication
engineering is extremely important.
The robustness analysis of bio-molecular networks
under discrete state transition is mainly discussed in this
paper. As we know, among the major characteristics of the
cell, specificity is the key to understand the cellular
signaling mechanism that sustains the robustness of the
cell. Through some specific molecular signals for cellular
functions, the methods of system identification and signal
estimation are used to quantitatively analyze the signaling
dynamics of pathways in the cell. Considering the
stochastic characteristics of the object in this study, the
signaling mechanism of state transitions among different
areas of steady states via non-smooth analysis, which is in
contrast to the widely applied analysis methods for
signaling pathways in continuous form, is first analyzed.
To the best of my knowledge, there are no reports on
applying non-smooth mathematical methods to robustness
analysis of biological networks although the non-smooth
mathematics methods have been applied in optimal
control engineering. There is no optimality in cellular
signal transmission processes considering that flow
dynamics in cellular signaling pathway networks is caused
by molecular movement. In this paper, the study of the
quantitative analysis of signaling pathway networks
formulated by the network filter is presented from the
viewpoint of network simulation based on the feasibility,
especially the reliability related to the capability of the
signaling pathways to transmit special molecular signals.
This quantitative analysis of cellular signaling networks

can well explain why and how the robustness can be
sustained under the dynamics of flow. The channel unit
that describes the flow caused by the signal transmission
is introduced into the dynamic model of cellular signaling
pathway so the joint temporal and spatial dynamics can be
investigated. Using the supporting technology from
communication engineering, the effect of the channel
capacity of cellular signaling processes with dynamic
characteristics is studied. Also based on the factors of the
channel, a network filter, which can integrate the
nonlinear signaling dynamics and the signal transmission
process to formulate the flow phenomenon, is designed
for the modulation of the dynamics of the flow. The
conclusion that the flow dynamics within the cell helps to
sustain the robustness of signaling pathways is consistent
with the constructal law – a governing principle in nature.
The simulation results show the proposed method is
efficient for the bioinformatics analysis of signaling
pathway networks as one of the basic principles of nanoscale communication networks though the study in this
paper is only limited to the robustness of cellular signaling
pathways. The originality of the theoretical model of the
network filter is that it embeds the dynamics of the flow
into the controlling process to unify both the active and
passive movement of signaling molecules in a cell. The
theoretical model for molecular drug delivery is only
limited to the diffusion mechanism of molecular
movement [10]. Here there is a need to mention that it is
the first time that the existence of the constructal law in
the simulated cellular signaling dynamics of the HSR
pathway, which is an instance of HSP (heat shock
proteins) for protein folding, is testified. The research
presented here is to establish a rigorous and unified
theoretic framework for the cellular signaling transmission
process in order to explain the phenomena observed in the
empirical study of signaling pathway networks [11], and
to provide a direct window for potential molecular drug
design and delivery to prevent the neuro-degeneration.
2. Quantitative Analysis of the Dynamics of Flow in
Signaling Pathway Networks
As we know, the non-smooth state transition is caused
by the information flow transmitted through the channel
exists. This fact shows the limitation of the traditional
controller, i.e., the stochastic variation of the transmitted
signals is not taken into the consideration in control
design scheme. So, the channel is introduced into the
controller structure to formulate it as a network filter so as
to perform the quantitative analysis of the flow dynamics.
Before discussing the simulation, the communication
mechanism of the cell is depicted as the formalization of
cellular signal transmission process in terms of the
communication protocols of communication networks,
where the structure of the signal transmission represented
by chemical concentration of signaling molecules in the
cell is mapped to an overlay network structure of
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communication networks designed according to the
concept of “software-defined networks”, which obeys the
“OpenFlow” principle [12]). That spatial dynamics of the
signaling pathways of the cell is able to be quantitatively
analyzed by using the channel representation and
transmission operations is one of the most obvious merits
of the communication network models being applied in
bio-informatics. With this, it becomes feasible to simulate
and analyze the joint temporal and spatial dynamics of the
cellular signaling process. The modules of my simulation
software for signaling and network configuration is
described in terms of software engineering and have been
introduced into the bio-informatics analysis based on
autonomic network architecture in communication
engineering.
The stress signal of the cell means the signal from the
environment goes irregularly beyond the normal threshold.
As a kind of response to stress, heat shock response
(HSR) refers to a cellular function in which the cell can
sustain the protein folding when the temperature is higher
than the normal temperature. The heat shock response
pathway network of E. coli is selected to study robustness.
In the simulation experiment, signaling molecule DnaK in
the HSR pathway is used as the indicator of the robustness
of the heat shock response pathway of E. coli. Figure 1 (a)
~ (c) give the simulation results of the robustness of the
signal transmission process. Different channel capacity of
signal transmission is used in order to compare the
stochastic effect on the flow under the condition of nonselection and selection mechanisms for the flow. Channel
capacity with uniform as well as Gaussian distributions is
used in the simulation to investigate the influence of
different ranges of the channel capacity on the changes of
flow. From Figure 1 (a) ~ (c), we can see that flow
dynamics of the signal transmission process is greatly
affected by the variation of the channel capacity. Figure 1
(d) shows the effect of channel on the signals, the flow
dynamics where channel capacity is set as uniform
distribution and Gaussian distribution. From the
simulation experiment, it has been found that the channel
configured by the Gaussian distribution has a higher
efficiency of information transmission than the one by the
uniform distribution.
Fig. 1 (d) gives the result of a comparative study on
flow dynamics with respect to two groups of parameter
settings – a non-selective mechanism for the flow
formulated by a uniform distribution and a selective
mechanism for the flow formulated by a Gaussian
distribution. The result is obtained by using the different
configurations where the non-selective mechanism and
selective mechanism correspond to the diffusion process
and non-diffusion process, respectively. By simulating the
network filtering mechanism of a robust cellular signaling
pathway network that characterizes the flow, that the
robustness of the HSR pathway (an instance of HSP [13])

for protein folding is affected by the channel parameters
regulating the flow is observed.

(a) Channel capacity is set as a uniform distribution with
the mean 5nM/ms and different variances sampled within
[1, 4] nM/ms.

(b) Channel capacity is set as a uniform distribution with
the mean 5nM/ms and different variances sampled within
[1.0, 1.1] nM/ms.

(c) Channel capacity is set as a Gaussian distribution with
the mean 5nM/ms and different variances sampled within
[0.3, 1.0] nM/ms.
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of the signal transduction of stress response network of
protein folding in E. coli obeys the “constructal law”. By
testifying this dynamical feature through the simulation of
the robust cellular signaling process of the HSP pathway,
it has been found that the flow dynamics greatly affects
the activation of the HSP signaling network of protein
folding under stress, which can prevents the neuronal
degeneration caused by protein mis-folding, a generalized
mechanism of cellular signaling processes under an
external stress because of the conservativeness among
different species.
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Abstract—Liquid State Machine (LSM) is a recently
proposed model of cortical computation. The model consists of a random network of large number of neurons interconnected with almost uniform connection strengths. Despite task-independent topology of the network , the LSM
successfully performs them only if connection strengths to
a readout unit are tuned properly. It implies that an information network based on LSM does not need costly topology maintenance. Recent experiments, however, revealed
that strengths of synaptic connections in cortical network
are far from uniform but widely distributed on highly heterogeneous distribution with a heavy tail, that can help reliable spike information transmission. In this paper, we
first introduce highly heterogeneous connection strengths
into the LSM and show that heterogeneity actually improves ability to store input sequences. We then limit the
number of output neurons directly projecting to a readout
unit. While it degrades the communication ability across
the LSM, we can partly compensate for the degradation by
utilizing finite history of states of projection neurons.
1. Introduction
Both our brain and information communication systems
are a complicated network consisting of a huge number of
devices. While both networks need to reliably transmit information across distances, their solution seems very diﬀerent. In an information network, a router forwards packets to
a carefully chosen downstream router to organize an optimal path to a destination. A neuron in the cortical network,
however, sends spike trains to all of the connected postsynaptic neurons along almost random network topology [1].
Thus input information injected into the cortical network
seems rapidly diﬀuse over the entire network without optimally delivered to a destination.
For information networks with extremely large number
of devices, routing with optimal path to a destination can
face diﬃculty because it requires a large amount of computational resources, communication overhead and energy
consumption. This diﬃculty is especially crucial for wireless sensor network [2] with extremely small devices such
as the smart dust [3] or nano-sensors [4] where computational and communication capability and energy consumption is tightly restricted due to limited power and space of

readout
unit

input

output
neurons

Figure 1: Liquid State Machine

devices. We thus need to develop novel information communication technologies without optimal routing for these
applications. If we can apply information communication
mechanisms of the brain that realized on random network
topology without optimal routing to large-scale information network, it must oﬀer fascinating opportunity for wireless sensor network.
In order to study the possibility of information communication on random networks without optimal routing, we
focus on the recently proposed model of cerebellum cortex known as the Liquid State Machine (LSM) [5] that is
also called as the Echo State Network [6] and the computation realized on the network is often denoted as the
Reservoir Computation [7]. The liquid state machine consists of a randomly connected network of neurons (Fig. 1)
called reservoir that models local circuit of cortex. Restricted numbers of neurons in the reservoir work as input
neurons and directly receive input to the reservoir. Similarly, certain numbers of neurons work as output neurons
and directly project output connection onto a readout unit.
Note that, in the originally proposed LSM, all neurons in
the reservoir work as output neuron. Interestingly, while
input signals does not systematically transmitted to readout
unit but randomly diﬀuse into the reservoir network, proper
tuning of only connections onto the readout unit allows activity of readout unit reproduces input sequences even if
connections inside the reservoir remain intact.
In the original LSM, strengths of synaptic connections
among neurons in the reservoir are almost uniform. Recent biological experiments, however, reported that synap-
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2. Model
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y1(t+1)
y2(t+2)
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s(t),y k(t+k)

tic strengths within the cortical network is far from uniform but distributed on highly heterogeneous heavy-tailed
distribution [8]. This means that a few connections are extremely strong while most of connections in the network
are very weak. Recent theoretical studies reveals that the
heterogeneity largely contributes to reliable spike information transmission among neurons [9].
In the paper, considering application of the LSM to information communication on networks with random topology, we first introduce heterogeneous connection strengths
into the reservoir and show that the heterogeneity improves
ability of the LSM to store input sequences, which is known
as the most fundamental ability of the LSM [10]. In a
case of a wireless sensor network, connection strengths
determine virtual weights of data in processing at a receiver. LSM-based communication in a wireless sensor
network can be regarded as in-network information processing. Then we reduce the number of output neurons
and study how it influences on communication precision
between input and the readout unit. If the reduction is
successful, we can avoid deploying many output neurons,
which correspond to sensors directly connected to a sink,
in a wireless sensor network. While communication ability
decreases with decreasing of the number of readout neurons, we show that the degradation can be partly recovered
by the novel method of input estimation utilizing finite history of state of limited output neurons.
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0
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Figure 2: Input signal and estimated outputs

such that the average number of active neurons, or neurons
whose state is one, is proportional to s(t). This means input neurons represent input signals as average number of
active neurons or population firing rate of them. While we
choose this simplest input representation, other choices of
input weight are also possible. Study with the other input representation will be an important future subject. The
readout unit receives inputs from Nout output neurons to
estimate sequences of input signals s(t − k) as a weighted
linear summation of them,
∑
yi (t) =
xi (t)wout
(4)
ki .
i∈output

Values of output weights, wout
ki , are derived by the linear
regression from only T L training data
T
−1 T
wout
k = (X X + λI) X sk .

(5)

2
min[(yk (t) − s(t − k))2 + λ|wout
k | ],

(6)

Eq(5) satisfies

In this section, we explain Liquid State Machine which
is a subject of the research.
2.1. Liquid State Machine
Reservoir of the Liquid State Machine consists of N =
500 neurons whose dynamics are given as
N
∑
xi (t + 1) = f ( wi j x j (t) + win
i s(t) − θ),

(1)

i=1

where xi (t) is the state of the ith neuron at time t, wi j is the
connection strength from the jth neuron to the ith neuron,
θ = 100 is the firing threshold of neurons. f (x) is the step
function defined as
{
0 (x < 0)
f (x) =
.
(2)
1 (x ≥ 0)
The value of the input signal at time t, s(t), is randomly
chosen from the uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 1.
Connection strength from the signal to the ith neuron is
in
win
i . The value of the wi is zero excepting Nin = 20 input
neurons. We chose nonzero values of win
i as
{
P(x) =

0
−2
θ(win
i )

(win
i < θ) ,
(win
i ≥ θ)

(3)

where sk is a vector whose component ski = s(i − k), X is
the T L × (Nout + 1) matrix whose component Xi j is x j (i) for
1 ≤ j ≤ Nout and Xi j = 1 for j = Nout + 1. λ = 0.1 is the
regularization coeﬃcient. Fig. 2 shows examples of input
signals s(t) and estimated output sequences yk (t). We can
evaluate storage ability of the LSM using error of the signal
estimation defined as mean square error ek between s(t − k)
and yk (t):
T
1∑
ek =
(yk (t) − s(t − k))2 .
(7)
T t
Here, average should be taken many sample data that include no training data. Because input information diﬀuse
and decay in the reservoir, we can expect that ek will increase as k increase. Similarly, in order to evaluate ability
of LSM as an information communication channel we use
minimum value of ek over k > 0:
e = min ek .
k

(8)

Smaller value of e means that the readout unit can reconstruct input sequences more precisely, or much amount
of information of input signals is transmitted from the input neurons to readout neurons through the randomly connected reservoir network.
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Figure 3: (a)Estimation error as a function of k for various
values of p. (b) Error e as a funcion of p
3. Results
In this section, we describe the contents of simulation
performed and the results.
3.1. Heterogeneous
distribution
of
strengths in the reservoir network

connection

In order to study whether heterogeneous connection
strengths improve ability of the LSM, we define random
connection matrixes wi j for the reservoir as
P(wi j ) = pδ(w0 ) + (1 − p)δ(0),

(9)

and change values of p and w0 with keeping the product
pw0 = c constant. As the constant value c, we use θ in
order to ensure that neurons can turn to active state if all of
presynaptic neurons are simultaneously active. If p is close
to one, most of the reservoir neuron connected each other
with the uniform θ/p strength. Contrary, if value of p closes
to zero, the connection strengths are highly heterogeneous;
most of connections in the reservoir vanish whereas only a
few connections are extremely strong.
Fig. 3a shows ek as functions of k for various values
of p. We can see that ek are increase function of k as expected. Also we find that values of p both close to one
and very close to zero do not give good storage ability. To
see the result clearly, we plot e, or minimum values of ek
over k > 0, as a function of p (Fig. 3b). The result clearly
shows that p close to 1/N gives best storage ability. In the
network with p = 1/N, each neuron averagely receives one
input with strong connection and also send the received information to again averagely one neuron via very strong
connections. Thus, signal information represented by population firing rate of the input neurons are most precisely

Most of previous studies of the LSM, including the originally proposed model, assumed that population of the output neurons are the same with the entire population of the
reservoir neurons. Thus, readout unit can access all of the
neuron in the random reservoir network. This assumption
is, however, clearly unsuitable when we discuss ability of
the LSM as a communication network because a source of
information is in generally in nonzero distance from destinations. Moreover, if we consider applications of the LSM
to a sensor network, it is also unrealistic that a readout unit
can directly access to entire sensors. Rather, it is reasonable assumption that a user or observer of the sensor network, corresponding to the readout unit, can directly access
to states of only limited number of devices may be chosen
randomly.
In order to see communication ability on the LSM and
study eﬀects of reduction of the number of output neurons, we numerically calculate ek with changing the number of output neurons (Fig .4). Here, for simulation with
Nout < N, we randomly chosen Nout output neurons from
all reservoir neurons but input neurons exclusively. As decrease of the number of readout neurons, ek almost monotonically increase for all k. Note that due to the exclusive
choice of output neurons from input neurons, input signal
at k = 0 have not reached to the output neurons yet. This is
the reason why ek for k = 0 is very high for Nout < N.
3.3. Input-signal estimation utilizing finite history of
limited number of output neurons
In order to recover the reduction of the information communication capacity of the LSM due to limited number
of output neurons, here we propose the novel estimation
method of input signals as an alternative of eq.(5). Instead of estimating previous values of input signals s(t − k)
only from present values of output neurons xi (t), the proposed method use finite history of states of output neurons
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xi (t − h), 0 ≤ h ≤ H, to estimate s(t − k) as
T
−1 T
wout
k = (X X + λI) X sk ,

(10)

where X is a T L × (Nout H + 1) matrix given as


X = (X0 , X1 , · · · , XH , 1)



(X
.

h )i j = x j (i − h)


 1 = (1, 1, · · · , 1)T

(11)

The novel method can be easily implemented in information network including wireless sensor networks as far as
required memory size that proportional with H is not very
large.
Fig. 5a shows ek as a function of k for various values
of H. Fig. 5b showing e as function of H summarizes
the result. We can see that by introducing finite length of
memory, we can decrease estimation error again even for
network with limited number of output neurons.
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel autonomous chaotic system: the manifold piecewise linear system on the cylinder. This system is defined by
second order continuous flow on the cylinder with hysteresis switching and the trajectories do not diverge.
The system on the cylinder is equivalent to the systems
having infinite equilibria. This system can exhibit super expanding chaos characterized by very large positive Lyapunov exponent. Presenting a simple test circuit, the super expanding chaos is confirmed experimentally.

2. Manifold Piecewise Linear System
Here, we introduce the MPL as preparation to
present the CMPL. The MPL is defined by the following second-order piecewise linear system with hysteresis switching.

p
(A)
ẍ − 2δ ẋ + x =
, x ≡ (x, ẋ)
(1)
−p
(B)
This system has two equilibria ±p. In order to define the switching rule, we define the following two
segments

1. Introduction
The manifold piecewise linear system (MPL) is an
autonomous chaotic system that consists of secondorder continuous system and hysteresis switching of
the equilibrium points [1]-[3]. As the most important characteristics of the MPL, it should be noted
that the dynamics is integrated into a piecewise linear one-dimensional return map and chaotic generation is guaranteed theoretically. The MPL is realized
by a simple electric circuit and chaotic behavior is confirmed in the laboratory. It should also be noted that
the chaotic behavior is applicable to engineering systems such as chaos-based communication and radar
systems [4][5]. Up to the present, a variety of autonomous chaotic systems have been presented and
the dynamics have been analyzed [6]-[7]. These systems have been contributed to development of nonlinear dynamical system theory and its engineering applications.
This paper presents a novel autonomous chaotic system: the manifold piecewise linear system on the cylinder (CMPL). The CMPL is defined by second order
continuous flow on the cylinder with hysteresis switching and the trajectories do not diverge. The system dynamics on the cylinder is equivalent to systems having
infinite equilibria. Especially, the CMPL can exhibit
super expanding chaos characterized by very large positive Lyapunov exponent. In the MPL, the divergent
trajectory is inevitable and the super expanding chaos
is impossible. Presenting a simple test circuit, the super expanding chaos is confirmed experimentally.

L2+ ≡ {x | x ≥ 0, ẋ = 0}
L2− ≡ {x | x < 0, ẋ = 0}.

(2)

The right hand side is switched from (A) to (B) if
the trajectory hits L2+ and is switched from (B) to (A)
if the trajectory hits L2− . The MPL is characterized
by two parameters: damping δ, equilibrium point p.
For simplicity, we assume:
0 < δ < 1, (ω ≡

√

1 − δ 2 ), p > 0

(3)

The system has unstable complex characteristic
roots δ±jω. The trajectory rotates divergently around
the equilibrium point p or −p. If the trajectory hits
L2+ , the equilibrium point is switched from p to −p.
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Figure 1: Switching of the MPL

Figure 2: Trajectories. (a) Double-screw chaos for β =
√
2, (b) Divergence for β = 2.6
If the trajectory hits L2− , the equilibrium point is
switched from −p to p. Note that the switching occur only on the x-axis. This system repeats in this
manner. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the MPL exhibits
double-screw chaotic attractor. For convenience, we
use the following parameter β hereafter.
δπ

β ≡eω >1

Figure 3: Switching rules. (a) Inﬁnite-screw MPL (b)
CMPL

(4)

If the trajectory does not diverge the MPL has a
positive Lyapunov exponent ln β. Chaos generation is
guaranteed if
1<β<2

(5)

Fig. 2 shows typical trajectories where β is used as
a parameter instead of δ, for convenience.

√

2, (b) Super

expanding chaos for β = 2.6

3. MPL on Cylinder
We propose the CMPL based on the switching rule
of the MPL. As a preparation, we define the infinitescrew MPL with infinite equilibria on x-axis. In order
to define switching rule, we define the following two
segment
Ln+ ≡ {x | 2nT < x ≤ (2n + 1)T, ẋ = 0}
Ln− ≡ {x | (2n − 1)T < x ≤ 2nT, ẋ = 0}
Ln ≡ Ln+ ∪ Ln− .

Figure 4: Trajectories. (a) Chaos for β =

(6)

where n ∈ Z. The dynamics of the infinite-screw MPL
on Ln is described by

p + 2nT
(An )
, x ∈ Ln (7)
ẍ − 2δ ẋ + x =
−p + 2nT
(Bn )
We consider the case: 0 < p < T . The right hand
side is switched to (An ) if the trajectory hits Ln+ and
is switched to (Bn ) if the trajectory hits Ln− . The
trajectory rotates divergently around the equilibrium
point p + 2nT or −p + 2nT . If the trajectory hits Ln+ ,
the equilibrium point is switched to p + 2nT . If the
trajectory hits Ln− , the equilibrium point is switched

to −p + 2nT . The system repeats this switching. The
trajectory does not diverge in this system if β is finite.
The system can exhibit multi-screw chaotic attractor
as shown in Fig. 3(a).
We propose the MPL on cylinder (CMPL). The dynamics of the CMPL is equivalent to the dynamics of
the infinite-screw MPL.
If x hits Ln+ , the right hand side is switched to (An )
and x jumps to x0 on L0+ where x0 ≡ (x + T ) mod
(2T )−T . If x hits Ln− , the right hand side is switched
to (Bn ) and x jumps to x0 on L0+ . The CMPL repeats
this manner. Fig. 3 (b) illustrates switching of the
CMPL. Note that the CMPL is characterized by three
parameters: damping δ, the equilibrium point p and
the circumference 2T . For simplicity, we consider on
the following parameter range:
1 < β < 3, p =

T
2

=1

(8)

The CMPL exhibits various chaotic phenomena as
shown in Fig. 4. The MPL for β ≥ 2 as shown in
Fig. 2(b). For β ≥ 2, the MPL exhibits divergent
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trajectory (Fig. 2 (b)), whereas the CMPL can exhibit
chaos (Fig. 4 (b)), this is the super-expanding chaos
characterized by very large Lyapunov exponent.
4. Laboratory Experiments
In order to observe the super expanding chaotic behavior, we have fabricated a simple test circuit as
shown in Fig. 5. The test circuit of an equivalent
to the CMPL. The test circuit is implemented by an
OpAmp, a mono-stable multivibrator (M.M.), a flipflop, and an analog switch. Here, v1 and v2 are capacitor voltages, Vth is a threshold voltage, and E is
an equilibrium point voltage. If v1 < 0 and v2 = 0,
an equilibrium point is switched from E to −E. If
v1 > Vth and v2 = 0, S1 is closed. The capacitor
voltage v1 jumps to v1 − 2Vth and equilibrium point
is switched from E to −E simultaneously. Repeating in this manner, we can define the switching from
−E to E. This switching is equivalent to the CMPL.
Figure 6 shows laboratory measurements. The data
corresponds to Fig.4. We have verified the super expanding chaotic attractor for β ≥ 2 in the laboratory

Figure 6: Laboratory measurements. r1  1kΩ, r2  1kΩ,
R3  1kΩ, R4  5kΩ, R5  5kΩ, R6  1kΩ, Rs  10kΩ,
C2  0.033μF, Vth  2V, E  1V (a)Chaos
C1  0.033μF,
√
for β  2, R1  4.9kΩ, R2  10kΩ (b)Super expanding
chaos for β  0.26, R1  5.1kΩ, R2  3.9kΩ
experiment as shown in Fig. 6(b).
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the CMPL. For β ≥
2, the trajectory diverges in the MPL. For β ≥ 2, the
CMPL exhibits super expanding chaos. The trajectory
does not diverge on the cylinder if β is finite. The
system can exhibit various chaotic attractor. Using
a simple test circuit, super expanding chaos attractor
can be verified in the laboratory experiment.
Future problems include analysis in wider parameter range, development into higher order systems and
engineering applications.

Figure 5: An implementation example. (a) Test circuit.
(b) Switching circuit
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Abstract—The neuron model is an important when simulating the behavior of the neurons. There are so many
models developed (e.g., Fitz-Hugh-Nagumo, Integrated
and Fire model, BVP, etc.) and there are also so many
studies about these models[1]–[5]. Especially, the model
developed by Izhikevich[1] is focused recently because it
can decrease numerical costs at simulation and express all
patterns of burstings. In addition, the nonlinear phenomena, e.g. bifurcation phenomena or chaotic attractor, occur
at this model since this is nonlinear non-autonomous system. In this paper, we focus on the nonlinear phenomena
of coupled Izhikevich neuron model with external periodic
force.

In our previous study by Tamura[6], it is given that the
bifurcation analysis of the Izhikevich neuron model, and
the other one by Ito[7] showed the analysis of two-coupled
Izhikevich neuron model.
Moreover, our previous study demonstrate availability
of the analysis for forced Izhikevich model[8]. On this
study, it is proposed that converting the system from nonautonomous to autonomous can solve the bifurcation problem for nonlinear non-autonomous system with jumps.
This is the method that had never been developed yet. In
this study, we analyze the coupled Izhikevich neuron model
with external force, which is 4-dimensional nonlinear nonautonomous system with the jumps.

1. Introduction

2. Analysis Method

In the nonlinear dynamical systems, the bifurcation phenomena are observed by changing parameters. There are
some types of local bifurcations just like follows: tangent bifurcation, period-doubling bifurcation and NeimarkSacker bifurcation. They aﬀect qualitative properties of the
systems and cause chaotic attractors. When these bifurcations occur, it is important that the bifurcation parameter
is clarified analytically. Especially, the non-autonomous
nonlinear dynamics are very diﬃcult to analyze. However,
non-autonomous dynamics appear at many fields: physics,
electrodynamics or biology.
Recently, there are two ways to analyze these dynamic
problems in biology. One is an experiment and another is
the calculating. For the latter viewpoint, there are so many
studies to construct the mathematical model thanks to the
technical innovation. From these models, it becomes possible to compare the experimental result and the simulating
result. For example, the Hodgkin-Huxley model can simulate the occurrence of neuron’s action potential and the
integrate-and-fire model can include the past information
to the system. Above these models, the Izhikevich neuron
model is usually used recently since the model can reduce
the calculating costs and express almost all phenomena of
neuron’s action potential. Moreover, the jump of the state
occurs at this model. This jump was, in fact, the reason why
the analysis for this model had never been done before, and
our previous study showed the solution for this problem.

First of all, the Izhikevich model is described as
(
)
dv
0.04v2 + 5v + 140 − u + I
= f (v, λ, I) =
,
a(bv − u)
dt
{
v←c
if v ≥ 30[mV], then
,
u←u+d

(1)
(2)

v = (v, u)> ∈ R2 , λ = (a, b, c, d)> ∈ R4
where, v is membrane potential of the neuron, u is variable
for restoration, I is external force, a is time scale of u, b is
sensibility of u for v, c is voltage after the bursting and d is
strength of restoration. The a, b, c, and d are static parameters and they have already derived experimentally as shown
in Table1. The time wave following this system is just like
below Fig.1. To express the coupling of 2 neurons, the
Table 1: Parameters of the Izhikevich model
time scale of u (a)
0.2
sensibility of u for v (b)
0.2
voltage after the bursting (c) −50
strength of restoration (d)
2

gap junction is well known. In addition, since the parameter I is an external force, the periodic force can be added
to the system so simply. Thus, the system we analyze is
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as follows:
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(5)

where, z0 = (vα0 , uα0 , vβ0 , uβ0 , z0 ) are the initial values of
state variables. In addition, it is important to consider about
jump (in other word; mapping) just as following composition:
T = T m ◦ T m−1 ◦ · · · ◦ T 1 ◦ T 0 ,
(6)
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where, T k : zk → zk+1 are the mappings between sections
defined by Eq.(2) and zk is the states when the orbit of the
system reaches the section. The concept image of jump
is below Fig.2. On the Fig.2, there are 2 sections that

Figure 1: Sample wave form of v.
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(3)
where, vi = (vi , ui ) are each neuron’s states, δ is a coupling coeﬃcient, I is an amplitude and ω is frequency of
the external force. Since the model is a nonlinear nonautonomous system with jumps, it is necessary to use the
special method such as our previous study[8]. Following
this[8], Eq.(3) is converted to next:
dz
dt

-80

g(z, λ, λin )
(
) 

δ(vβ − vα ) 


 f (vα , λ, I0 + I cos ωz) + 0


(
)


δ(vα − vβ )
 ,
 f (vβ , λ, I0 ) +

0


1


 vα 


(4)
z =  vβ  , λin = (I0 , I, ω, δ)> .


z

This is a converting from non-autonomous to autonomous.
Secondary, it is necessary to define some functions, mappings and so on. For example, the solution orbit is defined

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Figure 2: Concept figure of Jump.
expressed as Action potential and Poincaré section. Actions potential section is defined as Π1 = {z ∈ R5 ; q1 (z) =
vα − 30 = 0}, Π2 = {z ∈ R5 ; q1 (z) = vβ − 30 = 0}. On the
other hand, when the mapping T follows the rule below:
T (z0 ) − z0 = 0,

(7)

the T is called Poincaré mapping. Since the system is
non-autonomous, the period of Poincaré mapping becomes
2π/ω. Thus, the Poincaré section is defined as Π3 = {z ∈
53 , ω ∈ R; q2 (z, ω) = sin(ωz/2) = 0}.
At last, let us introduce the method to solve the bifurcation problem. To solve the bifurcation problem, it is necessary to obtain the Jacobian matrix of the Poincaré mapping.
From Eq.6 and chain rule of derivatives, the Jacobian matrix J is derived as follows:
∂T k−1
∂T k
◦
J =
∂zk t=τk ∂zk−1 t=τk−1
∂T 1
∂T 0
······ ◦
◦
∂z1 t=τ1 ∂z0 t=τ0
0
m−1
∏
∑
∂T k
=
, τ=
τi = 2nπ/ω,
(8)
∂zk t=τk
i=0
k=m−1
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where, τk is the time when the orbit of the system reaches
the section. When computing the Jacobian matrix of the
system with the jump, it is necessary to apply the information of the action potential section and the Poincaré section to the Jacobian matrix because the time when the orbit
reaches to the section depends on the initial values and each
location of the section, thus,






∂T k
∂qi  ∂ϕ
1

g|t=τk
= In −
(9)
∂qi
∂zk t=τk 
∂z  ∂zk t=τk
g|t=τk
∂z
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In this study, the Newton’s method is eﬀective to solve
Eq.(11).
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Figure 5: Phase portrait with I0 = 10, δ = 2, I = 5, ω = 1
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Figure 4: Phase portrait with I0 = 10, δ = 2, I = 4, ω = 1

By the way, it is a generally accepted theory that the bifurcation phenomena occur when the µ follows the rule:
|µ| = 1, where, µ is characteristic multiplier of J. For example, if µ = −1, the period-doubling bifurcation occurs
and when µ = 1, the tangent bifurcation occurs. Even if µ
is a complex number, the bifurcation occurs if the |µ| = 1.
This bifurcation is called Neimark-Sacker bifurcation. If
the J is obtained exactly, these µ are obtained by solving
next:
χ(µ) = det (J − µI) = 0
(10)
Since the J has been obtained exactly by the method previously explained, the µ can be obtained accurately. At this
time, the J depends on the initial values z0 and the parameters λin . Conversely, when getting the parameter at bifurcation point, the value of µ at Eq.(10) must be set as |µ| = 1.
By setting like this, Eq.(10) becomes the equation only for
z0 and λin . Since the equations for z0 have been proposed
at Eq.(7), the parameter of bifurcation point is obtained by
solving the simultaneous equations:

0
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Figure 6: Phase portrait with I0 = 10, δ = 2, I = 6, ω = 1

3. Result
The bifurcation curves have been obtained on the Fig.3.
In this figure, Gij means tangent bifurcation of i-periodic
solution, I ij means period-doubling bifurcation of i-periodic
solution and NS ij means Neimark-Sacker bifurcation of iperiodic solution. At the point A, the solution orbit is quasiperiodic orbit(Fig.4). At the point B, the solution orbit
becomes 1-periodic orbit by crossing G11 (Fig.5). At the
point C, the solution orbit is still 1-periodic orbit(Fig.6).
At the point D, the solution orbit becomes 2-periodic orbit
by crossing I31 (Fig.7). Through the all, quasi-periodic orbit
appears by crossing tangent bifurcation’s curve. Moreover,
stable fields of this system are not so wide because there
are so many fields of quasi-periodic orbits.
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Figure 7: Phase portrait with I0 = 10, δ = 2, I = 7, ω = 1
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Figure 3: Bifurcation curves with I0 = 10, ω = 1.

4. Conclusion
So far, we can not analyze the non-autonomous nonlinear system with jump because of a problem. However, the
problem has been solved by our previous study[8]. And
now, we show the result that our method, which can solve
the non-autonomous nonlinear system with jump can apply
to high-dimensional system.
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Abstract—In this study, we investigate the synchronization phenomena observed from five chaotic circuits with
stochastically coupling. First, we research the synchronization state changing network topology. For the simulation, we focus on synchronization ratio with various coupling topologies. Furthermore, we propose several coupling rules and investigate the synchronization by the influence of the coupling rules.
1. Introduction
Synchronization phenomena is one of the basic nonlinear phenomena and it can be observed everywhere in our
living life [1]-[4]. For example, vibration of the cells of the
human and begins to croak at the same time of the frog.
Recently, in particular, synchronization phenomena in coupled chaotic circuits are attracted many researchers attentions. There are many real physical phenomena exhibiting by coupled chaotic circuits, and it is important to investigate synchronization phenomena observed from coupled chaotic circuits for future engineering applications.
We consider that there are many real physical phenomena exhibiting by coupled chaotic circuits, and it is important to investigate synchronization phenomena observed
from coupled chaotic circuits for future engineering applications.
In this study, we investigate the relationships between network connection and synchronization phenomena. First, we research network topology when the coupling probability is changed. Second, we confirm basic
synchronization. Finally, we focus on the synchronization
ratio of various combination coupled chaotic circuits. Furthermore, we compare the ratio of synchronization when
rules of combination coupling are applied.
2. Circuit Model
2.1. Nishio-Inaba Chaotic Circuit
Figure 1 shows the model of the used chaotic circuit
called Nishio-Inaba circuit.
The circuit consists of a negative resistance, a nonlinear resistance consisting of two diodes, a capacitor and two
inductors. The following equation describes the approximated I-V characteristic of the nonlinear resistance , where

Figure 1: Nishio-Inaba Chaotic Circuit.

the parameter rd is the slope of the nonlinear resistance.
V
V
rd
(|i2 + | − |i2 − |).
2
rd
rd

vd (i2 ) =

(1)

The circuit dynamics is then described by the following
piecewise-linear third-order ordinary diﬀerential equation:
di1
dt
di1
L1
dt
dv
C
dt
L1

=

v + ri1

=

v − vd (i2 )

=

−i1 − i2 .

(2)

Equation (2) can be normalized by changing the variables according to
√
√
C
L1 C
V x; i2 =
Vy; v = Vz;
i1 =
L1
L2
√
√
√
C
L1
L1 C
α=r
; β=
δ = rd
; t = L1Cτ.
L1
L2
L2
yielding
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ẋ

=

αxi + zi

ẏ
ż

=
=

z − f (y)
−xi − βyi − βy

(3)

where f (y) is described as follows:
f (y) =

δ
1
1
(|y + | − |y − |).
2
δ
δ

(4)

Next, we consider the following equations when each
chaotic circuits is coupled.
(a) Coupling state (p = 80%).

ẋ
ẏ

= αxi + zi
= zi − f (y)

ż

= −xi − βyi − γi j

n
∑
(zi − z j )

(5)

j=1

(i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n)
where i in the equation represents the circuit itself, and j
indicates the coupling with other circuits. The parameter
γi j represents the coupling strength between the circuits.
2.2. Proposed Model
Figure 2 shows the circuit model used in this study. Each
circuit is connected by a resistor. Also, coupled state (coupling or uncoupling) is determined by stochastically one by
one. We define the uncoupling probability (= p) in the coupled chaotic circuits. For example, when if the uncoupling
probability is set to p = 80%, the state of coupling and the
phase diﬀerence become like Fig. 3(a) and (b). For this
simulation, we change the network topology one hundred
times when the uncoupling probability p is changed from
0% to 100%.

Figure 2: Circuit model (n = 5).

2.3. Synchronization Ratio
In this study, we research synchronization ratio with
range from p = 0% to p = 100%. In order to analyze
synchronization ratio, we define the synchronization as following equation:
|z M − zN | < 0.1.

(M, N = 1, 2, · · · , 5)

(6)

where M is the number of circuits and N is circuit which
connected circuit M.

(b) Phase diﬀerent (p = 80%).
Figure 3: Simulation results (p = 80%).

3. Synchronization Phenomena
3.1. Basic Synchronization
In this section, we confirm the synchronization ratio
when network topology is changed at every τ=100, 1500.
When τ is 1500, the synchronization just settle down in
synchronous or asynchronous. Figure 4 shows the simulation result of the synchronization ratio. The horizontal
axis is an indicator of the uncoupling probability. The vertical axis is an indicator of the synchronization ratio of average when the network topology is changed one hundred
times every parameter p. From the result, the ratio of asynchronous increases with the uncoupling probability. Then,
there is similar result as far as 30% for 100%. However,
there is diﬀerent result as far as 30% for 100%. Namely,
if the network topology is changed before the synchronization just settle down in synchronous or asynchronous,
The ratio of synchronization predisposition toward asynchronous.
3.2. Synchronization Phenomena is Based on Rule of
Combination Coupling
In this section, we focus on synchronization phenomena
with combination coupling. Now, we define three rules depending on combination coupling. We call their rules rule
A, rule B and rule C. Table 1(a) and (b) show the corresponded coupling rule A and B. For example rule A, if CC1
- CC2 determines uncoupling, CC2 - CC5 is surely uncoupling. In the case of rule B, if CC1 -CC2 determines uncou-
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Table 1: Uncoupling combination.

(a) Uncoupling combination (Rule A).

Figure 4: Simulation result (Basic synchronization).

pling, CC2 - CC3, CC3 - CC4, CC4 - CC5 and CC5 - CC1
are surely uncoupling. In the case of rule C, if any coupling
is determined uncoupling, every other couplings is surely
uncoupling. Then, we investigate the synchronization ratio
with changing network topology one hundred times when
the network topology is changed at every τ= 1500. Figure 5 shows the simulation result. From the result, we obtain a diﬀerent result when chaos synchronization is based
on rule of combination coupling. Namely, the number of
corresponding couping is larger, the synchronization ratio
tends to high proportion.
In order to obtain details of the Fig. 5, we investigate
the synchronization ratio when the network topology is
changed several times. Figures 6(a) and 7 show the synchronization ratio when the network topology is changed
ten times. Also, Figure 6(b) shows the coupling state corresponded Fig. 6(a). From the result, synchronization ratio
is wildly diﬀerent depending on coupling or uncoupling. In
addition to that, there are diﬀerent result even if there are
same number of couplings.

(b) Uncoupling combination (Rule B).

4. Conclusions
In this study, we investigate the chaos synchronization
in stochastic system with various coupling topologies. For
this investigation, we observe the diﬀerence in synchronization ratio with various coupled chaotic circuits. By
using the computer simulations, we have observed the interesting synchronization phenomena.
In the future work, we would like to examine more complex networks. Additionally, we would like to investigate
the mechanism of observed synchronization phenomena in
detail.
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(a) Ratio of synchronization (Pattern A, 50%).

Figure 7: Ratio of synchronization (Pattern C, 70%).

(b) State of topology (Pattern A, 50%).
Figure 6: Ratio of synchronization (Pattern A, 50%).
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Abstract—We consider bifurcation of hyperchaos
in a four-dimensional manifold piecewise linear system
with hysteresis characteristics. The system dynamics
is reduced to a two dimensional piecewise linear return
map. By using the return map, we have discussed the
generation of hyperchaos in previous works. In this
paper, we focus on bifurcation phenomena which are
seen as changes of invariant sets of hyperchaos attractor of 2-D return map. We derive the bifurcation sets
and conﬁrm some bifurcation of hyperchaos in laboratory measurements.

tractor of the return map. We show bifurcation sets in
parameter space and conﬁrm typical bifurcation phenomena by an experimental circuit.
2. Manifold piecewise linear system with hysteresis characteristic
We introduce a 4-D manifold piecewise linear system
with hysteresis characteristic. The system dynamics is
described as follows.
3 2
0
ẋ
4 ẏ 5=4 −1
0
ż
2

1. Introduction
Hyperchaos was introduced by Rössler in 1979 [1].
It is a high dimensional chaos that has more than one
positive Lyapnov exponent on 4 or more dimensional
state space in the case of autonomous and continuous time systems. Many systems which exhibit hyperchaos have been studied, for example, Lorenz system
[2], Chua’s circuit-based high-dimensional system [3]
and four-dimensional (4-D) manifold piecewise linear
system [4]. In this study, we consider the 4-D manifold
piecewise linear system. The system has three continuous state variables and one discrete variable which
takes two values, 1 or −1. The system dynamics is described by two 3-D linear equations connected to each
other by the switching which is represented by the discrete state. The system dynamics can be reduced to 2D piecewise linear return map. The return map enable
us to analysis of bifurcation and system stability. Hyperchaos observed in 2-D discrete time system is characterized by two positive Lyapnov exponents. There
are many important works of nonlinear circuit analysis based on its 1-D return map [5]. Some interesting
works based on 2-D return map has also been done relative to study of symple switched dynamical systems
[6][7]. On the other hand, many works of 2-D discrete
time nonlinear dynamical systems have been studied,
for example, Hénon map [8], Lozi map [9] and Lozi
map with hysteresis characteristics [10]. In this paper,
we consider a hysteresis return map derived from a 4D manifold piecewise linear system. The return map
exhibits bifurcation of hyperchaos such as generation
of Islands [11] and separation of invariant sets of at-

1
2δ
0

3 3
322 3 2
1
x
0
0 544 y 5 − 4 0 5 u 5
,
z
λ
−K
λ

(1)

where “·” is diﬀerential by normalization time τ , and
δ, λ and K are parameters which satisfy the following
conditions.
0 < δ < 1, 0 < λ < 1, K > 0.
(2)
x, y and z are continuous variables and u is a binary
variable in order to describe the switching mechanism.
We prepare two 3-D state spaces corresponding to u :
S+ = {(x, y, z, u)|u = 1},
S− = {(x, y, z, u)|u = −1}.

(3)

An example of system behavior on state spaces is
shown in Fig. 1. The trajectories on subspace S+
and S− behave as expanding oscillation on each space.
If a trajectory on S+ satisfy z > x + D and y = 0, then
u changes 1 to −1 and the trajectory jumps to same
point on S− . In like manner, if a trajectory on S− satisfy z < x − D and y = 0, then u changes −1 to 1 and
the trajectory jumps to same point on S+ . The system
repeats this behavior. Note that the parameter D is
positive real number. The system in previous work [4]
corresponds to the case of D = 0. The system dynamics is characterized by 4 parameters (δ, λ, K, D). The
piecewise exact solutions are represented as follows.
2

3
x(τ ) ∓ 1
4
5=
y(τ )
z(τ ) ± K
λ
2

1 δτ666
e 6
ω 64

3
2

3

cos(φ + ωτ ) sin ωτ
0
x(0) ∓ 1 7
7
6
7
6
7
7
7
6
− sin ωτ cos(φ − ωτ ) 0
y(0) 7
7
5
4
(λ−δ)τ 5
,
z(0) ± K
0
0
ωe
λ

(4)

where φ = tan−1 ωδ . Figure 2 shows a typical hyperchaotic attractor on 2-D projection. The block
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Figure 1: A typical trajectory on phase space

C

plane

D 

Figure 3: The block diagram of 4-D manifold piecewise
linear system

plane

C

Figure 2: The typical hyperchaos attractor (D =
0, δ = 0.03, λ = 0.03, K = 0.5)

diagram of system is shown in Fig. 3. This circuit
consists of integrators, linear ampliﬁers and comparators. The integrators and ampliﬁers are realized by
using operational ampliﬁer TL074. The comparators
are implemented by LM339. There are two types of
comparators, one has a Signum-like characteristic and
the other has hysteresis. A hyperchaos attractor observed from the experimental circuit is shown in Fig.
4. Circuit parameters are set to corresponding values
to the simulation result as shown in Fig. 2.

(5)

The point on P is determined as 2-D coordinate
(x, z) and u, and let n-th point be represented by
(xn , zn , un ). The map F is described explicitly as follows by using piecewise exact solutions (7).

plane

Figure 4: Hyperchaos attractor of experimental circuit
8
2
>
>
>
2
3
2 3 >
F+ 4
>
>
xn+1
xn
<
4zn+1 5= F 4zn 5 =
2
>
>
un+1
un
>
> F− 4
>
>
:
2

3 2
xn
F+ 4 zn 5 = 4
2 un 3 2
xn
F− 4 zn 5 = 4
un

3. Hysteresis return map
We derive 2-D return map in order to analyze
bifurcation phenomena.
We deﬁne a set P =
{(x, y, z, u)|y = 0} on phase space as Poincaré section. Note that a trajectory stating from any point on
P at τ = 0 must return to P at τ = π/ω. Therefore,
we can deﬁne a return map F from P to itself.
F : P → P, (xn , zn , un ) 7→ (xn+1 , zn+1 , un+1 ).

D 

plane

(

δπ

3
zn < xn − D
xn
zn 5for or (zn < xn + D
and un = 1),
un 3
xn
zn 5 otherwise,
un
3
f+ (xn )
g+ (zn ) 5 ,
1
3
f− (xn )
g− (zn ) 5 ,
−1

(6)

δπ

f+ (xn ) = −e ω xn + (e ω + 1),
λπ
λπ
ω zn + (e ω − 1)K/λ,
( g+ (zn ) = e δπ
δπ
f− (xn ) = −e ω xn − (e ω + 1),
λπ
λπ
g− (zn ) = e ω zn − (e ω − 1)K/λ.

(7)

4. Bifurcation analysis
We set parameter values to δ = λ, K = 0.5 for example. In the case of the parameter conditions of (2),
hyperchaos generation is guaranteed if on attractor exists. As shown in Fig. 5, the attractors change with
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Figure 5: Hyperchaos attractors of 2-D return map
(δ = λ = 0.015, K = 0.5)，(a)D = 0, (b)D = 0.4,
(c)D = 0.85, (d)D = 1.6, (e)D = 3.2

Figure 8: The edge of attractor
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Figure 6: Hyperchaos attractor of return map in laboratory.
changing parameter. Here, we consider the case of D
increasing from zero. In Fig. 5(a), the support of positive invariant measure of attractor is split to 9 pieces.
We call the case “9 -piece chaos”. In Fig. 5(b), the
region whose invariant measure is zero appears. This
phenomenon is called “Island” [11]. By increasing D
further, the number of Island and piece of invariant
sets change as Fig. 5(c) and (d), afterward, the attractor is to be one piece chaos without Island as shown in
Fig. 5(e). We call such changes bifurcation of hyperchaos. The typical bifurcation can be recognized by
experimental circuit, as shown in Fig. 6.
4.1. Shapes of attractor
We consider the edge of attractor. We deﬁne the set
of points on the line z = x + D. The set is threshold
for u changing from 1 to −1. In Fig. 7, the line Lth+
and Lth− are the sets of points which are mapped by
F+ andF− . Lth+ and Lth− are consistent with part of
the edge of the attractor. Here, we deﬁne the intersection point (xp1 , zp1 ) of Lth+ and z = x+D as shown in
Fig. 7(a). (xp0 , zp0 ) satisfy the following relationship.
xp1 = f+ (xp0 ), zp1 = g+ (zp0 ).

(8)

Therefore, these points can be obtained exactly as follows.
−x

−1
p1
xp0 = f+
(xp1 ) =
,
A
zp1 −(B−1)C
−1
,
zp0 = g+ (zp1 ) =
B

xp1 =
zp1 =

+(A+1)

D−(B−1)C
−D)+A+1
B
A
1+ B
B( D+1
+1+D)+(B−1)C
A
1+ B
A

−A(

.

(9)

,
(10)

In addition, the point (xn1 , zn1 ) as shown in Fig. 7(b)
can be determined as follows.
xn1 =
zn1 =

A D+ A C−AC+AD−A−1
−B
B
A
1+ B
B D−B− B +BD−BC+C
A
A
1+ B
A

,
(11)

,

where A = eδτ , B = eλτ and C = K
λ . We assume the
segment of a line between the start point (xp0 , zp0 )
and end point (xp1 , zp1 ). We consider the mapping of
the set on the segment. The point (xp2 , zp2 ) mapped
(xp1 , zp1 ) by f+ and g+ is the corner of the attractor as shown in Fig. 8. It is possible to determine
all the edges of the attractor by repeating the same
procedure. There are two bifurcation phenomena as
changing the number of the piece and generation of
Islands. We consider the condition of these bifurcation. Bifurcation is related to the unstable periodic
point (UPP) in the system and the shapes of attractor. We consider increasing D from 0. In Fig. 9(a)
and (b), the both attractors are 9-piece chaos. Islands
have occurred in the attractor in Fig. 9(b). Here, we
deﬁne the UPP (xan , zan , −1) as follows.
n

−1

n

xan = f−2 ◦ f+2 ◦ f− (xan ),
n
n
(n = 8, 12, ...).
−1
zan = g−2 ◦ g+2 ◦ g− (zan ).

(12)

The UPPs exist in Islands. Note that the UPPs in
Island of Fig. 9(b) correspond to n = 8 of (12). Consequently, each islands are referred to as n-island from
the corresponding UPP. Islands appear when UPP collides to edge of attractor as shown in Fig. 9. The value
of D for bifurcation conditions can be calculated by
(11), (12) and (13).
zan + xan = zn1 + xn1 .
(13)
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Figure 9: Generation of Islands ((a)D = 0, (b)D =
0.4).
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Figure 11: Bifurcation diagram
5. Conclusion

;ĂͿ

In this paper, we analyzed bifurcation phenomena of
4-D manifold piecewise linear system with hysteresis
characteristic by using an embedded return map. We
have derived the bifurcation sets and conﬁrmed some
bifurcation of hyperchaos in laboratory measurements.

;ďͿ

Figure 10: 1-piece and 9-pieces chaos. ((a)D = 0.5,
(b)D = 0.7).
For the other n-Islands, the bifurcation conditions can
be obtained. In like manner, it is possible to obtain the
condition of dissipating of Island by noting to diﬀerent
edge and UPP. Here, we focus on changing the number
of piece of attractor as shown in Fig. 10. This bifurcation also relates to UPP (xbn , zbn , 1) which satisfy.
n

−1

n

xbn = f+2 ◦ f−2 ◦ f+ (xbn ),
n
n
(n = 4, 8, 12, ...). (14)
−1
zbn = g+2 ◦ g−2 ◦ g+ (zbn ).
The corner point of the edge related to this bifurcation
can describe as follows.
2
2
2
2
xt = f−
◦ f+ ◦ f−
(x1 ), zt = g−
◦ g+ ◦ f−
(z1 ). (15)
Bifurcation occurs by the collision of the UPP and the
edge. Therefore, the value of D can be calculated by
(14), (15) and (16).
zbn − xbn = zt − xt .
(16)
For the other other-piece chaos, the bifurcation conditions can be obtained. In like manner, it is possible to
obtain the condition of changing the number of piece
by noting to diﬀerent edge and UPP.
4.2. Bifurcation sets
We classify the shape of the attractor and depict the
bifurcation sets on parameter plane (D − δ). The bifurcation sets are shown in Fig. 11(a). In Fig. 11(a),
by increasing D, generation of n-Islands is observed on
the bifurcation set ISn , and dissipation of n-Islands is
observed on the bifurcation set IEn . P On is bifurcation set from n-piece chaos to 1-piece, P Sn is bifurcation set from 1-piece chaos to n-pieces. In Fig. 11(b),
In is the existence region of n-Island and Pn is the
existence region of n-piece chaos.
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Abstract— This paper studies multi-phase synchronization in an interconnected system of buck converters with
two kinds of switching rules: the clock-based and the
winner-take-all-based switching rules. Simplifying the system into a piecewise linear model and applying the mapping procedure, stability and ripple characteristics of the
synchronization phenomena are analyzed precisely. Presenting a simple test circuit, typical phenomena are confirmed experimentally.

1. Introduction

2. Interconnected System of Buck Converters
Figure 1 shows the IBC whose sub-systems share the
output current: io ≡ i1 + · · · + i N . The j-th sub-system
can be either of the following two state:
State 1: S j is conducting and D j is blocking
State 2: S j is blocking and D j is conducting.
where j = 1 ∼ N. The state transition is defined by either
of the following two switching rules.
SW-CLK (Fig. 2 (a)): Let the j-th sub-system be State
2 where the j-th dimensionless current x j decays. If the x j
reaches the lower threshold XT then the State 2 is changed

The interconnected system of power converters (IPC)
have been studied extensively [1]-[4]. The IPC consists of
N pieces of single power converters connected by a switching rule. In the IPC, N-phase synchronization (N-SYN) is
a key phenomenon. The N-SYN is eﬀective for ripple reduction, fault tolerance and current sharing for low voltage
and high current capabilities. The ripple reduction can contribute to reduce size and losses of the filtering stages and to
decrease electromagnetic interference levels. The robustness of the parallel operation is eﬀective for high-power
operation such as electric vehicles.
This paper studies the N-SYN in an interconnected system of buck converters (IBC). The system is constructed
by connecting N buck converters in parallel. The study
of the IBC is important not only for practical applications
but also as basic nonlinear problems [5]-[9]. In order to
realize the parallel connection, we consider two kinds of
switching rules: a clock-based switching (SW-CLK) and a
winner-take-all (WTA)-based switching (SW-WTA) [10][13]. In the SW-CLK, each buck converter (sub-system) is
controlled by a common periodic clock and the N-SYN can
be realized. The SW-WTA uses periodic current selection
based on the WTA principle and can realize the N-SYN
automatically. Simplifying the IBC into a piecewise linear model and applying the mapping procedure, stability
and ripple characteristics of the N-SYN can be analyzed
precisely. It is basic to analysis of the bifurcation phenomena. Presenting a simple test circuit, typical phenomena
are confirmed experimentally. It should be noted that our
previous publications [10]-[13] do not consider the clockbased switching.

Figure 1: Interconnected system of buck converters.

Figure 2: Switching rules: (a) SW-CLK, (b) SW-WTA. τ,
x j , and XT are proportional to t, i j and JT , respectively.
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into State 1. The State 1 is changed into State 2 at some
clock arriving time τ = j + nN (t = jT + nNT ) where T is
the basic clock period, j = 1 ∼ N and n denotes positive
integers. The switching is controlled by the common clock
signal with period N and the N-SYN can be realized as
discussed afterward.
SW-WTA (Fig. 2 (b)): Switching from State 2 to State 1
is the same as that of the SW-CLK. Let the j-th sub-system
be State 1. If the x j is the maximum among x1 to xN at
some clock arriving time τ = n (t = nT ) then State 1 is
changed into State 2. If the j-th sub-system has the maximum current at τ = n then it is referred to as the winner at
τ = n. In this rule, the switching order from State 1 to State
2 (the order of the winner) depends on the initial state and
the N-SYN can be realized as discussed afterward.
In order to simplify the analysis, rin → 0 and RC → Vo
where RC  T is assumed [10]. The circuit dynamics is
described by

dx j
−α j x j + a j for State 1
(1)
=
−α j x j − b j for State 2
dτ
SW-CLK
State 1 → State 2 at τ = j + nN
State 2 → State 1 if x j = XT
SW-WTA
State 1 → State 2 if x j is the maximum at τ = n
State 2 → State 1 if x j = XT .

Since α j = α, a j = a, b j = b then the dimensionless output
current for the N-SYN satisfies

where n denotes positive integers and the following dimensionless variables/parameters are used:
ij
t
JT
, x j = , XT =
,
T
J
J
T rL j
T (Vin − Vo )
T Vo
αj =
, aj =
, bj =
,
Lj
LjJ
LjJ

Figure 3: Typical waveforms of the N-SYN for N = 3, α =
0.2, a = 0.3, b = 0.3 and XT = 0.05 (γR ≈ 0.1). The SWCLK can realize (a) only because the order of switching is
fixed. The SW-WTA can realize both (a) and (b).

τ=

(2)

where JT > 0 is the lower current threshold, J > 0 is a
current criterion for a desired operation. Let xo = x1 + · · · +
xN be a dimensionless output current.
For simplicity, we assume that α j = α, a j = a, and b j =
b for j = 1 ∼ N. Figure 3 shows typical waveforms of the
N-SYN. In the SW-CLK, the switching order is controlled
by a common clock signal and is fixed. In the SW-WTA,
all the combination of the switching order can be realized
depending on the initial state.
3. Multi-phase synchronization
First we define the N-SYN.
Definition 1: Let x = (x1 , · · · , xN ). Let {ρ(1), · · · , ρ(N)}
be a permutation of {1, · · · , N}. A solution x(τ) is said to be
N-SYN if it is period N and variables x j share the switching
from/to State 1 to/from State 2 during one period.
x(τ + N) = x(τ), xρ( j)+1 (τ) = xρ( j) (τ + 1)
xρ( j) switches from State 1 to State 2 at τ = ρ( j) + nN
(3)

xo (τ + 1) = xo (τ), xomin ≡ xo (τ s ) ≤ xo (τ) ≤ xo (0) ≡ xomax
(4)
where τ s is a phase at which x j hits the lower thresholds
XT and is switched from State 2 to State 1. Next, we define
stability of the N-SYN and ripple factor.
Definition 2: Let x p = (x1p , · · · , xN p ) be a steady state
solution of N-SYN. The N-SYN is said to be stable if x(τ)
approaches x p (τ) for a small initial perturbation:
x(τ) → x p (0) for x(0) = x p (0) + (0)
Definition 3: In the N-SYN, the ripple of the output current is characterized by the ripple factor
γR = max(xo (τ)) − min(xo (τ)) for 0 ≤ τ < 1.
τ

τ

(5)

Figure 4 shows ripple factor γR of stable N-SYN. γR = 0
(minimum) at b ≈ 0.42 means that the system exhibits the
minimum ripple. As b increases, γR of stable N-SYN tends
to increases.
Here we consider stability of the N-SYN in the SWCLK. The N sub-systems are interconnected by the common clock signal and the switching order is fixed. In order to analyze the stability, we employ the mapping procedure. As shown in Fig. 5(a), let xn ∈ LD, let LD ≡
{(x j , τ)|State 2, XT ≤ x j , τ = nN} and let xn+N ≡ x(n + N).
Since xn+N is determined by xn , we can define the return
map: xn+N = f (xn ). Using the exact piecewise solution of
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Figure 5: Return map in the SW-CLK. (a) Definition of
return map. (b) Stable fixed point for N = 3, α = 0.2,
a = 0.3, b = 0.3 and XT = 0.05. (c) Unstable fixed point
for N = 3, α = 0.2, a = 0.3, b = 0.05 and XT = 0.05.

Figure 6: Test circuits for N = 3. (a) Equivalent circuits
of interconnected system of buck converters. (b) Control
circuits for the SW-CLK. (c) Control circuits for the SWWTA.

Eq. (1), the map can be described exactly:
⎧ −αN
⎪
e (x + p2 ) − p2
for XD < xn
⎪
⎪
⎨ X − pn
f (xn ) = ⎪
T
1
−αN
⎪
⎪
⎩ X + p e (xn + p2 ) + p1 for xn ≤ XD

The SW-WTA can realize N-SYN of various order of the
switching. The Condition (7) guarantees local stability of
the N-SYN in the case where the order of switching is determined. In order to clarify the global stability, more detailed analysis of the domain of attraction is necessary.

T

2

(6)
where p1 ≡ a/α > 0, p2 ≡ b/α > 0, 0 < XT < p1 . If the
map has a fixed point q as shown in Fig. 5 then the fixed
point corresponds to the N-SYN as shown in Fig. 3. If the
fixed point is stable then the N-SYN is stable. After simple
calculation, we can say that the map has a stable fixed point
if


 XT − p1 e−αN  < 1
(7)

 XT + p2
As the parameter varies, this fixed point becomes unstable
and the N-SYN becomes unstable as shown in Fig. 5(c).
In the SW-WTA, N sub-systems are interconnected by
the WTA rule and the order of the winner can change.

4. Laboratory experiments
Figure 6(a) shows test circuits of the IBC. The inductor
current is transformed into a voltage via a current-voltage
converter (IVC). Output of IVC (vd j ) is applied to control
circuits. The outputs of the flip-flops control switch S 1 to
S N . Figure 6(b) shows control circuits for the SW-CLK.
Switching from State 2 to State 1 is realized by comparing
VT and vd j . The outputs of comparator are applied to set
terminal of each flip-flops. Switching from State 1 to State
2 is realized by each clock signal whose period is 3T and
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Abstract– Parkinson's disease is a movement disorder
characterized by alterations in the neuronal activity of the
Basal Ganglia. In healthy conditions, neurons of the
Globus Pallidus pars interna (GPi - one of the main output
centers of the Basal Ganglia network) use at least partly a
rate-code to transmit information to the motor cortex.
Applying a temporal structure function analysis, we
measured the rate-coding window in single Globus
Pallidus pars interna (GPi) neurons of the 6-OHDA rat
model of Parkinson's disease at different degrees of
alertness, and compared it to non-parkinsonian control
neurons. We found that the temporal range of rate-coded
information in GPi neurons was substantially reduced in
the parkinsonian case. Making use of a network of coupled
non-linear neurons, we model the GPi and show that the
rate-code loss can be attributed to an increase in the small
neighborhood coupling strength.

brain electrodes is able to reduce the symptoms of the
disease [6]. The principal pathologic changes in the
activity of the GPi in PD are: 1. an increase in the
frequency of discharge, and 2. enhanced synchronization
of the neuronal activity [1, 7]. In a previous work by our
group, we showed that the rate-coding window of single
GPi neurons is reduced in an animal model of PD,
applying a structure function analysis to the comparison
between neuronal recordings from a control group and a
group of parkinsonian Sprague-Dawley, adult rats [8].
Here, we discuss a non-linear model of the GPi and
analyze the changes that occur in the rate-coding window
of single neurons following the increase of the local
coupling strength.

1. Introduction
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative
disorder, marked by the loss of dopamine in the Basal
Ganglia (BG) [1]. Currently, the main explanatory
framework accounting for the pathophysiology of PD is
the so called classic model. It offers an interpretation of
PD based on the overactivity of the output structures of
the BG, namely the GPi and the Substantia Nigra pars
reticulata (SNr - for a summary of the circuit alterations
occurring in PD, see fig. 1) [2, 3]. These output centers
are connected with an inhibitory projection to the motor
Thalamus (Th), and therefore their effect is considered to
be anti-kinetic (impairing voluntary movement). This antikinetic activity is stimulated through the indirect pathway
of the BG, and inhibited through the direct pathway
(considered anti-kinetic and pro-kinetic, respectively). The
effect of dopamine, which is progressively lost in PD, is to
reduce the anti-kinetic activity by exerting a stimulatory
effect over the direct pathway and an inhibitory one over
the indirect pathway of the BG circuit [4].
A number of pathologic changes in the activity of BG
neurons have been shown to present a correlation with the
clinical manifestations of PD [5]. Of particular interest are
the alterations in the activity of the Globus Pallidus pars
interna (GPi), one of the main output centers of the BG
network, since its high frequency stimulation with deep

Figure 1. Main pathways of the Basal Ganglia network in healthy
conditions and in Parkinson's disease. GPe: Globus Pallidus pars
externa, GPi: Globus Pallidus pars interna, SNr: Substantia Nigra pars
reticulata, SNc: Substantia Nigra pars compacta, STN: subthalamic
nucleus, D1 / D2: dopamine receptors subfamilies. Red-dotted arrows
represent inhibitory connections, and green-solid arrows excitatory
ones. The thickness of the arrow represents the strength of the
connection. In Parkinson's disease the SNc (the origin of dopamine) is
progressively degenerated due to cell death.

2. Methods
2.1. Structure function analysis
Identifying different states of a system according to its
different scaling behaviors can be a key to the study of
complex systems based on time series analysis [9]. To this
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goal, a method that has been shown to be robust to the
presence of drift, low frequency noise and short time
series is the structure function analysis [10-12]. To
analyze the temporal organization of single neurons'
activity, the temporal structure function can be calculated
based on an interspike interval (ISI) time series, where
the
jth
interspike
interval
and
I ( j ) is
∆I (τ ) = I ( j + τ ) − I ( j ) is the difference between
successive intervals, separated by an index increment
τ ∈ N + . The structure function Sq (τ ) is defined as

Sq (τ ) = ∆i(τ )q

,

.

yi ,n +1 = yi ,n − µ ( xi ,n + 1) + µσ + µσ i ,n ,

(3)
(4)

where the index n indicates the iteration step, and where
function f is given by

α / (1− xn ) + y, xn ≤ 0

f (xn , y) = α + y,
0 < xn < α + y and xn−1 ≤ 0
−1,
xn ≥ α + y or xn−1 > 0

. (5)

(1)

where ⋅ accounts for the statistical average over the
time series and q is a real number. The scaling behavior
of Sq is then characterized by the power law relationship

Sq (τ ) ∼ τ ζ ( q )

xi ,n +1 = f ( xi ,n , yi ,n + βi ,n ) ,

External input was modeled by

(2)

σ = σ u + Ic ,

(7)

For a stationary process with independent increments

ζ (q ) = 0 , which expresses that the mean correlation
between successive events does not depend on the event
index [13]. Monofractal, non-intermittent time series
imply ζ (q) = const , whereas multifractal behavior is
characterized by ζ ''(q ) < 0 . Therefore, the zero-slope
regime ( ζ (q ) = 0 ) of the structure function is of particular
interest, since it marks the temporal scale across which
only random processes are at work. For neuronal signals,
this regime precludes coding schemes other than a rate
code. Therefore, the zero-slope regime can be assimilated
to the temporal window of rate-coding.
2.2. Mathematical model

We build a network in the form of a ring of coupled
nonlinear Rulkov neurons [14]. The network architecture
was considered identical for both the PD and the control
case. In total, 101 GPi neurons were implemented, aligned
on a ring structure. The inputs of the subthalamic nucleus
(STN) and Striatum (Str) to the GPi are modeled as
excitatory and inhibitory inputs respectively, and the
spatial distribution of both inputs is close to the available
histological data [15]. Excitatory input to the GPi is
mediated by 101 STN axons, each of which sends
collaterals to 10 neighboring cells using identical synaptic
weights (wSTN-GPi=0.1). Inhibitory input to the GPi is
mediated by 101 Str axons producing 10 collaterals each:
one central connection to a GPi neuron with a high
synaptic weight (wStr-GPi-I=0.9) and 9 connections to
adjacent cells with a lower weight (wStr-GPi-II=0.01). In
the simulation, each neuron has the form

where σ u represents the initial excitability of each
isolated neuron and I c models the input to the cell. Inputs
were modeled by uniformly distributed random numbers
from the unit interval, multiplied by the amplitude Ae, for
excitatory input or by amplitude Ai, for inhibitory input,
respectively. For every neuron, the parameter values
α = 4.5 and µ = 0.001 were used. To account for
variability in initial neuronal excitation, σ u was drawn
uniformly from [0.05, 0.15]. Small-range interactions
were modeled by diffusive coupling among GPi cells. The
coupling from each neuron i to its neighbors is described
by the following equations (cf. [14], where we set βe and
σ e to 1):

β i ,n = g ji β e ( x j , n − xi , n ) ,

(8)

σ i ,n = g ji β e ( x j ,n − xi ,n ) ,

(9)

The local dependence of the coupling on the neighbor
order j was implemented by

g ji =

D
(i − j )

2

.

(10)

Here, g ji are the elements of the adjacency matrix, which
is symmetric assuming periodic boundary conditions,
according to eq. 10. This form of coupling implies that the
coupling strength decreases following a power-law with
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Figure 2. Order-1 structure functions of the four simulated groups. A), B) Deep anesthesia condition, control and PD case, respectively. C),
D) Full alertness condition, control and PD case, respectively. Smoothing over 20 data points was applied to the original data. Arrows indicate
the breakpoint τ1 , where the small scale regime ends. Control neurons show a clear zero-slope scale-range (regime II) at both alertness
conditions. PD neurons do not always show such a region. In the PD case neurons have an increased τ1 compared to the control group.

the lattice distance, and hence D can be assimilated
generally to a diffusion coefficient.
We based our modeling on experimental data from
previous works, and studied the parkinsonian and control
case under 2 conditions: anesthetized and at full alertness.
We modeled the parkinsonian case introducing a stronger
diffusion constant (D=0.3 in the PD vs. D=0.01 in the
control case) in addition to differing excitatory / inhibitory
input levels (in agreement with the classic model of PD).
The distinction between anesthetized and alert conditions
was modeled by changed input amplitudes (Andres et al.
2014). Whereas the anesthetized condition was modeled
by Ae=1.5/25 and Ai =-1.2/-24.5, the alert condition was
modeled by Ae =2/50 and Ai=-1.5/-48.5 (control / PD
cases, respectively). In this way, the two conditions were
characterized by slightly different Ae/Ai ratios of 1.25/1.02
(anesthesia) and 1.33/1.03 (alertness) for the control / PD
case, respectively. (For details on our experimental data,
see [16]).
3. Results

In our simulations, the PD case had a frequency of
discharge significantly higher than the control case, which
resembles the experimental situation. In the temporal
structure function, two main regimes were identified.
Regime I referred to the small-scale regime and showed

an ascending behavior, ending abruptly at the breakpoint
that we named τ1. This was followed by regime II, which
corresponded to an essentially flat region. As was stated
above, this flat region of the structure function represents
the rate-coding window of the neuronal activity, and this
regime was reduced in the PD simulation. The breakpoint
τ1 moved further to the right from the control case under
deep anesthesia (group I), to the control case at full
alertness (group II) and the PD case under anesthesia
(group III), and was highest in the PD case at full alertness
(group IV). This marked the progressive reduction of the
zero-slope scale-range, indicating a loss of the rate-coding
properties in PD neurons.
4. Discussion and conclusion

In the parkinsonian BG, experimental evidence has
shown that the frequency of discharge of GPi neurons is
increased, and that the neuronal activity within the
nucleus is pathologically synchronized [17]. None of these
observations, however, provide any insight about the
organization of the neuronal discharge in the time-domain.
Applying a temporal structure functions analysis, we
showed that different time scales are present in the
activity of GPi neurons. This speaks in favor of a
multiple-scale instead of a scale-free temporal
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organization of the neuronal discharge, implying that the
transmission of information might be favored in a limited
time-range. In the GPi, Parkinson's disease acts
deteriorating these temporal scales that are characteristic
of healthy neuronal activity. We modeled this situation
introducing diffusive coupling in a network of non-linear
Rulkov neurons. This form of coupling shows a
dependence on distance, and we hypothesize that this is
necessary due to physiological processes involved in
neuronal coupling other than synaptic cell-to-cell
connectivity [18, 19].

[8] D. S. Andres, F. Gomez, D. Cerquetti, M. Merello, R.
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Abstract—Neurons transmit signals through the chemical and electrical synapses such as resistance coupling that
act as a neurotransmitter. This electrical synapse functions
such as the resistor coupling. By contrast, the coupling van
der Pol oscillators generate complex synchronization phenomena. In this study, we focus on the negative coupled
neural oscillator such as a ring and polygonal topology. We
give the simulation results and investigate comparison with
the coupled neural oscillators to van der Pol oscillators.

1. Introduction
The synchronization phenomena of coupled oscillators
have been researched widely in the fields of communication systems, robot engineering, biological systems, social
networks, and so forth, mainly using the van der Pol oscillator and the Kuramoto model. On the other hand, the
brain network and other biological neural networks can
also cause synchronization. The oscillation and synchronization phenomena of neural networks arise from neurons.
However, coupled oscillator models based on neurons have
not been investigated suﬃciently. It is important to investigate oscillator models based on neurons in order to reveal
various complex synchronization phenomena in the brain.
Artificial neural networks are calculation models that
can replicate some functions of the human brain. In particular, a neural network with oscillation is applied to pattern
recognition and walking rhythm outbreak circuits [1]-[2].
Meanwhile, neurons transmit signals through the synapses
that act as a neurotransmitter each other. Synaptic connection methods are classified into two types: a chemical synapse and an electrical synapse, the so-called ”gap
junction”. The chemical synapse denotes the general combination of a mathematic neuron model. By contrast, the
electrical synapse functions such as a resistor coupling and
promotes synchronization between the neurons.
Here the van der Pol circuit is one of the oscillation electric circuit. The coupled oscillator composed by some van
der Pol circuits shows complex synchronization and oscillation phenomenon. In this paper, we propose negative
coupled neural oscillators as a ring and polygonal topology. We discuss various synchronizations and compare
with these phenomena of the coupled neural oscillators to
the van der Pol oscillators [3][4].

2. Oscillation Circuit
2.1. Neural oscillator
First of all, we explain the general neural oscillator composed by two components. The general neuronal oscillator
is shown in Fig. 1. This model is composed by the excitatory neuron N1 and the inhibitory one N2 . The weight W21
is defined as the positive weight W21 = W positive and W12 is
defined as the negative weight W12 = Wnegative . Moreover,
the neuron N1 has a self-connection with the weight W11 of
the positive weight W11 = W positive . The dynamical system
of this general model is described by Eq. (1). Here u is the
internal value of each neuron and τ is the time constant.
The output function is defined as the arctangent.

du1



τ
= −u1 + W12 f (u2 ) + W11 f (u1 )



dt






 du2

τ
= −u2 + W21 f (u1 )
(1)



dt







f (u) = tan−1 u




Figure 2 shows oscillation of the general model with the
weight W positive = 2.0 and Wnegative = −2.0. The neurons in
this general model generates oscillation each.
The negative coupled neural oscillators are composed by
some general oscillators coupled each other. In the coupled neural oscillator, each excitatory neuron Nodd is connected with the resister such as the electrical synapse. The
equation of the electrical synapse is described by Eq. (2).
W21
W11

N1

N2
W12

Figure 1: The general neural oscillator.
u1 u2

7.8
5.2
2.6
0.0
-2.6
-5.2
-7.8

t

Figure 2: Oscillation of the general neural oscillator
(W positive = 2.0, Wnegative = −2.0, τ = 2.0).
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1st oscillator

Here the parameter Wgap denotes the weight of the electrical synapse such as a resistance value. V pre is membrane
potential of a previous neuron.
r

Igap = −Wgap (U − U pre )

Wgap

N1
W21

W12

N5

W56

N3

Wgap
W65

W34

N6

W33

il3

C

v3

r
L

L

r

ir2
C

2nd oscillator
il2
L

v2

Figure 4: The negative coupled van der Pol oscillator as a
ring topology.

3. Simulation Results

3.1. Ring topology

W43

3.1.1. Neural oscillator

N4

Figure 3: The negative coupled neural oscillator as a ring
topology.

2.2. van der Pol oscillator
In this section, we introduce the van der Pol oscillator.
As a characteristic, the van der Pol oscillator is similar to
the neural oscillator. Figure 4 shows the negative coupled
van der Pol oscillator as a ring topology. The resistance
r is defined as a negative value. We assume that the vk −
irK characteristics of the nonlinear resistor is given by the
following equation
irK = −g1 vk + g3 v3k

3rd oscillator
ir3

v1

In our simulation, we investigate dynamics of the models by the Runge-Kutta method of 4-order with the time
distance h = 0.05.

Wgap

N2

W55

C

(2)

The coupling with the general resister promotes synchronization. By contrast, we consider the negative coupled oscillators connected by the negative resistances. In the coupled neural oscillator, the excitatory neurons Nodd are connected each other to compose a topology. Figure 3 shows
the negative coupling neural oscillator as a ring topology.
In our simulations, the parameters of neural oscillators are
defined as W positive = 3.0, Wnegative = −3.0, Wgap = −0.18,
τ = 2.0.
W11

ir1 il1

(g1 , g3 > 0), (k = 1, 2, 3).

The negative coupled neural oscillator as a ring topology
in Fig. 3 is composed by connecting the excitatory neurons N1 , N3 , and N5 . Figure 5(a) shows oscillations of
the negative-coupled neural oscillator as a ring topology.
The amplitude of each oscillation is larger and frequency is
lower than one of the general neural oscillator. This neural
oscillator generates oscillation with three-phase synchronization in the whole excitatory neurons.

(a) Oscillation (the excitatory neurons N1 , N3 and N5 ).

(3)

The normalized circuit equations governing the circuit in
Fig. 4 are expressed as


















dxk
1
= −yk + (1 − xk2 )x − γ(2xk − xk+1 − xk−1 )
dτ
3
dylk
= xk
(k0 = k3 , k4 = k1 ).
dτ

(4)

where
t=

√

LCτ, vk =
 = g1

√
√

g1
3g3 , ilk

L
C,

=

γ=r

√
√

g1
3g3

√

L
C yl k,

(b) Phase planes between the negative
coupled neurons.

Figure 5: The behavior of the negative-coupled neural oscillator as a ring topology (Wgap = −0.18, W positive = 2.0,
Wnegative = −2.0, τ = 2.0).

3.1.2. van der Pol oscillator

C
L.

Here γ denotes the nonlinearity of the oscillation and 
is the coupling strength. The resistor r is defined as the
negative value. In our simulations, the parameters of van
der pol oscillators are defined as  = 0.1, γ = −0.1.

The negative coupled van der Pol oscillator as a ring
topology in Fig. 4 is composed by connecting van der Pol
oscillator through the negative resisters. Figure 6 shows
the oscillation of the this coupled oscillator. The oscillators generates oscillation with three-phase synchronization
in the whole system. This synchronization phenomenon is
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common to the neural and the van der Pol oscillator. This
synchronization phenomenon is similar to one of the coupled van der Pol oscillator in the references [3]. From the
above, the negative coupled oscillators as a ring topology
show three-phase synchronization in any models.

N7

W77
Wgap

Wgap
W78

N1

Wgap
Wgap

W87

W12

N2

N5

W55
W56

W11

W21

N2
N3

Wgap
W65

W34

N6

W33
W43

N4

Figure 7: The negative coupled neural oscillator as 3 − 3
polygonal topology.

Figure 6: The oscillation of the van der Pol oscillator as a
ring topology ( = 0.1, γ = −0.1).
(a) Oscillation (the excitatory neurons N1 , N3 , N5 and N7 ).

3.2. Polygonal topology
In this section, we focus on the negative coupled oscillator as a polygonal topology. We propose the symmetric
3 − 3 and the asymmetric 3 − 5 polygonal topology.
3.2.1. 3 − 3 neural oscillator
Figure 7 shows the negative coupled neural oscillator as
a 3 − 3 polygonal topology. The excitatory neurons N1 , N3 ,
N5 , and N7 are connected each other through the negative
coupling without a connection between the neurons N1 to
N5 . The connection between the neurons N3 to N7 is shared
with two ring topology.
Figure 8 shows the behavior of the neural oscillator as
3 − 3 polygonal topology. The oscillation phenomenon on
this condition are shown in Figs. 8(a) and phase planes are
shown in 8(b). The neurons neighbored each other without
the neurons N3 and N7 synchronize with anti-phase state.
By contrast, the excitatory neurons N3 and N7 cause synchronization phenomenon with in-phase. These phenomena can be confirmed by phase planes in 8(b).

(b) Phase planes between the negative coupled neurons.

Figure 8: The behavior of the neural oscillator as a 3 −
3 polygonal topology (Wgap = −0.18, W positive = 2.0,
Wnegative = −2.0, τ = 2.0).
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Figure 9: The van der Pol oscillator as a 3 − 3 polygonal
topology.

3.2.2. 3 − 3 van der Pol oscillator
Figure 9 shows the negative coupled van der Pol oscillator as a 3 − 3 polygonal topology. The 1st and 3rd oscillator
is also shared with two ring topology such as neural oscillator as a 3 − 3 polygonal topology.
The behavior of the van der Pol oscillator as 3 − 3 polygonal topology is shows in Fig. 10. This coupled oscillator also cause synchronization with the neighbor oscillators. The 2nd oscillator synchronized only the 4th oscillator with in-phase state, and synchronizations in other couplings show anti-phase state. This synchronization phenomenon is similar to one of the coupled van der Pol oscillator such as the references [4]. The negative coupled
oscillators as a 3 − 3 polygonal topology also show same
synchronization regardless of each model.

Figure 10: The oscillation of the van der Pol oscillator as a
3 − 3 polygonal topology ( = 0.1, γ = −0.1).

3.2.3. 3 − 5 neural oscillator
Figure 11 shows the negative coupled oscillator as a 3−5
polygonal topology. We give the simulation results of the
neural and van der Pol oscillator as this topology.
Figure 12 shows the behavior of the neural oscillator as
a 3 − 3 polygonal topology. As characteristics of the asymmetrical negative coupled neural oscillator as a polygonal
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topology, the shared neurons between two rings only synchronize with in-phase state. By contrast, other connections synchronize with anti-phase state.
In the case of a polygonal topology, coupled oscillator
can synchronized with in-phase and anti-phase if both ring
topologies are composed by odd neural oscillators. In other
cases, each neural oscillator can not synchronize and increase the lineality.
N1, N2
(1st oscillator)

in-phase in negative coupled neural oscillator as a polygonal topology synchronization, nevertheless the power consumption is minimum if it is 80 degrees. From the above,
synchronizations of this coupled neural oscillator are not
depended on the power consumption.

N7, N8
(4th oscillator)
N9, N10
(5th oscillator)

(a) Oscillation (the 1st, 2nd and 3rd oscillators).

N5, N6
(3rd oscillator)

N3, N4
(2nd oscillator)

N11, N12
(6th oscillator)

Figure 11: The negative coupled oscillator as a 3 − 5 polygonal topology.

(b) Oscillation (the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th and 6th oscillators).

Figure 13: The behavior of the van der Pol oscillator as a
3 − 5 polygonal topology ( = 0.1, γ = −0.1).

4. Conclusion
(a) Oscillation (the excitatory neurons N1 , N3 and N5 ).

(b) Phase planes between negativecoupled neurons.

Figure 12: The behavior of the neural oscillator as a
3 − 5 polygonal topology (Wgap = −0.18, W positive = 2.0,
Wnegative = −2.0, τ = 2.0).

In this study, we have focused on oscillations and synchronizations of negative coupled neural oscillators. Some
negative coupled neural oscillators as a polygonal topology cause synchronization that can not be confirmed in the
coupled van der Pol oscillators. On the other hand, neural
oscillators as a ring topology shows similar synchronizations. In future, we will investigate general rules for the
synchronization of each neuron and the oscillation conditions in detail.
Acknowledgment
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3.2.4. 3 − 5 van der Pol oscillator
Figure 13 shows the behavior of the van der Pol oscillator as a 3 − 5 polygonal topology. In the contrast to the
previous neural oscillator, the van der Pol oscillator in this
topology can not cause synchronization with in-phase and
anti-phase. Each oscillation has various phase diﬀerences.
These synchronized states close to the one of the coupled
polygonal oscillatory networks in the references [4]. In
this reference, it is introduced that the phase diﬀerences
are caused in order to decrease the power consumption of
the coupling resistors. These negative coupled neural oscillators are able to say the same thing.
In Ref [5], the power consumption in the whole system is
introduces as a cause of the phase diﬀerences. Specifically,
the phase diﬀerence at the shared connection and others
are varied in order to make this power consumption minimum. However, the shared neurons are synchronized with
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Abstract—Lesions in the brain can break the neuronal
synchronization and significantly affect brain function. In
this work we propose a simplified model to study the dynamical effect of random lesions. We show the existence of
a phase transition from the synchronized state to the desynchronized state caused by the desynchronization of the nonattacked neurons.

uniform random probability such that α ∈ [4.1, 4.3], N is
the network size, ε is the coupling strength and the other
parameters are set as σ = β = 0.001.
Several works have shown that this kind of network exhibits phase synchronization [9, 10]. This property can be
evaluated by defining a phase according to burst frequency
such that for each neuron we have

1. Introduction
The neurons in the brain are connected according to a
complex pattern of connectivity [1]. The topological organization of the brain has been associated with integration
and segregation properties [2]. The presence of lesions in
the brain causes abnormalities in the topological organization and has been associated with Alzheimer’s Disease,
Autism, Schizophrenia and other mental illnesses [6]. As
the synchronization plays an important role in information
processing and cognition [3, 4, 5], neural desynchronization can be responsible for symptoms caused by neurodegenerative diseases.
Several studies have been made to understand the impact
of lesions in the brain [7, 8]. However the basic properties behind the lesions remain unclear. Based on this we
analyze in this work the coupling effect caused by random lesions in a synchronized neural network of globally coupled Rulkov neurons. Despite the simplicity of
the model we have observed a non-trivial behavior in the
synchronization-desynchronization transition.
2. Neural Network
To study the transition from the synchronized to the
desynchronized state we will consider a simplified model
of globally coupled Rulkov neurons (all to all connections)
α( j)

+ y(nj) +

( j)
xn+1

=

j)
y(n+1

= y(nj) − σxn( j) − β,

(1 + (xn( j) )2 )

N
ε X (i)
x ,
N i=1 n

ϕ(nj) = 2πk + 2π

n − n(kj)
j)
n(k+1
− n(kj)

,

(3)

in which nk and nk+1 are the times of two succesive bursts.
The phase synchronization can be determined by the Kuramoto order parameter,
1 X iϕ(nj)
|
e |,
N j=1

(4)

n′
1 X
rn ,
n′ n=1

(5)

N

rn

=

<R> =

in which n′ is sufficiently large. The Kuramoto order parameter, < R >, is 1 when the network is completely synchronized and 0 when desynchronized.
3. Phase Syncrhonization for Globally Coupled Rulkov
Neurons
For global coupling there is a critical value, εc , such the
network goes from the desynchronized state to the partial
synchronized state. For Rulkov neurons the critical value is
εc ≈ 0.02 as shown in the Figure 1, the phase transition is
independent of the network size. Figure 1 shows that when
the coupling strength is ε = 0.04 the network reaches the
maximum possible value for the order parameter and we
consider the network completely synchronized in phase.

(1)
4. Desynchronization Induced by Random Attacks
(2)

where x is called the fast variable and y is the slow variable,
α is associated with the burst frequency and is chosen by a

Decoupling neurons randomly, it is possible to desynchronize the network. To analyze this effect we first choose
an ε in which the network is completely synchronized in
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Figure 1: Kuramoto order parameter for Rulkov neurons
globally coupled. The different colors represent different
network sizes.
phase and also other two cases, ε = 0.3 and ε = 0.2, for
comparison. For each specific ε we disconnect the neurons
one by one evaluating how the order parameter decreases.
When a neuron is disconnected from the network the coupling strength is reduced by the factor
(N − l)
,
N

(6)

in which l is the number of affected neurons. Figures 2
(a) and 3 (a) show that the network desynchronizes with
a lower coupling, the lower the coupling strength is in the
begining of the lesion. In Figure 2 (b) the order parameter for the whole network decays linearly with the number
of disconnected neurons before decaying towards the critical value in which the whole network desynchronize. The
Figure 3 (b) shows that the non-attacked neurons desynchronize almost all together.
5. Conclusions
For a network of globally coupled Rulkov neurons the
network is completely synchronized for ε = 0.04 and increasing the coupling strength above this value then increases the robustness of the network making it necessary to attack more neurons to desynchronize the network.
Analysing the cluster of non-attacked neurons we can see
that the critical point for the phase transition from the synchronized to the desynchronized state is caused by the
desynchronization of this cluster.

Figure 2: Desynchronization effect caused by random attacks in the whole network. In both figures the colors represent different initial coupling strength for the moment in
which we start the attacks in the network. In the figure
(a) we present the Kuramoto order parameter as a function
of the coupling strength and in the figure (b) we present
the Kuramoto order parameter as a function of the disconnected neurons (DN). The black dashed line in the figure
(a) is the order parameter for the case without attacks (w.
lesion).
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Abstract—A coupled system of two asynchronous cellular automaton oscillators is introduced. It is shown that
the coupled system can realize various nonlinear filter characteristics. Potential applications of the coupled system are
also discussed.
1. Introduction
Recently, asynchronous cellular automaton neuron models have been investigated [1]-[6], the advantages and significances of which include the following points (see also
[1] and references therein). (a) The asynchronous cellular
automaton neuron model can be implemented by a reconfigurable hardware such as field programmable gate array
(ab. FPGA). A control parameter of the model is a pattern of reconfigurable wires in a sequential logic circuit,
and thus the parameter can be dynamically tuned by utilizing a dynamic reconfiguration function of the FPGA.
Hence the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model
is suited for on-chip learning. On the other hand, dynamic
parameter tuning of an analog circuit neuron model is often cumbersome. (b) The asynchronous cellular automaton
neuron model consumes less hardware resources than the
digital processor neuron for a wide range of reasonable parameter values. Also, unlike the digital processor neuron,
the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model uses no
peripheral circuitry that plays no essential role to reproduce
the nonlinear dynamics of a neuron. As a result, we can say
that the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model is a
compact and low-power hardware neuron model. (c) Due
to its compact and low-power features, the asynchronous
cellular automaton neuron model is suited for many applications such as neural prosthesis chip and special hardware
for large scale brain simulation. (d) From an academic
viewpoint, modeling of the nonlinear dynamics of a biological system by a new way (e.g., modeling of the neuron’s
dynamics by the asynchronous cellular automaton like this
paper) per se is an important research topic.
In this paper, a coupled system of two asynchronous cellular automaton oscillators is introduced [6]. It is shown
that the coupled system can realize various nonlinear filter
characteristics. Potential applications of the coupled system are also discussed.

2. Coupled system of two asynchronous cellular automaton oscillators
Let us refer to two asynchronous cellular automaton oscillators as OI and OO , where the indices I and O implicitly
imply an inner hair cell and an outer hair cell in the mammalian cochlea but these implications are not very emphasized in this paper. The coupled system has the following
discrete states.
Discrete states of OI
VI ∈ {0, 1, · · · , MI − 1}, U I ∈ {0, 1, · · · , NI − 1},
Discrete states of OO
VO ∈ {0, 1, · · · , MO − 1}, UO ∈ {0, 1, · · · , NO − 1},
Discrete state for coupling
x ∈ {0, 1, · · · , L − 1}.
The oscillators OI and OO accept two independent clocks
C I (t) and CO (t) with periods fI and fO , respectively. As
preparation to construct vector fields of the oscillators OI
and OO , the following functions are introduced.
Functions used to construct vector fields of OI and OO
nVI (VI∗ ) = α(k1 VI∗ + k2 , NI ),
nUI (VI∗ ) = α(k3 VI∗ + k4 , NI ),
nVO (VO∗ ) = α(k5 VO∗ + k6 , NO ),
nUO (VO∗ ) = α(k7 VO∗ + k8 , NO ),
⎧
⎪
−1 if z < −1,
⎪
⎪
⎨
z if − 1 ≤ z ≤ J,
α(z, J) = ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ J otherwise,
where · is the floor function and
k1 =
k5 =

n1 NI
MI ,
n5 NO
MO ,

k2 = n2 NI , k3 =
k6 =

n3 NI
MI , k4 = n4 NI ,
7 NO
n6 NO , k7 = nM
, k8 = n8 NO .
O

For simplicity, let us introduce the following notations.
“↑”
“:=”

denotes “a positive edge of a clock.”
denotes “an instantaneous transition
of a discrete state.”

Then the state transitions of the oscillators OI and OO induced by the clocks C I (t) and CO (t) are described by the
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following equations, respectively.
State transitions of OI induced by clock C I (t)
If C I (t) =↑, then
⎧
if VI = VS , U I < nVI (VI∗ ),
⎪
VS
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
M − 1 if VI = MI − 1, U I > nVI (VI∗ ),
⎪
⎪
⎨ I
VI − 1 if VI  VS , U I < nVI (VI∗ ),
VI (t) := ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
VI + 1 if VI  MI − 1, U I > nVI (VI∗ ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ V
otherwise (U I = nVI (VI∗ )),
I
⎧
⎪
0
if U I = 0, U I > nUI (VI∗ ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
N − 1 if U I = NI − 1, U I < nUI (VI∗ ),
⎪
⎪
⎨ I
U I − 1 if U I  0, U I > nUI (VI∗ ),
U I (t) := ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
U I + 1 if U I  NI − 1, U I < nUI (VI∗ ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ U
otherwise (U I = nUI (VI∗ )).
I

State transitions of OO induced by clock CO (t)
If CO (t) =↑, then
⎧
⎪
0
if VO = VS , UO < nVO (VO∗ ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
M − 1 if VO = MO − 1, UO > nVO (VO∗ ),
⎪
⎪
⎨ O
VO − 1 if VO  0, UO < nVO (VO∗ ),
VO (t) := ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
VO + 1 if VO  MO − 1, UO > nVO (VO∗ ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ V
otherwise (U I = nVO (VO∗ )),
O
⎧
⎪
0
if UO = 0, UO > nUO (VO∗ ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
N
− 1 if UO = NO − 1, UO < nUO (VO∗ ),
⎪
⎪
⎨ O
∗
U
UO (t) := ⎪
O − 1 if U O  0, U O > nUO (VO ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
∗
⎪
+
1
if
U

N
−
1,
U
<
n
U
⎪
O
O
O
O
UO (VO ),
⎪
⎪
⎩ U
otherwise (U = n (V ∗ )).
O

O

UO

Figure 1: Basic dynamics of the coupled system.

and OO .

O

State transition of discrete state for coupling
If CO (t) =↑, then

if x < L − 1,
x + kVO (t)
x(t) :=
x + kVO (t) − (L − 1) if x ≥ L − 1.

Also, let us introduce the following saturation set
Saturation set
VS = {(VI , U I ) | VI = VS }
on which the state vector (VI , U I ) is saturated. In addition
to the clocks C I (t) and CO (t), the oscillators OI and OO accept a stimulation spike-train S (t). The state transitions of
the oscillators OI and OO induced by the stimulation spiketrain S (t) are described by the following equation.
State transitions induced by stimulation S (t)
If S (t) =↑, then

VS
if VO = VS ,
VI (t) :=
VI − 1 otherwise,

0
if VO = 0,
VO (t) :=
VO − 1 otherwise.

Coupling via spike-train y(t)

0 if x < L − 1,
y(t) =
1 if x ≥ L − 1,
If y(t) =↑, then

VS
VI (t) :=
VI − 1

if V0 = VS ,
otherwise.

Fig. 1 shows basic dynamics of the coupled system.
3. Nonlinear filter characteristics and Discussion
Let the spike density of the stimulation spike-train S (t)
be sinusoidally modulated as follows.
The instantaneous spike density of S (t) is
σ(1 + sin(2π fS t)),

Finally, let us introduce the following coupling between OI

where fS is referred to as a modulation frequency and σ is
referred to as a stimulation intensity. Fig. 2 shows some
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typical simulation results. In order to characterize the response of the coupled system to the stimulation spike-train
S (t), let us introduce the following RMS of VI − VS for a
given stimulation intensity σ.


1 T
(VI − VS )2 dt
RMS (σ) =
T 0

Δs (sec/spike)

1e-006

where T is suﬃciently large. In addition, we introduce the
following threshold for the RMS .

1.5e-006

2e-006

2.5e-006

RMS T > 0 is a threshold for the RMS (σ).

100

1000

10000

Frequency (Hz)

Then we introduce the following minimum stimulation intensity Δs to realize RMS (σ) ≥ RMS T .

(a)

Δs = min{RMS (σ) ≥ RMS T }.
σ

4. Conclusions
In this paper, the coupled system of two asynchronous
cellular automaton oscillators was introduced. It was
shown that the coupled system can mimic the nonlinear
band-pass filter characteristics of the basilar membrane as
well as the half-wave rectifier characteristics of the inner
hair cell. This work was supported by KAKENHI Grant
Number 20318603.
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Figure 2: Simulation results. The parameters are MI = NI = 256, MO = NO = 128, L = 256, VS = 120, and
(n1 , n2 , · · · , n8 ) = (−0.5, 0.78, 16, −7.45, −0.5, 0.4, 16, 0). The periods of the clocks C I (t) and CO (t) are fI = 2.0 × 107 and
fO = 1.8 × 107 , respectively. The parameters of the stimulation spike-train S (t) are fS = 9.0kHz and σ = 2.0 × 107 .
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Abstract—
In this paper we apply a switched Model Predictive Control strategy for the speed regulation of a powertrain system with backlash, composed by a motor and a load connected through an elastic shaft and a gear. We show that the
proposed control strategy allows for a fast tracking, even
in the presence of load torque, by completely suppressing rebounds on the gear teeth, which are instead evident
if simpler (e.g., proportional-integral) control strategies are
adopted.
1. Introduction
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors are widely used
in industrial processes due to their high power density and
the relatively low control complexity. Among the possible
application fields of these devices, there are robot manipulators, numeric control machines, rolling-mills and paper
machines. Direct drive systems with high stiffness are usually adopted when high performance is required [1]. In
some applications, however, geometrical constraints impose the use of transmission elements such as shafts and
gears. The elasticity of the shaft and the backlash introduced by the gear provoke notable effects in the system,
that have to be compensated by the controller in order to
achieve fast and smooth responses, without rebounds in the
gear teeth which may cause premature component wear.
Traditionally used controllers in industrial field, such as
proportional-integral (PI) controllers, are often not able to
handle these aspects, resulting in low quality dynamic responses of the system and sometimes in unstable behaviors.
The control of powertrain systems with backlash has been
widely studied in recent literature [2, 3, 4]. In [4], in particular, the system is modeled as a piecewise-affine (PWA)
system and is controlled with Model Predictive Control
(MPC) technique.
MPC is a popular technique for the control of constrained linear systems. In its classical formulation, the
computation of the control function requires the online solution of an optimization problem, which is a quite demanding task. In [5] the computation was brought offline
thanks to multi-parametric programming and an explicit
solution was obtained, which results being a PWA function
of the system states. MPC formulation can be extended for
the control of PWA systems and the resulting solution is
again a PWA function of the state, usually defined over a

large number of partitions. A suitable strategy to reduce
drastically the number of partitions (at the cost of a loss
of performance) is the switched MPC approach, successfully applied for instance in [6]. This approach consists in
solving different MPC optimization problems, one for each
affine system dynamics. This allows to define different cost
functions and constraints for each MPC controller.
In this work we exploit switched MPC for the speed regulation of a powertrain system with backlash. The resulting control function is a PWA function defined over a very
small number of regions with respect to the solution proposed in [4]. We also provide a comparative study with
a classical PI, in order to show the advantages of the proposed control algorithm.
This work is intended as a theoretical validation of a control strategy, indeed we do not take into account errors due
to state estimation, model uncertainties, delays and quantization effects. Moreover we completely exclude the electrical dynamics from our analysis.
2. Notation
Subscript k is used to indicate the discrete-time instant,
i.e., xk = x(kτ), being τ the sampling period. If x is the
state of a dynamical system, the notation xk+i|k represents
the predicted state at time (k + i)τ starting from state xk .
Given a matrix M, Mi j is the element in i-th row and jth column. M  0 indicates the positive definiteness of
the matrix, and M  0 the positive semi-definiteness. All
inequalities involving arrays are to be intended componentwise. 1(t) is the step function, i.e., 1(t) = 0 if t < 0 and
1(t) = 1 if t ≥ 0.
3. Model of the system
We consider a mechanical system composed by an AC
motor (characterized by momentum of inertia Jm and viscous friction bm ) connected to a rotating load (with momentum of inertia Jl and viscous friction bl ) by an elastic
shaft equipped with a gear (see Fig. 1 for a schematic representation). The motor generates a driving torque T m , and
the shaft (with elastic constant c and damping factor b) can
in turn produce a torque T s . A disturbance torque T l acting
on the load is also considered.
The presence of the gear introduces the phenomenon of
backlash, which causes the motor and the load to be uncou-
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the powertrain system with backlash.

c
(∆θ − θb ) < 0
(2)
b
c
θb = −α and ∆θ̇ + (∆θ − θb ) > 0
(3)
b
Inequality (1) indicates that motor and load are uncoupled.
(2) and (3) are limit conditions, in which motor and load
are in contact but they are going to uncouple at the next
time instant.
In each of the working modes the system dynamics is
affine, therefore the overall system can be modeled with a
PWA model:



Aco x + Bu + f w (contact)
ẋ = 
(4)

Abl x + Bu + f w (backlash)
being x = [ωm ωl θm θl θb ]T , u = T m and w = T l the system
state, input and disturbance, respectively; θm , ωm , θl and ωl
are the angles and angular speeds of the motor and load,
respectively. The system matrices are defined as follows:
b
Jm
− blJ+b
l

0
1
0

c
b

(6)

iT

0

0

0

0

0

iT
0

(7)
(8)

Value

Name

Unit

−3

kg m2 rad−1
kg m2 rad−1
N m s rad−1
N m s rad−1
N m rad−1
N m s rad−1
rad

1 · 10
4 · 10−3
1 · 10−4
2 · 10−4
2.0213 · 104
8.042 · 10−1
8.7 · 10−3

Jm
Jl
bm
bl
c
b
α

Table 1: Model parameters.

(1)

θb = α and ∆θ̇ +

 bm +b
− Jm
 b
 Jl
Aco =  1

 0
0

1
Jl


0 

0 

0 

0 

− bc

0
0
0
0
− bc

In this paper we assume that the system state and the disturbance (x and w) are completely measurable. In real applications, usually, only the motor angle is measurable and,
therefore, the design of an observer would be necessary.
Table 1 shows the values of all system parameters, related to a AC motor providing the driving torque and a DC
motor acting as load.

pled for a small amount of time when the motor goes from
braking to acceleration and vice versa. The backlash gap
angle is denoted as 2α (see Fig. 1).
We briefly recall the modeling strategy for this system
as proposed in [4]. In the next section we will show some
simplifications to this model, necessary to design a simpler
controller. The system can operate in two distinct modes:
contact when motor and load are coupled and backlash
when they are uncoupled. By defining θb the backlash angle, we can state that the system is in backlash mode when
one of the following conditions holds:
|θb | < α

0

0
0
0
0

− Jcm
c
Jl
0
0
0

c
Jm
− Jcl

0
0
0

c 

Jm 
− Jcl 


0 

0 

0

4. Model Predictive Control
4.1. Description
Consider a discrete-time affine system in the form:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + f

(9)

subject to constraints:
umin ≤ uk ≤ umax

(10)

xmin ≤ xk ≤ xmax

(11)

where xk and uk denote the system state and input. The
MPC technique provides a control function uk = u(xk ) for
the regulation of the system state to a reference state xre f
by solving the following optimization problem [5]:
min

uk ,...,uk+Nu −1

(xk+N − xre f )T P(xk+N − xre f ) +
+

N−1
Xn

(12)

(xk+i|k − xre f )T Q(xk+i|k − xre f ) + uTk+i Ruk+i

o

i=0

s.t.

(5)

xk+i+1|k = Axk+i|k + Buk+i + f

(13)

uk+i = 0,

(14)

i ≥ Nu

umin ≤ uk+i ≤ umax ,
xmin ≤ xk+i|k ≤ xmax ,
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i = 0, . . . , Nc
i = 1, . . . , Nc

(15)
(16)

where N, Nu and Nc are the prediction horizon, control
horizon and constraints horizon, respectively; P = PT  0,
Q = QT  0, R = RT  0 are matrices of a proper size. The
above problem can be solved explicitly [5] by obtaining a
control law uk which results being a PWA function of the
system state xk defined over generic convex polytopes. In
the solution of the optimization problem, only uk is considered; all other functions uk+1 , . . . , uk+Nu −1 are discarded.
This formulation can be extended to hybrid systems (including PWA systems like (4)). The resulting control law is
again a PWA function of the system state but is usually defined over a large number of polytopes. In order to reduce
the complexity of the controller, we employed a switched
approach [6], i.e., we solved separate MPC problems in the
form (12), by considering only one affine dynamics at once.
4.2. Model approximation
In order to design a simpler MPC controller, we make
some modifications to model (4). Since the dynamics of the
whole system depends on ∆θ = θm − θl , rather than on the
two angles separately, we can consider ∆θ as a state variable instead of θm and θl . Furthermore, we notice that state
variable θb can be removed; θb can be assumed (with good
approximation degree) equal to: ∆θ when the system is in
backlash mode, α when ∆θ ≥ α, and −α when ∆θ ≤ −α.
Moreover, conditions (1)-(3) can be simplified as follows:
|∆θ| < α

(17)

After these simplifications, we discretize the system with
zero-order hold method, since MPC technique requires a
discrete-time representation of the system. Finally, instead
of uk , we consider as an input to the system the increment
∆uk = uk − uk−1 . This implies that uk−1 must be considered
as a state variable, in order to perform tracking.
4.3. Control design
4.3.1. Contact
The objective of the controller is to regulate the angular
speed of the load (ωl ) to a given reference (ωre f ), by imposing an a proper driving torque (T m ) fulfilling input and
state constraints. This task can be accomplished only if the
system is in contact mode, since in backlash the motor and
the load are uncoupled.
As stated in section 4.2, due to the removal of state variable θb , we can distinguish between two different contact
dynamics: the first one (positive contact) applies when
∆θ ≥ α, the second one (negative contact) is valid when
∆θ ≤ −α. Since the objective of the control is to bring ωl
to ωre f , we can replace state variable ωl with the tracking
error el = ωl − ωre f , to be regulated to 0. Also the reference speed ωre f and the load torque T l must be included
in the state vector, in order to formulate each contact dynamics as in equation (9). These two values are assumed to

be constant in prediction phase. The state vector is therefore defined as xk = [ωm,k el,k ∆θk uk−1 ωre f,k T l,k ]T and the
reference state as xre f = [0 0 0 0 0 0]T .
We designed two different MPC controllers for the contact working condition: the control law ∆ukPC for positive
contact and the function ∆ukNC for negative contact. The
control parameters for both controllers are: τ = 250µs,
N = 70, Nu = 2, Nc = 1, Q22 = 1000,1 P = Q,
R = 1. The bounds for system states and inputs are:
rad
rad
T
xmax = −xmin = [100 rad
s 200 s 2α 10Nm 100 s 10Nm]
and umax = −umin = 20Nm.
4.3.2. Backlash
As stated before, when the system is in backlash mode,
it is not possible to control the load speed by imposing a
motor torque. Therefore, the objective in this case is to
connect the motor to the load as quickly, soon as possible,
so that the driving torque can be transmitted. This means
bringing the angular displacement ∆θ to either α (positive
backlash) or −α (negative backlash), according to the sign
of the tracking error el . Indeed, el > 0 means that the load
speed is greater than the reference speed, and therefore it is
necessary to bring the angular displacement to −α in order
to brake the load. Conversely, ∆θ must be brought to α in
order to accelerate the load. Moreover, to avoid rebounds
on the gear teeth, it is important that motor and load connect with the same angular speed, i.e., ωm = ωl . State and
input constraints must be imposed too.
Also in this case we designed two different MPC controllers: the control law ∆ukPB for positive backlash and the
function ∆ukNB for negative backlash. The state vector is
defined as xk = [ωm,k ωl,k ∆θk uk−1 T l,k ]T and the reference state as xre f = [0 0 α 0 0]T for positive backlash and
xre f = [0 0 −α 0 0]T for negative backlash. Notice that ωre f
is not included in the state vector since it is not necessary
for the control objective.
The control parameters are: τ = 250µs, N = 12, Nu = 2,
Nc = 1, Q11 = Q22 = 100, Q12 = Q21 = −100, Q33 = 10,1
P = Q, R = 0.1. The bounds for system states and inputs
rad
T
are: xmax = −xmin = [100 rad
s 100 s 2α 10Nm 10Nm] and
umax = −umin = 20Nm.
In conclusion we designed four distinct MPC controllers,
one for each working mode (positive contact, negative contact, positive backlash, negative backlash). According to
the value of ∆θ and el , the appropriate controller is chosen,
as summarized in Fig. 2.
5. Results
We designed the four MPC control laws ∆ukPC , ∆ukNC ,
∆ukPB and ∆ukNB by using MOBY-DIC Toolbox [7] interfaced with Multi Parametric Toolbox [8]. These control
laws are PWA functions defined over 9, 9, 15 and 15 polytopes, respectively. For the sake of comparison, we also de-
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1 All

remaining elements of matrix Q are set to 0.

Figure 2: Flowchart showing the switching conditions for
choosing one of the four controllers.
signed a discrete-time PI controller ukPI = K p (ωre f,k −ωl,k )+
P
Ki τ kj=0 (ωre f,k − ωl,k ) with K p = 2.5 and Ki = 75.2 The
performances of MPC and PI controllers are compared on a
benchmark scenario where we impose a piecewise-constant
reference speed and load torque, in particular: ωre f (t) =
−100[1(t) − 1(t − t1 )] + 100 1(t − t1 ) and T l (t) = −91(t − t2 )
with t1 = 0.075s and t2 = 0.2s. The Simulink simulation results of the closed-loop system, composed by the
continuous-time plant (4) and the MPC and PI controllers,
are shown in Fig. 3.
It can be noticed that both controllers allow correctly
tracking the reference speed profile also in the presence of a
high load torque, as visible in the upper panel of Fig. 3. The
response is slightly faster when the PI controller is applied,
but the MPC controller completely removes the rebounds
on the gear teeth, as highlighted in the zoomed rectangles
in Fig. 3. In correspondence of the switching instants, indeed, it can be noticed that the MPC control function differs
significantly from the PI one (see bottom panel).

Figure 3: Closed-loop system simulation results. Top
panel: ωl (MPC: dashed line; PI: solid black line) and ωre f
(solid gray line); middle panel: ∆θ (MPC: dashed line; PI:
solid black line) and ±α (solid gray line); bottom panel: T m
(MPC: dashed line; PI: solid black line).
integral control of servo systems with backlash. Proc.
IME, Part I, 225(8):1149–1162, 2011.

6. Conclusions
We designed a switched MPC control system for the
speed regulation of a rotating load connected to a driving
motor through an elastic shaft with a gear. The control system is composed by four different MPC controllers with a
very simple structure. The proposed controller outperforms
a more traditional PI controller, since it allows completely
removing the rebounds on the gear teeth, without losing
convergence speed.
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Abstract—A simple model-independent proportional feedback technique for stabilizing unknown unstable steady states is described. It makes use of artificially created stable steady states to find the unknown coordinates of the inherent unstable steady
states. Two different physical examples have been investigated; the mechanical pendulum, and the chaotic
Duffing-Lindberg oscillator are considered both analytically and numerically.
1. Introduction
Stabilization of unstable steady states (USS) of dynamical systems is an important problem in basic science and engineering applications, when periodic or
chaotic oscillations are undesirable behaviors. Conventional control methods, based on proportional feedback [1, 2] require knowledge of a mathematical model
of a system or exact coordinates of the USS . However,
in many real systems, especially in biology, physiology,
economics, sociology, chemistry, neither the reliable
models nor the exact location of the USS are a priori
known. Moreover, the position of the USS may slowly
vary with time because of external unknown and unpredictable forces. Therefore adaptive methods, automatically tracing unknown USS are needed.
A large number of adaptive methods, using either
derivative feedback [3, 4], low-pass filters [5, 6, 7, 8, 9],
high-pass filters [10], notch filters [11] or delayed feedback [6, 7, 12, 13, 14] have been described in literature.
However, they can stabilize unstable nodes and unstable spirals only, but fail to stabilize the saddle-type
USS, more specifically the USS with an odd number of
real positive eigenvalues. To solve the problem of the
odd number limitation Pyragas et al. [15, 16] proposed
to use an unstable filter, that is a bold idea to fight
instability with another instability. The technique
has been demonstrated to stabilize saddles in several
mathematical models [15, 16, 17, 18] also in the experiments with an electrochemical oscillator [15, 16] and
the Duffing-Holmes-type electrical circuit [18]. This
advanced method is limited, however, to dissipative
dynamical systems only. It is not applicable to conservative systems. The limitation of the unstable filter

method can be proved analytically using the Hurwitz
stability criteria. The necessary condition for stabilizing a saddle USS is that the cut-off frequency of the
unstable filter is lower than the damping coefficient of
the system [16, 18]. In conservative systems damping
is zero by definition. Formally, the cut-off frequency
could be set negative. However, this would mean that
the unstable filter should become a stable one and,
therefore, inappropriate to stabilize a saddle-type USS.
To get around the problem a conjoint filter, that involves unstable and stable subfilters, has been suggested and demonstrated for the Lagrange point L2 of
the Sun–Earth astrodynamical system [19]. Most recent modifications of combined filter technique are described in [20, 21, 22]. The control methods proposed
in [15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] are based on designing complex higher order controllers with several adjustable
control parameters. Even linear analysis of the stability properties employs high-rank Hurwitz matrices
for determining the threshold values of the feedback
coefficients, while finding optimal control parameters
requires numerical solution of high order characteristic
equations. A simplified approach has been proposed
in our previous paper [23]. Though it admits the existance of some unknown parameters, it requires, however, the explicit form of the nonlinear functions.
In this work, we suggest a multistep feedback technique. In the first and the second steps two different
artificial stable steady states (SSS) are created and are
exploited to find the unknown coordinates of the inherent USS. In the final third step these coordinates
are used to stabilize the a priori unknown USS. We
call this method ”three–shot” technique for brevety.
2. Simple Mathematical Models
To demonstrate the idea we start with an extremely
simple one-dimensional example
ẋ = F (x, p).

(1)

Here F (x, p) is a nonlinear function of variable x, while
p is a set of parameters. The steady states x0 are
found from an algebraic equation F (x0 , p) = 0. If
the derrivative of F (x, p) with respect to x at x0 is
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positive, Fx′ (x, p)|x0 > 0, we deal with USS. The USS
can be stabilized by means of proportional feedback
ẋ = F (x, p) + k(x0 − x).

(2)

If either the structure of the function F (x, p) is unknown or it contains some unknown parameter, then
x0 is also unknown. Therefore the proportional feedback cannot be applied directly. However, we demonstrate that this unknown USS can be still stabilized
by multistep proportional feedback. Stabilization is
achieved in three steps (“three shots”). In the first
and the second steps we apply proportional feedback
with an arbitrarily chosen reference points r1,2 :
ẋ = F (x, p) + k(r1,2 − x),

(3)

where r1,2 are any real constants, either positive or
negative (zero value is also applicable). For sufficiently
large k the feedback creates artificial SSS, x1,2 , which
satisfy the steady state equations F (x1,2 , p) + k(r1,2 −
x1 ) = 0. Note, that the control term k(r1,2 − x1 ), in
general, do not vanish, because r1,2 are not the natural USS of the original Eq. (1). Assuming, that the
chosen reference points r1,2 are not too far from x0 ,
we formally linearize the nonlinear functions F (x1,2 , p)
around x0 : F (x1,2 , p) = F (x0 , p) + Fx′ (x, p)|x0 (x1,2 −
x0 ). Here F (x0 , p) = 0 by definition. Then the nonlinear steady state equation read
Fx′ (x, p)|x0 (x1,2 − x0 ) + k(r1,2 − x1,2 ) = 0.

r1 x2 − r2 x1
.
(r1 + x2 ) − (r2 + x1 )

(5)

Eventually, we use the derived value of x0 in the final
third step of stabilization, given by Eq. (2).
As a specific mathematical example we consider Eq.
(1) with F (x, p) = ax − p, where p is a priori unknown
parameter. There is a single USS: x0 = p/a. However,
it is unknown because of p. Two preparatory steps
with r1 and r2 give x1 = (kr1 − p)/(k − a) and x2 =
(kr2 − p)/(k − a), respectively. Finally, the intrinsic
USS x0 is obtained from formula (5). One can check,
that x0 from (5) coincides with the expected value
x0 = p/a.
The technique is applicable to higher order systems
as well, e.g. the second-order dynamical system
ẋ = y,

ẏ = F (x, y).

ẋ = y,

(6)

The steady states have two coordinates. One of them
is trivial: y0 = 0. Then x0 is found from F (x0 , 0) = 0.
If Fx′ (x, y)|x0 ,y0 > 0 or Fy′ (x, y)|x0 ,y0 > 0 or both

ẏ = F (x, y) + k1 (x0 − x) + k2 (y0 − y). (7)

In the case the F (x, y) is unknown, and consequently
x0 is unknown, we apply the three-step technique, similarly to the one-dimensional system. The first and the
second steps are given by
ẋ = y,

ẏ = F (x, y) + k1 (r1,2 − x) − k2 y.

(8)

In the second control term with coefficient k2 we employed the fact that y0 = 0. Since the y-coordinates of
the artificial fixed points y1,2 = 0, the x1,2 are found
from the steady state equations: F (x1,2 , 0) + k1 (r1,2 −
x1,2 ) = 0. After linearization F (x1,2 , 0) = F (x0 , 0) +
Fx′ (x, y)|x0 ,y0 (x1,2 − x0 ) = Fx′ (x, y)|x0 ,y0 (x1,2 − x0 ) we
come to a set of two linear equations, similar to Eqs.
(4) and finally to the expression for x0 , exactly the
same as given by formula (5).
3. Mechanical Pendulum
Mechanical pendulum is given by
ẋ
ẏ

(4)

These two linear equations have two unknowns,
namely Fx′ (x, p)|x0 and x0 . Any of them or both can
be easily derived. Solving of the Eqs. (4) with respect
to x0 yields:
x0 =

derivatives are positive, the fixed point is an USS. Depending on the structure of F (x, y) and the inherent
parameters the USS might be either a node, a spiral
or a saddle. Any of them can be stabilized using the
proportional feedback:

= y,
= −by − sin x + p.

(9)

Here x is the angle between the downward vertical
and the rod, y is the angular velocity, b is the damping
coefficient, and p is a constant, but generally unknown
torque. For small torque p < 1, the system has two
fixed points [x01,02 , y01,02 ] = [x01,02 , 0], where x01 =
arcsin(p), x02 = π − arcsin(p). The x01 corresponds to
the SSS (lower position of the pendulum), while the
x02 is the x-coordinate of the saddle type USS (upper
position of the pendulum). The controlled pendulum
is described by
ẋ =
ẏ =

y,
−by − sin x + p + k1 (x02 − x) − k2 y. (10)

Linearization of Eq. (10) around x02 gives the characteristic equation λ2 +(b+k2 )λ+k1 +cos x02 = 0. For
small p the angle x02 ≈ π, thus λ1,2 = −(b + k2 )/2 ±
[(b + k2 )2 /4 − k1 + 1)]1/2 . The threshold value of the
feedback coefficient is k1th = 1 for which the largest
eigenvalue λ1 crosses zero from positive to negative
values. The optimal value of the feedback coefficient
k1opt = 1 + (b + k2 )2 /4; the eigenvalues are both negative and equal to each other, λ1 = λ2 = −(b + k2 )/2.
Further increase of k1 makes the eigenvalues complex,
but does not change their real parts. So, for higher
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Figure 1: Stabilization of the upper position of mechanical pendulum from Eq. (10). b = 0.1, p = 0.3,
r1 = 2.7, r2 = 2.8, k1 = k2 = 2. Initial conditions x(0) = y(0) = 0. The control is switched
on at t = 0. The value stabilized in the 1st step
x1 = 2.5867, the value stabilized in the 2nd step
x2 = 2.7670, the reference point calculated from formula (5) x02 = 2.8411, the value stabilized in the 3rd
step x3 = 2.8449, the remaining difference in the 3rd
step δ = x02 − x3 = −0.0038, |δ|/x02 ≈ 0.1%, the analytical value of the UFP x0 = π − arcsin(p) = 2.8369.

Figure 2: Stabilization of the USS of the DuffingLindberg oscillator from Eq. (13). b = 0.35, c = 1.6,
ω0 = 0.5, p = 0.1, r1 = 0, r2 = −0.05, k1 = 6, k2 = 2.
Initial conditions x(0) = 0.1, y(0) = z(0) = 0. The
control is switched on at t = 100. The value stabilized in the 1st step x1 = 0.0200, the value stabilized
in the 2nd step x2 = −0.0400, the reference point calculated from formula (5) x02 = −0.1, the value stabilized in the 3rd step x3 = −0.0998, the remaining
difference in the 3rd step δ = x02 − x3 = −0.0002,
|δ|/|x02 | ≈ 0.2%, the analytical value of the USS from
(12) x02 = −0.1010.

feedback coefficients the convergence rate saturates
with k1 and is fully determined by (b + k2 ). In the
case of weak damping (b ≪ 1) a reasonable pair of the
feedback coefficients is k1 = 2 and k2 = 2, yielding
Reλ1,2 ≈ −1. Results are shown in Fig. 1.

proportional feedback in the form of k1 (x0 − x) − k2 y:

4. Duffing-Lindberg Chaotic Oscillator

Here we note, that in equation for variable y it is possible to use one more feedback term, namely −k3 z.
However, two terms are sufficient for stabilization.
Linearization of Eqs. (13) around x02 leads to a cubic
characteristic equation λ3 + a3 λ2 + a2 λ + a1 = 0 with

Duffing–Lindberg oscillator is described by [24]:
ẋ =
ẏ =

y,
x − x3 + by − cz + p,

ż = ω0 (y − z).
(11)
√
For |p| < 2/ 27 the system has three fixed points
[x0 , y0 , z0 ] = [x0 , 0, 0]. The x-coordinates are found
from a cubic steady state equation x30 − x0 − p = 0.
For p = 0 the solution is simple: x01 = −1, x02 = 0,
x03 = 1. For non-zero p the expressions are:
x01

=

x03

=

π−θ
π+θ
, x02 = −h cos
,
3
3
2
θ
3p
(12)
h cos , h = √ , θ = arccos
3
h
3

−h cos

All the fixed points are unstable. The side fixed points,
x01 and x03 are either unstable nodes or unstable spirals. The most complicated is the middle one, x02 in
the sense that it is a saddle with one positive eigenvalue. Similarly to the previous examples we apply

ẋ

= y,

ẏ
ż

= x − x3 + by − cz + p + k1 (x02 − x) − k2 y,
= ω0 (y − z).
(13)

a1
a2

=
=

a3

=

ω0 (k1 − 1),
k1 + ω0 (k2 + c − b) − 1,
k2 + ω0 − b.

(14)
(15)
(16)

When deriving expressions (14–16) we assumed for
simplicity that 3x202 ≪ 1. The third-order system (13)
is stable, if the eigenvalues Reλ1,2,3 of the characteristic equation are all negative. Reλ1,2,3 < 0, if the all
following inequalities are fulfilled:
a1 > 0,

a3 a2 − a1 > 0,

a3 > 0.

(17)

The a1 > 0, if k1 > 1. Once k1 > 1, the second
inequality is easily fulfilled for the given parameters c
and b (even for k2 = 0). Finally, a3 > 0 holds for the
given parameters ω0 and b (even for k2 = 0). However,
k2 > 0 makes the transients shorter. Numerical results
are presented in Fig. 2.
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Abstract—The present paper considers a feedback
control method for suppressing spirals and spatiotemporal chaos in a two-dimensional excitable medium.
This method uniformly applies small impulsive external forces to the medium with feedback based on
real-time rough information on the medium. It is numerically shown that the control performance of this
method does not decline even if the medium has a parameter uncertainty.
1.

Introduction

Nonlinear phenomena in excitable media, such as
propagating waves, spirals, and spatiotemporal chaos,
have been analytically and experimentally investigated
for many years. In recent years, there has been some
interest in control of such phenomena as follows: unstable propagating waves in a photosensitive BelousovZhabotinsky reaction are experimentally stabilized by
a feedback light-intensity control [1]; the spirals and
the spatiotemporal chaos in excitable media, known
as a cause for irregular heartbeat, are suppressed by
various control methods [2].
These methods for suppression can be classiﬁed into
two categories: nonfeedback control and feedback control. Most studies on suppression employ the nonfeedback control (e.g., see Refs. [3, 4, 5, 6]) due to simplicity of control structure. By contrast, even though
the feedback control has been widely used for industrial
applications in the ﬁeld of control engineering, only a
few feedback control methods have been used for the
suppression [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. It is well accepted in
the ﬁeld of control theory that the control performance
with feedback does not decline even if the controlled
objects have some uncertainty; that is, the feedback
control methods are generally robust over uncertainty
of controlled objects, while the nonfeedback is not.
Yoneshima et al. proposed a feedback control
method for suppressing spirals in a cellular automata
[13]. This feedback control system is described by
a cellular automaton (i.e., discrete time, value, and
space systems); thus, its behavior can be easily demonstrated on computer simulations because of unneces-

sity of numerical integration. On the other hand, it is
diﬃcult to deal analytically with such behavior, since
popular mathematical tools for analyzing nonlinear
dynamics are generally meant for partial diﬀerential
equations (i.e., continuous time, value, space systems).
Furthermore, the main advantage of feedback, that is,
the robustness over parameter uncertainty, has never
been examined.
The aim of the present work is to propose a feedback control method for suppressing spirals and spatiotemporal chaos in an excitable medium described by
a partial diﬀerential equation: this method uniformly
applies small impulsive external force, on the basis of
real-time rough information on the medium, to whole
area on the medium. Its robustness over parameter uncertainty is investigated using numerical simulations.
2.

Feedback control

The Bär model with no-ﬂux boundary [14], one of
the most popular models used in examining the control methods for elimination of the spirals and the spatiotemporal chaos,


⎧
1
v+b
∂u
⎪
⎨
+ ∇2 u
= u(1 − u) u −
∂t
ε
a
,
⎪
⎩ ∂v = g(u) − αv + e
∂t

(1)

is here considered, where u ∈ R and v ∈ R are fast and
slow variables. ∇2 := ∂ 2 /∂x21 + ∂ 2 /∂x22 denotes the
Laplace operator. x1,2 ∈ [0, L] represents the position
on the medium with width L. According to Ref. [14],
the parameters, ε = 0.08, a = 0.84, and b = 0.07, are
ﬁxed and the nonlinear function g(u) is given by
⎧
⎪
⎨0
g(u) = 1 − 6.75u(u − 1)2
⎪
⎩
1

u < 1/3
1/3 ≤ u ≤ 1 .
u>1

(2)

The present work introduces an uncertain parameter
α > 0 in order to investigate the robustness of control
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of measured information y and feedback force e

systems over parameter uncertainty1 . Medium (1) for
α = 1 is equivalent to the original Bär model.
The external force with the amplitude E0 and for
the small interval Δt  1,

E0 t ∈ [ti , ti + Δt]
, (i = 0, . . . , M − 1), (3)
e=
0
otherwise
is applied with spatially uniformity to the medium M
times. Remark that the force is added to the dynamics of slow variable2 . A single impulsive force (M = 1)
[3] can induce an elimination of propagating wave as
follows: the force increases v in the entire medium; the
wave front (back) velocity decreases (increases) due to
the increase of v at the wave front (back); this fact
leads to narrow the wave width; if the amplitude E0
is large, the wave back hits the wave front and then
the propagating wave vanishes. In contrast, if E0 is
not large, the wave back cannot hit the wave front
and then the propagating wave survives. Our previous study [10] showed that the periodic impulsive force
(3) with ti = t0 + iT , where T denotes the period of
impulsive force, can eliminate the propagating wave
even with small amplitude E0 by a repeat of the above
actions. However, the periodic force has a problem
how to design T when the medium has some uncertain parameters. This is because T depends on the
parameters. It should be emphasized that these forces
mentioned above are classiﬁed into the nonfeedback
control.
1 The parameter α directly inﬂuences the dynamics of slow
variable v: an increase of α expands the width of the propagating waves on the medium.
2 Most of the previous studies on control of excitable media
employ the fast variable for the force; however, the present paper
employs the slow variable. The reason is described in Refs.
[10, 15].

Figure 2: Snapshot of spatial behavior with α = 1.0

The present paper considers feedback control,
which measures a rough real-time information on the
medium, that is y, and then applies the impulsive force
with the amplitude E0 at time ti (see Fig. 1). The information y, the ratio of a space mean excited area to
the whole medium area L2 , is given by
y=

1
L2

L
0

L
0

H(u − u0 )dx1 dx2 ,

(4)

where H is a step function and u0 := b/a is the threshold for excitation. ti is the time when y is at a local
minimum, that is,
dy
dt

= 0,
t=ti

d2 y
dt2

> 0.

(5)

t=ti

The ﬁrst impulsive force is applied at t = t0 independently of y and then the above control law is used from
t = t1 . In order to avoid the feedback force with short
intervals3 , we deﬁne ti such that condition (5) and
ti −ti−1 ≥ Tmin hold. Further, the feedback force is applied until y becomes almost zero: y < δy  1 holds.
The feedback force can be considered as an extension
of the previous report [13] to continuous systems.
3.

Numerical simulations

This section will numerically investigate the control performance. The parameters are set as follows:
L = 100, Δt = 0.1, time step for numerical integration
h = 0.02, number of space grid N = 128, threshold
of short intervals Tmin = 0.12, and threshold of suppression δy = 10−5 . The numerical simulations are
3 The impulsive forces with short intervals would not be easily
realized in practical situations such as a deﬁbrillator.
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Figure 3: Time-series data of y and e with periodic
force (E0 = 1.5, T = 1.5): (a) α = 0.8, (b) α = 1.0.

Figure 4: Time-series data of y and e with feedback
force (E0 = 1.5): (a) α = 0.8, (b) α = 1.0.

achieved by the popular forward-time centered-space
method4 . Figure 2 shows a snapshot of spatial behavior on medium (1) without control (i.e., e ≡ 0).
In order to compare the robustness of the feedback force with that of typical nonfeedback control,
that is, the periodic force (3) [10]. Figure 3a illustrates the time-series data of spatiotemporal behavior
on medium (1) for α = 0.8 with the periodic force.
The excited ratio y drops at every impulsive forces; as
a consequence, the ﬁve small periodic impulsive forces
eliminate the excited region. On the other hand, for
α = 1.0, as demonstrated in Fig. 3b, the periodic force
fails to eliminate it even with the same period. These
results suggest that the suitable period T depends on
the parameter α; in other word, this method is not
robust over the uncertain parameter. Therefore, for
the situation where the parameter α is unknown, one
cannot design the period T in advance.
In contrast, as shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, the feedback force succeeds in eliminating the excited region
both for α = 0.8 and α = 1.0: it can be seen that the
impulsive forces are added with proper timing. From

these results, we can see that the feedback force is robust over the uncertain parameter compared with the
periodic force.

4 The time series y on numerical simulations is not smooth
due to space discretization; thus, tave = 0.06 backward moving
average is used for smoothing y.

4.

Discussions

Let us investigate the control performances of the
periodic force and the feedback force from practical
viewpoints. We deﬁne two performance indices: the
total energy required to eliminate y,
∞

W =

e2 dt,

(6)

0

and the average period of forces,
T =

1
M −1

M −1

(ti − ti−1 ) .

(7)

i=1

It is easy to understand that the small energy and the
long period, which reduces damage to a medium, are
desired for practical situations.
Figure 5a shows the total energy W plotted as a
function of the force period T and the uncertain parameter α for the periodic force. It should be noted
that the periodic force with the parameter set (α, T )
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with the periodic force: the feedback force can automatically choose the long average period for any uncertain parameter within a range. These results would
be useful information for development of a less-invasive
deﬁbrillator for irregular heartbeat. This is because
behavior of human hearts depends on individuals; the
deﬁbrillator should be robust over the parameter uncertainty, individual variation.
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Abstract– We propose a new method for the recovery
of delay time from time series of time-delay systems based
on the nearest neighbour analysis. The method allows one
to reconstruct delays in time-delay systems described by
the first- and second-order delay-differential equations. It
can be applied to time series heavily corrupted by additive
and dynamical noise.
1. Introduction
Self-sustained oscillators with delay-induced dynamics
are highly widespread in nature. Their abundance results
from such fundamental features as the finite velocity of
signal propagation that is especially displayed in spatially
extended systems [1] and time-delayed feedback inherent
in many physical [2,3], chemical [4], climatic [5], and
biological [6] systems and processes. Studying time-delay
systems it is important to know the delay times whose
values in many respects define the system dynamics and
features. Knowledge of delay times is of considerable
significance in model construction and prediction of
system behaviour in time and under parameter variation.
That is why the problem of delay time reconstruction from
experimental time series attracts a lot of attention.
To solve this problem a variety of methods has been
proposed, which allows one to recover the delay times of
time-delayed feedback systems from their chaotic time
series. Many of these methods are based on the projection
of the infinite-dimensional phase space of time-delay
systems onto low-dimensional subspaces [7–9]. They use
different criteria of quality for the system reconstruction,
for example, the minimal forecast error of the constructed
model [7], minimal value of information entropy [8], or
various measures of complexity of the projected time
series [9]. The methods of delay time recovery are known
based on employment of regression analysis [10],
statistical analysis of time intervals between extrema in
the time series [11], information-theory approaches [12],
multiple shooting approach [13], optimization algorithm
[14], and adaptive synchronization [15]. A separate group
of methods for delay time estimation is based on the
analysis of the time-delay system response to external
perturbations [16]. These methods can be applied to
systems performing not only chaotic, but also periodic
oscillations.

In this paper we propose a novel method for recovering
delay time from time series. It is based on the nearest
neighbour method. The method of nearest neighbours is
widely used in different scientific disciplines for nonlinear
time series analysis [17]. Its main areas of application are
classification of objects and forecast of time series. In the
object classification problem the basic idea of the nearest
neighbour method is that the object is assigned to the class
of its nearest neighbour or to the class most common
amongst its k nearest neighbours. In application to the
forecast of a time series the method idea is to use for
prediction of a future state of a system its states in the past,
which are most similar to the current state. We propose
using the nearest neighbour method for the first time for
estimating the delay time of a delayed feedback system
from time series.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present the idea of the method and apply it to recover
first-order time-delay systems with a single delay in
chaotic and periodic regimes. In Sections 3 the method is
applied for the reconstruction of delays in scalar timedelay systems of second order. In Section 4 we summarize
our results.
2. Recovery of delay time in first-order time-delay
systems
Let us explain the method idea with one of the most
popular first-order delay-differential equation with a
single delay:
ε x& (t ) = − x(t ) + f ( x(t − τ ) ) ,
(1)
where τ is the delay time, the parameter ε characterizes
the inertial properties of the system, and f is a nonlinear
function. Note that the Mackey-Glass equation [6] and the
Ikeda equation [1], which became standard equations in
the study of time-delay systems, can be reduced to Eq. (1).
Analyzing time series, we always deal with variables
measured at discrete instants of time. Therefore, it is
convenient to pass from differential Eq. (1) to the
difference equation
x(t + Δt ) − x(t )
ε
= − x(t ) + f ( x(t − τ ) ) , (2)
Δt
where Δt is the sampling time. Equation (2) can be
rewritten as
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x(t + Δt ) = a1 x(t ) + a2 f ( x(t − τ ) ) ,

(3)

where a1 = 1 − Δt ε and a2 = Δt ε . Let us write Eq. (3) in
the form of the discrete-time map
xn +1 = a1 xn + a2 f ( xn − d ) ,
(4)
where n = t Δt is the discrete time and d = τ Δt is the
discrete delay time.
Assume that we have a time series {xn }nN=1 from the
system (1), where N is the number of points. Let us define
r
r
vector X i = ( xi , xi − d ) and find vector X j = ( x j , x j − d )
r
with j ≠ i , which is a nearest neighbour of X i . The
nearest neighbour for a given vector can be chosen
according to some metrics. The most widely used metrics
is the Euclidean metrics
r r
2
2
L X i , X j = ( xi − x j ) + ( xi − d − x j − d ) . (5)
r
r
The vector X j will be the nearest neighbour of X i , if
r r
the distance L X i , X j is minimal. Generally, it is a

(

)

(

)

common practice to find not one, but k nearest neighbours
for a given vector.
The basic idea of the proposed method is that the
nearest neighbour vectors containing the system (4)
dynamical variable at the instants of time n and n − d ,
where n ∈ [ d + 1, N − 1] , will lead to the close states of the
system at the instants of time n + 1 , because the system
(4) evolution is defined by its current state and the state at
the delayed instant of time. Since the delay time is a priori
unknown, we vary the trial delay times m within some
interval and for k nearest neighbours of each vector
r
X n = ( xn , xn − m ) constructed from the time series estimate
the variance σ n2 of the system states at the corresponding
instants of time n + 1 .
In the case of false choice of m ( m ≠ d ), the variance
of these states may be great, because the system states at
the instants of time n + 1 do not depend on the system
states at the instants of time n − m . True delay time d can
be estimated as the value at which the minimum of the
following dependence:
N −1
1
D ( m) =
σ n2
(6)
∑
N − m − 2 n = m +1
is observed.
We apply the method to time series of the MackeyGlass equation
ax(t − τ )
x& (t ) = −bx(t ) +
,
(7)
1 + x c (t − τ )
which can be converted to Eq. (1) by division by b. The
parameters of Eq. (7) are chosen to be a = 0.2 , b = 0.1 ,
c = 10 , and τ = 300 to produce a dynamics on a chaotic
attractor. The sampling time is Δt = 1 and the number of
points is N = 10000 . Part of the time series is shown in
Fig. 1(a).

Fig. 1. (a) The time series of the Mackey-Glass equation
in the chaotic regime. (b) Dependences of D on the trial
delay time m for different numbers k of nearest
neighbours. (c) Dependences D(m) for different numbers l
of close in time vectors excluded from consideration.
Figure 1(b) depicts the dependence of D on the trial
delay time m for different numbers k of nearest
r
neighbours for vector X n = ( xn , xn − m ) . The value of m is
varied from 1 to 500 with a step of 1. All the dependences
D(m) exhibit a well-pronounced absolute minimum at
m = 300 , which provides an accurate recovery of the
discrete delay time d = τ Δt = 300 .
If the time series points are sampled with a high
frequency, a situation is possible in which the vectors
r
X j = ( x j , x j − d ) with j = i ± p ( p = 1, 2,K P ) that are
r
close in time to vector X i = ( xi , xi − d ) will be detected as
its nearest neighbours. To avoid this undesirable situation
in the search for the nearest neighbours of vector
r
X i = ( xi , xi − d ) , one should exclude from consideration
r
r
l = 2 P vectors X j = ( x j , x j − d ) close to X i in time.
The dependences D(m) are plotted in Fig. 1(c) for
k = 10 and different numbers l of close in time vectors,
which are not taken into account in searching for nearest
neighbours. All the plots exhibit a sharp absolute
minimum at m = d = 300 , as well as the plots in Fig. 1(b).
It should be noted that instead of searching for a fixed
r
number k of nearest neighbours for vector X i = ( xi , xi − d ) ,
r
one can assign all vectors X j = ( x j , x j − d ) to its nearest
r r
neighbours, if L X i , X j < δ , where δ is a small quantity.

(

)

The plots of D(m) constructed in this way of finding
nearest neighbour vectors are similar to the plots
presented in Fig. 1(b). The appropriate choice of the
parameters k and δ enables one to achieve almost
complete coincidence of the results of searching for
nearest neighbours in both ways. In addition, we have
found that the choice of the metrics for searching nearest
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neighbours has almost no effect on the form of the
dependences D(m).
To test the method efficiency in the presence of noise
we apply it to the data produced by adding a zero-mean
Gaussian white noise to the time series of Eq. (7). The
obtained results are presented in Fig. 2(a) for different
levels of additive noise at k = 10 and l = 10 . The location
of the minimum of D(m) allows us to recover the delay
time accurately even for noise level of about 30% (the
signal-to-noise ratio is about 10 dB). Such level of noise
greatly exceeds the noise level that is allowed for applying
most of other methods of delay time reconstruction.

Fig. 2. Dependences D(m) for the Mackey-Glass
system in the chaotic regime for different levels of
additive noise (a) and dynamical noise (b). The levels of
noise are indicated in % near the corresponding curves.
The proposed method is even more robust with respect
to the dynamical noise. In Fig. 2(b) the dependences D(m)
are shown at k = 10 and l = 10 for the case, where a zeromean Gaussian white noise is added to the right-hand side
of Eq. (7). In all the plots constructed in Fig. 2(b) for
different levels of noise the minimum of D(m) is observed
at m = 300 .
3. Recovery of delay time in second-order time-delay
systems

The proposed method can be easily extended to highorder time-delay systems. In particular, it can be modified
for the systems described by the second-order delaydifferential equations
ε 2 &&x(t ) + ε1 x& (t ) = F ( x(t ), x(t − τ ) ) , (8)
where ε 1 and ε 2 are the parameters characterizing the
inertial properties of the system. As an example we
consider the following system:
(9)
ε 2 &&x(t ) + ε1 x& (t ) = − x(t ) + f ( x(t − τ ) ) .
Using the described above formalism, one can pass
from differential Eq. (11) to the discrete-time map
(10)
xn + 2 = b1 xn +1 + b2 xn + b3 f ( xn − d ) ,

(

where b1 = 2 − ( ε1Δt ) ε 2 , b2 = −1 + ε1Δt − ( Δt )
and b3 = ( Δt ) ε 2 .

2

)ε

2

,

2

r
For each vector X n = ( xn +1 , xn , xn − m ) constructed from
Eq. (9) time series we find k nearest neighbour vectors
and estimate for them the variance σ n2 of the system states

at the corresponding instants of time n + 2 . Then we
calculate the dependence
N −2
1
D ( m) =
(11)
∑ σ n2
N − m − 3 n = m +1
under variation of the trial delay time m. The location of
the minimum of (11) will give us an estimation of the
discrete delay time d = τ Δt .
The proposed methods can be used for determining an a
priori unknown order of a delayed feedback system from
its time series. To define the order of the time-delay
system one has to recover initially its delay time under the
assumption that the system is described by the first-order
Eq. (1). Then, one has to recover the delay time under the
assumption that the system model equation is the secondorder Eq. (11) and construct the dependences (6) and (11)
in the same plot. The dependence D(m) constructed under
the true choice of the model equation order will lie below
the dependence D(m) constructed under the false choice of
the order of the model equation.
For example, let us have a time series from the secondorder time-delay system (9) with quadratic nonlinear
function f ( x) = λ − x 2 , where λ is the parameter of
nonlinearity. The system parameters τ = 1000 , λ = 1.9 ,
ε1 = 7 , and ε 2 = 10 correspond to chaotic oscillations.
The sampling time is Δt = 1 and the number of points is
N = 10000 . Part of the time series is shown in Fig. 3(a)
for the case, where a 10% dynamical noise is added into
the system. Let us suppose that the order of the system
model equation is unknown and first recover the delay
time under the assumption that the system is governed by
the first-order Eq. (1). The dependence (6) is depicted in
Fig. 3(b) in black colour for k = 10 and l = 10 . It has a
minimum at m = 1001 that is slightly larger than the delay
time d = τ Δt = 1000 .

Fig. 3. (a) The time series of Eq. (9) with quadratic
nonlinearity in the chaotic regime. (b) Dependences D(m)
constructed under the assumption that the model equation
is of the first order (black colour) and the second order
(grey colour).
Let us reconstruct now the delay time assuming that the
system is described by the second-order delay-differential
Eq. (19). The dependence (11) is shown in Fig. 3(b) in
grey colour for k = 10 and l = 10 . It lies below the
dependence (6) indicating that the second-order equation
describes the system better than the first-order equation.
The minimum of dependence (11) is observed at
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m=d=1000. Thus, the delay time is recovered accurately at
the true choice of the model equation order.
Then we consider the case, where a time series is
gained from the first-order time-delay system (1) with
quadratic nonlinear function and parameters τ = 1000 ,
λ = 1.9 , and ε = 10 corresponding to chaotic oscillations.
As well as in the considered above example, Δt = 1 ,
N = 10000 , and a 10% dynamical noise is added into the
system.
The plot of D(m) constructed under the assumption that
the model equation has the form of Eq. (1) exhibits
minimum at m = d = 1000 . This plot is depicted in Fig. 4
in black colour for k = 10 and l = 10 . The dependence
D(m) constructed under the assumption that the model
equation has the form of Eq. (9) is shown in Fig. 4 in grey
colour. It has a minimum at m = 999 and lies mainly
higher than the black curve indicating that the model
equation of the system has the first order.

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

Fig. 4. Dependences D(m) constructed from time series of
Eq. (1) with quadratic nonlinearity under the assumption
that the model equation is of the first order (black colour)
and the second order (grey colour).
4. Conclusion
We have proposed the method for the reconstruction of
delay time in time-delay systems from their time series.
The method is based on the nearest neighbour analysis. It
allows one to recover the delay times in scalar time-delay
systems of different order. The method can be applied to
time-delay systems with arbitrary form of nonlinear
function. Moreover, the method can be used for
determining an a priori unknown order of a time-delay
system from its time series. The parameters of the method
can be chosen within a wide range. The proposed method
remains efficient under very high levels of dynamical and
additive noise.
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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss pattern formation
of objects generated by distributed autonomous agents capable of loading and unloading the objects. This work was
inspired by social behavior of termite colonies which often
build elaborate three-dimensional structures (nest towers).
This paper challenges to clarify the mechanism of this excellent building ability of termite-like agents, by computational and minimalistic approach. We introduce a cellular
automata (i.e., spatially discretized) model for the agents
and objects, where each agent follows a simple ’rule’ to
choose its action from move/load/unload based on the state
of its neighboring cells. An advantage of this approach is
that each rule can be encoded as an integer, so that we can
enumerate all the combinations of possible rules. After examining all the rules, we propose to evaluate and classify
the resulting object patterns quantitatively, using a couple
of statistical indices in image processing, Kolmogorov dimension and HLAC. Finally, some extensions to pattern
formation in three-dimensional space are also presented.
1. Introduction
Quantity may overwhelm quality. A large number of
tiny agents often outperform single smart agent, if they are
appropriately organized. Social insects such as ants, bees
or termites, which have physically tiny brains with limited
memory and deduction capacity, often construct huge complicated structures (nest towers) [1][2]. In this study, we
aim at understanding the mechanism behind these apparently intellectual behavior of swarms. In particular, we will
focus our attention on object pattern formation generated
by autonomous transporting agents.
The authors have proposed a basic model of object stacking by simple loading/unloading agents evolving in the
vertical plane [3], based on cellular automata (spatial discretization) approach [4, 5]. This paper extends this result
to the pattern formation evolving on the horizontal plane
followed by quantitative statistic analyses. First, we define fundamental event rules in the 2-dimensional cellular
world, and introduce a robot, and an object as in our previous work. In order to search the possibility of forming
a wide variety of structure by simple agents with ”min-

y	

o	

x	

Figure 1: Overview of the horizontal cellular space
imum” ability; carrying an object and perceiving a local
information. Since the searching range is limited in the
cellular world, we can demonstrate the formed patterns for
all possible combinations. After examining all the rules,
we quantitatively classify the resulting object patterns using a couple of statistical indices in image processing: one
is the Kolmogorov dimension to characterize the pattern
complexity, while the other is the Higher Order Local Autocorrelation (HLAC) to characterize the pattern similarity. Finally, we expand the pattern formation in threedimensional space.
2. Cellular modeling of 2-D transporting agents
In this section, we begin with defining the primitive
events occurying in this 2-dimensional cellular field, and
introduce robots’ action rules based on perception of neighboring cells. We suppose tessellation of the 2-dimensional
Euclidean space with unit squares, as shown in Figure 1.
Each robot or each block (Fig. 2) is placed in a cell. A
block does not move autonomously. A robot would be either empty or full (carrying a block inside it).
In each ’tick’ of discrete event, a robot takes one of four
primitive actions, identified with the integers from 0 to 3,
listed below:
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(a)
Robot(empty)

(b) Block

(a) step

(b) half-step1

(c) half-step2

(d) concave

(e) flat

(f) convex

(c)
Robot(full)

Figure 2: Agents and blocks

Figure 3: Possible patterns of neighboring blocks

Table 1: Code252: indicates the action rules based on local
configurations respectively
(6)
(5)
(4)
(3)
(2)
(1)
Load Unload Unload Load Unload Move
1
0
0
1
0
0

Primitive actions of a robot:
0：Unload Put down the carrying block and step backward.
1：Load Pick up the object in front of it and step forward.
2：Move Step forward.
3：Turn Rotate 90 degree to the right or to the left randomly (i.e., following the uniform probabilistic distribution).
The first three actions, namely 0:unload, 1:load and
2:move, may be infeasible depending on the circumstance
of the robot in concern; e.g., a robot cannot move into a
non-empty cell. In such a case, 3:Turn will be chosen instead.
Then, let us turn to define an agent’s perception region.
The perception region is the set of 5 cells in front of an

agent. By eliminating the configurations which are equivalent by the symmetry of the robot, the number of patterns
are reduced to 6 patterns (Fig. 3).
If the front cell is empty, a robot tries to choose randomly
move or turn. Otherwise, a robot tries to select from 3 action rules: unload, load, or turn. By selecting from 3 action
rules for 6 local configurations respectively (Fig. 3(1)-(6)),
all combinations are calculated as 36 = 729. In this paper, a combination of action rules for local configurations
is identified with “Code”. Code is supposed to count based
on ternary to decimal conversion. For example, if a robot
is supposed to select a combination as Table 1, this action
rule is treated as 100100 in base-3 numeral system. By
converting to base-10 numeral system, Table 1 is expressed
as Code 252.
3. Analysis of 2-D pattern formation
Suppose a field is occupied by 100 × 100 = 10000
cells. 2000 objects are randomly distributed within a square
region surrounded by (10, 10), (90, 10), (90, 90), (10, 90).
1000 robots are also placed at 1000 empty cells, and multiple robots are supposed to never occupy in a single cell. A
robot tries to select turn at boundary condition. Numerical
simulations are carried out for 729 possible combinations.

Table 2: Relations between formed pattern and feature values (DK and HLAC)
252 [100100]

199 [021101]

305 [102022]

41 [001112]

Formed pattern

Code

1000
0
0

50 100 150 200
ID number of mask pattern

1.687

1500
1000
500
0
0

50 100 150 200
ID number of mask pattern
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3000
2000
1000
0
0

50 100 150 200
ID number of mask pattern

1.782
The density of mask pattern

2000

1.642
2000

The density of mask pattern

3000

The density of mask pattern

1.578
The density of mask pattern

HLAC

Dk

2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

50 100 150 200
ID number of mask pattern

a1
Pa	

Pa	

r

Pv	
(a) A robot

Figure 4: Invariance of parallel shift by integration

Pv	
(b) A block

(c) A robot carrying a
block

Figure 5: Objects in the three dimensional space

4 typical formed patterns are expressed in Table 2. It seems
that diﬀerent types of clusters are formed by diﬀerent action selects for local curvatures.
3.1. Evaluation: Kolmogorov dimension
(a) Unload

In order to measure ’complexity’ of resulting clusters,
we propose to classify the results using Kolmogorov dimension [6]. Suppose a number N() is treated as the smallest
number in order to cover a set X ∈ Rd by a set of convex
(sphere, cube) whose diameter is . Here, Kolmogorov dimension is defined as
Dk = lim

→0

log N()
( )
1
log


(1)

where log N() is treated as an entropy on a matric space.
Thus, Kolmogorov dimension tries to express the pattern
complication as a degree of information entropy. Table 2
indicates the results based on Kolmogorov dimensions. It
can be verified that complication of formed patterns are expressed quantitatively.
3.2. Evaluation: HLAC
Let us turn to evaluate the resulting patterns quantitatively, with an index called HLAC (higher order local autocorrelation) [7][8]. Suppose an image plane is denoted by
P. Images on P are expressed by functions f (r) ≥ 0 defined within P, where r ∈ P. Suppose x denote a feature of
the image f (r) extracted over P. The m th-order autocorrelation functions with m displacements a1 , ..., am are defined
by
∫
x=
f (r) f (r + a1 ) · · · f (r + am )dr
(2)
P

Since the number of these autocorrelation functions obtained by the combination of the displacements over the
image f is enormous, we try to reduce them for practical application. Then, we consider the order m up to the
eighth (m = 0, 1, ..., 8). We also limit the range of displacements to within a local 3 × 3 cell, and the center of 9
cells is treated as the reference point. By eliminating the
equivalent displacements, the number of the patterns of the
displacements is reduced to 223.

(b) Load
(iii)	
(ii)	
(i)	

(c) Move

Figure 6: The robot is capable of doing these actions in the
three dimensional space.
Table 2 indicates the results classified based on HLAC. It
seems that the diﬀerence of cluster patterns are eﬀectively
expressed by ID number of mask pattern.
4. Extention to 3-D pattern formation
Let us turn to extend object pattern formation in 3dimentional space. As we have mentioned in 2-dimentional
space, each cell is supposed to be empty or occupied by a
robot, a block, or a robot carrying a block (Fig. 5). If an
object (a robot or a block) is on an empty cell, every object
drops one cell in every step. A robot is supposed to have
its orientation as shown in Fig. 5(a) and move based on 5
action rules as follows:
Primitive action of a robot:
0: Unload Put down the carrying block and climb on top
of it.
1: Load Pick up the block underneath the robot.
2: Move Step forward.
3: Turn Rotate 90 degree horizontally randomly.
4: Cling Rotate 90 degree in a random direction staying
on a block or a robot
Fig. 7 indicates the procedure of action rules. First, a
robot tries to select from 3 action rules: unload, load, or
turn. Second, a robot changes its action rule to turn. Third,
a robot selects cling. Finally, a robot drops one cell.
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Load	
FAILED	
 Move	
FAILED	
 Turn	
FAILED	
 Cling	
Unload	

(1)	

(1)	

(6)	

(2)	

(6)	

(2)	

(5)	

(3)	

(5)	

(3)	

Figure 7: The procedure of selecting action rules

(4)	

(4)	

(a) Code 254

(b) Code 252

Figure 9: State transition graph in 3 example Codes

Figure 8: Structure formation based on code 254
Suppose the field is occupied by 50 × 50 × 50 = 12500
cells. 3000 objects are randomly distributed within a square
region surrounded by (2, 48), (48, 2), (48, 48), (2, 2). 200
robots are also placed on objects, and multiple robots can
never occupy in a single cell. Fig. 8 shows the simulation result based on Code 254. It seems that robots with
Code 254 tries to form some quadrangular pyramids. On
the other hand, it can be verified that the structures are on
the way to form complete quadrangular pyramids.
Let Code 254 be treated as a visually based (directed
graph) representation of parallel programs as shown in
Fig. 9(a), (1) step structure is verified to be an equilibrium
state. Thus, stable step structures leads to form multiple
quadrangular pyramids. If we try to form one large quadrangular pyramid, we need to feed a disturbance to (1) step
structure as shown in Fig. 9(b). Fig. 10 shows the simulation result with disturbance. It seems that one large quadrangular pyramid is formed.
5. Conclusions with future works
In this paper, we examined pattern formations of objects
by autonomous transporting agents by cellular automata
approach. After demonstrating some pattern formations
by simulations, we evaluated the complexity of the several
patterns based on Kolmogorov dimension and HLAC. In
addition, we expanded pattern formations in 3-dimensional
space. There remains several issues to be discussed in the
future works: (a) mathematical analysis of stability of patterns, and (b) its application to design engineering.

Figure 10: Four pyramid structure formation in the three
dimensional space
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Abstract—Spatial-temporal event detection is a crucial
task and it is usually difficult to be handled efficiently with
current algorithms and devices. It has been shown how
delayed CNN templates can be applied in machine-vision
and spatial-temporal classification. We can observe similar structures, the analogy of delayed type templates in the
retina as well, which performs well and efficiently in image processing tasks. Delayed type templates can provide
us with even more flexibilities and possibilities in new applications including frameless detection of motion features.
In this article we show how cellular neural networks with
delayed type templates can be used for the identification of
gestures, movement. The detection is done by using continuous dynamics without cutting the input flow into frames.
1. Introduction
The detection of spatial features on still images is well
developed and one can find many libraries for solving various image processing tasks [1]. These libraries and operations can be found for cellular neural networks (CNNs) as
well.
However it is impossible to find operations for spatialtemporal detection, not only for CNNs but also for regular computers. Most commonly these tasks are solved
by frame-by-frame algorithms, which usually handle differences between the consecutive processed frames. They
are usually not identifying spatial-temporal dynamics, only
spatial characteristics and derive back the temporal features
to the differences of the frames. One can find practical solutions but they are all depending on temporal frequencies
(if the frequency of the input-sampling changes the result
can change as well) and are usually not robust. If one of
the frames are missing in the input-flow the results can be
very different. This shows that these methods are not identifying real spatial-temporal characteristics and are applied
in practice because of the fact, that quantized samples can
be handled in regular, transistor-based computers relatively
efficiently.
In the human vision system we can find some marvelous
examples of spatial-temporal detections. The detection of
looming objects takes place in the retina [2], and the operation of the retina is continuous, not frame-based. This detection is done by continuous dynamics and with extremely
low power consumption.
Many similarities between the operation of the retina and
cellular neural networks have been shown [3]. However

the template operations in CNNs happen with the same
speed in every direction and on every cell, meanwhile in
the retina the communication time between rod, cones and
ganglion cells is different. Considering these similarities
we will examine certain type of delayed-CNNs and show
how simple spatial temporal dynamics can be used to identify continuous dynamics on these delayed type CNN networks. Delayed type templates can provide us with even
more flexibilities and possibilities in new applications including frameless detection of motion features.
Spatial temporal classification is an important task and
many real-life events are hard to be investigated as consecutive frames. We usually examine objects, changes and
motion as continuous flows and the perception of these phenomena are relatively robust. A few changes, alterations
can not influence the outcome of the detection and this is
especially true in such user friendly applications such as
gesture control. Gesture control is an important field and
the most user friendly and easy to learn interface of machine control, which can be found in almost every field of
our digitalized world [4],[5],[6]. Here we will show how
a simple architecture, a CNN with delayed templates can
be applied for motion detection and how these detections
can be used to classify and identify different movements
for gesture control.
In section 2 we describe delayed type CNNs and also a
simplified version of the general theorem which cover most
of the practical networks (including nanoscale devices) and
similarities to the retina. In section 3 we show how a class
of delayed type templates can be designed to detect given
spatial-temporal motifs in a frameless manner. In section
4 we show how delayed type templates can be applied for
gesture recognition and control and in section 5 we conclude our results.
2. Delayed type CNNs
Great attention have been paid to CNNs in recent years
and many publications were presented regarding image
processing [7]. The applications clearly show that these
networks can solve image and signal processing tasks efficiently and with low power consumption.
Although delayed type templates have been investigated
mathematically[8], most papers investigate stability criteria (with Ljapunov methods and linear matrix inequality
techniques)[9], [10]. But the applicability of such architectures was not investigated properly.
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To describe a delayed type CNN architecture we require
an M × N grid, containing n = M × N processing units,
the CNN elements: The behavior of the ith element (i =
1, 2, 3 . . . n) is defined by the following delayed differential
equation:
dxi (t)
dt

not have to use two different matrices, like feedback and
delayed feedback template, because if element ai j is nonzero in one matrix it has to be zero in the other, this way
we can melt these two matrices into one:
dxi (t)
dt

= −γi xi (t) + jS i Ai j y[x j (t)] + jS i AiDj y[x j (t − τAi j (t))]
P
P
+ jS i Bi j u j (t) + jS i BiDj u j (t − τBi j (t)) + Zi
(1)
P

P

P
= −γi xi (t) + jS i Aci j y[x j (t − τAdi j (t))]
P
+ + jS i Bci j u j (t − τBdi j (t)) + Zi

(3)

3. Template design for delayed type CNN templates
The state of the CNN cells is defined by: x(t) =
[x1 (t), x2 (t), x3 (t) . . . xn (t)]T Rn , the state vector of the system with initial conditions: xi (s) = θi (s)(s[−τ, 0], i =
1, 2, 3 . . . n). γi (i = 1, 2, 3 . . . n) are the state coefficients
with γi > 0, representing the rate in which the cell will
return to resting potential (xi = 0) in isolated state. In
most papers, also in this one γi are the same for all i, and
considered unity. y(t) = [y1 (t), y2 (t), y3 (t) . . . yn (t)]T Rn are
the output values of the cells. y(t) has to be continuous,
bounded and monotonically increasing on R, satisfying the
Lipschitz condition. In this case the nonlinearity is the following:
1
1
yi (t) = |xi (t) + 1| − |xi (t) − 1|
(2)
2
2
ui (t) is the input of cell i in time t. Zi is the bias of cell
i (considered constant). Ai j and AiDj are defining the feedback and delayed feedback matrices for cell i. Bi j and BiDj
are defining the feedforward and delayed input matrices for
cell i. S i is the neighborhood, the sphere of influence of cell
i, S i contains the set of those cells which will directly influence the behavior of cell i. If the CNN is homogeneous
the values of template A, AD , B, BD are not depending on i
only on j. The transmission delays are defined as: τAi j (t)
and τBi j (t). If the delays are not changing in time we can
define them as τAi j and τBi j .
2.1. Delayed type CNNs in practice
Practical implementations of CNNs are made by coupling similar cells in a cellular network. The cells can
be electrical[11], chemical[12], spin-torque oscillators[13]
etc... If we consider our cellular network as a set of elements where the coupling strength and delay will depend
on physical properties, like the distance between the elements, we can derive much simpler dynamics defining this
subset of delayed type CNNs. These networks are especially typical in the nano-scale using nano-magnets or spin
torque oscillators as cells, because here the distance between the cells is the only parameter that will determine
the connections and in the nano-scale only these type of
connections can be implemented efficiently.
To simplify our notation we can define two matrices Ac
and Ad , where Ac will define the coupling strengths and Ad
will define the coupling delays (τ).
Similarly we can do the same for the input templates:
Bc and Bd will determine the coupling. In this case we do

In this section we show how templates can be designed
for delayed type CNNs defined in section 2.1. Similarly to
the driving point plot in regular CNNs, in certain cases we
can design templates for given spatial-temporal functionality.
If the delay between elements is one directional, which
means only one of the elements will affect the other and
there are no retroactive coupling, the templates can be designed easily. In case of homogeneous CNNs this means
that if a template value in Ad is non-zero, the opposite value
(mirrored to the central element of the template) has to be
zero. In case of heterogeneous CNNs this condition is fulfilled if the connectivity graph of the cells (an edge is drawn
from node i to node j, if i is coupled to j with a given nonzero tau) forms a directed acyclic graph. Although this constraint may seem strict at first glance, we will see in section
4 that many of the practical tasks can be solved with templates fulfilling these conditions.
If the conditions above are fulfilled we can define separated time-planes for every element and we can start template design from the element which is not determined by
any other cells and continue the design on the other, consecutive planes. Although in theory this method is feasible, in practice the iterations define driving-point plots for
every time-planes, which can mean in practice a few thousand different driving-point plots and template designs. In
practice we can design the templates by computer programs
which can easily handle a few thousand driving-point plots.
In the following section we will show simple examples
how templates can be designed for detecting movement
with given speed and direction and how templates can be
designed to detect different spatial-temporal trajectories.
3.1. Detecting objects with a given speed
In this section we will show how we can design a delayed template that identify objects moving slower than a
given speed in a given direction. We assume for simplicity that the objects are black and are moving in front of a
white background. Let be the direction of the movement a
diagonal, south-east direction and the threshold velocity of
the detection v. We will note τv the time required for the
object to move from one cell to its neighbor with speed v.
Our task is to design a template which will excite the cell
only if the object is ’in the cell’ in the current state and was
τv time ago in the neighboring cell defined by the direction
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of the movement. The simplest B template detecting this
spatial-temporal dynamics will be:

τv

Bd =  0

0



1
0 0


0 0 Bc = 0


0
0 0

0
1
0


0

0 Z = −1

0

(4)

The cell with these templates will be excited only if its
current input is black and its neighbor was black τv time
ago. It is easy to see that this template implements the
desired functionality and detects all objects which moved
slower than the given v velocity. We can also adjust our
template, that after a cell got excited it will remain in excited state regardless from the input-flow. We can also design a template that will excite the cells only for a predefined time, and after this the cells will return to their normal
state.
4. Gesture detection
In [14] we have shown how these templates can be applied for spatial-temporal detection with simple moving
objects. In this section we will show how these continuous
detections can be applied to identify trajectories in gesture
control.
Gesture control is the most intuitive and user friendly
interface between humans and computers, but the identification of proper gestures is a difficult task. One can easily
distinguish between different gestures, movement based on
their speed and trajectories however this task is computationally expensive for a traditional computer and for image processing algorithms, which examine the trajectory as
consecutive frames.
With the previously described templates one can easily
identify certain trajectories on the image.
4.1. Robust identification of a trajectory
An important phenomena in case of trajectory detection
is that only relative movement and position changes are
taken into account. Usually it does not matter where a trajectory starts. This relative motion is inherently identified
by the local connections of the CNN. In case of a homogeneous network the result of the device will always be the
same regardless of the starting point of the trajectory (of
course the position of the result will be different). After a
possible trajectory detection we only have to check for excited pixels and if they can be detected, we can know that
a trajectory matching the desired properties has occurred.
With this approach we can easily identify trajectories
which are matching, are identical to the reference trajectory. Unfortunately real life trajectories are seldom identical, usually small intervals differ according to their relative position or speed. In order to create a proper gesture control system we have to extend our detection to be
able to allow small disturbances in the trajectory. These

disturbances can be observed in both space and time simultaneously. Changes in temporal coordinates (an altered
velocity ) of an object is easy to handle by changing the delay value between the connected elements. This parameter
determines the speed limits in which objects are detected,
by using a larger parameter, objects in a wider interval of
speed can be detected.
Spatial detection is however more crucial and difficult to
handle. We would like to detect a trajectory if only a small
percent of the trajectory differs from our reference version.
To do this we have to allow a trajectory to move into an
other direction for a limited time, and for a limited amount
of pixels. To do this we need to design templates that are
not specific for a single direction but allow multiple directions. For example in case of an upward moving trajectory
an object can move a few pixels left or right but we can
not allow it to move down. And only a short period of left
or right movement can be allowed, a long movement not
matching our trajectory should not result a detection. This
conditional detection can be done by extending the template values. As an example we show how delayed type
templates can detect object which are moving to the right,
but for a certain amount of pixels they can move upwards
too. The amount of pixels can be tuned by changing the
values is the Bc template.

 0

Ad =  0
 ∗
τv

 0

Bd = τ∗v
 ∗
τv




0 0 0
0 0



0 0 Ac = 5 0 0



0 0
5 0 0



0 0 0
0 0



0 0 Bc = 4 7 0



0 0
2 0 0

(5)

Z = −4
Based on the previous examples and methods we have
generated a setup, which is able to detect hand movement
according to predifined trajectories. The different spatial
movements and the velocity of the movement are identified by delayed type CNN architectures and it can translate it to stored commands. The system in its current state
can distinguish between four different directions (the maximal component of the velocity vector) and three different
speeds. This can define a user interface containing 12 different gestures identified by a homogeneous delayed type
CNN. An example input- and output-frame of the simulated system can be seen on Figure 1. With the usage of
heterogeneous CNNs even more different trajectories could
be distinguished.
5. Conclusion
We have described the theory of delayed type CNN templates and also introduced a method to design simple delayed type CNN templates for spatial-temporal detection.
We have showed how these templates can be implemented
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[4] Suat Akyol, Ulrich Canzler, Klaus Bengler, Wolfgang
Hahn , “Gesture Control for use in Automobiles” IAPR
Workshop on Machine Vision Applications, pages 2830, Japan November 2000
[5] Mark T. Marshall, Joseph Malloch, Marcelo M. Wanderley, “Gesture Control of Sound Spatialization for
Live Musical Performance” Lecture Notes in Computer
Science Volume, Volume 5085, pages 227-238 2009
(a) Input Image

(b) Image from the delayed
CNN network

Figure 1: A simple example of our setup and an example
frame that shows how our setup is able to detect only moving objects on the image. This movement detection can be
restricted to certain speed and trajectories and this way it
can be applied in gesture control.
and used in practical applications like a user interface based
on a delayed type CNN for control.
The novelty of our method is frameless processing,
which differs from common image processing techniques.
We do not process spatial temporal signals as sequences
of frames by discrete operations or processing individual
frames and then combining or subtracting them from each
other. Our detection is a result of interacting continuous
dynamics combined with the dynamics of our device. The
detection does not need temporal quantization and it can be
applied in case of extremely fast events as well. We think
this kind of detection can be applied in those cases where
there are no inherent clock cycles, like in most of the currently researched nano devices, like spin-torque oscillators.
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Abstract– A projected edge based shape descriptor
extended by global features is presented along with a
related learning method. We also propose a two level
classification method, corresponding the two distinct
feature sets. Our experimental results show that the
combination of independent features leads to increased
recognition robustness and speed. The core algorithms are
appropriate for cellular architectures and dedicated VLSI
hardware.
1. Introduction
The key to efficient shape recognition is to use an
appropriate representation that compresses all important
characteristics of a shape into a compact descriptor. A
shape description is considered to be efficient from a
recognition point of view, if
• the representation is compact
• a metric for the comparison of the feature vectors
can be efficiently computed
• the representation is insensitive to minor changes
and noise, and
• the description is scale and rotation invariant.
However, in case of certain shapes and tasks (e.g.
recognition of arrows), orientation may also encode
information, thus rotation invariance is required only up to
a small degree, or a relative orientation to a predefined
axes has to be detected as well.
Description of shapes can be classified to contourbased and region-based techniques. Each method extracts
specific features that encompass some meaningful aspects
of the information in the shape. Using only one feature
thus limits the description power of the descriptor in terms
of discriminative power and classification performance.[1]
Combining different features include information about
different essence of the shape and may increase
robustness. [2][3][4]
However, compound feature vectors may provide
increased complexity, and require decision method that is
able to handle differences between the parts of the
description.
In Section II we present our proposed compound
description called Extended Projected Principal Shape
Edge Distribution. In Section III a gradual classification
method is presented including a limited nearest
neighborhood decision. Finally in Section IV we conclude
with future directions.

2. The Extended Projected Principal Shape Edge
Distribution
We suggest a shape description that combines shape
features in order to represent different aspects. To cover
the most of the potential aspects optimally and avoid
excessive redundancy, independent features are utilized.
The descriptor consists of three parts:
a) A general header including eccentricity and area fill
ratio
b) A region-based feature set with histogram moments
c) A contour-based edge description employing
modified Projected Principal Edge Distribution
description for shapes
In the following two paragraphs we briefly summarize
the terms mentioned in points a) and b), and then we
introduce the PPED and expound the edge descriptor in
point c).
2.1. General region-based features
The first two features, eccentricity and area ratio
represent the basic outline of the shape. The smaller the
eccentricity is, the closer is the shape to a circle, while
shape with eccentricity value of one is a line. The area
ratio is the ratio of the area occupied by the shape and the
area of the minimal rectangle covering the shape.
Regional feature set consist of the first four moments of
horizontal and vertical histograms of the shape (Fig. 1).
Statistical moments are frequently used as shape
descriptors.[1] Using more moments enables us to
describe the shape more in details, but loose the general
recognition ability.
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Figure 1. Vertical and horizontal histograms of a shape

2.2. Contour-based features
Projected Principal Edge Distribution (PPED) is a
grayscale image descriptor that characterizes principal
edges of the 64x64 pixel moving image window. To
highlight important edges, for every pixel a local
threshold is defined as the median of differences of
neighboring pixel values. Edges are detected in four
directions with a convolution. For every pixel location of
the edge map only the largest edge value is kept, and
values below the threshold are set to zero. [5]
The base of the contour-based edge description is the
PPED that is uses as a shape descriptor with some
modifications. The method is shown in Fig. 2. To achieve
scale-invariant shape analysis the shape is resized to a
uniform 64x64 pixel, preserving the original aspect ratio.
Out measurements in previous works showed that resizing
to bigger size is unnecessary. The differences between
neighboring pixel gray-values in a binary image are 0 or 1
(pixel value 1 for in-shape pixels and 0 for others),
consequently the median value is also 0 or 1. We
experimented with different threshold values, and we
concluded that the best results can be achieved by using a
threshold value of 2.

Orientation provides invariance up to rotation by k*π,
resulting in two distinct possibilities. To make the rotation
unambiguous, shape is rotated with π if the mass center of
the shape is located on the right side.
3. Classification
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
description, we tested it in a shape classification task.
Nearest neighborhood classifiers are typical when using
PPED type descriptors.
The drawback of the nearest neighborhood method is
that it might be slow (due to many comparisons),
representation set scales poorly, and there is no option to
classify an input as not belonging to any class.
Furthermore, the EPPSED as a compound descriptor
enables us a special comparison method, since the parts of
the vector represents different features. Compound
classifiers are frequently used techniques to handle
separate parts, but generally they do not exploit the
meaning of each part of the vector.
We suggest a gradual classification scheme. Shape
classification is performed by comparison of the
descriptor to labeled points in the feature space denoted as
templates. The set of templates used for comparison is
denoted as representative set. First global and statistical
features are compared, then, if a satisfactory match is
achieved, the final decision is computed from the
differences between the contour features.
3.1. Filtering
The first phase of the decision selects candidates for the
second phase of the decision and rejects obviously
dissimilar template vectors. For every feature vector
element a threshold is determined. An input descriptor
matches the labeled template vector if the number of
elements with difference higher than the threshold is
within certain limit. Threshold and limit is based on
preliminary measures.
3.2. Limited nearest neighborhood

Figure 2. Construction of the contour-based part of the
description. Edges are detected in four directions, then
thresholding and maxima selection is applied, finally
projections are concatenated and normalized.
A major deficiency of the PPED is that it is not
invariant with respect to rotation. To achieve rotation
invariance we chose to detect a characteristic angle and
normalize the shape angularly. The orientation of the
shape (defined as the orientation of the ellipse having the
same second moment) serves well as a characteristic
angle, since it is consistent in the sense that orientation
values of similar shapes are close to each other.
(Mathematical orientation may significantly deviate from
the orientation value estimated by a human observer.)

The second phase of the classification employs limited
nearest neighborhood decision to define the final class.
The disadvantage of the nearest neighborhood decision is
its inability to reject distant inputs that do not belong to
any class (denoted as zero-class elements). Without
specifying additional constraints there is always a nearest
element to every input vector, even if the distance is high.
We propose a method that selects the nearest template in
the Euclidean space, but it is accepted only if the distance
is smaller than the minimal acceptance threshold of the
template.
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W/out
Filters

Global
accuracy

Cover

Prec.

Av.lu.
time (ms)

84,4%

45%

98,3%

57,2

With
88,5%
58,3%
99,4%
Filters
Table 1. Experimental results of test set 1.

Figure 3. Automatic definition of minimal acceptance
range. C1 and C2 represent two in-class elements, C0 a
zero-class element. Acceptance threshold for C1 will be d0
as the half of the distance to the closest zero-class
element. Acceptance threshold for C2 will be a2 as the
distance to the closest element of another class.

W/out
Filters

6,4

Global
accuracy

Cover

Prec.

Av.lu.
time (ms)

88,5%

46%

99,6%

58,0

With
91,5%
60,1%
99,7%
Filters
Table 2. Experimental results of test set 2.

6,4

To determine the minimal acceptance threshold we
used an automatic generation algorithm. We employed a
shape database as a train set consisting of various shapes
consisting also elements that do not belong to any class.
The acceptance threshold for a template is determined
based on the other elements that match the template by the
filtering described above. We have set the threshold to be
half of the distance to the nearest zero-class element. In
case of the absence of any zero-class elements, the
distance to the nearest element labeled with different class
is used as the acceptance threshold. If no element with a
different class label is in the filter range, the acceptance
threshold is set as the distance to the farthest element
within the same class.
3.2. Experimental results
We tested the descriptor and the classification method
on a shape set extracted from Hungarian Forint banknotes
in the Bionic Eyeglass Project. [6] Table 1. and Table 2.
summarize the results.
The two shape datasets contain 6172 and 7024 shapes
images respectively, including negative elements that do
not belong to any class. The representative set had 271
elements.
Shapes in the test sets represent characteristic graphical
patches (portraits, drawings) extracted from banknotes,
but also shadows, joined patterns and other patches from
the background. Nonzero-class shapes represented 9
classes with high variation due to morphologic extraction.
Input images are shown on Figure 4.
Global accuracy is the ratio of correctly recognized
shapes including zero-class inputs. Cover corresponds for
the ratio of correctly identified and all nonzero-class
inputs. Precision is the ratio of correctly classified
nonzero-class inputs and all classified nonzero inputs.
Average lookup time was measured on a standard
computer (Core2 Quad CPU @ 2.66 GHz, 3 GB
memory).

Figure 4. Fragment on the test sets. In the row a) are zeroclass shapes, rows b)-d) show nonzero-class shapes.
4. Conclusion
We presented a new shape description and
classification method. Key characteristics of our approach
are the compound descriptor and classifier that join the
region and contour-based features.
Results show high precision and lower cover. The
reason to have lower cover is that the test sets consist of
also highly deformed shapes, which were classified as
non-zero elements.
The computation time allows real-time recognition on
standard CPUs, and the architecture core of the algorithm
is appropriate on cellular architectures. In the future our
plan is to implement the descriptor on CNN
architecture.[7]
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Abstract—The appearance of intelligent motion sensors and disruptive technologies (like the Wii-controller [1]
and Kinect [2]) have revolutionized computer interfaces in
gaming in the past decade. However, this revolution restricts itself to the gaming world and these controllers and
interfaces are not widely used in other applications. One
of the reasons behind this hindrance is the lack of natural
and easy to learn gestures and controls. The gestures used
by these devices can only be used efficiently if they fit the
application framework and can be applied without a long
and tedious learning process. Most of the applied learning
methods can not be used because comparison of trajectories and spatial-temporal characteristics are very different
from image comparison.
In this paper we show how trajectories can be learnt and
classified using the non-linear wave metrics and the Leap
Motion controller.
1. Introduction
Three dimensional control is extremely important, because our world (at least our perception) is threedimensional, but computers are usually built with twodimensional displays. Although the revolutions of virtually
three dimensional systems had a huge impact on science as
well, most of these applications lack convenient three dimensional control. Real three dimensional control is simulated by control on two-dimensional axes separately, which
can be learned but remains more complex and difficult to be
applied than an inherently three dimensional control.
The observation and the control of real threedimensional objects can be extremely important in certain areas where we need to gather real spatial or sometimes spatial-temporal information about the objects. Just
to mention a few simple examples: in education (where
in engineering and mathematics three dimensional plots of
objects and multivariable functions are extremely important for spectacular illustrations and the analyses of such
plots can be done easily in detail) or in medical imaging
(where a three dimensional display can reveal more information for the doctors).
To achieve our goal we have used the Leap Motion controller [3] which is a small portable USB peripheral device,
easily integrable to any environments. The device contains
two monochrome infra-red cameras and three light emit-

ting diodes (LED). These LEDs generate a pattern which
helps in the estimation of the position and movement of
arbitrary objects (e.g. the user’s hands, fingers) by range
imaging.
We have programmed the controller to be able record
four dimensional (three spatial and a temporal) coordinates
and compared the efficiency and accuracy of the classification of these trajectories by different metrics.
In section 2 we describe the main properties of gesture
control and the devices we have used for our experiments.
In section 3 we define the non-linear wave metric and how
it can be applied in higher dimensional problem spaces. In
section 4 we show and explain our results and the comparison of our method with commonly used metrics. In section
5 we conclude our results.
2. Gesture Recognition with The Leap Motion controller
The Leap Motion Controller observes a roughly hemispherical space, with a detection range up to 60
centimeters, which is illuminated by infrared light emitting
diodes generating a three-dimensional pattern of dots. The
device can provide a datastream with 300 frames per second by synthesizing three-dimensional positions by comparing the stereo-images acquired by the controller.
The smaller observation area and higher resolution of
the device differentiates the product from the Kinect and
other controllers which are more suitable for whole-body
tracking in a space the size of a living room. The Leap
Motion Controller may perform better in tasks such as navigating a website, using pinch-to-zoom gestures on maps,
high-precision drawing, and manipulating complex threedimensional data visualizations. Generally, the Leap Motion controller is designed to track fingers and hands precisely, while Kinect can provide a large scale (whole body)
three-dimensional point map.
Applications for the controller can be downloaded from
the application store1 , however these applications are often
experimental, not general and difficult to use. The controller also have an application programming interface that
can be used to developed software control to detect arbitrary gestures. These gestures are critical in three dimensional applications, since they may provide a set of inher-
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1 https://airspace.leapmotion.com

ent, easy to use and habitual signals and actions for controlling three-dimensional objects for moving, rotating and
zooming.
Although these easy to learn gestures are intuitive and
self-explanatory they are not the same for everyone. Different applications can require different gestures for similar
or completely same functions. Gestures can also be different for each user based on their experiences, age and background. A more sophisticated user would require many
complex gestures which can be hardly distinguished from
each other, meanwhile a novice person would use only a
few characteristic ones [4]. We can also notice the babyduck effect in gesture control [5]: the tendency of computer
users to prefer the systems that they learn on, and to reject
the unfamiliar.
In most gesture recognition softwares gestures are hardwired and can not be changed or tuned. This results a robust but not user friendly and optimal control. To allow
users to have custom and more suitable gestures only one
problem has to be solved: the comparison of recorded trajectories. With current devices gestures can be observed
and recorded with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution. Recorded gestures can be interpreted as four dimensional inputs (with three spatial dimensions and time being
the fourth coordinate). on the other hand the comparison of
such data is difficult and computationally expensive. The
most serious problem in the comparison is the definition of
a proper metric. A proper metric must reflect human intuition and have small distance between similar gestures and
larger distance between different ones, since out goal is to
make the usage of the device intuitive and convenient.
We have defined such a gesture recognition system based
on the non-linear wave metric for the Leap Motion controller implemented in Python, C++ and Java, thus our
environment can be easily connected to applications written in these languages. These applications are capable of
displaying three-dimensional objects and plots (obviously
just two-dimensional images from different angles), but the
control of these three dimensional viewpoints are hard to be
controlled by regular computer interfaces, which are operating in two-dimensional planes only.

finished, but this can be detected by simple movement detection. Some example gestures with similar trajectories,
shifted to a common centroid point can be seen on Figure
1.

(a) Line/swipe like trajectories

(b) Circle like trajectories

2.1. Gesture classification

Figure 1: Three-three examples of two different gestures.
The first image shows some line like trajectories in threedimensions and the second depicts three circle like ones.
The fourth, temporal coordinates are neglected on the figure. As it can be seen all four coordinates are necessary
for proper classification, since from these data (without
the temporal coordinates) the direction of the movement
can not be identified, for example it can not be calculated
whether a circle is clock-wise or counter clockwise.

The measurement and comparison of gestures is a difficult task because the comparison can not be based on absolute positions. In classification only the relative changes
(both spatial and temporal) are determining, the starting
point of a trajectory does not matter, since it would be extremely frustrating to always find the exact starting point
for a gesture.
This problem is also known in image processing and it
is usually solved by moving the object to have a common
centroid point. We have applied the very same method here
and shifted the trajectories to a common centroid. Naturally this operation can only be done once gestures are

Apart from this problems one needs good and properly
defined metrics to compare two trajectories. We have to
keep in mind that in case of gestures temporal changes are
not that determining as relative position changes. A little
bit slower or faster gesture is usually considered the same,
meanwhile a rotated gesture, pointing into an other direction is usually identified as a different gesture (which often
triggers a some-how opposite action) by a human observer.
With different parameters the user must have the ability
to tune the spatial and temporal properties of the metric.
These properties can not be handled by commonly used
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metrics (we have no not that they can be modified artificially to become problem dependent), but can be solved by
the Wave metric.
3. The non-linear wave metric
The grayscale version of the wave metric can be formulated in a PDE model where an image - either binary or
gray-scale - is defined as a real valued function I(x, y) :
[0, N]2 → [0, 1]. Zero values stand for background pixels and ones code pixels with maximum intensity. The two
objects to be compared are two images I in and I re f with
identical dimensions to I. The dynamical equation defining
the gray-scale wave metric comparing two images is the
following nonlinear partial differentiation equation (PDE)
system:

To overcome this problem we need to introduce a fadeout in the objects and blur the them in the selected dimensions. This way we can extend the objects and the overlapping regions, creating non-empty intersections. The wave
propagation can start properly from such initial condition
and the blur will fade out according to the distance from
the centroid, from the position of the original object. The
further the object is, the lower the intensity will be and this
will cause lower magnitude change in the wave -this way
the magnitude change of the wave will be proportional to
the original distance between the elements. This will ensure the properties and axioms of the metric and will give
an applicable result.
4. Experiments and Results

We have recorded 7 different sets of trajectories, with
four different and independent measurements in all of
N
them. The seven sets were the following: fast lines, slow
∂I1 (x1 , x2 . . . , xn , t) X ∂2 I1
Di 2 + γ(Imax − I1 )
(1) lines (both approximately rectilinear movements), large
=
∂t
∂xi
i=1
and small circles with both clockwise and counterclockwise motion and standby sets (without any movements or
∂I2 (x1 , x2 . . . , xn , t)
= ω(Imax − I1 )
(2) gestures).
∂t
Although this set is far from complete it is enough make
where Imax (x, y) = max(Iin (x1 , . . . , xn , 0), Ire f (x1 , . . . , xn , 0)) experiments about trajectory comparison with the noncontains the pixel-wise maximum of I1 and I2 , linear wave metric. It contains three different and generImin (x1 , . . . , xn ) = min(Iin (x1 , . . . , xn , 0), Ire f (x1 , . . . , xn , 0)), ally used trajectories, which are differing in both spatial
I1 (x1 , . . . , xn , 0) = Imin , I2 (x1 , . . . , xn , 0) = 0, γ > 0, ω > 0 (line and circle like trajectories) and temporal ( clockwise
and Di are constants defining the wave propagation ∆ is the and counterclockwise circular trajectories) properties. It
Laplace operator. The final wave is the map of the steady also reveals an important requirement of gesture recognistate solution of I2 . Here the change of magnitude of the tion systems: the classifier must handle inputs where there
wave at a pixel is also depends on the difference between are no gestures applied. We found two methods to deterthe two pixel values.
minate whether there was a gesture performed. One can
Thee wave propagation in each direction can be con- either use different time windows on the recorded trajectotrolled independently in each dimension by the Di param- ries to identify when a gestures was started and to cut a part
eters. If the propagation coefficient is zero in a given di- that contains the gesture or one can also start gesture idenrection then the differences along that dimension will be tification when the movement is larger than a previously
ignored and the metric should be calculated for only those given threshold and stop the classification when the movedimensions which coefficients are non-zero.
ment settles, the average change is lower than a threshold.
It was shown that the gray-scale wave metric combines We have selected and used the latter method, because it reall advantages of the previously mentioned two methods quires less computational power.
[6] and can be applied for image comparison and medical
We have compared our recorded trajectories based on
imaging[7]. Both the Hausdorff and the Hamming metrics three different metrics: the Hamming-, Hausdorff-distances
can be derived from the gray-scale wave metric. This itself and the extended non-linear wave metric. Metric comwould motivate the usage of this method, considering fast parison was based on the relative difference between the
computation on CNNs[8].
metrics using the difference between two relatively simiAlthough these metrics can be used on two-dimensional lar, linear trajectories from the same class as reference. We
inputs, their extension of higher dimensions, especially in calculated the relative difference from this comparison for
case of changing objects (spatio-temporal comparison) has each metric in percentage and used this for our comparinot yet been investigated.
son, because in case of classification a gesture is classified
In higher dimensions, like in case of gesture comparison by its distance from the references. It its smaller than a
it can easily happen that the objects are non-overlapping given threshold from a reference trajectory the gesture will
according to one or more dimensions, or they only have an be classified. Some example comparisons can be seen in
extremely small common set of elements and unfortunately Table 1.
all of the commonly applied metrics will require overlapOur aim was to show that in all examined cases the disping objects for comparison.
tance for similar trajectories was the lowest and it was the
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Table 1: . Because the number of recorded trajectories
were high we were not able to list all the possible pairs
here,we restricted ourselves to some relatively similar and
some completely different trajectories. Rows are containing comparisons for different trajectory sets, Circle Cw and
Circle CCw present clockwise and counterclockwise circular trajectories. The second column contains the distance
measured by the Hamming metric, the third column shows
the Hausdorff distance and the last column contains the
same data for the non-linear wave metric. It can be seen
that the new method resulted in the smallest distances between the similar gestures and the biggest between the different ones.
Traj1/Traj2
Ham.
Haus. Ext. Wave
Circle/Line
35.2% 36.5%
17.0%
Circle/Circle
20.3% 16.2%
5.0%
Line/Line
42.6% 18.4%
2.4%
Circle CW/Circle Ccw 19.7% 17.9%
45.0%

on Computer-Human Interaction: Entertaining User
Interfaces, 2007
[2] Iason Oikonomidis, Nikolaos Kyriazis, Antonis Argyros: “Efficient model-based 3D tracking of hand articulations using Kinect” Proceedings of the British Machine Vision Conference, September 2011
[3] Daniel Terdiman: “Leap Motion: 3D hands-free motion control, unbound” Cutting Edge. c—net, 2013
[4] Micahel B DuCharme: “The Operating System Handbook” maben.homeip.net, 1994
[5] Allen Kent; James G. Williams; Rosalind Kent: “Baby
duck syndrome: Imprinting on your first system makes
change a very hard thing” CRC Press, 2005
[6] István Szatmári, Object comparison using PDE-based
wave metric on cellular neural networks International
Journal of Circuit Theory and Applications, pp 359283, 2006. 8.7

highest for distinct trajectories. As it can be seen from the
results the non-linear wave metric was the best representation of trajectory comparison amongst these methods. All
of the gestures were classified correctly by our approach
and non of the two other metrics could solve this task.

[7] Andras Horvath, Daniel Hillier: Topographic Metrics for Image Segmentation 12th IEEE international
workshop on cellular nanoscale networks and applications, Berkeley, California, pp 1-4, 2010

5. Conclusion

[8] István Szatmári, A nonlinear wave metric and its cnn
implementation for object classification Journal of
VLSI Signal Processing, pp 437-447, 1999

We have examined how the extension of the nonlinear wave metric can be used in the comparison of
four-dimensional trajectories. We have compared our
method with commonly used metrics, like the Hammingor Hausdorff-distance. from our experiments it can clearly
be seen that amongst these metrics our method is the most
suitable and applicable for gesture classification or for
other type of classification in high-dimensional problem
spaces.
We have developed a gesture recognizing environment
based on the Leap Motion controller. Our system uses the
non-linear wave metric for gesture classification and it can
identify and selected previously learnt and stored gestures.
This way the user can define a gesture set that is the most
suitable and user-friendly for a given, specific task.
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Abstract—Algorithms designed for machine vision applications such as medical imaging, surveillance, gesture
control, tracking etc. very often require some kind of comparison between images. While the brain can compare
complex objects with ease, the same is usually a very difficult task for algorithm designers. Comparison between objects requires a properly defined metric that determines the
distance, similarity between them. In this paper we derive
a multidimensional extension of the non-linear wavemetric and show how it can be applied in higher dimensional
problem spaces. (e.g. three-dimensional trajectories)
1. Introduction
In image processing various metrics have been proposed.
In a particular problem the metric has to be chosen depending on the nature of the problem, image acquisition and
segmentation task.
A metric can be defined as function on a given set d : X ×
X 7→ R if it fulfills the following properties ( ∀x, y, z ∈ X):

important data is lost during this simplification the algorithm can not provide the correct results.
A metric should derive information from a high dimensional space to a scalar, where decisions and classifications
can be done easily.
Apart from information compression one may have two
main expectations about a proper metric which are working
against each other. On one hand the metric has to compress
information about the objects and be sensitive enough to
allow classification, meanwhile on the other hand it has to
be robust to filter out noise.
In Section 2 we will define and describe the most commonly applied metrics in image processing; in Section 3 we
will describe the binary and grayscale wave metric for two
dimensional inputs; in Section 4 we will derive and show
how the wave metric can be extended and used for three or
higher dimensional data for comparison; in Section 5 we
will conclude our results.
2. Commonly used metrics

d(x, y) ≥ 0

(1)

d(x, y) = 0 ⇔ x = y

(2)

d(x, y) = d(y, x)

(3)

2.1. Hamming distance

d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)

(4)

The most common metric to compare two images is the
Hamming distance [1] that computes the number of the differing pixels in an image:

(1) is called non-negativity, or separation axiom, (2) is
the identity of indiscernibles, or coincidence axiom, (3)
ensures the symmetry of the metric and (4) is called the
subadditivity axiom or the triangle inequality.
Based on these properties one can easily see that a metric defines distances between the elements of our input set
X. These distances are indispensable for classification, data
clusterization or in the application of any modern learning
methods for artificial intelligence.
A metric - distance inherently induces a topology on a
set but not all topologies can be generated by a metric. The
selection of the metric has to be done properly. From an
engineering point of view a metric is inherently a simplification of the problem representation and if significant and

In this section we list the most commonly used metrics
in image processing and discuss their advantages and flaws,
especially how information is (and can be) lost with the
application of these metrics.

DHm =

X [
\
(A
B) \ (A
B)

(5)

Where A and B are the input images. This metric is fast
and easy to calculate but cannot be used to compare the
shape of the objects because of the complete lack of topological information. Since topological information is lost
during the calculation the metric uses a simple, pixel-wise
difference, taking into account the number of different pixels regardless of their neighbors or their relative positions.
Figure 1 shows a simple illustration of the main deficiency of the Hamming metric , the lack of topological information.
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(a) The first
compared image

(b) The reference image

(a) The first
comparable
image

(c)
The
second
compared
image

Figure 1: This image represents the contradiction between
the Hamming distance and subjective human judgments.
However every human observer would judge the middleright pair much more similar, the Hamming distances between the image in the middle and the one to the left and
between the image in the middle and the one to the right are
exactly the same. Our perception is based not only on the
area of the differing parts, but also on shape related information. This information can not be ignored if we want to
create a trustworthy metric. One can see that the hamming
distance (and any other metric based on differentation) can
provide misleading dicisions. Thus, shape related descriptorors are also required.

(b) The reference image

(c) The second comparable image

Figure 2: This image illustrates the contradiction between
the Hausdorff distance and subjective judgments. The
Hausdorff distances between the image in the middle and
the one to the left andbetween the image in the middle and
the one to the right are exactly the same. A human observer would most probably select the middle-left pair as
more similar images. Natural vision and perception is not
only based on the topology of the differing parts, but also
on area based information. This information also has to be
considered during computation to produce a reliable and
useful metric.
3. The nonlinear wave metric
3.1. Binary wave metric

2.2. Hausdorff distance
The other often used metric is the Hausdorff distance [2]
, which is determined mainly by the topological differences
between the objects:
DHs = max(h(A, B), h(B, A))

(6)

Where h(A, B) = maxa∈A minb∈B ka − bk.
This type of metric is not related to the size of the different parts and even a low (single pixel) noise can entirely
change the output of the metric. This metric is functionally the opposite of the Hamming distance and completely
lacks what the other metric encapsulates. It reveals topology, but ignores the wize of the differing area (the number
of differing pixels).
If the largest distances between two different pixels are
the same it hides all other information about shapes as well.
The illustration of the Hausdorff distance and its poor
applicability can be seen on Figure 2.
Both metrics reveal properties about similarity and are
widely used, but to create a multipurpose, efficient metric,
both of them should be used simultaneously. The application of different metrics can be beneficial, but in this case
we will increase processing time, algorithmic complexity
and we will not solve the problem directly. This slution
postpones the decision and results a higher dimensional
state space where decisions and lcassificaitons are harder
to make. We have to combine all the metrics into a single
function that results a scalar to ease classification and/or
comparison.

The binary wave metric can be defined as the volume
of an ascending wave starting from the intersection of the
objects and filling out the area defined by the union of the
two objects [4],[8].
On a suitable hardware architecture the non-linear wave
metric can measure both the shape and the area difference
between two objects in one single operation (e.g.: on a
multi-layer cellular nonlinear network (CNN))[3] [7] .
Based on this, the equation of the metric calculation for
two dimensional, binary objects can be given as the following :


if Imax = 0
∂I(x, y, t) 
0,
=
(7)


∂t
D∆I1 , if Imax = 1
Where I(x, y, 0) defines the intersection of the two objects, Imax (x, y, 0) defines the union of the two objects and
the wave increases with a previously given parameter:D.
With two two-dimensional, binary objects (A(x, y) and
B(x, y)), these values can be defined as: I(x, y, 0) =
S
T
A(x, y) B(x, y) and Imax (x, y, 0) = A(x, y) B(x, y).
It can be easily seen that this wave propagation and wave
metric contains and compresses both previously introduced
metrics. The maximal height of the ascending wave (or the
propagation time of the wave) is proportional to the value
of the Hausdorff metric and the area of the wave propagation is proportional to Hamming distance.
3.2. Grayscale wave metric
The grayscale version of the wave metric can also be formulated in a partial differentiation equation (PDE) model
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where an image - either binary or gray-scale - is defined
as a real valued function I(x, y) : [0, N]2 → [0, 1], zero
values stand for noncodign, zero valued background pixels
and ones code pixels with maximum intensity. The two objects to be compared are two images I in and I re f with
identical dimensions to I. The dynamical equation defining the gray-scale wave metric comparing two images is
the following nonlinear PDE system:
∂I1 (x, y, t)
= D∆I1 + γ(Imax − I1 )
∂t

(8)

∂I2 (x, y, t)
= ω(Imax − I1 )
(9)
∂t
where Imax (x, y) = max(Iin (x, y, 0), Ire f (x, y, 0)) contains the pixel-wise maximum of I1 and I2 , Imin (x, y) =
min(Iin (x, y, 0), Ire f (x, y, 0)), I1 (x, y, 0) = Imin , I2 (x, y, 0) =
0, γ > 0, ω > 0 and D > 1 are constants defining the
wave propagation and ∆ is the Laplace operator. The final
wave is the map of the steady state solution of I2 . Here the
change of magnitude of the wave at a pixel is also depends
on the difference between the two pixel values besides area
and propagation time.
It was shown that the gray-scale wave metric combines
all advantages of the previously mentioned two methods [4]
and can be applied for image comparison for example in
medical imaging[5]. Both the Hausdorff and the Hamming
metrics can be derived from the gray-scale wave metric. In
other words, these metrics mentioned before are actually
two special cases of the wave metric defined here. This in
itself would motivate the usage of this method, considering
fast computation on CNNs[6].
Although these metrics can be used on two-dimensional
inputs their extension to higher dimensions, especially in
caseo of dynamically changing objects (spatio-temporal
comparison) has not yet been investigated.
4. Extension of the wave metric for higher dimensions
We will show how the wave metric can be extended and
applied in higher dimensions, especially in those circumstances, when an object changes its characteristic features
(position, shape, intensity etc.) in time.
The mathematical extension of the previously defined
PDE system: (8) and (9) is straightforward:
N

∂I1 (x1 , x2 . . . , xn , t) X ∂2 I1
=
Di 2 + γ(Imax − I1 )
∂t
∂xi
i=1

(10)

∂I2 (x1 , x2 . . . , xn , t)
= ω(Imax − I1 )
(11)
∂t
The different dimensions - the wave propagation in each
dimension - can be controlled independently in each direction by the Di parameters. If the propagation coefficient
is zero in a given direction we will have separated dimensions. This means that the wave metric can be calculated

for each dimension independently for every value in the
dimension of zero coefficient. In case of a video where
the input is three dimensional1 , we can ignore temporal
changes and calculate the metric for each frame separately
in a frame-by-frame manner by setting the correspondent
coefficient to zero.
Apart from the theoretical extension we have to mention
a serious flaw of the wave metric. The metric works only
in those cases when the comparable objects intersection is
a non-empty set since the PDE need a non zero initial condition. In most cases this effect will not cause any problem
as it could be seen at the previous examples (like Figure 1
and 2). With two dimensional data (e.g. images) the objects are usually overlapping and even if they not the data
can be shifted (to have the centroid at the same position)
and create a non-empty intersection.
If the objects are too far from each other (in any dimensions) and distinct they can not be compared. The intersection of the objects, the initial state of the wave will be
empty and the wave will not propagate. We will have the
same effect with the Hamming distance (or other distances
as well). If the objects are distinct the result of the metric
will be proportional to the sizes of the objects. In higher
dimensions distinct objects can appear more and more frequently. In this case a deformation can be applied on the
objects that transforms them to make the comparison possible. For example, in common methods a translation is
applied to move the centroid of the objects to the same position. This can be a valid solution in two-dimensions however in higher dimension it is not always applicable. We
have to define a homeomorphic mapping that increases the
measure and results a continuous distance between these
objects.
In higher dimensions, like in case of spatial-temporal
detection it can easily happen that the objects are nonoverlapping according to a dimension, or they only have
an extremely small common set of elements. But if we
would like to detect temporal changes (e.g: in case of gesture control we would like to measure the distance between
two trajectories. When the positions and the relative motions are the same, only temporal properties - the speed of
the moving objects are different.) we need to overcome this
problem, because all of these metrics will require overlapping objects for comparison. An example of this problem
can be seen on Figure 3.
To do this we need to introduce a fadeout in the objects
and blur the objects in the selected dimensions. This way
we can extend the objects so the overlapping regions and
the intersection will not be empty. The wave propagation
can start properly from such initial condition and the blur
will fade out according to the distance from the centroid,
from the position of the original object. The further the object is, the lower the intensity will be and this will cause
1 We have to emphasize that the time of the video is just an other dimension of the input data: xi and has no connection with the time of the
wave evolution: t in (8) and (9)
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5. Conclusion

Figure 3: The figure shows two similar two-dimensional
trajectories, both of them had uniform rectilinear motion
(distorted by additive noise from the measurement) and
visit the same positions, but with different velocity. One
should consider these trajectories to be the same, however neither the Hamming or the Hausdorff metric metrics
would give a proper result. This problem is caused by the
fact, that the two objects (trajectories) have only one common point at the beginning of the trajectories. In all cases
the distance will be proportional to the length of the trajectories. One should handle the temporal coordinates differently if the speed of velocity of the object is not as determining as its position. If we do not handle the trajectories
as separated points from the measurement, but expand them
by applying anisotropic diffusion (which can propagate differently in each direction) on the data the distinct elements
will overlap and the calculation can give proper results.
This problem will be even more important in higher dimension if the trajectories are four-dimensional (three spatial
and on temporal dimensions).

lower magnitude change in the wave -this way the magnitude change of the wave will be proportional to the original distance between the elements. This will ensure the
properties and axioms of the metric and will give an applicable result. The diffusion on the trajectories result blobs
and modified the trajectories have a much larger common
volume which can be used for comparison and also as the
initial state for the wave propagation. It can be seen that
the diffusion will not violate any of the metric axioms and
the calculation will still result a metric. The blur of the objects is not show on the image but pixels further from the
original position have lower intensity.
The diffusion can be applied on three-dimensional data
(e.g. video processing) where the dimensions are not independent and a few of them are slightly or significantly more
important for the actual task than the others.
In gesture control one can separate trajectories and define whether depths, lateral, sagittal positions or the speed
of the moving hand are more important. Although properties are applications specific, they can be identified and
optimized off-line for a given problem or task.

We have shown the main problems and flaws of the commonly used metrics in image processing and showed how
the nonlinear wave metric can be applied instead of them.
We have also shown how this wave metric can be extended into higher dimensions and how different propagations can be set for each dimension to have a proper weighting in significantly different dimensions.
This extension can be applied in high dimensional spatial classification, like comparison of three-dimensional objects, images with depth, sonar data or spatial-temporal
classification when the spatial and temporal coordinates
has to be handled differently, such as in video processing,
or classification of gestures, three dimensional trajectories.
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Abstract—In analyzing synchronization dynamics of
self-sustained oscillators, a one-dimensional simple model,
called a phase model, has played an important role. Recently, we proposed a generalized phase model that robustly works even when the oscillator receives strong inputs, but it has a drawback that detailed response properties of the oscillator, which can be significantly laborious
to compute in some cases, are necessary. In this paper, we
propose a quadratic phase model, i.e., a quadratic approximation to the generalized phase model, whose response
properties can be easily computed. In addition, we propose
an eﬃcient numerical method for computing the response
properties of the quadratic phase model, and illustrate the
validity of the proposed numerical method using a modified
Stuart-Landau oscillator as an example.
1. Introduction
Self-sustained oscillators and their synchronization phenomena have been studied in many fields of science and engineering, ranging from biology to electrical engineering.
Since synchronization phenomena studied in a wide range
of disciplines share common mathematical mechanisms,
theoretical analysis often enables an interdisciplinary understanding of various synchronization phenomena. Therefore, fundamental theories and models for conducting theoretical analysis are of great value in many disciplines. In
applied mathematics, a simple model of self-sustained oscillators, called a phase model [1], has played an essential role in theoretically analyzing their synchronization dynamics, e.g., mutual synchronization via coupling between
oscillators and injection locking to periodic external inputs. Using the phase reduction method [1], we can systematically reduce a self-sustained oscillator with a highdimensional state space to a one-dimensional phase model.
In the phase model, the state of an oscillator is represented
by a scalar phase variable. This model has the advantage
of being simple and easily tractable, so it makes theoretical
analysis of self-sustained oscillators significantly easier.
The phase model is also useful in engineering applications such as optimal design, because the response properties of the oscillator to the input is concisely characterized
by a single periodic function, called the sensitivity function [2]. Indeed, the phase model has been applied, e.g., to
optimal design of oscillator circuits [3, 4], optimal control
of neurons [5, 6], system identification of interacting oscillators [7], and evaluation and analysis of phase noise in

oscillator circuits [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. In particular, this model
has recently attracted much interest in electrical engineering [3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], where the sensitivity function
of the oscillator is called the perturbation projection vectors. However, the conventional phase model can be used
only when the input to the oscillator is suﬃciently weak,
namely, it is not robust to strong inputs. Since the input
may not be suﬃciently weak in many engineering applications, this drawback significantly limits the applicability of
the conventional phase model.
To circumvent this drawback, we proposed a generalized
phase model in our previous work [13]. This generalized
model takes into account the deformation of the periodic
orbit of an oscillator caused by largely varying inputs, so
it robustly works for relatively strong inputs as compared
to the conventional phase model. However, in this generalized model, the sensitivity function, which characterizes the response properties of the oscillator to the input,
is more complicated than that of the conventional model;
In the generalized model, the sensitivity function is a nonlinear function of the input to the oscillator. Thus, if the
oscillator is driven by a multi-dimensional external input,
the computational cost for the sensitivity function becomes
significantly large. This drawback might hinder the applicability of the generalized phase model in practical situations.
In this paper, we propose a quadratic phase model to
resolve the above problem. This model is a simplified
version (i.e., quadratic approximation) of the generalized
phase model, which is easier to use in practical applications. We derive the quadratic phase model from the generalized phase model and propose an eﬃcient numerical
method for calculating sensitivity functions.
2. Phase model
We consider the following equation describing a selfsustained oscillator:
dX(t)
dt

=

F(X(t), I(t)),

(1)

where X = [X1 , . . . , Xn ]> ∈ Rn is the state of the oscillator, F(X, I) = [F1 (X, I), . . . , Fn (X, I)]> ∈ Rn is a vector field that represents the dynamics of the oscillator, and
I(t) ∈ Rm is the input to the oscillator. We assume that there
exists a subset A ⊂ Rm such that the vector field F(X, I)
has a stable periodic orbit with period T (I0 ) and frequency
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ω(I0 ) := 2π/T (I0 ) for a constant input I(t) = I0 ∈ A and
this periodic orbit smoothly depends on I0 ∈ A.
If we apply the conventional phase reduction method [1],
one can reduce Eq. (1) to a conventional phase model. To
use the conventional phase reduction, however, the input to
the oscillator must be suﬃciently small, that is, the following condition must be satisfied:
||I(t)||



1.

(2)

If the oscillator is driven by strong (i.e., largely varying)
inputs, the condition (2) is not satisfied, so we cannot use
the conventional phase reduction method.
In contrast, the generalized phase model [13] robustly
works even for strong inputs under appropriate assumptions. Thus, we here represent the oscillator (1) by the generalized phase model. We decompose the input I(t) into a
low-frequency component q(t) = [q1 (t), . . . , qm (t)]> ∈ Rm
and a high-frequency component p(t) ∈ Rm as follows:
I(t) =

q(t) + p(t),

(3)

where q(t) represents a slowly varying component as compared to the amplitude relaxation time of the oscillator.
In general, the amplitude relaxation time is characterized
by the second largest Floquet exponent. We define the
second largest Floquet exponent under a constant input
I(t) = I∫0 as λ(I0 ). Then, we can calculate q(t), e.g., by
+∞
q(t) = −∞ f (τ)I(t − τ)dτ, where f (τ) := 2λ1 f e−λ f |τ| is a
linear filter satisfying λ f  mint λ(q(t)).
Now, using an I-dependent asymptotic phase Θ(X, I) de>
fined by ∂Θ(X,I)
F(X, I) = ω(I), we introduce a phase vari∂X
able θ(t) of the oscillator as follows:
θ(t) = Θ(X(t), q(t)),

ξ(θ, q) =
ζ(θ, q) =

∂Θ(X, q)
,
∂X
X=Y(θ,q)
∂Θ(X, q)
,
∂q
X=Y(θ,q)
G(X, q)Z(θ, q)| X=Y(θ,q) ,

(5)
(6)
(7)

where G(X, q) is an n × m matrix whose ( j, k)-th element is
∂F j (X,q)
given by G( j,k) (θ, q) := ∂q
. Then, the dynamics of the
k
phase variable θ(t) is described by the generalized phase
model [13] as follows:
dθ(t)
dq(t)
≈ ω(q(t)) + ξ> (θ, q(t))
+ ζ > (θ, q(t))p(t).
dt
dt

This condition reduces to the condition (2) if we do not decompose the input I(t), i.e., q(t) = 0 and p(t) = I(t), so this
condition is a generalization of the condition (2). Thus,
if we properly decompose the input I(t), Eq. (9) gives a
weaker condition than Eq. (2). In other words, the generalized phase model is valid for broader class of external
inputs than the conventional model. This model is particularly eﬀective for oscillators whose amplitude relaxes
quickly, e.g., relaxation oscillators.
In this paper, we derive a quadratic phase model by expanding the generalized model described by Eq. (8) to the
second order in q. We define ω0 := ω(0) ∈ R, ω1 :=
dω(q)
m
m
dq q=0 ∈ R , ξ0 (θ) := ξ(θ, 0) ∈ R , and ζ0 (θ) := ζ(θ, 0) ∈
m
R . In addition, we define m × m matrices J ω ∈ Rm×m ,
J ξ (θ) ∈ Rm×m , and J ζ (θ) ∈ Rm×m , whose ( j, k)-th elements
2
∂ξ j (θ,q)
are given by Jω( j,k) := ∂∂qω(q)
, Jξ( j,k) := ∂q
, and
q=0
j ∂qk q=0
k
∂ζ (θ,q)

j
Jζ( j,k) := ∂q
, respectively. We expand the oscillaq=0
k
tor frequency ω(q) to the second order, and the sensitivity
functions ξ(θ, q) and ζ(θ, q) to the first order around q = 0
as follows:

ω(q) = ω0 + ω>1 q + q> J ω q,
ξ(θ, q) = ξ0 (θ) + J ξ (θ)q,
ζ(θ, q) = ζ0 (θ) + J ζ (θ)q.

(8)

(10)
(11)
(12)

Plugging Eqs. (10)–(12) into Eq. (8), we can obtain the following quadratic phase model:
dθ(t)
dt

(4)

namely, the phase variable θ(t) increases uniformly with
frequency ω(I0 ) for a constant input I(t) = I0 . We denote
the periodic orbit of the oscillator under a constant input
I(t) = I0 as a function Y(θ, I0 ) ∈ Rn of the phase θ. In
addition, we define a phase sensitivity function Z(θ, q) ∈
Rn and sensitivity function ξ(θ, q) ∈ Rm , ζ(θ, q) ∈ Rm as
follows:
Z(θ, q) =

For this generalized phase model to be valid, the following
condition must be satisfied:
|| q̇(t)||
 1 and ||p(t)||  1.
(9)
λ(q(t))

≈ ω0 + ω>1 q(t) + q> (t)J ω q(t)
[
]>
+ ξ0 (θ) + J ξ (θ)q(t) dq(t)
[
]> dt
+ ζ0 (θ) + J ζ (θ)q(t) p(t).

(13)

This model approximates the generalized phase
model described by Eq. (8) with errors of the order
O(||q||3 , ||q||2 || q̇||, ||q||2 ||p||), that is, Eq. (13) is a quadratic
approximation to Eq. (8) in the strength of the input I(t).
We propose Eq. (13) as a quadratic phase model. This
model has the advantage that its frequency and response
properties are characterized by the constants ω0 , ω1 and J ω
and the simple functions ξ0 (θ), ζ0 (θ), J ξ (θ), and J ζ (θ) that
do not depend on the input, so we can numerically compute the response properties of the oscillators much more
easily and quickly than the full generalized phase model. In
the next section, we propose a numerical method for computing the sensitivity functions characterizing the response
properties of oscillators.
3. Numerical computation of response properties
In this section, we propose a numerical method for
computing ω0 , ω1 , ξ0 (θ), ζ0 (θ), J ω , J ξ (θ), and J ζ (θ),
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which characterize the frequency and response properties
of the quadratic phase model only from a given vector field
F(X, I). First, we numerically calculate the oscillator frequency ω0 = ω(0) and the periodic orbit Y(θ, 0). Next, we
numerically compute the phase sensitivity function Z(θ, 0)
and its derivative Z 0j (θ, 0) := ∂Z(θ,q)
.
∂q j
q=0
We can compute the phase sensitivity function Z(θ, 0) by
the adjoint method [14], namely, we can obtain Z(θ, 0) by
numerically integrating the following adjoint equation (14)
backward in θ from an arbitrary nonzero initial condition
until its solution converges to a 2π-periodic function:
ω(q)

dZ(θ, q)
dθ

−J F> (Y(θ, q), q)Z(θ, q)

=

dθ

=

J F (θ, q)Y 0j (θ, q) + g j (θ, q)
1 dω(q)
−
F(Y(θ, q), q) (16)
ω(q) dq j

Z > (0, q)Y 0j (0, q) = 0,

(17)

where g j (θ, q) is the j-th column vector of G(Y(θ, q), q).
Using Z(θ, q) and Y 0j (θ, q), we can compute the derivative Z 0j (θ, q) by numerically integrating the following variant adjoint equation (18) backward in θ from an arbitrary
initial condition until its solution converges:
ω(q)

dθ

=

−J F> (Y(θ,
[

−

q),

q)Z 0j (θ,

q)

1 dω(q) >
J (Y(θ, q), q)
ω(q) dq j] F

+K >j (θ, q) Z(θ, q)

(18)

with the normalization condition
F> (X, q)Z 0j (θ, q) + g>j (θ, q)Z(θ, q) = 0,

(19)

where K j (θ, q) is a matrix whose (α, β)-th element is defined as K (α,β)
(θ, q) := ∂q∂ j JF(α,β) (X, I), and can be calculated
j
as follows:
>

K (α,β)
j

=

ω1

Jω

with the normalization condition

dZ 0j (θ, q)

J ζ (θ) =

(15)

Here, J F (X, I) is a Jacobian matrix of the vector field
F(X, I) whose ( j, k)-th element is defined as JF( j,k) (X, I) :=
∂F j (X,I)
∂X j . In addition to Z(θ, q), we define the derivative of
the periodic orbit Y(θ, q) with respect to q j as Y 0j (θ, q). The
derivative Y 0j (θ, q) can be computed by integrating the following linearized equation forward in θ from an arbitrary
initial condition until its solution converges:
dY 0j (θ, q)

ζ0 (θ) =

=

ξ0 (θ) =

Z > (θ, q)F(Y(θ, q), q) = ω.

∂JF(α,β) (X, q) ∂Y(θ, q)
∂X
∂q j

X=Y(θ,q)

∂JF(α,β) (X, q)
∂q j

.

(20)

X=Y(θ,q)

Using the phase sensitivity function Z(θ, 0) and its
derivative Z 0j (θ, 0), we can calculate ω0 , ω1 , ξ0 (θ), ζ0 (θ),
J ω , J ξ (θ) and J ζ (θ) as follows:

(14)

with the normalization condition

ω(q)

+

=

J ξ (θ) =

G̃> (θ, 0)Z(θ, 0),
(21)
[ >
]
>
∂G̃ (θ, q)
∂G̃ (θ, q)
Z(θ, 0) · · ·
Z(θ, 0)
∂q1
∂qm
q=0
[
]
+G̃> (θ, 0) Z 01 (θ, q) · · · Z 0m (θ, q) ,
(22)
∫ 2π
1
ζ(θ, q)dθ,
(23)
2π 0
∫ θ
[ 0
]
1
−
(24)
ζ(θ , q) − ω1 dθ0 ,
ω(q) 0
∫ 2π
1
J ζ (θ)dθ,
(25)
2π 0
{∫ θ [
}
]
1
0
0
>
J ζ (θ ) − J ω dθ + ξ0 (θ)ω1 ,
−
ω(q) 0
(26)

where G̃(θ, q) := G(Y(θ, q), q). Here, we can calculate
the (α, β)-th element of the matrix ∂G̃(θ,q)
∂q j , which appears
in Eq. (22), as follows:
[
](α,β)
(
)>
∂G̃(θ, q)
∂ ∂Fα (X, q)
=
Y 0j (θ, q)
∂q j
∂qβ
∂X
∂2 Fα (X, q)
(27)
+
.
∂q j ∂qβ X=Y(θ,q)
4. Numerical example
To confirm the validity of the proposed numerical
method for computing the response properties, we apply
this method to a two-dimensional simple self-sustained oscillator, which we call a modified Stuart-Landau oscillator [13]. This model is described by
dx
dt

= e2I(t) (x − y − I(t)) − [(x − I(t))2 + y2 ](x − I(t)),
(28)

dy
dt

= e2I(t) (x + y − I(t)) − [(x − I(t))2 + y2 ]y,

(29)

where x ∈ R and y ∈ R are state variables and I(t) ∈ R1
is the input to the oscillator. In Fig. 1, we show Z(θ) =
[Z1 (θ), Z2 (θ)]> ∈ R2 , ξ0 (θ) ∈ R1 , ζ0 (θ) ∈ R1 , Jξ (θ) ∈ R1×1 ,
and Jζ (θ) ∈ R1×1 computed by the proposed method.
The sensitivity functions of this oscillator can be analytically derived as follows: Z1 (θ) = − sin θ, Z2 (θ) = cos θ,
ζ0 (θ) = 2 − cos θ, ξ0 (θ) = cos θ, Jζ (θ) = 4 − cos θ, and
Jξ (θ) = − cos θ. Thus, we can compare the numerical results computed by the proposed method with the analytical
results, as shown in Fig. 1. We see that the numerical results nicely agree with the theoretical curves, so the validity
of the proposed numerical method has been verified.
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Figure 1: Response properties of a modified Stuart-Landau oscillator. The circles (◦) represent the numerical result
computed by the proposed method, and the solid lines represent the analytical results derived from the dynamical equation.
P. Kennedy, IEEE Trans. Circuits Syst.-I. Fundam.
Theory Applicat. 57(11): 2956–2966, 2010.

5. Summary and discussions
In this paper, we proposed a quadratic phase model,
which is obtained by expanding the generalized phase
model [13] to the second order in q. The frequency and
response properties of this model can be characterized by
several constants and simple functions that do not depend
on the external input, so its frequency and response properties can be computed much more easily than those of the
original generalized model. Therefore, the quadratic phase
model will be a helpful tool in practical engineering applications, e.g., optimal design of oscillator circuits [3, 4]. In
addition, we proposed a numerical computation method of
the response properties of the quadratic phase model, and
demonstrated the validity of this numerical method by a
numerical example.
Though some quadratic or higher-order phase models [15, 16] have been proposed in the past, those models
involve high-dimensional amplitude dynamics to precisely
describe the oscillator dynamics. In contrast, our quadratic
model is closed in the phase θ, so its dynamics can be easily
analyzed and it will save computational costs in practical
applications. In the presentation, we will demonstrate theoretical analysis of synchronization dynamics on the basis
of the proposed quadratic phase model.
We acknowledge financial support from JSPS KAKENHI (25540108, 26103510, and 26120513), Japan. The
work of WK is supported by a JSPS Research Fellowship
for Young Scientists.
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Abstract– We investigate performance of a novel
synchronization scheme, which does not require any signal
exchange between the devices. This synchronization
scheme is based on noise-induced synchronization
phenomenon, that the phase difference of nonlinear limit
cycle oscillators are synchronized by adding common
noise to each of them. Our natural synchronization scheme
uses natural environmental noise as the input noise to each
oscillator, which is mounted in the devices. Those
oscillators can be synchronized in some cases while the
noise fluctuations measured at the neighboring devices are
similar. In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of the
proposed synchronization scheme using environmental
electromagnetic waves. Our experiments result show that
the nonlinear limit cycle oscillators can be synchronized
by the environmental electromagnetic waves. We also
investigate the feasibility of the proposed scheme
implemented on the wireless sensor network devices. Our
experiments show that the independent devices can be
synchronized by the natural environmental fluctuations.
1. Introduction
We have proposed a novel synchronization scheme based
on noise-induced synchronization theory [1]. In
conventional scheme, signal exchange was necessary to
synchronize devices, such as the radio clock, the GPS and
so on. Those systems require a built-in module to receive
synchronization signal, which becomes an overhead on
energy consumption, and exchange of such signal is
necessary to synchronize on the conventional systems. On
the other hand, in the proposed scheme, no signal
exchange between the devices is required to synchronize.
It enables synchronization only by the natural
environmental fluctuations or noises, such as temperature,
humidity, environmental sounds and electromagnetic
wave, around the devices.
The noise-induced synchronization is a phenomenon that
the phase difference of limit cycle nonlinear oscillators is
synchronized with each other by adding a common noise
to each of them [5]. The limit cycle oscillators can be
synchronized by common noise, such as the Gaussian
white noise [2,3], Poisson noise [4,5], Colored noise [6]
and so on.
The proposed scheme has been realized based on such
phenomena, by introducing natural environmental noise as
the input noise. Independent oscillators can be

synchronized by such natural noise because the
fluctuations of environmental noise measured at the
neighboring devices are similar, Ref. [1] showed
feasibility of this proposed scheme using real natural noise
collected by the experiments, such as temperature and
humidity.
In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of noiseinduced synchronization that uses environmental
electromagnetic waves. We show that the uncoupled
nonlinear oscillators can be synchronized by the noise. We
also investigate feasibility of the proposed scheme using
the wireless sensor network devices. We implement the
proposed scheme on real wireless sensor devices, and
observe synchronization of those independent devices.
2. Noise-induced Synchronization
Noise-induced synchronization is a phenomenon that the
phase difference of limit cycle nonlinear oscillators is
synchronized with each other by adding a common noise
to each of them [5]. The dynamics of two limit oscillators
X1 and X 2 with common noise  (t ) can be defined by
the following equations,

 (t )  F(X )   (t ) ,
X
1
1
 (t )  F(X )   (t ) ,
X
2
2

(1)
(2)

where  is a parameter of noise amplitude,  (t ) is the
Gaussian
white
noise
which
find
 (t )  0,  (t ) (s)  2 (t  s) . When the strength of
the noise is weak, the dynamics of the phase of limit cycle
oscillators can be expressed as follows,
・

θ 1 (t)  ω  Z(θ1 ) (t ) ,

(3)

・

(4)
θ2 (t)  ω  Z(θ2 ) (t ) ,
where Z( )  gradX ( X) |X  X ( ) is called the phase
0

sensitivity function.
Here, we consider the phase difference between two limit
cycle oscillators

  1   2 .
(5)
When the difference  is sufficiently small, analyzing the
Lyapunov exponent of the phase Λ
d
Λ
ln  (t ) .
dt
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(6)

When the phase difference is sufficiently small,
the phase difference is approximately linearized,

 (t ) ~ et .

4. Experiments of Noise-induced Synchronization
using Environmental Noise

(7)

We investigate the feasibility of the proposed scheme
When Λ  0 , the phase difference is reduced. Here, using various environmental noise, such as temperature,
・
humidity [1] and environmental sounds [7]. In this paper,
 (t )
d
we use the environmental electromagnetic waves for the
ln  (t ) 
,
natural synchronization scheme. We also investigate the
dt
 (t )
feasibility of proposed scheme using wireless sensor
Z ' ( (t )) (t ) (t )
network devices by implementing the proposed scheme on

,
them.
 (t )

 Z ' ( (t )) (t ) .

(8)
From eq.(8), eq.(6) can be represented as follows,
Λ  Z ' ( (t )) (t ) ,

4.1.

  2 Z ' ' ( (t ))Z ( (t )) ,

 2 2
Z ' ' ( ) Z ( )d ,
2 0
 2 2
2
   Z ' ( ) d  0 .
2 0


(9)

Since the Lyapunov exponent of the phase difference is
smaller than 0, the phase difference of the oscillators is
reduced. That means the limit cycle oscillators can be
synchronized by adding common noise.
3.

Noise-induced Synchronization
Environmental Noise

using

Noise-induced
Synchronization
Environmental Electromagnetic Waves

using

In this experiment, environmental electromagnetic waves
collected by two independent antennas are used as input
noise for the nonlinear oscillators. Ref. [1] has showed
that synchronization probability is high when inputting
noise to the oscillators is similar. We use normalized
fluctuations of environmental noise. Electromagnetic
wave fluctuations are shown in Fig.2 (a) and normalized
data are shown in Fig.2 (b).

Natural

The above theory of noise-induced synchronization has
been proved on the case that two input noise are common.
Numerical experiments in Ref. [1] has showed that such
synchronization can be achieved also by the noise
collected from the environment by using wireless sensor
network devices, which are similar if they are location
close.
Ref. [1] proposed natural synchronization
scheme based on noise-induced synchronization using
natural environmental noise. As shown in Fig. 1, limit
cycle oscillators running on each device can be
synchronized by inputting environmental fluctuations
measured by the sensors on each. By using this scheme,
no signal exchange is required to synchronize. It means
that self-directive synchronization can be achieved by our
scheme.

Figure 1: Natural synchronization scheme using
environmental fluctuations.

(a) Raw data.

(b) Normalized data.
Figure 2: Examples of the time series of environmental
electromagnetic waves used for the natural
synchronization. Fig. (a) is raw data and Fig. (b) is
normalized data.
These environmental electromagnetic waves are inputted
to each oscillator independently. FitzHugh-Nagumo
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oscillators are used as nonlinear oscillators of noiseinduced synchronization which is calculated by PC using
Runge-Kutta method. The FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators
can be defined by the following equation,

du
  (v  c  d・u ) ,
(10)
dt
dv
v3
 v u  I .
(11)
dt
3
where  , c , d , I are parameters. In this experiment,
we fix the parameters at   0.08 , c  0.7 , d  0.8 and
I  0.8 .
We observe the time series of the phase difference
between two oscillators, which have different initial
phases. We evaluate the time difference between two
oscillators. Time difference is defined as difference of the
time crossing phase 0. Fig. 3 shows the time series of the
phase difference of oscillators. From Fig. 3, we confirm
that the phase difference is gradually reduced. The
oscillators can be approximately synchronized by our
proposed natural synchronization scheme.

inputting the normalized data of collect noise by the builtin sensor. The phase of the oscillators is displayed by the
LED of MICAz. While they are synchronized, the timing
of LED lighting is simultaneous. Our implementation on
the MICAz is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Implementation of the natural synchronization
scheme on MICAz.
4.2.2. Experiments and Evaluation using Real Devices
In this experiment, we use the FitzHugh-Nagumo
oscillators as the nonlinear oscillator. We use temperature
sensor data of the MICAz. We set the period of the limit
cycle oscillators to approximately 1 hour, and
environmental data is added to the oscillator at each
150seconds. It is possible to change the period of the limit
cycle oscillators to use the synchronized system. The
phase of each oscillator displayed on the LED are
recorded by a video camera. We quantify the phase state
of each frame of the video. Fig. 5 shows that phase
difference between two FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators.
Our results show that the two oscillators are gradually
synchronized.

Figure 3: Phase difference between two oscillators.
4.2. Experiments of Noise-induced Synchronization
using Two Independent Wireless Sensor Devices
4.2.1. Implementation of the proposed scheme on
Wireless Sensor Network Devices
In previous study, synchronization of the oscillators
based
on
noise-induced
synchronization
using
environmental noise is shown by computer simulations [1,
7]. It is need that we evaluate the proposed system by two
independent wireless devices. In this experiment, we use
wireless sensor network devices, MICAz produced by
Crossbow Inc. for our experiment. We implement the
natural synchronization scheme on MICAz. In more detail,
we have implemented a limit cycle nonlinear oscillator,
the data collection part using a built-in sensor, the
normalization part applied to the raw sensor data, and
display part using LED, on each sensor device. Each
sensor device runs the nonlinear oscillator on each with
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Figure 5: Phase difference between two oscillators
by inputting noise.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of the
proposed scheme, which synchronizes the devices by
natural environmental noise without any communication.
First, we verify the feasibility of the noise-induced
synchronization using environmental electromagnetic
waves. We collect environmental electromagnetic waves,
and input those time series to each oscillator. Our
experiment results shows that the phase difference of the
oscillators
could
be
gradually
reduced,
and
synchronization could be approximately achieved. We
also verify the feasibility of proposed system by
implementing the limit cycle nonlinear oscillators on
wireless sensor network devices. We use MICAz as the
wireless sensor. Our results show that the phase difference
of the oscillators could be gradually decreased. We
confirm the feasibility of our proposal on such a real
experiment using real devices.
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Abstract—Moving animal groups exhibit intriguing
collective dynamics. To understand their mechanisms,
mathematical models consisting of many interacting selfpropelled particles, called swarm models, have been proposed. Statistical estimation of the parameters of the
swarm models from observed data, in particular, from
non-stationary data such as those observed when animals
change their group formation, is an important issue. In
this study, we propose a data assimilation method for estimating time-dependent parameters of the swarm model.
We apply our method to the time series data of particle coordinates obtained by numerical simulations of the swarm
model, and show that the proposed method can estimate
the model parameters reasonably well even under relatively
strong observation noise.
1. Introduction
Various animals move in groups, such as bird flocks and
fish schools. They exhibit a wide variety of formations
and intriguing collective dynamics that an individual animal cannot exhibit. It is known that individual animals in
a group do not need to see the whole group and that simple interactions with other neighboring animals can make
up the group dynamics. To explain their collective dynamics, simple mathematical models consisting of many interacting self-propelled particles, called swarm models, have
been proposed [1, 2]. One of the well-known swarm models is the Boid model proposed by Reynolds in 1986 [3].
Reynolds introduced the following three basic interaction
rules of flocks to the model:

When the parameters are fixed, the swarm model exhibits steady collective motion. Couzin et al. showed that
the same model can exhibit qualitatively diﬀerent collective behaviors, which are similar to those observed in natural animal groups, depending on the model parameters [4].
Estimation of the interaction parameters from observed
steady motion of swarms has been performed by Mann [5].
However, natural swarms can also exhibit unsteady motions such as formation changes. Estimation of timevarying interaction parameters from such non-stationary
observation data is an unsolved, challenging problem.
In this study, we propose a recursive Bayesian method
for estimating time-dependent parameters of the swarm
model from non-stationary observed data. Our method estimates the probability density function (PDF) of the parameters at each time step and thereby enables us to track
changes in the parameters. We apply our method to the data
obtained by numerical simulations of the swarm model.
2. Swarm Model
The swarm model consists of N interacting selfpropelled particles that represent individual members in the
group. Each particle is characterized by the position xi,t and
the heading v(θi,t ) in the 2-dimensional Euclidean space,
where t = 0, 1, ... is the discrete time, i = 1, ..., N is the
particle index, and θi,t represents the heading angle of the
particle. We update the positions xi,t using v(θi,t ) according
to
xi,t+1

1. Separation: each member steers to avoid crowding of
local flockmates

=

v(θi,t ) =

xi,t + αv(θi,t+1 ),
(
)
cos θi,t
,
sin θi,t

(1)
(2)

2. Alignment: each member steers toward the average
heading of local flockmates

where α is the speed of the particle. The angle θi,t+1 at time
t + 1 is given by

3. Cohesion: each member steers toward the average position of local flockmates

(

These rules are commonly applicable to swarm models of
various animals despite diﬀerences in their scales. However, to reproduce the dynamics of real animal groups, it is
necessary to correctly set the parameters that characterize
the interaction properties such as their ranges and intensities.

θi,t+1

=

)
v̂2,i,t+1
arctan
+ γi,t (κt ),
v̂1,i,t+1

(3)

where γi,t (κt ) is the angular noise of parameter κt (see
Eq. (9)), and the angle vector at t + 1 is determined by
(
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v̂1,i,t+1
v̂2,i,t+1

)
=

v(θi,t ) + ωa,t

ai,t
ci,t
si,t
+ ωc,t
+ ω s,t
. (4)
|ai,t |
|ci,t |
|si,t |



by the normal distribution N(µ, 1/κ) when κ is large. The
function I0 (κ) is the modified Bessel function of order 0.
Thus, the parameters to be estimated can be expressed as

ǡ௧

Ω =

ଶǡ௧
ଵǡ௧

H ͳǡ ݐ

Fig. 1: Interaction zones of the swarm model. H1,t represents the zone where alignment and cohesion forces work
and is characterized by the radius r1,t and viewing angle ϕt .
H2,t represents the zone where separation force works and
is characterized by the radius r2,t .
The first term on the RHS of Eq. (4) represents the inertia,
and the other terms represent the interaction forces of alignment, cohesion, and separation, respectively. The vectors
ai,t , ci,t , and si,t represent the directions of the interaction
forces, and the weight parameters ωa,t , ωb,t , and ωc,t characterize their magnitudes.
Each particle interacts with other neighboring particles
within the zone H1,t or H2,t shown in Fig. 1. The zone
H2,t represents where the separation force works, and is
modeled as a circle of radius r2,t around the particle. The
zone H1,t represents where alignment and cohesion forces
work, and is modeled as a circular sector of radius r1,t that
does not overlap with H2,t . The parameter ϕt in Fig. 1 is
the viewing angle of the particle. The vectors ai,t , ci,t , and
si,t are calculated from the position and heading vectors of
other neighboring particles in the zones H1,t and H2,t as
∑
ai,t =
v(θ j,t ),
(5)
j∈H1

ci,t

=

∑

(x j,t − xi,t ),

(6)

(−x j,t + xi,t ).

(7)

j∈H1

si,t

=

∑

The angular noise γi,t represents unpredictable random
variations in the movement and is given by
∼

fV M(µ,κ) (x) =

fV M(0,κt ) (x),
κ cos(x−µ)

e
2πI0 (κ)

)T

.

(10)

In our method, we estimate the parameters of the swarm
model by using a recursive Bayesian method [7]. We use
the state space model to describe the probabilistic relation
between the state variables and the observed data. The
PDFs of the parameters is estimated at each time step by
comparing the observed movements of the particles in the
swarm with their predicted movements by the swarm model
under observation noise. The PDFs are calculated by an algorithm called Merging Particle Filter (MPF) [8].
3.1. State Space Model
We consider the case that only the coordinates of the particles can be observed with some observation noise. We
denote by a vector Xt the hidden states and parameters of
the swarm, and by a vector Dt the noisy observed data x′i,t
of the particle coordinates as follows:
Xt

=

Dt

=

(
(

x1,t

...

xn,t

x′1,t

...

x′n,t

Wt

θn,t

ΩTt

)T

.

, (11)
(12)

Dt

=

H

=

HX + Wt ,
( t
)
In 0n,n+7 , ,

(13)
(14)

=

(

w1,t

. . . wn,t

)T

,

wi,t ∼ N(0, σw ),

(15)

where σw is the variance.
The vector Xt is updated by the system equation,
Xt+1 = F(Xt , Vt ),

(16)

where Vt is the system noise representing probabilistic aspects in the updating process. In the present model, the
system noise Vt is expressed as

(9)

where fV M(µ,κ) (x) denotes the von Mises distribution [6],
which is a circular analog of the normal distribution. The
distribution has two parameters, i.e., the mean µ (−π ≤ µ <
π) and the concentration κ (κ > 0), and can be approximated

)T

...

where In is a n × n identity matrix and 0n,n+7 is a n × (n + 7)
zero matrix. The vector Wt represents observation noise,
and is given by

(8)
(−π ≤ x < π),

θ1,t

The relation between Dt and Xt is assumed to be expressed by the following observation equation:

j∈H2

γi,t

ωa,t ωc,t ω s,t r1,t r2,t ϕt κt

3. Parameter Estimation

௧

H ʹ,t

(

Vt

=

Bt

=

(
(

γ1,t

...

γn,t

β1,t

...

β7,t

Bt T

)T

,

)T

,

(17)

βk,t ∼ N(0, σk ). (18)

Here, γ1,t . . . γn,t are the angular noise, and Bt represents
probabilistic variations in the system parameters Ωt obeying normal distributions. Thus, the system equation can be
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written as
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We apply our method to the time series data obtained
by numerical simulations of the swarm model. We generated time series data of the N = 20 particle coordinates
from t = 0 to t = 2000 by simulating the swarm model,
where Gaussian observation noise N(0.0, 0.1) is added to
each coordinate. The particles started at random initial
positions in a limited domain (L × L square) with ran-

0.3

0.15

35
X position

4. Numerical Simulation

0.35

0.2

30

Fig. 2: Two types of collective motion. (a) Parallel translation. The particles move in the same direction. (b) Rotating mill. The particles rotate around an empty core and
both clockwise and anti-clockwise moving particles exist
simultaneously. Points represent particle positions xi,t and
vectors represent their headings v(θi,t ) in the X-Y plane.

We use the MPF, which is a modification of the Particle Filter (PF) [9]. The MPF and PF are algorithms that
estimate the PDFs of the state Xt (t = 0, 1, ...) from the observation data Dt (t = 0, 1, ...) by the sequential Bayesian
method. These filtering methods make no restrictive assumptions on the dynamics of the state or the density function. The PF can preserve the shape of the filtered PDF, but
it does not perform well when applied to high-dimensional
systems. Although the MPF preserves only the first two
moments of the PDF, it performs better than PF in highdimensional systems. In this study, the dimension of Xt is
(2 × N + 7) and increases linearly with N. Thus, we utilized
the MPF to estimate the PDFs of Xt .

true
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40
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3.2. Merging Particle Filter
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where the function fi (Xt , γi,t ) represents the update rule of
θi,t+1 given by Eq. (3).
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Fig. 3: True and estimated values of the parameters. Time-dependent parameters are shown in (a) ωa,t , (b) ωc,t and (c)
r2,t , and fixed parameters are shown in (d) ω s,t , (e) r1,t , (f) ϕt and (g) κt . The solid lines represent true values of the
parameters, the dots represent mean values of the estimated parameters, and the error bars represent standard deviations.
The simulated particles exhibited parallel translation when 0 ≤ t ≤ 500, and rotating mill when 1500 ≤ t ≤ 2000. The
speed of the particles is α = 0.1. The initial domain size is L × L = 10 × 10.
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dom orientations. As the interaction parameters were varied, the swarm changed the type of its collective motion
from parallel translation (0 ≤ t ≤ 500) to rotating mill
(1500 ≤ t ≤ 2000). Here, parallel translation means that
the particles move in the same direction (Fig. 2a). Rotating mill means the case that the particles rotate around an
empty core and both clockwise and anti-clockwise moving
particles exist simultaneously (Fig. 2b).
We estimated three time-dependent parameters ωa,t , ωc,t
and r2,t , and four fixed parameters ω s,t , r1,t , ϕt and κt from
the simulated data. The results are shown in Fig. 3, where
the solid lines represent true values of the parameters, the
dots represent mean values of the estimated parameters,
and the error bars represent standard deviations. All PDFs
start from uniform initial distributions at t = 0, and are updated using the observation data Dt at each time step. It
can be seen that our method estimates the time-dependent
parameters reasonably well.
The estimation of the alignment parameter ωa,t was more
precise in the case of the rotating mill than in the case of
the parallel translation (Fig. 3a). This result implies that
it is more diﬃcult to estimate ωa,t in the parallel translation than in the rotating mill because the inertia term of
Eq. (4) and the direction vector ai,t point to nearly the same
directions when all particles move in the same direction.
The radius r2 was well estimated even with relatively large
parameter variations. We also estimated the four fixed parameters. The mean values of the estimated PDFs agreed
reasonably well with the true values (Fig. 3d-3g). When
all particles gathered and exhibited high-density collective
motion (500 ≤ t ≤ 2000), the distances between every
pair of particles were smaller than r1 and all particles interacted with all others. The variance of the estimated PDF
of radius r1 increases when 500 ≤ t ≤ 2000, because observation data has less information about r1 because of the
high-density motion. In the initial stage (t ≤ 200), the estimation of some of the parameters is not precise because of
the eﬀect of the initial distributions.

able [16, 17, 18].
In this study, we proposed a method to estimate the parameters of swarm models from non-stationary noisy data.
We demonstrated that the proposed method can estimate
the time-dependent parameters reasonably well even with
relatively strong observation noise. Though we used a relatively simple swarm model to verify the eﬀectiveness of
the proposed method, it can also be generalized to nonlinear system models. We will apply the present method to
more realistic model that is capable of describing real observation data from natural animal groups.
We acknowledge financial support from JSPS KAKENHI (25540108, 26103510, and 26120513), Japan.
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Abstract–Exact synchronization of oscillators is
important in many types of networks, e.g. power
distribution, telecommunication, neuronal and biological
networks. Many networks are observed to produce
patterns of synchronized clusters, but it has been difficult
to predict these clusters or understand the conditions
under which they form. Here we develop techniques for
using mathematical group theory for the analysis of
network dynamics that shows the connection between
network symmetries and cluster formation. We confirm
our results experimentally. We observe a surprising
phenomenon in which some clusters lose synchrony
without disturbing the others. Our analysis is general in
that such behavior will occur in a wide variety of
networks and node dynamics. The results could lead to
new understanding of the dynamical behavior of networks
ranging from neural to social.
1. Introduction
Global complete synchronization of all identical
oscillators (even chaotic ones) in networks has been
studied for many years and the development of the master
stability function [1] has facilitated the understanding of
the stability of the fully synchronized state even in very
complex networks.
Recently studies of cluster
synchronization (CS) patterns of networks of oscillators
has shown very interesting situations where global
synchronization does not exist, but groups (clusters) of
synchronized nodes do – although nodes in one cluster are
not synchronized with those in another [2-7] . However
these studies have often focused on networks with special
topology or arrangements of oscillators with specifically
set time delays in the coupling to induce cluster patterns
of synchronization.
We analyze the more common case where the intrinsic
network symmetries are neither intentionally produced nor
easily discerned. We present a comprehensive treatment of
CS, which uses the tools of computational group theory to
reveal the hidden symmetries of networks and predict the
patterns of synchronization that can arise. We use
irreducible group representations to find a block
diagonalization of the variational equations that can
predict the stability of the clusters. We further observe and
explain a generic symmetry-breaking bifurcation termed
isolated desynchronization, in which one or more clusters

lose synchrony while the remaining clusters stay
synchronized. The analytical results are confirmed
through experimental measurements in a spatiotemporal
electro-optic network. Throughout the text, we use the
abbreviation ID for isolated desynchronization.
2. Analysis of Cluster Formation from Symmetries
2.1. Dynamical Equations of Motion
We assume the following form of dynamics in a
network,
N

x! i = F(x i (t)) + ! " Cij H(x j ), i = 1,..., N

(1)

j=1

where xi is the n-dimensional state vector of the ith
oscillator, F describes the dynamics of each oscillator, C is
a coupling matrix that describes the connectivity of the
network, σ is the overall coupling strength and H is the
output function of each oscillator. Equation (1) or its
equivalent forms provide the dynamics for many networks
of oscillators, including all those in refs [2-8]. The form
of Eq.(1) for an iterated system can also be analyzed with
the methods we show here. More general forms of Eq.(1)
are possible [9], but the analysis is essentially the same as
here. Our coupling matrix is chosen to be the network's
adjacency matrix A plus a scalar multiple (β) of the N×N
identity matrix 1N. Other diagonal terms can also be
treated with our methods. For example, our approach will
carry through with Laplacian coupling, but we want to
avoid global synchronization here to focus on the clusters
and we think most networks, especially natural ones will
not be tuned to have self-coupling that perfectly cancels
input from other oscillators in the network like a
Laplacian weighting.
2.2. Finding Symmetries in the Network Dynamics
The symmetries of a network (also called the
automorphisms [10,11] of the adjacency matrix) are those
permutations of nodes and associated edges which leave
the network (adjacency matrix) unchanged (invariant).
The symmetries of the network form a (mathematical)
group G. Each symmetry g of the group can be described
by a permutation matrix Rg that leaves the dynamical
equations unchanged (that is, each Rg commutes with A
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and thus C). The set of symmetries a network can be quite
large, even for small networks, but it can be calculated
from C using widely available discrete algebra routines
[12,13]. Figure 1a shows three graphs generated by
randomly removing 5 or 7 edges from an otherwise fully
connected 9-node network. Although the graphs appear
similar and exhibit no obvious symmetries, the first
instance has no symmetries (other than the identity
permutation), while the others have 16 and 480
symmetries, respectively. Thus, for even a moderate
number of nodes, finding the symmetries can become
impossible by inspection.

M
%M
(
!! = ' $ J (m ) " DF(s m (t)) + # B " I n $ J (m ) " DH(s m (t)) *
& m=1
)
m=1
(4)
where ! = T " I n# x , J (m) = TE (m)T !1 , and B is the block
diagonalization of C. For more details see Ref. [14].
Fig.1 (c) shows B for the three cases. Note that the upperleft block is associated with the synchronized state and
determines the dynamics of the perturbations parallel to
that state, i.e. they do not affect the synchronization.
Hence, we ignore this block. The other blocks are
transverse to the synchronized state and

2.3. Identifying Clusters of Synchronization

(a)

Because the equations of motion (Eq.(1)) are invariant
under the symmetry operations oscillators (nodes) related
by symmetries will remain synchronized with each other
if started in a synchronized state within the cluster.
Dynamically speaking this means the cluster synchronized
states are flow invariant in Eq.(1). To find the clusters we
only need find which nodes are mapped into each other.
This is given by the orbits of the group [10] which are
provided by the computer group computations [12,13]. If
there are M clusters, then there are M synchronized states
of motion {s1 ,...,s M } . All oscillators in the jth cluster

(b) 0 symmetries

=1

have motion sj(t). Let Km be the set of nodes (oscillators)
in the mth cluster.
2.4. Stability of the Cluster States
The stability of the cluster states is determined by the
solutions to the variational equations for Eq.(1). These
essentially give the dynamics of small perturbations to the
synchronized states and are derived from Eq.(1). These
are obtained as,
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We cannot use Eq.(2) as it stands to find the stability of
the clusters.
This is because the perturbations
(components of δx) which are parallel to the synchronized
states are mixed into perturbations which are transverse to
the synchronization manifold [14] as well as we do not
have each cluster separated from the others. In order to
unmix the perturbations we have to perform a
transformation T on the coupling matrix C which block
diagonalizes it and does the separation of perturbations.
In Ref. [14]. we outline how to set up this transformation.
We end up with a block diagonalized matrix B=TCT–1
which decomposes variational equations to,
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Fig.1 Three realizations of networks generated by starting
with a fully (all-to-all) connected network and randomly
removing 7 edges (for the 0 symmetry case) and 5 edges
for the 16 and 480 symmetry cases. Part (a) shows the
clusters in the networks discovered by using symmetry
analysis software [12,13]. Part (b) shows the original
coupling matrices (C) where the diagonal values are β= –
2. Part (c) shows the block-diagonalized coupling
matrices which are used to determine the stability of the
cluster states shown. Note that the 16 symmetry system
has a transverse 2 ×2 block indicating an intertwined pair
of clusters. The colors above the columns show which
clusters are associated with each row and column.
determine the stability of the cluster states. The motion
we will consider in our experiment is chaotic so we use
Eq.(4) to calculate Lyapunov exponents for our
experimental system. For fixed point motion one would
use eigenvalues and for periodic motion Floquet
exponents or multipliers would be appropriate.
3. Electro-optic Experiments
Figure 2a shows the optical system used to study
cluster synchronization. Light from a 1,550-nm lightemitting diode passes through a polarizing beamsplitter
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and quarter wave plate, so that it is circularly polarized
when it reaches the spatial light modulator (SLM). The
SLM surface imparts a programmable spatially dependent
phase shift x between the polarization components of the
reflected signal, which is then imaged, through the
polarizer, onto an infrared camera [15]. The relationship
between the phase shift x applied by the SLM and the
normalized intensity I recorded by the camera is I(x)=(1cosx)/2. The resulting image is then fed back through a
computer to control the SLM. More experimental details
are given in the Methods section.
The dynamical oscillators that form the network are
realized as square patches of pixels selected from a 32×32
tiling of the SLM array. Figure 2b shows an
experimentally measured camera frame captured for an
11-node random network generated by randomly deleting
9 edges from the fully connected network (see the inset of
Fig. 3). The phase shift of the ith region, xi, is updated
iteratively according to:
(5)

1.5

a

2

1.0

ǻ[RMS

where β is the self feedback strength, and the offset δ is
introduced to suppress the trivia solution xi = 0. Eq. (5) is
a discrete time equivalent of Eq. (1). Depending on the
values of β, σ and δ, Eq. (5) can show constant, periodic
or chaotic dynamics. There are no experimentallyimposed constraints on the adjacency matrix Cij , which
makes this system an ideal platform to explore
synchronization in complex networks.
Fig, 3 plots the time-averaged root-mean square (RMS)
synchronization error for all four of the nontrivial clusters
shown in Fig. 2b, as a function of the feedback strength ,
holding σ constant. We find qualitatively similar results if
σ is chosen as a bifurcation parameter with held constant.
For the case of β = 0.72π the system clearly partitions
into 4 stable synchronized clusters plus one
unsynchronized node. At β = 1.4 π, the magenta colored
cluster (see Fig.3), which contains four nodes, has split
into two smaller clusters of 2 nodes each, while the other
two clusters remain synchronized. This illustrates two
examples of a bifurcation commonly seen in our
experiments and simulations isolated desynchronization,
where one or more clusters lose stability, while all others
remain synchronized. At β = 1.76, two clusters, shown in
Fig. 1 as red and blue, undergo isolated desynchronization
together. In Fig. 3a, the synchronization error curves for
these two clusters are visually indistinguishable. The
synchronization of these two clusters is intertwined: they
will always either synchronize together or not at all. Each
of the two nodes in the blue cluster is coupled to exactly
one node in the red cluster. If the blue cluster is not
synchronized, the red cluster cannot synchronize because
its two nodes are receiving different input. The group
analysis treats this automatically and yields a transverse
2×2 similar to the case in Fig. 1 (c).
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FIG. 2: Experimental conguration. a) Light is reected
from the SLM, and passes though polarization optics, so
that the intensity of light falling on the camera is
modulated according the phase shift introduced by the
SLM. Coupling and feedback are implemented by a
computer. b) An image of the SLM recorded by the
camera in this configuration. Oscillators are shaded to
show which cluster they belong to, and the connectivity of
the network is indicated by superimposed gray lines. The
phase shifts applied by the square regions are updated
according to equation (5).
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Fig. 3. a) Cluster synchronization error as the self
feedback, is varied. For all cases considered, δ = 0:525
and σ = 0:6π. Inset shows the network with clusters
colored to match the plots. b) Maximum Lyapunov
exponent calculated from simulation agrees with
synchronization pattern in the experiment.
The isolated desynchronization bifurcations we observe
are predicted by computation of the maximum Lyapunov
exponent (MLE) of the transverse blocks of Eq. (4),
shown in Fig. 3. The region of stability of each cluster is
predicted by a negative MLE. There are only three MLEs:
the two intertwined clusters are described by a 2dimensional block in the block-diagonalized coupling
matrix B. These stability calculations reveal the same
bifurcations as seen in the experiment.
In Ref. [14] we show that the phenomenon of isolated
desynchronization can be explained by using a group
decomposition of the network symmetry group into a
direct product of subgroups [16,17] each of which act
solely on one or more clusters, but not on others. This
leads to the situation where one cluster can desynchronize,
but other clusters receiving input from the desynchronized
cluster receive only the sum of outputs from that cluster.
Hence, symmetries of the subgroup only rearrange the
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sum terms and each node (oscillator) of the former cluster
still gets the same sum and their motion has flow
invariance to a synchronized initial condition.
In Ref. [14] we show that the techniques in this paper
can also be applied to electric power grids so we can
identify potential clusters that can form in those grids if
the global synchronization of generators is lost.
The phenomena of symmetry-induced cluster
synchronization and ID appear to be possible in many
model, man-made, and natural networks, at least when
modeled as unweighted couplings and identical systems.
This is because our work here and that of Refs. [16,17]
show that many types of networks can have symmetries
and Refs.[8,18] show that many man-made and natural
networks have dynamics similar to or reducible to Eq.(1)
or its generalizations mentioned above. We've shown that
ID is explained generally as a manifestation of clusters
and
subgroup
decompositions.
Furthermore,
computational group theory can greatly aid in identifying
cluster synchronization in complex networks where
symmetries are not obvious or far too numerous for visual
identification. It also enables explanation of types of
desynchronization patterns, and transformation of
dynamic equations into more tractable forms. This leads
to an encompassing of or overlap with other phenomena
which are usually presented as separate. This list includes
(1) remote synchronization [19] in which nodes not
directly connected by edges can synchronize (this is just a
version of cluster synchronization), (2) some types of
chimera states [15,20] which can appear when the number
of trivial clusters is large and the number of nontrivial
clusters is small, but the clusters are big (see [21] for some
simple examples), (3) partial synchronization where only
part of the network is synchronized (shown for some
special cases in[22]).
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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the qualitative
behavior of the PWM current-controlled H-bridge inverter
with the periodic external forces. First, we show the circuit
model with the sinusoidal wave and a clock pulse as the periodic external forces and explain its dynamics. Then, we
define the discrete map and numerically calculate the bifurcation diagrams in the circuit. Finally, we discuss the qualitative behavior of the PWM current-controlled H-bridge
inverter.
1. Introduction
The interrupted dynamical system is dependent on the
state and periodic interval. The power conversion circuits
such as the dc/dc converter and dc/ac inverter are the typical
example of the interrupted dynamical system and these are
used in the electrical engineering field. Also, the complex
switching action causes rich nonlinear phenomena. Many
researchers have investigated these phenomena in a long
term [1–4].
There is the pulse width modulation (PWM) technique
as one of the control methods of the power conversion circuit [5, 6]. Switching of the state is determined by comparing the output signal of the collector and carrier signal. Further, sinusoidal wave and a clock pulse are impressed the control circuit. Accordingly, the circuit with
PWM controller shows the various oscillations depending
on the carrier signal and sinusoidal wave are applied to the
collector. In general, the oscillations, which observe in the
short and long-period are called the fast-scale and slowscale dynamics respectively. In previous works, the relationship between the fast-scale and slow-scale dynamics
has not been discussed. So, Ref. [7] reported that fast-scale
and slow-scale dynamics interacts under certain conditions.
However, Ref. [7] discussed the fast-scale and slow-scale
dynamics in current-controlled dc/dc converter. There are
few litterateurs discussed the relationship between the fastscale and slow-scale dynamics of the dc/ac inverter with
the PWM controller.
In this paper, we investigate the circuit model, which is
improved circuit shown in [8, 9] with the fast-scale and
slow-scale dynamics as the first step to study qualitative
behavior in the dc/ac inverter. First, we show the circuit
model and explain its dynamics. Then, we define the dis-

crete map and numerically calculate the bifurcation diagrams. Finally, we investigate the qualitative behavior of
the circuit.
2. Simple H-bridge inverter
2.1. Circuit dynamics
Figure 1 shows a simple PWM current-controlled Hbridge inverter. We set the circuit parameters as E =
400[V], R = 40[Ω], L = 20[mH] [8, 9]. The circuit model
has a PWM modulator with a proportional corrector. In
the circuit, we applied the inductance current, which is discretized every period of the clock pulse, and reference current to the collector. Then, the reference current Ir is defined as Ir = ir + A sin ωt. Also, we define the variable
ω = 2π/(NT c) and fix N = 50. In particular, the case of
A = 0.0 is studied in [8,9]. In the following analysis, T c and
T s = 2π/ω are denoted the period of the clock pulse and the
sinusoidal wave, respectively. Accordingly, the corrector
outputs the control voltage un as follows:
un = k(Ir − in ),

k > 0,

(1)

where k denotes the ratio of amplifier. Besides, the circuit consists of four switches, and we denote them as SW1,
SW2, SW3 and SW4. Now, the switching state can be
divided into two types. The switches SW1 and SW2 are
open and SW3 and SW4 are close for system-a. Also, the
switches SW1 and SW2 are close and SW3 and SW4 are
open for system-b. The circuit equations corresponding to
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Figure 1: Circuit model.

each state are given by



di
 −Ri − E
L
= 

 −Ri + E
dt

2.2. Discrete map
: system-a
: system-b

.

(2)

We use the dimensionless value τ = Rt/(2L) in the following analysis. Similarly, the clock pulse and sinusoidal wave
interval are T c0 = RT c /(2L) and T s0 = RT s /(2L). Then, we
rewrite T c0 and T s0 as T c and T s . Figure 2 shows the proportional corrector and PWM modulator. The output of the
PWM modulator sat(un ) is defined as follows:


−1, un ≤ −1






un , −1 < un < 1 .
(3)
sat(un ) = 





 1,
u ≥1
n

Moreover, we define the duty ratio Dn , which depend on
the output of PWM controller as follows:
1 sat(un )
Dn = +
.
2
2

(4)

We show an example of the waveform in Fig. 3. Behavior of the waveform during the clock interval is divided
into three types depends on un . If the value of un satisfies
un ≤ −1 (or 1 ≤ un ) the state of the switches during a clock
interval keeps system-a (or b). On the other hand, if the
value of un satisfies −1 < un < 1, the state of the switches
during a clock interval is shifts from system-a to b, and then
it returns to system-a. Now, during a time τa and τb , state
keeps system-a and system-b are defined as follows:
τa =

(1 − Dn )
Tc,
2

τ b = Dn T c .

(5)

We sampled the waveform at every period of T c and T s
in order to define the discrete map of the circuit. Here, the
reference current is defined as Ir = ir + A sin nωt. Also, the
variable n is n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1 and we let in be a solution
at the time τ = nT c . In particular, we define the solution
at the time τ = 0 and τ = NT c are i p and i p+1 respectively.
Then, the discrete map of slow-scale dynamics is defined
as follows:
i p+1 = F(i p )
= FN−1 ◦ . . . ◦ Fn ◦ . . . ◦ F1 ◦ F0 (i p ).

(6)

In Eq. (6), F n means the discrete map of fast-scale dynamics. Figure 4 shows the conceptual diagram of the discrete
map in fast-scale dynamics. Based on the solutions of Eqs.
(2) and (5), the discrete map of fast-scale dynamics is defined as follows:
Fn (in ) = in+1

E



in ≤ C1 (n)
in e−2T c + 2 T c e−T c ,



R







E



e−2T c − 2k T c e−T c in



R


.

= 
E

−T c

(i
)
+2k
T
e
+
A
sin
nωT
,

c
r
c


R




C2 (n) < in < C1 (n)







E


 in e−2T c − 2 T c e−T c ,
in ≥ C2 (n)
R
(7)
In Eq. (7), C 1 (n) and C2 (n) are borders for classifying three
types of the waveform in Fig. 4, which are expressed in the
following equation.
1
C1 (n) = ir + A sin nωT c − ,
k
1
C2 (n) = ir + A sin nωT c + .
k

(8)

3. Analytical results
Figure 2: Proportional corrector and PWM modulator.

Figure 3: Example of the waveform.

In the following analysis, the circuit parameters are fixed
as:
k = 1.2, T s = 15, T c = 0.3.
(9)
Figure 5 shows the one-parameter bifurcation diagram
and the corresponding Lyapunov exponent. It can be seen
from Fig. 5 that bifurcation phenomena occurs with changing the parameter ir . For example, the period-1 solution bifurcates to the period-2 solution around ir = 2.0. Then, the
period-2 solution bifurcates to the chaotic attractor around
ir = 4.0. After that, chaotic attractor is obtained again
through the period-3 solution. In Fig. 6, we show the
waveform and discrete map of the slow-scale dynamics as
ir = 6.4 and ir = 6.6. From these figures, we can see
the state of fast-scale and slow-scale dynamics is stable at
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(a) un ≤ −1

(b) −1 < un < 1

(c) un ≥ 1

Figure 4: Classified waveform during the clock interval T c .
ir = 6.4. However, we consider that bifurcation phenomena occurred in fast-scale dynamics makes behavior of the
slow-scale dynamics unstable. In our previous works, we
analyzed the border-collision bifurcation in interrupted circuit with fast-scale and slow-scale dynamics. In Ref. [4],
we showed that border-collision bifurcation causes fastscale and slow-scale dynamics to destabilized at the same
time. Therefore, we consider the same phenomenon has occurred through the border-collision bifurcation around the
ir = 6.5 from Fig. 6.
If we set the parameter of amplitude A = 0.0, we can
obtain the equivalent circuit model in [8, 9]. In the following analysis, we compare the case of amplitude A = 0.0
with A = 0.1 to discuss the qualitative behavior of the circuit. Figure 7 shows the one-parameter bifurcation diagram
of the circuit and the corresponding Lyapunov exponent

(a) ir = 6.4

(b) ir = 6.6
Figure 6: Border-collision bifurcation. (A = 0.1, T c = 0.3)

(a) One-parameter bifurcation diagram

(b) Lyapunov exponent
Figure 5: One-parameter bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov exponent. (A = 0.1, T c = 0.3)

at T c = 0.3 and A = 0.0. Moreover, we show the twoparameter bifurcation diagrams in Fig. 8. The bifurcation
parameters are the reference value ir for the x-axis and the
period of the clock pulse T c for the y-axis, respectively. In
Fig. 8, the area of yellow, blue and green correspond to
the existence region of the solution and the red area means
the over period-4 solution. From these figures, bifurcation
structure of the circuit is similar to the case of A = 0.0.
Here, the amplitude of reference current affects the behavior of the circuit if the control voltage satisfies −1 < un < 1
(see Eq. (3)). Therefore, we conclude that if the control
voltage satisfies −1 ≥ un or 1 ≤ un , the same bifurcation
phenomena in [8, 9] occurs. On the other hand, period-3
solution bifurcates to a different period-3 solution around
ir = 6.0 in Figs. 5 and 7. Specifically in Fig. 5, the control
voltage satisfies −1 < un < 1 at the period-3 solution of
the fast-scale dynamics. Thus, the sinusoidal wave, which
is applied to the reference current affecting the behavior of
the circuit.
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(a) One-parameter bifurcation diagram

(a) A = 0.0

(b) Lyapunov exponent
Figure 7: One-parameter bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov exponent. (A = 0.1, T c = 0.3)
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we reported nonlinear phenomena in the
PWM current-controlled H-bridge inverter. First, the circuit model including sinusoidal wave of the corrector,
which produces the PWM signal was shown. Then, we
calculated the bifurcation diagrams from the discrete map.
Finally, we discussed the qualitative behavior of the circuit.
In the circuit, there are fast-scale and slow-scale dynamics
depending on the clock pulse and sinusoidal wave, which
is applied to the collector. This paper revealed the possibility that slow-scale dynamics becomes unstable with the
border-collision bifurcation of the fast-scale dynamics. Implementation of the circuit is the future work.
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Abstract—The asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model can realize a wide variety of neuron-like nonlinear behaviors. In this paper, hybrid dynamical system
perspectives of the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model are discussed. Also, a multi-compartment somadendrite model based on the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model is introduced.
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1. Introduction
CU

It is no exaggeration to say that the brain and the neuron are ones of the most sophisticated nonlinear dynamical systems. Many hardware models of neurons have been
presented so far and their clinical and engineering applications have been also investigated intensively (see [1] and
references therein). Major hardware neuron modeling approaches include the following ones (see also Table 1).
• An analog nonlinear circuit approach that uses a nonlinear ordinary diﬀerential equation (ab. ODE) to
model the nonlinear dynamics of a neuron.
• A switched capacitor approach that uses a nonlinear
diﬀerence equation to model the nonlinear dynamics
of a neuron.
• A digital processor approach that uses a numerical integration to model the nonlinear dynamics of a neuron.
• A synchronous sequential logic approach that uses a
traditional synchronous cellular automaton to model
the nonlinear dynamics of a neuron [1]-[11].
• An asynchronous sequential logic approach that uses
an asynchronous cellular automaton to model the
nonlinear dynamics of a neuron.
Advantages and significances of the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model (e.g., low hardware cost and
dynamic reconfigurable capability) are discussed in an accompanying paper [12]. In this paper, rather than such
advantages, hybrid dynamical system perspectives of the
asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model are discussed. Also, a multi-compartment soma-dendrite model
based on the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron
model is introduced.
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Figure 1: Concepts of the asynchronous cellular automaton
neuron model. (a) The velocity vectors induced by synchronous state transitions are characterized by a set of finite integers. The velocity vectors induced by phase-locked
state transitions are characterized by a set of finite rational
numbers. The velocity vectors induced by asynchronous
state transitions are characterized by a set of real numbers.
(b) The asynchronous transitions of the discrete states realize a smooth velocity vector, a smooth vector field, and
thus a smooth bifurcation.

2. Asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model
Fig. 1 illustrates concepts of the asynchronous sequential logic neuron model. Note that this model has two discrete states (V, U) but it can be generalized to a model with
any number of discrete states. The two-state model in Fig.
1 consists of the following elements.
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• Registers that are responsible for storing discrete
states, e.g., a membrane potential V ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N −
1} = ZN and a recovery variable U ∈ {0, 1, · · · , M −
1} = Z M .

Table 1: Hardware-oriented Neuron Modeling Approaches.
The asynchronous cellular automaton has discrete states and continuous state transition times.
Hardware
Time and State
Dynamics
Control parameter
Analog
Continuous time
Nonlinear ODE
Nonlinearity of circuit
nonlinear circuit Continuous state
element such as MOSFET
Switched
Discrete time
Iterative map
(not suited for on-chip learning)
capacitor
Continuous state
Digital
Numerical integration Coeﬃcient in digitally
processor
Discrete time
(hardware resource
implemented nonlinear function
Discrete state
consuming)
Synchronous
Traditional
Wiring pattern among
sequential logic
cellular automaton
registers and logic gates
Asynchronous
Continuous time∗ Asynchronous
(suited for on-chip learning)
sequential logic Discrete state
cellular automaton
∗

Synonyms of “asynchronous cellular automaton ” from some perspectives:
• Asynchronous sequential logic
(hardware perspective)
• Asynchronous cellular automaton
(dynamical system perspective)
• Asynchronous numerical integration (computation perspective)
• Asynchronous bifurcation processor (processor perspective)
• Logic gates that are responsible for realizing nonlinear
functions, e.g., functions FV : ZN × Z M → {−1, 0, 1},
FU : ZN × Z M → { − 1, 0, 1}, BV : ZN × Z M → ZN ,
and BU : ZN × Z M → Z M .

where L ⊂ ZN × Z M is a threshold set, which can be regarded as a firing threshold of a neuron model.

• Reconfigurable wires that are responsible for parameterizing the nonlinear functions.

(4)

• State-dependent clocks that are responsible for triggering transitions of the discrete states, e.g., clocks
CV (t, V, U) and CU (t, V, U) the instantaneous frequencies of which depend on the discrete states (V, U).

Output: 
1
Y(t) =
0

In summary, the dynamics of the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model is described by Eqs. (1)-(4).
Remarks on the concepts of the model:

• Like a biological neuron, the model accepts a spiketrain stimulation input S (t) from other neurons.
For simplicity, let us introduce the following notations.
“↑”
“:=”

denotes “a positive edge of a clock.”
denotes “an instantaneous transition
of a discrete state.”

Then, some of the asynchronous sequential logic neuron
models are described by the following formulas.
Subthreshold dynamics:
V := V + FV (V, U)
U := U + FU (V, U)

if CV (t, V, U) =↑ ,
if CU (t, V, U) =↑ .

Stimulation via chemical synapse:
V := V + W if S (t) =↑,

(1)

(2)

where W ∈ {· · · , −1, 0, 1, · · ·} is a synaptic weight.
Firing:
(V, U) := (BV (V, U), BU (V, U))
if (V, U) ∈ L and CV (t, V, U) =↑,

if (V, U) ∈ L and CV (t, V, U) = 1,
otherwise.

(3)
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• If CV = CU , the subthreshold dynamics in Eq. (1) has
some analogies with one-step explicit numerical integration formulas such as the forward Euler method.
Hence, the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron
model can be regarded as a special kind of asynchronous numerical integration (see also Table 1). In
addition, the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model can be regarded as a special kind of asynchronous processor, which is designed to reproduce
typical bifurcations of neurons (see also Table 1).
• The asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model
is designed to have a much smaller resolution of the
discrete state space than the digital processor neuron
model. However, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the asynchronicity of the state transitions in Eqs. (1)–(3) can
realize a smooth vector field. Conceptually speaking, in order to realize a smooth vector field and a
smooth bifurcation structure, the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model wisely utilizes the continuousness of the time axis, whereas the digital processor neuron model straightforwardly utilizes a high
resolution discrete state space. This is the key design
concept of the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model.

K

2π

un + 1

ϕn +1

3. Hybrid dynamical system perspective of
asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model
For simplicity, let the clocks CV and CU be independent
of the states (V, U):
CV (t, V, U) = CV (t),

Fu

CU (t, V, U) = CU (t).

0

un

K

0

Fϕ

ϕn

2π

Also, let the clocks CV (t) and CU (t) be periodic. Then,
after the phase reduction [13], the dynamics of the phases
ϕV and ϕU of the clocks CV (t) and CU (t) are described by
the following equations.

Figure 2: An example of the discrete-continuous hybrid
iterative map (F̃u , F̃ϕ ) [5], which is equivalent to the map
(Fu , Fϕ ) in Eq. (6).

Dynamics of phases of periodic clocks:
dϕV
2π
2π
dϕU
=
=
,
,
dt
TV
dt
TU

For better understanding, rather than the above formula, let
us use the following formula.

where T V and T U are positive real numbers and are periods of the clocks CV (t) and CU (t), respectively. Then the
periodic clock are described by the following equation.

Discrete-continuous hybrid return map:
un+1 = FU (un , ϕn ), Fu : Σ → Z M ,
ϕn+1 = Fϕ (un , ϕn ), Fϕ : Σ → [0, 2π).

Periodic clocks:
CV (t) =↑
CU (t) =↑

if ϕV (t) = 0 (mod 2π),
if ϕU (t) = 0 (mod 2π).

Fig. 2 shows a discrete-continuous hybrid return map,
which is equivalent to that in Eq. (6).
(5)

Remarks on significances of the asynchronicity:

Now the whole system (i.e., the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model in Eqs. (1)-(4) and the clock generators in Eq. (5)) has the following states.
Discrete states:
Continuous states:
Whole state space:

V ∈ ZN , U ∈ Z M ,
ϕV ∈ [0, 2π), ϕU ∈ [0, 2π),
S = ZN × Z M × [0, 2π) × [0, 2π).

L = {(V, U)|V = N − 1}.
Then, referring to Eq. (3), the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model fires when
ϕV = 0 (mod 2π).

Assuming the model continues to fire, the following
Poincare section Σ can be defined1.
Σ = {(V, U, ϕV , ϕU )|V = N − 1, ϕV = 0 (mod 2π)} ⊂ S.
Let the states U and ϕU at the n-th firing moment (i.e., the
n-th moment when the state vector (V, U, ϕV , ϕU ) visits the
Poincare section Σ) be denoted by un and ϕn , respectively.
Then the dynamics of the states (un , ϕn ) is described by the
following discrete-continuous hybrid return map.
(un+1 , ϕn+1 ) = F(un , ϕn ),

• If T U /T V = 1, the clocks CV (t) and CU (t) exhibit a
1:1 synchronization. This corresponds to the situation
in Fig. 1(a). In this case, the orbit (ϕ1 , ϕ2 , · · ·) of the
continuous state variable ϕn is restricted in a point or
a set of few points.
• If T U /T V is a rational number, the clocks CV (t) and
CU (t) exhibit an m:n synchronization. This corresponds to the situation in Fig. 1(b). In this case, the
orbit (ϕ1 , ϕ2 , · · ·) of the continuous state variable ϕn is
restricted in a set of many points.

For simplicity, let the firing threshold L be

V = N − 1,

(6)

F : Σ → Σ.

1 If the Poincare section Σ is appropriately defined in another way, this
assumption is not needed. In this case, not only spiking behaviors but also
subthreshold behaviors (e.g., resting state and subthreshold oscillation) of
the model can be analyzed by the hybrid return map in Eq. (6) [1].
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• If T U /T V is a irrational number, the clocks CV (t) and
CU (t) exhibit a quasi-periodic behavior. This corresponds to the situation in Fig. 1(c). In this case, the
orbit (ϕ1 , ϕ2 , · · ·) of the continuous state variable ϕn
lies densely in a continuous subset of the set [0, 2π).
• The measure of the parameter set for the case where
T U /T V is rational or integer is zero. Hence, real electronic circuits of the clock generators should have an
irrational T U /T V .
• The discrete state variable un of the hybrid return map
F determines the position of the discrete state vector
(V, U) in its phase space ZN × Z M and thus the discrete
state variable un determines the dominant behavior of
the asynchronous cellular automaton neuron model.
On the other hand, the continuous state variable ϕn
of the hybrid return map F exhibits a quasi-periodic
behavior for the case of the asynchronous clocks (i.e.,
for the case of the irrational T U /T V ) and then it acts as
a perturbation to the discrete state variable un . This
perturbation realizes the smoothness of the map Fu
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Abstract—We show preliminary measured results from
a prototype integrated circuit that implements a fullydiﬀerential A/D converter circuit based on a scale-adjusted
β-expansion with a switched-capacitor integrator as a core
building block. The measured results include the A/D conversion characteristics with estimation of the value of β,
and characteristics of the binary output sequences when the
β A/D converter circuit works as a chaos generator with a
β-expansion chaotic attractor.
1. Introduction
As an expansion method of a real number with a real
number base, a β-expansion has been mathematically studied for many years based on the ergodic theory, number theory and nonlinear dynamics theory. As a circuit implementation of the β-expansion, a β-encoder was proposed [1].
Recently, a β-expansion attractor was defined, and the characteristics of β-encoder were discussed in detail through a
β-map [2, 3]. In addition, a scale-adjusted β-map was introduced for a practiced circuit implementation. A scaleadjusted negative β-map was also defined, and an algorithm
for the negative β-encoder was proposed [2, 3]. A 2-state
Markov chain approximation was used to show that the binary output sequences of the scale-adjusted ordinary and
negative β-encoders have a variety of auto-correlation characteristics including a negative one depending on the values
of β and threshold.
A series of researches on the practical IC implementation of the β-encoder with 90 nm CMOS technology has
demonstrated through experiments its robustness against
changes in the value of β, value of threshold voltage, and
temperature [5–7]. In addition, a practiced method to estimate the value of β from the observed bit sequences was
proposed for IC implementation [4]. On the other hand,
theoretical analyses of the β-encoder circuit established a
useful design guideline for the β-encoder circuit [8]. Based
on these results, a pipelined β-encoder architecture was
proposed [9].
As yet another circuit implementation method, especially for laboratory experiments, a switched-capacitor
(SC) circuit technique was employed [10, 11]. Through the
circuit experiments with discrete components, the ordinary
and negative β-expansion attractors were shown. In addition, the characteristics of the binary sequences obtained
from these attractors were also investigated. The same SC

circuit techniques were applied to an integrated circuit that
can realize both the ordinary and negative β-encoders [12].
A prototype chip for this circuit was implemented with the
TSMC 90 nm CMOS process technology [12].
In this paper, we preliminarily evaluates experimentally
the characteristics of the prototype IC chip when the circuit
operates as the scale-adjusted ordinary β-encoder. In experiments, we evaluates 1) A/D conversion characteristics, and
2) characteristics as a chaotic circuit with the β-expansion
attractor.
In section 2, we shortly review the β-encoder [1–3]. In
section 3, we explain the fully-diﬀerential β-encoder integrated circuit based on the SC integrator, of which we
measure characteristics [12]. In section 4, we show the
preliminary measured A/D conversion characteristics with
diﬀerent values of β. Finally, in section 5, we demonstrate
the auto-correlation characteristics of the binary output sequences obtained from the β-expansion attractor according
to the value of β.
2. A/D Converter Based on the Scale-Adjusted β-Map
The A/D converter based on the scale-adjusted β-map
with a conversion radix of β (1 < β < 2) is defined as [1–3]
{
βx(tn ),
x(tn ) ∈ [0, γν),
x(tn+1 ) =
(1)
βx(tn ) − s(β − 1), x(tn ) ∈ [γν, s),
where tn is a discrete time (n = 1, 2, . . .), ν ∈ [s(β − 1), s]
is a threshold parameter, s > 0 is a scaling parameter, and
γ = 1/β. Moreover, a quantization function Qθ (tn ) is given
as
{
0, x(tn ) ∈ [0, θ),
Qθ (x(tn )) =
(2)
1, x(tn ) ∈ [θ, s),
where θ = γν is a threshold of the quantization. As a result,
a binary sequence b(tn ) can be defined as
b(tn ) = Qθ (tn ).

(3)

By using Eqs. (2) and (3), we can rewrite Eq. (1) as
x(tn+1 ) = βx(tn ) − b(tn )s(β − 1).

(4)

The tolerable range of the value of threshold is given as
[2, 3]
θ ∈ [s(1 − γ), sγ].
(5)
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Figure 1: The fully-diﬀerential A/D converter circuit based on the scale-adjusted β-map with a SC integrator implemented
in the prototype chip.
1

The A/D converter circuit based on the scale-adjusted
β-map with a SC integrator implemented in the prototype
chip is shown in Fig. 1 [12].
The circuit operates with non-overlapping clocks A and
B, and a reset clock C. In addition to these main clocks,
auxiliary clocks Ae and Ce are used, which go high a little
earlier than A and C, respectively, to prevent the outflow of
charges.
All the capacitors in the circuit are realized as programmable capacitive arrays (PCAs), so that we can
change the value of β by properly setting the values of
PCAs according to Eq. (6).

(β-1)

Cs
Ci

=

1,

Cf
+1 =
Ci
Ck
+1 =
Ci

β,

(6)

β.

The β-map for x(tn ) = x+ (tn ) − x− (tn ) realized with the
fully-diﬀerential circuit in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2, when
+
−
Vre f = Vre
f − Vre f = 1, and θ = 0. As shown in the figure,
Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
x(tn+1 ) =
=

x+ (t ) − x− (tn+1 ),
{ n+1
βx(tn ) + Vre f (β + 1), x(tn ) ∈ [0, θ),
(7)
βx(tn ) − Vre f (β − 1), x(tn ) ∈ [θ, s).

In this case, the tolerable range of the threshold is given as
θ ∈ [Vre f (−2γ + 1), Vre f (2γ − 1)].

(8)

4. A/D Conversion Characteristics
In this section, we evaluate the A/D conversion characteristics of the circuit in Fig. 1. We first estimate an eﬀec-

x(tn+1)

3. The A/D Converter Integrated Circuit Based on the
Scale-Adjusted β-Map with a SC Integrator.

x(tn+1)=
βx(tn)+s(β-1)

0

-(β-1)
x(tn+1)=
-1
-1

βx(tn) - s(β-1)
(-2γ+1) 0 (2γ-1)
x(tn)

1

Figure 2: An example of the β-map for x(tn ) = x+ (tn ) −
x− (tn ) realized by the fully-diﬀerential circuit in Fig. 1,
+
−
when Vre f = Vre
f − Vre f = 1, and θ = 0.
tive value of β realized by the circuit using the estimation
method suitable for circuit implementation proposed in [4].
The estimation algorithm is based on the fact that the value
of e(β) given below should be 0 when the estimated value
of β is equal to the real value.
e(β) =

∞
∑
(b0 (ti ) − b1 (ti )) · β−i

(9)

i=1

where b0 (ti ) and b1 (ti ) are bit sequences when the MSBs of
each bit sequences are 0 and 1, respectively, when we set
x+ (t0 ) = x− (t0 ) (the inputs are shorted), and θ = 0 V.
We estimated the values of β when we set the PCA to
obtain the values of β from 1.1 to 1.9841 (designed values). The bit length used for the estimation was 20 when
the designed values of β are more than 1.4, while it was 40
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Given A, B, C, and D above, the transition probability matrix Pβ,ν is given by
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Figure 4: ENOB vs. the optimal values of β (preliminary).
otherwise.
Next, we measured the eﬀective number of bits (ENOBs)
of the circuit shown in Fig. 1 with the designed values of β
of 1.1 to 1.9841. We then derived the optimal values of β
with which the circuit gives the best ENOBs.
Figure 3 shows the estimated values of β from Eq. (9),
and the optimal values of β obtained from the ENOBs for
several designed values of β. Figure 4 shows the measured
ENOBs for diﬀerent optimal values of β.
5. Characteristics of the Binary Output Sequences
The circuit in Fig. 1 can be used as a chaos generating
circuit [12]. In this section, we evaluate characteristics of
the binary output sequences experimentally obtained from
the circuit in Fig. 1.
Since the circuit in Fig. 1 is a fully-diﬀerential circuit
with the β-map shown in Fig. 2, the transition probabilities
are defined as
A =
=
B
C

=
=

Pr[b(tn+1 ) = 1 | b(tn ) = 0]
θ − {γθ − γs(β − 1)}
,
θ − {ν − s(β − 1)}
Pr[b(tn+1 ) = 0 | b(tn ) = 0] = 1 − A,
Pr[b(tn+1 ) = 0 | b(tn ) = 1]

Pβ,ν

)
 (

B A



for ν < νa ,


1 0






(
)



 B A
for νa ≤ ν ≤ νb ,
=


C D





(
)




0 1



 C D for ν > νb ,

(11)

where
νa

=

νb

=

s(β − 1) − sγ(β − 1)
,
γ2 − 1
s(β − 1) − sγ(β − 1)
.
−γ2 + 1

(12)

The results of the numerical simulations with Eqs. (10)
to (12) are shown in Fig. 5. In the simulations, the value of
β was varied from 1.01587 to 1.9841 in steps of 2−5 , while
Vre f = 1 V. In addition, the value of θ was changed in steps
of 0.01 V.
To estimate the second eigenvalue from the experimentally obtained binary sequence, b(t1 ), b(t2 ), b(t3 ), . . . , b(tL ),
we approximate the sequence by using the 2-state Markov
chain with a transition matrix P f requency as [2],

P f requency
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Figure 6: The experimentally obtained second eigenvalues
through the 2-state Markov chain approximation (preliminary).

[5]

[6]
where n00 , n01 , n10 , and n11 are frequencies defined as
n00 =

L−1
∑
i=1
L−1
∑

b(ti ) · b(ti+1 ), n01 =

L−1
∑
i=1
L−1
∑

b(ti ) · b(ti+1 ),
(14)

[7]

where L is the length of the bit sequence.
In the circuit experiments, we use L = 100000, and
Vre f = 1 V, while the value of β was varied from 1.095323
to 1.9841 with optimal β. The threshold voltage of the
quantizer was 0 V. The result is shown in Fig. 6. From this
result, we confirm that we can easily obtain negative eigenvalues, which are useful for some engineering applications.

[8]

n10 =

b(ti ) · b(ti+1 ), n11 =

i=1

b(ti ) · b(ti+1 ),

i=1

[9]

[10]
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we measured the prototype A/D converter
integrated circuit based on the scale-adjusted β-map with
the SC integrator. The preliminary results for the conversion characteristics has been shown. In addition, we evaluated the prototype circuit as the chaotic circuit by using the
eigenvalues of the output bit sequences.
Because these results are preliminary, some deviations
from the theory were observed. We already found out that
the clock waveforms are not good enough for precise measurements. Therefore, we will further improve the measurements to obtain better results. Furthermore, we will
confirm the robustness of the β-encoder circuit against circuit parameter values and temperature.

[11]

[12]

[13]
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